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PCC BACKS ALLIED CONSENT D
Industry Needs 700,000 Chairs; To Make 70,000
Editorial-

Two Manufacturers Agree
To Immediate Marketing
Of Seats At Ceiling Price
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Coast Indies Also Invite
Allied to Send Observer
To Its Board Meetings

From. . . and
"G-IJoo"
to You
no comment needed

'DAILY

By CHESTER B. BAHN

Washington — No large-scale replacement of theater chairs, an es- I? EAD this letter from a "G-/ Joe," written jrom "somewhere in Normandy"
to Pete J. Wood, secretary of the ITO of Ohio, and let it inspire you to
timated 700,000 of which could readily and immediately be absorbed by that extra effort which will not only meet but exceed the industry's Fighting
film houses, will be possible under Fifth drive goal by Thursday:
the current plan to authorize the
now I'm standing on ground we helped liberate. I've got something I'd like
manufacture and distribution of 10 to "Right
get off my chest. A while back, before the big push, I dropped into a canteen
per cent of this number now, namely and there on the table were some magazines from back home — the first magazines
(Continued on Page 7)
70,000. Latter quantity, it is held
by authoritative channels here, will
go for the most part to houses built
under the OCR expansion program,
(Continued on Page 3)

100% Aussie Coin
For Another Year
American film companies will continue to receive 100 per cent remittances from their Australian subsidiaries for another year.
Extension of the monetary agreement, which expired on June 30, was
disclosed on Friday.
American film revenue in the Australian market is estimated at about
$9,000,000.

PRC Defers Color Plans;
"Enchanted Forest" Off
PRC
has apparently
abandoned
plans to make a feature in color until after the war, a project which
(Continued on Page 7)

S-W Sells the Earle;
Grant to Build Store
Philadelphia — S.-W. Earle Theater and building was sold by S.-W.
through A. Heymann & Brother, realtors, to W. T. Grant Realty Corp'n
for a reported price $1,650,000. A
four-story department store will be
erected on the site after the war.
Until that time, S.-W. will continue
operation of theater which is only
vaude-filmer in town. Building also
houses S.-W. offices.

GIVE YOl/R FREE

West

Coast

By RALPH
WILK
Bureau
of THE FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A close working
agreement between the board of
PCCITO and national Allied in the
latter's consent decree moves was
disclosed here at the week-end with
the announcement in detail of action
taken by the PCC board of directors
at its recent quarterly meeting in
Portland, Oregon.
An invitation was also extended
by the PCC trustees to national Allied to send an observer and a Cara(Continued on Page 6)

Warner Inventories
At All-Time Record

Home Office Employes
Pledge $1,413,580

Reflecting the company's mounting inventory of completed but unreleased productions, practically all
in the upper-bracket budget category, the latest Warners balance
sheet shows inventories of approximately $36,000,000, an increase of
about $8,000,000 over a year ago
and probably the highest inventory
(Continued on Page 3)

Fifth Drive goals set by home office employes of producers and distributors almost double those of
previous Bond drives, Home Office
Chairman Eugene Picker reported
to C. C. Moskowitz, chairman, FriDistributors' new and "final" consent decree proposals are now at the
day. Pledges from 10 companies
total $1,413,580 and each has filed printers awaiting a final okay before they are bound and distributed
a formal certificate of intention with
to the various interests concerned.
(Continued on Page 3)
It is understood the lawyers of the
five consent decree companies will
Coast Studio to Shoot
(Continued on Page 7)

$120,000 as Ad Starter
For PRC Lineup — Fromkess
PRC has allocated $120,000 as the
initial amount for its 1944-45 advertising budget, Leon Fromkess, vicepresident in charge of production
and general manager, announced
Friday at the closing session of the
fifth annual sales meet. Fromkess
(Continued on Page 3)

In Printer's Hands

16 mm. Pic, Then Blow Up
West

Coast
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DAILY

Trade Told Sales Lagging as Drive Hears End
The industry was beseeched by the
Treasury Department over the weekend to step up its efforts to sell extra "E" War Bonds. Ted R. GamWashington
Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
ble, national director of the War
Washington — Promising even more
trouble for exchanges and theaters Finance Division of the Treasury,
in solving their personnel problems stressed the urgency of the situation
under the new referred hiring plan, at a conference with the national
Fifth" committee on FriPaul V. McNutt, WMC chief, an- "Fighting(Continued
on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 7)

Referred Hiring Plan
Applying to Femmes

DAY

THAT

EXTRA

Skouras and Aides to Coast
To See "Wilson", Confer

Hollywood — A studio, described as
one of important rank here on the
Spyros P. Skouras, Tom Connors,
West Coast, has decided to make a Murray Silverstone, William J. Kupfull length feature film during the per, Francis Harley, L. J. Schlaifer,
1944-45 season in 16 mm. Koda- A. W. Smith, Jr., and Sam Shain, of
(Continued on Page 7)
chrome and then enlarge and print
(Continued on Page 7)

Greater E fieri, Treasury Plea

MOVIE

Decree Proposals

EFFORT — PUT

THE

IIGHTiI\G

CBS Signing Talent
To Period Tele Pacts
Believing that it has made a start
in typing programs which will set a
trend in television programming,
CBS has begun signing fixed period
contracts with performers for its
WCBW outlet. Initial contract since
the resumption of live talent telecasts
is a 13-week ticket signed by Vera
Massey which has an option for
another 13 weeks, Worthington Miner, manager of CBS television, announced.
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Shaindlin to Direct
Musicals for Soundies
Will Bradley and his band, Jerry
Wayne and Roberta Hollywood have
been placerl under contract by Jack
Shaindlin, to be featured in a serif three-minute musical Soundies
to be produced by Shaindlin at the
Filmcraft studio in the Bronx.
Shaindlin, who as musical director handling the March of Time and
Universal Pictures in the East, has
now taken over straight directorial
?nrae ts and plans to place under contract radio and stage talent
which will be released
by Soundies Distributing Corp. of
Amei

St. Louis — The application of
Twentieth-Fox for a re-opening of
the suit brought by Mrs. Marie Cooper Oehler Dieckhaus Swanson, formerly of St. Louis, in which she
charged plagiarism in the making
of "Alexander's Ragtime Band" because of its similarities to her unnovel "Love Girl"
taken underpublished
advisement
Friday was
by
Federal Judge George H. Moore
who also asked counsel for both
sides
to submit briefs prior to July
12.
John F. Caskey and John R. McCullough, of New York joined with
Samuel W. Fordyce and Thomas W.
White, local attorneys in presenting
a mass of documentary evidence to
support their contention that the
plaintiff presented false testimony
to perpetrate a fraud on the court.
J.
Porter
Mrs.
Swanson'sto
counsel
also Henry,
presented
documents
support his original charges and to
deny the new statements.

Youngstown Test Case
To Fix Bingo's Status
Youngstown, O. — Test case of interest to all Ohio theater managers
in cities where Bingo flourishes will
1/ a result of a ruling
be tried here, "as
2
by Judge David G. Jenkins of the
Mahoning County Common Pleas
Court, stating, in an informal opinion, that Ohio's amended gambling
law, which does not prohibit Bingo
games for profit, is in conflict with
the State constitution, which says,
'Lotteries and sale of lottery tickets
for any purpose whatever shall forever be prohibited in this state."
The hearing involved a temporary
injunction restraining city police
from halting Bingo games at the
Disabled American Veterans Hall.
Judge Jenkins refused to issue a
restraining order, and as a result,
all Bingo games in the city were cancelled, pending move for a permanent
writ barring police interference.

Bachelor Luncheon for
Max Stein, Irv Ticktin
Their associates at the 20th-Fox
home office on Friday tendered a
bachelor luncheon to Max Stein and
Irvina' Ticktin of the company's advertising department at Rogers Corner. Charles Schlaifer, advertising
manager, was toastmaster.
Stein and Ida Rabinowitz of Forest Hills, Queens, were married on
Saturday. Ticktin took the leap with
Minna Bister of New Rochelle, N.
Y., yesterday.

D of J. Shifts Britt
From Chi. to Capital
CM-ar-o— Daniel Britt, chief of
•"he D of J anti-trust division here,
is transferred to Washington for special work. Britt handled the Government's film cases here. George
B. Hancock from the Denver office
succeeds Britt.

DAILY

Hubby of RKO Lass
Writes Real Drama
RKO Radio's home office was
thrilled on Friday, and even more
thrilled was Helen Felix, secretary
to Al Adams of the company's publicity department. For many weeks
she had not heard from her husband. Navy Flight Lt. D. T. Felix,
Jr. But the evening newspapers on
Friday cleared up the mystery of
his whereabouts in a way which was
as dramatic as any movie. A dispatch datelined Saipan told that
it was he, aboard a PBM flying boat,
who was the first to spot the Jap
fleet which our Navy subsequently
defeated in the big aerial battle reBrae

S. S. Benjamin Warner
Launched at Richmond
Richmond, Calif — The S. S. E
jamin Warner, named in honor
the father of the Warner broth e
was launched on Saturday at
Henry Kaiser yards here. Amo
the speakers were Harry M. s
Jack L. Warner, who paid tribute
the builders of the American m
chant marine and the persoii
manning
ships that
are carry;'
men and thesupplies
to the
fighti
fronts.
Other speakers were Kaiser z
Rear Admiral Howard L. Vickerv

cently. The hero's home is on Sunny
Place, Bronxville, N. Y.

NEW YORK
THEATERS

Para. Withdrawing FWTBT
Aug. 1 Until Next February
In keeping with its promise to the
industry, Paramount will withdraw
"For Whom the Bell Tolls" from
release as a roadshow attraction on
Aug. 1, not showing it again until
February, 1945, when the film will
be released for exhibition at regular prices, according to an announcement Friday by Charles M. Reagan,
the company's distribution head.
Reagan disclosed that since its
world premiere at the Rivoli here
on July 14 of last year the picture
has been booked by approximately
750 nouses, assertedly establishing
a box-office record topped by only
one picture on a roadshow basis in
the history of the business. By Aug.
1 the film will have played only about
800 engagements out of a possible
total df more than 12,000.
Reagan, at
"Bell"
will
beAccording
shown into Canada
regular
prices, its engagement starting
there in 1945. Where the film will
have its Canadian premiere is still
to be decided.

RADIO CITY MUSIC
CARY

"Once

Polio Outbreak Cuts
Charlotte Attendance
Charlotte, N. C— Health authorities have recommended that children
be kept away from theaters as 107
cases of infantile paralysis, the largest number ever reported in North
Carolina, are reported. With 40
cases reported in Charlotte, attendance, particularly at matinees, has
fallen off.

GRANT

in

Upon A Time"

with Janet Blair
Directed by Alexander Hall
A Columbia Picture
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See Stilwell in the War's Most Incredible Venti
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Guild Mulls Sale of Pic
Rights Before Production
A plan bearing on the sale of film
rights to shows before production is
under study by the Dramatists Guild.
Submitted by H. William Fitelson,
theatrical lawyer, the proposal is
designed to protect the lesser known
playwrights. It calls for a down
payment for the film rights and other
sums depending upon the length of
a show's engagement. With rare
exception the present practice requires the film companies to bid for
rights to shows in the open market.

HALL

Showplace of the Nation-Rockefeller Cente

Released by 20th Century-Fox

"GOING MY WAY"
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Heed 700,000 (hairs;
o Make But 70,000
i Continued from Page 1 )
r to existing outlets which the Govrnment agency holds to be essential
nd therefore in need of such new
iquipment.
|}Many exhibitors are not anxious,
iiwever, to replace their chairs beause of continued vandalism in their
heaters. It is less expensive, as
hey see it, to re-cover the chairs
ihan replace them and have them
ipped up. Same attitude appears
o dominate now with respect to
arpeting, even if it were possible to
btain this item in any appreciable
! uantity. An important factor in
xhibitors' cleaving to the status quo
3 their conviction that theatergoers
rill make allowances for wartime
•quipment, and not object to re-covied chairs as long as they do not
.ower comfort standards too far. This
-heory has been borne out, it appears, by box-office returns nationManufacturers are unwilling generally to make theater chairs, and
'.re unwilling, too, to part with the
fock they now have on hand. The
OPA price ceiling, they claim, is too
ow and does not permit normal
irofit.
They
prefer to hold their
I tock until the price control restric" ions are limited.
Two manufacturers have, however,
ngreed to assemble about 70,000 seats
-or immediate marketing at ceilng price, and these now seem to be
he only new chairs which will be
ivailable for some time to come.
That these will be assembled is yet
o be decided by WPB, but authority is expected to be granted shorty. They will be medium-grade
■hairs for the most part.

Film Classics to Move,
Expanding Space 6 Times

COmmG and G0IDG
NORMAN H. MORAY, short subject sales manager for Warners returned to New York from the
^oast over the week-end.
MAX MILDER has arrived in London from
New
York.
HERBERT

•
SPG
both
will

• • CUFF NOTES: Delay in the announcement of the New York
arbitration decision could stem from the fact that the attorneys on
sides want to make sure that the phraseology is fool-proof and so
have smooth sailing with the W1B which must pass upon the terms

Meanwhile don't credit those reports of a 10 per cent pay tilt.
• Is Monogram money going to back a new version of "Greenwich
Village Follies" on Broadway?
...
• Hope Associates
Corp. has
moved to 40 E. 49th St. . . • Lt. Joseph Gould, first New York SPG
prexy, is reported in England ...... Meanwhile, announcements are out
of Lt. Gould's marriage on April 2 to Betty Dworetsky. . . • Annual
survey of stockholder annual reports, a feature of the July 5th issue

CROOKER,

publicity manager

at

M-G-M,
left Friday for a week's vacation in
New England.
CHARLES
arrived from

LaTORRE and MRS.
the Coast.

LaTORRE

have

LESTER COWAN is back on the Coast from
Washington
and New
York,
JIM KEEFE, 20th-Fox field exploitation representative with headquarters in Cincinnati, is
in town for conferences with Rodney Bush and
Jules Fields.
CHARLOTTE STEINBORN, secretary to Emerson Yorke, has left New York for a vacation
mid-July.
in Cincinnati, and is scheduled to return in

of Financial World, gives the "Highest Merit Award" citation to Columbia
and Universal and Honorable
Mention to Paramount
and B.KO
Survey was made by Weston Smith. . . • Despite the Broadway run
pressure. Film Classics currently has two Goldwyn re-issues showing,

EDITH GRAHAM, theatrical editor of the
Charleston, W. Va., Gazette, is due July 9
to cover a fashion show in town and to visit
a few days with various home office film company executives. Mrs. Graham is a sister-inlaw of Russell Stewart of M-C-M's publicity
department.

"Dead End" at Brandt's Gotham, and "The Kid from Spain" at Maurer's
Victoria
That's fast work considering that the Goldwyn deal was
inked on June 9. . . • "The White Cliffs of Dover" in seven weeks
at the Music Hall garnered approximately $50,000 more than any previous

S. W. SINGER, account executive of Buchanan
& Co. for International Pictures, left for Hollywood yesterday to confer with William Coetz,
Leo Spitz and John LeRoy Johnston on advertising campaigns on "The Woman In The
Window"
and "Belle Of The Yukon."

pic which played the theater for the same amount of time
Loew's
Metropolitan, Brooklyn, 'will open 'with the film on July 13, eight other
Loew de luxers here on July 20. . . • Lt. Bob Schulberg, formerly a mem-

SOL. A- SCHWARTZ, general manager of
RKO's Out-of-Town Theaters, is now on a tour
of
theaters
Mid-Western territory.
Schwartz
returnsin in the
10 days.

ber of Mort Blumenstock's publicity department at Warners, has been
named coach of the 13th Airborne Division's All-Star Baseball Team at
Camp MacKall, N. C. . . • Norma H. Moray, daughter of Norman H.

JACK V. SHEEHAN, in charge of the educalional and commercial films for Walt Disney
Productions, is at the Waldorf-Astoria from Burbank, Cal.

Moray, Warners' short subject sales manager, is starting a new movie
program over Station WSRR, Stamford, Conn
▼
T
▼

PETER COLLI, Warners supervisor for the
Caribbbean area, left New York over the weekend for his headquarters in Havana.

•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

Warner Inventories
At All-Time Record

nn birthday

MEETINGS TO...

Nearing

completion

are

Home Office Employes
Pledge

"Objec-

K. STERN,

assistant secretary of

$120,000 As Ad Starter
For PRC Lineup — Fromkess
(Continued

from Page 1)

noted that the over-all advertising
budget will be far in excess of the
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

i Film Classics Inc. will move its total ever carried by any film comlome office to larger quarters at 18 pany.
With the Warner studio continu.IV. 48th St., about July 15, expanding production at capacity, while no
ing six times its present space.
Ueorge A. Hirliman, president of the increase in release schedule is planned for the remainder of this seaompany, announced that coincidentson
at least, still another substan1 illy with its removal, the staff of
tial jump in inventory figure is exIhe organization will be increased in
pected in the next financial stateill departments.
ment. In the three months covered
by the latest statement alone, the
increase was about $3,000,000.
Among completed pictures in Warners' current record inventory are
"Arsenic and Old Lace," "Saratoga
Trunk," "Rhapsody in Blue," "Devotion," "Conflict," "The Animal
Kingdom," "Mr. Skeffington," "The
3
M. Alicoate
Wynne Gibson July Florence
Horn Blows at Midnight," "My RepuLuther Reid
George Sanders
A I Perrin
tation," "Janie," "Cinderella Jones,"
Leon Errol
"To Have and Have Not," "The Very
July t
Louis B. Mayer
Mary P. Alicoate
Thought of You," "The Doughgirls,"
Gloria Stuart
Gertrude Lawrence
"The Conspirators," "The Last Ride,"
Vince Barnett
George Murphy
"Crime by Night" and "The AdvenBarbara Weeks
Joe C. Hornstein
Ed Savin
Joseph Ruttenberg
tures of Mark Twain." Latter picture has had only a limited special
Harvey
Thew
Irving Caesar
Helen Gilbert
Henry
Armetta
showing
thus far, with general reHenri Elman
Mrs. Thomas Meighan
lease July 22.

CHARLES

Loew's,turnsInc.,
left Friday for Baltimore and reWednesday.

the Treasury, promising to strive toward a definite goal.
Columbia employes' pledge, $232,000, is for a 1,500-bed overseas general hospital. Loew's, with a quota
of $325,000, specifies a five-car hospital train. Paramount's $175,000
pledge is to go for one hospital
plane and one fighter plane. Republic's $10,290 will buy 10 amphibian
jeeps. Twentieth Century-Fox will
sell $250,000 for a heavy bomber.
Universal's $125,000 will pay for a
medium bomber. United Artist's
$50,000 will cover an Army fighter
plane. Warner's $146,000 will provide a 10-car overseas hospital train
and equipment. RKO, with $90,000
will pay for a 750-bed evacuation
hospital, while PRC's $10,290 pledge
is for three heavy field ambulances.
tive, Burma," "Roughly Speaking"
and "Strangers in Our Midst," with
"Hollywood Canteen," "The Corn is
Green" and "Christmas in Connecticut" also before the cameras and
three or four others starting within
the next month.

total spent since the company's inception.
One pic on the current program,
"Minstrel Man," will come in for
benefits under the new appropriation
made available to Martin Mooney,
ad-publicity
supervisor.
Coast Party for Sammis
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Elsa Maxwell entertained 200 Hollywood "names" in .
honor of Fred Sammis, editorial director of Photoplay, in the home
which Evelyn Walsh MacLean lent
for the occasion.

IN NEW POSTS
City.
SAM
H.

KENNEY,

MORRELL
PETE

manager, Normandie,

B. SELLERS, Warner checking
Cleveland
and Detroit.

New

York

supervisor,

V. MARTIN, Warner checking supervisor, Cincinnati and Indianapolis.

DAUCENBAUCH,
tonica, III.

projectionist, Pec, Peca-

CLENN
HILEMAN,
theaters,
Ashley, manager,
III.

Frank J. Glenn's

RED RYDER COMES
PRESOLD

TO MILLIONS

through:

Red Ryder Cartoon Strip in over 700 newspapers
with a combined circulation of 15,000,000!
The power-packed series of Red Ryder books . . .
5,000,000 currently in circulation!
Red Ryder comic magazines with a fan following
of 3,000,000!
This tremendous
on the screen!

audience is waiting to see Red

Ryder

* TUCSON
MARSHAL

RAIDERS *
OF RENO
*

VIGILANTES OF DODGE CITY
GREAT STAGECOACH ROBBERY
SHERIFF OF LAS VEGAS
LONE TEXAS RANGES
SAN ANTONIO KID
CHEYENNE WILDCAT

tO THE SCREEN...
HE MOST

POPULAR

CARTOON

CHARACTER

OF TODAY IN 8 REPUBLIC OUTDOOR

Another

Scoop

For

REPUBLIC
Showmanship

DRAMAS

WILD BILL ELLIOTT «* RED RYDER
BOBBY BLAKE <m LITTLE BEAVER
ALICE FLEMING ** THE DUCHESS
JOIN THE FIGHTING FIFTH WAR LOAN
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PCC Backs Allied'*
Consent Decree Moves

;a«*

WAC Names Distribution
Chairmen Award Winners «

Names of the exchange managers
who are to receive WAC citations
for services as distribution chairmen
i Continued from Page 1)
in their territories since the formation of WAC, were announced Frivan
representative
to PCCITO's
quarterly meetings.
day by Ned E. Depinet, chairman
of
the
division. Citations, in the
The trustees unanimously approved the report of H. W. Bruen, trus- form of wall plaques, will be pretee, and Kobert H. Poole, executive
sented to the following:
Joseph Miller Albany: E. B. Price. Atsecretary, on their meetings with
lanta: Sydney Lehman. Buffalo: J. J. DonoAssistant U. S. Attorney General hue. Chicago:
Harry Toung, Cincinnati: James
Tom C. Clark in Washington and Hendel. Cleveland: R. J. Morrison, Denver:
with George M. McMurphey, chief L. J. McGinley. Indianapolis: George W. Fuller. Kansas City: Roger Mahan. Xew Haven:
of OCR's service trade division. E. V. Landaiehe. New Orleans; R. B. WilBruen and Poole were authorized to
liams. Oklahoma City: J. H. Jacobs. Omaha:
G. Mausell. Philadelphia: Harry A.
continue their efforts for the pro- William
Seed. Pittsburgh:
A. R. Anderson, Portland.
tection of the interests of the indeAlso. Hall Walsh. St. Louis: S. J. Gardpendent exhibitors of the Pacific
ner. Salt Lake City; L. G. Wingham. San
Coast.
Francisco: Max Cohen. Washington; C. G.
Eastman. Albany; W. O. Williamson and
Statement on Decree
Fred R. Dodson. Atlanta: I. H. Rogovin.
In a prepared statement the PCC Boston: Sydney Samson, Buffalo: J. H. Dillon, Charlotte: Clyde Eckhardt and Thomas
said:
R. Gilliam. Chicago; J. J. Oulahan, Cinein"PCC again reiterates its stand on nait: I. J. Schmertz. Cleveland: S. M. Sachs,
the action taken by trustees almost Dallas: Chester J. Bell and Earl A. Bell,
a year ago on Aug. 18, 1943, on a Denver.
Mel H. Evidon. Des Moines; Frank
policy of intervention in the event J. Also.
Downey. Detroit : G. Richard Frank.
that a new revised consent decree Indianapolis: W. E. Truog, Kansas City:
should be entered into that did not Wayne C. Ball. Los Angeles: J. F. Willingham. Memphis: J. H. Lorentz. Milwaukee:
fairly and equitably include ample L.
J. Miller. Minneapolis: Philip Sherman
protection to independent exhibi- and Barney Pitkin. Xew Haven: James
Briant.
Xew Orleans; Robert Wolff, Xew
tors of the United States against
York: C. H. Weaver. Oklahoma City: F. J.
monopolistic practices already exist- Hamion.
Omaha; Robert Lynch. Philadeling before, and made further posphia: J. J. Maloney. Pittsburgh, R. O. Wilson. Portland.
by the 1940
consent
decree." by
Also. Lester J. Bona, St. Louis: William
The sible
following
resolution
was adopted
the PCC trustees: "That, whereas the hoard
of trustees of PCCITO recognizes the neees-ity of again calling the attention of the
United States Attorney General to wellesablished facts already presented to the
Department of Justice clearly outlining the
effect of the three-year trial period of the
Sew York consent decree, which expired
Nov. 20. 1943. has had upon independent
exhibitors of the United States, and whereas, the Department of Justice since Nov. 20.
l!'4:i has been forcible in its demands upon
the five consenting defendants to agree to
fair and equitable terms in any new revised
'•cnsent decree, and whereas, in event of
failure of said consenting defendants to
recognize the justice of the Department of
Justice's demands.
"Therefore be it resolved. that
PCCITO join with Allied States Association of motion picture exhibitors in
the stand it has taken in following
resolution:

F. Gordon. Salt Lake City: H. Xeal East and
Al Laurice. San Francisco: Edward A. Lamb.
Seattle: Robert Smeltzer and S. X. Wheeler.
Washington: D. A. Levy. Xew Jersey; Len
Gruenberg. Denver and Salt Lake City, and
William Marriott. Indianapolis.

Top Pix Don't Need Upped
Prices, Goldstein's View
Springfield, Mass. — Nathan E.
Goldstein, president of Western Massachusetts Theaters, Inc., operator
of the Paramount, cites the record
of Paramount's "Going My Way" as
an argument against increased admission prices on top flight films.
Playing at regular prices, picture
broke records of eight and a half
years standing in its initial week,
and is now in its third week, an unusually long run for the house.

ry Is Urged
E UJ
E VAmeIric
R 'An
an S» indust
To Push
"E" Sales
(Continued from Page 1)

with

Brian Donlevy, Ann Richards, Walter
Abel, John Qualen, Horace McNally.
M-G-M
151 Mins.

Romance"

ONE OF YEARS BIG FILMS WITH
POWERFUL AND SIGNIFICANT STORY;
IS TOP-FLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT.
In this distinguished film, M-G-M unveils a unique combination of values which
may well herald the pattern and function of many big pictures in the postwar era. Before pointing out these attributes, "An American Romance" must be
put down as entertainment of great power
and inspirational worth, and set off in exquisite Technicolor. Chosen with great
care for precise interpretation of the story,
and for vital box office punch, is the
cast which has Brian Donlevy and Ann
Richards in the top roles, with Walter
Abel, John Qualen and Horace McNally
in close support.
Now, in the matter of pattern and
function, this attraction combines entertainment with a wealth of informative
material, plus presentation of a vital social
issue. What the film conveys in substance
is that progress under our way of life
depends upon the harmonious relationship of labor and management. There are
definite documentary facets to the footage,
for example the splendid sqeuences which
show how steel is made. During these
argosies into the informative, one almost
feels as if an instructional reel, bursting
with drama and color, were unfolding.
Thus, in summation, "An American Romance" is several films in one, — a vibrant
love story, a saga of patriotism, a vital
social document, and a treasury of instruction. Because of the subject matter,
it is likewise, at times, a scenic. Long
in the making, and actually for many
years under planning, it is meticulously
produced
and brilliantly directed by King
Vidor.

The story recounts the coming to America of an immigrant, Brian Donlevy, who
literally walks from New York to Minnesota, toils there in the iron mines, mar" Resolved, that the board of directors
hereby respectfully petitions the Attorney
ries a pretty Irish girl, has four sons,
General to bring to a speedy conclusion the
eached named after an American Presipending anti-trust suit against the decree
dent: rises rapidly in the steel game, and
in harmony with recommendations of the
conference of independent motion picture
finally becomes an industrial tycoon via
exhibitors, which were submitted to the
manufacture of automobiles featuring mulDepartment of Justice under date of Feb. Johnston Successor Unnamed
ti-suspension motors and steel turret tops.
x. 1044. or by filing of an amended or supNow a millionaire, he judges social values
plementary petition praying that defenRepublic announced at the weekdants be required to divese themselves of
end that no successor has as yet only by his own hard fight from rags to
their theater holdings, that their large cirriches, and, when his employes want
cuits of theaters be dissolved, and that they been appointed to John LeRoy Johnbe enjoined from further engaging in unfair
ston, former national director of recognition of their trade union, he takes
and discriminatory practices set forth in public relations who recently re- an inflexible stand against it. When he
the original petition: and the board further
finds himself the only member of the
- - that, in case an amended or supple- signed.
firm's directorate to vote against the
mentary proceeding is filed, it be vigorously
aod effectively prosecuted and that the de- mercial distribution of motion pictures and union, and finding his own son leading
fendants be no longer indulged in dilatory could not effect production of training and the fight for unionizafbn of the plant,
and evasive tactics whereby during the past informational films for the Government:
-ix years they have remained in full pos- that executives whose time and attention Donlevy retires from the business he helped
n of their monopoly, and have con- might be engaged as witnesses and other- to found and goes to live in California.
Then comes World War II, and, to be of
tinued to exploit independent exhibitors by
wise would be home office executives and
charging monopoly prices notwithstanding not studio executives, supervisors or di- use, — this time in the manufacture of
rectors: and that by far the greatest conpendency
of the Government's
suit.'
tribution being made by the motion picture aircraft for Victory, he returns to the
"Hi- it further resolved, that the hoard
of directors
urges
that
the Attorney
industry to the war effort consists in fund company for active duty. It is on this
General lie not swerved
from his duty
raising and Bond selling campaigns and ex- conciliatory note that the picture ends.
efficiently
and
impartially
to enforce
hibition ol Government informational films
the law
by representations
from
any
which service has been and is being rend- "An American Romance" will be a muchsource to the effect that prosecution
ered by theater- who would be protected discussed film in wake of its release. It
of eight major companies
at this time
and benefited by enforcement of the Sherman marks a milestone in exposition of conwould in any degree hinder or impair
law against
motion
picture
trust.'
troversial issues in big pictures. Because
the war effort.
William J. Graeper, Jr.. of Portland
was
I 'in- connection,
the board calls at- welcomed
a- a trustee, having been elected it does so, both well and bravely, it becomes much more than fine entertainment.
tention to the fad thai p
ITO to succeed Bob White
herein by the
ned. Oregon
n mended
wonld concern primarilj
It becomes
a constructive
force for the

day.
ing.

He and Claude F. Lee, industry consultant to the Treasury, camt '
here from Washington for the meetFollowing
the conference, R. J
O'Donnell, national "Fighting Fifth
chairman, said: "With the Fifth Wai
Loan drive entering its final wTeek
the period will be the most crucia
of the
entire
mus'
put
forth
extracampaign.
effort to We
overcome

the lagging
sale industry
of 'E' Bonds.
The '
motion
picture
will nevei
have an equal opportunity as in thf,"
final
"Butweeklet'sof this
face drive."
"the plain, hare
facts," O'Donnell
continued:
"Th<
Treasury
Department
reports tha'
the drive for the all-important 'E
Bonds men isof America
lagging. cannot
The 16,000
show- i I
let such
situation go unchallenged.
No mat '
ter what wre have already done, w(
must do more — our utmost.
Wt,
must do everything we have neg 1
lected to do. Let's carry the cam.t
paign to the public with every mean:!

major networks — toda?
at All
our four
command."
and tomorrow, will broadcast a spe
rial announcement for the War Fin jance Division of the Treasury call I
ing attention to the fact that onlj
theaters will be open over the holi \
day for the sale of War Bonds antL.
asking the public to buy Bonds a j
theaters over the holiday.
All allocated Treasury time oil.
the networks will be used for the an [
nouncement.

Cincy Theater Owners
Launch Co-op Exchange
Columbus, O. — The Theater Own
ers' Co-operative Exchange of Cin
cinnati, Inc., has been incorporate
with 505 shares of authorized stoc'
by the Ohio Secretary of State's of
fice, principals named being Edit
P. Stegner, Anita Francis, and Tro;
Feibel, Columbus attorney.
The company has filed a stock reg
istration plan with the State Securi
ties Division, covering 500 share
of Class A no par common stock a
$100 per share and five shares o
Class B no par common at S100 pe
share. This is required before stoc '
may be sold.
nation's present and future well-being.
CAST: Brian Donlevy, Ann Richard
Walter Abel, John Qualen, Horace McNall
CREDITS: Producer and Director, Kin
Vidcr; Screenplay, Herbert Dalmas, Williai
Ludwig; Based upon a Story by King Vido
Director of Photography, Harold Rossor
Technicolor Color Director, Natalie Kalmu:
Musical Score, Louis Gruenberg; Recordin
Director, Douglas Shearer; Art Directo
Cedric Gibbons; Associate Art Directo
Urie McCleary; Set Decorations, Edwin I
Willis; Special Effects, Arnold Gillespie
Film Editor, Conrad A. Nervig.
DIRECTION,
Superb.

Aces.
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i Printer's Hands
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From. . . and"G-I
Joe" to You
no comment needed
THE'

(Continued from Page 1)
I'd seen in a long, long time. Slick paper, bright colors, pictures of pretty girls, and
ads. Boy, those ads! Especially those ads asking folks if they please won't buy
more War Bonds! 1 don't get it. And if you think this is a G. I. gripe, you're 100
per cent right!

|t go ahead with the "last" copy of
e amended decree until a definite
"My pal got kissed by a Bouncing Betty — that's a land mine — and he's supposed to
ceptance is received either verbally clap hands because a guy back home won a kiss from a pin-up girl for putting some
orally from Assistant Attorney money into War Bonds, and at that this fellow gets back four for every three dollars
meral Tom C. Clark in Washing- he invests now. We — we get 50 a month — and no interest! If a lot of razzle-dazzle,
hoopla, and drum-beating are needed to see the finest investment in the world — a
!i. The decree, when printed, will
U. S. War Bond — then try and soft pedal it to the boys out here.
o
en be submitted to Federal Judge
pnry W. Goddard for court sanctn.
Distributors over the week-end
'.re hopeful that the latest draft
mid meet with Attorney General
•ancis Biddle's approval. It is excted Biddle and Clark will meet
thin the week and go over the
:est 'suggested amendments. Folding this meeting, Clark will con[ with Joseph Hazen, distributor
lissary, who, in turn, will relay
the five companies the decision
the Department of Justice. Hazen
due from the Coast today.

iouras and Aides to Coast
d See "Wilson", Confer
(Continued from Page 1)

//
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Washington — Twenty thousand individual
Bonds — a Bond for every seat have been
sold for the mammoth "Cavalcade of Freedom" on the Washington Monument grounds
here on the night of Fourth of July. Theaters were the sole Bond issuing agents for
the event, with tickets sold on the basis
of $25 per seat, with purchasers limited
to six tickets.
— V —

Free Movie Day plugs will be included on M-G.M's 87-station Mutual
network during the Screen Test show
"IT doesn't set so good hearing that you got to hit guys back home over the head
Wednesday, and 68 stations in 46 cities
' to get 'em in the 10 per cent payroll plan, not when across a ridge a Heinie where regular spot announcements are
"88" is trying to take a 100 per cent of your life!
used by M-G-M will also plug the event.
"Not when you know we Joes slap a gocd hunk of our 50 a month into Bonds, when Tie-up was arranged by Howard Dietz,
95 per cent of the Wacs step up to the Bond Wagon every month. 'Course, some of M-G-M vice-president and advertisingthe hotheads in my outfit think maybe if a piece of the war, (just a little piece, mind
you) was put on for a couple of days at home, some people would get the idea real publicity directors, in co-operation with
the Fifth War Loan Campaign commitquick about buying Bonds. If they'd lay in a muddy hole for 72 hours, eating and tee.
— V —

drinking and sleeping and everything — if they ate dirt waiting for the Jerry to move,

maybe they wouldn't be so slow in digging down deep for those extra Bonds. If they
walked through a field hospital right after a bomb hit it, and saw what many guys out
here have seen, brother, they'd run for those Bonds.
"An' if they could get a peep at their own sons, who always had to have their steaks
broiled just so, eating K rations for seven straight days — they wouldn't need a crooner
to sing "Any Bonds Today?" to lay that cash on the line.
"Well, maybe it isn't ycur fault. Maybe this begging and ballyhoo has been overdone. Iguess it's sort of given folks back home the idea they're the ones who are
doing us the favor!
now it?that it's just as much their job to buy for victory as it is
for"Don't
some they
of us know
to dieby for
"So how about laying off the ballyhoo? How

about just saying, for a change, that

th-Fox, left New York for Holly- this is IT! We're going to take care of Adolph and Tojo, the more dough we put
• od over the week-end. W. C. Geh- up now, the more American boys will be standing up when the shooting is over!
ig, Western sales manager, will
"That's my gripe, Pete, and now I'm due up in the front line. But just remember
n the group on the Coast.
this: Uncle Sam shouldn't have to beg 'em to buy Bonds — if they don't know what
At the studio, where conferences it's all about by now, it's just too bad."
11 be held with Joseph M. Schenck,
ecutive head of production, and
Metro Short and CIAA Pic
Metro's Sales Veterans
.rryl F. Zanuck, vice-president in
To be Shown at Museum
arge of production, the men will Receive Loyalty Pins
t and discuss "Wilson" and other
The Museum of Modern Art Film
'thcoming productions. They will
Before M-G-M's Twenty- Year Annain on the Coast for at least a
niversary drew to a close, Division Library will screen at 4 p.m. Thursek.
Managers John J. Maloney and John
day M-G-M's "Somewhere, U.S.A.,"
E. Flynn, at
lunch eons a 35 mm. color film with English
sferred Hiring Plan
held at the commentary, and "En Un Lugar De
pplying to Femmes
Coronado Ho- America," a 16 mm. Kodachrome film
t e 1 in St.
with commentary in Spanish, pro(Continued from Page 1)
Louis, the
M u ehlebach,
duced by the Office of the Co-ordinajnced Friday that referred hiring
Kansas City, tor of Inter-American Affairs. Both
>visions will apply to women
as
films are based on the same footage
11 as men in 16 states.
In those
and Radis- shot in Kodachrome in New Mexico
tes, thus, access to the alreadys o n, Minne- by Gordon Knox of Princeton Film
all pool of cashiers,
usherettes,
apolis, di s - Center, Princeton, N. J.
■ce help, film inspectors and other
tributed a to"Somewhere U.S.A." is already in
'dtions now filled by women will
tal of 29 10-year and 13 20-year
release and is an unusually successi as difficult as will be access to loyalty pins.
ful blow-up of the same basic mateler types of theater employes,
In St. Louis recently, Maloney gave
rial from which the CIAA film was
n the meantime, the WAC
dismade.
out
20-year
pins
to
Mabel
Godwin,
outor committee
is not relaxing
Considerable trade interest is rife
its effort to obtain WMC aid for Mary Vaughn and J. R. Zimmerman,
and 10-year pins to Emma Ammons, in "Somewhere, U.S.A.," not only
■ industry.
Turned down by WMC Alfred I. Coco, Mollie B. Corry, because of its content, but also from
cials three weeks ago, it returned
,t week
to confer
with
McNutt Frances Hoffman, Fannie Isaacson, the technical point of view. Sale
Robert Johns, Fannie Krause, Anna
iself, who was less discouraging Weisenbach, George F. Reilley. In of the production to M-G-M by Princeton Film Center ranks it as one
i: by no means reassuring.
Reived efforts are planned, however Kansas City, he distributed 20-year of the first 16 mm. releases to be
M the case is being kept before pins to Olive Bond and Edward purchased by a major film company
Green, and 10-year pins to Bobbie for enlargement to 35 mm. size, relie.
Abrams, Albert L. Adler, Hilda Eastprinting in Technicolor and eventual
burn, Mildred Gerber, Norine Pugh, theater use.
Kathryn Wheeler, Claude Shockey,
Deration of Rome" July 13
Amy Sinclair, Woodrow W. Walker,
|1:The Liberation of Rome," WAC
Wilma White, and Truly B. Wildman. eron and George W. Turner; and 10j3-reeler, will be released via the
In Minneapolis, Flynn handed out year pins to Florence McHugh, John
jG-M exchanges on July 13. Film
• released by the OWI and pro- eight 20-year pins to the following: L. Kelley, Helen Paasch, Emma 01ved by the Army Pictorial Service Helen Carney, Emma Fenske, Har- sen, Lenore R. Severson, Hannah
:ollaboration with the British Servey Lindell, Bertha Nauer, Norman Sundloff, Beatrice Ringdahl, Beue Film Unit.
W. Pyle, Alfred Putz, William Cam- lah Vander, and Mildred Walker.

Elyria, O. — What is believed to be a
State if not a national record was established at a War Bond rally in the Capitol
Theater, when sales at the rate of $151,923 a minute were recorded. In 13 minutes
a total of $1,975,000 worth of Bonds were
sold.
— V —

Randforce Amusement's Savoy Theater sold 2,490 "E" Bonds worth $234,000 at its recent Bond Premiere. Future
Randforce Bond shows include Meserole,
Wednesday, Marboro, Thursday and Leffens, July 11.

— V —

Detroit — Unique promotional stunt for
War Bonds sold in the lobby of the Film
Exchange Building, where the ladies of
Variety Club are on duty daily to issue
Bonds, is reported by Lew Wisper, state
co-chairman of the drive. Stickers are
being made to attach to each Bond sold
there, "Variety Club Invasion Bond,"
and posters and other publicity are centering on the double tieup of show business and the invasion motive.

PRC Defers Color Plans;
"Enchanted Forest" Off
(Continued from Page 1)
has been on the firm's agenda for the
past season or two. As far as is
known, no mention of such a film
outcropped at the company's fifth
annual sales convention which concluded on Friday in the local Essex
House, nor was it listed in the printed
product brochure. Records disclose
that PRC did plan to make "Enchanted Forest" in color. Now it has
been tagged as a "future."

Coast Studios to Shoot
16 mm. Pic, Then Blow Up
(Continued from Page 1)
it in Technicolor, which is frequently categorized as "Kodachrome's Big
Brother." It is pointed out that this
procedure would effect sizeable economies in several phases of production work. If the idea is carried through to conclusion, it will
be the first time, it is said, that a
prominent producing studio has
availed itself of such mechanics.
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SPECIAL ABO!
MS
ASK NEO-ART
OUX SALESMEN

Don't go 'round plowing big divots out of your '
theatre investment . . . Don't slice your profits 1

right clubs . . . Then address that ball like a '
Showman . . . Tee off like a money-maker and
sink that drive squarely in the middle of the

. . . and don't use the wrong kind of Advertising clubs . . . Correct your Box Office stance

BIG PROFITS cup . . . Remember

. . . Get yourself a good caddie . . . one who

always at your service . . . National Screen Service . . . where showmanship

goes 'round with all the smart players of this
industry . . . and who always hands you the
"BUY and BUY
for BONDS"
"BYE and BYE FUNDS"
Fighting Fifth War Loan I

■ .,

this caddie is

hooks, tops and

slices . . . are corrected with good Advertising.
:V '
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The Daily Newspaper
Oi Motion Pictures
Twenty-Five
Years
Old

Character
tntimai^da
International in Scope
1 Independent in Thought
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'BREAK*
MEW DECREE DRAFT GIVES INDIES A for
Army
210 Movie Cameramen

60-70 Thousand Feet of
Film Now Pouring Into
Capital Weekly from Front
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Washington — Camera coverage of
the French fighting by 400 service
lensers has been set up by Supreme
Headquarters Allied Expeditionary
Forces, Col. Curtis P. Mitchell, chief
of the Pictorial Branch, Army Bureau of Public Relations, reported on
his return from the fighting front.
Two hundred and ten of these service photographers are motion pic(Continued on Page 12)

Cover Invasion

Clearance Case Winners to Get Buying Preference;
Would Designate Price Brackets on Availability;
Pooling Deals to End in Year; D of J View Awaited

50%OFTHEATERS
IN "FREE" DAY

. Washington

Big Radio Campaign Behind
Industry's Drive

Bureau

Free Movie Day tomorrow will see
approximately 8,000 theaters, half
the nation's total, participating in
an effort expected to set an all-time
record for "E" Bond sales, according to a tabulation made as of Monday by the national Fifth War Loan
Campaign committee. Total compares with 3,403 Free Movie Day
participants in the Fourth
Drive.
Nation-wide observance is beingheralded by the greatest radio barrage ever given to a motion picture
industry campaign. An estimated 69
million listeners who tune in today
Until television develops the ar- will hear announcements on five matistic and entertainment quality of
(Continued on Page 11)
the studio-produced motion picture,
it will offer little actual competition
to theaters, Ed Kuykendall, president
(Continued on Page 12)

40 Novels Already

Levy, Langan and Pavone
Take Scully Drive Firsts

20th-Fox Bringinq 300

Sees Tele No Major
Post-war Problem

Loew Pension Plan
Via Equitable Life

Equitable Life Assurance Co. is
W. A. Scully, Universal vice-pres- understood to have outbid all other
ident and general sales manager,
insurance companies for the underMonday made public the list of winwriting of Loew's pension plan. A
(Continued on Page 12)
number of important companies specializing in retirement and pension
plans are reported to have made a
WABD to Explore Tele
(Continued on Page 10)

Educational Methods
Educational possibilities of postwar television will be explored tonight by television station WABD
when the Charles M. Storm Co., television agency, will produce the first
session of a planned Television University of the Air. Project, reports
Raymond E. Nelson, vice-president
in charge of radio and television activities, isan attempt to find a workmanlike method of combining showmanship and education to prevent
television educational programs from
taking low interest ratings. Tonight's
lecturer will be Jay T. Fox, naturalist and photographer, director and
curator of the Fox Museum of Natural History, Seaford, Long Island.

TOMORROW

IS FREE

of THE

In Metro's Contest
With the deadline tomorrow, John
Scott Mabon,
chargeContest,
of Metro's
Annual
Novel inAward
has
already received upwards of 40 unpublished novels scheduled for publication after Aug. 15. Represented
in the. contest thus far are 24 publishers, 16 literary agents who have
submitted one or more scripts, and
two authors who have submitted
their manuscripts direct.
The judges, who will reach their
(Continued on Page 3)

Exhibs. to See "Wilson"

Plans to invite more than 300 exhibitors from as far west as the
Rockies to the world premiere of
"Wilson" at the Roxy on Aug. 1
have been announced by 20th-Fox.
Also coming here as guests of the
(Continued on Page 9)

War Smothers Trade Problems
Pest- War Solution of Abuses — Kuykendall
Holding that while war has smothered unsolved trade problems and
abuses in exhibition and distribution,
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president,
CLEVELAND— Installation of a turret held in a general bulletin that these
from a Flying Fortress increased Bond problems still await practical soluHis organization has no readysales 50 per cent at the Loew's Ohio Thea- made tion.
solutions to the problems, he
ter, managed by Gertrude L. Tracy. She
also has several official walkie-talkie sets said, and proposes no immediate
which $1,000 Bond purchasers have the steps to their solution.
privilege of using.
Among the items for future at— V —
tention and for present study, Kuykendall included:
Chicago — Warner Theaters reports
Excessive
film prices, caused by
Bond sales of $200,000 in the Avalon
(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued on Page 9)
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Washington — "Final" distributor concessions proposed for a
new consent decree, now under study by the Department of Justice with a decision on acceptability likely this week, would give

KEEPING

FAITH

WITH

a "break" to indie exhibs. victorious
in clearance arbitration proceedings,
it was learned yesterday.
Under the new decree proposals,
an independent who wins an arbitration clearance award over a major
circuit house reportedly will have
the right to negotiate and buy that
company's product first in that particular area. Which, in essence
means, that if a company, which
has a first-run in a given town,
loses a clearance award to an independent, the unaffiliated exhibitor has
(Continued on Page 10)

F & M Execs. Study
Employe Teaching
Managers,
assistant
managers,
head ushers and other executive staff
members (Continued
of F & M's
Fox, 3)Missouri,
on Page

Metro Sets Dates for
6 Branch Heads' Visits

With Sam Gardner, Salt Lake City
head, and Lou Amacher,
Portland
generalissimo,
scheduled
to arrive
(Continued on Page 3)

OP A Cancels His Gas,
Cassidy Folds Theater
Detroit — William A. Cassidy, circuit owner, announces the closing of
Midland Theater, only house in Midland, Michigan war production center,
for one month, in protest over OPA
regulation. Cassidy's gasoline rations
were suspended for six months, allegedly because of Florida trip on
doctor's advice.
Closing of the theater cancels a
War Bond premiere but Cassidy will
keep
Bonds. the lobby open to sell War
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Esler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone Briarfate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. Frednan, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St., W. I. HAVANA— Mary Louise Blanco,
Virtudes 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
Damon. MEXICO
CITY— Marco-Aurelio
Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F. SYDNEY—Allan White. SAN JUAN— E. Santhez Ortiz.
MONTREAL— Roy Carmichael.
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Metro Home Office Execs.
To Attend Press Luncheon

Graetz Represents Lewis
In Selznick Re-issue Deals

A number of M-G-M home office
executives will attend the trade press
luncheon tomorrow in the College
Room of the Astor at which William
F. Rodgers, vice-president and general sales manager, will act as host.
They include E. M. Saunders, assistant general sales manager; E. W.
Aaron, circuit sales head; Harold
Postman, assistant to Rodgers; E.
K. (Ted) O'Shea, Eastern sales manager; H. M. Richey, exhibitor relations head; Howard Dietz, director
of advertising, publicity and exploitation; Si Seadler, advertising manager; Will R. Ferguson, exploitation
manager.
Although the company has not
yet announced any releases for August, it is very likely Rodgers will
make known such plans at the luncheon. Tradeshowings for "Seventh
Cross" and "Dragon Seed" will be
set up by the company within the
next, few days.

Paul Graetz, president of AFE
Corp. is representing Ray Lewis in
connection with deals for foreign and
domestic distribution of four David
O. Selznick re-issues. Miss Lewis
holds 35 and 16 mm. re-issue rights
for the Western Hemisphere and
other open territory including the occupied countries, and 16 mm. rights
for England where 35 mm. rights
are held J. Arthur Rank.
Pictures included in the deal are
"The Prisoner of Zenda," "The Garden of Allah," "Adventures of Tom
Sawyer" and "Intermezzo," Vanguard
held
rights
"Intermezzo"
in the35U.mm.
S., but
Missto Lewis
has the
16 mm. rights.

Pathe Industries Capital
Authorized at $6,000,000

Pathe Industries, into which recently were merged Pathe Laboratories of New Jersey and Pathe Laboratories of California, making it
Broadway Biz Excellent
the parent company of all PRC units,
has an authorized capitalization of
Despite Fourth's Exodus
$6,000,000, consisting of 200,000
Business was reported very good shares of $5 par value common stock
in the Broadway area on Monday and 50,000 shares of $100 par value
despite the heavy exodus of New four per cent cumulative preferred
Yorkers to beach and country for the stock. The preferred stock eventuFourth of July holiday. Only on
ally will be retired via a sinking fund.
Saturday afternoon was business off.
Saturday evening, Monday and Tues- Harold Lloyd May Join
day held up remarkably well. How
good business was on Monday and Kughes-Sturges Setup
the Fourth is indicated by the fact
that the Music Hall had to put on West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
an extra show both days. Fuller reHollywood — Harold Lloyd may ally
port on yesterday's showing at the with Howard Hughes and Preston
film houses is awaited today.
Sturges, it is reported here. If he
does, he may direct a Sturges orie-inal, "The Sin of Hilda Diddlebuck."
Rent, Mortgage Taxes
Howard-Sturges also plan to make
"Three Black Pennys," by Joseph
Proposed by LaGuardia
Hergesheimer.
A tax on all rent payers and owneroccupants in business and commercial
buildings, plus residences, supple- Republic Closes 1944-45
mented by a tax on mortgage inter- M & P Circuit Deal
est and a levy on all persons employed in New York City but living
Republic has closed a contract for
elsewhere, is proposed by Mayor its 1944-45 product with M & P
La Guardia as a means to cover Theaters, operating 117 houses in
mounting subway deficits.
the New England territory. M. J.
Mullin and Chester Stoddard of
M
& P negotiated the deal with J. R.
Opens Buying-Booking
Grainger, president of Republic, Jack
Service for Exhibitors
Davis, and Sam Seletsky.
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM
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COmiflG and GOING
DARRYL F. ZANUCK, accompanied by M
ZANUCK, is due to leave the Coast on July
for the world premiere of 20th-Fox's "Wils
at the Roxy on Aug. 1. He will be follov
by LAMAR TROTTA, BRYAN FOY, CEOF ,
JESSEL, GERALDINE FITZGERALD, GENE Till
NEY,
MIRANDA,
MICHAEL
O'SH
DANA CARMEN
ANDREWS,
SIR CEDRIC
HARDWIC
WILLIAM BENDIX, THOMAS MITCHELL, LY
BAR I, JEANNE
CRAIN and JUNE HAVER.

JULIUS LAMM,
Warners'
Upto i
Cleveland,
and MRS.manager
LAMM of are
vacationing
the Summit
Hotel, Uniontown,
Pa.
ARY
LIMA,
general manager
for Warners
Brazil, leaves today for his headquarters in ,
de
Janeiro
after
a
10-week
stay
in New Yl
and Hollywood.
FRANK N. PHELPS, Warner Theaters labor
lations contacj-, goes to Boston today.

JACK E. FLYNN, M-C-M western sales m ,
ager, will arrive in New York from his he
quarters in Chicago on July 10 to spend a w
or 10 days at the home office for conferen:
On that date, SAM GARDNER, Salt Lake C
branch manager, and LOU AMACHER, Pc ;
land manager, also arrive in town for a wes
home office visit.
the

J. ROBERT RUBIN
past week.

was in Washington

dur

BEN MELNIKER of Loew's legal departm
leaves the end of the week for a business trip
Dallas.
MICHAEL
TODD
is expected
Coast the end of the week.
LAIRD CRECAR

back

from

is in town from the Coast

a week's engagement in "The Man Who C;
to Dinner"
at the Strand
Theater,
Stamfo
Conn.
JEAN DALRYMPl'E has gone to Califon
She is due back in two weeks.
HARRY C. ARTHUR, JR., general mana
of Fanchon & Marco, is scheduled to le
for the Coast on Saturday.
CONSTANCE
New York from

BENNETT,
Hollywood.

has just arrived

'HARRY ROSENBLATT, sales manager M-G
exch., Boston, will leave Friday with the M
to visit son George at OCS in Baltimore.
FRED SAMMIS, editorial director of Photopl
returns from the Coast this week.

Canadian Operators Unic
Signs New Circuit Contra
Toronto — Formal announcement
made that Internation Operati
Union has signed a contract coil
mencing with the new season wii
theater chains across Canada, pri|
cipal development being concessii
granting
time and
wa"
rate
for overtime
work one
withhalf
midnig,
included
in any
the overtime
clause.nc"
shows and
extra performa
Last year projectionists secur
one week's vacation with pay whi
continues under the new contract.

DAILY

Washington — Joe B. Walsh, for- Five New Pix to Start,
Paging Trader Horn
mer Columbia salesman, has opened Making 52 Shooting
Chicago — Could be the Chicaj.
buying-booking service for exhibicensor
like jungle tales. R
tors. Walsh already has a number West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY port for don't
June shows the censor boa
of accounts and expects to go on the
Hollywood — Five new pictures go "pinked" both "Jungle Woma
road shortly to explain his plan to
into
production
this week, making (Universal) and "Call of the Jungl
theater operators.
total of 52 shooting.
(Monogram).

Nazis Hold Lt. Eomer

Detroit — First Lt. Adolph Komer,
son of Charles Komer, head of Komer and Goldberg Theaters, has been
reported a prisoner in Germany. He
was originally reported missing in
action on a flight over enemy territory three weeks ago, but his family
refused to give up hope of further
word.

Wood

Sends Polio Checks

Columbus, O. — County infantile
paralysis committees have received
checks for their half of the 1944
drive theater collections from P. J.
Wood, secretary of the ITO and state
chairman for the compaign. Collections in Ohio totaled $231,938.97,
more than double the 1943 receipts.

\
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F & M Execs. Study
Employe Teaching

10 Novels Already
n Metro's Contest
(Continued from Page 1)
by Aug. 15, are Harry Hanecision
i
en, literary critic of the New York
!jVorld-Telegram; Amy Loveman, as■tjiociate
of The Saturday
Reiew
ofeditor
Literature;
and
Sidney
'ranklin, producer of "Random Har, est," "Mrs. Miniver," and "Madame
"urie."
I "The purpose of 'this contest," as
xpressed by Mabon, "is not to entourage authors to write in terms
f'rf
what
they
to be values;
motion
licture rather conceive
than literary
;ince the company has found that,
jvith few exceptions, a good motion
picture emerges
from
a creative
I vork that is conceived in terms of
>|ts own literary form, and derives
I ts force from the author's individual
>erception of human character."
Contingent upon the number of
sales which the novel will attract,
;he winning author will receive for
jiis share a minimum of $125,000,
pr a possible maximum of $175,000;
md the publisher will be paid $25,p00 upon publication of the book,
whether it was submitted by him or

'pot.
„;
In consideration for the award to
the author, M-G-M will acquire the
world-wide motion picture rights as
well as certain allied rights, which
include radio and television.
It has been pointed out that should
M-G-M be interested in purchasing
'any of the novels that were submitted, other than the winning one,
lit will bid for them in the open
market in the usual way.
Deny B & K New Trial
Chicago — B & K's appeal for a new
trial of its $32,000 damage action
against the city for damages said
caused by subway construction has
been denied by Judge Cornelius Harrington in the Circuit Court.

Industry Facets
•

•

•

CONGRATULATIONS

go today to William F. Rodgers, vice-

president and general sales manager ior Loew's, who this week celebrates
his 35th year in film biz
Rodgers entered the industry via General
Film in July, 1910, as an exec
His particular assignment was to
lineup indie exchanges throughout the country as an integral part of
General Film, which had been formed a few months earlier
Bill, up
to that time, had been a sales exec, for Havana American Co., cigar
manufacturers
Successively,
after
Mutual Film, Triangle and Goldwyn

leaving General, he 'was with
The merger of Goldwyn with

Metro and Mayer in 1924 brought Bill's appointment as Eastern sales manager Upon the death of Felix F. Feist, in 1936, he was elevated to
the general sales managership and in 1941, came his election as a Loew
vice-prexy
In Phil M.'s book, there is no one in film biz more conscious of the industry's public responsibilities, more keenly aware of its
potentialities or more determined to safeguard its good name than Bill
May his tribe increase!
▼
T
T
•

• • HEADLINE OF THE WEEK: "The Theater Rims Second to the Screen in its Output for the Early Summer"— New York
Sunday Herald Tribune.
T
T
T

• • • CONTEST OF THE YEAR well may prove to be Columbia's
Cinderella Cover Girl contest, which came to a close at midnight on
June 30

As Frank P. Rosenberg, Columbia ad-publicity director observes with reason — and pride — to look at the phenomenal contest scrap-

book, you'd really not think there was a newsprint shortage to plague
the nation's press
The contest, of course, was devised to promote
"Cover Girl" and was conducted in conjunction of showings of the pic
in 50 important keys
Incidentally, the contest had radio stations and
department stores behind it as well
The dailies, by and large, gave
it Page One play
Entrants totalled nearly 20,000
A board of
judges, shortly to be announced, will pass upon the 50 contenders and
the winner and her chaperone will be brought to New York by Columbia,
given a screen test, a modelling contract with Harry Conover and her
portrait will be painted for Cosmopolitan Magazine's cover by Bradshaw
Crandall
Locally, winners received War Bonds, new wardrobes, etc.
T
▼
T
• • • PROMOTION OF THE WEEK is that Fourth of July

(Continued from Page 1)
Shubert and St. Louis theaters have
completed in a six-session course in
How to Teach an Employe offered
by the St. Louis Board of Education
Distributive Education Dept., headed from Francis Wright.
Course, which totaled 12 hours instruction, was patterned after the
intensive college courses that are
the product of war and was developed by the U. S. Office of Education to aid executives to teach both
new
and experienced employees more
efficiently.
Wright noted that the course is
available from state or local boards
of education without cost, and recommended that theaters group together in other cities to take advantage of the distributive education
program.

Metro Sets Dates for
6 Branch Heads' Visits
(Continued from Page 1)

in New York July 10, M-G-M has
set the dates for six additional
branch managers to visit the home
office for a week, familiarizing themselves with the various operations
of the different departments and
personnel.
L. C. "Butch" Wingham, San Francisco branch manager, and Maurice
SafFle, Seattle exchange head, are
slated to report in New York July
17. They will be followed by W. E.
"Doc" Banford, Chicago chief, and
Bob Workman, Minneapolis bigwig,
on July 24. On July 31, Jack Revelle, Oklahoma City branch manager, and Leroy Bickel, Dallas head,
will be in town.
Albany and Buffalo, which were
inadvertently excluded last year
from the home office visits, will not
be overlooked this year. Herman
Ripps is manager of the Albany exchange, while Ralph W. Maw is the
boss at Buffalo.

UJEDDIRG BELLS

color page posed by Monogram's Belita which the N. Y. Journal-American (and other Hearst papers) used as a cover for its feature section
Sunday. A doff of the lid to Lou Lifton.
T
T
T

New Haven — Elinor Henebry has
resigned from the Paramount exchange to be married.

• • • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Lt. Addison Tice, son of Ad Tice,
Movietone News sound engineer, previously reported missing in action
on his sixth mission over Germany, is a Nazi prisoner. . . • Doris Cline,

Lucille Lassman, secretary to
Charles P. Deesen, assistant to the
central sales manager at the M-G-M
home office, was married Monday at
her home to Leonard Deutsch. After a honeymoon she will return to
her post. Deutsch is not in the film
business.

editor of Hillman's Movieland, is moving here permanently from the
Coast. . . • Mrs. Gladys Pike, co-owner of the Film Truck Service with
Harold Robinson, is a candidate for Michigan State Representative from
the Fourth District. ... • Very clever, those bedside seat tickets used

Chicago — Edward Carmona, Senate Theater chief of service, and
Shirley Goldstein are engaged to be
married.

rent pix— "The Hairy Ape," "Song of Bernadette," "Passage to Marsailles
and "Jam Session"
La Torre in 26 months on the Coast played in
51 pix. ... • The late Don Marquis may be represented on Broadway

Jim Wolcott, March of Time production manager, is receiving congratulations on the birth of a daughter, Jane Farquhar Wolcott, born in
the Lying-in Hospital of New York
June 24, weight nine pounds, five
ounces. The Wolcott's have two
other children, another girl, and a
boy whose birthday is also June 24.
Chicago — With the birth of a baby
girl to his daughter, Mrs. Robert
Smythe, James C. Thompson, manager of the Civic, becomes a grand-

next season by two plays "Master of the Revels" and "archy and mehitabel"
Charles Coburn would produce the former and film companies
are reported interested in the latter
T
▼
▼
• •
•
AVENGE PEARL
HARBOR!

dad.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
whose
husband— isMaureen
Lt. WillO'Hara,
Price,
USMC, former film director, is the
mother of a daughter.

Chicago — Lt. John Francis Kelly,
formerly of the Chicago Theater
staff, and Phyllis Joy Cunnane,. of
Beverly Hills, were married recently.

by Lester Stepner, publicity director of Chicago's Variety Club, to herald
the advent of "the second heir to the Stepner millions". ... • Charles
LaTorre, here from the Coast for the Summer, finds himself in four cur-
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:< :< REVIEWS OF THE nEUI flLftlS :<
"Secret Command"
with

Pat

O'Brien, Carole Landis,
Chester Morris
Columbia
82 Mins.
SWIFT-MOVING SPY MELLER WHOSE
STORY, TIMELINESS AND EXPLOITABILITY COMMEND IT TO OUTLETS GENERALLY.
This is a red-blooded and exciting war
meller which has action galore plus an interesting love story. Pat O'Brien has the
hero's role, that of the Government agent
who gets a job in a shipyard so that he
can bag a Nazi undercover gang. For
some years, O'Brien, so the story goes,
has purposely cut himself off from his kin
and worked for Uncle Sam in Berlin and
elsewhere.
At the shipyard, O'Brien's brother, Chester Morris, is a foreman. Not even he
knows

his relation's real reason for appearing on the scene. Ostensibly it is to

support himself and his family. His "wife,"
Carole Landis, is also a Federal agent, and
O'Brien, as a decoy, lives with her and
two of their "children." The latter are
really refugee youngsters from blitzed England.
There are some very thrilling incidents
unveiled in the wake of the Nazi agent's
discovery that the O'Brien family is purely
an invention. So the saboteurs, whose job
it is to blow a Navy aircraft carrier skyhigh before it can be launched, decide
to "get" O'Brien and then perform their
mission. However, he thwarts them in, if
anything, too melodramatic a sequence, —
the TNT charge being kept from going off
a split second
before schedule.
This is a good blood-and-thunder attraction and should do well wherever fans'
appetites are for straight excitement. Footage is capably directed and produced. It
is highly exploitable, which is another point
in its favor.
CAST: Pat O'Brien, Carole Landis, Chester Morris, Ruth Warrick, Barton MacLane, Tom Tully, Wallace Ford, Howard
Freeman, Erik Rolf, Matt McHugh, Frank
Sully, Frank Fenton, Charles D. Brown,
Carol Nugent, Richard Lyon, George McKay, Cyril Ring.
CREDITS: Producer, Phil L. Ryan; Screenplay, Roy Chanslor; Authors, John Hawkins,
Ward Hawkins; Director, Eddie Sutherland;
Cameraman, Franz F. Planer; Film Editor,
Viola Lawrence; Art Directors, Lionel
Banks, Edward Jewell; Set Decorations,
Robert Priestley; Special Effects, Robert
Wright; Musical Score, Paul Sawtell; Musical Director, M. W. Stoloff; Sound, Ed
Bernds; Production Manager, Jack Murphy.
DIRECTION, Lively. PHOTOGRAPHY,
First Rate.

Roth-Greene-Rouse Starts
First Picture July 25
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Starting date of the
first Roth-Greene-Rouse production
for PRC, "They Eloped One Night,"
starring Freddie Bartholomew and
Jimmy Lydon, has been set as July
25. Roth-Green-Rouse will also
make "The End of Night," starring
Bartholomew and Lydon, and "Quebec," melodrama located in that
Canadian city.

with
American

"48 Hours" Lawton,

Leslie Banks, Frank
Elizabeth
Allan
Film Exch.

94 Mins.

EXCITING ENGLISH WAR
DRAMA
BRIMMING WITH SUSPENSE; SUPERBLY
ACTED; ARTFULLY
DIRECTED.
Gathering momentum and interest from
the opening scene, this fine production
builds to a very satisfying piece of entertainment, and is deserving of maximum playing time for general audience trade.

with

"Youth
Runs Wild"
Bonita Granville, Kent
Smith,

Brooks, Glenn Vernon, Tessa
RKO Radio

Jean
Brind.
67 Mins.

GOOD BOX OFFICE ASSET BECAUSE
OF HUMAN DRAMA AND INCREASED
INTEREST OF PUBLIC IN PROBLEMS OF
YOUTH.
There is the best of justification for
the continuance of the juvenile delinquency

cycle of films via "Youth Runs Wild."
It's that juvenile delinquency is apparently
on the increase, and films dealing with
Under the fine directing hand of Cavalcanti there is hardly any wasted footage, the subject can properly grow to combat
and nearly every scene is underplayed to it, public concern is also becoming greater,
hence films of this type can be offered
an advantage.
Michael Balcon has topped the elements by the exhibitor on three vital counts,
of his production with an exceptionally fine (1) mounting audience interest as result of topic's timeliness; (2) consequence
casting job. Although Banks, Lawton, and
Allan are listed as the leads, the list of to parents and the younger generation;
and (3) the natural human drama linked
characters in the supporting roles prove to the subject.
themselves to be equally as important and
Also might be added the element of
are impressively portrayed.
service which the exhibitor tenders to
Employing the premise that all the Ger- himself as a theater operator, as well as
mans have won of England is a small plot
to other showmen, in helping drive home
of ground in a tiny graveyard located in
to the people at large the destructive toll
the quiet little English village known as which vandalism is taking during the war
Bramley End, the film tells the story of a on our home
front.
group of German paratroopers disguised as
"Youth Runs Wild" follows the general
Royal Engineers who enter this community
pattern of pix made in this category of
for the purpose of installing apparatus that
late, but pointed up, and rightly so, is
would disrupt England's entire network of the angle of parental delinquency which
radiolocation prior to a full scale invasion
many sociologists and civic leaders hold
within 48 hours.
to be the source of the bad behavior on
The villagers unwittingly co-operate with the part of kids. Tessa Brind, a fine
these perfect English-speaking Nazis until young actress, has the role of the girl
Valerie Taylor discovers an apparently trivial
who is victimized by her folks' laxity.
item which ultimately leads to their de- This
leads her into close companionship
tection and points to Leslie Banks, a re- with Bonita Granville (whom Hollywood
spected member of the community, as a has typed for this sort of thing), who is
traitor to his country.
a good-hearted but fallen angel.
The Nazis master the situation and herd
Against this
retrogression
of Tessa's
enmost of the community into a church, in
vironment is played
a parallel
situation
an effort to continue their operations, until in the case of Glenn Vernon. His parents
one of the children manages to get word wrongfully attribute his failings to Tessa,
to a neighboring town. This brings the with whom he is in love. This leads
Army on the run to clean up the situation. young Vernon into trouble, but at the film
The entire German platoon is wiped out finale, he and Tessa appear headed for a
and buried in the tiny graveyard.
chance in this world, but not until cirCAST: Leslie Banks, Basil Sydney, Frank
cumstances have sent Glenn to a reformaLawton, Elizabeth Allan, Valerie Taylor,
tory. Kent Smith is the wounded World
Marie Lohr, C. V. France, John Slater, War II veteran who takes a constructive
Johnny Schofield, Edward Rigby, Mervyn interest in the problem of delinquency,
Johns, Muriel George, Thora Hird, Patricia and does a good job. Bonita Granville is
Hayes, Harry Fowler, Eric Micklewood, Da- excellent as the good little bad girl. Mark
vid Farrar, Norman Pierce.
Robson's direction is tip-top. So is John
CREDITS: Producer, Michael Balcon; As- J.
Mescall's
photography. It's neat boxoffice
fare.
sociate Producer, S. C. Balcon; Production
CAST: Bonita Granville, Kent Smith,
Supervisors, John Croydon and John Dighton;
Jean Brooks, Glenn Vernon, Tessa Brind,
Screenplay, Diana Morgan and Angus MacPhail; Music, William Walton; Camera- Ben Bard, Mary Servoss, Arthur Shields,
man, Wilkie Cooper; Art Director, Tom Lawrence Tierney, Dickie Moore, Johnny
Walsh,
Rod Rodgers,
Elizabeth
Russell.
Morahan; Editor, Sidney Cole; Special Effects, Roy Kellino; Sound, Eric Williams;
CREDITS: Producer, Val Lewton; Director, Mark Robson; Screenplay, John
Musical Director, Ernest Irving; Director,
Cavalcanti; Based on a story by Graham Fante; Original Story, John Fante, Herbert
Greene.
Kline; Cameraman, John J. Mescall; Special Effects, Vernon L. Walker; Art DiDIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRArectors, Albert S. D'Agostino, Carroll Clark;
PHY, Fine.
Set Decorations, Darrell Silvera, Ross Down;
Music by Paul Sawtell; Musical Director, C.
Mrs. Esther Wiggins Dead
Bakaleinikoff ; Editor, John Lockert.

"TheJchn Black
Parachute'
Carradine,
Osa Massen,
Larr

with

Parks
Columbia
65 Mins
AN
IMAGINATIVE
WAR
TALE
RE
SULTING IN A FAIR PROGRAMMER FOi I
THE ACTION
HOUSES.
Using a black parachute as the gimmic
for a safe landing in enemy territory, thi
product of the imagination has Larr
Parks performing the feat in an effort t
rescue Jonathan Hale, ruler of the Balka
kingdom of Starslava, who has fallen int

v

the "protective custody" of John Carradim
a Nazi general.
Under the semi-suspicicus eyes of guei
rilla fighters, Parks masquerades as a Na:
captain in a uniform which he secured froi
an easy victim. However, Carradine is ir
formed of the impersonation by one of h
agents and plans to give Parks enough rop
to hang himself, as well as find the hideoi
of the guerrilla band.
On the eve of a scheduled broadcas
wherein
Parks the
is toman,
mimic
the uniform
king's voic
an act which
whose
he
wearing, had performed on a previous broa
cast that implicated the king as an an
vocate of the Nazi order, Parks helps tl
king to escape and clear himself of ai
tie-up with the Nazis, via another broa
cast.
Lovely Osa Massen gets her stomach pun
tured with a bullet for being a Nazi sto
pigeon. Jeanne Bates, makes a go~d lool
ing guerrilla fighter, but she too gets tl
martyr's end by stopping a bullet th
was intended for the king.
Although Carradine portrays the ki
of a Nazi general that will satisfy mc
wishful thinkers, the film has enough su
pense and action to make a fair progra
CAST: John Carradine, Osa Massen, La
picture.
ry Parks, Jeanne Bates, Jonathan Ha
Ivan Triesault, Trevor Bardette, Art Smil
Robert Lowell, Chas. Wagenheim, Ch.
Waldrrn, Ernie Adams.
CREDITS: Producer, Jack Fier; Direct
Lew Landers; Screenplay, Clarence Ups
Young; Assistant Director, Robert Saunde
Cameraman, George Meehan; Film Ed r
Otto Meyer; Art Directors, Lionel Ban
and Carl Anderson; Set Decorator, Willi;
Kiernan; Sound, Jack Goodrich.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Spotty.

PHOTOGRAPI-

Mrs. Cora Berg, Pioneer
Mich. Woman Exhib. Di«
Detroit — Mrs. Cora Vanden Bei
69, pioneer Michigan woman exhil
tor, is dead at Grand Haven, aftei
year's illness. She was associat
with her daughter, Margaret Vf
den Berg, in operation of the Cn
cent Theater at Grand Haven, fr<
1929 to 1939. She was a past Nol
Grand of the Rebeccahs, and a P;
Chief of the Pythian Sisters. Fc
other children also survive.

Detroit. — Mrs. Esther M. Wiggins,
DIRECTION, Tip-Top. PHOTOGRASetting Para. Theater Record
PHY, Ditto.
59, is dead at her home here. She
"Going My Way" starts its tei
was the widow of William J. Wig- Bahnson Closes The Burt
week at the New York Paramoi
gins, of the Wiggins family which
Theater today, setting a b.o. red
Burt, la.— The Burt Theater closed for that house. In the eighth wi
operated the Temple Theater, first
house to show motion pictures in on July 1, according to Bahne Bahn- its "take" was but $248 less than
Detroit.
Six children survive.
son, the owner.
its ninth week.
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Produced by Robert Fellows • Directed by Tim Whelan
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far Smothers Trade Problems
it-War Solution of Abuses — Kuykendall
(Continued from Page 1)
•ral things, including the small
k-selling imposed by the New
k Consent Decree, first by blocksive selling, and now continued by
trade show requirement; by the
oduct shortage" due to extended
t runs in the war boom cities; and
exhibitor inability to say "No"
er the hand-to-mouth booking hired on us by the New York Cont Decree.

to prevent fraud and fast ones in legal drafting, to give the exhibitor some chance of
knowing what he agrees to, and. to establish
fair trade practices on 20 per cent cancellation, price allocations, substitutions, moveovers, extended-runs, designated playdates.
availabilities, checking rights, unethical advertising, showing objectionable pictures on
Sunday, etc.
"Consent decrees and anti-trust decisions.
Is this the wrong way to regulate a business?
"Admission taxes, film rental taxes, and
other special taxes on movies. How much
can we stand under normal conditions? How
can we protect ourselves against arbitrary,
and discriminatory taxes,? Should
Inflexible terms arbitrarily fastened onto exorbitant
exhibitor
politics be allowed to prevent
i picture by the distributor, and applied nation-wide exhibitor co-operation and a
l to the big- first-run theater with big- united front on the admission tax problem?
apts and to the little last-run. or country
"Unfair non-theatrical competition will be
n theater with only one or two perform- revived
when the war ends, spurred en by
■s per day. If an arbitrary 40 per cent
air to one. it's certainly not to the other. used portable equipment dumped on the market by the Government.
Percentage pictures, should they ( and can
\ i be sold separately and not tied in with
"And plenty of others not so important as
rental pictures? Should a fair alternate these,
plus the new and critical problems
iosal for midweek booking- be offered in and abuses that new operating conditions will
\s of required Saturday and Sunday dates? create after the war (.but the old ones will
Co-operative buying and booking agencies
independent theaters to get circuit buy- still be with us) ."
advantages, economies, etc. Can such
Calls for Organization
neies be operated fairly and efficiently,
jiout favoritism or dissension?
Curbing and regulating of exhibiOverbuying of product to deprive a corntor abuses, Kuykendall said, is postor of needed pictures, by selective consible only through organization of
ks, double feature policies, etc., and dis- exhibitors on both local and national
Siination in selling to favor a powerful
uit or buying agency.
bases. Also, he added, exhibitor asUnreasonable clearance, secured by prisociations in which the chronically
t deals and agreements, in the absence
a uniform zoning plan setting fair maxi- unsuccessful, constantly complainm clearance
and standard
runs in big
ing small theater operators predomis.
nate are never representative.
■Arbitration and mediation by local organKuykendall suggested that repl and established boards within the indusfor individual clearance and run comresentative, responsible exhibitors,
ats i within an established zoning plan, both with small and large theater
possible), for overbuying, for cut-rate interests, either move in and take
ipetition, and for other commercial dis<'S.

•Music tax, representing the third payment
the exhibitor for the same music recorded
the film, costing him millions each year
something he has already bought and
«l for twice over, can be abolished by an
of Congress whenever exhibitors get tired
paying tribute to the Ascap music publers.
'Labor problems and readjustment of warle wage scales.
•Overseating will again become a critical
iblem when the war ends in many areas
»v enjoying boom
business.
Cut-rate competition also will again come
t, bargain matinees, rebates, premiums,
--aways, bank nights, and the old double
ture evil which is still with us and has
bedded itself into production policies on
I product, which rides on the back of 'A'
tures, curtailed quality of short subjects,
"A simplified standard exhibition contract

d Unreleased Metro
ix on Studio Roster
[est Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

over the exhibitor organizations or
set up permanent organizations of
their own.
Kuykendall also advocated that
large, well organized and representative state associations work with
exhibitor groups from other states
on national issues such as Federal
laws and regulation, Federal taxes,
major sales policies, Federal consent decrees, litigation, etc.
Until this is done, he concluded,
the troublesome problems and grievances of the exhibitor, which can be
solved only by organized efforts of
responsible exhibitors, will continue
to disrupt and retard the business.

20th-Fox Bringing 300
Exhibs. to See "Wilson"
DAILY

Hollywood — Of films not set for
lease M-G-M reports 16 in producjn, nine completed and one trade.own.
In production: "National Velvet,"
The Picture of Dorian Gray,"
thirty Seconds Over Tokyo," "Se, ets in the Dark," "Cloud Busters,"
Anchors Aweigh," "The Ziegfeld
ollies," "Music for Millions," "Our
ines Have Tender Grapes," "Pertet Strangers," "Son of Lassie,"
rhe Thin Man Goes Home," "Thrill
. a Romance," "Week-end at the
Waldorf," "Without Love," "The
ome Front." Completed: "Dragon
eed," "Goldtown," "Kismet," "Marage Is a Private Affair," "Meet Me
! St. Louis," "The Seventh Cross,"
Maisie Goes to Reno," "Mrs. Parkigton," "Lost in a Harem." Tradeiown: "America."

(Continued from Page 1)
company will be all district and
branch managers of 20th-Fox exclusive of those in the Rocky Mountain
and Pacific Coast areas. Exhibitors
and district and branch managers
west of the Rockies will be invited to
the Los Angeles opening, Aug. 10.
A special trailer has been created
by 20th-Fox to be shown in advance
of the regular Technicolor trailer for
"Wilson." Arrangements have been
made to screen the trailer at some
150 subsequent runs in the city and
in the suburbs.

Dual "Take It" Bow
Twentieth "Century-Fox's "Take It
Or Leave It" will be given a dual
world premiere here and in Los Angeles on July 12. The opening in
New York will be at the Roxy. The
film is scheduled for August release.

DAILY

REVIEUJS Of SHORT SUBJECTS
"They Fight Again"

(This Is America Series)
RKO
17 Mins.
Morale-Builder
Using the voice of Quentin Reynolds for the commentary, Fred Ullman, Jr. has produced a human interest story that will serve well the
cause for renewing the hope and the
spirit of our wounded veterans.
The opportunity for rehabilitating
disabled servicemen, via a special
reclaiming program now in force, is
revealed in a well directed and sympathetic manner. This film will prove
a terrific morale builder for every
type of audience.
Using a typical casualty of an
average GI as an example, we follow
his treatment from the day he is admitted to Halloran General Hospital,
going through all the massage, exercise, and medicinal care required
at the hospital to the time he enters
a comfortable homelike sanitarium
for physical rehabilitation.

"Boot and Spur"
(Sportscope)
RKO

9 mins.
Good Horse-sense
This well-directed subject is both
informative and timely as well as
entertaining. Depicting the training of cavalry horses by well known
jockeys now in the Service, plus the
training of pack mules, we get a
peek at Ft. Robinson and Ft. Riley;
and wind up on field maneuvers with
the horses going through the difficult paces for which they were
groomed.
"Halfway To Heaven"19 mins.
Paramount
Swing Music
A cute Musical Parade Featurette

with a fantastic
ArabianandNights'
gimmick
is nicely played
sung
by Johnnie Johnson and the beauteous Betty Rhdoes. Johnnie becomes the possessor of a replica of
Aladdin's lamp. Two of his wishes
are granted by the proverbial rub,
"Zero Hour"
with Betty acting as the Jinni. For
(WorldExciting
In Action)
UA
21 mins. his third wish Johnnie gets Jinni,
or maybe it's Jinniyeh. Anyway,
winds up as the singer with
A well written and interesting Betty
his band.
documentary with a fine editing job
to add excitement and thrills to the
Punny
annals of the present conflict.
"Tangled
Travels"
(Phantasies)
This one shows the development by
Columbia
7 mins.
the Allies in co-ordinating land, sea,
and air warfare to make the present
Hopping around the U. S. with
landings on French beachheads possible. It's a comprehensive story stills of geographical landmarks as
of the invasion as it began five years backgrounds for the animation, we
ago, concluding with the message encounter the babbling mouths of
that "the beachheads are the begin- babbling brooks; palm trees taking
the shape of human palms; Mrs. Maning, the main job lies beyond."
son and Mrs. Dixon greeting each
"Russian
Rhapsody"
other over a clothes line; two South(Merrie Melodies)
ern gentlemen trying to buy you-all
Warner
7 mins. a drink
in the bayous of Florida; etc.,
Entertaining
but the best laugh is reserved for
This Technicolor cartoon produced the end where the producer shoots
by Leon Schlesinger is a bit out of the director of the film after screenthe ordinary. We see Adolf Hitler
ing it in the projection room.
flying to Moscow to bomb the city
himself. Harassing him all the way
"Silver Wings"
is a group of gremlins who do their
(Movietone
Adventures)
stuff to the tune of Russian music.
20th-Fox
9 mins.
They soon make a shambles of the
Interesting Stuff
plane — fiture
andwillHitler.
Hitler's discomgive audiences
a real
The making
of a Wasp
well the
de-'
picted
in this short
made isunder
boot.
supervision of Jack Darrock. The
action takes place at Avenger Field,
FPC Reorganizes for
Sweetwater, Tex. Every phase of
the Wasp training program is
Post-War Preparation
touched upon with the help of some
Toronto — In the reorganization of shows the girls getting their wings.
Famous Players Canadian Corp., for
post-war preparation L. I. Bearg,
"The (Color
Disillusioned
Bluebird"
Rhapsody)
district manager for British ColumColumbia
7 mins.
bia will be transferred to the Toronto head office to be Western division
Colorful
Outstanding for its color and the
general manager, and Frank Kershaw of Calgary moved to Vancouver Calypso music sung by the familiar
ot succeed Bearg.
voice of Sir Lancelot this one starts
E. A. Zorn, district manager at with a tough looking bluebird getWinnipeg takes over the Calgary
ting caught in an air raid. He
theater zone in addition to the Mani- hitches a ride on a cannon shell and
toba territory.
lands on some distant isle where
Morris Stein at the head office will Calypso Joe, with choral support,
concentrate on Eastern Canadian gets off a set of verses to dissuade
division which includes expansion in the bird from being disillusioned
with the modern world.
Newfoundland.
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New Decree Draft

IN NEW INDUSTRY

POSTS

TOli

Indies 'Break'
Gives(Continued
from Page 1)

GEORGE

the right to go to the local exchange
and demand that company's product
ahead of the affiliate or theater partner in that town.
However, if the two cannot get
together on price, then the affiliate
or partner, it is reported, has the
right to buy and run the product
ahead of the independent house.
Before the indie can win the arbitration award on clearance, it is understood the proposals provide he
must prove that his theater is better in all respects than the former
first-run. All previous decree provisions in this respect have been
eliminated, such as having made a
prior request in writing, or that
such an appeal had been made to
the NRA boards when the Blue Eagle
was flying high.
Abrogates
Blanket Contract
Where decree companies lose clearance awards to an independent, the
distributing company must sell their
affiliated houses on separate contracts only for such situations. This
means that National Theaters, for
instance, if losing a clearance award
to an independent in a given town,
cannot buy 20th Century-Fox in that
town on the same blanket contract
for the rest of the houses operating
in that area.
Among the other new concessions
granted are understood to be the willingness on part of the five consent
companies to designate price brackets
on availability. M-G-M has been
operating this way for some time, it
is stated, and the inclusion of this
clause in the decree, would make it
compulsory for the four other companies to follow suit. Yet, if a price
bracket is to be changed, after designation, both the buyer and seller
must agree on such an alteration,
according to the new language of
the decree.
End Pooling Agreements
All producer-exhibitor groups such
as Loew, Warner, Paramount, RKO

TO THE COLORS!
* DECORATED*
CAFT. LOUIS
Medal.

HAYWARD,

USMC,

* PROMOTED

Navy

Star

*

ROBERT

BREWER. USA, formerly Convent Theater, Chicago, to master sergeant.
EUGENE FINK, AAF, formerly Chicago Theater chief of service, Chicago, to captain.
BERNIE K. WEILER, USA, formerly Tivoli, Aurora, III., to lieutenant.

• ARMY*
LES CLEASON, manager, LaCrange, Chicago.
HENRY
HATCHETT,
manager,
Palace,
Danville,
III.
FRANK
). GLENN,
theater operator, Ashley, III.
L. H. GLEASON,
manager,
La Crange
Theater,
La Crange,
III.

*

WAVES

*

MARGARET McCORKLE, Stanley Theater chief
of staff, Philadelphia.

H. MAXWELL, student assistant manager, RKO-Schine-Keith's, Syracuse.

JOE Providence,
SAMARTANO,
R. I. manager,

Loew's

Theater,

PAUL 0. KLINCLER, manager, Strand, Waterbury,
Conn.
|ACK MARTIN, booker, Republic exchange, Boston.
HARRY

GOLD,

salesman,

Republic,

Boston.

EDDIE

NICHOLSON, poster dept., Republic exchange, Boston.
WILLIAM A. WARENDORP, operator, Greater
Lakes Theater,
Detroit.
J. C. (SPIDER) WOODFIN,
Theater,
Detroit.
RAY

SMITH,
Ca.

operator, Annex

manager, Canton Theater, Canton,

EMMETT CRIMALEN, city manager, Martin
Theaters,
Monroe,
Ca.
HOWARD ROOD, operator, Iris Theater, Detroit.

Report Johnston May Be
Wash. Rep. of MPPDA
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

RAY Detroit.
CAGNON,

operator, Cinderella Theater,

VINCENT HERBERT, Jam Handy Pictures, Detroit.
HOUSTON S. MORTON, operator, United Artists,
Detroit.
DEAN ERSKINE, operator, Rosedale Theater,
Detroit.
NICK MlHUT, assistant manager, Michigan Theater, Detroit.
CALVIN CALLARD, assistant manager, Michigan
Theater, Detroit.
HAROLD TEEL, manager, Mack-Uptown Theater, Detroit.
CLIFF NORENE, booker, Warners, Omaha.
E. W.Chicago.
EMERSON, assistant manager, RKO Crand,
troit.
CHARLES LAZARUS, M-G-M salesman, DeBILL attle.
DUGGAN,
SOL FRANCIS,

July

5,

19'|

Loew Pension Plan i
Via Equitable Life
(Continued

from Page 1)

pitch for the business, but in the fin;
analysis Equitable came out lowein the bidding. It is stated that th:
plan will cost Loew's and M-G-J
approximately $3,500,000 the fid.
year, starting March 1, 1944, an
for each year thereafter cost abou
$3,000,000.

THEATER DEALS

Sterling Theaters manager, SeMidwest district manager, Mono-

Dallas.
JOSEPH B. gram,
HANNA,
booker, Cooperative Theater
Service, Pittsburgh.

Detroit Cohen Circuit
Moving to the Paradise
Detroit — Headquarters of the Ben
and Lou Cohen Circuit are being
moved from, the Seville Hotel to the
Paradise Theater, taking over space
formerly used for the Detroit Symphony Society.
House is being redecorated and
will be ready for reopening on September with a first-run policy, combined with all-colored stage shows.
Opening attraction is Duke Ellington, followed by Count Basie, Earl
Hines, Erskine Hawkins, and Cab
Calloway. Lou Cohen and Oscar
Adelman will make a second trip east
to complete bookings on July 17.

Hollywood — It is reported Eric
Johnston, head of United States
Chamber of Commerce, will be offered a position as Will Hays' associate with the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America.
Hays was due in Hollywood yesterdayrival
andhereisfrom
awaiting
Russia.Johnston's arIt is also reported that before
Johnston left for Russia he held conferences in New York with Nicholas
M. Schenck and Barney Balaban.
Columnist Drew Pearson also carried a report that Johnson will act
as
Washington's
representative of Arbitration Case Settled
MPPDA.

Coshocton, O. — Warner Bros. Thet
aters, Inc., which has operated th
Sixth St. theater in Coshocton, Osince 1934, has purchased the the
ater building from the Coshocto
Theater Co.
— George
Parlow,
own'
er Stuart,
of the la.
Manson
Theater
at Man!
Lee
son, Henry.
has purchased the Stuart fror.
Des Moines — The March
circui
has taken over operation
of th.,
Uptown
Theater at Arnolds Pari,:
a Summer spot. The house will re
main open only during the Summei

i\

Detroit — Saul Korman, local inde
pendent circuit operator, is takinj
over the Cathreine
Theater, las
house of the circuit once operatei
by John Coveleskie, who retires fron
active operation.
Korman
is re [
naming the house the Carver The
ater, probably the first theater in !
the country to be named after taw
late
George
Washington
Carver \
Award.
winner of the Variety Club Nationa

Chicago — Ben Cooney's Odgen
Theater arbitration case against
Vitagraph, 20th - Fox, Paramount,
is opening new offices fsL
Chicago — Tom Gorman, veteran RKO, has been withdrawn from ar- theKorman
circuit on the sixth floor of the
Chicago RKO executive retires from
Barium
Tower.
bitration
by
a
satisfactory
settlethe company.
ment out of court.
Ambridge, Pa. — Henry Friedman
and 20th Century-Fox, it is reported,
The provisions whereby distribu- of Philadelphia, has taken over opmust dispose of all pooling arrangetor-exhibitor circuits acquire or build
eration of the house.
Penn, former Noto'
ments within a year from the date new theaters call for reports to be poulos-Publix
after the decree is signed by Fed- filed with the Department of JusWaterbury, Conn. — Roger Mahan;
eral Judge Henry W. Goddard. In
tice on the tenth of every month.
this connection there is expected to Penalties for forcing shorts have operator of the Plaza, has taker i
follow trading of theaters where two not been changed, according to in- over the Carroll Theater from Lee]
Malcarni.
formed sources.
distributor-exhibitors are involved in
two or more territories. However,
The arbitration setup, as now conthis means no two distributors will
North Bergen, N. J. — Loew's has I
stituted, also will not be changed,
purchased the Embassy, a 2,000-seali
have a financial interest in the same
despite
the
recent
attempt
by
unij
house any longer.
affiliated exhibitor groups to have theater, four stores and five offices.1
Cancellations offered now range nine regional appeal boards set up
Lakota, la.— The Lakota Theatei,
from 10, 15 and 20 per cent from throughout the country. There will at Lakota has been reopened by a.
pictures averaging $100 to $350, with only be one appeal board, and that munity.
group of business men in the comthe lowest cancellation privilege pre- will be in New York. Reason for
vailing for the highest average cost this is that the distributors' attorWaterbury, Conn. — Roger Mahan
neys held there is only one supreme
and the highest cancellation — 20 per
cent — for pictures up to $100 aver- court and what rulings it hands and associates has taken over the
age. These cancellations will pre- down are final. Then again, it was Tower Theater from Frederick Van
vail for a period of two years, after held by attorneys for distributors, Doren. Mahan interests have also
which the distributors have the right if nine regional appeal boards would aters.
acquired the Plaza and Carroll Theto seek changes based on conditions be set up, decisions may conflict and
existing in the industry at the time. negate rulings of other boards in
Cleveland — L. G. Baldwin, assoThe "showcase" clause has been paramount instances. Independent
ciated with the Almira Theater, this
dropped entirely, it is understood. groups also recommended that the
The reason for this is that it was appeal board in New York travel to city for the past 10 years, has sold
meaningless, since "showcases" are the various territories, but this was his interest in the house to his
actually theaters owned by the dis- vetoed because this has never been partner, George Folberth. Baldwin
tributors like any other property.
done by the U. S. Supreme Court.
plans to retire.

Tom Gorman Leaves RKO
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P. C. of Theaters
"Free Movie" Day
(Continued from Page 1)

"5TH" FLASHES
(Continued from Page 1)
Theater Bond Premiere, §150,000 at the
Beverly and $100,000 at the Metro. A

adio network programs calling
of "An American Romance" at
'■ntion to the event.
Additional preview
the Warner projection room, resulted in
:imated
millions
will hear the sales of §25,000 in Bonds, James Coston,
juncement
over scores
of local zone manager reports.
i ions.
— V —
artin Starr, radio director of the
Rochester, N. H. — Crowd which turned
paign, lined up the radio promo- out for the War Bond Premiere at the
for Free Movie Day. With addi- Scenic Theater was over capacity and overal shows expected to be set as
flow was diverted to the Colonial. Both
as today, the major network houses are operated by Interstate.
— V —
_ip as of Monday noon included:
Dunninger Show, Blue Network,
Springfield, III. — A 90 mm. shell teas
Joh will carry a special salute to auctioned off for §1,000 in War Bonds at
industry in addition to the Free the Roxy Theater Bond Premiere, sponsored by the Springfield Theater Assoie Day plug; Mutual's Can You
This; CBS' Allen Jones Show, ciation.
— V —
nk Sinatra Show and Great Mots in Music.
Tuskegee, Ala. — Manager Foreman Rogers
omorrow Paula Stone will do a
of the Macon is staging a kiddie Bond sell•ial broadcast over WNEW
on
ing contest to aid the Fifth War Loan.
eh R. J. O'Donnell, national Drive Youngster selling the most bonds gets a
» man, will speak.
six-months pass, winner of second place

0 Metropolitan Houses Add
153,625 via Bond Shows

Coney Island,

$490,000.

\la. Theaters Sell $1,750,000
nds in Fifth Loan Drive
Wilmington, Del.— With the Fifth
V Loan drive going into its final
jod,
Delaware
motion
picture
iters have been giving the effort
ndid support and have been rersible for the sale
of nearly
50,000 in bonds.
This is only a
t of the theaters' programs and is
' result of the holding of some 14
ultaneous premieres on the same
.it. The Warner Theater led in the
,uiere Bond sales, totaling $1,425,: from its special showing of "Up
Arms."
The
National
Theater,
|r Neg'ro theater in Wilmington,
led $5,000 in bond sales with the
i.ving of "The Sullivans."
i downstate Delaware the followi reports
were
presented:
Earle
bter, New Castle, $15,750 with
dy in the Dark"; Capitol Thearin Dover, $87,500 with "Pin Up
"; Avers
Theater
in Georgen, $47,000
with
"Higher
and
her";
Layton
Theater
in SeaI, $50,425 with "Rookies in Bur"; Auditorium
in Lewes,
$5,200
h "Meet the People"; Pike Theain Claymont,
$4,590 with
"Hi
:lle Diddle" and Crest Theater in
idcrest,
$4,425
with
"What
a

Outstanding
Gan ifau name tkem —

HERE'S
the lad who
is sales
manager
for Paramount's
shorts
and newsreel.
Holds one of the most coveted "firsts" in
his organization, namely, was the first
manager
first
theater,—
Paramount inin company's
Newark. He
brought
to the
the
exhibition field a wealth of promotional
experience. He has coupled his knowledge
of showmen's and fans wants to make him
an invaluable administrator in the realm of
newsreel and tab attractions. Served as ad
manager for Paramount's Philadelphia exchange, and then promoted tQ salesman
and then sales manager under John D.
Clark. In 1917 was Washington branch
manager, subsequently becoming Southeast
district manager and Southern division
manager.

WHEREVER
the vortex
of motion
ture equipment
activities
is to picbe
found, there, too, you will find this key
industry -ite. Born in Nokomis, III., he attended the public schools there, and graduated with dual degrees, B.S. and E.E., from
the University of Illinois. Became a basketball coach, a salesman, and a Captain in
the Army. Shortly after World War I, he
went to work for National Carbon Co., and
rose rapidly to present post,— manager of
that organization's Carbon Sales Division.
Since 1939, he has held high offices in
SMPE, having served as president, financial
vice-president, and secretary.

Columbiana, Ala. — A Bond Premiere at
the Dixie, with two contesting teams selling Bends for tickets, netted $20,500.
— V —
Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY

THIS veteran industry, and particularly
M-G-M, director came up in 1943 with
one of the year's Ten Best pictures,— "The
Human Comedy." The nation's critics
praised him highly for his superb handling
of this potent human interest story. Not
only did he direct it, but he produced it.
During his brilliant career, which paradoxically commenced with "The Acquittal," he
has megaphoned scores of standout boxoffice features. He is a native of Clinton,
Mass., and completed his education at the
University of Tennessee. Throughout his
tenure in Hollywood, he has demonstrated
his mastery of the shadow drama, silent as
well as taikie. Even his early films were
solid successes.

Washington — Bonds worth $76,775
were sold for the Marlboro Theater Bond
Premiere, operated by Sidney Lust,
Washington chairman of the Fifth Loan
committee. Results represent over 1000
per cent of quota which was set at
§7,500.
— V —
Twenty-three
prizes totaling $3,500
in
War Bonds will be awarded in the third
annual Turtle Derby of the Variety Club
of Oklahoma to be held in Oklahoma City
on Sept. 9. The Club will enter racers
for sponsors at the rate of $10 entry fee
per crustacean, with the sponsor given the
privilege of naming their entries. C. B.
(Brownie) Akers of the committee is again
asking industry executives in New York to
act as sponsors. Proceeds go to the Club's
expanded charity fund.
— V —
Fargo, No. Dak.— Of the state's 170
theaters, 120 have set Bond premieres,
95 will run Free Movie Day, 16 have signed
up to become official Bond issuing agencies.

Edinburg's Pixy Burns

Edinburg, Ind. — The Pixy was
completely destroyed by fire. House
was owned and operated by J. B.
Sconce.
No film was destroyed.

No. 50

Industry Personalities

gets a three-months pass, and all participating get to see at least one free show.

— V —
Youngstown, O. — Furniture and jewast week's Bond Premieres at 12
elry retailers are backing the Fifth War
-.3 Metropolitan theaters added Loan drive in this city. Each group is
* 53,625 in Bond sales to the Fifth sponsoring film premieres, the furniture
re total. Figure does not in- mens being held at the Warner house
'le the regular sale of Bonds at for those buying their Bonds at their
theaters. Individual theater recandbeingthe
retailers'
? include: Chester, Bronx, $112,- stores, miere
at jewelry
the Palace
today, prefor
'; Dvker, Brooklyn, $225,000; Mad- those who have already made one Bond
, Ridgewood, $251,000; Midway,
est Hills, $320,000; Republic, purchase and will make an "extra" purchase of Bonds in their stores. Six dialiamsburg, $106,400; Strand, Far
mond rings valued at $125 were given
*kaway, $180,000; 86th Street,
ihattan, $190,000; Royal, Bronx, as door prizes, while other "impossibleto-get" items (alarm clocks, cigaret
.000; Proctor's, New Rochelle, lighters, etc.) were also awarded during
,000; State, New Brunswick, the show.
5,300; Lincoln, Trenton, $161,000,
— V —
' Tilyou,
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Sees Tele No Major
Post-war Problem
i Continued from Page 1)
of the MPTOA. noted in a general
bulletin to members.
'•It's not a question of technical
perfection," he said, "it's a question
of Kuykendall
who's got the
best show."
believes
that the real
problem to be faced by theaters in
the post-war period is the aggregate
competition of other forms of amusement and recreation, many of which
are all but abolished by wartime conditions.
"Can we hold our customers and
patrons against the renewed allure
of auto l-ides, golf, night baseball.
dance pavilions, amusement parks,
befches, horse races, bridge, legit
shows, opera, concerts, bowling,
billiards,
roadhouses, etc., etc.?" he
asks.
The MPTOA head holds that only
an efficient, well organized industry,
with improved product and theaters,
better management and more show
for the money can hope to prosper in
such a competitive situation.

Levy, Langan and Pavone
Take Scully Drive Firsts
'Continued from Page l)
ning branch managers in the recently completed Bill Scully Anniversary Drive.
First prizes went to D. A. Levy,
New York; Jack Langan. Kansas
City, and J. V. Pavone, New Haven. Second prize: Foster Blake,
Los Angeles; L. Brauer. Charlotte.
and Sam Milner, Seattle. Third
prizes: Lon Hoss, San Francisco;
W. M. Richardson, Atlanta and
Mayer Monsky, Denver. Fourth
prizes: P. T. Dana, Pittsburgh; Harry Hines, St. Louis and C. R. Wade.
Salt Lake City. Fifth prizes:
George Schwartz, Philadelphia;
Frank Mantzke. Milwaukee and R.
O. Wilson, Portland.
Entire office personnel in the respective branches shared in the
prizes, receiving awards equivalent
to the branch managers' plums.
WB Sets Second 1944-45 Pic
Second Warners release of the
1944-45 season will be "Crime by
Night," it is announced by Ben Kalmenson. general sales manager. It
goes into distribution Sept. 9. First
release of the new season will be
"Janie," Sept. 2.

26*8 Metroites Give
H42 Pints of Rlood
Blood totalling 642 pints has been
donated by 268 members of M-G-M's
field forces, according to a tabulation made by the company. The
Pittsburgh branch leads with 25
donors contributing 70 pints. Mollie
Cory. St. Louis inspectress. tops the
list of dcnors with
11 pints.

Riding Herd on the Hollywood
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

News Range
DAILY
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Hollywood — The studio news roundup: Celeste "Oklahoma" Holm's first pic
for 20th-Fox will be "Band Wagon." . . . King Vidor hies to Mexico next
week. . . . Alexis Smith will be opposite Errol Flynn a third time in "San
Antonio." . . . George Sidney will direct "Cabbages and Kings" for Metro. . . .
Republic is talking a termer with Tito Guizar. . . . Robert Alton, now at Metro,

Meriden,
Conn.
MCLLIE
A. STICKLES,

will do the dances for the next Olsen and Johnson stage show, "Laughing
Room Only." . , . Twentieth-Fox will co-star Monty Woolley and Gracie Fields
in "Sally and the Senator." . . . Rights to Peter B. Kyne's "Pride of the
Palomar" have passed to Harry Sherman. . . . Winnie Sheehan now plans to
start shooting "Rickenbacker" on Sept. 15. . . . Look for the early incorporation
of California Pictures Corp. by Howard Hughes and Preston Sturges. . . . And

CLAIRE
HUNTER,
payroll
clerk,
M-C-M
change,
Boston.
LOLETA
DODGE,
first assistant
manager, J
derella. Detroit.
BETTY
DE ERENDEL,
second assistant man
Cinderella,
Detroit.
ELVIRA
DOHANYOS.
manager,
Rouge
The
River Rouge, Mich.
SANDRA SHEARER, B. F. Shearer Co., Seatt

don't be surprised if it brings back D. W. Griffith to direct "Nine Pine St."
with Lillian Gish. . . . "Johnny Come Lately'" reportedly has grossed S2. 300. 000,
which means a million-plus profit for the Cagneys.

40O Service Leasers in France
210 Operate Army

Movie Cameras

i Continued from Page 1)
ture men, with 190 still cameramen.
From 60 to 70 thousand feet of film
weekly is now reaching Washington
from France.
In addition, there are five representatives of the American newsreel
pool on hand, and several still photographers from American and British press services.
Col. Mitchell was not certain how
many of these cameramen are in
France at this point, since they are
attached to various Army groups
and move in with the forces to which
they are assigned.
20 Crews in Italy
Usually they operate in crews of
four — two still and two movie — and
about 20 of these crews are operating on the Italian front. They are
ur.der direction of Col. Melvin D.
Gillette, former head of the Signal
Corps' Astoria. X. Y.. Film Center.
Col. Kirk B. Lawton, former head
of Army Pictorial Service, is in
charge of the French theater cameramen.
From these service crews and from
*he newsreel pool photographers
now in France. Col. Mitchell revealed, 8,000 feet daily received in
the Pentagon here, is not an unusual
load. That figure is far less than
half the total footage received daily
from all theaters. Lt. James Faichney and a small crew have been operating with occasional gaps since
June 8. working to get all possible
footage to the newsreels.
All this film comes in now with
no security cuts. In other words,
none of the film is held out in Lonlon. although security deletions are
marked on the film. This permits
the War Department to store film
here which cannot yet be released,
but to have it ready instantly as
soon as it is to he released. This
-ystem has been followed from D-lav oi all service film, but less than
a week on the film turned in by commercial photographers.
Couriers Assigned to Crews
Col. Mitchell outlined the operation of getting the film to development in detail. With the establishment of the beachhead, message centers were set up, with couriers assigned to the camera crews rushing

at Front

film from the cameras to these centers along the beachhead. One of the
difficulties during the first two days
was in locating these message centers, since as soon as a flag went up
the Nazis would start shooting at
it. When the film reaches one of
these centers, it is immediately put
into a red and white canvas bag,
easily identified as press material,
and put on the first boat heading
back for England. The Navy operates a fleet of 40-foot crash boats,
which cruise the entire beachhead to
pick up all press bags from the various message centers.
Back in England, representatives
of the Shaef courier system are
waiting on all docks along the southern coast of England, ready to grab
these bags no matter where the
boat might come in. They are then
shipped at once — by plane, train or
jeep — to London, sorted out among
the services whose men shot the film,
developed and rushed into a projection room for clearance. Censors
representing the various services
of both nations are on 24-hour duty.
Once cleared, the film is then shipped to this country as soon as it
can be put on a plane, with copies
of course left in London.

manager,

MARY change.
DUGAN,Boston.
cashier's

dept.,

Loew's

Pajj

Columbia

camera with him, and recovered t
j sciousness long enough at one p
to tell the surgeons working on
to call headquarters and get a n
senger down for his film.
First newsreel pool cameramen
get into France were Neil Sulli
! and Jack Lieb. John Bockhorst ,
scheduled to go, but suffered a
currence of the malaria he contra*
covering South Pacific action just
t fore he was to embark. He was
ready
in a sealed-off
area of
ern England.
Fortunately,
LiebSo'
also in that area to shoot emba:
tion scenes, and was sent ovei
Bockhorst's stead.

Cameras
Tanks and
Col.
Mitchellin revealed
thatLBI's
an!
ber of tanks, and about 50 lane;
barges, were equipped with stat {
! ery cameras, which went into op |
jtion whenever the vehicles were I
j gaged. The tank operators had {
I tons to push when they engaged
; enemy, opening up these came
Likewise, the operators of the hi
ing-boat platforms
were instruj
' to trip the cameras as soon as i*
' dropped the platforms. Results f
the tanks have not been good
[' but
much good
footageon came
stationery
cameras
the from'
lam
boats.

Col. Mitchell was especially t
, thusiastic about the members of 1
! APS
camera
crews, crediting j
men with extreme heroism and I
: tense devotion to their task of j
i turing the war.
He revealed
arrangements are now being n
- by the Signal Corps to send snat i
j of the film shot by these crews V
! to the theaters, in order that t]
men may have a chance to view t
own work.
Heretofore they 1
I not known whether their film
; of any value, whether their cam
were operating
correctly, whe
! they have accurately gauged ex
ure, etc.
He added that they have been
der heavy fire frequently, with r
erous casualties recorded.
Col.
chell referred especially to the
. ion theater, where he visited
these crews at the front.
He
no more than two crews could hi
signed to a division there, bee
if there were more cameramen a
the activity would be too great
would draw Nazi fire.
He also paid tribute to the
ular Army officers, declaring
they have been extremely co-oi
tive in facilitating newsreel o]
tions. This despite their stub

Eighth's Footage First
First invasion footage to reach
London came from the Eighth Air
Force, arriving there about three
hours after the actual landing. More
aerial footage came in from the
Ninth Air Force, hoth these sequences having been carried back
into England by plane. First material from "the far shore"— Londonese for the Normandy coast for the
past several weeks — was received
from Canadian service crews, after
which the flood hegan.
Four cameramen went in with the
second wave on D-day, Col. Mitchell
revealed, being ashore in France by
7:00 a.m., 30 minutes after zero
hour. Among these was Sgt. Dick
Taylor of New York, who was wounded on his way in, proceeded to the
beach, dug in and shot the rest of
the incoming troops in memorable
footage shown in all the newsreels.
The captain in charge of this crew
was badly wounded, undergoing two
amputation operations on a leg.
Somehow
he managed
to keep his belief, he said, that "their manis to kill Germans."

industry Continues Fifth Drive Through July
(See Columns 2-3 Below)
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IR1TA1N ASKS QUOTA ACT REVISION VIEWS
Early Gov't Okay
of Hemisphere FilmsBoard Expected
of Trade Sounding
Washington Hears Industrg Wants Johnston

JliJ

a|piAA Film Division Would
* Be Split into Theatrical
find Non-Theat. Groups
By SAM BERNS

FILM DAILY

Staff Writer

Government approval of
.lemisphere Films, autonomous
"ion-profit organization designed to perpetuate the purpose established by the Motion Picture Division of the Office of the Co-ordinajrjor
of Inter- American Affairs, is
,Aoped for shortly, it was disclosed
|,ti an interview
Francis
(Continuedwith
on Page
12) S. Al-

)elroit IATSE Trains
lor Theatrical Tele

for Over-all Job in the Nation's Capital

Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM 'DAILY
Washington — With Will H. Hays en route to the Coast from his home
in Sullivan, Ind., sources claiming to be informed here reported that an industry offer to Eric Johnston, president of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce,
now returning from Moscow, impends. Sources here said Johnston was
wanted to take an over-all job in the nation's capital to "look after film
industry's interests".
Johnston's valuable contacts with the State Department, coupled with his
grasp of international business would, it is pointed out, be of great value
to filmland in re-establishment of its foreign trade. The fact that Johnston enjoys first-hand insight into Russian affairs, and the confidence of Premier
Stalin, is another obvious factor in his favor.
Russia, trade experts declare, will be both a potential reciprocal major
market for U. S. films and have considerable voice in film matters within her
sphere of influence." Reports here assert that one of the initial post-war
projects will be a Russian-made feature in Technicolor telling the story of
U. S. lend-lease aid in U. S. S. R.'s victory. Actors of both nations are
scheduled to be used.

Biddle, Clark Will
Talk Decree Policy

Detroit — ■ What is probably the
Mrst large-scale project for technical
01 draining in theatrical television is
? Deing launched by Local 199, IATSE, Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
J inder the direction of Houston S.
Washington — Unwilling to discuss
'} Morton of the United Artists The- his imminent visit with Attorney
(Continued on Page 16)
General Francis Biddle, Tom C.
Clark, Assistant Attorney General,
Arrange Rites Today For
yesterday refused to indicate what
recommendation for Department
MacLeod, Wreck Victim
procedure in the New York anti(Continued on Page 12)
.v Arrangements for the funeral of
I I. S. McLeod, 59, head of M-G-M's
e ilm and exchange maintenance, Warners May Do Legit.
Mixilled Monday night when the Santa
(Continued on Page 16)
Version of "Casablanca'

Signal Corps Honors
Research Council
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Certificate of appreciation from the Chief Signal Officer
of the Army, Maj. Gen. H. C. Ingles,
will be presented to the Research
Council of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences at a luncheon today in the Brown Derby. Award,
for "loyal and patriotic services rendered to the Signal Corps of the
Army of the United States," will be
presented by Col. S. W. Stanley,
signal officer of the Ninth Service
Command.

THIS IS FREE

Gould Sees Dubbing
In Spanish Vital

Renaissance to Produce
"Le Pere Chopin" As First

Drive Extended Through July
National Committee Acts on Treasury Request

RCA plans to distribute a completeline
_
of theater equipment to
exhibitors in foreign countries, it is
revealed (Continued
by " RCA onVictor
Page 4) Division,

MOVIE

DAY

IN THE

London (By Cable) — The
Board of Trade is inviting views
from trade organizations and
unions on Quota Act revisions to the
present schedule ending next year.
While it is not expected that there
will be immediate increases in either
the tas,distributors
or exhibitors'
quoit is certain that
the Government
will be under pressure from some
(Continued on Page 4)

Fabian Operating
Vincent
Complete management and operation of the 20 Wilmer & Vincent
theaters, located in Pennsylvania
and Virginia, has been taken over
by the Fabian Theaters in New
(Continued on Page 9)

That the dubbing of their product
into Spanish eventually will have to Powers New Assignment
be resorted to by American film Waits on Skouras Return
makers to meet the mounting competition being offered our pictures
Lt. Col. William T. Powers, who
by Mexico's product was indicated before the war was head film buyer
Theaters and later the
by Walter
Gould,on United
(Continued
Page 16) Artists' for National
(Continued on Page 12)

Montreal — This city's first producIn addition to the prospective reing company, Renaissance Films,
issue of "Casablanca"
during the was inaugurated by a dinner a't the
1944-45 season, Warners are report- Ritz Carlton attended by Mayor
ed to be considering a stage version Raynault, officials of the company
(Continued from Page 9)
(Continued from Page 9)

*CA In Export Market
With Theater Equipment

Out Trade, Union Organizations on New Schedule

Following a request from the
Treasury Department, the industry
will continue its Fifth War Loan
Campaign
through
July, R. chairman,
J. O'Donnell,
national
committee
revealed yesterday. Originally
scheduled to stop on July 8, the
(Continued on Page 15)

NATION'S

THEATERS

FOR

THE

Cincy Indies Rating
Pix as to Allocations
Cincinnati — Independent Exhibitors Forum, a committee of the
Greater Cincinnati Independent Exhibitors, Inc., is rating pix of six
majors— Metro, Para., RKO, 20thFox, UA and Warners — as to terms
allocations. Table, it is said, represents the work of "a representative
committee of five exhibitors," and
is designed to guide suburbans and
subsequent-runs. Allocations range
from "top terms, plus" to "top
terms," "above average terms," "average terms,"
minus" and
"balance."
List"average,
of 18, dated
July 3,
shows none in the first category, four
in the second, five in the third, three
in the fourth, three in the fifth and
three in the sixth.
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H. T. Nolan, Pioneer
Denver Exhib., Dead
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To Fete Ruff on Monday
New Haven — -Film Row will throw
a farewell dinner for Edward Ruff
at the Hotel Taft on Monday. Ruff
leaves the Paramount exchange
where he has been manager, to
take the same spot at Boston. John
Moore, who comes down from Boston to take Ruff's place, will be welcomed at the same time.
FOR

SALE

35 mm. negatives feature length. All
sound pictures, including some prints and
accessories.
Principals only.
Write —
Box 203.
1501

FILM DAILY
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NEW

YORK

First of a series of Warners exchange meetings to set plans for
Bookers' Month in August was held
yesterday at the New York branch,
with Norman Ayers, Eastern district
manager, presiding.
Clarence Eiseman, branch manager, and Arthur Weinberg, office
manager, also addressed the gathering of salesmen and bookers including Leo Jacobi, Gus Solomon, Joe
Vergesslich, Lee Mayer, Harry
Decker, Irving Rothenberg and Manny Goodman of the sales force, and
Archie Berish, Arthur Reiman, Murray Kaplan, Miss Syd Roth, Ann
Simone and Eleanor Howard of the
booking staff.
This year's campaign, running
through the month of August, will
receive impetus from two unusually
strong summer releases, "The Adventures of Mark Twain" on July 22
and "Mr. Skeffington" on Aug. 12,
in addition to the current re-release
of Irving Berlin's "This is The
Army," "Destination Tokyo," "Watch
on the Rhine," "Old Acquaintance"
and other product.
Sales and booking staff in all
branches will be supplied with a special line of accessories, including
personal stationery, for carrying on
the drive.

CITY

Denver — Harry T. Nolan, 72, industry pioneer and first president of
the Denver Screen Club, died after
a short illness. Born in Chicago, he
was one of the first motion picture
operators, starting with a movie
sideshow with the Hagenbach-Wallace circus. He opened his first Denver theater in 1906, later branching
out to operate several houses in Colorado and Oklahoma.
In the silent picture era, he spent
several years with Carl Laemmle in
Hollywood sharing in the production
of a number of films. He is survived by a daughter, Mrs. Mary Jane
Cella, of Chicago.

Superior-Local 261 Row
Goes to Arbitration Board
Montreal — The Quebec Department
of Labor has authorized the setting
up of a board of arbitration to investigate adispute between Superior Theaters, Ltd. .owners of a Montreal chain of cinemas, and local
262, IATSE. A. L. Stein has been
appointed to represent the company
and J. J. Spector to represent the
union on the board. The two must
meet to elect a chairman of the
board, and if they fail on a choice
the Department appoints the chairman.

Carl Mayer Dead
London
(By Cable) — Carl Mayer,
49, film writer and producer, is dead.
His
screen
stories include
"Sunrise," "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari"
i and "The Last Laugh."

Warners Finish First
Eastern Short in Years
Warners' shooting on a two-reel
Technicolor short, tentatively titled
"Coney Island Honeymoon," was
completed early this week in New
York. Although this is the first time
in several years that a Warner short
has been made in the East, there is
no indication of any future activity
along these lines, it was learned.
The production here was under the
supervision of Arnold Albert, and
is another one of the series teaming
Warren Douglas and Angela Greene.

Metro Has 50% Interest
Of "Bloomer Girl", Musical
M-G-M has a half interest, representing a $75,000 investment, in
"Bloomer Girl," musical which will
be brought to Broadway in September by John C. Wilson and Nat
Goldstone.

NEW

YORK

RADIO CITY MUSIC

Para. Reports "Wassell"
Still Topping "Wake Is."

Paramount reports "The Story of
Dr. Wassell" still running ahead of
"Wake Island" in its fifth week at
the Rivoli. The fourth week's gross
of the Cecil B. DeMille production
was 20 per cent higher than that of
"Wake Island" in its fourth week
at the Broadway house. On the firs
day of its fourth week, "The Storj
of Dr. Wassell" had box-office receipts $1,200 in excess of the gross
on the corresponding day of the
"Wake Island" run.

1

In its firstTheater,
three weeks
at the ■
Paramount
Hollywood,
"Wassell" did 15 per cent more busi- !
ness than was done in its first three
weeks by "Reap the Wild Wind."
At the Paramount Theater, Los Angeles, "Wassell" in its first three
weeks did 82 per cent more business
than was done in the corresponding
period by "Reap the Wild Wind."

THEATERS
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CROSBY

Showplace of the Nation-Rockefeller Center
HELD OVER 2ND WEEK

CARY GRANT in
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Dir. by Alexander Hall — A Columbia Picture
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Britain Asks Quota
Act Revision Views
(Continued from Page 1)
domestic industry quarters for protective measures.
British labor may be counted upon
to ask the Government to take steps
to assure the stepping up of British production, and British producers are expected to be equally frank
in that respect.
Unless a lower schedule is set up,
quota demands for the period following 1944-45 will be 22% per cent
for exhibitors and 27% for distributors, compared to the 15 per cent
for exhibitors and 20 per cent for
distributors for the current season.
Curtailed British production, due
to war concentration, is the biggest
factor in favor of continued low quotas which were reduced following
complaints from exhibitors that it
would be impossible to fill the rising
quotas imposed by the Quota Act
with the limited supply of Britishmade features now available.
Defaults in quota films for the
year ended Sept. 30, 1943 were less
than those for 1942 by nearly half
but the decline was due mainly to
reduction of statutory minimum quotas from 17a2 per cent to 15 per cent
while the number of British features registered during the quota
year increased to 62 in 1943 compared with 46 in 1942.

RCA In Export Market
With Theater Equipment

COminG and GOIDG
WILL H. HAYS was due on the Coast yesterday from the East.
HENDERSON
RICHEY, M-C-M
relations
head, is M.
in Washington
today.
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Al Wilkie
Jay Blaufox
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Mersereau Sam Lefkowitz
Frank E. Garbutt
Juanita Stark
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UNIVERSALE

COURAGE

in placing its box office ace,

Decmna Durbin, in a wholly different type of story and characterization is paying impressive
early dividends
"Christmas
Holiday,"
in which Deanna makes the transition from songbird to dramatic actress,
gave the New York Criterion a $45,636 first week which, needless to
say, sets a record at the Loew-Moss house
And this, if you please,
in spite of the razzberries handed out by some of the local reviewers
Early returns from Harrisburg, Reading, Minneapolis, Los Angeles, etc., are gratifying, too
So it's little wonder that the studio
is happy. Bill Scully's boys are happy and ditto the lohn JosephMaurice Bergman forces
And Phil M. is happy, too, for FILM DAILY
in its review called the turn
Looking back at that first paragraph, Phil M. wonders
if courage is the right word
Maybe
it
should have been vision
T
T
▼
• • •
War I hero
• engagements
the fighting
well to Nick

.1 DOFF OF PHIL M.'s HAT to Maj. Bob Carnie, World
and Para. Kansas City salesman, who filled 28 speaking
in less than a fortnight in the Wichita area in behalf of
Fifth loan drive. . . • A doff of the same chapeau as
John Matsoukas, director of the Skouras Theaters War

Effort Dept., for the consistent timeliness and the wide range of subject matter of the WINS "You Judge the News Radio Forum"
Saturday's panel mulls, "What can the U. S. do to save the suffering
children of Europe?". . . • And still another lifting of the lid to
Tony Pehiso, manager of F & M's Fox, St. Louis, for the inaugural
-with the assistance of Francis Wright of the St. Louis Board of Education, of a stream-lined course on "How to Teach an Employe"
(You
read about the move in yesterday's Film Daily)
▼
Y
T
•

(Continued from Page 1)
through J. M. Knaut, international
manager of theater equipment sales.
Plan is in line with the company's
recently announced policy of expanded theater equipment service in
the domestic field, and will be carried out as soon as possible in the
post-war period.
Supplied through RCA's international subsidiaries and distributors,
the line will include projectors,
screens, power supply apparatus,
arc lamps, chairs and a diversified
range of accessories, in addition to
the RCA sound reproducing systems.
Augmented list will be provided
for an anticipated post-war theater
expansion in foreign countries and
is said to result from requests that
the company augment its line of
major equipment items as well as
smaller accessories.

SAM

l\eivs and Vietvs
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NEWS

GRAB-BAG:

Dave Wolper, who is asking a cool

S300.000 for pic rights to "Follow the Girls," avers two pix companies
are interested
Wolper
heads for the Coast again in late July.
• "Who's Who in America" for L944-45 adds the names of Teresa
Wright, Ingrid Bergman, Greer Garson, Victor Moore, Walter Pidgeon,
Samuel and Bella Spewack and Eric A. Johnston (of whom you may
subsequently hear much). . . • Bob O'Donnell, national "Fighting
Fifth" drive chairman, hosts the editors of the industry press at dinner
at Toots Shor's Monday night. . . • Joseph Cotten's due in today from
Hollywood. . . © Metro, with James Melton of the Met. Opera signed
to a termer, is preparing to go ahead with a musical version of "Cimarron" It could be a honey. . . • Alfred Drake arrived in Hollywood yesterday to start his Columbia chores. . . • Current issue
of Paramount News has an underwater ballet clip featuring Monogram's Belita. . . • With the political accent on glamour — Helen
Gahagan (Mrs. Melvyn Douglas) will address the Democratic National
convention, don't be surprised if, one of these days, Hollywood casting
directors become essential cogs in party machines. . . • FILM DAILY'S
Coast story the other day to the effect that an important studio there
contemplates filming a color feature in 16 mm. and then blowing it
up to 35 mm. moves Adventure Films to remind that it did just that
with "Kukan,
that pic was

the Battle Cry of China" two years ago
filmed in China, then blown up here

For

However,
a Coast

studio to do it would still be a "first.". . • It's getting to be a
habit for M. B. Horwitz, general manager of the Washington Circuit in
Cleveland,
O., to wear his arm in a sling
No sooner has he
gained the use of his left arm which he broke in a fall, than he injured
the elbow of his right arm.
T
T
▼
• •
•
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

MM^

exhibitor

SEIDELMAN, United Artists' general manager
supervisor, inisaArgentina
visitor in and
New Latin-American
York.

HOWARD

DA SILVA will return to New

York,

frcm
Hollywood
upon
completion
of his fea-_
tured role in Paramount's
"Two
Years
Before
the Mast,"
to settle, personal
affairs.
AL JOLSON is due on the Coast today.
R. C. SHERRIFF
route to London.
LT. CHESTER
i ieave.

is here from Hollywood, en

B.

NORMAN
RYDCE,
,vi
be a late Summer

BAHN,

JR.,

AAF,

is

home

Aussie
circuit
visitor to the U. operator,
S.

EDWARD C. ROBINSON has arrived in London to appear in a RAF unit production on
training air crews.
CHARLES A. MIDELBURC, operator of the
Capitol, Charleston, W. Va., and recently designated M-G-M's typical 20-year exhibitor, is
in town for a few days .
MARVIN
the
East,
where
he

SCHENCK,
M-C-M
returned
yesterday
spent a fortnight.

taient head
in
from
the
Coast

Columbia's vice-president, JOSEPH A. McCONVILLE has returned to New York from
England accompanied by JOE FRIEDMAN, the
company's

managing

director

for Great

Britain.

MICHAEL M. BERGHER, Columbia's
manager in Puerto Rico, is in New York.
JACK

branch

HALEY is in New York en route to entertain the boys somewhere on the fighting

front.
WILLIAM (WEE WILLIE) DAVIS is in New
York to rehearse with Mae West in the Broadway production of "Catherine Was Great."
W. R. FRANK leaves Minneapolis today for
New York to arrange for major company distribution of "L'Affaire Lafarge," which he will
produce.

Western Mich. Industry
Grolf Tourney July 19

Detroit — First outing and golf
tournament in the history of western Michigan's film industry has
been set for July 19, at the Greenridge Country Club, West River
Road, Grand Rapids. Committee of
western Wolverines arranging the
event is headed up by Clive R. Waxman, manage rof Michigan Independent Exhibitors' Service. Golf will
be only one of several attractions
planned,
evening. with a chicken dinner in the

STORK REPORTS
Dave Sternfeld of 20th CenturyFox's art department is passing out
cigars following the arrival of Joel
Peter on the Fourth of July at the
Long Island College Hospital, where
mother and son are both doing well.
D. Corbit Curtis, an assistant director at The March of Time, is receiving congratulations on the birth
of a daughter, Mary Louise Curtis,
weight 8 pounds, born in the Lenox
Hill Hospital on June 29.
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Tops Record-breaking Grosses of "Standing Room Only"
and "Miracle of Morgan's Creek"
in First Dates of
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Never stop 'till your over the top !
Fighting Fifth War Loan !
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BEATS "MIRACLE1' BY

28% AT WORTH, FORT WORTH... 14% AT
MAJESTIC, HOUSTON... 14% AT LINCOLN,
LINCOLN... 15% AT MAJESTIC, DALLAS!
BEATS "STANDING

ROOM

ONLY"

BY

26% AT ORPHEUM, OMAHA . . . 10% AT
CRITERION, OKLAHOMA CITY!
The swingy, zingy story of four singing sisters and the big, bad bandleader who tried
to make love to the whole darned family !
With the stars of three great 1944 Paramount
comedies... all united in one super show!

WmW

WHO

STOOD

'EM UP IN "STANDING

m.

ONLY'

ml
THE MIRACLE {Gal) OF MORGAN'S

SASSY NEW

CREEK"

STAR OF "MIRACLE"

MIMI CHANDLER
RAYMOND

WALBURN

• EDDIE

FOY, Jr.

Screen Play by Melvin Frank and Norman Panama • Based
on a Story by Claude Binyon

&

THE FIRST REVIEWS
ARE HEAVENLY!
"Orchids!" from
Walter Winchell
"Freshest, sprightliest
bit . . . to bounce up in
me!"
a long— ti
Liberty Magazine
\

}

\

%
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TO EARTH!

"Definitely a 'must' picture
. . . songs will be whistled
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REVIEWS

— Boxoffice
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on highways and byways."

.V° «v

Ge°

"Crammed

with solid

laughs, okay tunes . . .
should sing a merry entertainment tune as first class
film fare." — Daily Variety

'No wonder they're going my way

"Customers will laugh
themselves silly . . . swell
song numbers, topnotch

into the New York Paramount" —
unless "Going My Way"
runs forever* at
this ace Broadway
house!

(*10lh

WEEK

AND

STIU BREAKING

unusual story idea."
cast,
— Showmen's Trade Review

AUTIME

RECORDS!)
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Of

June

Da
ugLoring
htFifiers"
Carlson,
D'Orsay,

(HOLLYWOOD
HC

Teala

PREVIEW)
72

Mins.

' GOOD EXPLOITATION OFFERING HIGHGHTED
BY WORK
OF A NEWCOMER.
; This is a good exploitation offering, highghted by the work of screen newcomer
eala Loring and Jon Dawson, who are
andouts in an excellent cast. Donald C.
IcKean and Albert Herman functioned as
-oducers, with Herman also responsible for
tlendid direction.
Fifi D'Orsay, June Carlson and Frank
IcGlynn are among the better known memers of the cast, with McGlynn enacting
le role of a Judge, who warns negligent
arents that they must handle their children
ith kindness and understanding. Joe
evlin, Johnny Duncan, Jimmy Zaner and
larga Dean are important principals, while
lary Bovard effectively takes care of the
Dmedy.
Embittered because her parents have rejsed to let her marry her sweetheart,
eala Loring begins a line of crime. She
ecomes infatuated with Jon Dawson, a
ladhouse operator, who heads a gang of high
:hool students who pull off gas station roberies and holdups. Teala holds up an
utoist and then joins Dawson, who has led
payroll robbery.
Detective Joe Devlin and his men pursue
awson and the Loring girl, with Johnny
uncan and June Carson aiding in the
hase. The Dawson-Loring car goes over a
liff and the occupants are killed.
I Arthur St. Claire wrote the original story
rid screenplay,
while Ira H. Morgan
did
good job of photography.
CAST: June Carlson, Fifi D'Orsay, Teala
oring, Mary Bovard, Marga Dean, Johnny
uncan, Joe Devlin, Jimmy Zaner, Don
awson, Frank McGlynn, Parker Gee, Waren Mills, John Christian, Frank Stephens,
jloyd
Criswell,
John
Valentine,
Belle
homas, Sheila Roberts, Norval Mitchell,
|jan De La Cruz, Sheilah Roddick.
CREDITS: Produced for American Produclons, Inc., by Donald C. McKean and Alert Herman; Director, Albert Herman;
uthor, Arthur St. Claire, Screenplay, same;
ameraman,
Ira Morgan;
Editor,
George
derrick; Art director, Paul Palmentola; Muical director, Lee Zahler.
I DIRECTION,

liood.

Splendid.

Mill

"Return of the Ape

"Delinquent
ith

THC

PHOTOGRAPHY,

ary
Sal
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tpast
99
r ura
3,9
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"We've Come A Long,

Bela

Lugosi, John Carradine,
George
Negro Marches On, Inc.
70 Mins.
Zucco and Frank Moran
NEGRO DOCUMENTARY
WITH A
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Monogram
60 Mins. CRAZY QUILT STYLE OF FILM EDITING.
Producer Jack Goldberg has evidently
CHILLER-DILLER FOR THE HORROR
FANS GIVES LUGOSI, CARRADINE AND tried a short cut in attempting to portray
ZUCCO A FIELD DAY.
the American Negroes' progress since
Here is a chiller-diller for horror fans. the Emancipation Proclamation, but he
It provides a field day for those experienced took the wrong road toward the purpose of his theme.
exponents of the spine-chilling school —
The film becomes a jumbled sermon
Bela Lugosi, John Carradine and George
Zucco. Sam Katzman and Jack Deitz pro- on the Negroes' standing in the commuduced the opus, with Philip Rosen handling
nity; a tribute to their capacity of selfthe direction. Barney Sarecky functioned as government; the opportunities which present
themselves for the future; the part they
associate producer.
Lugosi and Carradine, who are scientists, played in World War I and their present
make a trip to the Far North and find a contribution to the war effort; plus the
pre-historic monster that has been encased necessity for protecting all that the race
in ice for centuries. Lugosi brings it back has built for itself in the past 75 years.
Rev. Elder Michaux of the Radio Church
to life and then is determined to give the
ape-like creature a brain. Lugosi slays of God handles the narration and breaks
Carradine, removes part of his brain and up the many climaxes with eulogies on Lt.
Lester Collins who lost his life in the
transfers it to the monster.
The monster kills Carradine's wife and present war as a combat flyer.
runs amok before he is killed. Frank Moran
Jack Goldberg, also credited with the
plays the ape-man before he is given the direction, has patched together a potCarradine brain, while George Zucco enacts
pourri of stock shots and stills, taken from
the role thereafter. Judith Gibson, Mary newsreels and other films, which includes
Currier, Michael Ames, Ed Chandler, George a list of "name" personalities from the
Eldridge and Ernie Adams are among the scientific, sports, and entertainment world,
in an effort to attract at the box office.
principals.
Robert Charles wrote the original story Only colored houses will find it saleable.
DIRECTION, Poor. PHOTOGRAPHY,
and screenplay, while Marcel LePicard was
fair.
in charge of the photography.
CAST: Bela Lugosi, John Carradine,
George Zucco, Frank Moran, Judith Gibson,
Mary Currier, Michael Ames, Mike Donovan,
George Eldridge, Ed Chandler, Ernie Adams.
CREDITS: Producers, Sam Katzman and
Jack Dietz; Associate producer, Barney
Sarecky; Director, Philip Rosen; Author,
Robert Charles; Screenplay, same^ Camera"The Liberation of Rome"
man, Marcel Le Picard; Editor, Carl Pierson; M-G-M
20 mins.
A "Must" Subject
Musical director, Edward Kay.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Of enormous interest to American
Good.

Long Way"

Man"

"Le Pere Chopin" First
(Continued from Page 1)
and Madeleine Ozeray, French film
actress, who will star in the organization's first film which will be made
under direction of Fedor Ozep at the
company's studios at St. Laurent.
The film, "Le Pere Chopin," from a
story by Bella Daniel, will have
leading roles for Paul Cambo and
Marcel Chabrier. Jean Desprez
wrote the screenplay. Charles Phillips, who had experience in French
films, is the producer. The film will
be distributed in Canada by FranceFilm Co. and in France after the
war. An English version will also
be made.

Philadelphia — Salary of $253,999
yas paid Spyros P. Skouras, presient of 20th-Fox, last year, com- Warners May Do Legit.
■any reported to the SEC. Other
Oth-Fox salaries were: Don Ameche, Version of "Casablanca'
(Continued from Page 1)
247,667; Charles Skouras, $130,000,
•lus $185,000 share of profits, and of the Humphrey Bogart hit, possilenry King, $203,333. Law firm of
bly timed with the re-release. Legit
and is
Villkie, Owen, Otis, Farr and Gal- script has been completed
lagher received $255,000 in legal fees. now being studied by Warner execs.

(Continued from Page 1)
York, effective as of July 1, it was
learned yesterday in an interview
with S. H. Fabian, who has just
returned from a tour of the PennOfficerssylvaniaofhouses.the corporate setup
are: S. H. Fabian, president; Walter
Vincent, chairman of the board; Samuel Rosen, vice-president and treasurer; Joseph Eagan, vice-president;
and Mary Becker, secretary.
Although no changes in the personnel are contemplated, Bernard
Brooks,, chief buyer and booker for
the Fabian theaters, will act in a
similar capacity for the entire
group, assisted by Frank Fowler,
former buyer with the W & V chain.
Most of the theaters acquired are
first-run situations and will maintain a single feature policy, Fabian
added, and the number of houses
now under the Fabian banner totals 60.
After a trip to Virginia next week,
visiting the five theaters in that
territory, Fabian plans to combine
the offices with headquarters situated
in the Paramount Bldg.

Show
"Somewhere,
U.S.A."
At Museum
of Modern
Art

A special
M-G-M's
Carey
Wilson screening
TechnicolorofMiniature,
"Somewhere, U.S.A.", will attract
representatives of organizations interested in Latin-American affairs,
officials of women's club groups and
metropolitan film critics to the Museum of Modern Art this afternoon.
The screening will be preceded
by a showing of the 16 mm. original
in Spanish, "Sons of the Conquistadores," from which the M-G-M short
was adapted. The picture was originally filmed as part of the Co-oraudiences, this two-reeler recounts dinator of Inter-American Affairs'
one of the war's most vital opera- film program for showing in Latin
tions. Footage, studded with dy- America. It is the factual story of
namic battle scenes and vivid ani- life among the Spanish people of
mation which permits the layman Santa Fe, N. M.
to follow closely the course of the
Iris Barry
of the the
Museum's
conflict, shows the master plan in library
will address
guests film
before the screening.
the Mediterranean theater of operations aimed at (1) control of that
inland sea via total occupation of
North Africa; (2) overthrow of MusSigns Dave O'Brien
solini by weakening the Italian po- PRC
sition irrevocably; (3) capture of To Long-Term Contract
Foggia's airfield; (4) destruction of West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Nazi armies; and (5) capture of
Hollywood — PRC has signed Dave
Rome prior to total occupation of O'Brien to a long-term, exclusive
the country.
contract, calling for him not only to
Step by step, these objectives are be continued as a western star but
taken, and it is thrilling to witness to be given an extensive build-up in
the campaign unfold. There is much dramatic roles. O'Brien will be cothat is grim, much that is trium- starred with Tex Ritter in a series
phant. Particularly eye-opening are of eight westerns to be produced by
the Anzio beachhead phases, cou- Alexander-Stern Productions, Inc.,
pled with the taking of Cassino. "The and his first feature role will be the
Liberation Of Rome" is a must for top spot in "GI Guy," on which
all theaters. It is the symbol of Christy Cabanne will be Leon Fromour hopes for speedy and complete kess' associate producer. Cabanne
victory. It was produced by U. S. will also write and direct the story.
The pact is with PRC itself, his
Army Pictorial Service in collaboration with British Service Film Units. western pictures to be made on
Metro is distributing it for indus- "loan-out" to Alexander-Stern, which
previously held his contract.
try's WAC. Release is via OWL

*

Renaissance to Produce

Fabian Operating
Wilmer & Vincent

SHORTS

*

O'K
SOPHIE TUCKER
C. AUBREY SMITH
DOROTHY

DONEGAN
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Expect Gov't Okay
Of Hemisphere Films
l Continued from Page 1)
stock, supervisor and head of this
division.
Since the Government subsidy allotted for the Motion Picture Division of the CIAA will allow this department to function for just one
more year, the fiscal year having
ended July 1, Alstock has proposed a
plan that would split the future operation of the work, which was begun in 1940, into theatrical and nontheatrical groups, with a mutual
system of harmonious
co-operation.
In Hollywood, the theatrical division would carry on through the
Motion Picture Society for the
Americas, closely affiliated with the
present motion picture division of
the CIAA. Although the Society
would continue to operate under self
rule, subsidized by the industry, it
would take advice from the Government agency assigned to maintain
the Good Neighbor policy. In
strengthening the foundation of this
group, an effective liaison would be
established between the Society and
the Committee of Foreign Managers, affiliated with the MPPDA in
New York.
Initial Gov't Subsidy
The non-theatrical group, embodied in Hemisphere Films, would
commence operation immediately on
a non-profit basis, whose initial subsidy would stem from the Government but would eventually be realized from the production of films,
distribution fees, charitable organizations and foundations, rentals,
and the sale of prints, as well as the
motion picture industry itself.
It is also planned to allow subsidy
by industry — i.e., a large manufacturing organization may grant a
sum providing for the production of
one or more films, the subject being
left to the discretion of Hemisphere
Films. Benefits to the manufacturer
will accrue from any post-war ac-

WEDDING BELLS
Indianapolis — Don Wright, who
manages the Cantor chain here, is
the father of a seven pound, 12
ounce, baby boy, born at St. Vincent's Hospital.
Detroit - - Pvt. Milton Jacobson,
stationed at Fort Lewis, Wash.,
has a new son, named Michael.
Father is owner of the Stone here.
Baby weighed in at nine pounds,
13% ounces.
Boston — Mr. and Mrs. Al Simon
announce the birth of a son, Robert
Louis, bom June 22. Father manages the RKO-Keith Memorial.
Seattle — Robert Fleckensten, MG-M checking supervisor, was marked recently to Frances Schott.

TO THE COLORS!
* DECORATED*

CAPT. C. B. COMPTON, AAF, former shipper
20rh-Fox
Dallas exchange,
DFC,
LT. FRANK FUREY and SEAMAN DAVID CALLAWAY, former RKO theater employes have
received
the Purple Heart.

* COM MISSION ED*

CHESTER B. BAHN, JR., as second lieutenant,
AAF, following graduation at San Angelo,
Tex., Bombardier School.

* PROMOTED*
ENSIGN DOUGLAS N'ETTER, son of Leon D.
Netter, vice-president of Paramount Theaters Service Corp., to Lieutenant, Junior
Grade.

tivity in those regions where the
films they sponsor will have listed
their name in the film credits. However, the purpose of this new Association is to do a full job of carrying out Hemisphere policy without
Government dictation or interference.
Under the current system, the
CIAA has received the fullest cooperation from all the major producers, allowing the Motion Picture
Division to reproduce into 16 mm.
all subjects whose basic elements
tend toward better understanding
and the promotion of Inter- American relationships.
7,000,000 Monthly Attendance
All the Americas, excepting British, French, and Dutch possessions,
and Porto Rico, are receiving the
benefits of these non-theatrical subjects, which are exhibited to a recorded monthly attendance of from
five to seven million people; three to
five million of this total represents
Latin-America, with the balance recorded in the U. S.
The treatment accorded the 350
live and animated subjects that are
now in distribution by the CIAA,
such as the teaching of Spanish and
English, the advantages of inoculation and the prevention of diseases, as well as the importance of
general sanitation and health, has
been prepared with the utmost care
of presentation. Walt Disney has
contributed in a great measure, via
his clever animations, Alstock emphasized, to the method of teaching
and to that "receptive" factor important to garnering education.
Extensive tests are now in progress, Alstock added, on the educational results of these films, in order that the remaining films scheduled for production shall include the
necessary elements for clarifying or
broadening the subjects.
Complementing the present CIAA
distribution setup, Mobile Units,
sponsored by American industries,
are carrying all the equipment necessary, sound, projection, etc., to almost impregnable country; and contributing largely to the creation of
a modern civilization, as well as embedding the foundation for this type
of entertainment.
Free Trade Pact Envisioned
With reference to a recent incident that involved the "luring" of
Mexican actors from Mexican studios by Hollywood
producers
for

Biddle, Clark Will
Talk Decree Policy

>)

(Continued from Page 1)

trust case he will put before Biddle.
The Attorney General was expected
to return to Washington either last
night or today, and will probably
confer with Clark and Robert L.
Wright, Clark's associate in the case,
in short order.
Clark and Wright have already
gone over the case together and
agreed upon their future steps. They
will question Biddle about matters
of policy, but are prepared, Clark
said, to do this and make their recom endation toBiddle all in a single visit.
What the recommendation will be,
Clark was not willing to say. Meanwhile, there is a growing feeling in
some Washington quarters that the
Attorney General may be asked to
approve the reopening of the antitrust case, with no further attempt
to write a new consent decree. The
earlier feeling that a new consent
decree was "in the bag," has been
dropped by some here. Opinion now
is about evenly divided. It was
surmised in some quarters that the
"policy matters" Clark will discuss
with Biddle might actually be "stratProbably Clark will personally inegyformmatters."
distribution counsel Joseph H.
Hazen ofcision.the
General's
deHe hasAttorney
not talked
to Hazen
since the latter returned from Hollywood, but expects to shortly.

Powers New Assignment
Waits on Skouras Return
(Continued from Page 1)

circuit's representative in Australia, has joined 20th-Fox. In what
capacity he will serve the company
is not expected to be decided upon
until the return of President Spyros
Skouras from the Coast. Col. Powers
was retired from active service in
June.
Spanish voice dubbing, Alstock pointed to the significant results effected
by Jorge Negrete, Mexican film star
and president of the Mexican Actors
Guild, in reaching an agreement with
the Screen Actors Guild and the major producing companies, planning
Spanish-dubbed films, whereby no
conflicting contractual obligations or
commitments would be jeopardized
by its members; and to provide for
the processing of this work in Mexican studios with native technical
crews. This may pave the way to
a free trade agreement that would
insure the stability of an increasing
foreign market.

Socialized Medicine?
Manchester, N. H. — A double
billing at the Strand Theater here
read:
"Three Men in White — Up in
Mabel's Room."

♦♦*

PREVIEW
OF THE MAGAZINE
THAT
KEEPS ON GIVING
ITS READERS

MORE TEXT,
MORE COLOR
THAN

ANY OTHER
MAGAZINE
IN THE FIELD.
The motion picture industry,
regardless of war's many restrictions, hasnot lowered its
standards of quality. Reflecting the people and product of
that industry, Photoplay will
not, for temporary circulation
advantage, sacrifice the high
quality and quantity of its
editorial content.

PHOTOPLAY
FAVORITE OF AMERICA'S
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[fend War Bond
ive Through July

IN NEW POSTS

TOE'

|ACKritory.
ARMM,

Republic salesman, Syracuse ter-

(Continued from Page 1)
ve will be extended and all Bonds
jld by the industry
during
the
nth will be credited to the Fifth
npaign.
National committee explained that
decision to follow through, dete the probability that quota will

WILBUR G. ALBRIGHT, assistant manager,
Valencia,
Evanston,
III.
CHARLES GOETZ, special sales representative,
United Artists.

Today is Free Movie Day in
theaters throughout the nation as
a climax to the "Fighting Fifth"
^War Loan Drive.
One of the

LEO G. COSTA,
Chicago.

^greatest
days' totals
in "E"
ysales is expected
to be
rolledBond
up.
); reached by July 8, came as the
£j:asury explained that the goal was
before the invasion of Europe
1 that, due to the invasion and
!; great progress being made in
3| Pacific and on all other battlents, 16 billion dollars is not
■ugh.
'This places an additional sombre
igation on the home front to proe substantially more support to
• boys in combat," the committee
tement said. "And because of
terrific effort being made in the
tibat areas there is a desire in
Iry quarter to make this the greatwar financing job in the history
world.
ithe
We therefore will continue sellWar Bonds to the best of our

LOUIS UDWIN,
Chicago.

assistant manager,

RUDOLPH S. LA FRANA,
Portage, Chicago.
HARRY

COCHRANE,
land, Chicago.

Pantheon,

assistant manager,

assistant manager,

Industry Personalities
6a*t U044. name, thesn —

assistant manager, State Lake,

CHARLES A. DOYLE,
Chicago.

No. 51

Mary-

A

REAL, reel showman from the Show-Me
i.- V State. He's chairman and managing
director of Paramount Film Service, Ltd.,
and Paramount British Productions, Ltd.
Was born in Kansas City, Mo., and entered
the industry in 1930 in association with the
late Douglas Fairbanks. Subsequently became vice-president and general manager
of United Artists Studios and held same posts
with Goldwyn Productions. Additionally,
he was a director of UA Corp. until 1938
when he went to England to head up all
Paramount companies in Great Britain. Possessed of keenest judgment and tireless energy,
he has become
a powerful factor in international film circles.

assistant manager, Tivoli,

complete report subsequently
made to the industry and the
Secretary of the Treasury.

Non-Theatrical 16 mm. Film
Trade Participates in Drive

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Over 6,000 prints
supplied to non-theatrical film dealers and local War Finance Committees by the Treasury have been
booked solid through the Fifth War
Loan drive. Results, in dollars and
cents, have piled up at a good clip,
and the participation, for the first
time, of the non-theatrical 16 mm.
film industry in the war loan is
heading for big success. Three reels
of combat footage never before released, with brief statements by General Eisenhower at the end of each,
were made available for non-theatrical showing in war plants, schools,
community meetings and elsewhere.
Bity through July."
Plan of the final report of par- These include reels on the Anzio
pating exhibitors is changed by landing, air force raids in the South
■ decision.
Instead of closing rec- Pacific and European theaters, and
*s on July 8 as originally plan- on the occupation of the Marshall
1, they will be closed on July 27.
Islands. In addition, there is a 50vised plan, the statement noted, foot
trailer featuring Lt. Gen. John
mA been approved by every state
C. H. Lee, commander of the Serjubitor chairman.
vices of Supply in the European the& Exhibitors
are requested
to
ater.
£:eep their records in good shape
Sparkplug of the 16 mm. drive has
jhrough July 27. About July 20
been C. R. Reagan, head of nonhe final report form, covering
theatrical films for the OWI domesales of June 1 through July 27,
tic pix branch.
vill be mailed
from
national
leadquarters, and managers are
$1,797,801 Conn. Bond Sales
.sked to return them filled in on
he night of July 27 so that the
Reported by 16 Premieres
Irive can be cleaned up and a
New Haven — Sixteen Connecticut
Bond Premieres have resulted in
sales of $1,797,801 in Bonds, Harry
F. Shaw, state chairman for the
Fifth Drive, reports. Some individual theater totals revealed include:
Paramount,
New Haven, $278,000;
)es Moines, la.— The Vilia Theahas been reopened at Lovilia, College, New Haven, $25,025; Poli,
under
the new
ownership
of Bridgeport, $325,000; 20th-Fox projection room, $75,000; Paramount
i-lter Rogers
who
formerly
was
ated at Mitchellville.
screening room, $60,000, and Bush?he State Theater at Maxwell has nell Memorial, Hartford, $318,000.
n purchased by Harold J. Griffin
m the Stewart brothers of Fair- To Confer on Exploitation
d, la.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — William Schneider of
'hiladelphia — The Metropolitan Donahue-Coe Agency entrained from
ara House, known in recent years
New York yesterday for a series of
the Met, was acquired by James huddles with Samuel Goldwyn and
opi, Jr., local sports promoter,
Glass, Goldwyn's publicity
<m the Philadelphia Saving Fund George
and advertising head. The trio will
dety.
confer on plans for an extensive advertising campaign for Goldwyn's
?lora, Ind.— H. A. Gridley has sold latest production, "The Princess and
Flora to Joseph Stannand.
the Pirate," starring Bob Hope.

THEATER DEALS

Outstanding

INTIMATES, and he has many in the trade,
call him by his middle name, even though
his first name is Samuel. Synonymous with
his middle and last names is his title, —
general sales manager for Monogram. He's
one of the very many New Englanders holding high offices in filmland. Maiden, Mass.,
is his birthplace. Was educated at Chelsea
High School and Boston University. Back
in 1925, he joined Franklin Film Co., and
served from 1926 to 1930 with Universal.
In 1931-33 was under the House of Warner
banner. For 11 years now he has been a
vital cog in Monogram. • In addition to his
sales managership, he is on directorate.

IFfilmit producer,
weren't for
veteran
able
the this
wartime
adviceandagainst
traveling would be demoralizing. His
short subjects, always colorful and diverting, have taken untold millions vicariously
to the scenic splendors of all continents,
to strange and romantic cities and towns,
and even voyaging on waterways great
and small. He does it with his color

Mtt

cameras, deft printing, editing, and narration. All the "traveler" needs is the
price of admission, a seat, and anywherenear-normal eyesight. He's a Connecticut
lad, educated at Yale and American
Academy of Dramatic Arts. Leo the Lion
is his distribution channel.

They can easily be identified
by referring to the 1944
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Now being distributed to all subscribers of
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Reeling 'Round •-

WASHINGTON

=

By

ANDREW

H. OLDER =
WASHINGTON

THE

French invasion film, now being prepared jointly by American and British
forces in London under the direction of
Lt. Cols. Anatol Litvak and David MacDonald, acting for the two Armies, will be
rushed
Current
plans call for about
six reels to cover the first 90 days of the
invasion. This film is already being put together, and the work is so arranged that it
can be completed within a very few days
after the producers decide to clamp down
their deadline
and
stop
using
incoming
film
This decision to operate with a

time schedule rather than an "objective
schedule" should work out much better.

•

•

THE
film "Liberation
of Rome,"
for in' stance — a two-reeler we will be seeing
riere next week — was "completed"
three
rimes
Originally planned to cover the
fall of Rome, it was later changed to cover
the fall of Cassino, and even there it was
decided that it was taking too long to get
out a film on the Italian campaign
It
was finally completed,
when
Cassino
fell
and it was reopened
It was closed
again in time to reopen to include footage
on the fall of Rome.

/^NE of the sidelights on the preparation
**^ for quick handling of combat footage
has to do with an individual well known to
the picture trade
Before the highly
efficient SHAEF courier system was set up
he had been scheming to work out a system
to insure the quickest possible delivery of
film from the front to London. Even with
the SHAEF courier system, he thought perhaps he could cut the delivery time by
using carrier pigeons
He had a special case designed to carry a roll of 35 mm.
film, and took 20 pigeons out to test his
delivery system. All 20 took off with loads
approximating the weight of a roll of film.
Nineteen of these pigeons have never since
been heard of
Deciding that the loads
must have been too heavy, he then arranged
to have the pigeons carry only cut film,
devising a means of rolling and protecting
single three by five negatives so that they
could be carried by the pigeons
How
well this would have worked will never be
known, for the Army's G-2 branch heard
of the scheme and put the kibosh on it.
Didn't like the idea that film which might
be valuable to the enemy could easily be
shot down by the Nazis, especially if the
pigeons decided to take a long route home.

^"\NE of the things that has Army offi^^ cials most surprised is the frequency
with which Col. Frank Capra is given credit
for the actual editing and production jobs
on Army pix. As production head for the
Army Pictorial Service, Capra does of course
have general supervision, but somehow —
perhaps because he is so well known — he
generally gets credit for a good deal of
work with which he has not been directly
concerned
The "Eve of Invasion" reel,
for instance, was credited to Capra by just
about every one. Actually he hadn't any
hand in its production, and was not in
London when it was being made.

Belle Glade Bond Buyers to Re-assure
G. I. Joens' Via Letter to the President
Belle Glade, Fla. — President Roosevelt, as commander in chief of the armed
forces, will receive a letter at the close of the Fifth War Loan Campaign,
signed by every person who purchases a War Bond through either the Everglades or Prince Theaters. Prepared by Malcolm Millar, manager of the
houses, letter, addressed to G. I. Joe, Armed Services of the U. S. A., reads:
"Dear Joe, We want you to know that the folks back home in Belle Glade,
Chosen and South Bay are backing the attack 100 per cent with extra War
Bonds in the Fifth War Loan Drive. We are going to Berlin and Tokyo with
you, Joe, not with a gun in our hands but with War Bonds, that we may
bring the day of Victory nearer, and hasten that great moment when we may
welcome you home with honors, befitting your magnificent contribution in

//

5TH" FLASHES

Des Moines — Seven battle trophies, in
eluding Japanese army rifles and 150 mrr
artillery shells captured in the battle ft
New Guinea, will be awarded to the sevei
independent exhibitors in Iowa who sell thi
greatest number of War Bonds in ratio t.
the seats in their theaters on Free Movii
Day. Trophies were supplied in the Treasur
and War departments.
— V —

4

liberating the enslaved world. Your Grateful home folks."
Millar hopes to place 1,000 names on the letter.

Gould Sees Dubbing
in Spanish Vital
(Continued from Page 1)
manager of foreign distribution, upon his return to his desk yesterday
from a five-week Mexican trip.
Thanks to improvements in the art
of dubbing, "it won't be long before
we asserted.
may be dubbing every picture,"
ne
As far as his own company is concerned, to dub or not to dub will be
left entirely to the individual producer, Gould said. He revealed that
most of the United Artists producers
are favorable to dubbing of their
product
into Spanish for the Mexican market.
Gould attributed the rise in competition from Mexican films largely to
the sharp improvement in Mexico's
screen product and dissatisfaction
with a lot of the pictures which have
been sent south by us. This competition was characterized by Gould
as "the greatest thing that could
nave happened to us" because it
would force America to make a better choice of film product intended
for showing in Mexico. The foreign
executive advised the American industry to meet the Mexican challenge
Dy turning out pictures "designed
for the non-English market."
Gould reported that Mexican grosses rolled up by native product were
"great." Only a "terrific" American
film is capable of matching them, he
said. "A great American picture
will make money in Mexico despite
the fact that Mexican pictures have
made terrific inroads," he asserted.
To show what American films
were up against in Mexico, Gould offered figures giving 69 Mexican
films shown in Mexico City a total
gross of 4,591,651 pesos for 19431944 as against 6,966,122 pesos
pulled in by 232 American pictures.
After the war the industry will
be faced with competition that will
have to be met, Gould warned.

Newark, N. J. — Last of the Essd
County Motion Picture Theaters speciii
events for the Fifth War Loan Campaigi
will be a Bond Premiere of M.G-M
Arrange Rites Today For
"See Here, Private Hargrove" at th
Adams
Theater on Monday. A. J
MacLeod, Wreck Victim
Adams, exhibitor chairman, estimati
that the co-operative effort will result
(Continued from Page 1)
Fe's Chief was wrecked near Wil- sales of more than
— V1,800
— "E" Bonds.
liams, Ariz., will be made today. The
body is being brought East from the
Washington — The greatest audience
scene of the tragedy for burial in
the
stars' War Bond tour greet*
the family plot in Mt. Hope Ceme- the Hollywood
players in Washington Tuesday nig
tery, Scarsdale, N. Y.
the "Cavalcade of Freedom" at Washin
MacLeod, who was on his way to at
ton Monument Grounds. An estimati
Los Angeles on business when he
died, is survived by his wife, who $5,000,000 Bond sale was rung up. Tl
was in San Frandisco at the time of show was climaxed by a spectacular fire
works display. With 20,000 buying Boni
the accident; a son, Donald S., of- to obtain a seat, 250,000 others were seate
fice manager of M-G-M's Indianapolis branch; two brothers, David R. around the foot of the Monument. Thi
aters sold Bonds to be exchanged for tick
and Ross P., the latter of whom is ets.
— V —
in charge
of
the
company's
warehouse in New York; a sister, Mrs.

W. Thuman of this city, two grandSeattle — Paramount's "Going My Way
children and four nephews and a will
niece.
be previewed tonight at film ro j
projection rooms with over $200,000 i
In the industry since 1915, Mac- Bond sales resulting from a seat sail \
Leod was made head of M-G-M ex- drive backed by the Knights of Colur,\
change maintenance in 1929.
bus.
— V —
Mimi Forsythe, actress wife of
United Artists Producer Benedict
Rochester, N. Y. — Six downtown theate
Bogeaus, was among those injured co-operated with the War Finance Con
in the derailment of the Chief. She mittee in a stunt at Liberty Bridge to d
suffered a broken wrist and other in- nate a theater pass to the house of the
juries.
Detroit

IATSE Training
Men for Theatrical Tele

(Continued from Page 1)
ater, assisted by Earl McGlinnen of
the Fox Theater.
"We want our men to be better
prepared for television when it arrives, than they were for talking
pictures back in 1928," Morton said.
Project calls for an elaborate
training school, using professional
teachers in the various special subjects to be taught. This may result
in using the facilities of one of the
local schools or universities. Mathematics is expected to be an important part of the entire project, Morton said.
Preliminary arrangements call for
a course of about 25 weeks for the
UA's foreign chief saw a vital first season. Enrollment would be
need for pictures to eliminate the open to all IATSE members here,
bad impression of America created 400.
with a potential enrollment of around
by many Hollywood films. He cited
David O. Selznick's "Since You Went
Fred Mills Dies
Away" as one such film.
Chicago — Fred Mills, 50, president
Gould reported that Dudley Murphy had completed "Bell of My Vil- of Mills Industries and owner of
lage," the first of four films that the Soundies organization, died at Dellatter is producing in Mexico City nor Hospital, St. Charles. His wife
for UA release.
and three children survive.

choice to every purchaser
Bond. Idea is a repeat
a procedure worked out
each of the four previous
paigns.
"Good

of a $25 W
performance ■
successfully
War Bond ca

Old Days" on Circuits

"The byGoi
OldEquity
Days"FilmhasExchanges'
been booked
Loew Metropolitan theaters for Ju
runs.
Film is also playing Warn
houses in the Philadelphia area.

Loudly They Speak,
These Silent Dead
Detroit — Variety Club of Michigan,
under the direction of Alex Schreiber,
has posted a set of 60 photo blowups, made through the courtesy of
a local newspaper, of Detroit boys
killed in action — all on main intersections here. Pictures have the
man's name, and were posted with
the permission of the family in each
case. Legend is dramatic — "I Died
For You— Keep Faith With Me—
Buy Bonds." Size, 40 x 96 inches,
is big enough to catch the eye of
people passing by in cars as well as
pedestrians.
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COSTS!

225,382 CASUALTIES!
200 BILLION DOLLARS!

i 95 BILLION MORE

i\
t

!

[

THIS YEAR !

KEEP ON
SELLING
BONDS!

Fight by the side of our troops who never
; stop! All War Bond sales in July will be
credited to Fighting 5th War Loan Drive!
Sponsored by War Activities Committee of Motion Picture Industry, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.
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c American Casualties Now
r
225,382, /needing D-Dayi
WASHINGTON, June 22 (AP) ♦ shows an overalls
— American battle casualties h?;v^Mja*u^^^
reached 225..3S"
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Sympathy won't help
him! Bonds will help
destroy his murderers!

LET'S GO
SFOR THE
a*

o

•r*

*

Is
•00

St«t

^ WAR IflM*

Knock-

out BLOW!

Let's pull no punches now! Let's spare no feelings! Are you satisfied with results? Time is
measured in lives! Only a few more days to do
a superhuman job. But we can do it! Wake up
the public! They've got money to spend! Hit
hard with Bond Premieres, Children's Bond
Shows, Rallies, Free Movie Days! You who sell
bonds for America, victory is in your hands!

FREE MOVIE
JULYunite6thon
LetDAY,
our industry
July 6th with a mighty
push that will electrify the
nation. On the day before,
the radio and press will
blast FREE MOVIE DAY
to all America. Be in the
fighting ranks! Over the
top, patriotic showmen!

Sponsored by War Activities Committee of Motion Picture Industry, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

— On the
L S. Enters Goldman Suit: J™diladelphia
that the outcome

grounds that the issue is similar to that in the New York equity suit
will affect the administration of the Sherman Act by the D of J, Asant U. S. Attorney General Wendell Berge yesterday asked permission to file a brief as a friend of the court in the William Goldman antist suit against the majors. Goldman is appealing, following an adverse decision by the trial court here.
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HONORED 100" GROUP MULLS UNITY MOVE
ees N. Y. Tele World Center With Film Co-op
ophony Prexy Sees Majs in Financial Position
1Push Tele Development
\ common ground may soon be
Lched between
all of the major
■i companies whereby the best
dns in the instry will conitrate on the
vanceme-nt io f
evision and
co-ordination
the medium's
rivities with
3se of the morn picture indus?, is the belief
Arthur Levey,
bsident of the
ophony Corp.
America, who
oke last night
the Television
ARTHUR LEVEY
minar of the
idio Executives
ab.
;'Such a desirable end would help
(Continued on Page 10)

obot Plane Kills
ilomon of Warners

Leader Sounds Out Rodgers
On Taking Active Role in
New Trade Harmony Effort

STARS SELL $72,670,000 BONDS
Hollywood Luminaries Make 23 Appearances in
19 Cities in Behalf of Fifth Loan Drive

LOU PELEGRINE
FILMBy DAILY
Staff Writer
A
move
quietly
inaugurated
by
A total of $72,670,000 in War nell, National chairman, and the exhibitors
numbered
among
the
War Finance Committee announced
Bonds, mostly in the "E" series, is last night.
"Honored 100" of the Fourth War
credited to the Hollywood stars who
Loan
drive
to
The tour was sponsored
by the
toured 19 cities where they made 23
utilize its permaWar Finance Committee
appearances on behalf of the "Fight- WAC, the(Continued
on Page 6)
BK | nent
as anorganization
industry
ing Fifth" War Loan, R. J. O'Don■H unity medium was

Home Heads Eastern Kilroe, Industry Rep.
PIC for Six Months
At Copyright Parley
Hal Home,
20th-Fox director of
advertising and publicity, was elected chairman of the Eastern Public
Information Com" mittee of the industry at yesterday's weekly lunc h e o n meeting.
Home,
who will
serve
for
six
months,
succeeds
Si S e a d 1 e r of
Metro;
he's down
the
sixth to hold
the spot.
Glendon Allvine
continues on as

London (By Cable)— A. M. "Doc"
lomon, general manager of the
arner Bros. British studios at TedHAL
HORNE
agton since 1932, has been killed
(Continued on Page 3)
yesterday received
(Continued

the committee's
tary.
executive secreThe committee
a detailed report
on Page 6)

erty.
EDWIN P. KILROE

right in intellectual and industrial prop-

Jeanne Ansell, manager of the
Manhattan Theater, Manhattan Ave.
and 109th St., was introduced at the
regular meeting of the ITOA at the
Astor Hotel yesterday as the first
femme to become a member of the
exhibitor organization. Harry Brandt
presided. The next meeting of the
ITOA will be held early in August
at the Summer home of Brandt at
Portchester, Westchester County.

Eastern District, Branch Heads to Attend

YES, IT'S ALL OVER — EXCEPT

THE

Metro Will Expand
Exhib. Relations Dept.

Plans
to expand
M-G-M's
exhibi-in
Kilroe at the
tor relations
setup and
activities
same time was instructed to make a a drive to obtain representation for
survey of the Mexican
Copyright the company's product in every the(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued on Page 11)

UA Sales Meet Here Monday

M-G-M in the future will abandon
formula heretofore employed in
selling its product on the slidingscale principle, it was disclosed yesterday by William F. Rodgers, the
(Continued on Page 3)

'*™w disclosed
yesterday by William

r o Rodgers,
distribution
I F.
Metchief, at an incheon
by
dustry given
press lunthe company at
The MPPDA's Copyright Committee has designated Edwin P. Kilthe Hotel Astor
roe, of 20th-Fox, its chairman, to
yesterday.
Rodgers
said
representdustrythe
inat the
he had been apThird Confer- william F. rodcers proached
by with
one
'of the group
ence of the Int e r - American
Bar Association a request that he take an active role
(Continued on Page 11)
to be held in
Mexico City
from July 31 to
Aug. 8th, at the
proceedings i n
relation to copy-

Wuxtry! ITOA Goes
"Co-Ed" at Long Last

Metro's Sliding Scale
Stays, Formula Dropped

_.

Exhibitors Are Behind
Bond Sale Extension

The first of two meetings of the
United Artists sales force will get
under way here on Monday and Tuesday, Grad Sears, vice-president in
charge of distribution, and Carl
Leserman, general sales manager,
announced yesterday.
The Eastern meeting, which will
be attended by all district managers
(Continued on Page 11)

IH.U ti\(, • SO DOUBLE

YOUR

BOND

Wholehearted support of the
Treasury request to the industry
to maintain the War Bond selling
effort through July was indicated
yesterday in telegraphic responses
to R. J. O'Donnell, national committee chairman. Exhibitor state chairmen and individual exhibitors are
pledging continuance of their efforts throughout the month.
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Damon. MEXICO
CITY— Marco-Aurelio
Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F. SYDNEY—Allan White. SAN JUAN— E. SanIhez Ortiz.
MONTREAL— Roy Carmiehael.
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More Pine-Thomas Pix
For Paramount in 1944-45

Capt. Lewis S. Mentlik, former
New York editorial representative of
Jay Emanuel Publications, is reported missing in action since June
14. He was with
the
101st Airfa o r n e Infantry
Division, one of
the spearheads of
the
invasion of
France.

Having completed their six-picture commitment on the 1943-44
program for Paramount with the
shooting of "Double Exposure," the
Pine-Thomas organization is increasing its schedule with the producing
of seven and the possibility of nine
films in view for the forthcoming
season, it was disclosed* in an interview with the producers yesterday.
William Pine left last night, and
William Thomas will leave today
Captain Mentfor the Coast, to begin work on
lik, a graduate of
Wisconsin Uni"Dangerous Passage," the first of
versity, joined
their new season's commitment, with
Jay Emanuel in
the cameras scheduled to start roll1938. He went |
ing on August 10.
into the Army in
Two other features listed to fol/
1941, graduated
low for production are "Homesick
from OCS at Ft. CAPT. L. S. MENTLIK Angel"
with Johnny Weissmuller,
Benning in 1942
and "People Are Funny," picture
and from Brooks Field Aerial Obser- version of the popular radio show,
vation School in January, 1943. In featuring Jack Haley.
1942 he married Helen Vandel and
they
Toby. have a one-year-old daughter, RKO Theater Execs.

Para. Files Objections
To Cooper Suit Findings
Objections to the findings of the
Special Master in the Paramount action against Joseph H. Cooper, J. H.
Cooper Enterprises, Inc., Rialto,
Inc. and Interstate Theaters Corp.
were filed yesterday in Federal
Court. Master's report recommended dismissal of the three corporate
defendants on the grounds that they
were not doing business in New York
State.
Paramount yesterday moved to set
aside the master's findings and for
the Court to make its own findings
or, in the alternative, to recommit
the case to the special master with
instructions to make new findings
of facts for the purpose of receiving
additional evidence. Motion listed
six places where the plaintiff claims
the defendants are doing business in
this state.

Horowitz On Agnew Staff,
Working Out of Chicago

Va

Sam Horowitz, formerly with
United Artists and the A. H. Blank
Circuit of Des Moines, is joining
Neil Agnew's distribution staff at
227/8
22'/2
223^ +
i/4 Vanguard Films, Inc., and the David
O. Selznick enterprises. Horowitz
will report July 15, working out of
Mrs. Louis Feinberg Funeral
Chicago.
Funeral services for Mrs. Louis
Agnew said yesterday that no furFeinberg, 87, mother of Abe and Joe
ther additions were immediately in
Feinberg, of the Comerford vaude- prospect.
ville booking department, were held
yesterday at Riverside Memorial
Universal Sets Dividends
Chapel.
Va
Va
Va

Off for Chi. Meeting

SPANISH-PORTUCUESE-FRENCH
Spanish Sound

Studios

41 E. 42nd St., N. Y. 17 . Mil 2-5358

Universal's board of directors,
meeting yesterday, declared dividends of 50 cents a share for both
the third and fourth quarters. That
for the third will be paid July 31 to
stockholders of record on the 19th,
and that for the fourth on Oct. 31 to
stockholders of record on the 16th.

his

STANTON GRIFFIS, chairman of the Paramount executive committee has returned from
Government
mission to Sweden.

WILLIAM
H. PINE left yesterday,
and WIL
LIAM C. THOMAS
leaves today for the Coast
to begin
production
on first
of their
nev
season's product.

JOHN J. MALONEY, Central M-C-M sale
manager, and his office assistant PAUL RICH
RATH, will arrive in Detroit Monday and spem j
several days there with J. P. Byrne, distric
manager, and Frank Downey, local branch mana
JACK E. FLYNN, Western sales manager foi
M-C-M; SAM GARDNER, Salt Lake City branch!
manager, and LOU AMACHER, Portland head;
will arrive from their respective headquarter^
fice.
on Monday and spend a week at the home of-j
FOSTER B. CAUKER, M-G-M
branch manager, is vacationing.
ger.

Indianapolii

JOE ORNSTEIN of 20th Century-Fox brand
in Washington is back on the job after severa
days in New York visiting his family.
LT. COL. JOCK LAWRENCE,

formerly with th(

pictorial section of the Army's Bureau of Public Relations with Gen. Dwight Eisenhower, leff
wood.
Washington
yesterday
midnight
for
Holly

HANK LINET of the Universal publicity de
partment left yesterday for Cincinnati and Dayton to set the campaign on ''Christmas Holiday.
JOSEPH
H.
SEIDELMAN,
Universal's
vicepresident
in charge
of
foreign
affairs,
an<
FORTUNAT
BAR0NAT,
the firm's foreign publicity head, returned
from
Hollywood
yester- 1

Harold Mirisch, chief of RKO Theaters' film booking department, Harry Mandel, RKO Theaters' national
director of advertising and publicity, and William Howard, assistant
to Sol A. Schwartz, general manager partment,
ED HINCHY,
Warners'
playdate
de- |
returns head
todayof from
New Haven.
of RKO's out-of-town theaters, left
DAVE
ARLEN,
B & K publicity department ,
yesterday on the Century for Chi- will come in from Chicago for a vacation.
cago.
JOHN
of Jones,
Linick
& Schaefe f
day." JONES,
All three, Mirisch, Howard and Circuit, returns to Chicago from a West Coas
vacation and business trip next week.
Mandel will attend a special meetM. C. MclNTYRE, Universal managing diing Schwartz has called of RKO
rector in Australia, arrived on the Coast and
managers in the Chicago area di- is en route to the home office, accompanied
vision. Frank Smith, newly appoint- by AL DAFF, foreign sales supervisor.
ed Division manager, and his assistant, Harry Schreiber, will be in- Rites for D. J. Danker. Jr.
troduced to the gathering.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILV\
Following the meeting, Mirisch
Hollywood — Funeral
services foi]
will continue on to Hollywood.
Daniel J. Danker, Jr., vice-president I1
of J. Walter Thompson Agency who
died of a heart attack, will be held
Rites for MacLeod
tomorrow at the Church of the Immaculate Heart of Mary. He is sur-^
Await Son's Arrival
vived by his widow, Lorena Layson,
former Warner Bros, actress, and
Funeral arrangements for J. S. their daughter, Suzanna.
MacLeod,
59, head
of M-G-M's
film
and
exchange
maintenance,
who was
killed on Monday night in the wreck
of the Santa Fe's Chief near Williams, Ariz., will be made today upon the arrival of his son, Donald S.
McLeod, office manager of the company's Indianapolis exchange.
Tentative plans call for services
at Coughlin's Funeral Parlor, Broadway and 66th St., on Monday night,
with burial on Tuesday in the family plot in Mt. Hope Cemetery,
Scarsdale, N. Y.

Prefect Case Heading
For Third, Fourth Quarters For U. S. Circuit Court

FILM DUBBING
SCRIPT ADAPTATION
GHOST VOICE

COfllinG and GOIRG

Saul Rogers, counsel for Prefect
Theaters in its anti-trust suit against
several distributors, will carry the
case to the U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals following the denial of his
motion for a new trial by Judge Carroll Hincks of Federal District Court
in New Haven.

Frederick Fisher Dies
Portland — Frederick V. Fisher, 6
for some
years
connected
witi
Greater Theaters Corp., in the Jansen- Von Herberg circuit, is dead.

SMD BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO...
George Cukor
Jackie Searl
Raymond Hatton
Ricardo Cortez
July Ford
7
Ruth
Eugene Pallette George A. Smith
Bradley King
Louis C. Ingram
Lon Young
Glenn Langan
July
8
Craig Stevens
Claude C. Ezell
Al Steen
Ralph Wilk
9 Frank Namczy
Kay July
Aldridge

V*^.
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Films in Spanish
Create New Audience

ibot Plane Kills
lomon of Warners
(Continued from Page 1)
enemy action in Southern Engd. Fifty-three years old, he had
,n with Warner Bros, since 1915
Kn he joined the San Francisco
inch of the company. Before his
hsfer to England he had worked
assistant Warner stuup to in
jiself
manager
California.
•Salomon also was widely known
a director for Warner Bros, in
a'land.
According to a cable received by
'tual here yesterday from the ra! system's London bureau chief,
In Steele, Salomon was killed
>:dnesday night by a German rocket
ne. A recording of the sound
I German device makes in flight
lis made some days ago by Salomon
d rebroadcast over the Mutual Netrk last Friday.
■st Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

— ollywood — Warner Bros.' studio
jg will be flown at half mast for
|l days in honor of A. M. Salofon. At 3 p.m. today Warner stu!» employes will offer a two'nute silent prayer following which
fvices will be conducted by Dr.
ijul Buckner with H. M. and J. L.
Sirner, Studio Manager Tenny
91. ight, Charles Einf eld and veteran
partment heads in attendance.

iMetro's

Sliding Dropped
Scale
ays. Formula
(Continued from Page 1)

mpany's general manager of disbution, at a discussion with the
embers of the trade press at a luneon at the Hotel Astor.
"We are now working on a sliding
Jale to fit the individual situation,"
]>dgers said in announcing the comny's move to lend greater flexibil- to its sales procedure.
Rodgers
jjdieated that by veering away from
fixed formula the company hoped
be in a better position to meet
e needs of the individual exhibitor.

STORK REPORTS
It's another daughter in the home
the Stanley R. Chases.
She was
- 1-rn July 1, weight 10 pounds, 13
ElizaIItnces, to be named Diane
jth.
Stan is assistant
to Oscar
prgan in the Paramount shorts dertment.
Boston — Two sons and a daughter
>w make up the Ed Comi family,
ith the recent addition of a baby
<y. Comi is affiliated with the
neater -Service Supply Co.
Bloomington, 111. — Fred Shoup,
astle Theater projectionist, is the
ither of twin boys, Larry and Terry.

.

Events ©' the Day
•

• • OVERSEAS MAIL BAG: Came yesterday a scenic postcard of the Schwefelbad Gr. Ullersdorf Kinderhaus from that itinerant

Film Daily-ite, M/Sgt. David Golding, now

with the Stars & Stripes

(and the Fifth Army) in Italy
Mailed on June 25th, the card's message notes that it was found the previous day in a captured German
command post just two weeks after Dave had left the sidewalks of
New York. . . • Came also yesterday a V-Mail letter from Pvt.
Lawrence Kulick. erstwhile of PRC's New York exchange, now "somewhere in France," reporting that his Film Daily "is being delivered
and read regularly, almost daily"
Adds Larry, "As time goes by,
I shall read The Film Daily in Paris, the Rhineland and finally in the
debris known as Berlin"
(Memo to the Editor: How you coming with
those plans to reopen the bureaus in Rome, Paris and Berlin?)
T
▼
T
• • O THE PERSONAL TOUCH: D. John Phillips, now an
AAF corporal and formerly publicity manager for Paramount shorts
at the home office, has assumed the editorship of Wings, Ontario,
Calif., Army Air Field paper. . . # There's a new double feature
at the Brooklyn Paramount
Mrs. Sam Levy presented the manager of the Fabian-operated house with twin daughters. . . 0 Benny
Fields and the Missus, Blossom Seeley, are off for Hollywood today
on a dual mission
Benny will confer with PRC
execs, on his
next pic— he stars in PRC's "Minstrel Man"— and also appear in
Paul Small's stage production, "Star Time.". . # Helen Parrish,
now entertaining GTs for USO-Camp Shows on the Alcan Highway,
returns to New York in about four weeks. . . • Lupe Velez will be
seen on Broadway next season in Dave Wolper's "Have a Good Time."
• RKO has signed George Brent to make two pix annually on a
termer. . . • Lt. Jeff Livingstone, ex-Metroite, now an AAF pilot,
flew his first combat mission on D-Day. . . % Harry H. Unterfort has
resumed as city manager in Syracuse for RKO-Schine, following a
period in Army uniform. . . « Jed Harris is off for the Coast.
T
▼
T
• • • SALMAGUNDI: Regardless of what you may have heard
— or read — no story has as yet been set for the screen return of Maj.
Clark Gable. . . • Further ad rationing by Chi. dailies has both distribs. and exhibs. there running around in circles trying to get poster
board space and radio time
Situation as regards both is reported
tight. . . • Tip to companies
with re-issues: Better invest in radio
time to plug 'em
Exhibs. report patrons are asking for pix they hear
currently exploited on the air, and that there's sales resistance to reissues Use of radio might meet that situation. . . • Maj. Monroe
Greenthal should hit Hollywood over the week-end. . . • Si Seadler,
a late arrival at Bill Rodger's Astor luncheon for the industry press
yesterday, made his apologies with the explanation that he had dropped
into the Yacht Room, usual scene of such affairs, only to find that he
was sitting in on a juvenile delinquency conference
The Rodgers
luncheon had been switched to the College Room. . . • Incidentally,
can you name any other industry in which the product of one manufacturer has found 100 per cent simultaneous outlet in retail establishments in a single week?
That makes Metro's 20-Year Anniversary booking achievement all the more, remarkable. . . • Pfc.
Howard Z. Beatus, son of Lawrence Beatus, Loew district manager, is
serving in Normandy with the European Civil Affairs Regiment
Beatus' other son, Lt. Lawrence Beatus, Jr. is with a Quartermaster Truck
company at Fort Knox, Ky. . . • Title of M-G-M's "Gold Town" has
been changed to "Barbary Coast Gent." It's a Wallace Beery starring
vehicle
T
T
T
•
•
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

The competition from Mexican
and Argentine films is a boon in disguise to the American film companies in Argentina because it is helping to create a vast, new audience
for our pictures, it was said yesterday by Sam Seidelman, United Artists general manager in that country and Latin-American supervisor
for the company, who is in the
States on a four-week visit.
Reporting that Mexican films were
"picking up" in Argentina, Seidelman said that the higher classes
there don't "go" for the native product very much, preferring to see
American films. He said American
films are accorded more playing time
in the first-class houses in Argentina than the home-made stuff. He
disclosed that whereas Argentine
films were getting 20 per cent of
the playing time in the first-runs in
1943-1944, American films were getting 70 per cent.
In discussing the drive by the
producers to have a film quota
established by the Argentine
government, Seidelman said that
the film makers were asking a
minimum of 40 per cent for all
their product in all houses in the
country. He reported the existence of considerable friction between the exhibitors and the
producers. The native producers, he said, were demanding
one-third of the playing time in
the first-runs and 50 per cent in
all other theaters. He said the
exhibitors had threatened to
turn their houses over to the
government rather than accept
such terms.
Seidelman called Argentina the
only Latin-American country where
film business had not shown an improvement. He asserted that United
Artists had no post-war plans for
Argentina because "the country is
The question
foreign mark."
executive reported
a big
that United Artists had opened a
new house in Bogota, Colombia, the
Astral, and was "keeping its eyes
open for new houses in South Amer-

THEATER DEALS
Waterbury, Conn. — Purchase of
the Tower theater here by Roger
Mahan, already operating two local
ica." from Fred Van Doren was
houses,
announced yesterday. House, seating 600, joins the Mahan string on
Sept. 1 when it will be used for pix
and "name" p.a.'s and dates. Van
Doren, who has operated local theaters for the last 10 years, is turning farmer in New Jersey.
Charter Oak, la.— William Groth
has purchased the Rivoli from DuWayne Hartzell.

GO OVER THE TOP WITH

OUR INVASION

TROOPS.

KEEP FIGHTING

WITH

WAR

BONDS!

Your Complete Popular-Price Campaign Now at Exchanges

m
ti'wood Stars Sell
$72,670,000 in Bonds

IN NEW INDUSTRY
FRED

i Continued from Page 1)
and the Hollywood Victory Committee. Appearances were made before audiences of War Bond buyers
ranging in size from 4,200 to 80,000.
The tour was designed to promote
the sale of "E" Bonds to individual
purchasers.
The shows were built around the
Sales of Fifth War Loan Bonds
to the public betueen June 1 and
July 5 bv Loeu's theaters amounted to $9,968,122. Of this amount,
S6.848.122 icere sold in the New
York metropolitan area. Three
Loeic New York theaters are lead,
ing the entire circuit: Pitkin,
Brooklyn, with sales of S516.625 ;
Boro Park, Brooklyn, §435,170:
American. Bronx, S378.495.
Sales at the cash register in
Times Square betueen June 13
and July 5 amounted to $1,774,548. It is expected that yesterday's "Free Movie Day" sales will
bring the register total to over
$2,000,000.

Army Air Forces Training Command
orchestra of Ft. Worth, which replaced the Army Air Forces band
conducted by Capt. Glenn Miller
after the first two appearances. The
orchestra was conducted by Sergt.
Harry Bluestone, formerly with the
Paramount studios in Hollywood,
with Capt. Robert Jennings as commandant. Paul Whiteman, Benny
Goodman and Fred Waring were
guest conductors.
Stars who toured included Gary
Cooper. Ingrid Bergman, Veronica
Lake. Marlene Dietrich, Bettv Grable, Al Jolson, Harrv Akst, Ethel
Merman, Martha O'Driscoll, Lt. Bill
Holden, Pvt. John Pavne. Dennis
O'Keefe. Red Skelton, Paul Lukas,
Ray Bolger, Gil Lamb, Walter Abel,
Helen Forrest, Oscar Levant, Lynn
Bari, Susanna Foster, Lana Turner,
Milton Berle, Orson Welles, Jack
Benny, Rochester, Mischa Auer,
Rosemary Lane, Ilene Woods, Dizzy
Deane, and Johnny Coy.
The tour started June 7 in St.
Louis and wound up at the mammoth "Washington Cavalcade of
Freedom" in the national capital on
the Fourth of July, where 300,000
persons assembled at the Washington Monument Grounds to see the
stars.
Cities visited and estimated War
Bond
amounts
obtained
are:
St.

Exhib. in Army, House
Is Looted Third Time
Detroit — The Stone, operated by
Pvt. Milton Jacobson, now at Fort
Lewis, Wash., has been robbed three
times in the past six months since
Jacobson's

induction.

House, one of

the town's smallest, is on the fringe
of the downtown
area.
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DWLY

A. JOYCE. 20th-Fox
tative, Chicago.

publicity represen-

RAYMOND WHITMAN, manager, State, Chicago.
B. T. ELY. manager. Palace, Danville, III.
LEON

(SONNY) SCHULTZ,
ater, Detroit.

FRED

SWEET, relief manager, Telenews
ter, Detroit.

TOM

RYAN,
troit.

manager, Roxy The-

VIRGIL

CHARLTON, manager. New
ter, Rantoul. III.

HENRY CHIAVENTONE,
Valley, III.
W. F. HAUBER,

Thea-

manager, Kiva, Slater, Mo.

manager, Piccadilly Theater, De-

JAY FRANK. 20th-Fox district publicity manager.
St. Louis.
WILLARD

PHIL SHERMAN,
New Haven rep., Film Classics.
HY LEVINE. Warner salesman, Albany.
EDDIE RUFF, branch manager for Paramount,
Boston.

WILLIAM

O.

O. LAYFIELD, manager, Ritz. DeFuniak
Springs, Fla.
MILTON
KORACH,
temporary
manager,
Garden,
Cleveland.

LEONARD
LeFEVRE,
manager.
Jewel, Cleveland.
GIL BRATTEN. manager, State and Strand, West,
Frankfort,
III.
KEITH Marion,
WELLS,III.

manager.

ROBERT
SHUFELT,
Girardeau,
Mo.
FAULBAUM,

KENNETH ROUCHT,
Taylorville, III.

Orpheum

manager,
manager.

and

Plaza,

Orpheum,

Cape

Globe,

Christopher,

manager, Capitol and Ritz,

Name Allen Asst. G. M.
Of Mono. Pix of Canada

COUCHLAND,
tion staff, Seattle.
HAMRICK,

United Artists exploita-

downtown

supervisor, Ster-

ling group, Seattle.
ROY FEHNER. Universal salesman, Seattle.
ROBERT
HALL,
Paramount booker, Omaha.
ROBERT BRAUMANN, assistant manager.
Witt, Bayonne, N. J.

Monogram salesman, St. Louis.
Monogram salesman, St. Louis.

FRANK

SMITH, RKO Theaters Mid-Western
trict manager, Chicago.

FRANK

SCHREIBER,

SIDNEY MUSSMAN,
cago.

manager,

Palace,

Monogram

dis-

Chicago.

salesman, Chi-

Detroit IATSE Seek Wage
Tilt for Backroom Employes

Montreal — H. I. Allen, Province
of Quebec manager for Monogram
Pictures of Canada who came here
from Winnipeg has been transferred
to Toronto as assistant to H. Kaufmann, general manager, and will
have charge of Esquire Films.
He is succeeded in Montreal by
John Sherman, formerly of the Toronto office.

Detroit— IATSE local B-25 representatives met yesterday with local
, branch managers to negotiate wage
increase for inspectors, shipping
clerks and other backroom employes.
The union has not formulated precise
demands as vet, but is expected to
follow
the line
of "Form 10" to WLB
as in New
York.
Committees are being appointed
on both sides with possible agreement on details next week.

Louis,

Bonds situations.
only.
many
Sales were of "E"
Broadway theater managers reBond sales "terrific,"
withdaya
steady ported
investment
during the
and an increase at night shows.
Many Greater New York neighborhood managers also reported a
splendid public response.
A Free Movie Day salute, with
emphasis on appreciation of the pub|
lic's purchase of War Bonds and a
! tribute to the radio industry for its
! co-operation in making the day a
|success, was broadcast late yesterday afternoon over WNEW. R. J.
O'Donnell, national chairman of the
"Fighting Fifth" committee, was
featured speaker, while Jeanne Cagney represented Hollywood stars,
Milton Berle, the musical comedy
stage, and Helen Menken, the legitimate theater. Phil Regan and Jack
Pepper also appeared.
Broadcast was part of the promotion campaign for Free Movie Day
which was observed yesterday in
about half of the nation's theaters.
Paula Stone, motion picture commentator of WNEW, was master of
ceremonies, while the film commentary part of the program was written and produced by Martin Starr,
radio director of the Fifth Drive.

82,000,000 "E" Bonds;
Chicago (first appearance), SI, 000. 000;
appearance, 810.000,000; Indianapolis, $10,000,000; Detroit, S2,500,000; Pittsburgh. S7,500,000; Philadelphia, $2,900,000; Brooklyn, $525,000 "E" Bonds; New York, $5,500.000; Atlantic City, $4,500,000; Wilmington, $1,500,000; Norfolk, $500,000 "E" Bonds; Richmond.
S2,000,000; Atlanta, $7,500,000; Birmingham, $3,000,000; Knoxville, $3,312,000, representing
3,170,090 individual "E" Bonds;
Chattanooga,
S2,333,000; Louisville, $1,100,000; Washington, $5,000,000.
Extra shows included appeax-ances
before 20,000 Bell Aircraft Co. employes in Atlanta in recognition of
payroll deductions; 8,000 Wacs at
Ft. Oglethorpe, Ga., and before 8,200 Army engineers at Ft. Belvoir,
Va. The players also made radio
broadcasts in some of the spots.
second

Free Movie Day Bond Sales
Exceed Those of Fourth Loan
First reports to the National
"Fighting Fifth" Committee last
night were that Bond selling at theaters in on National Free Movie
Day, held throughout the country
yesterday, exceeded the Fourth War
Loan Free Movie
Day figures in

from Page 1)

from
Francis
MPPDACharles
counsel,
who, "Socker"
through Coe,
tha
medium of 22 speaking engagement
in as many major cities, has beei
testing the public's pulse.
Coe, it is understood, presented
series of recommendations for put
lie relations moves, slated for con
mittee consideration and action laten

Eiddle Fails to Meet
Clark on Consent Decree

De

LARRY BEARG, Famous Players Western division
general manager,
Toronto.
FRANK KERSHAW, Famous Players district manager, Vancouver.
EDDIEdirector,
ZORN, Winnipeg.
Famous Players Mid-West district
BILL GUINAN,
N. A. GARNER,

'Continued

manager. Valley. Spring

TOMMY THOMPSON. 20th-Fox district publicity
director, Chicago.

manager. Dix Theater, De-

III.

Home

Thea-

CEORG CHEATHAM,
troit.

OTTO

Home Heads Eastern
PIC for Six Months

POSTS

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAI LI

Washington — Attorney Geneia
Francis Biddle was in Washingtof
yesterday briefly but left for Ne
York before he had a chance to t
with
Assistant
Attornev
Gener;
Tom C. Clark and Robert L. Wrigl
concerning the New York anti-trui
case against the five majors.
Cla:
and Wright
are now prepared
place before the Attorney
Genei
their recommendations as to Depart
ment of Justice procedure
in tl
case.
Whether it will be to sign
new consent decree or to prosecu
the majors has not been reveal^
nor has there been confirmation
the rumors
predicting one or t
other course.
Biddle is due back today, and it
hoped that he can confer with Cla
and Wright. After he has made 1
decision and given it to Clark, tl
latter will communicate it to Jose]
H. Hazen. counsel for four of i
five distributor-defendants.

"Nothing Special" in Hay
Visit to Coast Studios
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAE

Hollywood — Following his arriv
here on his 23rd annual visit to Hq
lywood,
H. Hays'
local offi
issued theWill
following
statement:
"There is nothing special in eo
nection with the visit, as he alwa
spends
July and was
August
here." on
No comment
available
published report that Hays wot
await the arrival here from Russ
of Eric Johnston, president of U
Chamber of Commerce and that Ha
would offer Johnston an importa
spot with MPPDA.

Isidor Herk Dead
Isidor H. Herk, 61, one-time lea
ing producer in burlesque, died We
nesday at Post Graduate Hospit
Survivors include his widow, L<
Engel Herk.

Served Him Right
I

the

Indianapolis — On
Rivoli Theater:

the

marquee

"i Married a Witch"
and
"I Wake

Up Screaming"

of

"Okay, Mr, Exhibitor, I've
made a Short Subject about
movie pests and how they
annoy the audience. It's all
in fun but it's a message every
showman has wanted to get
over to the customers for years! "

PETE
SMITH
answers the
exhibitors' prayers
with M-G-M's
//

;

MOVIE PESTS
A MERRY

"MUST"

FOR

Charles P. Skouras, President
National Theatres:

EVERY

THEATRE!

Besa Short, Interstate Circuit
shorts chief:

"One of the best subjects you have ever
produced . . . packed with laughs ... as far

"Destined to be one of the important
film properties of this or any other age."

as I am concerned, this reel is a MUST!"

Terry Ramsaye, Editor of Motion Picture Herald:

Hedda

Hopper, Columnist:

"I've never heard so many laughs in such
a short film,"

a&%

iMGM

ANNIVERSARY
Keep selling those war bonds!

"This picture says something that every
exhibitor has had on his mind since
movies were born."

SHORT

FOR

LONG

RUNS!

Fight by the side of the troops who never stop!

//

rWRE SITTING
BIGGES1
I RADIO
HH£

"At the head of the all-time list of comedies! Radio City Music
Hall has again rung the hell!"

N. Y. Daily Mirror

"A miracle of warm-hearted happiness . . . one of the nicest pictures you ever saw!"

N. Y. World -Telegram

% "A natural for kids and a tonic for adults. Happy innovation.
Columbia has done a remarkably fine job. Refreshing and
delightful ... a heart-warming film."

• "ONCE

UPON

A TIME

N. Y. Daily News

is escapist film fare. Whimsically

appealing and emotionally sound!"

iV. Y. Herald-Tribune

KEEP SELLING THOSE WAR BONDS! FIGHT BY THE SIDE OF THE TROOPS WHO NEVER STOP!

WTY... with Columbia's C-?
in ten years
ITY MUSIC HALL !
99

"ONCE UPON A TIME is cute as a bug in a rug!"

:

IV. Y. Post
in

"Thoroughly entertaining . . . novel, decidedly off the beaten
screen track!"
JY. Y. Journal- American
a

Strong on humor ... a picture with imagination and a heart!
N. Y. Sun

"Wistf ul romance . . . conceived in a whimsical vein ... a charming
twist gives the climax a poetic lift."
N. Y. Times

CARY

GRW

.« ALEXANDER HALL'S

JANET BLAIR. JAMES GLEASON • IE0 DONALDSON

Screen ploy by lewis Meltzer and Oscar Saul • Directed by ALEXANDER HALL . A

COLUMBIA

P I C T U Rj

10

M
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Pix Co-op. Can Make
N. Y. the Tele Center

"Law of the Saddle"
St. John

with Bob Livingston, Al (Fuzzy)

i Continued from Page 1)
PRC
59 Mins.
toward stabilization of the television
OLD STYLE WESTERN WITH LOTS OF
art," he said, ''and should eventual- LAUGHS TO OVERCOME THE HOKEY
ly result in New York becoming the SITUATIONS.
television center of the world."
Although the story is weak, and plenty
Trade Can Push Tele
of rounds of ammunition are lost through
Major film companies are now in aimless shooting and poor marksmanship,
a good financial position, he com- the one redeeming feature that gives this
mented, and can easily undertake, one the necessary lift is Al (Fuzzy) St.
if so inclined, to push television as John. His natural flair for comedy antics
a new industry allied to show busi- is good for a few belly-laughs throughout
ness.
the film. Bob Livingston makes a handsome
"The struggle between the tele- cowboy, and handles his riding chores and
vision companies and the film inter- , fist fights in pleasing style to satisfy the
ests may assume gigantic propor- ', action fans.
tions," Levey noted, "and it would
This one has Livingston, as "The Lone
therefore seem that a recommenda- Rider," on the trail of Lane Chandler, a
tion for co-operation between tele conniving cowboy, who hops from town to
and the motion picture interests ; town, and by a series of planned petty
crimes carried out by his cohorts always
should be considered sound."
Levey believes that the end of the manages to create confidence in his ability
European phase of the war will soon to handle the role of sheriff. Once elected
reflect the growing public interest Chandler proceeds to loot the post office,
in television and the increased val- bank, etc., and then skip to the next
ues behind those film companies as- town.
sociated as partners in Scophony
On the verge of being exposed in one
of these towns by the Lone Rider, Chandler
Corp. in the post-war period.
frames Livingston with the murder of an
Larger Home Screens Needed
Television in the home, regardless influential rancher. Fuzzy helps Livingston
of how good its program material, escape from jail, thereby allowing the Lone
will not mean much until pictures Rider time to prove his innocence by
are viewed on larger screens, com- rounding up some of Chandler's men and
forcing them to reveal Chandler as the murparable with home movies, he pre- derer.
dicted. He noted that the Scophony
With Chandler out of the way, Reed
standard home receiver has a 24 by
20 inch picture while the cathode ray Howes is re-elected sheriff and wins the
he suspected was falling in love with
receivers have pictures up to about girl
the Lone Rider.
12 by nine inches.
Scophony, Levey revealed, has
CAST: Bob Livingston, Al (Fuzzy) St.
held back the marketing of its re- John, Betty Miles, Lane Chandler, John Elceivers during the experimental perliott, Reed Howes, Curley Dresden, Al Ferguson, Frank Ellis.
iod in order to~ use its resources on
the further development and imCREDITS: Producer, Sigmund Neufeld;
provement of its television projec- Director, Melville De Lay; Screenplay, Fred
tors, while awaiting the setting of Myton; Cameraman, Robert Cline; Sound,
standards by the FCC and the es- Corson Jowett; Film Editor, Holbrook, N.
tablishment of a demand for home Todd; Assistant Director, Al Schnee; Prod.
television receivers.
Mgr., Bert Sternbach.
"This," he commented, "should
assure us a substantial share of the Fair.DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
television market as and when the
improvement in the quantity and
quality of the entertainment offered gramming, and its solution lies in
the hands of advertising agencies
by the television broadcasters gives
and
their television directors, Rayadequate stimulus to the buving of
mond E. Nelson, vice-president of
Charles M. Storm Co., Inc., said last
sets."
night at the Television Seminar of
Up to Ad Agencies to Solve
the Radio Executives' Club.
Tele's Programming Problem
"Television is here right now,"
Television's great problem is pro- he said. "The time for experimentation is also now." Nelson commented that his agency does not believe
that the new medium will go
Fetver Soldiers Cuts
through the same gradual developOregon Theater Biz
ment, as radio has developed the mass
circulation for home entertainment.
Portland, Ore. — Reduction in miliHe held that the Storm Co. is
tary personnel in Army camps in this
aware of future technical improveterritory has had an adverse effect on
ments in television but feels that
theater business. Camp White, which
programming
will have to come up to
formerly had between 30 000 and
those improvements if television is
40,000 men, has been reduced to lesj
to be acceptable to prospective postthan 15.000 and theater business in
war receiver purchasers. He noted
nearby Medford has dropped off 40
that the agency feels that now is
per cent. Theaters in Corvallis, Althe time to fully acquaint itself
bany, Salem and Pendleton are off
with television's possibilities at a
30 per cent.
time when costs are small and mistakes receive little public attention.

*

SHORTS

*

Okay
"Sadie Hawkins Day"
(Li'l Abner Cartoon)
Columbia
7 mins.
Color helps put this popular cartoon comic strip across, although
Daisy Mae could do with more careful study and animation to par her
newspaper portrayals. Sadie Hawkins Day in Dawgpatch is the time
when any girl can marry the boy
she catches in a race. Daisy Mae
tries several stunts to trap our hero
but Mammy Yokum always beats her
to the punch with some smart angle,
thereby
saving
for the
next episode
in Li'l
this Abner
new series.
"Mat

Maulers"

(Sport Reel)
Columbia
9 mins.
Brutal Fun
Bill Stern primes the action with
some funny and pointed remarks in
the running commentary on this
wrestling reel. Featuring Champion
Babe Sharkey and Don Evans, two of
the sport's foremost exponents, this
film exemplifies some of the most
unsportsmanlike tactics of the game.
Although many of the holds and action may stem phony or stagey, they
achieve the purpose of hilarious sittended. uation for which the picture was in"Boogie Woogie
Jive-lyCorp.Dream"12 mins.
Hollywood Pictures
Lena Home fans and swing enthusiasts will get a kick out of this
one. Evidently made before Lena
Home received the grooming and
polish which she displays in her more
recent films, one can easily recognize
her personality and the basis for
which she is receiving featured spots
in top musicals. Amnions and Johnson, paragons in the art of the boogie
rhythm, beat out a piano duet that
will have the jitterbugs ready to rip
the leatherette off their seas. Teddy
Wilson and his band enter into a
dream sequence wherein Home wishes that she had a bright new7 evening
gown and could sing a song in the
cafe where she works as a dish
washer.
"Screen Snapshots"
(No. 10— Series 23)
Columbia
10 mins.
Will Attract
With names like Joan Davis, Jack
Haley, and Edward Everett Horton
occupying the best part of this reel
in a bit from the popular DavisHaley radio show, this one can be
featured on any program. Others
appearing in the film are Adolphe
Menjou, Verree Teasdale, Henry
Fonda,
Burns. Patrick Knowles, and Bob

Mexican Directors
Organize New Guild
Mexico, D. F. (By Air Mail)— Sindicato Mexicano de Directores Cine

matograficos (Mexican Motion Picture Directors' Guild) has entered the
industry union field here. Executive
committee embraces Alejandro Galin
do, secretary general; Chano Urueta
secretary of the interior; Gilbertc
Martinez Solares, secretary for out
side affiairs; Alfonso Patino Gomez
secretary of labor; Emilio Gome;
Muriel, secretary-treasurer, and Josii
Benavides, Jr., secretary of records
Guild proposes to work for a bet
ter understanding between director:
and producers and a clearer defini
tion of their authority while direct
ing, as well as for the general im
provement of Mexican product. For
eign directors who have made a j
least one picture in Mexican studio
will be invited to join on an equa
footing with founding members, am
foreign born directors planning twork here will be considered fo
Guild membership on their merits.

Ruth Lewis's Mother Dead
Ruth Lewis of M-G-M's short sub]
ject
is mourning
the losa '
of herdepartment
mother who
died following
operation at Mt. Sinai Hospital. Bui
ial was held in the family plot at El
mont Cemetery, Elmont, L. I. Ad;
ditional survivors include Mrs. Jac
Bengal, another
daughter;
Juliu:
son in the U. S. Coast Guard; anj
Samuel Lewis, husband of the de
ceased.

Tabler Funeral Today
St. Louis — Funeral services fc
Mrs. Isabell Tabler, wife of Fran
C. Tabler, manager of the Arcad
Airdrome, and mother of Jean Spea:
Warner salesman in Seattle, will b
held today at Ziegenhein Bros. Moi
tuary. Burial will be in the Nev
Picker Cemetery. Mrs. Tabler w;
a veteran theater operator, manag
ing the Eureka some 30 years ag
and, more recently, the Ivanhc
which she sold earlier this year.

Shore Brothers Total
100 Projection Years
Detroit — A century of projection
room experience has been run up by
the six Shore Brothers, five of whom
are Detroiters. Roster of the family,
which probably sets some sort of
record for operating experience, is,
in order of age, with their operating
"ages": Charles M. (Max), 15, Loop,
Detroit; Manny, 19, Jam Handy, Detroit; Marty, 23, Mayfair, Detroit;
Philip, 18, Grande, Detroit; Joe, 12,
formerly of the Warner Studio, now
chief projectionist of the AAF First
Motion Picture Unit, and James, 13,
Virginia, Detroit.
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Honored 100" Group
•lulls Unity Move

Tilt Budgets far Horror Fare

Rodgers, in reply to a question,
jd he was in favor of perpetua>n of the War Activities CommitjjJir
'2 oras "a
similar industry
body" after
the
a national
service.
ch a group "would be beneficial
' the entire industry," he asserted.
Commenting
on the possibility
at the new consent decree will call
r the termination of all product
anchises, Rodgers
said that his
mpany had no idea of making any
w franchise deals.
He revealed
'rat
M-G-M is agreement
a party to
t aat present
single franchise
lieh has another year to run.
^According to Rodgers, Metro has
I janned on no specific number of
„2tures for 1944-1945, although the
mpany will release "approximate36" during the season. "Pictures
11 be released as fast as they are
il

FEmfllE TOUCH
LEN CAMBRIA BOSTAL, >B & K publicity staff,
Chicago.
HER WILD, contact clerk, Warners, Omaha.
REEVES, booker's secretary, M-G-M,

N JUDGE, Universal ad-sell department, Omaha.
jINA HEALY,
Omaha.

Paramount

-ORES
Omaha. DAWN,

M-C-M

5 PATRICIA
SULZMAN,
yceum, Bayonne, N. J.

information desk,
booker's secretary,
assistant

manager,

IB EL VANOLA,
Loew's
State secretary,
in upped
to student
assistant
manager
iw's Strand, Syracuse.
IN WEIDMAN,
assistant
liam Cagney Prod.
if 5. WILLIAM
III.

story

editor,

has
of
Wil-

L. BAER, manager, Pekin, Pekin,

TO THE COLORS!

Studios No Longer Stint on Chill-Thrill Pix
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — There will be no lack
(Continued from Page 1)
of entertainment for horror fans,
the move is pressed. The former
'sad of UMPI and long an advocate and budget makers who in the past
' trade unity reiterated his posi- held down costs today are not stinting on offerings slated to give film
bn — that while he would not asiime active leadership of a new followers chilly thrills.
iovement, any unity effort would
Paramount
is producing
"Fear,"
with
a cast including
Joel McCrea,
That Metro is working on a
Gail Russell and Herbert Marshall,
plan to aid exhibitors opand has Clarence Upson Young
erating subsequent-runs ivas diswhipping up a ghost story scheduled
closed yesterday by William
to star Betty Field.
RKO is contemplating making
F. Rodgers, the company's general manager of distribution, at
"Carmilla,"
one of the first horror
a luncheon at the Hotel Astor.
offerings to be done in Technicolor.
The company last year set aside
It is a costume horror story dealing
a fund of §125,000 to provide aswith the Salem, Mass., witchcraft
sistance for exhibitors in the small
trials of the 18th Century. The
toums.
Gower street studio will make two
!
Boris Karloff chillers, with Producer
Rodgers, who said that "there
are few bad situations apart from
Val Lewton assigned to produce six
subsequents in the country tothrillers, in all.
Twentieth-Fox will picturize
day," expressed the opinion that
"Hangover Square," by Patrick
3 the war's end would not affect the
present high business levels.
Hamilton, who wrote "Gaslight." It
will star Laird Cregar. 20th's
j ,ve his support — and predicted "Laura," now in production, is a
at unity eventually would be murder mystery of a psychological
thieved.
thriller nature.
"Horror Island," by
"'It will be the salvation of the inistry
in the post-war
etro executive
declared.period," the

5EOmaha.
MARY

11
DAILY

Charles
schedule. G. Booth, is also on 20th's
Universal, which has always done
well with horror films, has a small
crop of them in its backlog and in
production. They include "The
Devil's Brood," "Dead Man's Eyes,"
"Frozen Ghost," "Invisible Man's
Revenge," "The Mummy's Ghost,"
and "The Mummy's Return."
Columbia has "The Cry Of The
Werewolf," "Death Walks Alone"
and "The Whistler," the latter starring Richard Dix.
"The
House Hitchcock
Of Dr. Edwardes,"
which Alfred
will make
for David O. Selznick is a psychological thriller, as are International's
"Woman In The Window," Hunt
Stromberg's "Guest In The House,"
and Benedict Bogeaus' "Dark WaAmong the Monogram releases
will be "Charlie Chan In Black
Magic," produced by Krasne-Burkett, and "The Return Of The Ape
ters." made by Katzman-Dietz. PRC
Man,"
is making "Bluebeard," with Martin Mooney as associate producer,
while Republic has just completed
"The House Of Terror."

Kilroe, Industry Rep. UA Sales Meeting
At Copyright Parley Starts Here Monday
(Continued

from Page 1)

(Continued

from Page 1)

Law with the aim of making sugges- and branch managers from the Easttions for amendments which would
ern territories, will convene at the
remove some present difficulties in
Waldorf-Astoria. Carl Leserman will
the distribution of American mopreside at the meeting which will
tion pictures in Mexico.
be highlighted by a general discusready for showing," he said. Rodgsion of the company's sales policies
ers also reported that the company
had "no specific, definite production on all forthcoming product. In addition to new product other anbudget" for the new season and had
nouncements relative to the interest
not committed itself on any specified British pictures, made by Sir of the sales staff will be revealed.
Alexander Korda, for its 1944-1945
Both date and place of the Western meetings will be announced
program.
Rodgers said the next group to be later.
released by Metro would consist of
Among the district managers who
not more than three or four pic- will attend the sessions at the Waltures. He listed "The Seventh
dorf-Astoria will be: Sam Lefkowitz,
Cross," "Barbary Coast Gent" and New York; James Winn, Boston;
"Lost in the Harem" for August re- Jack D. Goldhar, Detroit; Fred M.
lease; "Mrs. Parkington," "Kismet" Jack, Dallas; T. R. Thompson, Kanand probably "National Velvet" for
sas City; Rud Lohrenz, Chicago; W.
September; "Marriage Is a Private E. Callaway, Los Angeles and A. J.
Affair," "Maisie Goes to Reno" and Jeffrey from Toronto.
"An American Romance" for OcThe following branch managers
tober; "Meet Me In St. Louis" for will also attend: Jack Ellis, New
November. He said that "Dragon York; H. G. Bodkin, Philadelphia;
Seed" would be sold separately.
Mark Silver, Washington; John Dervin, Boston; M. V. Sullivan, Jr., BufLegion of Merit Award
falo; William S. Shartin, New Haven; Harris Dudelson, Cincinnati;
For Capt. L. P. Lovette
Morrie Orr, Cleveland; M. Dudelson,
Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY Detroit; Morton Magill, Pittsburgh;
C. W. Allen, Atlanta and Sid Rose
Washington — The Legion of Merit from
Chicago.
award was yesterday presented Capt.
Leland P. Lovette, who leaves today
Among the home office executives
for a sea command after two years who will attend, in addition to Sears
are: Harry Gold, Edas head
the He
Navy's
Public
Rela- and Leserman,
tions of
section.
will be
succeeded
ward Schnitzer, J. J. Unger, Harry
by an old-time Navy man, Capt. A. Buckley, Paul Lazarus, Si\, Charles
S. Merrill.
Steele and Louis Pollock.

* DECORATED*
CAPT.

WALTER STARCK, AAF, formerly Wisconsin Theater, Chicago, awarded an Oak
Leaf Cluster for his Distinguished Flying
Cross. He also holds the Air Medal with
three Oak Leaf Clusters.
S/SGT.
ROBERT
KIRKPATRICK,
AAF,
former
State
Lake
Theater
secretary,
Chicago,
awarded
the Purple Heart, Air Medal
and
Flying Cross for 25 missions over Europe.

— • —
* PROMOTED*

PFC. D. JOHN PHILLIPS, AAF, formerly Paramount shorts publicity director, to corporal
at Ontario, Calif., Army Air Field.
TYKI COSTON, USA, formerly Warner Theaters,
Chicago, to sergeant.

• ARMY*
JOSEPH
RISSO,
assistant
Bayonne,
N. J.
L. CALAMARI,
assistant
Chicago.
N.
MICKEY
CHARLES

manager,

De

manager,

Roosevelt,

Witt,

j.

• NAVY*

DEMCHAK,

manager,

BERADO,

chief

of

Strand,

Bayonne,

staff,

Stanley,

Jersey City, N. J.
WALTER
DEPPA,
Roosevelt Theater, Chicago.
WILLIAM ADAMS,
Madison Theater, Peoria, III.

Metro Will Expand
Exhib. Relations Dept.
(Continued

from Page 1)

ater in the land sometime in the
course of the year, were made known
by William F. Rodgers, Loew's viceprexy and Metro's general manager
of distribution, at a trade press luncheon meeting yesterday at the Hotel Astor. The M-G-M exec, indicated the company had been motivated by the success
of Metro's
20year Anniversary
celebration
during
which M-G-M product gained representation in 100 per cent of the nation's houses.
"We expect in the future to establish a contact in every theater in the
country," Rodgers said.
H. M. Richey, Rodgers aide, who
is in charge of exhibitor relations
for the company, will expand his
department, it was said. Richey was
in Washington yesterday.

Pushing Summer Pix
In N. Y. State Parks
Albany — Movies in parks
cities of New York State

of all
during

the Summer nights became an objective of the Film Division of the
State War Council yesterday. According to Edward J. Mallin, administrator of the Film Division, these
movies, emphasizing every phase of
war activity made by nearly all of
the Allied Nations, are distributed
free and programs running from one
to two hours are arranged by the
Film division.
Summer movies, first tried out in
Schenectady this year, have proven
so popular that three nights weekly
are devoted to showings.

M. JP« Product ion Dist.
28 W. 44th st» atst flod?
lev York H* T»

^iv///'

The COMPLETE RCA THEATRE LINE

will go 'round the world!
V_>onsistent with its active part in the war
program today, RCA is planning a broad
post-war expansion of equipment service
to exhibitors overseas.
Equipment to be supplied through the
RCA international distributing organization will include, in addition to a full
range of RCA sound reproducing systems,
a complete complement of projectors, arc
lamps, screens, chairs, power-supply equipment, and a diversified line of accessories.

INTERNATIONAL

RADIO

RCA

theatre equipment after the war is

over will continue to be designed for simplicity ofoperation and for dependability
of performance. ... It will continue to
have that quality of leadership which RCA
products have always possessed.
*
*
*
RCA looks forward to new opportunities to serve the world-wide motion picture
industry and to help the theatre expand
its great contribution to community life.

DEPARTMENT

CORPORATION
RCA VICTOR

DIVISION,

CAMDEN,

OF

AMERICA

N. J., U.S.A.
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HREE-YEAR MAXIMUM FOR NEW DECREE?
ligh-Prof it Level Seen in Early Post-War Period
idard & Poor's Finds
endance Dipping But No
ortant Summer Decline

Thousands of Theaters to Press "E" Bond
Sales to Moviegoers For Balance of July

;"high level of profits" for the
industry in the immediate postjperiod is forecast by Standard
Dor's in a current survey and
sis. Forecast is px-edicated on
indings that domestic receipts
at period will be "relatively well
tained" and that foreign revewill show a healthy increase,
anticipated removal of the exprofits tax having "a decidedly
icial effect on final profits."
mdard & Poor's says that while
(Continued on Page 8)

Bond sales — particularly of the "E" series — through July, it is indicated from
pledges of support for the continuance of Bond sales pouring at the week-end

f J Concerned at
Idman Case Ruling

Thousands of film theaters will continue intense activity in behalf of War

into National "Fighting Fifth" Committee headquarters in New York.
Exhibitor State Chairmen have whole-heartedly assured National Chairman
R. J. O'Donnell that his appeal to continue the effort will be supported enthusiastically, and that already programs toward that end have been set up
or are planned.
All major distributors have pledged to continue their co-operation with exhibitors.

Metro Tradeshowing Free Pix Day Local
3 in July, 5 in Aug.
Sale, 21,000 Bonds

Majors Would End Decree
2 Years After War if
That is Shorter Period
At the behest of independent exhibitors, the five consent decree companies are understood from reliable
sources to have made another importantto
concession
in the decree,
"final"
amendments
the consent
certain provisions of which expired
last September.
Under the "final" draft submitted
to Assistant Attorney General Tom
C. Clark, the five major signatories
to the decree seek an agreement for
three years or two years after the
(Continued on Page 8)

WPB Raw Stock
Order Being Revised

Tradescreenings for three M-G-M
With Nassau County still to repictures have been set for July and
port and the Queens report incomtentative dates for five additional atplete, Charles C. Moskowitz, gentractions have been set for August,
eral chairman of the New York MetBureau of THE FILM DAILY
according to a company announceropolitan Fifth War Loan Commit- Washington
Washington — Revision of the WPB
mgton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tee, reported late Friday that 17,486
ment over the week-end.
War Bonds were sold in the area order allocating raw stock to the
ishington — The Department of
On July 19, "The Seventh Cross"
claimant agence is greatly concerned over the will be screened in all exchange cen- day.
on Free Movie Day, observed Thurs- various Government
(Continued on Page 3)
ng of the Philadelphia court
ters.
Although
"Dragon
Seed"
had
the fact that Warner Bros, been shown in New York on June
The New York Committee esti(Continued on Page 8)
Chi. Operators Union Signs
(Continued on Page 8)
a monopoly on first-run showin Philadelphia does not conNew Contract With Circuits
(Continued on Page 3)

roit Slaps Ban on
-am. Portable Shows

Court Dismisses Schayer
Patent Infringement Suit

Patent infringement action brought
by David E. Schayer against RKO
troit — A ukase against any Radio Pictures, Big U Film Exdng of 35 mm. film with portchange, Columbia Pictures Corp.,
equipment has been issued by Universal Film Exchange, Inc., and
(Continued on Page 8)
others, was dismissed on Friday in
(Continued on Page 8)

New York Carriers Get
Substitute 10-Ton Trucks

Two new K-7 International 10-ton
trucks were delivered at the week-end
to the State Film Delivery Co. and
the State Film Service, both of New
York. These are in exchange for the
two seven and one-half ton trucks
(Continued on Page 3)

ged Victory" Pic
^in
After Tour of Show

Confer on Films for Navy

\<est Coast Bur., THE

Pix Execs. Discuss Supply with Raynolds

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — AAF cast of "Winged
ctory," now being filmed by 20th«, will start a cross-country tour
Los Angeles on Oct. 9, the iriner/ closing April 14 in Baltimore at
lich time the personnel will be as:ned as overseas replacements. Re•se of the pic will come at the
id of the tour, it is understood.
Moss Hart is due here next month
a look-see at the footage.

THE DRIVE

PERIOD

Hawaii

5TH" FLASHES

Charles Skouras, national chairman of
the Fourth Drive and F. H. (Rick) Ricketson, vice-chairman of the same campaign,
at a conference with R. J. O'Donnell, national chairman of the "Fighting Fifth,"
Friday pledged continued support of War
(Continued on Page 2)

MAY

HAVE

ENDED,

BUT

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

Chicago — Chicago operators' union
has signed a new wage contract with
Allied theaters, B & K, Warner The(Continued on Page 3)

DAILY

Washington — Difficulties anticipated and— -to some extent — already
met in the supplying of entertainment films for showing aboard naval
craft were discussed in detail here
Thursday and Friday by Capt. John
Raynolds of the Navy's Welfare
Section and Francis E. Harmon,
WAC executive secretary, and H. M.
(Continued on Page 3)

NOT

YOUR

RESPONSIBILITY

Griff is Resumes
OWI Film Post
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Stanton Griffis, who
returned here last week after two
months in Sweden for the Foreign
Economic Administration, plans to
remain as head of the OWI pix bureau, carrying on the work of the
bureau as in the past. He spent
three days last week acquainting
himself with bureau affairs during
the time he was abroad negotiating
the slowing up of the flow of Swedish ball-bearings to the Nazi war
machine. Later this month Griffis
will go to Hollywood for conferences there with studio heads regarding industry-OWl

affairs.
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|ACK COHN, A. MONTAGUE, RUBE )ACKTER,
GEORGE )OSEPHS, H. C. KAUFMAN, J. A.
McCONVILLE and )OE FRIEDMAN, Columbia
home office executives, are en route to San
Francisco for the sales meeting which starts
tomorrow.
H. M. RICHEY returned Friday from a twoday stay in Washington.

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New
JOSEPH FRIEDMAN, managing director for
in Great Britain, left New York for
York 18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film Columbia
the
Coast on Friday.
Folk. Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, SecretaryLOUIS F. CUIMOND, Eastern area director
Treasurer; Al Steen. Associate Editor. Entered
as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the of the American Red Cross Hospital Motion
Picture Service, returned to Alexandria, Va.,
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free) from New York, over the week-end.
[Inited States outside of Greater New York
WALLACE BEERY, JAMES GLEASON and TOM
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
DRAKE of M-G-M's production unit shooting
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should sequences
at Lakehurst, N. )., have returned to
remit with order. Address all communications the Coast.
to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway,
CHARLES P. SKOURAS and his aide, PETE
New York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117,
left over the week-end for the
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable address: LUNDCREN,
Coast.
Filmday, New York.
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
firanite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phone
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, III., Joseph
Esler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone Briarfate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St., W. I. HAVANA— Mary Louise Blanco,
I'irtudes 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
Damon. MEXICO CITY— Marco-Aurelio
nalindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F. SYDNEY—Allan White. SAN JUAN— E. Sanchez Ortiz. MONTREAL— Roy Carmichael.
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Gardner, Amacher Hero
For Metro H.O. Confabs
With the arrival of Sam Gai1
and Lou Amacher, branch mans
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Cassidy Defers Closing
Pending Report from OPA
Detroit — Closing of the Midland
Theater at Midland in retaliation for
the OPA cutting off his gas rationing, has been postponed by circuit
owner William A. Cassidy. Cassidy
said he would await receipt of a report from OPA officials before closing down, but indicated that the
idea was not called off.

CHARLES A. MIDELBURC, M-G-M's typical
20-year exhibitor from Charleston, W. Va., left
over the week-end for his home. He spent three
days here on booking deals.
FRANK "RICK" RICKETSON, head of fox Intermountain, left yesterday for Denver.
LT. MARVIN GRIEVE, formerly of Warners'
advertising art department, is in New York on
leave after two years of Army air force duty
in the European war theater, where he won
the Purple Heart among other decorations.
ROY HAINES, Southern and Western division
sales manager for Warners, left last night for
sales conferences in several Southern branches.
His first stop is Charlotte, then Atlanta, New
Orleans and Memphis.
WOLFE COHEN, Canadian district manager
for Warners, returned to his Toronto headquarters
over the week-end following several days of
conferences in New York with Ben Kalmenson,
general sales manager.

IP's "Casanova Brown"
Going Into Music Hall
A Radio City Music Hall premiere

HAROLD HOPPER is en route from the Coast
to Washington and New York.
LEON
his way

GOLDBERG, RKO studio executive, is on
back to Hollywood.

BARONESS YVONNE von DACHENHAUSEN,
associate of the film designer, Adrian, is al
the Waldorf from Hollywood for six weeks
of business and pleasure.
HOWARD LINDSAY and RUSSEL CROUSE
arrived on the Coast from New York at the
week-end.
DOROTHY STICKNEY, ANNA ERSKIN'E and
ANN GOLENPAUL were due in Hollywood yesterday from New
York.
D. A. DORAN, Columbia studio executive, is
screduled
to return to the Coast on Wednesday
or
Thursday.
MURIEL KING, Coast fashion designer, is in
New York on a brief visit.
HAROLD
Hollywood

PEARY will arrive in New York from
today to make a Bond-selling ap-

pearance.
WILLIAM PINE and WILLIAM THOMAS, partners in Pine-Thomas Productions, have gone
back to Hollywood.
HORTENSE SHORR returns to her publicity
duties today after a two-week
vacation.
SYD BRATTER, manager of Castle Theater,
tion.
Irvington, N. J., left town for a two-week vacaROBERT L. WRIGHT
New York Friday.
the

STANTON
month.

of the D of J was

in

CRIFFIS goes to the Coast late in

LT. ROBERT
leans.

TAYLOR

(j.g.) is in New

Or-

WOLFE COHEN, Canadian district manager
for Warner Bros., returned to Toronto at the
week-end from New York.
MAUDE VANDIGRIFF of M-G-M's -Dallas exchange has returned home after a vacation at
Washington and New York.

With Carl Leserman, general sales
manager, presiding, UA opens an
Eastern sales meeting at the Waldorf-Astoria today. Parley continues tomorrow.
UA's new enlarged board of directors also will be in session tomorrow.

6 Pix to Start Today,
Making 46 Shooting

i/cirir//

5TH" FLASHES
(Continued

from Page 1)

$55,300 on the 5th War Loan's Free
Movie Day, G. S. Eyssell, managing director, said Friday. Buffet refreshments
were served to 35 staff members, who
worked from house opening until houseclosing time.
—

V —

Chicago — Business and professional leaders bought $3,136,000 in War Bonds to attend a projection room premiere of Para-

Case

Is Postponed

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Nashville — Roy Acuff and His Smoky
DAILY

Starting July 17, L. C. Wing!
San Francisco head, and Mav
Saffle, Seattle chief, are due to sj I
a week here. They are schedule

be followedmanager,
by W. F.and
"Doc"
Chicago
BobBani
W
man, Minneapolis generalissimo I
July 24; and Jack Reville, Oklahi
City, and Leroy Bickel, Dallas h
on July 31.

NEW YORK
THEATERS
RADIO CITY MUSIC

HAL

CARY GRANT in

"Once Upon A Time"
with JANET BLAIR
Dir. by Alexander Hall — A Columbia 'Picti ;
Spectacular
Stage
Presentation
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4601

"GOING MY WAY"
WithPARAMOUNT'S
BING CROSBY
In Person

Charlie Spivak
and his orchestra

P*#AfifOMr
'MARINE
PAT

RAIDERS1

ROBERT

O'BRIEN • RYAN

RUTH

• HUSSEY

- '■■ iim

mount's "The Story of Dr. Wassell." Showing was arranged by Allen Usher, Paramount district manager.
— V —

Mountain Boys, stars of WSM's "Grand
Ole Opry" program made a swing of
three Alabama towns for the Alabama
Chicago — The Schoenstadt trust
case, pending before Federal Judge
Hollywood — Six new pictures are War Activities Committee and sold more
Charles MacDonald, has been post- scheduled to go into production to- than $1,000,000 in Bonds for the Fifth
poned to Sept. 11 by agreement of
day, making total of 46 pictures Drive. Acuff plans a second trek for
shooting.
Bonds.
counsel.
Schoenstadt

He has been
touringunder
exchanges
district
managers
his su;'
vision.

Showplace of the Nation-Rockefeller Cen

is in store for "Casanova Brown," Bond sales through July. Skouras said that
the first of International Pictures' all National Theaters, of which he is
four productions to be released next
season by RKO Radio, according to president, will continue the pace for the
an announcement made on Friday by rest of the month, while Ricketson, who
Robert Mochrie, RKO Radio general heads Fox Inter-Mountain, gave O'Donnell a similar assurance.
sales manager. The picture will fol— V —
low Metro's "Dragon Seed," which
is scheduled to go into the Music
With a smooth "no-waiting" set-up
that permitted Bond-buying patrons to
Hall
when
"Once
Upon
a
Time"
leaves the house.
pick up completed war Bonds on their
way out of the theater, Radio City Music Hall sold 1,226 war Bonds totaling

Leserman Presides as UA
Opens Sales Meet Here

of the company's Salt Lake City
Portland exchanges, M-G-M toda)
sumes its plan to have two oi
field men visit the home office i
week.
The men will remain f<,
week during which time they
study the operations of each der.
ment, visiting department heads
familiarizing themselves with i ■
ous details that link home office
exchange management.
Jack E. Flynn, Western sales r. |
ager, also is due today for his
home office visit in several morj

ON Showing
SCREEN
First
New York
"SENSATIONS

IN PERSQt
CRACIE
BARRIE

ELEANOR
STARRING
POWELL

BENNY
RUBIN

■PMMII
OF 1945"
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Confer on Films
For Naval Croft

)f J Concerned at
Idman Case Ruling
(Continued from Page 1)
rte a violation of the Sherman
i-Trust Act, Holmes Baldridge
l.he anti-trust division said yesJay. Baldridge confirmed the re' from Philadelphia that the Dejment intends to file a brief as
!id of the court in the appeal
i:red against the court's decision
'he William Goldman case there,
ioldman, said Baldridge, appears
Lave a good record on which to
his appeal.
aldridge
was unwilling
to dis| the matter further, and Assis!. Attorney
General
Wendell
ge, head of the anti-trust divisand Robert L. Wright, who will
>ably write the brief, were both
of town.
It is known, however,
Philadelphia is one of the areas
;ph has been
under
close surjilance by the Department
for
e time, and that in the event a
Vient decree is not signed in the
p York equity suit a complaint
• be entered in Philadelphia by
Department.
It is likely that
feral complaints
will be entered,
he Department
decides
upon
a
vdown battle with the Big Five.
his decision is not yet made, with
■istant Attorney General Tom C.
•k not yet having made his recaendation
to Attorney
General
ncis Biddle.
Biddle has been out
[own all but one day in the past
' weeks.
There was a possibility
; he and Clark might huddle over
week-end.

w York Carriers Get
bstitute 10-Ton Trucks
(Continued from Page 1)

livered
these
companies
last
■ath when exhibitors in Staten Is3 and a portion of Long Island
e completely
without
delivery
nee.
H. M. Richey
of M-G-M
Claude R. Collins of the WAC
been working to obtain approval
n ODT, and WPB for these trucks
several weeks.

(Continued from Page 1)

Memos to You
• •
Director

• THIS AND THAT: Louis F. Guimond, now Eastern Area
of the American
Red Cross Hospital Motion Picture Service,

has ilown 165,000 miles in the last two years
Some 80-odd hospials are now being serviced under Guimond's direction. . . • Is Warners also talking a deal ior the pic rights to "Damned to Glory," new
volume by Col. Robert L. Scott?. . . • "Bee" Ross says Republic was
short-changed in that summary of home office War Bond purchases —
the company is buying 10 amphibian jeeps for $20,900. . . • Didja
notice the switch to western action angles in Mort Blumenstock's new
add campaign for "The Adventures of Mark Twain"
Yipee! Ride
'em, Mark!. . . • Jackie Harvey, daughter of George Harvey of Paramount Shorts Department, has been booked for the entire Summer as
an entertainer at the Upper Ferndale Country Club. . . • March of
Time is previewing "Americans All" in the Waldorf-Astoria's Wedgeroom on Wednesday at 4:45 p.m
Tea and/or sherry will follow,
sez Phil Williams. . . • Willard Pictures furnished one of the weekend highlights on local Film Row by screening in the Preview Theater
its Navy two-reeler, "Make-up
From the Neck Down"
Pic deals
with physical conditioning of the Waves, and though it's a training
film (no pun intended), it would be a tip-top commercial release for all
American femmes from eight to eighty. . . • Walter Gould, UA foreign manager was honor guest at a birthday luncheon given by the
members of his staff at the Hickory House on Friday.
▼
T
T
• • • THE DAY'S SALUTES: A doff of Phil M.'s chapeau to
Monty Salmon, Iiivoli managing director, and Ben Grauer for a standout War Bond selling job, not only during the Fighting Fifth, hut
week in and week out, regardless of drives. . . • A lifting of the lid,
too, to Margaret Maunder, St. Louis Globe-Democrat feature writer,
for that corking full-page industry tribute, "Movies at the Battlefront". . . 0 Ditto a flourish in the specific direction of Hal Home
whose campaign in advance of 20th-Fox's "Wilson" is aces
One
facet alone— the use of 820 weekly spot announcements on 12 stations
between July 5 and Aug. 2— is enough to make the bally an industry
high for the year.
T
T
T
• - • • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Stan Andrews, New Zealand studio exec, is New York-bound. . . • Lt. Col. Sam Briskin, out of uniform following Signal Corps duty, returns to Columbia today, heading
his own production unit. . . • John Ireland's off for the Coast today to
fill a role, in the pic version of "The Corn is Green". . . • Kurt Weil
reached the Coast late last week to work on the musical version of

I he seven and one-half ton trucks
_ e delivered in lieu of 10-tonners
it was hoped that they might
je. Unfortunately, however, the
r trucks were unable to pull loads
'llm up the steep basement ramp
J;he New York Film Center. The
ernment agencies okayed the
nge Wednesday and the new 10ners were delivered yesterday.

Walt Lantz's editing dept
Moss goes back to the feature editing
field. . . • Film Truck Service, Detroit carrier, has lost a third Goward
brother to the armed forces
Latest to go is Bill Goward. . . • Arch
Reeve of the Western PIC due out of the hospital his week after treatment for a stomach ulcer. . . • Aben Kandel hies to the Coast about

MD BIRTHDAY
REETIMS TO...

the 20th to work over the script of his new comedy, "You Twinkle Only
Once" with Elia Kazan, now at 20th-Fox to direct "A Tree Grows in
Brooklyn". . . • Universal has annexed Howard Welch as associate
producer; Welch was formerly managing director of London's Vogue
Films. . . • RKO has signed William Pereira, stage and screen production designer, as an associate producer. . . • Jackson Parks is

I

July 10
Sam Wood
Joan Marsh
Dudley Murphy
Jeff Donnell

"The Firebrand" with Ira Gershwin and Edwin Justus Mayer. . . • Dave
Laurie, formerly with Walt Disney, has succeeded Lou Moss as head of

Sam
•

Goldwyn's
•

•

new

assistant to publicity director
T
T
T
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

George

Glass.

. .

Richey, M-G-M assistant sales manager, representing the WAC distributor division. No details on the
conversations were available here,
but it was known that Harmon made
the appointment in order to propose
to the Navy a new system of circulating these films aboard the ships.
The Navy has been growing so
rapidly, and with so many ships now
in active duty in the European theater, that WAC has apparently experienced difficulty in getting prints
to
mm.the men. These prints are in 35
It was reported here, but not confirmed, that one of the things Harmon has in mind is an arrangement
whereby these films could be shown
Naval personnel in the European
theater and then made available
for theatrical showing in the liberated areas. Shipment of films to
the liberated areas has been a major problem.

Chi. Operators Union Signs
New Contract With Circuits
(Continued from Page 1)
aters, Essaness Circuit, H. & • E.
Balaban Circuit, Sam Myers Circuit
and the Schoenstadt Circuit, setting
a wage scale from $2 to $3 hourly
depending on the number of seats
and the admission prices. One-half
hour is added to the working day
and vacations are granted with pay.
Jack Kirsch, Illinois Allied prexy,
said it was a fair agreement. It
runs to Sept. 1, 1945.

Revision of WPB Raw
Stock Order Under Way
(Continued from Page 1)
cies and the pix industry is now in
progress,
it was learned
here last"
week.
The reyision is mainly for the purpose of clarification and simplification and is not expected to alter the
quantities of raw stock available for
industry use. It will, however, decrease the amount of paper work
required.

Liberty Ship Named
for John P. Harris
Pittsburgh— The late Sen. John P.
Harris and his son John H. Harris,
vice-president and general manager
of Harris Amusement Companies, will
be honored with the launching of a
Liberty ship, to be named the John
P. Harris, at the Southeastern Shipbuilding Corp. yards, Savannah, Ga..
on Aug. 15. Mrs. John P. Harris,
widow of the Senator, will christen
the cargo carrier.

■- ■'
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TWO AND A HALF YEARS IN THE MAKING

ROARING FOOTBALL GAMES
■BH

YANKS IN FRANCE

CE IN THE WHITE HOUSE

THE COLOR OF A GLAMOROUS ERA
IMBHHHHH

"NEVER

STOP

TILL YOU'RE

OVER

THE TOP!

FIGHTING

FIFTH WAR

LOAN!"

THE EPIC OF A CRASHING WORLD
TWO

'RED MIGHTY SETS

THUNDERING POLITICAL CONVENTIONS
■■■■

SURGING PASSIONS AT VERSAILLES
TWELVE THOUSAND PLAYERS
A WARM INTIMATE HUMAN STORY

INTRIGUE UNDER THE CAPITOL'S DOME
all this- and more- is in —

World Premiere August First

ROXY THEATRE, NEW YORK CITY
operating under special roadshow policy for this engagement

A MIRACLE
OF PRE-SELUNG
will launch it! Magazine
ads, billboards, radio . . .
on a never-equalled
scale to reach for the
first time, literally every
man, woman and child
in America!

Diat.
jj. p. production3**t
floor
28 W. 44th St,
Sew T oyk fi. Y*

See High-Profit
Level After War

"Industrial expansion in Brazil and other
South American countries also has enlarged
the field for American motion pictures, and
some progress has been achieved in reopening- the Spanish market. Finally, cessation of hostilities in Europe will reopen
many additional markets. Thus, largrer
revenues from foreign sources are likely
over coming- months, and full year earnings
will benefit accordingly.
"Box-office prosperity and a fewer number
of releases are the chief factors responsible
for the sharply higher level of film rental
prices that now prevail. Although further
advances will be difficult to achieve where
fixed rental fees are paid for films, rentals
on the basis of a percentage of box-office
receipts probably will continue to increase.
In addition, while individual productions are
receiving more expensive treatment and unit
costs are higher, reduced shooting schedules
will result in well controlled over-all production costs. Moreover, the increased playing time of features will reduce amortization charges.
Higher
Operating
Income
Seen
"Revenue gains and well controlled costs
point to higher operating income for most
companies in this group over the medium
term. Final earnings improvement will be
restricted by higher tax rates in effect this
year, but small gains are possible in some
cases. In any event, profits should compare
favorably with 1943 results. Since finances
are strong, liberal dividend disbursements
are likely.
"The post-war outlook is generally favorable. Domestic revenues doubtless will decline from present levels, because of renewed competition from other forms of diversion now curtailed by wartime restrictions. However, expanding foreign revenues
should be a substantial offset, while expansion into other fields, such as television,
probably will broaden the earnings base of
many companies.
"As yet, television has not advanced sufficiently to predict its effect on the motion
picture industry, but it seems likely that
progress will be slow because of the high
costs involved. Many of the leading motion picture companies already have acquired sizeable interests in television enterprises in order to be assured of participation in the industry when it becomes commercially profitable."

Three-Year Decree
Maximum Propose

IN NEW INDUSTRY POSTS
RUDY

(Continued from Page 1)
theater attendance continues above
last year's levels, there has been
some tapering off from the record
high for the March quarter. However, it is said that "no important
decline is likely during the Summer
months," although the weekly attendance mav run "moderately below" 1943's record 95,000,000.
Foreign Exchange Expanding
The survey finds:
"Revenues in foreign countries are
continuing to expand. With income
from Great Britain now included as
earned, and theater attendance well
above last year's levels, large revenues from this source are likely.
Furthermore, several of the large
motion picture companies have recently acquired interests in British
cinema organizations. This will not
only promote the market for British
films in the United States, but also
will assure American producers of
a market for their films abroad.

W
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ZVADSKY,
Milwaukee.
EDDIE
MASTERS,
Milwaukee.

treasurer,
assistant

N.

J.

Warner

Theater,

BILL

WALDRON,

manager,

Oriental,

JACK

MUSLIM,
Newark,
N.

manager,
J.

assistant

Mayfair,
manager,

Newark,
Capitol,

CORRADINE, theater supervisor, Van Nomikos Circuit, Chicago.
F. PRINCE,
manager,
Florida and
Ritz
Theaters, Sarasota, Fla.
ROBERT
HALL,
manager,
Capitol
and
State
Theaters,
Plant City, Fla.

MARTIN
DANIELS,
from chief of service, RKO
Tilyou, Brooklyn, to assistant manager, RKO
Midway, Forest Hills, Queens.
GEORGE
BBRMAN,
assistant
to
manager
of
Columbia's
sales
accounting
department,
New
York City.

CHARLES
BLACK,
Memphis.

DANIEL
City. WEISMAN, assistant to manager of Columbia's contract department,
New
York

TOM

HUGH

WILLIAM
ESKIN.
County,
N. J.

assistant
manager,

shipper,

Paramount,

Palisades,

Bergen

Metro Tradeshowing
1 in July, 5 in Aug.
(Continued from Page 1)
29, the film will be tradeviewed July
20 in Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Detroit, Kansas City, Los
Angeles, Minneapolis, New Orleans,
Omaha, Philadelphia, San Francisco,
and Washington. On July 21, it will
be shown in Albany, Buffalo, Des
Moines, Indianapolis, Memphis, Milwaukee, Pittsburgh, and St. Louis.
On July 28, it will be seen in the following cities: Atlanta, Charlotte,
Dallas, Denver, New Haven, Oklahoma City, Portland, Salt Lake City,
and Seattle.
"Barbary Coast Gent" is scheduled for nation-wide simultaneous
screenings on August 1.
Tentative dates are set for the
following pictures: "Maisie Goes to
Reno" and "Lost in a Harem" on
August 10; "Marriage Is A Private
Affair," August 14; and "Kismet"
and "Mrs. Parkington," August 28.
No final announcement has been
made on the company's ninth block,
although William F. Rodgers, vicepresident and general sales manager, indicated at a recent trade
press conference it will comprise
three or four pictures. However,
Rodgers added, he is trying to hold
off as long as possible with a view
of building up the block to a larger
figure.

Columbia's H.O. Execs.
To Frisco Sales Parley

N.

JOSEPH

J.

J.

BALINT,

manager,

Avon,

Newark,

Free Pix Day Local
Sale, 21,000 Bonds
(Continued from Page 1)

mates that Bond sales on the day
reached approximately 21,000.
Total investment in the 17,486
Bonds reported late Friday was $1,144,249. Free Movie Day results in
the area were "way over" the Fourth
War Loan event, both in number of
Bonds sold and the cash investment,
it was stated.
The Times Square Cash Register,
at the request of the War Finance
Committee, will continue to function
full blast until Aug. 1, Moskowitz
announced. Other Bond-selling efforts of the committee also will be
continued.

Court Dismisses Schayer
Patent Infringement Suit
(Continued from Page 1)
New York Federal Court by Judge
John Bright. Action had charged
infringement of film splicing and rewinding machines leased and used
by the film companies under rights
granted by the original owner, the
Film Automatic Machine Corp.
Schayer, owner of the patents,
through assignment from Preferred
Products Co., claimed he was entitled to the tangible assets of Film
Automatic which purchased said assets from a receiver. The court in
dismissing the action did so on a
point of law, based upon opinion
that the sale of patents did not include the assets of Film Automatic.

(Continued from Page 1)
war ends, whichever is the shol
period, according to informed sp<™
men.
The indication is that Clark
meet with Wendell Berge and R(
L. Wright for a summary caucu:
fore he proceeds to Attorney
eral Francis Biddle with the
and cons of the decree amendmii
Some observers hold the belief
will recommend its adoption by'
Department of Justice in view o:
repeated statements by distribi
that all concessions that pos
could be made without resultin.
financial ruin to the companies
volved have been offered.
In view of this stand, and the
eral realization
that
tremen
strides have been made by the
partment of Justice when the
decree, which ended Nov. 20, 194
compared to the latest "peace o
ings," it is held very likely
the Government may move for
mediate acceptance by the Fee
Court in New York's Southern
trict. It may be necessary to
upon Judge Henry W. Goddarc
whose jurisdiction the case rem:
to cut his vacation short a da;
that he can sit in session and
legal sustenance
to the docur
which has taken more than a
to put together.

Detroit Slaps Ban on
35 mm. Portable Shows
(Continued from Page 1)
Detroit Fire Marshal Edward ]
Ban is designed to affect prim;
showings of training, educath
and sales films in hotels and li
where such equipment has been
in the past. It also affects chj
shows given by Variety Clut
Michigan in a number of orp

ages,
and unusual
other ins1
tions, ashospitals,
well as other
si
ings, such as in night clubs
Exception is made, however ,
portable booth is used. At pre;
no type of such booth has been
proved, Hall said, but the Jam Ht
Organization, large producer of i
mercial motion pictures, is wor
on this problem.
A booth has been developed a
6 feet square by 7 feet high, mat
MacLeod Rites Tomorrow
a fire-resistant and fire-retardanf
Funeral services for J. S. Mac- terial. It is designed along
Leod, 59, head
of M-G-M's who
film was
and lines of the booth in a standard '
exchange
maintenance,
ater, but may be moved abouf
killed in the wreck of the Santa Fe's need.
Chief near Williams, Ariz., will be
Principal problem with the
held tomorrow afternoon at Cough- portable booth has been the mi
lin's Funeral Home, 1970 Broadway. of ventilation, and the designers
Burial will be in Mt. Hope Cemeworkingheaton causes
this atacute
this discon
time. :
tery, Scarsdale, N. Y. The body ar- tense
rived here on Saturday.
to the operator, and ways to i
this problem are now being stn
"Winkle" in Post

Columbia Home Office execs, left
New York Friday via the Century
for San Francisco to attend the
third and last in a series of sales
meetings. Parley starts tomorrow
at the St. Francis Hotel. In the
group en route are Jack Cohn, A.
Montague, Rube Jackter, George Josephs, H. C. Kaufman, Jos. A. McConville and Joe Friedman.
Six branches will be represented
Premiere
at the convention by the district
manager, branch managers and
Columbia's "Mr. Winkle Goes To "Minstrel Man" Into Victoria
salesmen from the respective terri- War," will have its world premiere
PRC's "Minstrel Man" will '
Memphis — Ava Slater, Paramount
tories. The exchanges are Denver, in the six Post theaters of the Aber- its
day. first-run New York engagei
inspectress, was married last week Los Angeles, Portland, Salt Lake
deen Proving Grounds, Aberdeen, at the Victoria, opening next Si
Md., Wednesday.
to Pvt. Dewey Sherbo.
City, San Francisco and Seattle.
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1LM DISTRIBUTION COSTS HOLD STEADY
A Production Assures Regularity of Deliveries
fx Ready, Four More
Production, 11 Prepar28 Others Planned
production program which will
•e United Artists systematic deof product extending deep in45 was anced
yester■ by G r a d
:, vice-presiin charge of
ibution, and
1 Leserman,
e r a 1 sales
kger, at the
ing
of the
tern
sales
•any at the
orf - Astoria.
rsa addition
to
pictures com„d and await1 release, four
CRAD
SEARS
s are in proon, 11 more
fng final script
and
casting

MORGENTHAU, GAMBLE LAUD TRADE
Secretary Calls "Fighting 5th" Its Best Performance — WFD
Director Calls Showmen's Job Magnificent
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The film industry
has "turned in its best performance
in the Fifth War Loan Drive," Henry
Morgenthau, Jr.,
Secretary of the
Treasury, declared in a statement
issued yesterday.
Said Secretary
Morgenthau:
"From early reports reaching
me, it is evident
that the motion
picture industry
has made another
good record.
"It has moved
forward as a result of hard work
(Continued on Page 8)
and experience in SEC'Y MORGENTHAU
the previous loans
to turn in its best performance in
the Fifth War Loan Drive.
"All branches of the industry
pitched in to do a whole-hearted job
in showmanlike fashion which not
only contributed to the success of
■eB|t more than nine pictures will the drive but adds to a great achieveM played the Broadway Parament of wartime service."
of'llt during 1944, according to
n'nt estimates. "Going My Way,"
winds up its 10-week engage( Continued on Page 8)

|. Para, to Play
iy Nine in 1944

Biddle, Clark Delay
Decree Discussions

ml on Film Houses
Brave Robot "Blitz"
:!:

ondon (By Cable) — London cinei plan to remain
open despite
vy losses
reported
because
of
robot bomb attacks.
One manr estimated that West End houses
losing about $2,000
daily but
[re has been no talk of shuttering
film theaters.
On the other

)IW 'id 24 legit theaters
have given
and only 10 shows are playing,
resent attacks are not comparable
lithe old blitz as the projectiles
ie over at all hours while the
ibing attacks were
mostly conted during the dark hours.

Washington
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Washington Bureau of THE
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Washington — As compared with
Washington Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY other lines of business, in which distribution costs have risen gradually
Washington— Ted R. Gamble, Nato 59 per cent and are still headed
tional Director of the Treasury's War upward, according to distribution
in the Bureau of Foreign
Finance
showmenDivision,
of the paid tribute to "the experts
and Domestic Commerce, the average
'Fighting 5th'
expense of distributing motion pictures in the U. S. has been held down
drive," and their
a c c o m plishment
to practically the same level of
in a formal state(Continued on Page 7)
m e n t released
yesterday.
Declared Gamble:"The showmen

Report Bert Nayfack
Joins Donahue & Coe

of the 'Fighting.
5th' War Loan
have done a magnificent job of
War" 'Bob'
Bond selling.
O'Don-

Bertram Nayfack, well known industry attorney, is reported to be
giving
up
his law practice to take
nell andtional
hisCommittee
Naan important executive post with
TED GAMBLE
Donahue & Coe, advertising agency.
have set the patNayfack is secretary of United
tern for future Bond drives.
Artiste Theaters and a member of
"Their accomplishment has caused the board of directors.
the motion picture industry to occupy a most enviable position among
all industries during the Fifth War Met. Area Carriers Still
Loan.
Need Trucks for Deliveries
"Their record in 'E' Bond sales has
(Continued on Page 3)
Additional trucks are still required by film carriers operating in the
metropolitan New York area, it was
(Continued on Page 8)

Name Ginsberg G. M.
Of Para. Productions
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Y. Frank Freeman,
Washington — Assistant Attorney
General Tom C. Clark yesterday left vice-president
of
Paramount
in
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 6)

Confer on Industry Supplies
Hopper Sees Nothing To Cause Worry
Jack Cohn Welcome Will
Open Col. Parley Today

Level of Slightly Under 30%
Maintained for Decade;
Advances in Other Lines

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Harold Hopper, former head of the WPB Motion Picture Division, conferred here yesterday with his successor, Lincoln
San Francisco — Columbia's
conV.
Burrows,
concrning industry
cluding meeting in the current series of sales gatherings opens today problems of supply, and also with
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 7)

Press Thanked for
Bond Drive Support
The industry press was formally
thanked for its co-op with the National "Fighting Fifth" Committee
in the Fifth War Loan Drive at a
dinner at Toots Shor's restaurant
last night.
"Bob"
national chairman,
and O'Donnell,
the Committee
were hosts. Company advertising
directors who co-operated in the
campaign were also present.
O'Donnell and Ray Beall, national
publicity director, expressed the
Committee's appreciation to the editors and publishers and asked consupport forthrough
the exhibs.'
selling tinued
activities
July. Bond-

w
Seitz, Veteran Writer
And Director, Expires
West
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Herman Gluckman, WAC treasurer and distribution consultant, has
left for the West Coast for a twomonth stay. While in Hollywood,
Gluckman will confer with John
Flinn, co-ordinator of the WAC Hollywood Division, on forthcoming war
information films.
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Better Technique To Mark
Democratic Telecasts
DAILY

Hollywood — George B. Seitz, 56,
veteran screen writer and director,
died Saturday at the home of his
son, George B. Seitz, Jr.
Funeral
service will be held at
the Church of the Recessional, For
est Lawn, today. Rev. Gilbert Prince
will officiate.
Interment
will be
private.
A former painter, playwright and
actor, he entered film business in
1914 with Pathe as a writer, producer, director and actor in the Pearl
White serials. Later a director for
Paramount, Universal, Metropolitan,
Columbia, Fox and RKO, he joined
M-G-M in 1930 and directed all but
one of the 14 Andy Hardy pictures.
Other survivors are his widow and
a daughter, Mrs. J. H. Adams, of
Portland, Me.

Improvements in technique will
be applied by RKO Television Corp.
in covering the Democratic national
convention in Chicago next week, it
was announced yesterday by Ralph
B. Austrian, executive vice-president, who said that elaborate plans
had been completed for telecasting
via NBC. It was indicated that the
experience gained in telecasting the
Republican convention would be used
in covering the Democratic meeting.
Austrian said that RKO Television
would cover the affair with four
crews who will operate both at the
Stadium and at the hotels. Each
day's shooting will be flown to New
York and processed for telecasting
the following day. In addition, a
three-reel subject will be prepared,
covering the history and background
of the Democratic party which will
be telecast before the convention

TBA Speakers Bureau

opens.

To Carry Tele's Torch
Television Speakers Bureau has
been established by the Television
Broadcasters Association, Inc., to
supply speakers for luncheon meetings, conventions, sales conferences
and other public functions.
Bureau has a list of available
speakers and a catalogue of films
on television which can be obtained
for exhibition at meetings.
A course of lectures on technical
and program production angles of
television is being planned by the
Television Producers Association.

Satevepost to Spotlight
Industry's 16 mm. Gifts

Fried,
Booker,
Leaves Century's
Pix for Watches
Leaving the film business to enter
the sales force of the Longines-Wittiauer Watch Co., Max Fried, booker
for the Century Theater Circuit for
the past four years, tendered his
resignation yesterday which becomes
effective Aug. 1.
Prior to his recent position, Fried
was with Warners New York Exchange for 13 years in a similar capacity.

COfflinG and GOIfK
PAMELA

BRITTON,

has arrived on the (

to
play opposite
"Anchors
Aweigh." Frank Sinatra in M-G
LOU
COHEN
and OSCAR
ADELMAN
of
Cohen
Brothers
Circuit,
Detroit,
arrive
17, to book attractions
for the Paradise
ater, first-run stage show
house.
MRS. EMMETT LYNN, wife of the char
actor, left Hollywood Friday for Minnea
to sell their home. They have bought a hor
Van Nuys, Calif.
HARRY M. KALMINE, assistant general rr
ger of Warner
Theaters,
left over the v. I
end for Chicago
and Milwaukee.
He re
to New York sometime next week.
IRVING YERCIN
of Mort Blumenstock's
I
licity staff at Warners
left last night for
Coast on a "Janie" promotion assignment.
ARNOLD
ALBERT
subject
unit which
Island Honeymoon"
to the Coast.

and
the
Warners'
has been
making
"C
in the East have rett

HAROLD
ARLEN
has
completed
his s
writing chores for Paramount's "Here Come
Waves"
and is coming
to New
York
to
rehearsals of "Bloomer Girl."
MARJORIE
MORROW,
head of the War i
talent bureau in the East, left yesterday f
week's
trip to Chicago
and Cleveland,
v
she will look over the stage and radio
MURIEL KINC,
Hollywood fashion expert J
arrived in New York for a short stay.
pects.

Plan Key City Test Runr
For "Creek" in October

Stars' Bond Tour Travel
Faces ODT Restrictions

Paramount's "Frenchman's Cre
will be given six or eight key <
test engagements possibly in 0<
ber and may open for regular r
during the Christmas holidays. I
icy has not been determh
"Frenchman's Creek" will have
premiere at the Rivoli, Broadw.
in August following the complel

Washington

of the run of "The Story of Dr. "W

Bureau

of

THE
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DAILY

Washington — Transportation of
film stars to Bond rallies and other
pep meetings in special trains, cars
or sections is banned under an amendment to the ODT travel rules which
went into effect yesterday. Agency
concedes that such activities contribute to the war effort to some degree
but wants to arm itself with veto
power on requests.

Curtis Publishing Co. is printing
and distributing- a lobby poster to
16,000 theaters accenting the fact
that pictures shown in theaters are
sent to war zones around the world,
and calling attention to Pete Martin's article in the Aug. 12 Saturday
Evening Post, the WAC announced.
Story, illustrated with war zone
photographs, tells the story of the Warners Said Closing
For Tele Studio Site
industry's 16 mm. gifts.
Curtis will also plug the yarn in
daily newspaper ads and on its Blue West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Network radio program, "The ListHollywood — It is reported that
Warner Bros, is closing a deal for
ening Post."
a site for a television studio and
transmitter and that the agreement
Metro's Branch Employes involves $75,000. Location is in
Buy Extra War Bonds 100% Hollywood Hills and an application
for a television license will be submitted to FCC.
Every employe in each of M-G-M's
32 branches throughout the country Denham and Pinewood
has purchased an extra War Bond
in the Fifth Drive. The maturity To New Holding Corp.
value of the additional Bonds purchased amounts to $110,000. The
London (By Cable) — Denham and
Atlanta exchange bought the great- Pinewood Holdings, Ltd., will be
est number of Bonds with a matur- formed by J. Arthur Rank and assoity value of $11,425. The greatest
ciates as a holding company for the
number of individual Bond purchases British and Dominions stock in D &
was made by the New York exchange P Studios, which was recently taken
where 153 separate Bonds were sold. over by the Rank group. Annual
Dallas was second with 121 individ- meeting of British & Dominions will
ual Bonds and Charlotte was third. be held today.

20th-Fox Will Release
Two Features in August
Twentieth-Fox's "Take It
Leave It" and "Wing and a Pray
will be released in August, acco
ing sell."
to an announcement yester<
by William
J. Kupper, the compar
general sales manager.
•

Nat Carr Funeral Today
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DA

Hollywood — Funeral services >
be held today at the Little Chu
of the Flowers, Forest Lawn,
Nat Carr, 57, pioneer film plaj
who died following a long illnc
He had a leading role in the inii
all-talking short made by Warn
in 1924. He is survived by ,
widow, Gertrude Carr, Warner c
tract player.

GREETINGS TO..
SEND BIRTHDA'
Walter Wanger
Sally
Thomas
Mitchell
July 11

Blane

m
iesday, July 11, 1944

orgenthau, Gamble
ud Trade's Bond Aid
(Continued from Page 1)
created
an
Honored

16,000

iwmen."

an Renewed Exhibitor
fort to Sell "E" Bonds
|'ed R. Gamble, national director
(the Treasury's War Finance Dion, spent Saturday
night
and
iday in New York in conferences
h the industry's Fifth War Loan
inmittee.
Purpose of the meeting
5 to discuss
plans for renewed
>rts by the exhibs. which will help
achieve
the country's
over-all
' Bond quota and exceed it.
Jamble
pointed
out that
even
iugh the national Fifth War Loan
,1 has been over-subscribed, the
; asury is eager to take advantage
the vast publicity and promotion
mentum generated by the motion
cure industry campaign and urged
-speed ahead
in the Bond-sell' effort to the end of July.

//BIPU//

5TH" FLASHES

Des Moines, la. — Bond sales by the smaller theaters in the state have turned in
an amazing record for the Fifth War
Loan drive, A. H. Blank, WAC Iowa
chairman stated. He said that the Bond
sales of the small towns has been far
beyond expectations and better than that
in the larger cities on a comparative basis.
Some of the outstanding War Bond
premiere results in Iowa include: New Grand
at Eldora, $92,000; Strand at Edgewood,
$23,700; Moore at Lynnville, $8,000; Columbus at Columbia Junction, $29,675;
Avalon at West Union, $38,525; Cresco
at Cresco $79,250; Charles at Charles City,
$108,962; Grand at Estherville $177,365;
Clarion at Clarion $24,150; Rialto at Fort
Dodge $113,825; Iowa at Cedar Rapids,
$285,000; Orpheum at Davenport, $114,550; Dows at Dows, $19,812; Lyric at
Creston, $19,682; Town at Waukon, $15,753; and Moore at Allerton $11,012.
— V —

Baltimore— Nearly $50,000 in Bonds
were sold at the Sun Square rally
staged by the local industry Fifth Drive
Committee. Main attraction was an
RCAF Band.

Outstanding
Industry Personalities

No. 52

Ga*t you. name. them. —
AN A Indiana
boy who a became
student farm
who became
lawyer. a Astudent.
lawyer
who became a politician before he was out of
his teens. A politician who became a member
of our nation's Cabinet, occupying the office
of Postmaster-General during the administration
of President Warren G. Harding. A Cabinet
official who became the world-renowned leader
of the American motion picture industry. A
film leader who became to everyone who has
known him during his long and brilliant career
something more important than all his titles
and impressive accomplishments,
— a friend.

— V —

ney's "Football" Reel
Ding to Troops First
| Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
lollywood — American service men
91 have first look at Walt Disney's
idw to Play Football," which will
'agurate the new season of Disi shorts with the greatest camion given an entertainment single
iter in years.
although the National release date
« been set for Sept. 15 by RKO
:<iio, 90
prints
of the
Disney
7ject which
stars Goofy
and is
ed even funnier
than "How
to
y Baseball," will be distributed
ough service mediums by the lat, part of this month.
;!KO Radio
is campaigning now
have 200 day and date showings
"How to Play Football," and alf'dy more than 100 first-runs have
11 n set for the RKO circuit.

roing My Way" Heading
r All-Time Records

Springfield, III. — Springfield Theaters Association houses sold $15,500 in Bonds on
Free Movie Day.
— V —

New Haven — Ten additional Bond
Premieres have swelled the Connecticut
total from this source to 12,482,869 in
Bonds, Harry F. Shaw, state chairman,
reports. Many more shows will be reported, he said.
— V —
Cleveland — Early reports of Warner Theaters Bond Premieres shows totals of $48,-

THIS Chicagoan first came into industry
prominence as an ace legalist for his native
city's B if K chain, and rocketed to general
counsel for the circuit. Then came two years
as a Paramount executive which tenure was
followed by his election to the presidency of
RKO Radio Pictures. About a year later,
in 1936 to be exact, he was made president
of K-A-O and B. F. Keith Corp. A few
months later found him assigned to the chairmanship ofthe latter corporations. Resigned
to resume his law practice, but soon teamed
with Jack Skirball in production for UA release. Now is board chairman of the newlyformed International Pictures, Inc.

000
for'Ohio,
the Lima;
Colony,$7,000,
Cleveland;
at the
Ohio, $18,500
Sidney;
$255,000, LaRoy, Portsmouth; $291,650,
Sherman, Chillicothe; $19,375, Harris, Findlay. Shows at the LaRoy and Sherman
were built up with the Flying Varieties Air
Show.
— V —

HERE'S
energetic
vice-president
general the
manager
of PRC.
Among and
his
executive duties is the heading-up of company's
production. Shortly after the turn of the century, Sir Stork delivered him in skyscrapered
New York. As a young man he spent most of
his time up on Morningside Heights diligently
studying for his future glory and that of his
alma mater, Columbia University. The Wall
Street sector was next to hear from his talents,
and there he was a key figure in the 1929
financing of Columbia Pictures. In 1938, joined
Monogram as that company's treasurer, and later
resigned to join PRC.

Dallas — The Fifth War Loan cash
register rang up $46,870,353 in War Bonds
sold in 87 small Texas towns as a result of a star tour arranged by State
Chairman John Q. Adams.
— V —

'aramount's "Going My Way" is
1 airing so many box-office records
lLall parts of the nation that the
ture will establish itself among
\ all-time top grossing pictures
K:he industry, according to Charles
];igan, vice-president in charge of
P:ribution,
following
an analysis
figures.

Lpire-"U" Meet July 18-22
Toronto — The annual sales ses1ns of Empire Universal Films of
"onto will be held at Montreal
i days, July — 18-22 — with branch
nagers
and
salesmen
present
m Coast to Coast.
The meeting
p be attended by F. J. A. McCarand W. A. Scully of the Univerhome office and James R. Grain•, president of Republic.

Des Moines, la. — A. H. Blank, Iowa
WAC chairman, reported that approximately
23,000 Bond sales were made for Free
Movie Day in the Des Moines territory,
with total sales expected to exceed $500,000. This does not include the larger
cities which are holding their Free Movie
Day later.
— V —

Wichita, Kan. — A novel plan was perfected by H. E. Jameyson, State Chairman for Kansas, for rewarding those who
bought Bonds. A tie-up was made with
the local B-29 bomber plant for fur.
nishing scrap metal from bombers which
was made into small tokens. The tokens
served as passes to the Wichita theaters
on Free Movie day but were retained
by
irs. the holders as Fifth War Loan souven-

They can easily be identified
by referring to the 7944
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Theatres that exhibit

can turn off
their cooling
systems.
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Directed by JEAN
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L.WARNER,

• Screen Play by Frank Gruber • From a Novel by Eric Ambler
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Columbia to Resun
British Production

Corporate Purchases
At $52,845,000 Total
War

Bonds purchased by distributors and major circuits totaled $52,845,000, Leonard Goldenson, chairman of corporation investments, reported to Charles C. Moskowitz, New
York area general chairman for the
Fifth War Loan Campaign.
Companies and amounts purchased were: Loew's, $10,000,000; 20thFox and National Theaters, $11,000,000; Paramount, $15,000,000;
RKO, $4,000,000; Warners, $5,000,000; Universal, $3,500,000; Columbia,
$2,200,000; Republic, $200,000;
United Artists, $500,000; National
Screen, $200,000; Skouras Theaters,
$100,000; Wilmer & Vincent, $100,000; Fabian Theaters, $65,000; Century Circuit, $150,000; Randforce
Amusement, $250,000; J. J. Theaters,
$100,000; Shea Enterprises, $60,000;
United Artists Theater Circuit, $200,000; Telenews Theaters, $75,000;
Trans-Lux Movies Corp., $75,000;
Prudential Circuit, $50,000.

Patents Recommendations
Drafted by NAM's Com.
A series of 10 specific recommendations "to improve and strengthen
the United States patent system,"
have been drawn up by the 83-man
committee on patents of the National Association of Manufacturers.
Report, made up after an exhaustive study of pending and proposed
patent legislation, will be submitted
to Congressional committees.
Recommendations are directed toward: (1) Minimizing the uncertainty as to the validity of patents; (2)
Minimizing the uncertainty as to
what constitutes patentable invention, and to bring about greater uniformity in court decisions thereon;
(3) Minimizing the delay in the issuance of patents and the consequent delay in the entrance of the
inventions in the public domain following the expiration of patents; (4)
Reducing the expense and delay in
patent litigation, including interference proceedings; (5) The improvement of Patent Office procedure.

Brecher Buys Theater Site
Leo Brecher has purchased a site
at 53rd St. and Sixth Avenue where
he plans to build a modern store
and theater building after the war.

UJEDDIHG BELLS
Cleveland — Margery McCord, secretary to Dick Wright, Warner assistant zone manager, will be married Saturday to John Streib.
Lucille Lassman, secretary to
Charles F. Deesen, of the M-G-M
home office, was married last week
to Leonard Deutch.

* V
•

• • A THOUGHT FOR TODAY, by Arthur L. Mayer, writing on "Fact into Film" in the current issue of Public Opinion
Quarterly: "Any Administration, Republican or Democrat, new or old
deal, national state and local in peace and in war, will look to the
motion picture for aid in molding public opinion."
T
▼
T
• • • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Although not a delegate. Ed
Kuykendall, MPTOA president, will accompany the Mississippi delegation to the Democratic National Convention
in Chicago
next week
He will headquarter at the Stevens Hotel. . . • Harry M. and
Jack L. Warner have presented complete 16 mm. sound projection
equipment and prints oi five outstanding WB pix to officers and crew
of the SS Benjamin Warner. . . • Gilbert Josephson has negotiated
an amicable sale of good will and equipment of the World to Jean
Goldwurm who recently purchased the property. . . • Emanuel
Frisch is justly proud of the fact that Randforce's Marboro sold 2,240
War Bonds with a total value of $208,000 at its Bond Premiere and
that the circuit's Meserole sold 2,000 "E" Bonds having a value of
$198,000 at its Bond show. . . • James B. Zabin, general manager of
Cinema Circuit, is represented by a novelette, "Bust-Up" in the July
issue of Mayfair. . . • You can always count on Harry Brandt to relieve the boredom of dog days
Harry's recent N. Y. Times letter
on the subject of tilted prices for big pix brought three rejoinders from
moviegoers in Sunday's Times.
T
T
T
• • • UNPHOTOGRAPHED PICTURE OF THE WEEK:
Greta Garbo sliding down a rain pipe from the second floor of her
home to escape a robber.
T
▼
▼
• • • FROM HOLLYWOOD AND VINE: Monty Woolley. at
present rusticating in Saratoga
Springs, back East, returns to the
Coast in September to star in 20th-Fox's "Centennial Summer"
Which means that the screen will have a second nostalgic Exposition saga, for Metro has "Meet Me in St. Louis"
Hal Wallis,
building up his own stock company, has signed Anne Richards,
Australian actress with RKO commitments, and will test Frances Reed
and Richard Coogan
of the New
York stage
George
Carleton
Brown, erstwhile publisher of the Syracuse Bugle, now a Coast scenarist,
and Frank Gill, Jr., are authors of "School for Brides," slated to hit
Broadway
on Aug. 1
Hollywood's
Ralph Murphy
directed the
comedy,
produced
by Howard
Lang
Roscoe
Karns
has
the
top role
Billy Rose wants Laird Cregar to play the title role in
his Broadway
production
of "Henry
be surprised if Howard Hughes-Preston
mount The Shuberts are paging
Broadway in a new show built around
T
T
•

•

•

EXPLOITATION

VIII"
Hollywood
wouldn't
Sturges released through ParaBetty Field for a Fall stint on
a Hollywood woman agent.
T

STUNT

OF

THE

WEEK:

Tomor-

London (By Air Mail) — Colu
will resume its schedule of En£
made films of world market &]
as soon as facilities and pers<
are available, it is learned.
McConville, vice-president in ch
of foreign distribution, on hi?
cent visit here, discussed the
pect with J. Friedman, mana
director for England, and the
pany hopes to pick up the big
program which was cut off by
outbreak of war. First may b<
Soldier Columbia
for Christmas,"
London
which
has purchased,
ter may also be done on Broae
by Columbia.

Biddle, Clark Delay
Decree Discussions
(Continued from Page 1)

Washington for two days wit
having seen Attorney General F
cis Biddle. Thus the meetinj
which Clark and Assistant Atto
General Wendell Berge, anti-i
chief, will discuss with Biddle
Department plans in the New
case
was postponed
tomorro-v
the earliest.
Robertto L.
Wrigh
the
anti-trust
division,
Clark's
sociate
in the case,
will also
be j j
ent at this meeting.
Clark met briefly with Biddle
urday, but did not present any
cific recommendations on the i
or discuss in detail, he said. B:
suggested that detailed discus
of the matter be held up until
return of Berge, who was ou
terday.
town for two weeks prior to

7,

"Jungle Woman"

. ''

in Legion's

The National Legion of Dec

has placed Universal's "Jungle
man" in its Class B. v

STORK REPORT
Norman Elson, vice-presiden
Trans-Lux Theaters, became

row's parade in Chicago by the John Garfield Fan Clubs as a demonstration against the bobby-sox, swooning type of fan and a plea for
the restoration of dignity in fandom
// you don't know, Garfield stars in "Between Two Worlds" which opens in Chi. tomorrow.
T
T
T

father yesterday.
It's a boy.
Cleveland— Nat Lefton, PRC t.
chise holder, last week becan
grandfather for the second tim,
virtue of the birth of a daug.
Pamela, to his son Benton Leftc

• • • SHORT SHORT STORY OF THE WEEK,
Pryor in the New York Sunday Times: The manager
way movie house, who has a reputation for penny
his press agent the other day and asked him if he

Memphis, Tenn. — Leo Win
head booker at 20th Centuryhas a son, Leo, Jr. It is Mr.
Mrs. Wintker's first child.

as related by Tom
of a certain Broadpinching, called in
was going around

to the newspaper offices that day
"Yes," replied the p.a., "that's
the way I make my living"
"Fine," beamed the manager, "Bring
back some pencils, we haven't got any"
T
▼
T
• •
• AVENGE PEARL
HARBOR!

Little Rock, Ark. — Sgt. M
Lightman, Jr., AAF, former i
ager of the Malco, Memphis,
son of the president of Malco
aters, Inc., has a second son, Mic
Allen.
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Jack Cohn Welcome Will
Open Col. Parley Today

to Distribution
Is Hold Steady
(Continued from Page 1)
;ly under 30 per cent for more
a decade, with practically no
ase taking place in the present
period, it is revealed in a sur
ust completed,
most the entire extra cost of
.[in recent years has gone into
action
values,
with
stories,
and
labor
union
directors,
jo[s figuring chiefly among mathe

(Continued from Page 1)
for a three-day session at the St.
Francis Hotel. Jack Cohn will welcome the delegates and then will
turn the meeting over to A. Montague, general sales manager, who
will preside.
Both Montague and Rube Jackter,
assistant sales manager, will address
the delegates. George Josephs, manager of sales accounting; Hank Kaufman, manager of exchange operations; Joseph A. McConville, vicepresident in charge of Foreign distribution and Joseph Friedman, managing director of Great Britain, will
also be present at the meeting.
Jerome Safron, Western division
manager, will head the delegates
comprising branch managers and
salesmen from the six exchanges of
the Western division.

1^r-priced
items,
the
analysis
s. There also has been some
jase in theater operating budgyhich in the case of this indusnust be added to producer-comdistribution in arriving at toDst of getting the commodity to
' onsuming public, but here too
■utlays for merchandising have
kept fairly well in hand,
general industry, mass output Carolina Polio Epidemic
owered production costs while Puts Ban on Attendance
Ssion of selling facilities, proim and services has steadily
Charlotte, N. C. — All children's
ied the expense of getting com- morning
matinees in Charlotte at
ities into the hands of consum- both downtown and suburban the'- whereas
the trend of motion
aters have been temporarily discon1 rres toward
concentration
on
tinued because of the infantile para'■ and better films has considerlysis epidemic.
' increased studio outlays but has
By order of the State Board of
'Entailed a corresponding
hike
no children in the state une cost of handling the completed Health
der the age of 15 are to be admitted
- ct.
to motion picture theaters.
jTling and servicing of small acThe epidemic apparently has pas-■s, according to the Commerce
its peak here, no new cases in
rtment experts, contribute most- the sedcity
having been reported for
higher merchandising costs of a week. There
are over 200 cases
al consumer
goods, and the in the state. No theaters in the
holds true in an even more
state have been closed to adult ated degree with small film actendance and no theaters have
Tls.
closed.
.wever, higher costs are said to
: lly warranted by the additional
W'.es constantly being extended Cinderella Cover Girl
i ! nsumers, and it is pointed out Will be Picked July 18
even further increases in distion expense could be absorbed
Cinderella Cover Girl of 1944 will
8|!Ut raising the ultimate price be selected July 18 when the judges
^e commodities
themselves
so
meet at the 21 Club. Contest was
Jj as increased purchasing
(atnce, in the case of entertain- part of the promotion for Columbia's
» results from increased promo- "Cover Girl."
Judges include Arthur William
expenditures.
Brown, Dean Cornwall, Russell Patterson and Bradshaw Crandall, artists; Edmund Witalis, Cosmopolitan art director; Harry Conover,
agency head; and Carter Blake, Columbia's Eastern casting director.
leili BOUCHER,
general
manager,
Meisel-

iN

NEW POSTS

Uj.|ii Theaters in the Carolinas.
CLARK,
exploiteer, 20th-Fox,
, D. C.

Washing-

pljlOWES, assistant shipper, Monogram, Bos•ac r
CARMICHAEL.
salesman,
Universal,
:ii
tnphis, Tenn.
. MATTINGLY,
Memphis
salesman, Unift| sal, transferred to Atlanta, Ca.
CALVERT,
office manager, RKO, Mems, Tenn.
llEAGIN, salesman, RKO, Memphis, Tenn.
L. BRAUER,
Republic branch manager,
ianapolis.
BARRETT,
assistant,
Lenox,
Hartford,

li

FIELDS,
it.

booker,

Mike

Falk Office,

De-

1 ater,
FORSYTHE,
Detroit. assistant

manager,

Royal

JACKSON,
te Theater,

manager,

Palms-

assistant
Detroit.

Rites for Maj. Silverstein
Services for Maj. Frederick Silverstein, 47, attached to the Signal
Corps Photographic Center, Astoria,
L. I., were held on Friday at Halloran General Hospital, Staten Island,
where he died of illness on Thursday. Silverstein was formerly a
writer and newspaper man.

Rites Held for Ed Collins
San Antonio, Tex. — Funeral services were held yesterday for Ed
Collins, 49, city manager for Interstate Theaters. He is survived by his
widow, a sister, two daughters and
a grandson.

«

REVIEUIS»
"Marine Raiders"

with Pat O'Brien, Ruth Hussey, Robert Ryan
RKO
91 Mins.
ACTION-PACKED WAR STORY COMBINED WITH HUMAN, LOVE INTEREST
FOR FAMILY TRADE.
A fine bit of entertainment emerges
from this film effort to rate it as one of
the better war stories to hit the screen.
With

emphasis on the character portrayals, the direction is sympathetically and
evenly controlled throughout, whether it
be in the action sequences, the handling
of the tender love interest, or the comedy
relief offered by Frank McHugh
ton MacLane.

and Bar-

Ruth Hussey gives a charming account
of herself as a lieutenant in the Australian
Air Force Auxiliary who drives home the
message that the war should not be used
as an excuse or hazard in preventing men
in the Service from marrying the ones they
love until after the war.
Robert Ryan is well cast, a fine looking,
matured hero type, for the lead opposite
Hussey, and is afforded some acting opportunity which he does to an advantage —
looks like good materia! for bigger roles.
Pat O'Brien turns in his usual good performance through his ability to underplay
a role, this time as a commanding officer
in the Paramarines.
Intrinsic production values have been
added via the special effects, the realistic jungle settings, and the photography
in catching the spirit of the action scenes.
The story unfolds with O'Brien and
Ryan, Marine pals, going through a tough
raid on a Jap held isle.
After a beach-head is established, the
Marines make way for the Army to take
over and return to an Australian base where
Ryan and Hussey meet and set wedding
On the way back from an auto ride,
plans. are caught in an air raid. Ryan,
both
slightly wounded

is sent to a base hos-

pital where O'Brien, learning of his impending marriage, assumes better judgement and takes it upon himself to have
Ryan shipped out on a hospital ship which
brings
Diego. them both back to the base at San
While en route, O'Brien attempts to
explain his action to Ryan, who had no
chance of communicating with Hussey, but
is met with a chilled reply which puts them
being.
on
a strictly formal standing for the time
Working together as teachers, for a
group of rookies, in jungle fighting tactics,
O'Brien persuades Ryan to go along when
a large detachment is sent to Australia
to recapture the Philippines. As soon
as he can reach Hussey, Ryan marries her;
and a reconciliation with O'Brien takes place
at a pre-invasion party.
CAST: Pat O'Brien, Robert Ryan, Ruth
Hussey, Frank McHugh, Barton MacLane,
Richard Martin, Edmund Glover, Russell
Wade, Robert Anderson, Michael St.
Angel, Martha
MacVicar,
Harry Brown.
CREDITS: Producer, Robert Fellows; Director, Harold Sclhuster; Story, Martin
Rackin, Warren Duff; Cameraman, Nicholas
Musuraca; Special Effects, Vernon L.

Hopper Confers on
Industry Supplies
(Continued from Page 1)
Nelson A. Rockefeller, CIAA head,
cerning the future of the Motion
Picture Society of the Americas — of
which Hopper has recently become
president.
When he left Washington last winter, Hopper agreed at that time to
serve as consultant to WPB, whose
problems of industry supply he was
thoroughly familiar with after two
years as pix chief. This is his first
trip here since then, although he
had expected to come here for two
or three days monthly. The supply
situation on film, lumber and other
materials has been so favorable,
however, that it has not been necessary that he come to Washington.
His discussions with Burrows yesterday were simply personal, with
general discussion of the supply situation. There is nothing in the supply picture to cause worry, he said.
As for the MPSA, Hopper said he
has not had any chance yet to map
out a program for the Society. He
is convinced, he said, that there is
a place for the organization in Hollywood, but he has not made any
serious study of it. He had no idea
of becoming an officer of MPSA, he
said, until he already had been
named president.
The loosening up of the zinc controls will permit greater use of
photo plates in newspaper photos,
and magazine publicity, he said.
The sharp decline in industry pictorial publicity was partially checked by extensive matting service offered by the studios. This has,
however, not been entirely satisfactory to many of the best publications which desire to do their own
sizing of pictures and layout. Increased zinc supply will enable these
publications to expand their treatment of industry publicity pix.

Arrange Speedier Pickup
Of Week-end Film Bills
Detroit — Film Truck Service, servicing most theaters in Michigan outside of Detroit, is reorganizing its
service to allow speedier pickup of
week-end film bills. Trucks, hitherto off the road on Tuesday night,
will go out on Tuesday, and remain
off the road on Wednesday, allowing 24 hours more time for inspection
of films at the exchanges before
they go out for the next show.
Film Truck is replacing one-third
of its fleet, with the purchase of
seven new Ford trucks, ranging from
1 to 1% tons apiece. Total fleet is
26 trucks. Certificate has been secured from Governmental authorities
for the purchase to replace now
worn out equipment.
Bakaleinikoff ; Gowns, Edward Stevenson;
Recording, James S. Thomson; Edited by
Philip
Ruman. Martin, Jr.; Assistant Director, Sam

Walker; Art Directors, Albert D'Agostino,
Walter E. Keller; Set Decorators, Darrell
DIRECTION,
Silvera, Harley Miller; Makeup, Mel Berns;
Swell.
Music,
Roy Webb;
Musical
Director, C.

Fine.
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UA Prod'n Assures
Delivery Regularity
(Continued from Page 1)
stages, while 28 others are planned.
The program of important pictures
and the regularity of release was
termed by Edward Raftery, president, as the greatest forward step
taken by the company in its history
and was made possible, he added,
not only by constructive ground work
along production lines, but by rearrangement of company management which "assures not only this
present favorable set-up but a continuation of it in the future."
Pictures completed and awaiting
release are David 0. Selznick's
'Since You Went Away" and "Double Furlough," Hunt Stromberg's
"Guest in the House," Edward
Small's "Abroad With Two Yanks"
and Seymour Nebenzal's "Summer
Storm."
The four pictures now before the
cameras are: Benedict Borgeaus'
"Dark Waters," Sol Lesser's "3 Is
A Family," Lester Cowan's "Tomorrow the World" and Bing Crosby's
first for United Artists, "The Great
John L."
The balance of the company's lineup includes product from the following producers:
Vanguard will deliver "The House
of Dr. Edwardes." Sol Lesser "Civilian Clothes"; Benedict Bogeaus'
"There Goes Lona Henry"; William
Cagney Productions will account for
"Blood On The Sun," "Port Royal,"
"Only The Valiant," "Bugles in the
Afternoon," "The Stray Lamb" and
an untitled mystery-love story. Lester Cowan plans "G. I. Joe" and
"Woman of the Sea." From Charles
R. Rogers "High Among the Stars,"
"My Wild Irish Rose," "Angel On
My Shoulder" and "One Man's Fam-
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REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS
"Unusual Occupations"
(L3— 5)
Paramount
10 mins.
Unusually
Interesting
With a variety of five subjects to
hold your interest, this one will appeal to the entire family.
Topping all the subjects is a photographic gem focussed on the training of our ski troops. The other bits
include a trip to a part of the New

York Zoo designed especially for
children; the unusual hobby of Carlos Diniz, age 14, of Los Angeles
who makes miniature guns that are
practical to the last detail; snoods
for horses made by Mrs. Clara Maginnis of St. Augustine, Fla.; and
the finale of this Magnacolor reel
shows how self-illuminating portraits are created by Milton Hoenig
and his daughter, of Philadelphia,
Pa., out of bits of broken mirror.

Met. Area Carriers Still
Name Ginsberg G. M.
Need Trucks for Deliveries Of Para. Production
(Continued

from Page 1)

said yesterday by Stella Simon,
whose Daily Film Delivery maintains service in Staten Island and
Hudson County, N. J., and Edward
Meinhardt, operating the Rockland,
Palisades, and Tacme film delivery
companies.
Miss Simon, who termed incorrect
a published report that Staten Island exhibs. last month had been
without delivery service for a period, said that she had applications
pending for two much-needed ton
and a half trucks. However, she
said, no Staten Island trips are now
made on Monday and Friday, in
keeping with ODT orders.
Lou Lane, of the State Film Delivery Co. and the State Film Service, expressed hope that the two
seven and one-half ton trucks which
he recently acquired would be the
forerunner for granting similar
privileges to all the other delivery
companies. Lane also wished to
correct a statement that he had purchased two 10-ton trucks, and added
that "although the present need for
truck replacement is acute, no exhibs. will be caught short for the
lack
of
service."
Although
Kenneth Dexter, owner
of the Dexter Film Delivery, claims
that his trucking situation is healthy for the next six months, Ben
Small of the Long Island Film Delivery is appealing his request for
a one and one-half ton truck, which
was denied him last month; both
serve the Long Island territory.

ily."
Edward Small's program calls for
"When The Cat's Away," "Bella
Donna," "Cagliostro," "Valentino,"
"Notorious Nancy Grey," "Kate
Fennigate," "Twin Beds" and "Brewster's Millions." Hunt Stromberg,
"Dishonored
Lady"
and "This
is Life." Producing Artists will deliver "Love is Where You Find It,"
"High Spirit," "Singing City," "The
Would Oust Italian
Blackbirder" and "Of Thee I Sing."
Producers Corporation; "This Crazy,
Bureaucratic Censors
Lovely World," "The New Cabinet
Change in the control for film
of Dr. Caligari," "The Old West"
and "O'Brien's Navy." Seymour
censorship in Rome from the hands
Nebenzal will produce "Mayerling"
of "bureaucratic elements" and the
and "S. S. Titanic" and from Anenlargement of the commission to
drew Stone "Miss America," "Seninclude "educators and heads of
sations of 1946" and "Victory Pafamilies," was advocated by the
General Council of Italian Catholic
Seated on the dais in addition to
Action in the Vatican newspaper,
Raftery, Sears and Leserman were
L'Osservatore Romano, it is reJ.rade."
J. Unger, Harry Gold, Edward
ported in a copyrighted story in SunSchnitzer and Louis Pollock. Among
day's Herald-Tribune. Proposal was
the other home office executives in
part of a general criticism of a deattendance were: Harry Buckley,
cline in morals in the liberated city.
Paul Lazarus, Sr., Charles Steele,
Walter Gould, Harry
Muller, Phil

(Continued from Page 1)
charge of studio operations, announced that effective immediately
Henry Ginsberg will assume the responsibilities ofgeneral manager in
charge of all productions for Paramount Pictures, Inc.
Ginsberg assumes these new duties
as production chief in addition to his
current ones as vice-president and
general manager of Paramount studios, the post he has held since coming to Paramount in February 1940.
Ginsberg has worked out an overall plan for management of the studio and all its production activities
which will be announced shortly.
B. G. DeSylva, who asked to be
relieved of his duties as executive
producer
by Paramount
September 15,
will that
remain with
after

TO THE COLORS
* DECORATED*

EDWARD ROBERTS, USA, formerly, C,
Bloomington, 111., awarded the Purple H
LT. CYRIL
DONALD
WIRE,
AAF,
former
lumbia studio carpenter, Hollywood, avl
ed
the
Distinguished
Flying
Cross
the Soldiers
Medal
for action
during
invasion
of France.
PFC. EDWARD F. COVIN, USA, former Colu
studio
messenger,
Hollywood,
awarded
Silver
in the Admi |
Islands. Star for action

* PROMOTED*
JOHN

NEWBUIS,
USN,
formerly,
Lincoln,
cago Heights,
III., to seaman, 2nd cla {
REX W. STRUMPFER,
USN,
formerly,
Crai
South Bend, Inc., to ph. mate, 3rd cla
*RMY
LT. RICHARD J.*A
WEISS,
son *
of Harry H. \,
manager
of RKO
Proctor,
Newark,
N
to captain.
N. j.

SEYMOUR
FRED

BALK,

usher, Hawthorne,

Nev

PELLORITO, assistant manager, BroadCapitol,
Detroit.
N. j.

WILLIAM ADAMS,
Madison,
Peoria, III.
*NAVY*
FRANK
MESSINI,
usher,
iRoosevelt,
Nev
MYRONBoston.
SHAPIRO,

shipper,

M-C-M

* marTnes
*
De Witt, Bayonne,

PETER ANDRUSEN,

exch;

N. J. :

* wavTs *
ELIZABETH STAHR, daughter of Leo Stati
the B & K home office, Chicago.

N. Y. Paramount to Pla?
Only Nine Films in 1944

date as producer of two or three
(Continued from Page 1)
pictures annually. Between now
and September 15 DeSylva will con- ment tonight, was preceded by "L;
tinue his duties in connection with in the Dark," which also stayed
all presently active productions.
weeks and 'The Miracle of MorgE,
Creek" which was the house's t
"Take It" East and West
ant at the beginning of the y<
"Take It Or Leave It" will have Thus, only three pictures have pi j
its premiere here and in Los Angeles ed the house in 26 weeks.
tomorrow. The New York house will
Coming bookings include "And
be the Roxy. In Los Angeles the Angels Sing," due for a four-w
film will be shown day and date at stay; "Conquering Hero," five wee I
"Double Indemnity," five wee
four houses, Grauman's Chinese, "Our Hearts Were Young and Ga
Loew's State, Uptown and Carthay four or five weeks. One more ]
Circle.
ture is expected to fill out the ye;
bookings.

Consolidate Astor Companies

Astor Theater Corp. and the Broadway and 46th St. Holding Corp. have
been consolidated into the Astor
Theater Corp.
Dow, Manny Silverstone, Steve McGrath, and Jack Wrege. The following producers and representatives
joined the assembled district and
branch managers at luncheon: Grace
Rosenfield, Hugh Huber, Fred Wilkins, Budd Rogers, Seymour Poe,
Harry Kosiner, Skip Weshner, Seymour Nebenzal, Edward Peskay,
Henry Brash, Neil Agnew, Hugh
Owen, John Harkins, William Heineman, Lowell Calvert, Jules Levey
and Dennis O'Keefe and Joseph Cotten.
The delegates attended a special
screening of David O. Selznick's
"Since You Went Away" late in the
afternoon.
Today's session will be devoted
to sales policies on all forthcoming
product.

Hurley, Wis., Theater
Asks Clearance Relief
Charging unreasonable clearaf
the Range Amusement Co., opei
ing the Range Theater, Hurley, w
has filed a demand for arbitrat
in the Milwaukee tribunal.
Complaint charges that the Rai
is unable to play pictures until
days after they have played the R
Morgan or Ironwood Theaters
Ironwood, Mich., and that the th
named houses delay booking of pr.
uct,
thereby pushing back the Ranj
availability.
Complainant asks that the cle
ance held by the Rex and Morgan
eliminated and that the Ironwoc
clearance be reduced to seven da
subject to the limitation that th
shall be no clearance in favor
the Ironwood over the Range bey(
30 days after national release or
availability to the Ironwood.

i
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EE MANPOWER SOURCE IN RETURNING VETS.
!

asic Pact for All Eastern Laboratories Sought
cal 702 Mapping Plans
»r Radical Departure,
Ith Full IATSE Support
By LOU PELEGRINE

FILM DAILY Staff Writer
n what will be a radical depare from the custom of negotiating
h employers separately, the Moi Picture Laboratory Technicians
Hiion, Local 702, IATSE, is mapg plans to deal collectively with
oratories with which it holds conijfcts in a move to devise a basic
i>eement applying equally to all
oratories in the East.
The dissure was made yesterday by John
ancavilla, president of the union,
(Continued on Page 6)

KO-Backed Mexican
udio Takes Shape
u
^Mexico City (By Air Mail) — Assoted Mexican Producers, recently
"med inter-American organizati, has purchased a tract of 200,square meters on which a 14ige studio, modern laboratories
d offices at an estimated cost of
,000,000. This "little Hollywood
(Continued on Page 11)

?

iJ Novels Have Been
intered in Metro Contest
iA sudden spurt of last minute
Jtries in the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
pnual Novel Award contest, which
jpsed July 7, brought the final toll to 99 books for the judges' con(Continued on Page 6)

"Going My Way" B. ©.
Tops in Army Houses
Paramount's "Going My Way" was
the top money maker in War Dept.
theaters in June, the Army Motion
Picture Service reported yesterday.
Other box office hits were in the
order named: "Bathing Beauty,"
Loew's; "Double Indemnity," Paramount, and "This is the Life," Universal.

THEY'RE

"Gaslight" To Be M-G-M's First Spanish
Processed Pic; Will Do Same for Others
M-G-M's "Gaslight" will be the first picture to be processed into the
Spanish language after more than a year of research and preparation, accordment.ing to Morton Spring, acting manager of the company's international departSpring said yesterday there had been a growing demand
ing audiences throughout the Western hemisphere for
to replace titles and that to fulfill the demand every
short would be so processed. He added that a staff of
players had been acquired to assure every M-G-M star
counterpart.

from Spanish speakSpanish sound tracks
M-G-M feature and
writers, directors and
of having his or her

13,949 Special 5th
Loan Drive Events

Sol Edwards Buying
Combine for Philly!

Total of 13,949 pledged and registered special events were held in
theaters during the Fifth War Loan
drive, according to a tabulation made
by the industry's campaign committee, R. J. O'Donnell, national chairman, announced yesterday.
This total includes only events
registered with the Distribution
Chairmen in the field, and in instances where totals were not re(Continued on Page 12)

Philadelphia — Sol Edwards, who
heads a booking and buying organization in Boston, is here to interview independent exhibitors in this
territory regarding the possibility
of forming a similar combine in
Philadelphia. He will be here for a
few days on the project.
Edwards formerly was sales manager of Grand National and subsequently joined 20th Century-Pox
sales department.

2S0 Mourn at Rites for
MacLeod, Wreck Victim

Scully, Rodgers, Richey
Get WAC Distrib. Plaques

With more than 250 Loew and
William
J. Scully,
William
F.
M-G-M executives and associates and Rodgers and Henderson Richey, who
friends attending services for J. S. served terms at the helm of the
MacLeod, late M-G-M film and ex- WAC Distributors Division, received
(Continued on Page 12)

(Continued on Page

10)

Not to Roadshow

Selznick's New Pic

A policy which will require the
Occupied France's Studios exhibitor to increase his admission
Turning Out 25 This Year prices 50 per cent over the regular
prices now in effect for the showing
London (By Cable) — Despite many of "Since You Went Away" in order
difficulties faced by French produc- to allow all exhibitors to run the
ers, 25 films will probably be made picture under existing clearances
in the German-occupied country dur- was announced yesterday by Carl
ing this year, according to reports Leserman, United Artists general
received here in the wake of the in- sales manager, at the Waldorf-Asvasion.
storia. It was pointed out to the
Production costs have soared; it delegates to the Eastern sales meet(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 11)

STILL FIGHTING

OVER

THERE — CAN

YOU

DO LESS THAN

Washington

By ANDREW OLDER
Bureau
of THE
FILM

DAILY

Washington — Industry circles here
are looking to returning war veterans as an important source of
manpower to forestall any breakdown of industry service. Discharges
by the armed forces are now at the
rate of about 100,000 per month, including not alone many erstwhile
industry employes but also a number of men who are prospects for
employment within the industry.
Although
tration, the
SelectiveVeterans'
Service andAdministhe U.
S. Employment Service can be expected to try to channel returning
vets into war work, many will prefer to begin right away on a job
(Continued on Page 7)

15 More Pix for UA
Plus Color Cartoons
Acquisition of a series of Technicolor cartoons and the approval of
releasing deals which will give
United Artists 15 additional pictures,
some of which have been mentioned
(Continued on Page 11)

Australian Attendance
Now 3,500,000 Weekly
Approximately 50 per cent of Australia's 7,000,000 population attends
motion picture theaters every week,
(Continued on Page 11)

SO% Admish Hike tor SYWA
UA

Many Dischargees Have
Learned New Skills That
Film Industry Can Use

Invasion Troops Saw
Films Within 10 Days
Industry's gift films were shown
on the Normandy front 10 days
after D-Day, Col. E. L. Munson,
chief of the Army Pictorial Service,
reported on his return from overseas. Initial release was Columbia's
Technicolor film, "Cover Girl." Three
new films are expected to be sent
to the French front each week.
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Nominate Archie Mason
THE'
For Canadian Parliament

Ohio's Amended Lottery
Law Is Ruled Invalid

Ottawa — Nomination of Archie
Mason, president of the Canadian
Council of Independent Exhibitors,
and proprietor of the Capitol, Springhill, as the Liberal candidate for
Cumberland Riding in the Federal
Parliamentary elections was apnounced yesterday. J. O. Scott, independent theater owner of Weston, also is mentioned as Labor
soldier candidate for York South
seat in the Canadian House of Commons in the elections due in the
Fall.

Youngstown, O. — Ohio's amended
lottery law which provides penalties
for persons operating Bingo games
for personal profit, but does not mention operations conducted for charitable purposes, was held invalid by
County Common Pleas Judge David
G. Jenkins. Ruling was issued on a
petition filed by the Disabled American Veterans' chapter, which sought
an injunction to prevent police from
interfering with the club's Bingo
Judge Jenkins held that the new
games.
law is in conflict with the State constitution which provides that lottery
and sale of lottery tickets shall forever be prohibited in the state.
DAV is expected to appeal.

Three UA Producers
Want "Follow the Girls'

Three United Artists producers
and two companies reportedly have Close Theater in Ont. Town
bid $300,000 for the screen rights to Where War Workers Strike
"Follow the Girls," current musical hit. Ben Bogeaus, Harry
Joe Brown and Jules Levey are
Toronto— Closing of FPC's Regent
said to be the individual producers at Oshawa where a strike of war
seeking the rights. Others are RKO workers is in progress was announced yesterday with the statement
and Columbia.
saying the theater "will remain
closed for an indefinite period."
To Name Liberty Ship
Other circuit and independent theaters in Eastern-Canada have been
For Nevin, Composer
closed this month and practically
for first time since start of war,
A new Liberty ship, the S. S. houses are being shuttered with eviEthelbert Nevin, purchased through
dence of drop in receipts.
a Bond sale, sponsored by Local 802
of the Musicians' Union, will be
launched tomorrow at Jacksonville, McMurphey In New York
Fla. The ship, named after the late For Theater Supply Talks
composer of the famous compositions,
"The Rosary" and "Narcissus." will Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
be christened by his daughter, Doris
Washington — George W. McMurNevin, who will be accompanied to
phey, still head of the OCR amuseFlorida by William Feinberg, Richments, is in New York today and
ard McCann, and Sam Suber, ex- tomorrow conferring with industry
ecutives of Local 802.
figures on matters of theater supply. He is expected also to consult with John Eberson, theater arTwo DeVry Men Slain
chitect, while in New York. McMurphey is expected to be leaving
On the Fighting Fronts
OCR this month.
Chicago — Two former DeVry Corp.
employes have been killed on the
*g» fighting fronts. S/Sgl. John S.
f§E^
Chaklos, of the stock departIP"*» ment,
was killed in the French
invasion, while Corp. Joseph Lebel,
USMC, died in the South Pacific.

"This Is the Army"

July 12, 19<

COminG and G0IF1G
NCRMAN H. MORAY, Warners' short subje
sales manager, returned yesterday from Newpo
R. I., where he attended the world premiere
"Devil Boats."
ROBERT MOCHRIE and NAT LEVY left I;
night for Detroit.
CARL LAEMMLE, JR., has arrived on t.
Coast with a view to resuming in film biz.
SI

FABIAN

was

in

Richmond,

Va.,

yesterd;

JAMES MELTON will soon return East frt
Hollywood to spend a month on his Connectic
farm.
CLAUDE F. LEE has returned to his pc
as public relations director for Faramount, ha
ing concluded his Treasury duties in connecft
with the Fifth War Loan.
E. Y. HARBURC,
lyricist; SIC HERZIC
FRED
SAIDY,
librettists;
WILLIAM
SCHOR
director; and LEON LEONARD!, musical direch
are here from the Coast
to work
on John
Wilson's
musical
''Bloomer Girl."
LOU
ALLERHAND
and ROBERT
ELLSWOR1
M-G-M
salesmen
of the
local exchange,
vacationing for 10 more days.
MOE SILVER, zone manager for Warner Th
aters in the Pittsburgh territory, arrived in Ne
York yesterday for home office conferences.
MORRIS SAFIER is here from the Coast.
SOL SCHWARTZ
JOE HOLTON,
Chicago.

has returned
20th-Fox

talent

from Chicago
scout,

is

j

E. T. COMERSALL
left for Detroit yesterdi
and from
there goes to Chicago,
returning
Universal's home office on Monday.
HANK

LINET

goes to Providence and Bostc

tomorrow on openings of "Christmas Holiday.'
BEATRICE ROSS, h.o. publicity staff, Republ
George.
Pictures, vacationing for two weeks at Lai
terday.
FRANK ROSENBERG went to Washington yei

Council Bluffs Exhibs.
Aid Omaha Hospital

Council Bluffs, la. — A check fo
.54 has been turned over to th {
Children's Memorial hospital fund i '
Omaha as a result of collection
taken up in three downtown house :
here for a week. Fifty-five higij
schools made the collection.
The theaters co-operating wer
War Wounds Fatal to
the Broadway, managed by Ear
Geneva Theater Employe Kerr;
the Strand, managed by Mor
rie Conn; and the Liberty, manage
Geneva, N. Y.— Pfc. Elliott Au- by Ben Harding.
Clair, USMC, died of wounds received in action in the Marshall
^ Islands, the War Department
informed his parents. He was
SEEKING A DEPENDABLE
formerly with Schine's Geneva TheSOURCE OF SUPPLY f OR YOUR
ater.

Release Nixed in Eire
Sanborn Out of Senate Post
Wakefield, N. H.— Ansel N. Sanborn, owner of several movie theWarners' "This Is the Army" has
aters in this section is vacating been banned in Eire, it was disclosed Morris Saner in Town
his post as president of the State yesterday by Robert Schless, the
Morris Safier of Almo Pictures
Senate.
company's general foreign manager. and Western representative for A.
No reason for the action was given.
F. E. Corp. is here to launch the
sales campaign on "Forty-Eight
Hours," currently playing at the
Memorandum of Decision Little
Carnegie. While in New York
In Pickwick Case Awaited Safier will look at several Britishmade productions. He formerly was
with Warner Bros.,
New Haven — With Judge Carroll associated
United Artists and Fox West Coast
C. Hincks tied up on a long case in Theaters.
the U. S District Court here, no
memorandum of decision is expected
on the Pickwick, Greenwich anti- "Waterloo Bridge" Re-release?
trust suit against the majors for
Metro is reported considering
a
several weeks.
re-release of "Waterloo Bridge."

THEATRE
TICKETS?

. INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Dependable service . . . Low cost . . .
47 years' experience serving theatres,
stadiums, amusement parks, etc.
We can supply your needs. Roll,,
machine folded, reserve seats, etc.
Write lor sample!, prices or other information.
Delivery tree Maine to Virginia.

INTERNATIONAL
T I C K E T^JCOMPANY
M GRAFTON AVE. Vg/ N E W A R K, H. J.
Sales: Oltictt In Principal Centers

W-G-M TRADE SHOWINGS
DAY, DATE
PLACE
ADDRESS

CITY

THE

LANTA

ISTON

IARLOTTE

20th-Fox Screen Room
308 South Church Street

IICAGO

H. C. Igel's Screen Room
1301 South Wabash Ave.

WlNNATI
JEVELAND
ULAS

Is MOINES

Itroit

WED. 7/19

20th-Fox Screen Room
1300 High Street

ll'

DIANAPOLIS

20th-Fox Screen Room
326 No. Illinois Street

.NSAS

20th- Fox Screen Room
1720 Wyandotte St.

S ANGELES

20th-Fox Screen Room
2019 South Vermont Ave.

MPHIS

20th-Fox Screen- Room
151 Vance Avenue

LWAUKEE

Warner Screen Room
212 W. Wisconsin Ave.

INNEAPOLIS

W" HAVEN

20th-Fox Screen Room
1015 Currie Avenue
20th-Fox Screen Room
40 Whiting Street

8 P.M.
1:30 P.M.

WED. 7/19

1 P.M.
7 P.M.
1 P.M.
2.30 P.M.

WED. 7/19

2 P.M.

WED. 7/19
WED. 7/19

1 P.M.
1:30

P.M.

WED. 7/19

10:30 A.M.

WED. 7/19

1 P.M.

WED. 7/19

2:30 P.M.

WED. /19
WED. 7/19

1:30

WED. 7/19
WED. 7/19

2:30 P.M.

M-G-M Screen Room
630 Ninth Avenue

TUES. 7/18

10:30 A.M.
Also: 2:30 P.M.

20th-Fox Screen Room
10 North Lee Street

WED. 7/19

1 P.M.

IAHA

20th-Fox Screen Room
1 502 Davenport

WED. 7/19

iLADELPHIA

M-G-M Screen Room
1233 Summer Street

TSBURGH

M-G-M Screen Room
1623 Blvd. of Allies

IW JERSEY )
. LA'MA

CITY

RTLAND

B. F. Shearer Screen Room
1947 N.W. Kearney

, LOUIS

■

SHINGTON

1

TUES. 8/1
TUES. 8/1

THUR. 7/20

20th-Fox Screen Room
932 New Jersey, N.W.

TUES. 8/1

FRI. 7/21

1 P.M.

10:30 A.M.

10:30 A.M.

THUR. 7/20

1 P.M.

TUES. 8/1

1 P.M.
TUES. 8/1

THUR. 7/20

2:30 P.M.

2:30 P.M.
1 P.M.

TUES. 8/1

1:30

1
1:30

P.M.
TUES. 8/1

THUR. 7/20

P.M.
1 P:M.

1 P.M.
TUES. 8/1

FRI. 7/28

10:30 A.M.

10:30 A.M.
TUES. 8/1

THUR. 7/20

1:30 P.M.

1 30 P.M.
TUES. 8/1

Previously Trade shown
FRI. 7/28

7 P.M.

10:30 A.M.
Also: 2:30 P.M.

TUES. 8/1
TUES. 8/1

1:30 P.M.
11 A.M.
Also: 2 P.M.

FRI. 7/21

TUES. 8/1
TUES. 8/1
TUES. 8/1

7 P.M.

TUES. 8/1
TUES. 8/1
TUES. 8/1

THUR. 7/20

7;30 P.M.

FRI. 7/28

1 P.M.

THUR. 7/20

7 P.M.

•

1 P.M.
1:30 P.M.
11 A.M.
Also: 2 P.M.
2 P.M.

2 P.M.

FRI. 7/28

"The Seventh Cross"— Spencer Tracy • "Dragon Seed"— K itharine Hepburn

1 P.M.

TUES. 8/1

2-.30 P.M.

WED. 7/19

1:30 P.M.

1:30 P.M.

FRI. 7/21

1 P.M.

1 P.M.

1 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

WED. 7/19

Theatre

2 P.M.

2 P.M.

WED. 7/19

Jewel Box Preview
2318 Second Ave.

4TTLE

TUES. 8/1

1 P.M.

P.M.

2:30 P.M.

2:30 P.M.

FRI. 7/28

1:30

1 P.M.

TUES. 8/1

1 P.M.

WED. 7/19

7 P.M.

1 P.M.

WED. 7/19

20th-Fox Screen Room
245 Hyde Street

1 P.M.
TUES. 8/1
TUES. 8/1

FRI. 7/21

2 P.M.

1 P.M.

1:30 P.M.

7 P.M.

FRI. 7/28

WED. 7/19

FRANCISCO
i!

1 P.M.

FRI. 7/28

THUR. 7/20

WED. 7/19

8 P.M.
TUES. 8/1
TUES. 8/1

THUR. 7/20

11 A.M.
Also: 2 P.M.

20th-Fox Screen Room
216 East First Street, So.

TUES. 8/1

10 A,MAlso: 2:15 P.M.

1:30 P.M.

St.

S'Renco Screen Room
3143 Olive Street

P.M.

8 P.M.

THUR. 7/20

WED. 7/19

XT LAKE CITY

i

70 A.M.

Also: 2:15

THUR. 7/20

THUR. 7/20

10:30 A.M.

10.30 A.M.

FRI. 7/28

P.M.

1:30

GENT

8 P.M.
TUES. 8/1

FRI. 7/21

FRI. 7/21

WED. 7/19

W YORK'?

THUR. 7/20

COAST

TUES. 8/1

TUES. 8/1

P.M.

10:30 A.M.

BARBARY

SEED

8 P.M.

FRI. 7/28

FRI. 7/21

1 P.M.

OF SCREENING

FRI. 7/21

1 P.M.

20th-Fox Screen Room
200 South Liberty

W ORLEANS

?

10 A.M.
2:15 P.M.

WED. 7/19

20th-Fox Screen Room
2219 Payne Avenue

Max Blumenthal's Sc. Rm.
2310 Cass Avenue

CITY

WED. 7/19

WED. 7/19

Paramount Screen Room
2100 Stout Street

NVER

WED. 7/19

RKO Screen Room
16 East Sixth Street

20th-Fox Screen Room
1803 Wood Street

j

10:30 A. M.
Also:

20th-Fox Screen Room
290 Franklin Street

1

8 P.M

WED. 7/19

M-G-M Screen Room
46 Church Street

!>FFALO

I

WED. 7/19

20lh-Fox Screen Room
197 Walton Sf., N.W.

HOURS

DRAGON

CROSS

WED. 7/19

20lh-Fox Screen Room
1052 Broadway

i.BANY
1

SEVENTH

AND

TUES. 8/1
TUES. 8/1

'Barbary Coast Ge at"— Wallace Beery

I P.M.
1 P.M.
1 P.M.
1:30 P.M.
I P.M.
1 P.M.

Ridin' high . . . with the clamor girl
of the Ozarks ... in a zany, streamlined musical jamboree of joy!

BRING VOU..
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Bask Pad Sought
For All Eastern Labs.

Foreign Pix Trade
Secrecy Relaxed

(Continued from Page 1)
who said that the change had the
full hacking of the IATSE.
The start of conferences between the union and the laboratories has been tentatively set for the
Fall. All the contracts with the laboratories, totaling 17, expire on
March 10, 1945. Francavilla asserted that it had taken Local 702

Washington

seven years to fix it so that all contracts would expire on the same date.
"Our union definitely does not
intend to negotiate any more individual contracts," declared Francavilla. He said the union's decision to negotiate with the laboratories in a group had been taken to
save time and money. At the same
time, he added, it was felt any possible wage increase granted by the
employers would stand a better
chance of winning War Labor Board
approval if it were presented on a
group-wide basis.
Francavilla heads a committee
now at work formulating a contract
to be submitted to the laboratories
for their consideration when the
conferences between union and company representatives get under way.
A draft of the contract will be turned
over to a seven-man negotiating
committee of Local 702 of which
Francavilla is chairman by virtue
of his being head of the union. Another who automatically finds himself a member of the committee is
Nicholas Koutrouby, secretary-treasurer of Local 702. The other five
members of the committee will be
elected by the membership of the
union within the next month or two.
According to Francavilla, among
the things the union intends to ask
for are wage increases, job classification, and a shorter work day.
He said the last-named concession
will be sought with a view to making possible fuller employment in
the post-war period.
The 17 laboratories which will be
involved in the negotiations wdth
Local 702 are DeLuxe, Paramount
Xews, Paramount Pictures (Astoria),
Pathe at Bound Brook (N. J.), Pathe
(New York), Consolidated (Fort
Lee, N. J.), Ace, DuArt, H.E.R.,
Producers, Film Service, Mecca,
Mercury, Vitagraph, RKO, National
Screen Service, Precision.

On "Going My Way"
•

•

•

PARAMOUNT

EXECS. KNOW

they have a great picture

in "Going My Way," but what amazes them is the long runs accorded
the feature by large and small theaters in large and small towns
It's no publicity blurb when Paramount predicts that the Bing Crosby
starring subject will establish itseli among
the all-time top grossing
pictures of the industry
Box office figures to date substantiate that
belief as house records have been tumbled over right down the line
Publication of dollars and cents grosses is against Paramount
policy, but Phil M. yesterday was given a confidential squint at the
figures and all the adjectives such as "colossal," "stupendous," "gigantic" and "terrific" would hardly do justice
And yet it's not the
figures, themselves, that aTe so gratifying to the sales department as
the sustaining of the high grosses over periods far in excess of normal
runs in a large majority of the theaters
▼
▼
▼
• •
• AT
THE MASTBAUM
in Philly, "Going My Way" in
its first week topped the previous house record by §18,000
And
take Providence, for example, where the picture is in its fifth week and
where the second week topped the first week by S200 and the first
week set a new house record
The Chicago Theater had never
played a picture longer than three weeks, but "Going My Way" is in
its fifth and will stay at least six
The house average for the
Paramount in Newark is §14,000, but the Bing Crosby picture almost
doubled that figure its first week and dropped only 52,000 the second
week
and it's still going strong in its fourth week
§30,000
is considered an excellent week's gross at the Metropolitan in Boston,
but "Going My Way" topped that by a margin of more than 310,000
the opening week
By a strange clause in the theater's lease,
a picture cannot play the Met more than three weeks
so after
playing the three stanzas at that house the picture was moved over
to the Paramount and Fenway for day-and-date showings and stayed
another three weeks
At the U. S. Theater in Paterson, "Going
My Way" this week is slated to double the usual good week intake
of §7,000
In towns like Hartford and New Haven, the picture has
stayed five weeks and will stay seven or eight weeks at the Brooklyn
Paramount

Hunt
Jean
Tod
Jetta
Mike

Stromberg
Hersholr
Browning
Goudal
Connolly

July 12

Sam
Mintz
Monty
Brice
Joel Bezahler
Milton
Berle
Vera Hruba
Ralston

of
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hemisphere
to a year prior to t'.
date of the up
request.
In other words, all figures on p
exports to Latin America up
July 11, 1943, are available toda
In the cases of Canada and Mexir
export figures to these countri
through Jan. 11, 1944, may be I
vealed. Military security deman
the withholding of the figures f
only six months in the cases of tho
two adjacent countries.

99 Novels Have Been
Entered in Metro Contest
(Continued

from Page 1)

sideration.
According to John Sco |
Mabon, in charge of the Award, bo
the number of entries and the nu:
ber of publishers, whose future pu I
lications are represented,
exceedi !
all expectations.
The judges who will reach the'
decision by August 15 are Hari
Hansen of the New York Worl
Telegram; Amy Loveman, associa
editor of Saturday Review of Liter,
ture; and Sidney Franklin, M-Gproducer.
upon thewill
book's
sale
theContingent
winning author
receive
minimum
maximum

of
$125,000 to
possib'
of $175,000;
anda the
pu:

T
T
▼
• • • WHEN THE PICTURE closed last night at the Broadway
Paramount, it had played to an estimated 1,007,000 persons or 3,000

lisher will The
receivemotion
$25,000picture
upon pu'i^
lication.
ai

more than saw "Lady in the Dark" which was the previous recordholder for the house and which also stayed 10 weeks
A look at
the 10-week figures revealed that the seventh week was the lowest

alliedthen
rights
to the
winning nov'
will
belong
to M-G-M.
Over 40 of the leading book put
lishers and 30 literary agents ai

from an attendance
standpoint and yet that week's gross would be
considered darn good
The final week's gioss was well ahead of
that seventh week intake, while the first week wasn't far below the
3100,000 mark
Runs have been extended far in excess of usual
house policies in large and small theaters throughout the land and so
it is no wonder that the Paramount execs, are feeling pretty good these

represented
theirall clients'
Mabon added,bywith
novels book
sche(
uled for publication between Auj
15 of this year and July 1945.

days

SEMI BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO...

Bureau

Washington — A slight relaxati'
of the tight secrecy policies impos*
upon the Department of Commer
as a result of the war has result
in the freeing of some informati
regarding the foreign pix trade, N
than Golden, Department pix chi(
admitted yesterday. The change
not of major importance, he adde
but it does permit the release
figures on pix exports within tl

It's another feature in the cap for Leo McCarey who produced it and another outstanding example of the old saying in this
biz that a good picture wjll do good business
and in the case
of "Going My Way" that an outstanding picture will do "colossal" business in this wartime market or in peacetime
And a bow goes to
Bob Gillham and his staff for a bang-up publicity, exploitation and advertising campaign that made the public "Going My Way" conscious
Such a picture not only helps the company that made it but goes
a long way in building and holding fans for the motion picture industry
as a whole
T
T
T
• •
• A VENGE PEARL HARBOR!

Asks S400.000 for
"Good Myht, Ladies"
AI Rosen, co-producer of "Good
Night, Ladies," the modernized version of the Avery Hopwood-Charlton demanding
Andrews farce,
"Ladies'
Night,"
is
5400,000
for the
film
rights to the show, with the understanding that the picture will
not be released before five years.
Columbia's insistence on releasing
the film version in a year led to
the collapse of the
rights to the play.

deal

for the
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ee Returning Yets,
ianpower Source
(Continued from Page 1)
lich appears to offer more permajnce. In addition, thousands of
levious unskilled men have learned,
(lile in the Army, skills which are
leded in the pix industry. Not
bne are there many promising camjamen, but also a great number of
:ojectionists, electricians and other
lilled workers who can fill indus\y spots.
Free to Choose Jobs
[Regardless of their former work,
[turning vets have complete freem to choose the job they want.
any who left theater posts as ushs will not wish to return to such
tps, having learned new skills while
the armed forces.
It is believed
ire, however, that a greater numr of newcomers will seek industry
©s than former industry employes
|io decide to look elsewhere for
5w careers.
It may be that exhibitors and disibutors will find former old emiDyes returning to find out if there
e better jobs open to them. Many
ill point to new skills learned in
fe service and will be able to comt,md these advanced industry jobs.
As for those vets who desire to reirn to their old posts, both men and
mien dischargees who left for the
L-vice after May 1, 1940, either voltarily or through draft, are enled to their old jobs. They are
titled to like seniority and pay
th the following conditions: If the
sition is a permanent one; if, when
left, he did so of his own volition
order to enter the armed services,
because of the draft; if he is still
alified to fill the job; if he apes for re-employment within 40
ys after his discharge from the
"vice; and if the employer still
s the position.
Absence Considered a Furlough
Once back on the job, the employe

jftiu

FEfnmE TOUCH
MARION

MEYERS,

manager, Band Box, Philadel-

JULIAphia.
LEAHY, cashier, Paramount, Omaha.
BARBARA
RIDDLE,
telephone operator,
M-G-M,
Omaha.
CORRINE O'SHEA, cashier, at RKO-Schine-Paramount,
Syracuse.
ALDA CONNERS, Warner booker, St. Louis.
BERTHA
cashier,
Warners,
St.
Louis. BIELFELDT,
KAY
MRS.

Outstanding
Industry Personalities

No. 53

Gan ifou name tUesn —
BORN
Mo.salesman.
Started business
career inas Sedalia,
mercantile
Turned
exhibitor in 1912 operating a pair of
stands in Missouri. General Film Co. made
him salesman and branch manager for
Oklahoma and Kansas City offices. Switched
over to Goldwyn Pictures Corp. as branch
manager, Minneapolis, afterwards joining
Paramount Publix Corp. as a branch manager. Organization moved him to home
office as assistant to the late Sidney R. Kent.
Served with such distinction for Paramount
Publix in Australia, where he was company's managing director, and as top man
of English Division at the home office, that
he was elevated to management of Paramount's foreign department of which he
is still in charge as organization's vice-

KANE, secretary,
Paramount, Omaha.
JEANNE
DRESSLER
McGRANN,
assistant
director of personnel for Columbia Pictures,
New
York City.

HELEN
NACLE, from
Albee, Brooklyn.

cashier,

to treasurer,

RKO

MICHELIN
CODI,
from
cashier-secretary
to
treasurer, RKO
Kenmore,
Brooklyn.
MARJORIE
SCOTT,
from
treasurer
to assistant
manager-treasurer,
RKO
Palace,
Rochester,
N. Y.

Occupied France's Studios
Turning Out 25 This Year
(Continued from Page 1)
is almost impossible to find materials for sets and
costumes,
and
taxation has reached the new high
of 80 per cent of box-office receipts.
Production costs, which jumped
from an average per film of five million francs in 1941-42 to over seven
million in 1942-43, are still increasing. In addition there is a lack of
studio space and shooting time is
markedly reduced because of blackouts.
Another problem is the unwillingness of stars to appear in more than
one feature a year because of mounting income taxes. Thus, despite a
large number of screen players,
there is a shortage of actresses
and actors willing to work.
Industry is crowded with inefficient technicians of all kinds and a
proposal to establish a school to
train film workers is being fought
by many in the industry.

is to be considered as having been
on furlough during his absence and
shall not lose seniority, he shall be
entitled to participate in insurance
or other benefits with other employes, and he may not be discharged
without cause for one year after his
?ort Kent, Me. — B & L Theaters re-employment.
■3 sold the 360-seat Savoy to a
In cases of dispute between the
al syndicate.
dischargee and his former employer,
Mount Gilead, N. C— The Mount Selective Service Director Maj. Gen.
ead Theater has been purchased Lewis B. Hershey has advised local
the Everett Enterprises of Char- boards that "it is anticipated that
ge. H. H. Everett is president of the employer will meet the problem
in a spirit of fair play and in apterprises.
preciation of the sacrifices made by
Arnolds Park, la. — The Uptown the veteran, and that he will not
■e, closed for several years, has take advantage of any technicality
tn reopened by Phil March of in order to evade responsibility to
tyne, Neb., who owns a number the veteran." Local boards are urged
to try to settle any such disputes,
other area theaters.
referring them to the State Selective Service directors if their ef»an Francisco — T. & D. Enterforts to settle are not successful.
ses has taken over four houses
grated by the late Morgan A.
tlsh. Deal involves fixed rentals "Seventh Cross" on July 18
The New York tradeshowing of
1 patricipation in the profits by
Walsh family. Theaters are the Metro's "The Seventh Cross" has
advanced from July 19 to July
te and Tower, Marysville; Smith, been
18.
iba City, and Butte, Gridley.

president.

ARMED
with long and intensive experience
in the sale and distribution of pictures,
this forceful exec is responsible for the strong
upswing in the fortunes of one of our leading
indie companies. Specifically, he's in charge of
domestic sales for PRC Pictures, Inc. Entered
filmland back in 1919 with A. H. Blank Enterprises. Was successively and successfully associated with First National, Fox and Republic.
One of his most interesting and least-publicized
connections was service as acting secretary of
the Federal Land Bank of Omaha. Cumberland,
Iowa, is his home town.

YOU'LL
have solon
to travel
wide his
to
find a film
who far
canandmatch
amazing versatility. Most industry-ites
think of him as a high-powered executive
who heads a top-flight circuit, and who is
a board chairman of Republic Pictures
Corp. and board member of Republic
Productions, Inc., plus vice-president of
Consolidated Film Industries, Inc. But his
stellar career shows him also to be an
actor, a stage director, a playwright, a
producer, and a legit and vaudeville theater
manager. He enjoys vast respect and popularity. His activities are legion, including
presidency of the Actors Fund of America.
Lake Geneva, Wis., is his birthplace.

THEATER DEALS
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wenty week<

/aramount

"FRENCHMAN'S
CREEK"
Fontaine
• deCordova
In' Technicolor
Preston Sturges'

"HAIL THE
CONQUERING
HERO"
Bracken • Demarest
• Logan
Mark

Sandrich's

"IGoddard
LOVE • Tufts
A SOLDIER"
• Fitzgerald

that Aocked Broadway!
For the past 20 weeks the New York Paramount Theatre has played just two pictures.
Starting on February 22, Paramount's "Lady
In The Dark" ran for 10 weeks and broke all
records in the 18-year history of the house.
Yesterday Paramount's "Going My Way"
ended another 10-week run which, in turn,
shattered the dollar record established by
"Lady In The Dark."
The fact that 10th week business exceeded
the 9th week and was more than 80% of opening week is convincing evidence that this picture could have run longer if it had not been
for previous stage show commitments.
This consecutive long-run record is, we believe, without parallel in New York history for
houses of comparable size and policy.
Yet it is just an average sample of the almost incredible business which this CrosbyMcCarey hit is doing everywhere —

On July 4th "Going My Way" played to
the biggest single day's business under
straight-picture policy in the history of
Philadelphia at the Mastbaum.

"DOUBLE
Stanwyck

•

In Providence it broke the Strand Theatre
record the first week— then smashed this
new record the 2nd week — and the first
day of the 3rd week topped opening day
of the engagement.
At the Stamford Plaza the last day of the
2-week run was bigger than the opening
day, forcing a history-making third week.
It is the first picture ever held for a second
week at the Warner, Wilmington.
If these were isolated Paramount hits they
would in themselves represent a great accomplishment for any single company.
The fact that they are merely two successes
in a half-year which has included such highgrossing Paramount attractions as "The Story
of Dr. Wassell," "The Miracle of Morgan's
Creek," "Standing Room Only," "The Hitler
Gang," "No Time for Love" and "And The
Angels Sing" establishes a new industry record for continuity of quality and has created
the keenest possible interest in these other
great Paramount attractions which have been
announced for 1944 release.

Preston Sturges'

INDEMNITY"

MacMurray

•

THEMcCrea
GREAT
MOMENT"
• Field • Demarest

Robinson

Cecil B. DeMille's
Modernized Production of

"SIGN OF THE CROSS"
Colbert • March

• Laughton

The Cornelia Otis Skinner-Emily Kimbrough

"OUR

HEARTS WERE YOUNG

lamour

ISLAND"

• Bracken
In Technicolor

■a

• Lamb

Russell

• Landi
Frank Borzage

"RAINBOW

f

• Ruggles

AND

GAY"

s

TILL WE MEET AGAIN"
Milland

• Lynn

Best Seller

• Britton

Mitchell Leisen's

"PRACTICALLY
YOURS''
Colbert • MacMurray

v
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"Dixie Jamboree"

with Frances Langford and Guy Kibbee
PRC
72 Mins.
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
TRIED AND TRUE CAST PROVIDE ENTERTAINING PICTURE WITH SHOWBOAT BACKGROUND.
Here is an entertaining offering, with
a cast of tried and true troupers, including
Frances Langford and Guy Kibbee, who are
co-starred; Eddie Quillan, Charles Butterworth, Fifi D'Orsay, Lyle Talbot, Frank
Jenks, Elmira Sessions, Louise Beavers and
others. Christy Cabanne turned in a good
job of direction, while Producer Jack
Schwarz supplied adequate production values. Harry D. Edwards functioned as associate producer.
Lyle Talbot and Frank Jenks, wanted

"TheLon Mummy's
Ghost"
Chaney, John Carradine,
Ramsay

with

Ames
Universal
60 Mins.
FANTASTIC TALE OF ANCIENT BELIEF IN MODERN SETTING; DIGNIFIED
HORROR.
Employing the adage of an old Egyptian

prophecy that "the fate of those who defy
the ancient Gods shall be a cruel and violent death," the writers have allowed the
poetic license of their imagination to span
the Atlantic, from the land of the Sphinx
to the little town of Mapleton, somewhere
in England.
John Carradine offers a sincere performance as an Egyptian priest and follower
of the Sun God who takes an oath that he
will bring back and bury the mummy, now
on the loose in Mapleton, together with
the mummy of the princess Ananka, on
view in a Mapleton museum.
Although not scary enough for its in-

by the law, buy passage on Guy Kibbee's
showboat, "Ellabella." Lyle falls for Frances Langford, Kibbee's niece, who is the star
of the show, but gets real competition when
Eddie Quillan, a rural, zany trumpet player effective.tended purpose, Lon Chaney's makeup is
joins the troupe. By mistake, good whiskey
What keeps the mummy alive all these
finds its way into the bottles of patent
medicine Kibbee and Charles Butterworth years? Well, that's easy. Any mummy that
can drink a potion made from nine
sell in addition to their show, and Talbot
tanna leaves can go on forever.
and Jenks decide to take over the ship.
Carradine appears on the Mapleton scene
Quillan comes to the rescue of Kibbee
and his wife, Elmira Sessions, and causes and is on his way to a successful mission
the arrest of Talbot and Jenks, for whom a when he discovers that the mummy of the
princess is nothing but rags but her
$10,000 reward had been offered. In ad"spirit" still lives in the body of Ramsay
dition to the money, he also wins Frances.
Sam Neuman wrote the screenplay, based Ames, librarian of Mapleton College.
The ruthless mummy kills every one who
on an original story by Lawrence E. Taylor,
and in collaboration with Michael Breen "dares defy the ancient Gods," including
furnished the songs which are effectively Carradine. The townspeople in tracking
handled by Frances Langford. Jack Mac- down the mummy discover Cheney carrying the body of Ames, whose physiognomy
Kenzie's camerawork is praiseworthy.
assumes a mummyfied aspect for a cliCAST: Frances Langford, Guy Kibbee,
mactic thrill, as they walk into a river to
Eddie Quillan, Charles Butterworth, Fifi
disappear forever.
A fine musical score supplied for the
D'Orsay, Lyle Talbot, Frank Jenks, Elmira Sessions, Joe Devlin, Louise Beavers,
background aids considerably in accenting
Ben Carter, Gloria Jetter, Edward Shat- the action.
tuck, Ethel Shattuck, Tony Warde, Angel
CAST: John Carradine, Lon Chaney, RobCruz.
ert Lowery, Ramsay Ames, Barton MacLane,
CREDITS: Producer, Jack Schwarz; Associate producer, Harry D. Edwards; Di- George Zucco, Frank Reicher, Harry Shannon, Emmett Vogan, Lester Sharpe, Claire
rector, Christy Cabanne; Author, Lawrence
E. Taylor; Screenplay, Sam Neuman; Cameraman, Jack MacKenzie; Art Director,
Paul Palmentola and Frank Sylos; Editor,
Robert Crandall; Lyrics and music, Michael
Breen, Sam Neuman; Musical Conductor,
Rudy Schrager.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Praiseworthy.

Scully, Rodgers, Richey
Get WAC Distrib. Plaques
(Continued from Page 1)
Division plaques yesterday in token
of their efforts in fashioning
the
framework of a national all-industry distribution plan.
Presentations were made at the
regular weekly staff meeting of the
WAC at the Hotel Astor by Ned E.
Depinet, present division chairman.
The signatures of George J.
Schaefer, Francis S. Harmon and
Arthur L. Mayer appear on the
plague, made of non-critical material.
Similar plaques are being given to
exchange area distribution chairmen
who have completed terms under the
Scully or Rogers' regimes.

Whitney, Oscar O'Shea.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Ben Pivar;
Director, Reginald Le Borg; Screenplay,
Griffin Jay, Henry Sucher, and Brenda
Weisberg; Cameraman, William Sickner;
Musical Director, H. J. Salter; Art Directors,
John B. Goodman, Abraham Grossman;
Sound, Bernard B. Brown; Film Editor, Saul
Goodkind; Makeup, Jack Pierce; Gowns,
Vera West.
DIRECTION,
Okay.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

"Enchanted Forest" to Be
Made in Color — Fromkess
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Published reports that
"Enchanted Forest" will not be made
in color were denied by Leon Fromkess, in charge of PRC production,
and Jack Schwarz whose unit will
produce the picture. Extensive color
tests are being made under the direction of Schwarz and his associate
producer on the film, Lou Brock.
Picture is one of several on PRC's
schedule for the new year to be
made in color, Fromkess said.

'40 Thieves'

with William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Douglass
Dumbrille
UA
60 Mins.
SHERMAN ADDS ANOTHER PLEASING
WESTERNER TO THE HOPALONG SERIES.
Those perennial pals, William Boyd, Andy
Clyde, and Jimmy Rogers, continue to make
the West a safer place in their latest of the
series. The direction which favors Hopalong as a kind of superman of the saddle
also employs some nice background shots
to add scenic beauty to the action.
This one has Cassidy up for re-election
as Sheriff, with no opposition and a unanimous vote in view. However, Douglass
Dumbrille, just released from prison is
paroled into Hopalong's custody; and bearing a grudge for Boyd's previous efforts to
put him in jail, Dumbrille plans to elect
another candidate in order to get rid of
our hero and allow him the freedom of the
town.
Dumbrille rounds up 40 bad men who
have no use for Hoppy and together they
employ some crooked methods to force a
fraudulent election.
Learning of the conspiracy to run him
out of town, Cassidy does an about face
and gives the bad men 24 hours to get out.
This ends in a shooting brawl which gets
rid of most of the 40 thieves, and to polish
off Dumbrille, Hopalong engages him in a
fist fight on a high suspension bridge. A
well-aimed sock on the kisser sends Dumbrille nose-diving to the rocks below.
CAST: William Boyd, Andy Clyde, Jimmy
Rogers, Douglass Dumbrille, Louise Currie,
Kirk Alyn, Herbert Rawlinson, Robert Frazer,
Glenn Strange, Hal Taliaferro, Jack Rockwell, Bob Kortman.
CREDITS: Producer, Harry A. Sherman;
Director, Leslie Selander; Screenplay, Michael Wilson, Bernie Kamins.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine .

* SHORTS

*

"Catch 'Em and Eat 'Em"
(Grantland Rice Sportlight)
Paramount
10 min
Delicious
Here's a novelty sportlight th:
will arouse man's desire to explo:
his taste for sea food delicacies.
Nicely photographed, this mei
of subjects takes us first to a cla
bake at Pismo Beach, Cal.; next v]
go on a frog hunting trip with tv
boys, a rowboat, and a jackligli
which winds up with the boys eatir
a mess of frogs legs just cook<
over a camp fire.
To whet the appetite further, v
watch a group of Marines and Lac
Marines barging in at New River, 1
C, to load a gunnysack of oyste:
for baking purposes; then we r
ceive a lesson on how to catch ab; i
lone, a shell fish, with some nil
under- water shots to add flavor i
this sequence; finally this epicures
delight takes us to a Western ba
becue where "real" steaks a:
broiled over an open fire.
Mmmmm, That's all Brother!
"The Anvil
FunnyChorus"
Paramount
(Popeye E3— 4)

7 min!

Challenging each other's strengt I
Bluto and Popeye engage in a se'
ies of clever stunts for their late
Technicolor effort.
While on shore leave they pass
blacksmith's shop where Olive Oj
the owner, is attempting to lift
Fairhaven, Mass., Theater very heavy sledge hammer. Bo1
seize the opportunity of illustratir
In Clearance Complaint
their dexterity in lifting weighty
hot iron into horse sho<:
A clearance complaint naming the bending
for wagon wheels, etc.
five consenting companies has been andIn rims
the
end
Olive Oyl chooses Po]
filed with the Boston tribunal by eye for her lover
while Bluto ge\
H & H Enterprises, Inc., operator of
the job of running the shop.
Keith's Fairhaven, Mass. Complaint
asks that the 14 days' clearance
granted New Bedford theaters be
"Lulu in Hollywood"
eliminated or reduced to one day.
(D-3— 4)
Amusing
Clearance complaint filed by Ben Paramount
8 min
Cooney, operator of the New Ogden,
Chicago, has been withdrawn by genSatirizing star buildup in Hollj
eral stipulation. Action named Paramount, Warners, 20th-Fox and RKO. wood, this Technicolor cartoon fe£
tures an amusing sequence where
Marge Kerr Leaves Fizdale
in poker-faced Lulu is given a sei,
Marge Kerr, head of production ies of directions in a screen tes,
for Tom Fizdale, Inc., for the past which burlesques a popular Russia
seven years, working out of the New director and his voice.
York office, has resigned effective
registers
same expressio"
type oftheemotion
requestej
July 21, to devote full time to free forSheevery
lance script and magazine writing. to which the director gives shoutf
of appreciation and "bravos" for he
NCCJ Cites M of T
Of course her lollypop is impoi
A citation commending The March genius.
tant in all of the action; and for th
of Time for its film "Americans AH" fadeout the director gives her
has been presented to David Y. Bradshaw, associate producer, by Dr. fatherly kiss, at the World Premier
Arthur H. Compton, National Co- of
her
withandthe his
"pop"
sticl
to picture,
his mouth
mustach,
Chairman, on behalf of The National ing
stuck to her upper lip.
Conference of Christians and Jews.

■
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r New Selznkk Pic

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS

"Mexican Sportland"
(Sports Parade)
Warner
10 rains.
(Continued from Page 1)
Good
that this policy would enable
This short captures in superb
I producer to market his picture Technicolor some lovely and excitjmghout the country without the
ing glimpses of Mexico and Mexican life. A wide variety of material
•ssity of a year's delay because
a fixed admission
price which appealing to many different tastes is
Id be required from all theaters included in the footage. Color and
las been done in the past on a gayety abound. The picture makes
iber of pictures.
a special appeal to those who like
ji explaining the policy, UA isi the following statement:
;t is the belief of the producer j
"Speed Rice
Couriers"
(Grandland
Sportlight
distributor that the policy of a
Paramount
10 mins.
1 admission price required from
Excellent
theaters regardless of their seAn interesting camera study in
jice of run does not fit 'Since the training of homing pigeons by
Went Away', as the policy of
ped roadshow admission price on the Army and the important part
picture would thwart the desire these "feather fighters" play on the
David 0. Selznick to have his fighting fronts.
Opening with an eye-filling seure shown to the greatest numquence in slow motion, of the pigI of people in the shortest poseons in flight, the story unfolds in
t time. It has been the history of
ares released on a fixed road- documentary fashion. The film features the "banding"
or identificaW policy that they play to a limaudience which is in complete
radiction to what is desired.
It
ately will be required that the
ire play single feature in all
itions which requirement is neci ated by the length of the picwhich will be released in two
(Continued from Page 1)
s and 51 minutes running time."
-ad Sears, UA vice-president in due to the doubling of the national
ge of distribution, announced income since 1939, it was said here
Jack Skirball would produce yesterday by Here Mclntyre, Universale general manager in Austrakle
starringrelease.
Fred
-n for Fortune,"
United Artists
lia, who arrived this week for home
office conferences.
Mclntyre said that motion pic5 Asking Technicolor
tures were the chief entertainment
>rity for Topical Pix
in Australia and that the legitimate
theater had dwindled in importance
ndon (By Cable) — A recommen- to almost nothing. He asserted that
:n that features of topical in- the Australian tastes were very similar to those in the United States
lt be processed before reissues
foreign versions has been sent and that pictures popular here were
:.;chnicolor by the KRS.
Group popular there. He credited Mary
icerned over a Technicolor proestablishing film popon schedule which indicates that Pickfordularitywith
in the early days and Deanna
|al topical features will not be Durbin with helping to maintain it,
ssed until late in 1945.
declaring that Deanna Durbin is the
Pi 3
type best liked by the Australians.
paign on Campaign!
Since the start of the war, the
(usual feature of 20th-Fox's industry in Australia has supplied
loaper campaign on Darryl F. 177,000,000 feet of film to the Army,
pk's
"Wilson" onis the
the two-month
basing of Navy, hospitals and service organiIvertisements
zations gratis, Mclntyre said.
»w
card
and
poster
campaign
There is very little production goDIE i
to the Roxy opening August 1.
ing on in Australia, he said, al5,000 cards of all sizes were
though there has been a report that
in the advance drive, and the Columbia plans to make a picture
^aper ads, prepared by Charles there based on the life of Kingsford
Jifer, advertising manager, for Smith. "Rats of Tobruk," which
Some,
company's
advertising- has been in work for more than a
ity chief, call attention to the year, will be ready for release in
lis
sive posting job.
August or September.
Mclntyre
said that
an ad
valorem duty on film had been
iesl
proposed but that the industry
was prepared to combat it. Duty
i—
now is based on footage.
Top British pictures do good businRRY
SCHREIBER,
executive
assistant,
stern division, RKO
Theaters,
Chicago.
ness in Australia, Mclntyre said, but
SIMON,
acting
manager,
Palace,
Co- the
ordinary
program
type from
bus, O.
England does not do well. He added
DOBBS,
Southwestern
district manager,
that exhibitors have a 25 per cent
. Federal Dallas.
cancellation privilege in Australia.
:rossley, Ross Federal
branch
manager,
' Orleans.
Mclntyre is a pioneer of the Aus-

Aussie Attendance
3r500r000 Weekly

IN NEW POSTS

DAILY

RKO-Backed Mexican
Studio Takes Shape

tion tagging process used on the
new born birds; the training routine, and actual examples of their
(Continued from Page 1)
work — delivering messages for amphibious landing troops, artillery, is being erected on the outskirts of
and paratroops.
the capital and construction already
has started on two stages and an
administration building. Plant is
"In a Harem"
expected to be ready for partial op(Speaking of Animals)
Paramount
10 mins.
eration by the end of this year.
Clever
All facilities of the studio will
be made available to recognized
Depicting a mongrel's dream of
a dog harem, this second is the ser- Mexican producers and the move is
ies, which has animals playing parts regarded here as a preliminary step
and speaking dialogue in regular toward strengthening the Mexican
continuity, shows definite signs of industry for the predicted battle for
becoming a popular short release.
the Spanish-speaking market in the
With a little better timing and post-war era.
Half the new company's shares
pace injected
into the action,
miss.
The costuming
for theit can't
pups are reported to be controlled by
RKO
Radio and the other half by a
is elaborate, and the general direcsyndicate
headed by Emilio Azcartion
is
handled
with
pari-human
understanding.
raga, owner of a number of theaters. Azcarraga is president of
A typical harem setting is used
for this one with entertainment sup- the enterprise and Charles B. Woplied by dancing girls, slaves, harem ram, Jr., of New York is vice-presicomics, and a sultan, all portrayed
dent and general manager. Mexico's
by dogs.
chief competitors in the field — Argentina and Spain — are said to be
receiving similar aid from European
movie interests.

15 More Pix for UA
Plus Color Cartoons

(Continued from Page 1)
as probable releases, were voted yesterday by the board of directors, Edward Raftery, president, announced.
Among the producers will be Constance Bennett who will make "PaUnderground" with Gregory Ratoff ris
directing.

M. P. Associates Buys
$5,000 "E" War Bond

In keeping with their policy of
purchases for the previous war loan
drives, the Motion Picture Associates
purchased a $5,000 war Bond, series
"E", yesterday, it was announced
by Morris Saunders, president. The
club now holds a total of $25,000 in
war Bonds.
The cortoon series will be the prodSaunders added that although reguct of Plastic Products, Inc. A longular club meetings have been susterm deal has been agreed upon here
until September, charity and
for the delivery of four Technicolor welfare pended
cases are being considered
subjects a year. The new cartoon
board every Friday at Nacompany is headed by John Suther- by the tional
Screen Service headquarters,
land, formerly with Walt Disney.
with Cy Seymour acting as chairTitle of the first film is "The Cross- man.
The club's summer activity is conA long-term deal covering a group
eyed Bull."
fined to securing "glorified" bus boys
of six
pictures was made with
the Stage Door Canteen; 40
Charles R. Rogers These will be in for
members are now serving.
addition to "High Among the Stars"
which he has under way. Arnold
Pressburger will deliver two pic- Fire in Chi Apollo
tures, first of which will be the SatChicago — All sound and electrical
urday Evening Post story, "Set the equipment in the Apollo Theater here
Wild Echoes Flying," and will be was seriously damaged in fire that
directed by Zoltan Korda. The sec- caused a loss of approximately $50,ond Pressburger picture will be 000, according to the estimate made
"Driftwood."
by Mike Piatt, B & K executive.
The contract with Lester Cowan "White Cliffs of Dover" film was
was extended to include a new pic- saved.
ture starring Greta Garbo.
Three additional pictures will be
made by Benedict Bogeaus, who is
now shooting "Dark Waters." Seymour Nebenzal will produce "Mayerling" and two others to be agreed
upon. Angelus Productions was
Pvt. Nelson Gross, son of Edward
granted a contract to deliver one
Gross, producer of "Chicken Every
picture not named.
Sunday," was married to actress
Herminie Monroe on July 8.
tralian industry, having started in
1909. He is rounding out 25 years
Santa Monica, Cal. — Lionel Atwith Universal and is responsible
for the provident fund, similar to a will, actor, and Mary Paula Shilstone, radio producer, were married
pension plan, which operates in the in
Las Vegas, July 7.
Universal organization in Australia.

UJEDDMG BELLS

M. P« Production Dist.

28 W. 44th St* 31st floor
Sew York
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35 MM. Booth Equip. 13,949 Special Drive Events
Hundreds More Set to Give Record High
To Continue Short
1 Continued from Page 1)
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Washington — Continued shortage
of electrical components required for
production of 35 mm. booth equipment— especially sound systems —
was forecast at the week-end when
the WPB radio and radar division announced that it is redoubling its efforts to locate and utilize excess and
idle stocks of components. The
scheduled stepping up of booth
equipment production for the nation's theaters has been delayed because of the shortage of electrical
components, and the announcement
is indication that the shortage is
growing more, rather than less, serious.
A letter sent all radio prime contractors and component manufacturers urged the channeling of all possible components into essential military and products production.
"The 1944 electronic and equipment production problem calls for a
50 per cent increase above the 1943
output," Ray C. Ellis, head of the
radio and radar division, wrote. He
announced also a new form for the
reporting of such excess or idle
stocks.

No Raw Stock Request Yet
From Major Political Parties
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — No requests for raw
stock have yet been received from
either the Republican or the Democratic committees, it was learned at
WPB, but it is anticipated that
both parties will use a good
deal of film during the campaign
this Summer and Fall. This film
will be in addition to the anticipated
newsreel coverage of major addresses by major candidates.
A number of short subjects for
non-theatrical showing are believed
in the script stage for both parties,
and it is expected also that both
parties might prepare subjects for
paid showing in the approximately
6,500 theaters which accept commercial or advertising pix.
Three Close for Summer
Chicago — Summer closings here
include the Lake Shore, the Longley
and Prague.

STORK REPORTS
John Moraio, head of the foreign
contract department at Warners, is
the father of a girl born to Mrs.
Moraio in the Brooklyn Hospital,
Brooklyn. It is the second girl for
the Moraios.
D. Corbit Curtis, an assistant
rector for The March of Time,
being congratulated on the birth
a daughter, Mary Louise Curtis,
June 29.

diis
of
on

ported to the Distributor Chairmen,
the figures are incomplete.
With the theaters, Bond selling
effort continuing until the month's
end, hundreds of additional events
are already scheduled and the final
total probably will average one per
house, O'Donnell stated. This, it
was added, is an all-time record for
any industry drive and reflects the
greatest effort to date by the nation's theaters.
Pledged
and registered special events totals include 5,186
War
Bond
Premieres,
1,069
Children's Premieres
and 7,694
Free Movie Days.
The War
Bond Premieres
and Children's
Premieres
reported were those
for which pictures were booked
and confirmed through the Distributors' Division.
These totals compare with the following Fourth War
Loan special
events grand totals, 3,182 War Bond
Premieres,
3,043 Free Movie Days
and 10 registered Children's Premieres.
The Fifth War Loan totals do not
include numerous other special
events, such as theater stage presentations by service shows. Bond
auctions and the like, which were
not reported. In the Charlotte territory, as an example, 40-odd special
events were held but were not included in the reported Charlotte figures.
O'Donnell also revealed that a

£50 Mourn at Rites for
MacLeod, Wreck Victim
'Continued from Page 1)
change maintenance head, who was
killed in the Santa Fe train wreck

//
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5TH" FLASHES

Omaha — Five million dollars in War Bai
sales resulted from an Omaha Bond Prerr

total of 1,729 events in small
ere of "Going My Way" at the Paramoii
towns, including 1,442 War Bond
Theater, bringing to $32,000,000 the amou
credited thus far in the Fifth War La
Premieres
and
Children's
Drive to Omaha theaters and retail stori
Premieres,
used 287pictures
not
contracted for by the exhibs.,
Original quota for the joint groups -.
under the agreement
with the
S15, 000.000, which was passed in the fir
distributors
which
made
this
week of the drive.
— V —
concession to houses in towns of
7.500 population or less.
Newport, R. 1.— A Bond Show at U,
The breakdown of pledged events Paramount Theater Monday night add'
as tabulated
by the Distributors' Di- $550,000 to the Fifth War Loan Campaif
vision follows:
total. Attractions were a stage shi
16
Premiere?
Free
5th Movie
Ws
Exchange
Territory
Loan
5th
War
featuring Lili Damita and Eileen Farr
45
Premieres
Albany
Loan
and the world premiere of JTarne
433
53
— V —
94
Children's
189
Atlanta
200
10
two-reeler, "Devil Boats."

Boston
....
Buffalo
Charoltte

182
41
125
157

Chicag-o
...
Cincinnati
Cleveland
..
Dallas
....
Denver
....
Des Moines .
Detroit
.. 1. ..
Ind'p'lis

174
78

Kansas City.
Los
Angeles
Memphis . . .
Milwaukee
.
Minneapolis .
New
Haven .
Xew
Orleans
Sew
York. .
New Jersey .
Okla. City .
Omaha
....
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
.
Portland
St. Louis . .
Salt Lake City
San Francisco
Seattle
....
Washington
Total

34
IS
67

167
382
175
82
109
64
38S
177
121
337
452
37
200
88
22
137
85
310
166

48
546
374
11
9
7
8
74
19
96
17
357
13
20
16
15
9
115

131
366
308
319
280
497
100
390
14
241
348
64
63
245
534
153
129
452
22
93
187
126
333
135

86
150
251
94

.5,186
82
92

40
21
68

122
516
296
134
380

1.069
52
7,694

Ansco 16 mm. Color Pic
May be Blown Up to 35

Pursuant to a recent indication of
Ansco's entry into the 35 mm. color
field, Xavier Sutton, president of Sutton-Malkames, Inc., producers of viswere held yesterday
at Coughlin's
ual training films, revealed the likelihood of a 16 mm. subject, which
Funeral Home, 66th St. and Broad!way.
Burial was in the Mt. Hope he recently completed for non-theatrical civilian use, to be blown up
Cemetery in Scarsdale, N. Y.
35 mm. for regular theatrical disA number of union leaders also to
tribution.
attended including Richard F. Walsh,
This single reel subject, as yet
head of the IATSE; Louis Krouse, untitled, features Harry Conover and
girls" and has been pro' vice-president; and Joseph D. Bas- his "cover
duced with the new Ansco color.
son, special field rep.; also the following union negotiators of the film Robot Bomb Kills Star
companies : A. A. Schubart of RKO ;
Clarence Hill of Twentieth Century- . London (By Cable) — Lill-Alida
Fox Film Corp.; Frank Phelps and Bergo, 30, former Swedish film star,
killed by a flying bomb
in
Mike Dolid of Warner Bros.; Pat was
Southern England.
Scollard of Paramount; Tom Murray of Universal; Harry D. Buckley
of United Artists; also, Arthur Meiser Funeral Today
Milwaukee — Funeral services will
Dickinson of the MPPDA, and A. W.
Schwalberg, formerly of Warners be held today for Otto L. Meiser, 73,
and now with International Pic- pioneer theater owner. He is surtures.
vived by his widow.
Among the Loew-M-G-M group
attending were David Bernstein, J. Abner, Major Harry A. Miller. William Ferguson. William D. Kelly,
Robert Rubin, WTilliam F. Rodgers,
Joseph R. Vogel, E. M. Saunders, J. i Dave Blum, O. O. Decker, Sam Cohen,
E. Flynn, E. K. O'Shea. Howard Irwin Margolies, Ben Melniker, Dave
Dietz, Silas F. Seadler, H. M. Richey, Levy, John Murphy, Irving GreenC. K. Stern, M. N. Wolf, J. T. Mills,
field, A. Weltman, E. W. Aaron,
Leopold Friedman, Sam Gardner, Harold Postman, Lester B. Isaacs,
Lou Amacher,
Ralph Pielow, Ben Joel Bezahler and Charles Doesen.

Youngstown,
O. — Bonds worth S288,4
were sold at the Palace Theater Bond shi
and auction last week. Local jewelers c
nated alarm clocks, electric mixers, cloc
radios and diamond rings for the auction.

— V —
Philadelphia — Ben Amsterdam, prt
dent of Atlantic Theaters announced t)
every day during August will be Fi
Movie Day in the circuits houses. G

ture
is part
of the and
circuit's
13thto an,A
versary
celebration
is due
sterdam's determination that New ] 1
sey's "E" Bond shotting will be a ere i
to the industry. — V —
Tampa,
Fla. — War
Bond
Premieres
36 Florida situations
mostly small tow
resulted in sales of 31,736
Bonds
wo
SI 1.057,375.
James
L. Cartwright,
Flor
state chairman for the Fifth War Loan.

Name Lawson Chairman
Of Canadian Council

ports.

Ottawa — J. Earl Lawson, fora
member of Canadian Parliament,
been appointed
chairman
of C
adian Council of Voluntary Agenc i
which is an important
branch
the Canadian organization affilia
with UXRRA for post-war relief
countries stopped by Nazis. Lawi
is vice-president of Odeon Theat
of Canada
and Empire
Univei
film exchange
and has been as
dated with theater business a qa
ter of a century.
The Canadian Council compri
Canadian
Jewish
Congress,
ian
Red Cross
Society,
Roman Cad'
Ca
olic Union of Agencies and Sal
tion Army and will have confere
with Washington UNRRA oflBc
at the end of July.
B Chicago
& K Bond
$10,000,000'
— B Sales
& K reports
the Jl
of S10,000,000 in Bonds in the EM
War Loan campaign just ended. ;

"Local Color"
Metro gave a "local color" toud
yesterday to its invitations to Fri |
day's
of "Dragon
Seed'
in
the preview
home office
rooftop theate
by writing 'em in Chinese. Screen'
ing is set for 10 a.m., with a ChineUi
luncheon at Ruby Foo's to follow.

E* rot*

** **
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1ND MONOPOLISTIC TENDENCIES IN U. K.
»IC
Considers Broad Field of Activity
for Year
:zen Recommendations
Films Council Committee
> Charles Francis Coe

PRODUCTION, MAJOR TELE PROBLEM
Survey

ay Key Com'tee Program
K broad field of activity was recmended to the Eastern Public Inmation Committee of the industry
| Charles Francis Coe, MPPDA
insel, at the PIC meeting last
fek when the organization was
ed to consider a dozen or more
ommendations, it was learned
terday.
j.mong the topics involved in the
,-posals and which the PIC may
e future action were the effects
(Continued on Page 11)

elect Appeal May
! Argued in Fall

Report to Hold No Undue
Influence by U. S. Firms

Holds It Should Have Immediate Consideration
of Those Interested in Programming

Production is seen as the major
problem for immediate consideration
of those interested in programming
and the commercial development of
television by those attending the
Summer Television Seminar of the
Radio Executives Club in New York,
according to returns from 450 questionnaires sent out by Television
Daily. Copyright analysis of the
replies is published today in the
latter, now a section of Radio Daily.

Aluminum Order's
Effect Seen Minor

asing its arguments on Judge
'roll Hincks' admission that there Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
evidence of a conspiracy in the
Washington — The relaxation of
:wick anti-trust case, Prefect controls on aluminum, announced
aters, Inc., operators of the Pick- yesterday for next month by WPB,
:, Greenwich,
Conn., is prepar- will not have any important immedto file an appeal from Judge
iate effect on production of industry
:ks' directed verdict within the
(Continued on Page 6)
few weeks, Saul Rogers, coun_or Prefect, said yesterday. ApRefusdl to Show Books
I Continued on Page 6)

Ends Clearance Hearing

The analysis further discloses:
1. That television possesses much
more commercial possibilities than
the post-war FM operations.
2. That the visual prospects of
video have captured the interest of
the merchandising field and plans
are now under way for intra-store
presentation of tele programs.
3. That the radio broadcasters and
production men must make a coraI Continued on Page 6)

London (By Cable) — The report of the committee designated by the Films Council to
investigate charges of monopoly in
the British film industry will be
submitted to the Council tomorrow,
it was learned yesterday.
While members of the committee
have refused to discuss its terms,
it is believed in Wardour St. circles
that the report finds monopolistic
tendencies evident and that it urges
more independent
production.
Of paramount importance to
(Continued on Page 3)

Brelfon Woods, N. H., So. Calif, Theater
Set for Allied Meet
Owners' Ass'n Formed
Allied board of directors will hold
its summer session this year at the
Mount Washington Hotel, Bretton
Woods, N. H., Sept. 6-7. Arrangements will be in charge of Nathan
Yamins and Arthur Howard of the
(Continued on Page 3)

Nazi Film Monopoly
Brings Swiss Boycott

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Final details have
been completed for the formation of
Southern California Theater Owners
Association, and on its membership
rolls will be circuits and individual
operators, including Grover Smith,
Harry Innicof, James Edwards, Jr.,
(Continued on Page 11)

More Night Baseball

'»stforin November
a Harem" Bow
Now
ithough M-G-M expected to

New Haven — Arbitrator A. A. BiA resolution calling on all its
to boycott German
films Looming as Opposition
bicoff dismissed the clearance com- members
after July 5
plaint of the Groton Theater, Gro- entering Switzerland
re- ton, against the consenting distribu- until transit facilities for Anglo5
Approval
by both the American
and National Leagues of additional
"Lost in a Harem," the second
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 11)
tt & Costello picture for the
night baseball games — at the option
jany, in August, it was decided
of the clubs — will have an immediate
(Continued on Page 3)
?rday to push the release back
lovember.

Day, Sales Peak

b

ieport Sliding Scale
9 Be Ashed on SYWA
Selling terms for "Since You Went
Way" are said to call for a sliding
ale based on 50 per cent, plus a
quirement on the length of the
i. Definite plans will be consent on the early runs of the
ture so that a measuring stick
1 be adopted.

KEEP

THOSE

Largest Bond-Selling Day in Trade History
"Casablanca" Return Test
In Springfield July 19
Springfield, Mass. — First engagement of "Casablanca" since Warners took it out of circulation last
winter in anticipation of re-issuing
it next season will open here July
19 at the Capitol.
Understood the date is in the na(Continued on Page 11)

BOND

SALES

MOUNTING

N. Y. Area's Summer
Closings Off 85%

The
"Fighting
Movie Day,
on July Fifth's"
6, was byFree
all odds
the largest War Bond-selling day
in the industry's history, even on
the basis of incomplete reports, National Fifth War Loan headquarters
reported yesterday. Final reports
from exhibitors will be in late this
month.
Early advices from Exhibitor
State Chairmen taken at random re(Continued on Page 11)

UNTIL

THE

«E" QUOTA

IS OVER

A record of 85 per cent less
closings for the Summer months, of
theaters in the New York Metropolitan area, over any previous years,
was established in a recent survey.
This year, only seven houses have
only.
shuttered for the Summer, and two
will remain open for week-ends
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Reduction in distribution charges
for all PRC exchanges will make it
possible for the company to spend
more money on production and expansion, it was said yesterday by
Leon Fromkess, vice-president, in
announcing an amendment to the
franchise agreement between PRC
and the franchise holders.
The most important achievement,
it was said, is the revision of the
old type of guarantee of negative
cost on individual pictures and the
adoption of a new formula under
which each franchise holder is required to reach a fixed quota which
will permit an accounting of an
over-all program basis.
Under the new amendment, no
outside product can be distributed
unless approved by PRC, Inc., except when the company has failed
to deliver its quota of pictures. With
the signing of the new agreement,
Fromkess said, great plans for the
company will be inaugurated because
of the flexibility under which it will
be possible for the franchise holders
and PRC to operate.
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The Chief Executive's decision to
run again has resulted in a last
minute rush among television producers for film shots of FDR, with
NBC gaining the edge through its
tie-up with the RKO-Pathe News
film library via RKO Television Corp.
The stock footage will be used
irj pictorial
coverage of the Democratic convention.

14 Writers Pledge Scripts
For OWI Showings Abroad
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

financial.
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The opening of 20th-Fox's "Take
It Or Leave It" yesterday drew the
biggest crowd of the year to the
Roxy, it was reported by the theater
management.

RADIO

Milwaukee — Harry M. Kalmine,
assistant general manager of Warner Theaters, and W. Stewart McDonald, comptroller for the circuit,
are here from New York to hold a
meeting today of the Wisconsin zone
theater executives.

CITY MUSIC

HALL

Showplace of the Nation-Rockefeller
HELD OVER THIRD WEEK!

CARY

GRANT

Center

in

"OncewithUpon
Time"
JANET ABLAIR
Dir. by Alexander Hall — A Columbia Picture
Spectacular
Stage
Presentation
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600

RADIO

DAILY

Hollywood — An editorial board of
14 members of Hollywood Writers
Mobilization has been organized to
serve as a story department for
overseas M. P. Bureau of OWI and
25 well-known writers have signed
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.
-Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollvwood Blvd., Phone
pledges to contribute from four to
Granite 6607. WASH I NGTON— Andrew H.
six in the next year to create a
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phone
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph
script fund. Philip Dunne, producEsler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone Briar
tion chief of the bureau, pointed
jate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. Fredout that while the work of his orman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardouv
ganization is called psychological
St, W. I. HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco,
IMrtudes 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
warfare, it is actually "vitally imOkays 15% Wage
Damon. MEXICO CITY— Marco-Aurelio WLB
Ralindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F. SYDportant our
peacefare."
"Through
films," he said, "we
NEY—Allan White. SAN JUAN— E. San- Increase for Engineers
intend to tell the truth to people who
thez Ortiz.
MONTREAL— Roy Carmichael.
had the truth for s'everal
Springfield, Mass. — A 15 per cent have notIt has
been crudely expressed
general wage increase for engineers years.
that we want to sell America. What,
at Loew's Poli has been approved by we really want is to sell th ideals
the New England WLB. Increase,
first for the full amount to be al- that make America what it is."
lowed here under the Little Steel
(Wednesday July 12)
formula in some time, was approved RKO to Screen Last Five
NEW
YORK
STOCK
MARKET
on a joint application by the comNet
pany and Local 662, International Of Program July 25-27
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Am. Seat
173/4
173/4
173/4 +
3/8 Union of Operating Engineers.
National tradescreenings of the
Ccl. Picts. vtc. (21/2%) 21 Vs 20y4
20 Vi +
'/a
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
5%
53/4
5Ys
last five pictures on RKO's 1943-44
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . . 241/4
24
24
program will be held July 25-27,
Chi. Operators'
Pact
East. Kodak
Awaits
WLB Approval
simultaneously with the company's
do pfd
annual
Cen. Prec. Eq
22% 22l/2 22l/2 _
l/4
Astoria. sales meeting at the Waldorf68 1/2 675/g 675/8 —
3/g
Loew's. Inc
Chicago
—
New
operator's
pact
beParamount
283/4 2838 28% +
l/8
The five pictures to be tradetween Local 110, IATSE, and ChiRKO
lO'/g 97/g 10 —
l/g
RKO $6 pfd
923/g 913/4 92
cago theater managers give projec- screened are "Music in Manhattan,"
20fh Century-Fox . . . 26i/2 26'/4 26 3/8 —
i/8
tionists an extra half hour's pay, for "Bride By Mistake," "Mademoiselle
20th Century-Fox pfd 331/4 331/g 331/g —
i/g
Fifi," "Heavenly Days" and "The
Warner
Bros
I43/4 14% 14% —
l/g starting the show each day, and two
NEW
YORK BOND
MARKET
weeks' vacation with pay. Jack Falcon in Mexico."
Par. B'wav 3s55
Kirsch represented the theaters and
NEW
YORK
Frank Gorman, president of the LoMonogram
Ficts.
. . . 3%
37/g
37/g
+
l/g
"
KET
CUR
Radio-Keith cvs
1%B MAR
1%
1%
cal, signed for the union members. "Winkle Goes to War'
in at Aberdeen
Sonotone Corp
3
23/4
23/4 —
l/g Contract must be approved by the Bows
Technicolor
21 3/8 203/g 213/8 4- n/8 WLB.
Trans-Lux
43/g 41/4
43/g
Universal
Pictures
231/4 23
23
—
1/4
Aberdeen, Md. — Columbia's "Mr.
Universal
Picts.
vtc 223/4 223,4 223,4
Winkle Goes to War" had its world
"Christmas Holiday" Held premiere at the Aberdeen Proving
New WB Story Scheduled
Grounds post theaters last night be100% in First 17 Spots
West Coast .Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
fore an audience of officers and enlisted men, plus newspaper critics
Hollywood "Dangerous
MarUniversale "Christmas Holiday" from Washington and Baltimore.
riage," mystery romance by Vir- has been held over in each of the Program was augmented by the
ginia Perdue, has been placed on the first 17 engagements played in varibroadcast of the Dunninger radio
1944-45 Warners production schedous sections of the country. The
ule by Jack L. Warner, with Zachary Deanna Durbin-Gene Kelly starrer program.
Scott assigned to the leading role.
tops all previous Durbin grosses
and in most engagements has top- WB Theater Meeting
ped all other Universal pictures, the
In Milwaukee Today
home office reports.

"Take It" Does It

NEW YORK
THEATERS

Tele Draws On Pix
For Footage of FDR
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Find Monopolistic
Tendencies in U. K.
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(Continued from Page 1)
'kraerican distributors is the committee's reported conclusion that
•'here is no evidence that Americans
Lave exercised undue influence
■ither as companies or through the
vRS, the British distributors organization.
i The report is reliably understood
the formation of a Government-sponsored film finance
Agency for indie production and the
[Letting up of a tribunal to arbitrate
«n trade problems.
- It also was said that the plans of
IB. Arthur Rank for overseas distribution on a world-wide
basis, inStates, are warmted
Uni
the
ng
"
ludi
ded
I
men
rt.
v com
in the repo
|o recommend

The monopoly
inquiry,
in prog■ess for months, has been conducted
ty a committee
of four, none
of
.horn is identified with the industry,
"he panel embraced Sir Walter Cit[line, general secretary of the Trades
[jJnion
Congress;
Albert
Palache,
London banker; Philip Guedalla, his— orian and author, and Prof. Arnold
jjrlant of the London University
• chool of Economics.
Palache
is
he chairman.

i Aove Night Baseball
coming as Opposition
(Continued

from Page 1)

— ffect in St. Louis where both the
Sardinals and the Browns announced
hat they would play all of their
emaining week-day games at night.
i eagues' joint decision permits clubs
1 3 play as many night games as deired, except on Sunday, with the
pproval of the visiting team.
' Only Washington at present plays
■nil week-day games under lights.
~'t. Louis is now added to the list
a^nd officials of the two Philadelphia
;ju!ams, the Phillies and the Athletics,
limjnd of the Chicago White Sox, announced that they will add more
WPJight games to their schedules, al;a) nough they will not go all the way.
d|he Pittsburgh Pirates and Cleveland Indians may add some nocturnal games to their lists.
New York's Giants will not add to
;djtieir existing night schedule but the
;T{urooklyn Dodgers have made no defi•Hiite commitment. Yankee Stadium
II I not equipped with lights.

SEID BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO...

.::<:

July 13
Carl E. Milliken
Ulrik F. Smith

15

Sidney Blackmer
Cornelius Keefe

Tim Spencer
Leslie Brooks

R. GRAINGER

goes to Montreal next

WILLIAM A. SCULLY, ). F. A. MCCARTHY
and
MAURICE BERGMAN leave for Montreal
next Wednesday.

i v i
•

•

O

RESEARCH:

Delving into New York newspaper reviews of

Eugene O'Neill's "The Hairy Ape" of 22 years ago brings an interesting
sidelight on the current Shubert tiff with the Journal-American
critic
On March 10, 1922. critics like Alexander Woollcott. (Times); Percy
Hammond (Tribune); Lawrence Reamer (Herald) lauded the show in the
tiny Provincetown
Theater,
Macdougal
Street, heartily
"one
of
the real events of the year," wound up Woollcott
"O'Neill's best
after Anna Christie" said Hammond
BUT J. Ranken Towse of the
Post used a column of space to rip and rap almost everything in the play.
disagreeing
with the other critics and, apparently,
the public
However, 10 days later (there must have been some hair-tearing in
the meantime) the Post carried an editorial saying a lot of very flattering things about "The Hairy Ape"
which now,
22 years later,
is getting pats on the back from the movie critics.
T
T
▼

FAY BAINTER on completion of "Three Is A
Family," starts a three-week cross-country tour
of veterans'
hospitals.
STEVE EDWARDS, Republic publicity head,
returns today f.om Atlantic City.
EDWARD KEARNY,
Paramount, Syracuse,
Moose Lake.

ismanager,
vacationingRKO-Schineat
Big

M. N. WOLF, Metro New England district manager, retu.ned to Boston yesterday after two
days in town.
HAROLD PEARY
Hollywood today.

wll arrive in New

York from

MAJ. ROBERT S. BENJAMIN arrived from the
Coast, and MA). ARTHUR B. KRIM arrived from
Washington, early this week. Both are former
members of the law firm of Phillips, Nizer,
Benjamin,
& Krim.
PETE HARRISON

is on the Coast.

D, A. DCRAN, Columbia studio executive, returns to California tomorrow. He will drop
in for another visit Sept. 1.

• •
•
THE PERSONAL
TOUCH:
Don't be surprised one of
these days if J. Arthur Rank turns up on the 20th-Fox board
The British tycoon is on record as "awaiting the opportunity"
Speaking of Rank, the arrangement by which 20th-Fox will handle
physical distribution here for Eagle-Lion
can be terminated at any
time by either side
There's no written argreefnentt covering the
arrangement, 'tis said. . . • The one and only Ray Lewis, whose
Canadian Moving Picture Digest shortly marks its 30i/i anniversary,

REGINALD DENHAM, co-author of the play
"Wallflower," is scheduled to leave the Coast
for New York today. MEYER DAVIS, producer
of the show, is due to depart for the East tomorrow.

is penning a tome of recollections to be published as "Memories."
e Allan Jones heads the guest star lineup on Louis Sobol's "Bright
Lights of New York" Mutual air show Monday. . . • Walt Lantz
will up the number of "Woody Woodpecker" Centimes for Universal
from four to seven. . . o Stanley J. Mayer, 20th-Fox branch manager and dean of Des Moines exchange heads, is celebrating the 15th

NATHAN
SPIESMAN
statistical dept.,

anniversary of his appointment. . . « Hal Wallis' first pic for Para,
looms as "Love Letters," from Chris Massie's novel. . . • Nancy
Donovan made her mark in four short months from an obscure East
Side cafe, her first professional appearance, to an M-G-Al seven-year
co?itract
The titian-haired songstress was first spotted by Allan
Jones for his radio show "Broadway Matinee," and M-G-Al picked her
from there. . . • B. P. Schulberg joins Vanguard-Selznick to act in
an administrative capacity on business management. . . • Barclay
McCarty of the M-G-M publicity department is ill at the Fifth Avenue
Hospital. . .
T
T
T
• •
•
VICTORY
FOR
DOUBLE - FEATURES
CBS' television
division recently put on a court-room program in which doublefeatures were on trial
Bosley Crowther, N. Y. Times critic, appealed (surprise!) as witness for the defense
a Bronxville women's
group appeared against double-features
Oscar A. Doob of Loew's
was scheduled as counsellor for the defense
but illness prevented
his appearance
nevertheless, the video jury returned a quick verdict in favor of double-features.
T
T
T
• • • ROMAN "CROSS ROADS": First American movie to be
shown in Rome, three days after liberation of the city, was M-G-M's
'Cross Roads," with William Powell and Hedy LaMarr
according
to a V-Mail message from Captain Mike Cullen to Oscar Doob
Mike formerly was district manager for Loew's
now he's booking
14 USO Camp Shows daily, handling Jascha Heifetz
"Everything
moving fast over here," writes Cullen, "like putting on 'Gone With The
Wind'"
He reports running into H. M. Addison, Jr., in Italy
Latter is a former Loew publicity man.
T
▼
T
• •
•
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR

BEATRICE LILLIE, signed for Billy Rose's musiLively Arts," is expected here
shortlycal, "The
from Seven
England.
GRACIE ALLEN, CEORCE BURNS, BOB HOPE
and MCRTCN DOWNEY are due in Chicago for
the Democratic convention.
and
RUTH
Columbia
h.o.

ROBERTS,

Bretton Woods, N. H.,
Is Set for Allied Meet
(Continued from Page 1)
Independent Exhibitors of New England, Inc.
While the agenda for the meeting
will not be completed before late
August, the national organization
has indicated that the board will
have to deal with many subjects of
vital concern to independent exhibitors. It is expected that by that
time the status of the New York
consent decree will have crystallized
so that the board can decide finally
whether to "string along or fight."
In addition, a committee headed
by Ray Branch, appointed at the
Philadelphia meeting, is expected to
render a comprehensive report on
post-war problems.

20th-Fox Adds Air Time
Twentieth Century-Fox has increased its sponsorship of the CBS
midnight news from one to three
times a week. Plugs cover various forthcoming films.

THEATER DEALS
Winterset, la. — Eben Hays, former owner of the Times, Memphis,
Mo., has taken over the Iowa, effective August 1.
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Parents' Magazine Annual Award for "most talented juvenile star" again blazes the box-office trail

1

VJ

1939
MICKEY
ROONEY

^
&

o
^

And NOW
MARGARET
O'BRIEN
WAR

BULLETIN! HAVE

YOUR

BOND

SALES FIGURES READY

MN

FOR FIFTH WAR

LOAN

REPORT

BLANK!

s*

*

JVl^O'^JVl presents the darling of "Lost
Angel" in a glorious Star-Roarious Comedy

MARGARET O'BRIEN
CHARLES LAUGHTON
ROBERT YOUNG
in

7Ze atMEW£££
'M

with

WILLIAM GARGAN

• REGINALD OWEN

• 'RAGS' RAGLAND

• UNA O'CONNOR

Screen Play by Edwin Harvey Blum . Based on "The Canterville Ghost" by Oscar Wilde
Directed by JULES DASSIN . Produced by ARTHUR L. FIELD

My Two ft

Seaimr » t

K.

a«d 'Bath •

Thursday, July 13, 1!
: %S*\

May End Studio Tax
Exemption in Mexico

IN NEW INDUSTRY
CARL

Mexico City (By Air Mail) — American producers with studios in Mexico will soon have to pay the usual
income tax levied on business firms
in this country, if the Mexican Ministry of the Treasury and Public
Credit gets its way.
Previously, the Government had
sought to attract capital into local
motion-picture enterprises by exempting them from this impost.
The device proved so successful
that the Mexican companies today
are estimated to be capitalized at
more than 200,000,000 pesos.
But now that the industry is considered firmly established, and additional tax sources are needed for
the war effort, the Treasury Department is weighing abolition of the exemption.

Refusal to Show Books
Ends Clearance Hearing
(Continued from Page 1)
tors, when the complainant Miriam
Hess, operator of the Groton, refused to produce on subpoena books
and records of the theater. The written award has not yet been filed.
On report that the complaint would
be dismissed, Victory Theater Operating Co., operator of the Victory,
New London, which had filed an
amended statement of intervention,
calling for clearance changes in its
own situation, withdrew its statement.
The Groton had asked for reduction in its clearance after first-run
New London houses belonging to
Warners' and M & P, to seven to 14
days after the Capitol and Garde,
or 21 days after national release,
whichever was earlier.

Levey on Exchange Tour
Jules Levey, producer of "The
Hairy Ape," will shortly start on a
tour of exchange centers. Levey
hosted the United Artists district
and branch managers Tuesday night
at the Copacabana.

UJEDDinG BELLS
Jacksonville, Fla. — Gail Patrick,
film actress, was married here yesterday to Lt. Arnold Dean White,
U.S.N., of Circleville, Ohio.
Dallas — Donald R. Ames, southwestern publicity representative for
Columbia Pictures, and Marie Lindenberg were married here.
Chattanooga, Tenn. — M/Sgt. Robert Lewis Harris, manager of the
American Theater before entering
the Army, was recently married to
Marie Walters. Following the wedding he reported in Lincoln, Neb.,
to an officers training school.

DAILY

HENRY,

Altec

Service,

Poughkeepsie.

JOHN SHELLY,
Syracuse.

manager,

/CM

manager, Four Hundred The-

vV.

CARRADINE,
ater, Chicago.
W.

SIMMONS,

manager,

RKO-Schine-Eckel

LaCrange,

H. DORBAND,
nada, Chicago.

assistant manager, Gra-

CHARLES N. CHAMBERS,
Terminal, Chicago.
CHARLES LANSKY,
Chicago.

assistant manager,

assistant manager, Garrick,

HARRY KARNNEFFEL,
Chicago.

assistant manager, State,

Prefect Appeal May
Be Argued in Fall
(Continued from Page 1)
peal will be made to the U. S. Court
of Appeals with the possibility that
arguments may start in October or
November.
Judge Hincks, in directing a verdict of dismissal in the $5,450,000
action, had said there was no evidence of a conspiracy, but in denying the plaintiff's motion for a new
trial and to set aside the directed
verdict, the judge modified his statement. However, he reiterated that
"notwithstanding arguments on the
pending motions to set aside, I still
think my ruling was right and that
the directed verdict which resulted
should
stand." on
Elaborating

LOUISChicago.
CALAMARI,

assistant manager,

IRWINChicago.
B. BALBER,

assistant

manager,

jGSEPHChicago.
ANTHONY,

assistant

manager,

Roosevelt,
Berwyn,
Apollo,

Chicago.

LESTER RETCHIN, assistant manager,, United Artists Theater, Chicago.
,CSEPH

Production is Major
Television Problem

POSTS

his reasoning,

Judge Hincks found that "although
in my view there was evidence tending to show the existence of a conspiracy, the record was devoid of
evidence from which could reasonably be found that Prefect Theaters
had suffered any substantial damage
to its business or property resulting
from the alleged conspiracy. This,
I hold, was a fatal defect in the
plaintiff's claimed cause of action."
Judge Hincks said that the plaintiff's earnings when augmented by
its conceded practice of stimulating
attendance by Bank Nights did not
constitute a proper standard of comparison. He added that "there was no
competent evidence from which it
could be found that the plaintiff's
earnings during the statutory period
would have been greater if it had
been allowed, in competition with
neighborhood first-run houses, to
bid for first-run films instead of operating as perforce it did — as a second-run house at lesser expense."
The defendants' motion to strike
the affidavit containing the letter
from Judge Hincks to a juryman,
who objected to the directed verdict,
as extraneous to the record and irrelevant to the subect matter of the
motion, was granted.

JOSE. Chicago.
H BURDEEN,
WALLACE
Palace,

assistant

P. FOLKINS,
house
Rochester,
N. Y.

manager,

Garrick,

manager,

RKO

MlLTCN
KRESS,
branch
manager,
Ross Federal,
Charlotte,
N. C.
MlLTCN
chief auditor, Columbia
home
office. KLEIN,
MORTIMER
dept.,

ABRAHAMS,
head
Columbia
h.o.

of the statistical

um Orde
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r
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(Continued from Page 1)

prehensive study of the shown I
ship and production technique 1
quired by the new art in preparatj
for tele's post-war development, i
Technical phases of television w|
secondary in the minds of the ral
and television executives, agency J
ficials and others who furnished 3
tailed answers to the questionnal
Most interesting to them were j
questions be
which
covered:
"Shol
television
developed
in its
pJ
ent form or should it await post-d
technical
improvements
and "Wl
do
you regard
as the ?"major
prf
lem in television development, I
location? production? adaptabil

to Consensus
merchandising?
etc." on these J
of opinion
questions were largely that the pi
duction problems of television J
(Continued from Page 1)
of paramount interest right now J
items. The aluminum section has that allocation of wave lengths, ml
ufacturing
of sets and televisl
been rather generous to the photo- equipment were next in the orf
graphic sections of WPB right named. Most everyone of the age|
along, and producers of projection
who participated in the
and takeoff reels have been able to group
vey were emphatic that if televis
turn out a limited quantity of alumi- is to progress commercially as]
num reels right along.
entertainment media, good prod
Production of reels, shipping cans tion and programming is of first
and shipping cases is covered in order L-267 and the photographic sec- portance.
tion will not interpose any serious "Casanova" on RKO Circuit I
objections if manufacturers seek to
"Casanova Brown,"
first of f
substitute aluminum for much of
features from International Pictui
the steel they have been using in has been set to play the entire R|
these items. It is doubted the pro- circuit.
Picture will have its iT
duction will be stepped up, however,
of-town
premieres
during the Lai
since it is felt that it is already at
Day holidays, with the Metrop|
a sufficiently high level to meet mini- tan area dates contingent upon
mum needs. How much aluminum
would be substituted for steel in picture's run at Radio City M
Hall where it will open follow
cans and cases is doubtful anyhow,
since many manufacturers feel that the run of "Dragon Seed."
aluminum is not strong enough.
Production of cans for unexposed
film is another matter. This is controlled under the containers Order
M-81 and has been permitted only
on appeal. A minimum level apRobert F. Morrell, first bookei
pears to have been maintained but M-G-M's
Cincinnati exchange,
only a minimum level. The aluminum order frees that metal only for Friday became a father for the
products for which authority exists ond time when his wife gave bi
and it is likely that until M-81 is to a boy at the Maternity Hosp
changed producers of cans for un- there. The first child, now ZVz ye
exposed film will have to continue is a girl. "Bob" is the son of En
appealing. They will probably be Morrell, head of transportation
permitted some aluminum, however. Loew's here.
On many other items, it is likely
Chicago — Ray Kenny, manager
that substitution of aluminum for
Warner's Rhodes Theater, has a
brass, already practiced to some ex- son,
his second.
Kenny family
tent will be stepped up because of
includes a girl.
the shortage of brass.

STORK REPORT

"Since You Went Away"
Debuts in Hollywood
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Dearborn, Mich. — Nicholas Ta
kalas, operator of the Carmen l
ater, became the father of a f
Nicholas, Jr.
Dallas — Neill Fletcher, manaj
of the Palace, and Mrs. FletJ
were blessed with a seven pound B

Hollywood — "Since You Went
Away" will have an invitational world
premiere at the Carthay Circle, next
Frank Greenberg, associated w
Monday. Bleachers will be erected the law firm of Phillips, Nizer, B
for the fans and a public address jamin & Krim, became the pif
system used. New York opening father of a second son, Robert fl£
will be at the Capitol July 20.
ton Greenberg, last week.

BOXOFFICE"

MAGAZINE

says

"Screen Audiences Beg
For Murder Mysteries!"
cw York — Consider the murder mys* j,nd_the horror not!
story —"""lm
nearlyproduce^
every-

stories.
ing^

Itja

HBIHIeH

And the

Top attraction in the field of Crime
is coming from

Paramount
* M. P. Herald
said it!

i

ENS&mSmt

*m

*

Raramount
tops
the
the
the
the
the
the

Thrills of "The Story of Dr. Wassell"
Beauty of "Lady in the Dark"
Heart Appeal of "Going My Way"
Laughs of "Morgan's Creek" and "Standing Room Only
Novelty of "The Hitler Gang"
Rhythm of "And the Angels Sing

The Sensational "Liberty" Story of an Unholy Love
and An Almost Perfect Crime
Triple-Starring

FRED

BARBARA

acMURRAY- STANWYCK
EDWARD G. ROBINSON
He Wanted Her!

She Wanted The 3100,000!

He Got Them Both . . . When They Murdered Her Husband For "Double Indemnity"!

•>■>

And Y,
0(j

/■»

r/,e*e r.

vvs/

"»* Off

"Grade A . . . certain box-office insurance!" — Variety
"Top melodrama of the year! A spellbinder . . . overwhelms with
sheer power. . . top grosses!" — Hollywood Reporter
"Spellbinding. .. masterful ... cinch strong box office!" — Daily Variety
"Grade A... One of the best... rings bell as topnotch, splendidly acted, brilliantly directed hardbitten melodrama!" — Motion Picture Daily
"Will have you sitting on edge of seat
holding your breath . . . should be one
of top grossers of season!"
— Showmen s rV?'ade Review
i t

Double

Picture making at its best.,
masterful ... should builc
capacity grosses!"— Boxoffia

"Prize melodrama of the
year! Raves definitely

Paramount
Will Advertise It to 42,780,000 Readers in These

called lovV1 — Independent
with
PORTER HALL- JEAN HEATHER • BYRON BARR
RICHARD GAINES • JOHN PHILLIBER
Directed by BILLY

National Magazines: LOOK- LIBERTY- COLLIER'S
PIC • AMERICAN • TIME - LIFE • TRUE STORY and
LU

H

WILDER

Screen Play by Billy Wilder and Raymond Chandler

Go Over the Top \\ ith Our
Invasion Troops. Keep
Fighting With War Bonds!

11

day, July 13, 1944
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make Cycle Takes Free Movie Day, Sales Peak
Largest Bond-Selling Day in Trade History
pe in Hollywood
(Continued from Page

rast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

II y wood — Several important reIs are in studio backlogs, in
laction and scheduled for early
king.
"Kismet,"
;,iG-M has completed
a cast headed by Ronald Colli1 and Marlene Dietrich. The Cul"ity studio has also bought "Mer)f The Movies" from Paramount
to use Frank Sinatra and
plans
le Ball as the leads.
irentieth-Fox will make "State
';" this time as a musical, and
also do "The Bird Of Paradise,"
Hi" and "Les Miserables." The
',,o has bought "The Czarina"
Paramount, which company
I it in 1924 as "Forbidden Para'" a Pola Negri starring vehicle,
l-urlesque" is on the Columbia
M5 schedule.
Edward
Small
make "The Cat's Away," based
(Are You A Mason?", while RKO
do "The Enchanted
Cottage."
1 will also filmize "Bella Donrners have completed "Animal
dom" and "Strangers
In Our
t," now in production, was origV made as "The Petrified ForThe Burbank studio will also
'Black
arize "Of Human Bondage."
onogram
will produce
ty."

zi Film Monopoly
igs Swiss Boycott

fleet the record theater activity and
unprecedented results :
San Francisco: Nine downtown
theaters, 800 Bonds, $30,000 ;; Eastbay, including Vallejo and Richmond, 21 theaters, 3,000 Bonds,
$147,325.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.: Three theaters,
276 Bonds, $22,375.
Metropolitan New York: 17,486
Bonds, $1,144,249; reports is incomplete at Nassau County, part of
Queens and five downstate counties
are unreported.
Montgomery, Ala.: Eight theaters,
422 Bonds, $43,125.
Nevada: 1,400 Bonds, $64,000.
Knoxville, Tenn.: 68 theaters in
Eastern Tennessee, 2,933 Bonds,
$310,250.
Wichita, Kan.: 8,000 Free Movie
Day admissions, $2,000,000, despite
five Bond premieres.
Hutchinson, Kan.: 7,000 Bonds;
Lyons, Kan., 2,600 Bonds.
Wisconsin: 78 theaters reported,
2,630 Bonds, $130,363.
Oregon: 19 situations reported;
2,038 "E" Bonds, $175,250; on this
sampling Exhibitor State Chairman
Albert J. Finke estimated Free Movie Day sales in the State as 10,120
with a maturity value of $860,200.
Connecticut: First 31 theaters reporting sold 1,771 Bonds, $86,875.
Minneapolis: Radio City Theater,
328 Bonds, $12,925; total for Minneapolis, 1,068 Bonds, $51,150.
Arizona: 3,500 Bonds, $200,000.
District of Columbia: 2,631 Bonds,
$123,400.
Dallas: 691 Bonds, $32,310.
San Antonio: 710 Bonds, $27,675.
Iowa: Estimated 23,000 "E" Bonds,
$412,000. Final Free Movie Day
total will be larger as many theaters are holding the event later in
the month.
New Mexico: 63 of fewer than 100
theaters in State held Free Movie

(Continued from Page 1)
m productions are restored, was
,ed by the Swiss CinematograGuild, it is reported in a teleied dispatch to the New York
es. Group is said to be outd over German "film monopoly
hods."
sold 5,496 "E" Bonds topiss distributors revealed that Day and
taling $286,500.
have a sufficient backlog of
Vermont: 19 theaters, $40,000.
\ ;rican films to carry on for some
Eastern Missouri: 114 theaters,
i on a strictly rationed basis,
2,397 "E" Bonds, $117,425 (report
ditorial comment on the move incomplete).
■ omed the theater owners' deBirmingham: 2,120 Bonds, $262,|.n.
000; this does not include 14 suburban participants.
Michigan: Using reports from 50
asablanca" Return Test
leading Detroit theaters and 115 outj Springfield July 19
state theaters as a basis, it is esti(Continued from Page 1)
mated final report will show approxi' of a test booking to determine
mately 5,250 "E" Bonds with total
paign and handling of the Hum- maturity value of $597,000 in 350
theaters in Lower Peninsula of Michpy Bogart starrer.
igan, including Detroit, which admitted free every patron who purchased one or more "E" Bonds during the day. Number of theaters
participating far exceeds any previous campaign.
Tampa: 868 Bonds, $85,675.
*NAVY*
RUBIN, manager,
RKO-Schine-Eckel, SyraNew Jersey: Reports from approxcuse.
imately 50 per cent of theaters in
-•the state show sales of approximate* COMMISSIONED*
ly 12,500 "E" Bonds, approximate
IS B. SCHOLTZ, USN, former Great States
maturity value, $350,000, represent-nanager, Chicago, commissioned an ensign.
ing a tremendous increase over the

O THE COLORS!

PIC Considers Broad
Field of Activity

1)

//cmu/i

5TH" FLASHES

Between June 1 and July 9, inclusive,
$29,162,568 in Ffith War Loan Bonds were
sold to theatergoers in the New York exchange area, according to Charles C. Moskowitz, general chairman of the theaters'
drive. In "The Battle of the Boroughs,"
Queens continues to lead with Bonds sold
for 45 per cent of that borough's seating
capacity. The Bronx is in second place with
40.3 per cent. Manhattan theaters trail
with 30.8 per cent. 268,592 E-Bond units
have been sold in the entire area.
— V —

Film company home offices in New
York have extended their drives to have
employes buy extra War Bonds through
July, in line with the continuing Bondselling activities of theaters. All home
offices will exceed their quotas, on the
basis of present figures.
— V —
At a hastily called special, "emergency"
meeting in Chairman C. C. Moskowitz's
office yesterday, Stanley Quinn, representing the War Finance Committee outlined
the urgency of the "E" Bond situation in
New York state. The Treasury official
was assured that the drive in New York
theaters would continue right to the
finish.
— V —

(Continued from Page 1)
of motion pictures on the post-war
world, motion pictures in the educational field, television's effect on pictures, exhibitor support of the PIC
program, juvenile delinquency and
its relation, if any, to films; foreign picture distribution in the U.
S.; film quality, various wartime
drives and campaigns, use of stars,
etc.; effects of motion pictures on
soldiers, propaganda in pictures,
accurate portrayal of American life
in films and unfavorable
publicity.

So. California Theater
Owners' Ass'n Formed
(Continued from Page 1)
Jack Y. Berman of Southern California Amusement Co.; Fox West
Coast Theaters, Mrs. Jenne Dodge,
Harry Popkin, E. J. Leavitt, G. A.
Metzger, D. Bershon, E. S. Calvi,
H. Lewis, A. Schaak, Milton Arthur,
Ben Wallerstein of Warner Bros.,
Theaters; Al Hanson, S. Corwin,
Mike Rosenberg and numerous others.
Attorney Albert J. Law, organizer of the new association, states:
"Primary purpose of the organization will be to deal with problems
which are common to all exhibitors
and to provide a medium through
which the views of all exhibitors,
both large and small, can be prop-

Loew's theaters have sold $12,451,000
erly expressed."
in Fifth War Loan Bonds between June M of T Previewed at Waldorf
More than 200 representatives of
1 and July 9. Of this amount, $8,329,030 were sold in Greater New York and civic and organizational groups were
attracted to the Wedgwood Room of
$4,121,970 out of town.
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel yesterday afternoon for a preview of the
R. H. Ray Named Prexy of
latest March of Time release, "Americans All." A reception followed the
Gen'l Screen Advertising screening.
Chicago— R. H. Ray, of Ray Bell
Films, St. Paul, has been named Chi. V. C. Tourney July 26
Chicago — Variety Club will hold
president of General Screen Advertising, succeeding William Johnson, its annual golf tournament at Hickwho returns to his duties with Moory Hills Gulf Club on July 26. Jack
tion Picture Advertising Service Co. Rose and Eddie Burnell are in charge
General Screen is opeing offices of arrangements and an estimated
in New York shortly with R. S. 200 are expected to participate.
Evans, formerly with Jam Handy,
in charge. Fred P. Gibbs, Chicago
director, will assist in getting the
office started.

FEmfllE TOUCH

Fourth War Loan Free Movie Day.
Los Angeles: 5,756 Bonds, $311,750.
Wyoming: Estimated $200,000 in
extra "E" Bonds. Most of the population had already bought extra
Bonds at War Bond premieres.
North Dakota: Six small towns
sold 1,153 Bonds, $28,400; Bismarck
held combination Free Movie Day
and Bond premiere for 805 Bonds,
$78,750, and Valley City did the
same for 450 Bonds, $55,000.
Illinois: Estimated more than 12,000 "E" Bonds sold, with approximately maturity value of $2,500,000.
Delaware: Estimated 694 Bonds,
$39,600.

BILLY WORTHINGTON, inspectress, 20th-Fox,
Memphis, Tenn.
MRS.Detroit.
H. SIEWERT, manager, Rainbo Theater,
MARY SWEENEY, assistant manager,
Theater,
Detroit.
EVELYN

Michigan

HARBS, assistant manager, Royal Theater, Detroit.

MRS. JULIE CZARSKI, assistant manager, PalmsState Theater, Detroit.
KATHERINE

KRUECER, assistant manager, Broadway-Capitol Theater, Detroit.
SANTER, assistant manager, Madison Theater, Detroit.
ELEANOR BOGUST, assistant manager. United
Artists Theater,
Detroit.
ELEANOR

MRS. MAR|ORIE
treasurer,
RKO

SCOTT,
Palace,

assistant managerRochester,
N. Y.

to inspire. «.fo thrill. »®fe give heart../'
"THE LIBERATION OF ROME" available free to all
theatres is an exciting two-reel pictorial record of a march
that made history. Brave cameramen of the U. S. Army
Pictorial Service made it in collaboration with British
Service Film units. They have captured the heart-beat
of heroes lifting an enslaved people into the sunlight of
freedom. Play it and win the thanks of your patrons!
Film Daily expressing the enthusiasm of the trade press
says: "of enormous interest, thrilling to witness, a MUST
for all theatres."
"THE

LIBERATION

OF ROME"

IS FREE!

BOOK

IT NOW!

Distributed thru M-G-M Exchanges. Accessories from National Screen Service.
Sponsored by War Activities Committee — Motion Picture Industry
mm

In Today*s Issues The Equipment News Section
(See Pages 9-12)
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alk Industry Manpower
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Tashington — First signs of OCR
(vity
the seen
industry's
ilems inare
in the manpower
revelation
erday that the new Motion PicTheater Owners Industry Ad,ry Committee will devote nearm hour to this matter when it
its Thursday for its initial sesin Washington. Full discussion
he problems — long overdue — and
(Continued on Page 6)
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'ashington — Discussions among
WAC, the Navy and the Army's
:ial Services Division regarding
ribution of the industry 16 mm.
prints for the armed forces has
i going on here for the past two
ks — with most of the discussion
(Continued on Page 3)

vis Leaves 20th-Fox
r Mono. Philly Post
] Davis, branch sales manager
20th Century-Fox
in Philadell, has resigned to become branch
ager for Monogram.
Davis sucs Sam Rosen, who died recently.
(Continued on Page 3)

Problems on Thursday

Saipan Occupation Film for Theaters
To Be Rushed; May Be in Three Reels
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Francis S. Harmon for the WAC yesterday viewed about 14,000 feet of 16 mm. color film shot by the Marine Corps of the island of
Saipan. OWI and military officials were also on hand. The screening being
arranged with a view to the making up of a special theatrical release on the
Saipan occupation for early scheduling.
More than 100,000 feet of film has come in from the important Pacific
island, covering the bloody conquest drive. Yesterday's material was culled
out in a rough editing job. A short subject of not over three reels is believed
contemplated, and will probably appear in black and white rather than color,
in order to save time in printing.

Fifth Bond Committee Tele to Absorb 20
Appeals for Reports Times Films Output
A joint appeal calling on exhibitors to mail Fifth Drive Bond reports to the national committee was
issued yesterday by R. J. O'Donnell,
national chairman, and Ned E. Depinet, national distributor chairman.
Noting that only one report on
the Drive will be requested, statement pointed out that the postcard
form takes in the period from June
(Continued on Page 6)

Television in the future will absorb the equivalent of 20 times the
output of the present motion picture
industry, Thomas K. Hutchinson,
production manager of RKO Television, Inc., told the Television Seminar of the Radio Executives Club
last night. He envisioned the medium as an ' insatiable monster" in
its ability to devour the work and
(Continued on Page 6)

Montague Converts,
Sells Col. Warrants

All Paramount Officers
Re-elected by Directors

All officers of Paramount Pictures
An amendment to its registration
statement covering 7,880 warrants were re-elected yesterday at a meeting of the board of directors.
convertible into an equivalent numThe re-elected officers were Adolph
ber of shares of no par value common stock will be submitted to the Zukor, chairman of the board; Bar(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 3)

200.000 Ad Budget
l7or Warners3 "Jemie"

Western Population Up 16.3?

West Coast Bur.. THE

Northwestern and North Central States Lose

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — "Janie," Warners iniial 1944-45 release will have a naional advertising budget of $200,000,
Iharles Einfeld, director of adverising and publicity, announced. No
ass than 85 per cent of the budget
•ill be spent in daily newspapers
ind trades, he said.
Pictures has
s world premiere next month at
itie New York Strand and goes into
ational release Sept. 2.

THE

EXTRA

BONDS

Minn. MPTOA Unit Move
Independently Inspired

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A population increase of 16,3 per cent in the West
between April 1, 1940 and July 1 of
last year was revealed yesterday by
If a group of Minnesota exhibi- the U. S. Census Bureau. The Northtors is seeking to establish a unit of
eastern and North Central states
the MPTOA in the Northwest area,
as has been reported, it is being lost 2.9 and 2.4 per cent respectively
the South gained 4.8 per cent.
done independently and not at the in- and
Population
of the West rose from
stigation of the national organiza(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 3)

YOU
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Allocation to Stand Despite Fact Manufacturers
Rely on Working Inventory
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Properly speaking,
there is no reserve of raw stock at
this time, WPB officials admitted
yesterday, emphasizing however that
there is no occasion now for worry
by the industry over the film supply. They are confident that there
will be no cut in the industry allocation, which continues at 75 per
cent of the 1941 rate of usage.
Instead(Continued
of a reserve,
on Page manufactu3)

Warners Applies For
H'wood FM Station
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Warner
Bros, yesterday filed with the FCC an application for a new FM station in Hol(Continued on Page 2)

Between Five and Seven
Shorts for UA Annually
The
recently
formed
Morey
&
Sutherland
Productions,
Inc., will
produce between
Tech(Continuedfiveon and
Page seven
3)

Sell $125,000 Bonds
In Six Hour Auction
Cleveland — Climax

of the local

"Fighting Fifth" Drive was a sixhour auction in front of the Servicemen's Center, under the sponsorship of the Variety Club, at which
500 donated articles were sold for
$125,000 in "E" Bonds. Two professicnal auctioneers conducted the
sale of articles ranging from a $300
set of silver fox furs, through 17
pairs of nylon hose to autographed
photos of Hollywood players. Variety Club committee in charge included Nat Wolf, Bernard Kranze,
Lester Zucker, Eddie Burgman, Oscar Bloom, Robert Snyder, Howard
Burkhardt, Peter Zick, Tony Stern,
Eddie Miller, Lou Ratner, Art Goldsmith and J. Knox Strachan.
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Loew's, "U" Ask Default
Judgment in Pix Suit
Attorneys for Loew's and Universal moved yesterday in New York
Federal Court to strike out answers,
enter judgment by default and refer
damages to a special master in their
suit against Sanfrebob Theater
Corp. and Nathan Steinberg, owner
and manager of the Grande Theater, 86th St. The motion is scheduled for argument on July 18.
The action charges the defendants
with playing "Tortilla Flats" and
"San Francisco," both made by MG-M, and "You're a Sweetheart,"
a Universal film, on more occasions
than the contracts called for. The
plaintiffs allege that the answers
were filed seven days too late and
were not discovered until they attempted to enter a default judgment.

(Thursday, July 13)
NEW

Detroit — A dozen Woodward Ave.
theater operators, together with
other property owners on the local
main street, found their latest legal
attack on city regulation of signs
and marquees, which has been super-rigid on this one street for the
past few years, something of a
boomerang in court here.
Lawyers dug up a fantastic theoretical case that the street belonged to the U. S. Government instead of the city, because of the
way it was plotted after the fire of
1805. Hence, they contended, the
city could not regulate the signs.
Circuit Judge Arthur Webster,
pointing out that nobody had questioned the right in over a century,
decided it didn't make much difference anyway and tossed the case out
of court. But not until he suggested
that perhaps the City Council had
no right to grant special favors to
a few property owners in the way
of various individual exceptions allowed to the general regulation.
This last suggestion, if carried out,
may cause further reconstruction of
some theater fronts.
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Overtime pay retroactive to September, 1942, will be distributed to
white-collar workers at the Loew's
United Artists and 20th-Fox exchanges today in accordance with
20% of "Sun Shines"
a War Labor Board decision. The
Backing via Columbia
overtime will be computed on the
Columbia is understood to be basis of increased salaries granted
to the workers, who are represented
backing Max Gordon's Broadway by the Screen Office and Professionproduction of Terence Rattigan's
al Employes Guild, Local 109, CIO.
play, "While the Sun Shines," to
Last Friday some $45,000 in rethe extent of 20 per cent.
troactive pay increases' was distributed to the exchange workers of the
three companies.
FILM DUBBING
..

SCRIPT ADAPTATION
GHOST VOICE
SPANISH-PORTUCUESE-FRENCH
Spanish Sound

Studios

41 E. 42nd St.. N. Y. 17 • MU 2-5358

%

Warner Bros. Applies for
FM Station in Hollywood
(Continued

lywood, on the 4,900 band covering
3,119 square miles.
A television application of Warners, licensee of KFWB, Los Angeles, is also being prepared.
An application was received also
from CBS for a new experimental
television license to operate in New
York on 401,000-417,000 kilocycles.

Report Biddle Discussed
Decree With Clark, Wright
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Washington — Robert L. Wright of
the Department of Justice anti-trust
division yesterday refused to confirm or deny a rumor that he and Assistant Attorney General Tom C.
Clark and Wendell Berge have already conferred with Attorney General Francis Biddle and presented
their recommendation regarding
further action in the New York
equity suit.
Neither Clark nor Berge was in
town, and Biddle's office was unable
to say whether the discussion had
been held. It was generally believed
here, however, that the discussion
has not been held.

Coast
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of
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TOM
was in

C. CLARK, Assistant Attorney Gen
New
York yesterday.

FRANCIS
Washington

S. HARMON
yesterday.

town.
J. ARTHUR

HIRSCH,

of

the

WAC

was:

Canadian exhibitor,

NAN COHEN of the M-G-M
state.
partment leaves today on a

ijl

publicity
vacation

SAM FORGOSTON, M-G-M ad staff mem
departs today on a vacation in Connecticut.
GEORGE JESSEL, 20 Century-Fox producer
rives in New
York today from California.
GIL LAMB, has returned to Hollywood f
a War
and
New Bond
York. selling trip in Georgia, Alab,
ROY DISNEY will arrive in New York Sum
to attend
the RKO
Radio
convention.
Dis
will remain in New York for 10 days and
then leave for Mexico
City.
VIRGINIA AARON, M-G-M booker, N.
exchange, leaves today for two weeks in
mountains.
DAVE HORNE, RKO foreign dept., heads
the seashore today for one week vacation.
SIR ALEXANDER KORDA is due in New Y
in early September.
MERLE
York
|uly

OBERON
27.

FRED ALLEN

leaves the Coast for r

is Hollywood-bound.

LT. COM. ROBERT MONTGOMERY
the Coast today from New York.
MARY
morrow.

GRANT

arrives from

arrives'

Hollywood

BOB HOPE, JACK BENNY, FRANCES LAI
FORD, JERRY COLONNA, PAT THOMAS, TC
ROMANO and BARNEY DEAN have arrived
Honolulu from the Coast.

Robot Bomb Wrecked
Teddington Studio
West

COfllinG and G0IDG

from Page 1)

JOSEPH

DAILY

Hollywood — Warner Bros.' Teddington, England, studio was almost
completely destroyed by a flying robot bomb, according to word received here. Blitz attack struck
plant's powerhouse and spread destruction throughout the lot, which
embraces two sound stages and
latest motion picture equipment.
In addition to Manager A. M.
"Doc" Salomon, film technician, Harry Brayfield, was killed.

HAZEN

has

returned

from

Coast.

80 Pre-Release Dates
Set for "Skeffington"

Prior to its general release Ai
12, "Mr. Skeffington" has been :
by Warners for openings in appro
mately 80 situations.
While still running at the Hoi
wood Theater on Broadway, wh<
it is now in its eighth week, \\
Bette Davis starrer also is schedu.

Jackson Park Defendants
Ask Writ of Supercedeas

to open metropolitan
the week of July
in thf"
other
area 26first-ru
the Brooklyn Paramount, Stanley
Jersey City and Branford in Newa ■
Chicago — Defendants' attorneys in
will open day-and-date
the Jackson Park Theater anti-trust thePicture
Denver and Esquire in Dem
damage case have asked for a writ
on Augustin 1,
and at thethe
Warner
of supercedeas in Judge Michael Merritt
Bridgeport
followia1
Igoe's court and will also file a bond week.
for $450,000 on Aug. 21 when the
case comes up again in court. It is
expected that this court will decide
the
of plaintiff attorneys'
fees amount
at that time.

MITCHELL MAY, Jri

Merchandising Projects
Told at M-G-M Luncheon

Plans for national promotional
tie-ups
Margaret
O'Brien,
M-GM star,forthrough
various
licensees
Coe to Speak in Miami
were outlined yesterday to numerCharles Francis Coe, counsel for
ous merchandising heads at a lunthe MPPDA, will be the principal
cheon at the Astor by Edward Carspeaker at a banquet in Miami on
rier, head of the company's royalty
July 27 when the city celebrates the department, and William R. Fergu48th year of its founding.
son, exploitation manager.

CO., INC.
INSURANCE
Specializing
in requirements of the

Motion Picture Industry
75 Maiden Lane, New York
510 W. 6th St.
Los Angele
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Dint Exchanges for
irmy, Navy Gift Pix

No Industry Raw
Stock Worries

Til

(Continued from Page 1)

nducted in the New York-toashington mails. H. M. Richey
ltd Francis S. Harmon were in
on last week on the matjashingt
tr, and it is believed that a change
the distribution setup is now nearset.
A consolidation of distribution ef|rts is in the making-, with the purise a readjustment to provide betr service for naval units.
Naval
exand
unstable,
so
are
perations
uding so rapidly at this time, that
any units either have not received
jints or have not been able to rein the prints they have received to
•culation for long periods.
In the cards now are a series of
int exchanges for Army and Navy
its in the same war theaters, in
der to permit more
efficient cirlation, and perhaps
a few
new
ivy exchanges for these prints in
ie Far Pacific. Although the Navy
es a great number of 35 mm. films
board ships, obtaining these films
am regular film exchanges, it tries
iierever possible to use the indusVs gift prints because
they are
wer than what
is obtainable
in
mm.
The 35 mm. material is not
ade available without charge.

(Continued

• • • SOME
subjects turned out
love
the work
astic sportsmen who

OF THE MOST COLORFUL and entertaining short
are that way because they represent a labor of
of a trio of successful business men and enthusimake pictures as a hobby and not for profit

The trio consists of A. Pam Blumenthal, who was a Warners' executive
years ago before he diverted all his business hours to Wall Street,
and his two associates. Andre DeLaVarre
and Van Campen
Heilner
a traveling triumvirate with a keen eye for dramatic material
Together or in pairs these boys have made
such Technicolor
subjects as "Behind the Big Top," showing the backstage of the, Ringling-Barnum Circus at its Winter Quarters in Sarasota, Fla.; "The
Winner's Circle," dealing with horse-racing from the birth of a colt
to winning the Kentucky Derby; "Tropical Sportland," showing the
beauties of Florida; "Dogie Round Up," made on a Wyoming ranch;
"Chinatown Champs," the story of Frisco's fascinating Chinatown, and
many other novel subjects

T
•

•

▼

T

• ALL OF WHICH, as you can deduce from the travel involved, is nice work if you can afford it
But their crowning

from Page

1)

rers are now operating with a "working inventory," they say, and even
this inventory may be wiped out
within the next few weeks when
film production machinery is idle
during a necessary period of overhauling. Slight readjustment of
printing and release schedules
might be necessary in some cases,
but no large-scale film famine is in
sight.
The normal peacetime procedure
for film manufacturers is to run
at top speed through the Spring,
building up a reserve to permit closing down for several weeks in the
Summer while machinery is cleaned
and overhauled. Capacity production has been the rule right along
for the past two years, however —
and manufacturers have still had to
plan on brief closings in order to
prevent the complete breakdown of
valuable and vital film-making
equipment.
The machinery has been running

24 hours a day, seven days per week
for the past couple of years, and
achievement to date is the photographic work in "Devil'- Boats," the
the reconditioning is imperative. In
first film story of the P-T boats, produced in co-operation with the
addition, tight labor forces have
U. S. Navy
Arnold
Albert directed, incidentally, for Producer
been working long shifts without
vacations, and brief vacations are
Gordon Hollingshead
Here is an exciting and informative acnow in order. At the same time, the
count of one of the most daring, dangerous and adventurous branches
requirements of the Army and Navy
of the fighting service
A story that needed telling
.A fitting
'ontague Converts,
are up, and those of OWI are expected to rise with the progress of
tribute to this courageous arm of the Navy
// the picture doesn't
plls Col. Warrants
our armies.
win a good share of awards, we'll buy the cokes
Norman
H.
(Continued from Page 1)
As the fronts push forward, OWI
Moray, Warners' short subject sales chief, only wishes he knew more
will need footage to put films in
men of means like Blumenthal, DeLaVarre and Heilner with such
"C by Columbia. The amendment
11 disclose that A. Montague,
the liberated areas — and the indusa worth-while hobby!
try will also need more stock to put
neral sales manager of the comT
T
T
entertainment films in those areas.
ny, to whom the warrants were
• •
•
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR
Lend-lease requests are also higher
.•ued some time ago, has converted
•00 warrants into an equal amount
than they have been, and it is emcommon issued in his name and Minn. MPTOA
phasized that the rising lend-lease
Between Five and Seven
Unit Move
requirements are not for commercial
s sold an additional 2,000 at the
Shorts for UA Annually
production in other countries.
uivalent of $21.50 per share of Independently Inspired
' nmon.
WPB film Chief Lincoln V. Bur(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
rows, with his predecessor Harold
tC Four in Loew Houses
tion, it was reported yesterday. It nicolor short subjects yearly for C. Hopper, conferred in New York
was emphasized that the MPTOA
Wednesday with film manufacturJTjPRC has booked "Waterfront" and does not, as a matter of policy, or- United Artists release, the deal beers to get a clear line on available
he Contender," together with
ing for a three-year period, John stocks, layoff schedules and the genganize units but will consider petihake Hands With Murder" and
eral distribution picture. Hopper is
tions for affiliation by organized Sutherland, vice-president, said yes"he Amazing Mr. Forrest" with units.
terday. Animated plastic figures still in Washington, consulting with
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president,
ew's N. Y. circuit, according to
Burrows on possible steps to alleannouncement made by Leo J. has reported that he knows nothing will be featured in the subjects which
viate the approaching squeeze in
will
be
highlighted
by
music.
iCarthy, general sales manager.
the film supply. Creation of a new
about the plan for a Northwest
First subject, "The Cross-Eyed Industry Advisory Committee of
unit.
Previous associations in the Twin Bear," is completed, while the sec- Film Laboratories is also being considered for the near future;
ond, "Private Pinky and the Flying
City territory have been composed
mainly of exhibitors in Minneapolis Jeep," goes into work shortly. Each
will cost approximately $25,000 to "Minstrel Man" Set in Chi.
and St. Paul with only small representation from the outlying areas. produce.
PRC has set "Minstrel Man" for
Backers of the project are John
It is reported that the proposed or- Landis, Chicago industrialist, and a first-run engagement at the RKO
Grand
Theater, Chicago, starting
ganization will be made up prin- Milton Getz. Both Sutherland and
July 14
cipally
of
theater
men
outside
of
July
22.
Dave Fleischer
Olive Borden
Morey formerly were with Walt
Disney.
Minneapolis and St. Paul.
M. J. Siegel
George Tobias

JEi\D BIRTHDAY
^REETIKS TO...

(rj

Hal Sloane
Charles
Weinsrein
Stuart Stewart
Jay Henry
Lucien
Prival
John S. Twist
Blake
Zita Johann
15 George
July
Samuel Schneider
Marjorie Masson
Raymond Hackett
Craig Reynolds
Alan Ward
Ben Commach
July 16
Cus Harris
Ginger Rogers
llona Massey
Barbara Stanwyck
Mary Philbin

MacDonald Visiting Mother
Chicago — Stewart MacDonald,
Warners' Chicago comptroller, is
leaving for a visit with his mother
in Minneapolis, and then will go to
the Summer home at Eagle River,
Wis., of James Coston, Warner zone
manager. Harry Kalmine will also
spendmer some
time at Coston's sumhome.

Davis Leaves 20th-Fox
For Mono. Philly Post
(Continued from Page 1)

Davis' appointment was announced
by Steve Broidy, general sales manprior to thevacation.
latter's departure
for a ager,
two-week

TO THE COLORS!
* COMMISSIONED*

ROBERT TOMLINSON, song of Tony Tomlinson,
Republic, Seattle, commissioned a 2nd lieutenant, AAF.

ROr>RIQK KIRKWOOD, son-inr-llaw of
Cauntlett, Hamrick-Evergreen, Seattle.

* ocs~*
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ID 0. SELZNICK
presents

^\fent Away
i»NE WITH THE WIND" and "REBECCA"
T(romwell • Released thru United Artists
THEY
DON'T
KEEP SELLING WAR
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Manpower Problems Western Population Up 16-3% Fifth Bond Committee
Northwestern and North Central States Lose
To Be Aired Thursday
Appeals for Reports
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
a review of WMC policies as they
affect exhibitors are scheduled on
the Thursday agenda.
Industry quarters have long been
trying to elicit aid from OCR toward the solution of their manpower
difficulties, but thus far they have
hod no notable success. Informed
circles here feel that inclusion of
the manpower matter in the agenda
for next week is little more than a
gesture.
Functions of the Committee
The meeting will get under way at
10 in the morning, with a discussion of the committee functions and
limitations by Kenneth A. Harvey of
the Office of Industry Advisory
Committees, and a review of the
legal status of such committees
Dy John MacLay of the legal department. Next is a one-and-one-half
hour discussion of the OCR's program for new theaters in war communities. A tightening of criteria
for WPB approval of these new
projects will be outlined, along with
general discussion on the program
and OCR's experience since the program got under way late last year.
This will be followed by half an
hour of discussion on booth and
equipment.
After lunch there will be a general presentation of the picture as
regards seats, carpeting and miscellaneous other items of equipment
leading to advice and discussion on
methods of conserving present material and equipment.
Scheduled for 2:15 is "Acknowledgement of the War Services of
Theaters," followed at 2:30 by a
discussion of the Freon supply. None
of the refrigerant will be released
before September for theater use,
but Franklin Millham, administrator of the Freon order, is hopeful
that theaters which require refrigerants through the Autumn may be
able to obtain Freon in either September or October.
Committee Membership
The membership of the new committee itself, although not yet official, was enlarged yesterday to include Joseph R. Vogel of Loew's,
New York. The committee appears
to have been based largely upon the
now-defunct motion pictures and
speaking stage theaters' industry
advisory committee, formed in April
of 1942 by Chris Dunphy when he
was head of what is now the WPB
theater equipment section. Taken
over from that committee are Joseph Bernhard, Warner Bros., New
York, William F. Crockett, MPTO
of Virginia, Claude C. Ezell, Dallas,
Si Fabian, New York, Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA, and Louis A. Lotito,
Martin Beck Theater, New York.
New members of the new committee include Robert B. Wilby, Paramount-Wilby-Kincey Theaters, Atlanta, Hugh Bruen, Bruen-Whittier,
Whittier, Calif., Joseph Blumenfeld,
San Francisco, and Martin G. Smith,
national Allied president, Toledo.

13,883,265 to 16,147,837, a gain of
over two million. Over-all U. S. population rose by only a few thousand
more from 131,669,275 to 133,942,410
— a gain of 1.7 per cent.
Greatest population gains were
registered by Arizona, Nevada, California, Florida and the District of
Columbia — all over 20 per cent.
Biggest losers in population were
the Dakotas and Montana — 15.5 per
cent for North Dakota, 13.4 per cent
for Montana and 10.3 per cent for
South Dakota. Arizona gained an
estimated 203,048 people, its total
population going from 499,261 to
702,309—40.7 per cent jump. Largest
numerical gain was that of California— 1,559,135, raising the state total from 6,907,387 to 8,466,522, a

rise of 22.6 per cent. Percentage rise
for District of Columbia was 34.2
per cent, for Nevada, 30 per cent
and for Florida 24.9 per cent.
New York had the greatest numerical decrease from 13,479,142 to
12,858,203— a drop of 620,939, which
is only 4.6 per cent. However, Virginia and Maryland both gained 14.9
per cent — largest gain of any Middle
Atlantic States. Only Midwestern
state to gain was Michigan, a
3.2 per cent rise (166,267 to a
total of 5,422,373). Washington,
Oregon and Utah all showed increases between 10 and 20 per cent.
Only New England states to gain
were Rhode Island and Connecticut.
— 2.9
Regional, division and state figures
— 2.4
follow:

NUMBER
NUMBER
July 1, 1943
April 1, 1940
United States
133 942.410 131.669,275
REGIONS .
35.976,777
Northeastern States
34 950.425
40.143.332
North Central States
39 185.063
659.085
South
43
41,665.901
13,883,265
West
16 147,837
NORTHEASTERN
STATES
New England
8. 391,994
8,437,290
Middle Atlantic
26 558,431
27,539.487
THE
NORTH
CENTRAL
STATES
East North Central
26 410,995
26,626,342
13.516.990
West North Central
12 774,068
THE SOUTH
South Atlantic
19
17,823.151
East South Central
10 277,842
817.143
10,778,225
13,064,525
West South Central
13 564,100
THE WEST
Mountain
4 412,884
4,150.003
Pacific
11 734,953
9,733,262

2.273,135
1,026,352
958,269
1,993,184
2,264,572
45,296
981,056
215,347

Increase
Per
Cent
— 0.5
1.7
— —3.60.8
5.5
— 4.8
16.3

742.922
1,454,691
499,575
38.918
262,881
2,001,691

8.2

6.3

3.8

Morgenthau
Stars'
Part
in Fifth Praises
Loan Drive

All Paramount Officers
Re-elected by Directors

(Continued from Page 1)
brains of thousands of men and women to supply the necessary
programs.
"Just imagine eight hours of programs aday on four competing networks," he said. "That's 11,680
hours of visual programs a year. In
1943 the entire motion picture industry put out less than 600 hours of
visual entertainment."
Speaking on Television Programming, Hutchinson repeated his suggestion of a year ago that program
builders of the future gain experience in the medium during the present experimental stage. Noting that
many basic radio ideas are not suited for the new medium, he held that
"we must learn through experience
right now just what is good and bad
television program
material."
Reviewing his experiences in NBC
television, Hutchinson noted that the
six basic visual ideas used in motion
pictures (drama, musical comedy,
animated cartoons, news, commercial shorts and educational features)
will be used in television. "After
all," he commented, "television is a
motion picture in spite of what some
people may say to the contrary."

. (Continued from Page 1)
ney Balaban, president; Stanton
Griffis, chairman of the executive
committee; Y. Frank Freeman, Austin C. Keough, Charles M. Reagan,
John W. Hicks, Henry Ginsberg and
Leonard Goldenson, vice-presidents;
Walter B. Cokell, treasurer; Fred
Mohrhardt, comptroller; Austin
Keough, secretary; Norman Collyer,
Jacob H. Karp and Frank Meyer,
assistant secretaries.

The same qualities in television
that make it an outstanding vehicle

Information asked for is name o
theater; street address, city, stat
sellers."
and
exhibitor's
totalexchange
number area;
of Bonds
sold name
froi
June 1 through July 27; total ma
turity value; total number and ms
turity value of Bonds sold for Wa
Bond
Children's
Pre
mieres Premieres,
and Free Movie
Day; whetr
er Free Movie Day was held July
or some other day, and if the the
ater had more than one Free Movi
Day, the total for all, and, finall;
whether the theater is a Bond is
suing agency or sub-issuing agenc;
Area exhibitor and distribute
chairmen are called upon to sprea
the story of the report so that ever
exhibitor will regard it as a solem
obligation to get it in.

0.4

Television Will Absorb
20 Times Film Output

Tele's Power to Entertain
Makes It Good Ad Medium

(Continued from Page 1)

1 through July 27, and is the sir
plest possible form.
"Unless these reports are maile
in to the national committee," re
port read, "the magnificent showin
made by the exhibitors and the ir
dustry will be absolutely lost. Ai
ter the splendid job that has bee
done, the industry has the right t
know the sum total of its accon:
plishment and to recognize the fin
achievement of its showmen Bone
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Hollywood — Film and radio stai
contributed to the creation of

proper War
national
Fifth
Loan atmosphere
Campaign, for
Henrth'
Morgenthau, Jr., wired the Hollj
wood Victory Committee. Treasur
Secretary's wire, addressed to Chaii
man Kenneth Thomson, expresse
the department's thanks to the con
mittee and the personalities for th
tours and appearances in behalf c
the drive.
"I am sure," he said, "that if yo
could feel as we do here the effec
tiveness of an operation like th
tour of 18 cities in helping to creat
a nation-wide atmosphere, whic
from our experience we know to t
both for entertainment and for the conducive to operating this kind c
presentation of serious subjects are a campaign, you and the stars woul
what will insure its success as an feel more than rewarded for th
advertising medium, it was said last
night by Frank E. Mullen, vice-pres- part you play."
ident and general manager of NBC,
in an address to the New York University Summer Radio Workshop.
Television, he said, will permit
the advertiser to show his product
in actual use, in motion and with a
maximum of pictorial effect. The
sales message will be carried primarily by the picture and the spoken
word will supplement the story, but
action rather than talk will do the
selling. Mullen said there was every
indication that national advertisers,
as well as local stores, would be
ready and eager to commence television advertising in every large
city market as soon as there was a
local station and a program service
available.

"Going My Way" to Stay
At Chi. Theater 8 Weeks

Paramount's "Going My Way" wi
stay at the Chicago Theater fc
eight weeks and possibly longer,
was announced following the con
pletion of its fifth week which toi
ped the first week's gross.

Polio Epidemic in Three
Upstate Counties; 97 Case
Albany — Polio is now epidemic i
the up-state counties of Erie, Chi
mung and Steuben, the State Healt
Dept. reported yesterday with a t<
tal of 97 cases recorded.

Non-stop sales drive on War Bonds and Stamps .

Information films for the home front .

Recruiting drives for all the Services .

On-the-spot coverage

Millions collected for the War Funds .

"Good

Movies for Allied prisoners of war . . . *1

of the fighting ... *2

Entertainment films for all of our Armed

Neighbor" films for the Americas

Forces . . . *3

"Live" shows touring the greatest

. . .

entertainment

circuit of all time . . . *4

Movie men and women at war...
THE more we learn about the movies' part in the
war, the more amazed we become at the size of the
job . . . and the prouder we are to be associated with
Hundreds

of training films to help

the motion picture industry. Several accomplishments

turn out better fighters faster . . . *5

of the movies at war are illustrated on this page.
One

of a series of

advertisements

by

KODAK testifying to
the achievements
the movies
*1 — American

of

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
J. E. BRULATOUR,

INC., DISTRIBUTORS,

Fort tee

Chicago

Hollywood

at war

Red Cross Photo — *2 — Official U. S. Marine

Corps Photo — *3 — Official U.S. Marine Corps Photo — *4 — USO — Camp

Shows — *5 — U. S. Army

Signal Corps Photo

COPPER

still critical!
V^opper is still on the critical shortage list of essential war materials. It was never more necessary that
every last possible ounce of it be saved.

I

The copper that drops from your Victory and "Orotip" Carbons to the bottom of your lamp housings, and
that which you strip from stubs, quickly finds its way
back into essential products of war when you turn it
in to your distributor or local salvage headquarters.
Your-cooperation has been most effective. Your Government urges you to keep it up! And for further saving of copper . . . and for efficient use of carbons ... a
bulletin describing completely the operation of Victory
High Intensity Carbons . . ."National," "Suprex," and
"Orotip". . . has been in general distribution. If you
have not received your copy, write today. National Carbon Company, Inc., Cleveland 1, Ohio, Dept. 000.

NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY,

INC.

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

CHE
General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City,
New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

*

BUY

UNITED

STATES

WAR

BONDS

*

The registered trade-marks "National," "Suprex," and "Orotip,'
distinguish products of National Carbon Company, Inc.

-
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'REPARE POSTWAR THEATER PLANS NOW
!)CR Program on Seats May be Set for Early 1945
llieve Pricing Situation
Due for Discussions
OCR, OPA9 and Mfrs.
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of
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Washington — A program to insure
ibitors badly in need of new
ts an opportunity
to purchase
ugh units to fill their barest
ds will probably be scheduled for
first quarter of next year, it
learned here yesterday.
What
be done about the pricing situn has not yet been settled, but
ussions
among
manufacturers,
3. and OPA officials are believed
remplated
for the near future,
lufacturers
and
assemblers
of
iter seats have been far from
dous to devote their facilities to
(Continued on Page 11)

5. M Will Operate
w St. Louis House

Equipment Field Notes
/"NWNER

Frank Frobase reveals that his
in Benton,
construction
and will be ready for a grand opening on
jAugust 1. Equipment for the house, including projectors, sound equipment. Da'
jlite screen, Mohawk carpeting and auditorium and stage draperies, was purchased
from Exhibitors Supply Co., St. Louis.

]V^ 500-seat Frobase Theater
IMo., is in its final stages of

Glades Theater, Moore Haven, Via.,
is scheduled for a remodeling program
and some new equipment.
A third outlet for popcorn has been
added in Chicago as the demand continues
to increase. New entry is Popper Supply
Co., which headquarters in Kansas City.

St. John, N. B.— When J. M.
ranklin, owner, and H. Kerwin, manger of the Regent decided the insrior of the theater needed a compete re-decorating job right away,
ley found it impossible
to obtain
painter. So, Kerwin tackled the
ib himself and went
solo all the
ay, insofar as the brush wielding
■as concerned. He had help from
is staff in making the stagings,
efore becoming manager of the
egent several years ago, Kerwin
secialized in the painting and dec■ating of theaters in Ontario, New
runswick and Nova Scotia for his
resent boss. He worked on the
egent
walls and ceilings in the
ornings, and kept the theater open
eekday afternoons and nights.

A new screen as well as outdoor
drop awnings are being installed in the
State Theater, Cocoa, Via. Harry J.
Schultz is manager,
Herrick & Simpson are architects for the
theater to be erected in Swartz Creek,
111., by the owners of the Durand. Site for
cently.
the post-war project was purchased re-

Cameo in St. Petersburg, Via., has
been reopened after redecorating and
the addition of a ladies' lounge, Jesse
Chicago office of Celotex Co., re- L. Clark, manager, notes.
ports installations at the Gloria, Charleston, S. C; Chickasaw, Chickasaw,
New lighting fixtures, a modern ventilating system and new sound equipment
Ala., California, Los Angeles; M-G-M
exchange, Minneapolis and Melrose will be added when the Dixie, Clewiston,
Theater, Nashville.
Fla., is remodeled and modernized as rap-

t. Louis — Plans for the new 2,H. C. Hortman has reopened the Victory,
' seat theater to be erected on Louisville, Ala., following installing of new
ipton Boulevard, as soon as the equipment and refinishing of the interior.
rig of war time restrictions of
ding materials will permit, have
C. W. Ritenour is drilling a deep
(Continued on Page 11)
well adjacent to his Milford Theater,
Milford, III., to supply water for the
cooling system.*
*
*

teverts to Old Trade
Is Painters Disappear

for the rebuilding of Russell Armentrout's
Clark Theater, Barry, III. Owner has
secured the necessary WPB permit to replace the burned house.

Construction contracts will be let at once

New

idly as wartime conditions will permit.
floor covering is also scheduled.

Among recent visitors at Wenzel
Projector Co., Chicago, were Armand
Bessel, general manager of Perkins
Electric Co., Montreal; M. Lance of
Elmer Brient Supply Co., Richmond,
Va., and Earl Graff of Projector Repair and Maintenance Co., Los An-

Westinghouse Predicts
Price Levels Will Go Up

3 Canadian
geles.

Pittsburgh— Price levels 33 to 50
per cent greater than pre-war prices
are predicted by Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. economists,
Frank D. Newbury, vice-president,
told a forum of machine tool makers.
Newbury said that current higher
wage scales will probably remain in
effect and that unit costs can only
be reduced through more resourceful
management and more efficient work.
The Westinghouse vice-president
estimated that company's post-war
sales would be around 60 per cent of
1944 peak war billings, but that this
would be 175 per cent of the maximum pre-war production and billings
experienced by the company.

Toronto — Three investigations are
under way in probe of safety measures for public buildings including
halls, sport arenas, hotels, theaters
as well as circuses and tent shows
following recent bad fires in the
United States and in Canada. In
Toronto, the Provincial Commission
is sitting to inquire into public safety throughout Ontario and witnesses
have included officials of the Theaters Inspection Branch of the Ontario government.
The city of Toronto has opened
separate inquiry into circus precautions because of Hartford disaster.
Probe at Hamilton, Ont.. is exam(Continued on Page 10)

Inquiries Into
Recent Fires Under Way

Eberson Urges Immediate
Action for Priority When
Materials Are Released
Declaring that unless exhibitors
"create their own priority for postwar theater construction by having
plans for such new houses prepared
now, confusion and costly delays are
bound to result," John Eberson,
prominent film theater architect and
former chief of the Recreation Section, Service Trade Division, OCR,
made a strong plea yesterday for
showmen all over the nation to aid in
effective planning for their own good
and that of the industry generally
when peace has become a fact.
Unless the circuit operators and
individual theater owners direct their
architects to prepare plans of contemplated houses now, as well as im(Continued on Page 12)

Akron Bldg. Code Will
Okay New Materials
Akron, O. — After 24 years, the
city of Akron is about to get a new
building code, which will open the
door to new uses for glass, plastics,
light metals, and the many other
technical developments of war-time
experimentation.
City Council has given Building
Inspector James A. Easton a six
months' leave to write the new code,
which, he stated, would be a "performance" code instead of the present "specification" code.

RCA Worhers Among
Top "Suggestors"

Harrison, N. J. — Employes of
RCA's Victor Division rank in fourth
place for outstanding suggestions
aiding production for the armed
forces, in the national talley of 4,000 war plants and shipyards enrolled in the nation's war production drive. WPB has credited the
plant with 13 certificates for production ideas and 62 honorable mentions, totaling 75 national awards.
Plant
also two
fliesstars.
the Army-Navy
flag with

"E"
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EQUIPMENT NEWS

Friday, July 14,

Theater Sound Service Rates Increased
In Wahe of Increased Pay for Engineers
A Section of THE FILM DAILY comprehensively covering the equipment field, published every second week by Wid's Filmi and
Film Folks, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York
City. John W. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald
M. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B.
Bahn, Editor; George H. Morris, Equipment
Editor; West Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood
Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal., Ralph Wilk,
Bureau Chief.

Increases of about 10 per cent in the costs of theater sound equipment
service are necessitated as a result of new contracts negotiated by Altec Service
Corp. and RCA with the IATSE, under which minimum weekly pay for theater
sound engineers is increased from S84 to S92, in addition to other concessions.

3 Canadian Inquiries Into
Recent Fires Under Way
(Continued from Page 9)
ining building inspection methods
as a sequel to a public hall fire in
which 10 lives were lost. Already
the Barton Arena there has been
ordered closed because of alleged
danger.

Honolulu Army Theater
Gets New Equipment
Honolulu (By Air Mail)— The Ft.
Ruger theater, under the managership of Sgt. Elliott Johnson, now
ranks as one of the best equipped
GI movie palaces in Hawaii. The
co-operation of Lt. Col. James A.
Sabiston, post commander, and assistance of Capt. Chester D. Keck,
special service officer, made possible the replacement of old fashioned theater equipment.
In the projection booth, two Motiograph projectors with Super Simplex high intensity lamps and a de
luxe Western Electric sound system,
combine to give Diamond Head soldiers the best possible screen and
sound reproductions. Western Electric turntables, similar to the type
used in big broadcasting studios, furnish recorded music before each
show.
The backstage will soon have a
complete new lighting system. The
entire theater's circuit will be controlled by one main panel board. In
addition to brand-new stage curtains, modern, indirect light reflectors were installed in the auditorium last week.
Eastman, B & L in Top Bracket
Rochester, ■ X. Y. — Eastman Kodak
Co. and Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.
are among five Rochester firms in
the top priority bracket granted
greatest labor expansion under the
new priority referral plan of hiring
male workers.

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Ansco Buys More Land
Binghamton, X. Y. — Ansco Division of General Aniline & Film Corp.
has purchased three acres of land
and six buildings formerly operated
by Kollsman Instrument Division,
Square D Co., from the Defense
Plant Corp. Property will be used
to consodidate warehouses which are
now scattered throughout Binghamton.
Prout GE Cooling Manager
Bloomfield, X. J.— George R. Prout
has been appointed manager of the
General Electric air conditioning and
refrigerating division of the appliance and merchandise department.
He succeeds J. P. Rainbault, resigned.

TODAY'S

If you're interested, the facilities of one
of the largest sound studios in the East is
now available. Superbly equipped, acoustically perfect, with crews and talent af
your immediate disposal. Rental fees are
nominal. Also — location shooting wherever necessary.
Write

today

FILMCRAFT
SOUNDIES
W.

for full particulars.

DISTRIBUTING

Jackson

PRODUCTIONS
of

Division

CORP.

OF

Blvd.

AMERICA
Chicago 6

Blowers •
Exhauster

Colls • Cooling Systems • Fans
• Heaters • Washers • Wheels

«
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EXPERIENCE...

When war production is finished and when
government inspectors take their final
leave, we will have a wealth of valuable
experience to bring to our regular markets.
Without attempting to forecast
tomorrow's demands we know beyond
doubt that soundly engineered, more
efficient air-conditioning will play a most
important part in America's living,
working and recreational comfort.
We invite inquiries for your present and
future requirements. Prompt shipment
now on blowers, coils and heaters.

UNITED STATES AIR CONDITIONING
NORTHWESTERN

■MM

Washington

Washington — Altohugh rec
In the case of Altec, company started increasing rates in May in anticipation
sion plans now being complet
of WLB approval of the pact which came through recently. Approval of the
WPB call for a general overht
RCA contract is expected shortly. New rates will vary according to the number
of the Controlled Materials _
the current maintenance, repai
of calls made by sound men but will approximate 10 per cent.
operating supplies system and
tas under that system will b
tained during the period while
New Industrial Studio
Robert Place Patents
eminent controls are necessai
Enters
Field
in
Detroit
is learned here from reliable so
Cartoon Copying Device
While other portion of CMP.
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Detroit — Florez, Phillips, and ticularly those governing pure
Washington— Patent No. 2,351,634
of raw materials for producti*
Clark, formerly a division of Visual marketable
items, and those pi
has been granted by the U. S. PatTraining,
Inc.,
is
being
incorporated
restrictions
on inventories, sal<
ent Office to Robgrt Place on a method of producing animated cartoons as a separate organization wuth of- warehouses and distributors
for motion pictures.
fices at 817 Fox Theater Building. be
construction
will man
ha'
revised to facilities,
afford those
One of the problems in the proCompany
is
to
specialize
in
the
proturers qualifying for civilian pr
duction of cartoons is inaccuracy of
duction of motion pictures and slide- tion quotas ready access to
reproduction which comes from tracing drawings onto cells by hand. films in the commercial field espe- steel, aluminum and allied i
While original drawings are made
rials, present MRO quotas will i
cially, offering its services as an ad- satisfactory for an indefinite p
by highly experienced artists, much
vertising organization chiefly to in- of time, it is believed.
of their fine work is lost by other
dustrial firms.
artists in tracing and inking onto
cells which finally are photographed
L. A. Clark, vice-president and Second Star For RCA Labs.
against backgrounds.
managing director, was formerly
Princeton, X. J. — A second
The photographic device, accord- vice-president of Holden, Graham, in recognition of continued ach
ing to its inventor, will make flaw- and Clark, ad agency. G. A. Florez ment and meritorious service ii
less copies of the original in any de- was founder of Associated Sales war effort, has been added to,
sired combination of colors or lines Company, well known in the visual
Army-Navy '"E" Flag won in
and will eliminate tedious step of training field.
by RCA Laboratories here.
manually operating pressure plates
and matching individual cells with
registration pegs. A somewhat similar process was used by Walt Disney in "Snow White" but certain
variations claimed by the patentee
are held to be new in the industry.

FOR RENT . . .
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-, rung out theater seats because
,'!fjf feel
ceilpricesthatdo the notpresent
permitOPA them
present
under
profit
a
p jugh of
; levels. Parts for assembling
. * number of seats are believed on
. d now, but the assembling has
j , n deferred for other types of
0..k, it is reported, on the theory
p<t the price ceiling will eventually
V lifted.
;:; ..uthority for assembly of about
ilifOO seats was granted some
itykths ago to two manufacturers,
s thus far these seats have not
aji been put on the market. It is
,n known here what held up the
Mjfketing, since the assemblers are
■erstood to have agreed to mar, within the OPA price ceilings.

junt" Celebrates Anniversary

ansas City, Mo. — Arthur de Stes;d, head of National Theatre SupCo. 's local branch, celebrated
25th anniversary
in the film
[-.pment field.
He entered the
:I ness in Dallas, Tex., just after
■elusion of World War I, in which
] .erved with the U. S. Army. This
ran equipment executive is wide~7*nown in the trade which has
_owed upon him the nickname,
Count.

n to Chi. for RCA

Sure, The Convention Knew Of The Honor;
So Did Bosticte; /Voir, So Does The Boss!
Little Rock — Not

only did ITO

of Arkansas

present

to National

Theatre

NEWS

*
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F & M Will Operate
New St. Louis House

Supply's Bob Bostick its annual Award of Appreciation, but C. C. Mundo,
ITO prexy made sure that if Bob's modesty kept the news from his big boss,
Walter E. Green, that the latter would know it. So President Mundo sent

(Continued from Page 9)
been
submitted
to the owner, Sam
President Green a grand, first-hand account of the presentation, and quoted
Komm,
by
the
architects,
A. F. and
the plaque's inscription: "For outstanding achievement in establishing goodwill, better understanding and closer co-operation with the independent exArthur Stauder. General contract
for the new theater has been let to
hibitor. . . . 'There is an honor in business that is the fine gold of it; that
reckons with every man justly; that regards kindness and fairness more highly
the Stamm Construction Company.
than goods or prices or profits'."
Theater will be leased to the Missouri Amusement Co., headed by
Orders Are Brisk for
Hunt Opens Wildwood
Harry C. Arthur, Jr., president and
general manager of the Fanchon &
Radiant's New "Fold-Pak' House for Long Runs
Marco Service Corp. This house is
Wildwood, N. J. — Completely re- one of several contemplated for the
Chicago — Large current demand,
and one which is held certain to mulbuilt by Hunt's Theaters, Inc., Bla- post-war area by the Fanchon &
tiply many times in the immediate ker's Theater has been re-opened as Marco interests and their associated
post-war period, is reported by Rad- a deluxe house designed for extended companies,
Amusement including
Company. the St. Louis
iant Mfg. Co. here for its new "Fold- runs of outstanding releases, William
Pak" screen, which is unusually durable and flexible. It is manufactured C. Hunt, president, said.
Educational Conference
in sizes from 7 ft. x 9 ft. to 20 ft. x
Feature of the theater will be its
20 ft. and equipped with metal grom- management and operation by an all In Chi. to Attract 800
mets attached in a strong, reinforced women-staff. Managers, doormen,
webbing all around the edge. It janitors, ushers and operators all
Chicago — More than 800 school
folds into a small, light bag in brief- will be femmes, Hunt noted.
and company representatives are excase form, easy to carry.
pected to attend the Educational
House is equipped with television
Film Conference and Exhibit to be
Special fabric, the company booths or post-war use.
states, will take all the abuse it can
held at the University of Chicago,
be given, — rolling, folding, creasing Modernize Downers Grove House July 21 and 22, William F. Kruse,
and washing, without cracking or
of Bell & Howell Co., revealed. Displays from the Army, Navy, OWI
Chicago — The Tivoli, Downers
peeling in any climate or in any
weather. It is fungus resistant and Grove, has closed three weeks for and other Government departments
modernization.
will be featured.
impervious to grease, oil and light.
It does not discolor. Screen can be
used in two ways, either hung up
quickly and easily or stretched to a
special frame.

fticago — David Finn, sales man- Beverage Receives Award
of the industrial sound division
Dr. Harold H. Beverage, associate
ICA's Camden headquarters, has director of RGA Labs, in charge of
i named Chicago regional mansucceeding V. C. Woodcock, re- research, was presented the U. S.
ed. Finn is expected here next Army Signal Corps' coveted Certificate of Appreciation in his offices
th.
at RCA Communications, Inc., 66
Broad St.
If Joins PEMC
Presentation was made by Col. Jay
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY D. B. Lattin, Signal Officer of the
ollywood — Earl F. Graff has Second Service Command, represented Projection Equipment and
ing Maj. Gen. H. C. Ingles, Chief
itenance Co. as store manager Signal Officer of the U. S. Signal
Forces.
field salesman.

H Handling Lens Cleaner
licago —
iting a
-kleen,
-coated

Bell & Howell Co. is disnew lens cleaning fluid,
designed to clean surglass.

0 MORE TORN SEATS

SEEKING A DEPENDABLE
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR

THEATRE
TICKETS?

INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Dependable service . . . Low cost . . .
47 years' experience serving theatres,
stadiums, amusement parks, etc.
We can supply your needs. Roll,,
machine folded, reserve seats, etc.
Write for samples, prices or other information,
Oelhrery Iree Maine to Virginia.

uickly repairs cuts and rips on leatherette
sots. Colors: brown, green, black, maroon,
lue. Specify color when ordering. COMLETE KIT . . . $6 f.o.b. Chicago.
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Urges Post-war Plans
Be Prepared Now
(Continued from Page 9)
portant remodeling for existing
house, they will not be in an advantageous position to ask for allocation of materials when the latter are
needed, he asserted, adding that
delay consequent to such lack of
foresight would postpone building
and remodeling for months. He
pointed out that, in the inescapable
rush to have jobs done when the war
is over, time will assume an importance far greater than now when
building and remodeling are, for all
practical purpose, in a static state.
Preparation of plans, he said, usually require, irrespective of other considerations, some six to eight weeks.
Eberson stressed, in driving home
to the theatermen the need for immediate planning, that he is speaking in the open and sincere interests
of all theater architects and their
clients, because of the mutual character of the problem being faced.
Any prevalence of chaos, he explained, will be to the detriment of all.
"How will the building trade be able
to gauge its manufacturing and
supply lines if clients and their architects haven't paved the way for
the work to be done?" he asked.
Get Ready Now
Exhibitors who are ready will have
the advantage, and such showmen
will comprise those who have acquired property for new, houses,
others who stand ready to put up
new theaters to care for the population shifts which have taken place,
and still others who find themselves
in view of virtually rebuilding existing theaters, provided all have
plans ready.
When the war has ended, Eberson pointed out, experienced architects are going to be swamped with
projects, and this will certainly cause
aunder
"bottleneck"
for getting building
way.
He characterized as a "bugaboo,
which will cost many exhibitors"
dearly if they heed it, the impression that after the war theater architecture and equipment will be
revolutionary. Actually, Eberson
said, there will be nothing really
new. Waiting for an odd innovation
here and there will not compensate
for the loss of large sums which can
be obtained at box-office of theaters
built quickly after the war by exhibitors and architects ready now to
have the jobs done.

No Freon in August
Washington

Patches Leatherette
Seats — Quickly!

•
SOLD EVERYWHERE
BY DEALERS SQUARE

FILM

DAILY

Air Conditioning Okay
Is Won by Moran Theater
Detroit — Official recognition of the
importance of theater air conditioning was given by the WPB here in
approving priority requested by Felix L. Goletz, owner of the Moran
Theater, 346-seat neighborhood house.
Goetz, who recently took over the
house, found that a string of former
owners had operated without having
the ventilating equipment hooked
up for the past seven years. Although the house lacks modern refrigerating equipment, it had the
ventilating
installation, awaiting a
hookup.
Upon detailed presentation of the
situation to the WPB, that body decided that the Moran's patrons were
entitled to that much comfort, and
granted the necessary priorities, including permit for the local electriccompany to install a necessary transformer and switch equipment from
single to three-phase operation.

Chi. Enforcing Fire Laws
In All Public Places
Chicago — Fire Prevention Chief
John Fenn is enforcing strictly the
local fire laws affecting theaters and
other public places. Proceedings
will be brought in Judge Hasten's
court against Loop theaters using
basements for storage purposes.
All portable 35 mm. shows must
use licensed operators and projection booths.

in -this ,
sure brieves
manager
The
ive mainten
ance program
prevent
doesn't he?"

BUY

MORE

WAR

BOND

JLou may not want to furnish this special type of air-conditioning to the men in your projection room, Mr. Manager, but we
do urge that you give them every support you can in setting
up a preventive maintenance program.
Preventive maintenance means a regular, planned schedule
of cleaning, oiling, checking up, etc., to prevent failure of your
equipment. New equipment, you know, is pretty scarce.
One of the best ways we know to get your preventive maintenance program started is to be sure that your projectionists
have a copy of the 76-page manual "RCA Photophone Handbook for Projectionists," prepared by our experts in theatre
equipment servicing. It is yours for the asking. Just send the
coupon to: RCA Service Company, Inc., Camden, New Jersey.

Form Chicago Screen Company
Chicago — M. J. and E. R. Boerma
and S. B. Wolfe have organized
Malco Poster Products, Inc., to design and manufacture screens.
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and NUTS
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RCA SERVICE COMPANY, INC.
A Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary
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144— 10c Bags Assorted Candy Per Carton
At $10.50 Per Carton —
F.O.B. Chicago
108— 10c

J PATCH-O-SEAT

Bur., THE

Washington — No Freon gas will
be available for theater cooling systems during August, the WPB Freon
administrator said yesterday, but
there is still some hope for September and thereafter. He noted that
many theaters use their cooling
plants right up to December.
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UEL SHORTAGE TO CONTINUE INTO 194S
toy Change Handling New Thea. Applications
3R Preparing to Halt
Id Processing of Appliions Under $100,000
hington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

ashington — A change in the OCR
by of handling applications for
theaters will probably be pre■i.ed in the new Motion Picture
isory committee when it meets
■ Thursday, with OCR preparing
alt the processing in the field of
ications involving under $100,It is likely that field offices
(Continued on Page 6)

0 German Pix Okay
r American Showing
lington Bureau of THE

FILM

'DAILY

'ashington
— Licenses
to about
German features
and shorts
were
le available Friday by the Alien
oerty Custodian, including numis titles which might be suitable
for showing in foreign language
(Continued on Page 11)

me Sistrom, Butler
Aides to Ginsberg
Coast Bureau

of THE
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DAILY

ollywood — Joe Sistrom, a Para.nt producer, and Frank Butler,
•ran scenarist, have been
ap(Continued on Page 6)

Warner Bros. Name
Replaces Vitagraph
On Aug. 1, the name of Vitaferaph, Inc., will be changed to Warier Bros. Pictures Distributing Corp■ration. Papers covering the change
«ave been filed with the Secretary
if State at Albany.
Vitagraph, a New York corporaion, was acquired by Warners in
925 as its exchange system. Change
n title does not involve any reision in corporate setup or offiers, headed by Ben Kalmenson as
■resident and Charles Einfeld, Roy
Haines and Arthur Sachson as vicerresidents.

THE FIGHTING

DISCUSS 6TH LOAN ON WEDNESDAY
A meeting of the distributors division of the WAC
Ned Depinet,
chairman.
Among

OWI Sees 21,000,000-Ton
Deficit in Coal; With Fuel

has been called for Wednesday

by

Washington

the topics for discussion are the manpower situation and the industry's participation in the Sixth War Loan. A number of other subjects also are on the

agenda.
As to the Sixth War Loan, the division is expected to lay tentative plans based on
experiences gleaned in the previous campaigns.

Foreign Depts. Eye
Brit. Trade Proposals

Urge Authorization
For 50,000 Chairs
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Oil No Greater Than in '43

DAILY

Foreign departments are closely
Washington — John Eberson, the- analyzing for its possible effect on
ater architect, and former OCR the- the industry, the general position
ater consultant, was in Washington
late last week discussing the possi- of the National Foreign Trade Council in its criticism of post-war probility of freeing some chairs for thegram of the Federation of British
aters with Don R. Longman, OCR.
Eberson was trying to get OCR Industries.
A wide divergence of opinion on
to permit the assembly
of 50,000
upholstered
seats, parts for which post-war world trade is contained in
Foreign Trade Reconare in possession of the Ideal Seat- the NFTC's
struction Committee letter, addres(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued on Page 3)

Bureau
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Washington — Exhibitors will continue to find coal and fuel oil supplies tight through 1944 and into
1945, OWI said today in a report on
the fuel situation, based on data supplied by the Solid Fuels Administration for War, PAW, OPA, ODT,
WPB, the Forest Service and the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
An estimated deficit of 21,000,000
tons for the "coal year" beginning
April 1, 1944 (approximately 16,000,000 tons of bituminous and 5,000,000 tons of anthracite) was reDomestic consumers of southern
ported. (Continued on Page 6)

Name Leon Fromkess
President of PRC

Leon Fromkess on Friday was
elected president of PRC Pictures,
Jacocks Takes N. E. Chain; USO National Search
Inc., PRC Productions and PRC Studios at a meeting of the board of diDamis Succeeds at WB
rectors. Kenneth Young was elected
Uncovers Only 103 Acts
chairman of the board of the same
Frank Damis has been named NewArthur
John(Continued while
on Page
6)
Of 2,122 acts which responded to three companies,
ark zone manager for Warner Bros.
Theaters, succeeding Don Jacocks the USO-Camp Shows Coast-towho resigned last week to take over Coast talent search, only 103 were NBC to Televise Opera
the Levinson circuit in Quincy and found acceptable — far short of the
Brookline, Mass. Jacocks had been 1,000 performers sought to fill War Excerpts Thursday
Newark zone manager for 14 years. Department demands for more units
First of a series of popularized
Damis started in the Warner book- to play Army camps and overseas
ing department 15 years ago and fronts, Oscar A. Doob, who helped operatic excerpts will be televised
over WNBT
Thursday, C. L. Men(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued on Page 11)
ser, NBC(Continued
vice-president
on Page 3) revealed

Colbert's $360,000 Top Pay

Exec. Salaries Headed
What's This? Exhibitors
Claim Prints Too New!

by Fleischer $645,000
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Highest star salary
reported to the Treasury for 1942,
or the fiscal year ending in 1943,
Detroit — Complaint that prints was $360,000 paid Claudette Colbert
being received by subsequent-run by Paramount, according to incomhouses are too new was voiced by
plete figures released today by the
Ray W. Bonner, projectionist at the Treasury. Trailing closely were
west side Alden Theater. Bonner Fred MacMurray and Bing Crosby,
$347,333.33 and $336,111.09
cited reissues,
typically
Pa- collecting(Continued
(Continued
on Page "Union
6)
on Page 11)

5TH IS NOT

FINISHED

UNTIL

YOU

MAIL

YOUR

Extra Vacation for
Metro Field Force
One extra week's vacation has
been granted all M-G-M exchange
employes as a reward for their recent efforts in securing 100 per cent
bookings in commemoration of Metro's 20th Anniversary, it was announced ina letter from Nicholas M.
Schenck,
president
to
all branch
workers.of Loew's Inc.,
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Washington — The long-delayed
conference between Attorney General Francis Biddle, Assistant Attorney General Tom C. Clark and Wendell Berge and Anti-Trust Attorney
Robert L. Wright continues to be
held up by constant trips out of
Washington by the various parties.
Although Clark saw Biddle for a few
minutes on Saturday, July 8, he has
not yet presented his recommendations regarding the course to be followed by the Department of Justice
in the New York equity suit.
This latest delay is simply another in a series that has kept the
negotiations for a new decree or a
court fight up in the air for about
a year now. The old decree was to
expire Nov. 20 of last year, and it
was originally hoped that a new one
would be signed by that time. Repeated delays and impasses have
occurred, however, and it is impossible to predict now when the negotiations will finally come to a close.

Siccardi Named to Heac
"Dragon Seed" Set in 22
Loew Houses; Starts Aug. 3 New Jersey Buying Gro
M-G-M's "Dragon Seed" has been
booked for a week's run in 22 Loew
theaters, starting Aug. 3. Houses
are the State, St. Louis; State,
Cleveland; Loew's, Akron; State,
Norfolk; Midland, Kansas City;
State, New Orleans; Loew's, Dayton; Loew's,
Canton;
Loew's, Richmond; Aldine,
Wilmington
and
Vendome, Nashville. On Aug. 4, the
picture will open at the State, Memphis; on August 9 at the State, Houston; on Aug. 18 at the Victory,
Evansville. The Ohio, Columbus;
Grand, Atlanta; Poli, Norwich; State,
Providence; Regent, Harrisburg;
Loew's Louisville; Loew's Richmond
and Colonial Reading will show the
picture starting Aug. 10.
There will be no advance in admissions at any showing.

Joseph J. Siccardi, Plainfield,
elected
of Associated
aters ofpresident
New Jersey,
which bo'
and buys for 21 theaters, at the
nual luncheon of the association i
week in Newark.
Irving Dolling
who has headed the organization
the last six years, was made hon
ary president.
Jack Unger, Hillside, was elec
vice-president; Sidney Seligm
Newark, treasurer, and Max Ro
man, Guttenberg, secretary. J;
Meltzer recently was appoin
buyer.

NEW YORK
THEATERS

Fabian Ups Gelding,
Ullman and Graves
RADIO CITY MUSIC

Promotions within the Fabian Theaters organization have resulted
from the acquisition by Fabian of
the Wilmer & Vincent circuit.
Prompt Reports of Bond
Lou Golding, division manager for
Fabian in Albany, becomes division
manager for the Wilmer & Vincent
Sales Asked by Com'tee
Special recognition will be made branch, with the spot vacated by
Golding taken over by Saul Ullman,
of the 1/8Bond-selling efforts of all ex- who
formerly was Schenectady city
hibitors and theater managers who
send in prompt reports of their Fifth manager. Ullman's post is to be
War Loan activities to the national filled by Guy Graves.
committee in New York. Every the(July 14)
ater man who on the night of July L. A. Exhib. Files Appeal
27 makes prompt return of the re- From Arbitration Award
NEW
YORK STOCK
MARKET
port blank which will be sent to him
Net
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Dir. by Alexander Hall — A Columbia Picturi
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Presentation
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SYWA Staying 12 Weeks
At Capitol; No B. O. Tilt
"Since You Went Away" will stay
at the Capitol, Broadway, for at
least 12 weeks at no increase in admission prices, although the announced policy by United Artists
calls for a 50 per cent boost over
the regular scales.

T/Sgt. Harold E. Rogers
Killed in Action in Europe
West Coast Bureau, of THE

FILM
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Hollywood — Technical Sergeant
te Harold E. Rogers, former aci~i^ tor and stunt man, has been
' killed in action over Europe.

Detroit's Local B-25
Filing for 10% Boost

Sid Weiner has resigned as assistant to Jules Girden in the Warner Bros, circuit film booking department at the home office to join
Detroit — Formal filing of a claim
for a wage boost is to be made by Film Classics in a capacity which
Local B25, IATSE, before the local will be announced this week. He
WLB, following return of the issue was with the Warner Bros, theaters
for 14 years.
to the local by the New York national office, Betty Lehr, local president, said. The union is endeavoring to validate the agreement of St. Louis Post Dispatch
majors here to a 10 per cent wage Files for Tele Station
boost, which was reached in December, 1942, but has never been apSt. Louis — Pulitzer Publishing Co.,
proved by the WLB. Action was owner of the Post-Dispatch, which
sought for a time through national operates KSD, has applied to the
IA headquarters, but, with no results FCC for a television license.
there, the case is now back in the
hands of the local.
Open New Army Theater
David Newman, owner of the Pasadena Theater, and a theatrical atFt. Wayne, Ind.— U. S. Army Motion Picture Service has opened a
torney, is acting as counsel for the
union in the case. The standard new theater at Camp
Thomas
A.
"Form 10" application is being filed. Scott.
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jit.Trade Proposals

AUSTIN C. KEOUCH,
dent, is on vacation.

(Continued from Page 1)
to the FOBI,

which

included

a

opsis of the opinions of commitmembers and characterized the
pish
as leadingtrade
"definitely
ard report
a nationalistic
policy
;he type pursued by Great Britbefore this war."
etter put forth the case for a
kmption of world trade on the
s of free enterprise and a free
iiange of goods between nations
held that "it is generally agreed
j. the gap between
British
and
erican business thought is acuated by this report and that
bridging of this gulf presents
y difficulties which can be reiled only by substantial modifilons."
intinuing, the letter held that
British report is "considered as
ighly nationalistic
document,
a
■ifully developed argument for
ing it possible for Britain to
: its normal amount of business,
without the financial backnd to handle it that she had in
past. By most, the report is
to be addressed to the British
jle, the basic conception of which
prs around employment, together
- a 50 per cent increase in exports
the suggestion that the United
is reduce her exports."

p to Televise Opera
'.erpts Thursday
(Continued from Page 1)
ay. Especially adapted and proi for television by Dr. Herbert
, NBC director of operatic pro,ons, the series follows several
|.hs of study and experimentar the initial telecast, special
have been built around the four
; of studio 3H, Radio City and
. xcerpts from "La Boheme" and
Barber of Seville" have been
rated to take advantage of the
vision's ability to shift quickly
scene to scene. Other opera
pts will follow the Thursday
-am, with "The Bat" and "Carnow being adapted.

Cleary Hospitalized
jntreal — Tom
Cleary,
|ger of Consolidated
is hospitalized with

publicity
Theaters,
phlebitis.

m BIRTHDAY
EETINGS TO...
July 17
lames Cagney
John Carroll
Samuel
A. Shirley
'ank Whitbeck
Ai Bondy
Fred Armington
erschal
Stuart
Irene Manning
I Helen Mason
Juanita Ward

Paramount

vice-presi-

CHARLES BAILY, assistant to Norman H.
Moray, Warners' short subject sales manager,
returns today from a week's vacation at Cape
Cod.
ROBERT

"WIio, What, When, Where?'9
• • • CUFF NOTES: Don't be surprised if another major shortly
announces a pension system. . . • Is another very top exec, over
here slated for a niche in the J. Arthur Rank setup? ... • Times
change, witness the name of PRC emblazoned on Broadway via that
four-story sign covering the front of the building housing the Victoria
Incidentally, credit Sam Kestenbaum with the campaign for "Minstrel Man's" Victoria opening. . . • It appears from "Argentine
Diary," just published by Random House, that Ray Josephs doesn't
think much of U. S. pix from the viewpoint of American-Argentine relations. . . • Betty Coe, daughter of "Socker," has made her first story
sale to Cosmopolitan Magazine
It's "The Gate," a novelette
And is the MPPDA counsel proud! ... • Well, that anticipated sniping campaign against "Wilson" by the Patterson Daily News seems
to be getting under way
Didja read Frank C. Waldrop's "Bamboozled Hero" column the other day? ... • Credit Bob Weitman
with giving Broadway the largest theatrical War Bond sign on the
43rd St. side of the N. Y. Paramount. . . • The medical adviser to
the NAM suggests that male office workers, in the. interest of health,
wear no coats in the Summer months, and up in Westchester a League
of Outside Shirttail Wearers is proposed
To that, Phil M. would
add the wearing of shorts
How about a screen campaign for sensible male hot weather dress? ... • Eastman's Col. Oscar N. Solbert, now chief of special services in the U. S. Army European theater
of operations, was a witness at the marriage in London of the Duke
of Sutherland to Mrs. Josephine Dunkerly.
T
▼
T
•

• • CONTINUING DRIVE: Through Bond drives and recruiting campaigns and all the other war efforts of the theaters, the New
York City Red
Cross blood donor
drive continues
uninterrupted
Under the direction of Edward C. Dowden, of Loew's, five or
six theaters each week put on blood-solicitation
campaigns,
using
Red Cross girls in the lobbies
Dowden makes a weekly report
of the number of blood-donors signed up
During week ending
July 9, 364 persons agreed to give their blood, bringing the grand
total to date to 65,508
Figures will be higher when Brooklyn reports Red Cross officials say that better than 75 per cent of those
who sign up, actually go through with the obligation— an unusually
high percentage
Moviegoers, take another bow.
T
T
T
• • • FROM
associate producer

HOLLYWOOD
for the three

Bernerd, Monogram
in September. . .

releasing, of course
First, "Divorce," starts
• Albert Basserman is deserting Hollywood for a

Theater Guild
the Pope. . .
mount will be
Joan Caulfield

& VINE: Kay Francis will serve as
pix in which she will star for Jeff

Fall production, "Embezzled
Heaven"
He'll play
• Buddy de Sylva's initial unit contribution to Para"Miss Susie Slagle," with Sonny Tufts, Betty Field and
topping
John Berry will direct. . . • Metro is

mulling a re-make of "Libeled Lady.". . • Universal is loaning Arthur Lubin to Charles R. Rogers to direct "High Among the Stars.". .
• Editor Betty Ettar of Ideal's Movie Life sets a precedent by devoting a special department in the August issue to the life of a star
Choice is the "Voice" who will continue to be featured so long
as his popularity warrants. . . • Andrew Stone will film Robert Carson's "Bedside Manner" for UA release in the Fall. . . • Harold Sugarman will supervise Universal's Spanish dubbing. . . • Those autographed color pin-ups of Rita Hayworth circulated by Harry Cohn in
the various theaters of war have brought an avalanche of requests.

▼
•

•

O

AVENGE

PEARL

T
HARBOR!

ARMSTRONG

is in New

York to start

rehearsals on the stage play ''Sleep No More,"
which
Clyde Elliott will produce.

T

PVT. BOBBY BREEN returned to Camp Siebert, Ala., from
New
York
on Saturday.
FRANK P. CIBBS, General Screen Advertising
general manager, has returned to Chicago.
MAURICE SILVERSTONE and FRANCIS HARLEY arrived from the Coast at fhe week-end
from conferences at the 20th-Fox studio.
JAMES MULVEY is due back from the Coast
early this week.
H. J. YATES
is on the Coast.
Valley.
STEVE BROIDY, Monogram vice-president and
general manager, is vacationing in Yosemite

W R. FRANK is on the Coast to prepare
for his next picture.
WILLIAM P. PHILLIPS, of the 20th-Fox board
has returned from Coast conferences with
Joseph M. Schenck.

ARTHUR DE BRA of the MPPDA
tioning on hs Pawling farm.
GEORGE H. MORRIS of THE
returns today from his Hopkinton,

is vaca-

FILM DAILY
N. H. farm.

PVT. HAROLD GOLDSTEIN, former Big U
booker, awarded the Silver Star, is back in the
States for a brief furlough.
AL

DAFF, foreign sales supervisor for Universal, has gone to Mexico City for a week.
DAVE BERNSTEIN, vice-president and treasurin Maine. left over fhe week-end for a vacaer oftionLoew's,

CHARLES K. STERN, assistant treasurer of
Loew s, has gone to Swampscott, Mass., for a
vacation.
T. MILLS,
comptroller of Loew's, is
vacationing.
in Maine
nowJESSE

in

JOSEFH ORNSTEIN of the 20th-Fox exchange
Washington
was a week-end
visitor.

NORMA CINANDES, Si Seadler's secretary,
Beach.
left over the week-end for a vacation at Long
B. K. BLAKE, Columbia Pictures, producerdirector has returned from the Coast.

Warren C. Martinson Is Dead
Chicago — Warren C. Martinson,
theater attorney, is dead here.

i 85 Films for Swiss
Bloched by Nazis
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Swiss boycott of German films is revealed by the OWI
as a protest
against
the Nazi's
refusal of transit
permits
for Allied
newsreels held up in Lisbon. At
present, 185 films destined for
Switzerland are held up by the German authorities' refusal of transit
permits, according to an OWI report of an article in the Swiss newspaper Courrier De Geneve.
Allied newsreels are obtained by
Swiss distributors only with the greatest difficulty, according to the article, and a number of Swiss personalities have decided to boycott
films of German origin in protest.
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A JOB WELL DONE!
THANKS ... to the great throngs who attended the "bond shows" presented several times
daily on the stage of the Giant Bond Register in Times Square and who bought a bond a minute.
THANKS

... to the scores of artists listed below who willingly and eagerly volunteered their

services at these bond-selling performances . . . and to their managers, press agents and representatives with whose help and cooperation this unusual job has been done so well.
THANKS ... to the Actors' Equity Association, the American Guild of Variety Artists, the American Federation of Radio Artists, the Screen Actors Guild, the American Guild of Musical Artists,
the American Federation of Musicians, the United Theatrical War Activities Committee, the Hollywood Victory Committee and the War Activities Committee of the Motion Picture Industry, under
whose auspices the Cash Register was conceived and erected.
To General Chairman C. C. Moscowitz and his staff, a deep bow for the efficient manner in which
they arranged the many details in connection with the presentations of the shows.
U. S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT
War Finance Committee of N.Y.
Entertainment Industry Division — James Sauter, Chairman
ANNABELLA
PAUL ASH & ROXY ORCHESTRA
TREVOR BACON
IRINA BARANOVA
RED BARBER
PAT BARNES
GRACIE BARRIE
LOUISE BEAVERS
DANNY BECKNER & ORCHESTRA
ELIZABETH BERGNER
BERRY BROS.
JEANNE CAGNEY
LOUIS CALHERN
CAB CALLOWAY & ORCHESTRA
IMOGENE CARPENTER
RALPH COOPER
CARLO CORELLI
DON COSSACKS CHORUS
SERGIO DEL KARLO
VIVIAN DELLA CHIESA
JEAN DICKENSON
DUDLEY DIGGES
RALPH DUMKE
EMPIRE STATE QUARTETTE
WILBUR EVANS
JOSE FERRER
BENNY FIELDS
EDDIE GARR

PATRICIA GILMORE
GEORGE GIVOT
JACKIE GLEASON
BEN GRAUER
UTA HAGEN
BOB HALL
ADELAIDE HAWLEY
HARRY HIRSHFIELD
JOY HODGES
WILLIAM HORNE
WILLIE HOWARD
DEAN HUDSON & ORCHESTRA
DEAN JAGGER
HARRY JAMES & ORCHESTRA
BOB JOHNSTONE
VICTOR JORY
SAMMY KAYE & ORCHESTRA
LEW KESSLER
DENNIS KING
JESSIE ROYCE LANDIS
BOBBY LANE & CLAIRE
CANADA LEE
HOWARD LINDSAY
PETER LORRE
BERT LYTELL
ENRIC MADRIGUERA & ORCHESTRA
LUBA MALINA
RUTH MATTESON

UNA MERKEL
KATHERINE MESKILL
LUCKY MILLINDER
LUCY MONROE
MAGDA MONTEZ
CONRAD NAGLE
GERTRUDE NIESSEN
NANCY NORMAN
BRIAN
O'MARA
BIBI OSTERWALD
JAN PEERCE
LOUIS PRIMA & ORCHESTRA
RADIO ACES
MURIEL RAHN
PHIL REGAN
BILL ROBINSON
BENNY RUBIN
HAZEL SCOTT
CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER
SUNNY SKYLAR
TABS SMITH & ORCHESTRA
CHARLIE SPIVAK & ORCHESTRA
DOROTHY STICKNEY
SALLY STUART
JEAN TENNYSON
TIP, TAP & TOE
ERNEST TRUEX
VAL VALENTINOFF

WARREN

BROS.

WESSON
BROS.
BILLY WILLIAMS
ANNA MAY WONG
BARRY WOOD
ILENE WOODS
ARTHUR WRIGHT
ROLAND YOUNG
RUBY ZWERLING & ORCHESTRA
and to
CAPITOL THEATRE
Jesse Kaye — Allen Zee
LOEWS STATE
Ed Douglas
PARAMOUNT THEATRE
Bob Weitman — Bob Shapiro
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Gus Eyseil — Leon Leonidoff
ROXY THEATRE
Irving Lesser — Sam Rausch
STRAND THEATRE
Irving Windisch
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
THE BLUE NETWORK
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

w
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May Change Handling
New Theater Requests
(Continued from Page 1)
will once again be restricted to approving construction involving no
more than $10,000. Apart from theater construction, the larger figure
still will apply to all building applications.
This change in the handling of
OCR applications would result from
discussions between OCR and Department of Justice representatives,
the latter deeming important a check
on applications by circuit operators
by the anti-trust division. The question of expansion by major circuits
participating in the OCR program
has not been of major importance,
except for a series of eight applications from Fox West Coast. A scattered few approvals have gone from
WPB to major circuits, but the Department of Justice has not passed
on these and it is not believed here
that construction has actually
started.
Another matter in connection with
this program which must be cleared
up, soon is the speeding up of decisions in cases where there are two
or more applicants for new construction in the same area. Several such
cases have been held up for long
periods, as OCR must consider not
only priority in the date of filing
but also how plans and facilities
match up. It is not believed that
any of these controversies pending
involve independents vieing against
circuits for the franchise.

Sistrom and Butler
Aides to Ginsberg

ATS Pledges Jobs to
Its Discharged Vets
Pledge of a job for every National
Theatre Supply veteran honorably
discharged from military service was
contained in a message from President Walter E. Green to the company's men and women in the services. Green stated, "It is the company's objective to provide a job
for every qualified National veteran
and to assist every National veteran
to qualify for a job."

DAILY
Hollywood
— Announcement
is
made of the wedding of Fern Gey,
actress, and Earl Fenton, writer under contract to M-G-M.

with

Phil Baker,

20th-Fox

Edward

Ryan
70

(Continued from Page 1)

Mins

FAIR ENTERTAINMENT DISPENSED
PIC BASED ON
RADIO SHOW.

Appalachian

BY

What's This? Exhibitors
Claim Prints Too New!
(Continued from Page 1)
cine" which is just playing a number of Detroit houses, as the principal offenders. New prints are being made for these re-issues, and
cause projection trouble at the smaller houses.
Difficulty is the tension on the
new film, which can be adjusted in
the big first-run houses which normally get new prints, while the type
of projector many subsequents have
does not allow this adjustment. Result is, Bonner said, that the film
tends to slip as it passes through
the machine, just after the shutter
opens — and the picture on the screen
appears to be out of focus.
Remedy is to paraffin each reel
three or four times, rewinding of
course, and the average operator
does not have the time to do this in
preparing a show in a small house,
Bonner said.

Vance King Heads PRC's
Studio Publicity Dep't

Betty Compton Rites Held
Services for Betty Compton Knappen, former dancer and actress who
once was the wife of James J. Walker, ex-mayor of New York, were
. held Friday afternoon at the Frank
' E. Campbell Funeral Home. Madison
|Ave. at 81st St.
Mrs. Knappen
' died Wednesday
night at Doctors
'■Hospital.
She was 40.

a photographed
"Take
It has
Or been
Leave kept
It"
radio
session. The
budget
down by the neat if simple process of
trotting out excerpts from old 20th-Fox
films when one of the characters (Edward
Ryan i, a contestant on the "Take It Or
Leave It" program, picks as his subject
"scenes from motion picture hits of the
past." Musical and comedy extracts predominate in these scenes, among the films
represented being "Stand Up and Cheer,"
'Tin Pan Alley," "Lillian Russell" and "One
in Among
a Million."
the players seen in these bits
out of the vault are Shirley Temple, Al
Jolson. Sonja Henie. Jack Oakie, Alice Faye,
George Montgomery, Betty Grable, Buster
Keaton, the Ritz Brothers, the Weire
Brothers, Glenn Miller, James Dunn, Billy
Gilbert, Nicholas Brothers, the Ink Spots.
Going to the files may be one way of keeping production costs down, but it hardly
makes for meritorious entertainment, although it does have a certain nostalgic
value.
"Take It Or Leave It," strictly routine,
has a few funny quips and a sentimental
moment or two that ought to appeal to the
person in the street. Other virtues are
not too easily discernible.

coals,

living

in

ta

"^ ii
Virginia,
states ofNorth
ginia,
and part
Southof West
Carolir.j
Georgia, Florida, Michigan, Wis
sin, Minnesota, and parts of Not:
and South Dakota will probably M
able to obtain only approximate 1;
nine-tenths of their normal supply
Those persons living in the area in
eluding New
England,
New
York
Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jerseyj
Delaware,
part of Maryland,
ant

Radio fans, especially admirers of the
air show which inspired the film, no doubt
will take it. Others, in quest of more
substantial entertainment, more than likely
will leave it.
The film is virtually nothing more than

Hollywood — Vance King has been
made studio publicity director of
PRC, it was announced by Martin
Mooney, supervisor of publicity and
(Continued from Page 1)
advertising.
pointed as associates and will work
King has been with the departdirectly with Henry Ginsberg on all
ment since October. Prior to that,
matters pertaining to production of he worked for a number of years on
pictures. They will assist in the motion picture trade papers as reselection of stories, writers and proporter and film reviewer.
ducers. Sistrom and Butler begin
their new duties when Ginsberg Four War Pix for August
takes over as production head of
The WAC announces four new
Paramount.
Y. Frank Freeman announced that War Information films for Augrelease. "Memo for Joe,"
William Pine and William Thomas made ust
by RKO-Pathe, is scheduled
have been signed for two more years.
They still have a year to go on their for release on Aug. 10 and "Report
to Judy," a Universal production,
present contract, bringing their new on
Aug. 24. The other two releases
deal up to Aug. 1, 1948. Pine and will be film bulletins to be attached
Thomas has signed William Gargan
to star in three pictures a year, and to all newsreels. They are "Manning the Victory Fleet," which will
have also purchased "Crime on My be released Aug. 3, and "Are You a
Hands"
an
original
story
by
Ben
High
Perry.
release.School Graduate?" an Aug. 17

UJEDDinG BELLS

Fuel Shortage to
« R E V IE UJ S » Continue
into 1945
"Take It Or Leave It"

the District forof space
Columbia
who bun'
anthracite
heating
ma;j
expect to obtain only approximate^,
seven-eighths
of their normal sugj
ply,
SFA
reported.
The coal supply will be tight il
most other states as well. SFA said]
Fuel oil supplies will be no greai
er than in 1943, when use of fuel
oil was rationed in 33 states, aecording to PAW and OPA.
Although the petroleum output 1
at all-time high this year, military
needs are estimated at one-quarta
of the available supply, with civilial
needs to be met from a supply am
proximately one-fifth less than thJ
in 1943; and much of the civilial
supplv must go to war plants, PA\I
and OPA said.
According to these agencies, ea
sential war requirements in 1941
have increased to the point when
there will be an actual shortage ol
fuel oil for civilian use, comparabll
to the deficit caused by a variety ol
transportation difficulties two yeaJ
ago.

Name Leon Fromkess
President of PRC

What little story there is in "Take It Or
Leave It" is hardly a master mental stroke.
Ryan, a young sailor, has to have dough I
to get a good obstetrician for his wife,
Marjorie Massow. How his appearance
on "Take It Or Leave It" solves his prob- |
lem is the main burden of the story.
Phil Baker, playing the same role he dees
on the air, is the main puller in. The
film requires little in the W3y cf acting
from him and his fellow thespians.

'Continued from Page 1)
son was elected secretary and treasH
urer.

Bryan Foy produced and Benjamin Stoloff
directed the screenplay of Harold Buchman,
Snag Werris and Mac Benoff.

sales
charge ofas distribul
Leo manager
McCarthyin remains
generJ^
tion and Roberto Socas as foreigl
sales manager.
Fromkess returns to the Coast ol
Thursday to put into effect the e?T
pansion program
based on apprcj
priations made by the board.

CAST: Phil Baker, Edward Ryan, Marjorie Massow, Stanley Prager, Roy Gordon,
Carleton Young, Ann Corcoran, Nella
Walker, Nana Bryant, Renie Riano, Frank
Jenks, Al Jolson, Sonja Henie, Shirley
Temple, Jack Oakie, Alice Faye, George
Montgomery, Weire Brothers, Betty Grable,
Buster Keaton, Ritz Brothers, Glenn Miller,
James Dunn, Billy Gilbert, Nicholas Brothers,
Ink Spots.
CREDITS: Producer, Bryan Foy; Director, Benjamin Stoloff; Screenplay, Harold
Buchman, Snag Werris, Mac Benoff; Cameraman, Joseph La Shelle; Art Directors,
Lyle Wheeler, Leland Fuller; Set Decorators, Thomas Little, Walter M. Scott; Film
Editor, Harry Reynolds; Special Effects,
Fred Sersen; Sound, Jesse T. Bas^ian, Harry
man.
M. Leonard; Muscial Director, Emil NewDIRECTION,
Good.

Routine, PHOTOGRAPHY,

13 New Features Start
Today; 56 Shooting
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILU

Hollywood — Thirteen new picturel
o into production today, making I
to5tal of 56 shooting:.

TO THE COLORS!
* DECORATED*
:APT. CEORCE H. SPIRES, USA, formerly wit
Motion Picture Herald, awarded the Crei
de Guerre for action on the Italian front,
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"For the purposes of military secrecy, the
names of men and some of the ships in this
motion picture are fictitious, but the important incidents and the heroism are history."

20th CE
WING AND A PRAYER (The Story of Carrier X) with DON AMECH
HARDWICKE and Kevin O'Shea • Richard Jaeckel • Henry Morgan • Richard Crane
Dave Willock • Murray Alper • Directed by HENRY HATHAWAY • Produced by WILLI

1

*
10

9

I"
■

*

.

*

■

Y-FOX
ANDREWS • WILLIAM EYTHE • Charles bickford • sir cedric
• Renny McEvoy * Robert Bailey • Reed Hadley • George Mathews • B. S. Pully
CHER and WALTER MOROSCO • Written for the screen by Jerome Cady
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rge Authorization
or 50,000 Chairs
(Continued from Page 1)
- Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. Auty for these seats was scheduled
:'eral weeks ago, and for some
ue it was believed that it had been
iifirmed, but it seems that the au•rization went into a snag.
Eberson declared that these new
its are vitally needed for new theirs authorized by OCR; otherwise
::se theaters would have to use
iatever second-hand seats they
ild find. Maurice Green is hanlg the problem for OCR.
Authority for the assembly of 20,i seats was granted last Winter
a manufacturer in Temple, Tex.,
; these seats are veneer and not
table for any but a few rural
•ases.

50 National Search
acovers Only 103 Acts
(Continued from Page 1)

O to organize its quest, reports,
ditions were held in 27 cities with
hearings publicized by volunteer
,il showmen.
4ost productive cities were Deit, Minneapolis, Portland, San
mcisco and Washington. For no
rial reason, there were no actable acts found in Kansas City,
cinnati, Memphis, Omaha and St.
lis, although the number of acts
itioned in those cities exceeded
'"he largest group of performers
respond were the solo singers, of
»m 1,196 appeared for auditions.
:ompanists, which USO-Camp
l>ws need badly, were the next
test group, totalling 243. The
■cers applying numbered 177;
jiedy acts 36; novelty acts 20;
Dbatic dancers 17; mimics 11;
fcters of ceremony 10; magic acts
Others included everything from
ier-skaters, readers of poetry,
(triloquists, contortionists,
iamp Shows continues its rather
|itic efforts to line up more perjners, especially piano and accorla accompanists. With the exjsion of the war fronts, Camp
ws have a bigger and bigger job
do. Acts who want to play be"the most appreciative audience
ae world" (the American fighter!)
urged to apply at USO-Camp
ws, Inc., 8 West 40th Street.

m

Colbert's $360,000
Exec. Salaries Headed

J!

DAILY

Top Pay

by Fleischer $645,000

(Continued from Page 1)

respectively from the same studio
Sidney R. Fleischer of TwentiethFox, with $645,000, led the list of
executives. The Treasury listing is
far from complete, however, with
M-G-M, Columbia, RKO, Universal
and several other studios not reporting. Many of the paid stars and
execs, will be included in the supplemental lists, as well as additional
payments from other sources for
many of those included in the present accounting.
Among the California listings are
Charles P. Skouras, Fox West Coast
Agency, with $1§2,500. In addition,
Skouras is shown to have received
another $130,589.38 from National
Theaters, with Spyros P. Skouras
down for $84,810.62 from National
Theaters and another $174,576.84
from Twentieth-Fox.
Gary Cooper was listed for $247,397.06'
fromHope
Samuel
Inc.,
and Bob
for Goldwyn,
$100,000 from
Goldwyn. Hope also collected $148,333.33 from Paramount. Only other
California star listing was William
Bendix, with $77,616.56 from Hal
Roach
Studios.
New York Corp. Listings
New York corporation listings of
pix people paid over $75,000 included the following:
Eastman Kodak — T. J. Hargrave,
$108,986.54; Frank W. Lovejov, $92,490.38, H. C. Sievers, $77,925, and
A. F. Sulzer, $108,986.54.
Paramount — Charles Brackett,
$90,900, Frank Russell Butler, $86,950, Rene Chamette (Rene Clair),
$84,317.26, Claudette Colbert, $360,000, Harry L. Crosbv. $336,111.09,
George B. DeSylva, $313,517.06, Y.
Frank Freeman, $130,000, Henry
Ginsberg-. $114,375, Paulette Goddard, $152,500, Edward H. Griffith,
$91,379.68, Dorothy S. Kaumeyer
(Lamour), $127,416.66, Austin C.
Keough, $78,000, James Mitchell
Leisen, $145,884.20, Fred MacMurrav, $347,333.33, Fredric March,
$100,000, George Marshall, $131,708.33, Joel McCrea, $90,000, Ray
Milland, $130,166.67, Victor Fred
Moore. $103,125, Ginger Rogers,
$245,000, Mark Rex Sandrich. $112.000, Preston Sturges, $229,000,
Franchot Tone, $121,000, Harry Tu-

gend, $119,250, Sam Wood $111,625,
Adolph Zukor, $104,000;
Twentieth Century-Fox — Don F.
A.meche, $194,500.01, Joan Bennett,
$81,904.76, Jack Benny, $125,000,
Milton Berle, $82,500, Thomas J. Connors, $108,073.33, Irving Cummings,
$138,666.67, Sidney R. Fleischer,
$645,000, Henry Fonda, $167,625,
Bryan Foy, $169,000, Jean Alexis
Gabin, $100,000, William Goetz,
$155,700, Betty Grable, $92,375,
Henry L. Hathaway, $15,888.90, Ben
Hecht, $141,500, Sonja Henie, $100,000, Nunnally H. Johnson, $182,000,
Robert T. Kane, $104,000, Henry
King, $135,833.32, William Koenig,
$85,500, Walter R. Lang, $141,166.61,
William LeBaron, $156,000, Ernest
Lubitsch, $138,000, Archie Louis
Mayo, $119,425.80, Carmen Miranda,
$83,750, Thomas Mitchell, $128,269.80,
Alfred Newman, $78,000, Jack Oakie,
$135,208.33, William Perlberg, $101,400, Tyrone Power, $175,372.22, Cesar Romero, $95,125, Morrie Ryskind,
$81,666.67, Spvros P. Skouras, $174,576.84, John M. Stahl, $80,500, Joseph Swerling, $126,250, Gene Tierney, $75,850, Lamar Trotti, $101,250, William A. Wellman, $155,000,
Sol M. Wurtzel, $114,756.66, Darryl
F. Zanuck, $175,100;
United Artists — Gradwell L. Sears,
$130,000;
Vitagraph, Inc. — S. Charles Einfeld, $130,000; Warner Bros. Circuit
Management Corp. — I. J. Hoffman,
$80,461.11;
Warner Bros.— Lloyd Bacon, $128,
333.33, Joseph Bernhard, $131,500,
Henrv Blanke, $121,500, Humphrey
Bogart, $114,125.01, David Butler,
$156,875, Michael Curtiz, $193,152.55,
Bette Davis, $220,000, Oliva De Havilland, $79,916.66, Errol Flynn,
$175,000; Leo Forbstein, $78,000,
Jules Garfield, $79,125, Benjamin F.
Glazer, $86,000, Cary Grant, $100,000, Howard Hawks, $107,500, Mark
Hellinger, $156,000, Sam Hellman,
$78,000, Paul Henried, $105,937.34,
Walter Huston, $118,333.33, Jesse L.
Lasky, Sr., $91,266.67, Ida Lupino,
$142,750, S. Schneider, $78,000, Ann
Sheridan, $82,333.34, Max Steiner,
$85,800, Raoul Walsh, $123,750, H.
B. Wallis, $208,000, Albert Warner,
$104,000, H. M. Warner, $182,000,
J. L. Warner, $182,000, and Sam
Wood, $157,199.97.

German Pix Okay
For American Showing
(Continued from Page 1)
and art houses.
All these titles are
approved by the New York board of
review, whose okay is acceptable to
the Office of Censorship.
Included among these titles, all
available in this country now upon
payment of royalty to the Alien
Property Custodian, are numerous
screen operas and features based
on selections from classical music,
travelogues, romances and several
subjects dealing with Nazi preparations for the present war. Most of
the titles belong to UFA, with Bavaria-Film, Terra-Film, Tobis-Cinema
Film, Majestic-Film, PanoramaFilm and major steamship lines
listed as owners of several.
Strictly speaking, it has been illegal to show these films since the
declaration of war because there has
been no way for the owners to collect royalties. APC officials believe,
however, that some of the titles have
been seen.
At the same time, rights to a number of musical selections written by
Germans, French, Italians, Spaniards
and other Europeans — where the
copyright is held in Germany or
German-occupied lands — were also
made available.
These orders were actually written in February, 1943, and it has not
been explained here why there was
such a long delay in notice.

Nathanson in Hollywood
For Confabs on Hope Pix
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Morton Nathanson,
Samuel Goldwyn's Eastern representative is in Hollywood for a series
of conferences on "The Princess and
the Pirate," Technicolor comedy
starring Bob Hope. Nathanson will
join Goldwyn and his studio publicity head, George Glass, in addition to William Schneider of the
Donahue-Coe Agency, and James A.
Mulvey in huddles for the extensive
ad campaign being mapped for the
picture, tentatively scheduled for
September release.

Heads Chicago Drive

Chicago — Arthur Schoenstadt,
president of Schoenstadt Circuit,
has been named amusement chairman for the Chicago Community
»stern Michigan Outing
Drive,
opening in September.
(Continued from Page 1)
Greatest number of admissions of
rand Rapids, Mich. — First of a
med annual outing of Western subsequently filled the posts of film an M-G-M picture in any one theater was scored by "Gone With the
nigan film people will be held at buyer and booker in the Newark
Pittsburgh zones. For the last Wind" when it wound up with a toGreenridge Country Club Wed- and
10
years
he
has
been
film
buyer
and
tal
1,260,052 admissions at the
lay. Plans call for a golf tour- assistant zone manager in Newark. Ritz, ofLondon.
It showed on the
ent and dinner.
His new appointment was announced screen there 3,028 times.
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Friday by Joseph Bernhard, general
Saffle, Wingham Due
Hollywood — Pair of girl identical
manager of the circuit.
Maurice Saffle of Seattle and L. twins, each weighing 4 pounds, 11
New Chi. Equip. Firm
C. Wingham of San Francisco are ounces, was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Chicago — Michael J. Fasman, S. the next two M-G-M branch man- Whitney Bolton. Father is ColumGERSON,
office manager
in charge
of
bia studio publicity director and
Pilot and Maurice Turner have
agers to visit the office under the
ooking.
Monogram,
Cleveland.
plan whereby two field managers mother, Nancy Coleman, a Warner
SCHULTZ,
Monogram
salesman,
Cleve- formed Summitt Electric Co. to supBros,
actress.
I nd.
ply electrical apparatus for theaters. come in for conferences each week.

lacocks Takes N. E. Chain; 1,260,052 See GWTW
In Run at London Ritz
Damis Succeeds at WB
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0-OP OWNED EXCHANGES TO SPAN U. S.?
etroit Passes Thru Worst Help Shortage Phase
>aters. Exchanges Acimodate Themselves to
.ation in Varying Ways
By HAVTLAND

F. REVES

,M DAILY Staff Correspondent
troit — Local film industry exves have become accustomed
drastic manpower- and womanr-shortage, and have accommoI themselves to the situation in
:ng ways. Detroit is generally
•ded as the No. 1 critical labor
of the country, and theaters,
(.own the essential list, are unto attract the help they want,
(Continued on Page 7)

Conference of Studio Unions, Editors and
Script Clerhs Study New Contract Proposals
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Conference of Studio Unions and the film editors and script
clerks unions are studying formal contracts submitted by producers. Proposed
agreements are for a two year period and are said to provide for an annual increase of approximately $1,500,000. Conference unions include those of the
painters, machinists, office workers, scenic artists, publicists, screen analysts,
set designers, firemen, policemen,
advertising writers and janitors.

Pensacola Tax Jump
Will Bring Closings

Ask Canadian Board
To Limit Top Films

I Files Commercial
e Application

Pensacola, Fla. — If plans continue
for increasing the city amusement
tax in the Pensacola area, the three
Saenger-owned movie houses will be
closed. Other theater owners and
operators are considering taking a
*igton Bureau
of THE FILM 'DAILY like stand. Exhibs. feel that the
public is already paying a good price
ishington — Following by one
taking into considts application for an FM license, for amusement,
eration present city and federal
«er Bros. Friday filed a commer- taxes, and should not be asked to
television application with the contribute further.
it was learned yesterday. Warthus becomes the first major
B for television facilities in Hol- Treasury Checks Records
id. The studio has long held a
Of Drive Issuing Agencies
(Continued on Page 10)

Plan Credited to Yassenoff, Ohio Circuit Operator, Eyed by Other Indies
Formationoperative
of Theater
CoExchange of Owners'
Ohio, Inc.,
for the purpose of consolidating the
playing strength of independent exhibitors into co-operatively owned
film exchanges in Cincinnati and
Cleveland may expand into a national project, it was indicated yesterday. A group of independent exhibitors in Indianapolis may be the
next to adopt the plan, it was
learned.
A deal is under way whereby the
Ohio co-operative exchanges
continued on Page 3) will dis-

Toronto — Asking that the Wartime Prices and Trade Board restrict the number of top group
and special films to be offered for
the coming season, A. J. Mason,
president of the National Council of
Independent Exhibitors of Canada,
has directed a letter ot H. W. McCutcheon, administrator of special Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
services.
Washington — Although it is early
Mason told McCutcheon that "re- to try to reach any definite conclu(Continued on Page 3)
sion as to the effect of the War Manpower Commission's new priority
referral hiring plan on the pix indusMany States Still to Meet
try, sketchy reports reaching Washington indicate that on the whole
Fighting Fifth Bond Goals
the
industry
has not suffered greatWashington
Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
ly. Production is, of course, on the
With less than two weeks remain(Continued on Page 6)
ing in which theaters can continue
Washington — Studies are going on
uyler Clearance Case
now at the Treasury to check the the sale of War Bonds to individuals
3rd Upheld on Appeal war loan records of the various is- which will be credited to the Fifth 20th-Fox's Executives
suing agencies, comparing their per- War Loan, many states still have to Back from Coast Talks
te award of an arbitrator has
formances in the Fourth and Fifth make determined efforts in order to
' affirmed by the motion picture War Loans. A spot check during reach their goals by July 31, par1*1 board in the complaint filed the drive indicated that in the Fifth
Six members of the 20th-Fox particularly in the "E"on series.
(Continued
Page 10) National
>e Schuyler Theater, New York
(Continued on Page 6)
ty that went to the Coast recently
to confer with Joseph M. Schenck
against
Inc., 20th CenFox
and Loew's,
RKO Radio.
and Darryl F. Zanuck were back in
(Continued on Page 6)
Schuyler had charged that the

Films Not
From WMC

Ration Raw Stack in Mexico

(Continued on Page 6)

Board Created at the Suggestion of the CI AA
ulph Powell Heads
New Conn. Tele Co.
Darien, Conn. — Connecticut Teleion Co. has filed certificates of
anization
with Ralph C. Powell
Darien, president and treasurer,
arles P. Pelham, of Noroton, vicesident, and John
P. Satterfield
Darien, secretary.

$30,000 Advance Sale for
"Dragon Seed" at the M. H.
More than $30,000 in advance sale
of reserve seats for the opening of
"Dragon Seed" at the Radio City
Music Hall was announced yesterday
by G. S. Eyssell, managing director,
who said the figure represented a
record.

Mexico City (By Air Mail) — In an
attempt to save this country's motion-picture industry from paralyzation as a result of the growing scarcity, a rationing board has been set
up to control the distribution of raw
stock among Mexican producers.
The regulatory body was created
on the initiative of the Office of the
Co-ordinator of Inter-American Af(Continued on Page 7)

Pension Plan Before
Loetc's Stockholders
Annual stockholders' meeting of
Loew's will be held tcday when ratification will be sought for the company's retirement plan. Also on the
agenda is the reelection of officers,
which is scheduled to take place by
ers' meeting. following the stockholdthe directors
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BENEDICT of M-G-M's publicity department yesterday returned
from a vacation.

E K (TED) O'SHEA, Eastern M-G-M sales
manager, and his assistant LEONARD HIRSCH,
leave tomorrow for Washington where they will
meet Benn Rosenwald, Charlotte manager, and
confer with him and Rudy Berger, district manager, and John S. A'len, Washington branch manager, for several days.
BRYAN

Am.
Seat
17
21
Col. Piers, vtc. <2'/2%> 53/4
Columbia
Picts. pfd..
241/2
Con.
Fm.
Ind
Con.
Fm. Ind. pfd.
East. Kodak
1 67 .
231/4
do
pfd.
1 81
9%
Cen.
Prec.
Eq
653/4
28V4
Lcew's, Inc
Paramount
925/g
RKO
261/2
RKO
S6
pfd
20th Century-Fox
...
33
13/4
20th Century-Fox pfd. 143/8
Warner Bros
NEW
YORK CURB
Radio-Keith
cvs.
.
41/2
245/8
3
Sonotone Corp.
Technicolor
221/2
Trans-Lux
....
Universal Picts.

FOY has arrived in Chicago from Hollywood to attend
Democratic
convention.

JOHN BALABAN, WALTER 1MMERMAN,
|AMES COSTON, JULES RUBENS, and TOM GILLIAM will leave Chicago next week to attend
premiere
of "Wilson"
in New
York.
OSCAR A. MORGAN, general sales manager,
Paramount shorts, returned to the home office
yesterday
from his vacation.
MORTON COULD, composer and conductor,
arrives in Hollywood today for his initial film
role.
SAM FEINBLUM, head booker, Columbia's
N. Y. exchange, is back from his vacation.
JOHNNY CUNNIFF, Brooklyn booker, M-C-M
exchange,
returned yesterday from his vacation.
MRS. IRWIN MARCULIES, wife of the M-G-M
attorney, arrived on the Coast yesterday for a
brief visit.

Bishop and Stoner Due
At Metro H. O. Aug. 14

MARKET
Low
17
207/g

Net
Close
Chg.
17
—
Vs
21

Frederic W. Smith Dead
Miami — Frederick
Wilson
Smith,
65, retired actor, is dead here.

REEVES
Sound Recording Studios Inc.
1600

Broadway
New York City
35mm.
16mm.
1 Acetate
and
Wax
Recording
Facilities.
plete Location Equipment (or Film, Butiness
leetingt and Specialty Recordings.

BUDD ROGERS goes to Boston today to attend the marriage of his niece, Gloria Rogers,
to Lt. Allan Gopen, USN, and on Friday goes
to Fort Bragg, N. C, to visit his son, Richard.
PHIL WILLIAMS, March of Time publicity
head, is due in Springfield, Mass., today on
business having to do with M of T's latest release, "Americans All." He'll be back tomorrow.

is vacationing at Martha's Vineyard.

Burtus Bishop, Jr., Southern district manager, and Bryan D. Stoner,
manager of the company's Pitts53/4 53/4 —
Vs
burgh branch, have been added to
24
24
—
3/8 the list of M-G-M
field sales execs,
66
1/4
166
1/4
—
3/4
+ Vi set to visit the home office for a
1 81 181
223/8 221/2 —
5/8 week. They are due from their re641/2 65
— 1
spective territorial headquarters on
271/2 273/4 —
%
Aug. 14.
91/2 91/2 —
1/8
90
91
— 11/4
Arriving yesterday were Maurice
257/s 26i/8 —
3/g Saffle, manager of Seattle, and L. C.
321/4 321/2 —
1/2
1334 14
—
3/g Wingham, San Francisco head. Next
MARKET
Monday, Leroy Bickel, Dallas branch
15/8 1 Vs
Reville, Okla27/g 2-7/s —
Vs manager, and Jack
homa City exchange chief, will ar23
231/2 —
7/8
rive in town, and they will be fol43/g 43/s —
l/8
221/2 221/2
lowed a week later by W. E. "Doc"
Banford, Chicago, and Bob Workman, Minneapolis. On Aug. 7, HerEpstein Leaves 20th-Fox
man Ripps, Albany, and Ralph Maw,
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Washington — Sam Epstein has re- visit.
Buffalo, are due to begin a week's
signed as office manager of the local
20th-Fox exchange here has gone
to New York to await a new assign- Decision on Seized Nazi
ment.
High

Goldwyn and Mulvey
To Host RKO Delegates

Pix Still Due, Says Chalif

Washington reports to the effect
that the Alien Property Custodian
had given the green light for the
releace of seized German pix were
termed "premature" yesterday by
Vitalis Chalif, of the local APC office, in charge of foreign films.
Chalif explained that the matter
was still before the general counsel
of the Alien Property Custodian,
who has not, as yet, rendered a decision on the legality of their release.

HENRY KING is scheduled to fly to Sicily late
next month in preparation for his directing of
the
film version of "A Bell for Adano" foi
20th-Fox.
GEORGE

JESSEL is in town from the Coast for

the world premiere of "Wilson" at the Roxy.
today.
LEE SHUBERT is due back from the Coast
EDWARD CROSS will shortly leave for Hollywood to assemble a West Coast company of
"Chicken
Every Sunday," which he is sponsoring
on
Broadway.
LASZLO VADNAY and MAX LIEF are here
from California to assist in the rehearsal of their
play, "Champagne
for Everybody."
FRED KLEIMAN of the Henry H. Teplitz advertising agency of Chicago is visiting New York.
ROBERT ARMSTRONG,
from Hollywood over the

arrived in New
week-end.

York

MIRIAM HOPKINS comes East from Hollywood to appear on Broadway in "The Perfect
CAPT. JOHN CARROLL has arrived on the
Marriage."
Coast.
NORMAN ELSON, Trans-Lux vice-president,
left yesterday for Washington.

$23,031 Via Film Com.
For Catholic Charities
As of July 1, the motion pictures
division of the Archbishop's Committee of the Laity in the 1944 appeal for New York Catholic Charities had collected $23,031, John J.
O'Connor of Universal announced
yesterday. The solicitation is continuing and the next report will be
made Sept. 6.

Samuel Goldwyn and James M,
vey, vice-president of Samuel Gc
wyn Productions, will host a ba
ball party at Ebbetts Field on S\
day, in honor of the delegates
RKO Radio's thirteenth annual sa
meeting which convenes on Mont
at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, N
York.
More than three hundred are
pected to attend. The guests will
a double header between the Bro
lyn Dodgers and the Pittsburgh P
ates, and will be entertained at
buffet luncheon between games wh
will be held in the Press Club.

Chicago Trips Spoil
Suit Conference Chances
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DA

I

Washington — All chance fo:
conference on the N. Y. Anti-Tr;
suit between Attorney General Fr
cis Biddle, Assistant Attorney G<
erals Tom Clark and Wendell Bei
and Anti-Trust Attorney Robert
Wright, has passed for another w
at least.
Clark is in Chicago I
the week, with Berge and Biddle
pected to show up there.

s
Dai
Fil
okly'Ha
Yeamrbo
All Answei

By LOUISE MACE
The 1944 Film Daily Year B
is off the press and on screen
tors' desks.
There is more in
sentence than may meet the pu
eye, for the Year Book is the film
tors' bible, a veritable refuge in t
of stress, factual uncertainty
"Kaiser Wakes Doctors'
topical desperation.
The mamn
volume has all the answers pert
Rights Sold to Golden
ing to the motion picture indust
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Do you
knowindustry
that the
capital
vested
in the
totals
$2,C :
Hollywood — Eddie Golden has ac500,000? That it employs
204
quired pix rights to Paul de Kruif's
controversial, "Kaiser Wakes the
wage' I
Hollywood
an annual
people and pay The
Doctors," and will dip it in Techni- $360,713,500?
dios alone employ
30,000 per:
color's dye-vat.
who were paid $188,760,000 last y
Do you know there are 20,277
Grainger Flies to Montreal
tion picture
theaters 12,599,414
in the cou's.
an aggregate
J. R. Grainger, President of Re- with
public Pictures, leaves today by and that 10,015 cities and towns 1
That t>
plane for Montreal to attend the Em- more than one theater?
Anc
pire Universal Films, Ltd. conven- are 97 drive-in theaters?
tion. Empire Universal, distribu- you know that the treasury dep
tors of Republic pictures in Canada, ment's
receipts
last year
f[
will hold their meeting at the Mount amusement
taxes, 90 per centj
Royal Hotel today and tomorrow. which was derived from film
Grainger
was $168,746,625?
Ther
Thursday. will return to New York aters,
much more in the Year Book,
these paragraphs may give yc
Ben Thau Now Loew V. P.
figurative idea.
Ben Thau has been elected a viceReprinted
from the
REPUBLICAN,
president of Loew's, Inc. Formerly
an assistant secretary of the comSpringfield, Mass.
Thau's activities are centered
at the pany,
studios.
May 30, 1944

today, July 18, 1944
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-Op Exchanges
Span U. S.!
(Continued from Page 1)
lute Film Classics' 31 Samuel
idwyn productions as a product
. ileus. These pictures will provide
iutomatic playoff which will bring
ime to the exchanges during their
wing period, but indications are
t many new pictures will be avail: during the first year and thereP-*.
'wnership of the stock in the conative distributing organization
\ be limited to $200 per theater,
dependent exhibitors have expresthe opinion that the existence of
ibitor-owned exchanges in a
iber of territories which evenlly can build up to a national enDrise will, in time, prove to be an
ctive product insurance in view
t product situation now described
''critical."
:istigator of the co-operative film
ihange idea is said to be Leo
;.senoff, Ohio circuit operator,
n already has been endorsed by
ITO of Ohio.

lliam Dozier Resigns
t Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

follywood — William
Dozier, who
been head of Paramount's story
writing department
for past
ie-and-a-half years, and who last
day was given a new two-year
U-cract, yesterday
asked for and
'. granted a release from his contract. Until a permanent succesis appointed, Meta Eis, who has
n Dozier's assistant, will temarily assume his duties.
Dozier
remain on the lot a few days.

t

ischer Was Clients'

Agent

-n error in the Treasury Departit's report of top salaries for
2 listed Sidney F. Fleischer as
ing received $645,000 from 20th
tury-Fox.
Fleischer, as counsel
the Dramatists Guild, received
: figure in payments to clients,
money having been distributed
the proper parties. It did not
resent a salary.

jint Cutelli Stricken
eattle — Count Gaetano Mazzaglia
lelli, who supplied the vocal sound
cts for film cartoons, died from
ftart attack on Sunday while waitfor a train for Vancouver.

END BIRTHDAY
REETIMS TO...
JULY 18
Richard Dix
William Cabanne
Cene Lockhart
Keith
Richards
Mildred Coles
Lupe Velez
Phyllis Brooks
"-harles A. Stimson
Arthur Levy
Paul Perez
Robert
Lynch
Arthur Jeffrey
Jane Frazee

Ask Canadian Board
To Limit Top Films
(Continued from Page 1 )

A Reporter's Report
• •
•
BIRTH NOTE
As they say in the movies, ain't Fate a
strange Dame?
If Ernie Emerling of Loew's hadn't been born in
Dayton, O., there most likely would not have been a giant Cash Register
in Times Square and the Fifth War Loan would have lost one of its most
sensational Bond-selling assets!
Ernie, as N. Y. publicity director of
the Fighting Fifth, wanted to devise a novel "indicator" for Bond sales
He remembered that when he worked, as a boy, for the National
Cash Register Co. of Dayton, a big register was built on the court house
lawn for one of the Liberty Loan drives
So he moved the Dayton
court house lawn to Times Square
Of course, the Dayton register
was merely an indicator
The one in New York is a combination
indicator, stage production, and "Bond store"
The other day, the
Dayton Herald carried quite a story on how the home town boy made
good and plenty on Broadway
The cash register has been reproduced and publicized all over the country and right up to the front lines
in Europe
The Stars and Stripes, doughboy newspaper, gave it a
big break recently
The radio network commentators have given it a
vocal build-up
The Canadian government has inquired as to the
possibilities of getting the register for its next War Loan, while several
leading American cities have put in their bid for the Broadway showpiece
Ernie is berating himself for forgetting to put a clipping service on
the job so that he could have a fat scrapbook for his grandchildren
▼
▼
T
• • • DENTAL NOTE: A leading dentist with offices in the
Paramount Building makes no appointments between 12 and 2 each day
so that he may watch the cash register stage show from his window.
Y
▼
V
• • • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: The Federal Board of Pardons and
Paroles has nixed the parole application of George E. Browne, ex-IATSE
prexy. ... • Pal Willie Bioff, incidentally, goes to trial on a tax evasion
charge in Los Angeles Sept 4. . . . • Sam Zimbalist will produce and
Victor Fleming will direct Maj. Clark Gable's first pic on his return to
the studio in the Fall
Vehicle is set as "Strange Adventure," based
on Clyde Brion Davis's novel, "The Annointed," which Marguerite Roberts is now adapting
Myrna Loy is expected to be opposite Gable.
• Avinere Toigo, manager of the Springfield, 111., Esquire, gets the spotlight in the July 15th issue of the Christian Science Monitor magazine section which tells the story of "Immigrants All," a tolerance movement which
Toigo founded. ... • Van Johnson, Kathryn Grayson and Gene Kelly
are set for Metro's re-make of "Paradise for Three," which will be turned
into a musical dubbed "White Waltz". ... • Capt. James Parish, former
assistant manager of the Paramount, Montgomery, Ala., was a member
of the first bomber crew to reach France on D-Day. ... • Roz Russell
as guest editor of The Woman Magazine for August voices a plea for more
active participation of women in war activities. ... • Gary Cooper's
first effort as producer for International Pictures will be "The American
Cowboy," super- Western in which he will star
It's a period story,
time, the 70's. ... • M. S. Rennie is now acting as chief purchasing
officer for the National Film Beard of Canada, taking over from Wesley

gardless of what the administrator
may intend when approving distributor's product or groupings, the fact
remains that distributors attempt to,
and in most cases succeed, in forcupon the
exhibitor."
Theying their
usewishes
the fact,
Mason
added,
that their proposition has been approved by the administrator, but
they do not suggest or remind the
exhibitor that me may still exercise
his prerogative and only contract
for the groups and the number of
features in those groups as was the
case during the basic contract.
Mason said that the exhibitor was
prevented from raising admission
prices but was compelled to pay increased gross film rentals. He added
that it was increasingly difficult for
the independent exhibitor to do
business with the exchanges, that
50 per cent of the theaters have a
hard time getting lower bracket pictures and that film salesmen explain
that that
they way.
are under head orders to
sell

Summer Slump Hits
Chi., New Haven Spots
Chicago — B & K Cine theater on
the north side, will drop matinees
next Monday for the Summer, except for Saturday and Sunday shows.
Summer afternoon slump brings the
daytime closing.
New Haven — The Victory has been
closed for the Summer by Michael
Tomasino, because of bad business
conditions.

Crash Ends Vacation Trip
Waterbury, Conn. — Five minutes
after Assistant Manager Samuel Subouf of the Poli left for his vacation,
he was involved in a serious auto
accident, and Mrs. Subouf is under
observation in the hospital.

John Lancaste Rites
Wast Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Funeral services will
be held tomorrow for John Lancaste,
68, who died Friday. He was at one
time casting chief and production
manager for Metro, and in more recent years, operated his own agency.

TO THE COLORS!

Greene who returns to the Board's distribution dept. as co-ordinator
T
T
T
• •
•
SHORT SHORT STORY, as related by Hedda Hopper:
It happened at a Hollywood story conference
Brass hats gathered
around a big producer when in the midst of the latter's conversation
a yes-man sneezed
"Whothehell are you," asked the producer, "to
express an opinion"
T
T
▼
• •
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR

* DECORATED*

LT. ARMAND J. CARDEA, 100 Bomber Group,
AAF, formerly Para, home office foreign
publicity dept., Air Medal, for achievements
in bombing German defenses in France.

* PROMOTED*
TOM

GILLIAM, JR., son of 20th-Fox Chicago
exchange
manager,
to Captain.
— •— Paramount employe,
DCVARD H. HALL, former
Montgomery,
Ala., to technical
sergeant.

COMING WITH A HUG AND A KISS WR THE WHGtE HE
\R

BULLETIN!

PLEASE

HAVE

IICURES

READY

FOR

5th

WAR

LOAN

SALES

REPORT!

...with pride and JOY" from \M^

K^NEf\$f
Jack

L. Warner,

Executive Producer

*
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Films Not Suffering
From WMC Priorities
(Continued

from Page 1)

essential list and the studios are
entitled to preference in the filling
of their labor needs.
Although exhibition and distribution are not on the essential list, and
are not eligible for locally-needed
designation, it looks from here as If
no serious difficulty has yet developed. WMC Chairman Paul V. McNutt's promise to the WAC distributor committee headed by RKO President Ned E. Depinet that the industry could call upon WMC and the
U. S. Employment Service in the
event of serious difficulty has stood
up thus far. No crucial situation is
known to have developed yet, but
neither has any instance of complete
disregard by USES be reported.
Here in Washington there has
been little turnover on film row
since the new regulations went into
effect on July 1. Most of the exchanges have not yet had any experience in trying to hire new help,
although both Columbia and RKO
have been able to hire for their shipping departments — Columbia an assistant shipper and RKO a full shipper.
J. B. Brecheen, RKO exchange
head, is chairman of the local exchange manpower committee. Thus
far, he said, he has seen nothing
which could be developed into a test
case, and in general the exchanges
have made out as well as they did
before the new regulations were effected. Columbia is reported to have
asked USES for a girl about a week
ago, with no applicant for the post
as yet sent around. Twentieth-Fox
called for a girl yesterday, but had
not had any response by last night.
Thus the two exchanges which
needed shippers — and shippers and
bookers are considered the most important exchange employes as a
group — have been successful while
those requiring office help have not
been turned down as yet.
It is pointed out on film row that
the wage scale there is lower than
elsewhere in private industry in
Washington, with many people in
comparable jobs off the row paid
more than on the row. Stabilization
regulations prevent raising the pay
scale.
In the local theaters no hardship
has been reported. A. Julian Brylawski of Warners, head of the local
MPTO, says he has heard no case
where exhibitors have been turned
down. On the other hand, he knows
of six or seven instances where new
workers have been hired £or local

IUEDDIE1G BELLS
Omaha — Anne Krakowski, inspectress at Twentieth Century-Fox exchange here, married Gordon Corcoran.

THE FEMININE TOUCH
MILDRED G. LOGAN,
Charlotte.
MELBA THRAILKILL,
Charlotte.
BERNICE
ABRAMS,
Charlotte.
HAZEL

JENSEN,

booker, Universal exchange,
clerk,

Universal

exchange,

assistant

cashier,

Universal,

billing

clerk,

RKO,

Omaha.

Schuyler Clearance Case
Award Upheld on Appeal
(Continued from Page 1)
seven-day clearance granted to Arden Theater, approximately a mile
away, was unreasonable and had
sought to have it eliminated completely. The arbtirator found that
competition existed between the
houses and denied relief.
In reviewing the evidence, the appeal board upheld the arbitrator's
decision.

Chi. Rialto to Switch
Both Name and Policy
Chicago — Rialto Theater, Loop
home of burlesque, changes its name
to the Paramount early in September and goes over to a film and band
policy.

James E. Goodfellow Dead
Starke, Fla. — James E. Goodfellow,
65, died suddenly at the home of
relatives in Lawtey. He was associated with the Florida and Ritz
Theaters as auditor. Surviving is
the widow, Mrs. Ella Dawson Goodfellow, and two daughters.

Newell's Father Dead
Detroit — Joseph Newell, Sr., 79,
is dead, as the result of a fall at
his home. He was the father of
Joseph Newell, Jr., manager of the
Adams.

Too Many Standees; Fined
Hartford, Conn. — As an aftermath
of the Barnum & Bailey circus fire
here, strict checkup has been made
on theaters and other public places
of assembly. The Webster was fined
for having 80 standees instead of
the permitted 60.

Arabian Star Drowns
Cairo (By Cable) — Asmahan, Arabian film star, was drowned on Friday when her car plunged from a
bridge on the way to a beach resort.
She was married to Ahmed Salim,
Egyptian film producer.
theaters. MPTO is set up to go to
bat for members in difficulty, but
thus far has not had to fight a single
case.
Claude R. Collins, Washington
WAC representative, remarked yesterday that he was interested to note
the Washington experience and that
"it seems to be in line with what I
have heard from other cities." Collins made it plain that he has had
no detailed reports, however.

IRENE WINTERS,
Omaha.

information desk, M-C-M,

20lh-Fox's Executive
Back from Coast Tall
(Continued

from Page 1)

town
yesterday.
They head;
included
Connors,
distribution
Will;'
J. Kupper, general sales mana
Francis L. Harley, managing di
tor for the company in Great I]
ain; Andrew W. Smith, Jr., Eas
sales manager; William C. Gehi
Treasury Checks Record
sales manager,
and II
Of Drive Issuing Agencies Western
Schlaifer, Central sales manage
President
Spyros Skouras;
B
(Continued from Page 1)
ray Silverstone, head of foreign
Loan drive theaters showed more im- tribution, and Sam Shain, assis
provement as issuing agencies than to Skouras, are expected back
any other classification, but whether the end of the week.
a study of all the records will show
the same thing cannot yet be predicted. Treasury officials, however, Visual Education Ass'n
will be surprised if the complete To Meet in Chi. Aug. 13
study does not show that to be the
case.
Lexington, Ky. — Post-war pi
will make up the agenda of the
tional Association of Visual Edi
Editorial
Lust's
Fifth War Praises
Loan Efforts
tion Dealers convention at the
Washington Bureau
of THE FILM 'DAILY mer House, Chicago, Aug. 13 an<
Washington — "Any community A code of ethics for visual ed
which can boast that it has Sidney tion dealers and a new constituj
the association will be coi
Lust to aid its community endeav- for
ors through his personal efforts and ered.
through his theaters can count itself
fortunate," said the Bethesda-Chevy
Chase Tribune concluding an editor- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM Dj
ial on the outstanding contributions Bronston Buys "10 Indians"
to the Fifth War Loan of the Lust
Hollywood — Samuel Bronston
Theater and in these communities.
the Broadway
play,pi''
Little Indians,"
for $150,000,
Lust was chairman of the D. C. Ex- purchased
hibitors Fifth War Loan Committee, percentage arrangement.
Bronj
doing an outstanding job here in declined to disclose his releasing I
Washington as well as in his own rangements
for the film.
Fi
suburban theaters.
M-G-M
the
of
formerly
Smith,
"Sidney Lust is always first to licity department,
has been v
say 'let's go' when the need for a publicity director for Samuel B
public benefit is pointed out," said
the editorial. "All of his theaters ston Productions.
have contributed richly to the war Dr. Hans Aickelin Dead
effort and he has given much of his
Summit, N. J. — Funeral arra
time and his property."
ments were being made yeste:
for
Dr. Hans W. Aickelin, 59, a
Myers Urges Exhibitors to
Forward Fifth Drive Reports mer vice-president and a forme:
of the General Aniline
Asking that exhibitors finish the rector
Film Corp. He died at his h
job, Abram F. Myers, Allied general here on Sunday.
counsel, urged theater men to report
the results of their Fifth War Loan
efforts to the committee promptly. Mordkin Funeral Today
He paid special tribute to Martin
Funeral rites for Mikhail M
Smith, Al Steffes, Harry Lowen- kin, ballet dancer and teacher
stein, Don Rossiter and Lou Rome, helped to organize the Ballet
who as state chairmen, did an out- ater, will be held this mornin
standing job in the campaign.
the Russian Church of Christ Sa
Interment
will be in Wood!
Ft. Hamilton Army Personnel Cemetery. Mordkin, 63, died on
urday at his summer
home, 1
To Star in Midnight Show
brook, N. J.
"Stars and Gripes of 1944," a special Army show with personnel from
Fort Hamilton will be presented on Legion's "B" for "Take It"
National Legion of Decency
the stage of Loew's Kings Theater,
Brooklyn, at midnight July 28, It"
placed
20th-Fox's
in its
Class B. "Take It or L
Charles C. Moskowitz, general chairman of the New York Fifth Drive
committee, revealed yesterday. Show
is in line with the theaters' continuation of the Fifth Drive through
July, with tickets to be exchanged
for "E" Bond purchases at Flatbush
Chicago — Charley
Ryan, Wa
theaters. Several other area houses theater executive, announces he
will hold War Bond screen premieres grandpa again.
His son, Charle
during the next two weeks, Mosko- the father of an eight-pound
born in Rockford, 111.
witz said.
■
MRS. ALMA SCHRIEBER, bookkeeper, ScottBallantyne Theater iEquipment Company,
Omaha.
BETTY KUHFALL, stenographer, Columbia,
Omaha.
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)nly Manpower

Law Change Can Affect Detroit

rimes. Rejected Men and Ration Raw
Industry Plans Reversion
Stock in Mexico
called Industry Vets
To Pre-War Operation
id to Combat Shortages Board Created at the Suggestion of the CI A A As Soon as Possible
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

fairs after it was shown that more
than half the raw stock allotted to
Mexico for 1944 had been used during the first five months of the year.
All six members of the new commission are connected with the local
industry. They are Salvador Elizondo, Gregorio Walerstein, and Raul
de Anda, of the Mexican Producers'
Association; Alfonso Sanchez Tello,
representing the independent producers; and Benjamin Nevulis and
Antonio Vilardell, spokesmen for
film dealers.
The board will have two main functions:
(1) "To authorize the sale of raw
stock to enterprises or individuals
who have contracts with studios."
(2) "To advise producers who have
been making pictures since Jan. 1,

(competition with high-paying
I plants and other civilian indus. The same situation is true, in
iortion, for other branches of the
jstry.
!ie immediate
situation is that
^industry has passed through its
It phases.
Every little change
;ie draft and manpower regula; brings new headaches
to exives but they, frankly, cannot
iow the situation can deteriorate
\i more, unless the manpower
are drastically stiffened, such
V a labor draft for essential inIry, or a feminine draft.
Because Detroit is typical of
e great war centers at their
Jjsiest, and because the situan that the local film business
:es is a forecast of what the
'lustry over the country
to be generally true in this area.
ely to face, Film Daily hasis
There is apparent to the casual visi■veyed in detail the general
tor, however, the appearance of a
3»or situation here.
The avere exhibitor or exchange
extype of employe who might normalative elsewhere can take rely be considered unemployable because of lack of the personality or
surance from the fact that no
intelligence to hold as high a job
have closed because of
[waters
rating as at present.
; shortage, and the exchanges
The recent discussion of orders for
utinue to function reasonably
iciently.
all 4F's under 38 to switch to essenwork gave local managers a bad
rious individual measures, de- scaretialbriefly,
but counting of noses
ling upon the initiative of each
that only about 15 per cent
;itive, have been taken, and near- showed
l have found a passable answer of their present employes fell in this
class, or about 25 per cent of the
jeir problem, if not wholly satis- male employes. Trend, instead, has
Replacement of men by wo- been to the age extremes, to the
for instance, is not the only teen agers and the older men, safely
tation.
In some fields this is past the draft age.
y undesirable, despite the favA move launched here two
e experience of others.
months ago to have the local inie principal means
of adjustdustry given an essential status,
found in the survey may be
larized as:
such as has been given elsewhere, has so far been stymied.
Placing of women in suitable
One probability is that the laion, chiefly as bookers, cashiers
bor situation over-all in the Dechanges, and theater managers.
troit area is so bad that the
Recalling of older men
who
manpower authorities are reluctheater managers many years
tant to grant amusements the
and have a background of show
same concession that would be
ledge which proves useful in
possible in an area of only modng the complex operating conerate shortage.
as of today, even if they do not
Executives
generally report the
1 the quick reactions of younger
gers.
worst problems today in the wofield — a proof of the fact
"Employment
of 4F's in all types manpower
DS.
that Detroit has settled down to
Employment
of boys in their live with the manpower problem
as ushers, as well as a trend realistically. The turnover here is
:d girl ushers in some circuits, very great — a factor that factory
employers also complain of. There
jar from universally.
jit is worth noting that most
appears to be greater dissatisfaccutives plan on returning to
tion of women with their jobs, even
in
jobs that seem natural for them,
-war style of operation when
JJice comes again, and few exsuch as office work. Partly, this is
a result of the draw and lure of
ime makeshifts to
wart
the
Jt
continued
elsewhere, and the "freezne problems arise in connection highering"payregulations
seem to have little
a different category of help. effect in these classes of work, emshow proprietor expressed the
ployers agree. Many film employers
that a certain type of older feel that official approval of pay
jng help had drifted into the boosts, which are being negotiated
ess, though this does not seem in some fields now as reported in

1944, and who have productions already slated for the coming year, of
the necessity of filing requests for
authorization to buy needed mateAt a special meeting of the Mexican Producers Association, called to
consider problems related to the currials."
rent film shortage, it was announced
that licenses for the purchase of raw
stock would be granted only to those
companies
ductions. turning out "quality" proThose attending the session were
informed that they will also be limited to 28 prints of each picture.
This is believed sufficient to cover
exhibition requirements in Mexico,
Central and South America, the Antilles, and the southwestern United
States.
the news columns, would help to
stabilize their feminine help. The
great turnover comes mostly from
the employe side, with few cases of
firings except for gross incompetence
reported nowadays.
UDT Case Study
The survey can be best illustrated
by a study of typical individual
cases. United Detroit Theaters, operating 19 houses, has lost 26 managers and assistants, to the services,
and now has 10 theaters managed
by girls, with general satisfaction.
This has worked out satisfactorily
with a centralized system of operation relying largely upon central
office direction, so that the individual manager's responsibility was
lessened. Some girls who proved
unsatisfactory have left, and the
best qualified of those remaining
stepped up to their places. There
are 2 or 3 additional managers
awaiting calls to a job on this circuit's list— an exceptional situation,
but one that illustrates the generally satisfactory way the local industry has faced the employment
situation. All other UDT managers,
except the girls, are over-age, or
classed in 4F.
The circuit has turned to women
for its janitors, with the exception
of one man retained in each large
house for heavier duties. Engineers
are almost all over draft age.
For ushers, UDT has placed girls
in all except four houses— the largest— where they are using 16 and
17-year-old boys. Some of these
work part time, continuing with
their schooling. The theaters have
so far been able to replace them
without great difficulty, as the older
ones leave for service.
The UDT situation is a good sampling of what other circuit executives said off the record. Some
have brought in men from other
cities, but the supply elsewhere has

been well combed for good managers, recent experience
indicates.
Associated's
Situation
Associated Theaters, with 14
houses, has lost 19 managers, to
date, and now employs only older
men, 4F's, and some men discharged
from the services and returned to
civilian life — a factor that is becoming increasingly important, with
the return soldier list growing almost daily on the Row here. Associated has a few femme managers,
but has not placed too great responsibility upon them, as yet.
This circuit uses all girl ushers,
but has no using
houses boys.
as largeTheas circuit
UDT's
first-runs
has recently lost two operators to
the draft, but that situation seems
stabilized now.
Operators, the principal technical
employes in the local industry, have
caused considerable worry. Local
199, having jurisdiction over 200
Detroit theaters, has lost 18 men
already. Recently, five were scheduled to go, and seven more were
scheduled for callup in about six
months, when the deferment order
for men over 26 halted their induction, and there the situation remains.
This is the entire anticipated callup.
The surplus has been met so far by
calling in men from other cities in
Michigan and elsewhere, where there
has been a surplus of operators.
No one has even suggested calling
upon women operators, and it has
not been necessary to train many
new operators even.
In the Exchange Field
Turning to exchanges, M-G-M
may be taken as typical, with 14
now employed — four executives, four
salesmen, one booker, one office boy,
three shippers, and one inspector and
relief manager. The shippers are all
under draft age, except the head
shipper. One additional salesman is
slated to go in the draft soon, but
no immediate plans except shifting
of territory and available men are
planned. Usual policy here, up to
now, has been to bring in men from
other territories, even as student
salesmen, if no experienced local
men are available.
Bookers at M-G-M are mostly women— three now employed, and the
cashier was long ago replaced by
a woman. There is a definite postwar thought here — that the girls
will be easier to shift to other suitable posts when the male bookers
come back to their posts after the
war, while a male replacement would
be harder to shift.
There is another factor here, too
— at least this one exchange has
found it difficult to get the right
type of male booker, and the office
belief is that only a man of a type
adapted for the film business can
(Continued on Page 10)
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Detroit Passes
Worst of Shortage
(Continued from Page 7)

be a success in it— that the special
element of showman's instinct is
called for. On the other hand, girls
who have been in the industry in
someclerical or other capacities forbooki
ng
time, can be switched to
.
sfully
duties more succes
In the checking field, M-G-M now
has 45 checkers instead of the normal 70, and has to worry along under this handicap. There are two
or three women among them, but
the sentiment appears to be against
women for this work. Inasmuch as
most women, with family responsi-A
bilities, are not adapted for it.
few professional or "career" women
have proved adaptable because they
understand business responsibilities.
availMen who would normally be se
of
able are no longer so, becau
hours at their regular work.
longerBranc
hes In Good Shape
General feeling in exchanges is
that they are in pretty good shape
now, however. Universal has lost
a branch manager, head booker, and
postal clerk to the forces, and expected to lose the office manager.
There are 11 men employed there in
all, and no special replacement plans
are felt necessary- Shifts or new
employes are expected to take care
of the situation as they have done
some serious temup to now, despite
porary shortages.
Another typical medium-sized exchange has lost three bookers and
five shippers, and now employs seven
men in all. Wage scales are definitely a problem here — symptomatic
y. Scales
of 'theshipper
industrand
$46 for
$38 foratassistant
head
find the exchange handicapped in
competition with other industries.
An office scale of $25 to $35 is also
felt to be about $10 under competitive scales elsewhere, making it difficult to keep a qualified permanent
staff.
United Artists reported all seven
of its present male staff likely to
be retained, being either overage or
in class 4F. This exchange has lost
only one booker to date.
Irwin Pollard, Republic branch
manager, is shifting to girls as much
as possible, reporting them very
successful as both bookers and poster clerks. Pollard, like other managers, commented that there is no
need for women salesmen here, however. The territory has mostly veteran salesmen, averaging weli over
age.
Branch manager Gins of Columbia
reported difficulty in getting girls
for training as bookers, however, inasmuch as few of the older girls who
have had experience in the industry, which he considers a prerequisite, are available.
Some smaller organizations have
not been handicapped at all, such as
Artkino, which has only a single representative who is over age.
In the premium field, local companies are operated by a single man,

Richardson Mexican
Pic to "Star" Volcano
Mexico City (By Air Mail)— Paracutin, first volcano to be born in
the Western hemisphere in over a
century, will be the star of a motion picture to be produced in this
country by American interests. Permission to start shooting has just
been granted J. Sullivan Richardson
by the Mexican Ministry of the
Interior. Script will be built around
the lives of the people whose villages have been invaded by the
burning lava. Picture will be filmed
in color.

Many States Still to Meet
Fighting Fifth Bond Goals
(Continued from Page 1)
Fifth" War Loan headquarters warned yesterday.
While latest figures of total sales
of Bonds to individuals are not available, it was said that the country's
$6,000,000,000 quota in this category,
is still far from attainment.
In New York State, "E" Bond
sales through July 14 totaled $231,100,000, or 63 per cent of the state's
$367,000,000 quota. This is the
latest figure available.
' Fighting

Sydney Pix Consumption
Double That of New York
Sydney (By Air Mail) — Comparison of New York's consumption of
theater product for 1943 with that
of Sydney for the year ended June
30, 1943 shows that 11 New York
first-run houses absorbed 163 features, including 87 long-run. Sydney required 192 for 11 long-run
theaters and a further 164 for five
weekly-change houses, a total of
356 — more than twice the amount of
feature product consumed by New
York.
or man and wife, and none are likely to suffer from the draft situation.
Situation at National Screen Service typifies the fact that the womanpower shortage is worse than
that of men here now. NSS normally uses 12 men in the poster room,
and now operates with a standard
complement of six men and eight
girls, when the staff is full. The office staff is currently short three
girls, despite efforts to get replacements, with the wage ceiling regulation a hindering factor.
In the supply house field, too, the
situation has passed its worst. National Theatre Supply has lost four
men in a year, and now has three
men and two girls. Only one is in
draft age. McArthur Theater Equipment Company has lost two men,
both sons of the owner, and is being
operated by the latter himself, and
one girl now. Ernie Forbes Theater Supply operates with the owner
and one girl, the same staff as two
years ago.
Ralph Ruben, owner of Amusement Supply, was recently drafted,
and the business is being run by
Mrs. Ruben
single-handedly.
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REVIEWS*
"Dragon Seed"

with Katharine Hepburn, Walter Huston
M-G-M
145 Mins.
SUPERB
NOVEL;

DRAMATIC FILM RICH IN ARTISTRY IS MADE FROM PEARL BUCK
HUSTON TOPS CAST.

Pearl S. Buck's novel of a China in
agony has inspired the production of a
film that cannot be ignored. As a protest
against the forces of savagery that are
loose in the world today the picture scarcely
could have made its case more strongly
or more eloquently. The offering gains
in power by selecting as the victims of
aggression and tyranny a people in whom
love of peace and hatred of violence has
been an age-old tradition. Certainly in
"Dragon Seed" we have a film that should
fill us with new concern for the fate of
China and her people. Here is a damning
presentment against the Japs that makes
its point without
resort to sensationalism.
In "Dragon Seed" the tragedy of China
is told through the experience of one
family the head of which is Walter Huston,
a farmer who is transformed from a man
of peace to a man of action when the
Japs invade the land and destroy the
things he holds dearest. Under his leadership the farmers put into effect a
scorched-earth policy in a campaign of
resistance against the Japs. The end of
the film finds Huston, his wife (Aline
MacMahon) and their youngest grandchild,
son of Turhan Bey and Katharine Hepburn,
headed for the safety of Free China while
the others remain behind to carry on
guerrilla warfare against the invaders. The
film closes on a note of hope for the future of China.
"Dragon Seed" has substance and meaning and is rich in humanity. It is firstrate drama endowed with many tender
moments that will go over especially big
with the femmes.
In making this film M-G M has extended
I itself to the limit of its resources.
No end
1 of artistry has been lavished on the picture
in order to make
it atmospherically
im-

WB Files Commercial
Tele Application

(Continued from Page 1)
regular radio license for KFWB, Losj
Angeles.
(The Film Daily on June 15 disclosed Warners' television plans).
The major radio networks
have
also applied for commercial
tele
licenses in the Los Angeles area, aS
well as two or three independent
parties, all pointing toward the esf]
tablishment
of Hollywood
as the<!
television talent headquarters
for
the post-war world. KFWB has network affiliation, and thus far there
has been nothing heard here to in.!
dicate that Warners plans to use the !
television outlet for which it has
applied as originating
studio foi
wide coverage, although this is defi- j
nitely possible.
Attitude of the FCC toward these
applications is to be watched witt I
interest, since Chairman James
Lawrence Fly has made it plain thai
he looks with askance at any attempts to centralize control of the
various media of public interest
Discussing newspaper ownership oi
radio before a House committee recently, Fly stated specifically that
the FCC will have to reach a decision soon on whether to permit pi>
operators to move into radio.

Ky. Exhibs. Incorporate;
Would End Ticket Taxes
Frankfort, Ky. — Articles of incor
poration were filed by the Kentuckj
Association of Motion Picture Ex
hibitors, last week, with the Secre
tary of State here, as a non-profi
organization with indebtedness lira
ited to $15,000.
Incorporators of the associatio
which was formed about a year ago
are Andy Anderson and W. Freema
Smith, exhibitors, and Nell G. Bor
den, secretary to Harry J. Stites.
attorney for the group. D. L. Thorn
ton, Versailles, has been serving a
executive director.
Prime objectives and basic aim
of the organization are the repeal o
Federal and state admission taxes
encouragement of high film stanc
ards; support of advantageous coi
munity projects; and War Bond sale;

pressive.
There is great warmth and feeling in the
direction of Jack Conway and Harold S.
Bucquet. Pandro S. Berman has made
available the finest production facilities
to insure the success of the venture.
The screenplay of Marguerite Roberts
! and Jane Murfin is a surprisingly fine job.
The camera work of Sidney Wagner, art
direction of Cedric Gibbons and Lyle R.
Wheeler and musical score of Herbert
Stothart are solid contributions.
quet; Screenplay, Marguerite Roberts, Jan
Excellent acting abounds in "Dragon Murfin; Based on novel by Pearl S. Buck
Seed." Except possibly for Akim Tamiroff, Cameraman, Sidney Wagner; Musical Scon
who plays a traitor, the parts are enacted Herbert Stothart; Recording Director, Doug
with more than sufficient realism. Walter las Shearer; Art Directors, Cedric Gibbon!
Huston is easily first among the perform- Lyle R. Wheeler; Set Decorators, Edwin (
ers. Outstanding are Miss Hepburn, Miss Willis, Hugh Hunt; Special Effects, Warre
MacMahon and Bey among the top players Newcombe; Film Editor, Harold F. Kress.
and Hurd Hatfield, J. Carrol Naish, Agnes Fine.
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPH)
Moorehead, Henry Travers and Robert Bice
among
the secondary
actors.
CAST: Katharine Hepburn, Walter Huston,
Aline MacMahon, Akim Tamiroff, Turhan
Bey, Hurd Hatfield, J. Carrol Naish, Agnes
Moorehead, Henry Travers, Robert Bice,
Robert Lewis, Frances Rafferty, Jacqueline
Osmond, Neb.— C. H. Albers o
De Wit, Clarence Lung, Paul E. Burns, Anna
Demetrio.
Plainview, Neb., has purchased th
CREDITS: Producer, Pandro S. Berman; Osmond theater from R. J. Daltor

THEATER DEALS

Directors,

Jack

Conway,

Harold

S.

Buc-

The change will be effective Aug. 1

LET YOUR CONSCIENCE
BE YOUR GUIDE!
Are you one of the thousands of loyal
American showmen who has given your
country a Free Movie Day or a Bond
Premiere? To you the heartfelt thanks of
a nation at war!

"BE GLAD
TO BACK

YOU'RE

ALIVE

NUMBER

5"

If you have not yet had a Free Movie Day or a Bond Premiere, it is not
too late to do the right thing! The sale of "E" Bonds will meet the expectations ofour fighting forces only if every theatre does its share. Act
today without delay! They die for you. Do not fail them.

i
Watch for it! Have your
Bond Sales Figures
ready to report!

KEEP SELLING
"E" BONDS
Sponsored by War Activities Committee of Motion
Picture Industry, 150 1 Broadway, N. Y. C.

J

Advertising that sells your attractions quickest and most completely—is the STRONGEST!

©©t^

Advertising that buyers can

hear as well as see— is the RAREST! ©$-s> Advertising that is
created by quarter-of-a-century experts— is the SUREST!^©
Advertising that entertains prospects while it is selling them—
is the SAFEST! @ y)© Advertising that reaches most people and
costs least-is the CHEAPEST!

©@©

That is why exhibitors who

use this company's Advertising year in and year out @^©
sitting pretty.
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rOCKHOLDERS OKAY LOEW PENSION PLAN
til Pix Funds Defrozen by Spanish Government
rilar Reports Enough
5. Currency Available
Credit Obligations
|ws that the Spanish governhas released all motion picture
; was divulged yesterday
by
hue Aguilar, Iberian manager
lniversal Pictures, at an interat the company's home office.
le the foreign representative,
lis here for. his first home office
|rence in three years, declined
(Continued on Page 10)

AAF MOST ACTIVE COAST PRODUCER
First Motion Picture Unit Turns Out More Films
Per Month Than Any Major Studio

By an overwhelming majority,
Loew's stockholders yesterday voted
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
now in the service — are turning out their approval of the company's proposed pension plan, overriding some
Washington — Busiest production more films per month than any major
opposition to the plan. The tally
center in the Coast movie capital studio in Hollywood.
In its first two years of operation, was 1,044,125 shares in favor of the
today is the old Hal Roach lot, in
plan and 90,658 shares in opposition.
last month, Col. Jones reThe stockholders also re-elected
Culver City, according to the Army throughports
production of 150 training,
Air Forces. Col. Roy M. Jones, in documentary or orientation films — the present panel of directors who,
later in the day, recommand of the AAF's First Motion with 10 crews working constantly at a meeting
elected the current slate of officers.
Picture Unit, Culver City, reports now on training films alone. The
that the men under his command — unit has also equipped and trained The re-elected directors were David
(Continued on Page 10)
working mainly under the supervis- combat camera crews now shooting
ion of erstwhile industry employes
(Continued on Page 10)

iort 14,077 Fifth
re Special Events 20fh-Fox Gets G-B
Ith Loan Drive special events
|:ered and reported through Mon- Stock Voting Rights
|totaled 14,077, compared
with
in the Fourth Campaign, R. J.
(Continued on Page 11)

*y Relief Today Gets
1000 From "Wassell"
pognizing the need for funds
[he
U. S. Navy and
Relief
|, Paramount
CecilSociety's
B. De
(Continued on Page 7)

ara. Two-Reelers As
iecond Loew Feature
"Showboat Serenade," Paramount
o-reel Technicolor musical, will be
own as a second feature in 63 Loew
eaters in the metropolitan area being August 3, as the result of a
Iial
consummated by Henry Randel,
ramount New York Exchange manler. The feature is Paramount's
ioing My Way." A Paramount onesi Technicolor cartoon "Suddenly
<s Spring" will round out the proam as a complete Paramount packe show. Thirty-two of the Loew
mses will play the show for a full
rek.
This booking of shorts to replace
second feature in an entire New
»rk circuit is believed unpreceii ted.

Opposition
Slight;
ReElect All Loew
Directors
At the Annual Meeting

Name Brenner, Wolff
Exhib.-Owned Co-op
To New Loew Posts
Exchange in Pitts.

London (By Cable) — By a unanimous vote, shareholders of GaumontBritish at the company's annual
meeting here yesterday approved an
amendment to its articles of association which will permit non-Brit(Continued on Page 7)

Appointments of William G. BrenFilm Classics of Western Pennsylner as head and
of of
Loew's
maintenance
Max. exchange
Wolff as
vania has been formed in Pittsburgh as the newest link in the general purchasing agent were anexhibitor - owned co-operative exnounced yesterday. Brenner succeeds the late J. S. McLeod and Wolff
changes. Headed by Bert Stearn,
the Western Pennsylvania exchange
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 7)

Grad Sears Is En Route
To London for UA Parley

Combined Sales Meetings
Start This Week for UA

Loew's Earnings Running
10% Ahead of Last Year

Earnings of Loew's, Inc., are runGrad Sears, vice-president in
approximately 10 per cent ahead
charge of distribution for United
First of a series of combined dis- of thening
corresponding period last year,
Artists, left yesterday for London
trict sales meets for UA's sales force
(Continued on Page 10)
in connection with UA business in will be held in the local Hotel Warwick on Friday and Saturday with
Great Britain. He is expected to
confer with J. Arthur Rank on a district and branch managers plus
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 2)

No Equipment Reconversion
Lack of Parts Prevents Industry Benefits
Grainger Addresses
Empire-Universal Meet

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Reconversion doesn't
mean a thing to the picture equipment industry, Allen G. Smith, WPB
Montreal — Empire-Universal's an- theater equipment chief, said yesnual convention opened at the Mount
terday. Announcement last week of
Royal Hotel yesterday with a large the relaxation of production controls
turnout of U. S. and Canadian of- for next month has kept Smith busy
ficials in attendance. Convention, on long-distance wires ever since,
which will continue until Friday, telling manufacturers of 35 mm.
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 11)

H

National Tele Corp.
Files in N. Y. State

Albany — National Television Corp.
of Chicago, chartered under Illinois laws has certified to the Secretary of State that it has entered New
York State.
Its New York City office is 120
Broadway, Harold L. Feigenholtz is
president, and the company is capitalized at 1,000 shares no par value
stock.
Papers were filed by Harford
Cr Feigenholtz, attorneys, 139 North
La Salle St., Chicago.
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Editor

MONTY
today.

WOOLLEY

WILLIAM

will arrive in New

PERLBERC,

20th - Fox

York

producer,

"The Song of Bernadette," arrived in New
yesterday with MRS. FERLBERG.

York

ROY HAINES, Warners' Western and Southern division sales manager, is back from a tour

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays of Charlotte, Atlanta. New Orleans and Memand Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New
York 18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film
Folk. Inc. J. \V. Alicoate, President and phis.
JULES FIELDS, 20th-Fox's assistant exploitation manager, has gone to Providence in
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, SecretaryTreasurer; Al Steen. Associate Editor. Entered connection with the campaign for the premias second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
ere of "Wing and a Prayer" there.
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
W. A. SCULLY, F. J. A. MCCARTHY and
act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free) MAURICE BERGMAN leave today to attend UniUnited States outside of Greater New York
versale Canadian sales meeting.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
MORRIS ROSENTHAL, manager of the Poli,
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
remit with order. Address all communications New Haven, is on vacation on Cape Cod.
to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway,
MOLLIE SMITH of Metro, New Haven, is
New York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117, vacationing.
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable address:
Filmday, New York.
.
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phone
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph
Esler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. Fredtnan, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St., W. I. HAVANA— Marv Louise Blanco,
I'irtudes 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
Damon. MEXICO CITY— Marco-Aurelio
Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F. SYDNEY—Allan White. SAN JUAN— E. Sanrhez Ortiz.
MONTREAL— Roy Carmichael.
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Dorothy Hart is Selected
As Col. Cinderella Girl

DeROSA,
manager
is JERRY
vacationing
upstate.

of Loew's Paradise,

HARRY WEINER, Columbia
ager, was in town yesterday.

SOL SACHS, RKO branch manager, Dallas,
has arrived to attend the company's convention.
ED ROWLEY, C. V. JONES, BRUCE COLLINS
and JOHN ROWLEY of the Robb & Rowley
Theater circuit have arrived from Dallas.
HAROLD ARLEN and MRS. ARLEN have arrived in New York from the Coast via a Syracuse
stopover.
LT. CHESTER B. BAHN,
night for Columbia, S. C.

JR., AAF,

left last

WARREN CONNER, Cincinnati district manager for Altec Service Corp., has returned to his
office in Cincinnati after conferring with home
office officials in New
York.
G. L. CARRINCTON, president of Altec
Service Corp., has arrived in New York from
Hollywood and will spend several weeks in his
New York office.
ABE LASTFOGEL, executive of the USOCamp Shows and of the William Morris Agency,
Thursday.
is due to arrive in New York from the Coast on

N. PETER RATHVON, president of RKO, is
expected
on Friday. to arrive in New York from the Coast

LEON FROMKESS, president of PRC, returns
to Hollywood tomorrow, to put into effect a
greatly expanded production program covering
1944-45 product.

COL. ARTHUR FRUDENFELD, division manager of RKO Midwest Theaters, Cincinnati, will
arrive in New York on Monday for a visit.

DISNEY

is at the Waldorf

JACK HOLDER, assistant manager, Warner's
Stanley, jersey City, is on a fishing trip to the
Maine woods.
SAM COHEN, manager, Hudson, Union City,
N. J., and the MRS. have just returned from
a vacation.
MURRAY WEINBERG, manager, Regal, Bloomfield, N. J., left Saturday for two weeks vacation.
HARRY H. WEISS, manager RKO Proctor's,
Newark, is spending his two weeks vacation at
his Summer home at Lake Hopatcong, N. J.
MORTON M. BRATTER, manager, Warner's
Milburn, Millburn. N. J., is enjoying his annual
vacation
somewhere
in New
jersey.
MAXWELL CILLIS,. Republic district manager, arrived in Albany
yesterday.

Grad Sears is En Route
To London for UA Parley
Ne'

(Continued from Page 1)
number of subjects and make a general survey of company
operations
in the United Kingdom.
The length
of his stay in London is not known.

Seven Films and 11 Units
At Work on Universal Lot
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

(Continued from Page 1)
was presided over by A. W. Per
Canadian general manager.
Yesterday's session was devotee
Republic product, its allocation a
sales methods, with James R. Gra
ger, president, leading the disc
sion. Last night Grainger was h(
ored at a dinner.
Republic sales meeting will
continued this morning with the
ternoon session given over to Eag
Lion and Two Cities 1944-45 Brit
product.
"Christmas "Mary
Holiday" Monahan"
will be sere ;
ed tonight.
Discussion of Empire-Univei
product will commence tomori
when W. A. Scully, F. J. A. Mc
thy and Maurice Bergman will
ticipate. In the evening a din
will
be given for Scully and 1
Carthy.

Philadelphia manfrom Holly-

ROY
wood.
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Hollywood^Currently at work on
the Universal lot are seven pictures
Dorothy Hart, 21-year-old five- and 11 units. For the first time at
foot-six brunette from Cleveland, the studio two Technicolor units are
was selected as "National Cinder- active. They are "Can't Help Singing" and "Queen of the Nile." Among
ella Cover Girl of 1944" by seven
nationally known authorities on other films in work are "Stars Over
feminine beauty at a luncheon at the Manhattan," "Night Life" and "Be"21" Club yestei'day.
yond the Pecos."
Miss Hart, who was chosen after
the judges had studied the photographs of the 50 finalists, picked
from the more than 20,000 contestants from all parts of the country,
[film storage corpjI
has been invited to come to New
II V
II II h il
York City with her mother, Mrs.
Walter C. Hart, for a ten-day stay
1600 B'WAY, H. Y. C. - CIRCLE 6-0081-2-3-4
starting July 31 as guests of Columbia Pictures.

pniincn

SEYMOUR NEBENZAHL, UA producer, has arrived in New York from the Coast.
BIFARELLA,
forSALLY
Paramount,
Buffalo,

BARBARA
al Columbia,

in
charge'
of contracts
is on
vacation.

HARTMAN, booker's stenographer
Buffalo, is on vacation.

SID ZINSID. Columbia exploiteer, is in Buffalo preparing for opening of "Mr. Winkle Goes
To War" at the Lafayette.
IRA H. COHN,
Buffalo, and MRS.
Canada.
HERBRT
Coast.
GRAD

20th-Fox branch manager,
COHN, are on vacation in

SILVERBERG

SEARS

left

leaves today for the

yesterday

for

London.

Alan Dinehart Dies
Of a Heart Attack

Friday's meeting
will be a
sumption of Empire-Universal sa
and the conference
will terrain
Friday
evening
with
a dinner atj
Morocco.

Blast Wrecks Cal. House
But Shields Its Patrons
San Francisco — Solid theater <
struction, abetted, of course, by a
fortune, was one consolation of ;
tragic blast in nearby Port Chid
on Monday night. The 256-seat 1
Chicago Theater held 195 pati
when the explosion of two Navy
munition ships occurred in the |
bor. The house's walls were bl
in, but did not collapse.
Only
persons were injured.

"Americans All" Previewed

Springfield, Mass. — March of 1
yesterday held a special previe\
"Americans All" in the Hotel I
Hollywood — Alan Dinehart, 54, ball for an audience of over 20';
who since entering films 14 years Springfield's civic, business, thef
ago, appeared in over 100 pictures, and organizational leaders, as I
died in Presbyterian Hospital of a as press and radio commenta.
heart attack. He had a long career City's Springfield Plan is featuif
on the stage, making his last appear- the short.
ance on Broadway in 1940.
Survivors include his widow, Mrs.
Mozelle Brittone Dinehart, and two
SEEKING
A DEPENDABL
sons, Mason Alan Dinehart, 3rd, and
Frederick Alan Dinehart, Jr., who
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOU
is with the Army overseas.
Private funeral services will be
conducted at Forest Lawn Memorial
lowing.tomorrow, with cremation folPark
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

THEATRE
TICKETS?
INTERNATIONAL

OFFERS:

Dependable service . . . Low cost . .
47 years' experience serving theatre.1
stadiums, amusement parks, eti
We can supply your needs. Rol
machine folded, reserve seats, et<
Write lor
samples,Ireeprices
other
informal'?
Delivery
Maineor lo
Virginia.

INTERNATIONA

T I C K E TfigaCOMPAN
52 GRAFTON AVE. \&/ N E W A R K, H. J
Sain OHicet in Principal Ctnttn

!

Another
great

i

joins Columbia's
hall of memorable
motion
picture
characters!
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«« RUTH WARRICK • TED DONALDSON • BOB HA\
Screen Play by Woldo Salt, George Corey, Louis Solomon • FROM

THE BEST-SI

As Mr. Winkle goes ... so
goes your heart . . . laughing, loving, deeply sympathizing ... as
you follow one of the most lovable characters ever to come to
the screen in a great
escapist picture!

j

lllARD LANE • ROBERT ARMSTRONG • RICHARD GAINES
L BY THEODORE

PRATT • Produced by JACK MOSS • Directed by ALFRED E. GREEN

. . And it's nice to know,
that after

Om ip» Alime
&&&P

SAHARA
all the world will love
/VlfZ. Winkle, too!

:w
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20fh-Fox Gets G-B
Stock Voting Rights

xhib.-Owned Co-op
(change in Pitts.
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

1 lead off with 115 theaters bookby Steam's booking and buying
inbine.
First of the new co-op system,
j«se in Cincinnati and Cleveland,
]re paid in $50,000 through the
rchase of stock in the enterprise,
was learned yesterday. A similar
;il is being worked out in Indianblis between a group of indepenlt exhibitors and Film Classics
ereby Film Classics of Indiana
1 be chartered.
Troy Feibel has been appointed
insel for Film Classics of Ohio
ich will handle the distribution of
m Classics product for the Ther Owners'
Ohio,
Inc. Co-operative Exchange
The 31 Samuel Goldwyn pictures
ned by Film Classics will be distorted by the exhibitor-owned exmges, plus new pictures to be re|sed exclusively by the parent
m Classics organization. To date,
m Classics franchise owners con1 1,540 - theaters, with the figure
oected to rise to approximately
00 within the next few weeks.

avy Relief Today Gets
0,000 From "Wassell"
(Continued from Page 1)

lie Productions, Inc., today jointKvill turn over to the Navy Relief
petty, a check for $50,000 as the
tion picture company's initial
ltribution on the Navy Relief Soty's share of the world gross of
pi B. De Mille's production, "The
ory of Dr. Wassell."
The presentation will be made by
rney Balaban, president of Paraunt, to Admiral James O. RichIson, USN Retired, executive sectary of the Navy Relief Society.
Under the plan worked out by
ramount Pictures, Inc., and Cecil
De Mille Productions, Inc., the
vy Relief Society will receive an
,.-eed-upon share of the world
)Ss of this production, in appreItion of the co-operation extended
| Cecil B. De Mille by the U. S.
ivy in the production of the film.

"Since You Went Away"

• • • THE EXHIBITOR and the public he serves who together
through the years have come to expect the exceptional in motion
picture art, technique and — importantly! — entertainment from David
O. Selznick will not be disappointed
in his latest contribution to the

screen's advancement
and prestige, "Since You Went
Away"
A story of today, of the American home transformed into an indomitable fortress by the war's stress and heartaches, and singularly free
of so-called war footage, "Since You Went Away" has a tremendous
emotional impact
And yet, poignant as come sequences may be,
the picture is by no means
solely a tear-jerker
It has as well
numerous deft comedy scenes, adroitly spaced in the script to relieve
the dramatic tenseness
And, mark you this, whether
the scene
is comic or dramatic, the touch is human
Many
of the bits of
incidental action
and business
axe priceless
The
casting
has
been meticulous, and the performances turned in by the stellar array
bear eloquent witness to that
The direction is fluid and sure, and
the mounting
is in keeping
with the Selznick tradition
There
is, to be sure, the matter of length, for while SYWA runs well under the
screen time of GWTW, it still is an extra-long picture
If a problem is thus presented, it is one to be solved by Selznick and his distributor, along with the exhibitor, not by a columnar commentator
However,
this might be observed
If SYWA
ever is judiciously
shortened, it will not be hurt
The shipyards
welding
sequence.
for instance, could be excised without loss
What
is set down
here, needless to say, represents one man's opinion
viewer's report will be found elsewhere
T
T
▼
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR

Hold Rites Here Today
For Mrs. Grace Reiner

Jacocks Makes Farewell
Talk to WB Associates

Funeral services for Mrs. Grace
Reiner, mother of Manny Reiner,
who died Tuesday in Lancaster, O.,
will be held at 2 p.m. today in Riverside Chapel, 76th St. and Amsterdam Ave., with interment following
in Mt. Carmel, L. I.
Reiner, now senior field rep. for
the overseas branch of the OWI, forlicity. merly headed Para, shorts ad-pub-

Managers and executive staff of
Warner theaters in the Newark zone
met in the New Jersey city yesterday. Joseph Bernhard, general manager of the circuit, presided at the
meeting, at which Frank Damis,
newly appointed zone manager, was
introduced. There was a farewell
address by Don Jacocks, who resigned as zone manager last week to go
into business for himself. Among
others in attendance was Harry
Goldberg,
thedirector.
circuit's advertising
and publicity

Lt. Broder Goes Inactive

Lt. I. Robert Broder, a motion
picture attorney until he joined the
Army as field co-ordinator in charge
"anton
— Hermaand
n F.violinist
DeVol, 56,
hestra, O.
director
in of 16 mm. pictures for the Special
' old Grand Opera House and Services in England, has been placed
few's and Palace theaters and on inactive duty and will resume his
isident of the AFL Musicians' Lo- law practice . He is now in Holly: here, died after a brief illness.
wood. Among his former clients
were Bud Abbott and Lou Costello.
rman F. DeVol Dead

Ei\D BIRTHDAY
REETIIfiS TO...
July 19
Berlin H. Aylesworth
Floyd L. Weber
Edward Sloman Arthur Jeffrey

The re-

Prepare Extort Appeal Briefs

Chicago — Briefs in the appeal of
the sextet convicted of conspiring
to extort more than $1,000,000 from
the industry are being made ready
here, it was disclosed yesterday by
A. Bradley Eben, counsel for the
men. The appeal will be heard on
Aug. 15 in the New York Circuit
250 at Buffalo V. C. Outing
Court of Appeals. The six men were
found guilty at a trial held in New
Buffalo— The Variety Club's an- York.
nual field day at the Automobile Club
in Clarence was held Monday and
attracted 250 from exhibition and Sper Lines Up Booking Group
distribution fields. Representatives
Rochester — Jimmy Sper, salesman
from as far as Rochester, Syracuse for RKO in this area, has resigned
and Binghamton were on hand. There to set up a booking service for
was baseball, races, games, dinner, neighborhood houses with several
already lined up.
dancing and entertainment.

ish holders of ordinary shares to
exercise voting rights.
The shareholders' action followed
a request by 20th Century-Fox, now
represented on the board by Spyros
P. Skouras, president of the American company, and his executive assistant, Larry Kent, that discrimination against non-British shareholders be eliminated. American interests long have resented the fact that
the articles of association restricted
the voting on G-B ordinary shares
to British subjects.
Way forby yesterday's
action bywasJ.
smoothed
assurances given
Arthur Rank that G-B will continue
to be controlled by British interests, an assurance Rank gave with
20th-Fox's approval.
It is expected here that Kent will
shortly arrive on this side to take
up more or less permanent residence
inasmuch as he is to serve actively
on the G-B directorate, with special
emphasis upon theater operations
and post-war planning.

Combined Sales Meetings
Start This Week for UA
(Continued from Page 1)
salesmen from the New York and
Boston sectors attending, Carl Leserman, company's general sales manager announced yesterday. Presiding
at the sessions will be Sam Lefkowitz, New York district manager,
and James Winn, manager of the
Boston district. The branch managers and salesmen will comprise
those from exchanges in New York,
Philadelphia, Washington, Boston,
Buffalo and New Haven.
Opening session is slated for 10
a.m. Friday with Leserman the principal speaker. Among home office
executives who will attend are Harry Gold, Edward Schnitzer, J. J.
Unger, Paul Lazarus, Sr., Harry D.
Buckley, Charles Steele, Phil Dow,
Jack Wrege, S. W. McGrath, James
Dunn and Louis Pollock. Similar
district meets will be held for the
Western divisions as soon as accommodations can be arranged, Leserman stated.

"U" Winds Uplferies Of
Regional s Here Today
Universale final regional sales
meet will be held today in the Hotel
Astor, when the New York district
ends a two-day session conducted by
Fred Meyers, Eastern sales head,
and D. A. Levy, district manager.
William A. Scully and E. T. Gomersall will address the meeting today.
Among those attending will be William Murphy, Nat Goldberg, Phil
Winnick, Harry Furst, Sam Finkel
and Leo Simon.

Week-end Operation Only
Washington, Conn. — The Bryant
Memorial is shutting down to weekends only.

__
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ft ft REVI6UIS OF TH€ n€UI AMIS ft *
"Mr. Winkle Goes
to War"

with Edward G. Robinson,
Ruth Warrick
Columbia
80 Mins.
GOOD ENTERTAINMENT PROVIDED
BY AMUSING, SENTIMENTAL FILM
DOMINATED BY ROBINSON.
Emphasis
on human
interest
and
the
sentimental should go a long way toward

"SINCE YOU WENT AWAY"

with Claudette Colbert, Jennifer Jones, Joseph Cotten, Shirley Temple, Monty Woolley,
Lionel Barrymore,
Robert Walker
172 MinsUA-Selznick
THE INDUSTRY'S GREATEST FEATURES TO DATE, POSSESSING UNONE
LIMITED BOX OFFICE POWER VESTED BY SUPERB ENTERTAINMENT VALUES
INCLUDING TOP-FLIGHT PRODUCTION, STORY'S TIMELINESS AND APPEAL, AND A
PLANETARIUM OF MAGNETIC STARS AND PLAYERS.
OF

*

SHORTS

*

Okay

"The Honest Forger" 9 mini
(Person- Oddity)

Universal

The footage is comprised of
With the emergence of "Since You Went Away," David 0. Selznick challenges
putting "Mr. Winkle Goes to War" on the
the Wind." number of worthy items offerir
masterpiece, "Gone With
his own filmexhibitor
of
pre-eminence
the
seriously
new
the
as
alike
filmgoer
and
right side of the ledger. Generally speak- This will become clearly apparent to every
ing, audiences will derive a good amount attraction inevitably takes its place as a monarch of contemporary motion picture much variety. The title personalil
of entertainment from this warm and amusgrosses and be- is a chap who makes a business
entertainment, wielding the power to command unprecendented
ing portrait of a man of meekness who
come an institution in the esteem of fans wherever they may be.
copying signatures. Saul Lou
finds his strength under the pressure of
There will be a natural inclination on the part of theater operators and patrons
war.
Wolheim is the name and he's billi
GWTW, and the latter's prestige will not undergo as the world's foremost legal forge
As Edward G. Robinson plays the cen- to reverence the memory of
multitudes
enthusiastic
for
lack
not
will
Away"
Went
You
"Since
but
revision,
major
tral character, the film holds the interest
to sincerely appraise it as the equal, yes, and the peer of its vaunted predecessor. Of equal interest are scenes shen
all the way. There is much delight in RobThe new Selznick offering hasn't the advantage of the pre-release hysteria which ing the operation of a communi
inson's transformation from a beaten-down
the instance of GWTW, nor is it clad in the regal robes of freezer in Bethel, Conn. The re
bank clerk to a hero who gains the homage gripped moviegoers in
SYWA's far greater timeliness and of the footage has to do with a f<
of his home town and is able to assert Technicolor, but counterbalancing these assets areunmatched
in industry annals.
consequence, plus a planetarium of stars virtually
himself as he always dreamed.
On the score of timeliness, SYWA is as vital now as each morning and evening low who operates the world's shoi
The picture shows what befalls an overof newspapers. In consequence, it dips its banners to no present or past est rail line, and a WAC who has
38 when he is drafted into the Army. At head! nes
performing dog.
feature, for it fits every individual's experiences at home in the current conflict
first one fears the guy won't make the and its every scene pulsates with those emotions which are felt by all who have loved
grade, what with his having lived a sedenthe war and who themselves are backing the vast over-all efforts man, Guy Madison, Craig Stevens, Jac
tary existence and his being scarcely a ones serving in
to attain victory. It has fallen to the genius and discernment of Selznick to Moran, Anne Gillis, Robert Anderson, I
man of action and forcefulness. The felhe has accomplished his self-ordained mis- ing Bacon, Aileen Pringle, Charles V
low, however, electing to go through a fashion this saga of the Home Front, and
sion both grandly and sensitively, giving courage and inspiration to all of good-will Mams, Wallis Clark, Neila Hart, Leon
tough training schedule rather than keep
task remaining before us at America's Mostovoy, Dorothy Garner, James Carli
books, a task he loathes, finds himself at who stand shoulder to shoulder in the great to
keep the nation free.
George Chandler, John A. James, M;
firesides, in her factories, and in every activity
the end a first-class fighting man the
The recounting of these things is through the instrumentality of a middle-class Anne Durkin, Joyce Horn, Ruth Val
equal of his buddies.
American family in a community which might well be in any part of the land. It is Grady Sutton, Buddy Gorman, Patr
The film, based on the novel by Theoin this family who goes to war, leaving behind him his wife, Claudette Peters, Andrew McLaglen, Addison
dore Pratt, makes much of the failure of the father
Colbert, and his two children, Jennifer Jones and Shirley Temple. Their income is ards, George Lloyd, Barabara Pepper,
Robinson's wife (Ruth Warrick) to under- reduced to the usual allotment from the Government, which does not permit of keep- Warren, Byron Foulger, Harry Hayi
stand her husband's urge to use his hands
ing a maid,— the portly and lovable Hattie McDaniel. But at the instigation of her Edwin Maxwell, Russell Hoyt, Leu
and capitalize on his mechanical bent. It
children, Claudette Colbert, (to boost the shallow income), takes in a boarder, who Claar, Don Najarian, Helen Koford, F
takes Robinson's home-coming as a hero to
win the woman over.
is Monty Woolley, crotchety and difficult because his grandson has flunked-out ence Bates, Conrad Binyon, Theodore
at West Point, thus bringing, as he feels, disgrace upon his traditional, martial fore- Eltz, Adeline de Walt Reynolds, Chri
"Mr. Winkle Goes to War" is Robinbears. This boy, Robert Walker, comes from a nearby Army camp to win the heart
son's picture. The actor dominates the of Jennifer Jones, the older of the two Colbert daughters, and he subsequently dies pher Adams, Jimmy Dodd, Martha Out
Verna Knopf, Robert Cherry, Kirk Bai
action throughout. He gets valiant assistin battle gloriously. To this tragic event is added the fact that the husband of Claudette Earl Jacobs, Cecil Ballerino, Jack Gard
ance from Miss Warrick, not to mention
home.
comes
he
finale
the
at
But
Colbert is reported missing in action.
Doodles Weaver, Dorothy Adams, h
young Ted Donaldson, as a youthful adThroughout the film is depicted the heroic, stoical attitude of his family, — the Westerfield, Warren Hymer, Paul Est
mirer, and Richard Lane and Robert Armthat he will return; the toiling of his wife in a shipyard; Richard C. Wood, Ralph Reed, Willard
strong, as two of his Army buddies with burning hope in their hearts
the service of his older daughter as a nurse in a hospital for rehabilitation of the son, Dorothy Mann, Peggy Maley, Robert J<
whom he sees action in the Pacific.
younger daughter to do her part in the son, Dorothy Dandridge, Shelby Bacon, E
Jack Moss produced adequately with the wounded; and the spirited efforts of the
handsome Navy Hall, Warren Burr, Lela Bliss, Eileen J
help of Norman Deming. The direction war's winning. Two of the film's other stars are Joseph Cotten, the
love with Miss Colbert, and
of Alfred E. Green is good. The Pratt officer and fast family friend who has always been in
sen, Harlan Miller, Mrs. Ray Feld
Lionel Barrymore, who spends only some two minutes on the screen in the role of Neyle Marx, Johnny Bond, Ruth Ro
book was adapted for the screen by Waldo
Salt, George
Corey and Louis Salomon.
Betsy Howard, Stephen Wayne, Wi
the church pastor whose sermon's highlight is one of the verses of our National Anthem.
This he speaks with rare, heart-tugging brilliance. It is extraneous to record an B. Davidson, Tom Dawson, Marilyn 1
CAST: Edward G. Robinson, Ruth Warrick, Ted Donaldson, Bob Haymes, Richard appraisement of the acting by the enormously gifted cast of stars and supporting Jonathan Hale, Walter Baldwin, Eric
Lane, Robert Armstrong, Richard Gaines, players. Many of the cast's lesser lights are top actors and actresses in other pro- clair, Craig Stevens, Jerry Revell, Ji
ductions. Itis a kaleidoscope of shining histrionics.
demons, Jr.
Walter Baldwin, Art Smith, Ann Shoemaker,
Technically, too, SYWA is of transcending merit, unleashing masterful direction
Paul Stanton, Buddy Yarus, William ForCREDITS: Producer, David 0. Selzi
rest, Bernadine Hayes.
by John Cromwell; superb production values; eye-raising photography by Stanley Cortez Director, John Cromwell; Screenplay, I
which
sound
and
dialogue
and
quality;
top
of
decorations
their
and
sets
Garmes;
Lee
CREDITS: Producer, Jack Moss; Assistant and
0. Selznick; Production Designed by
leave nothing to be desired. Not only has Selznick the credit of producer, but he liam L. Pereira; Cameramen, Stanley
Producer, Norman Deming; Director,
addiin
casting,
Alfred E. Green; Screenplay, Waldo Salt, himself authored the screenplay. Some idea of the discriminating
tion to the seven stars and the aforementioned Hattie McDariel, can be gleaned tez, Lee Garmes; Music by Max Ste
George Corey, Louis Solomon; Based on
Wynn, Gordon Oliver, Lloyd Settings, Mark Lee Kirk; Production I
Novel by Theodore Pratt; Cameraman, Jos- from the featured players comprising Nazimova, Keenan
eph Walker; Film Editor, Richard Fantl; Corrigan, Jane Devlin, Agnes Moorehead, Albert Basserman, Guy Madison, Craig agers, Raymond A. Klune, Richan
episodic, it possesses Johnston; Special Effects, Jack Cosg
Art Directors, Lionel Banks, Rudolph Ster- Stevens, Jackie Moran and Anne Gillis. Although the film is
Supervising Film Editor, Hal C. I
firm continuity throughout.
nad; Set Decorator, George Montgomery;
Associate Film Editor, James E. New
Musical Score, Carmen Dragon; Musical
The principal episodes are in the Hilton Home; the Cocktail Lounge; Steak House;
Director, M. W. Stoloff; Sound, Lambert Hangar Dance; Bowling Alley; Sweet Shop; Graduation Exercises; Dining Car; Hotel Assistant Film Editors, John D. Faure
tour Fellows, Wayland M. Hendry; S
Day.
Lobby; Day Coach; Rehabilitation Room; the Church; Railroad Depot; Convalescent
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Editor, Charles^ L. Freeman; Assistanl
In
Eve.
Christmas
on
and
Shipyards;
Office;
Psychiatrist's
Grounds;
Hospital
Ward;
rector, Lowell J. Farrell; Second Ass
Good.
brief, "Since You Went Away" is one of those motion pictures which comes along
a
as
die
Director, Edward F. Mull; Recorder,
battles
of
din
the
after
long
live
will
It
but once in a decade or more.
Orville Hatch Stricken
shining milestone of accomplishment of the industry and for the people whom it Townsend; Technical Advisor, Lt. Col.
Erie, Pa.— Orville C. Hatch, 70, serves.
Taylor, U. S. A.; Dance Director, CI
CAST: Claudette Colbert, Jennifer Jones, Joseph Cotten, Shirley Temple, Monty Walters.
president of the Standard Chair Co.,
Union City, which he founded in Woolley, Lionel Barrymore, Robert Walker, Hattie McDaniel, Nazimova, Keenan Aces.
DIRECTION,
Superb.
PHOTOGR^
1900, died of a heart attack.
Albert BasserMoorehead,
Wynn, Gordon Oliver, Lloyd Corrigan, Jane Devlin, Agnes

m

STEP LIVELY stepped into Rochester,
Syracuse, Des Moines and New
Orleans last week and knocked the
pants off of every record for a year
- and this included the big 'uns you
don't brush over with a feather duster!
STEP LIVELY has got something that
WORKS at the Box Office. Maybe it's
Sinatra, maybe it's Gloria DeHaven,
maybe it's George Murphy or Menjou
or the rest of that grand cast - or maybe
it's all of 'em, plus a zippy story, Hit
Parade songs, pretty gals & lots of fun.

We're not asking questions- just
sittin' here bug-eyed at the grosses!
Sincerely yours,

i

RKO

The Showman's Company
FRANK

GEORGE

ADOLPHE

GLORIA

WALTER

EUGENE

SINATRA • MURPHY- MENJOU • DE HAVEN • SLEZAK • PALLETTE
with WALLY BROWN • ALAN CARNEY • GRANT MITCHELL • ANNE JEFFREYS
Produced by Robert Fellows

•

Directed by Tim Whelan

• Screen Play by Warren Duff and Pet*' Milne

fft
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All Picture Funds
Defrozen by Spain
(Continued from Page 1)
to disclose the amount of money involved, he said it was "good enough
to make us feel happy."
Aguilar revealed that 50 per cent
of dollar balances were defrozen
six months ago, the other half having been freed a month ago. He said
the defreezing was brought about
when Spain was enabled for the
first time since 1931 to allocate the
an curnecessary amount of Americbalance
s.
rency to pay these dollar
The recent availability of enough
foreign currency for exchange for
pesetas made it possible for the
Spanish government to discharge in
Amerfull all credit obligations to It
was
ican film firms, he added.
compaan
Americ
pointed out that
nies had not received dollar equivalent for goods shipped to Spain since
1931.
According to Aguilar, conditions
in the film business in Spain have
been improving steadily since the
close of the civil war there until today they are better than ever. He
reported that business in Iberia was
at "an all-time high" and that the
Spanish market was "fully supplied"
with American films last year. Today the Spanish film trade finds itself presented with "a wide choice
of American pictures," he said, adding that "Spanish audiences haven't
gone for German films." the SpanThe only films on which
ish and Portuguese governments exercise adefinite thumbs-down policy
are war pictures, Aguilar asserted.
He said' that otherwise there are
no restrictions placed on films other
than those imposed by moral censorship. According to him, American films are more acceptable than
British product to the Spanish people. Aguilar asserted that the Spanish film houses are required by law
to reserve one-sixth of their playing
time for native product.
Universal plans to release from 10
to 15 pictures in his territory during
the new season, Aguilar revealed.
The figure is almost twice that for
1943-44. The Spanish producers are
turning out some 40 to 50 pictures
annually, Aguilar said.
The foreign executive reported
that all pictures imported by Spain
were being dubbed in Spanish. Aguilar said that Universal may decide
to dub in French and Italian in Barcelona, where the dubbing cost runs
from $5,000 to $6,000 per picture.
It was disclosed by Aguilar that

AAF MOST ACTIVE COAST PRODUCER
First Motion Picture Unit Turns Out More Films
Per Month Than Any Major Studio
(Continued from Page 1)

on all fronts — including four units
in France.
Unit Formed in July, 1942
The unit was organized on the old
Vitagraph lot, in Los Angeles, on
July 1, 1942, moving in October to
the Hal Roach lot and taking over
all production equipment on that
lot. Lt. Col. Owen Crump and Sergt.
(now Captain) Oren W. Haglund,
both studio alumni, were the entire
crew at first. The staff was enlarged
during the summer, and shooting a
six-reel trainer called 'Learn and
Live" was under way twelve days
after move to the Roach lot.
Assisted by Maj. Robert Carson
and Capt. Richard Baer, Col. Crump
is still in charge of production, with
10 crews under him. An average of
eight finished productions per month
has been maintained for nearly a
year now.
Maj. isRudolph
animation
section
now one Ising's
of the busiest
on

seeing of pix portraying these difficult situations has been found to be
invaluable in preventing panic and
loss of self-control. To make these
pix, crews from the Culver City lot
have been on location in the Panama
jungles.
Another important phase of the
work at Culver City is the preparation of films to aid in the care of
wounded men during air missions.
Fliers are shown how to treat members of their crews who might be
wounded over the target or elsewhere during the flight. It is sometimes many hours before the planes
can get back to their bases and deliver these men at hospitals. After
showing one of these films to a group
of air cadets recently, one flight surgeon remarked, "I have no doctor in
my group who feels he can give as
much practical first aid in one hour
as your film puts across in a ten-

the lot, with former Hollywood car- minute
Making
reel." Rehabilitation Pix
toon studio artists recently completAnd a third important production
ing the Army's
all-colormore
all- activity — now becoming the most imanimated
cartoon first
and several
portant— is the turning out of replanned. The first illustrates over
habilitation films. These are designed
100 lessons in camouflage.
who may have sufWorking closely with this section to showfered airmen
limb, or some other
is the Special Effects and Miniature permanentloss of
disability, that there is
Department, under Maj. Roy W. Sea- still a place for them in civilian
wright. Col. Jones reports that this life.
They are held to be of great
department builds replicas of the
psychological importance in the AAF
"most complex equipment from al- convalescent program.
lied and enemy aircraft to complete
The Culver City unit also handles
airbases and landing fields."
Head of the musical unit, with a major
part made
of the into
Air Force's
combat footage
full subects,
special scores for nearly all films, editing, narrating and dubbing such
is M/Sgt. Alexander Steinert, with
the recording done by the AAF Ra- pix as "Memphis Belle," for instance.
seriesdrive
of shorts
the WMC's
dio Production Unit band, Santa Ana. Four
incentive
haveforbeen
turned
A
good
deal
of
the
studio's
work
out
—
10
pix
each
—
with
a
fifth
seris done with the utmost secrecy,
ies now in production. Release of
with, for instance, a trainer on the the series for Seattle was followed,
new B-29 bombers in the can by the it is reported, by a jump from about
time the plane was in the air.
500 monthly to 4,800 in the number
Films Teach Survival
of workers recruited for Fortress
A major part of the production production.
work has been designed to teach serNow in the mill — research, writvicemen how to survive in the event
ing, shooting or editing — -are 99
they are forced down or crash over films, Colonel Jones reports, with
water, jungle, desert, mountains or another 16 on order and many others
other difficult terrain. Regardless of contemplated. "Until victory is
the kits supplied fliers for such
saidfilms
today,
duction ofhe
more
to "the
train prothe
emergencies, it has been discovered complete,"
that the men are subject to a fear greatest number of AAF technicians
which sometimes renders all their in the shortest possible time will be
equipment and study for such events the continuing mission of the First
valueless.
On the other hand, the Motion Picture Unit."

Universal has brought into this country a Spanish picture, "Te Quiero
Para Mi" ("I Want You for Myself") for distribution in Latin
America and possibly in the United
States.
A lot. of activity in theater construction in Spain was reported.
Aguilar said that in Barcelona alone
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Becker an- seven houses, three of them firstnounce the birth of a son. Charley runs, were being built. He said
is a member of the editorial staff of heavy construction also was under
Box Office.
way in Madrid.
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Judge Knight's Wife Dead

Buffalo — Mrs. Mary Fenner
Knight, 75, wife of Federal Judge
John Knight of Arcade, died after
a short illness.

May Cancel Browne Membership
Chicago — Cancellation of the membership of George E. Browne, former
IATSE head now in jail, will be considered by the stagehands' union
here on Friday.
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Stockholders Okay
Loew Pension Plan

(Continued from Page 1)
Bernstein, Leopold Friedman,
gene W. Leake, Charles C. M<
witz, William A. Parker, J. R<
Rubin, Nicholas M. Schenck, Jo
R. Vogel, David Warfield and H
Rogers Winthrop.
Eugene
Leake, a director,
ducted that portion of the me
which dealt with the pension
Leake said that only eight per ce
the stockholders who had expr* j
any reactions to the plan wen ,
posed to it. He said that the T
ury Department and the SEC
approved it and that in his op
it was the most fair formula hi
encountered.
Approximately
persons will benefit from the
which
will be financed entirel
the company.
Consensus of the minority oi j
tion was that the top executive
ceived salaries sufficiently high
to warrant a retirement pensi
The stockholders unanimously
a vote of confidence to the of
and directors.

Name Brenner and W
To New(Continued
Posts fromat Page
Loew'
1)
takes the post held by the
Charles J. Sonin.
Al Hoffman, who has been
purchasing department for th
16 years, becomes assistant to
and Leo Lieberman takes ove
duties formerly handled by Hoi
Brenner, an industry veteran
ed M-G-M in 1936 when he s
the development of the checkii
partment. He started in the
ness with General Film Co
served with Universal, Go!
R.C., FBO and RKO and with
ner Theaters Newark zone.
Wolff has been with the I
pany 26 years, starting as an
tant to Charles C. Moskow
the auditing and accounting d
ment.

Loew's Earnings Runr
10% Ahead of Last Yc
(Continued from Page 1)

after taxes, it was learned yes
at the annual stockholders m<
Indications are that the pe:
mon share earnings will be fi
cents to $1 more than last y<

THEATER DEA!
Philadelphia, Pa. — Repre.<
Warner's Stanley Co., Alb<
Greenfield & Co., realtors of
delphia, announced the sale o
ner's Earle Theater in Atlanti
N. J., for a price of $135,(
Southwestern Market. Ori
built in 1936 at a cost of $1,C
the building will be razed a
site will be improved with st

L
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ii Industry Benefit
mi Reconversion
(Continued from Page 1)
th equipment that they will not
affected, he said.
[Reconversion or no reconversion,

I can't build equipment without
its," Smith said. Although some
[istries will doubtless benefit, the
industry will find that projecI and sound systems cannot be
ied out without electrical comjents, small motors, ball bearings
indicating meters. All these are
lost impossible to obtain in large
jibers.
Smith pointed out that the WPB
puncement of last week specified
•f production for civilian use may
tarted "if it doesn't interfere
9ji production
for the military."
added
that electrical
compon, small motors and ball bearings
extremely
tight for military
Is. Until they are plentiful for
military, with an actual over>ly, there is no point in schedulproduction for civilian use, he
i1
)ur job now is to make all the
Hpment
authorized
under
our
Ijent program," said Smith, add/ V that that is an extremely diffijob in view of the shortage of
ntial parts.

ith to Address Tomorrow's
risory Committee Meeting
"Tkwgtott

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

A ashington — Allen G. Smith, WPB
[A ter equipment chief, will ad• | s the meeting tomorrow of the
.; Motion Picture Advisory Comijjjee, which convenes for the first
S with Donald R. Longman, chief
vhe OCR service trades division,
;0j,Government officer. Smith will
r'r i ition.
on the 35 mm. booth equipment
le committee will be told of WPB
•oval for 71 new theaters in the
«i| expansion program — 28 of them
^cement
of burned
out
conation. These applications
are
ng at a slower rate now than
UiTierly, but OCR officials explain
yj by pointing
out that applica; for construction costing under
I ] ,000 may now be processed in
J ield. They say reports from the
B;, are incomplete, and that it is
jjiult to get a clear picture
of
. trend of these applications.
Vi test approval here was for a
j. theater in Shirlington, a new
ing project
in Arlington,
Va.
Mwill be $120,000.
This is the
approval in Washington during
;ij)ast three weeks.
j ere is a strong possibility that
j'oei meeting tomorrow will be told
„( ; cations for theater construction
,0*g less than $100,000— perhaps
- ttle as $10,000— will be handled
5 j, ashington hereafter. This will
-,r deference to the Department of
ni[jce, which wishes to keep check
disposition of possible expansion
, ipts by the major circuits.
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IN NEW POSTS
H.

C.
BOESEL,
Milwaukee.

manager,

Winconsin

Theater,

H. BIRMINGHAM,
manager,
Palace, Milwaukee.
RAY ROECNER,
manager,
Strand,
Milwaukee.
H. A. DUMAS,
manager,
Varsity, Milwaukee.
DAN PSIROPOULOS, manager, Miller, Milwaukee.
H. BACHMAIER,
manager,
Princess, Milwaukee.
PHILIP
MUTCHIE,
Brandeis
Theater
staff,
Omaha.
RAY COOLEY, assistant shipper, RKO, Omaha.
WILLIAM
BARKER,
salesman,
RKO, Omaha.

Outstanding
Industry Personalities

No. 54

Gan tf&u tmme, them —
NOT
only is he treasurer and director of
Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., Paramount affiliate, but is also economist for Paramount Pictures Inc. Graduated from the University of Illinois with the degree of B. S. in
Electrical Engineering, and then matriculated
;it Columbia University for graduate work in
Economics. Prior to the World War, was employed b\ VVestinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co. and American Telephone and Telegraph Corp. in their respective radio divisions.
On Paramount's lot in Hollywood is experimental
tele station, W6XYZ which is owned and operated
by Television Productions, Inc., and he is president of latter corporation.

Report 14,077 Fifth
Drive Special Events
(Continued from Page 1)
O'Donnell, national chairman, stated
yesterday.
Figures include events registered
with the distributors' division, headed by Ned E. Depinet, and are incomplete. Totals are expected to be
increased when final figures, includmg events held through July, are reported at the end of the month.
Incomplete returns on Free Movie
Day show such events held in 7,770
theaters, compared with 3,403 in the
Fourth Loan; 5,198 War Bond Premieres for adults, against 3,182 in
the Fourth War Loan, and 1,069
Children's Premieres. In addition,
there were 40 registered events not
included in these categories.
The comparison of War Bond premieres by exchange areas, as reported to the Distributors' Division, with
the Fifth War Loan figure given first
and the Fourth War Loan totals secand, is as follows:
Albany, 53-18; Atlanta, 200-136;
Boston, 182-86; Buffalo, 41-28; Charlotte, 157-156; Chicago, 125-72; Cincinnati, 174-53; Cleveland, 82-83;
Dallas, 382-208; Denver, 167-201;
Des Moines, 175-40; Detroit, 109-93;
Indianapolis, 64-58; Kansas City,
388-170; Los Angeles, 177-121; Memphis, 121-70; Milwaukee, 337-236;
Minneapolis, 452-281; New Haven,
37-38; New Orleans, 200-12; New
York, 92-67; New Jersey, 22-0; Oklahoma City, 37-91; Omaha, 85-61;
Philadelphia, 310-145; Pittsburgh,
166-102; Portland, 94-81; St. Louis,
94-63; Salt Lake City, 150-114; San
Francisco, 251-185; Seattle, 82-50;
Washington, 92-63.
Comparison for Free Movie Day
follows: Albany, 94-65; Atlanta, 43332; Boston, 189-12; Buffalo, 131157; Charlotte, 366-112; Chicago,
308-250; Cincinnati, 319-84; Cleveland, 280-198; Dallas, 497-122; Denver, 100-143; Des Moines, 90-78; Detroit, 390-1; Indianapolis, 348-18;
Kansas City, 241-40; Los Angeles,
64.0; Memphis, 63-42; Milwaukee,
245-99; Minneapolis, 534-0; New
Haven, 153-61; New Orleans, 129-11;
New York, 452-800; New Jersey, 220; Oklahoma City, 93-37; Omaha,
126-92; Philadelphia, 187-350; Pittsburgh, 333-97; Portland, 135-100; St.
Louis, 516-161; Salt Lake City, 12242; San Francisco, 296-23; Seattle,
134-125; Washington, 380-51.

the keenest-minded and best-liked
ONEfilmofofficials
whose flare for business is
axiomatic even in impersonal Wall Street. He
has almost as many titles in the celluloid kingdom as a monarch. He's vice-president and
treasurer of RKO Corp., vice-president and
board member of RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.,
executive vice-president and board member of
KAO Corp., and B. F. Keith Corp., and also
on the board of Pallie Ncivs^ Is a native of
Massachusetts and a son of John Harvard with
two degrees, BA and MBA from that pioneer
New England university. From 1922-31 luas with
Goldman Sachs and Co., and from 1932-33 with
M. ,/. Meehan. Entered the film bu'siness actively in 1934 and his rise to eminence therein
has been spectacular.
EASTMAN KODAK'S president was born in
Wymore, Neb. Graduated from the University of Nebraska where he completed his
course in three years with Phi Beta Kappa
honors. Then attended Harvard Law School.
In 1915 came to Rochester and became partner
of one of city's leading law firms. Served in
1st New York. Cavalry in Mexican border affair, and then won in World War I the Distinguished Service Cross and the Croix de
Guerre. Is married and has six children. He
has been a member of Eastman Kodak since
1928 when he became secretary and general
counsel. Rose to vice-presidency in 1932. As
Eastman's top executive, he is successor to
Henry Alvah Strong, George Eastman, William
Stuber and Frank W. Lovejoy.

They can easily be identified
by referring to the 1944
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19 MILLION FANS!

He knows what the public wants! His new M-G-M Short gem
is a movie for the millions, rich in fun and facts. It's headed
for top awards in money and fame! Fastest growing series!
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HECK BRANCH CENTER MANPOWER NEEDS
LnkDisiribution in Canada Through En^lre-U
Editorial

to

ternational
. . matters
By CHESTER B. BAHN

uneasiness already manifested in
merican film industry circles over the
i of the French Committee of Nai Liberation in placing motion picpress and radio under rigid governal control will hardly be lessened by
turther action of the provisional French
nment this week in establishing a
i French agency with exclusive rights
istribute all French and foreign news
n France.
cording to an Associated Press disfrom Algiers, seat of the De Gaulle
nment, "the exclusive position of the
:y will ban any other French agency
ell as foreign organizations" and the
:y cradled by the new press law "alone
oe permitted to negotiate with foreign
;ies, for news exchange agreements."
Gaullists explain that the exclusive
• is designed to enable the agency
old its own against well established
:rench agencies while a French agency
ng re-established.
; pattern and the excuse for it both
be applied in the motion
picture
with damaging effect upon American
ests.
this an unwarranted surmise? Not at
or, as a result of an earlier decree,
those French theaters authorized by
uommissioner of Information may opernd the films they exhibit further must
proved by the Commissioner.
I e French way, thus delineated, is hardi : American way.
o
Society for the Prevention of World
ar III in its bulletin the other day
a pot-shot at Paramount's "The Hitler
Yesterday came the company's reix in the guise of a letter from Buddy
ylva, executive producer of the picto Rex Stout, author and one of the
ty's guiding lights, which termed
riticism "entirely unjustified."
^ De Sylva in part:
ie reviewer of your bulletin actually
to reproach us for not showing Hitler
voted into power by an overwhelming
ity of the German people.
We could
tow this because it is not the historical
And I am sure you will agree with

Deal Calls for 20 EagleLion and Two-Cities Pix
To be Delivered in '44-'45
Montreal — Empire - Universal
Films, Ltd., has signed a contract
with J. Arthur Rank for the Canadian distribution franchise for the
new season covering 20 features of
Eagle-Lion and Two-Cities Film
Productions, Ltd., it is announced by
General Manager Alf Perry.
News of the agreement broke in
connection with the holding of the
sales conference of Empire-Universal here and was announced to cora(Continued on Page 7)

'5th' Report Forms
In Mails to Exhibs.

Para. International
Films Is Chartered
Albany — Paramount International
Films, Inc., chartered under Delaware laws, has certified to the Secretary of State that it is entering New
York State. The corporation is
capitalized
at $1,100,000 in $100
tary.
shares. Norman Collyer is secre-

U. S. Decree Stand
Expected Next Week

Shipping Rooms Hardest
Hit, Early Replies to
WAC's Survey Indicate
A survey to -determine the manpower needs in each exchange center
has been launched by the distributors' division of the WAC. While
only a few replies have been received to date, indications are that
the most serious shortage prevails
in the shipping rooms. Because of
the importance of getting films not
only to theaters but to Government
posts, hospitals, etc., the shipping
room problem is regarded as a vital
one.One New York exchange experi-

mented with the employment of women inspectors on the overnight
Chicago — A decision on the fu(Continued on Page 4)
ture of the New York consent decree will be announced when Tom
C. Clark returns to Washington from
the Democratic national convention,
Jumbo-size business reply cards the Assistant Attorney General told
for exhibitor use in reporting Fifth The Film Daily yesterday. The
War Loan results go in the mails convention is scheduled to end tomorrow night and it is possible that
today to every theater in the country.
Clark will issue an announcement
"Show business" in New York area,
(Continued on Page 6)
The simplified form, which is the
including motion pictures, radio,
theatrical and musical entertainment
complete
report of the exhibitor's
campaign, is to be mailed back to
of all types, and other amusement
Away
From
Home
Expense
R. J. 0 Donnell,
National "Fighting
industries, are exempted from the
(Continued on Page 7)
Deductible, Court Holds
War Manpower Commission priority
referral regulations, as they affect
Theater Equipment Dealers
San Francisco — Expenses incurred men between the ages of 18 and 45,
taxpayers while away from home it was announced yesterday by SteMeeting in Chi. Oct. 20-22 by
(Continued on Page 6)
may be deducted from Federal tax
St. Louis — The Theater Equipment returns, under a ruling issued yesterday by the U. S. Circuit Court of To Quiz Zukor, Balahan
Dealers Protective Association's
1944 annual meeting is set for the Appeals in an action brought by Ina Before Hillside Suit Trial
Hotel Bismark, Chicago, Oct. 20-22, Claire against a denial of such a
inclusive, it was revealed here yes- deduction by the Internal Revenue
(Continued on Page 6)
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the
(Continued on Page 7)
Paramount board, and Barney Balaban, president of the company, will
be examined before trial at the offices of Hays, Podell and Shulman,
(Continued on Page 4)

N. Y. Industry Exempt
From Priority Rules

Product for Brazil

Arias, Panama

Distrib.,to Enter New Field

United Artists to Open
District Meet Tomorrow

Mexico City (By Air Mail)— Mexican motion pictures will shortly
make their debut on the Brazilian
market under a plan being developed
First session of United Artists'
Arias, son of the decombined New York and Boston dis- by Harmodio
posed President of Panama and a
trict sales meetings starts tomor- leading distributor of Mexican films
row at the Warwick Hotel. Half of in Panama.
at the truth is the most sufficient the 40 sales delegates are expected
Arias has just left for Panama
most deadly weapon
our propaganda to arrive this evening.
after a flying trip to this capital to
Home office executives attending arrange details of the project with
ise. We did show that a great part
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 6)

UA's Goldhar Hurt as
Horse Falls on Him
Detroit — Jack Goldhar, UA division manager, who just returned
from a New York sales meeting with
Moe Dudelson, branch manager, suffered undetermined injuries over the
week-end when a horse he was
riding fell on top of him.

m
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of the German nation followed Hitler with
enthusiasm. We also showed the true
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News Happenings

High

In Television's Future
Chicago — Television will play an
important part in future political
conventions, as well as future political campaigns, and will be so
well developed by the time of the

action of the German people to Hitler's rise
to power was impossible within the frame
of this picture. But there is no scene in

1948 presidential battle that candidates will be able to reach prospective voters by both visual and
aural means without traveling around

The

the country, is the belief of radio

Hitler Gang' which justifies the impression 'that the grave responsibility of
the German citizens for what they have
allowed has been neatly tossed on the
shoulders of a few ruffians, officers and

news

industrialists.' "

Radiomen feel that the medium's
biggest opportunity is in the televising of special news events, es-

"Wassell" Seen as Trade's
Third Big 1944 Grosser
Basing his assertion on current
grosses, Barney Balaban, Paramount
president, yesterday said that "The
Story of Dr. Wassell" would be the
third biggest money maker of the
industry this year. Balaban made
the statement following the presentation of a check for S50,000, first
payment under an agreed-upon plan,
to the Navy Relief Society.
The check was presented to Admiral James O. Richardson, USX.
retired, executive seretary of the
organization. Navy Relief gets a
share of the world gross of the picture, given jointly by Paramount
and Cecil B. DeMille. Balaban said
he expected several more checks of
an equal amount would be turned
over to the societv.

10 More Theaters Set
For "Dragon Seed" Bows
Ten more theaters have been added
to the out-of-town bookings for
"Dragon Seed," nine of them Loew
situations, starting Aug. 3. The
one non-Loew booking for August 3
is the Boyd, Philadelphia. Poli theaters dating the picture for a week
beginning August 3 include Worcester, Springfield, New Haven, Hartford and Bridgeport. The Globe.
Bridgeport, and Valentine, Toledo,
open on August 10, and Poli, Waterbury, August 11. The world premiere is slated for today at the Music Hall, where it is expected to run
for at least 10 weeks.

Harold Dunn Resigns
Film Classics Post

Harold Dunn, Film Classics br \
manager in New York, has res:j
A successor is expected to be
nounced
this week.
Before
Film Classics,
Dunn was
Far ;' I
ern manager for Warner Brc-

"Bathing Beauty" in 41
M-G-M's
"Bathing
Beauty5'
open
for
a
week's
run
in 41 I
theaters starting July 20.

and political commentators assembled for the Democratic national

pecially until pictures are perfected and the entertainment offered
is brought

up

to

a higher

standard.

Walter Brooks Named
Assistant to Richey
Appointment of Walter Brooks as j
assistant to H. M. Richey, .director
of exhibitor relations for M-G-M,
was announced yesterday.
Brooks
takes his new post on Monday.
Brooks formerly operated theaters
in New York and Pennsylvania and
has been consultant to the Co-ordinator of Inter-American Affairs as
an authority on educational film
practice. More recently he was aide
to Drew Pearson, Washington newspaper columnist and radio commentator. Previously, he held important
posts with Eastern Service Studios,
Educational, Eddie Dowling and for
two years handled newspaper relations for Postmaster General Frank
C. Walker in Washington.
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PRC to Hold Regional
Sales Meet in Cleveland

"STEP

LIVELY"

'The WHITE

Leo J. McCarthy, PRC general
sales manager, has called a regional
sales meeting for Saturday and Sunday in Cleveland, with the sales personnel of the Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Detroit, Indianapolis and Pittsburgh
exchanges attending. Policies and
product discussed at the recent sales
convention will be outlined.

ON

SCREEN

FILIPINOJO
IN
PERSC

Dave APOLl
AND HIS

IRENE DUNNE

EXTRA ADD!
ATTRACTIO

ALAN MARSHAL
VAN JOHNSON
Ml 8 SELECTED SHORT SUBKTS

CLIFFS of DOVER' Irving CAES

Fleitman Appointed Aide
To Leo McCarthy at PRC

The advance admission sale for
R. George Fleitman has been
"Dragon Seed." which opens today named assistant to Leo J. McCarthy,
at the Music Hall continues to pile PRC general sales manager. FleitWorld premiere of Republic's "Atman, who resigned from the comwith yesterday's reserved seat
lantic City" has been set for July 29, up
pany a year ago, will be in charge
at Hamid's Million Dollar Pier on total up to approximately S35.000 of home
office operations.
for the M-G-M film.
Atlantic City's boardwalk. Regular
engagement will start at the Pier
O'Shea in Capitol Parleys
theater the following day.
The premiere marks the kick-off "Waterloo Bridge" Back
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY j
for the big Republic musical, and the In 5 Loew Situations
Washington— E. K. (Ted) O'Shea, '
Atlantic City opening will be folEastern sales manager for M-G-M.
lowed with pre-release summer enM-G-M has booked return engage- and his home office assistant Leon- ;
gagements in 32 key cities throughfor "Waterloo Bridge" in five ard Hirsch, arrived yesterday for a
out the country. A national promo- Loew ments
situations, opening day and series of conferences at the local
tion budget of $150,000 will support
date
on Aug. and
10 for
a week's
run. exchange. They will be attended by
these key showings.
The theaters
towns
are: Ohio.
Rudy Berger. district manager;
First opening following the world Columbus; State. Houston; Loew's, Benn Rosenwald. Charlotte branch
premiere will be at the Fox, St. Indianapolis; Midland. Kansas City; head, and John S. Allen, local exLouis, on Aug. 8.
and Palace, Memphis.
change manager.

Republic's "Atlantic City"
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Another Big M-G-M

World Premiere at Radio City Music
Hall follows record-breaking "The White Cliffs of Dover."
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Check Branch Center
Manpower Needs

COmiflG and GOIflO

ffi
day.

term

(Continued from Page 1)
shift, although city regulations are
opposed to the use of femme employes at night. The experiment, it
was learned, was not satisfactory
and the women were transferred
back to the day side.
The manpower situation was discussed thoroughly at a meeting of
the
distributors'
division
yesterday
at the Hotel Astor.
No conclusions
were reached, but it was pointed out
that the division would continue to
work
on the "locally needed" project.
A brief discussion was held on the
Sixth War Loan. No future meeting of the division was scheduled,
but sessions will be called as emergencies arise.

To Quiz Zukor, Balaban
Before Hillside Suit Trial
(Continued

from Page 1)

attorneys for the Hillside Amusement Corp., in connection with Hillside's suit charging
violation
of the
trust law.
Zukor will
be examined
on July 31 and Balaban on Aug. 10,
according to notice filed yesterday
in Xew York Federal Court.
Hillside, operator of the Mayfair
Theater, Hillside, N. J., seeks triple
damages of 8900,000 for alleged conspiracy by the eight majors and several of their subsidiaries to prevent
the plaintiff from obtaining firstrun product.

Court Reserves Decision
On Loew's and 'U' Motion
Decision was reserved by Federal
Judge Francis G. Caffey yesterday
on the motion of Loew's and Universal Pictures to strike out answers,
enter judgment by default and refer an assessment of damages to a
special master in the companies' action against the Sanfrebob Theaters
Corp., owners of the Grande Theater
on East 86th St., and Nathan Steinberg, the manager of the house. The
film companies charge the defendants with playing three films longer than the contracts specified.

SMPFE Allies With IATSE
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The Society of Motion
Picture Film Editors has voted to
affiliate with the IATSE.

SEND BIRTHDAY
Muriel

July 20
Evans
Katharine Stevens
Maurice
Marks

** *<^^^

MAURY GOLDSTEIN, M-G-M branch mai
ger in New Haven, was a local visitor yest

^^^^

ESTHER PALLOS of M-C-M's story depa
tion.
ment leaves in a week for a Cape Cod ,-:

Off the News Beat
• • • CUFF NOTES: Despite all that furore and reports to the
contrary, the IATSE has yet to issue a charter for a theater managers
local in Chi. . . • As Loew's Theaters Movie Guide, appearing daily
in eight principal New York dailies, begins its fifth year of publication, "Pappy" Oscar A. Doob estimates that nearly 7,000,000 consult
the guide every day. . . • Didja know that Lt. Thomas C. Arthur,

_J'.

MERLE OBERON is due from the Coast |
27
for a week's
visit here, and then retu
to Hollywood.
BEN B. REINCOLD, Twentieth Century-I
St. Louis manager, and Julius Leventhal, i
owner of the Downtown Lyric, and Senate V
aters in downtown St. Louis, have returned fr
a fishing trip to French River, Ont.
is

C. D. HILL, Columbia, St. Louis manaf
in Springfield,
III.

Harry's son, is a bomber-navigator in Italy with more than 20 missions
to his credit? ... • Dorothy Day of Metro's h.o. publicity staff, is
in Roosevelt Hospital for minor surgery. . . • Reaction of 75 top music

RAY NOLAN, RKO-Radio
is here from St. Louis.

publishers and radio execs at a Chi. screening of Selznick's SYWA was
as terrific as that of Film Daily's reviewer. . . • Seven new biogs.
of Woodrow
Wilson
are being readied for publication as 20th-Fox

RUBE JACKTER, Columbia assistant gem
sales manager, and GEORGE JOSEPHS, ma
ger, sales accounting, arrives in New York to
from the Coast.

prepares to launch "Wilson"
Effect and cause?. . . • "Going
My Way," breaking every record, stays a ninth week at the Brooklyn
Paramount
old high mark of five was set by "Miracle of Morgan's Creek.". . • Wolfe Cohen, Warners Canadian chief, heads
a list of 16 Warnerites there signed up for regular plasma donations
to the Red Cross
Salesman
George
Airman
has
given seven

PAT REIS, executive assistant to How
Dietz, returns Monday from a vacation.

pints in the past year. . . • Don't be surprised if Joel McCrea ends
up in the title role of Para.'s remake of "The Virginian.". . • Alfred
de Liagre is reported now asking 3600,000 plus a percentage for pic
rights to "The Voice of the Turtle.". . • RZO finally has set Aug.
17 for the starting date of Pearl Buck's "China Sky.". . • Leo McCarey now threatens to write a Broadway play of his own for Fall
production; nothing that has turned up thus far from the outside is quite
right. . . • St. Louis papers are co-operating with the Globe-Democrat
on a two-weeks' campaign for playing cards to be sent to troops
overseas
▼
T
T
•

•

•

ODDS

AXD

EXDS:

Dote

Schary

comes East

shortly

to

gather material for Vanguard's Houdini
biographical film
His
first call should be on Joe Lee, Fabian's ad chief in Brooklyn, whose
Houdini file is mountainous. . . # The Navy has placed 20.000 feet
of Saipan invasion on color film at the disposal of Louis de Rochemont for 20th-Fox's "Fighting Lady.". . • Lt. Frank Stich, now in
London, sends an SOS far some golf balls
Address 'em to him
at Hq. Civ. Cen. Det. ETOUSA, APO 515-A. care Postmaster, Xew
York. . . • Jackie Harvey, George's spritely daughter, is rated one
of the most versatile enterta'ners to play over the Borscht Circuit.
• Jimmy Boyle, erstwhile of RKO's home office publicity staff, is
doing Army publicity work in London. . . • Sidney Lansfield's new
Para, termer calls for six pictures in three years, with "Duffy's Tavern" the first assignment. . . • John R. Langenegger, first new member of Local 52, studio mechanics, in five years, has joined Business
Films, Washington, as soimd dept. head. . . • Richard Crane got
a terrific break when he made a test with Walda Winchell. famed
Walter's daughter, at 20th Century-Fox as every top exec, in the
studio is bound to look at it. . . • Bill Goodwin, who gets his first
big role in the Betty Hutton picture. "Incendiary Blonde," is buying
an Arizona ranch, for vacation purposes with Al Levy. Frank Sinatra's
manager. . .
T
▼
▼
• •
•
LITTLE CRITICS HAD A BUSY DAY
The New York
movie critics had an over-dose of films the other day
"Since You
Went Away" had its approximately three-hour screening at the Normandie
and immediately
following M-G-M's
"Dragon
Seed" had its
critic preview at the Loew Penthouse Theater
nearly five and half
hours of movies
▼
▼
▼
• •
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

T

T

T

OLLIE LEASSINC,
is on vacation.

district manai

RKO-Radio, St. Louis bool

EARLE
C. BEATTY
of M-C-M's
legal dep;
ment
is due
back today
from a quick
trip
Dallas.
PAUL RICHRATH,
home
office assistant
John
Central
sales
manager
troit. J. Maloney,
M-G-M, is slated to return Monday from
MAURICE
SAFFLE,
Seattle
M-G-M
bra
manager,
and L. C. WINGHAM,
San Franc
exchange
head,
leave over the week-end
their respective
headquarters,
after a week
town
conferring
with various
home
office
ecutives.
stay.
DORIS LILLY, film player, is at the Wa!d
Astoria from Hollywood for an indefi
ALFRED de LIAGRE, producer of Broadw,
"The Voice of the Turtle," is expected
leave Hollywood
for New York this week-t
ARTURO de CORDOVA is scheduled to le
the Coast for New York on Aug. 11.
JOE ABRAMSON, Illinois Allied secretary,
turned from the Coast yesterday.
DAVID
BUTLER,
Hollywood
director, arri
in Chicago
this week
to watch
his horses
at Arlington
Park.
CEORCE
SMITH
president
of Smith
Theaters, was a receent visitor in Buffalo.

O

Commando Kelly Putt
The War In War-ner!
Plenty
of perusers
of the
Ju
15 issue of the Satevepost along Ne
York's
Film
Row
are wondering
the lads at 20th-Fox
will be suffi
ciently broad-minded
cial way)
Hollywood

(in a commer

to give
Warners'
loc
Theater a bit of a p!u

when
the story,
"One
Man's
War,"
recounting
the
exploits
of Charles
E. (Commando)
Kelly, is made by
20fh-Fox,
screen

which
rights.

company
Here

is

has
the

the
text

taken from the Kelly yarn: "Presently
we found our communication wires.
It was like finding a street you know
after wandering around lost in a big
city, and
the scaredness came
out
of us.
Miles farther along, we heard
somebody
the word, 'Hollywood.'
Luckily,
I yell
remembered
the answer
to that challenge, and called back
'Theater!'
Sixteen
of our
men
had
been

waiting

with

their

rifles

oi

us. ready to let us have it, if we'i
given the wrong campaign."

Proud of its place with 20th Century-Fox's
outstanding

features and fine short

subjects, MARCH

OF TIME congratulates

its distributor for a sales record without
parallel in the industry*

*
Thursday, July
DAILY

N. Y. Industry Exempt
From Priority Rules
(Continued from Page 1)
phen S. Sheridan, N. Y. area director of the WMC.
Exemption, allowed "in view of
the special character of the entertainment industry and the skills and
the occupations of personnel in that
industry," was arranged after consultation with industry management
and lahor leaders, and upon recommendation ofthe N. Y. C. area management-labor committee of WMC.
It applies only to movement of
employes within the entertainment
industry and does not permit free
movement into or out of the industry
without referral to USES or a union
to which referral authority has been
delegated by WMC.

Foreign Investments
In Mexico Restricted
Mexico City (By Air Mail) — A
wartime duration decree by President Manuel Avila Camacho which
prohibits the purchase of interests
in Mexican companies or the establishment of companies of any kind
by foreign interests may affect a
number of pending deals by U. S.
film companies.
Under the decree it is necessary
for foreign capital to obtain the authorization ofthe Secretariat of Foreign Affairs to purchase a company,
or interest in a company, or real estate of a company, or to establish a
new company.

WB Studio to Maintain
High Production Rate

/#$

Canadian Theater Biz Hits the Toboggan
With Drop Since June 1 Running to 25-40%
Toronto — Drop in Canadian theater business since June 1 is giving both exhibitors and distributors plenty food for thought.

FILM

Theater Equipment Dealers
Meeting in Chi. Oct. 20-22
(Continued from Page 1)
terday by President Ray Colvin. A
record number of equipment dealers
and manufacturers is expected to attend the three-day conclave to get
the latest available information concerning wartime restrictions on production and sale of theater equipment, materials, and supplies.
Allen G. Smith, chief of WPB's
Amusement Division, will, as was
the case at the 1943 meet, play an
important role in the proceedings.
He is slated to preside at a school
of instruction regarding OPA and
WPB rules and regulations that will
be a highlight of the gathering, first
day of which will be devoted to organization business so that the remaining two days can be given to
general discussion of industry problems in relation to the war effort.
TEDPA, Colvin disclosed, now has
a total membershtip of 41 sustaining members, the largest roster of
theater equipment dealers in any
one organization up to this time.
Invitations to the meeting are to be
sent to all dealers and manufacturers of theater equipment throughout the country.

Hop-a-Longs in Schulte Spots
DAILY

Operators Suit Trial in Sept.

To Induct F-45 Officers

Chicago — Trial of the operator's
Chicago — Herman Couston and
union members' suit against former other newly elected officers of Film
officers, several leading theater cir- Employes Local F-45 will be incuits andBros,
Paramount,
Loew's, Artists
RKO,
ducted into office on July 25. DisWarner
and United
cussion of new contracts will be
has been set by Judge Julius Minner brought up at the meeting.
for Sept. 11. Action seeks an accounting.
Therese Stone on the Air

UlEDDinG BELLS

Expected Next W

Dip in grosses over the "take" for April and May is estimated in some quarters
as high as 40 per cent with others placing it at upwards of 25 per cent.
Circuit and indie houses alike have felt the decline, it is said, and for it,
there seems to be no concrete explanation, unless it be the extremely high
temperatures that have prevailed.

Detroit — Jack Zide, branch manager of Allied Film Exchange, has
Hollywood — Maintaining the all- closed a deal with the Schulte Circuit operating 22 houses in southtime high in summer production aceastern Michigan, for his entire sertivity at Warners, Jack L. Warner
ies of Hop-a-Long Cassidy films.
has added two more pictures to the
schedule to get under way within
the next month. They are "Nobody Bookbinder Booking Raritan
Jerome Bookbinder is now buying
Lives Forever," starring John Garfield in the W. R. Burnett novel, and booking for the Raritan Thewith Jean Negulesco directing, and
aters, located in Madison, Summit,
"Pillar to Post," just added to Alex and Perth Amboy, N. J. These
houses were formerly part of the
Gottlieb's production schedule.
Walter Reade Circuit.
West Coast Bureau of THE

U. S. Decree Stan

Therese Stone of M-G-M will be
interviewed today over WHN by
Adrienne Ames on "The Importance
of Newsreels in the War."

(Continued from Page 1
on Monday or, at least, bei
end of next week.
Clark said he had not seer
ney General Biddle since his
in Chicago, indicating that tr.
been no discussion on. the de>
United Artists to Open
tween the officials.
District Meet Tomorrow
Biddle had no statement
decree but noted that he lil
(Continued from Page 1)
vies personally and is frie
them. He confirmed that he
the meetings will include Carl Les- seen Clark during his Chicaj1
erman, Harry Gold, Edward Schnit- The attorney general leave;
zer, J. J. Unger, Paul Lazarus, Sr., for Washington.
Charles Steele, Harry Buckley, Phil
Jack Kirsch, president of
Dow, Jack Wrege, S. W. McGrath, Allied, said that he has not di
James Dunn and Louis Pollock.
the decree situation with Cla,
Branch managers and salesmen ting - at rest reports that 1 1
coming in will include James Winn, had conferred.
Boston district manager, and the
following representatives from his
Industry attorneys yesterd
territory: From Boston — Branch they had received no commei I
Manager John J. Dervin and sales- the Department of Justice i
men G. L. Hager, Nat Ross, Joe distributors' final recommen
Cronan and H. Sehaeffer; Buffalo — for changes in the consent
Branch Manager Matt Sullivan, Jr. The entire matter now rests
and salesmen L. A. Herman, Ray hands of the Attorney Gener
Wylie, and J. A. Bykawski; From fice and there has been no
New Haven — Branch Manager Wil- tibn as to what its reaction m
liam Shartin and salesman Irving
Mendelsohn.
Sam Lefkowitz, New York district Mexican Product Is St'
manager, will have the following For Release in Brazil
members from his district attending
(Continued from Page 1)
the sessions: New York — Branch
Manager Jack Ellis and salesmen Ed representatives of the local in
Affirming that Mexican ]
Mullen, Charles Goetz, Dave Burkan, Bill Schuster, Sam Rifkin, Rich- tions are enjoying a sharp
ard Perry and George Jeffrey; Phil- popularity among all sections
adelphia— Branch Manager, Harry Spanish-speaking public, Ar:
Bodkin and salesmen Melvin Koff, vealed that "we are trying t
Harry Tyson, Ralph Peckham, and up the industry so that the
G. J. Gates; Washington, Branch invested will continue to b
Manager, Mark Silver and salesmen
G. E. Price, M. Seigal, S. Pike and trolled by Latin Americans."
M. Rose.
Murphy to Direct PRC Rel<
West Coast Bureau of THE

Mono, to Start Season
With 1 1 Films Finished
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

FILM

Hollywood — Roth- Greene
Productions has signed Ralpl

DAILY

phy
to direct
Went
a PRC
release"The
to Town
star Freddi
tholomew and James Lydon.

Hollywood — -Monogram will start DeVry Outing Saturday
off the new season on Sept. 1 with
Chicago — DeVry Corp. and
11 productions on its new program est School organization, will
completed and ready for distribu- their annual picnic at the C
tion.
Forest Preserve Saturday
plants will be closed, for the
Otto Heads Chi. Bowlers
Chicago — Charley Otto of the Film
Carriers has been elected president
of the Film Row Bowling League
and Hank Porter of National Screen,
is secretary. The season will get
under way, early in September, with
all the exchanges represented.

$289,200 TP Bonds Offered

Montreal — Theater Properties
(Hamilton) Ltd. five per cent first
mortgage sinking fund bonds in the
Pix for Buffalo Erlanger?
amount of $289,200 are being offered at par and accrued interest
Buffalo — It is reported here that
Buffalo— Sally Tuyn, booker and
stenographer at the 20th-Fox ex- the Erlanger Theater, legit, house, by a local financial house. Company
change, on Aug. 27 will be married will show motion pictures because of acquired the assets of Hamilton
to Vincent Martin.
United Theaters, Ltd. in the Spring.
a lack of stage plays and casts.

Arbitration Hearing Sept.
Chicago — William McSwairJ
trator in the Colony Theate
Henry, 111., case, set the 1
date for Sept. 12 at the reqi
plaintiff's attorney, John As

STORK REP0R
Philadelphia — Samuel Dei
and the Missus have a nev
daughter. Derringer is hea
sound department of War:
aters in Philadelphia.
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t Report Forms
laiis to Exhibs.
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Army

Motion Picture Service Operation
At Peah With 1,167 Theaters Functioning
Washington Bur., THE

Washington — Army

(Continued from Page 1)
T chairman here, at the close
i siness a week from tomorrow.
i le importance
of getting this
I; back to Fighting Fifth head-

Motion

FILM

DAILY

Picture Service operation is now

at its peak, with

1,167 theaters operating in various installations on this continent — including
parts of Canada, Newfoundland and Alaska — and in Bermuda. Total seating
capacity is 765,000. A few camps have been closed. AMPS was operating
1,175 houses several weeks ago. But it now appears that the operation will
remain stable until the beginning of demobilization.
Industry prints still make the AMPS circuit in 30 days with 101 prints
used for all pix which are shown two days at a single spot and 90 prints
for those shown only one.

" prs in New York cannot be overSeveral theaters have been opened recently for Army maintenance and
isized," O'Donnell declared yesservice perscnnel at military hospitals, but showings for patients are still
"The motion picture indushandled by the Red Cross.
: is been cited by the Secretary
" e Treasury as the best Bond. ; industry in the nation, and
Max Jelin and Associates
Ire want to give him the figures Elite Buys Oboler
Picture from Metro
Lease Belasco Theater
ill prove it beyond any doubt."
:;; self-addressed, postage pre- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Jelin Productions, Inc., recently
•; -eport cards sent to exhibitors
:' :companied by a covering letHollywood — "Terror on Main formed by Max J. Jelin, S. Jay
cm R. M. Kennedy, National Street," a short-length feature, has Kaufman, and David Burton, has
lairman, and a special bulletin been
acquired by Elite Pictures from signed a two-year lease for the Belasco theater, in Manhattan, at a
M-G-M and shooting has started at reported rental of $62,000 for the
'dj
1
'Why
you
should
send
in
etljfinal Fifth War Loan report, the Gordon Street Studio on added
: hat you need to know about it."
first year and $70,000 for the sec■tfonnell stresses two important scenes to increase the picture's foot- ond.
!i in connection with the drive
Jelin has been associated with film
age.
exhibition for the past 15 years and
Comprising Elite Pictures are Ed- is owner of the Opera House, New
'nt, managers of circuit houses
ward Finney, William Hackel and Brunswick, N. J.
not expect their home offices
11 d in their reports.
All report Max King. Picture, which was orignil are to be sent by theaters
inally known as "This Precious Bronston Signs Clair
"6 to the National Committee in
Freedom," deals with fascist domi- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
jjjfork. In addition, the manager
nation of the United States. Its
Hollywood — Samuel Bronston has
end to his home office any inoriginal cast included Martin Kos- signed a long term producer-director
:ion it may request for com- leck,
Gloria
Golden
and
Helen
Mack.
contract with Rene Clair. First asjse.
•nd, exhibitors should not ex- Signed for added scenes are June
signment Will be "Ten Little Intate Chairmen to forward re- Carlson, David Bradford and Prisdians," set for production in November. Bronston has sent a repre. for them.
An exhibitor may cilla Lyons.
Arch Oboler, who wrote and disentative East and there is a possij jis State Chairman a duplicate
rected the first version, is directing
bility that the cast of the stage play
report he makes to the Na- the added
sequences.
may be used in the film version.
Committee, if he so wishes,
,is is optional.
Bond sales equalling 52 per cent of exhibitors were becoming aware of
the total seating capacity of the- the importance of the reports and
aters in that borough. The Bronx that they would file them on the apYork Area's Bond
pointed day.
is in second place with 42.2 per cent.
\Now $31,000,000
1 of 291,005 Fifth War Loan Other standings are as follows: Man- Seven Midnight Shows
hattan 21.5 per cent; Brooklyn 30.3
\ 'with a maturity value of $31,- per cent; Richmond 28.8 per cent.
Climax St. Louis Drive
'4 '7 were sold by theaters in the
Fifth War Loan Bond sales in
St. Louis — Biggest night of film
M jYork exchange area between
Loew's Theaters between June 1 and
premieres in this city's history will
i( 'l1 and
July
16,
according
to
July
17
amounted
to
$15,435,775.
Of
be staged here on the night of July
chairman Chas. C. MoskoQueens continues to lead in this amount, New York theaters sold 29 to put the local area over the top
attle of the Boroughs
with $9,578,000. Loew's Pitkin Theater, in "E" Bond sales for the Fifth War
Brooklyn, is leading the Loew cir- Loan. Tickets for midnight shows
cuit with total sales of $630,000,
i
F & M's Ambassador and Loew's
representing 6,587 individual Bonds. at
Orpheum and State in the downtown
section, and the Fox, Missouri, St.
Kuykendall Urges Prompt
Louis and Shubert Theaters, under
Report on Sales on Fifth
F & M management in the Grand
Regardless of his Bond sales re- Boulevard theatrical district, will be
* DECORATED*
. JAMES STEWART, AAF, awarded the
sults, every exhibitor should prompt- entirely by purchase of "E" Bonds.
Leaf Cluster to the Distinguished
ticket sale began on Monday of
ly send in his report to the national The
g Cross for extraordinary achievement
committee
on the night of July 27, this week. Two types of tickets are
2 serving as air commander of heavy
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president, available, one for any of the three
sardment formations raiding enemy-occiu
[ territory.
said in a letter to John J. Friedl, downtown stands and the other for
— * —
any of the Grand Boulevard houses.
campaign director.
In addition, a special section of 200
■k
COMMISSIONED*
Kuykendall
said
that
"some
exhijCERGOUDIS,
formerly
usher,
Summit,
bitors may be ashamed of their own seats is being reserved in each house
City, N. J., has been commissioned
a
showing and therefore reductant to
— tenant in the Marines.
purchasers of $500 "E" Bonds.
reveal the final results of their ef- forStage
entertainment will be fea— • —
forts, even to the committee. This
tured at each house. Films being
* PROMOTED *
I can understand and sympathize featured are: Ambassador, "Hail the
■ ROBERT JOHNSON, son of the Adolph with, as we all know that there are
Conquering Hero"; Loew's Orpheum,
sons of the Strand Hamden, Conn., to
places where circumstances beyond 'Dragon Seed"; Loew's State,
;enant, USNR.
the control of the exhibitor make it "American Romance"; Fox, "I Love
utterly impossible to reach a quota a Soldier"; Missouri, "Mr. Skeffing*ARMY*
°ACLINCO, assistant manager, Central, or to do as well as expected."
■y City.
The MPTOA chief said he believed ton"; St. Louis, "Marine Raiders,"
and Shubert, "Step Lively."

> THE COLORS!

Rank Canada Dist.
Via Empire-Universal
(Continued

from Page 1)

pany executives, branch managers,
salesmen and bookers from all parts
of the Dominion.
The contract takes care of distribution arrangements in Canada
through the film exchanges headed
by Paul Nathanson, who is also
president of Odeon Theaters of Canada. There is no connection between
Canada's Odeon chain and Rank's
Odeon theater interests in Great
Britain. Rank at the present time
has no interest in theaters in Canada, it is definitely stated, while Canadian distribution of British product is understood to have nothing
in common with any U. S. agreement
between Rank and Spyros Skouras,
president of 20th Century-Fox.
Empire-Universal is Canadian distributor for Universal and Republic,
and will maintain separate offices for
the distribution of Rank's British
films under a Canadian sales manager to be announced.

Empire-Universal Plans
New
Exploitation Dep't
Toronto — Ben Cronk, veteran film
man, has resigned as promotion manager of United Artists in Canada to
become manager of a new exploitation department in the Empire-Universal-Films organization and will
organize advertising and publicity
features for Canadian bookings of
Universal, Republic and British product.

Away From Home Expense
Deductible, Court Holds
(Continued

from Page 1)

Commission and the U. S. Tax Court.
Miss Claire deducted $4,630 from
her 1939 return for expenses incurred while "living away from home"
in connection with a trip to Hollywood to make a motion picture. Deduction was denied but the Appeals
Court held that home "is the dwelling place
person,"
as distinguished fromofalla other
dwelling
places,
which might be used casually or temporarily in the pursuit of business,
work or profession, and not occupied
after completion of work.

IN NEW POSTS
JOE BISHOP, salesman, Eastern district of North
Carolina,
for Universal,
Charlotte,
N. C.
FRANK RENO,
troit.

manager, West

End Theater, De-

JOSEPH SHILICK, manager, Alden Theater, Detroit.
THOMAS A. MURRAY, manager, Carver Theater,
WILL

Detroit.
BRISCOE,

JOHN Chicago.
FREDERICK,
MILTON SMITH,
cinnati.

manager,

RKO

co-manager,

Grand,

Chicago.

RKO

Crand,

salesman for 20th-Fox, Cin-

WILLIAM HUMPHRIES,
Fox,
Philadelphia.

sales manager,

20th-

ROY ROGERS

TRIGGER

itimate
in Character
iternational
in Scope
ldependent in Thought
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IRGE END TO OCR NEW THEATER PROGRAM
)WI Film Releases to Prepare Nation for Peace
hibitor Group Told
blic Relations Job
Only Partly Done
lington Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Managers, Actors, Directors and Writers
Delegation to Protest WMC Approval More
DAILY

rashington
— include
Subsequent
OWI
releases will
a number
ubjects designed to prepare the
on for the support of a perma; and lasting peace, Taylor M.
s, OWI assistant pix chief, told
Industry Advisory Committee
erday.
ere, he noted, the industry can
■ne of the most important public
tions jobs it has tackled.
Unthis job is done and done well,
(Continued on Page 3)

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Artists Managers Guild and the Screen Actors, Directors and
Writers guilds are expected to send representatives to Washington to oppose a move which would require the WMC salary stabilization unit to
approve all deals for free lance directors, writers and actors calling for
$1,000 or more per week.
Move would be modification of a ruling submitted in January, 1943, which
gave producers carte blanche
in engaging
free-lancers.

Legion of Honor for Wartime Attendance
Fighting 5lh Reports Peak to Taper Off!

Industry Committee Wants
Material and Equipment
Used for Present Houses
Washington

By

ANDREW

Bureau

of

OLDER

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Meeting yesterday for their initial session
with Donald R. Longman, head
of the OCR Service Trade Section,
members of the new Motion Picture
Theater Owners Industry Advisory
Committee urged the discontinuance
of OCR's(Continued
programon of
Pagenew
3) theater

Exhibs. to Meet on
Taxes in September

Jointly created by the U. S. Treasury Department and the National
"Fighting Fifth" Committee, a
"Fighting Fifth Legion of Honor"
will reward with membership symbolized by a personal scroll each exhibitor who sends his Fifth War Loan
report to the National Committee in
New York, it was announced yesterday by R. J. O'Donnell, national
(Continued on Page 6)

That the war-time peak of motion
picture attendance may have been
reached is indicated by reports of a
sharp decline in employment during
Chicago — Exhibitor associations
the last month. A number of war which
have agreed to participate in
factories which formerly operated
the round table conference on taxaon three daily shifts have been retion are expected to meet in Chiduced to one shift and the number
cago in September to perfect the
of layoffs are said to be increasing.
(Continued on Page 6)
The armed forces, having reached
(Continued on Page 6)

With the two-year agreement between Paramount and the Screen
Office and Professional Employes
leral Services Today
Guild, Local 109, CIO, due to exMrs. Anna Moskowitz
pire a week from today, the rivalry
between the SOPEG and its commeral services will be held topetitor in the white-collar field here,
i>r Mrs.
Anna
Moskowitz, Motion Picture Office Employes, Loaer of several leading motion
(Continued on Page 6)
ire executives. Mrs. Moskowitz,
was 80, died yesterday at her
Gardens home after a brief ill-

president of RKO Radio,
Two extra-long pictures, David O. 57, former
(Continued on Page 3)
Selznick's United Artists release,
"Since You Went Away," and Metro's
"Dragon Seed," hit Broadway yesI AC Protest to WPB
terday and commanded opening-day
grosses of smashing proportions.
Scheduled on Freon
With $6,451 in the till at 5 p.m.,
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
"Since You Went Away" was seen
Washington — A strong resolution
(Continued on Page 6)

ow World's War
rvite Impressive
the two years since its formaon June 1, 1942, as a clearing
:e for all efforts of the show
d bearing on the war program
United Theatrical War ActiviCommittee provided 16,225 acts
3,549 events, with 45,682 enter3rs involved, according to figpublished in the current issue
pquity, the official organ of the
(Continued on Page 6)

Joseph Schnitzer, Former
RKO Head, Dies on Coast
MPOE, SOPEG Rivalry Up Smash Openings for
As Para. Pact Nears End
Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
'SYWA' and 'Dragon Seed' WestHollywood
— Joseph I. Schnitzer,

Pic Studio Tele's Pattern

aown as "Mom" to many in the
industry, Mrs. Moskowitz was
(Continued on Page 3)

Joe Is Dome Again"
As a MOT Feature
March of Time is reported to be
eparing another feature titled
foe is Home Again," based on a
fe Magazine article by John Hersey.

=

Coast Techniques Seen Production Backbone
Ohio Sales Tax Repeal
Worries State Theaters

Post-war television studios will
borrow heavily upon the general design of motion picture studios and
incorporate many of the techniques
Columbus, O.— The ITO of Ohio of the legitimate stage, it was declared last night by Robert E. Shelhas been participating in daily conferences with business groups that
by, NBC development engineer, in
are concerned over the threat to re- his presentation of a paper entitled
peal Ohio's sales tax. The film in- "The Problems Involved in the Dedustry here is in favor of retaining
sign of(Continued
a Television
Studio
on Page
3) Plant,"
(Continued on Page 6)

calling upon WPB to cease its
"discriminatory" treatment of the
industry in the distribution of freon
gas is expected to be drafted and
presented to WPB. Action is due

as an aftermath of yesterday's Industry Advisory Committee meeting
which was told by Frederick W. Smith
WPB special equipment branch chief,
that there will be no theater freon
before October. Committee made it
plain that it does not want gas diverted from the armed services but
holds that theaters should be granted
as much consideration as stores, restaurants and other civilian establishments.
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More than 400 delegates are
scheduled to attend RKO's 13th annual sales meeting which opens its
three-day session at the WaldorfAstoria on Monday. In addition to
a large representation from the
home office, the meeting will see all
district managers, branch managers, salesmen and field exploiteers in the United States and
Canada, as well as representatives of the foreign and theater departments, the studio, Walt Disney
Productions, Samuel Goldwyn, International Pictures and RKO Pathe.
International Pictures will be repPolio Closes Louisville
resented by A. W. Schwalberg, Robert Goldstein and Arthur Jeffrey.
Theaters to Juveniles
Frederic Ullman, Jr., Walton Ament,
Dudley Hall and AlLouisville, Ky. — Children under 14 Jay Bonafield,
fred Butterfield will represent Pathe.
years of age are not permitted to
Goldwyn and James Mulattend local theaters because of in- veySamuel
will host the delegates at a doufantile paralysis epidemic.
ble header between the Dodgers and
Pittsburgh Pirates on Sunday.
Concord, N. H. — Attendance of
children at movie shows is down in
western New Hampshire as the re- De Lodder Again President
sult of five cases of infantile para- Of Mich. Co-op Theaters
lysis which have prompted the State
Board of Health to warn parents to
Detroit — Fred De Lodder, circuit
keep their youngsters away from owner, was re-elected president of
crowds.
Co-Operative Theaters of Michigan,
believed to be the largest independent booking group in the country.
Carl Leserman Principal
All other offices changed hands.
UA Parley Speaker Today Wade Allen of the Fine Arts and
Arcade Theaters, who was formerly
Carl Leserman, general sales man- treasurer, was named vice-president,
ager, will be the principal speaker succeeding Ben J. Cohn of the Senate Theater.
today at the opening of United Artists two-day New York and Boston
The post of secretary, formerly
district sales meeting at the War- held by James C. Ritter, past presiwick Hotel. The meeting will be
dent of National Allied, who has been
presided over by Sam Lefkowitz, in poor health, was combined with
New York district manager, and that of treasurer, and Harold Munz
James Winn, Boston district man- of the Century Theater was elected
to the combined post.
ager.
Detroit — Detroit police cenorship
groups are being merged into single
unit, effective Aug. 1. This will
bring book and periodical censorship for first time under control of
same head as stage, carnival, and motion picture censorship. Lt. Charles
W. Snyder, who started as film
censor about eight years ago, has
been named to head the entire
censor department, which remains
part of the detective bureau rather
than uniformed division of police.

'Going My Way' As Para.'s Corp. Leonard Giverson
Best Grosser by 100%?
Slain in Action D-Day

—
22i/8 —
641/2 —

32% —
133/4 —
MARKET

23 Vi
4
22'/4

%
1/4
1/4

Plymouth,
N. H. — Corp. Leonard
"Going My Way" will more than
double the gross of any Paramount J. Giverson, 23, former usher at the
picture previously released by the
Plymouth Theater, was killed
company, it was predicted yesterday
in action in the D-Day invasion of France.
by Charles M. Reagan, vice-president
and sales manager, who based his
Giverson,
a native
of Beecher
assertion on box-office figures to Falls, Vt., was serving in a tank
date.
division.

Fall From Room Fatal

Buffalo — In attempting to dislodge
a hornet's nest from the eaves of
his home, Frederick C. Phillips, 56,
assistant manager of Shea's Kenmore Theater, slipped from the roof
Chicago — Herbert S. Mills has and was killed . He was on his vacation and had planned to paint the
been elected president of Mills Industries, Inc., owner of Soundies, house. Funeral services were held
succeeding the late Fred Mills.
yesterday.

H. S. Mills Named Prexy
Of Mills Industries, Inc.

FILM DUBBING
SCRIPT ADAPTATION
GHOST VOICE

Bronston
Buys "Decision"
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — iSamuel Bronston has
bought Edward Chodorov's New
York play, "Decision," and has sent
Julien Duvivier, signed to produce
and direct the film version, to New
York to collaborate with the author
on a screenplay. Film is scheduled
for production Oct. 1, with a major
release to be announced.

WANTED
Salesman, experienced in handling outstanding films. Metropolitan and upper
New
York. State
qualfications,
ex-

SPANISH-PORTUGUESE-FRENCH
Spanish Sound Studios
41 E. 42nd St., N. Y. 17 • MU 2-5358

RKO Meet Opens Monday;
More Than 400 to Attend

perience, references. Confidential. Write —
1501

Box 204,
BROADWAY,

FILM
DAILY
NEW
YORK

CITY

Para. Team to Play CBS
The Paramount Pep Club softball
team will meet CBS at Macombs
Dam Park tomorrow. Games with
the Pep Club may be scheduled by
9-8700.
contacting Bob MvKeown at BRyant

COfll IDG and GOI
SFYROS P. SKOURAS, president of T>
Fox, returned last night by plane, aftc
night at the studio. MURRAY SILV
and SAM SHAIN accompanied Skouras.
BEN KALMENSON, WB general sales
spent
yesterday
in Philadelphia.
JULES LAPIDUS, Eastern division sal
ger for Warners, returns today fron
and Buffalo.
Add Coming and Going
JACK
FLYNN,
M-C-M
Western
has returned to Chicago from home of
ferences.
SAM SHIRLEY, M-G-M Chicago bran,
ger,
is vacationing
in Wisconsin.
TOM CLARK leaves Chicago tor
route for Washington.
B. J. LQUER, Columbia Chicago
manager, is in Wisconsin for a vacatio .
H.
S.
MORRIS,
Altec
Service
pi
agent
and
merchandise
manager,
has
to the New York home office from a
trip to the Coast.
PAUL
F. THOMAS,
treasurer
of A
vice Corp., has returned
to his New
I
fice after a visit to Midwest and Co
district offices.
CHARLES W. KOERNER, RKO vice
charge of production, and PERRY LIE
publicity director, leave the Coast t
the 13th annual sales meet in N. Y.
ALEX
ARNSWALDER,
man,
starts his vacation
morrow.
MARTIN
Theaters,

local
M-C-l
at White

G. SMITH
of
Toledo,
president

Smith
an.
of Nation

and
ofarrives
the
Independent
Theaterfor O'
Ohio,
next Wednesday,
£
stay at the Warwick
Hotel.
MARJORIE DAVIES, Broadway acti
arrived on the Coast to commence a t
tiact with M-G-M.
Joan Mccracken, following comp
her jitterbug ballet number for Warne
lywood Canteen," left the Coast yesti
New York.
C. J. LATTA, Albany zone man
Warner Theaters, and CHARLES A. SM
assistant zone manager, arrived in N
yesterday
for home
office conferences
SAMUEL RINZLER, of the Randforci
circuit, is arranging to spend an Augi
Hon at Highmount,
N. Y.
JAMES MULVEY and WILLIAM F. SC
are New York bound from the Coast,
conferences with Samuel
Goldwyn.
EDWARD GOLDEN, producer, is exji
arrive from the Coast Monday to at>
RKO convention.
EDITH
GRAHAM,
film and drama
the Charleston, W. Va., Gazette, returr
from
New
York last night.
MARVIN SCHENCK leaves next V»
for a day's visit in Chicago.
MINNIE
GINSBERG,
secretary
Cummings of M-G-M,
on Monday
vacation at Long Beach.

to
got!

SEP BMTHD
GREETINGS Tl
Leonore
Ulric
Lawrence A.
Ken Maynard
Allan Josl
July 21
H. Mony
Ross Blui
Willingham
Fernando Me
Dan Totheroh
July 22
Florence Vi
Albert Warner

Norman
J. Frank

Harry
Cohn
Aileen
Plin
Inner;
Gerald
RudulphJuly 23 Lewis
JosephK. Seiden
Whitney
Bol
Gale Pagi
Ray Cozine
Albert
Schiller

:
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; End to OCR
Her Program

Pic Studio Tele's Pattern

(Continued from Page 1)
tion. Longman was told
ja industry generally feels
p theaters are not needed at
e, and that with equipment
as it is it would be advisable
whatever is available over
iters already in operation,
:han spreading
the supply
e
anc
pre thinly
end than isnedalready
t
t
o
fr- ll a
ar
als
le
i
iew criteria for approval of
liter construction.
Although
jage of the criteria has been
a spokesman for the WPB
!k Bureau — which
has the
j on construction
applica^ated that he thinks the reerely spells out in more de»|at we've been doing right
Manpower Discussed
was no important developthe manpower situation, alas with the various other
Longman had
Ithe
sure agenda,
of exhibitor troubles
■n his lap. It was obvious
ibitors are not resting easfaey watch the new WMC
•x plan in operation, and
■ will welcome aid from any
Longman was told that in
gency situation exhibitors
ed some sort of local preatus in order to keep opbd promised that he would
ach as he can to convince
?e of the desirability of aid;ndustry.
i|>■: same time, he told the
e not to relax its efforts
cal and regional directors,
nmendations for local pref■ast have approval in Washccording to a recent WMC
1 Longman pointed out that
l the local and area officials
need of the importance of
theaters in operation will
n be initiated and then
o Washington.
in was unwilling to prom"jing,
the tocoinwouldbutdo assured
all he can
aid
solution of the various war
confronting the industry.
ommittee Positive
point, several of the comMnbers became very posifcheir position that
OCR
bp encouraging
new theling.
Instead, they said,
' the war situation and the
' of construction materials
r equipment, new construeId be stopped — with only
nal authorization in case of

authored by 0. B. Hanson, NBC vice- in dealing with tele production, he
president and chief engineer. Ad- said, are that the complicated cammission that the Hollywood lots will
era and lighting techniques of Hollywood must be co-ordinated into the
be used extensively as "models" for timing of a stage production, and
tele stations came as a highlight of studio facilities must be designated
the Television Seminar presented in for efficiency of this kind of operaNBC's Studio 6B in Radio City, untion, "or television productions will
der the auspices of the Radio Ex- be expensive and difficult to realize."
ecutives Club. Featured additionally
Touching upon the crowded condion the program were addresses by
tion on occasions at the NBC tele
James D. McLean, sales manager for studio, converted from a sound stuGeneral Electric's television broaddio for the purpose, and whose dicast equipment, and Edward C. Cole,
mensions are 30 feet wide, 50 feet
professor of Yale University's dra- long and 20 feet high, Shelby dema department.
clared that "a studio in which the
Shelby pointed out that the pictor- production of plays with several sets
ial presentation of movies is on a is contemplated should not be smaller than 40 by 60 by 20 feet high,
highly-perfected scale to please audiences, and this quality must be emu- or preferably 50 by 70 by 30 feet
lated by the audio-visual science, particularly in the matters of camera
James D. McLean, of GE, told the
techniques, editing- and cutting. gathering of the limitations of
Where television finds a problem in WRGB in Schenectady, and presentaccomplishing corresponding perfeced and explained the model of a curhigh."
tion, he said, is in the time element,
rently ideal tele studio designed by
in contrast to the relative leisure af- the Austin Company of Cleveland
forded Hollywood producers. The and stressed its architectural and
latter are given plenty of time to equipment features. He said, in conestablish the scenes and sets, to
cluding his address, that "widespread
carefully light them, to rehearse the acceptance
of television will depend
artists before the camera and to
on
the
industry's
production of good
make minor adjustments in lighting television programs,
but even the
and camera angles before shooting best talent in the world cannot give
a scene. In television production good performances unless working
this will not be quite so simple. He conditions are satisfactory. Thoradded that lighting will be one of the
oughness now in planning television
big hurdles. Another, that each studios of the future will pay divicamera operator must be rehearsed
dends in good
and then cued into the script.
Lectures
were programs."
followed by an open
In discussing the subject of light- forum, with Richard Hubbell, teleing, Shelby asserted that, because of
vision consultant and director servlighting requirements for tele, adeing as moderator. Murray Grabquate air-conditioning must be pro- horn, chairman of the Television
vided, along with considerably deader Committee of the Radio Executives
acoustics than a sound broadcasting
studio.
Major points to remember Club, presided as meeting's chair-

Coast Techniques Seen Production Backbone
(Continued from Page 1)

great need. Claude Ezell, Robert
Wilby, and Joseph R. Vogel are reported to have been spokesmen for
this point of view.
They were strongly of the opinion
that use of scanty stocks of theater
equipment and booth equipment for
these theaters was unwise because it
tended to leave less equipment for
the use of theaters already operating and thus cut down their efficiency and threatened the loss of
facilities now in operation. They
pointed out also that post-war population shifts might make these new
houses unsound propositions.
There was discussion also of the
35 mm. booth equipment situation.
Allen G. Smith, WPB theater equipofficer, outlined the situation there,
stating that chief reliance must be
placed on repair rather than new
equipment for some time yet. He
called for the most efficient maintenance work possible. Smith is believed also to have told the committee what he told Film Daily earlier
— Helen Brady, secretary in the week — that the new WPB reconversion orders would not have
H. Dunday,
Warners'
anager, was married
to any effect on production of equipDavis of the Army.
ment because of the continued mili-

DIM BELLS

tary priority for such equipment and
for equipment requiring electric
components, small motors, ball bearings and other parts essential to
booth equipment.
William Elliott Present

OWI Releases Will
Prepare for Peace
(Continued from Page 1)
he pointed out, the nation will lose
much of the good accomplished by
earlier OWI subjects.
Mills told the exhibitors that their
co-operation with his bureau has
been one of the outstanding instances
of co-operation with OWI by any industry. He stressed that thus far
only part of the job has been done,
however, adding that plans are being worked out between WAC, OWI
and the producers for improved quality of OWI releases.

Funeral Services Today
For Mrs. Anna Moskowitz
(Continued from Page 1)

the mother of Charles C. Moskowitz,
vice-president of Loew's, Inc.; Harry
Moskowitz,
head ofJoseph
Loew'sMoskowitz,
construction department;
New York studio representative of
20th Century-Fox; Martin Moskowitz, also of 20th-Fox, and Arthur
Moskowitz. She also is survived by
three daughters and four grandchildren.
Services will take place at 11:15
this morning at the Riverside Cha76th St.City.
and Amsterdam Ave.,
New pel,
York
Interment will be in Beth David
Cemetery at Elmont, L. I.

Joseph Schnitzer, Former
RKO Head, Dies on Coast
(Continued from Page 1)

died of thrombosis yesterday, after
a two-weeks' illness.
Born in Pittsburgh, at the age of
20 he became Des Moines branch
manager of the Pittsburgh Calcium
and Light Co. Later he was associated with Mullin Film Service as
manager of its Minneapolis exchange
and, before leaving, became general
manager with headquarters in Syracuse N. Y.
From 1920 to 1922 he was president of Equity Pictures, going from
there to a vice-presidency in FBO,
which later became RKO. In 1930
he became president of Western Costume Co., which he sold to a group
of film companies. He was an official of the Hollywood baseball team.
Funeral services will be held today at Home of Peace Mausoleum,
iating.
with Rabbi Edgar F. Magnin offic-

William Y. Elliott, WPB vicechairman in charge of OCR, was on
hand for part of the morning session and addressed the committee
briefly. Present from the OCR
Amusements Section were Maurice
Green, with John Maclay of the OCR
Legal Division also addressing the
meeting briefly. Alexander Milne,
Jr., of the Facilities Bureau was
present, as well as Allen Smith and
Frederick W. Smith of the WPB
Special Equipment Branch. Taylor
Mills, assistant director of the OWI
Pix Bureau, was on hand briefly,
and Oliver J. Schoonmaker, WMC
trades services specialist, discussed
the manpower situation with the
group.
Besides Wilby, Vogel and Ezell,
other members present were Louis West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
A. Lotito, S. H. Fabian, William F.
Hollywood — Ruth Hussey, film actress, gave birth to a son, George
Crockett, Joseph Blumenfeld, Martin Smith, and Claude Lee of Para- Robert Longenecker. The infant's
mount.
father is Lt. Robert Longnecker.
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Legion of Honor for
Fighting 5th Reports
(Continued from Page 1)
chairman. The scroll, in recognition
of the individual theaterman's Bond
campaign efforts, is fashioned in
blue, red, black and gold, and will
be suitable for display in the theater.
The special citation bears official
Treasury
seal surmounted
by WAC's
official emblem.
It is signed
by
O'Donnell. together with Ned E.
Depinet, distributor chairman; Secretary Henrv Morgenthau, Jr., and
Ted R. Gamble, WFD's national director. Text reads: "To (recipient's
name), member of the Motion Picture Industry's Fighting Fifth War
Loan Army, this citation is awarded.
Given in recognition of meritorious
service through Bond selling activities sponsored by the War Activities
Committee of the Motion Picture Industry and War Finance Committee
of the U. S. Treasury and given for
devotion to a patriotic cause of his
country while at war."
Only those who return the report
card mailed this week by the National Committee will receive the
scroll. It will be mailed to the exhibitor direct as soon as his report is
received.

Detroit Nabe Sells $16,000
War Bonds in One Night

&t

OCR Enthusiasm for
iVetc Theaters Fading?

Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Although applications
for new theaters are still coming
in, OCR has decided not to extend
itself to promote these applications
day.
any longer, it was reported yester-

Smash Openings for
'SYWA' and 'Dragon Seed'
(Continued from Page 1 )
by Loew's theater officials as heading for a new all-time opening day
record at the Capitol, with a possible week's gross of §100,000.
"Dragon Seed" gave the Music
Hall one of its biggest opening
stanzas, the film playing to solid
capacity at all performances, according to theater officials, for an estimated gross of §17,500 for the day.
A §10,500 matinee business was reported.
The showings made by the two
films were all the more impressive
in view of the fact that the Capital
and the Music Hall had to reduce
their number of shows because of
the unusual running times of the
productions.

MPOE, SOPEG Rivalry Up
As Para. Pact Nears End

(Continued from Page li
cal 23169, AFL, yesterday had risen
to new intensity. The MPOE has
challenged the right of Paramount
to make a new deal with the CIO
union on the ground that the AFL
local has acquired a substantial membership among the company's white
collarites. The MPOE plans to apply to the NLRB for a new bargaining election at Paramount.
The AFL union and Universal yesterday reached an agreement on a
two-year pact subject to the approval of the board of directors of the
Gene Autry to Star in "E"
company and the executive board of
Bond Show in Montgomery
the union. The agreement would
Montgomery, Ala. — In a final ef- run from June 1 of this year and be
fort to make up Montgomery's §500,- retroactive as of that date.
000 deficit in "E" Bonds, a stage
show, featuring Gene Autry, will be Ohio Sales Tax Repeal
put on tonight at Cranton Bowl with Worries State Theaters
admish. purchase of one "E" Bonds,
sponsored by the Eastern Flying
I Continued from Page 1'
Training Command. Show will bill
16 acts voted the best in try-outs by the sales tax because its abolishment would necessitate a replacetalent from all Army posts in Eastment that might be a greater burden
ern Flying Training Command, now
to
business.
gathered at Maxwell Field for the
Petitions now in circulation in
preliminary competition. Slogan is:
Ohio
propose a constitutional amend"Bigger the Bond, better the seat."
ment prohibiting any sales tax of
the kind prevailing in the state for
"Minstrel Man" Held Over
the last eight years. There are indications that the proponents will
PRC's "Minstrel Man" has been
held for a second week at the Vic- obtain the required 179,653 signatures in at least 44 counties before
toria Theater, Broadway, and is
the Aug. 9 deadline.
scheduled to say for a third.
Mildred Harris Dead
Close in Stella for Summer
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Stella, Neb. — The Chamber of
Hollywood — Mildred Harris. 41,
Commerce, operators of the local the- silent screen star and first wife of
ater here, has closed it for the Sum- Charles Chaplin, died yesterday folmer.
lowing an abdominal operation.
Detroit — Harold Teel, manager of
the Mack-Uptown, neighborhood theater, sold §16,600 of War Bonds in
one evening by a careful "promotion" of neighborhood merchants for
50 merchandise prizes. Thirty were
given out as door prizes, which
helped swell attendance. The rest,
the most valuable, were sold at a
Bond Auction, with a floor lamp going for §3,300. Teel's total for the
drive was §87,000.
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IN NEW POSTS
JACK ARMM,
salesman for 20th-Fox, Syracuse.
HERB CILLIS, salesman, 20th-Fox, Philadelphia.
HARRY

DRESSLER,

booker, 20th-Fox, Philadel-

ETHEL LEWIS, cashier, M-C-M
ington.
HAROLD
phia. ROSE, salesman, UA
ington.
HARRY APPEL,
delphia.

exchange, Washexchange, Wash-

chief shipper, 20th-Fox, Phila-

JERRY

SHINBACH,
bus, O.

RKO

HARRY

SIMONS,
lumbus, O.

manager

City manager, Columof RKO

Grand, Co-

IRVING C. JENSEN, manager. Rex and Metropolitan Theaters, Iowa Falls, la.
HENRY J. SHIELDS, JR., publicity director,
Loew's
Washington
Theaters.

Show World's War
Service is Impressive
(Continued from Page 1)"
Actors' Equity Association.
The information was made
available by
James
UTWAC.Sauter, executive director of
The magazine explains that "these
figures do not imply that there were
16,225 separate acts or 45,682 individual entertainers in them," adding
that "many of the same acts and
individuals have appeared more than
once and some of them many times."
In discussing the work accomplished by UTWAC in connection
with the five Bond drives the puzlication asserts that "the sums realized as the result of the appeals of
entertainers and at rallies for which
they provided entertainment are an
astronomical figure which would not
make
to the
ordinary
citizen."
"Thesense
record
of the
entertainment
world of men in service is a proud
one," Equitv goes on to say. "But
the 'work
of UTWAC
and the
Hollywood Victory
Committee
is equally
a proof that the entertainment industry has not stopped with direct
contributions and that it is truly
serving the nation to the extent of
its capacity. On that record every
member of the entertainment woi'ld
mayThe stand
with pride."
American
Red Cross, the National War Fund, the Army Emergency Relief Society, the Navy Relief
Society, the British, Russian, Chinese and all United Nations relief
funds, the Canadian War Fund and
all hospitals within the New York
metropolitan area are among those
served by UTWAC.
The magazine reports that, as of
June 1, the service flag of the entertainment business bore 95,956 blue
stars and 348 gold ones, with the
latter estimate being "a conservative
one as not all. organizations report

Wartime Attendance
Peak to Taper Off!
(Continued from Page 1)
their planned strength, from nov
will need only replacements in eq.
ment, which will reduce the ma
facturing requirements, according
authorities. This means a reduc;
in employment which, in time, n
be reflected in box-office grosses.
The moving out of the troops s
tioned at the huge Camp White
Oregon already has reduced thea
attendance in towns like Medf
and Ashland to below the pre-^
mark. The Hunt circuit has clo
the Roxy in Medf ord and other cl
ings are contemplated.
As a rule, the falling off of g
eral business is not felt by thea:
for approximately three months.

Exhibitors to Meet on
Taxation in September
(Continued from Page 1)
organization, Ed Kuykendall, Ml
OA president, said here yesterd
All organizations except Allied h.
agreed to join the project which
designed to co-ordinate efforts
combatting discriminatory taxati
It is understood, however, that
lied will lend all necessary ass
ance but not be a direct party
the enterprise.
Kuykendall said he had confer
jwith Tom C. Clark, Assistant Att
I in
neyChicago
General,butduring
he didthenotlatter's
reveal s
MPTOA ofchief
discussed '
nature
the also
conference.
consent decree and trade proble
with Morris Leonard, Eddie Siiv
man and other theater executn
and with Postmaster General Fn
Walker.
Kuykendall will go to the M;
clinic in Minnesota after the Dei
cratic
checkup. convention for a physi

UA Hosts Industry Prexy
United Artists and Harry Kosir
Eastern rep. for Edward Sm
played host to the industry press
Toots Shor's yesterday. The i
cheon was followed by a screen:
of Small's latest production, "Abn
With Two Yanks," at the Mayf
Theater. UA representatives at
luncheon were Ed Schnitzer, J.
Unger, Lou
Pollock, James Dunn i
Herbert
Berg.

THEATER DEALS

Council Bluffs, la. — The R.
Goldberg Enterprises has added
1,800-seat Broadway
tbeater h
Buffalo — Distributors defeated ex- to its string of theaters that inclu<
hibitors, 18 to 5 in a softball game the Military, Avenue, Dundee, To^
and Arbor.
Early Kerr has op
Monday
at
the atBuffalo
Variety
annual picnic
the Auto
Club, Club's
Clar- ated the Broadway since 1937.
Goldberg said he may bring sta
ence. Film men from Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, Olean, Jamestown, shows to the Broadway in the nf
He also plans redecorat:
Niagara Falls, Binghamton and El- future.
and remodeling.
mira were present.
'Twas Ever Thus!
promptly."

*

WASHINGTON
LOS ANGELES
(Earle & Ambassador)

(Hill St. & Pantages)

Go For MR. WINKLE

BIG!

but

Tremendous openings
greet a great new
escapist picture!

r. . . infinitely
ippealing and
lero/c... Edward
7. Robinsonj at
ong last, has
imself a pic9
jrWeAlS3HINGTON
-

POST

a (

SdmndG. ROBINSON
in COLUMBIA

\0%\
PRESOLD
TO MILLIONS.,.
as a best-selling book
. . . and syndicated
newspaper serial!

PICTURES'

Mr. WIATKLE GOES to WAR
with RUTH WARRICK • TED DONALDSON • BOB HAYMES
Screen Play by Waldo Salt, George Corey, Louis Solomon

From the best-selling novel by THEODORE PRATT
Produced by JACK MOSS • Directed by ALFRED E. GREEN

"■■

C

■^■i

M. P* Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 21st floor
New York H. Y.

0

)i
If youVe looking

or a picture

^"Packed with

that's "Lively Fun,

4

Dance, Song and Sparkle'/ /^X'f
that's an "Hour and a half of Rocket-

t.

Entertainment^ and
"Tailor-made for the hot months
an d after,

one that will "Register

Solidly

WW iftMW
HERB IT IS...

Ring the Bell". ?'.(
/J 0P£& BROTHER,

starring

ELEANOR

POWELL

with

DENNIS O'KEEFE • W. C. FIELDS • SOPHIE TUCKER
EUGENE PALLETTE • C. AUBREY SMITH • DAVID LICHINE
DOROTHY DONEGAN • The CRISTIANIS

99

WOODY HERMAN
The quotes are not ours ! . . in the order used, they're from The Independent.
M. P. Herald. Boxoffice, M. P. Daily. Showmen's Trade Review and Film Daily

. CAB CALLOWAY

AND HIS BAND

AND HIS BAND

Original Story by Frederick Jackson • Screenplay by Oorothy Bennett
Produced and Directed by ANDREW

STONE • Released thru UNITFO ARTlS'

{innate in Character
emotional in Scope
dependent in Thought
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3 P. C. SLUMP WOULD NOT AFFECT NETS
ew Franco Decree Bans Dubbed Pix in Spain?
iucer Visiting Mexico
lares Spanish Govemit Preparing New Law

//

REPEAT
ENGAGEMENTS" AID DRIVE
Texas and Delaware Set Pace by Duplicating

Free Movie Day in
xko City (By Air Mail)— The
■o Government is about to issue
ree which will have the effect
Hundreds of theaters this week
nning American pictures with
will
"repeat engagements" of
d-in Spanish dialogue, it is re- Free stage
Movie Day and War Bond Preel by Manuel Comerma Barrera,
mieres, working up to the last min;or of Hispania Artis Films,
the 'Fighting Fifth" Waxstudios in Barcelona and Mad- Loanute ofCampaign
on Thursday to
bring
the
drive to a conclusion in a
ile a number of American com- blaze of glory.
s are reported turning out
Committees have set plans for
sh editions of their films, Bar- important state-wide or local events
lisclosed that such pictures will aimed
to add additional millions of
(Continued on Page 13)

All Film Theaters
dollars to the drive total, with emon the
sale of to
"E"develop
Bonds. the
What phasisis
expected

Excess Profits Taxes Hold
Down Current Profits as
Companies Build Surpluses
On the basis of excess profits taxes
now being paid by film companies,
in most cases amounting to more
than the entire net profit of the best
pre-war years, a drop of 20 to 25
per cent or even more in business
would still enable the majority of
firms to show the same net profit as
at present, a Film Daily analysis
indicates.

largest
sale ofwill
"E"be Bonds
in
the
stateday's
of Texas
held on
Thursday, when Texas theaters will
again stage "Free Movie Day." A
second "Free Movie Day" is also set
This cushion for absorbing any
for the entire state of Delaware on
post-war
shocks in the way of temWednesday. These states held the
(Continued on Page 13)
porary slumps or other developments affecting future income is
(Continued on Page 13)

rr
nmercial Tele for M-G-M Will Include Depinel Opens RKO rr
Sales Meet Today
Re-issues in Blocks
blic
t,
DuMonl's Plan
pue1
Reni
Series oaVita An
Prexy Ned E. Depinet today opens
M-G-M is considering the placing
Mont Laboratories has filed an
gb
Tu
the 13th annual sales meeting of
•ation with the FCC for per- of outstanding successes of past sea-

)n to erect a commercial telestation in Boston to operate
annel No. 4. DuMont owns and
i tes WABD in New York City
j ias an application pending for
mercial station in Washington,
jdnwhile, CBS has an application
jr an experimental
television
(Continued on Page 6)

iam Dozier to RKO
Zhas. Koerner's Aide
~uast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

lywood — William Dozier, who
ted last week as Paramount's
editor, will join RKO Radio
ug. 21 as general production
:o Charles W. Koerner, viceient in charge of production,
(his new capacity, Dozier will
(Continued on Page 14)

ve Starters Bring
'otal Shooting to SO

;?« Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
ollywood — Five new features go
i production today bringing the
si of pictures snooting up to
a checkup of studios revealed
the week-end.

sons into its future blocks, it was RKO Radio at the Waldorf-Astoria West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Republic will release
reported Friday. First of the re- where 400 delegates will assemble
the
"Tugboat Annie" series to be
issues will be 'Waterloo Bridge" for three days of sessions in con- produced
by James S. Burkett, indie
which probably will be included in
nection
with
the
new
season's
prodproducer, under the terms of a
the ninth block, other titles of which
uct and policies. Sales representa- seven-year deal repealed Friday.
are to be announced shortly.
tives and field exploiteers from the
Contract was negotiated for Repub(Continued on Page 13)
Another re-issue that may be inlic by Howard Sheenan, executive
(Continued on Page 16)
(Continued on Page 14)

Griffiths Named British
Sale of Shorts Program
Rep. for International
Ahead oi Features Rapped
Exhibitor complaints over alleged
forcing of short subjects have popped
up again via Allied Independent The(Continued on Page 6)

David Griffiths has been appointed
With the launching of the Liberty
United Kingdom representative for
International
Pictures, with head- ship, the John P. Harris, next month,
quarters in London.
Griffiths, now August having been designated by
(Continued on Page 14)
Harold (Continued
J. Fitzgerald,
national exon Page 13)

Adapt Show Hours to Workers
Detroit Theaters Slowly Solving Problem
Davis, British Odeon Head,

Pa. Marks Pix 50-Year
Jubilee Next Month

Detroit — Adaptation of show hours
to the needs of war workers is being
slowly accomplished by a limited
Here as Rank's Emissary
number of houses, after a number
Montreal — Keeping his plans well of early experiments were tried and
under wraps, John Davis, managing dropped, such as the midnight predirector of British Odeon Theaters,
mieres at the first-run Fox Theater.
arid personal emissary of J. Arthur Houses here have been handicapped
Rank, arrived here by plane late last in making adjustments in part by
week from London. Davis, who the help situation and the great dif(Continued on Page 14)
(Continued on Page 13)

Pay, Not Strikers,
"Sit-Down" In Cuba
Havana (By Air Mail) — Strike of
Smith Circuit employes has entered its
seventh week here in an orderly,
peaceful, and unique manner. It is
the mostThepeculiar
in Cuba's
annals.
strikers strike
are working
but
they refuse to collect their wages
until Ernesto P. Smith pays them the
$60 per month minimum salary fixed
by a Presidential decree.
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Wilfrede E. Cohen, president of
a motion picture company, Spotlight
Productions, Inc., is charged by the
Secret Service, along with other defendants, with using the name of the
U. S. Treasury in a scheme that
netted them $250,000. The group,
it is alleged, claimed contracts with
the. Treasury for sale of projectors
and films in War Bond campaigns.
Indictments also say they obtained
Treasury stationery on which forged
letters were mailed to prospective
victims.
Cohen, who lives at 164 Lincoln
Blvd., Long Beach, L. I., pleaded
not guilty on Wednesday before Federal Judge MeDuffie. Co-defendants
who entered similar pleas are Sam
Elkin, 80 Clarkson Ave., Brooklyn;
Louis Epstein, 2757 Claflin Ave.,
Bronx; Harrv Sussman, 2725 W. 33rd
St., Brooklyn; Philip Citrin, 670 Jamaica Ave., Brooklyn, and Elmer
Krauss, of Mahopac. Judge MeDuffie set Aug. 17 for trial. All
were released on bail.

Pix for Service Personnel
Get Free Entry in Cuba

Monday, July 24,

Urges Highest Cuban
Aicard Go To Wiirners
Havana (By Air Mail) — The National Commission for the Defense
of Propaganda of Havana Tobacco has
requested President Batista to grant
the Carlos Manuel de Caspedes Cross,
mcst distinguished award in Cuba,
to Harry M. Warner, Maj. Albert
Warner and Jack L. Warner. The
Commission cites Warners' features,
"The Magic Bullet" and "The Adventures of Mark
tremely beneficial.

Twain,"

as

Montgomery, Ala. — Theater
tion of The Montgomery Adver
and Journal has been reduced t<
only, because of the paper shor
Reduction in theater space in
day edition is 65 per cent or mo
normal, two full pages of fo
years having been shrunk to sli;
more than one-half page. N<
views have been carried this y

I\EW YORK
THEATERS

ex-

"Encouragement Lacking/'
McMurphey Leaves OCR
j Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Although it is likely
I that a successor to George McMurphey, who retired last week as head
j! ments
of the Section,
OCR Recreation
and Amusewill be named,
actual
authority over the section has rested
for some time with Don R. Longjman, chief of the OCR Service Trades
IDivision, and Ross Williams, head
of the Personal Services Branch of
that division. The Personal Services
Branch,
interestingly
enough,
includes besides the recreation
section, laundries, hotels and restaurants.

Havana (By Air Mail)— The Cuban Government has agreed to permit free entry of all pictures intended for showing to American service personnel in Cuba, Trinidad,
McMurphey becomes informationKingston and Jamaica. However,
al campaigns manager for OWI, resuch films as may subsequently be
turning to the advertising field
shown commercially in Cuba will be which he left to go into Government.
subject to payment of customs fees. He said that he is sorry to
- Vz
ibe leaving the OCR post but feels
F-45 to Install Couston
Chg.
Net
j
encourageChicago — Herman Couston, Colum- that "there
ment for himis no
to positive
go on fighting
and
- 1
bia Pictures, will be inducted into
- 3/.
no
longer
much
point
to
sticking."
office as president of Film Employes
Union F-45, tomorrow night at the
Blackstone Hotel meeting. Oscar Premiums Back in Chi.
1V4 ; Bernstein, United Artists, vice-president, Marie Shannon, UA. treas- Indies as Grosses Dip
urer, and Harold Wise, of Monogram, business agent, also will take
Chicago — A certain sign of dipoffice.
ping grosses, the smaller indepen%
New contracts are being negodent theaters are starting to use
tiated
with
exchanges,
according
to
glassware premiums again. The
1
Couston, which, when signed, will Bertha and the Center are the latest
Vz
recruits.
1 last.
1 be retroactive to Nov.
%
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f "And The Angels Sing
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of 1944
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MARSHAL
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CLI
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SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS
ANDR

BEYOND BENGAL
World's rights controlled by

Extensive Ad Campaign
For "Wilson" Premiere
One of the most important advertising campaigns in the industry's
history is being given to Darryl Zanuck's "Wilson" which opens Aug.
1 at the Roxy. The campaign includes thorough coverage via radio,
railroad and subway posters, buses,
trolley cars, as well as national magazines, daily and weekly newspapers. Magazine advertisements will
reach an estimated 38,000,000 reader-.
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145 W. 45th St., New
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SELLINGWRITE FOR DETAILS

IT'S A GREAT FEATURE OF
A GREAT EXPEDITION INTO
THE JUNGLES OF BENGAL
ITS A BOX OFFICE HIT
ITS WHAT THE PUBLIC
WANTS NOW.

GARY

COOPER

in

The
Story B.of DEMILLE'
Dr. Wass
CECIL
In

Technicolor

.RIVOLI

B;9Tsf-

■i.

My very best wishes to the executives and
members of the sales, advertising and exploitation
forces on this occasion. Sincere thanks to you all
for your fine efforts during the past year They
are deeply appreciated^ We shall enjoy another
year of rich satisfaction together.
Sincerely,

SPanitml &oIdw4fM

AIRCREW-

mB

MEDICINE
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That's the amazing record of "This Is
America" — an achievement made possible
only because alert exhibitors, close to
America's heart, sensed the value to their
screens of a subject so new, so different,
so timely and so human . . . and because
RKO's promise was so magnificently performed from the very first issue.
To those 8,953 theatres— and to those
hundreds of others coming in every month
—we pledge our continued efforts to keep
"This Is America" a top source of entertainment and interest for the nation's millions.

Produced by FREDERI I
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Commercial Tele for
Hub, DuMont's Plan
(Continued from Page 1)
station
to operate
on frequencies
between
401,000
and 417,000
kilocycles. The experimental transmitter is to be built in New York.
The Albuquerque Broadcasting Co.
of New Mexico also has filed an application for an experimental station to be operated on Channel No. 1.
Approximately 20 NBC affiliates
have applied for tele station permits.

I
1

■i

First series of commercial television fashion shows will be telecast
over the DuMont station, WABD,
New York, Aug. 2, 9 and 16 and
sponsored by Aldens Chicago Mail
Order Co.

\ Sale of Shorts Program

I■
•i

■i

i■
■I

i

Ahead of Features Rapped

(Continued from Page 1)
ater Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania. The Allied unit charged last
week that exhibitors '"have complained that several major distributing
companies are now selling the full
season of 1944-45 short subjects far
in advance of their feature product."
Sidney Samuelson, general manager of the unit, declared that "some
salesmen are making statements that
only those exhibitors who 'co-operate' with the distributing companies
by buying the shorts will receive
consideration on adjustments long
overdue." He added that "inasmuch
as most major distributors, through
their responsible officials, have publicly stated that they always stand
ready to take care of exhibitors who
are 'hurt' by their deals, the current
situation is incomprehensible. Either
the home office executives do not
know what their field representatives
are doing and saying, or else exhibitors have been misled by these
promises," he said.
Asserting that "any serious effort
to sell short subjects at this time
can only be an attempt to evade the
terms and violate the spirit of the
consent decree," Samuelson said
that Allied had in its hands several
complaints which are being investigated and, if found to be accurate,
will
be
thorities.submitted to the "proper au-

"Soldier" Frisco Bow Aug. 15

World premiere of Paramount's
"I Love a Soldier" will be held Aug.
15 at the Fox Theater, San Francisco.

SEP BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO...
Dailey
Alan

July 24
Paskman
Nick
Tronolone
Curtis
Michael
Hoffay

Friday.
JACK
COHN,
Columbia's
executive
v
president,
and
JOSEPH
A. McCONVILLE,
company's foreign head arrived from the C ,
JOSEPH COTTEN, returning to the Coast t
New York, will arrive in Chicago today.
EDWARD L. ALPERSON, UA producer is I
from the Coast.

Politics, et al
• • • PETE J. WOOD, the Columbus humorist who doubles as
secretary of the Ohio ITO, and whose letters really should be collected
and published, has just engaged in an exchange oi thoughts with Cecil
B. De Mille's Girl Friday, Gladys Rosson
It seems, way back
in April, Pete told Cecil B. that he was extremely puzzled why De
Mille gave the President a hall dollar in connection with "The Story of
Dr. Wassell"
In late June, Gladys explained that her boss uses
the Virginia Dare-Sir Walter Raleigh half-dollar as an award to anyone on his staff who submits an outstanding idea during the. production or editing of one of his pictures
"Mr. De Mille felt,"
said Gladys, "that the President was entitled to one because it was
from him that Mr. De Mille got the idea for the film"
Which moved
Pete to rejoin with an expression of surprise that F. D. R. is now on
C.B.'s staff and an indication of curiosity as to whether F. D. R. was
aware that the producer was a delegate "to the Republican extravaganza produced in Chicago"

T

T

T

• • • FROM MISS ROSSON came a July reply which pointed
out that not only did De Mille present F. D. R. with that half-dollar
but also with a clay tablet
Indited Miss Rosson further
"It was found at Drehen, a suburb of Nippur, where there was a receiving station for the Temple of Bel
It is a receipt for taxes
that were payable in sheep and goats and dated about 2350 B. C,
early in the Ur Dynasty of Kings, who ruled from about 2400 to
2100 B. C
The President was simply enchanted with the gift,
especially when Mr. De Mille told him that it was definite poof that
the Democratic Party was over 4000 years old!
The last words
are provided by Pete, replying to Gladys
"While today we do not
pay our taxes in sheep and goats, some of them smell just as bad"
// you want specifications, drop Pete a line
T
T
T
•

•

•

THIS AND

THAT: Director Edmund

Goulding plans an

STANTON
GR1FFIS,
OWI
film bureau cl
leaves Chicago
for Hollywood
today,
ace
panied
by TAYLOR
M. MILLS,
assistant cl i
for a series of studio
conferences
on fit j
OWI releases.
H. M. BESSEY,
vice-president of Altec
vice,
Island.is vacationing with his family at Nantu

PFC. H. SWAN, former manager of B & K i 1
Theater, was a visitor in Chicago last week
PFC. JOSEPH SWANSON, son of Cloria Sv I
son, is in Chicago
visiting his mother wtv
Theater.
currently appearing in a play at the Blacks' i
B. J. LOUER, Columbia district manager, <
cago, has packed a rod and reel for his pre
vacation at Spooner, Wis.
RUBEN
CARAMBULA,
of Uruguay,
en d
to Hollywood to work with Walt Disney st
on several children films, has taken time out
a visit to Northwestern University at Evans!
III.
JOE ABRAMSON, Allied secretary, and
wife have returned to Chicago from a visi
their son, a cadet at the Santa Ana, C
air base.
HENRY R. DANZICER, office manager
Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin & Krim, film atton
left today for two weeks vacation.
TED
BALDWIN,
Columbia
publicity
heai
special events, is back at his desk today
two weeks vacation.
JOHN DOERR, booking manager, and
HARRIS, maintenance supervisor, Alliance
cuit,
Chicago, trip.
will leave for the Coast Thu
on
a business
JULIEN DUVIVIER has arrived from the C
to work with Edward Chodorov on the s
treatment
of the
play,film
"Decision.'
will
produce
and latter's
direct the
for Sa
Bronston.
JENNIFER JONES is on her way here
the Coast.
Accompanying her is ANITA CO
HENRY L. NATHANSON, president of I
Films, and TED J. COULD, general sales m
ger, are due from Toronto tomorrow for Mhome
office conferences.
SAM KESTENBAUM of PRC is in New H
''The the
Contender"
the of
Bijou.
for
opening at
there
"Minstrel Man"
O HENRY BRICGS is in town for a week
his up-state farm.

indie remake of Joseph Hergesheimer's "The Bright Shawl," old Dick
Barthelmess hit. . . • CBS has signed Una Mae Carlisle, songster;
Southern Sons, Negro quartet, and Ray Sneed, Harlem dancer, for
a series of three tele shows on WCBW, starting the 27th. . . • Didja
know that Lord Rothermore is now a member of the British 20th-Fox
board? ... • Jane Withers makes her Broadway bow, come Novem-

W. A. SCULLY, F. J. A. MCCARTHY, MAU!
BERGMAN and HERC MclNTYRE returned
the week-end from Montreal.
SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE arrived this
ing from the Coast.
CERALDINE FITZCERALD got in from
wood on Saturday.

ber, in Dave Wolper's "Have a Good Time"
Also set for it is
Kenny Bowers, who has obtained a release from Metro. . . • Gal on

MICHAEL O'SHEA is in town from the
day.
MURRAY started
BLUTREICH,
RKO's
exchange,
his two cashier
weeks at
vacation

current Collier's cover is Aina Constant, who makes her pic bow
in Metro's "The Canterviile Ghost.". . • Femme lead in 20th-Fox's
"A Bell for Adano," goes to Gene Tierney. . . • That report REO
may restore vaude at the Palace sounds as cock-eyed as the erratic
departure time oi the 6:44 p.m. train on the Long Island Railroad. . .
• PRC has signed Ralph Murphy to direct "The Town Went Wild.". .
• Lew Gensler will re-appear on Broadway next season as co-producer
with Irv Jacobs of a new comedy, "In This Very Room," by Harold
Goldman. . . • Those inviting blasts of cool air coming out of theater lobbies on torrid days would be still more inviting if they did not
smell stale
Why
box office's benefit

not

scent

T

'em?

It could

T

be

done,

to the

SID STOCKTON, local M-C-M exchange
fice manager, is enjoying his two weeks vac
in Roanoke, Va.
SOL KRAVITZ, Warner Bros, special rep
en route to Memphis.
JOE FELDER, local Monogram branch man
starts a two weeks vacation upstate today.
STERLINC,
is ARTHUR
vacationing.

field auditor for M-l

THEATER DEALS

▼

•

• • A THOUGHT FOR TODAY, by Arthur L. Mayer, writing in the current Harper's Magazine: "Certainly, no man like myself,
who has peddled films for 25 years, can have anything except a profound skepticism concerning popular taste, or its receptivity for new
ideas and experimental technique"
T
▼
• •
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR

ABE isLUDACER,
manageron ofhis
Loew's
Park,
land,
a N. Y. visitor
vacation.

T

Moe Goldman, owner of the 5
St. Playhouse, has acquired the 4
St. Theater at 157 W. 48th St. I
merly known as the President,
house is now being redecorated
will open in September as the Pi<
dilly, with a policy devoted to B
ish films.

ft*

ANNIVERSARY YEAR
IN HIGH GEAR!
M-G-M Hits Keep ROARING

Along!

(roar along to next page)

K

Katharine Hepburn as Jade, tigress in action, a woman in love

M-G-M's "DRAGON SEED"
AT THE MUSIC HALL
Only a few weeks ago M-G-M's "White Cliffs"
packed Radio City Music Hall and became one
of the year's top grossers everywhere. "Dragon
Seed" the new challenger, another mighty M-G-M
Anniversary giant, will soon electrify America
with its bigness, its romance and thrill, all the
power and beauty that made Pearl Buck's novel a
glorious best-seller!

"DRAGON SEED," Katharine Hepburn • Walter Huston • Aline MacMahon • Akim Tamiroff
Turhan Bey • Hurd Hatfield • J. Carrol Naish • Agnes Moorehead • Henry Travers • Robert
Bice • Robert Lewis • Frances Rafferty • Jacqueline De Wit • Screen Play by Marguerite
Roberts and Jane Murfin • Based on the Novel by Pearl S. Buck • Directed by Jack Conway
and Harold S. Bucquet • Produced by Pandro S. Berman • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

Ronald Colman, Marlene Dietrich, romance and, treasures of Technicolor

M-G-M's "KISMET" COMING
TO THE ASTOR THEATRE
An Astor event for late August. In its long and
brilliant history this theatre has never welcomed
such marvels of Technicolor, such magic, adventure
and sly romance. Ronald Colman as the racy rascal
who rose from rags to riches and Marlene Dietrich
as the dancing temptress are inspired showmanship selections. "Kismet" is another in the many
jewels of M-G-M's
Anniversary
treasure -chest.

Ronald Colman in "KISMET" with Marlene Dietrich • James Craig • Edward Arnold • Hugh
Herbert • Joy Ann Page • Florence Bates • Harry Davenport • Photographed in Technicolor
Screen Play by John Meehan
• Based Upon the Play by Edward Knoblock
• Directed by
William Dieterle • Produced by Everett Riskin ♦ A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

Margaret O'Brien, darling of "Lost Angel" scores again!

M-G-M's "CANTER VILLE
GHOST" ON BROADWAY
A shooting star in M-G-M's firmament, Margaret
O'Brien fulfills the joyous promise of "Lost Angel"
in her new movie for the masses. Co-starred with
Charles Laughton and Robert Young there's strong
name value in this star-roarious comedy that alternates chills and chuckles with fun and mystery. A
long-range campaign at Broadway's Globe Theatre
precedes its well-advertised first New York showing.

Margaret O'Brien
• Charles Laughton
• Robert Young in "THE CANTER VILLE GHOST"
with William Gargan • Reginald Owen • "Rags" Ragland • Una O'Connor • Screen Play by
Edwin Harvey Blum • Based on "The Canterville Ghost" by Oscar Wilde • Directed by Jules
Dassin • Produced by Arthur L. Field • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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Better than a cooling plant, 4th Big Astor, N. Y. week!

WMF

1-G-M's "BATHING BEAUTY"
TOPPER EVERYWHERE
At press 'time the first nation -wide engagements
of "Bathing Beauty," M-G-M's big summer-time
show, reveal grosses close to "White Cliffs of
Dover" and topping sensational "Two Girls and a
Sailor." A sure-fire audience treat "Bathing Beauty"
has everything, including Red Skelton for howls,
Esther Williams in spectacular Acquacade, Harry
James and Xavier Cugat and cast of hundreds.

"BATHING BEAUTY" starring Red Skelton with Esther Williams • Basil Rathbone • Bill
Goodwin • Ethel Smith • Jean Porter • Carlos Ramirez • Harry James and his Music Makers
with Helen Forrest • Xavier Cugat and his Orchestra with Lina Romay • Photographed in TechnicolorScreen
•
Play by Dorothy Kingsley, Allen Boretz and Frank Waldman • Adaptation by
Joseph Schrank • Directed by George Sidney • Produced by Jack Cummings • AnM-G-M Picture

mm

THINGS

M-G-M!

VERY

LOOK

Great pictures coming, but first take a look at
just a few of the M-G-M Big Ones thus far this
year! "Salute To The Marines," "Best Foot
Forward," "Girl Crazy," "Lassie Come Home,"
"Thousands Cheer," "Lost Angel," "Madame
Curie," "Song of Russia," "A Guy Named
Joe," "Broadway Rhythm," "See Here, Private
Hargrove," "Gaslight," "Two Girls and a
Sailor," "White Cliffs of Dover," "Dragon
Seed," "Canterville Ghost," "Bathing Beauty,"
"Kismet." And Leo goes roaring on!

WATCH/
A few of many to come!
"THE SEVENTH CROSS"
Spencer Tracy
•
"AN AMERICAN ROMANCE"
(Technicolor)
Brian Donlevy
"MEET

Judy Garland, Margaret O'Brien
"MARRIAGE IS A
PRIVATE
AFFAIR"
Lana Turner
•
"NATIONAL VELVET"
(Technicolor)
Mickey Rooney
•
"MRS. PARKINGTON"
Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon

EVERY M-Q-M YEAR mmm
is Something to Celebrate!
WAR

BULLETIN

I HAVE

YOUR

BOND

SALES FIGURES

READY

FOR FIFTH WAR

LOAN

REPORT

BLANK

ME IN ST. LOUIS"
(Technicolor)
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Better than a cooling plant, 4th Big Astor, N. Y. week!

t-G-M's "BATHING BEAUTY"
TOPPER EVERYWHERE
At press -time the first nation-wide engagements
of "Bathing Beauty," M-G-M's big summer-time
show, reveal grosses close to "White Cliffs of
Dover" and topping sensational "Two Girls and a
Sailor." A sure-fire audience treat "Bathing Beauty"
has everything, including Red Skelton for howls,
Esther Williams in spectacular Acquacade, Harry
James and Xavier Cugat and cast of hundreds.

"BATHING BEAUTY" starring Red Skelton with Esther Williams • Basil Rathbone • Bill
Goodwin • Ethel Smith • Jean Porter • Carlos Ramirez • Harry James and his Music Makers
with Helen Forrest • Xavier Cugat and his Orchestra with Lina Romay • Photographed in TechnicolorScreen
•
Play by Dorothy Kingsley, Allen Boretz and Frank Waldman • Adaptation by
Joseph Schrank • Directed by George Sidney • Produced by Jack Cummings • AnM-G-M Picture

■

THINGS

M-G-M!

VERY

LOOK

Great pictures coming, but first take a look at
just a few of the M-G-M Big Ones thus far this
year! "Salute To The Marines," "Best Foot
Forward," "Girl Crazy," "Lassie Come Home,"
"Thousands Cheer," "Lost Angel," "Madame
Curie," "Song of Russia," "A Guy Named
Joe," "Broadway Rhythm," "See Here, Private
Hargrove," "Gaslight," "Two Girls and a
Sailor," "White Cliffs of Dover," "Dragon
Seed," "Canterville Ghost," "Bathing Beauty,"
"Kismet." And Leo goes roaring on!

WATCH/
A few of many to cornel
"THE SEVENTH CROSS"
Spencer Tracy
"AN AMERICAN ROMANCE"
(Technicolor)
Brian Donlevy
"MEET

Judy Garland, Margaret O'Brien
"MARRIAGE IS A
PRIVATE
AFFAIR"
Lana Turner
"NATIONAL VELVET"
(Technicolor)
Mickey Rooney
•
"MRS. PARKINGTON"
Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon

EVERY M-Q-M YEAR mmm
is Something to Celebrate!
WAR

BULLETIN

I HAVE

YOUR

BOND

SALES FIGURES

READY

FOR FIFTH WAR

LOAN

REPORT

BLANK

ME IN ST. LOUIS"
(Technicolor)
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Slump Won't Hit Nets
s' 25%
nt
me
ge
ga
En
Excess
Profits
Taxes Hold Down Earnings
at
pe
IFifth Drive
(Continued

(Continued from Page 1)
originally on July 6, coincivith "Free Movie Day" throughle country.
s biggest Bond-selling event in
er St. Louis will climax that
campaign on Saturday, when
the city's seven first-run the— combining more than 21,000
—will unite in a "Night of
ieres." The War Finance Come is co-sponsoring the event,
. will climax that area's drive.
. National "Fighting Fifth"
littee Friday advised exhibs.
during the final week of the
it is important to rush their
sales accounting to their FedReserve Bank so that all sales
le counted in the campaign to-

mnell and Moskowitz
the Theater Staffs
i nation's theater staffs are
1 as "a great all-American team
•esponds whole-heartedly whenUncle Sam gives the signal" by
. O'Donnell, Fighting Fifth
man, in a special bulletin isby the New York drive come to all territorial theaters,
mltaneously, in a statement C.
Dskowitz, Met. New York gen;hairman, said:
every industry that comes inltact with the public did as fine
of selling Bonds to their pufo; does the motion picture theimagine
1I have
beenthat
met.'E' Bond quotas
summing up
our 5th War
il, I want to
2 list the boys
ers.
They've

the factors that
Loan drive sucplace at the top
and girls in the
done a grand

hicago Allied Theaters
$7,000,000 Bonds in Day
cago — Allied Theaters revealed
e week-end that $7,000,000 in
Bonds were sold at 23 "captain"
srs on Free Movie Day. Oration expects that reports from
houses will advance the total
),000,000.

9 THE COLORS!
ni.ii

* DECORATED*

OMAS G. ARTHUR, son of the general
nager of Fanchon Gr Marco-St. Louis
usement Co. theater circuits and forrly with the circuit as a commercial
ist, was awarded the Air Medal in Italy.

*NAVY*
McMANUS, usher, Warner's Fabian, Ho:en, N. J.
LLEN, chief of service, RKO-Schine•th's, Syracuse, N. Y.

* WAC*
JDE ANN KARO, daughter of Belmont
:ater operator, Highland Park, Mich.

augmented by two other favorable
factors, as shown by latest financial
statements of the companies. One
is the sizeable additions being made
to earned surplus. The other is the
post-war refund of a certain percentage of the current high taxes.
As an additional favorable factor,
aside from greatly improved financial
setups and lower carrying charges
on funded debt, is the generally held
expectation that no serious drop in
motion picture attendance is in prospect so long as product maintains or
exceeds present quality. In the matter of admission prices, the belief is
quite general among theater operating executives that they will follow the trend of all prices.
Illustrating the tax leeway with
respect to net profit, Warner Bros,
had a $11,100,000 excess profits tax
Latest

Loew's
..
Paramount
20th-Fcx
Universal
KKO
Co.umbia

Profit
Year's
.$13,422,853
. 13,125,437
. 10,901,769
. 3,759,968
. 6,964,005
. 1,802,280

Excess
Profits
Tax
$15,786,584
4,340,797
20,250,000
7,647,100
550,000
3,300,000

Franco Decree May
Ban Dubbed Films

from Page 1)

provision as compared with $8,238,483 net profit in last year's financial
report, while in the current fiscal
year the company will pay around
$15,000,000 in excess profits levy,
besides about $4,000,000 in normal
and surtax payments. Highest year's
earnings in the history of the company amounted to $14,514,628, at
the time of the company's sound
boom peak in 1929. The next highest year was 1932, when $8,554,512
net profit was reported. That was
before the present excess profits tax
raee went into effect.
In the way of earned surplus,
latest Warner balance sheet shows
$25,410,465, compared with only
$4,445,330 in 1940 and a large deficit
several years before.
Some similar comparisons among
other major companies show:

Highest
Pre-War
Year's Net
$11,134,593 (1941)
9,206,042 (1941)
4,921,926 (1941)
2,673,249 (1941)
2,485,911 (1936)
1,815,267
(1935)

Earned Surplus
Today vs. 1940
$71,872,167
$56,775,617
*667,223
10,526,477
28,925,633
13,172,468
28,817,302
3,183,026
3,914,416
5,609,410
6,719,759

not

(Continued from Page 1)
be permitted
to be shown

The new law, according to the
Spain.
Spanish movie magnate, will require
that spoken parts of foreign films
be presented in the language of the
country of their origin.
As a result of this and other factors, Barrera explained that he has
come to this country to arrange for
the exhibition in Spain of a large
percentage of Mexico's movie production.
"I have orders to buy the majority of first-class Mexican pictures,"
he declared, "for the Mexican motion-picture has many fans in almost all the Spanish provinces."
Citing the success scored by "Ay,
Jalisco, no te Rajes!" as an example
of the increasing popularity of Mexican films abroad, Barrera said that
the music from this picture is being
hummed all over Spain.

Ned Depinet Opens RKO
Sales Meeting Today

Deficit.

(Continued

Davis, British Odeon Head, Pa. Marks Pix 50-Year
Jubilee Next Month
Here as Rank's Emissary
(Continued from Page 1)
later will visit the U. S., was introduced to the Canadian trade as well
as American distribution execs., at
a dinner tendered W. A. Scully and
F. J. A. McCarthy of Universal, here
from New York for the Empire-Universal sales meeting which closed
Friday night.
The British circuit chief was presented to the dinner guests by Leonard B. Brockington, counsel for
Rank, who acted for the British
tycoon in the distribution deal just
closed with Empire-Universal.
Speakers at the dinner at which
J. Earl Lawson, vice-prexy of Canadian Odeon was toastmaster, included the honor guests, Here McIntyre, Paul Nathanson, John J.
Fitzgibbons, T. J. Bragg, Haskell
Masters, and W. J. Isman.

(Continued from Page 1)
hibitor chairman, for the Pennsylvania state-wide observance of the
50th Anniversary of Motion Pictures,
this tribute to the memory of the
man who established the first nickelodeon will dramatize its development to the present theatrical enterprises in the service of the nation.
Further tribute will be given John
H. Harris, son of the late Sen. John
P. Harris and founder of the Variety Clubs, through the co-operation
of the Clubs in launching the Ship.
The Harris Amusement Co. of
Pittsburgh, which operates a threestate chain has planned an extensive
31-day observance in which all of
its theaters will demonstrate their
community service, including the
sale of War Bonds.

In the organization of this promotional campaign, Ken Hoel, publicity director for the Harris interests, and Alexander Sherman, publicity consultant to the Royal NorApproximately 1,000 persons on
wegian Government, spent Friday in
Friday attended the funeral services conferences with Harry Goldberg of
for Mrs. Anna Moskowitz, mother the Warner Bros. Circuit and Glen
of Charles, Harry, Joseph, Martin Allvine, who organized the national
and Arthur Moskowitz, at the River- campaign for the 50th Anniversary.
side Chapel. Mrs. Moskowitz died
Thursday after a brief illness. Interment was at Beth David Ceme- Cook Funeral Today
tery, Elmont, L. I.
Funeral services for Will Marion
Cook, Negro composer who died in
Valcarce in Metro Deal
the Harlem Hospital here on WedHavana — The Valcarce circuit will
nesday at 75, will be held at noon
play M-G-M's current season pro- today at the Rodney Dade Funeral
gram under a deal signed last week Home, 2332 Seventh Ave. Burial
by Jose Valcarce and Harry Bry- will be in Woodlawn Cemetery,
Washington.
man, M-G-M manager for Cuba.

in

from Page 1)

company's 38 branches in the United
States and Canada, in addition to
home office and production personnel, will attend the meetings.
Guests of the convention include
Merlin H. Aylesworth, Al Barlow,
Frank Buck, G. E. Eyssell, Frank
Eaton, Dr. G. Gallup, William Gengenbach, Edward A. Golden, Eugene
Harrington, John Hertz, Jr., George
Leisure, Tom Martell, Al Sindlinger,
Buck Singer, M. Smith, Howard
Worden and James Young.

Second UA Regional Meet
Opens Today in Cleveland
Cleveland — Carl Leserman and
Harry Gold arrive here today to open
the second of a series of regional
United Artists sales meetings. The
two-day conference will be attended
by managers and salesmen in the
territory supervised by Jack Goldhar embracing Cincinnati, Cleveland,
Detroit and Pittsburgh.

1,000 Attend Services
For Mrs. Anna Moskowitz

IN NEW POSTS
JAMES BARR, assistant manager, RKO Uptown,
Highland Park, Mich.
MURRAY MILHOLLAND, salesman, RKO Pictures t Detroit.
FRANK JONES, suburban salesman, RKO Pictures; Detroit.
JOSEPH VARINCHAUS, office manager, Warner Brothers, Detroit.
HENRY MAYER, head booker, Warner Brothers,
Detroit.
HARRY
NEWMAN, first
assistant
Riviera Theater, Detroit.

manager,

WILLIAM

AHRENS, manager, Bloomfield, Birmingham, Mich.
JAMESChicago.
ROBERTS,
assistant manager,
Four Star,
MAX

BLOOM,

manager, 400 Theater, Chicago.
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Adapt Show Hours to
War Workers Needs
(Continued from Page 1)
ficulty they would face in stretching
hours long enough to justify an extra shift. At the same regular show
hours, which serve the greatest
number of people and are the most
profitable, could not be abandoned.
Latest move is being made by
Louis Lutz, manager of the RKO Uptown Theater, located six miles out
in the suburb of Highland Park, and
about the center of the Detroit north
end area. House is opening at 11
a.m., instead of 1 p.m. This is the
first house in a neighborhood, of the
de luxe type, to open before noon.
The Uptown has been experimenting conservatively with war worker
audiences for a year and a half. At
that time, the house tried out midnight shows, and has found patronage building steadily for them. It
has not reached spectacular volume,
but the shows, now given every Friday and Saturday night, until 4:00
a.m., show that there is a definite
market to be tapped, of workers who
cannot attend usual show hours.
Lutz is out to cater to a little different group this time — chiefly the
workers going on duty in the afternoon. They cannot see late matinee or evening shows elsewhere.
Their only opportunity has been the
first-run houses, which also open
early; but, inasmuch as they are
located downtown, the long two-way
transportation required made attendance frequently impossible. The
Uptown, on the other hand, is a de
luxe second-run house, providing
quality theater atmosphere for these
workers at an hour when they can
attend before work.
Advertising is aimed deliberately
at them, with cards being distributed showing a cut of an attractive
feminine welder and the heading,
"Come dressed in your work clothes,
and see a re-vitalizing movie program! You'll do a better job, if
you're relaxed, refreshed, and enterained.",
While some subsequent-inin houses
are available in the north end of the
city, this will be the first earlyopener in the de luxe category, if
not the first, outside of first-runs,
in the city. The idea is based on a
long tradition of early morning
hours in the north end, carried out
by the Highland Park Theater, now
closed following a fire, for a quarter
century, and adopted in recent years
by the Belmont and perhaps other
theaters. However, these are all
subsequent-run houses, and the Uptown's earlier run is expected to
have augmented drawing power.

FEfflmE TOUCH
MARY
LEARY,
stenographer,
Columbia,
DOROTHY
BIESEND,
information
desk,
Omaha.

Omaha.
M-C-M,

j3%
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REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS
"Americans All"
(March of Time)
20th-Fox
18 mins.
Vital, Significant
In its latest issue March of Time
has tackled with courage a subject
that is causing much concern in
America today. The matter of intolerance and discrimination is inspected from every angle with a
view to possible solution. The film
presents the problem frankly and intelligently and offers ways and
means of creating closer understanding among the various groups that
make up America. The so-called
Springfield (Mass.) plan is shown
at work in an honest and sincere effort to eliminate racial and religious
differences. Representatives of various racial and religious groups are
given an opportunity of presenting
their views on the subject. The Negro
question, a touchy subject at best,
has been handled in a manner that
doesn't stir up too much controversy.
The film performs a definite and
commendable service. In it a disturbing problem is brought graphically to the attention of the people. March of Time has never turned out a film bearing greater significance.

ti

Tugboat Annie
Series Via Republii

for many laughs. The main characters are Porky Pig and a brat left
in his care by the child's mother,
(Continued from Page 1)
a worker in an aircraft plant. The
kid makes life hell for Porky. How producer, and provides for two
the latter welcomes the mother's jects a year at a present bud;
cost of $325,000 each.
return !
Pictures will be produced of
Republic lot, space having all
"Bear Mountain Game"
been provided for elsewhere. I
(Variety View)
Universal
9
mins.
Interesting
ett
currently
the ''(
ley isChan"
seriesproducing
for Monogran
Considerable interest attaches to the Republic deal will not inte
this tour of Bear Mountain Park, with this arrangement.
New York. The short centers its attention on the animal life which William Dozier to RKO
abounds in the area. The audience
is introduced to a variety of ani- As Chas. Koerner's Aid
mals, some of which have been
(Continued from Page 1)
caught by the camera in informal
poses. Lovers of the outdoors and act as an adviser and will supe
the wilds will be especially attract- all story purchases and be in cl
ed to the short. The picture is pho- of writers and writers' assignm
as well as handling some impo
tographically refreshing.
assignments personally.
Before joining Paramount, D
"Boot and Spur"
was
associated
with the Berg-^.
berg
agency.
(Sportscope)
RKO
8 mins.
A Winner

The training of cavalry mounts
and cavalrymen of Uncle Sam's
army is shown interestingly and entertainingly in this one-reeler produced by Frederic Ullman, Jr. The
"Girls! Girls! Girls!"
RKO
17 mins. short is filled with action and has
More of the Same
many exciting moments arising from
Leon Errol is up to his familiar scenes of men and horses engaged
antics in the latest of his two-reel in the furious business of maneuvers. Some of the action takes place
comedies. The picture gives a fast
shuffle to a familiar deck of tricks. at Fort Robinson, Neb., and Fort
The results will bring a few laughs Riley, Kan. There are glimpses of
from those whose taste in comedy many prominent in sports who are
is on a low level. The short resorts now serving in the cavalry.
to no end of confusion in an attempt
to sustain the interest. This time
"Springtime
for Pluto"
(Walt Disney)
Errol gets into difficulty when he
tries to engage a fan dancer for a RKO
7 mins.
smoker to be given by his lodge.
Quite Amusing
When the show in which the dancer
A very amusing satire on spring
is appearing is raided, the manager is offered by Walt Disney in this
maneuvers Erroll into taking the Technicolor cartoon
starring Pluto.
rap. All's straightened out after a The dog is awakened by the strains
hectic to-do. George Bilson produced of the flute of the spirit of Spring.
and Harry D'Arcy directed. Doro- The scenes that follow show him rethy Grainger, Claire Carleton, Lee
sponding properly to the call of the
Trent, Tom Kennedy and Russell
vernal season. All goes along niceHopton are in the supporting cast.
ly until certain incidents that befall
Pluto cause him to change his mind
about the wonders of the Spring"Mr. Chimp Goes South"
(Variety View)
time. In animation and execution
Universal
9 mins. the short is aces.
Quite Amusing
This is an amusing little number
about a chimp who goes to Florida
"All Star
Melody
Masters"
(Melody
Masters)
to regain his health. The animal
10 mins.
gets himself into all kinds of messes Warner
For the Lively Set
with laughable results in every instance. The antics of the chimp,
Under the direction of Jean Neguwho shows himself to be quite a lesco this musical reel delivers itcomedian, are made to order for the
self of a load of popular rhythm.
kids. Where a laugh is wanted this The short is a dish for those with
one should serve the purpose ade- nervous feet. Four musical aggrequately.
gations make themselves heard. "Begin the Beguine" falls to the lot of
"Brother Brat"
Hal Kemp's band, while Emil Cole(Looney Tunes)
man's outfit gives out with "Just
Warner
7 mins.
One of Those Things." Skinnay EnLaugh-Loaded
and his lads offer "Let's Do It."
Here we have a Leon Schlesinger nis
"Dark Eyes" is contributed by David Rubinoff and his orchestra.
cartoon in Technicolor that is good

Griffiths Named British
Rep. for International

(Continued from Page 1)
with Ealing Studios, formerly
managing director for First Na
al and is a former president of I
He takes over his new post Au|

Rep. Starts First Pic
In Technicolor in Fall
Montreal — Republic's first Te
color feature, "Hit Parade of 1
will go into production in Oct
according to President Jame:
Grainger, here to attend the ar.
sales convention of Empire-Un
sal, which distributes Repul
lineup in the Dominion. Rep
will make two other pix in Tei
color next year, Grainger disci*

Iowa Builds Corral
For That Texas Stee
Des Moines — The Iowa boys a
reported building a corral for tl
Texas steer they expect to win (
the results of the Fifth War Lo;
drive. According to informatii
available to the Iowa gang thi
are leading the Texas Bond selle
and they are starting to figure oi
what to do with a Texas stee
Someone suggested parking tl
steer in A. H. Blank's back yar
but the head of Tri-States The;
ter Corp nixed this idea, and ii
stead
warned them the contest
not over.
Blank bet an Iowa hog against
Texas
with R.
J. O'Donnel
nationalsteer
chairman,
during
his vis
to Des Moines at the start of t
drive on the outcome of War Bo
sales in the two states.
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"Sundown Valley"
with Charles Starrett, Dub Taylor, Jeanne

Bates
Columbia

55 Mins.

NOVEL

WESTERN PLOT OFFERS TIMELINESS, ACTION, AND ENTERTAINMENT
FOR COWBOY FANS.
Deviating from the run-of-the-mill Western plots, "Sundown Valley" makes an
attempt to tie-in the cow country's participation inthe war effort, portraying, on
a much smaller scale, the similarity of
personnel problems that have confronted
war plants in the East.
Using the Tennessee Ramblers and Jimmy
Wakely & His Saddle Pals to break up the
action with several hillbilly songs, producer Jack Fier has fortified this film with
its major entertainment value.
Charles Starrett gets off a few routine
fist fights in an effort to achieve his
purpose, while Dub Taylor offers some
mild comedy relief.
The story has Starrett recruiting help
for a gunsight factory, owned by Jeanne
Bates and her grandfather. A special rush
order from Washington has him organizing a
swing shift, but he hits a snag as absenteeism iscreated when Wheeler Oakman and Jack Ingram open a gambling

with

"Jungle
Acquanetta,
J. Woman"
Carrol Naish,

Evelyn
Ankers
Universal
54 Mins.
HORROR STORY PATTERNED WITH
HOKY ACTION FOR THRILL AUDIENCES.

The authors of this screenplay have
fashioned another of those mysteries that
offers an old saying for its basic reasoning. This one is built around the premise
that "The evil that man has wrought shall
in the end destroy itself."
The evil in this case is the research purported on an ape's body that brings about
its transformation into a beautiful woman —
Acquanetta.
Although Acquanetta, heralded as an
exotic beauty (that she is), impresses as
a purveyor of anthropoid emotions, J. Carrol Naish, who pivots the story in a series
of flashbacks, lends a sincere performance
to this far-fetched plot in an effort to
bear the burden of this loosely-directed
film.
Much of the action is sustained throughout in a series of animal sequences which
were staged by Clyde Beatty.
Naish, doctor at Crestview Sanitarium,

on trial, at a coroner's inquest, for the
murder of Acquanetta, relates the fantastic episodes of this story which begins when
spot in an effort to "take" some of the he acquires Cheela the ape from the owndefense dough.
ers of a circus after they believed him dead.
While waiting to repair a broken genOne evening after an experiment, the
erator in the plant, Starrett makes a try
at reorganizing the spirit of the cowboy ape breaks loose and Edward Hyans, Jr., an
inmate of the sanitarium follows her to a
workers by taking them on a special out- clump of bushes from which she emerges
ing. An Ingram henchman is caught during one of the events, and his disclosure as this beautiful "jungle woman." She
is peculiarly inanimate until meeting Milof the gambler's tactics leads to a final
spurt by the cow hands to complete the burn Stone, Naish's future son-in-law.
special gunsight order.
Jealous of Naish's daughter, Evelyn Ankers, her emotions are aroused to the point
The film ends with the leads, including
of
killing Hyans, and attempting to kill
the bad men, investing their money in War
Ankers and Stone. In an effort to do away
Bonds.
with Naish, she is overcome by a hypodermic
CAST: Charles Starrett, Dub Taylor,
Jeanne Bates, Jessie Arnold, Clancy Cooper, which he had prepared to subdue her.
Jack Ingram, Wheeler Oakman, Joel Friedkin, Grace Lenard, Eddie Laughton, Forrest Taylor, the Tennessee Ramblers, Jimmy
Wakely & His Saddle Pals.
CREDITS: Producer, Jack Fier; Director,
Benjamin Kline; Screenplay, Luci Ward;
Assistant Director, Ray Nazarro; Cameraman,
George Meehan; Film Editor, Aaron Stell;
Art Director, Lionel Banks; Set Decorator,
Jack W. Pascoe; Sound, Jack Goodrich.
DIRECTION, Fair. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Lavin Joins Disney to
Handle Live Talent
Jack Lavin, for a number of years
the manager of Paul Whiteman, has
joined the staff of the Walt Disney
Studios, it was learned Friday at
the local Disney offices. Lavin will
handle live talent for the organization and also will negotiate with music publishers. He will heaquarter
here.

For the closing shot, which proves Naish's
innocence, the coroner and his party view
the body of Acquanetta at the morgue and
discover that she has returned to the form
of the ape.
CAST: Evelyn Ankers, J. Carrol Naish,
Samuel S. Hinds, Lois Collier, Milburn Stone,
Douglas Dumbrille, Richard Davis, Nana
Bryant, Pierre Watkin, Christian Rub, Alec
Craig, Edward M. Hyans, Jr., Richard Powers, and Acquanetta.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Will Cowan; Director, Reginald Le Borg; Screenplay,
Bernard Schubert, Henry Sucher, Edward
Dein; Cameraman, Jack MacKenzie; Art
Directors, John i'B. Goodman, Abraham
Grossman; Sound, Bernard B. Brown; Set
Decorators, Russell A. Gausman, E. R.
Robinson; Film Editor, Ray Snyder; Gowns,
Vera West.
DIRECTION,
Fair.

So-So.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Past Successes of M-G-M
To Be Included in Blocks

(Continued from Page 1)
eluded in the subsequent
block is
George E. Stoddard, 69, author of "Naughty
Marietta."
Other hits
more than 25 musical comedy books from past seasons are now being
and lyrics of a generation ago, died selected.
in Community Hospital here last
"Waterloo Bridge" is to be given
week after a long illness.
test engagements in key spots.

George E. Stoddard Dead

Andre De La Varre. The PI
at Melville, R. I., is the sc<
much of the action, which ri
furious heights. Warren Di
enacts the role of the hero. A
Blumenthal worked with De La
"United StatesStirring
Marines on Review" on the photographic end. Th
Warner
20 mins. was well directed by Arnold I
Deserving of a booking in ever
Generously endowed with tingling ater in the land.
music, this featurette turned out Detroit Houses Aifecte
with the co-operation of the U. S.
Marine Corps is a potent attention- By Paper Union Dispu
getter. Appearing in the production
Detroit — Servicing of paper
are the Marine Corps San Diego
Base Band under the direction of troit theaters is practically
Warrant Officer Fred Lock and the standstill as the result of int
Camp Elliott Training Center Orchestra under the baton of Sgt. Dick which
tion ofclaims
the Paper
to haveCarriers'
jurisdict
Jurgens. The tunes are "The Ma- this field. Paper hitherto wa
rine Hymn," "I Love a Parade," ried by regular film carriers
"There's a Long, Long Trail Awind- the Teamsters' Union, but the
ing," "Jazz Nocturne" ("My Silent union appears willing to waive
Love"), 'There's Nobody Home on diction in this instance. Its mei
the Range," "Marching Along To- stopped
carrying
theatrical
gether," "Song of the Marines," "G.I. from National Screen Servic
Blues" and "Song of the Women Ma- individual
exchanges
having
rines." The last-named is sung by services. Result is that theatei
a chorus of women Marines.
agers are having to collect the
paper and return. Situation u
"Pagliacci Swings It"15 Mins. is not affected.
Universal
Dispute has been referred
Okay for Swingsters
conciliation division of Depai
Those who like their music well of Labor. Meanwhile, showme
heated will react favorably to the tended the ODT should be bi
sounds that come from the sound into the picture, inasmuch
track. Blaring out the rhythms is use of trucks to carry paper
the Joe Reichman orchestra. Reich- would duplicate uses of tires,
man himself does a turn or two at line and trucks to carry film
the piano at a dizzy tempo. Gene the same source to same the;
Austin, the Sailor Maids and Carolyn Grey handle the vocals. The fea- Steady Flow of Films
tured tunes include "My Blue HeaTo Troops in Normand
ven" and "I'll Remember April."

* SHORTS

*

"Colorado Trout"
(Sports Parade) 10 mins.
Warner
Tasty Dish
The Blumenthal-Heilner team has
turned out another swell sports short
in this Technicolor one-reeler. The
footage covers the activities of a
fishing club on the Gunnison River
in the Colorado Rockies. The film
boasts some fine scenes of trout
fishing, scenes that are made doubly appealing visually by the employment of fine color. The picture has
good direction by Andre De La Varre.

A reserve of current films
mm, which had been stored in
land, is being moved across the
nel continuously for the ent<
ment of the Allied invasion 1
it was said Friday by Col.
Munson, chief of the Army 1!
ial Service, who recently re
from Europe.
Motion pictun!
keeping pace with the Army ii \
mandy and are a regular part
entertainment
diet as the
move forward, he said.
Among the pictures now \
seen in Allied-held area are

"Devil Boats"
Warner
20 mins.
Superb Job
Never has Warner offered a finer
tribute to any branch of the service
than this story of the Navy PT
boats. A Technicolor special made
in co-operation with the Navy, the
short is a stirring, red-blooded item
that will appeal strongly to the patriotic feelings of the American public. Employed for fuller entertainment value is the simple device of
following a typical member of the
service through his training period
and thence into the field of combat
in the Pacific theater of war. Thrills
and excitement abound in the scenes
of PT's in action. No small credit
here is due to the camera work of

here, Private Hargrove," "Brii
San Luis Rey," "Song
of 1
dette," "Andy Hardy's Blonde
ble," "The Uninvited," "Chip (
Old
Block," "Moonlight
in
mont," "Crime
Doctor's Stn
Case," "My Kingdom for a
"The Heat's On" and "Gangv
Tomorrow."
Cuban
House Goes Spanis
Havana (By Air Mail)— Tl
canto of the Smith Circuit hai
ed to run Spanish language
for the first time.

Buffalo Artistic Closes
Buffalo— The Artistic Thea1
closed for the rest of the Su
according to David Zackem
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"The with
Seventh
Cross"
Prayer"
andDanaa Andrews,
Zing
Spencer Tracy
Don
Ameche,
William
Eythe
:ox
97 Mins.
NTY OF VIVID AND
HEROIC
ACSHOULD HELP TO PUT THIS ONE
IE WINNING COLUMN,
erous
use
of vivid
action
makes
; and a Prayer" a film that will gain
ble audience reaction.
Resort wherpossible
to
graphic
photographic
s is creative of excitement and thrills
vill stir particularly the blood of the
fans.
Although
the story is cast
familiar pattern, it succeeds
in sus% the interest uncommonly well. Much
for this is due Henry Hathaway, under
direction
the
production
sweeps
at a smooth, swift pace,
posedly based on authentic
material,
m takes up the mystery of the where; of the American
Navy
after the
Harbor attack.
the picture tells it, the Navy was ly>w, biding its time for a surprise
at the Jap naval forces at Midway,
while working out a strategy ini to confuse the enemy and make
verconfident. It falls to a lone car> serve as bait for the trap.
the action transpires on the carrier
; concerned principally with the acs of a naval air squadron which
t relish the idea of running away
the Japs which is part of the straif preparing them for a sucker punch.
:arrier keeps changing its course to
he enemy while the squadron memtch to have a go at the Nips. That
: comes in good time,
ime Cady has worked many human
:s into his script, but has seen no
to drag romance into the proceedIn fact, there isn't a solitary woman
it.
Ameche is the strongest cast draw
role of a carrier officer who is a
disciplinarian. Dana Andrews is the
on leader and William Eythe a flier
ily a screen star. The latter is one
ise killed. Some others who fill
roles adequately are Charles BickSir Cedric Hardwicke, Kevin O'Shea,
d Jaeckel,
Henry
Morgan,
Richard
film, produced by William A. Bacher
'alter Morosco, has realistic photogra1 Glen MacWilliams.
.•T: Don

Ameche,

Dana

Andrews,

!m Eythe, Charles Bickford, Sir Cedric
'icke, Kevin O'Shea, Richard Jaeckel,
Morgan, Richard Crane, Glenn
ii, Renny McEvoy, Robert Bailey, Reed
jl, George Mathews, B. S. Pully, Dave
Jk, Murray Alper, Charles Lang, Irving
| John Miles, Joe Haworth, Charles
\ Ray Teal, Matt
McHugh,
Charles
idge, John
Kelly, Larry Thompson,
echner.
DITS: Producers, William A. Bacher,
r Morosco; Director, Henry HathaScreenplay, Jerome Cady; CameraGlen MacWilliams; Art Directors,
'heeler, Lewis Creber; Set Decorators,
s Little, Fred J. Rode; Film Editor,
itson Webb; Special Effects, Fred
; Sound, Alfred Bruzlin, Roger Heman.
ECTION,

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

M-G-M
FINE DRAMATIC FILM

111
MAKES

AGAINST NAZIS; TRACY, CRONYN
PETE FOR ACTING HONORS.

Mins.
CASE
COM-

From the material available in the novel
of Anna Seghers it has been possible for
M-G-M to prepare another blistering indictment against the evil ways of the
Nazis. The film tells its story powerfully
and grippingly, offering itself as a strong
box office prospect.
Under the excellent direction of Fred
Zinnemann, "The Seventh Cross" attains
a high degree of suspense, its developments
generating a tenseness that will have
many persons at the edges of their seats.
The plot has been worked out with high
dramatic fervor, always keeping well within
the bounds of plausibility.

"Abroad With Two
with William Bendix,
Dennis O'Keefe, Helen
Walker
UA-Small
80 Mins.
RAPID-FIRE FARCE COMEDY LOADED
WITH LAUGHS FOR THE AVERAGE FAN;

Yanks"

BENDIX, O'KEEFE SCORE.
"Abroad With Two Yanks," the latest
production to come from Edward Small,
is a farce comedy retailing the sort of fun
that goes over big with the average picture fan. The picture misses no trick in
its attempt to draw laughter. Some of
the tricks are old and rely upon the slap-

stick for their effect, but that doesn't
prevent them from succeeding in their
purpose. The comedy is of the type that
gets a big rise from the juveniles.
That the material obtains the laughs
it does is due in large measure to the
performances of William Bendix and DenThe hero of the story is Spencer Tracy,
nis O'Keefe. The two, entering wholly
one of seven Germans of good will es- into the spirit of the thing, rush madly
caped from a Nazi concentration camp in hither and yon, their antics never being
1936. Reserved for him is one of seven
anything less than sillv. The authors and
cresses erected on the grounds of the the director have placed the players in
concentration camp. It isn't his destiny to situations that will get a strong reaction
meet his end on that cross. The other
from those who like their comedy best
men are not so fortunate. One by one
when
it isn't smart, polished, mature.
they are tracked down and fastened to the
Bendix and O'Keefe literally romp through
crosses to die a horrible death.
the footage as two Marine buddies who,
Tracy's efforts to keep out of the upon landing in Australia, immediately find
clutches of the Gestapo have been de- themselves rivals for the attention of
picted with vividness and excitement, Mainz Helen Walker, an Aussie charmer whom
is the scene of much of the action. There John Loder, a fellow countryman of hers
Tracy tries desperately to get in touch with who is in service, has been wooing without
the German underground in an attempt much success (it seems the trouble is
to obtain aid to escape to Holland. The with his technique). Bendix is the inarunderground tries just as hard to locate
ticulate, backward sort; O'Keefe, the irhim. Finally, after some harrowing exrepressible lady's man. In their efforts
periences, Tracy and the underground lead- to outwit each other they resort to various
ers succeed in establishing contact and means that produce hilaricus results. Both
oui hero is on his way to the safety of lose out in the end when Loder, having
Holland.
proved himself a good student of the
American technique of love-making, gets
Tracy's work in "The Seventh Cross" is
his best in some time. His part is played
Miss Walker to say "yes."
in a low key that adds to its effectiveness.
Bendix and O'Keefe pull out all the
Hume Cronyn is every bit as fine as the stops in a long sequence in which, dressed
star in the role of a friend who aids in feminine garb, the two stage a mad
Tracy escape. Signe Hasso clicks in the chase at the home of Miss Walker while
few romantic moments in the film, moments a charity bazaar is in progress. This
she shares with Tracy. Jessica Tandy, Agnes footage will prove a positive howl with
Moorehead, Herbert Rudley and Ray Col- the younger element.
Allan Dwan has applied rapid-fire dilins are a few others whose work derection to the screenplay of Charles Rogers,
serves mention.
Wilkie Mahoney and Ted Sills derived from
Produced in fine style by Pandro S.
Berman, the picture has unusually fine a yarn by Fred Guiol.
CAST: William Bendix, Helen Walker,
photography by Karl Freund. Helen
Dennis O'Keefe, John Loder, George CleveDeutsch's
screenplay
is a masterly
job.
land, Janet Lambert, James Flavin, Arthur
CAST: Spencer Tracy, Signe Hasso, Hume Hunnicutt, Willard Jillson, Herbert Evans,
Cronyn, Jessica Tandy, Agnes Moorehead, William Forrest, John Abbott.
Herbert Rudley, Felix Bressart, Ray ColCREDITS: Producer, Edward Small; Prolins, Alexander Granach, Katherine Locke,
duction Manager, Ray Heinz; Director,
George Macready, Paul Guilfoyle, Steven Allan Dwan; Screenplay, Charles Rogers,
Geray, Kurt Katch, Karen Verne, Konstan- Wilkie Mahoney, Ted Sills; Adaptation,
tin Shayne George Suzanne, John Wen- Edward E. Seabrook, Tedwell Chapman;
graf, George Zucco, Steven Muller, Eily Based on story by Fred Guiol; Supervising
Malyon.
Film Editor, Grant Whytock; Film Editor,
CREDITS: Producer, Pandro S. Berman; Richard Heermance; Cameraman, Charles
Director, Fred Zinnemann; Screenplay, Hel- Lawton, Jr.; Musical Director, Lud Gluskin;
en Deutsch; Based on novel by Anna Seg- Art Director, Joseph Sternad; Sound, Frank
hers; Cameraman, Karl Freund; Musical Webster; Set Decorator, Edward G. Boyle.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Score, Roy Webb; Recording Director,
Douglas Shearer; Art Directors, Cedric Gib- Good.
bons, Leonid Vasian; Set Decorators, Edwin B. Willis, Mac Alper; Film Editor, Carmell, Local B-45 Counsel
Thomas Richards.
Chicago — Daniel Carmell has been
DIRECTION,
PHY, Excellent.

Excellent.

PHOTOGRA-

named attorney for Local B-45, Film
Employes Union.

"Outlaws of Santa Fe"
with Don "Red"
Barry, Helen
Wally Vernon
Republic
NICE WESTERN
AND DIRECTION
ENCE APPEAL.

Talbot,
56

Mins.

WITH GOOD EDITING
FOR GENERAL AUDI-

Don "Red" Barry does okay in his role
of a fearless youns* Westerner who becomes
sheriff of Santa Fe in an effort to avenge
his father's death. His natural, likeable,
and sincere manner does much toward rating this as a better than average Western.
Nicely cast for the femme lead, Helen
Talbot acquits her acting chores in charming manner, and makes a good appearance
in her Western
garb.
Wally Vernon, as Barry's sidekick, gets
some good laughs out of his comedy bits
without being slapstick.
The story unfolds
non, part of a mob
a bank, getting a
leader, who is dying

with Barry and Verthat had just held up
story from the ringfrom a bullet wound,

that Barry is not the ringleader's son but
actually the son of a famous peace officer
who had been killed in Santa Fe, while on
duty, many years ago by a man believed
to be Herbert
Heyes.
Don and Wally set out to Santa Fe with
the bank loot. On the way, they rescue
Helen Talbot and her little sister from
Heyes' gang. Barry accepts the role of
sheriff and before he has an opportunity to
return the bank loot, which might implicate him in a murder, Heyes receives a
circular advertising a reward on Barry's
head. Heyes attempts to get Barry but is
killed in a shooting session.
Because of the good efforts Barry had
shown in getting rid of the town's outlaws, a U. S. Marshal promises him that
although he must pay for his past lawlessness, his sentence would be light.
CAST: Don "Red" Barry, Wally Vernon,
Helen Talbot, Twinkle Watts, Charles Morton, Herbert Heyes, Bud Geary, LeRoy Mason Kenne Duncan, Nolan Leary, Walter
Soderling, Edmund Co, Frank McCarroll,
Bob Kortman, Emmett Lynn.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Eddy
White; Director, Howard Bretherton;
Screenplay, Norman S. Hall; Cameraman,
John McBurnie; Film Editor, Charles Craft;
Sound, Tom Carman; Art Director, Fred
Ritter; Set Decorator, Otto Siegel; Musical
Score, Mort Glickman.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Brecher Building Plans
Call for 900-Seat House
New York's midtown sector will
have a new 900-seat film theater in
a seven-story building also incorporating retail stores, offices and
studios, it was revealed yesterday
by plans filed with the Department
of Housing and Building by Leo
Brecher, veteran local exhibitor who
already owns seven motion picture
houses in Manhattan.
The new theater will be at the
southwest corner of Sixth Ave. and
53rd St. and will cost an estimated
$450,000. Work will commence on
the project as soon as wartime conditions permit.

M. P* Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 21st floor
Hew York
1?, Y.

fH<HAie4, . . . Vital Records of War
' ■ ^HESE "stills" are typical of the motion pictures made by our Armed
-*- Forces. Photographic units, with which men from the motion picture
industry are prominently identified, provide essential information of immediate tactical, technical, or strategic value. And these first-hand motion pictures have tremendous morale value when released for public showing.

* (Left) Invading the Marshalls.
Photo by U. S. Army Signal Corps.

« (Below) Advancing at Tarawa.
Official U. S. Marine Corps Photo.

One of a series of
advertisements by
KODAK testifying to
the achievements of
the movies at war
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IC ADOPTS PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM
KO to Increase Product of Outside Producers
von Tells Convention
:y Has Proved Both
tical and Profitable

Expansion Waits Until After November Elections;
Coe to Continue Addresses

Tom C. Clarh Off On Another Trip, Further
Deluging Decree Talks With Diddle, Derge
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — With Assistant Attorney General Tom C. Clark again out of
town, decision as to the course of the Department of Justice in the New York
anti-trust case is once again indefinitely postponed. Clark returned Saturday
from Chicago but left again today on another trip which will keep him away
from here until about Friday.

The Public Information
Commit•ill be the policy of RKO Ratee of the MPPDA
has given its
distribute a larger number of
ss from foremost independent
full
approval
to the industry's public
relation
program,
:ers, N. Pethe
continuation
|
thvon, presBarring further absences from Washington, Clark's meeting with Attorney
of RKO,
dresses
byj
of
key city adGeneral Biddle, anti-trust head Wendell Berge and anti-trust attorney Robert
ie 13th anL. Wright may take place next week.
Charles
Francis
sales meet"Socker"
Coe, |
t the comMPPDA
counsel,
,vhich opencontinuance
o f]
sterday at
Yaldorf-Asthe news
letter
i. Rathvon
and an expansion
hat in the
of the tentative
this policy
Coe formula
for
the
beaming
of |
roved pracand profitEnglish Films, Inc., headed by Nat
Leo J. McCarthy, general sales motion picture
inar both the
formation to the
Saunders, will handle the distribu- manager of PRC Pictures, has comrers and the
public,
exclusively
tion in the U. S. of seven Gainspleted the reorganization of the dis"SOCKER"
COE
ng
contribution end of the company with Film
borough-Rank productions produced
on
disclosedDaily
in The1
N. PETER RATHVON
the
naming
of
several
division
sales
on
budgets
up
to
£150,000,
while
lucers
who
United Artists will handle the dis- managers.
JulyThe 13.
PIC, it was learned yesterday,
•ntribute to the new season's
Sidney Kulick will supervise the
tribution ofthe higher-bracketed picm, which will be announced
(Continued on Page 4)
tures from the J. Arthur Rank orga- Eastern division, comprising the Al(Continued on Page 24)
nization. The UA deal is contingent
bany-Buffalo, Boston, Cleveland, Deon negotiations now under way in
troit, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Washington territories,
London between Grad Sears, UA's
(Continued on Page 24)
with headquarters at the home of(Continued on Page 21)

Rank Pix Via UA and
Saunders Firm Here

, Mexican Branch
: y in Two Months

.in the next two months, Re5 new branch office in Mexico
establishment of which was
ced yesterday by Morris Goodcompany's
vice-president
in
of foreign sales, will be in
eration.
The new subsidiary
(Continued on Page 21)

tusement Linage Up
In Chicago Dailies
icago — The five leading Chicago
papers, despite newsprint shortshow an amusement advertising
ase for the first six months this
according to the Media records,
totals are 1,989,000
lines, for
year, against 1,626,000 for the
period last year.
The Chicago
s with an increase of 88,000
leads the Chicago parade, with
Chicago Sun, second with 83,ines increase.

GET YOUR

Salesmen to Follow Thru
On Exhib. Drive Reports

Branch managers and salesmen in
the field have been enlisted by the
Distributors Division to contact
every exhibitor in a follow-up system to make sure that he sends
in his official Fifth War Loan report
to the National Committee in New
(Continued on Page 21)

McCarthy Picks Three
PRC Divisional Heads

OCR to Strive For
Necessary Equipment

Selznick Eyes Legit;
Plans Saga of Broadway

Washington

Reports of David O. Selznick's entry
into the legitimate field were confirmed by Jules Ziegler of the Louis
Shurr office yesterday. Although
Selznick is in New York and could
not be reached for comment, Ziegler
(Continued on Page 21)

Veteran Employment

Pattern

Third of Interstate'; Take Other Jobs
By S. G. HOWELL
Morgan, 20th-Fox Foreign
FILM DAILY Staff Cwrespcmdent
Exec, Dies; Rites Today
Last rites for William B. Morgan,
39, 20th-Fox's home office representative for Spain, Portugal and North
Africa, will be conducted at the
Campbell Funeral Church, Madison
Avt. and 81st St., this morning.
(Continued on Page 21)

FIGHTING

FIFTH

SALES

Dallas — Re-employment of released service personnel from the industi*y has begun to shape up into
a pattern. Out of 60 persons of the
Interstate group of more than 700
who donned uniforms, to be subsequently discharged, 40 of them have
been placed in jobs the same or
(Continued on Page 21)

RECORDS

READY

FOR

FINAL

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Although construction of new theaters will continue
to be severely limited, William
G.
(Continued on Page 21)

Silverstone Names Four
As Overseas Managers
Four managerial appointments in
the foreign field have been made by
Murray (Silverstone,
20th-Fox
viceContinued on Page
21)

20th-Fox's Italian
Executives All Sufe
Bruno Fux, 20th-Fox's Italian managing director, unheard from since
Italy got into the war, is safe and in
good health, according to word reaching the home office of the company
from Rome.
of 20th's
branches
in ItalyManagers
also are reported
to
be all right.
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MIRANDA

is a visitor from Cali-

NCRMAN ELSON. vice-pres. of Trans-Lux
Theaters, leaves for Boston today on a two-day
business trip.

LEROY BICKEL, M-G-M manager in Dallas,
and JACK REVILLE, Oklahoma City head, arrived yesterday to spend a week at the home
office in line with the company's plans to have
two exchange heads come to town.

PAUL
returned

HESSE, manager. Esquire, Chicago, has
from a Wisconsin
vacation.

E. K. (TED) O'SHEA, M-C-M's Eastern sales
manager, and his assistant CEONARD HIRSCH
will return from Washington on Thursday.

HERB
gone

ELISBURC. manager, Studio, Chicago,
to Miami
for his vacation.

M-G-M
vacationing.
BERT is
REICHERT.
secretary to E. K. O'SHEA

has

AL WEINBERG, Banaowitz Theater circuit
manager,
has resigned and gone to Hollywood.
MIMI BERRY, stage actress, leaves for Hollywood today to make a picture for 20th-Fox.
JOE

LONGO, publicity and advertising director, Loew's Boston
theaters,
is vacationing.

CHARLES E. KURTZMAN. Loew's Northeastern division manager, Boston, back at his office after a brief tour.
JEFF Boston,
SULLIVAN,
Loew's
State,
wound assistant
up his twomanager,
weeks vacation
last week and is back at his post.
I"HIL ENGEL, UA publicist, finished his
"Since You Went Away" chores in New York
and arrived in Boston yesterday.
LILLIE ROSENTOOR,
delphia, vacationing.

HOMER B. SNOOK, sales manager of RCA's
Theater Equipment Section, has returned from
Chicago
and Detroit.

LEON
returned

FROMKESS,
new president of PRC,
to the Coast from New
York.

has

ESTELLE CALEGMAN, assistant manager of the
Bijou, New Haven, and RITA MALTZ, cashier,
are stopping at the Hotel Edison, New Rork.
PHILIP GRAVITZ, Metro booker. New Haven,
is vacationing at Rocky Beach from his duties
at the exchange and at a local war plant.
SIDNEY SWIRSKY, Columbia booker. New
Haven, is visiting in New York and Colchester,
this week.

Republic Closes 1944-45
Product Deal With Schine

4-

20th-Fox Places Three
In Second Block for Sept.

Eyemo single — Turret Cameras. Lenses
Bell & Howell Standard Mitchell, Tripods. Viewfinders, Magazines. 6 & 12
Volt Motors.
HIGHEST
PRICES
PAID.
68

West

MOGUU'S
48th St.
New York,

N.

Y.

MERLE OBERON, who was due from the
Coast
July 27, has postponed her trip East
indefinitely.
MARVIN SCHENCK leaves tomorrow for Chicago and after a day in the Windy City returns to his M-G-M headquarters.
CHARLES F. DEESEN, home office assistant to
John J. Maloney, M-G-M Central sales manager,
leaves Wednesday
for Indianapolis.
PAUL RICHRATH of the M-C-M home office
sales department, returns Thursday from a trip
to Detroit and Cincinnati.
FOSTER GAUKER, Indianapolis M-G-M manager, and EDWARD M. BOOTH, Cincinnati head,
are due in New York Aug. 21, to spend a week
for home
office conferences.
JACK KUHN of M-G-M's exploitation department returned yesterday from a vacation at
White Lake.

STEVE EDWARDS, Republic's director of publicity, left yesterday for Atlantic City, to comH. J. BENHAM has returned to Camden, N. J.,
plete arrangements for the world premiere of
"Atlantic
City."
headquarters of the Theater Equipment Section
of RCA from a trip during which he conducted
CHARLES REED JONES, Republic director of
engineering field tests in the Chicago and Mil- Advertising, leaves for the Coast Friday and
waukee districts.
will return to New York in about a month.
ADOLPH GOODMAN, assistant manager of the
DE SILVA was on his way here from
RCA Service Company, is back in Camden from the HOWARD
Coast yesterday.
Chicago.

+

CAMERAS and
EQUIPMENT WANTED—

at

20th-Fox booker, Phila-

J. R. Grainger. Republic president,
announces the closing of a 1944-45
product deal with the Schine Circuit
—
..
at Gloversville. Eastern District
+
Sales Manager Maxwell Gilis represented Republic, and was assisted by
Jack Bellman, Buffalo branch manWE Leases Lane Bryant Bldg.
ager; Arthur Newman, Albany
Western Electric has leased the
Lane Bryant Building, 529 W. 42nd branch manager; George H. Kirby,
St., for the maufacture of electronic Cincinnati branch manager; and Sam
equipment for the armed forces. It P. Gorrel, Cleveland branch manager.
is estimated that approximately 2,- George V. Lynch represented the
000 people will be employed when Schine Circuit.
full production is reached in the late
Fall or the first part of 1945.

358 96i/8 96i/8
B'way 3s55
MARKET
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22%
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13/g 13g
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4
4
4
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21
21
21
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Picts
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LEE MILLER, managing editor of the ScrippsHoward Newspaper Alliance, arrived in Hollywood yesterday to confer with Producer Lester
Cowan.

Three films, representing block
two of the new season, have been set
for release by 20th-Fox in September. They are: "Sweet and Lowdown," "Dangerous Journey" and
"Greenwich Village."

Cleveland — Leo J. McCarth
sales manager, here to con
regional sales meeting on S;
at the Carter Hotel, disclos'
PRC has definitely acquired
the 24 feature properties anr
on the 1944-45 schedule at j
cent franchise owners meetrl
New York.
A sales policy unique in ]
dustry has been established
Car thy, which gives to thrt
force in the field, a voice in 1
lection of product to be made
plan," both McCarthy
and
Lefton, chairman of the Fr
Holders'
Committee
explain
the inauguration of a unit sale
whereby the 200 men intere
the sale of PRC pictures, will i
their views of public entertal
trends.
Quarterly meetings
j

held
purpose."
PRCforis this
not going
out for sta
pictures, both McCarthy and
agreed.
star names"Personality
is what we rathe'
are j
market for. With these pro j
and sales policies we believe
building on a solid foundati
Lefton, Cleveland- Cincinnat
chise owner, entertained the
at his home Saturday night, j
McCarthy holds another rj
next week in Denver.

Barclay McCarty, Me i
Publicist, Is Dead at 43

Barclay V. McCarty, 43, a
er of Metro's pulicity staff :
years, died yesterc
BRIAN DONLEVY starts East from California past two
ternoon at the Fifth Avenu
on Aug. 1.
pital after a brief illness. His
SONNY TUFTS will go to San Francisco for a
Virginia Cotier McCail
personal appearance at the world premiere of Mrs.
Paramount's
"I Love a Soldier"
on Aug. 16.
the
editorial
staff Mrs.
of Women's
and his mother,
Barcl
Carty,
Sr.,
who
lives
at th
MORTON SPRING, acting head of Loew's foreign department, returned yesterday from the ray Hill Hotel, survive.
Coast.
From an early newspap<
magazine career, McCarty weri
Rodgers Bids Area Exhibs. Warners in their publicity i
To Luncheon on Thursday ment, thence into the legit
and finally joined Metro. He
In line with William F. Rodgers' member of the Theater Ma
ulans to hold as many exhibitor get- and Agents, the Lambs at
togethers throughout the country as Players Clubs.
Funeral services have not y<
possible and to give theater owners
announced.
a first-hand picture of M-G-M's outlook for the future, the company's
seneral sales manager has invited
all showmen in the New York and Page's Son Slain in ActioEast Haven,
Conn. — Bi
New Jersey areas to a special lun- Page,
son of Stanley Page,
cheon to be held Thursday at the
Astor Hotel. A turnout of more tionist at the Capitol, East .
was killed in action in the Pa
than 500 is anticipated.
In addition to Rodgers, the following M-G-M executives will attend:
Edward M. Saunders. Howard Dietz,
Silas F. Seadler, William R. Ferguson, Henderson M. Richey, Harold
Postman, E. W. Aaron, John J. Bowen,
Abner. Ralph Pielow, and Benjamin
WILLIAM BENDIX
York yesterday.

left the Coast for New

SEP BIRTHD
GREETINGS T!

Frank Kintzing Dead
Frank Taylor Kintzing, 72, theatrical producer and booking agent,
after an illness of two years, died
Sunday in the Lynwood Nursing
Home.
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PIC Adopts Public
Relations Program

684 RKO Employes to
Services in 12 Mos.
During the past 12 months, an additional 684 RKO employes have
entered the armed services, bringing the current total to
1,550, including both men
and women,
it was disclosed ye st e r d a y by
Richard C.
Patterson, Jr.
c o m p a n y's
board chairman, at the
13th annual
sales
meet.._..„.. ,_
R- C. PATTERSON, JR.
ing Of RKO
Radio Pictures in the local WaldorfAstoria.

Speaking of the organization's
manpower contribution in the struggle, he paid tribute to members of
the company and its affiliates now
in uniform and said that 18 employes have made the supreme sacrifice; 25 have been wounded; two
are prisoners of war, one in a Japanese prison camp, and the other
in a German. Those who have given
their lives are Frank Adams, Merchant Marine; Ensign Frank Bonyszewski, Jr., U.S.N.R.; Pvt. W.A. Cain;
Lt. R. M. Dickerson; Lt. Harry Dunham; A/c Raymond Ellis; S. 1/c
Jerome E. French; Sgt. J. Ingram;
Pvt. Francis X. McAlear; Weldon
McNichols; Sgt. Carl Monson; Cpl.
Henry Moeller; S'Sgt. James J.
O'Donnell; Harold Holman; Lt. Lambert C. Root; Lt. Eugene Schoop;
Lt. Harold L. Tannenbaum; and
John J. Weiss, RM 2/c.
Great part that the industry is
playing in furthering the war effort, and the industry's will and
ability to make good in all emergencies, were cited by Patterson toward the end of his address, and
he praised highly the vending of
Bonds in vast volume by channels
representing all wings of the trade.

Mrs. Branton Under Knife
Des Moines, la. — Mrs. G. Ralph
Branton, wife of the general manager of Tri-States Theater Corp. of
Des Moines is now reported as recovering from a major operation at
Minneapolis, Minn. Branton, who
was in Canada on a vacation-fishing
trip at the time, was called to Minneapolis by the illness of his wife.

IN NEW POSTS
DON

BERCER. manager, St. Petersburg, Fla.
Drive-in.
WILLIAM MUELLER, manager, Roxy Theater,
St. Ansgar,
la.
STEPHEN JUSTUS, Columbia exchange salesman,
Charlotte, N. C.
P. J. PIERCE, assistant manager, Telenews Theater, Chicago.
HORACE W. BEAL, manager, Brockton, Brockton,
Mass.

• Continued

Views on Reviews
• • • BEN SERKOWICH, whose indefatigable pen ballys the
Capitol Theater, takes cognizance of the varying New York metropolitan
critical reaction to David O. Selznick's SYWA, and points out that the
lads and lassies "are about evenly divided in number, but are almost
solidly unanimous in opinions, according to their style of hats"
The lads, you gather from Ben's report, don't like "tear jerkers," whereas
the lassies do, and the reviewers in their essays reflected that
The b. o. effect?
Well, Ben affirms it's been all to the good,
helping to make
SYWA
"a most happy
adventure"
You can
verify that, of course, by ambling by the Capitol on your own
T
▼
T
•

•

•

A

COUPLE

of other

remarks

might

be passed

on

the

local press reception accorded
SYWA
It's a job of course, of
a reviewer to call 'em as he sees 'em. . . .A reviewer who didn't wouldn't
be much of a reviewer
It follows, then, that the typewriter lads
and lasses are entitled to their opinions
But, as you scan the
divergent reactions to SYWA, you might be forgiven for wondering
if they saw the same picture. . . .And also if they saw two separate performances bythe same cast
Ifs differences of opinion that make
boss races, and maybe Ben has something in his observation
that
critical differences make box office hits
Be that as it may, in
hoss races as in film criticism, both opinions can't be right
However, there's something in the way of addenda to that
In
hoss races, the return on your winning ticket settles the argument
But all the mazutna which SYWA will collect won't induce a
single reviewer who took a crack at it to confess to an error in
judgment
You see, art and the box office are things apart
(or are they?)
Who was it that once murmured that sometimes
a review tells as much about the reviewer as it does about a given
picture?
T
▼
T
• • • FROM HOLLYWOOD & VINE: RKO has signed George
Raft for "Johnny Angel," to be based upon Charles Gordon Booth's
magazine maritime serial, "Mr. Angel Comes Aboard.". . • Minna
Gombel wins her first for sympathetic roles with her part in Universal's
"Night Life.". . • Squawks from PTA and other child welfare groups
following release of "The Spooks Will Get You" have led Walt Lantz
to rule out stories and sequences dealing with spooks, haunted houses,
etc., for future Caitunes. . . • Richard Thorpe will direct "The Thrill
of Romance" at Metro. . . • Bob Hope and Paulette Goddard will costar in Para.'s "Girls Town.". . • Hunt Stromberg has signed Werner
Tanssen to do the score for "Guest in the House"
David Chudnow
agented the deal. . . • Today's chuckle: Eddie Rocco, who is an interior decorator on the side, plays a stable hand in PRC's "The Great
Mike.". . • Metro has acquired "A Touch of Heaven," by Henry
Gilbert and Armin Robinson, for Margaret O'Brien. . . • Lt. Wayne
Morris, USNR, has shot down his first Jap plane in the South Pacific.
• Warners has signed Pat Clark, stage ingenue. . . • Clarence Brown
will direct Helen Deutsch's original, "As You Want Me," at Meho. . .
• Jeff Bemerd has signed George Sayre and Neil Rau to write
"Divorce"
▼
▼
T
•

•

• THIS AND THAT: With 3,990 radio spot announcements over 12 N. Y. met. stations by Aug. 1 in behalf of "Wilson's"
world premiere at the Roxy, 20th-Fox hits a new industry high for
radio's use. . • "Marriage is for Single People," new comedy by Stanley Richards, ex movie writer, gets a try out via the Cambridge, Mass.,
Summer theater Aug. 21, with Jeanne Cagney starring. . . # WAC's
latest plaudits stem from aid extended the Cadet Nurses recruiting
campaign.
T
T
T
• •
•
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR

from Page 1)

put its stamp of approval on
general program at a meeting
last Thursday. A great deal ol
public relations plan will be he!
abeyance until after the Novel
elections in order to assure grt
press coverage.
A wide variety of subjects are
bodied in the public relations ]

Fowler, Des Moines The
Employe, Slain in Italy
Des Moines, la. — Sgt. Rober
Fowler, former usher at the
Moines theater, has been k
in action in Italy, accor
to word received by his :
ily. He had been in the Army s
Feb. 10, 1941 and after 14 moi
service in North Africa was set
Italy as a reconnaissance sergt

Jungle Bomber Crash
Fatal to Lt. Pearman
West

Coast Bureau

of

THE

FILM

D.

Hollywood — ■ Lt. . Robert Pean
husband of Adele Pearman, s(
"*"** ber crash, the War Dei
»p^
to was
Charles
Ks^ tary
Warners
killed Einfeld
in a 1
ment reported over week-end.
Missing since April 11, the
of Lt. Pearman was found in
American jungles, the notift
said.
Couple was married five wee
fore lieutenant entered active
vice.

Shoot Polio Film in N. C
Charlotte, N. C— Through the
operation of Rovy F. Branon, I
manager here and North Care
infantile paralysis chairman, )
George Engelhardt from the Nat
Foundation for Prevention of In
tile Paralysis, in New York, an
cational film is being made o:
work of citizens and health aut
ties in North Carolina in ham
the current outbreak of infa
paralysis.

"Prayer" in Two-City Bow

-Fox's
eth Century
a two'
will have
a Prayer"
andTwenti
world premiere on Friday. The
will open at the Esquire and Upti
Kansas
Providence.City, and the Majes

FEmfllE TOUCI
LONNIE
FRYE
is the new
exchange, Charlotte, N.

biller
C.

LILLIAN GAMBLE
has been made supervia
the Carolina Theater, Charlotte, N. C.
TILLIE
SKOWVON
is the new
house mi'
at the Strand,
Willimantic,
Conr
at Col"
Hazel
Corriati
fills her former
cashier.
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PICTURE

New life with
Universale new
season's boxoffice hits for

SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER

NOVEMBER
With this unprecedented
first three months

line-up for the

of the new

season,

Universal is setting the pace for the
smash entertainment it will deliver in the
1944-1945
offered

program

to the

which is now

exhibitors

of

being

America.

All pictures in this announcement
are completed

except

one which

is currently on the stages.

A

WEEK!

m NIGEL BRUCE • LEO CARRILLO
Gale
Sondergaard • Douglas Dumbrille • Curt
Screen Play, lames Hagan, Gene Lewis, lames M. Cain * Original Story, lames Kogan, Ralph
Additional Dialogue, Joseph Hoffman

Directed by Roy William Neill Produced by GEORGE WAGGNER

YSE

KNOX

TOM SEIDEL EDDIE QUILL AN
SHEMP HOWARD TOM KENNEDY,

MITCH AYRES and his orch
Original Screen Play by Eugene Conrad

ected by EDWARD

and Paul Gerard

Smith

F, CLINE . Associate Producer, FRANK
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.SHE

DONALD

PEGGY

JACK

O'CONNORRYANOAKIE

ANN BLYTH

IE CAMP. GAVIN MUIR
ISABEL JEWELL * JOHN MILJAN
Original Screen Play by Michael Fessier and Ernest Pagano
Dance

Directed by CHARLES

LAMONT

Produced

Direction by Louis Da Pron • Carlos Romero

by MICHAEL

FESSIER and ERNEST

PAGANO

Introducing the new hit song "LOVELY,"
and bringing back the great hits of all
time, including "MISSOURI WALTZ,"
"I'M ALWAYS CHASING RAINBOWS,"
"I HATE TO LOSE YOU"
OF THESE DAYS"

RATHBONE «* « BRUCE

JASIL

I
L Evelyn Ankers • Dennis Hoey • Miles Marnier • Mary Gordo
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SEE MY
LAWYER
Grace MacDonald

• Alan Curtis

Noah Beery, Jr. • Richard Benedict
Franklin Pangborn • Gus Schilling
Lee Patrick • Edward S. Brophy
Mary Gordon - andStanley Clements
Yvette • Carmen Amaya and
Her Company • The Christianis
Six -Willys
King Cole Trio
Hudson Wonders
Screen play by Edmund L. Hartmann and Stanley Davis.
From the play by Richard Maibaum and Harry Clork
Produced on the stage by George Abbott

Produced by EDMUND L. HARTMANN
Directed by EDDIE CLINE

with

I \Y McKENZIE • Edward Norris • Fuzzy Knight • Samuel S. Hinds
Andrew Tombes * Joe Sawyer • iris Adrian
ond Doodles Weaver • Pat Starling and Louis Da Pron
Screen

(Wed
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Ploy

by Henry

Blonkfort and Eugene Conrad

by LESLIE GOODWINS

• Original Story by John Grey

Associate Producer BERNARD

W. BURTON
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JUNE VINCENT • GEORGE DOLEN
GALE SONDERGAARD • THOMAS GOMEZ
JANE FARRAR • LUDWIG STOSSEL
SCOTTY BECKETT
Screen play by Curt Siodmak and Lynn Starling
Adopted by Ci

and Directed
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Leon Errol- Anne Gwynne*
Associate Producer,
BERNARD

W. BURTON

Directed by EDWARD

LILLEY

Kirby Grant * Alma

(a

Harry

Andy Devine- June Preisser

Kruger • Bill Dunn

• Sidney Miller

Shannon and Leo Carrillo
• Marion
Freddie Slack and His Orchestra
Screen Play by Howard

Dimsdale

Original Story by Brenda

and Eugene Conrad
Weisberg

Hutton
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Hip*

Screen Play by Edmund Joseph,
Bart Lytton and Arthur T. Herman
Original Story by
Edmund Joseph and Bart Lytton

Produced by JOHN
Directed by CHARLES

GRANT
LAMONT

v^

CMWttU-0

starring
::/■;.

MARIA MONTEZ • JACK OAKIE • SUSANNA FOSTER
TURHAN BEY ■ LOUISE ALLBRITTON - LEO CARRILLO
ANN BLYTH - ANDY DEVINE ■ EVELYN ANKERS
-* ROSEMARY DtCAMP - FRANK McHUCH - DONALD COOR -LH0N1AS GOMEZ - ROBERT WARWICK

MAUDE ERDRNE ■ GEORGE MLENZ/- HCMM LANE • MANW MOKEARD • BEN CARTER

OONALD O'CONNOR • PEGGY RYAN
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CHAN
w/ffi JEAN PARKER

GOMEZ
An /nner Soncfum Mystery

by Dwigftt V. BobcoeJc

Directed by REGINALD LeBORG
Associate Producer, Wilt COWAN

starring
with JUDY CLARK • JACK GILFORD • MARSHALL THOMPSON
FRANKLIN PANGBORN . HENRY STEPHENSON • ANDREW
TOMBES • JANE DARWELL . KATHLEEN HOWARD . LLOYD
CORRIGAN
. RICHARD SANDERS
. CHESTER CLUTE
and

BOYS

. HAROLD

NICHOLAS

Screen Play by Gertrude Purcfell and Henry Blankfort
Original Story by Al Martin

. THOMAS

• JONATHAN HALE • GEORGE MEEKER
and ACQUANETTA

By a rron g ement with Simon & Schuster,
inc., Publishers • Owgihai Screen Ptey

DELTA RHYTHM

• PAUL KELLY

^»#M** ■■-

URN

PLEASE

The most versatile actor
on the screen.

The lovely and flaming
young sensation of
Phantom
Lady,

'Corvette K-225," "Cry
Havoc," 'Tall in the
Saddle 'and now Preston
Sturges' "Hail the Conquering Hero".

Directed by ROBERT

SIODMAK

who directed "Christmas Holiday'
and "Phantom Lady'

Produced by ISLIN AUSTER

nu
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ep. Mexican Branch Veteran Employment
Take Other
« ady in Two Months Third of Interstate's
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
Republic Pictures de Mexico, and
rl Ponedel, now manager of
;v. company's
en route to Puerto
head theRico
new office,
branch.is
No successor has been named yet
succeed Ponedel, but the name of
; designee will be disclosed in due
jrse, Goodman states.
Address of the new Mexico City
inch has not been decided upon
finitely, but negotiations are under
iy for its location.
Goodman who has just returned
ha the Mexican capital declared
it the establishment of the new
inch there was inevitable because
the rapid expansion of Republic's
siness in the foreign as well as
i domestic field, and establishment
several other new branches are
-templated.
One of the contributing
factors
set up of the new Mexico City
ice at this time is the fact that,
addition to its usual block of reises, Republic has augmented its
rthcoming lineup with dramatic
itures which will be produced for
by James A. FitzPatrick in Mex-

rlznick Eyes Legit;
cms Saga of Broadway

Pattern

— that there will be a balance between those who will not return to
the company and the numbers of
the new ones.
A factor that to some extent enters into this particular re-employment is an Interstate system of financial benefits to persons in service.
The company pays each man a
Christmas bonus check on a graduated scheme of multiple weeks pay,
re-imburses him for his government
insurance premiums, equivalent to
his previous company coverage, and
protects his priority of employment.
In cases where the man does not return to the job these benefits cease,
and the interim payments have become a company contribution to
the war morale.

OCR to Strive For
Necessary Equipment

McCarthy Picks Three
PRC Divisional Heads

(Continued from Page 1)
Elliott, OCR head, told industry
leaders last week that every effort
will be made to provide existing
theaters with necessary operating
equipment.
Elliott Advised the committee
that the erection of new theaters
will be permitted only when WPB
is convinced that a new movie house

(Continued from Page 1)
fice. Fred Rohrs will supervise the
Southern division, comprising Atlanta, Cincinnati, Dallas, Indianapolis,
Kansas City, Little Rock, New Orleans, Oklahoma City and St. Louis,
making his headquarters in the last
named. PRC's Western division will
comprise Chicago, Denver-Salt Lake,
Los Angeles, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Omaha-Des Moines, San Francisco and Seattle-Portland. McCarthy will announce the appointment
of a division manager for this division within the next two weeks.
The home office staff has been realigned with the appointment of R.
George Fleitman as McCarthy's assistant in direct charge of home office operations. John Cosentino has
been appointed manager of the contract department, with William Kline
as his assistant. David P. Wiener
heads the accounting
department.
Harry N. Blair will function as
Eastern advertising and publicity
director, with S. S. Kestenbaum in
charge of the recently-created exploitation department.

UEDDiriG BELLS

Morgan, 20th-Fox Foreign
Exec, Dies; Rites Today

Fayette City, Pa. — Marriage of
;eph Bell, who operates the Bell
eater here, to Marie Guzzo, of
(Continued from Page 1)
nxsutawney, on May 23, has just
Morgan
died in the New York Hosin announced.
pital on Sunday.
rst Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
A veteran in the foreign field, MorHollywood — Susan Hayward,
gan joined 20th-Fox in January, 1937,
'een actress, made Jeffrey (Jess) as assistant to the company's European manager, five months later
omas Barker, film actor, her trueE leading man. They were married becoming managing director in
nday in St. Thomas Episcopal France. He next served the company
urch.
in Spain.

REVIEWS

Jobs

equivalent to prior employment; 20
have chosen some other occupation.
The pattern, according to W. E.
Mitchell, Interstate director of personnel, evolves from the following:
Persons skilled in some form of theater work, projectionists, managers,
ad men, etc., and who have some
age, 30 years or over, desire to have
their jobs back. Younger persons,
those who were ushers, ticket boys,
or neophytes have gained new trainings while in service and aspire to
other careers.
Mitchell concludes that the demands for re-employment will not
cause any embarrassment with respect to new employes, competent
persons whom the company will prefer to retain and not be overstaffed

(Continued from Page 1)
plained his recent meeting here
th the producer and Harry Bestry is "absolutely essential" in the community. He urged that theaters exis for the purpose of lining up talt for a stage production whose
pand their present services wher?me is intended to be a saga of
ever necessary by increasing hours
oadway.
of operation and by other methods.
OCR, he said, recognizes the imlverstone Names Four
portant contributions by the induss Overseas Managers
try in assisting Government information programs sale of War Bonds
(Continued from Page 1)
;sident in charge of foreign dis- and in providing recreation for war
bution. C. Stewart MacGregor workers.
s been made manager in ManchesDonald R. Longman, Government
•. England; Joaquin Ahedo, Ciudad
livia, Venezuela; Heinz Dieter presiding officer, said that new criteria, or standards, have been evolved
und, Curitiba, Brazil, and Gerono Briasco, Corrientes, Argentina. to guide WPB in determining whether any new theater should be built.
Committee members approved the
proposed criteria, but recommended
that, before any new theater construction is approved, the existing
operators in the particular commuChicago — Shirley Filman and Josnity be consulted on the need for
h. Odendhal, manager of the Tele- a new house. These criteria will be
ws theater, are on a Wisconsin released shortly.
neymoon following their marriage
re.

«

Salesmen to Follow Thru
On Exhib. Drive Reports
(Continued from Page 1)
York,
Ned
E. Depinet,
Division
chairman, announced yesterday.
Depinet has issued a special bulletin to all Distributor Chairmen in
the exchange areas on the subject
of exhibitors' Fifth War Loan reAs part of the follow-up system,
ports.
the National Committee in New York
will send progress reports to each
Exhibitor State Chairman and each
Distributor Chairman. These reports
will be two-fold. One will give each
chairman the War Bond results of
each theater as reported to the National Committee, and the other will
list theaters which have not reported
with the request that they be contacted so that they may be placed in
the reporting classification.
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with Joyce Reynolds, Robert Hutton, Edward

Janie

Arnold, Ann Harding
Warner
106 Mins.
ADAPTATION OF BROADWAY PLAY
IS SPECIAL TREAT FOR ADOLESCENTS;
JOYCE REYNOLDS SCORES.
Dealing with the growing pains of adolescent youth, the film version of the Josephine Bentham-Herschel V. Williams, Jr.,
comedy which was presented on Broadway
by Brock Pemberton is generally satisfactory
entertainment with a special appeal to young
filmgoers. "Janie" is a dizzy show that
gives young blood a chance to shoot the
works, attaining in several instances a
pace that is sheer madness.
As a study of today's young people blowing off steam "Janie" is more than ordinarily successful, not to say amusing. The
behavior of the young people in the film is
creative of plenty of hilarity.
Janie is typical of today's 16-year-old,
doing all the silly things that causes those
of an older generation to throw up their
hands in despair. What she does is all
in good fun. Her youthful didoes drive
her publisher father crazy. When the Army
establishes a camp near the small town
where she lives, she turns her interest from
her gawk of a boy friend to a slick soldier
lad who is the son of her ma's best pal. She
is the cause of a bitter rivalry between the
two young men that often produces some
highly humorous ."situations. A servicemen's party staged at Janie's home during
her parents' absence supplies a furious
climax. At the end the Army moves out
only to have the Marines move in.
Alex Gottlieb gave the film no skimping production. Michael Curtiz' direction
keeps the action in constant ferment. Agnes
Christine Johnston and Charles Hoffman
adapted the play without inhibitions.
Joyce Reynolds, a newcomer, plays Janie
uncommonly well, capturing the spirit of
the role with complete success. Robert
Hutton as the soldier and Dick Erdman as
his rival appear to good effect. Clare
Foley
makes,
as Janie's
kid sister
whoa vivid
is on impression
the brat side.
As
Janie's parents, Edward Arnold and Ann
Harding are more than satisfactory. Robert
Benchley kicks in with some funny moments
as a champion of Janie's conduct. Others
who merit a kind word are Alan Hale,
Barbara Brown, Hattie McDaniel.
CAST: Joyce Reynolds, Robert Hutton,
Edward Arnold, Ann Harding, Robert Benchley, Alan Hale, Clare Foley, Barbara Brown,
Hattie McDaniel, Dick Erdman, Jackie Moran, Ann Gillis, Ruth Tobey, Virginia Patton,
Colleen Townsend, William Frambes, Georgia Lee Settle, Peter Stackpole, Michael
Harrison, Russell Hicks.
CREDITS: Producer, Alex Gottlieb; Director, Michael Curtiz; Screenplay, Agnes
Christine Johnston, Charles Hoffman; Based
on play . by Josephine Bentham, Herschel
V. Williams, Jr.; Cameraman, Carl Guthrie;
Art Director, Robert Haas; Film Editor,
Owen Marks; Sound, C. A. Riggs; Special
Effects, Lawrence Butler, Warren Lynch;
Set Decorator, George James Hopkins; Musical Score, H. Roemheld; Musical Director,
Leo F. Forbstein; Song, Jule Styne, Sammy
Cahn.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

You Said It, Adolf.
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RKO to Handle More
Outside Product
(Continued from Page 1)
today by Ned Depinet, president of
RKO Radio, include International
Pictures, Inc., headed by Leo Spitz
and William Goetz; Samuel Goldwyn, Walt Disney, Frank Ross, Votion Productions, Edward A. Golden and Sol Lesser. These independent producers will supply 13
of the company's lineup.
Expressing optimism for the future, based on the accomplishments
of recent years, Rathvon described
1943 as the most successful year in
RKO Radio's history. Among the
achievements made by the company
in "new show business" projects,
Rathvon said, were the pension plan,
a functioning television organization, a national daily radio program
and the establishment of a studio
in Mexico.
Rathvon said the company was
making progress in many directions,
adding that the management "faces
a completely uncertain future with
a pretty good degree of optimism,
since we have an organization with
loyalty, leadership, manpower and
drive to meet whatever conditions
the future has in store."
Other speakers at the afternoon
session, which followed a morning
program of screenings, were Col.
Richard C. Patterson, vice-president
and chairman of the board; Ned
Depinet, Robert Mochrie, Harry
Michalson, Walter Branson and Nat
Levy.
Winners of th« 1944 Ned Depinet
Drive and the McGong Drive were
announced and presented with the
prize awards. The Dallas office
took first prize in the Depinet drive
and second prize in for short subjects billings, in addition to awards
for "Fantasia" billings and "Saludos Amigos" and Disney cartoon
sales. The San Francisco branch
took second place in the Depinet
drive. Third and fourth spots were
won, respectively, by Los Angeles
and Oklahoma City. The nine award

TO THE COLORS!
* CITATIONS

*

LT. WILLIAM A. MIKOLOWSKY, AAF holder
of the Purple Heart, the Silver Star, and
the National Defense Ribbon, the son of
Theodore Mikolowsky who operates two
theaters in Masontown, Pa., received a
special citation in Italy for gallantry in
action as a bombardier.

— • —
* DECORATED*
LT. JEFF L. LIVINCSTON, formerly with the
M-C-M home office publicity and advertising staff, was awarded the Air Medal.

— • —
* PROMOTED

2ND

*

LT. HAROLD K. CARLTON, AAF pilot,
formerly with National Screen Service, Philadelphia, to first lieutenant.
2ND. LT. STANLEY BUTTE, formerly with the
Schoenstadt Theater circuit, Chicago, to
first lieutenant.
FRANK WALSHE, formerly manager Schoenstadt
Shakespeare,
Chicago,
to second lieutenant.

WHO'S WHO

Tuesday, July 25, 19!
DAILY

IN HOLLYWOOD

JEAN NEGULESCO. Director. Born 1900, at Craiova, Rumania. Went
*' to Paris at an early age to study painting. Returned to Rumania, where he became an orderly in hospitals at the front during World War I. Shortly after
the Armistice he was encouraged to exhibit his works,
numbering 150 paintings. Came to the United States in
1927 to give exhibitions in New York and Washington, D. C. In Seattle, received more than $19,000
from an exhibition. Spent his $19,000 on a motion
picture produced by himself, "Three and a Day." After
21 reels were filmed tried to cut the negative and put
it together for release, but no matter how he tried,
scenes would not match. Picture found its resting
place in a vault. Joined Paramount as technical director. Was Producer Benjamin Glazer's assistant for
three years. Was co-director at Paramount, then went
to Universal to direct pictures and remained there as
a writer, and to M-G-M for a year, then to Warner
Bros, where since 1941 he directed 85 shorts, several
important in color. Directed "Mask of Dimitrios"
and "The Conspirators." Weight, 165. Stands, 5, 8.
Hair, black.

Metro Sets Screening
Dates for Three More

25 Films Made for WAC
In First Half of 1944

Definite exhibitor screening dates
have been set on three more M-G-M
pictures for August. With "Barbary
Coast Gent" already scheduled for
Aug. 1 in all exchange centers, "Maisie Goes to Reno" and "Lost in a
Harem" are now slated to be shown
on Aug. 10. On Aug. 14, the company will screen "Marriage is a
Private Affair," starring Lana Turner.

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — During the first six
months of 1944, 10 major and independent studios produced 25 films,
ranging in length from trailers to
two-reel productions, for the WAC,
according to a report prepared by
Co-ordinator John C. Flinn.
During the period, a number of
one-reelers and newsreel bulletins
and trailers were produced in connection with the OWL In all, 148,602 prints were made by film labwinners were
in the
managers'
oratories and there were more than
contest
B. Y.district
Cammack,
J. H.
Mclntyre, Dave Prince, R. S. Wolff, 300,000 bookings in a total of 16,000
Gus Schaefer, L. E. Goldhammer, U. S. theaters pledged to WAC cooperation, he said.
L. S. Gruenberg, R. V. Nolan and
B. G. Kranze.
Goldhammer, Prince and Leo M. Katcher Follows Harkins
Devaney were the winners in the Mc- In Vanguard Press Spot
Gong Drive, which was a billingsover-quota competition among disLeo Katcher, former newspaper
trict managers.
man with PM and the New York
Announcement of the product for Post, associated with United Artists
1944-45 by Depinet will highlight publicity staff for the past six
ing.
today's session of the sales meet- months, assumed his new role of
Eastern publicity representative for
Presentation of the new season's
Films yesterday. John
product is scheduled to take place Vanguard
Harkins, who formerly held this
in the Grand Ballroom following the ly.
RKO luncheon which will be attend- post, will leave for the Coast shorted by the management and home
office staff of the RKO Theaters de- Weinberger Nabs Nazi Sniper
partment, as well as by the sales
Pvt. Eugene Weinberger, son of
meeting delegates and guests.
At the conclusion of the product Arthur Weinberger, office manager
presentation, Depinet will be fol- of Warners New York Exchange,
lowed on the rostrum by Charles W. captured a German sniper in the
Koerner, vice-president in charge of Normandy fighting recently, and had
production, who will discuss some his picture taken (wioh prisoner) by
of the vital features of his plans for newsreel and other photographers
as a result, according to a letter
the coming season.
A number of other speakers are just received by the father.
also scheduled for this session, including representatives of the vari- Jimmy Grainger to Coast
ous affiliated producers who release
J. R. Grainger, president of Rethrough RKO Radio.
public, left over the week-end for
The morning session will be taken the Pacific Coast, stopping off in
up with the screening for the dele- Chicago en route. He will arrive at
gates of two of next season's pic- the North Hollywood Studios on
tures at the Normandie Theater, fol- Thursday. While at the Coast, he
lowing which the delegates will will visit San Francisco, and will remove over to the Waldorf-Astoria
turn to New York on Aug. 19, stopfor the luncheon and the product trip. ping off at Denver on his return
announcement.

Rank Pix Via UA and
Saunders Firm Here
(Continued from Page 1)

vice-president in charge of distrit
tion, and Rank. It is reported th
contracts already have been dra^
up
for English
Films'
in the
distribution
of participati
the Britis
made pictures.
Wesley Ruggles, it is understoc
will co-ordinate and supervise t
production of the British pictures i
be made by Rank for American c.

London in Ruggles
about twois weeks
for frc'
pi
culation.
due here
duction conferences with UA officia
Eagle-Lion, Rank's American c
ganization headed by Arthur 1
Kelly, will be active only in ma
ters concerning the distribution
the British pictures by UA un,
such time, probably in the post-w
period, that it will set up its o\
distribution system. The UA de1
now in negotiation is for a two-ye, ,
All details in the rather intrica
period.
distribution
plans will be finalize
if the UA board approves the de;
by John Davis, managing director
Odeon Theaters, who now is in Ca
ade, having come over as a speci
emissary for Rank. Davis is di
here on Aug. 15 following a tran
Canadian tour.
The deal with English Films, Inr
is said to call for distribution on
semi-states rights basis, details
which are expected to be announe
shortly.
Complete pictures to be releasi
by UA over here are "The Life ar
Death
of Colonel
Blimp," "The Tale
W«
Ahead,"
"A Canterbury
"Flemish Farm," "The Gentle Sex
"This Happy Breed," "Henry V" ar
"Caesar and Cleopatra." The sev«
to be released by English Films a ■
'Dear Octopus," "On Approval
"Hi, Gang," "Hard Steel," "Millio •
Like Us," "King Arthur, Gentleman
and "Time Flies."
Rank productions to be distributi
by 20th Century-Fox are only tho
required to fulfill quotas. There wi
be four in the quota classificatio
two to be distributed by 20th-Fo
over here and two by Eagle-Lion
Great Britain. Darryl Zanuck, hovi
ever, will plan the productions
Hollywood and send them to Englan
for shooting. It is understood th
Rank will seek top-flight Americ
screen writers to prepare the sto
ies for the pictures to be release
in the United States.
It was indicated yesterday
th
J. Arthur Rank, himself, may via
this country in the near future,

Robert Brown Dead
Pittsburgh — Robert Brown, 33, wh
has been manager of the Palace Th
ater, Tarentum, Pa., a Warner Ci
cuit house, for several years, die
at Shadyside Hospital here of ur
mic poisoning. He was the young
est son of Harry Brown, veter;
theater manager, who operated tl
legitimate Nixon Theater here foi
more than 25 years.

M
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H. OLDER =

IE other day we met an industry alumnus who is due shortly to receive the
gion of Merit"
from
the Army — the
cartoonist to be so honored.
Sergt.
Nolan
is not widely known
in this
itry, but his Gee
Eye cartoon
strip
a "must"
in the
China-Burma-India
iter, where everyone
from Gen. Uncle
Stillwell to Pvt. Joe Doaks turns to it
,«on as he receives the "CB1 Round-up,"
of the most famous of the Army papers.
3. Gee Eye is in that area what Sad
; is to Yank
readers, and the CBI
ps insist Jack Nolan
is "World
War
greatest
humor
cartoonist". .. .When
lis decorated,
it will be also for the
ss of posters he has done on malaria
rention and care against other diseases,
iolan is a tall, rangy curly-headed Irishwho will be remembered at the Max
scher studios in Miami and Paul TerTerrytoon studio in New Rochelle.
He
ked for both cartoonists before joining
service nearly three years ago.
He
t out to India in the Spring of 1942,
ting his Corp. Gee Eye strip on the
p ship.
The
CBI
Roundup
insisted
he keep it up. . . .He talks pure Brookbut insists he's from upper Manhattan.
! girl's in Brooklyn,
however — name
of
gy O'Meara, and that's probably where
Jk is now.
He got in this month
for
I first trip home in over two years, which
; long time for a kid of 24.
RMY policy on what it can show the
h troops is getting tougher and tougher
a result of the restrictive provisions in
soldier-vote law. Just as books and
:azines have been culled for political
ort, the same is true of pix. "Wilson,"
is learned, is a dead duck so far as
ny showings is concerned, and other
is will also be ruled out. We thought
might be interested in the instructs the War Department has put out
arding films for Army showing.
We'll
fe from the Adjutant General's circular:
1) "Entertainment pictures may not be
'roved merely on the basis of quality,
lability, soldier demand, or civilian poputy.
A picture produced
commercially
civilian entertainment,
in the same
■ as shown to the general public,
jresumed not to be adapted in the com( Continued on Page 2)
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ATTENTION!

Designed to Further
Effort and Act as Agency
For Clearing Information
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — With furtherance of
successful prosecution of the war
and building of a clearing house of
information, ideas and ideals of
show business as its two prime purposes, formation of the California
Theater Council was completed at a
meeting of leading Los Angeles firstrun and legitimate theater owners.
In attendance were representatives of Warners, RKO, Fanchon &
Marco, Pasadena Playhouse, Philharmonic Auditorium and Hollywood
(Continued on Page 10)

Fabian Asks Speedy
Fighting 5th Reports
Tomorrow night is the deadline for
mailing official Fighting Fifth War
Loan Bond sales reports by exhibitors to the national "Fighting Fifth"
committee in New York, and Si Fabian, chairman of the theaters division of the WAC, yesterday called on
(Continued on Page 7)

20th-Fox Leases Victoria
For "Wilson" Runover

WALTON NAMED

GRAINGER'S AIDE

Becomes Rep.'s Assistant Sales
Chief; Will Baker Vpped
Prexy J. R. Grainger of Republic yesterday announced the appointnext Monday, of Edment,
Walton as
ward effective
his executive assistant and assistant
general
sales
manager.
Formerly'
M id western
district
sales
manager,
Walton will make
his headquarters
at the home
office here.
Effective the
same date, Will
Baker, formerly
Chicago branch
manager, has
EDWARD WALTON
been appointed
district sales
manager, supervising Republic
(Continued on Page 7)

Metro Places Nine
Pix in Next Block

Company to Have Minimum
Of 50, Depinet Reveals;
One British Pic Included
Escapist and comedy themes will
predominate in the 50 or more features that will comprise RKO Radio's 1944-45 program, it was announced yesterday by Ned E.
Depinet, p r e s ident, at the company's 13th annual sales meeting atdorfthe
Wal- Astoria.
Combining the
production
ties of itsfaciliown
studio and those
o f outstanding
independent producers, the new
scheduled is t h e
most ambitious

NED

E. DEPINET

in the company's
undertaken
ever
history,
Depinet said.
Of the more than 50 features, 20
(Continued on Page 10)

U. K. Studio Expansion
on War's End
Waits
London (By Cable) — Hopes for ad-

ditional production facilities here
The Victoria Theater, Broadway,
before peace's advent were blasted
yesterday when the Films Council in
has been leased by 20th Century-Fox
(Continued on Page 11)
Nine pictures, including two "refor four weeks as a moveover spot
will
turn engagement attractions"
for "Wilson." It's possible, how- comprise M-G-M's next block, Wilever, that after two or three weeks
liam F. Rodgers announced yesterHand Leaves Disney;
(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued on Page 7)

20th-Fox Sales Meet Aug. 2-3
Product Expansion Will be Outlined Here
Eastward Ho! as Zanuck
Plans for expansion of the company's production activities will be
Heads 'Wilson' Debut Party outlined for 20th-Fox district and
The largest contingent of 20th-Fox
studio personalities ever to come
East at one time will be in attendance at the world premiere of "Wilson" at the Roxy on Aug. 1. The
(Continued on Page 11)

TOMORROW

IS THE DEADLINE

branch managers from every section of the country except the Rocky
Mountain and Pacific Coast areas at
a conference to be held at the Hotel
Astor on Aug. 2-3. At the same
time the product line-up for 1944(Continued on Page 11)

FOR

FIGHTING

FIFTH WAR

May Produce for RanU
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — David Hand, supervising director of Walt Disney Productions, has resigned and has opened
negotiations with J. Arthur Rank to
establish his own unit in England to
make live action and animated feature cartoons. Hand, who was with
Disney 14 years, directed and animated the Mickey Mouse and Silly
Symphony

series and served as supervising director on a number of
Disney features.
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Ambridge Penn Fights
To Hold First-Run Pix
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Sears-Rank Negotiations
Continue; No Statement
London (By Cable) — Negotiations
between Grad Sears of UA and J.
Arthur Rank continued here yesterday but there was no statement
issued.
It was learned, however, that the
departure of E. T. Carr, Rank emissary, for India has not as yet been
fixed.
Carr's mission to India is expected to parallel that of John Davis, now in Canada for Rank, with
the States to follow.

mon-sense

from Page 1)

judgment

of the average

man

to

the purpose of affecting the result of the
Federal election in November, 1944; but
each picture must

be tested in accordance

with the statute.

Army

in the

preparation

or

personnel engaged
selection

of such

films are personally responsible that no entertainment film shall be approved which has
the

prohibited character.
(2> "News

or information

pared by the Army

pictures pre-

as coverage

Wednesday, July 26, III

of the war

or public events and persons in public life
may deal with political issues and political
personages provided they are presented in
an impartial and non-partisan way. (Commercial newsreels, as shown the civilian
public, are deemed
impartial.'
(4) "Motion pictures furnished by Morale
Services Division, Special Services Division

Pittsburgh — Hearings on a petition for an injunction to restrain
four major companies from taking
away the first-run privilege of the
Penn Theater, Ambridge, Pa., will
be held here before Federal Judge
F. P. Schoonmaker. Petition was
filed by Harry N. Ball of Philadelphia, trustee for the Penn which has
had first-run product from Paramount, Loew's, 20th Century-Fox
and RKO for the last 10 years.
The petition charged that the defendants attempted to injure the
business and physical equipment of
the Ambridge house and that they
violated the Sherman anti-trust act.
Also named defendants were Pennware Theater Corp. and A. N. Notopoulos, its president.
The Pennware company recently
opened the new State Theater in
Ambridge which is playing product
on the run formerly held by the
Penn.
The hearings are expected to last
a week. Among the witnesses who
are expected to testify and who have
been subpoenaed are Spyros Skouras, Tom Connors and Andy Smith.

cominG and come
in

RAY NOBLE
Hollywood.

and JOE REICHMAN

have ar

LT. RICHARD A. (DICKI STOUT, U!
formerly with the legal department of Ir
state Theaters of Texas in Dallas, wa
New York visitor yesterday.
JOEL LEVY,
out-of-town
Thursday
for Loew's
a business
trip to booker,
several le
England
towns.
BILL DANZICER of M-C-M's publicity !
is on a vacation-honeymoon trip upstate.
WILLIAM BENDIX will arrive in New ]
today from Hollywood.
LADISLAS
FEDOR,
Hungarian playwright, |
rived
in Hollywood
yesterday to start \
on
the screen
play of "This Crazy,
Lo

"TITA" Premiere Groups
Getting Army Citations

All local committee members n
World."
co-operated
with about 5,000 th
or Signal Corps for showing inside or outters in putting on special premie
side the United States, if used by an eleof Irving Berlin's "This is the Arm
ment of the Army, may not be edited, cut
Warners production for An
or added to in any manner which may result
Emergency Relief, will be presem
in a violation of the Act, when shown to
with citations in recognition of th
efforts.
Scrolls signed by Major Gene
soldiers."
Injunction hearing on the Am- Irving J. Phillipson, director of 1
Conn.
Voids Licenses
bridge case has been postponed un- Army relief fund, and Coloi
til Fall by mutual agreement due to Charles F. H. Johnson, who serv
After Safety Check-up
the attorney for the plaintiff hav- as advisor to the director, will
ing a previous speaking engagement delivered to the various commit!
Norwich, Conn. — Licenses for the
Strand here, "Vand
the Strand, Mystic, at the attorneys convention in Mexb
ico City next week.
members, in
including
the local
were withdrawn Monday, following
manager
most cases,
by thea'
Serv.
a rigid inspection of all public places
Command headquarters in respecti
of amusement since the July 6 circus Government Goldman
areas throughout the country.
fire in Hartford which took a heavy
In some localities, presentatio
will be made at a luncheon or d:
toll of lives.
Appeal
Brief
Not
Ready
State Police Commissioner Edward
ner in honor of the committee.
J. Hickey, who is also the State Fire Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Anti-Trust Chief
Marshal, and Captain Walter F.
Stiles, of the State Police License Wendell Berge said yesterday that Donnelly Joins Metro
Bureau, found both structures un- the Government brief for the Gold- To Head Special Service
safe.
man appeal has not yet been completed. Robert L. Wright is workJ. E. Donnelly has been placed
ing on this brief and Berge said he charge of M-G-M's recently inau
To Seek 15% Increase
hoped it will be ready shortly.
urated special service departme
For SOEG Coast Members
and will supervise all railroad, ho
and theater reservations for vi
Para/s
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY To Tradeshow
ing studio personnel. The depa
Hollywood — Producers will file an
ment also will co-operate in pre
relations. Donnelly formerly vr
application -with the NLRB asking Next Block Aug. 24-25
approval of a 15 per cent over all
associated with Spencer-Taylor
increase for members of the Screen
Paramount's first block of five pic- Co. in the management of seveT
tures
for
the
1944-45
season
and
New
York hotels.
Office Employes Guild, this to include
the eigrht per cent increase granted their tradescreening dates were announced yestreday by Charles M.
in 1942.
Whether the new NLRB order Reagan, vice-president in charge of
voiding white collar pay raises in sales.
SEEKING
A DEPENDABLE
the Los Angeles area will affect this
The block includes "Rainbow IsSOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR
application is not known but memland," to be shown Aug. 24; ''The
bers of the Guild contend its appro- National Barn Dance," Aug. 25; "Our
val would not exceed the Little Hearts
Were Young and Gay," Aug.
Steel formula.
25, and "Dark Mountain," Aug. 25,
"Till We Meet Again," Aug. 24.

Seattle Local F-21 Asks
WLB Okay New Contract

Seattle— IATSE Local F-21, which
covers white-collar workers at film
exchanges here, has applied to the
War Labor Board for approval of a
new contract calling for 10 per cent
wage increases and establishment of
a job classification system. The
contract, drawn up in May, is for one
year, expiring on Nov. 30, 1944. It
is retroactive to Dec. 1, 1943.
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RKO
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20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pf
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Sears-Rank
Continue; I
London (By
between Grad
Arthur Rank c
day but there
issued.
It was learni
departure of E.
sary, for India
fixed.
Carr's mission to India is expected to parallel that of John Davis, now in Canada for Rank, with
the States to follow.

imtK

wage increases and establishment of
a job classification system. The
contract, drawn up in May, is for one
year, expiring on Nov. 30, 1944. It
is retroactive to Dec. 1, 1943.

165 W. 46th ST.
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DON'T KEEP IT
UNDER YOUR HAT!
Tell the world about M-G-Ms Astor honey "Bathing
Beauty' and "Canterville Ghost/' the Star-Roarious
Comedy. Just TWO in M-G-M's Group No. 8, but what
a Terrific Ticket-Selling Theatre-packing
Twosome!
Keep selling

those war bonds!

Fight by the side of the

troops who never stop!

$
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bian Asks Speedy
idling 5th Reports

LETTERS

(Continued from Page 1)
theater men
to co-operate
in
king: sure that there is no delay
ending in their reports promptibian said that the WAC feels
the drive will not be complete
An over-quota record of 500,110
ldnidual War Bond sales total'ng $48,100,125 ivas scored by
00 theaters in Southern Califoria during the Fifth War Loan
ampaign, Dave Bershon, exhibi■>r state chairman, yesterday inormed Bob O'Donnell and his
ational committee. The Southrn California theaters sold 325,00 War Bonds in the Fourth War
,oan and they set a quota of
00,000 for the campaign now
nding.
1 all reports are in. Each exhibihe said, owes it to himself, the
stry and the Government to mail
report to the national commitThe simplified procedure of a
le report card requires only a
minutes time and very little
•t, he said.
e Kinsky, co-ordinator of the
paign, who is on leave from the
unount theater department, is
lining with the national committo help supervise the tabulation
le exhibitors' Bond sales reports,
too, stressed the importance of
ipt mailing of the cards and
ted out that no exhibitor should
shamed of his showing no mat;vhat the total was. He said all
rts were confidential.

r Loan Cash Register
Close Down Friday
ie giant cash register in Times
ire will be retired from its Bond
5ormance
activities
afterwillFriday
night's
which
be under
the
ction of the Women's Army
)s. Since its dedication on June
a total of $1,167,725 in "E"
is and $737,175 in "F" and "G"
is were sold from the register's
form on which celebrities and
e bands performed twice a day.
icar Doob will preside in the
nee of Charles C. Moskowitz,
;ral chairman of the motion picindustry's War Loan Campaign.
:ial addresses will be made by
O'Donnell, Nevil Ford, FrederGehle,
Mayor
LaGuardia
and

END BIRTHDAY
REETINGS TO...
July 26
Nat Levine
Charles Butterworth
Beverly Boyd
C. L. Yearsley
Virginia Gilmore

My Sec'y, Sara Kuse, Reports
• • • DEAR ED: Don't be surprised if the arbitrator's decision
in the New York SPG-maj'ors dispute sets the pattern ior a new contract as well. . . • The Washington grapevine persists in linking Eric
Johnston. U. S. Chamber of Commerce prexy, with film biz, although
hazy as to exact status and possible title
Johnston will be a free
agent next May
Whether he joins up or not, where could the industry find a better qualified or more influential trade adviser?
And looking ahead to the post-war world market, who can deny one will
be required? ... • Speaking of foreign trade, didja know some
consideration is being given to proposals for a 10-year film free trade
pact with Mexico? ... • Once a newspaperman, always a newspaperman Witness Sgt. Bill Specht, your long-time New Orleans
correspondent
Now in the Signal Corps in the South Pacific, Bill in
addition to his duty chores is editing The Signal Light
Nominally
a weekly mimeo sheet Bill just can't resist the impulse to issue extras
and specials when the news warrants
If the Stars and Stripes
ever is extended to his theater. Bill is a natural for the managing editor's chair at least. . . • Glenn Griswold in his new Public Relations News terms Loew's pension plan "one of the most expensive
public relations gestures in history.". . • Glenn also notes that cigar
smoking sequences in movies are appearing frequently, but says that
Harry McHose, Cigar Institute's director, disavows any connection whatever. . . • Didja read that 15 per cent of the radios in the U. S. are
not in working order, according to the WPB
That could interest
future pix spending for air time, couldn't it? . . . • The Independent
Exhibitors Forum of Cincy comes up with the discovery that the distribs.
"all out" drive for the "extra-extra film rentals is not for the dollar as
such but for complete theater control" and contends the distribs. "are
looking toward the future and smaller taxes.". . • And now for
T
T
T
• • • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Don't be surprised if peace
finds Howard Hughes a power to reckon with both in films and television He has PLANS
And Mervyn Leroy as well as Preston Sturges reportedly fits in 'em. . . • Film talent scouts very
interested in Nord Cornell, Broadway operetta baritone, as a
of his recent tele appearance in cowboy garb
Para, and
both have made inquiries. . . • Parents of James A. Balmer,
ris Amusement Co., exec, have just celebrated their 63rd wedding

much
result
PRC
Haranni-

versary. .. 0 Because he's due in Universal City in September, Allan
Jones won't be seen on Broadway after all next season in "Happily
Ever After," new Robert Stolz musical. . . • Rudolph G. Liszt,
author of "The Last Word in Make-up," has developed his own color
technique for tele players. . . • Jimmy Boyle, ex-RKO home office publicity, is now a news editor in London with the Army's American Forces network.
. . • Film Classics Prexy George
Hirliman
sure has been bitten hard by the Broadway
producing
bug
He's added a new comedy, "I Ain't Talking," by Jackson Beck and
David Harmon, radio scripters, and plans quick casting. . . # George
Biddle, the Attorney General's brother and one of America's better
artists, will re-enact some of the episodes he witnessed while he was
head of the War Dept. Art Unit in North Africa on CBS television
Friday night. . . # Cleveland gets the first night of "Sleep No
More," in which Robert Armstrong returns to legit., on Aug. 13. . .
• Darryl Zanuck, bidding Alice Roosevelt Longworth to "Wilson's"
Roxy world premiere next Tuesday, has assured her that she'll find its
Democratic convention marked by that hectic hubbub and forensic
fire-eating which she finds so lacking today in party conclaves -SARAH
•

•

•

AVENGE

T
T
PEARL HARBOR

▼

Editor, The Film Daily:
On behalf of the War Finance
Committee of New York I wish to
express appreciation of the patriotic
spirit with which you and your associates enlisted the force and influence of your publication in the
Fifth War Loan.
Your wholehearted co-operation
and allotment of valuable space, both
in your editorial and news columns,
was unquestionably an important
factor in helping New York exceed
its huge quota of $4,801,000,000 by
several hundred million dollars.
My sincere thanks to you and your
staff again for the work you have
done and the strong support you
have
mittee.given the War Finance ComSincerely yours,
NEVIL FORD,
State Chairman,
Treasury Department,
War Finance Committee.

20th-Fox Leases Victoria
For "Wilson" Runover
(Continued from Page 1)
at the Roxy, "Wilson" will play day
and date at the Roxy and the Victoria.
Meanwhile, "Candlelight in Algeria," a war melodrama produced
by British-Lion and distributed
through
20th-Fox, has been booked
day.
for the Victoria commencing Satur-

Edward Walton Named
Assistant to Grainger
(Continued from Page 1)
branches in Chicago, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis, Omaha, and Des Moines,
with headquarters in the Windy City.
Baker's successor as Chi. branch
manager will be named later.

Gould's Idea Seen
"God-send" To Deaf
Idea recently advocated by Walter
Gould, UA's foreign manager, that
screen stories be made available in
Basic English along with Hollywood
product,
so thatmore
films'
stories
be understood
readily
by could
those
fans in countries where English is
not generally spoken, has taken a
new constructive twist. A letter,
written from England by a totallydeaf
fan, says Gould's
would and
be
"a God-send"
to deaf idea
patrons,
not only would aid them to appreciate films and their dialogue more
fully, but boost grosses by much
more frequent attendance by the
wholly-deaf.
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Escapism, Comedy lor RKO
L. A. First-Runs
Form Theater Council Dominant Notes in New 50-Feature Program
(Continued from Page 1)

have been completed or are in production. The entire program will
be produced in California with the
exception of one English picture.
171 Shorts on Schedule
Short subjects totalling 171 are
on the schedule, including "This is
America" series, the Walt Disney
cartoons, RKO Pathe News, Sportscopes, Leon Errol and Edgar Kennedy two-reelers, Headliner Revivals
and "Flicker Flashbacks."
Independent producers providing
important pictures are Samuel Goldwyn, International Pictures (William
Goetz-Leo Spitz), Walt Disney,
Frank Ross, Edward A. Golden, Sol
Lesser and Jack William Votion.

Sam Goldwyn's two contributions
will be "The Princess and the Pirate," starring Bob Hope, and "The
Wonder Man," starring Danny Kaye,
both in Technicolor.
Walt Disnev's feature presentation will be "The Three Caballeros,"
a Technicolor production itntroducing
human and cartoon characters in a
Latin American story.
Hedv Lamarr, George Brent and
Paul Lukas will be co-stai-red in
"Experiment Perilous." "The Spanish Main" in Technicolor will costar Paul Henreid, Maureen O'Hara
and Walter Slezak. John Garfield
will star in "The Little Black Book,"
and Fibber McGee
and Molly are

down for "Heavenly Days." John
Wayne will star in two, "Tall in
the Saddle" and one other. Pat
O'Brien is scheduled to star in two,
the first to be "Having a Wonderful
Crime," with George Murphy and
Carole Landis. Bing Crosby is
slated
star in "Bar
of Music,"
with Leoto McCarey
producing.
Others on Program
Others on the program are "Lady
Not Alone," with Paulette Goddard;
"Johnny Angel," with George Raft;
"The Enchanted Cottage," with Dorothy McGuire and Alan Marshal;
"George White's Scandals of 1945";
Edward Golden's "The Master Race";
"American Carnival," with Frank
Sinatra; two musicals, produced
by John H. Auer, "Music in
Manhattan"
"Pan-Americana,"
with
Anne and
Shirley,
Dennis Day
and Phillip Terry; the Mexican
favorite, Cantinflas, in an English
and Spanish version of a story;
"Goin' to Town," with Lum and Abner; three musicals starring Wally
Brown and Alan Carney, "The Girl
Rush," "Radio Stars on Parade,"
"Zombie on Broadway"; "Meet Ding
Dong Williams," teaming Marcy McGuire and Glenn Vernon; "Albany
Night Boat," starring Joan Davis
and Jack Haley; "Lady of the Lampoon," a musical; "The Falcon in
Mexico," "The Falcon in Hollywood"
and "The Falcon at the Circus"; two
mystery stories, "The Brighton
Strangler" with John Loder and
"Deadline at Dawn."
Sharyn Moffett in "My Pal Wolf";
"Betrayal From the East," with Lee
Tracy; "Farewell, My Lovely," with
Dick Powell, Claire Trevor and Anne
Shirley; Alan Marshall and Laraine
Day in "Bride My Mistake"; two
Zane Grey westerns, "Nevada" and
"West of the Pecos"; "Come Share
My Love," starring Leon Errol; Simone Simon in "Mademoiselle Fifi";
two horror pictures with Boris Karloff "The Island of the Dead" and
"The Body Snatchers": an Englishmade picture, "Hotel Reserve"; and
"Tarzan and the Amazons" starring
Johnny Weissmuller.
Charles Koerner, vice-president in
charge of production, is responsible
for all the RKO Radio brand product. Sid Rogell and Jack Gross are
executive producers.

Met. Area Exhibs. to Hear
Metro Plans from Rodgers

UA Southwestern Meet
At Port Aransas July 28

(Continued from Page 1)
Pantages Theater Corp. Tom W.
Bailey was chosen executive director
of the Council. He was one of the
directors of the successful all-industry theater defense bureau and policies bureau which is part of the
city war council.
Council will serve as a clearing
house for information, ideas and
ideals of the industry. Its purposes
are many-fold, among them being to
study and keep abreast of post-war
matters; to act as liaison between
city, county, state and Federal agencies; to build a better understanding
between theaters and public, press
and public officials, and to assist in
Ginger Rogers will star in "Situdeserving civic and national chariOut of Hand," produced by
ties, educational and patriotic activi- David ation
Hempstead; another Rogers
ties.
picture
will be Cary
"The Grant
Gibson isGirl"
Technicolor.
slatedin

Craven Denies Reports
Of Film Transport Sale

Detroit — Reports circulated here
that the Exhibitors Service Company, handling film transport for
many local theaters, was to be sold,
were vigorously denied by Howard
C. Craven, head of the company.
Craven said that reports had been
circulated to the theaters he services that he was selling out to another company in the field, or to
some other unidentified parties, but
that "I have been in the business 25
years, and I intend to stay 25 more."

McCarty Rites Tomorrow
Funeral services for Barclay V.
McCarty, or Metro's publicity department, who died Monday afternoon at Fifth Avenue Hospital, will
be held at noon tomorrow at Christ
Episcopal Church, Coxsackie, N. Y.,
with burial in the McCartv family
plot there. Meanwhile, the body will
rest at the Universal Chapel, 597
Lexington Ave., until tonight.

Izaak Walton Loses
To Wounded GI Joe
Cedar Rapids, la. — Urgently in
need of a vacation, as a result of hard
work with manpower shortage, Bondselling and other energy-draining
theater chores, Orvllle Rennie, veteran manager of the local Paramount
Theater, buoyed his spirits by contemplating his fishing rod and two
weeks' vacation. But instead he spent
the recreational span due him by
fashioning a home-talent show comprised of amateurs from warplants
and schools here and staged it for
wounded soldiers at Shick Hospital
in Clinton, la. Some of Rennie's
acts invaded wards containing bedfast service men. It was first time
this was permitted by hospital authorities. Latter termed show better
than most professional ones.

for two pictures, "None But the Lonelv Heart" and "The Greatest Gift."
Rosalind Russell is set for two,
"Elizabeth Kenny" and "Portrait of
a Ladv." Frank Ross will produce
"The Robe" and "Made in Heaven,"
the latter with Jean Arthur.
International will deliver four,
"Casanova Brown," starring Gary
Cooper and Theresa Wright; "The
Woman in the Window," starring
Edward G. Robinson and Joan Bennett with Raymond Massey; "Belle
of the Yukon," starring Gypsy Rose
Lee, Randolph Scott, Dinah Shore,
Bob Burns and Charles Winninger;
and "It's a Pleasure," starring Sonja
Henie.
Two From Sam Goldwyn

Practically every theater owner
in the Metropolitan New York territory will be the guest of Loew's
William F. Rodgers and his associates at a luncheon tomorrow at
the Hotel Astor. Two visiting
branch managers, Jack Reville of
Okalhoma City and Lerov Bickel of
Dallas will be present. As has been
the case at similar luncheons held
in various sections of the country,
Rodgers is expected to make some
important statements on future MG-M plans.

«REVIEUJS
"Black Magic"
with Sidney Toler, Mantan Moreland, Fram

Chan
Monogram
67 Mi
TRICKED-UP CHARLIE CHAN STO
STRESSING COMEDY WILL ATTRAi
KID AUDIENCES.
Emphasis on the comedy antics of Mi
tan Moreland, pop-eyed colored corned
rather than clever sleuthing by Cha
Chan, as played by Sidney Toler, takes I
edge off an adult interest in this series.
The famous character detective hand
the solution of this mystery in parlor ga
fashion, while the direction puts him
a rather silly light at times with the i
of some hoky trick gadgets for fore
laughs.
Frances Chan, the pretty little Chin?
girl who inplaysthe Charlie's
daughter,played
is ;
ceptable
role normally
Chan's number one boy.
The story unfolds with Joe Creh,
police inspector, calling on Chan to hi
solve a murder mystery involving the c
tective's daughter.
Most of the action takes place in t
home of Dick Gordon, a psychic medii
who was shot while conducting a seam
Crehan and his assistant try to solve t
mystery while Chan, his daughter Franc
and
Moreland,
formerly
empl
but now
the new
butlerin inChan's
the mysti
house, try to solve it for themselves.
After getting all the clues he needs, Ch
conducts a seance to re-enact the crii
and traps the killer. Our famous ■:
tective explains to the Inspector that
mysterious bullet used in the killing
Gordon, which could not be found wh
probed, was made of frozen blood.
shortly.
The Good Humor Man will be arou
CAST: Sidney Toler, Mantan Morela
Frances Chan, Joe Crehan, Jacqueline I
Wit, Ralph Peters, Helen Beverley, Fra
Jaquet, Dick Gordon, Charles Jordan, Clau
Dell,
Earle. Geraldine Wall, Harry Depp, Edw
CREDITS: Producers, Philip N. Kras
James S. Burkett; Director, Phil Ros
Assistant Director, Bobby Ray; Cameram
Arthur Martinelli; Sound, Max Hutchins
Film Editor, ohn Link; Story and Screenp
George Callahan.
DIRECTION, Fair.
Fair.

PHOTOGRAPI

Allied Board Switches
Meet Dates to Sept. 7-8

National Allied's board of din
tors will hold its next meeting Se
7-8 instead of Sept. 5-6 as previoi
ly announced. The two-day sessi
United Artists' Southwestern dis- will be held at Bretton Woods, N.
trict sales meetings will take place
July 28-30 at Tarpoon Inn, Port
Aransas, Tex., it was announced yesterday by Carl Leserman, the company's sales manager. In attendance will be branch managers and
salesmen from the followine exFalls Church, Va. — Film actr
change cities: Dallas, New Orleans,
Atlanta and Charlotte.
Julie Bishop and Lt. Col. Clarei
Edward Schnitzer, home office ex- A. Shoop, Army flier, were marr
ecutive, ison his way to Port Aran- here recently at the home of Ji
Frye, president of Transcontinen
sas to meet District Manager Fred and
Western Airlines.
M. Jack.
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Iro Places Nine
in Next Block

WHO'S WHO
W.

(Continued from Page 1)
The "return engagement ations," which will be available
ja limited number
of engagers,
are
"Waterloo
Bridge,"
star| Robert
Taylor
and
Vivien
^a, and "Naughty Marietta," coding Jeannette MacDonald
and
an Eddy.
All of the pictures
be released during the three
hs starting Sept. 1.
t included in the list are "An
'^•ican Romance"
and "Dragon
L" both of wbich will be sold
:ately as specials and given inve campaigns.
:st of the block and the lead-off
re for September will be "The
(nth Cross," followed by "BarCoast Gent" and "Maisie Goes
biio." These pictures round out
September releases except for
;erloo Bridge" which is set for
:hird week. In October, there
[be "Marriage Is a Private Afand "Kismet."
intatively set for November are
. Parkington"
and "Naughty
«tta." "Lost in a Harem," secAbbott and Costello picture for
M, is now being completed and
3t tentatively for release the
week in December, with pre-redates planned for Thanksgiv.Veek.

IN HOLLYWOOD

M. (BILL) COTTON. Born in Nashville, Tenn. Above average height,
rather stout, pink-cheeked, and weighing in the 200-pound class, he exudes a wealth of nervous energy, and punctuates his
clear speaking voice with quick, sharp gestures. Is
now in his early forties. Although he headquarters in
New York, where he heads his Ideal Publishing Corp.,
he is a definite Hollywood personality, spending much
time in the industry's production capital. His magazines are four in number, Movies, Movie Life, Movie
Stars Parade, and Personal Romances, with a total sale
of over 1,500,000, which represents an increase of over
800 per cent since 1938 when he had two magazines
whose sale totalled only 177,340 copies. His Horatio
Alger career began in Chicago, where he was in the
printing business with Cable Bros., after which he entered the publishing field as general manager for Fawcett Publications. Resigned this post to launch his
Ideal Publishing Corp. His motto parallels closely that
of the late Theodore Roosevelt who declared that he

would rather burn out than rust out. Cotton's is "When I rest, I rust."
Time spent on the Coast is in interests of his publications, and includes almost constant conferences with his editorial director, Muriel Babcock; his
vice-president, Sam Nelson, a business associate since his Fawcett days; advertisers, movie stars, publicity people, paper companies, printers, artists, et
al. Is noted for dynamic optimism which makes difficulties easy to surmount.

U. K. Studio Expansion
Eastward Ho! as Zanuck
Waits on End of War
Heads 'Wilson' Debut Party

(Continued from Page 1)
group will be headed by Darryl F.
Zanuck, production head.
Among the 20th-Fox stars who will
be on hand are Carmen Miranda,
Geraldine Fitzgerald, Michael
O'Shea, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Gene
Tierney, Dana Andrews, William
;'man to Make More
Bendix, Thomas Mitchell. Others
will be added to the list. In Za'ilth Films for Gov't
nuck's party will be Col. Jason S.
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Joy and Charles Feldman. Henry
King, Lamar Trotti, George Jessel
illy wood — After assuring the and William Perlberg also will api Harman Studios of priorities
ecessary vital chemicals, Gov- pear.
The players will return to the
i.ent officials have given the stu- Coast after the premiere.
"clear" signal to proceed with
preparation and filming of a
s of additional films for the U.
Industry's
War
iiblic Health Service. Films are Book
EffortsonBeing
Prepared
art of visual education program.
|;anwhile, Darrell Dance, head of
A pictorial record of the activities of the motion picture industry
•notion picture agency for the
ce, has returned to Hollywood in wartime is in preparation. The
ferve as technical advisor, with WAC will co-operate with the edijirt Allen directing the animators of Look Magazine in obtaining
isequenees under the supervision pictures and information for the
-ichard C. Kahn.
project. Book will be a pictorial
record of the film industry's activities, with publication planned for
I Vogel Improving
early in 1945.
mphis, Tenn. — Cecil E. Vogel,
|i.ger of Loew's Palace, who en- Local Newsreel for Duration
t St. Joseph's Hospital for treatDallas — A weekly local newsreel
and rest on July 7, is reported
will be produced for the Leon Thei proving.
aters' three houses in Amarillo by
Melton Barker, local talent Kiddie
Komedy producer. Barker will move
his laboratory to Amarillo. A sponsor will be sought for the reels,
which will be shot on 35 mm. and
dubbed with music. Arrangement
J SULLIVAN,
assistant
general
manager,
is for the duration.
*ul Circuit, Detroit.

IN NEW POSTS

jl TATA, manager,
AS (BUD)
KIRBY,
, troit.
,R CHOATE,
' troit.
AM CLARK,
troit.

Colony,
Detroit.
operator,
Fox Theater,

assistant
salesman,

manager,

Strand,

Monogram

Pictures,

(Continued from Page 1)

its annual report flatly said that
there would be no more studio space
available before the end of the war
in Europe.
British producers who had looked
expectantly to expansion in the not
too distant future accepted the import of the Council's findings patriotically, but there was evident disappointment nonetheless.
The Government's attitude on additional studio facilities obviously
must affect production plans on this
side by American companies.
The Council report disclosed that
eight renters had defaulted on their
quota, but the Council recommended
that there be no further Government
action except a letter of warning in
one instance.

To Quiz Astra Officers

20lh-Fox Sales Meet
Set for Aug. 2-3
(Continued from Page 1)
1945 will be disclosed. The new season's program was set up at the recent Coast conference of studio and
distribution executives. Tom Connors, 20th-Fox distribution boss, will
conduct the meeting. The dav before the start of the Hotel Astor
conference the district and branch
men will attend the world premiere
of 'Wilson" at the Roxy.
Connors on May 4 said that 20thFox would have a production budget
of $36,000,000 for 1944-45. Now
companv savs it will expand program
bv $6,000,000. That means $42,000,000 for production, a boost of
20 to 25 per cent as compared with
the cost of the 1943-44 output. Expansion is explained as inspired by
exhibitors needs.
Besides Connors, President Spyros
Skouras and Darryl F. Zanuck, production head of the comoany, are
scheduled to address the Hotel Astor
meeting.
The following district and branch
managers are exoected to particinata in the meeting: Edgar Moss,
Harry G. Ballance. Ward E. Scott,
M. A. Lew, J. J. Grady, E. X. Callahan. Svdnev Samson, Phil Lnngrlon. H. S. Alexander, Joseph J. Lee,
M. N. Grassereen, B. A. Simon. J. E.
Holston. E. V. Landaiche, Sam Gross,
O. E. Peppiatt. Fred R. Dodson, M.
W. Osborne, Tom R. Gilliam. H. R.
Beiersdorf, J. H. Lorentz. Cecil E.
House. Tom W. Young, G. W. Fuller,
J. E. Scott, J. S. Cohan, S. J. Maver,
G. T. Landis. C. V. Hake. L. J. Bugie,
Harold L. Beecroft. I. J. Schmertz,
Ira H. Cohn, B. B. Reingold and Ray
E. Moon.
Division sales sessions will be held
by A. W. Smith, Jr., Eastern sales
manager; L. J. Schlaifer, Central
sales manager, and William C. Gehrinsr, Western sales manager.
The Rocky Mountain and Pacific
Coast groups will meet in Los Angeles on Aug. 10 and 11, with Gehring presiding.

Examination of Gustave I. Jahr,
attorney, and Martin Light and
Oliver Unger, officers of Astra Pictures, in the company's suit against
David O. Selznick, Daniel T. O'Shea,
"B"
has
"Town"of inDecency
Ernest L. Scanlon and Raymond A. L National
of D Puts Legion
Klune is scheduled for Aug. 4, 11 placed RKO's "Going to Town" in
and 18, according to a stipulation its Class B.
filed in Federal Court here. Astra
seeks $250,000 damages for alleged
breach of a distribution contract involving the rights to three old films,
"The Adventures of Tom Sawver,"
"The Prisoner of Zenda" and "The
Fredericksburg, la. — This city is
Garden of Allah."
again without a film house with ElSet "Dragon Seed" Benefit
mer Klatt selling the equipment of
Dr. Wei Tao-ming, the Chinese the Burg theater to William F. MilAmbassador, and Mrs. Wei Tao-ming
ler of Elgin. Miller will operate a
will attend the evening performance theater at Elgin. The local fire deof "Dragon Seed" next Tuesday at
partment will take over the Burg to
the Radio City Music Hall. Mezza- sponsor weekly dances.
nine reserved seats for that perDallas — H. S. Leon Theaters has
formance are being set aside by
"Negro Soldier" in Two Reels
Two-reel version of "The Negro Metro for the benefit of the East acquired the Texas, from Roy PrinSoldier," has been prepared by the and West Association. Pearl S. gle, and will assume operation on
War Dept. and has been sent to film Buck, president of the Association, Aug.
1. The circuit now numbers
12 houses.
also will attend.
exchanges, according to the WAC.
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"Sturges rings the bell again
with a comedy that has everything to
attract big grosses . . . He has followed
up his admirable 'Miracle of Morgan's
Creek' with another equally as fine."

"
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New York N, Y.
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HIED INSISTENT ON MORE CONCESSIONS
leisman Sees Greater Foreign Pix Outlets Here
.istribution of American pictures
'oreign countries will increasingnvolve the necessity of presenting foreign films
in this country,
■.ajiifc. Phil Reisma n,
Mk
vice-president
in
charge of foreign
sales,
told the
-""■% J**
sales representa5y
fives at the final
day's session of
RKO Radio's 13th
annual
meeting
Waldorfat the
|&yj
^rtfim^
Astoria.
returnBkWk ed Having
BLm
recently from
g| tEngland
Poru g a 1, and
Reisman
based his predicHIL REISMAN
tion of future inlependence
of American-made
foreign-made pictures on a State
(Continued on Page 10)

Trial Advocacy If None
Forthcoming to be Mulled
At Sept. Board Meeting

National Screen Service Reported Taking
Over Universalis Accessories Department

oyescas" Distribution
re Tied to Export of
RKO Films to Spain

National Screen Service is reported to be taking over the accessories department of Universal Pictures. Deal is said to be for a five-year period
and may become effective next week. National Screen auditors are now tak-

National Allied will advocate the
trying trustofcase the
Government's
antiagainst
the distributors
if the revised New York consent decree does not exhibitors,
"give more"Martin
to the
independent
Smith, Allied president, said yesterday in New York. Such action will
be considered at the forthcoming
board of directors meeting in Bretton Woods, N. H., Sept. 7-8. By that
time it is expected that Tom C.
(Continued on Page 10)

ing an inventory of Universal's accessories stock.
A tentative deal was set between National Screen and Universal in 1941
when NSS, through its National Screen Accessories Corp., began to take over
the accessories production of several major companies. This deal did not
materialize and Universal continued to prepare its own advertising material.

Para. International
Presidency to Hicks

PIC Committee Plans
Radio Co-operation

W.
Hicks
yesterday
was West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood ■— Closer co-operation
president of Paramount International Films, Inc., a new Para- between movies and radio was prommount subsidiary
ised at a meeting attended by studio publicity directors and radio
which
will concontact members of studio publicity
duct Paramount's
departments. Now organized as the
foreign
distribution.
radio sub-committee of the Public
Information Committee, radio group
George Weltner was elected
will function on film industry matters related to broadcasting and,
vice- president
and Milton
(Continued on Page 6)
Kirschenberg was
named treasurer.
WAC Augments Staff
Norma Collyer
is secretary of
To Handle Drive Reports
the company.
Paramount
InThe WAC has augmented its ofternational was
fice staff in preparation for the deCoast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY launched
formalluge of War Bond sales reports from
ly
yesterday,
fol)llywood — Representatives of
J0HN w HICKS
exhibitors taking part in the camjos making Westerns plan to lowing its incorpaign, it was announced yesterday
poration inDelaware and New York.
Dlish their own organization and
by R. J. O'Donnell, national "Fightseek Hays office support. Pro- Hicks also is a vice-president and a
ing Fifth" chairman. The official
d association would present an- member of the board of Paramount reports are to be mailed to the naPictures.
tional committee here tonight.
awards for best performances,
(Continued on Page 3)
John
elected

stern Producers to
ablish Own Group

Famous and Biltmore
Plan Toronto Houses
Toronto — Famous Players Canadian Corp. and Biltmore Theaters,
Ltd., both revealed plans drawn for
construction of theaters at Yonge
and Dundas Streets in downtown Toronto. Biltmore will have 1,500 seats
(Continued on Page 3)

Kay Brown Resigns as
Goldwyn's Story Editor
Kayern Brown,
Sam hasGoldwyn's
story editor,
tendered Easther
resignation,
it wason learned
(Continued
Page 3) yester-

Taxes Show Drop

Dr. WasselV Going 12;
Vreek' Boies Sept. 19
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" has
;en set definitely for a 12-week
n at the Broadway Rivoli, as the
suit of a big week-end gross.
Wassell" will be followed by "Till
'e Meet Again" at the Rivoli on
-ig. 29 for a three-week stay.
:renchman's Creek" will have its
Drld premiere at the house on Sept.

TODAY

IS THE

Off Two Millions; Broadway
Para, in FWC Deal to
Alleviate Booking Jam
West

Coast Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Washington

DAILY

Los Angeles — In order to alleviate
a first-run booking jam here, caused
by the extended runs of "Going My
Way," "The Story of Dr. Wassell"
and "Lady in the Dark" at the Los
Angeles and Hollywood Paramount
(Continued on Page 3)

DAY!

MAIL

YOUR

Biz on Toboggan
Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Admission tax collections in June on May business
dropped off by more than two million dollars from the $28,617,079 collected in May on April business,
the Bureau of Internal Revenue revealed today. Nearly half the decline
was accounted for by the Third New
York (Broadway)
district alone.
National total was $26,240,195.04,
(Continued on Page 10)

FIGHTING

5TH

WAR

LOAN

REPORTS

Oboler Radio Play
As Metro Feature
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — "Alter Ego," originally
written and produced as a radio play
by Arch Oboler, will be produced as
a feature by M-G-M, which has
signed Oboler to script and direct.
Jerry Bressler, present head of the
studio's short subjects department
will produce, marking his initial effort in the feature field. As on
the air, "Alter Ego" will be given
an entirely new treatment, it is
said. Story is a psychological study
of a woman whose dual personality
incites her to murder. Oboler will
start tests next week for the principal roles.

TONIGHT!
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JACK REVILLE, Oklahoma City branch manWALTER HOFFMAN, 20th-Fox Minneapolisager for M-G-M leaves Saturday night for a
Des Moines-Omaha field exploitation rep., is
vacation at Wrightsville Beach, N. C, but
in New
York for conferences.
will stop over briefly at Florence, S. C. He
has been visiting the home office the past
DON M. MERSEREAU, associate publisher week.
and general manager of THE FILM DAILY is
in Washington
today.
J. J. MALONEY, M-C-M Central sales manager, was in Cincinnati yesterday and is due
DAVE POLLAND, UA publicist, arrived in
back in Pittsburgh, where he makes his headquarters, today.
Syracuse for advance work on "Hairy Ape."
SALLY CULLATO, Paramount cashier, Syracuse, is back from a two-weeks vacation in

Canada.

DIANA HAMMER, Keith's secretary, returned
to Syracuse from her vacation.
"BUD" BAILEY, chief of staff, Keith's, Syracuse, is back from a trip to New Hampshire.
JULES LEVEY, head of the Warner Theater
real estate department, and FRANK N. PHELPS,
the
company's
labor relations contact, are in
Philadelphia
today.
ALFRED E. DAFF, foreign sales supervisor
for Universal, is back in New York after a brief
trip to Mexico.

Harry Gold Explains
Capitol's SYWA Policy

Cleveland — The Capitol Theater,
Broadway, is not raising its admission prices for "Since You Went
Away" because the theater's established prices represent the top scale,
while established prices in the field
are not commensurate with the boxoffice value of the picture, Harry
Gold, Eastern division manager of
United Artists, said here at a regional sales meeting.
Gold explained the situation in
answer to a wire from Pete J. Wood,
(Wednesday, July 26)
secretary of the ITO of Ohio, who
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
protested against the Capitol reChg.
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taining its scale while UA had anHigh
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Metro Meeting for Hub
A group of M-G-M field and home
office personnel will open a two-day
meeting at the Hotel Statler, Boston, on Monday. The meeting was
called by Charles K. Stern, assistant treasurer of Loew's. Besides
him those in attendance will be:
Mary Ryan, Buffalo office manager;
Joe Kronman, Washington office
manager; Arthur Sterling, field auditor; William G. Brenner, in charge
of exchange maintenance, and Rose
Klein, assistant to Alan F. Cummings, in charge of exchange operations.

Area Theater Owners
Rodgers' Guests Today
An announcement bearing on MG-M future plans will be made by
William F. Rodgers, the company's
general sales manager, at a special
luncheon to be given at the Hotel
Astor today for theater owners in
the New York and Northern New
Jersey areas.

Pep Club, CBS Clash Again
The Pep Club softball team
overcame a five run lead to
the CBS squad in the last
7-6, will play a return match
day at Central Park.

which
defeat
inning,
Satur-

BEN MELNIKER of M-C-M's legal department
will head for Buffalo in two weeks.

Barney Kleid Leaves NTS
To Enter the Textile Biz
Barney Kleid, associated with t
industry
for 18
a quarter
century
for
the last
years with
Natiora '
Theatre Supply as a salesman, h
resigned, effective July 31, it \v
announced yesterday. Kleid is e
tering the textile business and w
become a member of the Sir Philli
Co., chenille manufacturers, at D;
ton, Ga. His family will take
residence there early next monl
Kleid before joining NTS was w\
PDC and Sam Goldwyn.

HUCH HUBER, vice-president and general
manager, and FRED WILKINS, secretary of the
Hal Roach Studios, Inc., left yesterday for Hollywood. They were in New York for the past
six weeks.

NEW YORK
THEATERS

SEYMOUR NEBENZAL, United Artists' producer left for Hollywood yesterday after conferring with home
office executives.
PEGGY BLEAKLEY, Eastern story editor for
William Cagney Prods, leaves today for Hollywood to confer with William Cagney. She will
be gone for about three weeks.

Bookers Club Fetes Fried
At Farewell Luncheon
Farewell luncheon to Max Fried,
Century theater circudit booker, was
tendered by the Motion Picture Bookers Club of N. Y. at the Famous
Kitchen yesterday.
Fried, a popular figure in the film
exchange for the past 13 years,
leaves the business to enter the sales
organization of the Longine-Wittenauer Watch Co. He will be replaced by Elmer M. Sichel, formerly affiliated with Schine Circuit as
a booker.
George Trilling, president of the
Club and booker for Fabian theaters,
introduced Irving Ludwig of the Rugoff & Becker circuit, Oscar Lager
of the Charles Moses circuit, and
Sichel as the principal speakers.

RADIO CITY MUSIC

"Dragon Seed"
KATHARINE HEPBURN
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HUSTON
- ALINE
MacMAHON
AKIM
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Spectacular
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Wald

His Clarinet
and Orchestra

Singing Sensation
of 1944

Detroit — A move to insure the employment of union operators on 16
mm. shows is being undertaken by
Local 199, IATSE, using at present
chiefly appeals in the local labor

Sq;

B'WAY

47th

&

St.

LIVELY'
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SCREEN
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Rise Stevens
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N. J. Allied Outing Aug. 16
New Jersey Allied will hold its
annual outing on Aug. 16 with a
boat ride up the Hudson. A feature of the outing will be a ball game
between the exhibitors and the distributors at Bear Mountain.

Seats

"And The Angels Sing"

Wants Union Operators
On Detroit 16 mm. Shows

Situation arises chiefly from the
press.
showing of war films by one nontheatrical distributor, without using
union operators. These have even
been shown in union halls under
these conditions, according to Roger
M. Kennedy, IA business agent, and
the present move is designed primarily to meet this situation.
The IA position, Kennedy explained, is that union operators must be
used on 16 mm. showings that are
public, as well as in private clubs,
regardless of whether an admission
price is charged or not.

HALL

Showplace of the
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END
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"The Story
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(Continued from Page 1)
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achievements
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Western
field.
Proponents
held their
jial meeting this week.

y's Magazine List
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ashington — Popularity of motion
lures, even if it is only printed
ds about them and the stars and
•ers appearing in them, is strongevidenced by the fact that the
jy's new list of 189 magazines
roved for shipment overseas to
armed forces contains a full 10
cent of such publications, includphotographic periodicals, it is
aled here by Col. Robert Cutler,
•etary Stimson's administrator
all matters arising out of the
ier Vote law which controls to
:rge degree the character of printnatter made available to absent
!Joe.
*Sso included in the heavy 10 per
increment are three magazines
ing with movie cartoon personaliWalt
Disney
Comics,
Looney
es and Terry Toon Comics.
Iphabetical list of the movie and
photo publications is made up
jnerican Photography, Billboard,
lera,
U.
S. Camera,
Looney
es, Modern Screen, Motion PicI Movieland, Movie Life, Movie

■'w,
Parade, Popular
Movie
y, Movie
Movies, Stars
Photoplay,
;ography,
Screen Guide,
Screen
1 ances, Screenland, Silver Screen,
y Toon Comics, and Walt Disney
ics.
addition to this bloc of publi>ns, more than a score of others
he Army list carry with considUe regularity feature stories and
:les on filmland and its persons. A large number of the 189
(azines carry in each issue their
';' on picture departments, preing movie news. There are also
zen or more periodicals and comagazines whose cartoon or flesh
acters owe much of their popuy because of acquaintance of
ice men and women with them
he screen.

eglarek Wounded
;troit — Lt. Wallace Ceglarek,
.neers Corps, has been reported
ided in the invasion of Europe.
was formerly operator at the
■ury Theater here.

END BIRTHDAY
REETINGS TO...
July 27 Charles Vidor
aralie Moorhead
Joseph Quillan
Albert Wetzel
Hank Kaufman
Lawrence Cray
Howard
Levinson

Crosby's Voice to be
1%'euro-Psychiatric Aid
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Telefilm, Inc., has
recorded Bing Crosby and Lt. Col.
Eddie Dunstedter, famed organist
now with the Army Air Forces stationed in Santa Ana, Cal., directly
on 16 mm. film for the Auroratone
Foundation of America, Inc., a nonprofit organization. Subjects are to
be distributed free in 16 mm. Kodachrome for use in neuro-psychiatric
work in Army and Navy rehabilitation hospitals both here and overseas.
Both musicians donated their services, and, according to Telefilm officials, other, top name singers have
been lined up for future recordings.
Personalities are not seen on the
film, but their music converted into
soft color patterns found to be soothing in nervous cases.

Para, in FWC Deal to
Alleviate Booking Jam
(Continued from Page 1)
Theaters, Paramount has sold "Double Indemnity," "Take It Big" and
"The Great Moment" to Fox West
Coast for first-run engagements in
this territory.
Charles M. Reagan, vice-president
in charge of sales, announced yesterday that "Double Indemnity" and
"Take It Big" would play on a double bill at Loew's State, Chinese and
Uptown. "The Great Moment" will
play those three theaters and either
the Wilshire or the Carthay Circle
as part of another first-run dual
program.

Famous and Biltmore Plan
Downtown Toronto Houses

DAILY

Outstanding
Industry Personalities

No. 55

Can uau *vame tUem —
SINCE Rochester is the fountain of film
stock, it is appropriate that this astute
fashioner of features was born there. Heads
his own producing organization, and his long
experience in distribution guides him well
in the matter of what John Q. Patron and
Mr. Exhibitor want. For eight years was district manager and Eastern sales manager for
Universal, then sales manager for First National in New York and later special representative for UA in same sector. Was a Detroit
exhibitor and operated own state right exchange, and has even been a company manager for legit. In 1940, he resigned from the
lofty post of general sales manager for RKO
Radio, went into independent producing, and
has won rich laurels in that sphere.

HE'S

the president of the Cinema Circuit operating in New York City and environs and
has long been a champion of the rights of exhibitors, both here and everywhere. For more than
30 years he has been constantly and constructively
active in the industry, thus ranking as a genuine
pioneer. Is a native New Yorker, entering the
business with Monopol Pictures. For the past 14
years has devoted himself primarily to theater
operation, but by no means exclusively . Wherever
and whenever shining armor has been needed in
defense of the nation and the industry, he has
been quick to gird. In 1940 he formed Allied
Exhibitors'
elected prexy.Association in New York and was

; " ' ''■'■'.!

(Continued from Page 1)

while new Famous Players house
planned will accommodate a thousand more, and will also be office
building in which the circuit will
have office facilities. Lots have been
purchased by both Famous and Biltmore.
Famous has acquired sites in other
sections of Toronto for neighborhood
houses but officials of Odeon Theaters of Canada decline to disclose
details of their post-war building
program.

Kay Brown Resigns as
Goldwyn's Story Editor
(Continued from Page 1)

day. Miss Brown, it is understood,
will go to London to open a literary
agency office for Leland Hayward.

Schneider Rites Today
A requiem mass for Charles T.
Schneider, 82, well known theatrical
costumer who died at his home in
Elmhurst Monday night, will be held
at St. Malachy's Church, 239 W. 49th
St., this morning. Schneider is survived by a son, Col. Frank V. Schneider, now serving with the Army in
the Pacific.

THIS beloved thespian of screen and stage
enjoyed a banner year in '43. He not only
strongly fortified such attractions as "The More
the Merrier," "The Constant Nymph," "Heaven
Can Wait," "Princess O'Rourke," "My Kingdom
for a Cook," and "Rhapsody in Blue," but gathered in the Academy Award for his brilliant and
ingratiating role in the first-mentioned feature.
Few players have appeared in so many big-grossgrabbers in a single season. Was born in Savannah, Ga., and at the tender age of 18 managed
the Savannah Theater. His industry biography
is a showcase of legion successes. Is just as popular off-screen and on, possessing a magnetic
personality and grand humor.
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PIC Committee Plan:
Radio Co-operation

RKO to Step Up Adv.
Sales Conclave Told
A greatly increased use of radio,
magazines,
newspapers
and
trade
papers in advertising RKO pictures
is scheduled
for
| the new
season,
I Barret
McCor| mick, director of
I advertising
and
I publicity,
said
««1 yesterday at the
I company's
sales
meeting.
All RKO picture s will be
backed by huge
and appropriate
campaigns, McCormick asserted.
In the radio field,
the
spearhead
s. b. Mccormick
will be "Hollywood Star weekly
Time,"
which is broadcast five times
over 184 Blue Network stations, McCormick said, adding that the program is the "greatest day-time
show on the air." Leading magazines will carry more RKO advertising than ever before, the circulation running into hundreds of millions, he said.
It was pointed out that International Pictures has earmarked more
than $500,000 to advertise its first
year's pictures.

No More Horror Films
For NSW Kid Matinees
Sydney, New South Wales (Via Air
Mail) — Following a public inquiry
by the State Films Commission on
the showing of unsuitable films at
matinees for children, the Commission drew up a number of recommendations which could not have
been implemented without the passing of special State and Federal
legislation.
Based on these recommendations
an agreement was reached between
the exhibitors and the New South
Wales State Government banning the
exhibition of horror films and trailers of horror films at children's. matiExhibitors
agreed to
state nees.
clearly
infurther"
all advertising
whether the films are suitable for
adults only or for general exhibition.

IN NEW POSTS
LESTER
HENRY
Los
FRANK

S. TOBIAS, salesman, Monogram exchange, Los Angeles.
BALK, salesman, Monogram exchange,
Angeles.

DAMIS, zone manager, Warner theaters in the Newark territory.
SAM BLANSKY, assistant zone manager, charge
of film buying and booking, Newark, N. J.
LETO HILL, assistant zone manager, charge of
theater operations in the Newark territory.
ROBERT PASKOW, district manager, Warner
Bros, theaters, Newark.
CEORCE KELLY, advertising head of Warner
Bros. Newark
theaters.

(Continued from Page 1)

Off The News Beat
• • • THE GRAB BAG: From "Somewhere in the South Pacific,"
Roger Jaubert, technician attached to the headquarters company of a
tank destroyer batallion, took pen in hand to write Universal's Gloria
Jean that he's seen more movies since arriving in the South Seas than
during the last 10 years when he was in mufti at home
All of
the pix — and Jaubert cited 257 — were industry 16 mm. gifts to the
armed forces, of course
Multiply Jaubert by the tens of thousands
and you'll have some idea why the post-war attendance problem may
turn out to be no exhibitor headache
after all. . . • Monogram's
jumping on the Spanish dubbing band wagon, too
First to get
the treatment will be "Lady, Let's Dance.". . • Exhibs. are saying
nice things about Ross Federal and complaining less, says an exhib.
organization man. . . • Gertrude Merriam of Motion Picture Herald
heads Ampa's new knitting committee
ston, Madeleine White, Evelyn Kholman

on it are Blanche Livingand Grace Rosenfeld

What?
no representative
of the sterner (?) sex?
Doesn't Ampa
recognize equal rights?
Which reminds that the Duke of Windsor,
then Wales, was quite a knitter in his day. . . • Summer night free
film shows in city parks throughout the State, proposed by the State
War Council Film Division, could develop into a b. o. malady
True, at present only war effort pix are offered
But there's nothing
to prevent the exhibition of simon-pure entertainment pix
Schenectady, where the plan was pioneered, now has park films three nights
a week, so popular have they proven

y

t

t

•

• • LAURELS FOR LABOR
"There is no way of putting the dollar-sign measurement or any yardstick on one phase of the
Fifth War Loan drive, a phase of vital importance to the success
of the drive," says Mike Rosen, labor relations chairman of the New
York WAC committee
"Somebody should give a citation of merit
to the thousands of theater workers who pitched in and gave to the
drive all they have to give— their own time and their own sweat and
effort"
Rosen
pointed
out that Local 306 Operators,
Locals
1 and 4, Stagehands; Local 802, Musicians, all agreed to donate extra
time involved in Bond rallies and Bond premieres. In Westchester
County, Stagehands' Local 366 and Operators' Local 650 did likewise
Thousands of hours of overtime were donated by theater managers, assistant managers, doormen, ushers, even to the extent of many
giving up their days off throughout the drive, postponing vacations, etc.
So, hats off to patriotic workers who work!
T
T
T
• • • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Radio Executives Club's Television
Seminar tonight hears Leonard F. Cramer, DuMont Labs, vice-prexy,
and M. A. Trainer of RCA on "Building Your Own Television Studio and
Station.". . • Ellen Schwaneke, who starred in "Maedchen in Uniform"
— remember? — has the lead in "Neighbors of Lidice" which will be offered by Skouras Theaters over WINS Monday night. . . • When
Jerry Wald, now at the N. Y. Paramount, fills a Stage Door Canteen
date tonight, he'll have six string men from the Cleveland Symphony
with him. . . • Muriel Babcock, editorial director of Ideal Publications,
has named Charles T. Jensen as art director for the magazine group.
• Jed Harris is back in our midst from Hollywood. . . • Tony Sudekum,
circuit operator who doubles as civic servant, is vice-prexy of the
newly
organized
Tennessee
Association
of Housing
Authorities. . .
• Conrad Nagel has his first screen role in three years in Monogram's "They Shall
•

•

•

AVENGE

Have

Faith."
▼
▼

PEARL

T

HARBOR!

through a committee of public
directors, will set up standard pr
tices and policies aimed at clea
understanding and more frequ(
co-operation between the two ent
tainment mediums.
Will H. Hays, MPPDA preside
commended the concept and perfor
ance of the organizational mo
pointing out that screen and ra>
still have much to accomplish
their mutual and individual bene

Tamiroff Comedy Idea
As Basis for Musical
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAI

Hollywood — A comedy idea wh;
started out as a brief sketch of
few minutes which Akim Tamir
used with great success on his i
merous USO-sponsored tours
Army camps has grown into an a:
bitious projected musical which, ;
cording to present plans, will
produced first in Hollywood »a
then moved to New York. It is i
titled "The Village Smithy," and
was written and has been develop
by Tamiroff himself.
As a bit, "The Village Smith
has already been seen by hundre
of thousands of soldiers and otl
service men. Several months ai
someone described the idea to I
Gross, producer on Broadway
"Chicken Every Sunday," the cu
rent success recently purchased
Warners, and Gross offered to har
it developed into a play as a c
starring vehicle for Tamiroff a)
ZaSu Pitts for Fall presentatio
Tamiroff announced however, thj
he has closed a deal whereby
Wainer, well-known Broadway w
ter, will write a three-act music
comedy based on the idea and w
own a one-half interest in the sho
which will be produced here first

12 Join Para. 100% Club
Ten Paramount salesmen and t
booking managers have been elect
to
company'sare100Maurice
Per CentSimo
Chi
Thethesalesmen
Buffalo; Max Mendel, New Yoi
Robert Caskey, Pittsburgh; Gord
Bradley, Atlanta; Sam B. Stoll, C
cago; Sam Brunk, Oklahoma Ci
Fred Wagoner, Indianapolis; W
liam Curry, Des Moines; Fra
Wayne Thiriot, Salt Lake City, ai
M. C. Buries, Los Angeles. Boa
ing managers are Bertrand Turgec
Atlanta, and William B. Hearma
Omaha

TO THE COLORS!
* WAC*
MARJORIE
GRIFFITH,
assistant
gram exchange, Los Angeles.

cashier,

Mo
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"Music In Manhattan"
'BrideMarshal,By Laraine
Mistake'
Day, Marsha with Anne Shirley, Dennis Day, Phillip Terry

i Alan

Hunt

RKO

81 Mins.
MRT ROMANTIC COMEDY RATED
iGOOD ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL
jlENCES; ACTING OUTSTANDING.
pre is a smartly turned out comedy
jwill set well with every type of audiMany bright and delightful touches
been applied to the screenplay of
ibe and Henry
Ephron,
who
had at
disposal an original by Norman Krasna.
script is filled with lines and situations
will create considerable amusement,
an all the film represents crisp enterienr smoothly directed by Richard Wali marquee
Marshal,

bait the
Laraine

production
offers
Day and Marsha

81

Mins.

COMEDY, MUSIC AND ROMANCE
MIXED TO THE TASTE OF THE AVERAGE FAN; GOOD

DUAL

BILL PROSPECT.

There is enough stuff of popular flavor
in this comedy with music to enable the
film to give a good account it itself on
dual bills. The plot is one that women
particularly will relish since it deals heavily
in romantics. For added palatability the
story has a touch of spice which will not
be lost on the men. The music is devised to make an impression on feminine
hearts, having to do principally with matters of love.

Considerable fun has gone into the tellp. Each performs skillfully in a romaning of the story, which is developed with
iale that never allows the attention to
quite
a bit of snap. Involved in the acMarshal plays with sureness the role
tion are Anne Shirley, Dennis Day and
n Air Force officer who falls in love
Phillip Terry. Miss Shirley and Day are
Laraine Day, a daughter of wealth,
having a tough time trying to put on a
||r being aware who she is until the
musical show. Terry, Air Force hero,
ng moments.
He doesn't realize he comes into the picture when, in order to
Miss Day until he has made a play
get Miss Shirley air transportation to Washviarsha Hunt, her secretary-companion,
ington, Raymond Walburn, musical direche mistaken belief that the latter is
tor of the show, represents the girl as the
one who has the dough. The error is
bride of the AAF member. Circumstances
, explained by the fact that Miss Day,
e to publicity and fortune
hunters, compel Miss Shirley, an innocent party to
Miss Hunt appear in her place in the deception, and Terry to keep up the
pretense of being husband and wife. Of
■ c. The plot revolves about a bit cf
!egy to make certain that Marshal is course, Miss Shirley doesn't escape accusation of trading on Terry's fame to get
ve with the girl and not the money.
orous situations galore result from publicity for her show. Finally the two
have no choice but to get married, with
premise,
arshal and the Misses Day and Hunt an understanding Miss Shirley can obtain
an annulment later. The gal never goes
the support of a fine group of players.
through with the annulment because she
\ Joslyn stands out as the husband
and Terry have fallen in love. That leaves
iiss Hunt who has to stand by while
Day out in the cold.
|ivife, pretending she is Miss Day, alThe direction of John H. Auer, who also
| Marshal to make a play for her. He
is listed as producer, keeps matters mov-ibutes some of the finest comedy
ing along lively. Lawrence Kimble gets
ents. Also commendable is Edgar
credit for the screenplay.
anan as Miss Day's guardian. Slim
The film is enlivened with five tunes
nerville is effective in the brief role
by Lew Pollack and Herb Magidson. They
butler in the Day menage.
ducer

Bert

Granet

gave

the

film

"Crime by Night"

with Jane Wyman, Jerome Cowan, Faye
Emerson
Warner
72 Mins.
AVERAGE MELODRAMA
RATED
SERVICEABLE FOR DUAL BILLS; JEROME COWAN THE PRINCIPAL ATTRACTION.
In "Crime by Night" the dual bills gain
another recruit. An average melodrama, the
production dispenses a fair amout of entertainment. The film is on the easy-going
side, without too much attention given
to the matter of suspense. Yet the picture
is able to hold the attention pretty well.
The performance of Jerome Cowan as a
private detective who provides the solution to the plot is largely responsible for
what diversion the film contains. The actor applies a light hand to the part and
extracts all he can out of the lines and situations allotted to him.
Assisted by Jane Wyman, his secretary,
Cowan sets out to solve the murder of an
industrialist who has worked out a chemical

CREDITS: Producer, John H. Auer; Director, John H. Auer; Screenplay, Lawrence
tors, Albert S. D'Agostino, Walter E.
r; Set Decorators, Darrell Silvera, Al Kimble; Based on story by Maurice Tom<;; Sound, James S, Thomson; Musical bragel, Hal Smith, Jack Scholl; Musical
, Roy Webb;
Musical
Director, C. Score, Leigh Harline; Musical Director, C.
Bakaleinikoff; Songs, Lew Pollack, Herb
:inikoff ; Film Editor, Les Millbrook.
Section, Good,
photography, Magidson; Musical numbers staged by
I Effects, Vernon

L. Walker;

Art

Darby Hospitalized
few Haven — Mrs. James
Darby,
of the manager of the Parant here, has been rushed to the
ital for emergency treatment.

Charles O'Curran; Cameraman, Russell Metty; Art Directors, Albert D'Agostino, Al
Herman; Set Decorators, Darrell Silvera,
Emile Kuri; Sound, Bailey Fesler; Film
diror, Harry Marker.
DIRECTION,
PHY, Good.

ALL RIGHT.

PHOTOGRA-

"Frontier
Outlaws"
Buster Crabbe, Al St. John, Frances

Gladwin
PRC
56 Mins.
LAUGHS AND ACTION PLUS CRABBE
IN DUAL ROLE ADDS UP TO GOOD
WESTERN FARE.
This one turns out to be rollicking good
fun with a farcical courtroom scene that
has Emmett Lynn, as the judge, sharing
comedy honors with Al St. John.
Buster Crabbe fans will get a kick out
of his portrayal of a Mexican cattle buyer,
with a nice display of riding ability added
to his. performance.
The action takes place in Wolf Valley
where Charles King and Jack Ingram, a
couple of bad men, have framed Crabbe
on a murder charge. Realizing that King
and Ingram want to take the law into
their own hands, Crabbe surrenders to
the sheriff and is acquitted at a trial for
lack of evidence.
However, the judge, in an effort to protect him from any violence planned by

formula of vital interest to the nation's King's mob put Crabbe in jail for disturbing the peace.
war effort. Soon several other murders
occur to complicate the case. Applying all
King sets out to take advantage of this
his cunning, Cowan exposes Faye Emerson, situation and gets started on some heavy
cattle rustling, bank robbing, etc. This
an enemy agent posing as an artists' representative, as the culprit. It seems the lady gives the judge an idea to free Crabbe
wanted to get her mitts on the formula. and have him settle the score.
Crabbe disguises himself as a Mexican
As is to be expected, a number of persons
fall under suspicion before the real mur- cattle buyer. He makes a deal with King
that ends in an expose of the mob.
derer isbrought to light.
CAST: Buster Crabbe, Al (Fuzzy) St.
Cowan gets able assistance from the
Misses Wyman and Emerson. The actor, John, Frances Gladwin, Marin Sais, Charles
enacting an unprincipled fellow with an King, Jack Ingram, Kermit Maynard, Edward Cassidy, Emmett Lynn, Bud Buster.
eye out for feminine charm, indulges in surCREDITS: Producer, Sigmund Neufeld;
prisingly little romantic by-play. He confines himself to a kiss or two with each Director, Sam Newfield; Story and Screenof the young ladies. Others prominent
play, Joe O'Donnell; Photography, Robert
in the lineup are Charles Lang, Eleanor Cline; Sound, Art Smith; Film Editor, HolParker, Stuart Crawford and Cy Kendall. brook N. Todd.
Creighton Hale and Hank Mann, stars of
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
another day, are seen in small roles.
Good.
The film has been directed smoothly
by William Clemens. The screenplay of
Richard Weil and Joel Malone is based on
the novel of Geoffrey Homes.
CAST: Jane Wyman, Jerome Cowan, Faye
Emerson, Charles Lang, Eleanor Parker,
USO-Camp Shows announces more
Stuart Crawford, Cy Kendall, Charles Wil- tours of general and naval hospitals
son, Juanita Stark, Creighton Hale, George by Hollywood personalities during
Guhl, Hank Mann, Bill Kennedy, Dick Rich, July than at any other time.
Fred Kelsey.

Star Tours of Hospitals
At New High in July

a are "When Romance Comes Along." "Did
You Happen to Find a Heart?", "One
Night in Acapulco," "I Can See You Now"
and "I Like a Man Who Makes Music." The
first three are duets for Day and Miss
Shirley. Lending musical accompaniment
iST: Alan Marshal, Laraine Day, Mar- are Charlie Barnet and his orchestra and
CREDITS: Director, William Clemens;
Hunt, Allyn Joslyn, Edgar Buchanan, Nilo Menendez and his rhumba band.
Screenplay, Richard Weil, Joel Malone; Based
ael St. Angel, Marc Cramer, William
Miss Shirley performs adequately. Pleas- on novel by Geoffrey Homes; Cameraman,
Jr., Bruce Edwards, Nancy Gates, Slim
ant is the word for Terry's work. Day is Henry Sharpe; Film Editor, Doug Gould;
nerville, John
Miljan, Robert
Ander- entrusted
with much of the comedy.
Sound, Robert B. Lee; Art Director, Charles
CAST: Anne Shirley, Dennis Day, Phil- Novi; Set Decorator, Julie Heron; Special
EDITS: Producer, Bert Granet; Dilip Terry, Raymond Walburn, Jane Dar- Effects, Lawrence Butler, Edwin Linden.
r, Richard Wallace; Screenplay, Phoebe
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
snry Ephron; Based on story by Norman well, Patti Brill, Charlie Barnet and orchestra, Nilo Menendez and rhumba band. Good.
ia; Cameraman,
Nicholas
Musuraca;

'V production.
Not to be ignored are
Part direction of Albert S. D'Agostino
Walter E. Keller and the camera work
icholas Musuraca.

with

Tone's Father Dead
Niagara Falls — Funeral services
will be held here tomorrow for Dr.
Frank J. Tone, 75, father of Franchot Tone and board chairman of the
Carborundum Co.
Bus Strike Cuts Theater Takes
Nashville, Tenn. — A bus drivers'
strike, the second this year, cut
takes of all uptown theaters arid
many of the suburbans 80 per cent
or better for two days.

Kay Francis yesterday began a
two-week tour of California and
Washington hospitals. Warner Baxter yesterday started a series of personal appearances at California hospitals that will run through July 31.
Fay Bainter has started a tour of
hospitals in New York and Massachusetts. Marcy McGuire is covering hospitals in the South and Middle West on a tour that will end on
Aug. 12. Edgar Bergen and Frances Waterman will be on tour
through July 29, visiting Ohio, Pennsylvania and New York.
Bob Burns has just completed a
tour of hospitals in the South and
Southwest. Another who has just
wound up a tour is Gail Patrick.
Groucho Marx, Fay McKenzie, Harry
Ruby and Jose Alvarez recently completed their tour in Santa Fe. Grace
McDonald and Lois Collier wind up
today.
their tour of California hospitals

L RECORDS FOR FIR
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presents
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Sees Greater Foreign Admission Taxes Show Drop Allied Insistent On
Off Two Millions; Broadway Biz on Toboggan More Concessions
Film Outlets Here
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
Department request. He said that
the State Department had asked
leading: film distributors here to do
all in their power to have Hollywood
films shown in neutral countries so
that they could compete with Axismade films highly charged with Fascist propaganda. This, he said,
necessitates agreements to distribute foreign films here.
To obtain import permits to play
20 RKO films in Spain, RKO had to
consent to distribute one Spanishmade picture: "Goyescas" was selected and Reisman said the picture
would be a big grosser both in North
and South America. RKO's foreign
department is keeping in close touch
with the progress of the war and "we
are setting up our plans accordingly," he added.
Continuing on this subject, Reisman said:
"The problem which will confront the world after the war
will not primarily be that of reopening old channels of trade or
of re-establishing trade relationships on the old basis. Both
the needs for foreign exchange
and their ability to earn it will
be greatly altered. The economies of the world, therefore,
will be confronted with the
problem of adjusting themselves
as smoothly as possibly to radically changed conditions.
"These adjustments will take
the form partly of setting new
restrictions on trade, either to
protect new industries or to conserve supplies of foreign exchange; and certainly this is
going to apply to the motion
picture industry. We are going
to be faced with competition by
native producers in countries
that have never produced a motion picture before. In other
countries where their industry
was just getting started, they
will receive additional impetus
by subsidy from their governments.
"Breaking this idea down to
cold economic facts, we are going to be forced, whether we like
it or not, to take some pictures
from the leading foreign countries and distribute them to the
best of our ability in this country. In this way, and only in
this way, will we be able to get
back and retain our foreign
markets."
Looking forward to post-war con-

BACK IN CIVVIES
Honorably Discharged
BOB LEVINE, Universal booker, Boston, honorably
discharged
from the Army.

which indicates an excellent business month even though not as good
a month earlier. This May was
much more profitable for the industry, however, than May, 1943, when
the national total was only §11,109,477. That figure was, of course, collected through the old 10 per cent
levy — raised in April to 20 per cent
Actually, however, the new rate is
not twice as great as the old, and
if the collection figure had simply
been doubled it would have indicated that this May had been much
better than last May.
The Broadwav collection was onlv
83.262.426. compared with $4,360.450 a month earlier— and $1,967,604
in May, 1943.
The cabaret tax ac-

counted for a good deal of this difference— since it was at 30 per cent
in May, and brought in $514,487. A
month earlier the cabarets had accounted for $575,150. Significantly,
the May, 1943 cabaret collections
had been $227,248, falling off to only
$162,745 the following month. This
does not indicate that the 30 per
cent tax was causing too much difficulty on the Great White Way.
Broadway theater admissions collections were more than a million
below the previous month's totals
—only $2,711,638 compared with $3,755,807. Broadway theaters failed
to hold their own against their May,
1943 record, when collections totalled
81,787.404.

Top Posts in Local 38
Go to Adler and Brick

"Arsenic and Old Lace'
Premiere Here Sept. 8

Detroit — E. Clyde Adler was elected president, and Jerry Brick, business representative, of Local 38,
IATSE, in the annual election. Other
new officers named were: Clarence
Algar, first vice-president; Edgar
McMillen, second vice-president; L.
B. Hamilton, financial secretary;
Roy Corey, recording secretary;
Emil Paulus, sergeant-at-arms; E.
Clyde Adler and Jerry Brick, delegates to district and state conventions; and Gus Wandrei, George E.
Jennings and John Mauch, delegates
to Detroit and Wayne County Federation of Labor.

World premiere of Warners screen
version of "Arsenic and Old Lace"
has been set for Sept. 8 at the New
York Strand.

Drive Showmanship Prizes
St. Louis — Eight theater managers are going to win prizes in the
Fifth War Loan Drive Showmanship Contest in Greater St. Louis.
Four wrist watches and four silver
identification bracelets will be presented to the men who do the best
jobs in this area. Theaters are divided into four classes, with a first
and
second
each class. prize to be awrarded in

ditions. Reisman further discussed added, will make from two to four
his ideas on the Hollywood films that pictures a year.
Fourteen RKO branch and disused to be shipped abroad with benetrict managers are serving as disfit of superimposed titles.
trict and exchange area chairmen
"Now,
with the nationalistic
for the WAC and five managers have
feeling that is developing
in
been awarded plaques for their sermost of the countries, it is quite
vices, Leon Bamberger, sales promopossible that most of our films
tion manager, for RKO, told the
will have to be dubbed in the
delegates to the sales convention
yesterday. He commended the field
language of the country," Reisforce on its work in promoting War
man said. "This is a very costly operation but we feel that it
Bond sales and other activities.
will pay big dividends.
At the
Others who addressed the closing
present moment we are dubbing
session yesterday were James R.
pictures in French, Italian, GerYoung. Ralph Doyle, Max Gomez.
man, and for the first time we
Fred Gulbransen, Pedro Saenz, Edare setting up a dubbing plant
srar Kobak, Terry Turner, Perry Liehere in New York to dub our
ber, Kav Kamen, Harry Mandel.
outstanding pictures in Spanish
Merlin Aylesworth, Ralph Austrian.
and Portuguese.
We might be
Eugene Harrington and Albert Sindforced to do the same thing in
lingrer.
Swedish, Dutch, and other langNed Depinet, in declaring that the
uages. We are going to make
meetings were the most successful
in
the history of the company, paid
every effort to secure outstandspecial tribute for its success to
ing personalities
for association
this task." of
He reported
on the
Harrv Gittleson, Frank Drumm.
RKO Radio with a group of promi- Mike Poller. A. A. Schubart, William
nent Mexicans in building in Mex- McShea. Emmet Cashman, Herb
ico City one of the world's most mod- Wapnaus. Lou Miller, William Dahern studios. Although RKO Radio ler. Lou Wolff, Rutgers Neilson and
Gengenback.
will not produce directly, he said, William
it will from time to time either parThe delegates leave for their
ticipate in or have the distribution homes today. They were hosted last
of the best of the pictures that will night by George Dembow and Nabe made there.
tional Screen Service at a cocktail
A producing unit in England, he
party.

(Continued from Page 1)

Clark, Assistant Attorney Gene
will have made a decision on the
ture of the decree.
It was indicated that Allied is $
ting impatient with the delay in
ting up the new decree.
Smith
in Washington last week and
told that a partial reason for
delay was the inability of Clark
meet with Attorney General Fr
cis Biddle and Wendell Berge, h
of the anti-trust division of the !
partment of Justice, both of wi
have been absent from Washingl
Allied has threatened for sc
time to press for court action if
unsatisfactory decree were delive
to the exhibitors. In some quart
the threats were regarded as "ft
ers," but it now appears that
organization means business.

ATS Directors Approve
New Activity Program
Dan D. Halpin, president of
American Television Society yes)
day announced a list of the grot
new activities just approved by
board of directors.
Heading this list is the distri
tion of a membership directory, P
pared under the supervision of R
mond E. Nelson, vice-president
ATS and chairman of the niemt
ship committee. Development o:
program laboratory, with Chai
Kieinman as executive director,
also on the agenda. Assisting Kit
man will be Prof. Edward Cole
the Yale University department
drama; Ted Huston, director of p
duction; John Flory, director
scripts; and Miss Jean Rosentl
director of station and agency re
tions.
In addition to an already est
lished library, the Library Conm
tee is preparing a glossary, biblii
raphy, and review of current bo<
on television for members use. Pi
Cole is chairman of this commit!
Selected ATS members will fo
a speakers bureau headed by \
ginia Lee Comer.
Further new activities include
arrangements for member tours
television productions backstage
the various stations; a research co
mittee of which Richard Steiner 1
been appointed chairman; and
committee for Technical Co-ordii
tion and Standards to maintain
tact with technical and regula
agencies has been formed with
ton A. Walsh as chairman.

FEfllfllE TOUCH
CAMILLA
WOODSON,
in
ton office for Actor's

charge
Equity.
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Wash

JOSEPH
Warner

BERNHARD

Bros.
"It

is constructive

and

informative

entertainment in the best sense."

HARRY

BRANDT

Brandt Theatres
"Every exhibitor in America should
make it his business to give
'Americans AM' the longest playing
time

ARTHUR

possible."

MAYER

Rialto Theatre
" 'Americans All' is a picture for all
Americans ... I trust all American
Theatres will show it!"

vw
...will create
a qreater sense
of unity in your
community. . .

MARTIN

QUIGLEY

Quigley Publications
'Americans All' is an interesting
outline of the problem and should
receive a wide showing to exert a
helpful

influence."

BEN SHLYEN
*

Boxoffice
" 'Americans All' is enlightening
while serving as entertainment . . .
Every sound-thinking American
showman should proudly exhibit this
film on his screen."
Variety

ABEL GREEN
*

"A must for every exhibitor . . . it's
as topical as the weather!"

•

EVERETT R. CLINCHY
National Conference of Christians and Jews

*

"Will exert a constructive influence
wherever it is shown, in producing
it The March of Time has rendered
a patriotic service."

RICHARD
^

7%& t/wfr re/ease 0/

E. GUTSTADT

Anti-Defamation

.
"*

League of B'nai B'rith

"You are to be congratulated upon
'Americans All'. A courageous and
forth
right film."

The March of Time

CENTURY-FOX
RELEASE

26*
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I 'It's love,

LLOYD CORRIGAN . THURSTON HALL
BOB NOLAN and the SONS of the PIONEERS
Joseph Kane — Director

A

Original Screenplay by Gordon Kahn

REPUBLIC
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"What Are We Goin' To Do?'
Harmonium"
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"New
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Love,

'"Hi Ho Little Dogies"
"The
Harum
Scorum
Baron

Moon Over

Morning"

Nevada"

Carlton J. H. Hayes, U. S. Ambassador to Spain yesterday assured the film industry
of his co-operation in the distribution of pictures in Spain and in meeting problems
that are likely to arise. Ambassador Hayes addressed a meeting of foreign managers.
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FFER TOP METRO J»IX ON FLAT RENTALS

ruckTire Shortage May Affect Film Deliveries
ous Curtailment of
mtial Transportation
ms for Near Future
igton Bureau

of THE

FILM

NEW METRO PREFERRED TIME POLICY

DAILY

shington — Col. J. Monroe JohnI ODT head, yesterday warned
Ja serious curtailment of essen!ransportation "which would infilm delivery service, is in prostfor the near future. The sup|f heavy and medium duty truck
. available for rationing during
i ext three months," he said, is
*sly inadequate
to meet even
asic minimum requirements of
(Continued on Page 6)

Exhibitors in Sub-Subsequent Runs May Have Their
Choice of Booking on Percentage Pictures

New Policy to Apply Only
To Sub-Subsequent Runs,
Rodgers Tells Exhibitors

In a revolutionary move, MG-M, with its next block, will
Metro is considering a modifica- "that preferred or week-end time offer pictures in the top bracktion of its requirements in the way might be justified in one case, where
ets on a flat rental basis to "subof preferred time on percentage picin another it would work an unnec- subsequent" runs, William F. Rodg-

tures as another form of relief for
sub-subsequent runs, William F.
Rodgers told New York and New
Jersey exhibitors at a company luncheon at the Hotel Astor.. The company plans to put the plan into effect starting with the new block.
"It is our thought," Rodgers said,

e r s, dentvice-presiand general
I sales
manager,
announced y e sterday at a luncheon for exhibitors in the New
York ernandNew NorthJersey
areas.
Rodgers

essary hardship. Therefore, it is
our belief that in the particular
type of operation denned by us as a
sub-subsequent run and where conditions warrant, that the exhibitor
should have his choice of booking,
(Continued on Page 3)

peal for Full
oris on Drive

Metro Bringing Back Urge Industry Week
To Honor Stewart
Six More Features

appeal that exhibitors fill out
fficial Fighting Fifth drive recards properly and fully was
d last night by the national
aign committee following disy that some theater operators
leir haste to file had ignored
(Continued on Page 5)

Six more pictures, all of which
have been out of circulation for
some time, will be released by M-GM as a service to some localities
that, because of present market conditions largely created by extended
first-runs, need additional product.
William F. Rodgers yesterday told
a luncheon-meeting of exhibitors at
(Continued on Page 6)

Staging of a "Jimmy Stewart
Week" by the industry is advocated
W. F. RODGERS
by national Allied as a tribute to an
actor and soldier who, now a lieutenant-colonel, has just been named not necessarily
in a
(Continuedtheon second-run
Page 5)
chief of staff to Brig. Gen. Edward
J. Timberlake.
A bulletin from Allied yesterday
pointed out
that on"ifPage
the4) industry
(Continued

"Voice of the Turtle"

SYWA

ine Counsel Assail
ft Deposition Moves

and "Seed" Hit

Iffalo — Taking of oral deposi- Pic Rights to Warners
Capitol, M. H. Jackpots
from John Buchman, Jr., 55
William St., and Henry BieberPurchase of the screen rights to
Despite the lengthy footage of
376 N. Washington St., both of
"The
Voice of the Turtle" was an- "Since You Went Away" and "Dra>are, 0., yesterday by the Denounced yesterday by Warner Bros.
gon Seed," which started the seccent of Justice during a recess Considered one of the most imporond week of their run yesterday in
(Continued on Page 3)
tant play buys of the season, nego- New York at the Capitol and Music
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 3)

Fan for Armistice,
Nat'l Allied Warns

Sees Wide Tele Use of 16mm.

Mlied is suggesting that exhibis lay plans now for the day when
rmany gives up and the big celefion begins. Staffs should be
riplined so that when the day
nes they will be able to protect
iperty and maintain order, Allied
gests, adding that it is a timely
ject for discussion at regional
etings. Allied indicates that the
day is not far off.

Assures Speedy News Coverage, Says Trainer
Television broadcasters will make
GI's Abroad Want More
extensive use of 16 mm. for tele
Newsreels, Survey Shows purposes after the war, M. A.

THE

FiGHTllSCi

5TH

Trainer, of RCA's engineering department, told his audience at last
"Soldiers everywhere want more
newsreels, even old ones, because of night's Television Seminar held in
the glimpes they give of home. Many NBC's Radio City studios, and assoldiers prefer old newsreels to new
serted that the quality of both pictures and sound that can be recorded
pictures."
Such ison the
in a
(Continued
Pagefinding
6)
(Continued on Page 5)

COMMITTEE

NEEDS

YOUR

BOND

SALES

defined
a "subsubsequent"
run
as "a theater following the key
runs in a zone located generally
within the cornorate limits ofcity,a
metropolitan

Ask $1,141,280 Legal
Fees in Fox Action

Federal Judge John C. Knox yesterday ordered hearings to be conducted on Aug. 18 on the petitions
(Continued on Page 4)

Allied Ashing Indies
For Post'War Views
An Allied committee appointed to
gather information on post-war problems affecting independent exhibitors has requested that all members who have anything to offer on
the general subject to communicate
with Ray Branch of Allied Theaters
of Michigan. The committee which
includes Branch, Jack Kirsch and
Bill Ainsworth will make its report
7-8.
to the board of directors at its meeting in Bretton Woods, N. H., Sept.
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Talk New Pacts for
2,000 White Collarites

De Rochemont Back From
Franco-American Front

Negotiations on new contracts between the Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild, Local 109,
CIO, and Paramount. Loew's, 20thFox, RKO and Columbia got under
way yesterday in the office of Maj.
Leslie Thompson of RKO. Involved
are some 2,000 white collar workers employed at the home offices of
the five companies. The Paramount
negotiations include two of the firm's
music subsidiaries, the Paramount
Music Co. and the Famous Music
Co.
The companies have agreed to a
60-day extension of the old contracts,
which expired on Wednesday. The
old pacts were for two years.
The SOPEG negotiating committee
of 12 is headed by Sidney Young,
head of the union. Another union
representative is Ellen Davidson,
SOPEG organizer. The company
spokesmen are headed by Thompson.
Other company representatives are
Paul Raibourne of Paramount, C. C.
Moskowitz of Loew's, W. C. Michel
of 20th-Fox and John Kane of Columbia.

Back from Algiers and the Franco-American front held by the American Fifth Army under Gen. Mark
W. Clark and the French Experitionary Corps under Gen. Juin, Richard de Rochemont, producer of the
March of Time and president of
France Forever, declared that during
an interview with Emmanuel d'Astier
de la Vigerie, Commissioner of the
Interior and representative of the
French Underground, the latter asserted that much more of France
than the Normandie beachhead has
been freed of the Nazi, — in fact there
are whole regions of France which,
for
all practical
"have been
liberated
from purposes,
the Germans
even

though temporarily," and where the
law is neither that of Vichy nor the
German Gestapo, but of the French
Underground.
De Rochemont made the trip as
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.
a war correspondent for the March
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
of Time, and after talking with General Clark was present at part of a
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phone
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph
conference between him and Gen.
Esler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone BriarCharles de Gaulle, and later met
rate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. FredMadame de Gaulle, wife of the
Ban, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St., W. I. HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco,
French leader, at a luncheon in the
v'irtudes 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
latter's residence.
Damon. MEXICO CITY— Marco-Aurelio Donald
Jacocks Feted
On the Italian front, the French
Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F. SYDNEY—Allan White. SAN JUAN— E. SanExpeditionary
Corps has been magOn
Warners
Departure
Ihez Ortiz.
MONTREAL— Roy Carmichael.
nificently equipped with American
materiel, de Rochemont said. The
About a hundred film company infantry, however, has not been comand theater executives attended a
pletely motorized as yet, many regiments still having to fight on foot,
testimonial dinner last night at Mayfair Farms, West Orange, N. J., to but are doing so in the highest of
Donald Jacocks, formerly Warner
{Thursday,
July 27)
Theaters' Newark Zone manager, spirit.
NIW YORK STOCK MARKET
who is going into the theater oper- Broadcast to Feature
Net
ating field on his own in the BosHigh
Low
Close
Chg.
ton territory.
"Atlantic City" Debut
Am.
Seat
161/4
I6V4
16l/4 —
34
Warner home office contingent inCol. Piers, vtc. (2i/2% )
Columbia Picts. pfd . 45% 455/8
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Atlantic City — The World PreCon. Fm. Ind
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Kalmine. Ben Kalmenson, Mort BluCon. Fm. Ind. pfd. . 25 Vs 24%
2434
—
1/4
of Republic'sfrom
"Atlantic
City"
21
%
East. Kodak
will
be mierebroadcast
the foyer
of
menstock,
Arthur
Sachson.
W.
Stew22 1/4
Vz 165V4 165V4 — W*
166
do pfd
65%
art McDonald, Harry Goldberg, Sam Hamid's Pier, over Station WSPG,
65
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1/4
—
1/4
Gen. Prec. Eq
E. Morris. Jules Lapidus, Norman tomorrow night. Gus Van and Al
938
27i/2
653 8 +
5/g
Loew's,
Inc
27
2738
Faramount
Ayres, Clarence Eiseman, Louis J. Shean, featured in the film; Willie
9' s
9
RKO
895g
Kaufman, Frank Marshall, Abel Vi- Howard, George Hamid of the Pier;
251/4 25
907/4
901/4 -f- %
RKO S6 pfd
Tom Endicott, director of the first
25 —
1/4 gard, Harold Rodner, and others.
20th Century-Fox . . 321 s
31% —
Vs
From Warner's Newark Zone were Atlantic City Pageant, held in 1921;
20th Century-Fox pfd
Frank Damis, successor to Jacocks Alec Porter, composer; Frank Hu20th-century Fox ppf 10514
313, 105V4
135a IO51/4
Warner
Bros
I31/4
13% —
% as zone manager; Sam Blaskv,
Leto ber, pioneer amusement man in AtNEW
YORK BOND
MARKET
Hill. Robert Paskow. George Kelly.
lantic City; and Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Arthur
Jordan
and
an
Par. B'way 3s55
additional Cohen, parents of Albert J. Cohen,
NEW
YORK CURB
MARKET
score.
associate producer, will participate.
Remainder were from other comEastern District Sales Manager
Monogram Picts
3%
35/8
3%
Radio-Keith
cvs.
...
1%
l3/8
l3/g —
panies and out of town.
%
Maxwell Gillis will attend the preSonotone
Corp
2%
2%
2%
A gold pen and pencil set was preTechnicolor
23%
22 1,4 22%
miere, as will Joseph Engel, PhilaTrans-Lux
4
4
4
sented to Jacocks as a farewell gift.
delphia branch manager, who will be
Universal
Picts
21%
21
21
host to a group of exhibitors from
that city.

finnnciflL

Fred H. Wade

Drowned

Television Associates
Chartered In Illinois

Portland, Ore.— Fred H. Wade, 49,
assistant manager of the local OrSpringfield, 111.— Television Assopheum and well known in musical
ciates, Inc., of Chicago, has obtained
circles, was accidently drowned in
Clacksmas River.
a certificate of incorporation from
i-he Secretary of State's office here.
The^companv will have 2,000 shares
of $5 par value stock. Incorporators
were: A. Drobena, E. C. Upton and
C. V. Cook. The company is authorized to conduct television and radio
shows. The firm is represented by
the law firm of Sonnenschein, Berkson, Lautman, Levinson & Morse,
Chicago.
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Steve Edwards, Republic's director of publicity, has been in Atlantic City this past week.

"Song of Mexico" Starts
FitzPatrick with Republic
First feature to be produced in
Mexico City for Republic by James
A. FitzPatrick under his recently
negotiated deal will be "Song of
Mexico," it was announced yesterday by Herbert J. Yates, Rep. board
head, and FitzPatrick in a joint
statement. Casting gets under way
at once and shooting starts Nov. 9.

COminG and GOIfl
ZELMA
BROCKOV,
of the Warner Bros
ern talent dept., leaves today for a twovacation at Highmount, N. Y.
RAY
arrived

LEWIS, head of Alliance Films, To
in New York yesterday.

FRED MEYERS, U's Eastern division sales
ager, is back at his home office desk
morning from a business visit to Buffalo.
DAVID O. SELZNICK, and B. P. SCHUL
now
associated
with
Selznick
enterprise;
heading toward Maryland for a brief vacat
WILLIAM

BENDIX

arrived yesterday to ;

the make
premiere
While
will
a p.ofa. "Wilson."
tour of camps
and her
hci
throughout the East.
W. E. LOADER,
branch manager,
U. S.
Motion
Picture Service, Seattle, arrived in
York yesterday for a brief visit.
JOSEPH
R. VOGEL
Northampton vacation.

leaves

NORMAN
Boston.

returned yesterday

Tuesday.
JOSEPH
Worcester,

V. ELSON

tomorrow

LEVEY left yesterday for Sprim
Boston
and
Providence,
reti I

BEVERLY WILLS, daughter of Joan Da*
visiting New York as the guest of Willia
Cehring,
and Mrs. Gehring.
THOMAS MITCHELL and FRANCHOT
arrive here today from Hollywood.

J

MAX A. BLACKMAN and ABEL VICARD I
ner Theaters executives, leave over the \i
end for Pittsburgh.
JULES
LEVEY
and
FRANK
N.
Warner
Theaters
spent
the latter
week in Philadelphia.

PHELP I
part o'

RUBE
JACKTER,
manager,
leaves for Columbia's
Kansas
Cityassistant
on bw
over the week-end.
He will be away froi
desk about a week.
BEA LUSTIG of the M-C-M sales depart
returns Monday from a vacation at Mai
Vineyard.
HELEN

POYAS,

secretary

to

Joel

Bez.i

home office assistant to M-G-M's Western
manager.
Jack E. Flynn, leaves today for ;
cation at St. John, New
Brunswick.
E. K.
manager,
returned
days.

(TED)
O'SHEA,
M-C-M
Eastern
and his assistant, LEONARD
HIR
yesterday
from
Washington
afte

BENN
ROSENWALD,
ager, is back
at his
Washington.

M-C-M
Charlotte
office after a wee

CHARLES F. DEESEN, home office assi
to J. J. Maloney, Central sales manage
M-C-M, left for Indianapolis yesterday.
RICHRATH returns today from a visit to
cinnati and Detroit.
JOHN
S. ALLEN,
M-G-M
Washington
ager, is back on the job after a vacatio
Virginia
Beach.
SAM FORCESTON
of M-G-M's
advertising
duction
department returns
Monday
from a
week siesta in Connecticut.
ROBERT WEITMAN, general manager,
York, Paramount Theater, will be back
his vacation
Monday.
DOROTHY
HART,
of Col.'sMonday
"Cover hi
contest,
arrives
fromwinner
Cleveland
10-day stay as the company's guest. Her mo
MRS.
WALTER
C. HART,
accompanies.
PVT.

LYNN

HARRIS,

tary furlough.
to R. J. O'Donnell,
on

USA,
in

formerly IS

Dallas,

is in M
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w Metro Preferred
lying Time Policy
(Continued from Page 1)

ur contracts in these situations

Voice From The Isle
That Refused To Die
Further testimony of the firm grip
which has been established in the
Mediterranean by the United Nations, and also a mute reminder of
the resumption of relatively normal
business on the Unconquerable Isle
in that sea, came yesterday to THE
FILM DAILY. It was one of the
once annual orders for this trade
publication and its Year Book to be
sent to The Malta Movie News on

" >e negotiated accordingly."
:.gers said that Metro
recogihat preferred
time
usually
Ej;he specific days of the week
[the greatest grosses were posbecause of the greater attendi "yet we also recognize
that
heroic Malta. The island's Homeric
;!the present market conditions
stand against the Axis is one of the
this sometimes
may
work
a
immortal episodes of the war.
:hip on the theater
and even
% we suffer in the way of re\ve do recognize and are preto meet the problem
of our Schine Counsel Assail
mer and where it is to his distage in this type of operation Gov't Deposition Moves
Ly our pictures on the week(Continued from Page 1)
e will negotiate for mid-week
sknd without asking any prem- of the Schine trial brought violent
objection here by Willard S. McKay
itn-rally speaking,"
he contin- and other Schine counsel.
j we believe we are entitled to
In an affidavit filed with the court,
sst showing possible for all of
(.tractions and are anxious that McKay charged that even though
ictures play where they will he had been "invited" to witness the
£n by the greatest number of depositions, he sees no extreme
is possible. This is intended emergency to warrant the Governiiher flat rental
pictures
or
ment's "chasing its opposing counsel
I that play on a participating all over the United States and even
jement, yet we recognize that into his own office in Washington
i type of operation the theater for the purpose of obtaining a depol problem that must be considIn approaching this problem,
McKay further charged that the
sition."
St be borne in mind that the witnesses
should be present before
tapproach is an effort to co-op- the Court and cross-examined "so
* and in accepting mid-week that the Court can observe the apone theater does not mean we
pearance and demeanor of the witmpelled to do so from another."
Meanwhile, Schine defendants have
nesses."
notified the Court that they have
7 A and "Seed" Hit
accepted the extension of six months
itol, M. H. Jackpots
granted within which to dispose of
theaters in Section 4 of the Court's
(Continued from Page 1)
temporary order of more than two
respectively,
capacity
audi- years ago.
[ brought
phenomenal
grosses
e first week to both houses.
ing to a capacity of 160,000
Monogram Reveals Next
,;ions, "Dragon Seed" was reto have earned $127,600, makjis the top grosser for an M- Six Months' Releases
seature at the Music Hall with West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
:ception of ' The Philadelphia
I' which had the advantage of
jial New Year's show.
lid D. Selznick's SYWA garn|a neat
$90,000,
topping
his
VT for the first week by more
S15,000,
it was
reported
by
i Artists.

ID BIRTHDAY
EETIKS TO...
July 28
">e E. Brown
Edward Martindel
ludy Vallee
Blanche Mehaffey
*:ts Gallagher
Laird Cregar
July 29
Nam
Powell
Dennis D. Caplin
:iara Bow
Douglas Warren
imes

July 30
Herbert
Robert
Duke Hickey

Bennett

Outstanding

Faith."

56

Industry Personalities
Can 4fO*L name tUetn —
OUTgenius
of Mighty
this genuine
Destiny London
marked came
to enjoy
greater
fame than most monarchs — a Jester whom the
world was to worship as a King ... of Comedy.
Started in show business as member of a juvenile
troupe. Picked up legit stage experience and
progressed rapidly to vaude headliner in Britain
and the U. S. Invaded filmland in 1913. In
five years, in Horatio Alger fashion, he constructed own Hollywood studio. Is one of UA's
founders and a partner therein. A "one-man
band," he created the industry's truly immortal
comedies which paradoxically accented pathos.
His bowler, shoes, cane and baggy clothing are
known to more people than the book of verses,
jug
of wine, loaf of bread, and thou, of Omar
Khayyam.

HE

operates Warner Bros. Theater Circuit.
Entered theater business at age of 10 vending music and lyrics. Became a stage hand
and rose rapidly to company manager for legit
road companies. Swung into filmland as manager of the Classic Theater in upper Manhattan,
then came downtown to the Union Theater at
42nd St. and \0th Ave. In the 29th Division
during World War I was wounded in MeuseArgonne action. Returned to manage theaters
near New York and was made district manager
for Fabian chain. Then Warners grabbed him
to manage their seven Broadway houses. Designated chief booker for the circuit, and later was
zone manager in New Jersey and Pittsburgh.
He holds the Order of the Purple Heart.

A

FAVORITE saying of Will H. Hays is that
"it's not the size of the dog in the fight,

but the size of the fight in the dog." This
veteran of more than 30 years in the theateroperation field has only a relatively few houses,
but there is scarcely a major industry activity,
either of a patriotic, business or philanthropic
character in which he doesn't play a part. Quiet
and unassuming, he possesses a mind like the
proverbial steel trap, and judgment commanding;
high respect. To his chain of 10 houses in the
Metropolitan New York area, he is set to add
another as soon as wartime regulations are
sufficiently relaxed. It will be in mid-Manhattan
and cost an estimated $450,000.

Hollywood — W. Ray Johnston,
president of Monogram, yesterday
announced company's complete releasing schedule for the next six
months. Films and release months
include:
August: "Leave it to the Irish,"
"East of the Rio Grande," "Call of
the Jungle," "The Utah Kid." September: "Oh, What a Night," "Black
Magic," "Block Busters," "Lane of
the Outlaws," "Shadows of Suspicion," "Marked Trails."
October: "When Strangers Marry," "A WAVE, a WAC and a Marine," "Enemy of Women." November: "Army Wives," "Law of the
Valley," "Alaska," "Mystery Mansion." December: "The Missing Medico," "Adventures of Kitty O'Day,"
'Broadway Champs," "Little Devils,"
"Ghost Guns," "The Shadow." January: "Murder in the Family," "GI
Honeymoon," "They Shall Have

No.

They can easily be identified
by referring to the 1944
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Ask $1,141,280 Let;
Fees In Fox Acti

Urge Industry Week
To Honor Stewart

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
wants to call the public's attention
to a service rendered by one of its
members, which is the only kind of
service the public is interested in,
why doesn't it stage a Jimmy Stewart Week and try to get every theater in the country to show one of
his films during that week? Jimmy
Stewart, by reason of his modesty,
efficiency and devotion to duty has
all that is needed to become a popular hero.
"Also it should be remembered,"
the bulletin containued, "that he entered the Army at the height of his
popularity and for 3% years ras received only Army pay while other
less gifted actors have cleaned up
in Hollywood. Out of the proceeds
of Jimmy Stewart Week there should
be enough put aside for a substantial
token of the industry's admiration
and appreciation to be presented to
him at an appropriate homecoming
ceremony."

"Voice of the Turtle"
Pic Rights to Warners

The Home
•

• IN THE SPHERE oi the military, it is axiomatic that a campaign is as good as its generalship
Meaning you can possess all
the other requisites but without their effective employment by the top
command, there can be no assurance of victory
Effective employment, of course, is a mighty comprehensive
phrase
It runs
all the way from many-sided attack to the use of resources without stint.
T
T
T
• » 6 D1DJA EVER STOP to consider that there is an amazing
parallel between a military campaign and its generalship and a motion picture campaign and its generalship?
For there is— indeed,
many respects they are as alike as the proverbial peas in a pod
And the same attributes which make for successful generalship on
the field of conflict are those which underwrite the astute direction of
exploitation, the advertising and the publicity for a picture
And for a prize case study, take the current campaign devised and
waged in behalf of Darryl F. Zanuch's "Wilson" by 20th-Fox's twin
generals of bally, Hal Home and Harry Brand
It is a campaign
that touches several new highs arid which, it is safe to say, will become a widely copied industry pattern
T
▼
T
•

(Continued from Page 1)
tiations were handled personally by
Jack
L. Warner
with
Alfred
DeLiagre, Jr., producer of the play.
Deal calls for only the screen
rights and does not include the package offering of radio, television and
other rights first advanced for a reported $3,000,000. Screen rights
brought a large amount of money
but the figure was not disclosed.
The Broadway play closed June
25 and will re-open Aug. 28 with the
original cast — Margaret Sullavan,
Elliott Nugent and Audrey Christie.
Road companies will be sent throughout the world.

Artists Managers Guild
To Protest SSU Changes
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Decision to protest
the proposed modification of Salary
Stabilization Unit rulings covering
deals for free-lancers earning $1,000
weekly or more, was made at a meeting of representatives of free lance
actors, writers, directors and cameramen called by President Bert Allenberg of Artists Managers Guild.

THEATER DEALS
Scotland, S. D.— The Royal theater here, owned by Math Wuebben
has been sold to J. H. Schmidt of
Scotland. Wuebben will manage the
Canton theater at Canton.
Irwin, la.— Martin O. Axland plans
to reopen the Irwin theater here
this Fall.

of Plenty

•

•

•

TWENTIETH-FOX

has said that it is spending $250,000 to

launch what is conceded to be one of the year's most important pictures
And here important, needless to say, does not merely relate to cast
and production values. .... .It is evident from an examination of the
"Wilson" campaign that not only has no angle been missed, but that
for its lavish expenditure — which must benefit the exhibitor no end —
the company is getting its money's worth
That, too, is important.
T
T
T
• •
«
TAKE THE MATTER
OF RADIO
Coast to Coast
broadcasts, almost daily over the four major nets, are giving "Wilson"
more publicity than any 20th-Fox pic has ever received in advance
of a premiere
Others will follow the Roxy opening until the end
of August
These national plugs are exclusive of the 4,000 spot
messages over 12 stations in the Met. New York area during a 30-day
period

T

▼

T

• •
• TAKE
THE OUTDOOR
PHASE
of the campaign
24
sheets to the number of 1,250 were posted as far away as 300 miles
of the Roxy
Three-sheets totalling 3,500 were posted in all railroad stations of the New York Central, Pennsylvania, Long Island, New
York, New Haven & Hartford, B & O, DL & W, Lehigh, Erie and West
Shore
Five thousand more one-sheets went into rail sub stations
Also employed are 2,000 six-sheet snipes, 2,000 half-sheet tack
cards, 6,600 regular car cards
T
T
T
• • • THEN THERE ARE THE MAGAZINES
Forty national mags and 13 fan mags are using full-page ads, Charles Schlaifer
handling the campaign
Supplementary ads have been placed in
New
York's four major Sunday
papers
At Home's
suggestion,
Schlaifer commissioned five famed American artists— Wallace Morgan,
John Fulton, Lee Gustavson, Frank Godwin and Theodore Utz,—to
create art for the picture
The contributions are striking
T
T
T
•

• • BRAND'S COAST CAMPAIGN has as a spectacular highlight the utilization of the world-famed "Hollywoodian" site for a huge
"Wilson"
sign
Stretching 1,200 feet long, and employing 28-foot
letters, the sign is visible for 40 miles in all directions.
▼
T
T
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

by Irving L. Levey, general co.
for the trustees of the Fox The;
Corp.; Robert Aronstein, atto
for the First National Bank of
lanta, one of the larger credi
and others, for allowances for
vices rendered which resulted
pain to creditors and stockhol
of Fox of more than $2,000,00
assets over a period of years in
rentals of the Academy of Musi
East 14th St.
Levey asks for an allowance c
per cent of the recovery, or $536
through the settlement and com
mise made with the Skouras
aters Corp., which obtained the
ater and other assets in a reeei I
sale in 1937. Skouras assigned
leases and assets to its subsid:
the Ktima Corp. The assign!
was recently vacated by Judge K
who at the same time approved
settlement under which Skouras
Ktima returned the theater p
erty and other assets to the trus
of Fox but retained the lease on
Academy of Music at a yearly re
of $175,000.
Through the settlement, L
claims, the recovered assets i
which the creditors and others I
benefit amount to $2,681,400 for
period from 1937 to 1958, the c
inal date of expiration of the k
Levey asks the court to approve \
payment of $200,200 in cash,
remainder of the $536,280 to 1
lien subject to the ground rent;
Aronstein's petition asks
$605,000 for services rendered
himself, Jenks & Rogers and
E. Rogers, attorneys for the
stockholders' protective commi
since 1937. The petition asks
payments be made at the rat*
$41,000 per year.
Judge Knox ordered that n
be served on all creditors, stock!
ers and others on the scheduled h
ings by Aug. 1, and all paperopposition to the petitions be
on or before Aug. 15.

Competitive License
Low. Closes Theatei
Percy, III.— The Princess here h
been closed by its owner, H.
Webster. Webster, who owns a
publishes the Steelville Ledger, sa
he closed the Princess because th
city failed to impose a higher
cense fee of $25 a year on carniva
circuses and similar forms of cor
Closing of the Princess leaves t
petition.
town
without a place of amuseme
and residents must journey to Sfee
ville to see pictures. Webster opei
ates the New Webster there.

/3fe
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er Top Metro Pix
flat Rental Basis

Yes, the Hotel Biz is Also Good Today
Allied members

(Continued from Page 1)
Kit those which follow the key
;t-runs in individual zones."
i the whole," Rodgers said, ' we
(found that their business has
;en increased to the same deexperienced
by first-runs in
towns and zones.
It is these
of operations which we berequire special consideration
I planning the marketing of our
let. There are, of course, excepi]to the above statement
and
! where special consideration is
essary."
jFlexible Policy Required
gers said that when it became
'«nt that in consideration
of
^ions in this business today old
Mas would have to be discarded
L more flexible policy devised,
:ame evident that only through
Bing each individual situation
'id.equitable,
be
Rodgersintelligent
reiteratedtermsthat
J sales would be based on the
'dual analysis of each individuation, but all aimed in the
direction — an equitable deal
to which even the effort put
by the theater owner and his
. .andising ability will be taken
onsideration.
•nee," he continued, "for this
Ppf run, and for this type only,
ill so far as our next group is
/ned, and beyond that if the
,ise warrants, offer those picsold in groups on a basis whereose who desire can lease our
es in the top brackets on a
ental basis.
This will be opat the time of negotiation. It
[be understood that where flat
in this direction is desired, it
; contemplated to offer pictures
!s category at bargain prices;
> not intend to price our picbelow that which we believe
«p bracket justifies, neither will
k premium prices for the privilof playing flat rental versus
htage — we want only the propfrms."
jodgers said that Metro preed to play on a participat' arrangement with this type
un, as well as all other runs,
"because of the conditions
.they have been reported to
and because of our desire to
iperate with our customers,
will in such cases, where this
e of exhibitor so desires, of-

IN NEW POSTS
3 JORDAN,
chief
aters, Newark.

booker,

Warner

Bros,

; IT ALDERT,
assistant
manager,
Loew's
;te, Syracuse, N. Y.
REGAN,
booker,
office manager,
and
1 salesman, PRC, St Louis.
R. MENDELSON,
'ihange,
Boston.

L

office

manager,

UA

attending the board meeting

at the Washington

Hotel, Bret-

ton Woods, N. H., in September will get a "break" on their hotel rates. Regular rates range up to $96 a day, but the theater man will be charged only $12
a day single and up to $60 a day double. That includes meals. Hotel is owned
by a New England group which includes Nate Yamins, Dave Stoneman, Ben
Swing and Louis Markson.
Bcston — The Post here said that the Federal government
$300,000

for the use of the hotel during the recent World

reportedly the approximate

will pay approximately
Monetary

price paid for the hostelry by the New

Conference,

England group.

Sees Wide Tele Use otlGmm.
Assures Speedy News Coverage, Says Trainer
(Continued

on 16 mm. film has been greatly improved in recent years.
Smaller stations, he pointed out,
will be able to record events of local
interest during the daytime, quickly
process the film, and broadcast the
movie the same evening. Larger
stations will do the same thing to
cover spot news events that cannot
be televised directly because of program schedules or other reasons.
The larger stations will be able to
record their programs by photographing the picture on the line
monitor kinescope on 16 mm. film.
This film could also be used by the
smaller stations as a source of program material.
Equipment for tele, he said, will
be available as soon as manpower
and materials can be divorced from
the war program, provided FCC,
acting on RTPB recommendations,
does not make any radical changes
in either standards or frequency
allocations.
To Follow Radio Net Pattern
Trainer stated that tele network
pattern will follow the present
broadcasting pattern, with network
origination stations located in larger cities, especially where talent
sources exist. There, heavy investments will be made in plant and
facilities to originate complex programs such as operas, musical comedies and elaborate plays. The film
studios will be equipped to handle
35 mm, 16 mm. films and slides.
Outdoor events will be captured by
mobile tele units. Studios, like their
Hollywood
counterparts,
will have
fer all of our

pictures

sold in

flat rental basis."
on a sales
a group
The
M-G-M
chief said that
the company was taking this step at
this time "fully cognizant that a
depreciation in our revenue may result from some localities, yet if it
is right and it lessens the burden of
our socustomer,
we are ofsatisfied."
Alin the direction
recognizing
these emergency conditions, Rodgers
said, Metro will try to reduce the
number of participating pictures to
these accounts. It is obvious, he
continued, that the company cannot
continue to produce outstanding pictures and sell them at a fraction of
their worth; on the other hand, "we
recognize that this particular type
of theater classed as a sub-subsequent run does not have the same

from Page 1)

to be large to accommodate dollies,
lights, scenery, microphones, cables,
etc., and provide room for groups
of players. He said, in posing the
question of the chief respects in
which post-war station operation and
equipment will differ from pre-war
operation and equipment, that probably the most significant improvement will be in pickup tube sensitivity, thus vastly expanding the
scope of outdoor pickup equipment.
The newer tubes, he added, will have
a greater light range and will be
able to successfully televise almost
any type of scene, and under almost
any condition.
In the other featured addresses
at the Seminar, Leonard F. Cramer,
executive vice-president of DuMont
Laboratories, Paramount affiliate,
outlined procedure in the instance
of desire to build and operate a tele
studio. Effective primary range of
tele signals, he said, as a rough estimate, slightly more than the area
visible from transmitting antenna,
probably from 10 to 20 per cent in
excess of the line of vision. A
transmitter, for example, located on
Southern California's Mt. Wilson,
may easily serve homes 200 miles
distant. On a 500-foot skyscraper,
a radius of 50 to 75 miles would
encompass service area. It is possible, he asserted, to build a compact, complete station in 5,000 sq.
ing.
feet of floor space in an office buildAdvises "Live Talent" Studio
DuMont,
Cramera beginning
said, doesn'tforad-a
vise too modest

Appeal for Full
Reports on Drive
(Continued from Page 1)
the fact that the cards called for
sales thru yesterday.
Scrutiny of
the first reports also disclosed other
glaring omissions.
"When some of the information
requested is not given by the reporting theater, it affects our entire
tabulating system and makes it impossible to give a complete picture
of what the industry has accomplished." campaign headquarters
stressed.
"Where an exhibitor held a Free
Movie Day or a Bond Premiere, he
should so indicate in the report by
noting the number of Bonds sold for
such events and their maturity value.
Where a theater did not have such
an event, he should indicate it by
writing "None" in the blank space
provided, but he should not leave us
in the dark.
"There is no way by which the industry can register the full extent
of its contribution to the Fifth War
Loan except by these reports. We
beg, we implore every exhibitor to
fill his report card properly and mail
it to the National Committee withThe National Committee again
reminded
out delay."that it is unnecessary for
Exhibitor State Chairmen to compile their own reports.
Ted Gamble of the War Finance
Committee last night called upon all
theaters selling Bonds to turn over
their stubs and cash to the district
Federal Reserve Bank before midnight on Monday to assure drive
credit.
tele station, for the big opportunity
for a new station to build prestige
will "come largely through showing
local people to their neighborhoods,
— through field pickups of local
sporting events, parades, accidents,
political meetings, graduations, music festivals, picnics, beauty contests, shopping tours, county fair
prize contests, street quizzes, garden club inspections,
and so
on."
He advocated
as a necessary
adjunct
a "live talent" studio.
Cramer used more than 11 slides
to illustrate the various highlights
of his address. Based on pre-war
estimates, it was shown that studio
equipment for tele will cost an estimated $153,000; field equipment,
$40,500; and installation of sound,
lighting, etc., $64,500, for a total of

potential possibilities that exist for
the first-run whether it be in a large
or small city, town or zone. These
theaters require not only quality,
but very often quantity as well,
thereby creating a booking problem that deserves to be considered,"
he said.
Seated on the Dais
Approximately
350 in
exhibitors
attended the luncheon
the Grand
Ballroom of the Hotel Astor. Seated
on the dais were J. Robert Rubin, $258,500.
Jack Revelle, Harold Postman, Leroy Bickel, Eddie Aaron, Si Seadler,
William Ferguson, Lou Gold, Max
A. Cohen, H. M. Richey, Martin
Smith, Ed Saunders, Rodgers, Howard Dietz, Harry Brand, Ted O'Shea,
A daughter was born Wednesday
Jack Bowen, Jacob Leff, Ralph Pie- to Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Youngman.
low, Ben Abnre, Mike Simons, Wal- Father is general counsel for RKO.
ter Brooks and Jesse Stern.

STORK REPORTS

:w
Tire Shortage May
Ailed Deliveries
(Continued from Page 1 I
essential rubber-borne transport serODT warned of a shortage early
vices.'in June, when it expected a monthly
availability of 135,000 to 140,000
heavy and medium tires. Revised
figures later cut this expectation to
only 57,000 tires. That figure has
been raised to 73,000, only slightly
more than what was in prospect
when ODT issued its first warning.
Thus, although last month saw
the release of several new trucks
for film delivery, the industry is
faced with a grave problem in keeping these and older on rubber.

GI's Abroad Want More
Newsreels, Survey Shows
(Continued from Page 1)
poll conducted
by Time Magazine
correspondents, the results of which
appear in the July 31 issue of the
publication.
The magazine has found that "almost without exception, G.I.'s like
musical comedies best, comedies
next best, then adventure films and
melodramas" and that "without exception, G.I.'s most dislike tinhorn
war and home-front heroics." Documentaries are reported to be "generally unpopular," while "a good
old film still draws bigger G.I. audiences than a bad new one."
The publication says that "everywhere G.I.'s scan war films for technical errors to razz, and everywhere
they reserve their most scathing
cracks for pseudo-heroics." The
survey also revealed that "there is
nothing friendly about G.I. reactions' to films which make the enemy
look stupid or easily beaten."
The Time check-up establishes
films as "indispensable" to service
men, be they good or bad, new or
old.
The survey brought out that "in
direct ratio to their remoteness to
civilization" our troops pick Betty
Grable over all other femme players,
also favoring in a big way Rita Hayworth, Ginger Rogers, Lena Home,
Alice Faye, Ginny Simms and Betty
Hutton. The soldiers named Ingrid
Bergman, Greer Garson and Bette
Davis as their favorite dramatic actresses. The polling in Great Britain showed 11 male stars to be as
popular as any female. They are
Bob Hope, Bing Crosby, Spencer
Tracy, James Cagney, Clark Gable,
Humphrey Bogart, Abbott and Costello, Mickey Rooney, Gary Grant
and Danny Kaye.
Name Mowry Aide to Miner
Transfer of Paul Mowry from
WABC, CBS key station in New
York, to the network's television staff
as assistant to Worthington Miner,
manager of CBS video, is announced,
effective Monday.

REVIEWS Of jlCUj fjLfllS
"Mademoiselle
Simon Fifi"

with Simone
RKO

69

Mins.

DE MAUPASSANT IS SOURCE OF PATRIOTIC TALE OF FRANCE THAT IS
CLASSES AS GOOD
DRAMATIC
FARE.
RKO has gone to Guy de Maupassant,
that giant of French literature, for material for a story that provides a parallel
for the situation that obtains in France

iwith"Three
Little Sisters"
Mary Lee, Ruth Terry, Cheryl Walker
Republic
69 Mins.
BRISK, TUNEFUL MUSICAL-ROMANCE
EQUIPPED WITH LIGHT STORY GENERALLY APPEALING TO FANS.
Ycuth and good tunes starch this new
musical romance which is light but diverting entertainment, and easily digested
by any audience.
It also possesses a bright
I sort of timeliness as it recounts the love
affair of a Gl Joe with the eldest of three

today. The picture shows that the problem that faced the French people in 1871 sisters who do hand-laundering in a Vermont community. The affair of the heart
was not dissimilar to that facing them dur- is carried on by mail, neither William Terry,
ing the present German occupation of the
the boy in uniform,
nor Cheryl Walker,
country. Audiences should respond fav' his wartime "correspondent," ever having
orably to what it has to say.
met until he is shifted from his post in
The film, employing drama effectively, Arizona to a New England camp. On this
deals with French resistance to the Ger- initial base rests a potent little complicaman conquerors, following the the end
tion, namely, that the pretty Miss Walker,
of the Franco-Prussian war. Drawing upon who is confined by paralysis, we assume,
several of de Maupassant's patriotic tales, to a wheel chair, apparently spins the
principally "Mademoiselle Fifi," the film myth, or her two younger sisters do, that
weaves a simple yet interest-saustaining their family is in the chips heavily and
old manor.
When
story around a group representing a cross- resides in a handsome
section of the France of the day.
I the kid sisters, Mary Lee and Ruth Terry
The spirit of French resistance to the learn that khaki-clad Terry is on his way
Prussians is personified by a little laundress to see the U. S. Mail girl of his dreams,
who refuses to have anything whatever to panic sets in. So they quickly but effectivedo with the invaders of her country. The
ly borrow a local manor house owned by the
acid town realtor, Charles Arnt, and get
girl's attitude proves an inconvenience to
a group of fellow-passengers traveling by family and friends to play out the canard.
ccach when a Prussian officer interrupts ; It's all for the sake of giving the invalid
their journey and refuses to let them go Miss Walker a night to remember. Of
on until the little patriot consents to in- ccurse the bubble bursts, but not until
dulge in a bit of private conviviality with several neat songs and tight situations have
him. The girl finally gives in for the sake been weathered. At the finale is a big
of the others. The Prussian officer later production scene wherein the sisters launch
meets his death at her hand during a party a canteen. Army Band and all, in the manor
in which she is forced to participate. She house and make a big shot out of the
escapes with the help of a fellow patriot, outraged owner. It also winds up with
becoming the first in her village to strike
Miss Walker the apple of her soldier boy's
a blow for France.
eye; the younger sisters in love with a
couple of his buddies; and all extant scars
The film's main weakness lies in the
performance of Simone Simon, who plays healed including the prospect of Miss
the leading role with little SDi'rit. The star
gets good support from John Emery, as the
.ne who helps her escape; Kurt Kreuger,
as the villain, who is nicknamed "Mademoiselle Fifi," Alan Napier, Helen Freeman, Jason Robards and others.

Walker's cure by a Boston specialist. Joseph Santley does a good job of direction,
and photography is tip-top. The cast gives
the audience a thorough good time and
acts as though it were all as consequential

as possible.
CAST: Mary Lee, Ruth Terry, Cheryl
The film was produced acceptably by
Walker, William Terry, Jackie Moran,
Va! Lewton, with Robert Wise directing.
Charles Arnt, Frank Jenks, William Shirley,
The screenplay is the work of Josef Mischel Tom Fadden, Tom London, Milt Kibbee,
and Peter Ruric.
Addison
Richards,
Lillian
Randolph,
Sam
Atmospherically the production has con- ' "Deacon" McDaniel, Forrest Taylor.
siderable inits favor.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Harry Grey;
CAST: Simone Simon, John Emery, Kurt Director, Joseph Santley; Authors, Maurice
Kreuger, Alan Napier, Helen Freeman, Clark, Olive Cooper; Screenplay, Olive CoopJason Robards, Norma Varden, Romaine
er; Cameraman, Reggie Lanning; Film Editor, Fred Allen; Sound, Tom
Carman; Art
Callendar, Fay Helm, Ermund Glover, Charles
Waldron. Mayo Newhall, Lillian Bronson, i Director, Gano Chittenden; Set Decorations,
Alan Ward, Daun Kennedy, William Von Charles Thompson; Musical Director, MorWymetal, Max Willenz, Marc Cramer. John
ton Scott; Songs, Walter Kent, Kim GanGood.
! non, and Irving Taylor and Vic Mizzy.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
CREDITS: Producer, Val Lewton; Di- Tip-Top.
rector, Rcbert Wise; Screenplay, Josef
Mischel, Peter Ruric; Based on stories by
Guy de Maupassant; Cameraman, Harry
Wild; Special Effects, Vernon L. Walker;
Art Directors, Albert D'Agostino, Walter
E. Keller; Set Decorators, Darrell Silvera,
Al Fields; Musical Score, Werner Heymann;
: Musical Director, C. Bakaleinikoff ; Sound,
IFrancis M. Sarver; Film Editor, J. R. WhitI tredge.

!
| DIRECTION,
' Good.

Okay.

PHOTOGRAPHY,
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Sourkes Named Mono.
Manager in Montreal

Montreal — Irving Sourkes, prominent for 20 years on Montreal film
row, has been named Montreal manager of Monogram Pictures of Canada, succeeding I. H. Allen who has
gone to Toronto as general sales
manager of Equire Films, Ltd.

Metro Bringing Bat
Six More Features
(Continued from Page 1)
the Hotel Astor that there had |

a varied of
response
Metro's prev
release
older topictures,
a :i
created to help those theaters
needed product until current
tures under contract would flov
them in the normal course of eve
Some accepted the thought for »
it was intended, Rodgers said, vi
a few sought to lease those aj
tional pictures only as a means
acquiring additional product. A 1
he added, attempted
to delay
acquisition of or the playing of i
rent
product — a procedure
wl
could penalize the company and
feat the idea of relief.
New prints will be ordered on
return engagement pictures for
areas which they are needed. Re
ers said the company
would
seek first-run showings, adding I
Metro would not release them j
erally throughout the country,
only where needed.
The older
tures will be offered at the lo
bracket terms and an exhibitor i
buy one or all.
Pointing out that two revrd
"Waterloo Bridge" and "Naug
Marietta" would be included in
next block, Rodgers said they w<
be tested to determine their mai
value, then classified and designa
Both of them will be tradesho
Rodgers said it would not be ne
sary to contract for the revivals
order to obtain the remaining
tures.
A new form of contract whic
will be an improvement over th
longer form of licensing agret
ment is being prepared, Rodg
ers said.
Up to now the coiT
tract has been reduced by i |
least one-third and further mod
fications is being sought.
"As to the future," Rodgers
"we do not claim to be prop
We do, however, endeavor to s
our market and it is our firm co
tion that the amusement busin
as we understand it, is built soi
and, generally speaking, we an
pate a continuance of good busii
after the cessation
of hostili
which we all hope will be soon.
"It rests only with us in all brai
es of our business to give our i
best to production, distribution
exhibition.
Defend our business
ways, and make it inviting for
public to continue to look upon
theaters as community centers w
they will be well received and p
erly entertained.
To follow
creed from beginning
to end
I
maintain and increase our patr
age and cause little concern rega
ing any other form of entertain™
affecting our business."

Joan Harrison to Universal
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

D.

Hollywood — Joan Harrison, on
Hollywood's three women product
has been signed to a term deal
Universal and reports Monday w
story assignments will be discuss
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UGE THEATER PROJECT ON IN DETROIT
ew Sound Control Device Seen Industry Aid
ismith Development
'hange Acoustics;
"t Awards It Patent
$7(011 Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

;hington — A salient step in auc sound control, and one which
aised by authoritative channels as an aid in
the
electronic
field to motion
pictures, radio
and
television,
outcropped here
with granting to
Dr. Alfred N.
Goldsmith, internationally known
engineer and inventor, of Patent
No. 2,354,176.
Working
through
a
system of niters, amplifiers and freH quency responsive
circuits, his dessponds to the sub-audible viContinued on Page 8)

iograph, Shearer
ong-Term Pad
lago — One of the most imporlacts finalized in the national
f theater equipment distribus been concluded between Mo•h and the B. F. Shearer Co.
maintains
theater
supply
j in Los
Angeles
and
San
(Continued on Page 8)

*■*.ibit or Institutes
!-Mon Co-operative
as — H. S. Leon, circuit opervends a lot of popcorn in his
2S, — but it's scarce and highd stuff these days. So, he
ed 100 acres to said popcorn
is West Texas farm, and now
lly exhibits the ears. He exto have a yield upward of
00, much more than his needs
will market overage to other
itors.

Equipment Field Notes

Initial Work Allocated
By Wisper and Wetsman;
Will Cost in Millions

Detroit — Contracts for preliminConsolidated net earnings of Johnsary work on a 3,000-seat theater deManville Corp. and its subsidiaries for
velopment to cost between $2,000,000
the
quarter
ended
June
30
amounted
and $3,000,000, according to present
of GE's appliance and merchandise department in Bridgeport, Conn., that a new to $1,242,194 after all charges, equal estimate, making the biggest theater
bazooka has been born. The new gun to $1.46 a share of common stock. This project in the Detroit area in the
has same general appearance as its older compares with $1,059,802 for the sec- past 15 years, have just been let by
ond quarter a year ago, or $1.19 a Wisper & Wetsman Circuit to
rocket-launching brother, except that it is
of knockdown construction and the barrel common share.
Charles N. Agree, Inc., theater architects. Contracts include both armay be carried in two pieces. It was dechitectural and engineering
work.
signed to be used by paratroopers and saw
Chicago branch of NTS reports installaits first action during the invasion of
House will be a second-run stand,
tion
of
Simplex
projectors.
Peerless
lamps,
France. GE has manufactured the bazooka
first to be operated by this chain
frcm its inception.
800 feet cf Alexander Smith's Crestwood which now has 19 houses, except the
carpet, and other equipment in the Tivoli, Royale which was built jointly by
Downers Grove, III., which re-opened yes- W & W and United Detroit Circuit.
(Continued on Page 8)
terday. At Sterling, III., the new Sterling
Sam E. Pirtle, owner of the 450seat Bijou in Abingdon, III., announces Theater, taking the place of the burned
that as soon as wartime restrictions out house, will reopen soon with equipment
supplied by NTS. The rebuilt house will
permit he will build a new 700-seater
and continue under the managein community. He has been negotiat- seat 800
ment of C. J. Kontos and Frank Ford.
ing for a suitable site for the new
house. It will be air conditioned and
incorporate the latest in sound and
Stanley Theater Supply Co., Chiprojection devices.
cago, is now distributing the BallanCamden, N. J. — Glenn C. Henry,
tyne Royal Theater Sound Master
equipment in that territory.
formerly chief of the Audio and InThe Palace Theater, Penacook, N. H., has
dustrial Section of WPB's Radio and
been re-opened after shuttering for renoRadar Division, has been appointed
JOINT announcement is made by the War
"^ Department in Washington and officials

RCA Names Henry To
lis Equipment Staff

vations. Entire house was re-decorated,
the walls and woodwork being painted in
three shades of rose, and new maroon
drapes and curtains installed.

In Milwaukee, Charles Underbill, director of screen sales for RCA, reports an
addition to the screen line, under the trade
name of Silverlite, which is a companion

to the staff of RCA's Sound Equipment Section, in charge of sales of
engineered sound systems and com-

Barton
Kreuzer,
manager
of
model to the company's Snowhite line. The ponents.
The Poli, New Haven, has been Pittsburgh office leads in screen sales for RCA's
Sound
Equipment
Section,
the first four months, with Atlanta the said in announcing the appointment
given new gold and maroon damask runner-up.
wall covering, and the Lyric, Bridgethat Henry
will have
the8) responsi(Continued
on Page
port, also a Loew's Poli house is having rest rooms moved from the balThe DeVry Corp. is now publishing
cony to the main floor.
a house organ for employes under the
name Intermittent News. Bill AscheDeveloping Tanks
to Tank Telescopes
Owners of the Regal Theater, St. Louis, man, personnel manager, is the editor.
have awarded a contract to the J. E. Wil- The July issue contained a fine tribute
Rochester — Large-scale production,
to the late Dr. Herman A. DeVry,
liams Construction Co. of that city for reof the M-76-C tank telescope, which
pairs to the front of the house. Work founder of the world-wide business.
enables a gunner to pick out a tarwill cost about $2,000. Stand is operated The DeVry organization has also inget a mile away, is announced by
stituted a safety campaign in its two
Eastman Kodak Co. here. Sight of
by George Pliakos, who also has the Crifactories,
and
drive
has
resulted
in
50
terion there.
the 30-inch telescope covers a 24
per cent reduction of accidents. Presidegree field magnified three times.
dent William DeVry says the camInstrument is made of sand-free,
Air Conditioning equipment is bepaign will be continued with vigor.
rare element glass. It keeps suring installed in the Ritz, Milton, Via.
rounding terrain, as well as the tarHaywood Hanna is theater's manager.
get, in focus. It also features a
The Warner Garde in New London,
Conn., is having a complete new front installed, including walnut display cases, plus
terrazzo
floor with recessed
mats.

New catalog of Hub Electric, Chicago,
is now ready and copies are being sent to
the trade throughout the country. Catalog
covers complete stage and lighting control
switchboards and is well illustrated.

rubber sponge eye guard designed
by
neers.Kodak's Hawk

Eye plant engi-

8 • EQUIPMENT

NEWS

New Sound Control
Device Gets Patent
A Section of THE FILM DAILY comprehensively covering the equipment field, published every second week by Wid's Film» and
Film Folks, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York
City. John W. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald
M. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B.
Bahn, Editor; George H. Morris, Equipment
Editor; West Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood
Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal., Ralph Wilk,
Bureau Chief.
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Creakier

(Continued

from Page 7

Lots of Jungle Pix
Out In New Guinea
Newport, N. H. — Tech. Sgt. Henry
Allen, on furlough at his home here
after long overseas service, reports
that seven outdoor theaters were constructed in the Papuan jungles of
New Guinea after his unit arrived

bi'ations produced
by the spoken
word or a musical instrument.
According to the patentee, it has
in early May, 1943. Soldiers were
able to walk to a show every night
been found possible to change the
and saw standout Hollywood stars
apparent room acoustics from "dead"
on the screen.
to "very alive" by using this device. Thus, when a symphony orHenry Is Named by RCA
chestra, or, as another of many exTo Its Equipment Staff
amples, a church organ makes a re- Motiograph and Shearer
cording in a relatively small room,
(Continued from Page 7
reverberations can be controlled Conclude Long-Term Pact
bility for developing products and through this mechanism to give the
services in the field to which he has music depth and sonority. The high(Continued from Page 7
been assigned.
speed reverberations made by a
Francisco,
Calif., Seattle, Wash., and
A graduate of the University of dance orchestra in a large auditorPortland, Ore.
Montana, Henry has been long acium also can be brought under conThe deal, formally announced by
tive in radio and sound reproduction trol.
Fred
C. Matthews, Motiograph partfield. Some 10 years ago, he entner, provides, under a long-term conered Government service in Washtract with the Shearer organization
ington, D. C, serving for seven years Stockholders To Vote On
with exclusive distribution of Motioas engineer on sound recording and Carrier Proposal Aug. 15
graph Projectors and Motiograph
reproduction for the National ArMirrophonic Sound Systems on the
chives before he became associated
Syracuse — Carrier Corp. stockhold- entire West Coast and also for the
with WPB.
ers will vote on a plan to increase Territories of Hawaii and Alaska.
its capitalization at a special meetIndustry observers here, commenting, Aug. 15. Stockholders will be
upon the pact, expressed the
Marshall Islands Stand
asked to authorize a new issue of view ing
that the successfully-concluded
Named For Air General
120,000 shares of cumulative prefer- negotiations are favorable mutually
red, $50 par value, of which 70,000
companies, and esshares will be issued and sold in the to the signatory
tablish a new permanency of relaSomewhere in the Marshalls — Lt. near future. Organization is one of
tions between the Shearer outlets
Gen. Robert C. Richardson, Jr., com- the foremost sources of film theater
mander of Army Forces in the Cen- air conditioning equipment manu- and Motiograph which point to intensive post-war results.
tral Pacific area, was honored here
facturers, in addition to furnishing
when a newly constructed open air systems for general commercial and
theater was named for him in dedi- industrial use.
cation exercises presided over by
The new preferred will be con- Popcorn Equip. In Demand
Brig. Gen. C. H. Tenney, island comvertible into common stock, and will
Chicago — Maury Salkin, of Conmander.
be offered to the present common
solidated Confections, reports many
The opening of Richardson The- stockholders in a ratio of 16 shares sales of popcorn equipment. Among
ater was the occasion of the first of the new preferred to each 100 recent shipments were popper units
atoll-wide broadcast of Station shares of common.
to the local Wicker Park Theater;
WXLG, the official station of the
Proceeds from the sale of the new Tivoli, Downers Grove, 111.; Bruce,
Army Expeditionary Forces in the preferred will be used to retire all Jennings, La.; and the Cinema in
Central Pacific, and it marked the the outstanding 4% per cent deben- New Orleans.
first step in the entertainment protures, to improve manufacturing fagram which has been planned for
cilities and to provide for extension
the men stationed at this base.
in connection with post-war plans.
Officers and men of the Army,
Navy and Marine Corps filled the
theater area to hear brief talks by Florida Stand Brightened
Gen. Tenney, Maj. Gen. Willis H.
^PERMASTONE^
Hale, commander of Forward Air
Eustis, Fla. — Manager Tison of
the
local
State
Theater
has
had
the
Forces in the Central Pacific, Brig.
ANCHOR CEMENT
Gen. T. H. Landon, commander of building's front entrance remodeled
Permanently Anchors Loose Chairs to Concrete
Floors in 10 Minutes.
the 7th Bomber Command, and Brig. and painted. The painting program
Gen. Thomas J. Cushman, command- includes the front of the building
SOLD EVERYWHERE
and then extended to the sidewalk
er of the 4th Marine Air Wing.
BY DEALERS SQUARE
Only a week ago a force of Army where the cement has been painted
engineers and signalmen began work in a two-tone checker board design.
on the theater, planned to be one
of the largest in the forward area,
and work continued until five minutes before opening time when the
If you're interested, the facilities of one
last row of seats was made ready
of the largest sound studios in the East is
for the first audience.
now available. Superbly equipped, acoustically perfect, with crews and talent a*
your immediate disposal. Rental fees are
Wash. House Again Under Way
nominal.
Also — location shooting wherever necessary.
Pasco, Wash. — Midstate AmuseWrite
today for full particulars.
ment Co., operator of a chain of theaters in southeastern Washington,
FILMCRAFT DivisionPRODUCTIONS
has resumed construction on their
of
new house on Lewis St. here. This
S0UND1ES
DISTRIBUTING
CORP.
OF AMERICA
will
provide
the firm's
theater
213 W. Jackson Blvd.
Chicago 6
in this
defense
centersecond
of the
Far
West.
1

I

T

FOR RENT . . .

Big Theater Project
Launched in Detroil
(Continued

from Page 7

Name of the new house has no<
been selected.
Deeds have been signed for i
acre site at the corner of Eight
and Kelly Roads in northeaster!
troit, in the suburban Gratiot t
ship.include
Entire
site will
be deve' j
to
a public
recreation
ect
will be operated
by theai'
W that
organization.
Included
free swimming pool, a public
bowling alleys, a quality res
ant, and a housing developmen ,
Actual start of construction I
depend upon course of the war

No More Loose Chairs

Permanently
to concrete
COMPLETE
TIONS

anchor* loots chain
floors In ten minutes.
KIT AND INSTRUC... $5. f.o.b. Chicane.

CHAIR • PARTS
FOR

ALL

MAKES

GENERAL

CANDY
Attractive

5c

288— 5c Bags
288 — 5c
Bags
144 — 10c Bags
At $10.50
108— 10c

OF CHAIRS

CHAIR

CO.

and NU1
and

10c

Assorted
Assorted
Assorted

Per Carton
Bags

Candy

Cellophane
Candy
Nuf;
Candy
—

B,

Per
Per C
Per

'

F.O.B. Ch

$7.65

Per

C:

288 — 5c Boxes — "Toffee Chews"— Per C f
288 — 5c
Boxes
"California
Kernels'
Carton at $10.00 Per Carton
25%

Deposit

on All Delivery
C.O.D.
Orders
Prompt

KAYLINE
29<E. MADISON

COMPANY

SUITE705

CHICAGO*

SEEKING
A DEPENDABL
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOl

THEATRE
TICKETS? I
r INTERNATIONAL OFFERS;
Dependable service . . . Low cost
47 years' experience serving theatre
stadiums, amusement parks, et
We can supply your needs. Rol
machine folded, reserve seats, et
Write for sample s, prices or other intormill
Delivery tree Maine to Virginia.

interna™

T I C K E T fig* CO MP AN
52 CRAFT0N AVE. \£y N E W A R K, N,
Sales Offices in Ptina'pal Centers
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Hollywood — Harold

IVianager:

Hopper, who recently resigned as head of

the WPB motion picture photographic section, has joined the

;.-M executive staff. As of Sept. 1, he will act as studio general manager thus permitting other members of the staff to devote more time to
naration of important Metro films.
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Of Motion Pictures
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Years
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ACE ON FOR TELEVISION STORY RIGHTS
Earner
Demands
Editorial
'cra
tch-pad
. . . jottings
By CHESTER

B. BAHN

=====

ilD Post-War Worries: V/hat's going to
Jbecome of the USO buildings, Govern> erected and owned, when peace comes?
t's a question of importance to exhi, according to reports drifting in from
s parts of the country. ... In some
e USO buildings, there are theater
ies. .. Others,
it seems,
could
be
easily converted into theaters. . . .
mderstandable that established theaperators feel that the USO properties
I not be sold, leased or given away
circumstances that will make them a
3ss menace. . . .

o
TIONAL

Pattern?: The

California

Theater Council, newly organized by
g Los Angeles first-run and legit, theawners, well might be a torch bearer
'esigned to further the war effort
ct as an agency for clearing informait is a concrete
approach
to that
so earnestly desired by all forwardg film industry leaders. ... Not every
to be sure, boasts of legitimate the. ..But that's no reason why a Thelouncil should not take shape in virevery city and large village and town
country. .. There are specific local
:ms that can only be solved collectively,
nose problems will increase rather than
ase in the early post-war
years. . . .
r unity in the larger aspect, it beincreasingly
evident
that must
be
from the
ground
up.... Call
it a
roots" movement, and you'll be ably correct.
o
D Things to Ponder: It is open and
;hut that the cost of television pro„ if, as and when tele comes into its
on a nation-wide basis, will have to
rne by advertisers. . . .That means that
nrertainment appearing as moving pic(whether telecast as film or "flesh")
ie receivers in countless
homes
will
erlaced with the advertising messages
«nsors. . . .And that in turn means that
I millions (eventually) will become
-omed
to an advertising
accompanito moving pictures. .. .Going on from
you come to this question: Once
public's "sales resistance" to undisI advertising with video is overcome,
(Continued on Page 2)

JOIN

THE

Freedom of Expression for Pix

"We Must Refuse to be Intimidated," He Tells WAC
Luncheon Meet on Coast
By RALPH WILK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM

O'DONNELL:

'Nobly Done!'

DAILY

Hollywood — A demand that motion pictures in the post-war world
"have the same freedom of expression as is guaranteed to the
press and the

Bob O'Donnell
on National
behalf ofChairman
the National
Motion
Picture Industry
Fifth War
Loan
Committee
last
night issued the
following
statement:
"The last gun

spoken
word"
was
voiced
here
Friday by Jack
in the motion picL. Warner, speaking at a Coast
t u r e industry's
WAC luncheon
'Fighting Fifth'
War Loan Camat which he acpaign has been
cepted a plaque
fired, and the
from the Canadgreatest of all
i a n Government
tory.
drives is now hisin tribute to
"I wish it were
Warner and other
industry reps, for
possible
for other
mythe production of
self and the
"The Shining
members of t h e
JACK L. WARNER
BOB O'DONNELL
Future," made at
the Burbank studio for use in the National Committee to personally extend our grateful
Dominion's Sixth War Loan.
thanks and heartfelt appreciation to
Warner,
who departed
from
each and every member of the loyal
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 6)

Argentine-Mexican
"Mutual-Aid Pad!"

Drive Cash Register
Rang Up Huge Sales

Mexico City (By Air Mail) —
Closer ties between the Argentine
and Mexican movie industries are
expected to follow upon the heels
of the visit of Homero Manzi, one of
(Continued on Page 10)

As befits the final night of a great
record-breaking show, the curtain
rang down Friday night on the giant
Fighting Fifth cash register in
Times Sq.
with on
appropriate
cere( Continued
Page 10)

Film Companies That Have
Tele Interests Are Seen
In Advantageous Position
Those film companies that have
established television interests are
in the driver's seat insofar as the
acquisition of story and play properties are concerned. The film-tele
companies have combed the markets and are in possession of all information as to the expiration of
copyrights, ownership of performance rights and renewal dates of
existing (Continued
copyrightson onPagevaluable
dra10)

WPB Gives Carriers
No. Three Priority
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Film carriers on
Friday were given a priority rating
of "3" for new truck tires, in a new
listing brought out by WPB and the
War Food Administration. Essentiality was accorded in a listing of
(Continued on Page 6)

Bill Humphries Heads
20th-Fox Philly Branch
Philadelphia — William Humphries
has been promoted from salesman
to 20th-Fox branch manager here,
succeeding Al Davis, who resigned
recently to become local branch manager for Monogram.

Detroit Biz in 30% Decline

Mexican Star Signs
3'Way UA Contract

200 Subsequent Runs Said Particularly Hit
Country Papers Face
By HAV1LAND F. REVES
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Newsprint Reduction

Under a three - way agreement,
Pedro Armendariz, well-known Mexican film star, has been signed to a
long term contract by Mary Pickford,
Hunt Stromberg and Dudley Murphy
for a series of pictures to be made
in Hollywood and released by United
Artists. Miss Pickford and Stram-

Detroit — General level of local
show business appears to have
Washington — Cracking down on slumped off about 30 per cent in the
small users for the first time, WPB past three months, with particular
will this week limit the newsprint emphasis upon the 200 subsequentusage of small papers consuming run houses, as opposed to the half
less than 25 tons of paper per quar- dozen first-runs. In the big houses,
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 7)
Washington Bureau of THE

FIGHTING

FIFTH

FILM

LEGION

DAILY

OF HONOR — MAIL

YOUR

ROND

berg will
control while
the actor's
wood activities,
MurphyHollywill
continue handling the star at the
Mexico City studio.
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STOCK

MARKET

Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd.
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd . .
Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's,
Inc
Paramount
RKO
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd
Warner Bros
NEW
YORK

High
1514
201/4

Low
151/4
201/4

51/2
247/8
223/8
91/8
655/8
271/s
901/2
25

51/2
243/8
221/4
65
267/g

5'/2
241/2
221/4
655/8
267/g

131/2
32
BOND

90
909
247/g 247/g
317/g 32
13%
131/2
MARKET

Par.

96%
CURB

96%
96%
MARKET

1%
2%
22%
4
21 %

1%
23/4
22
4
21 %

3s55
NEW
YORK

Monogram Picts
Radio-Keith cvs
Sonotone
Corp
Techncolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

DRAKE

and

PAUL

ANDOR,

stars

W. H. WORKMAN, M-G-M Minneapolis branch
manager, and W. E. "DOC" BANFORD, manager of the company's Chicago branch, arrive
today to spend a week at the home office.
CHARLES

K.

STERN,

assistant

treasurer

of Loew's is in Boston to conduct meetings of
a number of M-G-M personnel at the Statler
Hotel.
HENRY L. NATHANSON, president of Regal
Films, Ltd., M-G-M Canadian affiliate, and
TED ). GOULD, general sales manager, have
delayed their trip from Toronto to New York
untif sometime
this week.
A. MONTAGUE, Columbia general sales manager, arrived in New York from the Coast
over the week-end.
ARTHUR HUNNICUTT has arrived here from
Hollywood to appear in a Broadway production.
DINAH SHORE is at the Waldorf-Astoria from
the Coast for a short stay.
STANLEY GOSNELL, Toronto theater manager is expected in Baltimore this week. He
was formerly manager of Baltimore's Stanley
Theater.
RODNEY COLLIER, manager of the Stanley,
Baltimore, returns this week from a vacation
in the Pennsylvania
mountains.

ED SCHRIEBER
in p.a.'s
Jersey.

Net
Close
Chg.
15'/4 — 1
20y4

B'way

CLAUDIA

ot Monogram's "Enemy of Womfen," begin
a p.a. tour Friday, tieing in with the picture
in San Francisco. Salt Lake City, Denver, St.
Louis, and Kansas
City.

ARTHUR DE BRA returns to his desk from
a Pawling vacation today.

(July 28)
YORK

GARY COOPER and MRS. COOPER, will spend
a few days in Colorado this week-end while
en route to New York for a brief vacation.

JORGE NECRETE, Mexican actor, will arrive
in Puerto Rico in early August for film house

f innncinL
NEW

(Continued

10 Cents

ALICOATE

—

1/8
1/4

+
—

'/4
1/2
Va

—
—
—
+
+

1% +
2%
22% —
4
21 Vb —

V*
Vb
Vb

%
%
Vb

Empire Seeking Reversal
Of Century Circuit Writ
The court battle between the Empire State Motion Picture Operators
Union and Century circuit over the
latter's efforts to upset the former's
absorption by Local 306 entered another round on Friday when counsel
for Empire filed an appeal in the
Appellate Division of the Supreme
Court in a move to reverse a Supreme Court decision granting the
theater chain a restraining order in
its action against Empire. The writ
restraining Empire from dissolving
was granted in Kings County Supreme Court by Judge William R.
Wilson.

Scraich-pad
. . . jottings

of the WAC

is vacationing

1/4
CHESTER B. BAHN, FILM DAILY'S editor, now
vacationing, leaves for his up-state farm this
week.

PEDRO SAENZ,
today for Havana.

RKO's Cuban

manager, leaves

WALTER COWAN left last week for Paramount's Cairo office from which he will
cover the Palestine
territory.
BUD ABBOTT and LOU COSTELLO arrived
in Atlantic City Saturday to fulfill a p.a. engagement at the Steel Pier.
HARRY MARCOLIS, M-G-M booker in the
local exchange, starts a two-weeks vacation
in the Catskills today.

HENRY
week-end.

KINC

arrived in New

RICHARD CARROLL, Paramount booking manager, New Haven exchange, was in New York
Friday looking for extra prints on "Going My

be

produced

by

the

adi

NEW YORK
THEATERS
RADIO CITY MUSIC

HALL

Showplace of the
Nation-Rockefeller
Cente
M-G-M's
Production

"Dragon Seed"
KATHARINE HEPBURN
WALTER
HUSTON
AKIM
TAMIROFF
Spectacular

ALINE TURHAN
MacMAHOr.
m
Stage

Presentation

1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600
DAVE

SIDMAN, manager, E. M. Loew's Mohawk, North Adams, Mass., wound up his vacation in New York Friday.

"And The Angels Sing"

JOHN MOORE, New Haven branch manager,
Paramount exchange, was a home office visitor
last week.
Way."
HAROLD KLEIN, buyer and booker, J. & J.
Theater Circuit, New York, left Saturday for twoweeks vacation
in the Adirondacks.
WILL

BISHOP, M-C-M Chicago publicity director, isvacationing in Pewaukee, Wise.

IN PERSON

Perry
Como-Jerry
Singing Sensation

Wald

His Clarinet
and Orchestra

of 1944

pA#AMoa/vr

BERNARD SEAMON, manager of the Hippodrome, Baltimore, is vacationing in New England.

Confirmation of The Film Daily
story (July 27) that National Screen
Service would take over the distribution of all advertising accessories
for Universal Pictures was issued
at the week-end.
It .was reported that the closing
of the deal at this time was influenced by conditions created by war
and by the realization that under
present circumstances better service could be afforded to the exhibitors under the National Screen setup, and that accessories could be
serviced more economically.

Funeral rites for Frank Eaton,
57, account executive of Foote, Cone
& Belding, who died of a heart attack
last Thursday, will be held this morning at Campbell's Funeral Church,
81st St. and Madison Ave.
Before joining the advertising
agency six months ago, Eaton was
advertising and publicity director
for RKO Pathe. He was a veteran
newspaper and magazine man. Survivors are his widow, three sons, a
sister and a brother, Jack Eaton,
producer of Grantland Rice Sportlights.

New Glasgow, N. S. — Henry Mac-

will

tising agencies?
Before
you
laugh
I
one off, consider the claim that ad ffi
have scored a 25 per cent increase in t
ater screen time in the last year. . .

York over the

Frank Eaton Funeral
Rites to be Held Today

•

day when the nation's film entertainm*
like the bulk of its radio and tele en
tainment,

BEN LEVINE, UA booker in the New York
Falls today.begins a two-weeks vacation in Glens
exchange,

Confirm NSS to Handle
Universal Ad Accessories

Henry MacNeil Dead

pix on the nation's screens?. .. And f
that question, to this: Will there com

MRS. COLUMBIA SILEO of Cosmo-Sileo, photographers, completed a business trip to Mexico and is due to arrive in New York the
end of this week.

IRVING BERLIN arrived by plane in New
York last week, being flown across the Atlantic by the Air Transport Command. Berlin
completed a four months tour of Italy with
his show "This Is The Army."

from Page 1)

will there be a great flood of advert

Loew's, "TJ" Win Court Round

Loew's and Universal Pictures on
Neil, 73,Hepioneer
exhibitor,
is" dead
here.
built and
operated
the Friday won their Federal Court
Itzit, No. 1, in New Glasgow, 37 move ' to strike out answers, enter
years ago, and replaced it with judgment by default and refer damItzit, No. 2. The latter was designed
ages to a special master in the comby MacNeil and resembled a grain
panies' suits against Sanfrebob Theaters Corp. and Nathan Steinberg,
elevator. The aim was to provide
respectively owners and manager of
ample ventilation. ''.However, the
house proved impossible to heat ade- the Grande Theater on East 86th
quately, and was turned into a mer- St. The plaintiffs charge the decantile warehouse. MacNeil built the
fendants with playing three films
Jubilee and Crescent, in neighboring tracts.
more times than specified in the conWestville-Stellarton.

FRANK
SINATRA
GLORIA De HAVEN
GEORGE MURPHY
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I
I "The Story
of Dr. Wassell'
In Technicolor
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SURPRISE

OF THE SEASOl

Big enough in solid entertainment to
compete with the best on the current
screen!.. Fast, flashy and FUNNY!..
Plenty of plot, spicy romance —
and swell new songs played
by two red-hot bands and
vocalized by one of radio's
tops!.. A PAY-OFF PICTURE FOR SMART
SHOWMEN
EVERYWHERE!
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He-man heart-threat
... a hew romantic \
dream
for femmes.
today's
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"One Night in
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Pin-up champ

with a gay glamour
thrill . . . She's got
what it takes to make

*?

you look twice.
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You a Now"—
See Find
"I Liked A Man Who
This Morning?"—
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Jack Benny's radio
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than ever — and
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WPB Gives Carrier;
No. Three Priority

O'Donnell Calls Bond
Drive, "Nobly Done!"
(Continued from Page 1)

'Fighting Fifth' Army— the 16.000
showmen of America and their hardworking staffs, the men and women
in distribution who gave such generous co-operation in partnership
with exhibition, and the members of
the Hollywood Victory Committee
and the energetic supporters of the
campaign at the Hollywood studios.
"Their weeks of untiring effort
and teamwork have produced outstanding results. What the over-all
accomplishment was we will not
know until the reports from the nation's theaters are tabulated, but we
are confident the total result will be
a truly magnificent showing for the
industry.
"We appeal to those exhibitors
who have not as yet mailed in their
official report to the National Committee, to do so immediately so we
may be able to report to the industry on the national results as soon
as possible.
"For what the 'Fighting Fifth'
Army has accomplished toward
Washing Hitler and Hirohito and
their forces of evil into oblivion,
every 'Fighting Fifth' showman deserves the everlasting gratitude of
our beloved country.
"Men and Women of the 'Fighting
Fifth,' we salute you!
"You have fought the good fight.
"To all of you we humbly say:
NOBLY DONE!"

Dallas— Variety Club of Texas
has voted to buy 1,000 acres adjoining the Boys' Ranch at Copperas
Cove the Tent's latest social service
interest by the individual purchase
of acreage the use of the land to be
vested in the Ranch. Individual subscriptions at the meeting ran up to
800 acres. Purpose is to provide
more agricultural land and have
space for extra housing.

Al Finestone on Vacation
Alfred L. Finestone, who for the
last three months has been on leave
from the Paramount publicity departments and assigned by R. M.
Gillham to R. J. O'Donnell, National
Chairman of the industry's Fifth
War Loan Campaign, left over the
week-end for a vacation in the Missouri Ozarks and Colorado. He resumes Paramount duties on Aug. 14.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO...
E.

July 31
Gilbert Golden
Fred C. Quimby
James Flood
Mack
Stengler
Louis ). Barbano

A Reporters Report
• • • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Lt. George Weltner, vice-prexy
of the newly-iormer Paramount International Corp., steps down today
as captain of the South Shore division of the Coast Guard Auxiliary
Weltner, member of the U. S. Power Squadron, has commanded
the Auxiliary flotilla from Patchogue to For Rockaway
Feted last
week by his subordinates, he was presented with an inscribed silver
plate. . . • Jennifer Jones and Anita Colby appeared Friday at a
Bethlehem-Sparrows Point (Md.) shipyards rally which marked the
workers' over-subscription to the Fifth War Loan. . . • George Sanders
is the author of "Crime On My Hands," Inner Sanctum mystery for
October. . . • Edmund Goulding is turning actor for the first time in
25 years to play an artist in "Of Human Bondage" which he is directing for Warners. . . • Don Jacocks, who is turning New England
circuit operator, will headquarter in Boston until the Fall when he expects to open New York offices. . . • Gene Krupa will make a 10minute educational
short on "Tympani"
for college and school use.
• John L. Franconi, Dallas co-franchise holder of Monogram, has just
observed his silver wedding anniversary. . . • Jerry Lawrence is inter upting athree weeks' Fire Island vacation to emcee a WABD commercial tele show on Aug. 2, 9 and 16. . . • John Wildberg is en
route to the Coast to talk over offers for the pic rights to his Broadwaybound "Anna Lucasta" T
▼
▼
•
•
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR.
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WLB Grants 15% Tilt
Capt.
Mentlik,
former New York
To Theater's Engineers
Costello to 'Rescue9!
CAPT.
L. MENTLIK
editorial r e p r e
Lou Costello, half of the corned:
sentative for Jay
Springfield, Mass. — The New Engteam of Abbott and Costello, pu
land War Labor Board granted wage
Emanuel Publications, wrould have
on an impromptu Lunch Time Fol
been 29 on July 18. He graduated increases of 15 per cent, retroactive
lies at the Film Center Building it
from the University of Wisconsin, to March 18, and pay at the rate of
New York on Friday as fire engine!
and in 1938 joined the Emanuel or- time and one-half for work over 40
were called during the noon hour tc
ganization. In 1941, he entered the hours per week, to engineers emprevent a possible fire in a smoking
Army and was graduated in 1942
ployed at the Paramount theater.
fuse box caused by an overbade!
The award came in settlement of
from Officers' School at Ft. Benning,
power generator.
Ga., and, in January, 1943, from a dispute between the Western MasSince there is no emergency light
Brooks Field Aerial Observation
sachusetts Theaters, Inc., operators
ing
system in the building and th
School.
of the Paramount, and Local 602,
elevators had no operating powe
In 1942, Capt. Mentlik married International Union of Operating
many of the office workers made
Engineers, AFL. The contract will
Helen Vandel. She and the couple's
their way down the dark stairway to
one year old daughter, Toby Ann, run until Labor Day, 1945.
Otto Marbach's office on the f;urrh
residing at 1388 Ocean Parkway,
floor when they learned the film
Brooklyn, survive, as do the officer's Rhoda Schwartz, of New York. The
comedian was visiting his friend Mar
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William Ment- latter's husband, Arthur Schwartz
bach, a dealer in 16 mm. films.
lik, a brother, Cpl. Samuel Mentlik is also serving with the American
army
in
France.
of the Army,
and a sister, Mrs.

Cap't Mentlik's Death
Reported by War Dep't

Tele Image Patent Is
Sought by Goldsmith
'/

Texas V. C. to Expand
Boys' Ranch Holdings

(Continued from Page 1)
six groups— 1, 2A, 2B, 3, 4, ar
The industry
rating
included
"off-the-highway
and over-theoperations" and wholesale local
livery and service operations.
Issuance of the list followed
nouncement a day earlier by
that it has on hand only about
the truck tires — heavy and mei
— which it needs for the next t
months.
The list establishes ar
der of preference for the avai
stock.
It is significant to note
film delivery rates ahead of circ
and road shows as well as equipi
and
supply
delivery
for
ath
groups and amusement places,
ing for these enterprises is only
The "3" rating, however, will
be enough to assure the indu
its needs will be met. It is li
that only a portion of the new
requirements will be met, with
tailment of delivery service in s
areas considered a certainty.
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etroit Biz in
i Decline

"A Wave, A Wac and

"Two Soldiers"

i Continued from Page 11
with
Mark
Bernes,
Boris Andreyev,
Vera
Shershneva
jr.. the general level is downward,
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Icating a widespread condition,
Artkino
72 Mins.
ubsequent-run operators have Monogram-Biltmore 70 Mins.
A FINE CHARACTER STUDY OF COMz been counting on a return of
VERY GOOD POPULAR ENTERTAINRADESHIP AMONG FIGHTING MEN;
|ness to their theaters when the
MENT, WITH EMPHASIS ON LAUGHS; WELL
DIRECTED
RUSSIAN
IMPORT.
ormally high wartime levels of NEW COMICS CLICK.
With
the
Leningrad
front
as
the locale,
t-run business began to even off.
This initial offering made by Biltmore
ire was an early trek toward high Productions is designed chiefly for comedy. much human interest has been cleverly injected into this simple story of two buddies
ed shows, as war workers felt It has two new screen comedians in Henny
who go through
the hardships of war tor new-found wage levels and
Youngman and Charles "Red" Marshall,
lited to spend or splurge. How- the
latter
recruited
from
burlesque
—
and
Mark
Bernes
and
Boris Andreyev pr;ve
r. from present indications, this
score heavily with their nonsense. gether.
a natural team with their sincere and symdition is not being reversed, and they
Milton Bronson end Billy Mack also register
pathetic portrayal of the title roles.
aters as a whole are just losing with
their funmaking.
Several fetching musical interludes are
business instead — at least temThe film also offers an array of pul- sung by Bernes to highlight the moods, and
ariJy.
chritude, with Elyse Knox, Anne Gif lis,
Slump Began in May
the film's English subtitles offer a fair
lump started in May, became Sally Eilers, Marjorie Woodworth and Ram- enough translation of the action to be ensry
Ames
proving
easy
on
the
eyes.
Richtertaining to non-Russian speaking audilificant in June, and developed
ard Lane, Alan Dinehart, Cy Kendall, Aileen ences.
. a landslide with the advent of
Fringle, Mabel Todd, Rrse Murphy and Jack
The plot arises out of a comedy situa,-. It is in precisely the opposite Mulhall are among the principals. Pert
tion when the two comrades spend a few
•ction from the 1943 trend, when Connie Haines, radio singer, and the Music
hours in the city together. Andreyev brings
year's peak was hit in the Sum- Maids, also from radio, out over their
. with the highest months from
Bernes up to the pretty Vera Shershneva's
on the assumption that he knows
* to August. Since then, busi- numbers nicely. "Gee, I Love My G. I. apartment
took a gradual drop off, but Guy," "Time Will Tell" and "Carry On" her well.
After some heavy explaining of who he
statingly as at present. Pres- were the songs fashioned by Eddie Cheris and how they met, Vera invites them in
levels are thus perhaps fifty per kose and Jacques Press.
Edward Sherman functioned as producer, for some tea.
: below last year's, or more in with Sebastian Cristillo acting as executive
Mistaking the friendly attitude of Vera
e instances, and what alarms
abitors is that the 1943 summer producer. Phil Karlstein handled the direc- toward Bernes, Andreyev suspects his friend
tion and Hal Fimberg concocted the orig- has given him the double-cross and decides
m is turning into a summer slump
inal screenplay. Maury Gertzman was in tj have nothing more to do with him,
ead.
charge
of the photography.
although they go to bat for each other
lany reasons have been advanced,
there is no agreement among
Henny Youngman, representing Sally Eil- in the war scenes that follow.
ibitors and distributors as to the
Andreyev finds himself back in the city
ers, Hollywood agent, mistake Elyse Knox
se. While most filmites hold to and Ann Gillis, understudies for Marjorie after receiving a slight wound. He runs
fidelity.
1 pet theory, or else express com- Woodworth and Ramsay Ames, the real into Vera again and discovers his friend's
e bewilderment, the real explana- stars of a Broadway show, and brings them
is probably to be found in the to Hollywood. Richard Lane, an agent,
Kissing Vera goodbye, he heads toward the
bination of a number of causes, once married to Sally and still in love with front to finish up the war v/iih his buddy.
uding:
her, signs Marjorie and Ramsay. They
CAST: Mark Bernes, Boris Andreyev, Vera
Five Contributory Causes
are about to be put under contract by Alan Shershevna, Yannina Zheimo, Maxim Straukh,
War workers are in many in- Dinehart, a producer, when Elyse and Anne I. Kuznetzov, S. Krilov, Peter Masokha.
aces turning to more expensive do a dramatic sketch at a famous Hollywood
CREDITS: Producers, Tashkent Film Stuiding while they have the money, night club and are signed by Dinehart. Elyse
dios, U.S.S.R.; Director, L. Lukov; Screencated by the recent sudden up- joins the Wacs and Anne the Waves,
play, Eugene Gabrilovich; Cameraman, A
i in local night club business.
but they agree to do one picture for Dine- Ginsberg; Music, N. Bogoslavsky; Songs, V
Many more than last year are
hart before donning their service uniforms.
Agatov, M. Golovny; English titles, Charles
_^«ning on summer vacations, reCAST: Elyse Knox, Anne Gillis, Sally Eil- Clement.
(l.ng the available population, and
ers, Richard Lane, Marjorie Woodworth,
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
;ing more saving.
Some war workers, according Ramsay Ames, Henny Youngman, Charles Good.
Marshall, Alan Dinehart. Billy Mack,
emperament, anticipating a corn- "Red"
Cy Kendall, Aileen Pringle, Jack Mulhall,
end of present levels of wages Mabel Todd, Milton Bronson, Elvia Allman, English to Operate
employment, are saving as much Sid Tomack, Rose Murphy, The Music Maids
^possible, and cutting down
on and Freddie Rich and His orchestra with Carl Bogner Houses
lsement spending.
Connie Haines.
There is a definite post-D-Day
Carl Bogner owner of three theCREDITS: Producer, Edward Sherman;
d among many Detroiters, that
aters in Livingston Manor, JefferExecutive Producer, Sebastian Cristillo; Disonville, and Roscoe, N. Y., has turn,ses them to stay away from "mere
rector, Phil Karlstein; Author, Hal Fimberg;
ed over the buying, booking, and op:-rtainment" — a problem
partly
by selection of the type of pic- Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Maury Gertzeration of these theaters to Harvey
man; Art Director, George Van Marter; Edi- D. English, owner of Harden theaters
's played.
tor, William Austin; Musical score by Fred- circuit.
Some patrons have been dedie Rich; Songs by Eddie Cherkose and
ed by raised admissions because
;he new tax, particularly in the Jacques Press.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Monogram to Hold Sales
•■ of those who would normally
g large family groups — an im- Good.
Meet in Chi. Aug. 12-13
:ant factor in many Detroit
:hborhoods.
"Burma" Color Sequence
Chicago — Monogram will hold a
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
two-day sales meeting at the Blackaxe Dinner Aug. 20
Hollywood — "Objective, Burma," stone Hotel Aug. 12-13. Ray Johnston and Steve Broidy will head the
he De Luxe Laboratory
Club's Errol Flynn starrer now nearing
ual boat ride and dinner will be completion at Warners Studio, will Hollywood delegation. Sales personnel from every Monogram branch
Sunday, Aug. 20. Bear Moun- have a Technicolor sequence to bring
Inn will be the site of the din- out full effectiveness of its jungle will be on hand to hear new season
background.
product plans.

A Marine"

"The Falcon
Mexico"
with Tom in
Conway
RKO
70 Mins.
LATEST OF THE FALCON SERIES IS
ONE OF THE BEST; PICTORIAL AND
MUSICAL
APPEAL
BIG ASSET.
Two facts set the latest of the Falcon
series of melodramas

apart from its pre-

The first full
is the
film's considerable visualdecessors.
appeal,
advantage
having
been taken of the Mexican background
jagainst which the story is unravelled. The
second is the predominance of Mexican
rhythms in the musical score. The sound
of Mexican music conveys a sense of gayety, which, while it may clash with the
melodramatic happenings, goes a long
j

way toward making the attraction satisfying entertainment.
The story gives Tom Conway ample opportunity to parade his suave personality.
The plot is not always crystal clear, but
that matters little. What does matter
is that Conway does his task so well and
in such an ingratiating manner that one is
held closely absorbed in what transpires
on the screen.
This time the Falcon jumps from New
York to Mexico City to solve a mystery
involving a painter. The artist is supposed
to be dead, but the Falcon believes differently. Interestingly and entertainingly
Conway goes about the business of proving
his theory to be correct. The painter,
considering himself a failure, let the world
think he was dead so that his daughter
might profit from his insurance. The rise
in the value of his work when he is reported dead drives a collector of his paintings to kill the artist. The Falcon has an
exciting time hooking the villain.
Conway has the backing of a fine group
of players. Mona Maris appears as the
artist's former wife, Nestor Paiva as a
Mexican taxi driver, Mary Currier as a woman who loved the painter, Martha MacVicar as the man's daughter, and Emory
Parnell as the villain. Bryant Washburn
plays the painter. The role is so small it
doesn't give him a chance to do much.
Maurice Geraghty gave the film a nice
production. The direction of William Berke
emphasizes action. The screenplay is credited to George Worthing Yates and Gerald
Geraghty.
Frank Redman merits a bow
for the photography.
CAST: Tom Conway, Mona Maris, Martha
MacVicar, Nestor Paiva, Mary Currier, Cecilia Callejo, Emory Parnell, Joseph Vitale,
Pedro de Cordoba, Fernando Alvarado,
Bryant Washburn, George Lewis, Julian
Rivero, Juanita and Ruth Alvarez.
CREDITS: Producer, Maurice Geraghty;
Director, William Berke; Screenplay, George
Worthington Yates, Gerald Geraghty; Based
on characters created by Michael Arlen;
Cameraman, Frank Redman; Special Effects, Vernon L. Walker; Art Director, Al-

bert S. D'Agostino; Set Decorators, Darrell
Silvera, Claude Carpenter; Musical Director, C. Bakaleinikoff; Sound, Frank McFilm Editor, Joseph Noriega.
Whorter;
Fine.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,

MPA

Buys $5,000 Bond

The board of directors of the Motion Pictures Associates has approved
the purchase of a $5,000 Bond by the
charitable organization in the Fifth
War Loan drive.

on t

Ij

The picture of a pretty nurse, on
an appeal for medical missionaries for
China, prompts Wassell (Gary Cooper)
to go in search of her.

He falls in love with
Madeline (Laraine Day), but
believes that she is engaged
to someone else.

He joins the Navy and is
sent to Java to care for the
wounded. A native girl (Carol
Thurston) helps him.

Wassell and a trained nurse (Signe
Hasso) get most of the casualties aboard
the rescue ships, but are left with the
more seriously wounded sailors.

British troops help him
get these men through incretlible difficulties to the last

Awarded the ISavy Cross for
saving his men, Wassell learns
that Madeline never married
and is waiting for him.
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Ihe btory of JJr.Wasseir
N this picture, Cecil B. DeMille has recorded the saga of
a simple and modest Arkansas doctor who was destined to
become a part of the American heroic legend. Dr. Corydon
Cup CN
M. Wassell did not seek fame or glory; he had it thrust upon
him when President Roosevelt, in a radio broadcast, cited him as an example
of valor and self-sacrifice beyond the bounds of duty.

D,

r. Wassell's achievement was
one of fidelity rather than of prowess — an
achievement rooted in character and
background. Mr. DeMille wisely gives
us a portrait of his hero from his early
days as a country doctor through his
patient missionary days in China, culminating inthe phase which brought him
into the war and won him the nation's
gratitude. The picture thus becomes in
essence a study of a richly human and
ingratiating man sketched against a back-

trasts.

ground of colorful

and

dramatic

con-

Though the principal episodes are
historically true, DeMille has leavened
his facts with the aura of romance and
adventure. Dr. Wassell's struggles during his early days in China, his sympathy
and tenderness toward the Chinese under
his care, his scientific researches, and his
frustration, both in that field and in his
love for an American girl, are all preparatory to the great adventure which

lies ahead. In the hospital at Java,
charged with the care of a handful of
grievously wounded men, he sticks superbly to his duty and refuses to abandon
them even in the face of the oncoming
Japs. When at last he is permitted to
take his charges on a perilous journey to
the
proves .himself
more thanequalcoast,
to hisheharrowing
responsibilities.
Gary Cooper lends precisely the
right tone and quality to his portrayal of
Dr. Wassell. His performance is appealing and convincing throughout. Laraine
Day, as the girl he eventually wins, and
Signe Hasso, as one of the nurses, are
strikingly effective. The large supporting cast includes Dennis O'Keefe, Carl
Esmond, Stanley Ridges and others.
"Hail
the Conquering
Hero" is reviewed on page
8.
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llail the (conquering rlero
THE
artful and unpredictable Preston Sturges has
turned out for Paramount another ebullient comedy in
"Hail the Conquering Hero."
Unlike '"The Miracle of
Morgan's
Creek,".
however,
this
latest
story of his is tempered
cup CN
with drama. It is as if the irrepressibly comic spirit which seems
to imbue Sturges had been suddenly arrested by a sobering theme.

As one of the Marine conspirators later
says to the same audience, it took more
courage to make that speech than many
a hero shows on the battlefield. This
climax, with its sudden twist and its
searching of the heart, provides Mr.
Bracken with the opportunity to reveal
himself as an actor of depth and feeling.
The scene is superbly written and acted.
Ella Raines gives an excellent performance as the girl whom Woodroiv almost loses, and there are noteworthy portrayals byWilliam Demarest, Freddie
Steele, Bill Edwards and Georgia
Caine. In fact, the entire picture, in its
acting and in Mr. Sturges' writing and
direction, is a brilliant accomplishment.

J. he result is a curious and exhilarating mixture of hilarity and poignance. A young Marine named Woodrow
Truesmith (Eddie Bracken) is honorably discharged because he is suffering
from chronic hay fever. Ashamed, he
gets a job in a distant war plant while
pretending to be fighting at Guadalcanal.
A group of bona fide Marine heroes, back
from the South Pacific, encounters Woodrow one night when he is despondently
considering his plight in a San Francisco

bar. They learn that his father met a
glorious death with the Marines in the
first World War. Overcome with the
spirit of helpfulness, they literally railroad him back to his home town, where,
against his vehement protestations, they
pass him off as one of themselves.
Excitement in the town runs over;
young Woodrow is nominated for Mayor.
Hoisted on the platform to make his acceptance speech, the abashed youth stuns
the audience by blurting out the truth.

Woodrow Truesmith (Eddie Bracken) is ashamed to
go home after his medical discharge from the Marines.

Some Guadalcanal veterans he befriended volunteer
to take him home and fix
things up for him.

The town has learned of his
homecoming and, believing him
to be a great hero, gives him a
rousing reception.

Woodrow fries to tell Libby (Ella Raines) the truth,
but the Marine* get hold of
him first.

Still unable to reveal his
real status, Woodrow is nominated for Mayor by the admiring citizens,.

. Instead of making an acceptance speech, Woodrow confesses, and the town decides that
he is none the less a hero.
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are reviewed in "Redbook Recommends," on page 106.
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Warner Asks Freedom Race on For Television Rights Drive Cash Register ]
Companies With Interests Have Advantage
Of Film Expression
Rang Up Huge Sale
(Continued

'Continued from Page 1)
his prepared text to make the
demand, warned that "we must
be constantly on the alert to
resist all forms of dictation or
attempted regulation." "We
must," he added, "refuse to be
intimidated from expressing our
honest convictions on the
screen."
Highlight otherwise of Warner's
address was the offering of this sixpoint creed for post-war American
pictures:
"1. Every one of us is responsible for safeguarding our great
American heritage of freedom.
"2. Every one of us must remember that freedom, if taken
for granted, can be lost.
"3. We must be quick to recognize the forces that will destroy freedom.
"4. We must be physically
able to put down those forces
if they attack us.
"5. We must be morally able
to keep them from developing
within our country.
"6. We must never forget that
the world cannot exist halfslave and half-free."
"The war is still with us," Warner
clared. "There must be no last
minute relaxation lest complete victory— the only kind that counts —
slip through our fingers. But we
who make motion pictures must no:
forget that the pictures we are making today may play to audiences
that have seen the end of the War.
It is timely — it is urgent — that we
think carefully about the kind of
picture we will be releasing to the
world at that time. I am sure that
every producer agrees that the motion picture with its great potential
power to do good must not be content with entertainment
alone.
"Post-war American motion pictures must keep lessons of the war
alive," Warner concluded. "As Anthony Eden pointed out, we are fighting not just to win a fight but to
win a world in which our children
and their children can know ths
security of peace and freedom. That
struggle will go on even after the
Axis has been defeated. It may
go on for 10 years after the war.
"Those will be the critical years
in which the motion picture can be
of real service in dramatizing the issues of the day and keeping alive
our American traditions and ideals."

'Theater Guild' for
Hollywood Talked
Plans for a Hollywood
organization similar to the Theater Guild in
New York are now in the formulative stage.
Charles Yates, presently
I associated
with Frederick
Bros. ArI tist Corp.. a theatrical agency,
is
| expected to head the new setup.

matic and musical works. The race
for this information and the acquisition of desirable properties for television is on and, from all indications, the contest is becoming more
heated.
Along this line at least two of the
leading film firms with television
subsidiaries or important interests,
have been checking all story and
similar properties belonging to the
respective firms with an eye toward
the renewals and the status of tele
and radio rights. In taking stock
of their wares, the companies have
precluded a raid by outside tele
companies and a strict tabulation
and filing of the exact status of
every possible piece of property for
visual production is under way. In
this respect, care is being taken on
the properties that have been bought
under one title and produced under
another, etc., and those plays which
were purchased and made into a
picture but no additional picture
rights bought at the time — just a
one-time shot.
In checking the status of copyrights, television was found to be
included in comparatively few stories and plays bought. In such
cases the tele rights are being
sought immediately where it is desirable. In some instances, the video
rights, while not mentioned, are
presumed to be included due to the
type of broad rights acquired. Divisible copyright assignment seems
to be the usual procedure currently.
Prices Soaring
In seeking renewal of rights and
re-copyrighting some of their prop-

Argentina-Mexico In
"Mutual-Aid Pact?"
(Continued from Page

1)

the founders
of United Argentine
Artists, to this country.
Manzi, who has been in consultation with local producers during his
stay in this capital, is reliable reported to be trying to negotiate a
"mutual-aid pact" between members
of
the Mexican and Argentine industries.
The rumored agreement would provide for the exchange of both artists and productions between the
two Latin American republics.
"The Mexican motion picture has
captured the favor of Argentine
"I'm
fans," Manzi told reporter
convinced that this preferens.
ce will
increase provided that the quality of
Mexican films continues to improve."

Mexican Product Gaining
Ground in Cuban Market

Mexico City (By Air Mail) — Mexican productions are beginning to
give U. S. pix a stiff fight for supremacy in the Cuban market, according to Miguel Cardona, manager
of National Film Distributors of
Cuba, here to arrange for the shipment of more Mexican pictures to
Havana.

from

Page

1)

[ erties, the motion picture companies,
themselves, did not realize that some
of the valuable rights were about to
or had run out, and attention was
called to these when the television
departments sought the status on
all properties. Many stories, while
they may never again be made into
a motion picture, may be sought by
tele production
organizations.
That prices are soaring for hit
plays is indicated in the Warner
Bros, buy of "The Voice of the Turtle," which plus an advance on the
percentage basis contract, several
hundred thousand dollars was paid
the owners. No tele rights were included in the Warner buy, which is
apart from the fact that the production may or may not be considered suitable for the video art. It
is plainly evident that the tele rights
for "The Turtle" will come comparatively high, as an example of mounting costs.
Whether the motion picture companies have stolen a march on the
radio and tele organizations remains
to be seen; however, it is virtually
acknowledged that they are in a
more strategic position now than
the regular tele companies, including the networks and stations operated by equipment manufacturers.
While picture companies include
a television clause in their contracts
with stars and other talent, some of
the best known names are declared
to be holdouts. This also goes for
some of the important legit producers in handling their secondary
rights, and tele production rights
remain with them in many cases.

(Continued from Page 1)

monies. The record which this l
world-renowned Bond-selling ins',
ment, operated by the motion pict
industry's WAC, and manned I
Broadway motion picture hou,
personnel, was vending of 20.910 j
dividual "E" Bonds, maturity v^
of $1,599,601, and 224 individj
Bonds of other issues with $872,|
|maturity values, for a grand ti
exclusive of July 27 and 28, of
471,624. Participating in the wi
up
ceremonies
werechairman,
R. J. "B
O'Donnell,
national
N
Ford, State chairman of the W'
and manager.
Frederick Gehle, WFC's exfl
tive
Erected for the 5th War Loam
the "Crossroads
of the World"
the
committee
whichindustry's
Charles C.WACMoskowitz
is ■
ropolitan chairman,
the huge d
register was dedicated on June
and. between the time that the di
officially
July 8, were
"E" Bonds
the amountended
of $390,501
sold
other issues in amount of $17,<
Thus $407,901 was realized in \ri

wasFilm
properly
sales."
housesextra
in downstate
?
York up to July 23 sold 307,363
dividual "E" Bonds, $26,979,222 i
turity value and $6,165,271 of ot
issues for total of $33,144,493. !
tire
Bond
State "E"
up to
Julysale
22 in
was New
$268,81"?
000. Theater sales downstate
the span were 10 per cent of
entire figure.
Concluding ceremonies
night included a fashion sho
Country Papers Face
WACs modeling uniforms,
Newsprint Reduction
sales appeals were made by
Gerold Labell and Pvt. Hem
(Continued from Page 1)
Cress, back home from combat a
ter. A new amendment to L-240, Edward C. Dowden, special e'
the newsprint order, will force a 10 director, m.c.'s the program
per cent cut from 1942 consumption under direction of the Women's
on many country papers which here- Corps. A feature was the
Army Service Forces 25tofore have been able to print with- 401st
band from Ft. Hamilton, and
out worrying about their paper ton- Walter Gross, former NBC com
nage.
How great an effect this will have tor, and his Camp Shanks "Al
Orchestra. Lt. Irma Bout
on industry space— advertising and Face"
returned from overs$
publicity — is only conjectural at this recently
time. It is believed here that the where she saw service in North J
cut will probably be passed on, for rica, also appeared. Oscar A. Do;
industry's campaign director,
the most part, to all local advertis- sided
in absence, due to death in
ers alike. This would not necessarily mean a 10 per cent cut for the family, of Chairman Moskowitz
industry — since many publishers
will cut down on the weight of their
SYWA Two Minutes
paper rather than on the number of
pages. It is likely, too, that space
Shorter After Cu
devoted to Government messages
Running
time of David 0. Sel:
might be cut more than 10 per cent
nick's SYWA at the New Yor
in many publications.

Lasky Out of Hospital
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Jesse L. Lasky, who
underwent a minor oneration in
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital 10 days
ago, returns home today and will
rest for another week before reporting back on the Burbank lot.

Capitol has been cut approximate
two minutes by the scissoring of the
shipyard sequence at which somt
critics had looked askance, it was
learned at the week-end. Deletio
was ordered by the producer am
was put in effect at the Capitol aft
the first show, it was said.

ftl

HERE CROWDS ARE BOUGHT
Your biggest bargain buy in crowds
Or if you merely want

a few nice long box

office lines of people, the gentlemanly
salesman

is here.

can also accomodate

young

you. If your

cashier suffers from lonesomeness, here's where
you

can

buy

the

merry

mobs

with

moolah

to keep her company.

Small contingents? No.

We're out of 'em. In fact, we never had 'em.
But volume business that keeps the house help
out front, handling the stampede — that's our
specialty. Step up and buy. All the best brains
in the business do.

nHJlQURL C-X
^bt^^t
PMze shbh

SERVICE

of me tnousTRy
-

U* V, Production Diet.
88 W. 44th St. 21 st floor
Hew York
I?, Y.
^*s
•Kr-

-

...the most important world premiere
\fn*

in 50 years of motion picture
entertainment will take place
m

when 20th Century-Fox proudly

i

presents DARRYL F. ZANUCK'S
triumphant and stirring production

WflLSON
at 8 o'clock in
the evening
R
at the
CHW COLO
HUE

ROXY,

N. Y.

operating under special roadshow
policy for this engagement.

Directed by HENRY KING - Written by LAMAR TROTH

KEEP SELLING WAR

BONDS!

FIGHT BY THE SIDE OF THE TROOPS

WHO

NEVE* STOPJ

j

1

imate in Character
■ emotional in S:ope
dependent in Thought
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0LLYW00D TO DELIVER 475 FOR '44-'45
ew Reduction In Raw Stock Quotas in Offing
WASHINGTON

WPB Expected to Announce Lowering to 65 or
Even 60% Late This Week

- By

Washington

'eeling 'Round -ANDREW

H. OLDER =

E of the popular features of the American exhibit at the Barcelona fair last
tan exhibit at the Barcelona fair last
was the series of stills from "Song
-nadette." Leonard Rennie, head of
L S. section, reports that this series
; hit the Spaniards, representing as
s the simple and direct religious feel«ich they know. He reports, too, that
paniards are intensely devout
today
at the same time dead set against
:lergy. They blame the latter for the
i government, he says.

•

•

i

EN Loew's
downtown
Capitol puts
ts Bond scoreboard for the states
e sidewalk opposite the lobby, it
i on including the 48 states of the
plus territories. It wasn't long, howoefore Carter Barron got a terrific
-lacing from a group of Marines who
mightily put out because there was
< for Brooklyn. Apparently a lot of
r fans were inspired to dig into their
s when
they saw the Brooklyn
box
because the community across the
iver made a showing which is a good
etter than that of many states with
populations than Brooklyn. .. .Of
, we can't guarantee
that as many
left these states for Washington as
;ft Brooklyn to come down here.
IT. BOB RUSSELL, who scripted box
ffice tinkler "More the Merrier,"
box office tinkler "More the Merrier,"
,st completed another script — this one
:• with San Francisco.
Bob writes his
after hours — and long hours — at

Bureau
of THE FILM
DA'LY
Monogram, Columbia and RKO
Washington — Reduction of indusIssues Changed Hands
try raw stock quotas from 75 per
cent of 1941 consumption to 65 or
even 60 per cent will probably be
announced late this week by the Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Trading in pix
WPB. The seasonal letdown in film
manufacture, combined with high stocks was fairly active in May, the
military demands for film and extra- SEC reported yesterday, with a
quota withdrawals by distributors number of Monogram, Columbia and
RKO issues changing hands. Abe
(Continued on Page 6)
Montague sold 70 shares of Columbia common but exercised warrants
(Continued on Page 6)

Goldhammer to Head
Soviets and Mexico
Film Classics Sales
Announcement of the appointment Will Exchange Films
of L. E. ("Nickie") Goldhammer as

Mexico City (By Air Mail) — Russia and Mexico will swap motion
pictures under the terms of a pact
arranged by the Mexican-Russian
by George Hirli- Institute for Cultural Interchange,
man, president.
G o 1 d h ammer, which recently established headquarters in this capital.
who resigned last
Showings
of Soviet "cultural films"
Saturday as Midwest district will begin(Continued
south of
"as
on the
Page border
6)
manager of RKO
Pictures, starts
his new duties 65 Applications Pending
for Film Classics For Television Stations
i m m e d i a t e ly.
Starting his film
As of July 25, 1944, 65 applicacareer with First
tions for permission to erect comNational Pictures,
mercial television stations in 24
L. E. GOLDHAMMER h e subsequently states and the District of Columbia
became branch were received by the FCC, accordmanager of the St. Louis and Mining to records compiled by the Tele(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 3)

Italy Biz Must Await Peace

:turned to his post as Loew's pubdirector here.... From Harvey Wyant,
:hief in New Delhi, India, we learn

U. S. Film Affairs to Remain

special "Winged Scourge," a docury on the causes of malaria.
It was
first to newspapermen and govern'officials there, who liked it so much
3WI sent over 65 prints which have
showing constantly for millions of InDisney originally made the film for

YOUR

FIGHTING

5TH

Monogram Announces List
Of Six-Months' Releases
W. Ray Johnston has announced
Monogram's complete releasing
schedule for the coming six months,
terminating Jan. 30, 1945. This was
made possible, he said, by the fact
(Continued on Page 6)

HONOR

SCROLL

YOU— MAIL

YOUR

WILK

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Approximately 475
features are scheduled for release
during the 1944-45 season, a Film
Daily survey of the 11 principal
companies indicates. While some
companies' plans are tentative at
this time and many are subject to
developments during the year, figures are believed to be a fair indication of the features to be made
available.
Checkup reveals that Paramount
(Continued on Page 3)

London — A number of changes in
the personnel of the British Films
Council is expected with the expiration of the terms of office of some
of its membership.
It was reported here yesterday
that among
those on
leaving
(Continued
Page 3)the Coun-

Notables to Swarm to
"Wilson" Debut Tonight
Representatives of show business,
society and government will be
among notables from every walk of
life who will be drawn to the Roxy
theater tonight for the world premiere of 20th-Fox's
"Wilson." who
Officials
of film companies
will be present
include
Bal(Continued on PageBarney
6)

Columbia to Make
"Tars and Spars"

Under the OWI

No fully autonomous functioning
of U. S. producer-distributor offices
in Allied-occupied Italy can be expected until military rule ceases,
which is not likely until some time
after the war's end, it was learned
yesterday from sources close to the
situation. In the meantime, American companies'
with
(Continued affairs,
on Page along
3)

AWAITS

By RALPH

West Coast Bureau of THE

Report Rank, Korda
Join Films Council

vice-president and general sales manager of Film
Classics, was
made yesterday

He's living here one floor above Red
-also in OSS — who used to be GarKanin's assistant director. .. .Hank
:, who left for the Army a year ago,

Valt Disney's Dopey is the rage in
ountry.
Dopey
is the hero of the

11 -Studio Survey Provides
Seasonal Forecast; Some
Company Plans Tentative

MAY STOCK DEALS
FAIRLY ACTIVE

Columbia Pictures this week is
expected to close a deal whereby it
will produce the film version of
"Tars and Spars," the Coast Guard
show now on tour. Show was wriitten by Howard Dietz and Vernon
Duke. Victor Mature heads the road
show cast.
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SCHENCK

returned yesterday

DARRYL F. ZANUCK and HENRY
rived in New York yesterday.

KINC

ar-

Editor

GARY COOPER will arrive in Manhattan for
his first visit in several years on August 7 for
a vacation.

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New

PERRY LIEBER, RKO studio publicity head,
has returned
to Hollywood.

CHESTER
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STEVE GERAY, who appears in Warner's "The
Mask the
of Dimitrios,"
arrives in New York today
from
Coast.
IRVING YERGIN of Mort Blumenstock's publicity staff at Warner Bros, returned yesterday
from a Coast assignment.
HARRY GOLDBERG, director of advertising
and publicity for Warner Theaters, leaves tonight
for Cleveland.
MEL

HEYMAN of M-C-M's publicity department leaves Friday for a vacation.

CHARLES
F. DEESEN, home
office assistant
to J. J. Maloney, M-G-M Central sales manager,
returned
yesterday
from a three-day
trip
to
Indianapolis.
H. M. RICHEY yesterday left for Washington
and will remain there several days.
NAN COHEN, secretary to Herb Crooker,
M-G-M publicity manager, got back yesterday
from a vacation
upstate.

C. BRENNER,

ARTHUR

STERLING

BERT REICHERT, Ted
returned yesterday
from an

office

O'Shea's secretary
upstate siesta.

JOE ORNSTEIN of the 20th-Fox exchange in
Washington arrived yesterday to spend a vacation at the shore with his family.
HARRY FE1NSTEIN, Warner circuit buyer in
Pittsburgh, was in town yesterday.
TOMMY DIX, M-C-M star just discharged
from the Army, is in New York prior to his
departure
for
the
Coast.
JESSE T. MILLS, Loew comptroller, yesterday
got back from a vacation in Connecticut.
JOE LEE, acting branch manager, 20th-Fox exchange, Detroit, arrived yesterday in New York
to
attend "Wilson" premiere at the Roxy tonight.
SERGT. WILL DeRANGO, formerly with McVickers Theater, Chicago, is in the Windy City
on a 10-day furlough.
JOHN CONTE is here to emcee
Screen Test radio show.

Springfield's
Parents Start
Own Polio Quarantine

Frances Kulick Named
PRC Exchange Manager

Springfield, Mass. — Despite pleas
by local physicians, Public Health
Commissioner Dr. L. Jackson Smith
yesterday refused to close local theaters to children as an infantile paralysis epidemic hit this city hospitalizing 15 children in Springfield
and surrounding communities despite
the official statement by Dr. Smith
that closing of public places "does
not tend to reduce the disease or control it," parents here have begun enforcement of their own quarantine.
Managers at several neighborhood
theaters, where children usually
form the bulk of the audience on
Saturday, reported a noticeable reduction in attendance over the weekend. There have been no fatalities
here to date.

Leo J. McCarthy, PRC's general
sales manager, has announced
the appointment of Frances Kulick
change.
as manager of PRC's New York ExMiss Kulick, who has been acting
as office manager for the past two
years, is believed to be the first woman branch head in the U. S. for a
national distributor.
She is a sister of Bert Kulick,
PRC's New York franchise holder,
now a Lieutenant-Commander in the
Navy, and Larry Kulick serving with
the U. S. Army overseas. Another
brother, Sidney Kulick, also attached to PRC's New York exchange,
was recently appointed Eastern Division sales manager by PRC.

Conn. Is Tightening Up
On Its Fire Regulations

Haven — In a general tightening up after the recent Barnum &
Bailey fire in Hartford, in which
Dog Story for W. R. Frank
West
Coast
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
hundreds of lives were lost, Connecticut State Police have been activeHollywood — W. R. Frank will next
ly re-inspecting all theaters for fireproduce a dog story, "A Boy, a Girl,
proofing, entrance and exit requirea Dog,"
originalKline.
by Leopold
ments, lighting, wiring, etc. The
las and an
Herbert
Fred AtW.
Kane will be associate producer. 933-seat Strand, Norwich, operated
by Morse & Rothenberg, a second
Shooting starts Aug. 20.
story house, and the 703-seat Strand,
Mystic, of John P. Findlay, built
partially over water, were closed.
Several exhibitors have been fined
for exceeding the standing room allowances.
Ross Moves Offices
Detroit — Ross Federal Service is
moving the Detroit office to Suite
856-860 Book Tower Building.

Wisconsin Theater Asks
Clearance Adjustments

the M-C-M

MAX GOMEZ, RKO manager in Mexico City,
and FRED CULBRANSEN, manager in Panama,
returned yesterday to their respective offices.

New

1600

WILLIAM

and ROSE KELIN, all of M-G-M's home
are due back Wednesday from Boston.

ERNIE EMERLINC, assistant to Oscar A. Doob,
returned yesterday from a vacation.

1/4
1/4
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BILL DANZIGER was back at his desk yesmoon. terday after a vacation combined with a honey-

Rochester — Funeral
services
Edward Bausch, 89, chairman of
board of Bausch
& Lomb
Opti
Co., will be held here today at
home, with burial in Mt. Hope Cer
tery.
The veteran official who 1
long been a leader in the opti
manufacturing field, and whose co
pany is the leading supply sou
of lenses to the motion picture
dustry, died at his local residence
Sunday, after some two years
failing health.
He was the son of John Jat
Bausch, co-founder of the opti
company with the late Capt. Hei
Lomb, and was the inventor of ma i
of the firm's devices, including t .
iris, shutter for photography, wh
is credited with helping popular
the camera.

Mark Goldman to PRC
As Lefton Assistant

Claiming that the seven-d
clearance granted to the Majes
and Wisconsin Theaters, Sheboygi
Wis., over the Falls Theater, SI
boygan Falls, is unreasonable, 1
Falls has filed a demand for ar
tration in the Milwaukee tribun
Complaint charges that second-r
plays 60 days after first-run, t
that delays in bookings often pu
pictures back three and four mont
before available to the Falls. Co!
plainant asks that clearance to t
Majestic and Wisconsin be elin
nated and that the Falls be allow
to play 28 days after first-runs

Ober of AP-Wide World
Joining UA Pub. Dept.
Ralph Ober, picture editor of A
sociated Press-Wide World Phot
joins the United Artists public
staff on Aug. 7. He will be in char
of syndicates for the company,
Ober, 14 years in the newspap
business, started out as a repor
on the Boston Globe. He subseque .,
ly served the Boston Transcript a)
the New York Times, where in IS
he became picture editor of Tim
Wide World Photos.

Cleveland, O. — Mark Goldman, forI
mer Pittsburgh Monogram branch S. G. Alexander Out of
s
manager, joins PRC as assistant to Service; Back with Col.
Nat L. Lefton in charge of sales,
i
covering Cleveland, Pittsburgh and
Sidney G. Alexander, released fr
Cincinnati. Goldman, who will headquarter in Cleveland, assumes new his duties as lieutenant in the U.
Maritime
Service, has returned
duties on Monday.
Columbia, resuming his former poj
tion in charge of national co-ope*
"Attack!" Heads for Record
tive advertising and radio. 1
At the present rate with which
datesUnited
are being
for it,
"Attack!"
the
States setArmy
Signal
Corps
six-reel factual of the Battle for
New Britain in the Pacific, which is
being distributed by RKO Radio, will
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
in all likelihood reach a maximum

REEVES

of 15,000 bookings and set a new
all-time record for RKO Radio, it
was said by general sales manager
Robert Mochrie.

1600 BROADWAY.

N. Y. 19

Complete
Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

:3*

icay, August 1, 1944

wood to Deliver
5 for 1944-45
(Continued from Page 1)
(distribute 26 pictures; RKO Ra!50; Universal, 62; Republic, 72;
pgram, 47, and PRC, 40.
amers plans are flexible but inions are that the company will
se more than 20, the number
ibuted during the current seaM-G-M is expected to offer 38,
; United Artists will handle be«i 20 and 30.
f distribution figures were availat Columbia but it is believed
3rganization will release about
jatures. Twentieth-Fox has not
s new program but it is thought
: in the neighborhood of 40 fea-

DAILY

Italy Biz Must Await
End of Military Rule
(Continued from Page 1)

•

• • HEROIC NOTE: Bob Finkel, Big U salesman, proved himself, a hero before reporting for work on Friday
While shaving himself in his Belle Harbor, L. I. apartment he heard a commotion on the beach
From his bathroom window facing the ocean
he spotted a figure floundering in the surf
Dressed only in his
shorts, Bob dashed out to rescue a middle-aged woman, later revived
by an emergency squad

▼

TV

• • • THIS AND THAT: March of Time's August release will
spotlight British Imperialism in this year of grace. . . • Release date
of Warners' pic version of "The Voice of the Turtle" probably will be
June 1, 1946
In grabbing off the prize for $600,000 plus percentage
of the gross Warners topped offers of Hal Wallis, Metro and International. .. • The Sixth Loan drive, planned to start in November,

i-Fox to Hold Informal
es Conferences Here

won't be the 1c ccordLng to the Washington grapevine. . . • Paramount has drop. "The Stork Club" from its production schedule; story
difficulties. . , 0 Metro is mulling a re-make of "Turn to the Right."
• Top roles in XO's "Pan Americana" will go to Philip Terry. Audrey
Long, Robert Benchley and Eve Arden. . . • Further theater deals in

twentieth Century-Fox division,
Bat and branch managers here
|he "Wilson" premiere, will rein New York to attend inforsales conferences at which home
officials will talk.

New England wouldn't surprise, but the names of certain top industry
people linked with 'em certainly would. . . • Incorporation of those
foreign subsidiaries poses a couple of questions, among them will
the parent company or the new subsidiary conduct labor negotiations.

;.dresses by President Spyros P.
iras, Tom Connors, vice-presiin charge of sales, Production
President Darryl F. Zanuck,
the agenda. Home office sales

• Don't be surprised if Lazarus Cbnstantine becomes Para.'s Mexican
chief, with Bob Graham getting a new assignment. . . • Usherettes
are changing so rapidly in some houses that exhibs. are discarding

.'rtives and department heads,
■ion, district and branch managrom all U. S. territories, except■the Mountain-Coast areas, will

uniforms for 'em. . . • The Navy's Industrial Incentive Division is
showing two new Navy pix, "The Black Cats" and "Behind Nazi Guns"
at the Museum of Modern Art tomorrow and Wednesday. . . • Didja

Jd.
•ese conferences

are not to be
rued as a sales convention but
in the nature of informal disons pertaining to company mat-

know that Walt Cowan is off to Palestine for Paramount? ... • "Casanova Brown" will have its world premiere on the Normany front, Aug 8
It will be shown at 16 different spots
▼
▼
T
• •
•
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

channeling of product to such theaters as desire to show Hollywood
attractions, and are in physical shape
to do so, are to remain under OWl
aegis and the latter in turn under
the
Army's Division of Psychological
Warfare.
OWI, acting as nominal guardian
of U. S. pictures' distribution, is
making 35 mm. prints available to
theaters, with rentals held in escrow,
in all occupied sections behind the
front which has been moving rapidly
northward. How many theaters have
sought U. S. pictures has not been
reported, and the number is held to
be comparatively small because of
damage to numerous houses in cities and towns evacuated by the Nazis, and the absence in many instances of electric power for the operation of projection machines.
Arrangements whereby U. S. product is being shipned into restored
Italy and exhibited there were made
a considerable time before the country's invasion, and under these arrangements the civilian population
get 35 mm. attractions, and the fighting men get the industry's gift
films. Actually, the soldiers have the
advantage of seeng the civilian 35
mm. product, in addition to their
own, when they have leave, thus expanding their supply of films. Some
of the 35 mm. attractions are new
to the doughboys. Their 16 mm.
product is shown to them, in most
cases, before theatrical release in
the U. S.

With the expansion of the territory which American forces and their
allies now hold in France, distribution of Hollywood product will grow,
neral Sales Manager W. J. Kupand be handled in the same fashion
vill preside at the meetings.
me office officials who will atas U. S. films in Italy, it is expected
include
Spyros
P. Skouras,
by industry sources here.
yl F. Zanuck, Tom J. Connors,
Allied occupation authorities in
Italy have revealed that at no time
:'. Kupper, Murray Silverstone,
r. Smith, Jr., L. J. Schlaifer, W.
were Hollywood movies completely
jhring, Hal Home, Martin Moseliminated from the screens of Italian film houses, for the Nazis, and
:z, W. J. Clark, G. A. Roberts,
the Mussolini Fascists before them,
Terry,
Edmund
Reek,
Roger
kept circulating old Hollywood prints
Edwin H. Collins, Jack Bloom,
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
Sichelman.
until they had become threadbare.
neapolis
exchanges
for
Warner
Bros.,
change executives include Har- cil are Sam Eekman, Michael BalUse of such films was resorted to,
following
which
he
joined
RKO
in
Ballance, E. X. Callahan, H. R. con, Randolph Richards, Charles P.
it is pointed out, because they con1931
and
remained
with
that
organitained no propaganda, and those
sdorf, James J. Grady,
Ward Metcalfe and F. W. Baker. They are
zation until his resignation last week. which did had such scenes deleted by
ott, Phil Longdon, Paul S. Wil- to be replaced, it is understood, by
With 21 Film Classics exchanges
the Axis.
Sydney
Samson,
M. A. Levy, J. Arthur Rank, Sir Alexander Korda, Major Baker, Joe Friedman and already in operation and seven more
, Grassgreen, B. A. Simon, Harto
be
added
within
the
next
five
or
E. J. Hinge.
Chi. Employes Seek Increase
jUexander,
R. E. Moon,
Sam
six weeks, Film Classics will have
Chicago — Sam Lamansky, business
p, Clay V. Hake, C. E. Peppiatt,
completed its national distribution
. Holston, F. R. Dodson, E. V. Landaiche, Tom W. Young, Cecil E.
agent for Film Employes Union B-45
set-up,
which
will
be
supervised
by
House, M. W. Osborne. G. W. Ful- Goldhammer.
has filed a request with the WLB
ler, B. B. Reingold, G. T. Landis,
for a 10 per cent wage increase
J. E. Scott, J. S. Cohan, S. J. Mayer,
retroactive to Dec. 1, 1942.
Thomas M. Moss Dies
Jack Lorentz, Tom R. Gilliam, JosSouth Bend, Ind. — Thomas M.
eph J. Lee, I. J. Schmertz, L. J. BuMoss, 78, who was credited with
gie, I. H. Cohen, H. L. Beecroft.

Report Rank, Korda
Join Films Council

Goldhammer to Head
Film Classics Sales
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of
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5 Angeles — Tamara Toumanova,
an-born ballerina who recentcame a film actress, was maron Sunday to Kenneth C. (CaRobinson, screen writer and
leer.

"Minstrel Man"

Held

PRC's "Minstrel Man" starring
Benny Fields and Gladys George
now

playing at Fox Fabian Theater, Brooklyn, has had its run extended to four weeks.

opening one of South Bend's first
moving picture theaters, died last
week in his home after a five-day
illness. He was identified with the
amusement business here from 1893
to 1916, the proprietor of several
theaters. Besides pioneering in the
picture business, he produced vaudeville acts and stage plays.

STORK REPORTS

A six-pound daughter, Roberta
Sue, was born Sunday to Mr. and
Mrs. Jacob Leff. Father is general
counsel for the Unaffiliated Independent Exhibitors.

"IAN IF"-- JOYCE REYNOLDS • ROBBfft
Directed by MICHAEL

CURTIZ

• Screen Play by Agnes Christine J* I,,,

ami.
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Stock Deals in May
Were Fairly Active
(Continued from Page 1)
for another 2,000 shares. He now
holds 2,036 shares of this stock and
5,880 warrants. A. Schneider gave
away 42 shares of common, retaining 1,707 and 7,880 warrants.
Alton Brody purchased his first
4,000 shares of Monogram dollar
par common, and Samuel Broidy
added 1,800 shares of the same stock
now holding 5,600. George Burrows bought his first 200 shares of
the common. The report also shows
William Hurlbut holding 3,363 shares.
Monogram pictures of Michigan acquiring 700 shares, Monogram Midwest Film Co. acquiring 1,300, and
Sam Wolf acquiring 1,300. Wolf
had dropped a thousand shares in
May, and the 1,300 is all he holds.
Charles W. Trampe is shown to hold
5,020 shares of the same stock.
Atlas Corp. dropped one share of
RKO dollar par, retaining 1,329,020
shares and 327,812 warrants. Atlas
sold 57,337 shares of RKO, 6 per
cent convertible preferred, its entire block of that stock. The SEC
reported Lehman Brothers picking
up and selling 5,025 shares of the
preferred, and Lawrence Green selling 1,000 shares of the common.
Green retained 50 shares, with Frederick L. Ehrman shown holding 1,850 shares of the common.
The report shows Rexport Corp.
holding 50,719 shares of capital
stock in General Precision Equipment, and American Express holding 13,400.
American Express dropped 200
shares in May, and Earle G. Hines
dropped 800 retaining 500. A correction to the 1943 report shows
Darryl Zanuck holding 42,130 shares
of 20th-Fox common, with L. Sherman Adams and Robert L. Clarkson
listed as directors of the company
effective May 16. They hold 500
and 100 shares of common respectively. Morris Wolf sold 1,000
shares of Warner $5 par common,
retaining 1,450.

Monogram Announces List
Of Six-Months' Releases
(Continued from Page 1)

that the greater part of these films
are already completed, giving the
company the greatest backlog of
completed productions in its history.
Johnston also revealed that Monogram expects to introduce a new departure at its forthcoming convention in Chicago, with the announcement of a full year's releases.
List for the six-month period follows:
Four releases for August comprise "Leave It to the Irish," "West
of the Rio Grande," "Call of the
Jungle," and "The Utah Kid."
September has six releases, consisting of "Oh, What
a Night!",

Detroit Houses Ashed to Run on 24*Hour
Schedule On Day That Germany Gives Up
Detroit — Downtown motion picture houses are being called upon by Police
Commissioner John F. Ballenger to open and remain open for 24 hours on
A-Day — the anticipated date of the German armistice.
Ballenger's plan is to have the theaters keep thousands of people off the
downtown streets, and make traffic conditions more manageable. In 1918,
the streets downtown became completely riotous, and he aims to prevent this
interference with essential continued war production here.

Notables to Swarm to
"Wilson" Debut Tonight
(Continued from Page 1)

aban, David Bernstein, Nate Blumberg, J. Cheever Cowdin, Jack Cohn,
Howard Dietz, Ned Depinet, Stanton
Griffis, E. T. (Peck) Gomersall, J.
R. Grainger, W. Ray Johnston, Ben
Kalmenson, Austin C. Keough, Carl
Leserman, Haskell Masters, Abe
Montague, James A. Mulvey, John J.
O'Connor, J. Robert Rubin, William
F. Rodgers, Charles Reagan, N. Peter' Rathvon, Edward C. Raftery,
Nicholas M. Schenck, Albert Warner, Harry Warner, Adolph Zukor.
Among exhibitors who will attend are Harry Arthur, Harry
Brandt, A. H. Blank, Ralph Branton,
Max A. Cohen, Col. H. A. Cole, Irving B. Dollinger, Nick Dipson, Fred
Dolle, Si Fabian, Col. Arthur Frudenfeld, John Friedl, J. J. Fitzgibbons,
L. C. Griffith, Ben Geldsaler, Karl
Hoblitzelle, John Harris, Jack Kirsch,
Arthur Mayer, J. R. Neth, Bob O'Donnell, Walter Reade, E. C. Rhoden, E. V. Richards, Edward Rowley, Jules Rubens, J. Myer Schine,
Louis Schine, Sidney E. Samuelson,
R. B. Wilby.
Among the prominent Hollywood
personalities will be Darryl F. Zanuck, William Perlberg, Henry King,
Lamar Trotti, Gene Tierney, William Bendix, Geraldine Fitzgerald,
Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Thomas Mitchell, Michael O'Shea, Carmen Miranda, Dana Andrews, Celeste Holm,
Katherine Locke, Phil Baker, George
Jessel.
The ceremonies will be broadcast
over eight metropolitan stations,
WHN, WMCA, NEW, WINS,
WOV, WPAT, WLIB, WBYN. Jessel
will function as master
of cere"Black Magic," "Block Busters,"
"Land of the Outlaws," "Shadows
of Suspicion," and "Marked Trails."
Three films are on the list for October: "When Strangers Marry," "A
Wave, a Wac and a Marine," and
"Enemy of Women."
Releases for November are four
in number, including "Army Wives,"
"Law of the Valley," 'Alaska," and
"Mystery
Mansion."
The seven
releases for December
comprise "The Case of the Missing
Medico," "Adventures of Kitty
O'Day," an untitled Lone Star western, "Little Devils," "Ghost Guns,"
and the first of another new series,
"The Shadow."
List for January, embracing three
releases, has "Murder in the Family," "G.I. Honeymoon," and "They
Shall Have Faith."

65 Applications Pending
For Television Stations
(Continued from Page 1)
vision Broadcasters Association, Inc.
Action
on the applications
must
await the end of wartime
restrictions on essential materials.
With nine stations now televising
programs in the East, Midwest and
far West, and with the large number of applications for new stations
filed with the FCC, television service for a major portion of the nation's population may be expected
within 18 months to two years after
hostilities cease and manufacture of
transmitters and receivers is resumed, industry leaders aver.
Prices on post-war television receivers are expected to vary from
$125 to $400, the latter sets embodying radio-phonograph combinations, as well as projection type television screens.

CBS Television Tryouts
For Regular Air Shows
With the question still unsettled
as to how well the pattern of radio
programs may be adapted to television, particularly for a daytime
schedule, CBS is lining up a number of regular programs for a video
trial over an extended period.
Tests will constitute a milestone
in the television programming experiments being conducted at Columbia's Video Station WCBW-N.Y.
Programs so far selected for the
experiment, or under consideration,
are the network's "Sing Along" with
the Landt Trio, and WABC's "Missus Goes A-Shopping," "Arthur Godfrey," "Margaret Arlen," and Lois
January the "Reveille Sweetheart."

Soviets and Mexico Agree
To Exchange Pictures
(Continued from Page 1)

soon as circumstances permit," according to Luis Chavez Orozco, the
Institute's president.
Part of a comprehensive plan calling for the betterment of cultural
relations between the two countries,
the motion-picture exchange constitutes the first plank in the Institute

New Reduction in
Raw Slock Impends
(Continued from Page 1)
in recent months will force real coi
servation of the available film foo
age, Lincoln Burrows,
WPB
fill
chief, admitted.
At the same time, Burrows n
iterated his recent assurance tin
there would be no serious disrut
tion of service to exhibitors as
result of the tightening of control c
film. He pointed out that militar
demands are usually higher tha
military withdrawals, with a siz<
able footage probably to revert t
the industry when the militar
makes
plain it will not requir
the
full itamount.
Orders Above Quota
Beginning
late last Winter, se
eral distributors began
to acce
delivery on film above their quo
as prescribed by order L-178, Bu
rows said. At the same time no o
jection was raised because the ra
stock supply appeared adequate an
film loses its quality in storage. T
situation began to appear tight
in late April and May, however, an
Burrows
wrote distributors advi
ing them to hew closely to the lin
of the order thereafter.
The repo
on delivery during the second qua
ter indicates, he said, that sever
of the big companies continued
take
than 75 per cent of the
1941 more
delivery.
Burrows made it plain that it
not this over-ordering, howeve
which will make the cutting dowi
of the quotas necessary. Renova
tion and adjustment of machiner;
play a big part as they have beei
on a 24-hour schedule for neaii;
two years.
Analyzing Lab. Reports
Burrows could not be certain wha
figure will be set for the industry
Final laboratory
reports were re
ceived yesterday and are now beinj
analyzed in his office.
He said hi
had not discovered
any excessiv
raw stock inventory by any distri
utor, but he was hopeful that the
had been sufficient printing far
advance
of release date to soi|i
the effect of the impending cut
film. He said he hoped that the su
ply could go back to 75 per c£
later in the year.

More Polio in Ind.

Indianapolis — Fifteen new cases
poliomyelitis were reported in I
diana between July 15 and 24, |]
state board of health has announce
Two of these were in Marion cou
ty, the balance being in counti
south of Indianapolis. Total nun
program.
At a meeting attended by numer- ber of cases reported in the sta
ous representatives of both nations, since Jan. 1 is 46. Only two deatl
President Orozco explained the occurred between Jan. 1 and July
agreement
the ground thatinterest
"Mexico feels anon understandable
know carry
each out
other,"
declare
in the USSR because of its social, derToto help
the he
program,
motion-picture division h
scientific, and artistic achievements." special
"It is of the highest importance been created within the Institute
for all nations that co-operate in Art Department, which is headed b;
the triumph of a common cause to Carlos Obregon Santacilia, Mexic
establish direct connections
in or- architect.

"One of my boys
shot that". . .

YOU are, let us say, a veteran newsreel photographer with the wartime
job of training combat cameramen.
First, a little theory — but not too much. Then, the mechanics of the
camera. So far it's easy. But from here on the course gets tougher. The
boys have to learn that each individual "shot" must have point . . . that
the picture as a whole must have continuity — must effectively "cover"
the story. The first tries are apt to be terrible . . . but you and your boys
keep at it . . . until finally they step out as promising cameramen.
And one day, months later, you watch a wonderful example of combat
photography run off — and you're proud as Punch. You can't help singing
out, "One of my boys shot that."

Eastman Kodak Company
Rochester, N. Y.
J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors
FORT LEE
CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

One of a series of
advertisements by
KODAK
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240 of the nation's leading exhibitors
will be part of the distinguished
audience who will be first to thrill to
the gorgeous spectacle, the powerful
drama, the intimate humanness which
makes DARRYL F. ZANUCK'S production

WflLSON

the picture of theNICcentury
LOR from 20th
O
H
C
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Century-Fox. Tonight all eyes are on the
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ECREE COURT ACTION HANGS IN BALANCE
Homand

A warded

rision Also Covers
900 Assessed Against
ffith Amusement Co.

Philly Theater Business Expected to Be
Hit By Stoppage of Transportation

:lahoma City — Judge Bower
ddus of Western Oklahoma FedCourt yesterday handed down
ong-awaited opinion in the Moi-Griffith anti-trust suit and, as
expected, it followed the patlaid down in his earlier tentafmdings. The plaintiff, veteran
homa independent A. B. Mo8, was granted judgment of $41,Continued on Page 6)

»B Schedules More
rls for Projectors

$41,000 Against Paramount
Co.

Philadelphia — Theater grosses especially in the downtown area are expected to be affected by the work stoppage of the Phila. Transportation Co.
which began at 4 a.m. yesterday. "Illness" was given as the reason. The
union claims it is not official. Men returned cars, subways, etc., to the barns
and went home. Downtown business was expected to be badly hit, with neighborhoods certain to be affected, also, as even persons with autos were expected to
save their gas for emergencies.

See State Control
In British Report

Morgenfhau Praises
Films War Loan Aid

London (By Cable) — State control
of the British film industry is seen
by Wardour St. circles in the Films
Council Monopoly Committee report
itgton Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY urging a tribunal to arbitrate industry problems. While the industry
ishington — Increased production
epair parts for projectors and expected some form of arbitration
3 systems has been scheduled proposal, evidently the Committee
le WPB theater equipment of- was not expected to make its proposal as strong as it appears in the
Allen G. Smith revealed yesy. Smith had earlier made it
(Continued on Page 6)
that repair parts were the ma(Continued on Page 7)
Chapman Named Super, of

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Henry Morgenthau,
Jr., Secretary of the Treasury, yesterday bore witness to the effectiveness of the aid of the motion picture
and radio industries to the success
of the Fifth War Loan when he announced that "more individuals
bought Bonds in the Fifth War Loan
than in any previous Loan."
He stated that the July sales
(Continued on Page 2)

Reportswarm toSay
ClarkWhile
Lukea Trial,
Berge and Wright Approve
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Refusing absolutely
to clarify the situation in any way,
Assistant Attorney General Tom C.
Clark yesterday said he had "no
statement" concerning plans of the
Department of Justice in regard to
final action in the New York antitrust suit. He added also that he
had made no agreement to meet with
any group on the matter before decision was announced, denying that
he had okayed a conference with representatives ofvarious independent
exhibitor organizations.
Clark confirmed reports that he
had met for a second time with Biddie — this time with Robert Wright
(Continued on Page 6)

Appeal From Phila.
Manpower Rule Seen

Name Directors for Ohio
Co-operative Exchanges

Home offices are considering an
appeal against inclusion of film exchanges in the War Manpower Commission order making the PhiladelJules Chapman, manager of Film
phia-Camden area a Group 1 critical
Cleveland — Directors named on the
Classic's
Metropolitan
exchange,
labor
market
area. Unless such an
Government
Secret Service has been appointed supervisor of board of the newly organized Theappeal
is
successful
all exchanges in
branch
operations
and
will
make
his
ater Owners Co-operating Exchanges
j-tment will henceforth interest
in thefts and irregularities in headquarters in the home office. of Ohio, formed by independent ex- Philadelphia will go on a mandatory
(Continued on Page 7)
rction with the sale of war Chapman was formerly with Monohibitors to buy and distribute pics in theaters, according to word
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 7)

ret Service to Trail
ater War Bond Thefts

Film Classics Branches

(Continued on Page 7)

piling Fall Closes
B & K's LA Theater
(Chicago — Ceiling of the United
rists Theater collapsed during the
ernoon performance of "The White
ffs of Dover," injuring seven
sons of whom one was hospitald. The theater was closed for
•airs but is expected to be ready
reopening today. B & K's Loop
■ater, the Appollo, was closed re■ fly following a fire while it was
wing the same picture. Repairs
the Appollo are being rushed for
Aug. 16 opening.

MR.

EXHIBITOR!

"Wilson" Debut Draw Record
B'way Sector Choked by Crowd of Spectators
Two More UA District
"Wilson," 20th-Fox's Technicolor
special, had a four-star premiere at
Sales Meets Scheduled
the Roxy Theater last night. The
Next in the series of United Artists combined district sales meetings will be held in Chicago tomorrow and Friday and in San Francisco on Aug. 9 and 10, Carl Leserman, general sales manager, announced yesterday.
Leserman, J. J. Unger, Western
division manager, and Bernie Kam(Continued on Page 7)

HAVE

YOL

MAILED

IN

event, one of the biggest and most
colorful of its sort to hit the Broadway sector in years, drew a crowd
that choked Broadway. The world
opening attracted a glittering audience in which were representatives
of society, Government and every
branch of show business.
The list of distinguished guests
was headed by Mrs. Woodrow WilContinued on Page 7)
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5TH

BOND

"Wilson" Makes Bote
Before a brilliant invitation-audience, which packed the 5,886-seat
Roxy, Darryl F. Zanuck's production
of 20th-Fox's "Wilson" made its
world bow last night. Attraction,
one of the trumps in the company's
film-making annals, was accorded
uproarious approval for its extraordinary value both as entertainment
and one of the most significant motion pictures in recent industry annals. For review of the film, turn
to page 2, and for color story of the
gala event read "Along The Rialto"
on Page 6. Other coverage of the
"Wilson" premiere starts today on
Page I.
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Charles

Coburn,

Sir

Cedric

Hardwicke,

Vincent

Price,

Geraldine

Anderson.
154 Mins.

America's non-participation in the League. Now, 20th-Fox, through Producer Darryl
F. Zanuck, brings to the screen a Moving Picture of History which clearly recounts
that same tragedy and has tersely titled the film, "Wilson."
It is neither the purpose nor province of this trade publication or this reviewer

to

discuss "Wilson" through political glasses of any hue. Consequently, what is said
here concerning the picture is purely reportorial upon an industry property irrespective

v4
Chg.

4 Zanuck's "Wilson" is superbly acted. It is directed with amazing aptitude and
feeling by Henry King, who handles its grace notes with the same sureness as its
minrr chords, wringing laughter as adroitly as wringing pathos. Under his guidance

the characterization of Wilson by Alexander Knox, who compensates in spirit for whatever he might lack in physical identity to the President, is convincing, as are the
'/a
performances of the other cast members in their respective portrayals of national and

Vh
Va

Va

international "greats" of that time, and you see them all from the Allied "Big Four"
down to the political satellites who moved across the World Stage with or against
the Professor President. The nominal villian of the piece is the person of Senator
Henry Cabot Lodge, the League Wrecker, assumed with barbed ability by Sir Cedric
Hardwicke. Six other strong marquee names are furnished to the exhibitors of the land
via Charles'/4 Coburn, recent Academy Award winner; Vincent Price as William G.
McAdoo; '/Geraldine
Fitzgerald, as Edith Wilson; William Eythe as George Felton;
4
Thomas Mitchell, as Joseph Tumulty; and Mary Anderson, as Eleanor Wilson. Literally

V*

scores cf other
the film's great
warmth, beauty
that they defy
speech in wake

Va

Conventions

Vs
%

2 4s

%

Form Dayton Theater Co.
Columbus, O. — Mecca Theater Co.,
Dayton, has been incorporated by
Julie Timmer, Margaret Wack and
Henry L. Biegel.

Monday.
DEAN JOHN MADDEN, head of M-C-M
scnnel department,
is due back from the
GEORGE
McKENNA
of the
Albany
is visiting these parts.

Basil

circ

NORMAN GREENBERG of Loew's
department
is vacationing.
JACK
tour of

pu

SHEA of the Shea circuit is mal
Ohio and Pennsylvania
houses.

C. J. LATTA, Albany Warner Zone ma
and MOE SILVER. Pittsburgh zone head f
circuit, are in town.

of ccntroversial pros and cons. Both in story stature and proficient film-making, it is
C. E. PEPPIATT, Washington 20th-Fox I
a brilliant, memorable document which is the equal of any cinematic biography to date, ■nanager,
is in town.
and one which stands out like a beacon, happily in a world more enlightened than the
FRED SCHWARTZ of the Century Circ
era of national frustration it portrays. Today, the democratic nations of good-will, at Lake Placid.
and will to preserve and expand good-will, are making a "second payment" on the commodHARRY LOWENSTEIN, president of All
ity of brotherhood with their people's blood, when the initial payment might well have N. )., is vacationing
at Scaroon
Lake.
feeen the total purchase price.
MORRIS MECHANIC of the New and (
It is this fact which gives "Wilson" the enormity of its drama, and it will not Theaters, Baltimore is in town.
be lost upon the tens of millions who will see it at this critical stage of the war and
JOHN McGREEVEY, booker and buyer f<
equally critical stage of public opinion's marshalling for efficient peace-enforcement
Harris Amusement Co., Pittsburgh, was in
machinery after the war's end. As entertainment, — it is that in every frame and yesterday.
foot. The inescapable weight of its story is balanced on deftly-placed points of bright
TED SCHLANGER, Warner Philadelphia
humor and humanness.
manager, was in town yesterday.
Stark and magnificient moments give way to the nuances of Wilson, the man, and
Allied leaders in town include COL. I
his family, and to the kaleidoscope made up of his assenters and dissenters from the
COLE. JACK KIRSCH, ABRAM F. MYERS.
time of his stewardship of the Princeton student-body through his final moments as AINSWORTH
and SIDNEY SAMUELSON.

l"y

N2t

PAUL L. NATHANSON, president, and
KELL M. MASTERS, general manager, of
Theaters of Canada, are in New York on b

The moving Finger of History has clearly written the tragedy of post-World War I,
EDDIE CARRIER of M-C-M's exploitatit
namely, the cross which Woodrow Wilson carried for an effective brotherhood of partmenf yesterday returned from Cin<
and St. Louis.
nations, and the double-cross which was substituted by his enemies in the advocacy of

the country's Chief Executive. Thus the onlooker is taken through a sensational spectrum of American history, from the brightness of his attendance at a Yale-Princeton
gridiron classic to the indigo hour when he and the League of Nations he so strenuously
espoused stood wracked and broken.
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ace players are harnessed to the task of this epic's exposition. Among
array of assets is its production in marvelous Technicolor, which adds
and realism. Scenes of standout merit are so numerous and impressive
brief cataloging here. Examples are the views of a Wilson campaign
of his nomination for Governor of New Jersey; the Democratic National

of 1912

and

1916, with

rare reality which

bears almost

on

satire; se-

quences of the Wilson family's White House advent; the death of the President's first
wife and his subsequent marriage to Mrs. Gait; his absorption of political abuse in
his determination to keep the country out of war; his tongue-lashing of Germany's
Count Von Bernstorff in the presence of Secretary of State Lansing which blazed
our entry into the world conflict; his journey to Versailles; his speaking tour through
the nation to save the League; and finally his relinquishing of office in the deep
shadows of disappointment that the League would not have the participation of the
very country which led in advocating it.
Zanuck
most

has very effectively used newsreel

shots of the Wilson

age to impart docu-

mentary authenticity to Lamar Trotti's fine screenplay. "Wilson" may well be the
controversial film of our day, for en any issue, however soundly grounded, there

are opposing convictions. This will only add to the attraction's vast box office worth.
In one particular, the picture will face a Wilsonian task, for the extent and intensity
of its acceptance will largely determine the future which film biographies of virtually
contemporary
hands.

as well as contemporary

American

statesmen

will enjoy at Hollywood's

CAST: Alexander Knox, Charles Coburn, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Thomas Mitchell,
Ruth Nelson, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Vincent Price, William Eythe, Mary Anderson,
Ruth Fcrd, Sidney Blackmer, Madeleine Forbes, Stanley Ridges, Eddie Foy, Jr., Charles
Halton, Thurston Hall, J. M. Kerrigan, James Rennie, Katherine Locke, Stanley Logan,
Marcel Dalio, Edwin Maxwell, Clifford Brooke, Tonio Selwart, John Ince, Charles
Miller,

Anne

O'Neal,

Arthur

Loft,
Russell
Gaige,
Jamesson
1 Continued on Page 7)

Shade,

Reginald

Shef-

MOE SILVER, Pittsburgh zone manage
the Warner circuit, and his assistant H
FEINSTEIN, are in town for a brief stay.
C. ). LATTA, Albany zone manager for
ner theaters, is in the city for a few da;
the

EDGAR BERGEN
Coast.

is at the Waldorf-Astoria

Morgenthau Praise
Films War Loan Ai
(Continued

from Page 1)

brought the drive total to $20
000,000— which is $4,000,000,000
ter than the goal.
The goal fo
dividuals had been $6,000,000,000
was exceeded bv $330,000,000.
total — the
on which
the films 'E"
and
wise,
$3,000,000,000
concentrated
mainly — was
exc<
"slightly."
It was believed throughout
of the loan period that the sala
individuals would fall far short
the goal, but specific efforts by
co-operating media toward the
of the drive — extra
Bond
si
etc. — appear
to have
turned
trick.

Sydney Lande Dies
Fighting in France
Cleveland — Sydney Lande, 32
of Harry A. Lande, veteran inde
dent distributor, was kille
,r~""B action
word from
in France,
accordin
the War
Dept
ment. He company
was with his
father's
tributing
before
jo
the Army.

*
*
l
o
tit

in a solidly sold-out house, 6,000 persons
—including famous exhibitors, distinguished
critics, celebrities from many fields and
ticket-buyers who had waited in line for
hours to jam the theatre— cheered and
acclaimed the world premiere of
DARRYL F. ZANUCK'S production

WHLSON
. M UCttMCOLOR

at the RO J£Hj N*Y«
20th Century-Fox suggests that today
you make it a point to read what
the reviewers say.

Directed by HENRY KING • Written by .LAMAR TROTTI
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Moment! Awarded

Decree Court Action
Hanging in Balance
(Continued from Page 1)
and Anti-Trust Chief Wendell Berge
present. He did not, he said, make
any specific recommendation, but
merely "talked the matter over."
Although reports that a court fight
has been decided upon could not be
confirmed, Clark implied that the
decision was now up to Biddle alone.
Some here believe that Clark is
lukewarm on taking the companies
into court, while Wright and Berge
feel that the new offers leave no alternative. Although Clark implied
that he had made no definite recommendation to Biddle, it is likely
that both Berge and Wright made
it plain to the Attorney General
that proper administration of the
anti-trust laws leaves no recourse
from a court fight.

See State Control of Brit.
Pix Industry in Report
(Continued from Page 1)
official text released
to the press
yesterday.
Released text bears out the unofficial findings reported in The Film
Daily of July 13. Another highlight is a proposal of government
finance for reputable independent
producers. U. S. influence and interests in England are not criticized
by the committee of non-industry
members.

Trade Will See M-G-M's
"Waterloo Bridge" Aug. 21
"Waterloo Bridge," one of its
two re-issues in its ninth block, will
be tradeshown in all exchange centers on Aug. 21 by M-G-M. "Naughty
Marietta," the second re-issue, has
not yet been set. New prints have
been ordered on both.
The tradeshowing of "Lost in a
Harem," the Abbott-Costello film,
has been postponed indefinitely. The
film was to have been screened Aug.
10.

"Movie Pests"

Screened

Students at Hunter College Monday saw M-G-M's Pete Smith
Specialty, "Movie Pests" at a special showing in the school auditorium. Screening was followed by a
discussion led by Mrs. Jeanette W.
Emrich, of the MPPDA, who teaches
Hunter's motion picture course. Professor Broderick Cohen, director of
the Summer Session, addressed the
group before the short was shown.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO...
August
2
Jack L. Warner
Hal Mohr
Myrna Loy
Olga Baclanova
Ruth
Nelson

August 2,

$41,000 Against Pa
(Continued from Page 1)
000
against
Paramount
Pict
Inc., and $6,900 judgment
a^
the Griffith Amusement
Co.
other
distributor-defendants
absolved of any conspiracy al
tions.

"WILSON"
• • • IN SOME RESPECTS there was a great deal more than
met the eye last night when 20th Century-Fox raised the curtain on

The Judge's ruling on the inv
lawsuit, 18 months after compl
of the trial, reported his findin
an 118-page document describe
the largest opinion ever render
Oklahoma courts of law from
standpoint of volume. It foil
generally his findings of fact as
lined tentatively to both sides
fore a final hearing was held,
months ago Judge Broaddus on
a judgment of $41,000 plus a
ney's fees and 6 per cent int
from 1931 against Paramount,

Darryl Zanuck's
"Wilson"
at the Roxy Theater
That it was a
glamorous
and colorful event nobody can deny
but one of the
angles which cannot be overlooked was the record attendance of publishers and editors of foreign
them and their readers was
Already, their 87 newspapers
gering total of 26,026 lines of

language newspapers
"Wilson" to
a property of salient importance
in New York have published the stagpromotional stories
and the figure

is expected to be at least duplicated by 100 other out-of-town foreign language dailies, tri-weeklies, bi-weeklies and weeklies when 20th-Fox/s
press clipping department
gets around
to it
Company's
execs,
interested in the fortunes of "Wilson" in the motion picture marts of
Europe, when they open up, are justifiably sure of the enormous grossing power there
This must have been a contributing factor to
the wide smiles which Tom Connors and Murray Silverstone wore last
night at the Roxy
The name of Wilson was reverenced as few
others on the beleagurc-d continent
It might surprise you to learn

ruled
enteredthat
intoParamount's
a conspiracyagent
wit!
owner of a Wewoka theater in
law.
lation of the Sherman antiThe
Judge
held against
Gi
on the basis that in 1930 and
in Shawnee, Okla., Griffith had ■
bought films in order to keep
petitors from getting them.
The case had been in the ci
since 1931 with the petition 1
amended to include periods oi
eration as late as 1936.
Momand sought total damag*
over $5,000,000 including intere
Judge Broaddus upheld the pi
the following defendant-distribi
that no conspiracy was invo
Loew's, Inc., 20th Century-Fox,
graph, RKO Radio Pictures, tl
Artists, Universal Film Exch
and RKO Distributing Corp.

that Woodrow Wilson's birthday was a holiday in Poland and Czechoslovakia until the Nazis made their grab
In Poland, almost 1,000
monuments stood in Wilson's memory and an estimated 800 in Czechoslovakia The same proportion held in Jugoslavia and in some other
countries
Therefore, was it any wonder that the Roxy bow last
night of "Wilson" was in every sense of the ■word a "World" premiere?
T
T
T
• • • EVEN IF ALL NEW YORK couldn't reach the vicinity
of the Roxy— and for a while it looked as if the citizenry was there
en masse
the bulk of the population was able to listen in via
eight radio station hook-ups— which had George Jessel as master
of ceremonies
and a loud speaker brought his spontaneous interviews to the crowds
along Broadway
Among
those
who
stepped to the mikes were Geraldine Fitzgerald, Sir Cedric HardiL'icke, Thomas Mitchell, Carmen Miranda, William Bendix, Dana An-

Yarborough Named 20
District Exploitation Mq

drews, Gene Tierney, Michael O'Shea, Mr. and Mr. Darryl Zanuck,
Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker, Wendell L. Willkie, James J. Walker, Josephus Daniels, Sumner Welles, Leon Henderson, Moss Hart, Lou Costello, Constance Bennett, Henry King and other Washington and New York
notables
Marquees were replaced with flexiglass on which all lettering was painted with translucent paint
Never before had this
new method
been used on such a scale
The underside of the
marquee was covered with a single and continuous mural depicting
highlights of the picture
Hal Home can take a bow for creating
and conceiving this novel and effective piece of artistic merchandising.
T
T
T
• • • PRESIDENT SPYROS SKOURAS had given little thought
to anything else except last night's opening since he returned from
Europe and the results of his efforts should have -warmed his heart as
well as those who helped to make it possible, namely Hal Home, Sam
Shain, Skouras' assistant, Ted Lloyd, Max Youngstein, Bob Montgomery,
Dave Bader, Jules Field, Jack Goldstein, Sam Israel and the whole
20th-Fox
staff
Roger Ferri had nine
cameramen
shooting
the
affair for his Dynamo alone
There were 300 exhibitors from almost
every state
250 leading industrialists, college professors and top
figures of the political world, in fact mere words alone could not
describe that scene of thousands of persons at 50th Street and Broadway last night
The protective cops admitted that they had never
seen anything like it before and they ought to know
▼
T
T
•

•

•
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"Wilson"

and
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Hollywood — Ed Yarborough,
mer 20th Century-Fox field e:
tation manager for the Denver
Lake City and San Francisco
tory, has been promoted to d§
exploitation manager for the
tory from Denver on West.
His first job will be on th
ploitation for
of Bernadette."

TO THE COLOR
i
LT.

* DECORATED*

CLIFF
ZEISEN,
formerly
manager,
Chicago, has been awarded the flyinj
with three oak leaves, for heroism
Normandy
invasion.

*

PROMOTED

*

BEN

MANCUSO, formerly with Cosm
photographers, now a cameraman v
USN in the Pacific war zone, h
promoted to Chief Petty Officer.
1ST. LT. RAY A. WOODS,
former Warne
location
manager,
to Captain,
sen
a staff officer of a B-26 Marauder
the Mediterranean
theater.
EDWARD
HARRIS,
formerly of the JLS
Chicago, to sergeant in the Marines,

1
I
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: W^V

Ison.« Debut
Record Draw
(Continued from Page 1)
jidow of the World War I presiJosephus
Daniels, Wilson's
iry of the Navy, also was in
jce.
png other distinguished guests
|Bernard Baruch, Ray Stannard
Senator
A. B. Chandler,
e Fielding Elliott, Oscar Ham•pin II, John Hersey, Moss Hart,
jj. Borden
Harriman,
Fannie
George Kaufman, Archibald
•ish, Eleanor Wilson McAdoo,
Morgenthau,
Jr.,
Clifford
Quentin Reynolds, Robert St.
Carl Van Doren, Mark Van
!, Sumner Welles, Congressman
uel Celler, members
of Gov.
'-'s staff and executive heads
Woodrow Wilson Foundation.
iland leaders who turned out
le opening included: Barney
an, David Bernstein, Nate
erg, J. Cheever Cowdin, Jack
Howard Dietz, Ned Depinet,
>n Griffis, John W. Alicoate, E.
|ck) Gomersall, J. R. Grainger,
iky Johnston, Ben Kalmenson,
i C. Keough, Carl Leserman,
jll- Masters, Abe Montague,
A. Mulvey, John J. O'Connor,
bert Rubin, William F. Rodgharles Reagan, N. Peter Rath.Edward C. Raftery, Nicholas
'henck, Albert Warner, Harry
iv, Adolph Zukor, Don Mersebng exhibitors who attended
Harry Arthur, Harry Brandt,
Blank, Ralph Branton, Max
hen, Col. H. A. Cole, Irving B.
ger, Nick Dipson, Fred Dolle,
bian, Col. Arthur Frudenfeld,
KFriedl, J. J. Fitzgibbons, L. C.
»h, Ben Geldsaler, Karl Hob\i, John Harris, Jack Kirsch,
r Mayer, J. R. Neth, Bob 0'11, Walter Reade, E. C. Rhot. V. Richards, Edward Rowules Rubens, J. Myer Schine,
1 Schine, Sidney E. Samuelson,

ilby.

jW the prominent Hollywood
Dng
jialities were Darryl
F. ZajWilliam Perlberg, Henry King,
- Trotti, Gene Tierney, WiljBendix, Geraldine Fitzgerald,
idric Hardwicke, Thomas Mit, Michael O'Shea, Carmen MiDana Andrews, Celeste Holm,
jiine Locke, Phil Baker, George
ceremonies
were broadcast
eight
metropolitan
stations,
WMCA,
NEW,
WINS,
j WPAT, WLIB, WBYN.

tart Kaufman Killed
tvasion of France
re Haute, Ind. — Pvt. Herbert
lan, son of Abe Kaufman,
^owner of the Fountain Theater,
;died in France of wounds suffered on D-Day, the War Dejent reports. Other survivors
''b mother and a brother, James.

DAILY

Reorganization Shuffle Places Iglesias
As Operator of Mexico City Circuit of 22
Mexico City (By Air Mail) — In a reorganization shuffle which is reliably
reported to give American investors greatly increased influences over exhibition in Mexico, Manuel Espinosa Iglesias has been named manager of
Operadora de Teatros, Inc.
The new executive, who is associated with William O. Jenkins in the operation of various theaters in the city of Puebla, replaces Carlos Garrido Galvan.
Iglesias will have under his direction the 22 first-run Mexico City houses
belonging to the Operador de Teatros chain, in which Jenkins is said to have
recently acquired a controlling interest.

Secret Service to Trail
Theater War Bond Thefts
(Continued from Page 1)

reaching the Loew circuit from
Washington yesterday.
The fact that the Federal sleuths
will become active in trailing theater employes who steal money representing war Bond sales, is expected to be a deterrant to theater workers who might be tempted by the
large amounts into which Bond sales
run on busy days.
According to Oscar A. Doob of
Loew's, the Secret Service has taken
up the case of an employe of a Loew
house in Memphis who disappeared
simultaneously with theater deposits
of some $7,000. Of that amount,
more than $800 was money covering
Bond sales.

Two More UA District
Sales Meets Scheduled
(Continued from Page 1)
ber, of the special events department,
leave today for the Chicago meeting
at the Blackstone Hotel. District
Managers Rud Lohrenz, of Chicago,
and T. R. Thompson, Kansas City,
will preside at the sessions which
will be attended by managers and
salesmen from Chicago, Indianapolis, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Kansas City, Omaha and St. Louis.
District Manager W. E. Callaway
will preside at the Coast sessions
with representatives attending from
San Francisco, Denver, Los Angeles,
Salt Lake City and Seattle.

WPB Schedules More
Paris for Projectors
(Continued from Page 1)
jor item in keeping projection booths
running smoothly, with introduction
of new equipment
at an absolute
minimum.
Repair parts authorizations have
been progressively increased during
the past two years as the stock
pile of new equipment has gone
lower and lower. Smith would not
specify, but it was reported here
that he has obtained WPB okay for
about 10 per cent more repair parts
of various types.

This upgrading is the most significant WPB action in the 35 mm.
booth equipment field in several
weeks. Although the bars are off
for increased production of new
equipment, no one has yet explained
how manufacturers are to obtain
the needed components, ball bearings and other parts. Equipment
manufacturers do not have high
enough preference ratings to get
these parts, and until they do, reconversion means absolutely nothing
to them.
It appears now that about 25 per
cent of some 500 sound systems and
875 projectors for civilian use, authorized by WPB, will be completed
shortly. It is unlikely that next
will see completion of more
Name Directors for Ohio
Wallis Coming to Discuss January
than about 60 per cent of the total
British
Films
for
Para.
expectancy.
Co-operative Exchanges
Virtually the same situation holds
(Continued from Page 1)
Hal B. Wallis gets in tomorrow as regards lamphouses, rectifiers
tures to stock purchasing members from the Coast to discuss plans for and motor generators.
are Milton A. Mooney of Cleveland,
he will make in EngMaury White of Cincinnati and Leo the productions
land for Paramount. Huddling with Appeal from Philadelphia
Yassenoff of Columbus. Nucleus of
him will be Barney Balaban, Para- Manpower Ruling Seen
product to be handled on the co-opmount head; David Rose, the comerative basis is the 31 Goldwyn repany's managing director in Great
issues owned by Film Classics.
(Continued from Page 1)
Britain,
Joseph
Wallis' minimum 48-hour week as of Sept. 1.
associate and
in Hal
WallisHazen,
Productions.
Chapman Named Super, of Wallis is scheduled to leave for Eng- Area was put in Group 1 yesterland early in the Spring.
Film Classics Branches
day, it was announced in Philadelphia by Frank L. McNamee, regional
WMC director. He said that serious
Millen as Wolper Flack
(Continued from Page 1)
Norman Millen, Hollywood press manpower shortages, coupled with
gram and First Division in similar
capacities.
agent now in New York on a busi- a substantial lag in war production,
ness trip, has been signed as West are the reasons for re-classifying
Sidney Weiner, of Warners theater department, replaces Chapman Coast publicity director for Dave Philadelphia and the six adjacent
in the New York branch.
Wolper.
industrial
counties
the group.
nation's
most critical
labor into
market
Procedure for employers to obtain
exemptions — either for their entire
organization or for certain departments— is set up. In general, McNamee indicated, where the final result of a 48-hour week will not mean
(Continued from Page 2)
greater production or an "improvement in community
field, Robert Middlemass, Matt Moore, George Anderson, Robert Barron, Paul Everton, likelihood
of obtainingfacilities,"
exemption theis
Arthur Space, George MacCready, Roy Roberts, Frank Orth, Dewey Robinson, Francis fairly favorable.

REVIEWS Of jj€jjj fILmS
"WILSON"

X. Bushman, Cy Kendall, Emory Parnell, Ferris Taylor, Ken Christy, Guy D'Ennery,
Antonio Filauri, Hilda Plowright, Joseph J. Greene, Gus Glassmire, Ralph Dunn, Davidson Clark, Tony Hughes, Isabel Randolph, Jess Lee Brooks, Gladden James, Frank
Dawson, Larry McGrath, Josh Hardin, Ralph Linn, Russ Clark, Harold Schlickemeyer,
Ed Mundy, Aubrey Mather, Jesse Graves, Del Henderson, John Ardell, George Matthews,
John Whitney, Harry Tyler, William Forrest, Harry Carter, Jessie Grayson.
CREDITS: Producer, Darryl F. Zanuck; Director, Henry King; Screenplay, Lamar
Trotti; Director of Photography, Leon Shamroy; Technicolor Director, Natalie Kalmus;
Associate, Richard Mueller; Music, Alfred Newman; Technical Advisers, Ray Stannard
Baker, Miles McCahill; Orchestral Arrangements, Edward Powell; Art Direction, Wiard
Ihnen, James Basevi; Set Decorations, Thomas Little; Associate, Paul S. Fox; Film
Editor, Barbara McLean; Special Effects, Fred Sersen; Sound, Roger Heman, E. Clayton
Ward.
JDIRECTION, Superb.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Aces.

Tele Broadcasters Meet
In New York Dec. 7 and 8
The Television Broadcasters Association will hold its first annual
conference here on Dec. 7 and 8. O.
B. Hanson, vice-president and chief
engineer of NBC and a director of
TBA, is chairman of the conference
committee. Conference eo-ordinator will be Jack R. Poppele, secretary and chief engineer of WOR.
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BC TELE UNIT TO BE SENT ON THE ROAD
ees New Importance for French Pix After War
.erican Producers Can
ce Advantageous Role
Le-born Industry — Cohen
iticipating the inevitable defeat
Le Nazis and their clearance from
soil of France, Leo Cohen, interDnally-known
executive
has co-projd numerous
flight
fe a e s in that
.try through
firm which
r s his own
•e, and which
established in
fis in 1918,
The
Film
-Y in an exive interview
erday
that
: n c h product
attain unpre- LEO COHEN
nted importin the post-war markets of the
(Continued on Page 10)

Tour Planned to Carry
Tele Possibilities to
Advertisers in Field
In a move to introduce the possibilities of commercial television to
local advertisers, NBC is putting
a tele unit on tour, tying it in with
local affiliated stations.
First stop of the unit will be in
Baltimore, starting approximately
Aug. 20. Station WBAL has invited
100 advertisers and advertising
agencies to rehearse acts or methods of presenting a product or service via television. The unit, which
consists of a camera, control equip(Continued on Page 7)

PRC Deal Set With
Another Producer
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — PRC will soon announce a deal with a producing
stormed the Roxy yesterday to see Darryl F. Zanuck's production, "WILSON," released
company that is now releasing
by 20th Century-Fox!
Advt.
through a major distributing organization, according to a state"Wilson" at Upped Scale
Chicago Product Backlog
ment made by Leon Fromkess, presIn L. A. and Roxy, N. Y.
Is Further Aggravated
ident of PRC, at a press conference
yesterday. Fromkess said he could
Adoption of a policy of continuous not disclose the name of the comChicago — B & K's moveover of
(Continued on Page 7)
nneapolis — Hearings on an ac- Paramount's "Goins: My Way" to the performances at advanced prices for
which is expected to have far- State Lake Theater for an exten- the roadshow engagement of 20thsion of its Loop run is expected to Fox's "Wilson" at the Roxy was an- No Decision is Reached
ming effects in determining
(Continued on Page 11)
further aggravate the product jam
nounced yesterday by Tom Connors,
faced by first-runs and which will the company's sales chief. Follow- On Ezell's OCR Post
ing its invitational premiere at the Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
eventually affect subsequents. House
lly Nabe Grosses Up
Washington — Donald R. Longman,
has just completed a six-week run Carthay Circle, Los Angeles, on
Car Strike Continues
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 7)
head of the OCR service trades division, said yesterday that he was
ladelphia — Transportation strike
considering appointment of Claude
into its second day yesterday
Ezell, Texas exhibitor, as a consul(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 10)
EVERY

RECORD

SMASHED!

In 50 years of motion pictures, never such crowds as

de Effect is Seen
Minn. Ascap Case

No Revision of Order L-178

Wilson" Breaks All
Records at the Roxy
All existing records at the Roxy
sre shattered yesterday by the
st day's receipts of "Wilson." It
as estimated that the intake was
tween $21,000 and $22,000. Lines
id formed at the theater before
30 in the morning. The news'pers gave the picture a terrific
nd-off.

YOU
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TO

Raw Film Cut Expected to Be But Temporary

"Casanova" World Debut
In Liberated France Tues.

Washington

"Casanova Brown," International
Pictures' initial effort which RKO
Radio is releasing, will gain the distinction on Tuesday of being the
first American film to be given a
world premiere in liberated France
when the Gary Cooper starrer will
have 16 simultaneous screenings in
(Continued on Page 10)
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Bureau

of
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DAILY

Washington — Reduction of raw
stock quotas for film distributors
will not entail revision of order L178, which specifies the size of allotments, itwas said yesterday by
Lincoln V. Burrows, WPB motion
picture chief. Revision would occasion a great deal of legal hocuspocus which is unnecessary for accomplishment of his purpose, said
Burrows, since he is of the belief
(Continued on Page 11)
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Archibald to Join
Rank at War's End
London (By Cable) — George Archibald will join the J. Arthur Rank
organization upon the conclusion of
the war in Europe, it was announced
here. Archibald will serve as mandirector for
entaging
producers.
He Rank's
is now independwith the
British Ministry of Information.
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320 "Jctnie" Prints
A record domestic print order of
at least 320 is being turned out by
the Warner Bros, laboratories for
"Janie," which starts off the 194445 releasing schedule for the company.

Wanted
Sales engineer. Experienced in theater
equipment to cover New York territory.
Excellent opportunity with a large distribution of national repute. Salary. Jewish.
Box 205. FILM DAILY
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So. Calif. ITO Not to Join
Other Indie Exhib. Orgs.

Universal to Start Six
During Month of August

West

West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Acting upon information that two new exhibitor organizations were being formed in Southern California, ITO of Southern California and Arizona, at its annual
meeting adopted a resolution renewing its pledge "faithfully to carry on its constructive work in the
interests of independent theater owners and continue, while acting independently, to co-operate with any
other exhibitor organization in these
particular matters wherein the best
interests of all independent theater
owners are to be served," and that
its members "decide as a group not
to join as individuals in any other
exhibitor organization and that its
board of directors represent its
members on all questions appertaining to any matter that is unfair to
the motion picture industry," and
that "in such co-operation with any
other organization, such co-operation be through and by the board of
directors of ITO of Southern California and Arizona, representing its
membership as a whole rather than
by individual membership."
Hugh W. Bruen, Whittier; Gerald
Gallagher, El Cajon; George Diamos,
Tucson, were re-elected members
of the board of directors, while Fred
Siegel, Oceanside; T. E. Tobin, Stanlev B. Stock and George Bromley,
Los Angeles, were elected to succeed Mrs. Jenne Dodge, Ned Calvi,
Al Galstonund and Harry Rackin.
Bruen and R. H. Poole, executive
director, reported on the organization's activities on the consent de4
cree and '/the
WPB-OCR program. L.
O. Lukan, Seattle, a trustee of
PCCITO, told of the success attained
by PCCITO in its efforts for the protection of independent theaters.
An alligator purse was presented
to Mrs. Ida Schreiberg, office secretary of ITO and PCCITO, who has
resigned to join Film Classics Distributors.

Weitman Denies Sinatra
Has New High Scale Pact
Advance reports of a fabulous
sum, the highest price paid any entertainer, for Frank Sinatra's next
appearance at the Paramount Theater in New York, were labeled
"false" by Robert Weitman, general
manager
for the Paramount, yesterday.
Weitman stated, however, that the
policy of the theater management is
flexible to the point of adding a special bonus to a performer's contract,
predicated on the amount of business earned and left solely to the
discretion of the management.
Although Weitman did not disclose
the figure for Sinatra's next engagement, which has been pencilled
in for Oct. 4 or 11, he said that
Sinatra is committed to two more
engagements at the Paramount, one
for 1944 and one in 1945.

Coast

Bureau
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Hollywood — Production of six feature pictures at Universal will start
during the month of August, the
first, "Mike Goes to a Party," starling Gloria Jean, getting under way
yesterday.
Next week "Arsene Lupin" faces
the
"Musical Roundup," a
way. camera.
western
with music, also gets under
Scheduled for August 14 are
"Swingaroo Sweethearts" and
"Swing Out, Sister." August 28
will see the start of "Jungle Cap-

NED E.
RKO Radio the
head,compa
accc'
panied
by DEPINET,
ROBERT MOCHRIE,
general sales manager, flies to Hollywood tc
for
conferences
with
Charles
W.
Koerner,
sh.
boss.
S. BARRET McCORMICK, RKO Radio dir-K
of advertising and publicity, and TERRY TURM
chief of the firm's field exploitation st
leave for the Coast tomorrow to confer »
studo officials on promotional plans for
new season's product.
LEO MCCARTHY,
PRC general sales manaj
and SIDNEY KULICK,
Eastern division manai
leave
tomorrow
for
Boston
where
they
conduct
a regional
sales meeting,
after wM
they will make a swing of Midwestern offices.
Wednesday.
JANE
WYMAN

is

due

from

the

Coast!

New Mich. Company
BRIAN DONLEVY, star of M-C-M's I
Detroit — Florez, Phillips, and American
Romance," will arrive in Chicago j
day for the first of special showings of I
Clark
is
being
incorporated
as
a
film
to leading publishers, editors, industrials
tive."
and civic leaders in the cities he visits.
Michigan company, with headquarters at 817 Fox Theater Building,
Edmund Lawrence Dies at 75
specializing in training motion picEdmund Lawrence, one-time stal
tures and sound slidefilms. Company is headed by Genaro A. Florez, actor who turned silent film dira
founder of Visual Training Corp.
tor, is dead at 75.
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INHIBITOR"
"Just two in my new Group
No. 8, but a TERRIFIC
twosome. 'Bathing Beauty,'
the Astor honey is a nationwide hit and 'Canterville
Ghost' brings darling Margaret O'Brien back in a
grand audience delight."

Sincerely,

Leo
Keep selling those war bonds! Fight by
the side of the troops who

never stop !
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PRC Deal Set With
Another Producer

3C Tele Unit Tour
:iCover the Field
(Continued from Page 1)
ht and receivers, will remain in
Itimore for 10 days.
Trom Baltimore, the unit will be
,ved to Station WKY in Oklahoma
|y for similar demonstrations. It
planned to send the equipment to
ler stations around the country
educate advertisers in the potencies of television and to interthe public in the forthcoming
lium of entertainment.

licago Product Backlog
Further Aggravated
(Continued from Page 1)

;Paramount's "The
Story of Dr.
issell."
[oldovers
are the rule in most
:p stands
with
the
Essaness
|ods leading the parade with 14
■ks of the RKO-Goldwyn "Up in
as."
Chicago Theater held "GoMy Way" for eight weeks, while
United Artists is in its sixth
i-k of M-G-M's "White Cliffs of
•er," and the RKO Grand is play"Marine Raiders" a third week.
a result new films are being
I back until the long runs are
.pleted.

rfman Sells Interest
Century Productions
idmund L. Dorfman has severed
connection with Century Produc,'s, Inc.,
interest
the firm
ing
been his
acquired
by in
Melville
S.
en and George P. Quigley. The
pany has put into effect an exision program and is mapping
iis to enter the television field,
tializing in industrial production,
"film Corp. has been organized
■ake care of the company's teleon activities.

ragon
Topping
Music Seed"
Hall Records
Dntinuing to break all non-holibox-office and attendance recin the entire 12-year history of
io City Music
Hall, M-G-M's
agon Seed" will enter its third
ii today,
its first eleven days, the picwas seen at the theater by 249,persons,
with
an audience
of
89,359 witnessing it in the four
i ending Sunday night.

ID BIRTHDAY
EETIKS TO...
August
3
iDolores del Rio
W. W. Spruce
1 Wellyn Totman
James
Jordan,
Jr.
I Adrienne Ames
Richard Davies
|arles M. Mersereau Alice. Fleming

(Continued from Page 1)

Tills and That —
•

•
mas

• THOUGHT
Now you can

FOR TODAY
cool off. . .

9

Only 145 days to ChristFor the first industry War

Bond drive back in September, 1942, Oscar "Nostradamus" Doob devised
a poster made up of imaginary newspaper headlines captioned "Make
These Headlines Come True"
They said: "Russia Frees Poland"
"France
Cheers
A.E.F."
"Hitler Assassinated"
"Berlin
Falls"
"Tokyo
Afire"
"Hitler Begs for Mercy"
Those
that haven't come true appear to be headed that way in high gear.
9 Columbia's "Mr. Winkle Goes to War" has been selected as the
"Go See" picture of the month for New York subway riders. . .
9 The new Motion Picture Theater Owners Industry Advisory Committee, which met in Washington last month with OCR officials and
which is expected to reconvene Aug. 24, is actually the seventh advisory committee to WPB that has been named from the film industry
in less than 30 months
Two of these are now dead, with the
rest extremely inactive except for the Photographic Film Manufacturers groups. . . 9 Private Donald Hayes, Jr., of the Bronx, who used
to be a projectionist for the RKO Proctor, is now showing 16 mm. pix
for wounded soldiers in England
He reports that the demand for
comedies overseas is increasing and that the boys want to laugh and
laugh some more. . . 9 The Irving Place Theater is showing a rare
old silent film — the only existing motion picture of President Wilson
and his cabinet
T
▼
▼
• •
•
AND SPEAKING
OF Wilson and "Wilson"
Our
sympathies were with Irving Lesser and his Roxy staff at the picture's debut Tuesday night
The crowds were terrific and there
was insufficient police assistance due to the fact that all available
cops were on duty for the primaries elections
So Irving had
to depend
largely on 75 Pinkerton
officers to try their hands at
keeping order
But the street is still talking about the premiere
a?id the job Hal Home and Charlie Schlaifer and their associates d'd
in letting the world know about it. . . % And also speaking of 20thFox, 350 out-of-town exhibitors who came here for the opening of
"Wilson" were the guests of the company yesterday at a luncheon
at the Movietonews studio
And Richard de Rochemont, March
of Time producer, is entertaining the 2,0th-Fox home office executives, district and branch
managers who are attending a meeting
here, at a cocktail party at the Astor this evening
M of T will
be represented by Howard Black, John Wood, D. Yancey Bradshaw
and Phil Williams. . . % A note from Camp Croft, S. C, says that
picture biz at that infantry camp spurted more than 5,000 per cent
during July due to the promotion of theater coupon books
T
T
▼
9

9

•

ANNA

ELLMER, publicity department office manager for

Loew's theaters, yesterday celebrated her 30th year with the organization She was the guest of Loew executives in the new penthouse
executive restaurant where Nicholas M. Schenck
presented her with
a diamond-studded
service pin
Present at the affair for Miss
Ellmer were Schenck, Charley Moskowitz, Marvin Schenck, Oscar Doob,
Ernie Emerling, E. C. Dowden, J. Robert Rubin, Leopold Friedman, Howard Dietz and others. . .
the 450-seat Ritz Theater
9 Rutgers Neilson spoke
licity before the Dancing

9 A Bond premiere
in Greenville, S. C,
yesterday on dance,
Masters of America

of "Coney Island" at
netted $1,054,300. . .
advertising and pubnow in session here.

9 Theresa Stone of M-G-M's public relations department speaks tomorrow at Hunter College.
T
T
T
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

pany, but declared it had two important stars under contract as well
as writers and directors, and will
deliver four to six pictures to PRC
for the 1945-46 season. PRC will
finance productions to be made by
the company.
Fromkess

also announced that negotiations are pending with a Mexican producer whereby his company
and its producer will make four pictures in Mexico for distribution in
Mexico and South America.
Fromkess also said PRC would add
three new district sales managers
in the next two months, in addition
to the two recently appointed, and
that the company has added 1,116
new accounts since June 30. It is
striving for 9,000 accounts.
Fromkess disclosed that PRC,
through its realty holdings, owns
seven theaters in Ohio and Colorado.
Referring to its expanded production plans, he said the organization
offered as high as $75,000 for the
services of Shirley Temple in a picture, and told of the shooting schedule on "The Town Went Wild" being extended from 18 to 30 days.
Fromkess said he has signed for 15
PRC pictures for 1944-5 to play firstrun in its Chicago theaters.

"Wilson" at Upped Scale
In L. A. and Roxy, N. Y.
(Continued from Page 1)
Aug. 10, the film will begin its roadshow engagement there on a two-aday, reserved-seats basis. The
United Artists in Los Angeles will
play the picture simultaneously with
the Carthay Circle on a similar policy as that at the Roxy.

280 Day-and-Date Sendoff
For "Janie" Labor Day Wk.
One of the biggest day-and-date
openings ever given a Warner pic
is being set up by the sales organization under Ben Kalmenson, general
sales 280
manager,
for scheduled
"Janie," with
at
least
theaters
to play
the comedy during Labor Day week.

Sir William Jury,
UK Pioneer, Dies
London (By Cable) — Sir William
Jury, 74, a pioneer of the motion
picture industry in England, died yesterday. Sir William had wide interests in every branch of the industry and was governing director
of Jury-Metro-Goldwyn, Ltd., from
1924 to 1927.
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:< :< RCVICU1S Of THE"SevDCUJ
flLfllS
£• ,
en Doors To
"Barbary Coast Genl
"Casanova
Brown"
with Gary Cooper,
Teresa
Wright

RKO-lnternational

94 Mins.

INTERNATIONAL'S FIRST FILM IS SUPERLATIVE COMEDY ASSURED OF BIG
B. 0.; COOPER SHINES.
International Pictures has stepped out on
the right foot — definitely. What is contained in its initial production augurs well
for the future of this newcomer to the
ranks of independent producers. IP has
launched its career with a film that is unalloyed entertainment. The picture's sole
purpose is to put audiences in a happy
frame of mind — a goal which the offering
attains with signal success.
The association of Nunnally Johnson with
the enterprise as producer and script writer
is an assurance of something out of the
ordinary. From

the

Floyd Dell-Thomas

play, "Bachelor Father," Johnson
Mitchell
has
contrived a facile yarn told with a
lot of charm and with a show of humor
of a superior brand. Intelligence sticks out
all over the production.
With the use of plenty of sly comedy
Johnson has concocted a farce about a shy
college professor who discovers on the eve
of his marriage that he is a father by a
previous marriage that germinated in an
annulment. When his former wife, in the
hope of bringing him back to her, makes
believe she is giving the child out for
adoption, the professor rushes to the Chicago maternity hospital where the baby
lies and carries it off. How he attempts
to take care of the infant while eluding
discovery leads to some extremely amusing
situations that are so well handled that
they are easily acceptable despite their
being a bit far-fetched. There is a reunion of professor and ex-wife with the
infant serving as the cementing force.
Johnson's cast is a hand-picked one. In
the leading role Gary Cooper is better than
he has been in ages. He carries off his
comedy assignment felicitously. Teresa
Wright is properly sweet and gentle as the
former wife. Frank Morgan is a solid
hit as a sly, cynical codger. It is his
daughter, Anita Louise, that Cooper abandons at the altar to return to his ex.
Others who perform faultlessly are Patricia
Collinge, Edmond Breon, Jill Esmond and
Mary Treen.
The film has superlative direction by
Sam Wood. Johnson has lavished a fine
production upon the story. Arthur Lange's
score and Perry Ferguson's art direction
are tops.
CAST: Gary Cooper, Teresa Wright,
Frank Morgan, Anita Louise, Patricia Collinge, Edmond Breon, Jill Esmond, Mary
Treen, Emory Parnell, Isabel Elsom, Halliwell Hobbes.
CREDITS: Producer, Nunnally Johnson;
Director, Sam Wood; Screenplay, Nunnally
Johnson; Based on play by Floyd Dell,
Thomas Mitchell; Cameraman, John Seitz;
Musical Score, Arthur Lange; Art Director,
Perry Ferguson; Set Decorator, Julia Heron;
Sound, Ben Winkler, Arthur Johns; Film
Editor, Thomas Neff.
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

"Atlantic City"

with Constance Moore, Brad Taylor
Republic
86 Mins.
HIGHLY FORMULA MUSICAL DIRECTS
APPEAL TO BOTH YOUNG AND OLD;
PRESENCE OF OLD-TIMERS BIG FACTOR.
Slavishly adhering to a pattern that has
proved immensely successful in the creation of film musicals, "Atlantic City" has
been shrewdly devised to capture the favor
of the older and the younger generation.
One can safely say that the glamor and excitement that has been associated with
the name of the famous New Jersey resort
will benefit the box office prospects of the
film immeasurably.
The appeal to the younger people is engineered through the inclusion in the footage of a generous quantity of music, several expansive production numbers, a quantity of obvious comedy purveyed by Jerry
Colonna and a familiar tale in which love has
an important role.
The profound sense of nostalgia produced
by the film is the prime consideration in the
production's appeal to the older generation. The music brings back memories of
the good old days. The dozen numbers
woven into the film are "I Aint Got Nobody," "After You've Gone," "By the Sea,"
"On a Sunday Afternoon," "Who Put the
Bird on Nellie's Hat?" 'Blues My Naughty
Sweetie Gives to Me," "Gallagher and
Shean," "Nobody's Sweetheart," "Ain't Misbehavin'," "That's How You Can Tell They're
Irish," "All of Me" and "Darktown Strutters' Ball." to the nostalgia is the spotting
Adding
in the footage of such stars of the heyday of vaudeville as Belle Baker, Joe Frisco, Al Shean and Gus Van. Shean does the
famous "Gallagher and Shean" routine, with
Jack Kenny substituting for the late Ed
Gallagher. Van appears effectively in one
bit in which Charles Marsh impersonates the
late Joe Schenck. As for Miss Baker, she
does a quick in-and-out. Other important
attractions are Paul Whiteman and Louis
Armstrong and their bands, not to mention Buck and Bubbles.
Constance Moore and Brad Taylor, a newcomer, have the top roles. The story relates how Taylor, driven by a consuming
ambition, helps to build up Atlantic City
at the cost of his friends and his wife's
(Miss Moore's) love. When he goes broke
at the end, it is the oldtimers of Broadway who save the day by putting on a big
show.
The players don't deliver any more than
they have to. Albert J. Cohen produced
the film from a screenplay by Doris Gilbert, Frank Gill, Jr., and George Carleton Brown based on a story by Arthur Caesar. The direction of Ray McCarey is adequate.
CAST: Constance Moore, Brad Taylor,
Charley Grapewin, Jerry Colonna, Robert
B. Castaine, Adele Mara, Pierre Watkin,
Harry Tyler, Stanley Andrews, Donald Kerr,
Charley Williams, Daisy Mothershed, Paul
Whiteman and orchestra, Louis Armstrong
and orchestra, Buck and Bubbles, Dorothy
Dandridge, Belle Baker, Joe Frisco, Jack
Kenny, Al Shean, Gus Van, Charles Marsh.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Albert J.
Cohen; Director, Ray McCarey; Screenplay,
Doris Gilbert, Frank Gill, Jr., George Carle-

with June Clyde, Chick Chandler
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
PRC
64 Mins.
ACCEPTABLE MELODRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT FOR DUAL BILLS; ALL
PRINCIPALS REGISTER.

Death"

with Wallace
Beery, Binnie Barnes
M-G-M
87 M
RUGGED WESTERN MELLER TH
WILL CLICK WITH THE OUTDO
FANS ON ACTION AND STORY.
A western with bigger and better p
duction values than is the wont of H

With a shopping center as a background,
Director Elmer Clifton and Producer Alfred
Stern of Alexander-Stern Productions, have
provided an engrossing, gripping murder
melodrama. Clifton also wrote the screenplay, which is based on an original story
by Helen Kiely.
Excellent work is done by all the principals, with Chick Chandler furnishing the
lighter moments. June Clyde is the love
interest opposite Chandler. Michael Raffetto, recruited from radio; George Meeker,

lywood,
just about
Coast Gent."
Metro describes
has hurled "Bart
into
a capable cast including enough marq
names to help fill the till, particularly W
lace Beery, who plays with characteri
diamond-in-the-rough frankness the bu

Gregory Gaye, Edgar Dearing, Rebel Randall, Milton Wallace and Casey MacGregor
are among the principals.
Chandler, a young architect, finds Miss
Clyde, a milliner and heiress to the estate
of the owner of the shopping center, sus-

will takehehim
in for
shootin'
afj
wherein
wounds
his a sneaky
nemej
John Carradine. So honest Plush Branr

pected of killing her aunt's attorney.
Meeker, a furrier; Gaye, a photographer;
Wallace, an antique dealer; MacGregor, a
caretaker; Rebel Randall and Dearing are
also among the suspects in the cast.
Raffeto is the police sergeant on the
cast, but it is Chandler, who gathers the
evidence that forces Meeker to admit the
murder.
CAST: June Clyde, Chick Chandler,
George Meeker, Michael Raffetto, Gregory
Gaye, Edgar Dearing, Rebel Randall, Milton
Wallace,
Casey MacGregor.
CREDITS: Producer, Alfred Stern; Director, Elmer Clifton; Author, Helen Kiely;
Screenplay, Elmer Clifton; Cameraman,
Robert Cline; Musical Director, Lee Zahler;
Film Editor, Charles Henkle, Jr.
DIRECTION,
PHY, Good.

Excellent. PHOTOGRA-

Murphy Candidate For
Presidency of SAG
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Initial nominations
for the annual election of officers
and directors of Screen Actors Guild
were announced yesterday. Heading
the list is George Murphy, candidate for president to succeed James
Cagney, who is completing a twoyear term.

Chi. Censor Pinks One
Chicago — The Chicago censor
board reported 73 films of 282,000
footage inspected in July. None
were rejected, six cuts were made.
Columbia's "Cry of Werewolf," was
pinked.
ton Brown; Based on story by Arthur Caesar;
Cameraman, John Alton; Musical Director,
Walter Scharf; Musical Supervisor, Albert
Newman; Film Editor, Richard L. Van Enger; Sound, Dick Tyler, Howard Wilson;
Art Director, Russell Kimball; Set Decorator,
George Milo; Musical numbers staged by
Okay.
Seymour Felix.
DIRECTION,
Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,

expert who has a tough time going "h
est," and Binnie Barnes, as the sort
Mae West-ian operator of a honky-tc
whose devotion to the slippery Mr. Be
is almost primary in its absence of rea:
Beery has to get out of his stamping gro
of the Barbary Coast, otherwise the c

who is Beery, hies to an up-and-conr
gold town after striking up a degree
acquaintance with a railroad magnate wl
the said town's fathers believe is Bee
close friend. The screenplay does p>
vide a related situation in that the m
nate's son is engaged to a pretty
Frances Rafferty, who is the daughter
Beery's old patner in robbing stage coad
The illusion of Beery's respectability I.
only to the point that he turns to stici
up the stages to make possible operai
of a gold mine he has discovered as
result of (which
the tip he
of is
the dedicating)
town jail's a<<
nerstone
dentally chipped off during the ceremc
At the finale, Beery lands in the same
but as something of a hero. He has m
the community's citizens and himself r
and romance, including his own, flourisli
It's rough and tumble entertainment v
little dressed-up dialogue, but the si
has considerable freshness and some g
moments of suspense and gunplay. The
also a dash of posse chasing. Roy Del R
has directed the yarn with sure toil
and Charles Salerno, Jr., has contribu
neat photography. "Barbary Coast Gent'
good, punchy fare that most fans will li
CAST: Wallace Beery, Binnie Bar;
John Carradine, Bruce Kellogg, Fran]
Rafftery, Chill Wills, Noah Beery,
Henry O'Neill, Ray Collins, Morris Ankn
Donald Meek, Addison Richards, H;
Hayden, Paul E. Burns, Paul Hurst, Vig
Kilian, Cliff Clark, Louise Beavers.
CREDITS: Director, Roy Del Ruth; P
ducer, Orville 0. Dull; Screenplay, Willi
R. Lipman, Grant Garrett; Cameram
Charles Salerno, Jr.; Musical Score, Da
Snell; Recording Director, Douglas Sheai
Art Direction, Cedric Gibbons, William F
rari; Set Decorations, Edwin B. Wil
Film Editor, Adrienne Fazan.
DIRECTION, Sure. PHOTOGRAPI
Neat.

Nyfack to D & C
George W. Newgass and Bertw
S. Nayfack have dissolved their Is
partnership to
following
Nayfack's £
pointment
a vice-presidency
Donohue & Coe, Inc. Newgass ^
continue his law practice in partni
ship with A. H. Frisch.

* DAI:
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VARIETY
HOLLY WOOD REPORTER
DAILY VARIETY
THE IN DEPEND
SHOWMEN'S T. R.
THE EXHIBITOR

No. 4

Hollywood
Reporter
says:

"This writer believes'Hail the
Conquering Hero' is his favorite Sturges
...Of all product which has sprung from
his nimble wit and ever-fresh talent,
none has hit the heart such a body blow."
Paramount s

Eddie BRACKEN., .Ella Raines
and Wm. DEMAREST • Raymond Walburn • Franklin Pangborn
Elizabeth Patterson • Bill Edwards
Written and Directed by PRESTON STURGES

,W
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New Importance For
Post-War French Pix
(Continued from Page 1)
world, and asserted that a highly advantageous role can be taken by
American producers in the re-born
industry of France, and called upon
them to extend co-operation.
Cohen, in addition to his co-production of features, more than 50
of which he has partly financed, also
heads the distributing company, Leo
Films, with headquarters in Paris
until Cohen came to the United
States in February, 1940, and operates exchanges directly or through
representatives in many quarters of
the globe.
Good judgment on the part of
French and American interests acting in concert will achieve record
results with French product made
in French studios and employing
French stories and players so that
the full flavor of the pictures will be
that of the country's life and culture,
for which there is world-wide demand, Cohen believes.
Sees Enormous Potential
In support of the statement, he
cited the fact that existing French
films have been shown over and over
again in many lands during the war,
and, despite this repetition, they continue to draw strongly at box-offices.
There is, consequently, he pointed
.out, a market of enormous potential
for the new French pictures which
will be made in the immediate postwar era.
Extent of destruction to France's
film studios as outcome of the certain retreat of Nazi arms from the
country is problematical, but, in any
event, damage will undoubtedly be
corrected rapidly for full-scale production. France, he added, is by
no means without planning now for
the restoration of the commercial
industry, for careful thought has
been given to this step by The French
National Committee of Liberation,
whose motion picture division is
headed by the able Simon Schrifrin
and comprises experts on the trade.
Amplifying his views on the essential maintenance of the . flavor
and spirit of French films, Cohen
said that a practical position must
be taken by French and American
interests acting co-operatively in
making and distributing French attractions in the global field. Realistically, French pictures in which
U. S. producers have investments
should be sold under a set-up that

FEmmE TOUCH
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IN NEW INDUSTRY
HAROLD
Plaza
FRANK

L. RIPPEY, operator, Visulite and
theaters, Charlotte,
N. C.
WHEATLEY,
ters, Cleveland.

manager,

Variety thea-

IVAN

DeBRAY, relief manager, Variety theaters, Cleveland.
E. (JACK) GREGORY, district manager, Altec Service, Seattle.
N. J. AILELO, manager, Esquire, Crosse Pointe,
Mich.

W.

FATRICK

O'CONNELL,

manager,

Imperial,

De-

Philly Nabe Grosses Up
As Car Strike Continues
(Continued from Page 1)

with downtown theater grosses badly
hit, but with many of the neighborhoods doing increased business as
people stayed near their homes when
choosing entertainment.
Stanley-Warner district managers perfected a system whereby key
theater employes were brought in by
car, and arrangements were made
to put some theater employes up at
local hotels in the case of downtown
houses which opened early. S-W
local executive offices used the sharethe-ride plan, and in some cases the
home office employes stayed in hotel
rooms overnight, with the circuit
taking care of the arrangements.
Local exchanges are generally manned, although some employes have
been coming in late.

Mexico May Have Two
"Educational" Newsreels

No Decision Reache

POSTS

On Ezell's OCR Post

troit.
MIKEtroit.
ABRAMS,

night manager,

Colonial, De-

CARMAN MITCHELL, manager, Palmer
Theater, Highland Park, Mich.

Park

EUGENE WOODHAMS, manager, Van Dyke, Detroit.
FRED McDONALD,
manager, Victory, Detroit.
BARCLAY

ARDELL, manager for Altec, has resigned and will be replaced by W. E. Gregory from Chicago.

"Casanova" World Debut
In Liberated France Tues.
(Continued from Page 1)
the Normandy area.
The idea was
initiated by the WAC.
Set up by the Army Overseas Motion Picture Service, the screenings
will be confined exclusively to the
Allied services and will be held as
close to the battle front as military
conditions permit, the only possible
deterrent being enemy action.
The allotment of 16 prints in 16
mm. has already been dispatched by
air under emergency priority, and
an additional 82 prints will be sent
as quickly as available to all the
fighting fronts throughout the world
where there are American service
men and women.

Allied Sees Gigantic
Price-Fixing Combination

Declaring that all percentage contracts fixing the admission prices to
be charged by a theater are "price
Mexico City (By Air Mail)— What fixing agreements pure and simple,"
Mexican moviegoers are crying for, an
Allied bulletin charged that the
in the opinion of Sen. Alfonso Flores major distributors, by their insistand Rep. Efrain Brito Rosado, are
ence on percentage engagements in
more pictures dealing with war and increasing numbers, were engaged in
post-war problems. The two Mex- a "gigantic price fixing combinaican Congressmen accordingly have
embarked upon a campaign to steer
The bulletin primarily was aimed
the industry into that channel. They at United Artists' demand for a 50
claim two new "educational" news- per cent increase in admission prices
reels will shortly be launched in the for "Since You Went Away." It
Mexican market.
agreed that SYWA was a good picA canvass of artists and directors
ture with an extraordainary cast,
has convinced the legislators, they buttion."
that fact "does not alter the
report, that they can count upon principle involved," the bulletin said.
strong support from these quarters.
"It is high time the Department
They have also, they add, obtained of Justice abandoned its indulgent
promises of financial backing for attitude toward the motion picture
productions of this type from the trust and insisted on the same stern
national Cinematographic Bank.
measures for curbing its price fixing operations that it applies to
is French, because exhibitors conother
suming such product recognizes that cluded. industries," the bulletin con-

(Continued from Page 1)

tant to the Amusements and Rec
tion section of his division, but
said, no decision had been reac
It appears also that several o
names are being considered.
In the event that Ezell is appoin
he will serve as a dollar-a-year i
sultant. He will not spend full t
in Washington nor in WPB sen
Longman made it plain that appc
ment of Ezell would not be to
the vacancy left by the resigna
last month of George W. Me>
phey, who had been head of the
tion since its inception last Sunn
Neither would Ezell be filling the
left in the Spring by the the;
architect John Eberson.
Appointment of Ezell would
nify virtually the end of the C
new theater construction
progr
The Texan is known to be oppc
to further expansion of screen
cilities during the war period,
the theory that it intensifies
equipment
problem
for all exh.
tors and also because so many
the new projects are felt to be
doubtful economic feasibility for
post-war period.
Longman is not at all certain t
the MeMurphey post will be fil
The matter is under discussion n
with no decision reached.
It
thought possible here that Maui
Gren, who
served under McM
phey may be elevated to the I
Murphey
spot but that is by
means
definite.
What is likely
that some one will be brought in
head the division who is not idei
fied with the film industry in
way.
This would be in line
Longman's apparent decision to
down the emphasis
on pix in
OCR operation.

Cassidy Back from Confi
With So. Amer. Officials
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DA

Hollywood — James B. L. Casi
returned to his California sfr
headquarters yesterday, from M<
ico City where he conferred with t
ficials of the Mexican Governnu
and diplomatic representatives
several South American govei
ments in connection with his fort
coming Technicolor productk
this is a guarantee of "unadulter- To Book Livoti Houses
"Green Mansions."
ated" content.
Cassidy
completed
plans
American Affiliation
Loretta Livoti, owner and opera- shooting a large portion of the ,
tor
of
the
Belvedere,
Majestic,
and
However, the French film setup
liam Henry Hudson classic on 1
could well be a subsidiary or affiliate Grandview theaters in Brooklyn, has tion in South America, whose g
turned
over
the
buying
and
booking
of the American producers. Habits
ernments
are to co-operate in
of the exhibitors and their millions for these houses to the Island The- filming of the production.
of patrons have been established
ater Circuit, headed by Frank Mossince the days of Lumiere, and it is cato.
not, Cohen said, advisable to attempt with him.
to alter them. Theatermen don't
readily play French films vended by
Films which Cohen co-produced in
Honorably Discharged
U. S. organizations themselves.
France were made under arrangeHe declared that U. S. producers
ments which gave him the privilege
will receive a warm welcome by the of direct supervision as to story,
French wing of the business, and players and other elements, and DON JACOBS, manager, Sherman, Chilicot
said that he will be very glad to many of them have been huge grosPAUL Ohio.
MANTAVON,
manager,
Columbia,
Fori
have
U. S. producers
co-operate sers in the international market.

BACK IN CIVVIES

MISS

VIRCINIA CLENHAM, assistant manager,
Dilworth Theater, Charlotte,
N. C.
FRANCES SUE DICKENS, inspectress, 20th Century-Fox exchange, Memphis, Tenn.
ALTA

O'NEILL, availibility clerk, Warner exchange, Memphis, Tenn.
JONES, ledger clerk, Universal exchange, Memphis, Tenn.

CHRISTINE

mouth,

Ohio.

!
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de Effect is Seen
Minn, Ascap Case

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJ6CTS

(Continued from Page 1)
ther operators of small theaters
|be compelled to pay Ascap fees
(started in Federal Court before
!te Gunnar H. Gordbye.
jut, brought by a group of Ascap
lie publishers against Val E.
Irpass, Oscar C. Woempner and
ired E. Frank, partners in Asiited Amusement Co., seeks rery of $250 in music license fees
la restraining order against fu:! unlicensed use of Ascap music
le defendants' five theaters.
lintiffs
include
Harms,
Inc.,
bpell & Co., Jewel Music PublishInc, Leo Feist, Inc., Edwin H.
:is & Co., Inc., Crawford Music
.., M. Witmark & Sons, Mills
nc Co., Inc., Irving Berlin, Inc.,
Remick Music Corp.

"British Imperialism— 1944"
(March Of Time)
20th-Fox
18 mins.
Blunt Editorial
By means of a compilation of news
shots and stock scenes of the territorial possessions that make up the
British Empire, a concise, however
blunt, editorial on the past, present
and future strength of the Empire
has been filmed.
Culminating in the thought that
"co-operation without sacrifice of
sovereignty" will be the post-war
aid, this essay leaves a marked impression of Great Britain's status
with respect to the U. S. and the
rest of the world.
Especially interesting were the
street riot sequences in India, relating England's difficulty in winning
the approval of Mohandas K. Gandhi
and his followers which might otherhave led to an "untimely deal"
with wise
Japan.

"Ski Chase"

Ski-Doodling

RKO

Cut Won't
Raw r Film
Alte
Order L-178
(Continued from Page D

9 mins.

that the cut will be only a temporary matter.
What will happen is that late this
week or early next week Burrows
will send out letters to the various
companies calling for their co-operation and setting raw stock quotas
for the next three months. The
decision not to revise the order itself is a clear indication both that
the emergency is temporary and that
Burrows has full confidence the industry will give him all voluntary cooperation.

(Sportscope)
It's the kind of reel that can excite a desire to take up skiing as a
sport. Nicely photographed, with
Wasatch Mountain, at Alta, Utah,
as the location, the film takes us on
a 1,200 foot chair-lift ride to a point
two miles above sea level. A glimpse
of Mt. Superior and Salt Lake City,
far below in the valley, are caught
by the camera. Reaching a starting
point, five ski enthusiasts begin a
hot ski chase after Gretchen Frazier, ex-Olympic champ, who, after
being chosen to represent the Fox
and given a 10-second start, is New Conn. Company
finally caught in this snow-capped
Stamford, Conn. — Certificates of
sport.
organization have been filed with the
Karlton NSS Ace
Secretary of State for the Stamford
Harold Karlton, formerly in charge Theater Amusement Corporation and
Avon Theater Amusement Corp.,
ie Mack Dead
of
print controlexchange,
at National
Philadelphia
is Screen's
already both of this city, showing as officers
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
For factual consideration, the cor- holder of the Distinguished Flying of each, Samuel Weiss, president,
ralling of native respect and the Cross, a Presidential citation, and Abraham Wofsey, treasurer, and
plywood — Eddie Mack, 65, vau|lle veteran who taught many promotion of labor in industry de- the Air Medal with half a dozen Samuel Gordon, secretary, all of
picts South Africa as the weakest clusters. As of July 20 he had suc- Stamford. The corporations operate
ywood stars dance routines, is
here of a heart attack.
the Avon and Stamford Theaters.
link in the Empire.
cessfully executed 46 missions.

Narrated by

BILL STERN
Fun in an athletic way! Authentic reel photographed
at the Army's School for
Special Service, Washington and Lee University,
Lexington, Virginia.
(1 REED-NOW
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As this paper goes to press,
every New York newspaperevery trade paper -every exhibitor
who saw it... and the recordbreaking opening hours at the
Roxy prove the statement:
"Darryl F. Zanuck's

is the most important event in 50
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years of box-office entertainment!39
Released by 20th Century -Fox • Directed by HENRY KING • written by lamar trotti
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ALL ST. EYES TRADE'S BRIGHT OUTLOOK

exican Producers Plan Own Cuban Distribution

: Behind-the-Scenes
e Reported as Cuban
ibs. Oppose Invasion

Carrier's $3,500,000 Refinancing Paves
Way For Vast Post-War Air Conditioning

ico City (By Air Mail)— With
distribution rights for Mexlms as the prize, a bitter bele-scenes battle is reported
place between certain Mexinoducers
and
their
Cuban
ough neither side is issuing
miques, it is no secret that
use of the strained relations
decision of some local proto establish their own sales
in Havana.
urbed by the possible loss
Continued on Page 6)

d Sales Tallies

of

Syracuse — Further indication of post-war planning by firms closely linked to
filmland by manufacture of essential theater equipment was evidenced yesterday as Carrier Corp. formally registered with SEC in Philadelphia 70,000
shares of $50 per value cummulative preferred stock, convertible into common
before Nov. 1, 1954. Of the 70,000, 66,506.56 are being offered to holders
of common stock at the rate of 16 preferred to each 100 common shares held
at the close of business Aug. 18. Carrier has blueprinted a big expansion program, prompted to an important degree by the post-war needs of the motion
picutre

industry's

studios,

theaters,

and

laboratories.

GE Asking Permit
For Tele Relay Plan

Super-Westerns Cycle
Shaping Up on Coast

Washington

West

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Applications have
been filed here jointly with the FCC
by General Electric and International Business Machines Corp. for
construction of a chain of experimental radio relay stations between
roximately 5,000 exhibitors Washington, New York and Schenecent in reports on their war
tady to carry as many as three high;ales, but the tabulations are quality television programs and other
g short of what had been an- services simultaneously in both dil Continued on Page 10)
2d. Showmen are again urged
out the report blanks and get
:o the national committee at
rliest possible moment.
CIAA
Praised by
UA's
So. American
Managers
r. O'Donnell, national chair(Continued on Page 14)
United Artists' South American
district managers Enrique Baez, rep)ur Week Exemption
resenting Brazil, and Victor J. Schochet, in charge of Peru and Bolivia,
Be Asked in Philly
respectively, were in accord at a
idelphia film exchanges next press conference yesterday, regarding the progress shown by the Ofvill receive instructions from
(Continued on Page 2)
.r Manpower Commission as to
ocedure in reverting to a 48A-eek, the area having been
on the critical market list,
i the instructions will be
Method for Boosting U.
(Continued on Page 2)

sd-Up is Urged

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — War stories are on the
wane in the studios, with a cycle of
super-Westerns being graphed on
the production charts to solve the
dangers of timeliness, expressed by
the
changing status of world battlefronts.
Most of these Westerns have been
budgeted for color; and the activity
looming on the prairie horizon shows
King Vidor preparing
a drama
on
(Continued on Page 14)

New Members of British
Films Council Announced

Post- War Prospects Are
Quietly Hailed As The
Best Since Sound Era
In the process of their own postwar planning, Wall Street channels
are currently taking what appears
to be an interest approaching epidemic proportions in the approaching peacetime motion picture setup
in this country as an investment
oasis.
On several occasions this week,
investigators and analysis representing important financial groups,
or working in the latters' behalf,
have been gathering information of
both a specific and speculative nature to determine as far as they
possibly can at this stage of the
war the probability and chance of
(Continued on Page 10)

Appropriations May
Prevent Trust Trial
Lack of apnropriations is a contributing factor against the possibility of the Government taking the
anti-trust action against the film industry to court, an authoritative
source said yesterday.
A trial such as the film case would
(Continued on Page 6)

London (By Cable) — Members of
the new Films Council which will be- 20th-Fox Opens 2-Day
come active on Aug. 21 were an- Sales Meeting Here
nounced yesterday.
Trade members of the Council are
An informal sales conference
of
Sir Alexander Korda, J. Arthur Rank,
20th-Fox home office executives and
(Continued on Page 2)
all of the company's
division, district (Continued
and branch on managers
from
Page 10)

Brit. Group Seeks U. S. Talks

lane Miriam Howell
oldivyn Story Chief
iriam Howell has resigned from
Myron Selznick agency to become
srn story editor for Samuel GoldMiss Howell formerly held the
editor post with Goldwyn, havesigned in 1939.

A

BOND

SALES

S. Pix Here is Aim

Details of Pathe Labs.
Merger Are Announced

London (By Cable) — Efforts to reduce the British currency exchange
burden resulting from the large numbers of U. S. films shown in Britain
The stock setup called for under and the comparatively few British
the plans to merge Pathe Labora- films released in the States are protories, Inc., of New Jersey and Pathe
posed by the Film Council Monopoly
Laboratories, Inc., of California, in- Committee in its recent report to
the
Board
of Trade.
to Pathe Industries, Inc., an Ohio
corporation, was made known yesMethod proposed would entail exterday. The merger was approved
ploratory talks between the govern(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 2)

REPORT

BRINGS

YOU

A

TREASURY

Print Dept. Heads
Mull Stock Slash
Heads of the print departments
of all film companies have been meeting this week in an effort to meet
the situation resulting from the sudden curtailment of raw stock. Sessions will be continued today. It was
said yesterday that the current supply of raw stock had been completely
exhausted.
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Wildberg to Coast
Mr. and Mrs. John Wildberg
be in Beverly Hills from Aug.
19 inclusive, and will stay with
Laemmle, Jr. Wildberg is co
ducer of "One Touch of Venus,"
on Broadway, and of "Porgy
Bess." While on the Coast he
discuss several picture deals.

will
9 to
Carl

HENRY L. NATHANSON. president of Regal
Films. Ltd., of Canada, and T. J. GOULD, genday.
era! sales manager, arrived in New York yester-

SPANISH-PORTUCUESE-FRENCH
Studios

41 E. 42nd St.. N. Y. 17 • MU 2-5358

MARY RYAN. Buffalo office manager for
M-G-M. arrived in New York yesterday for home
office conferences.

CARTER BLAKE, Colmbia's Eastern casting director, leaves today for a one-week vacation.
SILVERSTONE,
head of foreign distribution at 20th-Fox,
is scheduled
to leave
HERMAN RIPPS, Albany M-G-M manager, and
next week on a South American
trip.
He ex- | RALPH MAW, Buffalo manager, are due in
pects to be away a couple of months.
New York Monday to spend a week visiting
MURRAY

various
heads.manager,
W. E. "DOC"
BAN-R.
FORD, department
Chicago branch
and W.
( BOB 1 WORKMAN, Minneapolis manager, leave
for their respective territorial headquarters
WILLIAM K. SAXTON. city manager for | tcmorrow.
Loew's Theaters in Baltimore, is vacationing i MRS. ESTHER BLENDMAN, assistant cashier for
with his parents on Long Island.
M-G-M in Washington, is vacationing here with
her husband.
). LARRY is C.in SCHANBERCER,
of Keith's,
Baltimore,
Atlantic
City onowner
vacation.
MILDRED GERBER, head inspector of the
M-G-M branch in Kansas City, is in town.
VIRGINIA PATTON left the Coast yesterday !
for Kent, 0.
WILLIAM BENDIX left yesterday for Detroit,

IRVING MANDEL, Monogram's franchise holder in Chicago and Indianapolis, is vacationing
on the Coast.

PETER

LORRE,

Warner

Bros, star who

will

be seen next in "Arsenic and Old Lace," has
arrived in New
York from Hollywood.
JAMES S. BURKETT, Monogram producer,
leaves for New York tomorrow on business in
connection with his Charlie Chan series.
MONTY SALMON, manager of the Rivoli, leaves
Sunday
for a vacation.
MARY KRELLBERG, treasurer of Goodwill Pictures, takes a two weeks vacation at Hershey,
Pa., starting tomorrow.
PHIL WILLIAMS, publicity and advertising
director of March of Time, departs tonight for
Nantucket
on a two-week
vacation.

Details of Pathe Labs.
Merger Are Announced
(Continued from Page 1)
by the stockholders
of the three
companies on June 26.
Provision is made in the plan for
authorized capital stock of Pathe
Industries of 250,000 shares, 200,000
of them common stock of $5 par
value and 50,000 4 per cent cumulative preferred stock. For each share
of common, stockholders of Pathe of
of New Jersey will get 6.1178 shares
of common and 1.2235 shares of preferred of the merged corporation.
Pathe of California stockholders
will receive .1892 share of common
and .0378 of preferred in the merged
corporation for each share of common.
Listed bv Pathe of New Jersey
are assets of $2,531,770 as of Feb.
29, 1944. Pathe of California assets
are placed at $576,576 as of the
same date. The merged corporation's assets wall amount to $2,165,851.

where he will make a personal appearance
the Fox Theater,
tonight.

at

JAMES CACNEY has left Hollywood for New
York to report to camp show officials on his
recent
trip to England.
SOL A. SCHWARTZ,
general
out-of-town theaters, leaves
today for a tour of his Western
be accompanied by his wife and

manager of RKO
on the Century
houses. He will
son, Leonard.

WILLIAMmaintenance;
C. BRENNER,
in charge
M-G-M'sto
exchange
ROSE
KLEIN, of
assistant
Alan F. Cummings, in charge of branch operations; and ARTHUR STERLING, field auditor,
have returned from Boston where they attended a series of meetings
of Loew's.

New Members of British
Films Council Announced
(Continued from Page 1)

R. P. Baker, Joseph Friedman, E.
J. Hinge. Sir Alexander King,
Charles P. Metcalfe, G. H. Elvin
and T. O'Brien. Lord Drogheda was
named chairman.
Non-trade members include Lady
Apsley, Sir Walter Citrine, Professor B. Isor, Philip Guedalla, Mrs.
Mary Hamilton, A. Creech Jones,
Albert Pallache, Professor A. Plant,
W. Quin and Sir Goeffrey Shakespeare.

48-Hour Week Exemption
May Be Asked in Philly
(Continued from Page 1)
blanks which may be filled out if
exemption from the 48-hour week is
desired. While no definite policy has
been determined, it is understood
that the Philadelphia exchanges will
seek exemption from the order.

lewWAC Exhib. RCA Reports 6-Month
Latta is NewWAC
Chairman in Albany Area Net of $4,440,214
RCA net profit for the first six
months of this year, after all charges
and taxes, was $4,440,214, a decrease
of $478,580 from the $4,918,794 reported in the same 1943 period.
Gross for the first half of this year
was $156,166,006, an increase of
$15,164,640 over the $141,001,366 reported for the first half of last year.
Tax provision increased $85,850
IA Takes in Coast Film Editors
over 1943's $14,204,800 to $14,290,West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY 650 for the first two quarters of
Hollywood — The Society of Mo- 1944. Common stock earnings, after
tion Picture Film Editors has been payment of preferred dividends were
granted a charter by the IATSE. No 20.6 cents in 1943, 23.9 cents in
local number has been assigned yet. 1944.

C. J. Latta, head of the Warner
Bros. Theaters in Albany, has been
now
and appointed exhibitor chairman for the
will War Activities Committee-Motion
Picture Industry in the Albany terproritory. Latta succeeds Lou Golding, who has left Albany to take
charge of the Wilmer and Vincent
circuit for the Fabian Theaters.

FILM DUBBING
SCRIPT ADAPTATION
GHOST VOICE
Spanish Sound

So.
Manage
CIAAAmerican
Praised by
UA's

10 Cents

ALICOATE

W-
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(Continued from Page 1)
fice of the Co-Ordinator
of 1
American Affairs.
The excellent work of the
in reaching hundreds of thou.s
of natives who have never witr
a motion picture and offering i
free visual education and entetf
ment will ultimately effect a :
and greatly increased audience
regular product, they agreed.
Both Schochet, who leaves in
weeks for Peru, and Baez are
on general conferences and arel
viewing some of the new seaj
In comparing the picture
product.
tions in these countries, it
pointed out that Peru was |
American product 90 per cent <
playing time in the first-runs,
Mexican and Argentine producj
cupy 60 per cent of the playing
in the subsequent-runs, wi
Mexican ratio doubling that ofl
Argentine. In Bolivia there arel
30 theaters and American prcl
gets their greatest playing ]
Both countries are serviced oil
the one exchange center in il
Peru, and operate on a one and I
print basis. Business conditions I
improved to a point where, inj
past two years, the first-runs I
increased their admission pricel
per cent, and the subsequents I
added up to 50 per cent, they I
At present a national newsreei
documentary contract is being I
pared by the Peruvian govern!
for local production by two |
producers, Huascaran Films
Films Nacionale, which is expl
to become a compulsory part ofT
ater programs within the next tj
months. An increase in admin
prices during the showing of tj
films will be practiced in ordej
defray the costs.
In Brazil, however, the langi
being Portuguese, nearly all ]
product is American, with sis
seven features being impoj
from Portugal, and an occasi]
all-French picture. A systeia
compulsory playing time for |
ernment-sponsored subjects isj
ready in progress, with one feaj
a year and a government short 1
change of program.
UA has 11 branches througi
Brazil and operates on a maxit]
of 11 prints. Rio, alone, has fq
it necessary to impose anothea
per cent tax on all theater adi
sions in that city, bringing the]
to 20 per cent, effective Aug. 1
Baez further added that a a
number of Brazilians are plani
post-war migration to the Un]
States due to the propaganda J
inviting conditions that are exa
sed in American films.

EBF to Fix Policies
Chicago — It is reported that
cyclopedia Britannica Films willB
a sales meeting to fix the compajj
future policies during the vU
dealers' meeting at the Pali]
House, Aug. 12-14.

FIRST N. Y. SHOWING

RADIO CITY milMll-0fC0&KSFf

INTERNATIONAL

PICTURES,

INC., PRESENTS

GARY COOPER
TERESA WRIGHT
The Greatest Roi?ia?itic Comedy Of All Time

Directed by SAM WOOD
A

Frank Morgan -Anita Louise

PATRICIA COLLING E • Edmond Breon • Jill Esmond
Produced and written for the screen by Nunnally Johnson
From a play by Floyd Dell and Thomas Mitchell

Mm

FORC
V3

JRY THEATRE, ROCHESTER

IT'S BACKED
SENSATIONAL

BY SUPERADVERTISING!

&R

Appropriations May
Prevent Trust Trial
(Continued from Page 1)
require more money than is now
available to the Department of Justice for such a purpose, it was said.
Industry attorneys yesterday said
they had received no word from
Washington as to the status of the
consent decree. Reports that Attorney General Francis Biddle had rejected the distributors' proposals for
decree changes apparently were without foundation, they said.

Universal Luncheon
To Honor Here Mclntyre
Universal home office executives,
headed by Joseph H. Seidelman, vicepresident in charge of foreign sales,
will tender a farewell luncheon at
"21" Club today for Here Mclntyre,
Australian managing director for
the company. Dean of the film men
in Australia, Mclntyre, who has been
in the Universal spot for 24 years,
returns to his office in the next few
days.
Also in attendance will be Budd
Rogers, W. A. Scully, C. D. Prutzman, J. J. O'Connor, E. F. Walsh,
Al Daff, Charles A. Kirby, E. T.
Gomersall, Fred Meyers, F. J. A.
McCarthy, S. Machnovitch, Maurice
Bergman, E. L. McEvoy, A. J.
O'Keefe, A. Sehimel, T. Mead, J.
Murphy, J. Jordan, T. Murray, Hank
Linet, Al Horwits, A. Sharick, S.
Jacobs, M. Alin and Fortunat Baronat.

Named in Tax Case
Tampa, Fla. — Grand Jury indictments have been brought against
Butler Estes Gore and State Theater, Inc., on charge of evading social security tax laws. Two counts
allege the defendants did not pay
$1,009 due as social security taxes.
Federal Judge Barker also signed an
order authorizing Mary E. Gore to
serve as manager of State Theater,
Inc., and authorized the resignation
of B. E. Gore.

SEP BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO...
Anita
Charles
Helen

August 4
Page
Daniel L. Rubin
Delaney
Fred Steele
Kane
Patricia Dane
Elaine Silverman

August 5
M. A. Lightman
Reginald Owen
Robert
Vignola
Robert Taylor
Emanuei Cohen
Ann Morriss
Bertram
King
A. C. Brauninger
J. E. Comer
August 6
Lucille Ball
Leo Carrillo
Victor Francen
Irvin
Shapiro
Hoot
Gibson
Bernie Brooks
Louis K. Sidney
Mort Wormser
Marjorie Morrow
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Mex. Producers Plai

Here and There
•

•

•

A

MOVIE

FAN

is a movie

fan

any

place

If that

doesn't make sense we'll explain
Yesterday we received a letter
from a soldier in the Asiatic theater of war who had a very great problem on his mind
He said he had read an interview with Robert
Cummings in a fan magazine in which it was said that Cummings
wanted to get out of his current contract with a major studio..'....
The soldier said that Cummings was a favorite of his and that he
wanted to know if Cummings just wanted to be released from his contract or wanted
to be released so he could retire
Now
there's
a fellow who doesn't let a little thing like Japs sniping at him interfere with his movie news
Maybe there's a moral there some place.
• Harry Brandt yesterday
played host to ITOA
members
and their
guests at his new country home
at Portchester
Approximately
150 persons were entertained and one of the highlights of the day
was a ball game between the Cinema Circuit and the Brandt Circuit The Cinema boys won by a score of 8 to 3
We were
unable to get the lineups of the teams but we learned that Harry
Brandt pitched for the Brandts and Max A. Cohen was catcher for
the Cinema nine. . . • Down in Little Rock, "Spider" Rowland,
columnist for the Arkansas Gazette, bet Sam Kirby, Malco publicity
man, that he (Rowland) could get more requests for photos of himself than requests for those of Frank Sinatra
Well, Rowland won
the S10 bet
but after all, Rowland
could plug himself in his
own column and besides the whole thing had the earmarks of a
publicity stunt for "Higher and Higher" at the Park Theater ■which
just about busted records with the picture. . .
Ed Kuykendall
is
going through the mill at the Mayo clinic in Rochester, Minn
It's
just a checkup but he may be there for a couple of more weeks
T
T
T
• • • OUR CLIPPING SERVICE reveals an increasing tendency
on the part of newspapers and general publications to publish and
editorialize on the serious, forward looking statements of film industry leaders
The recent remarks of Harry M. Warner about
improved audience intelligence and the community obligations of
theaters, for example, were widely quoted and editorially commended
And in the past week there was a similar reception to Jack
Warner's statement about the screen's post-war role and its right
to freedom of expression. . . • Murray Silverstone is hopping off
for South America
in the next wee~k or so. . . • "Wilson" went
over the §22,000 mark at the Roxy yesterday
It seems that the
amazing part of the promotion of that picture is the fact that it
wasn't so long ago that the public wasn't even aware of the fact that
such a picture was coming out
Then all of a sudden
Wham!
The
with Hal
Goldstein
trade and
lay press

(Continued from Page 1)
what is undeniably an increasir
rich source of income, the Cub
are said to have protested al
these lines:
"In the shaky early years of
Mexican
industry, we fought
wildcats to introduce Mexican
tures to the Cuban screen.
It i
uphill work.
Distributors like C
tinental Films had to hire their <
theater to get them before the p
lie. Now that the Mexican indus
is able to stand on its own feet
it just to deprive us of a fair
Pointing out that they are met
following Hollywood precedent
their desire to have their own
tribution branches abroad, the M
ican
producers defend themselves
saying:
ward?"
"The Cuban distributors t
every advantage of us that ti
could. Box-office hits were paid
at Class-C rates. Besides, if Am
ican companies distribute direc
why can't we? The volume of •
production and its success today
Statistics recently released in t
capital, and covering the past y£
mands it."
indicate
that the Mexican indus
far outstripped its closest Latin
vals — Spain and Argentina — in
number of productions presented
Cuban theaters.

Named
West

Paterson, N. J. — Berney Silvermi
formerly manager of the Hollywoi
East Orange, and more recently ;
lief manager for Warners in noi
Jersey, since being honorably d
charged from military service, b
been appointed manager of the R:
oli Theater, succeeding Edward Mi
tiany, transferred to the Fabian, B
boken.

|EAN

PEARL

HARBOR!

DAI

Silverman Placed

•

AVENGE

FILM

ager.

BARBARA
dale,

•

of THE

Hollywood — Fred Steele, forme
head of the production departmi
at Monogram, has been named stu
manager and production manag
according to an announcement
Trem Carr. Ernie Hickson, art
rector, co-ordinates all his depa
ments with Steele's office. The lat
succeeds Ray Young as studio mi

public was "Wilson" conscious
Working quietly along
Home were his three lieutenants— Charlie Schlaifer, Jack
and Rodney Bush
Schlaifer prepared and placed the
national ads
Goldstein handled the publicity for the
and magazines
and Bush handled the outdoor campaign—one ofthe largest in history
as well as local and national
exploitation
Altogether a terrific job
▼
T
T
• • • ANSEL N. SANBORN, circuit operator up New Hampshire
way, is a candidate for the lower branch of the legislature and is
being mentioned for chairman
of the Republican
State Committee.
. .
• Lt. Tom Chamales, now stationed in India, cabled Chicago florists
to send a large American flag made of flowers for the re-opening of
the Tivoli Theater in Downers Grove, now owned by his father and
Gus Marias
T
T
T
•

Studio and Prod. Mar

Coast Bureau

FEflimE TOUCH
HELENtroit.MAZURE,
AMYONI,
Detroit.

MASAK,
Telenews,

booker,

Warner

assistant

assistant
Detroit.

Brothers, [
manager,

manager,

R«

Downte

CONTACT

S»H
ft,'t/H0

titt&

rtn&

tttsfc^-/ fffgkte

ttuo ittt»tu,9f

t:

What a politickle panic— when the nation's favorite radio
comics storm the halls of Congress to tell the boys
what's wrong (and what isn't?) ... A full-blast fun riot,
built to bring big laughing crowds to theatres everywhere!

with

EUGENE PALLETTE
GORDON OLIVER
RAYMOND WALBURN
BARBARA HALE
DON DOUGLAS
FRIEDA INESCORT
IRVING BACON
and the
KEEP SELLING WAR BONDS. FIGHT BY THE SIDE
OF THE TROOPS WHO NEVER STOP!

U O
I\II1'Q

KINP

lflt.l
MEN t

ED BYBYHOWAR
ws
DIRECT
D T ESTAB
fello
ROOJ
ROBER
PR0DUCED
Screen Play by Howard Estabrook and Don Quinn
Original Story by Howard Estabrook
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Wall SI. In Flurry
Of Industry Interest
(Continued from Page 1)
the American film industry's ability
to expand both at home and in the
world
market
once
the shooting
stops.
Not since the sound era and in its
immediate wake has Wall Street
evidenced such sharp interest in
filmland's fortunes. Giving rise to
this are a number of factors. Briefly,
some of them are: (1) Conviction
that the war has proved the ability
of motion picture entertainment to
weather, and with healthy profits,
the strain which abnormal economy
has brought; (2) That any economic
cataclysm after the war, whether
of minor or major proportions, will
again find the industry the last to
be affected, and the first to recover;
(3) That film attendance will tend
to increase progressively in immediate years after the war as result
of expanded exhibition facilities and
growth
of audiences
numerically;
(4) That this expansion, in the form
of Hollywood product and motion
picture equipment essential to viewing films, will occur strongly in all
logical foreign markets, and to an
extent which will dwarf pre-war
trade figures; and (5) That, as WPB
spokesmen in Washington have indicated, factories making equipment
can be converted rapidly to supply
domestic and foreign fields.
No War Damage Here
This latter expectation on the part
of the probers has a number of component factors. They know that obviously U. S. film equipment plants
and studios have not been subjected
to any war destruction as has been
the case in those countries which
were our chief competitors before
the war began. England has been
subjected to the aerial blitz and the
recent continuing robot scourge,
and Germany to the mass destruction dealt out by Allied air power.
France, facing the wrath of enforced
German retreat, will scarcely be in
a position to get away from the
competitive barrier for a number of
years.
The other advantages Wall Street
sees accruing to the American film
industry in the immediate post-war
period. One is that the export facilities of the U. S., including availability of trained personnel, will be
virtually intact, and this will be so
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Brit. Group Seeks U. S. Talks
Method

for Boosting U. S. Pix Here is Aim
(Continued

from Page 1)

ments of the two countries and U.
S. film industry representatives with
the aim of voluntarily working out
some means of increasing the market for English pictures in the U.
S. so that Britain would be better
able to sustain the exchange burden.
Committee pointed out that at
present Britain transfers about $88,u00,000 annually to the U. S. for
American film earnings in England.
Practically nothing is returned for
exhibitions of British pictures in the
U. S. Argument, which is not viewed
as a threat but an expression of
possibilities is summarized in the
report as follows:

"It does not appear that American industry has had occasion
hitherto to take stock of the exchange problem facing Britain as a
matter of special direct concern to
itself and to view the serious situation which would be created if, for
lack of exchange, Britain found itself compelled shortly after the war
to clamp down on importation of pictures in favor of more indispensable
requirements. It is in the interests
of both countries that relief from
the existing exchange situation
should if possible take the expansionist form of developing a return

20th-Fox Opens 2-Day
Sales Meeting Here

Three M-G-M Pix Record
Top
trade."Broadway Grosses

(Continued from Page 1)
every section of the country except
the Rocky Mountain and Pacific
Coast areas opened yesterday at the
Hotel Astor. The day was devoted
to a discussion of "Wilson."
Speakers included President Spyros Skouras; Tom Connors, distribution chief; William J. Kupper, general sales manager; Andrew W.
Smith, Jr., Eastern sales manager;
L. J. Schlaifer, Central sales manager; William C. Gehring, Western
sales manager; Hal Home, publicity
and advertising head; Darryl F. Zanuck, production boss who made the
film, and Charles Schlaifer of the
advertising staff.
Another session will be held today.
After yesterday's meeting the conferees were entertained by March
of Time at a cocktail partv in the
Rose Room of the Hotel. The host
was Richard de Rochemont, March
of Time producer. In addition to
de Rochemont M of T was represented by. Howard Black, John Wood,
D. Yancy Bradshaw, Phil Williams
and Morrie Roizman.
Among others present were Spyros
Skouras, Tom Connors, William J.
Kupper, Andrew W. Smith, Jr., William C. Gehring, L. J. Schlaifer,
Murray Silverstone, Henry , King,
Paul Terry, Harvey Day, Ward Scott,
Roger Ferri, Les Whalen, Sam
Shain, Ray Moon, Sam Gross, Robert J. O'Donnell, Edmund Reek,
Tony Muto, Felix Jenkins, L. J.
Schlaifer,
Charles
Schlaifer,
Bob

Top grosses and new records have
been established by three M-G-M
pictures in their Broadway runs.
"Dragon Seed" finished its second
week at the Music Hall with a gross
comparable to the opening week, the
take establishing a new high for
any Metro picture for the period.
"The Canterville Ghost," in its
first six days at the Globe tallied
more than any M-G-M picture to
play the house for the same amount
of days, while "Bathing Beauty," at
the Astor, continues to do a brisk
business, winding up its sixth week
with better than average results.

Seattle — Eleanor Glosnor, cashier
for M-G-M— married to Ralph
Singles,
U.S.A.

with regard to both film distribution
and equipment sales overseas. Another is that U. S. film attractions
enjoy world leadership, as they did
before the war, and can trade on
this prestige base to better advantage than competitors.
Recent Research Advances

Detroit — Miss Jean Masak, assistant manager of the Telenews Theater, is leaving for De Ridder Army
Air Base, La., to be married to Sergeant Jack Wells, before he leaves
for overseas.

Wall Street also has its eyes generally and furtively fixed on research
advances which have been effected
since Pearl Harbor and applicable
to filmland operation. It likewise
hopes to get a slice of prosperity

from the opening of the floodgates
which have been holding back the
manufacture of theater chairs, carpets, and other commodities used
widely by the amusement trade.
A factor which has created growing interest on the part of financial
circles in filmland's future importance is the role which the trade has
played in the war effort, and theaters particularly as they have become the community centers in most
cities and towns. Public good-will
always interests those trading in
investments.

UJEDDinG BELLS

GE Asking Permit
For Tele Relay Plai

Montgomery, Joseph J. Lee, I. Lincer,
Eddie Callahan, Sidney Samson, Edgar Moss, Irving Maas, John Caskey, Morris Sanders, Martin Moskowi'tz, ' Sydney Towell, William J.
Clark.
Those who attended the sales conference were dined later in the East
Ballroom of the Astor. Guest of
honor at the dinner was Connors,
who was presented a parchment
signed by division, district and
branch managers and the home office sales staff. The company's distribution head also received a complete bar for his new office. The
presentations were made by Harry
Ballance, Southern division manager.monies.
KupperZanuck
wasandmaster
of cereSkouras
were
among those honoring Connors.

(Continued

from Page 1)

rections between industrial and
ban centers.
These relay stations, except
terminal depots in large cities, v>
be installed atop high steel n
some 30 miles apart. The sys
with channels in the very high
quencies, would be a post-war ]
ect, forseen as an eventual ex
sion throughout the country to
terminal writing or printing
chines of many industrial orgai
tions, and also as a means of set
up a carrier as a medium of e;
lishing television networks. G
understood to be developing i
tubes and other apparatus for
experimental work.

"Mr. Winkle" Goes Big
In Pre-Release Showing
Columbia's
"Mr. Winkle Goe
War" will be among the compa
top grossers, it is indicated by
office returns from early pre-rel
showings.
Picture has been he
second week at the day and date
gagements
at the Hill Street
Pantages
Theaters,
Los
Ang
while initial week of its Orph<
San Francisco showing beat the
week of "The More the Merriei
Following a first week at
Earle, "Winkle"
Washington,
that over
beatto '
hara,"
moved
Metropolitan for an extended
while opening day at the Bi
Springfield, Mass., exceeded tha
"The More The Merrier."
E. M. Loew's, Hartford rep
the first four days of "Winkle'
higher than "The More The 1
rier," while the first five days <
day and date engagement at
State and Cabaret Theaters, L
Beach, Calif., drew higher gro:
than the corresponding time
"Cover Girl."
"Atlantic City" Held
Republic's musical, "Atlantic C
which had its world premiere .
Saturday at Hamid's Pier in Atla
City, and began its regular engs.
ment the following day, is hoi
over for a second week at the
theater, following the biggest w
day business of this or last seas

TO THE COLORS
*

PROMOTED

*

JACK WEBB, formerly RKO booker, Cha
N. C, to staff sergeant at Fort Bragg,
RAY CARTER, former shipper at Paramoun
change,
Memphis Tenn., to Lieutena
the Air Corp.

* WAVK

*

MISS ELAYNE POURCHO, teletype operator
tional
Screen
Service,
Detroit.

m

u
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VIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS
'Eyes For Tomorrow"

>n Yorke Studio
22 mins.
'^instructive, Appealing
and justifiably, awarded the
E Approval by the American
of Surgeons as an outstandp document in the health and
1 field, and Spanish and Poradaptations
of it released
mout Latin
America
by the
jf the Co-ordinator of Interfan Affairs,
"Eyes
For
Tois informative
short-sub^king at its best.
Fashioned
iy by Emerson Yorke Studio
trying the sponsorship of the
al Society for the Prevention
dness, this two-reeler is un.dably on the threshold of re>y a major film company to
rcially - operating
theaters
iout the nation, but in a more
■sed form.
As it stands, the
•ler is enormously interesting
itructive, dealing with sight
don and conservation, as well
ase prevention and treatment.
;nts its story, penned by Wil. Resnick, in clear and dra'ashion
photography
ed by via
Irvingfine Hartley
and
mstedt. The narration is very
ply handled
by Alois Havnd the music by Solita Palof high interpretive
order.
>n Yorke once again demonthrough his direction of the
3 rare flare for interlacing
mship and technical qualities.
For Tomorrow"
is construc'>pealing film fare.

-•

'Hare

Force"

/ mins.
A Howl
Bunny is up to more of his
tricks in this swell Leon
lger cartoon in Technicolor,
ng-eared hero's antics will
o end of laughter from old
jng alike. The hilarity gets
vhen Bugs is taken in by an
id, who thereby saves ' him
i2ath in a snowstorm. There
-s a terrific feud between the
and a pet dog owned by the
d. Before it's all over Bugs
? old maid to contend with,
t he comes out the winner.

"G to Hear Report
act Negotiations
JDort on negotiations between
jeen Office and Professional
es Guild, Local 109, CIO, will
ented to the membership of
|on at a meeting in the Fra""lubhouse on Monday night.
|ion is negotiating new convith Paramount, Loew's, Co20th-Fox and RKO for new
r:s and job classifications and
ational Screen Service, Reand United Artists for job
ations.
contracts with Paramount,
Columbia, 20th-Fox and
l^pired last week.

"Fortress Japan"
(World In Action)
UA Timely

17 mins.

A documentary showing Japan's
progress since Pearl Harbor, and
the co-ordinated campaigns of the
Allied forces as they gradually push
ber back to an imaginary wall from
which Japan may make her last
stand. This last fortress includes
Manchuria, North China, Formosa,
Korea, and Japan, which is supposed
to include all the natural resources
she may need.
Some of the film's highlights include the driving of Japanese slave
labor to the limit of their endurance,
while the Allies move in to seize
Pacific islands which protect the
ocean supply lines of the Nips;
scenes of Britain's Admiral Mountbatten and General Joseph Stillwell
as they plan the Ledo Road, a new
highway across the mountainous
terrain of northern Burma to re-open
a ground supply route from India
to Chungking.
The film ends with a warning to
the Japs by Admiral Nomura that
"We cannot heed the fate of Germany, for the Allies are upon us
now — with
all their strength."

"Rockefeller Center"
(This Is America — No. 10)
RKO
16 mins.
Inspiring
A living monument to a peak in
the progress of civilization, "Rockefeller Center" spells out all the
spectacular achievements that enter
into the word "Democracy" as we
have grown to cherish and enjoy it.
It begins with the breaking and
blasting of ground for the foundation of this "city within a city"
which started in 1931 and took 75,000 workers approximately 11 years
to complete, and, after an interesting tour of the various buildings,
shops, restaurants, and theaters, we
glean some inner sanctum notes with
some behind-the-scenes glimpses of
what makes this gigantic enterprise
tick and the staff that maintains
the pulse of its operation. The film
ends with a panoramic view from
the 70th floor roof of the RCA building which includes a grand shot of
its big sister, the Empire State
Building.

SYWA Second Capitol
Week Equals Its First
"Since You Went Away" ended its
second week at the Capitol with a
gross equal to the first, United Artists reported yesterday. With no
let-up in the staying powers of the
David O. Selznick film, the theater
is making preparations for an even
longer run than originally contemplated Little extensive advertising
was used during the second week,
the film maintaining its strength on
the impetus of the initial campaign
plus word-of-mouth
buildup.

Outstanding
Industry Personalities
No.

57

Qcm 440-U na*ne. them —
assistant to the president of Paramount
THE
Pictures is pictured herewith. He is likewise
the assistant treasurer of Allen B. Du Mont
Laboratories and a director of that organization.
Born in Charleston, S. C, he attended the College of Charleston and moved on to Yale University. Then he began practice of law. In 1928;
he entered Paramount's legal department, soon
becoming assistant to Austin C. Keough, general
counsel. It wasn't long thereafter that he was
named the aide to Barney Balaban. Participated
prominently in "E" Flag award to the Du Mont
management and workers. Is a past-president
of Cinema Lodge, B'nai B'rith.

CREDITED with being the first to sense the
box-office values of outstanding re-issues,
this Southerner started in the film business in
1904 at the age of 18 in New Orleans and today
heads Astor Film Corp. which has built re-issue
distribution into a new industry within the
industry. He has seen service with Warner Bros.,
Educational, Grand National and has owned his
own exchanges in four Southern key exchange
centers. He is a special representative for
Howard Hughes.

the confiLion,ncewith
of Leo
lair
INTO the
of a Daniel,
confide
and the
faith
dence and
marched this young native of Victoria, British
Columbia, who was educated at the University
of California and St. Mary's College. His mission was to make the tab reel series, "Passing
Parade." That was in 1938. Right off the bat,
he won the Academy Award with the short,
"That Mothers Might Live." Three years later
he grabbed two more Academy Awards for his
"Of Pups and Puzzles" and "Main Street on the
March." Not only does he produce his own
shorts, but he narrates them superlatively. His
clear and cultured voice goes beyond the screen
' to other millions of listeners, i.e., on radio
programs.
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Released by 20th Century-Fox • Directed by HENRY KING • written by lamar trotti

— Variety

It will mop up at the box-office !"
How can it miss recording grosses of
stratospheric levels?
— Boxoff/ce

The finest picture ever made!"

— The Independent

— The Exhibitor

Wilson' is an achievement!"

Entertainment in every foot and frame!

— Film Daily

Ranks high among screen's most ambitious undertakings!

— Motion Picture Daily

Certain to draw huge crowds throughout
lllv

Suillli

— Showmen's

Trade Review

Crowded with entertainment from start
tO

iniSh!

THEY DON'T STOP FIGHTING! KEEP SELLING

WAR

—Walter Winchell

BONDS

IOR VICIORY

-
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Bond Sales Tallies
Speed-Up is Urged
(Continued from Page 1)
the "Fighting Fifth," yesof
man
terday expressed hone for a marked
increase in returns within the next
few days.
"It is apparent," O'Donnell said,
"the showmen of America will go
'all out' in their personal efforts but
once the work is done they are content to let someone else wear the
cap of achievement. While this does
not hold in all cases, it does seem
to be true in too many instances.
The Treasury has saluted our effort; now we have to solidify the
salute with statistical reports. Let's
go, showmen."

1 1 September Releases
Sets Vitaphone Record
An all-time record for number of
short subject releases in a single
month wili be set by Warner Bros, in
September, first month of the 194445 season, with a total of 11 Vitaphone subjects, it is announced by
Norman H. Moray, short subject
sales manager. The company ordinarily releases only six to eight
shorts a month.
Eight of the subjects for September release are in Technicolor,
and three are two-reelers, also setting a month's record.
"I Am An American," "Let's Go
Fishing" and "Musical Movieland"
ax-e the two-reel subjects. Cartoons
include "Goldilock's Jivin Bears,"
"Let It Be Me," "Plane Daffy," "Lost
and Foundling," "Booby Hatched"
and "September in the Rain," all in
Technicolor. A band short, "Bob
Wills and His Texas Playboys," and
a variety subject, "Their Dizzy
Days," complete the schedule.
New

Wallis Buy

Purchase of "Don't Ever Grieve
For Me," an original screen story by
Robert M. Smith, the novelist, was
announced by Hal B. Wallis. The
story is a comedy drama about three
returned flyers and a girl. It is the
fourth story acquisition by Wallis
since his association with Paramount less than two months ago.

STORK REPORTS
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"The Return of the
Shaping Up on (oa
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REVIEWS
"Heavenly
with Fibber McGee

and Molly
RKO
72 Mins.
RADIO TEAM APPEARS TO GOOD ADVANTAGE IN COMEDY THAT IS IDEAL
FOR
FAMILY
PATRONAGE.
The popularity enjoyed by Fibber McGee
(Jim Jordan) and Molly (Marian Jordan)

on the radio will spell success for "Heavenly
Days." The film is full of the amiable,
simple humor that is characteristic of the
comedy team on the air, stacking up as ideal
family entertainment.
The makers of the film have been wise
in keeping the radio stars from going beyond their depth in this film venture. The
two have been made to remain their natural
selves, with happy results. Their conduct
never strays from the human, a fact which
helps to explain the warmth of their work
in "Heavenly Days."
The story isn't intended to be taken too
seriously. If one makes allowance for the
lack of logic, one should have an easy time
enjoying the content of the production,
which was turned out by Robert Fellows
in good style, though unpretentiously.
In "Heavenly Days" Fibber McGee goes
to Washington to speak for the "average
man," who, he feels, is being sadly neglected.
His campaign in behalf of what Henry A.
Wallace loves to refer to as the "common
man" is productive of no end of hilarious
complications. His drive to have Mr. Average participate more actively in the activities of the nation bears fruit, and at the
finale McGee, himself, is selected as the avGallup. erage American in a poll conducted by Dr.
McGee and Molly move easily through
their roles. Eugene Pallette, Raymond Walburn, Gordon Oliver, Frieda Inescort, Irving
Bacon, Charles Trowbridge, Barbara Hale
and Dsn Douglas are good in the supporting
parts.
King's Men
musical The
numbers.

help with several

The screenplay of Howard Estabrook and
Don Quinn, based on a yarn by the former,
has touches of satire inspired by the Washington scene. The film has lively direction by
Estabrook.
CAST: Jim Jordan, Marian Jordan, Eugene
Pallette, Gordon Oliver, Raymond Walburn,
Barbara Hale, Don Douglas, Frieda Inescort,
Irving
Bacon, Charles Trowbridge, King's
Men.
CREDITS: Producer, Robert Fellows; Director, Howard Estabrook; Screenplay, Howard Estabrook, Don Quinn; Based on story by
Howard Estabrook; Cameraman, Roy Hunt;
Special Effects, Vernon L. Walker; Art
Directors, Albert S. D'Agostino, Ralph Berger; Set Decorators, Darrell Silvera, William
Stevens; Musical Score, Leigh Harline; Musical Director, C. Bakaleinikoff ; Sound, Roy
Meadows; Film Editor, Robert Swink.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

DAILY

Santa Monica — A baby girl was
born to Oona O'Neill Chaplin, wife
of Charles Chaplin, at St. John's
Hospital yesterday.

Harold Lewis Resting
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

(Continued from Page 1)
with

Dave

(Tex)

O'Brien, Jim Newill, Guy
Wilkerson
PRC
60 Mins.
NEW WESTERN SERIES WITH RADIO
STAR GETS OFF TO GOOD START FOR
ACTION LOVERS.

Rangers"

Tex O'Brien, familiar to a national radio
audience on the Dr. Pepper "10-2-4 Ranch"
program, gives a good account of himself as
a shootin,' fightin,' ridin' cowboy. Jim
Newill, his saddle partner, does equally
well and adds a pleasing voice to some of
the cowboy songs that fill in the required
footage
for the first in this new Western
series.
Guy Wilkerson, makes up the third member of this Ranger team, handling the
comedy bits.
Moving at a lively pace, the story unfolds
with the three Rangers riding through the
hills to the town of Custer where lawlessness has become a rampant hazard. Nearing the town, they save the life of Nell
O'Day, owner of the Flying N Ranch who was
being pursued by cattle rustlers.
Unaware of the Rangers' identity, Nell
offers Newill the job of ranch manager.
His first good deed is that of preventing
Glenn Strange from evicting a number of
old people from their homes. Strange has
become the power in Custer with several
mobs handling all the rustling, etc. for
him.
Tex is accused of a murder which was
engineered by a new group of bandits who
have come to take possesion of the Flying
N Ranch, but Wilkerson' impersonates a circuit judge and gives Tex temporary freedom
to track down the real killer.
Capturing a couple of bandits, who represented Strange and the new thieves, in a
stagecoach stickup, the Rangers trick them
into a confession of the murderer and the
power behind the lawlessness.
CAST: Dave (Tex) O'Brien, Jim Newill,
Guy Wilkerson, Nell O'Day, Glenn Strange,
Emmett (Pappy) Lynn, I. Stanford Jolley,
Robert Barron, Henry Hall, Harry Harvey.
CREDITS: Producer, Arthur Alexander;
Director, Elmer Clifton; Screenplay, Elmer
Clifton; Cameraman, Robert Cline; Sound,
Corson Jowett; Settings, Harry Reif; Film
Editor, Charles Henkel, Jr; Musical Director, Lee Zahler.
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

the early Spanish developme;
the Southwest for M-G-M; "1
ican Cowboy" is the temporary
which Gary Cooper has chose
his first producing and sta
vehicle with International Pic
dealing with the West of the
to Warner
the 1880's.Bros, has picked
Antonio"
for Errol Flynn,
"Dodge
City" and "Virginia
as a barometer of success for
type of story.
Cagney/
Productions
is' furthin
plans
to star
James Cagney
features with Indian uprising:
background themes.
,
With John Hodiak schedule
portray "Sitting Bull," Bryan
producer for 20th-Fox, says th
the fight
first time
the West
Indians'
the
for the
will sid
k
Also on the agenda is a mu
picted.
version
of Edna is
Ferber's
"Cimar
which M-G-M
preparing,
one will serve as a starring ve
for James Melton, the Metropo
Opera tenor.

Associates Sending Gifl
To Members in Services
The Welfare Committee of the
tion Picture Associates under
chairmanship of Cy Seymour
now engaged in sending gift p
ages to the members, and the
and daughters of the members,
are now in the armed forces, it
announced by Morris Sanders,
ident of the association.
Sanders further reported tha
results of the Twenty-fifth Ann
sary Charity Dinner and Dance
x*eaped the greatest profit sine
inception with all the money
cated to charity and benevolenc

Family Club Installs

Detroit — Newly-organized
Century-Fox Employes Family
here installed its first officers
dinner given by the company at
Stromberg Signs Radio Writer
Bell's Cafe.
Officers are: Wi
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Fultz,
president;
Leah
Stola
Hollywood — Hunt Stromberg has vice-president; Thelma Auten, tlj
signed Denis Green, well known ra- urer; Helen Rose, secretary; Ela
dio writer, to a three-way acting, Fultz, social secretary; and Stan,
writing and directing contract. Green Baran, sergeant-at-arms.
The elt
starts work at once on the script which has a 100 per cent memtj
of "This Is Life," story of New ship, including executives and
has signed up for hospita,
York's famous restaurateur, Ar- staff,
tion insurance.
nold Reuben.
:

Fairbanks Signs Lilly

THEATER DEALS

Hollywood — Harold Lewis, produc- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tion manager at International since
Hollywood — Jerry Fairbanks of
his return to civilian life after ser- Scientific Films has just signed Lou
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
vice in the Army, yesterday asked Lilly, animated cartoon expert, to
Hollywood — Loretta Young, wife to be relieved of his duties upon or- a long-term contract as production
Mrs. C. F. Finch and S. T. Stol
of Lt. Col. Tom Lewis, became the
ders of his physician, and he will manager for the Paramount-releas- have arranged a joint management
mother of a baby boy yesterday at take a short rest before returning
Palace and State theaters
ed short series "Speaking of Ani- the
to studio work.
Thomasville, N. C.
Queen of Angels Hospital.

mals."

WAR BULLETIN!
FROM: HEADQUARTERS FIGHTING 5th WAR LOAN
TO: EVERY SHOWMAN IN AMERICA

L In the mails to you is your 5th War Loan report blank,
in giant post-card size.
2. It is a simplified form, already stamped and addressed
for return mailing.
13. This is the only report to be used. Do not send letter
or wire in its place.
4- Fill in your report the night of July 27th
I iimmediately.

and mail

5. An honor awaits you! A citation [see below) will be sent
to you following receipt of your returned report blank.
6. You have made it possible for the film industry to lead
all others in bond-selling, but only the actual figures will
prove the leadership of the industry you represent.
7- Therefore it's up to you to mail back your report
promptly on July 27th.

THIS CITATION IS YOURS!
A beautiful 9 x 12 scroll inscribed to your theatre
awaits you at the Treasury Department. You will
Motion Picture Industry's Fighting Fifth War Imiu Army, this citation
is awarded. Given in recognition of meritorious service through bond
selling activities sponsored by the War Activities Committee of the
Motion Picture Industry and War Finance Committee of (he if. S. Treasury
and given for devotion to a patriotic cause of his country while at
■ devotion to a patriotic cause of his country while at war.

s£^±-~

-

be proud to frame it in your lobby. It's yours
when you mail back your report on July Z7th!

-'-^h

^*r!±
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1

Sponsored by War Activities Committee of Motion Picture Industry, 150 1 Broadway, N. Y C

I

.• .Thanks to 20th Century-Fox, The
March of Time now has its largest
audience ever ... a peak number
of theatres . . . is still climbing!

M. P. Production Bist.
28 W. 44th St, 31 et floox
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OURT ACTION SEEN BEFORE NOV. ELECTIONS
Taxation Round Table Conference is Dropped
Reeling

Round • -

WASHINGTON

1=

By ANDREW

H. OLDER =

WASHINGTON
XIT Eric Johnston — without, of course,
ever entering. Some months ago most
the majors were completely sold on the
a of engaging the energetic young
amber of Commerce head as an industry
resentative. There was talk of a top
■t in the MPPDA. What probably would
e happened would have been the adion of Johnston to the MPPDA, to repret the industry in Washington and abroad
.Warners, it is reported, held out against
plan, never being sold on the idea that
inston was quite the man for the job.
y held out so strongly that when all
other companies were completely sold
re was still no open offer of the post
Johnston. (The latter, it is said here,
; interested, but had never had the
ortunity to commit himself. Although
orters asked him about it several times,
is significant that Johnston never said
ly that he would not accept an industry
er.)....At any rate, Warners reportedly
d up the move. All this was before
inston left on his trip to Moscow. By
j time he returned, a majority of the
five had swung around to the Warner
ition, with M-G-M believed still favble to appointment of Johnston. .. . Re>le quarters here report that the matter
:losed for now.

•

•

iNNIFER JONES did herself proud last
week, captivating servicemen and WashHton reporters alike.
Carter Barron hostwhat we're told was a highly successreception for the press at the Statler.
■ one big regret is that we were un3 to break away and avail ourselves of
ter's kind invitation.
And
wise from
t experience, we do our best to take in
of Carter's invitations.

•

•

HE Soviet embassy tells us of the award
of government medals to four female
ducers of documentaries — including one
nan who has been in the film game for
r 30 years. The embassy tells in deof the career of these four women,
9 have apparently carried off field trips
match in difficulty and discomfort many
the most difficult trips made by male
leramen. ... Maria Sukhova, who began
Soviet studio as a janitress and studied
(Continued on Page 2)

Conference on Taxation
Abandoned When MPPDA
Wash. Office Objected

BRANDT HEADS
6TH WAR LOAN

Next Drive to Be Directed By
The proposed round table conference of exhibitor organizations which
Leading Independents
was designed to present a united
front against discriminatory taxa^
tion has passed out of existence beHarry Brandt, president of the
fore it was able to function formalIndependent
Theater Owners Assoly, it was learned at the week-end.
ciation of New York, and a leading
Practically every exhibitor association in the country had pledged its hibitor,
independent
e xhas been
(Continued on Page 6)
d e s i g n a ted as
chairman of the
motion picture

Name Greenblalt RKO
Midwestern Manager

Appointment of Herbert H. Greenblatt to succeed L. E. Goldhammer
as Midwestern district manager for
RKO
was
announced Friday
by Robert Mochrie, sales manager, prior to his
departure
for
Holly wood. Greenblatt
has
been
manager
of
RKO's Pittsburgh
exchange.
New Post gives
Greenblatt supervision over the
RKO branches in
Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis
and Sioux Falls, H. H. CREENBLATT
with headquarters
in Chicago. He has been with
(Continued on Page 12)

industry's participation in the
Sixth War Loan
campaign. nouncAnement ofthe
selection was
made Friday by
the War Activities Committee of
the Motion
ture Industry. Pic-

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Although the
majors have not yet been notified, court action will probably
be instituted against them within
another couple of months. It was
generally believed here that this
would be held off until after the
election, but a spokesman for the
Department of Justice, Friday, tacitly confirmed the earlier date. He
was unwilling to discuss well authenticated reports that the Department does not intend to wait until
November or later.
He did say definitely, however,
(Continued on Page 6)

New Approach Seen
To Manpower Problem

The film indusHARRY BRANDT
try's participation
in the Sixth War
A new approach to the manpower
Loan drive will be directed by the situation will be put into effect shortcountry's (Continued
leading onindependent
exPage 7)
by the distributors'
committee
the lyWAC,
it was reported
Friday. of
A detailed presentation and analy11 Shorts, 5 Bulletins
sis of the (Continued
industry'son manpower
probPage 7)

On WAC
West

Coast

Coast Program

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Films Advisory Council

Hollywood — An 11-picture pro- Meets This Week in Wash.
gram of short subjects and five newsreel bulletins, embracing post-war Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — First meeting in
and international planning as well
as Air Cadet recruiting and Red nearly a year of the Motion Picture
Cross campaigns, was announced by Producers and Distributors Industry
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 12)

Opinions Vary on U. K. Report
Korda Unsold on Cheap Films Provisions
WB Key Execs, to Meet;
Sales Convention is Out

D of J Spokesman Says
Case to Be Instituted
Within Next Two Months

London (By Cable) — While comparatively few along Wardour St.
have read the complete text of the
Films Council Monopoly Committee
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
report to the Board of Trade, early
Hollywood — Production
activities, reactions indicate mixed feelings on
sales policies and other plans of War- the part of the film industry.
ner Bros, for the 1944-45 season will
CEA, for instance, thinks that the
be 'discussed at a meeting of a lim- report contains both good and bad
(Continued on Page 12)
(Continued on Page 12)

S3,654,437 in Bonds
Bought by Columbia
Total War Bond purchases of $3,654,437 during the Fifth War Loan
Drive, representing a 12'/2 per cent
increase over the company's $3,250,000 quota, were announced on
Friday by Harry Cohn, Columbia
president. The figure includes the
purchase of $2,000,000 in Bonds by
the company, as well as sales made to
Columbia employes.
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♦

Two

(August 4)
YORK

STOCK

MARKET

(Artkino

LANGUAGE

Pictures) — 3rd

♦

FUTURE

week

WASHINGTON
(Continued

film

"Iran." At present, she is behind the German lines, shooting a story of
guerrillas. From what we hear of

what's happening in that section, we would
imagine that she has to travel pretty
fast to keep behind the German lines. They
seem to be moving about 100 miles a week

•

♦

Loew's H. O. Bond Drive
Tops All Expectancies

Queens Grabs Laurels
In Local Bond Drive

M-G-M has set back the trade
showing of "Lost in a Harem" frorr
Aug. 10 to Aug. 28. The screening:
of "Kismet" and "Mrs. Parkington.'
tentatively set for Aug. 28, hav<
been put off indefinitely. "Maisii
Goes to Reno" will be shown on Aug
10; "Marriage Is a Private Affair'
on Aug. 14, and "Waterloo Bridge'
on
21. a"Naughty
Marietta" is
stillAug.
without
date.

NEW YORK
THEATERS

♦

Stanley

♦

Astor
Paramount
Rivoli
Rialto
Criterion
Clobe
Strand
Roxy
Music
Hall
Palace
Gotham
New York
New
York

(a)

(Continued

photography in her spare time, was the
recipient last year of a Stalin Prize for her

H

Theater
Hollywood
Rivoli
Astor
Little Carnegie
Paramount
Music
Hall
Capitol
Roxy
Strand
Criterion
Clobe
Victoria
Gotham
Palace
Manhattan
Rialto

RADIO CITY MUSIC

"Dragon Seed"

KATHARINE

from Page 1)

the Hollywood division of the War
Activities Committee at the weekend. Program includes "His New
World," M-G-M production by Frank
Whitbeck and narrated by Spencer
Tracy; "It's Murder," Columbia production bv Hugh McCallum; "The
Story With Two Endings"; "When
He Comes Home," a Darryl F. Zanuck production, on which Col. Jason
C. Joy and Taylor Mills are working with writer Paul Trivers; "Twoway Street," by Rajald MacDougall;
'So Far So Good," "UNRRA,"
"World Peace Through World
Trade," "Air Transport Command,"
"Post-war Employment," "Angel of

WILLIAM C. GEHRINC, 20th-Fox's Western
sales manager, has left for conferences with
district division and branch managers in the
Rocky Mountain and Pacific Coast areas. He
will visit Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland,
Seattle, Denver and Salt Lake City.
PETER A. LEWIS, of the law firm of
Nizer, Benjamin, & Krim, left Saturday
week's vacation
in Connecticut.
RAYMOND MASSEY, Warner Bros,
player, leaves New York on Aug. 16
work

in ''God

is My Co-Pilot."

IN PERSON

Perry

gone
to Chicago, where
of weeks.

Singing Sensation
of 1944

and Orchestra

P/lfiAMOV/Vr

ON

SCREEN

BING CROSBY
Rise Stevens

GOING MY WAY

TRIOJACK J
HI, the
L0,
and
DAME
SON*
IN PER

MILTHERTH

IN PARAMOUNT' S

SAMUEL

DEAD

head of the IATSE, has
he'll be for a couple

TOM CERETY, editor of M-C-M's
Roar," returns today from a vacation.

Como-Jerry
Wald
His Clarinet

6th WEEK

C0HIII.G Mi) GOMG
DARRYL F. ZANUCK returned to the Coast
on Friday with GEORGE )ESSEL and CHARLES
FELDMAN.

"And The Angels Sing >r\

Jack L. Warner and Gordon Hollingshead are working with Marine
Corps officers on "Saipan," MarineArmy conquest of the Marianas.
This will be a two-reel subject.

F. WALSH,

HEPBURN

WALTER
HUSTON
- ALiNE
MacMAHON
AKIM
TAMIROfF
TURHAN
BEY
Spectacular
Stage
Presentation
1st Mezz. Setts Reserved. Circle 6-4600

The five bulletins include "a Back
to School Tip from Bing Crosby";
subjects
Mercy." on Red Cross nursing and
on
"Share Your Car"
and nurse's
one on aides;
food surpluses.

RICHARD

HALL

Showplace of the
Nation-Rockefeller
Center
M-G-M's
Production

11 Shorts, 5 Bulletins
On WAC Coast Program

from Page 1)

Net
High
Low
Close
Chg.
155/a
Am. Seat
155/g
all along the front — and not forward.
2038 155/8
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2%)
20V4
20% +
i/g
Columbia
Picts. pfd. . . .
Con.
Fm. Ind
53/a
55/g 55/s —
l/8 SOME interesting news on the Sixth War
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 24
24
24 —
1/2
Loan — Nov.
1 1 to Dec.
7 — ought
to
East. Kodak
1643/4 1 63i/2 1631/2 — 2
do pfd
be coming along in a short time now.
y2
Gen. Prec. Eq
21 1/2 21 1/2 21 1/2 —
643/4 + 3/4
Loew's,
Inc
643,4 643/4
Paramount
26%
261/2
26I/4 —
1/2
RKO
87/8
85/g
85/8 —
3/g
88 1/2 88 1/2 — U/2
RKO $6 pfd
89i/2
20th Century- Fox . . . 24%
245/8
245/s —
%
20th Century-Fox pfd 31%
311/4
31 % —
5/8
The Fifth War Loan drive conWarner Bros
13 1/4 13
13
—
i/g
ducted amongst the employes and
NEW
YORK
BOND MARKET
99
100
+2
Par. B'way NEW
3s55 YORK 100
executives of Loew's, M-G-M and
CURB MARKET
WHN, home offices resulted in the
Monogram Picts
sale of $505,681 in Bonds. Loew
1%
1%
RKO cvs
U/2
Sonotone Corp
3
2%
2% —
i/s home office chairman Max Wolff had
Technicolor
22%
21% 21% —
3/8 set a goal of $325,000 to finance the
3%
37/8 .....
3%
(Trans-Lux
purchase of a completely equipped
Universal Pictures . . . 20%
201/2 201/2 —
%
hospital train.
Universal
Picts. vtc

The Borough of Queens stands as
the undisputed winner of New York's
"The Battle of the Boroughs" by
selling the equal of 56.7 per cent
of its total seating capacity in individual war Bonds, it was disclosed
on the week-end. The Bronx is in
second place with 45.5 per cent, Manhattan third with 37.7 per cent,
Brooklyn fourth with 33.3 per cent,
and Richmond last with 30 per cent.
The total maturity value of Bonds
sold is $34,592,581. Of this amount
325,077 E-Bonds were sold, with a
maturity value of $28,418,535.

FEATURES

OPENINGS

Reeling 'Round - -

the

NEW

FOREIGN

Soldiers

Kismet
( Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — Aug.
22
Hail the Conquering Hero
(Paramount Fictures) — Aug. 9
Till We
Meet
Again
(Paramount
Pictures)
(c)
The Cry of the Werewolf (Columbia Pictures)
(c)
In Society
(Universal
Pictures)
(c)
Wing and a Prayer
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(c)
Arsenic and Old Lace (Warner Bros. Pictures)
(c)
Greenwich
Village
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(c)
Casanova
Brown
(RKO
Radio
Pictures)
(c)
Youth
Runs
Wild
(RKO
Radio
Pictures)
(c)
Wing and a Prayer (Twentieth
Century-Fox)
(c)
Seven Doors to Death
(Monogram Pictures) — Opens tomorrow
Range
Law
(Monogram
Fictures) — Opens
tomorrow
(a)
la) Dual bill.
> b 1 Revival.
(c) Follows current bill.

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phone
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph
Esler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St., W. I. HAVANA— Mary Louise Blanco,
Virtudes 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
Damon. MEXICO CITY — Marco-Aurelio
Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F. SYDNEY—Allan White. SAN JUAN— E. Sanchez Ortiz. MONTREAL — Roy Carmichael.

finnnciflL

Parade

Picture and Distributor
Mr. Skeffington (Warner Bros. Pictures) — 11th week
The Story of Dr. Wassell
(Paramount
Pictures) — 8th week
Bathing
Beauty
(Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 7th week
Forty-Eight Hours
(A. F. E. Corp.) — 6th week
And
the
Angels
Sing
(Paramount
Fictures) — 4th
week
Dragon Seed (Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 3rd week
Since You Went Away (United Artists-Selznick) — 4th week
Wilson
(Twentieth
Century-Fox) — 2nd
week
Janie
(Warner
Bros.
Pictures)
Mr. Winkle
Coes to Town
(Columbia
Pictures)
The Canterville
Ghost
( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Pictures) — 2nd week
Candlelight
in Algeria
(Twentieth
Century-Fox)
?
Dead
End (Film Classics) — 3rd week
(b)
Step Lively (RKO
Radio Pictures) — 3rd week
Fantasia
(RKO
Radio
Pictures-Walt Disney) — 5th week
(b)
The Falcon in Mexico ( RKO Radio Pictures)

"Harem" Tradeshow Aug.
28; 2 Screenings Off

GOLDWYN

Brandt's GOTHAM
A

FILM

CLASSIC

presents

END
RELEASE

,K.

"Lion

BILL

ORNSTEIN of M-G-M's publicity department left over the week-end for a vacation for parts unknown.

Phillips,
for two

CONSTANCE BENNETT is due back in Hollywood today from New
York.

contract
to start

BRIAN DONLEVY, accompanied by TED MORRIS of the M-G-M studio publicity staff, arrives in New York Aug. 12, spending three days
in town before returning to the Coast.

PARAMOUNT

PRESENTSI

COOPER

in

of Dr. Wassell
!. DEMILLE'S

B'way end
Technicolor
49th St.

RIVOLI

■

LOOK

WHAT'S

HERE

NOW!

KEEP SEUING WAB BONDS. FIGHT BY THE SIDE
OF THE TSOOPS WHO NEVER STOP!

UGH SHOW WITH THAT RISKY FRISKY FEELING!
fie limit in love-tests by a knockout million-heiress knee deep in handsome pilots!...
I hayride of hysterics until she gets the right one hooked! . . . Big-time names in a bigime show for TOP-DRAWER BOX OFFICE!

Bt

TUNE IN!
CASH INI
RKO's great radio program . . . Noiv selling seals
for YOU! 15 minutes
daily Coast to Coast over
177 stations of the Blue
Network.

HOLLYWOOD
STAR

TIME

12:15 P. M. daily
Monday through Friday
Pacific Coast time

Ws?

Monday, August X ^

Court Action Seen
Prior to November

Taxation Conference
Plan is Abandoned

(Continued from Page 1)
that the distrib. proposals for a new
consent decree have been nixed by
the Attorney General, who returned
to town last week with his final
word. There is no move now to
throw the ball back to the distribs. —
nor are there any further sessions
scheduled among the Government attorneys for attempting to seek a
solution. On the other hand, Government attorneys are now believed
readying evidence of alleged antitrust violations and preparing their
case.
Assistant Attorney General Tom
C. Clark, it is recalled, has also
promised on more than one occasion
that dissolution of large unaffiliated
circuits suspected of anti-trust violation will be sought as well as divorcement of exhibition and distribution activities of the majors.
Clark May Leave
There was speculation here also
as to who would handle the case for
the government. Tom Clark is believed to be passing out of the picture. As head of the Criminal Division, this case is actually out of
his field — and what with criminal
and war frauds work he has plenty
to do to keep him busy. He was
head of the Anti-Trust Division at
the time the present negotiations
opened last Summer — having succeeded his former chief Thurman
Arnold to the post. When he was
transferred to the Criminal Division,
Attorney General Biddle asked him
to continue to handle this case, with
Anti-Trust Attorney Robert L.
Wright assisting.
Decision to go into court is believed not to have been strictly according to Clark's desires. Wendell
Berge, another former Arnold assistant who had headed the Criminal
Division until switching jobs with
Clark last Fall, and Wright are believed to feel strongly that court
action is called for. No details of
the meeting of these three with Biddie are available for confirmation,
but it is believed that Clark was
overruled by Biddle largely oh the
strength of the arguments put up by
Berge and Wright.
Clark is Silent
Although Clark has been accessible to reporters ever since the
negotiations began last year, and
has been quite open and frank in
his comments, he has lately begun
to shy away from talking for pub-

(Continued from Page 1)
co-operation in the taxation proje
Reason for the junking of the co
ference was said to be due to c

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO...
Al

August 8
W. Schwalberg
Walter V. Derham
Sylvia Sidney Sidney G. Alexander
Joe Orlando
Phil Abrahams
|ohn Hobble
Sherry Hall

Weeh-end

Wanderings

•

• • JOE E. BROWN reports on his extensive tours oi the various war fronts in the September issue of The American Magazine
Mighty interesting reading. . . • Universal gave a farewell luncheon
Friday to Here Mclntyre, Australian managing director for the company, on the eve of his departure for home
Those present included
Joe Seidelman, Charley Prutzman, J. J. O'Connor. W. A. Scully, Budd
Rogers, Sam Machnovitch, Maurice Bergman, Charles Kirby, Al Daff,
Adolph Schimel, E. T. Gomersall, Tom Mead, F. J. A. McCarthy, Eugene
Walsh, Fred Meyers, E. L. McEvoy, A. J. O'Keefe, James Jordan, J. H.
Murphy, Hank Linet, Al Horwits, S. Jacobs, Morris Alin and Fortunat
Baronat
Tonight Universal is tendering a dinner to Abbott and
Costello at the 21 Club
Execs, and trade representatives will be
on hand to break bread with the comedians and catch a special
screening of their latest, "Abbott and Costello in Society.". . • A
Paramount color cartoon was the first movie to be shown in four
years in the newly liberated area of France, according to a letter from
Capt. Charles Schwarz
to Bob Denton of Paramount
News
He
didn't mention the title except to say that it was a high spot of the
program on Bastille Day. . . • Frank Hensler, M-G-M manager in
Kansas City, has been elected president of the Lion's Club in K. C.
He's been a member
of the club less than a year. . .
• On behalf of Bing Crosby, United Artists was host to a group of
sports writers last night at a dinner at the Latin Quarter
Event
was
in the interests of "The Great John L" which Bing is producing
and UA releasing. . . • Dave Palfreyman left at the week-end for
a two-week loafing session in Indiana. . . • The Globe Theater, Newark has two femme co-managers, Henrietta Yaeger and Antonette Frei
bott, the first women managers in town
▼
T
T
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

More 'American Romance' Ginsberg Eastbound
Screenings-Luncheons Set For Para. Conferences
M-G-M has set four more special
screenings and luncheons in connection with "An American Romance."
Attending will be steel executives,
newspapermen and special writers.
Brian Donlevy, star of the film, will
appear at each event.
The double-barrelled affair will
be held in Milwaukee, today; Minneapolis, tomorrow; Duluth, Wednesday, and Detroit, Friday.
lication. He insisted Friday —
through a secretary — that he did
not know what was happening. He
has not yet admitted knowledge
that Biddle has turned down the distrib. proposals — although the official information man for the Department of Justice has declared
flatly that this is so.
The feeling here is that Wright
and Berge will handle the case, with
the aid of Holmes Baldridge and one
or two others in the anti-trust di-

Level Vacations
Jack Level, editor of the RKO Radio Pictures' house organ "Flash."
starts on vacation today. Arthur Brilant will edit "Flash" during Level's
absence.

West

Coast
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DAILY

Hollywood — Henry Ginsberg, vicepresident and general manager in
charge of production at Paramount
studios, and William Meikeljohn, talent director, left Friday for New
York where Ginsberg will confer
with home office officials to set up
closer co-ordination with them on
stories and talent.

Metro Signs Martin Gosch
To Term Producer Contract

jections raised by the Washingt
office of the MPPDA which, repoi
edly, was opposed to having exhil
tors descend on Washington to pi
test over admission taxes. While t
conference was not to have been .
MPPDA project officially, Dave Pi
freyman of that organization h;
been designated by the various e
hibitor groups to co-ordinate the d
tails and to set up the machinei
It was learned that Palfreym;
abandoned the plan when strong o
jections were registered by t!
Washington MPPDA office.
The stage had been set tentative
for an initial meeting
of the co
ference
in Chicago
in Septembc
Allied, which had been reported
be willing to help the movement b
not be a party to it, was about
join up officially when the enterpri:
was cancelled.
In fact, according
Allied spokesmen, the national ass
ciation in reality had never reject<|
its participation and several of i
units had agreed to come in.
It was said on Friday that sever,
of the affiliated circuits that a]
members of the MPTOA have regi
tered strong protests against tl
dissolution of the plan which, as the
see it, would be a strong factor i
preventing discriminatory taxatic
measures.
Despite the MPPDA stand, the
was some talk on Friday that t
exhibitors might go ahead with t
plan independently and set up
program similar to the one outlin
by Palfreyman.

WB Promotes Scholl
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAIL

Hollywood — Jack Scholl, write
has been promoted to director in t
Warner Bros, short subject depart^
ment. His first assignment und
Gordon Hollingshead will be a rrr
ical short featuring Sonny Dunh
and His Orchestra, currently appea
ing at the Palladium here.

Hollywood — M-G-M has signed
Martin Gosch, producer of the Abbott and Costello and Jack Carson
show, to a long-term contract as a
producer, beginning Sept. 4. His
first picture may be a musical. Gosch West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood— To Mrs. William Car
was all set to go to New York to do
Hospital,
a stage play, but this will have to July 31, at Hollywood
daughter.
Weight, 7 pounds. Fath
be postponed.
is Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
stillman

STORK REPORTS

Camps
Book '"Global Air"
More than 1,000 bookings at Army
camps and airfields have been scheduled during the month of August for
World in Action's release, "Global
Air Routes," which presents for the
first time the complete story of postwar international airways.

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAIl

Hollywood— Eddie Polo, Jr., M-|
M make-up man, announced t
birth of a 6 lb., 14 oz. boy born
his wife, Mary, at the Hollywo
Hospital. This is the second chi
for the Polos who also have a
year-old girl.

■
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tig Berlin Tunes
<e In Controversy
;ed as of Wednesday last, forotice was served by Irving Beric, and Saul H. Bornstein, secy-treasurer of the corporation,
Irving Berlin, personally, denyjhe latter's claim that he has
H to continue to grant the cordon the right to publish music
iosed by himself, and further
ng his right, power and authorto do, it was revealed on FriMarch 14, 1944, Berlin, who
lipent most of the intervening
overseas, made written demand
,ve Irving Berlin, Inc., disconthe use of his name as part of
rporate title and to change its
rate name within six months,
0 have the officers of the corion execute an agreement with
for the discontinuance of the
f his name in firm's title,
ostein, acting in behalf of the
and his own interest in it, asin the notice that any attempt
•rlin or through others to pubr grant any other such rights
e famous composer's composiwill be resisted "to the fullest
t of the law."
stake in the potential litigas not only the status of pube: rights, but also the copy; covering
Berlin music and
since the inception of Irving
i, Inc., assumed to be June 1,
the date of the basic agreebetween Bornstein and Berlin,
ler with their associate, Winssince deceased, and whose inwas acquired on a pro rata
by Bornstein and Berlin,
•resenting the corporation and
tein is the law firm of Schwartz
ohlich, while Berlin is repre1 by O'Brien' Driscoll & Raf-

More Connecticut
ses Closed as Unsafe

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS
"Spinning
A Yarn"
(Person Oddity)
Universal
10 mins.
Mild

* SERIAL

*

Five personalities make up the
variety of subjects that have been
spun into this one. Heading the list
is Mrs. Ossie Foster whose non-commercial hobby is that of spinning
and weaving yarn from the clippings
of Samoyed dogs. C. V. Barton adds
a coyote for a household pet to this
oddity. Olga Mareau, five years old,
gives some display of tumbling talent which was prompted by some
visits to the circus. Leon Brin shows
off a unique bottle collection; and
finally Leonard Jones, a boy sculptor, exhibits some of his work in the
backyard of his home.

Making 48 Shooting
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Eleven new pictures
are scheduled to go into production
The proposed deal whereby United today, making a total of 48 shooting.
Artists would distribute eight of J.
Arthur
top productions was Dividend Declared by RCA
;. tf ord, Conn. — Total of theaters reported Rank's
close to consummation on
RCA on Friday declared a divias a result of a check-up un- Friday, as Grad Sears, UA vicedend of 87% cents per share on the
len since the circus fire disas- president, and Rank neared the end
outstanding $3.50 cumulative first
s been increased to four. Latest of their negotiations in London.
preferred stock of the company for
js to have their certificates of
Sears and David Coplan, UA man- the third quarter. The dividend is
Iival withdrawn are the Empire,
aging director in England, are due
payable Oct. 2 to stockholders of recLondon, and the Gem, Nauga- to return to New York this week.
ord Sept. 8.
flEdward J. Hickey, state police
Jissioner, revealed. Theaters 20th-Fox Informal Sales
Make WB Short in Mexico
prdered closed because of "conMexico City — Lewis Lewyn, Warb which make their use as Conferences Close Here
ner Bros, short subject producer
of public assembly hazardous."
A series of informal sales confer- working under Gordon Hollingshead,
ences of 20th-Fox home office ex- arrives here today to make final arston Signs Milestone
ecutives and all of the company's
rangements for filming of "Musical
'roducer-Director Pact division, district and branch managers from every section of the counoast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
try except the Rocky Mountain and Browne
Mexico." Resigns from IATSE
lywood — Samuel Bronston has Pacific Coast territories closed on
Chicago — George E. Browne, forI Lewis Milestone to an exclu- Friday at the Hotel Astor. Confermer IATSE president now in Sandproducer-director contract,
ees from out of town pulled out for
stone Federal prison, has resigned
■one and Bronston are looking home immediately following the close his membership in the Chicago Stageof the final session.
Dlays and literary properties.
hands' Union.

m

Next Drive to Be Directed By
Leading Independents
(Continued from Page II

"Raiders of Ghost City"
(Serial — 13 Chapters)
Universal
20 mins.
Well-Produced Action Drama
Designed primarily for juvenile
audiences, the special attention given
to production quality, casting and
direction lifts this one into an adult
interest category, with plenty of
logical, thrilling, anti-climaxes to
keep them coming back for the continuity. An excellent musical score
for the action background is effectively played.
Dennis Moore, Wanda McKay,
Lionel Atwill, Regis Toomey, Joe
"Fish Fry"
Sawyer, and Addison Richards are
(Walter Lantz Cartune)
Universal
7 mins. some of the more familiar names
who head a huge supporting cast.
Very Amusing
The story has to do with the wipClever situation well animated,
ing out of a gang of thieves who
against a pleasing Technicolor back- pose as die-hard Confederates and
ground, points this up as one of the raid gold shipments in California at
better Andy Panda cartoons. Andy the close of the Civil War.
buys a pet goldfish which looks
mighty appetizing to a tom-cat. The
fish does some very funny bits in Rep. Closes Deal with
eluding the cat until the cat is final- Golden State, T. and D„ Jr.
ly thwarted by the bulldog owner of.
the pet shop.
San Francisco — Closing of a deal
for Republic's new program with the
"Midnight Melodies" 15 mins. Golden State and the T. and D., Jr.,
Universal
enterprises, operating 90 houses in
Entertaining
Northern California, was announced
Features Matty Malneck and his on Friday by J. R. Grainger, president and general sales manager of
Orchestra, and Connie Haines and
the Smart Set sharing honors with the film company.
some special vocal arrangements.
Representing Republic were Grainger, Western District Sales Manager
Outstanding musical numbers of the
Francis
A. Bateman, and San Frangroup were "Volga Boatman,"
Branch Manager Sid Weisbaum.
played in the Malneck manner; "Lit- R. A.ciscoMcNeil
Golden
tle Brown Jug" which Connie deliv- State and M. A.represented
Naify the T. and
ers in pleasing style; and "Brother
John" as sung by the Smart Set, D., Jr., circuit.
made up of three girls and a boy
11 New Pictures Start,
accompanist.

Report Sears and Rank
Near Pact in UA Deal

BRANDT HEADS
6TH WAR LOAN

hibitors. The co-chairmen and other
officers of the drive are expected to
be announced next week.
The Sixth War Loan will run from
Armistice Day, Nov. 11, to Pearl
Harbor Day, Dec. 7. Quotas have
not bleyet
announced.
Ted Gamof thebeen
Treasury
Department
will
confer with campaign leaders next
week in New York.
Reports of the Fifth War Loan
campaign, conducted under R. J.
O'Donnell, are now being compiled
by
Joseph Kinsky, Campaign Coordinator.

New Approach is Seen
To Manpower Problem
(Continued from Page 1)
lem, with all necessary figures, will
be sent to Paul McNutt, WMC director, in Washington. The presentation will be made either personally by a WAC committee or be sent
by mail from New York,
The new data is expected to have
the desired effect on the WMC and
to offset the unfruitful meeting between McNutt and a WAC commit-

Honor Milwaukee Kids
Who Sold Most Bonds
Milwaukee — Allen M. Kulakow, 12,
and Larry J. Trayser, 14, were appointed honorary mayor and president of common council for a dey respectively as winners of a Fifth War
Loan Bond stunt under the direction of Louis W. Orlove, chairman of
the Milwaukee County - children's
Bond premieres of the motion picture division of WAC.
Kulakow sold 64 Bonds and Trayser 63. As part of the ceremonies
the youthful winners were tendered
a luncheon at the Elks Club by Mayor
John L. Bohn with the guests including J. M. Greenberg, co-ordinator of fense
the program;
City Council's
deMilton J.civilian
McGuire,
president of the common council;
Ira A. Bickhart, executive secretary
to Mayor Bohn; Joseph B. Swiderski, assistant secretary; Orlove and
Duke Hickey, MPPDA field representative.

"Fortress Japan" Aug. 10
World in Action's new issue,
"Fortress Japan" will be released
nationally by United Artists on August 10th. It includes many captured
Japanese films which present for the
first time authentic pictures of the
Jap homefront today.

"Kismet" for Astor

"Kismet," starring Ronald Colman
with Marlene Dietrich, is set to open
at the Astor, Aug. 22, following a
nine-week run of "Bathing Beauty."

EUGENE

PAUETTE

sitx^
LOCAL PLUGS
FOR LOCAL
RKO SHOWS
. . . on RKO s greal radio
program . . . daily over 177
Stations of the Blue
Network. Coast to Coast.

HOLLYWOOD
STAR
TIME
12:15 P. M. daily
Monday through Friday
Pacific Coait time

WITH
WALLY

BROWN

ALAN

ANNE

GRANT

■ CARNEY-MITCHELL-JEFFREYS
Produced by ROBERT FELLOWS • Directed by TIM WHELAN
Screen Play by Warren

Duff ond Pefer Milne

WITH THE NEW YORK CRITICS!

with Wanda
"A

smart combination

What

l£

Hale, N. Y. Daily News:

more

of music

and

screwy

comedy.

could you ask?"

with Lee Mortimer, N. Y. Daily Mirror:
"Fulltime, bigtime entertainment."

with Bosley Crowther, N. Y. Times:
"A show for those who want mere pleasure or for those
who

succumb

with Howard

to 'The Voice' ".

Barnes, N. Y. Herald-Tribune:

"A helter-skelter film musical, endowed with an excellent supporting company,
fetching
songs and
bits of
comic nonsense.

with Eileen Creelman, N. Y. Sun:
"Lives up to its title ...

A fast and scrambled

farce

broken up with song and dance."

with Rose Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American:
"Gay

and tuneful entertainment— fast-moving comedy

with songs and dances."

with Archer Winsten, N. Y. Post:
" 'The Voice' is here to stay . . . Movie version of hectic
Broadway hit no shrinking violet . . . slap-happy farce
. . . surefire."
KEEP SELLING

WAR

OF THE TROOPS

BONDS.

WHO

NEVER

FIGHT
STOP!

BY THE SIDE

It's business like this that mokes The Biggest Figur

SUBSEQUENT
RUNS...
"It set a new all-time record for a splitweek booking and did smash business
in all of our 37 metropolitan theatres!"
-HAROLD

MIRISCH, RKO

CIRCUIT

"We played to exceptional grosses and
the public received the picture with great
enthusiasm!"

SAM

RINZLER, RANDFORCE

AMUSEMENT

CO.

. . . and the story of its sensational business comes
in with record-setting figures from Schine Circuit,
Loew's, Warner Bros., M. A. Shea, Fabian Theatres,
John Harris, Fox West Coast, St. Louis Amusement
Company,

Al Boyd, Wilmer & Vincent and many

others! In subsequent runs everywhere, it matches
the box-office greatness
weeks on Broadway!

wformance

that held it 19 big

Century-Fox

KEEP SELLING WAR BONDS!
FIGHT BY THE SIDE OF THE
TROOPS WHO NEVER STOP!
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See Varied Opinions
On British Report
(Continued from Page 1)
proposals, while the KRS would not
make any comment.
Labor organizations are definitely in favor of the
suggested program.
Sir Alexander Korda is completely unsold on the recommendation of
cheap pictures, holding that the only
way to maintain competition with
Hollywood, here and in America, is
by making top-notch productions.

WB Key Execs, to Meet;
Sales Convention is Out
(Continued from Page 1)
ited group of key executives, including home office, studio, sales and theater depaz-tments, to be held August
14 at company
the company's
Burbankover
studio,
the
announced
the
week-end.
Warners stated at the same time
that there would be no large annual sales convention this year.

Religious Themes Finding
Argen. Favor — Goodman
A decided preference for motionpictures that strike a religious note
is being evidenced both in Argentina and South Africa where the public appears to be tiring of run-ofthe-mill Hollywood films, according
to Del Goodman, Paramount foreign
representative, who arrived here recently via Pan American Airways.
Goodman said that Argentinianmade pictures were popular but that
they were making no inroads on
American-made product. He said
that in South Africa the public was
interested in war newsreels as well
as religious pictures and that little
interest was shown in the Pacific
war.

Multiany to Fabian
Hoboken, N. J. — Edward Multiany,
formerly manager of the Warner
Rivoli, Paterson, has been named
manager of the Fabian Theater, succeeding Arthur Manfredonia, just
promoted to the managing directorship of the Stanley, Jersey City. He
succeeds George Kelly, new Warner
advertising and publicity director
for northern New Jersey.

Degrees — No Breeze
Frees Employees
Friday's 93 degrees of heat gave
most of the home office and exchange workers an early head start
for week-end relief at resort points
when orders came through at 3 p.m.
to call it a day. Air conditioned 20thFox and Para, exchanges in New York
found their employees impervious to
the order and pleased to finish the
regular working day.

DAILY

reviews or new fums
'Sweet and Lowdown"
with Linda Darnell. Lynn Ban, Jack Oakie,
James Cardwell, Benny Goodman and Band.
20th-Fox
75 Mins.
TOP BILLING OF BENNY GOODMAN
AND BAND MAKES THIS ONE TREAT
FOR THE BOBBY-SOCK TRADE.

"Gypsy Wildcat"

with Maria Montez, Jon Hall
Universal
75 Mins.
TECHNICOLOR SPECTACLE DIRECTS
ITS APPEAL MAINLY TO MEN AND KIDS.

In "Gypsy Wildcat" Universal once more
has dressed Maria Montez in Technicolor
for the benefit of the boys. To parade
"Sweet and Lowdown" is aimed squarely her physical allurements the studio has seat the bobby-sock trade. Bearing out this
lected a time-worn yarn about the lost
I view are the importance given to Benny child of royal blood who is brought p by
Goodman and his band and the very nature gypsies as one of their own. Fortunately
of the story. The adults who are not ad- the maturer members of the male populadicted to hot rhythms are likely to have
tion will be so preoccupied with the physia bit of difficulty focussing their interest
cal charms of Miss Montez that they will
on what transpires on the screen. However, story.
give little thought to the failings of the
the loyalty of the younger element will
more than make up for any possible deAs for the film itself, it is strictly juvenile
| fection on the part of the older crowd.
stuff that will provoke intelligent perGoodman and his boys are easily the
sons to laughter more often than not. It
main attraction in the film, which was
must
be said
for the
picture
that
it
given plenty of production values by Pro-kes no pretense at being anything but
ducer William Le Baron. They well de- cicak-and-sword melodrama. Not counting
server the top billing on theater marquees. the hold Miss Montez will exert on the men,
It is they who are primarily responsible for the picture is packed with the kind of
keeping the proceedings lively and on the entertainment that appeals to the youngsters.
credit side. They rise to the occasion in The film goes in for action and excitement
the rendition of four Mack Gordon-James on a big scale. Escapes and violence crowd
Monaco tunes entitled "I'm Making Be- the story, providing the means for thrills
lieve," "Ten Days With Baby." "Chug, without number, as far as kids are conChug, Choo-Choo, Chug," and "Hey Bub! cerned.
Technicolor is the saving of the film,
Let's Have a Ball."
James Cardwell, whose first listed role
providing an eye appeal that is considerwas in "The Sullivans," has the leading
even if it doesn't add to the believamale part. He is a poor lad whose trumpet bility able,
of any of the incidents.
Jon Hall is the hero of the piece. He is
wizardry lands him in Goodman's band.
His success and the realization that he
a dashing land we do mean dashing) couris of great value to the band swells his
tier who does battle with a villainous baron
noggin, and he deserts his benefactor and (Douglas Dumbrillei who tries to force
organizes an outfit of his own. Proving Miss Montez into a marriage with him in
a flash in the pan, the ingrate is soon back order to get possession of the lands and
where he started from. But save your fortunes to which she is the rightful heiress.
tears. When the end arrives he's back The baron attempts to get his way by
with the Goodman band, contrite and wiser.
threatening her gypsy pals with a dire fate
A strong romantic flavor has been in- for the murder of the count who sired her.
jected into the stereotyped yarn of Richard
Need you be told that the baron is actualEnglish and Edward Haldeman which was
ly the murderer? Hall not only saves the
developed into a screenplay by the former. day for the lady and the gypsies but has
Vying for the trumpeting lad's favor are
Linda Darnell, a sweet young thing, and
Lynn Bari, band singer who loses no time
trying to take advantage of the romantically
inexperienced Cardwell, with the former
coming out ahead.
The cast performs well under the direction of Archie Mayo. Much of the
film's amusement must be credited to Jack
Oakie and Ally n Joslyn, who between them
monopolize the laugh content of the production.
CAST: Benny Goodman and band, Linda
Darnell, Lynn Bari, Jack Oakie, James Cardwell, Allyn Joslyn, John Campbell, Roy Benson, Dickie Moore, Buddy Swan, Beverly
Hudson, Dorothy Vaughan, George Lessey,
Ray Mayer, Billy Dawson, Harry McKim,
Robert Emmett Keane, Hope Landin, Cara
Williams, Roger Clark, William Colby.
CREDITS: Producer, William Le Baron;
Director.^ Archie Mayo; Screenplay, Richard
English; Based on story by Richard English,
Edward Haldeman; Songs, Mack Gordon,
James Monaco; Cameraman, Lucien Ballard; Art Directors, Lyle Wheeler, Maurice
Ransford; Set Decorators, Thomas Little,
Walter M. Scott; Film Editor, Dorothy Spencer; Special Effects, Fred Sersen; Sound,
W. D. Flick, Roger Heman; Musical Directors, Emil Newman, Charles Henderson.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Name Greenblatt
Midwestern Mana

the way to her heart cleared when her gypsy lover is killed in her defense.
Most of the players merely fill their
roles. The acting honors fall to Leo Carrillo
as the head gypsy, Nigel Bruce and Dumbrille.
George Waggner produced sumptuously,
with Roy William Neill contributing direction that is no better than so-so. James
Hogan, Gene Lewis and James M. Cain
• surprise) knocked out the screenplay from
a yarn by Hogan and Ralph Stock.
CAST: Maria Montez, Jon Hall, Peter
Coe, Nigel Bruce, Leo Carrillo, Gale Sondergaard, Douglas Dumbrille, Curt Bois,
Harry Cording.
CREDITS: Producer, George Waggner;
Director, Roy William Neill; Screenplay,
James Hogan, Gene Lewis, James M.
Cain; Based on story by James Hogan,
Ralph Stock; Additional Dialogue, Joseph
Hoffman; Cameramen, George Robinson,
W. Howard Greene; Art Directors, John B.
Goodman, Martin Obzina; Sound Director,
Bernard B. Brown; Set Decorators, Russell
A. Gausman, Ira S. Webb; Special Photography, John P. Fulton; Musical Score, Edward Ward; Musical Direction, Edward
Ward; Film Editor, Russell Schoengarth;
Dance Director, Lester Horton; Song, George
Waggner, Edward Ward.
Fine.
DIRECTION, So-So.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

RKO

(Continued from Page 1)
Radio Pictures since I

Mochrie also announced tha-.i
as manager
of thesucceeds
Pittsburgh
b
rice
E. Lefko
Gree'
shifting from Indianapolis
Russell L. Brentlinger, salesnic
comes branch manager, succi
Lefko.

Films Advisory Counci
in "W
This Week
Meets (Continued
from Page 1)
Advisory Committee will be
here late this week, Lincoln V
rows, WPB motion picture
predicted Friday. The industr
pers will be brought here to g
bad news on raw stock at first
with Burrows outlining the
situation and explaining why
must slice their film usage si
for the next several months.
Burrows is also expected tc
the committee every assurance
the present emergency is only
porary — that if all goes wel
companies may revert after ;
months to using raw stock a
rate of 75 per cent of their
consumption. He will probab
sist, however, that they stay \
that figure. They have beei
above
months. that figure for the pas
There is a strong possibilitj
that there may be a consid*
quantity of film unused by thi
tary, much of which will eve;
go to the industry.
This tri
would not take place soon e:
however, to avert the pinch
next three months.
Burrows
said there is no
emergency problem to discuss
the
tory.committee, other matters o
duction supply being quite sa'

Loew Mors. Transferred
The following managerial
fers were announced
recent
Joseph R. Vogel, in charge o
of-town
theater
operations
Loew's: Jack Foxe, temporary
ager of Loew's, Richmond, mov
Loew's Columbia,
Washington
is succeeded by Brock Whitlock,
ager of Loew's Reading, Pa. j
vacancy.
rence R. Levy will fill the Ret

THEATER DEAL
Detroit — The Perrein Theatei
side house, is being taken ov
Elton V. Samuels, veteran tl
manager. George Aley, former
er, is retiring from show busine
Detroit — Leonard
Steph
Pontiac, Mich., has taken ovi
Evart Theater
at Evart
Bird.
House will be manag
Mrs. Stephenson.

M. P. Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 2 let floor
New York N. Y.
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|.S.ASKS FOR MODIFIED DECREE
ichib. Organizations May Carry On Tax Plan
bciations Planning
Complete Divorcement
Of Theaters Asked in
Co-ordinate Details
Summary
of
Proposals
Round Table Groups
D of J's Application

move by several exhibitor orations to carry on with the
1 table conference on taxation,
te the vetoing of the project
»e MPPDA, is understood to be
jrk.

•ports from the field over the
.veek-end indicated that organim leaders would attempt to coate the details of the plan which
1 for a united front on the part
fchibitors against discriminatory
(Continued on Page 3)

io to Drop State
missions Levy!
i
;umbus,

O. — Abolition of the
per cent Ohio admissions tax
vocated by Tax Commissioner
am S. Evatt in a report to Gov• Bricker
suggesting
possible
ses in the state tax structure.
t argued that the impost is not
alt to administer and could be
led on a local basis by muniies needing more income for
Continued on Page 10)

Modifications in the N. Y. Consent Decree sought by the Department of Justice in
its application filed yesterday in Federal Court are summarized as follows:
1— Elimination of block-booking.
2 — Prohibition of conditioning of a license in one theater on the making of a license
in another theater.
3 — Elimination of arbitrary requirements limiting the persons who may arbitrate
and substitution of money damages for individual licensing as the relief granted.
4— Extension of arbitration to cover any discrimination which violates the Sherman
Act.
5— Elimination of the statement that clearance is essential to distribution and substitution ofa definition of unreasonable clearance which holds that any clearance which
unreasonably restrains competition
between
theaters is unreasonable.
6— Extension of arbitrator's powers to make awards affecting a run so that they
could eliminate all clearance even where theaters involved are highly competitive.
7 — Unreasonable clearance held by distributor-owned theaters on the owning distributor's product is made subject to arbitration.
8 — Prohibition of theater acquisitions by defendants.
9 — Complete divorcement of production and distribution from exhibition within a
three-year period.
10 — Voiding of pooling agreements between

defendants and prohibition of future

pools.
11 — Provision for supplemental proceedings directed at situations where defendants
now monopolize theater operations for the purpose of divesting defendants of theaters
in order to restore competition.
12 — Elimination of the exemption of affiliated theaters from certain arbitration with
respect to the terms on which their films are licensed in their own theaters and the
substitution of a general prohibition against licensing affiliated theaters on terms
which unreasonably restrain unaffiliated houses from competing.

Williams is Named
Exploitation Chief

13 — Voiding of all existing franchises and an injunction against renewal.
franchises are exempted under the present decree.

x Williams, manager of Loew's
ers in St. Louis, has been aped director of exploitation for
;d Artists Pictures,
nouncement was made yester(Continued on Page 10)

See New Court

Wilson" First WeeU
Roxy Gross $155,000
r1 "Wilson" is expected to wind up
first week at the Roxy tonight
th an estimated gross of $155,'0, an all-time record. Yesterday's
ke was equal to that of the openly day. House is opening earlier
ring the run of the picture.

14 — A request that Section III (trade showing)

Certain

again be made effective.

But Compromise Looms as a Possibility
UA Latin America Mgrs.
By ANDREW H. OLDER
Washington Bureau
of THE FILM
Here For Sales Meeting

An immediate cessation of
theater aquisitions by the five
signers of the New York Consent Decree, and complete divorcement of theater operation from film
production and distribution within
three years was asked by the Department of Justice in an application to modify the decree, filed yesterday in N. Y. Federal Court, Atnounced. torney General Francis Biddle, anFurther(Continued
changeson in
Page the
6) ' decree,

Distrib. Attorneys
Call Decree Huddle
Attorneys for the five companies
affected by the New York consent
decree will meet today to decide what
action will be taken in view of Attorney
Biddle'sdecree.
recommendations forGeneral
a modified
It appears certain that the distributors will put up a vigorous fight
against the proposals. As one at(Continued on Page 3)

$8,000,000 Made So Far
By "Army," Says Berlin
Warner Bros.' "This Is the Army"
has earned to date $8,000,000, with
this figure expected to be boosted
another $2,000,000 before the film
has completed making the rounds,
it was reported yesterday by Irving
(Continued on Page 10)

DAILY

Washington — Filing of an application for a modified consent decree
Branch managers of United Artists' Central and South American by Attorney General Francis Biddle
exchanges, who arrived in New York yesterday was seen here as a preduring the past week, will gather
liminary to the bringing of court
for a Latin-American sales meeting action in a number of localities
at the Warwick Hotel today.
where the Department of Justice
Walter Gould, UA foreign man- has been compiling evidence of alager, will preside at the meeting,
leged monopolistic practices and
which will be highlighted by a gen- anti-trust violation. It does, how(Continued on Page 13)
(Continued on Page 10)

Says Consent Decree
Now is Not a Decree
Inasmuch as the five theater-owning distributors are not likely to
agree to divorcement, the proposed
Government document could not be
a consent decree, an industry spokesman said last night, adding that
"only
a court trial" can determine
the issue.

Tuesday, August 8,

Ezell's Appointment
To OCR Not Yet Confirmed
Washington
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Washington — Although the appointment isstill not confirmed there
seems to be little doubt now that
Dallas exhibitor Claude Ezell will
be named as a dollar-a-year consultant to the OCR. Ezell will not put
full-time into his Government work,
being available frequently, however,
to advise the OCR on theater problems.
His post will be a new one, and he
will be replacing neither George W.
McMurphey nor John Eberson, chief
of th Amusements Section and consultant on theaters respectively —
both of whom resigned earlier in the
Summer. Ezell's work will include
some of the authority of both these
jobs, however. Whether these jobs
will be filled has not yet been decided.

Dismiss $500,000 Suit

Federal Judge William Bondy
has dismissed the $500,000 suit
brought against Warners by Ethel
Levey, former wife of the late George
Rochester, N. Y. — Funeral services M. Cohan who had charged the
will be held tomorrow for Albert F. company with violating her rights
Sulzer, 65, vice-chairman of the Eastman Kodak Co. board of directors, of privacy in "Yankee Doodle Dandy." The court ruled that the plainwho died Sunday. A graduate of
tiff had not been sufficiently porMIT, he was with Eastman since
trayed in the film to justify the
1901. He became general manager charge.
of the plant in 1929, a director in
1932 and vice-president in charge of Audition Tele Talent
Kodak Park in 1934.
He is survived by his widow; his
A weekly audition period for commercial television talent has been
mother, Mrs. Frederick Sulzer, and
established
by Ruthrauff & Ryan,
three sisters, residents of Chicago.
Inc., advertising agency. Sessions
will be held each Friday at the DuUlmer to Head Own
Mont studios. Tom Vietor and Betty
McCarthy, of the agency, will select
Unit Producing for PRC
talent to be tested.
Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

COfllinC and G0IIK
CARL LESERMAN, UA general sales mar
and EDWARD SCHNITZER, home office e:
five, returned yesterday from the comp
sales meeting in Chicago.
HENRY GINSBERG, Paramount vice-pres
and general manager in charge of studio
duction, and WILLIAM MEIKELJOHN, hea
the studio talent dept., will leave Holly
Friday to confer with home office execs
New York on a "closer co-ordination" plan.
LEO COHEN, film producer and distribute
spending
Monday. several days in Washington, D. C,
is expected to return to his New York des
A. J. O'KEEFE, Universale Western sales i
ager, left the home office yesterday for
troit.
DON
GEORGE,
associated
in production
music
enterprises
with
Duke
Ellington,
Hollywood for arr extended business visit.
JOHN

H. HARRIS, head of the Harris Am

ment
Companies
and "Ice Capades,"
retu '
to Pittsburgh over the week-end after spen
several months in Hollywood.
CORPORAL
MONROE
GOODMAN,
form
with Paramount Pictures, is in town on a
lough from Kelly Field, San Antono,
whert
operates the post theater.
FAY BAINTER, accompanied by her husb
RECINALD S. H. VENABLE, is at the Wald
Astoria from the Coast.
HUGH OWEN, general sales manager
Vanguard Films, is back in New York froi
tour of 14 United Artists exchanges in <
nection

with

"Since

You

Went

Away."

Inspect Chi. Theater Ceilings

Chicago — Paul Gearhardt, Jr., C ,
cago building commissioner, has
dered that every theater ceiling |
Chicago be rigidly inspected as I
suit of the B & K United Arti '
Theater's ceiling damage. B & i
reopened the theater yesterday ;
ter repairs.

DAILY

Hollywood — Edgar Ulmer will
head his own unit for PRC, it was
announced by President Leon Fromkess. Ulmer will produce and direct three pictures for 1944-45
scheduled, first of which will be
"Swamp Man." His latest directorial effort is "Bluebeard."

Acquires "10 Nights"

Chicago — Globe Film Co. has acquired exclusive distribution rights
in
Illinois
and Indiana to "Ten Nights
—
Vs
—
% in a Bar Room," William FarnumTom Santschi revival, according to
James N. Jovan. Deal was closed
with Sack Amusement Enterprises
Paul Bryan Dies on Coast
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY of Dallas, current owners of negative and world rights.
Hollywood— Paul M. Bryan, 69,
producer of Reel Life, the old Gaumont company's newsreel, is dead. Lloyd Rust Resigns
He worked at several film studios
Resignation of Lloyd Rust, Dallas
and once headed the Universal scebranch
manager for Republic Picnario department. In recent years
tures, was announced yesterday.
he was statistician for the Los AnRust, who had been branch mangeles Times. Survivors include his
ager for the past nine years, will
widow, Ethel, two brothers, a sister,
engage in his own film enterprises,
a son and a grandson.
which will include some theater
ventures.
Patrick a Prisoner
Indianapolis — Capt. Robert C. Patrick, formerly of RCA-Victor,
pilot of a B-17, is a prisoner
of war in Germany. He previously
had been reported as missing over
Europe since May 12.

Full list of concessions sought of
Loew's, Paramount, 20th-Fox, RKO
and Columbia by the Screen Office
and Professional Employes Guild,
Local 109, CIO, in negotiations for
new contracts to replace those that
expired on July 28 was made public
yesterday by the union.
Heading the list are demands for
five per cent cost-of-living general
increase, 10 per cent length-of-service increase for all white collar employes with five years' service and
a closed shop, not to mention establishment of job classifications and
salary schedules, work on which has
been going on for some time.
Some other important concessions
sought are improved grievance machinery, better seniority protection
and more generous severance pay.

Albert Sulzer Rites
In Rochester Tomorrow

West
.....
+
!/4

Bureau

SOPEG Reveals Full List
.
Of New Contract Demands

Joe Abramson to Coast
Chicago — Joe Abramson, secretary
to Jack Kirsch, Illinois Allied president, has resigned and will go to
the West Coast shortly.

POSTPONEMENT
OF TRADE SHOWS
//

on M'G-M's

LOST

IN A

(Previously announced for August 10th
in all M-G-M Branch Office Cities)

HAREM'
WATCH

FOR NEW

DATES

cW

;sday, August 8, 1944

lib, Orgs. May
irry On Tax Plan

rgeant Jerome Shapiro
lied in Action in France
hicago — Sgt. Jerome Shapiro,
nerly manager of the Essaness
~ie Theater, was killed in action
in France, according to word
,1 received from the War Depart^ ment by his father, Charles
ipiro, Essaness theater supervisor.
of
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lolly wood — Columbia has given
i;ducer-writer Virginia Van Upp
Vw long-term contract without op*s. Her initial solo stint as a
;ducer is an untitled romantic
ihedy co-starring
Irene
Dunne,
a-les Boyer and Charles Coburn
r before the cameras. She also
two other productions
in the
jaration stage.

te Davis to Produce
' Coast

Bureau

of
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(Continued from Page 1)
torney
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•
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Iollywood — Bette Davis is going
produce pictures.
Not that she
going to quit acting, however.
will be a co-producer on one of
three pictures a year. Her first
as a co-producer
at Warner
is., whose contract with her gives
jtethat
be "Stolen
Life,"
doneright,
by will
Elisabeth
Bergner,
ch Warner Bros, bought at Miss
Lis's request.

staffed the Bond booth in the big cash

register in Times Sguare during the Fifth War Loan have organized
the Million-Dollar Bond Club to raise $1,000,000 in $1,000 individual sales
to be applied
to the Sixth War
Loan
and
Charley
Moskowitz
was the first to subscribe tor a $1,000 Bond. . .

Maga-

appeared an item quoting Glen Griswold's Public Relations News as
saying that Harry W. McHose
of the Cigar
Institute had
disavowed
any
connection
with the cigar-smoking
sequences
in pictures
Well, the Cigar Institute tells us tha since that item appeared, a number of film executives have called to inquire if the C. I. had discontinued its effective tie-ups
Because it ain't so
At present the
Institute has two tie-ups — Paramount's "Double Indemnity" and Warners' "Mark Twain"
and
more
pictures
are scheduled
for the
coming
year than at any
time in the history of the Institute
• Bill Briscoe of the RKO

Grand

in Chi-

cago has a "Wishing Well" in the lobby where patrons toss in pen
nies for the Red Cross
More than a thousand pennies have been
dropped in to date, the patrons feeling that it's a good luck gesture to
contribute. . . • If Claude Ezell accepts that OCR post in Washington,
it will be a 90-day stint, according to reliable information. . . • J. H.
Carton, relief manager for the Skouras Circuit in North Jersey, will celebrate his 50th wedding anniversary Sunday and to celebrate, he and
Mrs. Carton will be re-married. . .
organist at
transferred
a farewell
Fifth War
badly

Loew's
to the
party
Loan

T
•

•

•

• Ted Meyn,

who

has beeni the

Jersey in Jersey City for the last 12 years, has been
Broadway Capitol
Jersey City groups gave him
and a wrist watch.
. . • Have
you sent in your
report
yet?
The
national
committee
wants
it

AVENGE

PEARL

T

T

HARBOR!

Halifax No- Visitor Law
Hits Theater Business

Halifax, N. S. — Business at all the
local theaters has been affected adversely by the prevailing drive
against traffic into Halifax by the
d Wehrenberg Recovering
Canadian government. The campaign has cut down the floating popf. Louis — Fred Wehrenberg, head
ulation substantially and the lines
he Wehrenberg Circuit and pres- in front of all the theaters have
t of the MPTO of St. Louis, been either eliminated or reduced
item Missouri and Southern Illi- materially. These lines had been in
, has recovered sufficiently from evidence at every theater every
prolonged attack of arthritis so night, and often in the afternoons.
]. he now is able to spend a few
The campaign against persons visl's daily at his office in the Ciniting Halifax except on war busi•11a Theater Building.
ness was started to relieve congestion and it has affected almost all
types of business. Dominion police
are now checking up on persons coming into Halifax to find out if they
have the right to be here. Before
the ban became effective thousands
of visitors used to come into Halifax
from other parts of Nova Scotia
August 9
and practically all of them would
Fred Newmeyer
Charles Farrell
take in at least one film show while
Ed Schwarz
Dorothy
Jordan
Nat Pendelton
Cerrit Lloyd
here. Getting a seat, which had been
Charles Davis
a problem for about five years, is
no longer a poser for ticket buyers.

END BIRTHDAY
REETINGS TO...

• Cosmopolitan

zine's August issue has a iour-page layout devoted to M-G-M's 20year anniversary. . . • In the July 26 column by Phil M. there

So Phil M. apologizes. . .

w Van Upp Contract
Bureau

Disfrib. Attorneys
Call Decree Huddle

*1 »
i

(Continued from Page 1)
.jation. A detailed plan had been
j'ked out by Dave Palfreyman of
MPPDA.
-;|tis possible that the MPTOA will
;e the initiative in establishing
conference, inasmuch as some
-i.ts affiliated theater members are
imgly in favor of carrying on
h the idea. It was learned that
of the 45 exhibitor organizations
agreed to participate in the en,)i'ise.

t Coast
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Harry Rapf Signs New
Long Term M-G-M Pact
West

Coast

Bureau

of
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Hollywood — Rounding out twenty
years of continuous service with
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Harry Rapf
yesterday was signed to a new longterm contract. Harry Rapf came to
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer with L. B.
Mayer and the late Irving Thalberg
and took over the studio from 1924.

said, "We

are not going

to

take
this Hazen,
lying down."
Joseph
spokesman for the
attorneys during the previous negotiations, said yesterday he regarded
that portion of the Attorney General's statement concerning blockbooking as being of particularly vital importance. It means, he said,
that exhibitors will have to buy
pictures singly if the modified decree should become effective. That,
he said, is exactly opposite to what
the exhibitors have been asking.
Most of the attorneys did not receive copies of the recommendations
until late yesterday afternoon and
they planned to read and study them
last evening.

Kokomo Curfew Statute
Bans Kids From Streets
Kokomo, Ind. — Kokomo has a new
curfew, but enforcement will not
begin until later. The curfew bans
children under 17 from streets after
10 p.m. weekdays and 11 p.m. Friday and Saturday. Parents may be
fined dren$50
to be for
out permitting
after hours.their chilThe question of whether members
of school football and basketball
teams will be affected by the ordinance will be left to the police department.

Reade Stand Suffers Fire
Officials of the Walter Reade chain
left the home office yesterday to ascertain damage caused by fire to the
circuit's St. James Theater in Asbury Park, N. J. The blaze was reported yesterday morning to have
occurred in the theater. Damage is
said to have been largely to the
house's stage area. No official estimate has yet been made of the loss
in terms of costs.

STORK REPORTS

A baby girl, weighing six pounds
eight ounces was born last Friday
Dallas — A Dallas office will be to Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Kilpatopened by Bert Graetz, assistant rick at the Holy Name Hospital in
Teaneck, N. J. This is their third
sales manager of Motion Picture Ad- child.
Bob Kilpatrick is cashier
vertising Service Co., New Orleans,
to serve Arizona, New Mexico, and at the United Artists home office.
Texas. Graetz replaces sales agent Mother and daughter are doing fine.
Emil Skye, recently killed in an auto
Pittsburgh — Mr. and Mrs. Jake
accident. Company has six field
men at present, which will be ex- Soltz, of the Rhumba Theater in this
city, are the parents of a new baby
panded to 12.
girl, their fifth daughter.
Title Change

Dallas Office for Ad Service

St. John, N. B.— Roger Mitchell
"Both Barrels Blazing" is the new
title given by Columbia to the west- Franklin is a 9% pound arrival for
ern formerly identified as "Texas the Mitchell Franklins. The infant's daddy is secretary of the
Rifles." This is the second in Co& Herschorn theater cirlumbia's series built around the "Du- Franklin
cuit.
rango Kid" character.
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Complete Theater Divorcement AskedEliminates
Statement T]

Would Forbid Conditioning
Of License in One Theater
From Licensing Another

DIVORCEMENT BEFORE 3 YEARS

Clearance is Essential t<
The Distribution of Film

No Date Set for Divestment of Theaters in Towns Where
Distributors Control All Exhibition

(Continued from Page 1)

as requested by the Department
would force single booking of features, check circuit buying, and provide for money awards in arbitration complaints, at the same time
extending the scope of arbitration
to cover all anti-trust complaints.
Proposed revisions would define unreasonable clearance, permit an arbitrator to eliminate all clearance
in highly competitive situations, and
prohibit present and future pools
and franchise deals.
Yesterday's action followed rejection by the Attorney General of
a voluntary modification of the
existing decree which would have
extended divorcement proceedings
for another five years. Original decree carried a three-year postponement which expired Nov. 20, 1943.
Modifications sought by the Department were summarized by Wendell Berge, assistant attorney general, as follows:
1. Block-Booking
The decree as it stands has no provision against conditioning the licensing of one feature picture or
group of features upon the licensing of another feature or group of
features. The decree formerly permitted the tying of features together
in groups of five but the Department
believes that recent Supreme Court
decisions have made it clear that the
forcing of feature licenses by the
tying of one copyright to another is
unlawful.
2. Circuit-buying Power
Sections V and X of the present
decree, the only provisions expressly designed to check discriminations
resulting from circuit-buying power,
have proved wholly inadequate for
this purpose. The proposed modification of Section V would prohibit
the conditioning of a license. in one
theater on the making of a license
in another theater. The tying together of numerous theaters in filmlicensing deals prevents individual
theaters from being licensed in accordance with their individual competitive merits and this provision is
intended to give the single theater
operator a chance to compete with
theater chains in licensing films
from the defendants.
The proposed modification of Section X wipes out all of the arbitrary
requirements limiting the persons
who may arbitrate which are now
contained in that section and substitutes money damages for individual
licensing as the relief granted. It
is no longer limited to run discriminations but embraces any discrimination which violates the Sherman Act.
The arbitration machinery established by the decree could thus be
used to its full capacity as a mech-
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Washington — Under terms of the
consent decree proposal made yesterday by Attorney General Francis
Biddle, disposal of a great number
of metropolitan theaters by the majors would be required much sooner
than the three years set as the limit
for complete divorcement. No specific date has been set for divestment of theaters in towns where the
distributors hold monopolies on exhibition, but the court would be expected to set a comparatively early
date, informed sources at the D of J,
said yesterday.
To come within the meaning of
this provision, it would not be necessary that all theaters in an area
belong to the defendants. It would
apply as well for instance in cities
where the distributors hold a monopoly on first-run houses, or on nabes.

One problem, never completely
settled by the department, is whether
it would be permissible for a defendant to elect to remain in exhibition rather than distribution, or to
sell all his theaters to one party.
There is no clear answer at this point,
even though the complaint is against
the combination of the two activities.
On the other hand anti-trust attorneys point to the suits against
Schine, Crescent, Griffith and other
large independent circuits as possible .weather vanes to show that antitrust action could be expected to
force the breakup of large circuits.
Assistant Attorney General Tom
C. Clark has said on more than one
occasion that if it finally fights the
case in court the Government will
seek dissolution of large unaffiliated
circuits
as well as th majors' theater holdings.

Kogod Named to Serve
On D. C. Welfare Board

Goldwyn Assigns Seven
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Stars to "Home Again"
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Washington — Fred Kogod of the
Kogod-Burka Circuit, Washington,
was named over the week-end to
serve on the District of Columbia
welfare board. Kogod, a veteran exhibitor, has been interested in charitable and welfare work for many
years, and the new appointment honors his long-time civic leadership.

Hollywood — With seven stars already assigned to top roles, and
more to be chosen soon, Samuel
Goldwyn announced plans for the
production of "Home Again," a picture of epic dimensions, telling the
story of men back from the/ fighting
fronts. Two writers have been assigned to the script, and a staff of
research experts is gathering data
from every section of the nation.

anism for granting prompt and inexpensive relief against violations
of the Act.
3. Unreasonable Clearance
The changes proposed for Section
VIII may be summarized as follows:
(a) The statement that clearance
is essential to the distribution of
films is eliminated and a definition
of unreasonable clearance is substituted, which declares any clearance
which unreasonably restrains competition between theaters to be unreasonable.
(b) The provision that no award
shall affect a run is stricken and
the arbitrator is given express power
to eliminate all clearance even where
the theaters involved are highly
competitive. Thus, if he finds that
by virtue of the other factors enumerated in the section, it is unreasonable for the complainant's theater to be made to follow the theater complained against, he may
prohibit the granting of clearance
in favor of that theater over the
complainant, even where they are
in the same competitive area. If he
believes that the complainant should
have clearance over the theater complained against, he is still not permitted to make an affirmative award
of clearance, but he may give par-

tial relief gainst such clearance discrimination by providing that no
clearance shall be granted in favor
of the theater holding the unreasonable clearance.
(c) Unreasonable
clearance
held
by distributor-owned theaters on the
owning distributor's product is made
subject to arbitration.
4. Distributor Ownership of Theaters
The existing decree now contains
no restrictions on future theater
acquisitions by the defendants. The
proposed new Section XI would prohibit all such acquisitions and require the complete divorcement of
production and distribution from exhibition within a three-year period.
It also declares void the existing
agreements between defendants by
which various theater interests owned by them are pooled and prohibits
such pooling in the future. It further
provides for supplemental proceedings directed at situations where
the defendants now monopolize theater operations for the purpose of
divesting the defendants of such theaters as may be necessary to restore
competition in those areas.
Section XVII of the present decree exempts theaters affiliated with
the defendant distributors from the
operation of certain of the arbitra-

tion provisions with respect to
terms on which their films are
censed in their own theaters,
exemption is stricken, and in
place is substituted a general ]
hibition against licensing affilk
theaters on terms which unreas
able restrain the ability of una)
iated theaters to compete with thj
5. Franchises
Section XV of the present decj
expressly exempts certain fil
chises to which the defendants
parties from their operation. 1]
section is stricken and a provif
voiding all of their existing fil
chises is substituted with an injtj
ton against renewal.
The provisions of the decree
lating
the mechanics
of theVI a-,i
tration tosystem,
and Sections
VII, providing for the arbitration!
complaints involving the inability [
license any run and the licensing .1
features found to be locally offens J
respectively, are left unchanged. I
change in the terms of Section l\
relating to trade-showing
is gj
posed, although a request is ns!
that this section again be made j
fective, as it expired by the teij
of the decree on September 1, 19,
The Department believes that
American
Arbitration
Associat j
and the Appeal Board have adrn
istered the arbitration provision:
the decree with marked
sua
within the limits imposed by the
stantive sections of the decree,
that there is no dispute as to
desirability of continuing to use
arbitration system now establi:
for the adjustment of exhibitor cjH
plaints.
It has, however, readB
the conclusion that such a sys«|
may not, by itself, be made adequf|
to bring the operations of the \ \
fendants into conformity
with j I
requirements
of the Sherman i\
It believes that this objective J]
only be; accomplished by a compli
separation of their theater-open ^
ing business from their producr
and distributing activities and
the divestiture of a substantial m
ber of theaters from the thea
operating
companies
respectivt
owned by them.
In view of the practical diffi
ties involved in bringing about s
a drastic change in the structure
the industry by judicial means,
Department, in 1940, was willing
postpone its efforts to secure s
relief for a three-year period w
the consent decree was given a ti
and other motion picture cases w
litigated^ The results to date of
litigation and the decisions of
Supreme
Court in other Sherni
Act cases since 1940 have reinfor
the Department's original conclus
first expressed in its complaint fil
in 1938, that conformity
with «
requires such a modification in
industry's economic
structure.
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Watch

them

break their own

records in these theatres— some
of the 250 who

are playing it

right on release date Aug. 17th.

R-K-0 Memorial, Boston, Mass.
R-K-0 Palace, Chicago, III.
R-K-0 Albee, Cincinnati, 0.
R-K-0 Palace, Columbus, 0.
R-K-0 Keiths, Dayton, 0.
R-K-0 Keiths, Lowell, Mass.
R-K-0 Palace, Rochester, N. Y.
R-K-0 Keiths, Syracuse, N. Y.
R-K-0 Lincoln- Palace, Trenton, N. J.
R-K-0 Keiths, Washington, D. C.
Palace, Akron, 0.
Strand, Albany, N. Y.
Earle, Allentown, Pa.
Strand, Altoona, Pa.
Plaza, Ashville, N. C.
Hollywood, Atlantic City, N. J.
Keiths, Baltimore, Md.
College, Bethlehem, Pa.
Strand, Binghampton, N. Y.
Lafayette, Buffalo, N. Y.
Ohio, Canton, 0.
Hippodrome, Cleveland, 0.
Liberty, Cumberland, Md.
Majestic, Dallas, Tex.

Denver- Esquire, Denver, Colo.
State, E. Liverpool, 0.
Plaza, El Paso, Tex.
Colonial, Erie, Pa.
Victory, Evansville, Ind.
Emboyd, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Worth, Ft. Worth, Tex.
Strand, Greensburg, Pa.
Senate, Harrisburg, Pa.
Majestic, Houston, Tex.
Indiana, Indianapolis, Ind.
Cambria, Johnstown, Pa.

Paramount, Omaha, Nebr.
Fox, Philadelphia, Pa.
Union Square, Pittsfield, Mass.
Civic, Portland, Me.

Uptown-Esquire- Fairway, Kansas City, Mo.
Capitol, Lancaster, Pa.
Lincoln, Lincoln, Nebr.

Roxy, Springfield, III.
Gillioz, Springfield, Mo.
Grand, Steubenville, 0.
Fox, St. Louis, Mo.
Rivoli, Toledo, 0.

Hillstreet-Pantages, Los Angeles, Calif.
Rialto, Lousiviile, Ky.
Orpheum, Madison, Wise.
Malco, Memphis, Tenn.
Lmcoln-Miami-Capitol, Miami, Fla.
Warner, Milwaukee, Wise.
Orpheum, Minneapolis, Minn.
State, New Bedford, Mass.
Roger Sherman, New Haven, Conn.
Criterion, New York, N. Y.
Cataract, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Newport- Colley, Norfolk, Va.

Majestic, Providence, R. I,
Astor, Reading, Pa.
State, Richmond, Ind.
Byrd-State, Richmond, Va^
Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah
Orpheum, Seattle, Wash.
Hollywood, Sioux Falls, S. D.,
Granada, Spokane, Wash.

Jayhawk, Topeka, Kans.
Troy, Troy, N. Y.
Orpheum, Tulsa, Okla.
Manos, Uniontown, Pa.
Court, Wheeling, W. Va.
Orpheum, Wichita, Kans.
Capitol, Williamsport, Pa.
Warner, Wilmington, Del.
Strand, York, Pa.
Warner, Youngstown, 0.

War Bulletin!
Have your bond
sales figures
ready for Fifth
War Loan report blank.
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Ohio to Drop Stale
Admissions Levy!

UA Latin America Mgrs.
Here For Sales Meeting
(Continued from Page 1)

eral discussion of the company's
sales policies on all forthcoming
product. Besides announcing the
new lineup, which includes several
foreign language features, Gould
will disclose the company's plans for
expansion in Latin-America with
special emphasis on the post-war
period.
The managers attending the sales
sessions include: Sam Seidelman,
Argentina; Enrique Zaez, Brazil; Joe
Goltz, Mexico; Victor Schochet, Peru;
Jorge Suarez, Chile; Henry Weiner,
Cuba; and Guy C. Smith, Canal Zone.
Among the members of the home
office foreign department staff who
will attend, in addition to Gould,
are: Tom Mulrooney, Harry Schroeder, Samuel Cohen, Len Daly, Walter Lieber, Earl Denison, Harry
Goldsmith, Howard Fessenden,
Thomas Healey, N. Vandensteen,
Alfredo Ayulo and John Reilly.
The business session will be preceded by a luncheon at the Warwick
Hotel, which, in addition to the above
named, will be attended by Edward
C. Raftery, president of United Artists; Paul O'Brien, of the company's
Rex Williams is Named
legal staff; the following producers'
representatives:
Neil Agnew, B. P.
UA Exploitation Chief
Schulberg, Lowell Calvert, Harry
Kosiner, Henry Brash, Seymour Poe,
(Continued from Page 1)
Maybelle Oldenhage, David (Skip)
day by Louis Pollock, advertising Weshner, Ed Peskay, Budd Rogers,
and publicity head of the company. Archie Mayers, Harry Archinal, WilWilliams, still in St. Louis, will not
liam Levy and members of the trade
assume his duties until the middle
press.
of the month.
A graduate of Indiana State College, Williams has been in show $8,000,000 Made So Far
business for some 20 years, working up from usher through the var- By "Army" Pic, Says Berlin
ious positions to theater head. One
(Continued from Page 1)
of his first important assignments
in 1927 when he managed the Grand Berlin at a press interview following his return from overseas after
theater. in Terre Haute and handled
four months of performances of the
publicity
for
the
city's
five
leading
theaters at the same time. In 1932 stage version of his show before an
he joined the Butterfield Circuit in estimated total of 300,000 American
Michigan as assistant to E. C. Beat- and British troops in Italy.
ty, president, and special field repIn its stage form "This Is the
resentative.
Army" has added some $2,000,000 to
earnings
derived from the film verFrom 1936 until he joined Loew's
sion, Berlin told the press. All
theaters four years ago he was district manager for the Indiana-Illi- profits from both stage and film
nois circuit.
versions have gone to Army Emergency Relief.
Berlin said he found the morale
Berman to Indianapolis
of our service personnel in Italy
Newark, N. J. — Herbert L. Ber- "swell."
man, since last October a member
Besides playing two shows a day
of Warners managerial staff in north during his stay in Italy, Berlin made
Jersey, has been appointed manager 35 additional personal appearances
of the Circle Theater, Indianapolis. at Army hospitals. He won a citaBerman formerly was in the motion
tion from Lt. Gen. Mark W. Clark
picture industry in Buffalo and Bos- for his work helping to elevate the
ton.
morale
Army. of the members of the Fifth

(Continued from Page 1)
local government and be dropped in
places that do not need extra tax
sources.
He held that the tax, on a local
basis, could be increased to five per
cent in larger cities with no effect
upon the revenues of downtown theaters and little on suburban stands.
A three per cent tax, Evatt said,
yielding now more than $2,000,000
annually would give larger Ohio
cities more money than increasing
the local government fund by approximately $3,000,000.
Ohio's admission tax law went into effect on Jan. 1, 1935. It is estimated that since that time theater
owners have paid some $15,000,000
into the state treasury out of their
own pockets, as most theaters absorb
the levy.
Proposal will be the subject of a
special meeting of the ITO of Ohio
board of directors in the near future.

_ At the interview Berlin made public for the first time in this country
a new song dedicated to the American infantry. Approved by the
Army, the tune is called "There Are
No Wings on a Foxhole." The song
Cleveland — Shirlee Israel, secre- was
sung for the firt time in Rome.
tary to Bob Snyder of Al Dezel Road
After a brief respite in the states,
Show Attractions, was married Sunday to Frank Davis, recently given Berlin will rejoin the "This Is the
an honorable discharge from the Armv" company wherever it might
be.
Navy.

UJEDDIflG BELLS
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PREVIEW
OF THE
MAGAZINE
THAT
KEEPS ON GIVING
ITS READERS

MORE^T^
THAN
ANY OTHER
MAGAZINE
IN THE FIELD.
The motion picture industry, regardless of war's many
restrictions, has not lowered its standards of quality.
Reflecting the people and product of that industry, Photoplay will not, for temporary circulation advantage, sacrifice the high quality and quantity of its editorial content

PHOTOPLAY
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)/ing Time Split
factor in So. Amer.
!3peat business and the split of
ing time between American and
lish language pictures in the
lish-speaking countries of La'America is becoming a strong
ribution factor in their territorjit was voiced by United Artists
j.ch managers Joe Goltz of Mex:Henry Weiner, Cuba, and Jorge
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Newly Proposed Inter • Americas Air Travel
Rates Hailed By Motion Picture Interests
Announcement on the week-end by Pan American World Airways System
of its proposed post-war fare schedule between the United States and Latin
America was received by film companies spokesmen as a factor which, along
with greatly expanded service, will benefit motion picture producers, distributors, and equipment manufacturing interests. Commentaries on the move were
unanimously favorable. Stressed was the expectation that the plan would
bring all of the 21 Pan American nations, including the U, S. closer together
for more efficient and effective commercial, political and social relations. The
travel rates as disclosed by Pan American World Airways would compare with
railroad coach and bus rates of Wz to 2Vi cents a mile.

See New

Court Actions

j-ez of Chile, at a press conferyesterday,
But Compromise Looms
(though Mexico imports pracily no films from the Argentine,
(Continued
year's 65 or 70 Mexican-pro- ever, leave the way open for posid films have found a new audisible compromise.
of nearly 15 million Indians,
Yesterday's move, surprising in
i^ing a tremendous economic
oerity, who like to view this its swiftness, followed the unconditional rejection of the industry pro||uct "time and time again," acposals for a new decree, and clipig to Goltz, as well as features
maxed
more than a year of round"Rebecca" and "Wuthering
the-bush negotiations between Ashts."
nry Weiner, dean of Cuban
sistant Attorney General Tom C.
ch managers after 14 years with Clark and the counsel for the five
ed Artists, credited the gradual majors. It marks also the sever|ge of first-run policy, splitting
of Clark's connection with the
rican and foreign product for case, ance
as predicted yesterday by The
..ng time, to the use of Spanish Film Daily. Assistant Attorney
aage versions of old American General Wendell Berge, in charge
sses.
of the Anti-Trust Division, steps in
substantiating the similarity of as director of the Government
tions in his country, Suarez
with Special Assistant Robi that the foreign playing time moves,
ert L. Wright remaining as chief
lore acute in Chile since the geo- strategist. It was not expected that
hical relationship to the Argen- Clark, who is chief of the criminal
warrants the use of the addi- division, would remain on the case
1 50 or 60 pictures produced in throughout all the various court accountry, as well as those that
tions in the event he failed to sucfrom Mexico.
ceed in wresting satisfactory concessions from the distribs. for a new
decree.
States Gets $55,186
As late as Saturday night Clark
told this reporter he did not know
n in Master's Report
taha — Tri-States Theater Corp. what was happening and had no definite knowledge of the department's
Fed $55,186.20 in damages
plans. The modification application
igh operation of the State dur- must
certainly have been written by
122-week period, according to then.
ding returned in Federal Court
Distrib. Plan Nixed
by Special Master Herman Aye.
s finding was against R. D.
The
distribs.
proposed a fiveoerg of the theater circuit bear- year extension had
of the decree which
lis name and was in connection
Nov. 20, adding modia damage suit brought by Tri- expired last
fications which the Government obp.
The
finding
covered
the
opviously
feels
would fall far short of
m of the State theater from
achieving any important steps to1, 1939 to March 21, 1942.
ward clearing up the anti-trust viotion was based on lease of the
lations of which
the Government
la theater in 1934 to Tri-States
■e World Realty Co., headed by
•erg. The lease provided that Crosby Draws Million in Chicago
•erg would not operate the State
Chicago — A million people have
10-year period. Tri-States obii an injunction against the seen Paramount's "Going My Way,"
when it was re-opened and in its eight weeks Chicago Theater
ircuit Court of Appeals upheld run, B & K reported at the weekinunction.
end. "Four Jills and a Jeep" goes
pier this Summer, Goldberg, into the
house Friday, augmented
recently purchased the Broadtheater in Council Bluffs, an- by the Billy Rose Diamond Horseshoe revue on the stage. Essaness
:ed he would try to re-open the
again this Fall and that re- Circuit reported attendance of 300,during the run of "Up in Arms"
'ing
was Goldberg
under way.
suitsalready
involving
and 000
at the Woods, with the picture scheduled to go 18 weeks.
tates also are pending.

as a Possibility
from Page 1)

feels the big film distributors are
guilty.
Strategy of yesterday's move appears to be the forcing of the companies into court where they are expected to argue against the Government proposal. At the same time,
it is possible that a compromise
might be worked out which would
call for less drastic action than is
asked for in the application filed
yesterday.
15 Days to Answer
The companies have 15 days from
yesterday, in which time they should
be ready to appear in court and argue against the Government proposal. It is not required that they
appear; they can simply ignore the
action, leaving the filing of new suits
against them as the only recourse of
the Government. It is generally believed here, however, that they will
appear to argue against the Government proposal — although one or two
extensions of the 15-day period
would not be unexpected.
The Court cannot order the companies to sign the decree proposed
by the Government, but it can attempt to get both parties to agree
to a compromise. Exactly what sort
of compromise could be worked out
which will be agreeable to both
parties cannot be predicted. It is
known here that both Berge and
Wright feel strongly that divorcement is the only solution, while it
is equally obvious that the companies will not sign anything which
will force divorcement upon them.
Only if the Government is willing to
forego this extreme step can any
compromise be reached. There is no
way of knowing how far short of
divorcement the distribs. would go.

Detroit FBL Tourney Aug. 21
Detroit — The Film Bowling League
has scheduled its annual golf tournament for Monday, Aug. 21, at the
Tam-O-Shanter Country Club. Unusual event of the day will be a program of baseball. Committee includes Ben Zimner, RKO salesman;
David Kaplan, Theatrical Advertising Company; Irwin Pollard, Republic branch manager; and Emil Beck,
independent booker.

D. C. Theaters Sold
$4,500,550 in Bonds
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Bureau

of
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Washington — District of Columbia
theaters sold during the Fighting
Fifth War Loan drive $4,500,550 in
Bonds, of which $3,210,500 was in
the "E" series, according to Sidney
Lust, chairman of the theater unit.
"E" Bond quota as $2,285,000 with
final figures showing an excess of
$925,500 over the quota. Bonds other
than "E" totaled $1,290,050.
Overall figure tops all previous
drives, said Lust in his report to
John A. Reilly, local chairman of
War Finance Committee, and John
J. Payette and Carter T. Barron,
local WAC co-chairman.
"We express our heartfelt thanks
to the Washington managers and
their staffs for such an outstanding
performance on behalf of this patriotic cause," said Lust. "We also
are grateful to the local press whose
columns contributed materially to
Simultaneously with the reports,
our success."
leading district managers were
given Bond prizes by the MPTO.
The $100 War Bond, contributed
by Lust, was awarded Roland Robbins, of the Trans-Lux for the best
job done throughout the city. Robbins exceeded his quota by 300 per
cent.
The 10 area leaders who received
$50 Bonds are Henry G. Coon, Harry
A. March, Sr., George J. Miller,
Charles N. J. Dougherty, Bert Herman, Charles O. Clark, Nathan Stovitz, Fred D. McMullen and William
C. Land.
Runners up who received $25
Bonds, are: George N. Page, Richard J. Yerak, Eddie Evans, Walter
T. Nannon, Albert M. Pohl, Hyman
Bettinger, Raymond O. Burch,
Charles A. Demma and Fred J.
Thomas. The latter also was given
a $50 Bond by John J. Payette for
the best campaign by a Warner
Bros, manager.
"E" Bond of $50 personally contributed by MPTO head, A. Julian
Brylawski, was awarded George R.
Shepp as the area chairman whose
theaters had the greatest percentage
increase over the quota. Fred Kogod, as area chairman, contributed
a $50 Bond to Kenneth R. Davis for
having done the best job in the area
over which Kogod had supervision.

Shumow Returns to Post
Milwaukee — Harry Shumow, M-GM local branch manager, is back on
the job after a brief leave of absence.
John G. Kemptgen, Omaha manager
who has been pinch-hitting for Shumow, will remain here for another
week and then leave for a vacation
before assuming his Omaha duties.
Meanwhile Carl Nedley, salesman,
continues as acting manager in
Omaha until Kemptgen returns there.
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BOB CROSBY- JANE FRAZEE
Original Screen Play by Manny

Seff • Produced

ERIK ROLF and THE
WILLIAMS BROTHERS

by TED RICHMOND

• Directed by DEL LORD

KEEP SELLING THOSE WAR; BONDS! FIGHT BY THE SIDE OF THE TROOPS WHO NEVER STOP!

<§

M. P. Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 21et floor
New York N. Y.

imate in Character
ernational in Scope
dependent in Thought
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DMPROMISE ON DECREE HELD A POSSIBILITY
trthur Drops Picture Plan; Takes Film Classics
chon & Marco To
idle Classics in
Louis Territory
j Fanchon & Marco interests
. Louis, headed by Harry C
n\ have taken over the distrin of Film Classics product for
t. Louis territory, it was learn .-sterday. Deal reportedly was
[i the Coast last week by George
nan, Film Classics president,
\rthur.
is understood
that Arthur is
loning his plan to form a new
(Continued on Page 7)

irs, Rank Talking
w Production Deal

WLB

Expected to Deny Petition for a 10%
Increase to Stagehands in Detroit Houses

Detroit — Belief is that the WLB arbitration panel will hand down a decision denying a petition for a 10 per cent wage increase for stagehands
employed at the United Detroit and Wisper-Wetsman circuits and at the
Fox and Hollywood Theaters. Affected is a total of 40 major houses. The
award is in the process of being filed. George Clancy, secretary of the musicians' union here who is a labor member of the panel, is understood to be
preparing a dissenting report on the possibility that the WLB may grant the
increase in spite of the adverse decision of the panel.

Powers 20lh-Fox
Silverstone's S. A.
Home Office Attorney Trip for Industry

William T. Powers has been appointed home office attorney of 20th
Century-Fox Film Corp., succeeding
Felix A. Jenkins, it was announced
yesterday by Spyros P. Skouras,
ioint production deal by United company president. Powers has been
ts and J. Arthur Rank is being with the company and National Theaters since 1932 and was for many
;sed by Grad Sears, United Arvice-president, and Rank, in years with Paramount.
Jenkins, who has been with 20th)n, it was reported yesterday,
details have not been announc- Fox since 1928, will continue as secis understood that Rank will
(Continued on Page 6)
Hce the quota product for UA.
mwhile, the deal whereby UA
Seletsky Leaves Republic
(Continued on Page 6)

To Book Jacocks Theaters

*t Agencies Gave
yescas" Green Light

Boston — Sam Seletsky, Republic
branch manager, has resigned to become booker for the theaters recent3's decision to distribute the
ly acquired by Don Jacocks. A forA-made "Goyescas" followed
mer Republic salesman, Seletsky
en examination which disclosed
has headed company's branches in
:he film was a dramatic and New
Haven and New York. Resigal subject, set against a back(Continued on Page 7)
i of remote Spanish history
ontaining no political propa'Continued on Page 7)

Murray Silverstone, vice-president
of 20th Century-Fox in charge of
foreign distribution, yesterday
strongly warned the industry that
it risked disaster in Latin America
unless it co-operated fully and unselfishly in promoting the interests
of our films in that market. The
admonition was voiced at a trade
press luncheon at the Hotel Plaza
(Continued on Page 6)

Indiana Box-Offices Hit
By New Polio Epidemic

idicated asset value of the cornstock of Atlas Corp. rose during
six months
ended
June 30 to
12 per share, an increase
of
1 over the Dec. 30, 1943 valuaof $19.01, shareholders were in•ed yesterday in the corporation's
-annual report.

Believes Unity Could Offset Court Action
UA Closes New 3-Picture
Deal With Sam. Bronston

Okay Biddle's Proposals
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — "The die is cast,"
an authorized spokesman for the
Department of Justice said yesterday. "From here on it's up to the
picture boys." Speaking of the filing Monday of a request for modification of the decree to call for complete divorcement of exhibition from
other phases of the business within
three years, he said this is Attorney
General Biddle's answer to the distribs.' decree proposals. At the same
time he indicated a strong possibility of eventual compromise.
Quizzed(Continued
specifically
on 6)the comon Page

Allied May Advocate
New Decree Changes
Allied may advocate further recommendations for a modified decree
if its members believe the Government's proposals do not fully meet
their requirements, it was reported
yesterday.
Allied'son step
(Continued
Page in
7) that di-

Indianapolis — Six cases of infan- Crescent Amusement Co.
tile paralysis were reported Friday
by Dr. Hermen G. Morgan, city Enlarges Its Charter
health officer. This is the first outbreak of polio in the city this year.
Nashville, Tenn. — An amendment
All cases have been reported since to the original charter of the CresJuly 1.
cent Amusement Co., filed with the
Coupled with the polio cases, ac- Secretary of State, greatly enlarges
(Continued on Page 7)
upon its provisions for operation
(Continued on Page 7)

Brandt Urges Trade Code

isets Value of
tlas Common $21.12

D of J Spokesman Sees No
Assurance Court Would

The film industry should take advantage of the opportunity offered
by
the
Government's
for a
modified consent decreemove
by getting
United Artists will distribute the together and setting up a fair trade
Samuel Bronston lineup under a new practice code, Harry Brandt, ITOA
deal announced yesterday. Con- president, said yesterday.
tracts were approved by the UA
If the distributors would again sit
board yesterday and the program down with the exhibitor leaders with
for the first half of 1945 will in- such a goal in view, three things
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 7)

Attorneys Studying
Gov't's Proposals
Counsel for the distributors affected by the New York consent decree held a brief meeting yesterday
when they explored a number of
angles posalsinfor a the
Government's
modified
decree. proThe
meeting was adjourned until Tuesday morning and in the interim the
attorneys plan to give further study
to the recommendations.
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"U" and Blue Network
In Film-Talent Tieup

Eckmcm Explains Stand
On Films Council Report

The
known
will be
to be

London (By Cable) — Sam Eckman,
M-G-M managing director in England, has voiced his opposition to
the Films Council Monopoly Committee report to the Board of Trade.
In a statement explaining why he
was not invited to serve as a renter
representative on the New Films
Council, Eckman said:
"At the last meeting of the Films
Council, I was the most outspoken
critic of the report, notwithstanding
merits which certain sections of it
may possess. In particular I believe
that the suggested tribunal means
government control of the film industry and I am as firmly opposed to
government control as to private
monopoly. It is my intention to oppose the monopoly report as affirmatively as I possibly can."
Eckman explained that he was
not invited to serve on the new Council because it was considered advisable by the Board of Trade to
invite Sir Alexander Korda to serve
as a representative of the producers
and the Board thought it was undesirable to have two members associated with the same company.
He noted that his has always been
anti-monopoly and that there is complete agreement between Michael
Balcon and himself, except on one
point— the Monopoly Committee report— which Balcon is said to favor
while Eckman is in opposition.

Blue Network radio show
as "On Stage Everybody"
the title of a motion picture
produced by Universal Pictures. 'On Stage Everybody" was
inaugurated by the Blue Network
30 weeks ago to give professional
vaudeville and concert performers
an
dio. opportunity to appear on the raWith the conclusion of the contract signed today between Universal Pictures and the Blue Network,
the radio show will continue to offer
professional talent this opportunity and at the same time will provide a chance for this talent to receive a motion picture contract.
In making the announcement, officials of the Blue Network and Universal Pictures stated that this
would be the first time that the resources of radio and screen have
combined to discover new talent.
A committee of judges consisting
of representatives of the Blue Network and Universal Pictures will
select the 10 most talented performers who appear on the program from
Sept. 2 for a period of 26 weeks, and
will award them with a contract to
appear in the motion picture "On
Stage
The Everybody."
official judges for the contest,
in addition to Lou Goldberg, producer of the air show, will be
Charles C. Barry, Eastern program
manager of the Blue Network, and
Maurice Bergman, Eastern advertising director of Universal.

"Warner Cartoons" New
Name For Shorts Series
34

Starting with the 1944-45 releasing schedule next month, all Warner animated comedies formerly
known as "Merrie Melodies" and
"Looney Tunes" will be called "Warner Bros. Cartoons," it is announced
by Norman H. Moray, short subject
sales manager.
Change follows the recent taking
over of cartoon production activities
from Leon Schlesinger, who sold out
because of ill health. These shorts
will hereafter be made by a new
Warner unit set up at the Burbank
Studio by Jack L. Warner, executive
producer.

Plan 2 More Exchanges
For Film Classics Pix
Alfred Crown, assistant to George
A. Hirliman, president of Film Classics, left yesterday on a trip to Denver and Seattle to negotiate for the
establishment of exchanges in those
cities. Adding these to the 21 exchanges now operated bv Film Classics, company will have 23 exchanges
in all.
In all probability, Crown will continue on to Hollywood to further investigate arrangements for studio
space, technical crews and writers
to complete tentative production
plans.
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COmmC and GOII
C. L. CARRINGTON, president of Al
returned to his office in Hollywood afte
ing three weeks at his New York office
MARK HELLINCER is at the Waldor
from Hollywood for a two-week stay.
MURRAY SILVERSTONE, head of 2(
foreign distribution, leaves on a two-mo
of Latin-America on Friday.
ROBERT
LYNCH,
M-G-M's
Philadelp
trict manager, spent yesterday at the f |
fice.
SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE has been
six-month leave of absence from the
lot, and plans to go to London shortly.
CENE TIERNEY returned yesterday
lywood
from New York.
HAROLD STEVENS, Para, exchange
in Chicago, is in Boston on vacation.
SAM
TRINZ,
Trinz
Theaters
prexy
Palm
Springs,
Calif., recovering
from
attack.

UA Latin America Mcj
Hear New Season Pla

United Artists' Latin- Am I
managers yesterday heard ^ j
Gould, foreign manager, outli:
company's new lineup which v.\
elude four Spanish-language fi j
French picture and a jungle si I
in addition to more than 40 I
wood-made pictures and a ncs
ies of Technicolor cartoons.
Gould revealed that, as a
of the successful operation of
case theaters in Sao Paulo, ,
and Bogota, Colombia, Unite 3
tists plans to acquire more th I
in Central and South America j
tails will be announced subsei I
ly,Business
he said. session was precedl
a luncheon attended by home \
executives and foreign depar i
staffers, trade paper represent
and six UA managers: Sam £
man, Argentina; Enrique Baez
zil; Joe Goltz, Mexico; Victor
chet, Peru; Jorge Suarez, Chil
Henry Weiner, Cuba. Guy C. S
Canal Zone manager was he
by
difficulties 1
due transportation
today.

Warners Reveal Show
Dates of Next Releases

Second pair of Warner relea:
the 1944-45 season, "Arsenic an
Lace" and "The Last Ride," \*
Detroit — Eugene J. (Jack) Shar- nationally
tradeshown on Sept<
key, died Auar. 4 at the Mayo Clinic,
Milestone's First Pic for
11, it was announced yesterd;
Rochester, Minn., after a long ill- Ben
Kalmenson, general sales
actor-manager and
Bronston, 'Borrowed Night' producerness. Aofformer
WB Paints Chi. Outlets
stock companies here, he
We<t Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAIJ.Y
Cary Grant heads the cast of
Chicago — Charles Ryan, Warner
Hollywood — Lewis Milestone will sometime ago donated a 42-family ager.
theater executive here, says that cir- produce and direct as his first pic- apartment building he owned here to senic," a Frank Capra produ
which also includes Priscilla
cuit's houses in the area are being
Monsignor Flanagan of Boys' Town Jack Carson, Edward Everett
ture for Samuel Bronston, "Bor- fame.
repainted and brightened under diThere are no immediate surrowed Night," novel by Oscar Ray.
rection of Hans Teichert, theater
vivors. Interment was at Wood- ton and James Gleason. "Last
has Eleanor Parker, Jack L
stylist. Project includes the Avalon,
stock. N. B., his birthplace.
Richard Travis and others.
Ogden, Capitol and Straford.
Sack Acquires "Of One Blood"
Dallas — Sack Amusement Enter- Century Sold $6,500,000 Bonds
prises has acquired negative and
Next for Marjorie Main
SITUATION WA1VTED-Century Circuit theaters sold $6,- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM I
world distribution rights to the all500,000 in all series of Bonds for
Single woman desires position with Film
Negro feature, "Of One Blood," re- the
Exchange or Home Office of Theater
Hollywood — Marjorie Mail
Fifth War Loan Drive. The
cently
produced
by
H.
W.
Kier.
PicCircuit in Manhattan or Brooklyn.
ture is recorded on RCA and is said theaters amassed this total by stimExperienced Booker, Bookkeeper, Cashulated activities in all theaters, tie
to employ a technique entirelv new
fromroleMacKinley
playAnnie"
the title
in M-G-M'sKa: '
ier, Typist, Publicity.
A-l
References.
Address Box 206
to the Negro field. Spencer Williams spearheaded by a general Bond novel of the same name. J
Craig
and
Henry
Morgan
will
directed from an original script. guessing contest, and 15 Bond preThe Film Daily, 1501 Broadway 19, N. Y.
mieres in various theaters.
the cast.
Picture will be released on Sept. 15.

E. J. Sharkey Dies

"^w

RADIO'S
TOP
COMICS
TACKLE
WASHINGTON!
McGee in a one-man war on Congress, to set things right
for Mr. Average Citizen— with Molly in there pitching for
the housewives! . . . Hilarious situations gagged and
speeded and riotously enriched to give you one of the
biggest of big-time laugh shows!

^»
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DecreePossibility
Compromise
Held
]

Silverslone's S. A.
Trip for Industry
(Continued from Page 1)
during discussion of the purpose of
a two-month journey to the lands to
the south on which he will embark
on Friday.
The 20th-Fox foreign head said
he proposed to make an exhaustive
survey of the Latin-American situation, his findings to be placed at
the disposal of the industry and the
individual companies upon his return to the States. Silverstone asserted the study would be conducted
with the good of the entire industry
in mind. Silverstone said he intended to find the best way to develop the Latin-American market.
"The American industry stands at
the crossroads in South America,"
Silverstone told the trade press. "We
must work together or fall by the
wayside there." Asserting that "if
the American companies do not hang
together they will all hang separately," the speaker said that by
unitine: to create uniform policies
our industry will be in a position to
attain
"tremendous heights" in
South America.
A "Live" Problem
"If the co-operation of the companies in England can be duplicated
in Latin America and the rest of the
world, it will be possible to hold our
head high and not worry about the
situation elsewhere," Silverstone
said. In fact, he pointed out, the
whole foreign situation is a "live
problem we mustn't shirk if we want
to preserve the industry."
According to Silverstone, "the best
way to obtain a favorable reaction
in the foreign field is to send in
only the best product." He said the
idea was to get the public in South
America used to seeing great American pictures as a means of building
good will for our industry.
The foreign executive deplored
that "any portion of the industry"
should attack the State Department,
in which, he asserted, were persons
"enthusiastically interested" in the
industry and doing all they could
for it.
It was indicated by Silverstone
that on the basis of his observations
during his tour would depend 20thFox's policy on dubbing.

Fire Guts Booth
Cadiz, Ky. — The projection booth
in the Kentucky Theater here was
destroyed by fire of undetermined
origin.

send BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO...
August 9
Fred Newmeyer
Charles Farrell
Ed Schwarz
Dorothy
Jordan
Nat Pendelton
Cerrit Lloyd
Charles Davis

(Continued from Page 1)

MidtceeU Matter
• •
• "LIFE WITH FATHER" will celebrate its 2.000th performance
at the Empire Theater tonight
In its iive-year stay at the Broadway
house, the play has never had a losing week and grosses to date
have totalled more than $3,250,000, while live road companies have
contributed another $3,600.000
Moral: Write a hit play. . . • The
press boys who caught the sneak preview of Universal's "Abbott
and Costello in Society" say the audience "ate it up" at Loew's Orpheum Monday night
Before the screening, "U" and the comedians hosted the press at a dinner at 21 Club. . . • Monogram boys
this week are starting their trek to Chicago for their annual sales convention. .. • At a joint meeting of the national executive board of
the Child Welfare League of America, March of Time's 'Americans
AH" was endorsed because the film "promotes child welfare through
tolerance in the fullest meaning of the word.". . • Oviatt McConnell,
former Buffalo newspaper man and recently attached to the OWI in
New York, has joined RKO-Pathe as a writer under the direction of
Frederic Ullman, Jr. . . • That story "Don't Ever Grieve Me" which
Hal Wallis recently bought was written by Robert Smith, advertising
manager for a leading department store in Portland, Ore. . . • Damon
Runyon will write the story for Al Jolson's first production at Columbia.
• Dave Palfreyman is enjoying a two-week loafing session at Angola,
Ind. . . • The Globe Theater, Newark, has two femme co-managers
They are Henrietta Yaeger and Antonette Freibott, the first women
theater execs, in Newark. . .
You can expect some fireworks in regard to the consent decree when Allied's board meets in Breton Woods,
N. H„ next month
It is understood that something big is going to
happen
T
T
▼
• • • AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

20th-Fox Names Powers
Home Office Attorney
(Continued from Page 1)

Sears and Rank Talking
A New Production Deal
(Continued from Page 1)

retary of the corporation and will
distribute Rank's pictures over
perform other duties of an execu- will
here is in the final stages and Sears
tive character.
is expected to return to New York
UA Canadian District Sales shortly. He will be accompanied by
Meeting Opens Tomorrow Dr. Galperson and Barrington Gain,
Rank representatives, and David
United Artists Canadian district
Coplan, UA's managing director in
sales meetings will be held tomor- England.
row and Friday at the Mount Royal
Hotel in Montreal, Carl Leserman,
UA general sales manager, an- Two U. S. Pictures Are Now
nounced yesterday. Meetings will
be presided over by A. J. Jeffrey, Packing Siberian Theaters
Canadian sales manager, and in attendance will be branch managers Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
and salesmen from the following exWashington — "Battle of Russia,"
change cities: Calgary, Montreal, "North
Star" and other American
St. John, Toronto, Vancouver and films — both commercial and GovernWinnipeg.
mental— are currently packing Siberian houses, the Soviet Embassy
UA W. C. Sales Meet
revealed here yesterday.
The two films dealing directly with
San Francisco — The United Artists West Coast sales meetings will the Soviet Union are running in
get under way here today at the St. Novosibirsk, Tomsk, Stalinsk, and
Francis Hotel. Western Division other Siberian cities as well as in
Manager J. J. Unger and District hundreds of rural theaters. "North
Manager W. E. Callaway will pre- Star" was seen by over 50,000 Russide. Attending the meetings will
sians in one theater alone in a rebe branch managers and salesmen
cent 20-day period. "Sun Valley
from Denver, Los Angeles, Salt Lake Serenade" is scheduled for early
showing in Siberia.
City, Seattle and this city.

promise issue, he pointed out t
that there is no assurance the c<
would even permit the signing cj
decree such as Biddle has propo.
It is not usual for the court to
ject, he said, but it has happei
If the court does object and no
ceptable compromise
is offered
would then be necessary for the
partment to go into court.
"But we're not expecting the cc
to object," he said.
The objed
is expected to come from the deJ
dants, he added and when those ;
jections come "we can think at'
some discuss
sort of how
compromise."
He wc
not
far the Departm]
would go toward a compromise
it is generally believed that a
trust officials are not willing to sa
fice the divorcement principle.

40 Day-Date Openings
Of "Dr. Goebbels" Film
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DA

Hollywood — Monogram has se '
record goal of 40 day-and-date op
ings ontitled
"Enemy
Women,"Life i'i
merly
"The ofPrivate
Dr.
Joseph
Goebbels,"
national release date offortheSept.
W.
Frank
Sales are
repres
tatives production.
of the company
lin :
up exhibitor co-operation in conr
tion with the use of local radio s j
announcements to plug their enga
ments.

Hebert Joins Frank Ross
As Aide and Pub. Head
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAi

Hollywood — William Hebert, v
recently resigned as publicity dir
tor for Samuel Goldwyn, has joh
Frank Ross Productions as prod
tion assistant and publicity-adverl :
ing director.

Altec-ite on Biz Trip
Don L. Turner, manager of Co
mercial Engineering for Altec Si
vice Corp., left New York early t
week for an extensive trip of
spection of the several public, i
dress systems installed by Altec
U. S. Naval Training Station, Fi
ragut,
the - U.
S. Naval
Station, Idaho,
Klamath
Falls,
Ore., al
various other West Coast instal
tions en route to the Altec office j
Los Angeles.

!

IN NEW POSTS
LOUIS
BUTTS,
assistant
manager,
Vogue T
ater, Baltimore.
ROY LIGHT,
operator, Westown,
Detroit.
GEORGE
LEDWARD, operator. Palmer Park T
ater, Highland Park, Mich.
ROMULUS ALBU, operator, Piccadily, Detroit.
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Hied May Advocate Brandt Urges Trade Code
lew Decree Changes Believes Unity Could Offset Court Action

Harry Arthur Gets
Film Classics Deal

(Continued from Page 1)

could be accomplished, he said. The
three accomplishments would be (1)
a united industry, (2) removal of
present friction and (3) elimination
of the cause for Government legal
action.
Brandt emphasized his belief that
there would be no reason for a suit
propo- if a fair trade practice code could be
jalyzing the Government's
perfected, one that would give the
| s will be issued this week.
f jThe board is expected to take a independent operator a "chance to
inite stand on the future status of live" and give him his rightful place
j; decree and possible legal action Indiana Box-Offices Hit
the New Hampshire sessions.
(Continued from Page 1)
lion, if found advisable, will be
xen at the organization's
board
fceting in Bretton Woods, N. H.,
;«t month.
(Meanwhile,
an
official bulletin

iletsky Leaves Republic
i Book Jacocks Theaters
(Continued from Page 1)

i;ion is effective at the end of this
bk.
;acocks announced yesterday that
I has acquired the Strand Theater,
;;kland, Mass., from Lee Rhodeer. Rhodenizer is retiring from
ater operation after 34 years durwhich he owned a number of
ssachusetts houses.

* Start Organizing Thea.
rvice Employes in Chi.

By New Polio Epidemic

(Continued from Page 1)
cording to Dr. Morgan, is a serious
recurrence of meningitis. He reported eight cases of meningitis
since July 1, and a total of sixty-six
cases thus far this year. As yet
the meningitis can not be considered
as of epidemic proportions, he said,
but the steady increase of cases has
been somewhat alarming.
Polio cases have been reported
from all over the state and from reports during the past week it is
nearing epidemic proportions. Twenty new cases had been reported during July and several in the northern portion of the state. In several
spots motion picture theaters have
banned children under 16 years of
age, and practically all houses in
infected areas have discontinued all
matinees. In the southern, central
and parts of the eastern portion of
the state, exhibitors report box-office grosses off from 50-65 per cent
because of the rapid spreading of
infantile paralysis.

'hicago — Chicago operators' union
;ials say organization of theater
vice employes, including assistant
hagers, cashiers, ushers and other
'te collar
employes
will start
|rtly. Managers are not included
the charter.
Operators' officials
ort WLB has okayed the contract
ently signed with theater owngiving them two weeks' vacai with pay and half hour extra
rting time pay.
Every theater Gov't Agencies Gave
signed the contract.
Smaller
ses which did not have a stand- "Goyescas" Green Light
contract have been signed up.
(Continued from Page 1)
K is reported that the CIO union
R'anda,
Phil
Reisman, vice-president
advised several managers that a
charge of foreign distribution,
■jting will be held during next in
said yesterday.
•k to organize Chicago
theater
Reisman noted that while RKO
lagers.
had distribution rights to the film,
there was no agreement guaranteelock Back With GE
ing distribution in any territory. He
•ridgeport, Conn. — Lt. Col. Boyd said acquisition of the rights was
lock has returned from Army ser- approved by the Treasury Dept. and
to take over his pre-war posi- the U. S. Economic Administration
as advertising manager of GE's and a print was examined and apiliance and merchandise
depart- nroved by the FBI and the U. S.
Mt. He entered active Army ser- Censor's Office.
early in 1942 as a major, and
Rights to the film were given as
ame an. instructor in tactics at
Benning, Ga.
At time of his a partial consideration for the arrangement under which 19 RKO picharge. he was commanding oftures were distributed in Spain. Arrh.of officers' school, Camp Custer,
rangements to play the American
films in Spain, he said, were partially inspired by an expressed wish of
the U. S. Department of State and
ree Hours" to Hoffberg
at the urgent request of the Office
Three Hours," a new French film of War Information.
n English titles, featuring Jean
"re Aumont, has been acquired by New PRC Salesman
fberg Productions, Inc., for naal release. A Broadway run beFrances Kulick, manager of PRC's
regular release is planned for New York exchange, has engaged
I month.
Sidney Hirsh as salesman.

of importance in the industry. The
agreed-upon code could then be presented to the Government and, according to Brandt, an equitable formula might easily offset the necessity for legislation or court battles.
Because of his chairmanship of
the Sixth War Loan, Brandt said he
could not take the initiative toward
such a movement but that he would
co-operate and participate in any
project that would create unity.

(Continued from Page 1)

producing-distributing organization
which was to have been known as
Exhibitors Distributing Corp. It was
reported, however, that Arthur may
sponsor his proposed company as a
post-war enterprise. Arthur previously announced that franchises
for the new company had been set
for 60 per cent of the country.
Meanwhile, Film Classics has acCrescent Amusement Co.
quired Halpicture
Roach's to
"Topper"
as an
Enlarges Its Charter
additional
the original
deal whereby the company took over
(Continued from Page 1)
a number of Roach features. "Topand for the purchase and disposition
per" was distributed by M-G-M and
of its property holding, particularly stars Cary Grant and Constance Bennett. Deal was set by Hirliman
having a bearing upon the disposition of its holdings in the affiliated and Grace Rosenfield, Roach's Eastern representative. It will have a
corporations which must be made to Broadway
showing.
meet the terms of last year's U. S.
District Court decision of a violation of the Sherman anti-trust law UA Closes New 3-Picture
and now on appeal before the U. S. Deal With Sam. Bronston
Supreme Court at Washington.
The original charter, obtained in
(Continued from Page 1)
June, 1911, by Tony Sudekum, his
father, Henry Sudekum, and brother, elude "Decision,"
"Ten Little Indians" and "Borrowed
Harry Sudekum,is provides
"This
"Decision"
is from Night."
an Edward
incorporation
for the that:
purpose
of
erecting or furnishing a building or Chodorov stage play and will be
buildings for the use and occupation produced and directed by Julian Duvivier, with shooting scheduled to
as an opera house, theater, or the- start Oct. 1. Early in November,
aters, or acquiring by purchase or
lease opera houses or theaters, and Rene Clair will start production and
of Agatha Christie's "Ten
conducting
or stock
operating
same." direction
Little Indians," a current Broadway
Original capital
was $40,000,
play, while Lewis J. Milestone will
representing the firm's present day
investment in one neighborhood the- produce and direct "Borrowed
Night," from a Cosmopolitan Magater.
azine story to begin in the SeptemToday, one of the most successful
ber issue.
small picture combines in the country, Crescent owns and operates
bowling alleys, billiard lounges, and WLB Draws Wage Control
skating rinks as well as film the- Around Contractor Help
aters. This necessitates provisions
allowed by the newly amended char- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Wage controls have
ter
nature ofwhich
the reads:
business"The
to begeneral
transacted
been drawn a little tighter here by
by this corporation shall be to es- the War Labor Board. A revision
tablish and conduct a general amuse- extends controls to all building conment enterprise and to furnish
tractors regardless of the number of
amusement to the public. To gener- employes. Previously employers of
ally acquire, hold, manage and dis- eight or fewer persons were exempt
pose of property of every kind per- from the regulations unless exceptaining to such business, and to do
tions were made in specific areas.
Acting on the recommendation of
everything necessary and proper to
the Wage Adjustment Board, WLB
the conduct of said business."
Crescent Amusement Co. must dis- said the new order is intended to
pose of approximately 50 per cent prevent unrestricted wage increases
interest in Cumberland Amusement by smaller contractors which interfere with wage stabilization in the
Co., Muscle Shoals Theaters Inc., industry.
Rockwood Amusements, Inc., Cherokee Amusements, Inc., Kentucky
Amusements Company, Inc., Lyric
Amusements Companv, Inc., within Omaha To Be Redmond's
a period of one year after an affirma- H.Q. After Mid-August
tion of the decision by the Supreme
John Redmond, division manager
Court, if it is affirmed by that body.
in charge of RKO Singer Theaters
Rites for Frank Freiwald
in the mid-West, will formally make
Chicago — Frank Freiwald, chief his headquarters in the Brandeis
Theater Building, Omaha, commencoperator of the Loop Oriental Theing Aug. 15. Until that date, he
ater who dropped dead from a heart
will
continue Building.
his office in Chicago's
attack,
will
be
buried
today
at
RoseMetropolian
hill Cemetery.
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EXPLOITATION OFFERING HIGHLIGHTED BY WORK
OF A NEWCOMER.

This is a good exploitation offering, high,
lighted by the work of scteen newcomer
Teala Loting and Jon Dawson, who are
standouts in an excellent cast. DonaldC
McKean and Albert

'Contains more action than most."
Motion Picture Herald

"rtooae*^
y
o«erm9 ,i
Cncan. Jimmy Zaner and
fa DeaVTre important principals, while
comedy.
Mary Bo«ard effectiyely takes care of the
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Delinquent Daughters
(PRC Pictures) Juve Delinx Melodrama
exploitable
ters" Aswillan make
cood puce of merchandise. "Delinquent Daugh

The Daily Newspaper
Oi Motion Pictures
Twenty-Six
Years
Old

jmdte in Character
r.iational in Scope
pendent in Thought
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IAFTINC OF ALL-NEW DECREE PREDICTED
hib. Opinions Vary on Gov't DecreeAttorneys
Proposals
Say Lack of

s Says Demands
Id Be Broadened;
•s Call Them 'Ruinous'

)endent exhibitor reaction to
dDvernment's
New York request
consent for
decreea
a mixture of opinions. Both
and condemnation of the reciations were expressed by inent exhibitors in New York
the field and it appears to be
pe those
dividedwhoagainst
itself." the
acclaimed
ment's proposals were
(Continued on Page 8)

frank

iras Assails War

ARGENTINA SETS FILMS QUOTA

U. S. Industry Hit By New Law Which Increases Playing
Time oi Locally Produced Pictures
U. S. film interests in Argentina
suffered a blow early this week
when the Government of that South
American country established quotas
for the exhibition of native and foreign pictures, it was learned here
yesterday. The decree setting up the
quotas takes effect on Aug. 15.
A study of the quotas announced
by the Government of Gen. Edelmiro

J. Farrell disclosed that they materially reduce the playing time at
the disposal of U. S. film product in
Argentina. According to the information made available here, under the quota system Buenos Aires
release houses of more than 2,500
seats must play one Argentine picture every
two months
(Continued
on Page for
3) a mini-

21-Day All Time Mark D-Day Coverage Told

. Ban of 'Wilson' Set By "Dragon Seed" By Palhe's Sullivan
prepared statement on yesHighest gross ever recorded by

I announcement by the War any picture in one theater for a 21nent on its banning for Army day period is claimed bv the Radio
r both in camp theaters here
Hall for M-G-M's "Dratroops overseas of his com- City gonMusic
Seed." In the three weeks ended
'Wilson," Spyros P. Skouras, yesterday, picture built up a gross
it of 20th Century-Fox, called of more than $375,000, breaking
a "flagrant example of wil- the former Music Hall record of
unfair censorship and re- $364,300 established by "Random
Continued on Page 8'
(Continued on Page 3)

Important role which photography is playing in combat operations
on Europe's western front was described yesterday at a press conference in the local Pathe Building by
Pathe News' veteran cameraman,
Neil Sullivan, who returned to this
country from Normandy early this
week via England. Assigned to duty
(Continued on Page 9)

Formula to Cut
Is for Raw Stock

Wayne, Mich., Theater
Sets Policy for Workers

Argentina Gets 3,700,000
Feet of U. S. Raw Stock

Despite raw stock shortages here,
and means of cutting the
Detroit — An adaptation of picture
•f raw stock in view of the Argentina received this week a to- policy to meet wartime needs is provtal of 3,700,000 feet of raw stock
ent curtailment for the third
ing significant at the Wayne Theater,
were discussed yesterday by from the United States, it was re- 833-seat theater at Wayne, Mich.,
Continued on Page 8)
ported yesterday. Shipment was where many war industries have been
(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 3)

! *a Film Shipments
t?Vot Hurt by Strike

Moines, la. — The truck-driver
which tied up over-the
road
ents in the Middle West failed
terfere with thhe shipping of
according to first reports.
A
of Des Moines film exchanges
5ed
no difficulty
with
film
ents. The strike affected outtte shipments.
Local shipping
nts in the state continued withterruption.

Urges WMC Aid on Trade Help
OCR Asks It to Approve Local Requests
Gould Tells Latin America Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Recommendation
Reps, of Post- War Needs
that WMC grant locally needed
"The motion picture industry will
need powerful ships in the post-war
period to convoy it safely into the
harbor of prosperity, leadership in
management, craftsmanship in production, salesmanship in distribu(Continued on Page 9)

designations for film exhibitors was
received by WMC from Webb Powell,
head of the OCR manpower division,
yesterday. Powell transmitted to
the Manpower office a memo from
Don R. Longman, head of OCR's
(Continued on Page 8)

Understanding Decree
Is "Entirely Natural"

The Government, in asking for a
modified New York consent decree,
in reality is asking for a brand new
decree, according to opinions expressed by both legal and non-legal
persons in the film industry yesterday. Inasmuch as ' a court rarely,
if ever, drastically modifies an
existing consent decree, industry
sources yesterday predicted the
drafting of an all-new decree in joint
sessions with Federal Judge Henry
W. Goddard.
Survey of legal channels, both
(Continued on Page 9)

Allied May Ask All
Indies to N. H. Meet
Allied may invite representatives
of all independent and unaffiliated
exhibitor organizations to its board
of directors meeting in Bretton
Woods, N. H., next month, it was
(Continued on Page 3)

5,000 Companies Using
Commercial Short Films
The use of commercial short subjects by corporations and industrial
organizations in the last four years
has risen (Continued
to fantastic
on Pageproportions,
8!

Wilcox Signs With ABC
For Two Films a Year
London (By Cable) — Herbert
Wilcox has signed with Associated
British Picture Corp. to make two
top budget films a year for an indefinite number of years. Initial
production will be "I Live in Grosvenor Square," with Anna Neagle,
Robert Morely, Rex Harris and Dean
Jagger. Films are budgeted between
150,000 and 200,000 pounds each.
ABC report, due in a few days, is
expected to show increased profits.
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Mrs. Elmer Tilton Dies;
Wife of Warner Manager
Des Moines, la. — Mrs. Elmer J.
Tilton, wife of the manager of the
Warner Bros, exchange here, died at
Iowa Methodist hospital after an illness of three weeks. The couple had
been married 32 years and resided
in Des Moines for the past 25 years.
Mrs. Tilton was a prominent sportswoman and well known in Iowa golf
circles. Besides her husband, a
daughter, Shirley Jean, survives.

VICTOR
New York.

VARCONI, Hollywood star, is in
He is stopping at the Gotham.

BUSBY

BERKELEY arrived in New York yesterday from the Coast to begin directing
"Clad To See You," a Broadway musical.
|OHN De BENEDETTO, assistant at the
Loew's Poli, New Haven, will be sunning
at Virginia Beach next week.
JIMtist, isMEMERY,
Poli, New
resting at Loew's
Cape
Cod.

Haven

ar-

JANE WYMAN arrived in New York yesterday from theh Coast for a two-week stay.

Plan Early S. American
Premiere of "Wilson"

"Wilson" will be released in South
America by 20th-Fox at the earliest
possible time, it became known yesterday. Plans are said to be under
way to herald the film in the lands
to the south by what is described as
the greatest exploitation campaign
ever attempted there. Arrangements for the release of "Wilson"
on an advanced-price basis will be
made by Murray Silverstone, 20thFox vice-president in charge of foreign distribution, during his twomonth tour of Latin America on
which he leaves tomorrow.
Dubbing and superimposed titles
may
be used
in presenting
in Latin
America,
although "Wilson"
present
plans call for only the latter, it is
reported. Final decision on which
method will be employed is expected
to depend on a sounding of public
opinion by Silverstone on his South
American trip.
"The Song of Bernadette," the
second ace 20th-Fox production
scheduled for South American release, will likely have its South
American premiere in Buenos Aires
sometime in September. The release of this film in Latin America
at advanced scales also will occupy
Silverstone's attention on his trip.
The understanding at the moment is
that "Bernadette" will be shown in
South America with superimposed
titles unless Silverstone finds that
the public there favors a different
method of presentation.

FRED CREENWAY. Palace, Hartford, manationers.ger, writes that Chicago is good for vacaMICHAEL CURTIZ
in about two weeks
shows.

leaves for New York
to look over the new

RADIO

"Kismet" to Be Shown
By Metro on Aug. 28

H

of the Nation-Rockefeller

HELD

FREDA KOGEN, of Columbia, New Haven,
and BELLE SCHRIFFRIN of 20th-Fox, seeing Boston together.
FRANK SMITH, RKO district theater manager has returned to Chicago from a territory
inspection
trip.

CITY MUSIC
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OVER
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M-G-M will hold national tradeGARY COOPER in
screenings for "Kismet," starring
CECIL B. DEMILLE
Ronald Colman with Marlene Dietrich, on Aug. 28, the same date set I "The Story of Dr. Wass
for the screenings of "Lost in a
In Technicolor
Harem," the new M-G-M Abbott and
Costello comedy. In Los Angeles,
the pictures will be shown at the
Paramount Presents Preston Sturg
Boulevard
Theater, instead of the exchange.
"HAIL THE CONQUERING HE

I*. rivoli

"Maisie Goes to Reno," starring
Ann Sothern, is being shown to the
trade Thursday. "Marriage is a Private Affair," starring Lana Turner,
is scheduled for showing on Aug. 14
and "Waterloo Bridge," with Vivien
Leigh and Robert Taylor on Aug. 21.
"The Seventh Cross" and "Barbary
Coast Gent" have already been tradeshown.
Dates for "Mrs. Partington," starring Greer Garson and Walter Pidgeon,
andJeannette
"Naughty MacDonald
Marietta," and
costarring
Nelson Eddy, which completes the
company's
block
tures, have new
not yet
been ofset.nine pic-

Starring EDDIE

BRACKEN

with ELLA HALVES
IX PEBSON
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MONROE

&

His

Orche

'WILSM
AIH
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DARRYL
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IN TECHNICOLOR
PLUS ON

New Metro Exploitation
Service For Small Towns

Supplementing the special services
now being rendered to small town
exhibitors by the exploitation department ofM-G-M, William R. Ferguson, exploitation manager, announces that a column of exploitation ideas especially designed for
use by small town exhibitors is now
being featured in all press books.
350 Advance Bookings
This small town exploitation column
For New A & C Comedy
consists of stunts and promotions
that have proved successful in the
W. A. Scully yesterday announced past and that can be easily and inthat the largest number of advance
expensively executed. It includes
bookings for a Universal picture had suggestions for lobby displays, tiebeen secured for the Abbott and Cos- ups, street ballyhoos, posting, mailtello comedy, "In Society," which vices.ing pieces and other promotional dewill be shown in 350 theaters between Aug. 10 and 19.
Scully stated that the latest Ab- Leases Heights Theater
bott and Costello film is being reJeanne Ansell has leased the
leased in the majority of key cities
Heights Theater, Washington St.,
including New York (Criterion The- Brooklyn, from I. H. Rosenberg Corp.
ater), Los Angeles, Chicago, Phila- Miss Ansell plans to reopen the
delphia, Detroit, St. Louis, Pittsburgh, Dallas, Washington, D. C, house, after rehabilitating, and will
operate on a first-run Spanish langBoston, Cleveland and Cincinnati.
uage film policy. She operates the
Manhattan, in Manhattan, and the
Second
Lap for
Columbia's
"Mr."Winkle"
Winkle Goes To Art, Bronx, on the same policy. Berk
& Krumgold consummated the
War" starts its second week at Heights
deal.
Loew's Criterion here today.
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Argentina Sets New
Films Quota Decree

Day All Time Mark
By "Dragon Seed"

(Continued

(Continued from Page 1 >

lgst" in January,
1943, G. S.
11, president and managing di•, announced yesterday,
a^on Seed" goes into its fourth
Itoday.

/ne, Mich., Theater
Policy for Workers
(Continued from Page 1)
<d.
House is near the great
*v Run Ford plant, and has exiced a great increase in neai'by
anon, which is probably of a
I trary nature,
ner Walter Shafer has shifted
iianges from three to two a
Result is that patrons have
nee to see more of the films
i at the theater, and do not
ggrieved if they cannot get to
leater on one of the two-day
es formerly prevalent. At the
time, the gross on each picture
rkedly increased, and less films
io be bought for the theater,
■ning day for the week-end
e has been shifted ahead from
pay to Friday. This has enzed patrons to come out for the
Bay of the change, and at the
< time has removed some of the
from Saturday and Sunday,
the show has been physically
S to handle the crowds.

5d May Invite All
es to N. H. Meeting
(Continued

from Page 1)

red yesterday. Because of the
lile effect of the Government's
5t for a modified New York
it decree on all independent
.ions, independent leaders are
ted to be asked to submit their
at the sessions,
lance of the Government's delemands has increased the im'ice of the Bretton Woods meet| Each Allied unit, it is said,
d.ding a number of its members
B sessions.

( Chartrand, Sr., Dead
-.mi, Fla. — Mark Ray ChartSr., 86, widely known in local
ational civic circles, died at his
i home. Surviving is his son,
Jr., director of exploitation
7ometco Theaters, Miami.

M BIRTHDAY
IEETINGS TO...
August 10
orma Shearer
Joseph R. Fleisler
lugh Herbert
W. Scott Andrus
rry J. Gumbin
Sylvia Kossack
irry Bernstein
Pat Parrish

Nautical But Nice
• • • NEW JERSEY ALLIED GOES nautical next Wednesday when
the unit holds its annual boat ride up the Hudson to Bear Mountain
The whole industry is invited to climb aboard ship at 9:30 a.m.
A big program is planned but that ball game between the distributors and the exhibitors should be a seven-reel thriller
Dave
Levy of Universal is coaching the distribs. team and Ben Abner is
its manager
The lineup, with relief players, will include Phil
Winnick, Universal; Tony Ricci, Republic; John Wensich, Columbia;
Ed Carroll, RKO; J. Rosen, Fox; Lee Mayer, Warners; Sam Rifkin, UA;
Harold Bennett, National Screen; Lou Allerhand, Metro; Al Gebhardt,
Paramount; Moe Kurtz, Fox; Alex Arnswalder, Metro, and Bill Murphy,
Universal
The Exhibitors' team has Ed Lachman
of Boonton as
manager
and the team will be composed of Lou Feld, Newark;
Haskell Block, Newark; H. Feld, Newark; M. Parks, Atlantic Highlands; Irving Dollinger, Linden; Joe Siccardi, Plcdnfield; M. Fogelson,
Danville; Jack Fields, Jersey City; M. Spewak, Carteret; L. Martin,
Paterson; Lou Gold, Newark; H. Bown, Lakewood, and Harry Lowenstein, Newark
▼
▼
▼
•

•

• THE INFORMATION DUGOUT for service men established by George Santer, manager of the Tower Theater, Detroit,
has been selected as a national model
and the Signal Corps is
photographing it for distribution to theaters throughout the country
to stimulate erection of similar centers in lobbies everywhere.
. .
• The M-G-M Pep Club in Omaha has installed Catherine NodLean
as president, Josephine DeMare, vice-president; Rosemary Reeves,
secretary; Barbara Riddle, treasurer, and Fred Fejfar, sergeant-at-arms.
• Harry Peterson, formerly head shipper for the Paramount exchange in Des Moines, has been named a salesman for Monograrn in
the same city. . . # The distribution of television sets and equipment
will be discussed tonight at the Television Seminar by J. H. Carmine, vice-president of Philco. . . • Pat Cunning, the television
expert on the Coast, describes his newly-born baby son as a "tele-tot."
• Al Bordo won the Chicago Variety Club golf tournament with a
low net of 76. . . # Loew's Poli in Springfield, Mass., is conducting a
search for Springfield's "Miss Sensatiori of 1945" to follow in the
footsteps of that town's own Eleanor
Powell
Couldn't
be a
plug for a picture with a similar name, could it? ... • Howard
Burkhardt, manager of Loew's State in Cleveland, is Ohio's Number
One Bond
and Stamp
salesman
He sold 51,010,000 worth
of
Bonds and Stamps in the Fifth War Loan and his total for all drives is
S5,500,000. . . # Increasing interest on the part of schools, libraries
and community organizations in the value of motion pictures for
study purposes is indicated in more than 11,000 responses to promotion
material put out by Warner Bros, on "The Adventures of Mark Twain"
and "Mask of Dimitrios"
▼
T
T
• • • DURING THE RECENT transportation strike in Philadelphia,
the Stanley-Warner circuit estimated that its loss was $6,000 daily.
• USO-Camp Shows shortly will send overseas nine dramatic and
seven musical troupes for entertainment of the armed forces. . . • Now
that Mark Hellinger is back from his INS assignment in India and the
South Pacific he will leave for the Coast in a few days to start preparations for "The Life of Will Rogers," which he will produce for Warner
Bros. . . • There's a rumor going around that Muzak will enter the
television field after the war. . . • One of the few oral arguments before the arbitration appeal board is going on in the E. M. Loew case.
• Sam Bronston and Lewis Milestone is meeting the trade press this
afternoon
T
▼
T
• •
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

from Page 1)

mum period of seven days, taking
up 12 % per cent of the total playing time. The smaller release
houses and subsequent-runs in the
Argentine capital are under compulsion to exhibit one domestic film
every month for a minimum run of
seven days. This automatically allots 25 per cent of the playing time
to Argentine product. All of the
country's theaters outside Buenos
Aires are required to play two weeks
of native product out of every five,
for 40 per cent of the total playing
time.
The quota decree makes it compulsory for the exhibitor to play all
Argentine product on a percentage
basis, with a minimum of 40 per
cent
stood. in most instances, it is underImposition of a quota system had
been advocated by the Argentine
producers, with vigorous opposition
offered by the Argentine Film Distributors' Association. Allegedly the
producers initiated the quota plan
in retaliation for a threatened curtailment in the exportation of raw
stock to Argentina by the United
States.
_ The Argentine government's action was denounced as "discriminatory" by the foreign head of one of
the major companies. He said the
quota system discriminated especially against our product.
Declaring that the quota set-up
"kills playing time for American
pictures in Argentina," the company
spokesman asserted that the Farrell
government's move represented
"what our State Department is supposed to be fighting
against."

Rust Buys Half Interest
In Mono/s Dallas Branch
Ed Blumenthal, who last week acquired John Franconi's interest in
the Monogram franchise for the
Texas territory, has announced that
he has sold a 50 per cent interest to
Lloyd B. Rust, former manager of
Republic's exchange in Dallas. Rust
will manage the Monogram Dallas
headquarters.

"Minstrel Man" for Reade
Sidney Kulick, Eastern division
sales manager, consummated a deal
with the Walter Reade Circuit in
New Jersey
for J."Minstrel
according to Leo
McCarthy,Man,"
general
sales manager for PRC.

UJEDDIHG BELLS
Detroit — Thomas T. Stephens, operator of the Annex Theater, was
married yesterday to Mrs. Nita Hayward.

THE STORY OF TWO
BEAUTIES AND
THE DRAGONOnce upon a time on that magical street called Broadway
were two gay entertainers whose talents and charms were
undeniable. But their pretty hearts beat loud and fast because
nearby was the dragon,, a mighty creature with such powers of
(Continued)

fascination for people that the two lovely things feared they
would be woefully neglected. But lo and behold, no matter how
great were the throngs that crowded in to watch the mighty
dragon perform, there were countless other thousands who
sought out the two beauties.

AND

THEREBY

HANGS

A TAIL (Leo of M-Q-M's

naturally I

M-G-M packs more people into theatres than any other company because
its wise showmen provide a wider range of entertainment in their great
product. For instance, like that which holds the Broadway spotlight:
SEED" the mightiest dramatic spectacle of our time
with a wonderful new role for Katharine Hepburn, is breaking M'G-M
records at Radio City Music Hall.
"BATHING
BEAUTY"
the Technicolor Big Show of Girls,
Laughs and Music, is in its 7th great week at the Astor and a sensation
nationwide.
"THE CANTERVILLE
GHOST" convulses Broadway at the
Globe where M^G^M's darling Margaret O'Brien zooms to stardom. It's
beating "Salute To The Marines" booming business.
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truly the Picture of the Century from
THEY DON'T STOP FIGHTING!
KEEP
SELLING WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY [

Century-Fox

Thursday, August 10,
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Seek Formula to Cut
Usage for Raw Stock

Urges WMC Aid on
Trade Manpower

(Continued from Page 1)
home office executives in a threehour session. No formula was agreed
(Continued from Page 1)
upon and the execs, will meet again
service trades division, proposing on Monday to continue their efforts
that WMC discontinue its policy of to find a solution.
refusing to approve local recommenfilm companies' allotment for
dations for hiring preference. This theThecurrent
quarter is 255,000,000
memo was written in consequence feet, or 65,000,000 feet less than
of the July 20 meeting of the new was allotted for the last quarter.
Motion Picture Theater Owners Industry Advisory Committee.
MPPDIAC Meeting Deferred;
At the same time, Manpower of- No Change as to Raw Stock
ficials revealed that they have not
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
yet received the new brief supportWashington
—
Meeting
of
the
Moing locally-needed designations for
tion Picture Producers and Distribexchanges. Such a brief was reutors Industry Advisory Committee
portedly sent them from New York
earlier this week, but has apparent- with WPB Motion Picture Chief Linly been held up.
coln V. Burrows, tentatively scheduled for tomorrow, has been put off
WMC is predisposed not to accept
the recommendations of either OCR, for 10 days, it was revealed yesterday. Burrows said there is no
for the exhibs., or of the WAC distributor division. No area recom- change in the raw stock situation,
mendations for locally-needed desig- and that a sizeable cut — estimated
nations for theaters are reported to at 20 per cent — in the industry's
stock allocation for the next
have reached Washington, but rec- raw
ommendations from the field that three or four months was likely.
Buffalo and Dallas exchanges be The toppers on the committee will
be called here next week
given hiring preference have been probably
or the week after.
turned down. In addition, Washington has knocked out the locallyneeded designations which had been 5,000 Companies Using
assigned in Philadelphia and Pitts- Commercial Short Films
burgh prior to the tightening of their
policy. This was done several weeks
(Continued from Page 1)
ago. The OCR memo urged granting
of locally needed designations for according
to a recently completed
projectionists, theater electricians survey of the field.
and one of two other key theater
In 1940, only 50 companies used
posts.
commercial short subjects for sales,
A WMC official yesterday pointed institutional advertising and general
to a possible solution for the indus- promotion. Today, 5,000 companies
try manpower problems, suggesting utilize the commercial short, according to the survey. Producers have
that WMC's position could be skirted
by successful industry presentations been forced to turn down assignto the area priority committees
ments because of the shortage in
throughout the country. These raw stock and the lack of manpower
groups have already been contacted and materials to meet the orders.
by the industry in some places, he
said. Sponsored by WMC, these
groups include representatives of the in Washington. They are free to
War and Navy Departments, WPB, add other industries to the local
War Food Administration, Selective list. They may, where they feel it
Service, OCR and other agencies. desirable, place theaters, for instance, higher on the priority listThey have taken a leading role in
ing than many other industries
setting local hiring priorities, and
had WMC blessing naare not bound by the WMC policy, which have
tionally or locally.
although they automatically list
Recognition
by these groups may
those industries termed essential by
WMC, as well as those for which be more to the advantage of the industry, he said, than would be evenlocal essentiality has been approved
tual success in constant efforts to

Let's All Hope!
PRC Pictures has advanced the release date of its feature "When the
Lights Go on Again" to Sept. 15, in
the hopes this date will coincide
with the announcement of peace in
Europe.

Skouras Assails War
1)
'Wilson'
Ban fromof Page
Dept.(Continued
pression of freedom of the press,"
The War
Department's
ban
also
included the Fibber McGee and Molly picture, "Heavenly
Skouras's
statement Days."
on the banning of "Wilson" follows:
"The unprecedented action of the
War Department in making it impossible for the armed forces now
overseas to see Darryl F. Zanuck's
'Wilson'
Technicolor
is
a flagrant production
example of ofwilful
and
unfair censorship and repression of
the freedom of the screen.
"It was brought to the attention
of the company's executives long
before the picture was exhibited
that such action was being contemplated. Such action can only be
construed as pre-judgment without
the right
of apropaganda,
hearing. 'Wilson'
not
political
nor is is
it
the biographical study of a Democratic president. It is the dramatic
cavalcade of a stirring period of
American life.
"As proof of this we call your attention to the reaction and sentiments expressed by the press and
public in New York City. This picture has broken all existing theater
records and is being seen by more
than 20,000 persons daily. It has
been unanimously hailed as 'the
motion picture every American must
see.' Motion Picture critics in their
reviews emphasized that the film was
'the ultimate in motion picture entertainment' and no political propa-

Hollywood — Alfred Jermy of the
Warner Bros. Studio publicity department is the father of a boy,
weighing eight pounds and ten
ounces.

ganda.
"For instance, the New York Daily
News said, 'A picture that every
American who can should see it. One
of the finest films ever produced in
Hollywood.' The New York HeraldTribune said: 'A vastly interesting
show as well as a lesson in good
achieve recognition here for the de- citizenship.' The New York Times
sirability ofgranting theaters local- said: 'At this time the picture 'Willy-needed designations, and success
son' should inspire millions of peoof these attempts appears as doubtple.' The New York Journal-Amerful as ever right now. Washington
ican observed: 'One of the most
exchanges continue to fare well, on amazing achievements of film makthe whole, with 20th Century-Fox
ing in the history of the cinema.'
the only office now experiencing seri"Fifteen per cent of New York
ous personnel difficulties.
theater audiences now seeing 'Wilson' are comprised of soldiers, sailors and marines and the balance are
Distributors' Division

Raymond Lane, member of the
20th Century-Fox art department,
became a dad for the second time
when Mrs. Lane presented him yesterday with an eight pound, one
ounce son who will be called Stephen
Charles.

Democrats
and Republicans."
In furtherance of efforts to have
motion picture distribution included prepared a brief, outlining the situon the list of industries that might
ation and stating its problem in detail. This brief is to be presented
be designated by local War Manpower Commission officials as local- to the Essential Activities Committee of the WMC via its chairman,
ly needed,
distributors'
division
of the
War the
Activities
Committee
has Collis Stocking.

STORK REPORTS
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Prepares Manpower Brief

Exhibitor Opinions
Mixed(Continued
on Proposals
from Page 1)
to admit that there was little i
lihood that the affected distribu
would accept the recommendai
Ultimate court action was predi<
unless there could be a "negoth
Abram F. Myers, Allied gen
counsel, said that the proposed m
fications were the very minin
that the D of J could accept
"even a colorable compliance ju
the anti-trust laws." So far
peace."
they
go, he said, the proposals
pear to be consistent with the ]
ommendations of the conference
independent exhibitors on the dec
sponsored by Allied last winter.
Urges Price-Fixing Attack
"I strongly feel," Myers adc
"that the Department should bro
en its demands and launch a froi
attack against widespread priceing through forced percentage c
tracts regulating theater adn
The Pacific Coast Conference 5
"an assurance to independent exh
tor organizations that their fight
justice
said
thatis being
it was upheld."
gratified The
that P
sions."
D of J "had acted so forcibly in
holding the Sherman anti-trust
and applying it to correct many i
nopolistic practices indulged in
favor of affiliated circuits to
detriment of independent exhibitoi
Different Views
From
other
sources,
many
which did not want to be quoted
different picture of the situat
was obtained.
The consensus v
that the original decree did nothi
for the exhibitors and that the n
proposals
made
it worse.
Wh
many
of the exhibitors contacl
did not appear to be fazed by 1
oroposal that each picture must
booked singly, others described t
orovision
as beingrentals
"ruinous."
Th
saw still higher
and great
orofits for the five consenting co:panies, basing their arguments
the higher terms obtainable und
the five-block system.
Opponents of the proposals a]
could see no benefits from divon
ment, declaring that the turnii
back of affiliated theaters to form
or new owners would not ease t
competition. Some of them sa
they would prefer to have affiliat
circuit competition to independe
competition.
While expressing the opinion th
he did not think the present propo
als would prevail, Ed Kuykenda
MPTOA president, said he prefe
red to make no other comment
this time.

TO THE COLORS!
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EDWARD
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rafting of All-Hew
scree is Predicted
(Continued from Page 1)
nin an outside filmland, brought
:h the consensus yesterday that
lack of understanding on the
t of the industry's rank and file
i regard to the exact nature, apation, and ramifications of the
sent decree is "entirely natural"
the reason that much in the
m of consent procedure in law
by no means clear to highlyned legalists. All of the chanprobed, in order to seek clarition of consent decree fundaitals, admitted that a brief and
irate definition can be given of
i a legal term, but from that
at forward, and particularly with
tion to an industry as complex
motion pictures, the difficulties
int. They term the Governit's continuance of its anti-trust
on as providing filmland with its
t involved litigation to date.
Decree An Excepion
roducers, distributors, theaterand other wings of the trade
p been able, legalists said, to
dw with comparative ease most
ters of law as they have api to the industry, and this aps even to legislation both enactnd proposed in the past. But the
;ent decree is the wholly underdable exception.
educed to definition, as concurin bv the legalists surveyed, a
sent decree "is an agreement bean litigant and Government volirily entered into, by which they
ge to certain practices in lieu of
:inuation of a law suit."
i the Government's action against
so-called industrv
defendants,
i
uniaue
nature of film trade from
i!uction through
exhibition pre;is problems which would not. or
•• could, be met in any other
;ich of commerce.
'■his point was brought
out in
of last year, some four months
'•re the three-year trial period of
decree expired (Nov. 20, 1943),
m article. "Duty To Bargain In
Motion Picture Industry," publed in the Columbia
Law
Re/ under the by-line of Louis
bv, prominent motion picture atey.
'he article said in its final section
d "Conclusions": "Contracts re(ed by common law or statutory
illation are usually specific and
ted. The public interest is diThe factor of discretion is
inated so that the oublic obve may be obtained without difty.
Public Interest Remote
The Consent
Decree illustrates
;Tinlsorv contract under far more
plex circumstances.
The public
irest is remote, if not entirely
nt. It exists onlv in the sense
the Government has abandoned
:edure by litigation for concesby decree, where the defen-
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"Oh,
Night"
with
Edmund What
Lowe, JeanA Parker,
Marjorie
Rambeau, Alan Dinehart
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Monogram
72 Mins.
GOOD ACTING AND DIRECTION HELP
TO MAKE THIS PLEASANT ENTERTAINMENT FOR DUALS.
This is a pleasing offering, highlighted
by good acting and direction. It is the
story of a gentleman gem thief who keeps
his promise to a detective.
William Beaudine is responsible for the
good direction, while Edmund Lowe, Marjorie Rambeau, Jean Parker, Alan Dinehart, Pierre Watkin, Claire DuBrey, Ivan
Lebedeff and Olaf Hytten are among the
veteran players who enact the principal
roles. Scott R. Dunlap supplied splendid
production values, and Trem Carr functioned
as executive producer.
Miss Rambeau, a former burlesque
queen who married a millionaire South
African, comes to Los Angeles with her
famous "Kimberly King" diamond. She is
followed by Lowe, Watkin and Lebedeff,
noted gem thieves who are working independently of one another. Another
visitor to Los Angeles is Dinehart, a private
detective representing the company which
has insured the gem. With Watkin is his
niece, Miss Parker, who is unaware of his
light-fingered ability.
Dinehart reminds Lowe of a very important favor he accorded him in Cairo and
in return promises to see that Miss Rambeau does not lose her diamond. Lowe also
falls in love with Miss Parker. Lowe discovers that Watkins has stolen the gem
and forces the thief to give it to him. Lowe
returns the diamond to Miss Rambeau, but
in order to shield Watkin makes Miss
Parker believe he stole it.
CAST: Edmund Lowe, Marjorie Rambeau,
Jean Parker, Alan Dinehart, Pierre Watkin,
Claire DuBrey, Ivan Lebedeff, Olaf Hytten,
Karin Lang, Charles Miller, George Lewis,
Charles Jordan, Crane Whitley, Dick Rush.
CREDITS: Executive Producer, Trem
Carr; Producer, Scott Dunlap; Director, William Beaudine; Author, Marion Orth; Screenplay, Paul Gerard Smith; Cameraman, Mack
Stengler; Supervisiing Film Editor, Richard
Currier; Film Editor, Dan Milner; Musical
Director, Edward Kay.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Reopen Chi. Apollo Sat.
Chicago — B & K is reopening its
Apollo Theater Saturday with double film program featuring "Candlelight in Algeria" with "The Eve of
St. Mark." House was closed by fire
recently.
dants deny liability. The business
of the motion picture industry is
not such as to confer upon it either
the privilege or burdens of public
interest. Yet, by means of the Consent Decree, the industry undertook
to eliminate and also to adopt trade
practices which compelled its members to enter into contracts under
certain circumstances.
"The directives to contract were
not specific nor easily executed. They
were characterized by one harassed
arbitrator as 'inartistically and obscurely drawn.' As legislators and

Gould Tells Latin America
Reps, of Post- War Needs
(Continued from Page 1)
tion, showmanship
in manager
exhibition,"
Walter
Gould, foreign
of
United Artists, told the company's
Latin-American representatives yesterday at the closing session of a
two-day meeting in the Ritz-Carlton
Hotel.
The delegation of UA managers
from Argentina, Brazil, Mexico,
Peru, Chile and Cuba was augmented by the arrival yesterday of Guy
C. Smith, manager in the Canal
Zone, who had been delayed by transportation difficulties.
During their stay in New York,
the men will be the guests at various social functions sponsored by
the UA producers.

Argentina Gets 3,700,000
Feet of U. S. Raw Stock
(Continued from Page 1)
made without the knowledge or approval of the American film industry, it was said. Footage will be
used for the production of Argentinian pictures.

Kaufman Named Republic
Studio Publicity Chief
Appointment of J. Lester Kaufman as chief studio publicist, efterday. fective Aug. 24, was announced yesKaufman formerly was associated
with Balaban & Katz in Chicago,
Paramount Pictures in New York,
and for the past six years with Fanchon & Marco Enterprises in St.
Louis in charge of advertising and
publicity.
Charles Reed Jones, director of
advertising in New York, now in
Hollywood for studio conferences,
will assist in working out the plan
of co-ordination between the studio
and home office with Kaufman. Steve
Edwards, director of publicity in
New York, will join the Hollywood
conference at a later date

D-Day Coverage Told
By Pathe's
Sullivan
(Continued from Page 1)
with the Army overseas, Sullivan
participated in two D-Day operations, at Salerno and on what is
termed the "Easy Red" sector of
the Normandy coast. In the Italian
campaign, he was awarded the Purple Heart for wounds received when
the Nazis booby-trapped the Naples
post office as result of which his leg
was injured as he stood on the sidewalk outside the structure.
Sullivan said that movies were being used close to the American front
lines in France, and that reception
of radio programs from the outset
of the invasion had aided in sustaining extant high morale. Loudspeakers are in regular use in the forefront of the battle area, and the Germans are bombarded with messages
calling upon them to surrender, —
which they do in groups and on frequent occasion after being told of
procedure to effect that end.
For all 52 days when Sullivan was
at the front in Normandy, he took
footage not only under the handicap
of enemy fire, but also suffering from
constant toothache. He told the trade
and metropolitan press of the DDay landings in France and how he
was a quarter of a mile from Gen.
McNair when the latter was killed
by an American bomb when planes
of the U. S. dropped them within
their own lines because wind had
pressed backward the smokescreen
laid down to guide them in the bombardment area.
En route from Normandy to England, his plane sighted a buzz bomb
whichselfthe
craft's
occupants
himtook for
a British
nightandfighter,

but subsequently learned was a rocket which blasted two buildings when
it descended. London's Piccadilly
Circus, Sullivan said, appeared like
Fifth Avenue at 4 a.m., or on a Sunday or holiday in consequence of the
buzz bomb blitz.
He worked in France with film
stock and equipment strapped to
Mandell, Levy Quits WB
his shoulders and spending most of
For Film Classics Posts
the time in foxholes and other locations offering chance for shelter from
Chicago — Harry Mandell, Warner bullets and shrapnel. He expects
film salesman here, and Ted Levy, to return to combat activity coverage following dental treatment here.
Warner head booker, have resigned
Difficulties attached to filming
and both are joining Films Classics
front line fighting, Sullivan pointed
New York offices.
out, are greatly heigthened for the
courts often do when troubled by reason that action takes place
the problem of definition, the drafts- chiefly at night. He had the highest praise from fellow cameramen
man of the Decree resorted to generalization. Thus the evil day of and correspondents, and said that
decision was postponed. The future Ernie Pyle is lionized by the troops.
was taxed with the necessity of inTom Biggers Dies
ternretation. . ."
Today, and in the continuing- acWinter Garden, Fla.— Tom W. Bigtion which looms, John Q. Filmgers, 44, well known projectionist of
fellow will not be alone in his inability to understand decree facets. the Winter Garden theater, died in
The best he can hope for will be in- an Orlando hospital where he had
terpretation by self of decree con- been taken for treatment. His
tent and meaning, according to the brother, C. M. Biggers, is owner and
manager of the Garden City Theater.
sources probed yesterday.
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BOB NOLAN
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Directed by: Joseph Kane

Original Screenplay by: Gordon Kahn — Olive Cooper
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NDIE EXHIBS. MAY MEET ON DECREE PLAN
oew's 40- Week
Net Profit Increases See$1,060,
808
Necessity to Form
RKO Circuit Completes Negotiations For

>fits Equal to $6.24
Bhare Compared With
67 in 1943 Period

jet profit of Loew's, Inc., for the
veeks ended June 8 was $10,514,an increase of $1,060,808 over
i comparable 1943 period, David
nstein, vice-president and treas•, revealed yesterday. Profits are
jal to $6.24 per share on the outriding common stock, compared
J5.67 in the first 40 weeks of 1943.
berating profit for the 1944
(Continued on Page 2)

Showing of "Wilson" At Advanced
RKO

for the advanced-price showing of 20th-Fox's "Wilson." The deal between
20th-Fox and RKO calls for engagements in all of the chain's key cities, with
screenings to start within a month.

RCA, International
Sign Dislrib. Pact

Contract providing for both domestic and export distribution of International theater chairs by RCA's
Theater Euipment Section was announced yesterday by C. C. Koontz,
president of International Seat Corp.,
of Union City, Ind., who declared
that production facilities of his orstimated second-quarter earnings
ganization will be keyed to meet ac54,081,000 after interest and all
!
cumulated post-war demands of film
•Res, including estimated provis- houses, and expanded distribution fafor all Federal taxes, were recilities to match this production will
;ed yesterday by Paramount Pic(Continued on Page 4)
is. This figure compares with
(Continued on Page 2)
Name Neutral Arbitrator

ira. 2nd Quarter
:lat $4,081,000

48 Features Next
3son for Monogram

In St. Louis Union Case

St. Louis — The Regional War Labor Board at Kansas City has named
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY a board member, Jules E. Kohn, to
ollywood — Monogram Pictures serve as the neutral arbitrator to determine the number of union stage
o. will release 48 feature-length
to be employed in 56 motion
'luctions on the 1944-45 program, hands
■rding to an announcement yes- picture theaters of St. Louis and St.
Louis County. A three-man panel
(Continued on Page 4)
of the War Labor Board recommended some weeks ago that a new
board of arbitration be selected to
Republic Closes Deal
(Continued on Page 4)

With Fox West Coast

Republic has closed a deal covring its 1944-45 program with Fox
v'est Coast theaters. Edward Zabel
^nd Cullen Espy represented the
neater chain, with Francis A. Bateian, Western district sales man'ger, Sidney Weisbaum, San Franisco branch manager, and William
larriott, Los Angeles branch manager, representing Republic.
Charles V. Skouras, president of
ox West Coast, and James R.
rainger, Republic president, sat in
i the deal.

Scales

is the first cf the major national circuits to complete negotiations

New NTS Lenses Held
Big Projection Gain

Necessity for an all-independent
exhibitor meeting to consider the
ramifications
of for
thea Government's
recommendations
modified New
York consent decree was expressed
terday.
in messages to The Film Daily yesBelieving their future as independent operators are at stake, whether
the Government's proposals are accepted or not, the communications
(Continued on Page 4)

. Characterized as "the greatest
scientific improvement in projection
since birth of the film industry," a
new set of lenses, known as the Orthoscope and distributed by National
Theatre Supply, was announced yesterday by Walter E. Green, NTS
president, who revealed that the new
product consists of two additional
lenses, a positive and a negative, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jean Hersholt joins
optically engineered to each theater's the Sol Lesser organization as a
requirements.
Describing the advance, Green said partner on Sept. 1, and will serve as
(Continued on Page 4)
chairman of a newly-created advisory board for Principal Productions,
Argentina Quota Decree
Inc. The board will be compi'ised
of Lesser, Hersholt, Barnett Briskin
Exempts Exisiting Pacts
and Louis Hyman.
The signing of Hersholt is another
(Continued on Page 2)
That all contracts signed by Argentine exhibitors with distributors
prior to June 30 will be respected To File Distrib. Answers
unless they interfere with compliance with the decree establishing In Pittsburgh Case Tues.
film quotas in Argentina was disclosed
by further information on the terms
Answers to a complaint brought
of the decree which was made avail- against them by 24 Pennsylvania
able here yesterday. The possibility independent theater operators askwas seen that many contracts might
ing an injunction on a variety of
have to be altered to enable Argen- grounds are scheduled to be filed in
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)

New Dramatists Plan
Solution to Film Rights Problem Seen
WMC Further Tightens
Priority Referral Program

Temporary Organization
To Meet Decree Demands

A new plan, submitted by H. William Fitelson, film attorney, permitting an author to sell the film rights
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY to his play prior to production will
be considered as an amendment to
Washington — Further
tightening the Guild's present basic agreement
of the WMC
priority referral pro- with a blanket ruling in its favor.
gram was directed today by Chair- Lillian Hellman, chairman of a Guild
man Paul V. McNutt in a new memo committee on new trends, will offer
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)

Lesser as Partner

To Dub in German
"Saludo^ Amigos"
"SALUDOS AMIGOS," already
dubbed in French, Italian, Spanish,
Portuguese and Swedish, is to be
readied in the German language.
This is the first Disney picture
since "Snow White," to contain
German narration, and is to be followed by a Teutonic version of
"Fantasia," for the post-war European market.

^

Jean Hersholt Joins
Lesser as Partner
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i Continued from Page 1)
step in the expansion program being
launched by Lesser, who heretofore
has
confined annual
his company's
to limited
product.activities
Future
plans include, in addition to the recently completed '3 is a Family,"
and the forthcoming "Tarzan and
the Amazons," the hit play, "Civilian Clothes," "Crazy to Dance,"
"Many Happy Returns," an ori°'inal
by Rowland Leigh and Marjorie
Pfaelzer; a stage play, "Victory
Garden," to be produced in New
York in collaboration with Al Kaufman and Ted Thomas, and several
others to be announced.

To File Distrib. Answers
In Pittsburgh Case Tues.
(Continued

from

Page

1)

(Continued from Page li

estimated earnings of $3,827,000 for
the similar period of 1943. The estimate for the second quarter of this
year is equivalent to $1.09 per share
of common as against $1.02 for the
same quarter of last year.
Earnings for the first half of this
year, estimated on the same basis,
were given as $7,895,000, or $2.10
per common share, which compares
with $7,387,000 for the similar period of 1943, or $1.97 per share.

Loan of $6,000,000
Okayed by Paramount
Borrowing of $6,000,000 under a
deal currently under negotiation with
three banks was authorized yesterday
by the executive committee of the
board of directors of Paramount Pictures. The purpose of the loan is to
make it possible for Paramount
Broadway Corp., wholly owned subsidiary, to redeem first mortgage
sinking fund loan certificates on the
Paramount Theater and office building here. When these transactions
have been completed the accounts of
Paramount Broadway Corp. will be
included in the consolidated financial
accounts of Paramount Pictures.
The loan will be evidenced by unsecured notes maturing $1,000,000
annually from 1945 to 1950.

Pittsburgh by the eight major distiibutors on Tuesday.
Morris Roth, operator of houses in
Duquesne and Swissvale, Pa., filed
the action against the distributors
in behalf of himself and 23 other exhibitors.
The plaintiffs want the defendants
enjoined from continuing alleged
monopolies and acting in concert to
require payment by the complainants and other independent exhibitors of higher percentage rates than
allegedly charged to theaters oper.Thursday, August 10)
ated by the distributors or affiliated
companies.
NEW
YORK
STOCK
MARKET
The independents ask the court to Eleven Radio Stations
High
Low
Close
Chg. declare license agreements unlawAm. Seat
ful, to hold certain provisions of
2038 +
1/g
Col. Picts. vtc. (2'/2%) 203,8
5% 2038
agreements unenforceable and to is- Plug "Atl. City" Debut
Columbia
Picts. pfd
Netsue an injunction preventing the deHeralding the opening of RepubCon. Fm. Ind
51/4
53/g +
1/4
fendants from attempting to have
24
lic's musical, "Atlantic City," at the
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . . 213/8 24
24 —
i/s the plaintiffs disclose confidential
Republic Theater (formerly the ManGen. Prec. Eq
633/4 211/4 213/g +
3/8 business details.
hattan), tomorrow, eleven radio sta83/4
1/2
Loew's,
Inc
263/8 633/4 633/4 +
Paramount
tions
are
todays featuring five-min26% 2614
'Wilson' in Gala L. A. Bow;
ute programs highlighting songs
RKO
8%
83/4 +
1/8
24VZ
from
the
film.
These radio shows,
89
90 + IV2 Starts 2-House
90
Run Today
RKO
SS pfd
introduced
by
Ben
Grauer and fea243/8
241/2
20th Century-Fox . . . 31 1/2
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
turing Paul Whiteman and orches12%
313/8 313/g +
1/g
20th Century-Fox pfd
Hollywood — Twentieth Centurytra, are being employed on Stations
Warner Bros
127/g +
I/4
V/z 123/4
Fox's "Wilson" was given a gala WABC, WMCA, WNEW, WEVD,
MARKET
NEW
YORK 991/i
BOND
invitational West Coast premiere at WBNX, WBYN, WOV, WINS,
991/2 991/2 —
1/2
Par. B'way 3s55
2%
the Carthay Circle Theater last WWRL, WLIB, and WHN.
NEW
YORK CURB MARKET
night. A glittering audience was on
Radio-Keith
cvs.
...
1%
1 Vi
21%
3%
hand. Starting today, the film will
Sonotone
Corp
23/4
2%
Technicolor
Third B'way Week for
213/4 213/4 +
l/4 play simultaneously at the Carthay
Circle on a two-a-day basis and at 2nd Frank Sinatra Musical
Trans-Lux
37/g
3%
the
United
Artists
on
a
policy
of
Universal Pictures . . . 21
201/2 207/g +
3/8
continuous performances. Advanced
"Step Lively," second Frank Sinaprices will be in effect at both
tra musical made by RKO Radio,
B'klyn Para. Sets Record
houses.
starts
the third week of its BroadParamount's "Going My Way" left
today.way run at the RKO Palace Theater
a record at the Brooklyn Paramount "Kismet" to Astor
that will stand for some time, the"Kismet," M-G-M's Technicolor exAfter his vacation, Sinatra will
ater reports. Picture ran 10 weeks
starring Ronald Colman
during which 291 showings were and Marlenetravaganza
Dietrich, will open at resume "The Frank Sinatra Progiven at which 489,224 patrons
on Wednesday over the CBS
the Astor Theater on Aug. 22, tak- network gram"at
9:00 p.m., EWT, acting
bought tickets totaling $245,613.
ing the place of "Bathing Beauty," as both master of ceremonies and
which will have completed a run of singing star.
Monogram Adds to K. C.
eight weeks.
Frank Morgan, formerly with
PRC-Fobion Deal
RKO, and Sam Moley, former man- Benson Named WB Booker
Sidney Kulick, Eastern division
ager of Ross Federal Service in San
Chicago — Charles Benson has been
Francisco, have been added to the named chief booker of Warners' sales manager of PRC, has set deal
Monogram sales force in Kansas branch office here, succeeding Ted with Fabian Brooklyn Theaters for
entire 1944-45 product.
City.
Levy, resigned.

f innnciRL
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COmmC and GOIfl
MURRAY SILVERSTONE, 20th-Fox f(
head, leaves today on a two-month to
South and Central America. His first
will be Rio de Janeiro. Twenty-one cou
are on his itinerary.
SAMUEL
leave
today BRONSTON
for the Coast.and LEWIS

MILES'

MAX FELLERMAN, Banner Productions, ;
in Chicago today for Monogram sales meet
BETTY
HUTTON
has
left Hollywood
vacation
before
coming
East
on
a per
appearance
tour that will open in Boston
24, with Cleveland and Chicago following.
CARMEN MIRANDA
Coast.
DANA ANDREWS
has

has
gone

returned to
to California.

SONNY TUFTS and MARJORIE REYNi
have left Hollywood for San Francisco for
world

premiere

of

Paramount's

"I

Lov

BURTUS
BISHOP,
JR.. M-C-M
district
ager with
headquarters
in Dallas,
and B
STONER,
manager of the Pittsburgh
office
rive department
here Monday heads.
for a week's
with
ous
HERMAN visit RIFPS
Soldier."
bany manager,
and RALP
MAW,
Buffalo
today.
ager
leave
for
their
respective
headqua
CANTINFLAS, Mexico's comedy star is
pected
in Hollywood
tomorrow.
MARGARET & TRAVIS JOHNSON, and
Song Spinners, back to New York after a
week stay in Hollywood.
SCOTT R. DUNLAP, Monogram
rives in New York today.

producer

Rises $1,060,808
Loew's 40-Week Ne
i Continued from Page 1)
period was $28,020,795, compa
with $28,764,013 in 1943, while pre
sionthefor1944
Federal
taxes and
was $12,887,1
$9,335,-'
in
40 weeks
in the period ended last year. 1
serve for contingencies, including
penses
the proposed
employes'
tirementof plan,
was $5,500,000
in 1!
and $3,800,000 in 1943, while resei
for depreciation was $3,670,778 t
year and $2,622,477 last year.

Argentina Quota Decree
Exempts Exisiting Pacts
(Continued

tine exhibitors
decree.

to

from Page

comply

1)

with

1

Under the terms of the decree
first-runs must pay a rental of
per cent on all Argentine produ<
screened, with subsequents compel
to pay 25 and 35 per cent.

UA Hosts Press
United Artists executives, produi
Samuel Bronson and Director Le^
Milestone were hosts to trade pai
editors and publishers at a privi
cocktail
at the Waldorf--'
toria Hotelpartyyesterday.
Monogram Hosts
Monogram yesterday entertain
for
wick Henny
Hotel. Youngman at the W:
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BY THE SEA"
"AIN'T MISBEAVIN' "
"AFTHER YOU'VE
GONE"GOT
"I AIN'T
NOBODY"
"NOBODY'S
SWEETHEART"
"ON A SUNDAY
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and Orchestra

LOUIS ARMSTRONG
and his Band
with BUCK & BUBBLES
and DOROTHY DANDRIDGE

YEAR<?
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(Jack Kenny & Al Shean)
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l
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(Gus Van & Charles Marsh)
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— Director

Original Story by ARTHUR CAESAT
Screenplay by DORIS GILBERT,
FRANK GILL, JR..
GEORGE CARLETON BROWN
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Friday, August 11

Indie Exhibs. May
Meet on Decree Plan
(Continued from Page 1>
indicated that the independent exhibitors should form a temporary
organization which would forcibly
present to the Department of Justice their position in the industry insofar as divorcement, block-booking
and other requests by the Government are concerned.
Crystallization of the independent's plan may be realized within
the next few weeks, according to
the reports.

WMC Further Tightens
Priority Referral Program

RCA, International Seat
Sign Distribution Pact
i Continued from

Page

1)

be provided bv the contract with
EGA.
"RCA's Theater Equipment Sec) tion," Koontz added, "will distribute
{International
the independent group ofchairs
RCA via
theater
supply
dealers throughout the U. S., many
of whom were handling the International line before civilian production
was interrupted by the war, and
through authorized RCA distributors
in foreign countries." He said that
improved design and materials will
be incorporated
in company's postwar product.

August
12
Home
D. H. Finke
Cecil
B. DeMille
Jane Wyatt
Mort Spring
Stanleigh P. Friedman
Ben Hersh
Mary Halsey
Hal

August
13
Alfred Hitchcock
Sam Taylor
Regis Toomey
Gene Raymond
Mary Duncan
C'oria
Dickson
W. E. Creen
Rita
Johnson
Leo Brecher
Mollie
Steckler
Charles
'Buddy
Rogers
Max
Seligman

Page li

film, "Going My Way." Manager
Leonard Fried heard the request
and asked the man and his dog to
be his guest. Fried also heard the
man remark his dog liked popcorn

The Fitelson plan is simi
that of the Wharton-Wilk plan.
was conceived nearly six yeai
by John F. Wharton, attorney
Wilk. Warner Bros. Eastern
duction head, and Sidney Fleii
Although the same treatment
be accorded the Fitelson plan i
been shown the Wharton-Wilk i
previously approved by the '
but abandoned when the film c>
nies concerted their disappro\
recent survey of opinion offer
home office story executives ind'
a warmer reception to the new
Plan's Provisions

"so the manager got some for the
animal. After the show the blind
man said it was one of the biggest
thrills he had since losing his sight.

Big Projection Gain

Two pictures reportedly made boxoffice news yesterday. "Since You
Went Away," in its first three weeks
at the Capitol, was reported to have
grossed more than $250,000, running ahead of David O. Selznick's
other biggie, "Gone With the Wind."
"Hail the Conquering Hero," topoing the attendance record of "The
Miracle of Morgan's Creek," was
expected to be the biggest grossing
Preston Sturges production to play
the Paramount.

'Continued from

an analysis and report on thl
meeting.
plan to the Guild Council at it'

i Continued from Page 1'
terday by Steve Broidy, who arrived in Chicago to preside at company's national sales convention.
Delegattes at the convention comprise more than 100 franchise owners, exchange managers and sales
personnel, as well as a large group
of distribution officials from the New
York office and other exchange centers throughout the country.
Releases for coming season, according to Broidy. will without exception represent an advance in
quality which will set new standards for Monogram, and contracts
with the country's theater owners
already insure the most successful
year in history of the company.

2 Pix Set Records

Offers New Propos
To Dramatists Guil

Day of Cedar Rapids, asked permission to bring his seeing-eye dog
into the theater and sit through the

New NTS Lenses Held

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO...
Morris Ebenstein
). Harold
Stevens
Mayhew

Waterloo, la. — The unusual happened at the Paramount Theater at
Waterloo when a blind man, G. W.

Set 48 Features Next
Season for Monogram

(Continued from Page 1 I
sent all regional officials of the WMC.
Promising no greater benefit to the
pix industry. McNutt has directed
greater concentration upon filling
the manpower need of plants and
areas in direct war production. He
held out the possibility of drafting
men for these plants from less essential work in the area.
The employment ceilings called
for in the Byrnes directive of last
week will be applied to all employers
of eight or more men. and will be
set below present employment levels Name Neutral Arbitrator
in most cases. These ceilings will
be set with a view to releasing men In St. Louis Union Case
for war wTork, and if not successful
within a short time must be rigidly
'Continued from Page li
enforced on a compulsory basis.
determine the number of workers,
if any, in each of the theaters and
that the stage hands be granted a
John Alden Cooke Dies
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
U/ilLY 15 per cent increase in pay and paid
vacation.
Hollywood — John Alden Cooke, 42,
talent agent, died following an op- Lawrence E. Corwin Dies
eration. He was released from the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Army eight months ago. He had
Hollywood — Lawrence E. Corwin,
been associated with the Louis Shun 40, theater executive, died of heart
and Al Melnick agencies.
attack. Corwin was general manager of the Metropolitan Theater
Corp., composed of eight Broadway
theaters in Los Angeles, and also
spent, time in Minneapolis and Baltimore looking after theater interests
there. Surviving are his wife, Estelle; a brother, Sherrill, who
worked with him in his theater operations; and his father, J. H. CorAugust
11
win.
Jean Parker
William C. Thomas
Lloyd Nolan
Samuel
Bischoff
Caroline

Blind !I«n cfitcl Dog
'See' 'Going My Way9

'Continued from Page 1 I
these lenses are designed

The Fitelson plan differs fro
to Wharton-Wilk
plan in the foil]
ways :
utilize the light that would other1. In the Fitelson plan the |
i wise be lost at the film gate, and di- film company
advance
is 82
rect it so that it passes through the whereas it is reported that Wh;j
film aperture and the projector lens Wilk had asked for 85.000.
2. In the Wharton-Wilk plar |
t to the screen.
It also removes the
company which financed 10 j
crater image farther from the film acent
of the play could acquir i
gate.
This means that the projec- film rights. In the Fitelson
tionist need not make as frequent acquiring of the film rights i|
predicted on the financing of .
adjustment of manual controls dur- any part of the production c |
ing the operating period.
3. In the Wharton-Wilk plaij
By capturing light that would play producer was obligated t|
otherwise be wasted, the Orthoscope. serve certain conditions presc
Green stated, will: (1) Definitely by the film companies, such as aj
improve distribution of light over . ing to close the play after ii
the screen, providing 50 per cent money for several consecutive v
more light on the sides, 70 per cent In the Fitelson plan, the play
on the corners, and eliminating dark ducer is under no obligation to
returns to the film coir
edges; (2) Do away with the "hot I any
spot"; (3) Amazingly improve color and has complete control over
duction
and operation.
projection, causing tinted backgrounds to stand up sharp and true,
4. The new plan provides 1
thus getting from the film all that i five per cent out-of-town tryoui
Hollywood put into it technically; ! alty paid by the film company
(4) Do away with side and front
distortion, making every seat in the a 10 per cent out-of-town royalt
the New
while 1V
ton-Wilk
askedYork
for run,
a straight
house a "good seat"; (5) Provide jter
perfect background focus on long- Icent out-of-town royalty.
shot scenes; (6) Provide much greatRoyalty Provisions
er depth, making characters seem
5. The Fitelson proposal fu
alive; (7) Do away with rainbow
effects; and (8) Cause film to run I provides that no royalties are
paid for the first 21 performa
cooler. — no buckling.
The Orthoscope resulted from the so that a play will not be "fo:
research of Hal Huff, optic engineer, during such period just for the
who has been chief projectionist ! revenue. After this number of
of MPPDA for many years. In this [f ormances, however, the film
position he heard criticism of pro- pany begins paying 15 per cei
jection by men and women of Holly- the gross. In the Whartonwood who spend many hours a day plan there was a straight 15
viewing pictures. They complained cent from the New York ops
of eye-strain and headaches, and performance.
asked why there had to be fuzzy
6. "Bonus Payments" of $5,00
edges and the hot spot in screen the first 100 performances. SI
images, as well as why distortion for 200 performances, $30,000
from side and front seats was nec- 300, and $50,000 for the 450th
essary.
formance. are also part of the I
Quietly, the Orthoscope has been son plan. Wharton-Wilk hat
put in use in such houses as Grau- such provisions.
7. A ceiling of S250.000 comp
man's Chinese, United Artists and
the Orpheum in Hollywood, as well of advance money, bonuses, and
as studios, the Producers' Associa- where
alties isWharton-Wilk
offered in the had
Fitelson
tried 1'
tion, and many first-run stands. In
all instances it won acclaim.
ceiling of $200,000.
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Servicing 1,000 Italian Theaters

Riskin Says OWI is
Anxious to Turn Distribution Over to Cos.

Amen dec/ Decree?
=

By W1NFIE1D ANDRUS =

UOMBSHELL: Even industry atneys seemed unsure of what the
ure will bring as the result of
D of J's filing early last week
an application to amend the N.
Consent Decree. Justice Departnt asked Federal Court to modify
decree to stop theater acquisii by the Big Five and to comply divorce theater operation
m production-distribution within
ee years. Further changes proed would force single booking of
tures, check circuit buying, and
vide for money awards in arbition cases, at the same time exding the scope of arbitration to
*r all anti-trust complaints. Reons would define unreasonable
irance, permit an arbitrator to
ainate all clearance in highly
ipetitive situations, and prohibit
sent and future pools and franse deals.
eaction was mixed. Distributor's
jrneys huddled to discuss the proals but decided to spend more time
study before meeting again ton-ow. Exhib. opinions varied,
h Abram Myers, National Allied
eral counsel, holding that the deids should be broadened, while
er exhibitor leaders held that the
rinal decree did nothing for the
ibitors and that in the new proils they could see no benefits from
n-cement, declaring that the turnback of affiliated theaters would
ease competition,
egal opinion was that the Govment, in asking for a modified
'ree, in reality is asking for a
id new decree, inasmuch as a
irt rarely, if ever, drastically
lifies an existing consent decree.

*

*

*

The OWI through the Psychological Warfare Bureau is now servicing 1,000 theaters in Italy with
American pictures, Robert Riskin,
head of the Overseas Pictures Bureau, said Friday. Sixty theaters
are now operating in Rome.
Riskin said that theater business
in Italy was "sensational" and that
the Italian people were flocking to
see American pictures and liking
them. He said the OWI would turn
(Continued on Page 6)

Bond Sale Reports
From 4,908 Houses
Only 4,908 theaters have made
their reports as to sales made during the Fifth War Loan. This figure represents approximately onehalf of the theaters which participated in the drive, according to Joe
Kinsky who is supervising the reports. Kinsky urged the remaining
unreported houses to get their slips
(Continued on Page 2)

W. Pa. Allied Endorses
Gov't Decree Proposals

Ross Federal Denies
Closing Some Offices
Reports that Ross Federal Service was closing several of its offices because of its inability to get
manpower were denied at the weekend by the checking company. All
32 branches of the service are
operating and more than 1,000 men
have been added to the field force
since the start of the war, according to H. A. Ross.

Monogram Announces
Releases For Year
Chicago — Introducing a new departure, Monogram yesterday announced release dates on its films
for an entire year in advance. Steve
Broidy, vice-president and general
sales manager, revealed the complete
lineup at the conclusion of the company'sbeen
national insales
convention
which has
session
at the
Blackstone Hotel here.
The releasing schedule follows:
(Continued on Page 6)

Award Gives SPG Increase
And Merit Raise Plan

Bookings of Re-Releases
Mount As High as 9,000;
Regular Policy is Seen
Results from re-issues and re-releases in the past season have far
exceeded expectations, and the practice is expected to become a regular
policy with practically all companies,
a Film Daily survey of the situation reveals.
In contrast to the five or six thousand playdates anticipated by distributors, the re-issues are piling up
as many as seven, eight and nine
thousand and even more bookings,
including a large proportion in firstrun houses, it is understood.
Bookings also have been heavy in
(Continued on Page 6)

Speed Appeal Steps
In Jackson Pk. Case
Chicago — Counsel For RKO,
Loew's, Warners, Paramount and
B & K are hurrying preparation of
their pleas for submission to Federal
Court here on Aug. 21, for an appeal
of the Jackson Park Theater case to
higher court.
At that time, it is also expected
(Continued on Page 6)

A general increase up to the 15 Don Longman Resignation
per cent allowable under the Little
Pittsburgh - — Endorsement of the Steel Formula, and a merit increase Is Confirmed by OCR
Government's
recommendations
for
the arbiters'
a modified New York consent decree plan,
in thehighlighted
contract dispute
betweenaward
the Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Don R. Longman,
was
announced
Friday
by Allied majors and the Screen Publicists
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
head of the OCR Service Trades Division and presiding officer of the
newly-formed Motion Picture The~
(Continued on Page 6)

Break ChL's "Bottleneck"

"Going My Way" to Skip 3-Week Clearance
Three Clearance Cases
Chicago — By moving "Going My
Way" into "A" houses immediately
Are Filed in St. Louis
after its 10-week run at State-Lake

HIS AND THAT: Proposed
nd table conference of exhibitor
anizations, designed to present a
St. Louis — Three cases under Sec:ed front against discriminatory
tion VIII of the consent decree were
ation, passed out of existence . . .
Ty Brandt, president of the ITOA filed with the local American Arbitration Association tribunal last
New York, and independent extor leader, was named chairman week, by M. A. Rosecan, local attor(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 6)

Theater, three weeks of clearance
will be saved. This will help to
break the neighborhood "bottleneck"
created by the long run of "Going
It was reported here at the weekMy Way."(Continued on Page 6)

Heat Re-issues Film
Worhers Week-End
The

Weather

Man

played host

again to an early week-end get-away when Friday's thermometer read
98 degrees. This prompted most of
the home offices and exchanges to
shutter by 4 p.m. for the second
consecutive week.
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RUBE IACKTER. Columbia's assistant general
sales manager, will be in Philadelphia tomorrow.
HENRY GINSBERG. Paramount vice-president
and general manager in charge of studio production, left Hollywood Friday for New York,
accompanied by WILLIAM MEIKLE]OHN, head
of the studio's talent department.
BING CROSBY
is visiting New York.
HUGH

DANIEL,

who

handles talent on RKO

Radio's
radio his
show
Startomorrow
Time,"
will
terminate
New "Hollywood
York vacation
and return to Hollywood.
HENRY HULL leaves the Coast tomorrow
with his wife for their farm in Connecticut.
ARTHUR
Dayton iO>

KANY, veteran movie editor of the
Herald, is a visitor to New York.

DEAN |AGGER, screen and stage actor, left
New York last week via plane for London.
MOE ROSE. M-G-M's New York booker, left
Saturday for the Adirondacks on a two-weeks
vacation.
PVT. CHARLES W. AARON, formerly office manager for M-G-M in Kansas City, returned to Camp Meade after a two-weeks furlough in New York.
SUE ARMAND. secretary to Ben Abner, New
Jersey branch manager for M-G-M. starts her
two-weeks vacation
in the Adirondacks today.
JOHN LeROY JOHNSTON, International Pictures publicity chief, returned to the Coast
the week-end.

over

ARTHUR BRILANT of the RKO Radio publicity force has gone to Mohonk, N. Y., on a
two-week
vacation.

RUSSELL MOSS, president of Motion Picture
Office Employes
Union, Local 23169,
AFL, has gone to St. Louis for the convention of
the
Council ofback
AFL Aug.
Offce 24.Workers'
Unions.International
He is expected

MORRIS ROIZMAN,
is on vacation.

Three Clearance Cases
Are Filed in St. Louis

Award Gives SPG Increase
And Merit Raise Plan

March of Time film editor,

I Continued from Page 1)
'Continued from Page 1 I
nev. on behalf of clients in St. Louis, Guild.
Decision, handed down Friday by the American Arbitration AsMo., East Alton, 111., and East St.
sociation, must now be submitted to
Louis, 111.
These cases are the first to be jthe WLB for final approval.
Increase is retroactive to May 4,
filed with the local AAA tribunal under the consent decree this year. 1943 and amounts to a five per cent
Last year only two such cases were jump as the union received 10 per
filed here.
cent in 1942. Merit increases may
One of the new cases was brought be granted for the 1943-4 period to
on behalf'/4 of Adolph Rosecan doing include the general five per cent inbusiness as the Princess Theater,
crease and not to exceed $10 a week
St. Louis. This petition points out for publicists and associate public(August 11)
that the clearance granted to prior
ists and 85 for apprentices, in ac'51
/2
NEW
YORK
STOCK
MARKET
cordance with agreement to be
runs over the Princess is unreasonChg.
reached
between the companies and
Net
16%
able,
and
that
the
complainant
can't
High
Low
Close
book pictures with any degree of SPG.
203 s 16
16
Am.
Seat
certainty, and that he is forced to
19's
19Ts
Companies covered by the award
Col. Pets. vtc. (2l/2o0)
Columbia
Picts. pfd.
wait too long after the first-run in are Paramount, Warners, M-G-M,
Con. Fm. Ind
241
St. Louis and the territorial release i United Artists, Universal, RKO Ra/2
51/4 —+
2451/4 241/4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . .
164
East.
Kodak
Vl dates for the defendant companies' ' dio, Columbia and 20th-Fox, and
V*
1631/2 1631 2 —
product before he can show pictures. Marcus Loew Booking Agency and
do pfd
21 78
Gen. Prec. Eq
27!4 2178 2178
The AAA is asked to fix a reason- RKO Service Corp., the latter two
633-l 64
64
Loews,
Inc
able clearance for all prior runs be- exhibition companies.
Paramount
27
27
low those they now enjoy over the
9
RKO
90i2
8? -g
9
Princess Theater and also that he
RKO
S6 pfd
25
9038 901,2
3US 245'8 25
20th Century-Fox . . . 13U
set a maximum clearance for the Doob Will Supervise
317B 317s
20th Century-Fox pfd
first-run theaters.
Warner Bros
12
13?8
The second case was filed on be- LO, M-G-M House Organ
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET35/a
T/2 —
Vb
half of Sol and Irving Goldfarb do358
1%
33/4
Par. B'way 3s55
V/2
Oscar A. Doob will supervise the
ing business as the Ritz Theater.
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
East Alton, 111. It charges that the Loew-M-G-M home office house orMonogram Piers.
33.4
clearance between the Ritz and all
Radio-Keith cvs. . . .
gan, LO, which starts publication in
3%
3
333i 2258
3
Sonotone
Corp.
. . . 2234
prior runs in East Alton and Alton, October. Charles C. Moskowitz re22
Technicolor
vealed Friday. Mike Simmons, edi111., are unduly long and unreasonTrans-Lux
30S8
205-s
able and that the Ritz must wait
Universal Pictures . . 203 4
tor of The Distributor, will be manUniversal Piers, vtc.
too long after each prior run and
aging editor of the new sheet, assisted by Ernie Emerling and Eddie
after the territorial release date beDowden. Publication will come out
fore pictures are made available.
W. Pa. Allied Endorses
The third case was brought for twice monthly.
A. D. Maragian doing business as
Gov't Decree Proposals
the Gaty Theater, East St. Louis, 2,217 Blood Donor Dates
111., and raises the same issues as
(Continued from Page 1)
Made by Brooklyn Houses
Motion Picture Theater Owners of the two other cases.
Western
Pennsylvania.
In an official statement, M. A. Col. Retains Weshner to
Brooklyn
theaters supplied 2,217
blood
donor
appointments
during
Rosenberg, president, said: "We are
heartily in accord with the recent Work on "Song" Campaign July, the WAC
Red Cross Blood
Donor Committee, reports.
Michael
Government action in filing applicaColumbia has retained David E. jNicholas, manager
tion to modify the consent decree.
of the Century
The circumvention of the distribu- Weshner to work on the national I Kingsway, was singled out for spetors during the life of the decree campaign on "A Song to Remem- , cial comendation by the Red Cross
and the subsequent negotiations
ber," it was announced on Friday by
his personal appearances in beleave the Department of Justice no Frank P. Rosenberg, the company's [for
I half of the drive at every performance for a week.
advertising and publicity head.
alternative."

financial.

Bond Sale Reports
From 4,908 Houses
1 Continued from Page 1)
j to the national committee as qv
ly as possible so that the total i
, be determined.
The 4,908 reporting theaters .
1,633,030 Bonds, representing a
!: war
turityBond
value premieres
of 8403,236,232.
were resiT'l
sible for the sale of 1,213,564 Bo|
with a maturity value of $234,5
403.
Children's
Bond
premii
: brought in §16,908,790 in matuj
value through
the sale of 156J
Bonds, while free movie days 1
99,254 Bor.ds with a maturity va
I of 811,349,551.
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M-G-M's— Production
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Spectacular
Stage
Presentation
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Paramount Presents Preston Sturges'

HAIL Starring
THE CONQUERING
EDDIE BRACKEN HERO"!
with ELLA
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MONROE

&. His Orchestra
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KEEP SELLING WAR BONDS. FIGHT BY THE SIDE
OF THE TROOPS WHO NEVER STOP!

Produced by Bert
Granet • D/rected by Richard Wallace
Screen Play by Phoebe and Henri) Ephron

Monday, August 14, 1!
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Monogram Announces
Releases For Year

THE

WEEK

Various Views on Decree Proposals
^^^^^^^^^^^

(Continued from Page 1)
Aug. 19, "Call of the Jungle"; Aug.
26, ' Leave It to the Irish"; Aug. 26,
"The Utah Kid."
Sept. 2, "Oh, What a Night!" Sept.
9, "Black Magic"; Sept. 16, "Block
Busters"; Sept. 16, "Land of the Outlaws"; Sept. 23, "Shadows of Suspicion"; Sept. 30, "Frontier Frameup."
Oct. 7, "A Wave, a Wac and a
Marine"; Oct. 7, "When Strangers
Marry"; Oct. 21, "Enemy of Woman."
Nov. 4, "Army Wives"; Nov. 4,
"Law of the Valley"; Nov. 18, "Alaska"; Nov. 25, an untitled Charlie
Chan film with Sidney Toler.
Dec. 2, "The Case of the Missing
Medico"; Dec. 9, "Bowery Champs";
Dec. 16, "Adventures of Kitty
O'Day"; Dee. 16, an untitled Saddle
Pals western; Dec. 23, "Little Devils"; Dec. 23, "Ghost of Indian
Springs"; Dec. 30, an untitled film
with "The Shadow."
Jan. 6, "G. I. Honeymoon"; Jan.
13, "Murder
in the Family";
Jan.
27, "They Shall Have Faith."
Feb. 3, "Gang War"; Feb. 3, western comedy-drama with Johnny Mack
Brown
and Raymond Hatton; Feb.
10, "John Dillinger, Mobster"; Feb.
17, "Dragon's Son"; Feb. 24, a Cisco
Kid picture.
March 3, East Side Kids picture;
March 10, "Divorce"; March 17,
western with Johnny Mack Brown
and Raymond Hatton; March 24,
Charlie Chan picture; March 31,
Saddle Pals western.
April 7, "Rhythm Range";
April
14, "Jungle Fear"; April 21, "The
Honest Gambler"; April 27, western.
May 12, a Cisco Kid film with Duncan Renaldo; May 26, "Sunbonnet
Sue."
June 9, an East Side Kids picture;
June 16, a western comedy-drama;
June 23, another adventure of "The
Shadow"; June 30, a Saddle Pals
film.
July 7, a Kitty O'Day picture with
Jean Parker; July 14, a Charlie Chan
picture; July 21, another film with
Acquanetta; July 28, a western.
August 11, a Cisco Kid picture;
August 25, an East Side Kids film.
Sept. 8, a Saddle Pals western;
Sept. 15, an outdoor film.

Km.
IN REVIEW

/#*

(Continued from Page 1)

^^^^^^^^^^^^

rant example of wilful and unfair
of the Sixth War Loan Campaign,
the WAC announced. . . Harry C. censorship and expression of free*
^
^
Arthur dropped his proposed prodom of the press."
ducer-distributor organization and
FINANCIAL: Film company proftook on the Film Classics product
distribution in St. Louis. . . War
its continue to mount. Loew's net
profit increased $1,060,808 to $10,Dept. ban on Darryl F. Zanuck's 514,646 for the 40 weeks ended June
"Wilson" for Army showing in camp
theaters, here and for troops over- 8, while Paramount reported estimated second-quarter earnings of
seas was cited by Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox president, as a "flag- $4,081,000.

OWI Now Servicing Speed Appeal Steps
1,000 Italian Theaters In Jackson Pk. Case
(Continued from Page 1)
the distribution business back to the
companies, but that the Army controls all transportation and there
would be no way to move prints. If
that obstacle can be overcome the
companies again may resume operations.
Exchanges are operating in Sicily
and Sardinia as well as in four Italian cities. Riskin said he would ask
the distributors for more product
and more prints to meet the demand.

May

Clear Way

for

Army to See "Wilson
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Possibility of eventual showing under armed service
auspices of Darryl F. Zanuck's "Wilson" and the Fibber McGee and Molly feature, "Heavenly Days," seemed
somewhat brighter Friday after Senator Robert A. Taft agreed not to
oppose the Green amendment to the
soldier vote act.
Senator Theodore Green proposed
to strike out the troublesome Title

(Continued from Page 1)
that the amount of attorney fees
for plaintiff counsel, which will be
paid by the defendants under the
verdict, and amount of bond needed
to carry the action to the higher
court, will be decided before Federal
Judge Michael Igoe before whom
the case was tried.

August 14
Cobina
Wright
Lois Brisbane
Bob Hadley
Ellingwood
Kay
Edward
L. Boniva D. C. Kennedy

Reception for Jane Wyman

Five New Pix to Start

Tops Expectations
(Continued from Page 1)

Army
theaters and the Navy
counts served by film companies.
Contributing factors, according
sales executives, include the f
that today's motion picture audie
represents from 40 to 50 per c
regular patrons who were not r
viegoers when the revivals were fi
released, and that a substani
number who saw the pictures bef
want to see them again. The g
erally more extensive bookings gh
pictures now, embracing many si
ations where these films did not p
in their original release, also
responsible.
Key numerous
City reports
to Flim
Da
show
current
bookings
the six pictures re-issued by Wan
Bros, last month, "Manpowe
"Brother Rat," "They Made Me
Criminal," "The Waking Dea
"Polo Joe," and "Tiger Shark." W
ners also has unusual success in

past season with "The Oklaho
Kid," "The Frisco Kid," "Cri
School,"
"Girls westerns.
on Probation" i
six
Dick Foran
Metro Has 10
Metro
has had encouraging
eneck"
"Bottl
suits with 10 films which were d
Break
rs
Theate
Chi.theNabe
For
ignated for re-booking
by exhi
(Continued from Page 1)
tors.
The films were "Northw
Passage,"
"The Big Store," "L<
end that M-G-M will clear "White Crazy," " Go West," "Flight Co
Cliffs of Dover" along the same lines mand," "Billy the Kid," "A Chri
after its Loop run is completed.
Carol," "Escape," "Come L|
Other companies are said to be mas
With Me" and "Third Finger, Li
watching the experiment closely.
Twentieth Century-Fox reporl
Don Longman Resignation heavy bookings on its three resues, "In Old Chicago," "Under T
Is Confirmed by OCR
Flags"
and "The
Exhibitors
have Rains
shown Came."
a lively
(Continued from Page 1)
Hand." in three United Artists
terest
ater Owners Industry Advisory issues, "Stagecoach,"
"Intermezj;
Committee, will leave OCR this
week. His resignation was con- andThe"Rebecca."
return engagements of "Sn
firmed Friday by the agency, with
White
Seven Dwarfs"
ha
his future plans not announced. fold.
caused and
muchtherejoicing
in the Rl
There is no hint yet who his successor will be.
Availability of eight old Ge
Longman was at first a strong Autry westerns resulted in a flc
supporter of George W. McMur- of bookings from theaters all o\
phey's theater expansion policy, but the country. Of the eight these
his support weakened when McMur- ready have been re-issued by Repi
phey got in hot water with WPB lie: "Red River Valley," "The E
higher-ups who were opposed to Show," "Oh, Susanna," "Melo
building theaters at this time.
Trail" and "Comin' Round the Moi;

Five of the permitting
act, which soldiers
was Taft's
brainchild,
to
read or see anything civilians may
read or see. Prospects for passage
by the Senate of the Green amendment appear bright. It is believed
that this would clear the way for
the Army to show the films named
above, banning of which was anRichard Crist Dies
nounced Wednesday and attributed
Portland, Ore.— Richard Crist, 50, to Title Five of the Soldier vote act. Film Editors, Newsreels
well known motion picture operator
Meet on Contract Aug. 23
died at his home last week. He
helped organize the Motion Picture Col. Dividend
Negotiations for a contract beColumbia announced Friday that
Operators' Union in Bremerton.
tween the Motion Picture Film Edithe board of directors at its meeting
tors, Local 771, IATSE, and the five
held Thursday declared a dividend newsreels, Paramount, Universal,
of $.50 per share on the common Pathe, Fox Movietone and News of
stock of the company, payable Sept. the Day, open on Aug. 23.
22, to stockholders of record, Sept. 7.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO...

Re-Issue Business

Re-issues of Paramount's "Uni
Pacific" and "Souls at Sea" got
good play during the past seas<
it is reported.
Although not listed as re-issm
ahave
number
of Columbia's
been playing
all alongtopto oldi
go
grosses.
Notable
among
them
a
tain."
"Lost Horizon," "The Awful Trutl
"It Happened One Night," "Ho
day" and "Mr. Deeds Goes to Towi

Jane Wyman, co-star of Warner's "Kismet" Screening Advanced
"The Doughgirls," will be guest of
Hollywood — Five new pictures go honor at a reception and party to be
Tradeshow
of M-G-M's
into production this week starting given Wednesday afternoon in the met"
has beendate
advanced
from "K:
Av
Room of the Hotel Sherry- 28 to Aug. 21 in New York and L
today,
making a total of 49 shoot- Fable
ing.
Netherland.
Angeles.
West Coast Bureau of THE

'FILM

DAILY
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Lusty cheers fr
IT has become the fashion for a Broadway producer to cast a jaundiced
eye at Hollywood's treatment of his play in bringing it to the screen.
I must admit I was somewhat concerned when I heard that Lester Cowan
planned certain radical changes for the screen version of "Tomorrow
the World." After all, our play had a record of fourteen months on
Broadway and a successful road engagement.

It had been hailed by

many critics as the best drama of the season. But I have just seen a
rough cut of the film version. My concern was needless. The film preserves all the values of an already successful play, and adds tremendous
scope and much excitement through the freer medium of the screen.
Fredric March, Betty Field, Agnes Moorehead, Joan Carroll and Edit
Angold represent perfect casting. Skippy Homeier, out of our original
Broadway cast, even surpasses his great stage performance.

I have wired the authors of the play, Private James Gow and Arnold
D'Usseau, that they may throw away the aspirin with which they'd fortified themselves against news from me in Hollywood.

A stage hit of the 1943-44 season, "Tomorrow the World" will be an
even greater screen hit in 1944-45.

^J heron

tl5ambi eraer

■

COPPER

still critical!
V>opper is still on the critical shortage list of essential war materials. It was never more necessary that
every last possible ounce of it be saved.
The copper that drops from your Victory and "Orotip" Carbons to the bottom of your lamp housings, and
that which you strip from stubs, quickly finds its way
back into essential products of war when you turn it
in to your distributor or local salvage headquarters.
Your cooperation has been most effective. Your Government urges you to keep it up! And for further saving of copper . . . and for efficient use of carbons ... a
bulletin describing completely the operation of Victory
High Intensity Carbons . . ."National," "Suprex," and
"Orotip". . . has been in general distribution. If you
have not received your copy, write today. National Carbon Company, Inc., Cleveland 1, Ohio, Dept.

NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY,

7-H.

INC.

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

£I®1
General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City,
New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

*

B JY

UNITED

STATES

WAR

BOND;

*

The registered trade-marks "National," "Suprex," and "Orotip,'
distinguish products of National Carbon Company, Inc.
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15-30 NEW THEATERS PLANNED FOR CANADA
l

7,500,000 Carpet Orders Await End of War

»ubt That Mills Can
-Pply Demand Due to
^conversion Problems
"■ilm theater owners and opera3 will pay at least $7,500,000 for
t carpet to be installed in their
nds in the immediate post-war
dod, provided
that the yardage
be supplied by the mills in the
ided quantity, which is doubtful
ause reconversion will take a conjrable length of time and manner adjustments, too, will be an
te problem, a checkup of the sition yesterday revealed,
"he figure of $7,500,000 is held
oe conservative, and actually repents a minimum
purchase backwhich is based on 27 in. width
[pet of the better grades
which
I Continued on Page 11 )

ide Use of Gypsum
ioms For Theaters

Equipment Field Notes

Montreal — A backlog of employment, both in construction and in the
consumption of materials for new
theaters and for re-equipping present theaters, appears to be a postwar certainty for Canada as a result of plans already under discussion in the motion picture industry.
In Brookhaven, Miss., an 875-seater of
brick and concrete fireproof construction
New theaters all across Canada,
is being built by Ian A. Foggo, owner of with at least three big new motion
the
Arcade. An October opening is sched- picture houses for Toronto alone, are,
The Catherine Theater, Detroit, acuired by Saul Korman, circuit operator, tion. uled. The Arcade will continue in opera- reports the Toronto Globe & Mail,
part of the plans of different chains
has been named The Carver, after the
which, it is stated, have been quietly
famed Dr. George Washington Carver,
acquiring
The Capitol, Springfield, Tenn., Dominion property all across the
and is being remodeled. House will
from Saint John, New
have complete new Simplex equipment Crescent stand, is undergoing renovaBrunswick, to Victoria, British Coinstalled by National Theatre Supply,
lumbia. In addition to the new
tion and redecoration by the circuit's
and building and front alterations by
(Continued on Page 12)
staff interior decorator. It's getting
Nathan Zacks.
an entirely new color scheme.
IN Springfield, Mass., the Broadway Theater, owned and operated by Western
Massachusetts Theaters, has closed for
renovation and repairs, and is scheduled to
reopen Labor Day for presentation of films
and stage shows on a basis similar to that
in effect last Autumn.

Auditorium supplies being featured this
month and next by NTS include expansion
bolts, flashlights, gum remover, Patch-OSeat, Powder-ene, D'sapeer, leatherette,
Permastone Cement, fire extinguishing fluid,
and other items. Window

displays are be-

ing carried by all 28 branches of the com"hicago — Vital role which gypsum
pany, tied in with trade advertising.
played in replacing strategily important lumber, speeding conuction, and increasing fire-resisThe former Broadway Theatre in
t factors in wartime building,
ds high promise for its intensive North Bergen, N. J., has been renamed
in the erection of motion pic- the Astor. It will reopen next Monday, completely redecorated and renohe theaters after the war, and
vated, with many improvements added.
ving in like manner for remodD. F. Barreca, managing director of
(Continued on Page 12)
the Orpheum, Jersey City, will be managing director, continuing in his same
capacity also at the Orpheum. Ida M.
WPB Truck Ruling
Peroni, formerly relief manager for the
Rosenblatt & Welt chain, wil be house
Boon To Carriers
manager. Mayor Paul Cullum will be
Wnshington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
master of ceremonies at a celebration
Washington — Outlook for truck
on the opening night.
availability to film carriers has a
brighter hue as WPB has programmed production of 56,705 commercial trucks for the first quarter of
1945. For the corresponding period
this year only 10,894 units were
sanctioned by WPB. A total of 44,068 is scheduled for next October,
November and December. Relaxation of truck shortages generally
are certain to aid companies handling film shipments on a nationwide scale.

At Least Three Are Set
For Toronto; Demand Is
Seen Heavy For Equip.

*

*

*

J. H. McNabb, Bell & Howell's president, has been named a director of the recently-organized Security National Bank of
Chicago.

*

New 2,000-Seafer
For Detroit Area

Will DeVry and his wife are spending a brief vacation in Michigan's
woodlands.

Detroit— Plans for a 2,000-seat
theater in Lincoln Park, south end
suburb, are disclosed here by Charles
Sales Manager Bob Engle of the DeVry N. Agree, theater architect. Tentative name for the house will be
Corp. reports that two of the latest type
the Willow, taken from the Willow
DeVry projectors have been contracted for Run Bomber
Plant operated by
the new Bruce Theater, Bruce, Miss., Henry
Ford, a few miles distant.
through the Tri-State Theater Service in
The house will be erected for the
Memphis, Tenn. George and Bud Wil- Lincoln Park Theater Co., of which
(Continued on Page 10)
liams, Tri-State's owners, were recently
appointed DeVry distributors.

*

*

*

The Crystal Theater in Manning, la.,
operated by Fred Dethlef, is being reeautpped by Scott-Ballantyne of Omaha,
Neb.

*

Jersey City's Tivoli, shuttered for the
current month for redecoration and renovation, will open in September.

*

years ago, Sabella has been managing
the State Theater, Clymer, Pa., succeeding John Biordi who is now engaged
in defense work.

Improvements are being effected to the
Court Square Theater in Springfield, Mass.
Seats are being overhauled and lobby redecorated. Work is also being done on the
theater's facade.

Dispatch from Barnesboro, Pa., reports that James Sabella, who was associated with the veteran exhibitor, J. P.
H. and E. Balaban chain is modernizing its Windsor Theater in Chicago,
Smith, in operation of the Smith Theater there for many years, will build a and adding candy vending facilities.
new 800-seat house in the town. Since The Bryn Mawr, which the circuit reSmith disposed of his theater to Ernest
cently acquired, is also undergoing
Lieberman
(now
in the Army)
two modernization.

Nova Scotia Stand
Includes Television
New Waterford, N. S.— Affiliated
Theaters, a new group headquartering in St. John, has purchased a
central site here for an $80,000 theater. Government permission to
build is understood to have been obtained on ground that the Majestic,
only operating stand here, can't supply all the demand for screen entertainment, and another outlet would
aid coal-production morale. New
house is to be of brick and equipped
for television.
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Lumber Drought Brings
WPB "Belt-Tightening"
Washington

A Section of THE FILM DAILY comprehensively covering the equipment field, pubFilms and
lished every second week by Wid'» New
York
Film Folks, Inc., 1501 Broadway,
Donald
City. John W. Alicoate, Publisher;
B.
Chester
Manager;
General
,
M Mersereau
Bahn, Editor; George H. Morris, Equipment
Editor; West Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood
Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal., Ralph Wilk,
Bureau Chief.

Reconversion Prices
On Cost-Plus Basis!
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— Some gauge of OPA
action which will be aimed at fixing
reconversion prices is furnished to
manufacturers of theater, studio and
intimaother equipment, by strong although
tions here that a definite,
tentative or "flexible," formula is
being drawn up which will place such
pricing on a cost-plus basis.
According to information channels, OPA will seek to adjust reconversion prices to costs rather than
to force an adjustment of costs to
that warprices. This would mean
time cost increases will be taken
fully into account in setting prices
for civilian goods, particularly consumer durable goods, in the reconversion period. Presumably war
costs would be taken as a starter
and allowances would be made for
increases in labor and material costs,
and to this would be added a profit
margin based on pre-war experience.
Facets of the formula would, it is
reported, take into account creation
of prices to a high break-even point
to induce high volume production,
and prices will be set on a plant
by plant basis rather than on an industry-wide basis. In any event, it
is said, industry will be consulted on
the establishment of reconversion
prices and on major policies.
Blaze Destroys Films
Carrollton, 111. — Fire which broke
out in the projection booth of the
Carlton Theater here destroyed a
full program of films and damaged
the projection machines extensively.
No one was injured. A comedy was
being shown when the fire occurred.
The approximately 200 patrons filed
from the theater in good order and
there was no panic.

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — All requests for even
essential repairs calling for use of
lumber will receive more intensive
scrutiny than ever because of the
continuing shortage of this material,
and film theaters will have to be
content with rigid adherence to regulations for some time to come unless repairs are urgent, it is reported here by sources close to the
problem of lumber supply and demand.
In the process of clamping down
on home front useage, WPB has announced that home owners needing
lumber will be given preference ratings only
"extreme
Efforts
arein being
made emergency."
to cull as
large a supply as possible for essential commercial allocation, with first
call given to the war effort. There
has been a sharp reversal of the
early war status when metals were
critical and there was a considerable amount of lumber. Now, certain metals are piling up in such
quantities that their consumption is
a problem, with lumber the ultrascarce item.

GE Plans Broadening Of
Its Post- War Activities
Pittsfield, Mass. — General Electric
promises to become an important
factor in the post-war chemical industry under plans now nearing
completion. These plans fall into two
broad classifications: (1) production
of raw materials, and (2) the development of new products and materials.
The first step in this long-range
program was unfolded here recently
when GE started making its own
phenol. At present, the plant is operating at reduced capacity, but
when it gets into full production,
which is expected to be soon, it will
be able to take care of practically
all its phenol requirements.
Research at GE in the field of
plastics has developed a number of
remarkable materials, uses of which
are definitely commercial and expected to have a bearing on certain
equipment made for film industry
and general consumption. One material, with amazing resilient properties, is of such uniqueness that
no application for it now exists, it
is reported.

FOR RENT . . .
If you're interested, the facilities of one
of the largest sound studios in the East is
now available. Superbly equipped, acoustically perfect, with crews and talent af
your immediate disposal. Rental fees are
nominal. Also — location shooting wherever necessary.
W'r'le today for full particulars.

FILMCRAFT

PRODUCTIONS
of

Division

SOUNDIES
DISTRIBUTING
CORP.
213 W. Jackson Blvd.

OF

AMERICA
Chicago 6

DAILY

GI Joe Held Lack
Of «E" Excellent
Omaha — Manager Ted Emerson is
proud of the large neon sign above
the local Orpheum, reading "Stage
Show." One night recently he was
amazed by the large crowd of service men pouring into the house.
Then he happened to glance up in
the night air at his favorite sign.
The "e" had been blacked-out, so
that it read "Stag Show." If it
happens
again,
Emerson's friends
won't
think
it accidental.

New 2,000-Seater
For Detroit Area
(Continued from Page 9)
H. Allen is president, and Max ,
len, secretary. This company n
operates the 900-seat Lincoln P;
Theater, near the site of the n
house, and will continue to run
according to present plans.

Project, thedefinitely
first major
post--\\
construction
planned
he I
will cost about $200,000.
Buildi
will be 80 x 240 feet, and will
elude a number of stores. The trei
Mitchell Is Appointed
ment will be modernistic
in sty
To High Post With RCAC House is located in the direction
the city'sgrowths
principalduring
worki t
Lt. Col. Thompson H. Mitchell has one
class ofresidential
been appointed general manager of war boom, continuing the local tre
RCA Communications, Inc., it is an- of building bigger new houses
nounced by Lt. Gen. J. G. Harbord,
board chairman of RCA. Mitchell the outskirts of the metropolit
succeeds the late William A. Winterbottom who has served as vice-pres- Reconversion Dictum Set
ident and general manager of RCAC
from formation of company to his Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAL
death on July 8.
Washington — The much-debat
Mitchell, who first joined RCA 17 Aug. 15 reconversion order whi
years ago, has served as chief of will set up procedures under whi
the Traffic Operational Engineering
individual
manufacturers
who han '■
facilities
and manpower
Section of the Engineering Branch the
for the war effort may sta
of U. S. Army Communications Ser- needed
vice, Washington, D. C. He has civilian production, will be issued i
been assigned to inactive duty after schedule and unchanged except f
nearly two and a half years with the effect of War Mobilizer Jam
the Signal Corps. He was in the F. Byrnes' manpower directive
European theater of operations for recent date, it is stated here 1
WPB officials.
two months last Winter.
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ge Carpet Orders
ait End of War

I

(Continued from Page 9)
most in demand
under normal
jitions of theater operation. Some
liters estimate that the yardage
led will rise considerably beyond
1,500,000 yds., probably up to
in excess of 2,000,000.
Those
lersant with the probable marsituation say that the huge exliture will be entirely
apart
jt the lining needed.
ifore the war, contract prices
• in the neighborhood of five
irs per linear yard. It is on this
K that the post-war estimate of
nditure is made. However, reisible channels point out that a
in economic
standards, which
very well inflate the post-war
Ket, can boost carpet prices
je any pre-war level. Another
or which is seen as stimulating
^s is the heavy demand concen!bd in a relatively short span of
|L Customers needing carpet, as
Iters now do urgently, will, if
hold off the placement of or. confuse the market. Several
he large mills are said to be
idering reservation plans to presuch chaos and permit orderly
ufacture and distribution.

NEWS

Sacrificial Role Of
Amer. Seating Cited
Wall St. channels on the weekend called attention to the outstanding contributions to
fort by American Seating
clared that it has not
the war to which it has

the war efCo., and deprofited by
contributed

75 per cent of its production.
CQmpany
asserted,
will be a
theaters,

"The

expects, however," it was
"that after the war there
large demand for seats for
buses, schools, churches and

other public buildings."

Venerable Theater About
To Undergo Remodeling
Detroit — Exterior remodeling of
the century-old Family Theater, local landmark opposite City Hall, is
being started by Manager Edgar E.
Kirchner. New fire escapes are being installed. Glass front of modernistic type is planned for postwar construction, when priorities
permit.
Lowering of the sidewalk level
about a foot is being started to correspond with adjoining levels. This
high level was installed for unknown
reasons more than 100 years ago
by John R. Williams, first Mayor of
Detroit, and has been the subject
of contention for decades.

BUY

MORE

WAR

BONDS

Any theatre manager who's had this happen — knows what
a tough spot it is. But when breakdowns occur today, they may
be pretty serious. Your sound and projection equipment has to
take it, what with longer hours and a scarcity of new equipment.
That's why we urge you to help your projectionists carry on
^preventive maintenance program. A little extra care day by day
will make your equipment last longer, and work better. Care
will prevent many breakdowns.
Get your preventive maintenance program under way by send-

ing for the free 76-page manual — "RCA Photophone Handbook
for Projectionists" — which is loaded with good suggestions on
the wartime care of equipment. Send the coupon to RCA
Service Company, Inc., Camden, New Jersey.

TODAY'S

were • Coils • Cooling Systems • Fans
austere • Heaters • Washers • Wheels

EXPERIENCE...

When war production is finished and when
government inspectors take their final
leave, we will have a wealth of valuable
experience to bring to our regular markets.
Without attempting to forecast
tomorrow's demands we know beyond
doubt that soundly engineered, more
efficient air-conditioning will play a most
important part in America's living,
working and recreational comfort.
We invite inquiries for your present and
future requirements. Prompt shipment
now on blowers, coils and heaters.

N1TED STATES AIR CONDITIONING
NORTHWESTERN

TERMINAL

• MINNEAPOLIS,

CORPORATION
MINNESOTA

RCA SERVICE COMPANY, INC.
A Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary

This 76-page manual "RCA PhotoHandbook
Projectionists"
—phone
chock-full
of goodforpreventive
maintenance suggestions. No obligation.
RCA

SERVICE

CO., Inc., Camden,

N. J.

Name.
Theatre.
Address.
City
_State_

70-74X
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25-30 New Theaters
Are Set For Canada
I Continued from Page 9)
houses, which have been estimated
at between 25 and 30, plans call for
installation of new equipment in
many of the existing theaters in addition to the replacement of furnishings which are wearing out and now
are not replaceable.
Though all the companies are hesitant about discussing plans, as a result of what one president described
as "our position in one of the most
competitive businesses in Canada,"
it was learned that a new Toronto
theater has already been completed
in plan form for Dundas and Yonge
Sts. by Biltmore Theaters, Ltd., and
Famous Players Canadian Corp. has
roughed out plans for houses in the
Eglinton and Bloor west districts
also in Toronto.
In addition to these, the same
firms have plans for theaters in
other cities and towns across Canada, and Twentieth Century Theaters
and Odeon Theaters of Canada, Ltd.,
both have plans which they say
they are unable to announce in detail yet.
Apart from theater construction,
the film companies also plan the
erection of new buildings to house
film exchanges and head offices. Next
to Toronto Maple Leaf Gardens a
site has been acquired by Odeon, it
was stated, for a new head office and
exchange which will be one of the
most modern buildings of its type of
Canada. In the same district, Warner Brothers and Columbia Pictures
are reported to have property on
which they will erect similar structures.
On Dundas St. near Yonge, in Toronto, itis understood, Famous Players will also erect a big new office
building to house its executive offices and exchange. In all, it was
stated by one executive, it is expected that the industry's construction of office and exchange quarters
will give Toronto some of the most
modern and well-designed buildings.
The recent explosion and fire in
the film exchange building on Victoria Street, near Dundas Street,
Toronto, has led to a surveying of
the industry's needs, it was said.
Present quarters do not meet with
the specifications required for the
housing of films and the operation
of projection rooms, and all the exchange companies are awaiting only
the lifting of materials bans before

B & H Plant Equipped With Novel Gadget
To Step-Up Letter Writing To Servicemen

<?!{<

Chicago — Employes of Beil & Howell in the armed forces are beneficiaries
of an ingenious idea hatched by Al Bruder of the company's Rockwell plant.
Al constructed his gadget from an adding machine holder that permits 6-inch
strips of paper to be exposed on a flat surface. It permits factory employes to
write a few lines each to the various department members in uniform. Eventually, every serviceman from B & H will get a letter from his former factory
pals via the Bruder Method.

Quick Changeover Seen
Assured By Zenith Exec.

New Indiana Theater
Tagged For Nov. Debut

Chicago — J. J. Nance, Zenith
Corp.'s vice-president and director
of sales, told a meeting of company's
midwestera distributors in the Palmer House here that Zenith is in a
position to make a quick changeover from wartime production to
peacetime manufacture. This was
first of a nation-wide series of huddles arranged by Zenith officials with
their distributing forces.
The company has recently won a
third star for its "E" Flag for outstanding production in behalf of the
armed forces.

Boswell, Ind. — Construction has
started on a new theater building
for the Boswell Theater Corp., with
Edwin G. Frederick of Chicago as
the architect. The structure, 44 feet
x 101 feet, is colonial style, and will
have a seating capacity of 408. It
will cost approximately $40,000. It
is thought that the theater will be
ready to open sometime in November. According to a pre-arrangement, the theater, upon completion,
will be sold to J. P. Griffith, former
operator of the Dream Theater at

Many Chi. Jobs Planned

Another Award for GE

Chicago — Mason Rapp, one of this
city's leading theater architects, declares here that the outlook for postwar theater construction in the local
territory is unusually bright, and.
that a large number of such projects
are now in blueprint form or in the
course of preparation.

Pittsfield, Mass. — The Pittsfield
plastics plant of the General Electric Co. has won the Army-Navy
production award for the third time,
according to a letter from Undersecretary of War Eobert P. Patterson.

288
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288
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Floors in 10 Minutes.
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Gypsum Association.
In three different building c
gories — Army and Navy can
ments, ordnance buildings and
housing — the use of gypsum b<
has increased substantially dm
the past five years, it was statei
In 1941 and 1942 gypsum be
replaced much
of the lumber
quirements
for these buildings
development which was accelen .
in 1943 and 1944 due to the crit1
lumber shortage.
Officials asse:
that gypsum
board is well su
for use on walls, partitions, (1
ings and roofs of these buildi;
and adds immeasurably fire pro
tion.
Available
Armv
and Navy < \
nance figures also show
that
1940
only a comparatively
sr j
amount
of the total wall, ceiH
and partition area of these bu
ings was of gypsum board, it H
explained.
For 1944, however, <
nance construction of essential
dustrial buildings, warehouses, <
it is estimated that the amount
gypsum
board
used
will be
creased manyfold.

JUwhtjrmmtl Music

CTN.
CTN.
CTN.
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- Hollywood
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Chuckles
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No Orders Accepted for Bar Candy Only. All
Orders Must Include Both Bag Candy as Well
as Bar Candy

to Concrete

SOLD EVERYWHERE
BY DEALERS SQUARE

(Continued from Page 9)
eling of existing film houses, £
declared here by spokesmen of

BARS
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$10.50

192 — 5c

^PERMASTONE^
Permanently

Wide Use of Gypsur
Looms For Theaters

CANDY
BAGS

5 c

CEMENT

Fowler, Ind. '

they launch
into construction
of
their new quarters.
"Of almost equal importance will
be the amount of materials and
equipment required for modernizing
present theaters," Nat Taylor of
Twentieth Century Theaters pointed
out. "For instance, carpets are becoming badly worn in most theaters
and can't be replaced. Seats are
taking a beating. Projection and
sound equipment will be improved
and replaced. There will be millions of dollars spent in bringing
everything up to date as soon as the
theaters can get what they need.
This will mean much employment
both in manufacture and in installations and construction."
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The theme song often "makes" ^*^ the picture.
They call it "background music" and it's mighty
important. In the background of your theatre —
and just as important — is your projection booth.
It is our job, and we like it, to see that no sour
notes caused by vital equipment breakdowns
spoil the harmony of your house. Get Altec and keep equipment singing sweetly all the time
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/PB JUTTING ARMY-NAVY FILM DEMANDS
rkays Greater Production of 35mm. Equipment
Meeting 'Round"

WASHINGTON
-

B7

ANDREW

H. OLDER

=

—WASHINGTON
ROLD HOPPER'S plans for extremely
:tive stewardship of the MPSA went
imering when he signed his contract
nager the Metro studio. Hopper simi't going to find himself able to put
; nto MPSA, despite the fact that he
his elevation to its presidency very
sly. He was elected to the post withis knowledge, but he was not distd. . . He and "Fran" Alstock at CIAA
eir heads together for several days early
y working out an itinerary for what
; have been a three-month field trip,
Harold visiting just about every spot of
juence on the South American con. This trip is, of course, out now.

Washington circles expect to see
SA grow ever stronger, eventually to
i out into an organization of worldscope. This is gazing quite some bit
►ie future, but they expect MPSA and
iphere Films together to be the spearof an American visual program for the
)f the world. In effect, these two
; will become vital instruments of
can foreign policy. . . For pix definiteire their part in foreign policy, and
var America will gradually come to
them and relying upon them heavily. . .
realize one day that a good docu■ry can put across ideas ambassadors
irtisters could preach for weeks withiccess. . . America will rely upon all
of films — the commercial Hollywood
:t as well as the documentaries and
ionals. We'll find, furthermore, that
our own domestic market will begin
ict to good documentaries. They'll be
imercial proposition.

,:ems unlikely now that CIAA will long
ast the war or the Roosevelt adminpn. Its general objectives in the pix
pill be carried on by Hemisphere and
, this in effect transferring a major
| if our foreign information service to
3 industry. At the same time, there
2 a Government co-ordinating function,
"he State Department pix office, now
d by John Begg, probably doing the
he close government industry co-opera(Continued on Page 2)

Manufacturers May Step
Up Production if They Can
Get Materials, WPB Okay
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Permission to apply
for increased manufacture of 35mm.
film projection equipment and accessories is included in the list of civilian goods for production issued late
yesterday by WPB Chairman Donald
M. Nelson.
This does not mean that the manufacturers have the lid off and can go
ahead to their hearts' content.
It
(Continued on Page 3)

Schine Trial Start
Delayed 6 Weeks

Auto Thieves Raiding
Theater Parking Lots
Chicago — Auto thieves are building up into a major headache for
theaters which have parking lots,
with practically all now employing
extra guards to prevent thefts from
parked motors. First police district
has also assigned extra cops in an
effort to stamp out the raids.

May
See Gov'tBriefs
Aims
In Goldman
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Slash to Services Seen as
Bar to Further Reduction
In Industry's Allotments
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The WPB is now
cutting back Army and Navy film
demands for the current quarter, because of the raw stock shortage,
Lincoln V. Burrows, WPB film
chief, disclosed yesterday. The slash
to the services will mean that there
will probably be no further cuts
made in the industry allotments, and
no further
cuts foron OWI
(Continued
Page 3)and lend-

Goudge Novel Wins
First Metro Award

Washington — Some of the angles
in the Government's aims in the New
York equity case may come to light
Buffalo — Illness of Saul Rogers, this week when the Government files
Elizabeth Goudge's "Green Dolchief Schine counsel, yesterday was its brief in Philadelphia in the Goldhas been chosen as the
man appeal case. It is believed here winnerphinofStreet"
the first Metro annual novel
responsible for a six-week adjournment of the Schine anti-trust trial, that the Government's
suit will beposition
the samein award. To be published on Aug. 28
previously scheduled to resume this the Goldman
by Coward-McCann, it was selected
(Continued on Page 10)
as most outstanding from among 99
morning before Federal Judge John
novels, all to be published before
Knight. Hearing on a motion for WLB Names Arbitrator
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 3)

In Stagehands' Dispute
Warner Executives Map
St. Louis, Mo.— The Regional War Army Denies "Wilson/
Plans and Policies for Year Labor
Board at Kansas City has "Heavenly Days" Ban
FILM DAILY named Jules E. Kohn a board memWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ber to serve as the neutral arbitraHollywood — First of several exec.
Washington — In an announcement,
tor to determine the number of union
utive sessions being held here this
failed to place the responsiweek by Warners to discuss plans stagehands to be employed in the 56 which bility
for the release of the earlier
motion
picture
theaters
of
St.
Louis
and policies for 1944-45 got under
statement on the Army ban of 20th(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 10)
Fox's "Wilson"
andonRKO's "Heaven(Continued
Page 3)
j
West Coast Bureau of THE

27 RKO Pix In Backlog

Depinet Reports Biggest Pre-Season List
RKO Radio has 27 pictures
Bob Hope and Troupe
pleted or shooting for the new
Safe in Plane Crash

comseason's program, the largest pre-season lineup in the history of the
Bob Hope and his troupe of over- company, Ned Depinet, president,
seas entertainers escaped injury yes- said yesterday upon his return from
terday in the crash-landing of a a studio visit. He was accompanied
Catalina flying boat near Lauriston, by Robert Mochrie, general sales
New South Wales, Australia, the As- manager.
sociated Press reported.
Depinet and Mochrie saw a numA relief plane will take the party
ber of completed and partially comon to Sydney today.
pleted productions, all of which,
The plane, also carrying Frances Depinet said, represented the strong(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 10)

SYWA in One Nearly
Equals GWTW in Two
SYWA in its first four weeks at
the New York Capitol will, in spite
of the sustained sizzling heat wave,
come within $6,000 of the combined
receipts of GWTW during the earlier
Selznick pic's similar engagement at
both the Capitol and the Astor, UA
reported yesterday.
GWTW,
it was
pointed out, had several advantages
a $2.20 top at the Astor and the
always
productive Christmas - New
Year's business
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SAUL GOLDMAN
Chicago, is in New
SGT. DeeWIGHT
the Eastown theater
21 -day leave, after
Europe as an aerial

J. J. BERGIN, salesman, Paramount exchange,
Philadelphia,
is back from his vacation.

and wife of Variety Pictures,
York City on a business trip.
BENSON, former manager of
in Des Moines, is home on a
completing 50 missions over
gunner.

GEORGE NONAMAKER, member of the Exhibitor staff, Philadelphia, is splitting a twoweek
City. vacation between New York and Atlantic

DAVE BUTLER, Warner director, is returning
to Hollywood, after an extended Chicago visit.

ROBERT LONG, M-C-M checking supervisor,
has returned to the home office from Cleveland.

)OE
trip.

SCT. CHARLES BLOCK, formerly of the La
Salle theater, Chicago, is enjoying a furlough in
the windy city.

ESLER,
FILM DAILY'S
correspondent, has returned
from St. Chicago
Louis business

BILL GREEN, M-G-M Chicago exploiteer, is
spending his vacation in Detroit.

FIRST LT. DAVE YOUNG, former Schine manager, is spending his furlough in Syracuse.

BILL BISHOP has returned to Chicago from a
Wisconsin fishing vacation.

SCT. JOHN MERKLE, formerly chief of service,
RKO-Schine-Keith's, Syracuse, is now visiting his
friends there.

S. J. GREGORY, of the Alliance theater circuit, has returned to Chicago from the West
Coast.

EDDIE KEARNEY, manager, RKO-Schine-Paramount, Syracuse, is back from his vacation.

TED LLOYD, head of the 20th-Fox radio deis spending
fortnight's vacation at
Mantzville, partment,Pa.,
with hisa family.

IUNE HAVOC leaves New
TWA
for Hollywood

RUTH WINKLER, distributor of the "Wilson"
souvenir programs for 20th-Fox, has returned
from Kansas City.

BRIAN DONLEVY, star of M-G-M's "An
American Romance," is in New York for a few
days after touring several mid-western cities.

W. R. FRANK, is in Chicago. He returns to
Hollywood Wednesday.
EDWARD J. PESKAY, New York rep. for Samuel
Bronston and Benedict Bogeaus, left last night
for the Coast.

WILL

York

tion fostered by the war will be carric
in this program.
THE

—

%
1/4

%

Saugus, Mass., Theater
Wins Clearance Relief
The 30-day clearance held by theaters in Lynn, Mass., over the State
Theater, Saugus, Mass., about four
miles apart, has been reduced to 14
days by the arbitrator in the case
brought by Richard B. Rubin, operator of the State. Theaters in Maiden which had a 30-day clearance
over the State on RKO and 20th Century-Fox pictures hereafter will have
no clearance.
The complaint insofar as it related to the furnishing of Warner
Bros.' pictures in Lynn to the Warner Theater and by Paramount to
the Paramount and Olympia Theaters in Lynn was dismissed.

are

•

•

now

being

locked

Nate Golden's monumental comi
of film business fact and figure in
America. It will probably be a "mus
ume for every foreign manager — ar
industry wants the information so mu<
it's taken the publication detail fro
Department of Commerce. The Depa
would have printed the book eventual
the industry wanted it now and so
to pay all printing costs. . . Two or
similar studies of other world areas
printed at government expense when
finishes his work on them.

today via

BISHOP, M-C-M western publicity director, has returned to Chicago from a tour with
Donlevy,
in the midwest.

Koerner
Trade'sEffort
L.
A. Warto Chest
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

L i

Hollywood — Charles W. Ko ]
Brian
has accepted the leadership o:|
PHIL ENGEL, UA publicist, arrived in Syra- motion picture industry's camiil
in behalf of the Los Angeles
cuse for special exploitation on "Summer Storm."
war chest. According to pr ]
Ask Theaters to Run
Lt. Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr., plans, active solicitation for the
Fire Prevention Trailer
chest
Missing in Action
to
Nov.will9. be conducted from G'
Meanwhile, Koerner will buii
Boston — Lt. Joseph P. Kennedy, organization
Theaters throughout the country
of studio colonels, t
again will be asked to run a one- Jr., 27, a naval aviator and son of and guild representatives, and
minute trailer in the interest of fire the former Ambassador to England dreds of other volunteer worker;!
and one-time prexy of FBO, is reprevention during Fire Prevention
ported missing in action following
Week, Oct. 8-14. Calls will be made an explosion in the European theaReport Berkson May Se
by committee members or by repre- day. ter, according to word received at
Three in Roseland, 111.
sentatives of the local fire depart- the family's Hyannis home yesterment. Trailer was made by UnderRoseland, 111. — It is reported
the three local Ike Berkson thea
writers' Laboratories, Inc., national Roy Carroll Dead
Detroit — Roy Carroll, 54, formerly the Park, the States and the I
non-profit fire prevention organizaorganist in various Detroit theaters, land, may be sold. Negotiations
tion.
under way with a leading circui
is dead, following a long illness.
Chicago — Local theaters were
given a clean bill of health by Capt.
John M. Daley, of the Fire Prevention Bureau of the Chicago Fire Department. Only one theater in recent
Executive
Offices
months has been instructed to observe regulations.

Ross Federal Service Inc.
18 EAST 48th ST., NEW

+
+

forms

STEEL
PIER
ATLANTIC CITY

For Sale
$1,500,000
Attendance to date 66,000,000. Five
theatres, all air-conditioned. Big
ballroom. Open air stadium;
50,000 sq. ft. exhibit space. All
one structure, 100% sprinkled, 150
ft. Boardwalk frontage, extending
i/2 mile to sea.
Contact FRANK GRAVATT,
Atlantic City, N. J.

BRANCH

YORK

OFFICES IN
ALL EXCHANGE

CITY

CENTERS

BRANCHES
Chicago 5, III.
59 E. Van Buren St.
Detroit 26, Mich.
820 Book BuildingCleveland 15, Ohio
1401 Prospect Ave.
Pittsburgh 19, Pa.
913-15 Berger Bldg\
New York 17, N. Y.
18 East 48th St.
Milwaukee 3, Wise.
606 W. Wisconsin
Ave
Cincinnati, Ohio
7.34 Union Trust Bldg.
Indianapolis
I, Ind.
320 N. Meridian St.
Boston 16, Mass.
817-18 Metro. Bldg.
Buffalo 2, N. Y.
17 Court St.

Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Des Moines 9, Iowa
507 Tenth St.

1416 Market St. Nat'l Bldg\
Washington 5, D. C.
927 - 15th St. N.W.
Kansas City 8, Mo.
1807 Grand Ave.
St. Louis 8, Mo.
210 Grand Olive Bldg\
Los Angeles 5, Calif.
3723 Wilshire Blvd.
San Francisco 5, Calif.
681 Market St.
Seattle
1904 Third Ave.
Dallas 1, Tex.
401 Tower Petrol. Bids.
Denver 2, Colo.
903 U. S. Nat'l Bank Bldg\
Salt Lake City 1, Utah
47 West So. Temple St.
Minneapolis, Minn.
425 Rand Tower Bldg\

Memphis 3, Tenn.
1911 Sterick Bldg.
Charlotte 2, N. C.
212 S. Tryon St.
Atlanta 3, Ga.
207-8 Palmer
Bldg.
Albany 7, N. Y.
90 State St.
New Orleans 12, La.
409 Audubon Bldg.
Oklahoma City 2, Okla
404 Terminal
Bldg.
Omaha 1, Nebr.
306 S. 15th St.
Portland 4, Ore.
602 Porter Bldg.
New Haven 10, Conn
746 Chapel St.
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eater Production
35mm. Equip.
(Continued from Page 1)

s if they can get the materials,
labor and the parts, and can obijermission from WPB and WMC
' can step up production. One
•ere is to file applications early
;|to make a good case for the
of the equipment,
stumbling block is seen in the
age of fractional horsepower
ts used in the projectors. Even
e manufacturers can find surmotors, they will probably need
ission from WPB, since other
:. on the new list also require
i-s of the same size and type.
y plant employing under 50 perin the West Coast critical areas
*s than 100 persons in the West
r Board Nos. 1 and 2 critical
in the remainder of the coun>r less than 250 persons in any
area, can produce with person obtained locally from WPB
WMC. Plants employing more
those numbers will have to obpermission from Washington,
y-five mm. equipment is on the
tial civilian list which means
II be given considerable preferwhen the materials are allotted.

IN NEW INDUSTRY POSTS
JOHN MESSINA, operator, Shafer Theater, Carden City, Mich.
MARTIN SHAFER, manager, Wayne Theater,
Wayne,
Mich.
FRED SUTTERFIELD, operator, Wayne Theater,
Wayne,
Mich.
MARTIN
Louis. BURNETT,

manager, Loew's State, St.

HARRY
GREEN MAN, manager, Loew's Penn, Pittsburgh.
GEORGE

KRASKA,

manager,

Orpheum,

Boston.

Goudge Novel Wins
First Metro Award

(Continued from Page 1)
Aug. 15, 1945. Judges were: Harry
Hansen, literary critic of the N. Y.
World-Telegram; Amy Loveman, associate editor of The Saturday Review of Literature, and Sidney
Franklin, Metro producer.
According to the terms of the
award, Miss Goudge will receive a
minimum of $125,000 and a possible
maximum of $175,000, contingent
upon the sales of the novel. CowardMcCann will receive $25,000 on publication. Metro will acquire the motion picture and allied rights to the
book.
"Green Dolphin Street," which is
also the Literary Guild Selection for
sentation of Awards
September, is described by the publishers as a novel of romance, high
?E Conclave Feature
adventure, and spiritual quest, its
scene the Channel Islands and the
esentation by SMPE of its Prog- primitive New Zealand of the 19th
Medal Award and the Journal century.
ficate for 1944 will be made
g organization's 56th Semial Technical Conference in the Conn. Safety Campaign
Hotel Pennsylvania, Oct. 16-18, Closes 2 More Houses
give. The honors are to be beid, Julius Haber, Society's pubNew Haven — Continued tightening
chairman, said yesterday, at a of State Police inspection of theaters throughout the state in a public
r-dance in hotel's Georgian
i on the night of Oct. 17, as part safety campaign, has resulted in the
le social activities restored to
of two more houses, the 1,117onvention program by the board closing
seat Empire, New London, operated
overnors. No social functions
by Morse & Rothenberg, and the 712held during the Spring con- seat Gem, Naugatuck, of Pasho Bros.
With the Strand, Mystic, and Strand,
Norwich, this darkens a total of
3,465 seats in the state. The Strand,
UA's L-A Managers
Norwich, and Gem, Naugatuck, were
ited Artists' Latin-American "upstairs" houses.
gers today will be guests of
Agnew, sales head of David 0. Hartford Fire Measures
ick's Vanguard Films, at a
ieon at the Waldorf-Astoria, Are Strictly Enforced
Hartford — Following through on
evening Budd Rogers, sales reptative for Charles R. Rogers, safety measures as a result of the
entertain them at a theater recent Barnum & Bailey circus fire
', the show being "Mexican here, State Police are strictly enforcing the statute which prohibits atlide."
tendance at any theater at any time
of children under 14 unattended by
an adult. City Police are also enforcing the requirement of a supernumary policeman at all theaters all
times, and during meal hours, insist
on hiring of a substitute. Exhibitors met to attempt to have themselves deputized for the relief hours,
August 15
but have thus far had no success.
Signe Hasso
Leroy Bickel
In New Britain, either a policeman
Harry Akst
Shirley
O'Hara
Rose Marie
Es telle Brady
or fireman is required in constant attendance.

IB BIRTHDAY
IEETIMS TO...

DAILY

HAROLD S. MORT1N, manager, State, Boston.
EDWARD CANTY, booker, PRC, Buffalo.
RALPH BRANSON and PETE KELTY, assistant
managers, RKO Palace, Chicago.
JOHN LOFTUS, manager, Cecil, Mason City, la.
BERNARD M. DAVNEY, manager, RKO-SchinePalace, Syracuse.
L. A. MILLER, manager, Rialto, Fort Dodge, la.
RALPH GRANZINI, manager, RKO Palace, Chicago.

Schine Trial Start
Delayed 6 Weeks
(Continued from Page 1)

judge's
was held
ent Schine
postponem.
an
sought
hadin the
chambers
even more lengthy delay than what
was granted.
Within the next two weeks, Schine
must file answer to a Government request for admission of facts and a
bill of particulars, Judge Knight
ruled. In the same length of time,
the defendants must make available
to the Government for inspection
certain office memoranda and correspondence.

N. C. Child Polio Ban
Cuts State Grosses
Charlotte, N. C— More than 500
cases of infantile paralysis have
been reported in North Caroline
since June and all children under
15 years of age are banned from
theaters. Box-offices throughout the
state have felt the prohibition of
child attendance and there appears
to be no easing up of the order.
Albany, N. Y.— While 1,220 cases
of poliomyelitis have been reported
in the current epidemic that total is
still far below the 1916 record, when
1.847 cases were reported in August
alone, Dr. Robert F. Korns, epidemiologist ofthe State Health Department, stated yesterday.
Dr. Korns said that 447 cases have
been reported in the state so far
this month. Erie County is the
worst area, with 389 cases in the
current epidemic. New York City has
reported 262.

Capt. James P. Parish
Killed in Air Battle
Montgomery, Ala. — Capt. James
Perry Parish, assistant manager of
-g^ the Paramount before going
on
'^s* July
24 inservice,
action was
over killed
France.
into the
fjjg|
A bombardier in the AAF, he had
been awarded the Air Medal with
seven Oak Leaf Clusters and the Distinguished Flying Cross.

Eli Cohen Dead
Montgomery, Ala. — Eli Cohen,
owner of Cohen Amusement Co., a
supply house, died at his home here.

WPB Cutting Army,
Navy Film Demands
(Continued from Page 1)

lease shipments which have already
suffered bites.
Burrows said that the production picture seems a little bit brighter than it was a week ago, but that
Hollywood can still expect an improvement until after Sept. 30. He
will confer with the industry representatives at the end of this week at
which time he will inform them of
what they can expect for the remainder of August and for September. There will be an increase in
quotas during the fourth quarter,
but these will probably be below the
allotments for the first two quarters
fo 1944.
Burrows was asked whether a
sudden fold of the war in Europe in
the next couple of months would
mean a sharp increase in raw stock
for the picture industry. He explained that no one would know the
answer to that until the Army forces
disclose their plans.

Army
DeniesDays"
"Wilson,"
"Heavenly
Ban
(Continued from Page 1)
ly
Days," discussions
the Army said
thatpicture
"only
informal
of the
have taken place. No occasion has
yet arisen for the War Dept. to determine whether these particular pictures are available or eligible for
showing to troops." High-ranking
officers have branded the original
statement by the War Dept. Bureau
of Public Relations which said the
two pix had officially run afoul of the
soldier vote law's prohibition against
Army-sponsored distribution of political propaganda as an "error of
information."

Bob Hope and Troupe
Safe in Plane Crash
(Continued from Page 1)

Langford, Jerry Colonna, Patty
Thomas, Tony Romano, developed
engine trouble as it came in from
Guadalcanal and landed on a sand
pit near the fishing hamlet.

TO THE COLORS!
* COMMISSIONED*

LT. ARNOLD NATHANSON, formerly with Warner Bros, theater dept. in Cleveland, received his pilot's wings at Moody Field, Ga.,
last week.

* PROMOTED

*

ARTHUR

BROWN, formerly Garrick theater, Chicago, to Sergeant at Camp Bowie, Texas.
2nd LTS. BOB LUBLINFR, BRUCE and JAMES
TRINZ, of the Lubliner-Trinz theater cirhave all been upped to 1st lieutenants
in thecuit,Army.

*ARMY*
GERALD LINDQUIST,
Chariton,
La.

operator of

the

Ritz,

^

BETTE DAVIS IS MIGHTY, MIGHTY PROUD OF HER
MR. SKEFFINGTON AND SO ARE SHOWMEN EVERYWHERE!
THIRD MONTH AT N.Y.HOLLYWOOD
BETTE DAVIS .."MR. SKEFFINGTON "^ciaude
Pirected by VINCENT

SHERMAN

^
T
^
t
f
e
rains Jmwaiter abel-richard vwiiiNG^GEOTGrcouieuiiTS^MAiuoiiiE

. Screen P.loy by Juliui J. & Philip O. Eptfeln • Frem a Story by "Ellzobeih" • Mu.ic by franz Woxman

. Produced

by JULIUS

J. & PHIUP

G. EPSTEIN

JACK LW

h

I,

JANIE' IS THE GLEAM IN THE EYE OF
EVERY G. I.I-THE STAGE SMASH IS ON THE N.Y. STRAND
SCREEN AND OFF TO A SMASHING START!
lE'wi.h JOYCE
Producer

REYNOLDS

• ROBERT
Directed

HUTTON

bi MICHAEL

CURTIZ

"KEEP

• EDWARD

ARNOLD

• ANN

HARDING

• ROBERT

BENCHLEY

• Screen Plav by Agnes Christine Johnston & Chatles Hoffman • From the Play Produced by Brock Pembenon

SELLING

WAR

BONDS!

FIGHT

BY

THE

SIDE

OF

THE

TROOPS

• ALAN

• Produced

WHO

by ALEX

NEVER

/

HALE
GOTTLIEB

STOP!"
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'In Society"

with Bud Abbott, Lou Costello
Universal
75 Mins.
THIS ROUGH-AND-TUMBLE COMEDY
WILL WOW
THE ABBOTT - COSTELLO
FANS; HEAVY GROSSES INDICATED.
After an absence of more than a year
Bud Abbott and Lou Costello return to the
screen in top form in "In Society." If the
reaction of the paying customers at a local
sneak preview is any criterion, the production can be depended upon to repay
handsomely indeed the exhibitor who plays
it.
For lovers of the robust brand of humor
in which Abbott and Costello specialize,
this picture is a positive howl. The comics
pursue a mad, breathless pace, employing
every device to ensure laughter. To be
sure, the film is so much corn and slapstick, but how the customers will eat
it up! Never has the Abbott-Costello
team indulged in antics that hit the funnybone more easily and with more of a whack,
and never have they fired gags in such
rapid-fire order.
The slap-happy story, scripted by John
Grant, Edmund L. Hartman and Hal Fimberg from an original by Hugh Wedlock, Jr.,
and Howard Snyder, presents Abbott and
Costello as a couple of incompetent
plumbers who crash society through a fluke
and proceed to make utter nuisances of
themselves, to the huge delight of their
fans. They find themselves promoting a
romance between Marion Hutton, a pal
of theirs who operates a taxi, and Kirby
Grant, rich socialite. Costello is himself
in love with Miss Hutton, but he bows out

"Maisie
Goes To Reno"
with Ann Sothern, John Hodiak

"Greenwich
Village"
with Carmen Miranda, Don Ameche,

M-G-M
90 Mins.
LATEST OF THE MAISIE SERIES ON
PAR WITH PREDECESSORS; CONTAINS
MUCH AMUSEMENT.

William Bendix
20th -Fox
82 Mins.
EYE -FILLING TECHNICOLOR MUSICAL HAS ALL THE STUFF THAT MAKES
FOR GOOD POPULAR
ENTERTAINMENT.

Maisie doesn't disappoint her army of
admirers in this newest chapter of her
life. In "Maisie Goes to Reno" the gal
pursues her dizzy way through a story that
generates a good amount of amusement.
The fun is derived from a plot that is
melodramatic in conception, but the melodrama, let it be said, is tackled with
tongue in cheek in an endeavor to keep
the entertainment constantly on the light
side.
Don't let the title mislead you. No,
Maisie doesn't go to Reno in search of
a divorce. How could she when she
doesn't even have a husband. Afflicted
with a tic that causes her to wink involuntarily, toher embarrassment, the gal
betakes herself to Reno when the doc advises her to take a rest from her welding
duties at an aircraft plant. Why Reno?
Because she has an offer to warble at
a hotel there during her vacation.
While she is in Reno our Maisie, at the
pleading of a soldier lad (Tom Drake),
takes upon herself the task of preventing
his socialite wife (Ava Gardner) from divorcing him. Discovering that a fraud plot
to which the socialite's secretary (Marta
Linden) and two men (Paul Cavanagh and
Bernard Nedell) are a party is behind the
divorce move, Maisie goes to work to expose the villains and reunite the couple.

Leo Gorcey's
delivery of "Malapropi
dialogue is the highlight of this latest I
In "Greenwich Village" 20th-Fox has
There is plenty of
added another winner to its string of Side Kids effort.
in the street fig
richly produced and eye-filling musicals and action included
baseball
sequences,
a masquer
skillfully tailored to the popular taste. hoky
Under the production banner of William party, and a farcical court room
sec [
Le Baron, who gave himself a free hand However, the "Kids"
aren't kids anyn
in making the film to guarantee a favor- and the series is beginning to weaken wj
able box office reception, the offering such situations as maintaining a basemj
successfully surmounts the handicap of club room in the "Skippy" manner.
Sc j
on
stronger,
credi
an extremely stereotyped story, emerging due consideration
as highly diversified entertainment that story material could do much to build fi
is an amalgam of comedy, music and ro- ther and keep the combination intact.
In this one, the Kids attempt to s|
mance united in well-balanced proportions.
Participating in the entertainment are a Park Avenue matron from moving
Carmen Miranda, Don Ameche, William with her refugee grandson into a board i
Bendix, Vivian Blaine and a host of lesser up mansion in their neighborhood,
matron, having been brought up in I
players of proven ability. The work of
these performers is supplemented by ef- section many years ago, wants her gra il
fective spot numbers featuring Tony and son, who sports a French accent, to lej
Sally De Marco, The Revuers and the Four the American way of life by being frier j
Step Brothers. The cast does its chores with "regular" boys.
Because of a street fight, Gorcey and i
so pleasantly that one is only too glad
to overlook the familiar yarn, in fact to grandson are hailed into court where
dispense with it entirely.
Ameche is a gullible college instructor
from the Middle West who comes to Green-

wich Village
the he
furious
'20's
concerto
for in
which
hopes
to with
get aa
hearing. Under the false impression that
he has dough, Bendix, operator of a bistro, tries to play him for a sucker in order
This time the object of Maisie's af- to get financial backing for a stage musifection is a professional gambler who
cal. Bendix not only doesn't get any dough
when he realizes he's not the man for the
gal. Before Grant and Miss Hutton can helps her to run down the villains, but out of Ameche but loses his girl friend
be brought together, Abbott, Costello only after he's had plenty of convincing and singing star, Vivian Blaine, to him.
At first Bendix plots revenge against him
and the girl have to clear themselves of a
that the gal isn't wacky. Maisie's efforts
charge of stealing a prized painting be- to prove to him that she isn't nuts provide but changes his mind when he realizes
Miss Blaine and Ameche are nuts about
longing to the parents of Anne Gillis, a some of the film's funniest moments.
Ann Sothern plays Maisie in her usual each other and goes sacrificial. He shows
wealthy deb who has been trying to hook
Grant for herself. The film closes with hare-brained manner. John Hodiak is how good a sport he is by using the cona chase sequence that will wow the fans, forceful as her heart interest.
certo in the show's big number. (Now
The direction of Harry Beaumont moves don't ask us where he got the dough to
the kids especially.
Providing brief spells are five musical the story along rapidly. George Haight put on the show).
The players do their stuff well. Miss
numbers. Miss Hutton sings commendably produced from a Mary C. McCall, Jr.,
screenplay stemming from a yarn by Harry Blaine, in her biggest role to date, makes
"No Doubt About It" and "My Dreams Are
a lovely picture. Miss Miranda virtually
Getting Better All the Time." Grant Ruby and James O'Hanlon.
CAST: Ann Sothern, John Hodiak, Tom steals the show as an entertainer in Bensings impressively one number, "What a
Drake, Marta Linden, Paul Cavanagh, Ava dix's night spot. She has more to do than
Change in the Weather." The other two
Gardner, Bernard Nedell, Roland Dupree, tion.
ordinarily and does it to complete satisfactunes are "Rehearsin' " and "Memory
Chick Chandler, Bunny Waters, Donald
Meek.
Lane."
The film has able direction by Walter
Abbott and Costello put all of themselves in their work in their latest film.
CREDITS: Producer, George Haight; Di- Lang, worked from a screenplay by Earl
rector, Harry Beaumont; Screenplay, Mary Baldwin and Walter Bullock, who in turn
Miss Hutton, Grant and Miss Gillis support them capably. Arthur Treacher as C. McCall, Jr.; Based on story by Harry worked from an adaptation by Michael
Fessier and Ernest S. Pagano suggested
a butler contributes a few additional
Ruby, James O'Hanlon; Cameraman, Robert Planck; Musical Score, David Snell; Song, by a Frederick Hazlitt Brennan yarn. Leo
comedy moments. For added appeal there
is the Will Osborne orchestra, which blows Sammy Fain, Ralph Freed; Recording Direc- Robin and Nacio Herb Brown have contributed a number of flashy tunes. On
tor, Douglas Shearer; Art Directors, Cedric
out some excellent musical accompaniments.
the stunning Technicolor photography of
Jean Yarbrough could scarcely have di- Gibbons, Howard Campbell; Set Decorators,
rected with more snap and speed. He has Edwin B. Willis, Helen Conway; Film Edi- Leon Shamroy and Harry Jackson depends
tor, Frank E. Hull.
given the stars of the film a free rein
much of the film's success.
CAST: Carmen Miranda, Don Ameche,
DIRECTION, Okay. PHOTOGRAPHY,
in disporting themselves. The film has
William
Bendix, Vivian Blaine, Felix Bresbeen ably produced by Edmund L. Hart- Good.
mann.
CAST: Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Marion
Hutton, Kirby Grant, Anne Gillis, Arthur
Treacher, Thomas Gomez, George Dolenz,
Steven Geray, Margaret Irving, Murray
Leonard, Thurston Hall, Nella Walker, William B. Davidson, Will Osborne and orchestra, Three Sisters.
CREDITS Producer, Edmund L. Hartmann;

Director, Jean Yarbrough; Screenplay, John
Grant, Edmund L. Hartmann, Hal Fimberg;
Based on story by Hugh Wedlock, Jr., Howard
Snyder; Cameraman, Jerome Ash; Musical
Director, Edgar Fairchild; Art Director, John
B. Goodman, Eugene Lourie; Sound Director,
Bernard B. Brown; Set Decorators, Russell
A. Gausman, Leigh Smith; Film Editor, Philip

"Block Busters"
with Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Gabriel I
Monogram
60 M
FAST
AND
FUNNY;
EAST
SIDE
DIALOGUE
OVERSHADOWS
STC
WEAKNESS.

Judge puts them into each other's custcj
This arrangement has its good points I
the gang winds up initiating the refit §
into their club.

Huntz
Hall and Gabriel Dell add tljj
"Dead End" talents in easy, humorous st
CAST: Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Gab
Dell,
Billy Benedict,
Jimmy
Strand,
Chaney,
Minerva
Urecal,
Roberta
Sml
Noah Beery, Sr., Harry Langdon, Fred Pr|
sel, Jack
Gilman,
Kay Marvis,
Chaij
Murray, Jr.
CREDITS:
Producers,
Sam
Katznj
Jack
Dietz;
Associate
Producer,
Ban!
Sarecky;
Director,
Wallace
Fox;
Sf<|
Houston
Branch;
Cameraman,
Marcel
Picard.
Fair.
DIRECTION,
Fair.
PHOTOGRAPH

Maude O'Connell Dies

New Haven — Maude O'Connell, i j
the past two years switchboard I
erator
at the
Loew's Poli divisi
office here,
is dead.

sart, Tony and Sally De Marco, the I
vuers, B. S. Pully, Four Step Brothers, E
Rameau, Frank Orth, Torben Meyer, H
bert Evers, Hal K. Dawson, William
Davidson, Eddie Dunn, Sherry Hall, P
Hurst Tom Dugan, Billy Wayne, Char I
Arnt, Oliver Prickett, Charles Williams
CREDITS: Producer, William Le Ban
Director, Walter Lang; Screenplay, Earl Ba
win, Walter Bullock; Adaptation, Mich
Fessier, Ernest S. Pagano; Suggested

story by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan; Son
Leo Robin, Nacio Herb Brown; Dance
ector Seymour Felix; Cameramen, Leon Sha
roy, Harry Jackson; Art Directors, Jan
Cahn; Musical numbers created and staged Basevi, Joseph C. Wright; Set Decoratt
by George Dobbs; Special Effects, John P. Thomas Little, Walter M. Scott; F
Fulton; Songs, Mann Curtis- Vic Mizzy, Editor, Robert Simpson; Special Effec
Bobby Worth-Stanley Cowan, Kim Gannon- Fred Sersen; Sound, E. Clayton Wj
Walter Kent, B. G. De Sylva-Larry Spier- Roger Heman; Musical Directors, E
Con Conrad.
Newman, Charles Henderson.
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPr
Fine.
Good.
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"CALCULATED 1 RAISE

JAMES

MASON

• CARLA

in "CANDLELIGHT

LEHMANN

IN ALGERIA"

with Raymond Lovell • Enid Stamp-Taylor
Walter Rilla • Directed by GEORGE KING
Screen Play by Brock Williams and Katherine Strueby
From the Story by Dorothy Hope 'Additional Dialogue
by John Clements
* A British Lion Production
THEY DON'T STOP FIGHTING! KEEP SELLING WAR

BONDS

FOR VICTORY!

Released by 20th Century -Fox

\

y

/

\

1

*

JEAN

I^E

ARTHUR

BOWMAN

with Edgar Buchanan
Original Screen Play by
Associate Producer

CHARLES

OOBURN

■ Charley Grapewin • Jane Darwell
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Produced and Directed by
IRVING CUMM1NGS
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30,000 impatient LIFE. . . LIBERTY. . . Fan Magazine reader
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27 RKO Pix on Tap
For New Season List
(Continued from Page 1)
out of the
est product to come
studios in years.
The next group of pictures, classed
as Block One, will be composed of
"None But the Lonely Heart," "Tall
in the Saddle," "Going to Town,"
"The Master Race" and "My Pal
Wolf." These will be trade screened
Sept. 18-20.
Depinet said 'None But the Lonely Heart" was one of the best pictures ever to come out of the studio
and that Cary Grant thought it allowed him to give his best performance. Edward Golden's "The Master
Race," also screened at the studio,
has a better than even chance of
outgrossing "Hitler's Children,"
Depinet said. He described "Tall in
the Saddle," starring John Wayne,
as being RKO's greatest western
since "Cimarron."
Among the top pictures of the
season, Depinet asserted, will be International's "The Belle of the
Yukon." He also was enthusiastic
over International's "The Woman in
the Window."
Other completed and partially
completed pictures seen by Depinet
and Mochrie and which they praised
highly were Samuel Goldwyn's "The
Princess and the Pirate," starring
Bob Hope, and "The Wonder Man,"
starring Danny Kaye; "Experiment
Perilous," "The Brighton Strangler,"
"It's a Pleasure" and Walt Disney's
"The Three Caballeros." They also
conferred with Sol Lesser on the future "Tarzan" pictures.

Deny Odeon of Canada
Seeks Rank Financing
Toronto — Many rumors following
the visit to Montreal of John Davis
of British Odeon Circuit have led
to denial here that Paul Nathanson
of Odeon Theaters of Canada and
Two Film Distributing Companies
has been considering any offers from
J. Arthur Rank of England for any
interest or share in the Nathanson
Enterprises. It was suggested in
explanation that Odeon of Canada
does not require or seek any financial consideration while the recent
contract for Canadian franchise on
20 British features to be distributed
by Empire Universal is said not to
involve the Odeon chain in any way.

STORK REPORTS
Charlotte, N. C. — A daughter, Linda Ruth, has been born to Mr. and
Mrs. J. F. Johnston. Mrs. Johnston
is contract clerk for Warners.

P. RSs 1944 Grosses
Off as Troops Move
San Juan (By Air Mail) — Puerto
Rican grosses in 1944 will be under
last year's record but still far ahead
of 1939, considered the base year in
computing figures, a FILM DAILY
survey reveals. Drop this year is
due to the withdrawal of Army and
Navy personnel from the Island but
the industry is virtually assured of
a record gross when compared with
any normal season.

Warner Executives Map
Plans and Policies for Year
(Continued from Page 1)
way yesterday, with Harry M. and
Jack L. Warner, Joseph Bernhard,
Ben Kalmenson, Charles Einfeld,
Sam Schneider, Mort Blumenstock,
Norman H. Moray, Arthur Sachson,
Roy Haines, Jules Lapidus and others
participating.
Conf erences and previewing of new
pictures will continue all week.
Winners of approximately $35,000
in
Bonds as annual
prizes in
Warners'
1944WarRound-Up,
sales
drive,
were disclosed by Kalmenson yesterday as follows:
District Managers — Henry Herbel,
West Coast; R. L. McCoy, Southern;
Norman Ayers, Eastern; Harry Seed,
Midwest; Charles Rich, Central.
Branch Managers — Luke Conner,
New Orleans; Fred Greenberg, Los
Angeles; E. A. Bell, Denver; Al
Shmitken, San Francisco; Al Oxtoby,
Portland; H. G. Krumm, Atlanta;
E. A. Williamson, Memphis; Vete
Stewart, Seattle; Clarence Eiseman,
New York; J. W. Loewe, Oklahoma
City; J. A. Bachman, Charlotte; C.
W. McKean, Indianapolis; Doak Roberts, Dallas; Al Herman, Buffalo;
Paul Krumenacker, Albany.
Salesmen — Harry Mandel, Chicago; Harry Decker, New York; H.
Blass, Minneapolis; Al Grubstick,
San Francisco; W. A. Haefliger, Denver; D. Webster, Salt Lake City; C.
Galloway, Memphis; Leo Jacobi, New
York; R. Bixler, Dallas; W. Gleason, St. Louis.
Awards also were made to bookers
and ad accessories salesmen.

WLB

Names

Arbitrator

In Stagehands' Dispute
(Continued from Page 1)

Aim!
Gov'tBrief
Seeman
MayGold
s
In

and St. Louis County. A three-man
panel recommended to the board some
(Continued from Page 1)
weeks ago that another board of
three be named to determine the as that which may follow in
number of workers and that the New York case.
stagehands be granted a 15 per cent
There is some belief here that
increase in pay and vacations with Government's
threatened
court
tion or the determination of a
Kohn, an attorney, will serve as consent decree may be set back i]
pay.
the chairman of the new arbitration much later in the year or earl}
board of three. One other member 1945. In some quarters the opii
will be selected by Local 6, of the has been expressed that the lor
IATSE, and the third man by the the Schine case is extended in Ij
St. Louismittee,Theater
Exhibitors'
Com- falo the longer it will take to s
headed by Harry
C. Arthur,
action on the New York suit.
Jr., general manager of the Fanchon
& Marco-St. Louis Amusement Co.
houses.
Coming-Out Party Throv
The St. Louis Exhibitors' Committee represents a group of 16 compa- For June Havoc's Gam]
nies, who operate the 56 theaters.
June Havoc threw a cocktail ps
There are 54 other theaters in St.
Louis and St. Louis County and all at her home here yesterday af
but two operate without stagehands. noon to celebrate the removal o
plaster cast from her right leg, wl
The companies affected are: An- she broke some time ago. The s I
ritz Amusement Co., Ansell Amuse- is scheduled to leave for the C<
ment Co., Best Amusement Co.,
Columbia Amusement Co., Eden The- today to appear in Edward Sm;
ater Co., Esquire Theater Co., Fred "Brewster's Millions."
Prominent among the guests vii
Wehrenberg
Dayton
Theater Co., Circuit,
NorsideLoew's
Theater
Co., the following United Artists La j
St. Louis Ambassador Theater, Inc., American managers: Guy C. Sm
St. Louis Amusement Co., St. Louis Jorge Suarez, Sam Seidelman, He
B: j
Missouri Theater, Inc., St. Louis Werner, Joe Goltz, Enrique
Orpheum Co., Service Group Thea- United Artists was further re]
Mai
ters, Union Southern Co. and Variety sented by Tom Mulrooney,
Theater Co.
Starr, Herbert Berg, Jimmy Dr.
Kamber,
Sammy
Col
A total of 66 stagehands are pres- Bernie
ently employed in 41 of the theaters Harry Kosiner. Some of the oth
operated by the members of the ex- present were Sam Levene, Gy
hibitors' committee, while 15 of their Rose Lee, Paula Stone, Harry Bl
houses do not use stagehands.

William Bausch Heads
Bausch & Lomb's Board
Rochester — William Bausch, connected with Bausch & Lomb Optical Co. for 60 years, has been elected
chairman of the firm's board of directors, succeeding his brother, the
late Edward Bausch.
Elected to the directorate at the
same meeting were Dr. Alan Valentine, president of the University of
Rochester, and T. Carl Nixon, senior
partner in the law firm of Goodwin,
Nixon, Hargrave, Middleton & De-

Espy Appointed G.M.
Of Myron Selznick Agen
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DA.

Hollywood — Reeves Espy has b
appointed general manager of 1
ron Selznick Agency, the post
has been handling on a tempor;
basis since the death of Myron St
nick. Prior to joining the agei
M-G-M.
he
was a production executive

Sampietro Dies

Portland, Ore. — Joseph Sampiet
47, musical director of KOIN sh
1930, died of a heart attack,
Wildwood, N. J.— The Strand Thewas musical director of many Nor
ater, located on the boardwalk, was "Doughgirls" Premiere
west film houses, including the op
entirely destroyed by fire over the
World premiere of Warners' "The ing of the Fox, in Seattle.
week-end. The block wiped out was Doughgirls"
has been set for Aug.
200 feet long and is owned by the 30, at the Hollywood Theater, followHunt Enterprises.
ing a 14-week run of Bette Davis in
Anil Why Not, Boys,
'Mr. Skeffington."

Wildwood's Strand Burns

Legion Puts Two in Class B

The National Legion of Decency
has placed Metro's "Barbary Coast
Gent" and the new version of "Sign
of the Cross" in its Class B.

Lt. Roy Zesser Wounded

Detroit — Lt. Roy Zesser, formerly
with his uncle, Al Zesser, engaged
Murray Kaplan, Warners' booker, in the management of the Ritz TheNew York exchange, is the father of
ater, was reported severely wounded
a seven-pound baby boy, Bennett H. in action in France July 26.

Sgt. John Martin Missing
Detroit— Staff Sgt. John P. Martin,
AAF, former assistant manager of
the Fisher Theater, has been reported missing on a mission over
Yugoslavia.

Reeves Doubles Capital
Albany — Reeves Sound Laboratories, Inc., of New York City, has
increased its capital from $120,000
to $240,000.

Ain't It a Debut!

New York newspapers' society!
pages served yesterday as an ad channel for
clarioning
Society,"
the
new
Abbott
and "In
Costello
comedy
opening at local Loew's Criterion tomorrow. The ad, suggested by Universal's Al Horwits, was in engraving
type, and informed the blue-blooded
bunch that the bow of the laugh-fest
was "informal!"
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EVIEUJS Of nCUJ flLfllS Outsta
nding
ss"e
n ofElissatheLandi,Cro
Claudett
Sig
the
March,
Fredric
Colbert, Charles Laughton

*

SHORTS

*

mc ount

118 Mins"IMELINESS, DRAMATIC WORTH AND
POWER COMMEND THIS STIRRING,
DERNIZED SPECTACLE,
the
unleashed
te in 1932, Paramount

e's
original version of Cecil B. DeMill
t of the Cross." The present modernate
aggreg
version may well eclipse the
fortune it made a dozen years ago at
rican box-offices and those beyond our
;s,— for certainly the spectacular atrrachas lost none of its story-power, and,
^d, has, taken on, under the DeMille
l a prologue which imparts tremendous
Jiness.
, the production is now set up, the onr witnesses sequences of the dropping
leaflets on Rome, while that city was
infested with its Nazi conquerors. The
chaplains, Stanley
carries two Army
is of Protestant faith, and Arthur
reVis, of Catholic belief. The latter
ts to the plane's crew the stirring hisof Rome in the days of Nero and the
mdant flaming persecution of blosso
this point on, the
From
Christianity.
edited DeMille footage holds forth.
e story of "The Sign of the Cross" is
y well known to the average exhibitor
■to portions of his potential audience.
'here are literally millions who have not
the picture, and, therefore, it will
the interest of a brand new offering.
\e are countless others who will want to
t again, especially now when the world
of the
Been subjected to the wrath
Nazis, and generally is in need so
itly of a return to the ethical standof religion in human affairs internation-

"Plastics

Inventor"

(Walt Disney)
RKO
Excellent

7 mins.

This latest Donald Duck rates as
one of the best of the series. It
has a peppy musical background,
glorious color, and, above all, bellylaugh comedy situations. Donald
follows the instructions coming
through his radio on the art of making an airplane out of plastic materials. On his first flight he runs
into a rain storm just as the radio
announcer warns that the plane is
a fair weather contraption and will
melt in water. Taking on a variety
of shapes, the plane plummets to
earth in the form of a parachute.
Donald finally turns a hose on the
plastic radio, melting the set and
the voice of the announcer at the
same time.

"The Kitchen Cynic"

RKO
18 mins.
Slap-sticky
Edgar Kennedy, paragon of the
slow-burn, finds lots of opportunity
for face wiping when, brother-inlaw brings a truant schoolboy hoodlum into the house, believing him to
be the kidnapped son of a millionaire.

Catering to the boy's whims, since
brother-in-law and mother-in-law
will release him from supporting
them with the money they expect
big asset in filling b.o. tills which this
as a reward, Edgar gets stuck in
re packs is its splendid cast including
floor
cement while putting down a
Cole
Claudett
Landi,
ic March, Elissa
Charles Laughton, and some dozen linoleum in the kitchen; finds his
golf clubs sawed down to junior
prominent players. Few films made in- size; gets his face lathered in a
nate such rugged elements. The scenes
te Coliseum is still the strongest of freshly made pie; slips on a flooded
bathroom floor; and for a finale,
atic stuff, and it is doubtful if any feacan match it in frank and gruesome has his pipe explode in his face.

,.ties.

"G. I. Sports"
iMille's flare for creating and purveying
10 Mins.
spectacular are undimmed. He is, of Columbia
Entertaining
ie, the producer and the director. PhoThis timely subject, with Bill
iphy remains excellent. Fredric March
issa Landi have the romantic roles, Stern as commentator, serves a twoCharles Laughton, who is Nero, and
fold purpose: that of being a morale
lette Colbert, the Empress, are, along builder as well as a good sport reel.
Ian Keith, as Tigellinus, the arch
The action takes place at Wash-

ington and Lee University, the Army
Special Service School, in Lexington,
Va.; and deals with a branch of the
Special Services where officers and
J, Vivian Tobin, Harry Beresford, Ferdi- non-coms are trained to build moGottschalk, Arthur Hohl, Joyzelle Joyrale among the boys wherever the
Tommy Conlon, Nat Pendleton, Clar- army is stationed. Various games
Burton, William V. Mong, Harold are played to show how the boys
Richard Alexander, Robert Manning, can get fun out of sports and games
es Middleton. In the Prologue: Arthur like Tug-o-War without a rope,
ids, Stanley Ridges, James Millican, Tom rooster fight, apple-cart relay, DizzyOliver Thorndike, William Forest,
Izzy Cocktail, goat-butting, and
James, Joel Allen.
others that will also give the specEDITS: Producer-Director, Cecil B.
tators a great kick.

is. The streamlined "Sign of the Cross"
(ry worthy of release.
iST: Fredric March, Elissa Landi,
lette Colbert, Charles Laughton, Ian

lie; Screenplay, Waldemar Young, Stanuchman; Author, Wilson Barrett; Caman, Karl Strauss; Art Direction, Mitchell
E; Prologue by Dudley Nichols.
ECTION,
Aces.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
good.

Williams to Start Monday
Rex Williams, newly appointed UA
exploitation manager, will assume
his duties next Monday.

Industry Personalities
Qan hou natne. them —
BOTH on the domestic scene and in lands afar,
the name of this 20th-Fox vice-president in
charge of foreign distribution is famed in the
trade. Took his law degree at N. Y. U., and afterwards served on the staff of New York's district
attorney. Launched his film career in 1918 and became general manager of Cosmopolitan Productions. Subsequently represented UA in Central
America, Australia and other countries, and for
some years was managing director in London. In
1938 was named chairman of UA's executive committee. Became chief of world-wide operations.
Relinquished managing directorship to form his
own production company, but 20th-Fox succeeded
fortunately
in adding him to firm's family of officials.

ve of Warner Bros, theaTHIS terssage
in our executi
nation's capital was born in nearby
Baltimore. Before starting out in filmland, he
spent five years in the jewelry business in Washington. In 1908 he joined his dad in the exhibition field. In 1924, he built the Earle in Washington and two years later vended his interest to
the Stanley Co. of America. Has served with distinction as MPTOA vice-prexy and as contact
in Washington for that organization. In the
current war's early stages, he agreed to serve with
the WPB as film industry consultant, and tendered
his resignation in June of 1942. The well-being
on of legislators owes much
of
to films
him. in the estimati

LEO
the Lion's
exploitation
been ofin Metro
these
capable
hands ever
since thehas
merger
and Goldwyn. Printer's ink was his trade mark
before joining the celluloid empire. Up Boston
way he filled posts of circulation manager, advertising manager, and managing editor of one
of Bean town's leading newspapers. Few if any
exploitation solons in the land know how to get
and use promotional properties as well as he
can. In the blink of an eye, he'll harness a circus or a gram of radium if it means getting
patrons into a theater. Was director of publicity
and advertising for a New England chain, and
was Ampa's prexy, 1934-35. If Metro at any
time needs a fishing fleet to do exploitation, it
would be a cinch for this son of old Gloucester,
Mass., to net it.

They can easily be identified
by referring to the

1944
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"A" (Left) Landing at Anzio. Photo
by U. S. Army Signal Corps.

'&& M^

*T (Below) Over the top at Tarawa.
Official U.S. Marine Corps Photo.
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THE task of making combat movies is in capable hands. Photographic units
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9 STORIES IN WB BASIC PRODUCT POOL
hree Errors in Goldman

mdell Berge Files Brief
crcking Trial Court's
.dings in Philly Case

hiladelphia — Three errors by the
1 judge are charged in a 23-page
if filed yesterday with the 3rd
uit Court of Appeals by Wendell
be, head of the anti-trust divisof the Justice Department in the
eal taken by the Goldman Thes, Inc., against the majors.
he District Court found that the
ndants were not in violation of
Sherman anti-trust act, and the
-trust division of the Justice De(Continued on Page 6)

Decision; Gov't
Claims
15 Stage Hits, 32 Published

CRESCENT TO RESUME EXPANSION
New

Uptown House, Three New Nabes to be Built
as Soon as federal Restrictions End

Works Included, Jack L.
Warner Tells Exec. Parley
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Out of a basic product
pool aggregating 79 properties comprised of 15 Broadway stage hits;
Nashville, Tenn. — Crescent Amuse- Fifth Avenue, is scheduled for a
ment Co., according to President "face-lifting" operation, expected to 32 best - selling
Tony Sudekum, will resume pre-war cost in excess of $100,000. Crescent novels, biograph- 1
has pending in a local court a suit
plans for expanraphies;
and 32 :
and autobiogsion of its operanecessary to secure a 10-year lease ies
tions in Nashville
renewal on this property, now owned original stories,
just as soon as
in part by minor heirs. A monthly Warners will cull
Federal restricrental of $1,666 for a 10-year term its 1944-45 linetions are lifted.
is offered.
up, Jack
L. Warproduction
Major item in its
Of three new neighborhood the- n e r,
aters to be built, one will be located chief, told complan will be the
construction o f
on Gallatin Road and will be idenpany participants
tical with the Belle Meade and the yesterday in the
an uptown house
current
executive
in the Warner
Melrose, combining bowling center
on the
Building, on
and billiard parlor with the theater conference
which Sudekum
at a cost of about $750,000. Two Burbank lot. In |
other neighborhood houses, not yet line with the polholds a long-time
lease, in a space
located, would run to $100,000 to
icy which has
now used for a
prevailed since
$150,000.
Sudekum recently placed a bid of the war's outset, JACK L. WARNER
"arners and its subsidiaries re- parking garage
. for the nine months ended May in the rear of the
TONY SUDEKUM
organization
will concentrate
$450,000 on the site on Church St. the
(Continued on Page 8)
last shows a net operating profit c o m p a r atively
now
occupied
by
McKendree
Metho;5,048,951 after provision of $850,- new building on Church St. This is
dist Church and has completed purfor unrealized losses on fixed aschase of the adjoining Clifton Apartestimated to cost $750,000 to $1,i Continued on Page 3)
ment house. The church deal has
000,000.
(Continued on Page 8)
Another
uptown
theater,
the

arners' 40-Week
ofit, $5,048,951

224,506 Eastman Net
ported for 6 Months

ochester — Business volume of
:man Kodak and subsidiaries in
Western
Hemisphere
jumped
per cent for the first six month
od, ended June 10, last, com(Continued on Page 6)

ocil Shortage May
Force Thea. Closings
Washington Bur., THE FILM BAII.Y
Washington — Storm signals were
own here yesterday for exhibitors
i the middle Atlantic and New
figland states whose houses burn
nrhracite coal. The Solid* Fuels Adtinistration announced there will be
6,000,000-ton shortage of anthraite this coming Winter. Last Win;r, on one or two occassions, theters were forced to close in New
ngland because of the coal shortage
nd, unless the situation radically
mproves, it is likely that closings
'ill be in order again this Winter.

Schines to Subpoena
Justice Documents

To Release SYWA at
Regular Admissions

Buffalo — An order granting atDavid O. Selznick's "Since You
torney Willard S. McKay the right Went Away" will be released at regular admission prices with no reto subpoena "duces tecum" certain
quirements to raise the scales by 50
documents from the Justice Department in advance of resumption of per cent as previously announced.
In a joint statement by Neil F.
the Schine anti-trust trial on Sept.
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 6)

9 Co-Chairmen lor 6th Loan
Leading Indies to Serve with Harry Brandt
Nine leading indie exhibs. have
Para. Broadway Corp.
accepted appointments as co-chairTo Pay Off Mortgage
men of the industry participation in
the forthcoming Sixth
Paramount
Broadway
Corp. has Nov. 11-Dec. 7, WAC
called for redemption on Sept. 19, yesterday.
The co-chairmen who
at par and accrued interest, $5,542,500 of its first mortgage
sinking shortly for preliminary
(Continued on Page
(Continued on Page 3)

War Loan,
announced
will meet
discussions
3)

Consent Companies
Await Hearing Dale

The five companies affected by the
New York consent decree will take no
formal action
on on
the Page
Government's
(Continued
3)

Fifth Loan Reports
Come At Slow Pace
Exhibitor reports of Bond sales
during the Fifth War Loan are
trickling into the national committee
headquarters at the rate of approximately 100 a day, regarded as
a slow pace by the committee members. Returns to date are in the
neighborhood of 5,300, but the film
industry
books"
the
Fifthcan't
War"close
Loan itsuntil
all on
of
the participating theaters send in
their report.
O'Donnell,
tional chairman,Bob
before
leaving nafor
Dallas yesterday made another plea
for exhibitors to send in their re-

ports.
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Argentine Film Quota
Decree in Operation

Roger Tough Suing Again;
Arguments on Sept. 18

The quota decree promulgated by
the Argentine government on Aug.
5 went into effect yesterday.
Under the decree Buenos Aires
first-runs of more than 2,500 seats
must play one Argentine picture
every two months for a minimum of
seven days. Small release houses
and subsequents in the Argentine
capital, one native film every month
for a minimum of seven days; all
other theaters in the country, two
weeks of native product out of every
five. All Argentine product must
be played on percentage, with firstruns paying 40 per cent and subsequents 25 and 35 per cent.
The Argentine Government will
respect all contracts signed by exhibitors with distributors prior to
June 30 unless they interfere with
compliance with the decree.

Chicago — Hearing of arguments in
the new suit filed against 20th-Fox
and Balaban & Katz on Monday by
Roger Touhy, one-time underworld
leader, over the film, "Roger Touhy,
Gangster," is scheduled to open on
Sept. 18 in Federal Court here. The
gangster, working out a 99-year
term in Stateville Penintentiary for
kidnaping, wants S500.000 from each
of the defendants.

War Employment Drop
Fails to Hurt Dallas
Dallas — Release of several thousand war workers from industrial
plants in and near Dallas has not
had an early bad effect on the boxoffices, altho some retail trades have
reported decreases in business.
Effect of this easement of the labor market is reflected in the applications for employment by persons who have begun to look for
permanent places. Interstate director of personnel, W. E. Mitchell,
says that a more desirable class of
applicants now approach the company and that the USES acts favorably in most cases on the employes
referral card, particularly on transfers from a non-essential classification to theater employment. These
applications also are coming in
greater volume.

Dallas Branch Workers
Give 196 Pints of Blood

Va

Reade to Shift Offices
From N. Y. to Asbury
Asbury Park, N. J. — Walter Reade,
operator of the Reade chain in north
Jersey, will move his main offices from Xew York City here at
an early date. Reade, who makes
his home in Asbury Park, has announced plans to build a large hotel
on land adjacent to the open-air
swimming pool which he also operates.

Dallas — Contributions to the Red
Cross Blood Bank to a total of 196
pints of blood have been made to
date by 164 exchange employes, a
Flim Daily survey shows. Every
exchange in the center is represented. Almost 100 per cent of the exchange personnel volunteered blood
gifts and those that have been accepted are booked for definite return dates, to be repeated at frequent intervals. The Red Cross has
put a placard in each exchange to
honor the establishment and the
donors.

Touhy's present suit is brought
under a Xew York statute guaranteeing a person's right of privacy.
The action is being tried here because Touhy's incarceration makes
his presence in Xew York State impossible.
In his first suit, which was dismissed a year ago, Touhy charged
libel and violation of his rights under an Illinois statute.

Albert Dezel Organizes
Film Classics of Mich.
Detroit — Albert Dezel, director of
Albert Dezel Roadshows, has formed Film Classics of Michigan and
will distribute the 31 Samuel Goldwyn pictures acquired by Film Classics, Inc., in this territory. First
of
the
seriesTheater
will openon atAug.
the Hughes'
Downtown
25.

cominc and coin
25. LELAND HAYWARD. theatrical agent
turns producer with "A Bell For Adano.
arrive in New York from the Coast on
DAVE BADER. 20th-Fox publicity dept
split his two-weeks vacation, commencing
day. between Cape Cod and Cape Ann.
HERB CROOKER, Metro
is vacationing on his boat.
BILL ORNSTEIN
dept. next Monday
tion.

publicity ma

returns to Metro's
pui
from a Spring Valley

BILL McCORMICK
of Metro's
publicity
staff is en route
to the home
Coast.
ZELMA BROOKOV, Warner Bros. E,
talent dept., starts today on a one week s
ing trip through New England.
MIKE TODD, Broadway producer, lefl
Hollywood on Saturday and is due to r
to New
York
next week.
JOHN van DRUTEN, author of "Voic
the Turtle." arrived from the Coast on Mi
to begin work on the Rodgers-Hammerstein
duction
of "Mama's
Bank Account."
L. J. SCHLAIFER, 20th-Fox Central
manager left yesterday for Chicago to
mence
a series of sales conferences.
SAUL TRAUNER and MOE FRAUM. sales c
Columbia's New York branch, are bad
their desks after a one-week
vacation.
HOWARD LEVY, New York salesman. Mexchange, leaves Friday for a two-v
fishing trip with his son.
Friday.
ETTA SEGALL,
Monogram's head booker,
York
exchange,
begins
a week's
vacatioi
BOB
HOPE
and
FRANCES
LANGFORD
rived by plane in Sydney,
Australia
yestt
with their USO
camp-show
troupe.
FLIGHT OFFICER JACKIE COOGAN ar
in Syracuse, N. Y. yesterday to recruit
production
workers.
,

Pittsburgh — A board of directors
composed of nine members has been
elected by Film Classics of West- N. Y. State Projectionists
ern Pennsylvania. The board is made
up of Bennett Amdur, president; Elect in Syracuse Sunda
Morris Fingel, vice-president; Harry
Syracuse — Annual election of
Walker, secretary; Fred A. Beedle,
treasurer; Ike Browarsky, Charles fleers of the Xew York State As
D. Mervis, Frank Panoplos. Morris ciation of Motion Picture Projecti
ists will take place Sunday. A<
Roth and William R. Wheat, Jr.
meeting at the week-end, prior
the annual meeting of the Xew 11
MPOE Parleys to Continue
State Federation of Labor, will
Conferences between Warner Bros. the members of the Tenth Disti
of the IATSE.
and the Motion Picture Office EmLocal 376, projectionists, is pi:
ployes Union, Local 23169, AFL, to
negotiate a new contract covering ning a reception for the out-of-to
delegates and will serve a midnij
more than 600 white-collar workers dinner
following the business me
employed by the company will get
under way upon the return of Joseph Bernhard and Sam Schneider,
WB executive, from Coast sales De Liagre to Produce
meetings. Bernhard and Schneider
are expected back in about 10 days. WB "Voice of Turtle"
The proposals of the MPOE have
Alfred de Liagre, Broadway le|
been placed in their hands by Rus- producer whose "Voice of the Ti
sell Moss, head of the union.
tie" recently was acquired for t|
screen by Warners, has been sigr
by Jack L. Warner, to produce t,
Heat Again Deals Kayo
film version.
Many film companies again were
driven by the heat to call it a day
before the regular closing times yesterday. Among those that shuttered
early were RKO, United Artists, MM-G and Warner Bros.

1 Wallis
WilliamBorrows
DieterleDieterle
has been borrowed from David O. Selznick to direct
"The Love Letters," one of the first
two pictures to be produced by Hal
Wallis Productions for Paramount,
1it was announced here by Wallis
File Suit Answers Friday
yesterd
Love Letters, by
ay. "The
Chris Massie,
will be published" as
Pittsburgh — Filing of the distribFire Damages Carlton
a novel by Random House in Octoutors' answers to the suit filed by
Carrollton. 111. — The Carlton Theaber. Ayn Rand, author of "The 24 independent exhibitors charging
ter, operated by S. E. Pirtle of Jer- Fountainhead," is writing the screen- monopoly was postponed from yesterday to Friday.
seyville, was damaged by fire.
play.

SEND MRTHDiH
GREETINGS TO..
August 15
S. Barret McCormick
R. C.
Lucien Littlefield
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9 Co-Chairmen for
Sixth War Loan

lerson Promoted,
ed for Services
raw Eberson, prominent theater
litect in civilian life, has been
poted from the rank of lieutencolonel to
mi el. in the
bv's Engineer
*{ps. Col. Ebtoi is serving
h the Chinar m a division
he U. S. Army
India and redely was cited
his
services
ouilding roads
air fields unfire.
o I. Eberson
1 one of three
;ers
singled
promo- COL. DREW EBERSON
for
I, the
other
being West Point graduates,
efore joining the U. S. Army
tineers, Col. Eberson was part' with his father in the firm of
ti and Drew Eberson. architects,
lative of Hamilton, 0., and was
ated at Northwestern Military
Naval Academy, and at the
versity of Pennsylvania. Foling his association in architecal capacities for Warner Bros.
his father's
, he entered
3urbank
many outstanding
i. and handled
The senior Eber;ater projects.
was until recently consultant,
reation Section of the Service
de Division of the Office of Civi Requirements, WPB.

(Continued from Page 1)

• •
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"CAPITOL FILM WORTH SECOND LOOK." was the Daily
Mirror's headline lor Lee Mortimer's column yesterday
But it well
might have been, "Pix Reviewer
Eats Crow"
If your memory
goes back to the opening of SYWA on Broadway, you may recall that
Br'r Mortimer
swung
at it from the floor and, among
other things,
told his readers he walked out on it
Ben Serkowich, than whom
there is no more persuasive Broadway drum beater, induced Lee to
see the Selznick b.o. honey a second time, "in a theater, this time,
not a preview hall — and with a pretty little girl as a companion"
And wotta difference it made
For yesterday, Lee reported that tears, like laughter, are contagious
and that even he
reached for his kerchief "once"
influence of a live audience (payers,

nick's record-breaking smash that had utterly escaped me"
Lee's
conclusion?
Just this, "Yes, Selznick knows popular reactions better than does Mortimer"
Phil M.'s reaction?
A regular guy
will admit a mistake especially when there's a Serkowich on the
job

▼

of the anniversary edition of Metro's Lion's Roar
In conception,
in execution and in scope, it sets a new high for house organ's, in film
biz and without
▼
▼
T
• • • HERMAN STERN, head of Universal's non-theatrical dept.,
who marks his 29th year with the company on Saturday, is credited
with a distinguished
roster of industry "firsts"
In reminiscent
mood yesterday. Stern recalled 'em
There was, for instance, the
first showing of a pic on a train
That was back in 1923 when
Herman
was
engaged
in sales in the Western
territory
The
opus was "The Flame of Life," with Priscilla Dean, and Stern showed
it on the Chicago and Alton Red Limited, running between
Chicago
and Kansas
City
In 1929, he rung up two more "firsts," with
the showing of "Broadway" and "Showboat" on the SS Majestic and
on a TWA plane
Stern has a claim to two or more "firsts"
He cites the selling of "The Indians Are Coming" to the Roxy as
its first serial for Saturday matinees on Broadway and the first
tradeshow, way back in 1920 at the Nemo in Johnstown, Pa
T
T
▼
• •
•
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

(Continued from Page 1)
lest for a modified decree until
Government calls a hearing on

'riginally had been reported that
ies were required in 15 days.

© THE COLORS!
i=

EY ). KLEMAS, manager, Palace and Strand,
dason City, la.
,RT WALTERS,
son
of Charles
Walters,
perator of the Garden Theater, Detroit.

— • —
k MERCHANT MARINE
"ER
KRESTSCHMAR,
heater,
Detroit.

*

former manager, Alden

Para. Broadway Corp.
To Pay Off Mortgage

Russell Pierce Heads
H'wood Office of CIAA
West

Coast Bureau

of THE
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(Continued from Page 1)

Hollywood — Russell Pierce, forfund loan certificates. Determinamerly aide to Francis Alstock, liation of the certificates to be reison for the co-ordinator of Interdeemed will be made by lot.
American Affairs with the motion
picture industry, has succeeded HarIt is contemplated that the balold Hopper as chief of the Hollywood
ance of the certificates will be called
office of CIAA. Hopper resigned to
for redemption on Feb. 15, next.
become general manager of the MG-M studios.

Mort Green Heads TMA

• NAVY*

TV

• • • A DOFF OF THE LID to Howard Dietz, Si Seadler,
Howard Strickling and Tom Gerety in recognition of the excellence

nsent Companies
vait Hearing Date
points involved, it was said yesay following a meeting of comy attorneys,
general discussion of the deproposals was held by the counbut no policy was formulated
were any decisions made as to
edure. The Government set no
for filing of answers, although

And he added that "under the
not pass-holders) things in Selz-

Samuel J. Eibeck Dead

Indianapolis — Samuel J. Eibeck,
Chicago — Mort Green, manager of 48, a booker for several years for
the Clark Theater, has been named Affiliated Theaters, Inc., died in St.
president of the Theatrical Mutual Francis Hospital. He previously had
Association. William Morris is vice- been a booker for Columbia, and was
president, Oscar Swanson, financial engaged in film biz in Cincinnati besecretary, and Charley Muehler of
fore coming to Indianapolis 18 years
Nita Theater, recording secretary.
ago.

on the all-out industry effort are:
Wm. J. Crockett, president, MPTO
of Virginia; Hugh Bruen, treasurer,
PCC of ITO; Jack Kirsch, president,
Illinois Allied; John Rugar, member
of the Intermountain Theaters Ass'n;
Henry Reeves, president, Texas Theater Owners; Al Steffes, member of
Allied Theater Owners of the Northwest; Leo Wolcott, president, AITO
of Iowa -Nebraska; Fred Wehrenberg, president MPTO of St. Louis,
Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois; and Nathan Yamins, chairman, Independent Exhibitors Executive Committee.
Harry Brandt, national chairman,
said additional appointments to the
headquarter staff would be announced shortly.

Warners' 40-Week
Profit, $5,048,951
(Continued from Page 1)
sets (on sales contracted for prior
to or subsequent to May 27, but not
consummated at that date) less estimated tax benefits resulting therefrom, as compared with a net operating profit of $5,714,392 for the
corresponding period
last year.
This is equivalent to $1.36 cents
per share on the 3,701,090 shares of
common stock outstanding, as compared with $1.46 per share for the
corresponding period last year, after provision for dividends on the
preferred stock then outstanding.
The gross income, after eliminating intercompany transactions, for
the nine months ended May 27, last
was $105,839,366. The gross income
for the nine months ended May 29,
1943 was $97,518,625.

Hero's Death for Kennedy
Boston — Navy Lt. Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr., 29, eldest son of the former Ambassador to Great Britain
and one-time head of FBO, met a
hero's death, it was learned. On a
voluntary mission to check the rain
of robot bombs over London, the
plane, with which he was engaged
into experimental work, was blown
up.

UJEDDinG BELLS
Charlotte, N. C. —

Margie

Bell

Black, secretary
at M-G-M's
exchange, was married
to Seaman
Wendell Mathis.
Alice C. Harold, member of Warners' home office film department
under Phil Abrams, was married to
Thomas A. Bannon.

FIRST NY 5H0 WIN

The Greatest
Romantic Comedy
of u4ll Time

ENTERTAINMENT ||?|f I711 |S IHTERHATIOHAL!

KEEP SELLING WAR BONDS, FIGHT BY THE SIDE
OF THE TROOPS WHO NEVER STOP!

F COURSE !

Directed by SAM WOOD
A

Production

Frank
Morga
n
-Anita
Louise
PATRICIA COLLINGE Edmond Breon Jill Esmond
Produced and written for the screen by Nunnally Johnson
From a play by Floyd Dell and Thomas Mitchell

'RADIO

Proudly Released by

jR K O
PICTURES
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Claims 3 Errors
In Goldman Derision
(Continued from Page 1)
partment has intervened on the side
of Goldman in the case, ultimate result of which will affect the motion
picture consent decree suit in New
York.
The brief charged:
1. "The Court erred in holding
that proof of a lessening of film
commerce was necessary to show a
violation of the Sherman Act.
2. "The Court erred in holding that
proof of special public damage was
required to show a violation of the
act by plaintiff's exclusion from the
first-run field.
3. "The Court erred in concluding
that there was no unlawful combination because the distributor defendants acted separately without
coercion by Warners."
Can't Exclude Indies
The brief states:
"Insofar as the film industry is
concerned, the Supreme Court has
repeatedly held that the major distributors may not arbitrarily exclude
their independent competitors from
any part of the film business, whether the device used is a concerted refusal to deal with exhibitors except
by a uniform license contract containing arbitrary terms tying the use of
their films to their patented projection equipment, or so manipulating
admission price restrictions as to
favor an exhibitor affiliated with one
of them.
"In none of these cases is there
proof that the violating question
had the necessary effect of diminishing the total commerce involved.
The court is not equipped, nor is
any administrative body, private or
public, authorized to determine the
optimum amount nor the standard to
be utilized in measuring the optimum amount of interstate commerce
in the motion picture industry. The
District Court's statement that the
plaintiff had not shown
that the

THEATER DEALS
Swanton, O. — Nat Charnes, who
owns and operates a chain of movie
theaters in Toledo, has purchased
the LaFrance from Harriet Pilliod.
Chicago — Van Nomikos, theater
prexy, announced his circuit has
leased the South Side Empress Theater to the Helmus Barger interests
for a period of five years. The new
lessees will operate the house with
a combination burlesque and film
program.
Boston — A 10-year lease has been
issued to Ralph Snider of the Snider
Circuit, for the Orient Palace, East
Boston. Frank Savasta, owner of the
theater, will devote his time to the
operation of his bowling' alley and
Other f nterprises.

Oregon Army Post
Theaters Fade Out
Home

offices have been informed

that they can expect no more business from the Army theaters in
Oregon; in fact, there are no more
post theaters in the state. Camp
Adair and Camp White, as well as
those at Redmond, Abbott and
Pendleton, all of which returned
large grosses to the distributers, have
been evacuated and the motion picture equipment removed. Some of
the men and equipment have been
transferred to camps in Washington.

Seed" 0
"Dragoatn $500,00
Estima
4-Weekte Gross

Senate Passes Bill to End
Ban on Pix for Troops
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Senate passed
and sent to the House yesterday a
bill which will end the War Department ban on such pictures as "Wilson" and "Heavenly Days" and also
life the restrictions on a number of
radio shows, plays which may not
be performed for servicemen overseas or in camps in this country.
The bill, introduced by Senator
Theodore F. Green (D., R. I.), states,
in effect, that the servicemen may
read anything, see anything, or listen to anything which is legal for
the general public in this country.
"Books, magazines, or newspapers
of general circulation in the United
States and also, in an overseas command, those of general circulation
therein: or motion picture films, radio broadcasts, radio rebroadcasts,
plays, or entertainment material as
generally presented to the public in

G. S. Eyssell, Music Hall managing director, estimates that by the
completion of the fourth week tonight, "Dragon Seed" will have
grossed nearly half a million dollars,
an all-high box-office record for the
period not only at the Music Hall
but for the entire motion picture
theThe
United
States."
House
is expected to act
industry as well. The previous recon the measure, and Senord was established by "Random promptly
ator Taft has asked the Army to
Harvest" in January, 1943.
lift its bans immediately, without
waiting for the bill to become law.
Miss Mavor Joins Selznick
Geraldine Mavor has joined the
publicity staff of Vanguard Films, "I Love a Soldier" Bows
Inc. and of David O. Selznick EnterSan Francisco — Paramount's "I
prises. Miss Mavor, who has re- Love a Soldier" was given its gala
signed as publicity director for Ar- world premiere at the Fox Theater
nold Pressburger Productions, suc- here last night. A special stage
ceeds Ann Daggett as magazine edi- presentation dedicated to the Red
tor, and will serve as Selznick con- Cross Blood Donor Service preceded
tact with all national and fan mag- the showing, with Sonny Tufts and
Marjorie Reynolds making p. a.
agines.
first-run admission prices maintained RKO, 20th-Century-Fox, Columbia,
by the Warner monopoly were un- United Artists and Universal did in
reasonable was wholly gratuitous. this case. Each of them agreed with
Plaintiff showed that they were mo- Warner that they would sell firstnopoly prices, in the sense that they run in Philadelphia only to Warner
were fixed by one business unit.
and would, therefore, not sell Goldman.
Reasonableness Not a Factor
"While the licenses which gave
"Whether a monopoly price is concrete expression to these agreereasonable or unreasonable is no
ments were necessarily made with
more subject to judicial determina- Warner as a theater owner, through
tion in a Sherman Act case than its theater operating subsidiaries in
whether a price fixed by agreement this area, as a matter of substance
between competitors is reasonable they were made between two distribor unreasonable. The fundamental
utors and covered an area where they
error of the court below lay in as- are ostensibly competing. In Shersuming that it was to judge, upon
man Act cases, the Supreme Court
the basis of evidence to be offered has consistently refused to let deby the plaintiff, whether or not it
fendants escape liability by reliance
was desirable to apply the competi- upon the use of separate corporate
tive requirements of the Sherman entities, and for Sherman Act, purposes, any agreement with the StanAct to Warners' first-run monopoly
ley Co. of America is certainly an
in Philadelphia."
Turning to the Balaban & Katz agreement with Warner by virtue
case in Chicago, the Government of the latter's complete ownership
quoted from the brief by the defen- and control of the former."
Case was filed in 1942 by William
dant distributors: "One distributor
may not agree with another dis- Goldman against Warner Bros, and
tributor that they will sell only to the other major distributors, charging a monopoly on the part of WarA; two or more distributors may not
ners in the first-run field in Philaagree that they will not sell to B."
delphia and inability to secure suitCharges Combination
able product for his Erlang-er Theater. He asked $1,350,000 triple
"We agree," commented the antidamages. A verdict in favor of the
trust division brief, "with this state- defendants
was issued on April 8
ment of law and submit that this is
precisely what
Loew,
Paramount, last. Goldman is now appealing.

Schines to Subpoen
Justice Documents
(Continued from Page 1)
26, was signed here yesterda;
Federal Judge John Knight.
Judge Knight declared in the
der he is satisfied the docun
sought
by Schine
are inboth
mati'
and relevant.
McKay,
winningother victory, pointed out in air
fidavit
that
during
the Cres
Amusement
Co.'s
anti-trust
trial Judge Davies ruled that
defendants have as much righ
the Government to know in adv
what witnesses are to be called
what documents are to be prodi
The court's order in behalf of Sc
here permits settling of these
ferences before the case again
into the court room, as it did in
Crescent case.

$9,224,506 Eastman Net
Reported for 6 Months
(Continued from Page 1)
pared with similar period in 1
with sales to the Government
photographic
materials, and i
tary apparatus
and equipment
the armed forces, continuing at \
high levels, stockholders
were
formed
yesterday
by Frank
Lovejoy,
board
chairman,
Thomas J. Hargrave,
president.
Report pointed out that ph
graphic goods for civilian use
continue rationed with no incre;
supply in the immediate future,
disclosed company's net for 1
six months of 1944 as $9,224,
equal to $3.66 per common si
after preferred dividends. Co
sponding '43 period brought net
$8,532,590, or $3.38 per conn
share. In the first six months
'44, the company's gross sales,
eluding subsidiaries, was $130,0
839, as against $115,643,367 in si

Adequate
span of '43. reserves have been
up out of earnings for first six \
iods this year to provide for any
ticipated refund on firm's curr
business
subject to renegotiatioi

B & K Efficiency Expert

Chicag,o--C. R. Pfingsten has b
named efficiency expert for the Bi
ban & Katz Corp.

Presidential Vote
Made Contest Basis
Clarkesville, Tenn. — The Captitol,
a Crescent house, is wagering 10
30-day passes against the ability of
its patrons to predict the Presidential electoral vote by States. The
local newspaper is carrying an ad in
which electoral votes for each State
are listed with "For Roosevelt" and
"For Dewey" columns alongside for
the predictions which must be turned
in by Sept. 4.

NOTE! CHANGES IN
M-G-M TRADE SHOWS!
NEW DATES FOR NEW YORK,
NEW JERSEY AND LOS ANGELES
TERRITORIES ONLY FOR

"KISMET"

i

NEW

M-G-M SCREENING
MONDAY,

YORK, NEW

ROOM

JERSEY TERRITORY

. 630 NINTH

AUGUST

AVE., NEW

YORK

CITY

21st • 9:30 A.M. and 1:30 P.M.

(With 'Waterloo Bridge' previously advertised for this date)

LOS ANGELES

TERRITORY

Boulevard Theatre • 1615 Washington Blvd., Los Angeles
MONDAY,

NEW
|

AUGUST

21st . 2:30 P.M.

DATE FOR LOS ANGELES
TERRITORY

"WATERLOO

ONLY

FOR

BRIDGE

20th-Fox Screening Room • 2019 South Vermont Ave., Los Angeles
MONDAY,

AUGUST

21st . 10:30 A.M.

Crescent Circuit Will
Resume Expansion
i Continued from Page V
been postponed.
Crescent
Circuit
had not made public its plans for
this site when secured.
Nashville houses were excluded
from the D of J anti-trust suit
against Crescent presumably because
Sudekum himself brought movies to
Nashville and has had no competition in the intervening 30 years' operation, except for one house operated by Loew's.

:W£S
WB Backlog Of 79 Stories
New Pix to Be Culled from Product Pool
i Continued from Page 1)

principally on pix best suited to further victory or peace aims. ■ ''We
have the properties, and will expend
the resources to achieve that goal,"
Warner said.
Balance and flexibility of the new
lineup will be carefully maintained
to provide showmen everywhere with
strong, timely features, he declared.
Based on stage hits and poised

for release are "Janie," smash-hit
stage comedy, screen version of
which will have Joyce Reynolds, Ann
Harding, Edward Arnold, Robert
New Negro Theater Will
Hutton and Robert Benchley in
Be Built in Knoxville
lead parts, with Alex Gottlieb as
Knoxville. Tenn. — Construction of
a new Negro movie house, at 216- producer and Michael Curtiz the di218 S. Central St., by Joe W. Solorector; "Arsenic and Old Lace,"
mon will begin at once. Theater has comedy thriller, directed by Frank
been designed by Selmon T. Franklin, architect, and will be built bv Capra and starring Gary Grant; "The
Doughgirls," produced by Mark HelJ. W. B. Lindsey & Co.
linger and starring Jane Wyman,
Irene Manning, Jack Carson; "The
Animal Kingdom," produced by BenSpringer With Co-op of Ohio
jamin Glazer, directed by Peter Godfrey, and starring Ann Sheridan,
Cleveland — Jack Springer, formerly with the B & K theater circuit Dennis Morgan, Alexis Smith, Jack
in Chicago and more recently with Carson and Jane Wyman.
the Fox Wisconsin Theater, has taken
Pix Before Cameras
up his duties as the fifth booker
Before cameras
are "The Corn Is Green."
with Bette Davis in star spot. Jack Chertok
at Co-operative Theaters of Ohio.

FAMOUS

KNOCKOUT

producing, and Irving' Rapper directing; "Pillar to Post." starring Ida Lupino. Sydney
Greenstreet and William Price, under direction of Vincent Sherman and production eye
of Alex Gottlieb. In preparation are "Voice
of the Turtle."' which Alfred de Liagre. Jr..
is producing with a star-studded cast: "Junior Miss." starring Joyce Reynolds: "Broken
Journey." with Alexis Smith and Joan Leslie
in top role: "Chicken Every Sunday." to be
produced by Julius and Philip Epstein who
penned this Broadway play: and listed as
"futures" are "The Miracle." under production g-uidanee of Wolfgang Reinhardt. son
of the late Max Reinhardt : "Connecticut
Yankee." which Arthur Schwartz will make:
"The Two Mrs. Carrolls." Jesse Lasky production: "The Wallflower." Lou Edelman
production: and "Dark Eyes." to be made
by Jerry Wald.
Best-selling' novels for future release are
"Saratoga Trunk." produced by Hal Wallis.
directed by Sam Wood, and starring Gary
Cooper and Ingrid Bergman: "The Conspirators." Hedy Lamarr-Paul Henried-Sydney
Greenstreet vehicle: with Jack Chertok as
producer and Jean Negulesco the director:
"To Hare and Have Not." starring Humphrey Bogart. and directed by Howard
Hawks: and "My Reputation." Henry Blanke
producer.
Curtis and
Bernhard.
and leads.
Barbara Stanwyck
George director,
Brent the
Book hits in production include Producer
Henry Blanke's "Roughly Speaking." starring Rosalind Russell and Jack Carson, and
Michael Curtiz directing: '.'God Is My CoPilot. " produced by Robert Buckner. directed by Robert Florey. and starring- Dennis
Morgan supported by Raymond Massey and
other top-flight names; and Henry Blanke's
production of Maugham's "Of Human Bondage." starring Paul Henreid. Eleanor Parker
and Alexis Smith, under Edmund Goulding's
direction.
Scheduled
for Shooting
Scheduled for shooting in next two months
are such fiction best-sellers as "Mildred
Pierce." Jerry Wald production, starring
Joan
Crawford:
Lives Forever."
John Garfield
star."Nobody
Jean Negulesco.
director,
and Robert Buckner. producer: "The Fountainhead." Henry Blanke. producer: "Treasure of tthe Sierra Madre." Henry Blanke
producer. Humphrey Bogart and John Garfield, leads: and
"Land I Have Chosen."
Jack Chertok.
producer.
Available for new season and in preparation stages are: "Ethan Frome." Henry
Blanke. producer: "Green Eyes." Sinclair
Lewis work starring Ann Sheridan: "Happiness." Julius and Philip Epstein, producers.
Ida Lupino and William Prince, stars: "Hotel Berlin." Lou Edelman. producer: Jerry
Wald's production of Fannie Hurst's "Huniorescrue": "Mississippi Belle." Arthur
Schwartz, producer; "Monseigneur Lambertier," Henry Blanke. producer, and Barbara
Stanwyck and Paul Henried scheduled stars:
"Xight Shift." Jerry Wald. producer. Joan
Crawford, scheduled star: "One Man's Secret." Jerry Wald production scheduled for
Ida
Lupino:
"Pillars
produced
and rbsen's
written by
JuliusofandSociety."
Philip
Epstein: Henry Blanke's production of "Quietly My Captain Waits": "Silent Harvest" written by Fritz Rotter and Charles O'Neal:
William Jacobs production of "The Time
Between." Ann Sheridan and Dennis Morgan planned as stars: Henry Blanke's "Escape Me Never": William Jacob's "Danger
Signal": "Catch a Falling Star." Wolfgang
Reinhardt. producer, and Peter Godfrey, director; Henry Blanke's
"Country
Lawyer":
"Deep Valley."
Alex Gottlieb,
producer:
and
"The Damned Don't Cry." starring Ida Lu-

0OCKfOGMO'Ts
t

Originals on Roster
pino.
Originals for future release: Jesse Lasky's
life of George Gershwin. "Rhapsody In Blue."
directed by Irving Rapper and having Robert Alda. Joan Leslie and Alexis Smith in
leads: "The Horn Blows at Midnight." Mark
Hellinger. producer. Raoul Walsh, director,
and starring Jack Benny and Alexis Smith:
"Christmas In Connecticut." William Jacobs,
producer. Peter Godfrey, director, and starring Dennis Morgan. Barbara Stanwyck and
Sydney Greenstreet: "Strangers In Our
Midst." Alex Gottlieb, producer. Edward
Blatt. director: "Devotion." Robert Buckner.
producer. Curtis Bernhardt, director, and starring Ida Lupino. Paul Henreid. Olivia de
Havilland.
Xaney
Coleman.
and
Sydney

Wednesday, August 16,

To Release SYWA a
Regular Admission
'Continued from Page 1)
Agnew,
vice-president
of VangFilms, and
Carl Leserman,
ge
sales manager of United Artis:
was said that the "nation-wide
mand for the immediate release
the picture has been impressed \
Selznick who had asked that "w<
spond to this widespread pre?
and accelerate" the picture's rel<
Greenstreet: "Conflict." William Ji
producer.
Curtis Bernhardt,
director. S '
starring Humphrey
Bogart. Alexis
and Sydney Greenstreet: and "The
Thought of You." Jerry Wald. proi
Delmer Daves, director, and cast headi
Dennis Morgan. Eleanor Parker. Dane i
Faye
Travers.Emerson. Beulah Bondi and 1
Originals in work
now
are: Alex
lieb's production.
"Hollywood
Canteen
Delmer
Daves
who
is also directing,
with cast including all top names
or
WB
and
"Objective.
Wald. lot:
producer.
Raoul Walsh, Burma."
director |
Errol Flynn, star.
Scheduled
for early
starting dates
"San Antonio,"
Robert
Buckner.
procj
David
Butler,
director,
and
Errol FJ
Alexis
Smith.
Zachary
Scott
and
Francen
the leads in this Technicolor T j'
door drama;
"Stolen
Life."
Bette Xt
star. Jack
Chertok.
producer,
and
CI
Bernhardt,
director:
"A
Xight
at
Pastor's." being developed by Producer
Wald
as vehicle for Ann Sheridan. D !
Morgan.
Irene Manning.
Jack Carson :
Jane Wyman: Mark Hellinger's "The Lil
Will Rogers": Arthur Schwartz's "Xight'
Day":
"This Love
Is Ours," Jerry 1,
producer.
Vincent
Sherman,
director. J
John
Garfield,
star:
and "Mr. basedBroad<l
Arthur
Schwartz
production
on
of

the late

Sime Silverman.
Other Properties Listed
Other properties available for the pool
"Calamity Jane," Jerry Wald. producer,
Ann
Sheridan,
star;
"The
Devil.
G(
and
Rosie." Flynn.
RobertHumphrey
Buckner Bogart
produc-tio
star Errol
and
Sheridan:
"Don't
Ever
Leave
Me."
Clare Foley in important
role:
"The
Man."
to star Sydney
Greenstreet:
Frontiersman." announced for Zachary S
"Here
Come
the Girls." Jerry Wald.
ducer. and starring Ann Sheridan. Ida
Pino. Alexis Smith and Jane Wyman;
Chertok's
"After April"; Jerry Wald's
Dealers
Xame
Was
George":
"Honeyi
Freight." to star Dennis Morgan
and Wyman:
"The
Man
They
Couldn't
B
Henry
Blanke's Jerry"Never
Goodt"Rendezvous."
Wald. Sayproducer,
mer Daves, director:
Wolfgang
Reinha
Three Strangers."
scheduled for Hump
Bogart and Sydney
Greenstreet:
Mark
lingers "Time and Again"; Arthur Schwa
"Sometimes
I'm Happy":
and Jerry W
"Silver Lining." story of Marilyn Miller
The studio has 25 stars under con'
and 56 featured players. This is in add
to borrowed stars who will appear in
H'44-45
pool productions.

FEfllffiE TOUCI
SALLY WAGNER, former secretary to F
Smith, RKO district manager. Oiic
Windy
named City.
treasurer of the RKO Palace in
MRS. ROSE HUTTON. accessory manager, Col
bia Exchange.
Charlotte,
N. C.
VIRGINIA
PORTER,
short subject
lumbia. Charlotte. N. C.

booker

MRS. ANNIE HCPE, secretary to lohn E. Hols
manager, 20th Century-Fox, Charlotte, N

DO
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OV'T ASKS NO SELLING LIMIT— MYERS
hop Ohio Exhib. Move for Co-op Allied
Distribution
General Counsel
gh Operating Costs, Lack
Sufficient Pix and Inference Among Reasons

leveland — Checks totalling more
n $30,000 have been returned to
^pendent Ohio exhibitors who had
iscribed to the Theater Owners
operative Exchange of Ohio, Inc.
urn of the checks spells the end
he project which had been formed
iistribute the 31 Samuel Goldwyn
issues and other pictures owned
(Continued on Page 9)

Single Pic Selling Under Modified Decree
Would Hit All Companies, Latvyers Claim
Major company

attorneys yesterday again insisted that the selling of one

Asserts Modified Decree
Would Only Bar Coercion

picture at a time would be compulsory under the provisions of the Government's
recommendations for a modified New York consent decree, even though Abram
F. Myers, Allied general counsel, has a different opinion.
Not only would the five consenting companies be required to sell singly,

Despite some legal interpretations
to the contrary, Abram F. Myers,
Allied general counsel, contends that

but the so-called "little three," Columbia, United Artists and Universal, and
all other companies would be subject to the ruling if it became effective.

there
is nothing inforthea Government's
recommendations
modified New
York consent decree that would require the distributors to sell pictures
one at a time.
In a printed analysis of the Government's application for a modification of the decree, Myers asserts that
the "provision places no limitation
on the number of tradeshown pictures that the distributor and the
(Continued on Page 9)

The attorneys also described the divorcement provisions as being "ruinous"
not only to the independent exhibitors — who, they said, would be committing
hara-kiri if they pressed for divorcement — but to the industry as a whole.
It was pointed out that big top-bracket pictures could not be produced by the
"big five" unless they had an assured market from the start.

•lurnbia to Increase
Wallis Starts First
livity on Broadway Para. Film in Nov.

Urge Class C Group
For Phil. Exchanges

Allied for Broader
Decree Provisions

olumbia has enlarged the scope
its play and story department
Philadelphia — Dropping of local
Hal Wallis will launch his first
He with the engagement of John
;sner, former head of the Theater domestic production for Paramount exchanges' "locally needed" classification and filing for an exemption
November and his first BritId's play
reading
department. earlyishinpicture
from the 48-hour week under Class
next
June,
the
producer
Forced percentage selling and dis'■sner will concern himself with
were recommended steps here yestributor control of admission prices
v development, representation of disclosed at a press luncheon yester- Cterday.
company in play production in
in Allied's view should have been inday at "21." Joseph Hazen, associated with Wallis, Bob Gillham and
It was pointed out that a confusch it is financially interested and
cluded in the
ing situation had developed because
mendations forGovernment's
a modification recomof the
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 9)
New York consent decree, Abram F.
(Continued on Page 2)

ira. Tradeshows of Five
t for Aug. 31, Sept. 1

Ideal and Heller Join
To Back Indie Producers

Connecticut House Asks
Rep. Talks of Yule Dates
As N. Y. Film Row Swelters Reduction in Clearance

Ideal Factoring Corp. of New York
i'aramount's first block-of-five for
As New York's Film Row sweltered
-4-45 release will be tradeshown and Walter E. Heller Corp. of Chiionally in the 31 exchange centcago have completed arrangements yesterday in the continuing heat
on Aug. 31, and Sept. 1, instead to participate jointly in financing wave, Prexy James R. Grainger of
Aug. 24-25, Charles M. Reagan, independent film producers having Republic found it opportune to an(Continued on Page 9)
nounce that "Lake Placid Serenade,"
(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 2)

•
IVouj It's Checkers'
[ Turn To Be Checked!
Ross Federal, whose

business is

fact-finding, has just initiated among
^its own representatives a poll on
their choice for President in the
November national election, and
what they think of Vice-Presidential
nominees' respective strength. Company's representatives are also asked
in their anonymous answers to indicate first purchase each will make
when items are available, — such as an
auto, refrigerator, tele set, special
vacation, etc.

To See Pix to Teach Reading
A Istock to Inspect Them on Mexican Trip
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAIL1
Tele and the Advertiser
Washington — Francis Alstock, moBefore Seminar Tonight
tion picture chief for CIAA, leaves

for the Coast today and then goes
Television Seminar of the Radip on to Mexico to experiment with the
Executives Club will be addressed- newest thing in pictures — films made
tonight in NBC's Studio 6B by Jack by Walt Disney to teach reading.
Miller, ad and sales promotion man- Scored in Spanish, they will be tried
ager of the Standard Oil Co., and out in the Guadalajara area, in an
Carlos Franco, manager of the sta- experiment in which the Mexican
tion relations department of Young Ministry of Information is co-op(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 9)

Charging unreasonable clearance,
Herman B. Meiselman, operating the
Strand Theater, Wallingford. Conn.,
has filed a demand for arbitration
in the New Haven tribunal. Now
(Continued on Page 9)

Variety Clubs May
Meet in Washington
Washington is looming up as the
convention city for the streamlined,
war-time national conclave of the
Variety Clubs, it was learned yesterday. Bob O'Donnell, national chief
barker, his Fifth War Loan stint over,
is scheduled to confer in Washington
on Aug. 29 with local Variety Club
officers and Chick Lewis, national
publicity chief, and dates for the conclave may be set at that time.

J
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High
Am.
Seat
161/2
5'/2
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd.
247/s
Con.
Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak
.. 1 631/2
do pfd
221/4
65
Cen. Prdc. Eq
273/8
Loew's,
fnc
Paramount
9
RKO
915/8
251/4
RKO
$6 pfd
31?8
20th Century-Fox . . .
711-h Century-Fox pfd
13
Warner Bros
NEW
YORK BOND
3%
995X,
Par. B'wav
3s55
2%
NEW
YORK CURB
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Picts.
ha
Radio-Keith cvs.
4V8
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Corp
221/4
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Universal
Universal
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Net
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247/8 +
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273/8
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251/4
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H. M. BESSEY, vice-president of Altec Service Corp., has returned to New York from
Scrantcn.
STANLEY HAND, Altec staff rep., has returned from Lexngton
and Boston.
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NORMAN FERGUSON of Walt Disney's studio
has arrived from the Coast for a 10-day vacation.
DAVID ROSE, Paramount's managing director in England, is at the Waldorf-Astoria
from the Coast on his way back to London.

"Adventure in Bokhara," Russian
film, will have its American premiere at the Stanley Theater on Saturday.

My
and

BURTUS BISHOP, JR., Metro district manager, is in town from Dallas with MRS. BISHOP
and their son. Party leaves Sunday for a
Minnesota
vacation.
M/SGT. MORTON DECKER, son of Harry
Decker, Warners salesman in the New York exchange, is home from the Caribbean area, on
his first furlough
in four years.

Wallis Starts First
Para. Film in Nov.
(Continued from Page 1)

Al Wilkie of Paramount were among
the guests.
"The Affairs of Susan," starring
Joan Fontaine, probably will be Wallis' first Hollywood picture, while
"When I Remember" will be his initial English offering. For the latter,
Wallis may use Ray Milland with a
British femme lead. Wallis hopes to
make two in England, he said, and
plans to leave for London next April
or May. British pix, to cost about
a million each, will be aimed for the
world market, and, at the same time,
will assist in meeting Paramount's
quota obligations.
Other Wallis story properties already include "The Searching Wind,"
from the Broadway hit play; "Don't
Ever Grieve Me," and "The Love

MASSLY left New York yesterday
studio to start work in "Cod is

JENNIFER JONES will appear in Indianapolis
Co-Pilot."
St. Louis during the week
of Sept. 10-17.

FRANCIS ALSTOCK left Washington last
night for the Coast and from Hollywood goes
to Mexico City next week.
SCOTT

DUNLAP

terday.
CHARLES
DON
on

is here fromt the Coast.

PRUTZMAN

MERSEREAU

JACK FLYNN,
a Minnesota

was in Washington yes-

is in Washington
M-G-M's Western
fishing vacation.

today.
manager, is

SAM SHIRLEY, M-C-M district manager
Chicago, is on a business trip to Iowa.

JOHN LeROY JOHNSTON, International Pic:nother tures'
visit publicity
from director,
the Coast. is due today on

CITY MUSIC

HALT

HELD

OVER
— 5th WEEK
M-G-M's Production

-1944Seed"
"Dragon
KATHARINE HEPBURN
WALTER
HUSTON
AKIM
TAMIROFF

- ALINE
MacMAHOrl
TURHAN
BE\|

Spectacular
Stage
Presentation
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-46001

BRITISH
IMPERIALISM

Allied for Broader
Decree Provisions
(Continued from Page 1)
Myers indicated in an analysis of the
decree
proposals made public yesterday.
"It is difficult to see," the Allied
counsel writes, "what will be accomplished by theater divorcement if the
distributors remain free to force
themselves into unwelcome partnership with the independent exhibitors
and exercise control over their operating policies by means of percent-

Paramount Presents Preston Sturges'

"HAIL Starring
THE CONQUERING
EDDIE BRACKEN HERO"
with ELLA RAINES
IN PERSON

VAUGHN

MONROE
& His Orchestra
AIR CONDITIONED
BUY
WAR
BONDS

'WILSON
PAKAMOC//Vr

DARRYL F. ZANUCK'S

IN TECHNICOLOR
PLUS ON STAGE
FRED WARING
AND HIS PENNSYLVANIANS
BUY
MORE
BONDS
50th St.

ON

IN PERSON
HENRY

SCREEN

CARY GRANT

'ONCE UPON
Jane! Blair

JEROME
and ORCH.

ROXY 7hAM
PAUL

JANE

WINCHELL
PICKENS

nan

A TIME'

FRANK
SINATRA
GLORIA De HAVEN
GEORGE MURPHY

"STEP

Names Colquhoun as
Republic Dallas Manager

James R. Grainger, Republic's
president and general sales manager, yesterday announced the appointment of N. J. Colquhoun as
Ben Englander, vice-president of
PCA, has announced the appointment Dallas branch manager, effective
of Eugene K. Murphy as publicity Monday. Colquhoun was formerly
director.
Republic's Memphis head.

Gene Murphy Joins PCA

RADIO

Showplace of the Nation-Rockefeller Cente

in

Declaring
that forced percentage
age contracts."
playing may and probably should be
the subject of a separate proceeding
against all distributors, Myers insists that the independent exhibitors
should impress upon the Attorney
General the need of an attack on
forced percentage deals, not only to
prevent "the spread of the defendants' monopoly, but also to protect
Wallis' deal with Paramount calls
Letters."
for four'/« pictures a year.
theMyers
public isfrom
gouging."
of the
opinion that the
failure of the Government to adopt
Rep. Talks of Yule Dates
the recommendation of the ConferAs N. Y. Film Row Swelters
ence of Independent Exhibitors in
reference
to cancellations "undoubt(Continued from Page 1)
edly was due to the fact that the proposals
contemplate a free right of
starring Vera Hruba Ralston, has
been dated in 40 keys between Dec. selection, without forcing, making
15 and Jan 15, next. Grainger, now a cancellation privilege unnecessary."
on a cross-continent sales swing,
accomplished this record by showing Weisbord Joins Metro
exhibitors 4,000 feet of the spectacular ice-skating production num- SlS Si Seadler's Aide
bers.
Abbott Weisbord, associate art diCosting over $1,000,000, the atrector of the Peck Advertising
traction, he anticipates, will get holiday season openings in well over 75 Agency, is joining Howard Dietz's
at Metro as assistant to Si
major situations. Back of the pic- staff
Seadler, advertising manager, it was
ture is a $300,000 promotional bud- announced
yesterday.

Stahr Funeral Tonight
Funeral services will be held at 8
o'clock this evening at the Parish
House of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, Kent Place Blvd. and
Forest Ave., Summit, N. J., for
John M. Stahr, 60, comptroller
of manufacture for Westeran Electric, who died suddenly on Tuesday
Grainger also announced that Remorning while on vacation at Lake get.
public playdates for a four-month
Minnewaska, N. Y. He has served advance period indicated that comwith WE for 38 years, entering the
pany's gross will double that of last
company as a clerk in 1906.
year's corresponding period.

New Soviet Pic to Open

RAYMOND
for Warners

LIVELY"

8th WEEK
SAMUEL
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IT'S "DRAGON SEED"!

Newspapers, magazines, radio
sell tickets for your engagement!
KEEP

SELLING

WAR

BONDS.

FIGHT

BY THE

SIDE OF THE

TROOPS

WHO

NEVER

STOP!"

mM
NEW
M-G-M
RECORDS
AT FAMED RADIO
CITY MUSIC HALL
"Dragon Seed" breaks
M-G-M's top records ex!\ ceeding
Cliffs."
Another "White
Anniversary
1 production on the
\ way theatre
to packtoo!your

*+*.:

i\n:ii..;::::v
!!!'ii

II 1 1

I 11 M

I) A I I >

THIS is M-G -Merchandising! Every promotion outlet shouts
"Dragon Seed" to the nation. Newspapers! Magazines! Radio!
24-sheet posters! American Express trucks everywhere! Advance
advertising in key- city newspapers radiating to every corner of
America. Full-page ads in mass -circulation magazines as well as
fan magazines with a total readership of countless millions! Airannouncements over the nation s most powerful transmitters and
highly concentrated local campaigns on the radio which tie-in
directly with play dates. These are the ticket-selling forces which
M-G-M

has unleashed for "Dragon Seed/' Anniversary triumph!
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op Ohio Exhib.
-op Exhib. Move
(Continued from Page 1)
Film Classics, Inc., on a co-opsharetive basis by exhibitor
iers.
'roy H. Feibel, secretary of the
lpany, in a letter to the exhibitor
-nbers explained the reason for
failure of the plan to materialize
i; the high cost of exchange option under present conditions, ini jlity to obtain sufficient product
[ the lack of exhibitor enthusiasm,
ectors who voted to abandon the
in were Milton Mooney, Cleveland ;
|ury White, Cincinnati, and Leo
;;senoff , Columbus.

eal and Heller Join
Back Indie Producers
(Continued

from Page 1)

ional distribution contracts,
dlable resources of both corporais are estimated at $25,000,000.
First production on the financial
ledule under the new arrangement
1 be the forthcoming Charles R.
irers, tentatively titled "High
the Stars." Corp. has acquired
ong Factoring
deal
lortant financial interests in more
n half of the pictures released by
Red Artists in the last year, plus
ilar interests in pictures released
ough other major companies,
/id Hersh, president of Ideal, will
die company affairs in Hollywood,
le Martin Hersh will function as
eral counsel and secretary in
v York.

:ra. Tradeshows of Five
1 for Aug. 31, Sept. 1
(Continued from Page 1)
^-president in charge of sales, an'nced yesterday.
et for Aug. 31 showing are "RainIsland," and 'Till We Meet
am," while on Sept. 1 the followthree pictures will be tradewn: "Our Hearts Were Young
Gay," "The National Barn
ace," and "Dark Mountain."
howings will be at Paramount
hanges, with the exception of
w York, Albany and Atlanta,
2i*e the pictures will be screened
;he Twentieth-Fox exchange procion rooms, and in Los Angeles
pre the Ambassador Theater will
used.

:

END BIRTHDAY
REETINGS TO...

Limit, Myers View Alstock to See Pix

Says Modified^Decree Only Bars Coercion

Militza Korjus
Derwin Abrahams
Maureen O'Hara
Martin
F. Bennett
Monty Woolley
Janet Martin

To Teach Reading

(Continued from Page 1 )

exhibitor may agree upon as a part
of a single deal. It merely says,"
Myers continues, "that if an exhibitor wishes to license a particular picture or group of pictures, the distributor can not force him to take
another picture or group. It merely eliminates the element of coercion
in selling without specifying how
many pictures or how few can be
sold at one time."
Allied's Legal Effect View
Myers asserts that the legal effect of the Government's application is to afford the consenting defendants the opportunity of having
the question of relief judicially determined without adjudication that
they have violated the law. If the
defendants accept the opportunity
given them, Myers continues, the
hearing can be streamlined and an
early determination should be had.
'•If the defendants reject this procedure."
Myers writes, "as they hare the rig-ht to do,
they will face a trial of the pending case
on the merits and possibly the filing' of
additional cases, thereby risking an eventual
adjudication of gnilt as well as such form
of decree as the court may see fit to enter.
On the other hand, they may in this way
postpone the day of reckoning for several

tempt of court and subject to punishment
for their acts. This places the burden of
enforcement on the Department and the Court,
where it properly belongs. It overcomes
the most serious criticism of the decree
made by the Temporary National Economic
The proposed changes in Section VIII
Committee."
(clearance) are even more drastic than those
proposed by the Conference of Independent
Exhibitors on the Consent Decree sponsored
by Allied in Chicago last Winter, Myers rethat the into
provisions
"have the
virtue ports,
of adding
importing
the proceedings
Sherman Law tests which reinforce their
Cites Clearance Proposal
validity."
The D of J proposes that "clearance shall
be deemed to be unreasonable whenever its
effect is to restrain competition between two
or more theaters unreasonably." The Department would put at rest the mooted
question whether an arbitrator can abolish
all clearance between the contending thethat "anclearance
award providingaters
thatby proposinga theater holding
found
to be unreasonable should take no clearover the complainant's
may beis
made ance
regardless
of whether theater
or not there
substantial competition between said theaters," Myers holds.

(Continued from Page 1)

erating. At present there are only
four shorts which will be shown together with CIAA health films to
audiences of children and adults to
determine their value. They will be
tried on rural groups, then on city
dwellers, and finally on mixed groups.
Alstock emphasized that, while he
is highly hopeful of the value of the
pictures, which would open new vistas to the industry, he will not be
able to make any definite comments
until after the experiments are completed. Films are not used in American schools to teach reading but if
the Mexican experiment works, he
said there would probable be a considerable future for such pictures in
this country. The animated cartoons feature Mickey Mouse.

House Approves Bill
Lifting Army Pix Ban

The proposed provision dealing with antidiscrimination is much broader in scope
than the one proposed by the independent
conference. Myers says, in that payment of
a monetary award is required where a defendant is judged guilty. All that an exhibitor would have to prove under the proposal would be the fact of the discriminatory practice and its effect on his ability tc
A "most commendable change" is seen
the theater which is the beneby Myers in the anti-forcing provisions of compete ficiarywith
of the practice, he asserts.
the
Government proposals inasmuch as they
years."
Those recommendations concerning circuit
would no longer be enforceable by the ex- expansion, theater divorcement ( which was
hibitors through arbitration. Under the
the original
purpose
Government's
Government's recommendations, he points suit),
franchises
and of
the the
licensing
of afout. forcing- will constitute a violation cf
filiated theaters were commended by Myers
the decree; the perpetrators "will be in con in his analysis.

Washington — The House, by unanimous action, yesterday approved the
Senate-passed Green Bill which lifts
the ban on commercial films which
servicemen may see, on radio programs they may hear and on what
they may read. Bill went to the
White House where the President is
expected to sign it in a few days.

Columbia to Increase Urge Class C Group
Activity on Broadway For Phil. Exchanges

}Vashington

(Continued from Page 1)
selection of plays to be produced
under the auspices of the company
in New York.
Gassner's affiliation was generally
accepted on Broadway as presaging
greater legit, activity by Columbia.
Eve Ettinger, head of the department for the past few years, has
been placed in charge of the development of story material and various
phases of story selection. Writers
also will work on film stories under
her supervision.

Connecticut House Asks
Reduction in Clearance
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Eileen O'Connell, assistant to Ted
Lloyd, head of the 20th-Fox radio
department, was tendered a farewell
luncheon by her feminine colleagues
yesterday at the Buckingham Cafe.
Miss O'Connell leaves for the Coast
-next week.
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of
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DAILY

Gene Markey to Survey
Navy's Film Activities
treau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Capt. Gene Markey,
film producer, has been temporarily
attached to the office of Navy Secretary James Forrestal to conduct a
survey on the Navy's film activities.
Request for the study was made by
Forrestal

of the War Manpower Commission's
recent edict which allowed filing for
exemption where inauguration of the Cocktail Party for Wyman
48-hour week would not help the war
A cocktail party honoring Jane
effort.
Wyman, Warner Bros, star, was held
afternoon at the SherryWhen exchanges here and in Pitts- yesterday
Netherlands Hotel. Among the
burgh were declared "locally needed"
were producer Mark Hellingit was felt that their full resources guests
er, Gladys Glad, and representatives
were needed. Now, according to re- of newspaper syndicates and fan
liable authorities, if the exchanges magazines. Having just completed
ask to be exempted from the 48-hour a role in "Doughgirls," Miss Wyman
week, their position would be incon- is being borrowed by Paramount for
sistent, as obviously they could not the feminine lead in "The Lost Weekbe so essential and still work only 40
hours.

Tele and the Advertiser

playing second-run, the Strand has
to follow the Wilkinson Theater Before Seminar Tonight
which has 90 days' clearance. Com(Continued from Page 1)
plainant asks that the clearance be
reduced to one day.
& Rubicam ad agency.
Discussion
topic will be "Television
and the

Farewell For Eileen O'Connell

August
John Hay Whitney
W. S. MacDonald
Charles Judels
John McCormick
Winnie
Lightner
Mary Price

No

Advertiser."
Dunlap
and Ginsberg as Hosts
Scott Dunlap plays host to the industry press at luncheon today in
the Warwick Hotels Pine Room,
while tomorrow it's Henry Ginsberg's
turn, with "21" the scene.

TO THE COLORS!
* PROMOTED

*

LT. HOWARD MOORE, formerly assistant manend." ager, Roxy, Springfield, III., with the AAF
in England,
to captain.

* ARMY *
ED L. McCARY, Ross Federal, Atlanta.
M. EL ROSIER,
Ross Federal, Atlanta.

• NAVY*
W. A. PHARR, Ross Federal, Atlanta.
CARTER WEST, Ross Federal, Atlanta.
ED SCHOCKLEY,
Ross Federal, Atlanta.

ON EVERY

HAND

IT'S "DRAGON SEED"!

Newspapers, magazines, radio
sell tickets for your engagement!

THIS is M-G-Merchandising! Every promotion outlet shouts
"Dragon Seed" to the nation. Newspapers! Magazines! Radio!
24-sheet posters ! American Express trucks everywhere ! Advance
advertising in key-city newspapers radiating to every corner of
America. Full-page ads in mass -circulation magazines as well as
fan magazines with a total readership of countless millions! Airannouncements over the nation's most powerful transmitters and
highly concentrated local campaigns on the radio which tie-in
directly with play dates. These are the ticket-selling forces which
M-G-M

has unleashed for "Dragon Seed," Anniversary triumph!

Ill rsday,

iding

August 17, 1944
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• ARMY*
I ionn nay Whitney
W. S. MacDonald
Charles Judels
John McCormick
Winnie Lightner
Mary Price

Militza Korjus
Derwin Abrahams
Maureen O'Hara
Martin
F. Bennett
Monty Woolley
Janet Martin

Lloyd, head of the 20th-Fox radio Dunlap and Ginsberg as Hosts

department, was tendered a farewell
luncheon by her feminine colleagues
yesterday at the Buckingham Cafe.
Miss O'Connell leaves for the Coast
next week.

Scott Dunlap plays host to the industry press at luncheon today in
the Warwick Hotels Pine Room,
while tomorrow it's Henry Ginsberg's
turn, with "21" the scene.

ED L. McCARY, Ross Federal, Atlanta.
M. B. ROSIER,
Ross Federal, Atlanta.

• NAVY*
W. A. PHARR, Ross Federal, Atlanta,
CARTER WEST, Ross Federal, Atlanta.
ED SCHOCKLEY,
Ross Federal, Atlanta.
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"Love, quarrel and make up — same old stuff! Give me a
good old cowboy picture where anybody is liable to get

> h-

shot any minute!"
Reprinted from the New York World Telegram of June 14th— and 513 Newspapers— Coast to Coast

UBLiC LEADS THE INDUSTRY IN DUALITY WESTERNS:
With

ROY ROGERS • GENE AUTRY • WILD BILL ELLIOTT • ALLAN LANE • SUNSETCARSON • GEORGE "Gabba" HAYES • DALE EVANS • MARY LEE • LINDA STIRLING •
PEGGY STEWART • TWINKLE WATTS • ALICE FLEMING and BOBBY BLAKE
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XECS. MEET ON RAW STOCK "DROUGHT"
reezing of Salaries Extended to Stock Options
w Bureau of Internal
Ruling Affects
rmue
Executive Contracts
film company executives who have
fn granted stock options in the
two years are expected to be
ijicted by the new edict of the Bu-

HERTZ HEADS 6TH LOAN PUBLICITY
Buchanan Agency Exec. Takes Post — WAC
to Confer with Ted Gamble Today

John Hertz, Jr., chairman of the
board for Buchanan & Co., national
advertising company, will direct
publicity for the forthcoming Sixth
War Loan, the WAC announced yesterday.
Hertz will attend a meeting today,
called by Harry Brandt, national
chairman of the industry's Sixth
Iteorge J. Schaefer, WAC national War
Loan committee, at which Ted
irraan, has gone to Hawaii, where,
(the request of the Navy, he will Gamble, national War Finance Dimake a study of
rector will outline the Treasury's
aims in the forthcoming campaign.
the entire distriw^mH^ ■ bution of 35 and
^t 16 mm. entertain\ ment film.
Schaefer, whose
soldier son was
killed in Normandy the first
day of the invasUse of films as an important chanion, is making the
nel in post-war television from the
study with Capt.
of revolutionizing merJohn L. Reynolds, standpoint chandising
methods came to the fore
Director of Wel- prominently last night at the Telefare of the Buvision Seminar of the Radio Exreau of Naval
(Continued on Page 2)
Personnel. They
will spend several
(Continued on Page 5)

iaefer In Hawaii
i Navy Pix Survey

ilms Seen Aid To
Tele Merchandising

I'jORCE |. schaefer lands,
weeks in the Isirhe trip of the WAC chairman is
(Continued on Page 2)

Trade Pension Plan
Talked in Dominion
Toronto— There is talk here of a
(pension plan for Canadian film employes. What was interpreted as
the first step in that direction was
taken last week when the film executives gathered at the offices of
Ithe Canadian Motion Picture Distributors Association to hear an insurance company representative on
the matter.
Executives are understood to be
studying closely the Loew's and
'RKO pension plans in the United
States.

Group

Industry Overdraft Said
58,000,000 Feet Over the
Quotas Thus Far in 1944

Solution will be sought todav to
one of the most acute and fundamental wartime problems of the indusFrancis S. Harmon, Si Fabian, Artry with execs, of major producerthur L. Mayer and Ed Schreiber of distributors meeting here on the raw
the WAC will be present at the con- stock "drought," preliminary to more
vital confabs.
chester. ference, at Brandt's home in WestTied into the huddle will not only
A graduate of Cornell, Hertz is a be the interests of the companies
veteran of more than 15 years in the themselves, but those of the armed
advertising field. His duties as pilot forces and the controlling activitiesi
of the publicity phase of the Sixth of WPB. How serious is the current
War Loan, beginning on Nov. 11 and
(Continued on Page 5)
winding up on Dec. 7, round out several major assists to patriotic and
charitable campaigns, including the
recently-concluded Fifth War Loan
drive.

India Industry Aims
For Self-Sufficiency

Broidy Says Hono/s
Sales Rise 70 P.C.

Rush U. S. Pix, Cables
20th-Fox Italian Chief

Monogram's sales so far this year
are running 70 per cent ahead of the
corresponding period of 1943, while
collections are 64 per cent above those
of last year, Steve Broidy, general
(Continued on Page 5)
Bombay (By Air Mail) — India, as
result of replies promptly made to
the Government's questionnaire by 20th-Fox Will Again
the Motion Picture Society of India
in behalf of exhibitors, looms as a Hold Pricing Sessions
major battleground between British
(Continued on Page 5)
Pricing sessions once more will be
staged
by the 20th-Fox
exchanges
Name 3 to WAC Theaters in 1944-45,
it was learned yesterday.
Participa
nts
will
be
sales
managers
,
Division Exec. Committee

Reporting a heavy demand for
American films in Italy, Bruno Fux,
20th-Fox's managing director in that
country, has cabled for the shipment
there of as many films as possible.
(Continued on Page 2)

Malcolm Kingsberg, head of RKO
theaters, Martin Smith, president of
National Allied, and Charles P. Skouras, president of National Theaters,
have been added to the roster of the
(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 5)

New interest in Arbitration
Upswing Comes as Exhibs.See Decree Remote
Seidelman Picks Jacobs
As "U" Trinidad Manager

A revival of interest in arbitration cases is indicated by the filing
of eight new demands in the last few
weeks and reports of contemplate
J. H. Seidelman, Universal's vice- filings in the field.
The belief by exhibitors that an
president in charge of foreign activities yesterday appointed Saul Jac- immediate determination of the New
obs, former Washington
exchange York consent decree's future is re(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)

Tibbett In Cowboy's
Chaps, Sherman Idea
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Harry Sherman will
submit the completed script for his
Technicolor feature production "The
Life of Tom Mix" to Lawrence Tibbett, whom he prefers for role of the
Bill Hazer, singing cowboy friend of
the late Western star. At least
eight especially written cowboy tunes
will also be submitted to Tibbett
for his consideration. Sherman has
not yet decided on release of this
picture, although United Artists and
Paramount are both interested in
handling it.
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Films Seen Aid To
Tele Merchandising

Spiritual Reform
The Capitol Theater man:3;ex.ent
received a $12 money order from
a follower of Father Divine who
claims when

(Continued

from Page 1)

ecutives Club in NBC's Studio 6-B
here. Both featured speakers at the
event, Carlos Franco, manager of
the station relations department of
the Young and Rubicam ad agency,
and Jack A. Miller, ad and sales
promotion manager of the Standard
Oil Co. of N. J., spotlighted the movie
angle.
Franco, who urged advertisers to
use their influence to bring about the
best quality tele picture in order to
attract the present radio listening
audience and to compete successfully
with other media, declared that "movie producers are beaming their
skills around to focus on television
production, for there is no reason
why a skillful motion picture producer can't make a television program as agreeably visible as a strip
of film, and he certainly ought to
make a better than average program
because of his experience." He added
that the final responsibility for tele
service "lands squarely in the lap of
the American advertiser whose interests are identical with those of the
public in their demand for the finest
quality television picture."
Miller illustrated by means of pictures how Standard Oil of N. J., the
first to place a contract for a commercially sponsored series of programs prepared especially for television, has sold product ideas by
video broadcasting.

Schaefer In Hawaii
On Navy Pix Survey

she was

secretary to an

official in Warners' home office,
she used to phone for passes in the
name of her boss. Spiritual reform
led her to mail in the $12.

New Interest Being
Shown in Arbitration
(Continued from Page 1 I
mote is seen as the reason for an
expected upswing in new cases. Reports from the field indicate the exhibitors with complaints have been
holding off making their demards in
the hope that a new decree would be
forthcoming shortly.

Seidelman Picks Jacobs
As "U" Trinidad Manager

comma and come
GRAD SEARS and DAVID
route here from England.
HAL WALLIS
SCOTT
shortly.
FHIL
I day.

returns

REISMAN

'A
Vi
Vs

+

%

WADE.
City,

has

FILM

Tom Hodge, now British Information Services film officer in Chicago,
is being transferred to New York
shortly as aide to Thomas Baird,
films director.

Am;

of the company's Cleveland office, are due
New York on Monday for a week's con'
ence.
B. D. STONER, Metro Pittsburgh bra
manager, who spent the past week in rYork, leaves for his office tomorrow.
MURRAY
SILVERSTONE,
20th-Fox
fort
head,
has
arrived
in Rio
de Janeiro
on
first lap of a two-month
tour of Latin Am
RAYMOND
Warner
ca.

MASSEY

has left New York for

studio to start work

in "God

Is

MA.<K HELLINGER. Warners' producer, lea
today tor the Coast.
to^RcY G-^OSTEIN, Metro manager, S
Haven
and ALBERT PICKUS. of the Stratt
Co-Pilot."
Theater
are guests at the Lake Tarleton
CI
MAURICE
WV-".
M=»r«
di^rict
mana !
Boston,
is in New
Haven
for a
days.

(Continued from Page 1 I
head booker, as manager in Trini- Rites for Nan Blair
Hollywood — Funeral services w<
dad, British West Indies. Jacobs
succeeds Ken Goldsmith, who arrives day.
be held today for Nan Blair, 52, vt
at the month's end for a new foreign eran literary agent, who died Tue
assignment.

FAMOUS

KNOCKOUT
MPS!

DAI I.)

Hodge as Baird's Aide

i

jditer a three-menths
illness.
FCSr.R B. GAUKER, manager of M-C-l
Indianapolis branch, EDWARD M. BOOTH, C
cinnati branch manager, and JACK SOGG, h

lease."
Greenfield
Rites Today
Jean Greenfield, 69, president of
the Hebrew Actors Union, and vicepresident of the Associated Actors
and Artistes of America, died Tues'Continued from Page 1)
day after a long illness. Interment
Twentieth-Fox is believed to be tbe at Mt. Hebron Cemetery will follow
first U. S. distrib. resuming opera- memorial services this morning at
tions in Rome.
11 a.m. in the Gramercy Park Memorial Chapel.
Langyher Falls in France
Washington — Listed as an Army
^.^ casualty in France, the first
3s^ Washington theater man to be
'""** killed in action is William
Langyher, former manager of the
Princess.

Hollywood

Universal
branch
m
returned
to his c

Rush U. S. Pix, Cables
20th-Fox Italian Chief

Washington Bureau of THE

to

leaves for South

(Continued from Page 1)
the
result
of a letter from Vice Ad+ V4
miral Randall Jacobs, Chief of Naval
+ %
Personnel, to Ned E. Depinet, chair+ V4
man of the WAC Distribution Division in which he declared: "It is essential that some solution be arrived
at to permit the exhibition of pictures in Hawaii which have been re+— %%
leased in the U. S. and at the earl+ ¥4
iest possible date following such re+
+
+

are

leaves today for the Coast.
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"Oh boy, have I got a new record!"

"This one is a beaut l"
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You've got to be good to be a leader for twenty years!"
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irVPB Forecasts Cut in Raw Stock Allocations
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Raw Stock Situation to be Tackled Again
Today by Producer-Distributor Executives
Although a huddle on the raw stock situation was held Friday among producer-distributor representatives for the puroose of reach ng a solut.on to the
problem brought about by the necessity for curtailment, no agreement was
reached and the meeting was adjourned until this afternoon.

'Washington— Studios will probably
notified wit'.un the next 48 hours
,iat their rav stock allocations will
for the remainder of August and
I of September,
Lincoln V. Burws, head of the WPB film section
timated here last night.
Executives of the producing compaes met in New York Friday and
II meet again today to complete
ports on their consumption of stock
Production costs have risen 40 per
> to this point for WPB.
Because
the critical situation, the quotas cent since January, 1942, Henry
(Continued on Page 5)
Ginsberg, general manager of Paramount studio, said
Friday at a buffet luncheon for
the trade press at
"21." The increase
in production
costs follows
closely the rise in
A plea to "small exhibitors every- operation expense
aere" to book M-G-M's ninth block which has been
1 a fair basis and not to dissipate experienced b y
ctures deserving week-end dates most other indus. mid-week time just because they
tries, he said.
n. has been sent out by Allied-InGinsberg strespendent Theater Owners of Iowa
sed the importid Nebraska through its president,
ance of greater
io F. Wolcott.
East-West
con;Wolcott based his action on M-Gtacts
among
comHENRY
GINSBERG
1 Continued on Page 2)
pany personnel,
expressing
the
belief that problem facing' the per'utline N. Y. War Fund
sonnel on each coast could be under
ilm Co-op Tomorrow
stood and ironed more easily through
(Continued on Page 5)
Co-operation which the film indusy will afford to the New York
ar Fund's campaign, which comances Sept. 20, will be outlined to(Continued on Page 5)
ii

Pix Costs Up 40%

Since '42-Ginsberg

ook Metro's Ninth
lock, Asks Wolcoft

Calls War

More Columbia Coin
for Legit Production
Enlargement of the scope of Columbia's play and story department
will definitely include plans for
greater financing of legit, productions, itwas said Friday by John Gasner, who is resigning as head of the
Theater Guild's play reading department to join the company on Sept.
1 1 as head of its play activities.

We've Won"

Dom. Per Capita Pix
Expenditure $5.61

Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.,
reported on Friday a net profit for
the first three months ended June
30, of $437,535.77 before Federal tax
provision. Estimated normal and surtax amounts to $183,765.02 or a net,
after taxes, of $253,770.75, which
(Continued on Page 2)
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Washington — A spokesman for the
Department of Justice on Friday
substantiated
Abram was
F. Myers'
tention that there
nothingcon-in

the Government's recommendations
|for a modified New York consent decree that would require distributors
to sell pictures one at a time.
There had been a difference of
opinion among both exhibitors and
distributors over an interpretation
Ottawa — Complete Canadian Government review issued Friday on of the Government's
'Continued on stand
Page 5)on block1943 theater business showed per
capita expenditure for all the Dominion at $5.61 with British Columbia having the highest breakdown
average of $8.29 per person and Ontario spending $6.97 per person. Low
year was 1936 with the Dominion
average $2.70.
Canada's 1,269 theaters had 175,"Nothing
concrete"
has resulted
679 feature bookings last year av- from talks between
Columbia
and
(Continued on Page 5)
the Theater Guild, it was said on
Friday by Nat Spingold of the film
Insulated Film Cases

'Nothing Concrete' on
Col.-Thealer Guild

Decreed for Conn. Houses

(Continued on Page 5)

Howard to Buy, Book

New Haven — Every theater in the
State has been required by letter For Nate Yamins Chain
from the State Police Department
Boston — Arthur Howard, buyer for
to install insulated film cases, as a
further measure in the current in- Affiliated Circuit, has assumed the
bookingon for
tensive public safety campaign. Let- buying and
(Continued
Page the
5) Nathan
ters contain other requirements,
most of which exhibitors say are
slight, following a strict survey
(Continued on Page 2)
4,600 Enrolled As

Loan Hurdle

Psychosis Cited by Ted Gamble

CFI Earns $253,770;
Shows Gain of $8,066

Spokesman Substantiates
Myers' View That Exhibs.
Can Buy One or More Pix

Available members of the industry's Sixth War Loan committee and
representatives of WAC were told on
Friday, at a preliminary meeting
held in the Westchester home of
National Chairman Harry Brandt,
that the magnitude of Allied victories, which tend to produce in the
public mind the false notion that the
war "is all over but the shouting,"
will present to the Treasury the most
(Continued on Page 2)

Tele-Viewers Panel

Plans which have been in formulation for the past two months for the
first Tele-Viewers' Panel were announced as completed on Friday by
the Charles M. Storm Co. Panel
will be used for the first time in connection with the Esquire-sponsored
"Boys from Boise," two-hour original
musical comedy scheduled for Sept
28 via WABD.
A gauge
of tele
listeners'
prefer-a
ence will be
provided
through
postcard survey directed into the
homes of some 4,600 viewers, or nearly 100 per cent of all tele homes
in the East.
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PEGGY BLEAKLEY, Eastern story editor for
NORMAN
H. MORAY,
Warners'
short subject,
sales manager,
is remaining at the studio for a William Cagney Prods., is scheduled to return
to
New York today from Hollywood.
few days, deferring his return to New York.
JACK
SICHELMAN
left yesterday
for Lake | ALLEN JENKINS leaves today for Hollywood
to report to the Samuel
Goldwyn studios.
George to spend the next two weeks recuperating
from an illness.
JANE WYMAN left over the week-end for the
MICKEY ROONEY is taking his 10-day furlough Coast.
in Hollywood
from Ft. Riley, Kansas.
HENRY HULL left the Coast Saturday for New
York.
DIANA LYNN will leave Hollywood for New
York Sept. 8 on her first trip to the metropolis.
theMARK
Coast. HELLINGER left over the week-end for
BETTY HUTTON will arrive in New York today from Hollywood for a two-day stay prior
MIKE DOLID, recently promoted to superto embarking on a three-week p. a. tour which
visor of Warners exchanges, is in San Franwill take her to Boston, Cleveland and Chicisco to start a tour of branch offices, his first
cago.
trip around the exchanges since assuming his
new
post.
RUBE (ACKTER left for Dallas over the weekend; he returns a week from today.
JOHN CRIERSON National Film Commissioner
LLEWELLYN MILLER, Western executive edi- of Canada, has returned to Toronto from a two
months'
visit overseas.
tor of Ideal Publishing Corp., arrived in New
York for a month's
stay.
MOLLIE STECKELS, manager of the Poli, Meriden, is on vacation, and Bob Carney of the College, New Haven,
is relieving.
SI FELD, Warner salesman at Detroit, was in
New Haven to visit Harry LaVine of Monogram
and other film friends.

MARY WGRSTELL, Metro New
is vacationing
at Lake George.

Haven booker,

Haven,

MAURICE COLDEN, M-G-M talent scout, goes
to the Coast in early September.

SIR EDWARD VILLIERS has arrived from
London to arrange a distribution deal for four
Ealing films.

of Republic, New
Virginia Beach.

SAUL GOLDMAN, president of Variety Pictures, Chicago, and MRS. GOLDMAN are stopping at the fark Central
Hotel.

Book Metro's Ninth
Block, Asks Wolcott

RICHARD MORGAN, Paramount legal department, is spending his vacation at the Thousand
until Labor
Day.

islands

Calls War Gains
Sixth Loan Hurdle

(.Aug. 18)

(Continued from Page 1)

I Continued from Page 1 )
formidable
barrier to be overcome
M's new policy of selling its topHigh
Low
bracket films at fiat rentals if the in the approaching Sixth War Loan
Am. Seat
17
17
Col. Picts. vtc. (2/2% ) 201/g 20
exhibitor desires and to forego pre- drive.
Columia Ficts. pfd. .
ferred playing time on subsequent
This point was made and stressed
Con. Fm. Ind
5%
55/s
5%
runs that are not benefitting by by Ted Gamble, National War FinCon. Fm. Ind. pfd
. 243/4
243/4
243/4 — . 1/4
East. Kodak
the general increase in theater
166
165% 166
+ 1
ance director. "The nation," Gam221/4
do pfd
64%
grosses.
ble explained, "is rapidly developing
Gen. Prec. Eq
9%
221/4
221/4 1/4
Praising William F. Rodgers, M- a 'we've won the war' psychosis.
Loews, Inc
64%
643/4
91%
28
Paramount
28
28
-f
% G-M general sales manager, for his Even if the German conflict is ter9
RKO
9%
minated before the opening day of
91% +
% leadership, Wolcott said that the
92
RKO $5 pfd
253/4
the
campaign,
there will still remain
move
of
Rodgers
and
Metro
was
an
32 V4
253/8
253/s
20th Century-Fox . . . 13%
32
32
Vs "outstanding contribution to better an urgent need for funds to finance
20th Century-Fox pfd.
131/4
i3y4
Warner Bros
distributor-exhibitor relations" and the balance of the war, as well as
991/2
NEW
YORK BOND MARKET
the
"answer to the small exhibitor's the huge sums needed for sustain3%
99%2% 99%
2%
13/8
13/8
Par. B'way
3s55
1%
ing our forces both here and abroad."
NEW
YORK CURB MARKET
"Whether or not you've ever be- He added that the Sixth War Loan
3%
3%
Monogram
Picts.
would
be a major challenge to inprayer."
fore signed an M-G-M contract or
Radio-Keith cvs
3
23!/8
Sonotone Corp.
dustry showmanship and organizarun
an
M-G-M
picture,"
Wolcott
said
21%
Technicolor
223/4
223/4
tional powers.
4
4
4
in a letter
tois members,
"this new
Trans-Lux
Gamble
also declared that once
Block
No.
9
definite
must.
Mr.
21%
21%
Universal Pictures .
Rodgers is giving us little fellows a again the theater stint would be the
strong boost toward our rightful sale of "E" Bonds ranging in maCFI Earns $253,770;
turity value from $25.00 to $1,000.
place in the sun of prosperity; let's He further stated that the goal for
Shows Gain of $8,066
not muff it. And when you've contracted for them, book them right. the entire country is now being comagainst the cost of the war,
'Continued from Page 1)
Don't dissipate pictures deserving and willputedprobably
be revealed to the
week-end dates on mid-week time
compares with net for the same per- just because you can. Play fair with public early in October.
iod of '43 of $245,704.61.
Mr. Rodgers. Never let it be said
Discussion also centered about
Per share earnings for second '44 they had to drop this new, flat-ren- Fifth War Loan results and their efquarter are equivalent to 50c on
tal policy because the response did
fect on the Treasury Department's
400,000 shares of preferred outstandgoals. Joe Kinsky of the Fifth War
ing, and 10c on 524,973 outstanding not warrant its continuation."
Loan
executive staff, delivered a recommon shares, which compares with
Prof. F. H. Koch Dead
port on the basis of incomplete re50c per share earned on the preferturns from the field.
Chapel Hill, N. C— Prof. Frederred and 8c per common share in corAlso
present, were John Hertz,
ick
H.
Koch,
66,
pioneer
in
the
deresponding quarter of '43. Foregoing earnings, it is pointed out,
velopment of American folk play- Jr., his assistant publicity director,
may be subject to National Defense writing and head of the dept. of Bill Dasheff, and WAC rep. Si H.
Francis S. Harmon, and Ed
Appropriation Act's renegotiation dramatic art at the University of Fabian,
Schreiber.
North Carolina, died Friday.
provisions.
NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

(Continued from Page 1)

which closed four houses in the sta
Some suggestions concern exits, w:
ing, cleaning
equipment,
stora
space, etc.
However,
thehouses
Empire,
NewhasLon '
don,
one of the
closed,
been given the opportunity
make changes in order to confer
and owner Hymie Schwartz of Taf
ville, has lodged a complaint. Rahj
Pasho, operator of the Gem, Naugj
tuck, reports his house has beJ
brought up to requirements, and \v!
be opened on or before the end j
August.

Youngstein Quits 20tb Today

Max Youngstein, c-ordinator j
advertising, publicity and exploit
today.
tion on "Wilson," leaves 20th-FI

D. A. DORAN, Columbia studio executive,
is due in New
York Sept. 11.
L£0 C. CARROLL has left New York for
Hollywood.
J. H. LANG, 20th-Fcx personnel director, returns from vacation
today.

HARRIET COLEMAN,
is at Pinewood
Hotel,

Insulated Film Cases
Decreed for Conn. House

NEW YORK
THEATERS
RADIO CITY MUSi'C HALL

Showplace of the Nation-Rocke.'eller Center
6th WEEK
M-G-M's Production

"Dragon Seed"
KATHARINE HEPBURN
WALTER
HUSTON
- ALINE
MacMAHON
AKIM
TAMIROFF
TURHAN
BEY
Spectacular
Stage
Presentation
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600

Net
Close
Chg.
17
+
Vs
20
—
y4

Paramount Presents Preston Sturges'

"HAIL Starring
THE CONQUERING
EDDIE BRACKEN HERO"
with ELLA RAINES
IN PERSON

VAUGHN

MONROE

&

His

AIR CONDITIONED
BUY

WAR

Orchestra

BONDS
B'WAY

P4#AMOV#r

WML

FRANK
SINATRA
47th
GLORIA De HAVEN
GEORGE MURPHY

St.

"STEP LIVELY"

slll^

IN PERSON

ON SCREEN

CARY GRANT
'ON
CE UP
ON
Janet
Blair

HENRY

JEROME
and ORCH.
PAUL

@HL

WINCHELL
JANE
PICKENS

8th WEEK
SAMUEL

GOLD\mV

A

CLASSIC

DEAD

A TIME'

FILM

Brandt's GOTHAM

B'w;

pretenli

END
RELEASE
at 47th

" wy

St.

SOMEWHERE

ON

NEW

GUINEA:

The above INS

iiews-pboto. showing the arrival of Jack Benny and his
group of Hollywood USO performers, gives a hint of how
ivar correspondents of Motion Picture Magazine, as a matter of routine, get around.

C, oss Photographer. In the center, between Carole Landis
and Martha Tilton. as part of the welcoming committee, is
Will Oursler, Motion Picture's war correspondent in the
Pacific. This shot fairly illustrates the scope of Fawcett's
editorial service to its millions of magazine readers. Further, itexplains how Motion Picture Magazine and Fawcett

In the group are George Lait. INS Staff Correspondent:
June Bruner: Larry Adler: Lewis Boiven, American Red

Publications can speak lucidly on the contribution made by
the motion picture industry to the happiness of American

Cross: Carole Landis: Asahel Bush: Martha Tilton; Jack

boys at the fighting fronts. Fawcett Publications. Inc.. 1501
Broadway. New York 18, N. Y

Benny: Jack Mabon, INS: and Dick Day. American Red
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EW DECREE TO BRING "BLOCKS OF ONE"
eek Raw Stock Formula; Ansco May Be Oasis
dy Recommendations;
1 Realign Production
ly As a Final Resort
rther progress was reported to
been made
yesterday
at the
,|t of the local huddles by cornrepresentatives toward reachan acceptable and practical soil to the raw stock famine, which
jntly finds filmland facing a
I quarter deficit alone of at least
'■0,000 feet, with the problem of
ing up the scarcity still a night;, and the final quarter of the
remaining to be hurdled in the
(Continued on Page 8)

x to Hollywood
Set Production
illiam Fox, who left Friday for
Coast, will negotiate for a stuluring his stay in Hollywood and
set plans for production, it was
rted here yesterday. Fox is said
formulating an elaborate projalling for production and world(Continued on Page 6)

nklin & Herschorn
!»n't Renew FPC Deal

MARK TIME ON SOUTH AFRICA
American Distributors Plan No Commitments at Present
in Either Production or Distribution

"Big 5" Spokesmen Assert
Gov't Recommendations, if
Adopted, to Cause Policy

Whether exhibitors like it or
not,
the five companies that are
Captown, So. Africa (By Air Mail) the war's end before making any
signatories
to the New York
— Apparent attitude of U. S. majors, new moves or commitments, either

consent decree will offer their pictures one at a time and not in blocks
from which a choice can be made if
the recommendations of the Government for a modified decree become
effective. This was reported yesterday by spokesmen for several of the
companies.
While under the provisions of the
(Continued on Page 6)

following publication of an official
summary here by the Minister of the
Interior revealing committee findings
and recommendation in the matter
of a national film setup, including
production of films with South African backgrounds, is to wait until

in the sphere of production or distribution.
The question of local film making
potentialities, as set forth in the
committee's
survey, is slated for
close study by the Minister, as well

Myers Sees D of J
Goldman Move Vital

Finds U. S. War Pix
Realistic, Not Phony

The Department of Justice's brief
in the Goldman case, filed as a friend
of, the court in the Circuit Court of
Appeals in Philadelphia, establishes
the case as one of national importance, according to Abram F. Myers,
Allied general counsel.
In explaining its intervention in
(Continued on Page 6)

American war films can refute the
stigma of "phony" with ease according to Edward G. Robinson, just
Representatives of New York City
returned from a seven-week tour of circuits are scheduled to meet toEngland and France under the ausday with members of Mayor La Guarpices of the RAF and the British
Ministry of Information. While dia's legal staff to determine the
the Mayor's proposal to
abroad Robinson played before some legality of
(Continued on Page 8)
70,000 American troops on the Normandy beachheads, and it is on his
Jackson Park Defense Gets
(Continued on Page 7)

Polio Outbreak Growing,
Health Service Warns

(Continued on Page 7)

Mayor's Juve Scale
Before Lawyers Today

90 Days to File Briefs

Polio outbreak, already hitting the Selan, 20th-Fox Yugoslav
Chicago — Federal
Judge
Michael
Head, Now at Ft. Ontario
John, N. B. — Franklin & box-office in several territories, is
Igoe approved
a $30,000 fee for
attaining
epidemic
levels
in
some
;chorn Circuit, which has been
Thomas
McConnell, on plaintiff'
attorated with Famous Players Can- areas, the U. S. Public Health Ser(Continued
Page 8)
Carl Selan, 20th-Fox's former
vice reported yesterday. Disease Yugoslav
manager, is among the Eun Corp. in the operation of seven
thus far has made its greatest inropean refugees housed at the Fort
(Continued on Page 6)
roads in the Middle Atlantic, South Ontario emergency shelter, near up(Continued on Page 7)
state Oswego.
Mendelssohn's Song

Jrges Intermissions,
Free Refreshments
Des Moines, la. — The Tribune in
i editorial entitled "Stop the Show,
'e Can't Take It," criticized lengthy
Ims and offered what it called a
•evolutionary" suggestion of havg the films like plays, divided into
:ts and permitting intermissions,
his would permit the spectators to
retch, smoke, sip cool drinks, munch
ndwiches and get themselves in
iape for mere. However, the article
mtinued, the smokes and refreshments should be free.

-

Chi. Exhibs. Plead tor Freon
Drop in Biz Causes Them to Appeal to OPA
Prepare for Capitulation
Of Nazis, Exhibs. Warned

Chicago — Theaters here are short
of Freon which is sold on the black
market for $4 a pound. Exhibitors
Cleveland — Local exhibitors are are appealing to Washington aufor relief. the
Warners'
theasked to make preparations for hanaters,thorities
the Cosmos,
Hamilton,
dling large emotional crowds on the Symphony and Frolic are sending a
day Germany capitulates in a bulle- petition to Franklyn Millham, intin issued by George W. Erdmann,
dustrial equipment division OPA,
secretary of the Cleveland Motion Washington, for Freon, as theaters
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 7)

Is About

Two

Bars!

Out of buzz-bombed England has
come to Universal's home office a
letter from Ted Mendelssohn, company's branch manager before joining the Army. Ted obviously has his
own post-war plans, including a "priority" on a certain U. S. Army Captain. He read
says in
his letter:
"You
no doubt
about
the Captain
who was captured, disarmed and then
talked 167 Germans into surrendering. I've hired him as a salesman
for the Detroit territory, so you managers who had the same idea, forget
it,— he's mine!"
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Kctlmenson on Southern Trip
Chicago — Ben Kalmenson, general
sales manager for Warner Bros.,
-topped off here yesterday, on his
way back from a company meeting
on the Coast, and will visit St. Louis
and Dallas branch offices before returning to New York.
George McDaniel Dead
Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Morris Safier Heads Sales
For New A.F.E. Exchange

A.F.E. Corp. officially opened its
own exchange in the Film Center
Building at 630 Ninth Ave., yesterday. Paul Graetz, president, who
will operate from his home office in
the RKO Building, has announced the
appointment of Morris Safier, with
William Shelton as assistant, in
charge of sales at the exchange.
Representing the Ealing Studios,
Ltd., independent English studio, in
the Western hemisphere, A.F.E. has
listed for distribution "48 Hours,"
"Nine Men," and three others now
in preparation. In addition to these,
Gets Overdue Truck, But four Selznick's, recently acquired for
reissue, 'Intermezzo," "Garden Of
Cuts Delivery Mileage
Allah," "Prisoner Of Zenda," and
"Adventures Of Tom Sawyer," will
Chicago — J. J. Allen of Film De- also be made available through this
livery Service here is cheering ac- exchange.
quisition of a new truck for film delivery, after waiting for six months. Warners Change Name
Organization has cut delivery mileage 10 per cent, eliminating Mt. Car- Of Its Canadian Co.
roll, Lanark and Stockton, 111. Theaters in that area will receive films
Toronto — Vitagraph, Ltd., the
by train until transportation situa- name of Warner Bros.' incorporated
tion improves. The Friday night run Canadian distributing organization,
to the Rock Island territory has been has been changed to Warner Bros.
nixed to save gasoline and equip- Pictures Distributing Co., Ltd., with
ment.
the main office in Toronto, it was
announced here. Wolfe Cohen of
Studios Cool to Sick Leave Toronto remains as vice-president.
It is understood that Warner Bros.
Demand by Coast SOEG
is preparing plans for a new film
building here for its own exclusive
IV est Coast
Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
use, but no official announcement has
Hollywood — Dispute over sick- been made.
leave benefits has caused a break in
contract negotiations between the Lee Sells Ala. and Ga.
producers and the Screen Office Employes Guild, AFL. The SOEG has Circuit to Roy Martin
asked the U. S. Conciliation Service
to step in. The studios refused to
Eufaula, Ala.— M. C. Lee of Cuthaccede to 12 days a year sick leave. bert, Ga., operating two theaters here
and others at Cuthbert, Dawson and
Shellman, Ga., announced that he
Gov't Military Officials See had
sold his chain to Roy E. Martin
"Amer. Romance" Today
of Columbus, Ga., at a price in excess of $350,000. Martin operates
Washington Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Washington — M-G-M will screen a chain of more than 100 theaters
in Southeast Alabama, Georgia, FloKing Vidor's "American Romance"
rida and Tennessee.
in the Presidential Room of the Hotel Statler today for 200 leaders of Rites for Abner C. Prosser
the Government, the military, the
film industry and the press.
Syracuse, N. Y. — Funeral services
were held yesterday for Abner C.
Dizzy Whirl for Cooper
Prosser, 62, who died of a heart attack at the Paramount Theater where
Gus Eyssell, president and manag- he was employed as engineer.
ing director of the Music Hall, will
play host tomorrow to Gary Cooper
at a cocktail party and reception in Jim Kenny Wounded
Indianapolis — T. 4th Gr. James P.
the theater's studio apartment. The
actor, immediately upon his arrival Kenny, former manager of State
in town yesterday, was Eyssell's here, is reported wounded in the European area. He is hospitalized in
guest at the Music Hall staff's
weekly show for wounded at Mit- England.
chel Field on Long Island. A visit
to Halloran General Hospital fol- Krupa Singer Drowns
lowed. Tonight the star will dediAtlanta — Evelyn Ambrose, 24,
cate a new theater at the Waves
training center at Hunter College. singer with Gene Krupa's orchestra,
The ceremony will be followed by a on two-weeks vacation, drowned here
Sunday in DeKalb County Lake.
screening
"Casanova Brown," the
star's
new offilm.
Laurel & Hardy for Radio
Montreal — Annual sales meeting of
the Eastern division of Monogram
Pictures and Esquire Films will be
held in the Ritz Carlton, Montreal,
Aug. 30 and 31 and will be attended
by amongst others, Harry Kauffman,
general manager, Oscar R. Hanson,
I. H. Aleen and R. Kay, from Toronto; R. Fladin, home office representative from New York, Irving
Sourkes, Montreal manager, Robert
Johnson, newly appointed Montreal
salesman, and Sam Jacobs from the
Maritime Provinces.

West
Coast
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — George McDaniel, 58, Eight Pix Start This Week
Hollywood — Laurel and Hardy are
of early-day movie serials and West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
er with the Victor Herbert light
Hollywood — Eight new pictures go being readied for radio by the Frank
opera company, died Sunday at his into production this week, making Orsatti Agency, with scripts by Rushome in San Fernando.
a total of 52 shooting.
sel Rouse and 'Clarence Greene,
r

COminG and G0IM
JAMES

R. GRAINGER,

returned to Repi

Home Office yesterday after a month's ab:
CRAD SEARS, DAVID COPLAN, BARF
TON CAIN and DR. GALPEIRSON are due
England
today.
S. BARRET McCORMICK, advertising
publicity director for RKO, returned yesl
from Chicago where he held a week-end
ference with company exploitation represent
in that territory. TERRY TURNER, his ail
the huddle, left yesterday for the Coast.
JOHN DAVIS, representative of J. Arthur
is in New York.

iDAVID ROSE leaves late this week for Lo j
VICTOR SCHOCHET and JOE GOLTZ
managers in Peru and Mexico, respectively,
returned to their homes. Leaving this wee
SAM SEIDEILMAN, Argentina; ENRIQUE I
Brazil; HENRY WEINER, Cuba; JORGE SU/
Chile, and GUY C. SMITH, Canal Zone.
FRED L. LYNCH, Music Hall publicity
tor, returned yesterday from a four-week
tion spent at Southampton,
L. I.
GARY
COOPER
arrived in town
yesrerc
ED SMITH, manager, Paramount Th
Springfield,
Mass., is in Beverly on vacati
EDWARD J. CARROLL, manager, and VEJ
A. TRICCER, chief engineer, Riverside P;
theater, Springfield, Mass., are on a to'
midwest drive-in theaters in search of
ideas for post-war
development.
JACK HALEY and MARY BRIAN, head
troupe of USO entertainers, arrived at LaGi
Field fromPlane.
Italy on Sunday, via air Trai >
Command
JERRY LAWRENCE, mentor of the WMCA
Theater" program, returned yesterday fn
Island.
three-week
vacation which he spent at
LOU GREENSPAN of the Motion Pictur
ciety of the Americas, is en route fron
Coast to Washington and New York to \\
with
CIAA
officials.
DORE SCHARY will leave Hollywood Frid;
New York to set up tradeshowings of his
production
ERNEST
from New

for Vanguard,
"I'll Be Seeing
TRUEX arrives in Hollywood
York.

WILLIAM
MANSELL, Warner branch mai
meeting.
will return to Philadelphia this week from
CHARLES -D. PRUTZMAN, vice-presidenl
general counsel for Universal, arrived in f
wood yesterday for three weeks' visit.
PHIL LAUFER, UA publicist, returned t
desk yesterday after a vacation.
ABE KRAMER of Associated Circuit, <
land, has gone to Hollywood to visit his dauj
Hope Adams, a member of the Pasadena P
who has just signed a contract with 20th-F
MARJORIE
MORROW,
head
of the Wi
talent bureau in New York, leaves tomorrow
scouting
tour of Boston,
Cambridge
and
New
England points.
ing

ANN CARTER,
in Syracuse.

screen child actress, is

Gala Bow for WB Short
Bayonne, N. J. — "Devil Bo£
Warner two-reel Technicolor ser
special, produced with co-opera
of the Navy, will have its gala w
premiere at the DeWitt The
tonight, coincident with prese
tion of the fourth star of
Army-Navy "E" Flag to Elco, bui
of the fighting PT boats on vf
the picture is based.

SEND BIRTDDi
GREETINGS TO.
Samuel
Charles

August 22 W. C. Stober
Goldwyn
Carrett
Larry Colob
John Coyne
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BETTE
DAVIS
rains
WALTER ABEL
• RICHARD.„"MR.
WARINGSKEFFINGTON'-ciaude
• GEORGE COULOURIS ■ MARJORIERIORDAN
Directed

by

VINCENT

SHERMAN

• Screen Ploy by Julius J. & Philip G.

Music by FRANZ WAXMAN

. Produced

Epstein • From a Story by "Elizabeth '

by JULIUS J & PHILIP G

SELLING

BONDS!

"'

Jack

L. Warner,

Executive Producer)

DIRECTED

BY

HENRY KING
WRITTEN

LAMAR

BY

TROTTI

Box-office strategists! Watch this map from week to week for perform;
jg

THEY DON'T STOP FIGHTING!
KEEP
SELLING WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY!

^A

*«"

that it's The Money Picture of the Century.. .from
CENTURY-FOX
*

<?fe
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New Decree to Bring

Myers Sen D of J
Goldman Move Vita

"Blocks of One"
(Continued from Page 1)
proposed altered decree the distributors could offer pictures in blocks as
long as each feature was negotiated
for individually, the features will be
offered for sale in what might be
called a "block of one."
No company, it was said, could
afford to maintain a producing
organization with far-reaching,
production plans if the exhibitors have an individual choice or
if there is no assured market. No
effort will be made to produce
former schedules ranging from
40 to 50 pictures a year, executives said.
The exhibitors must decide for
themselves whether they want such
an arrangement, one executive said,
indicating that if they don't, they
should register their opinions with
the Department of Justice.

Franklin & Herschorn
Won't Renew FPC Deal
(Continued from Page 1)

theaters for the last 15 years, will
not renew its FPC agreement when
the contract expires next month. J.
M. Franklin, president of the circuit,
said his organization was not linking up with Odeon. Negotiations for
the renewal of the FPC affiliation
fell through last week.
F & H operates the Family and
Community, Halifax, Mayfair and
Dundas, Dartmouth; Mayfair and
Regent, St. John, and the Community, Yarmouth.

Wm. Fox to Hollywood
To Set Production Plans
(Continued from Page 1)

wide distribution. Negotiations with
a number of well known directors
will be held during Fox's current visit
in Hollywood. Production is expected to start shortly after Jan. 1.

UJEDDIDG BELLS
Ray Murray, Columbia
ended his bachelorhood
with the assistance of
Sampson. Charles Cohen
was best man. Newlyweds
in Hillsdale, N. J.

publicist,
Saturday
Charlotte
of Metro
will live

(Continued from Page 1)

^_
v I
▼

T

T

• • • GUS EYSSELL, the Music Hall's guiding genius, was saying
the other day that in rolling up a gross of nearly $500,000 in four weeks,
"Dragon Seed" was establishing an all-high b.o. record for the period
not only at his show place "but for the entire motion picture industry as
well"
Comes now Bernie Arons, writing from Chicago, to gently
take issue
Bemie draws on his excellent memory to recall that "The
Cock-Eyed World" while housed at the Roxy annexed about $600,000 in
four weeks, with the stanzas breaking down about as follows:
First week, $164,460; second, $164,464; third, $145,000 and fourth, $125.000
•

Now, who'll cite a $700,000 biz for four weeks?
▼
▼
▼
•

• CUFF NOTES: Capt. John Monks, Jr., USMC, former .Hollywood screen writer now on duty at Camp Pendleton, Calif., after
overseas service, is turning out a book on the Third Marines at Bougainvil e. .. # Samuel Bronston has acquired rights to three Jack London

people theof world
over" and
that
dangers
collectivism
through
vate monopoly are particularly
ous in such an industry."
Myers asserted that the Go1'
ment brief was a "model of cl
and conciseness in its expositic
the basic law applicable not on
the motion picture business but 1
industries in which free enter
is threatened with extinction by
Dismissalcontrol."
of the case by Dis
nopolistic
Judge
Myers Kirkpatrick
said, adding was
that "startl
the j
"seemed to have absorbed noi:
the underlying philosophy of thi

stories— "Valley of the Moon," "The Star Rover" and "Little Lady of
the Big House". . . % A. P. Waxman sends the musical version of
"Sadie Thompson" into rehearsal this week, with Rouben Mamoulian
directing the Howard Dietz-Mamoulian script
Dietz also has done
the lyrics, the score being by Vernon Duke. . . # Teresa Morgan, who
at one time did radio advertising here for 20th-Fox, is noiu with the
American Red Cross in Western India. . . # M/Sgt. Dave Golding,
FILM DAILY staffer on leave to the Army, is back in the Stars if Stripes

Williamlaws."
Goldman had charged
ti-trust
he was unable to get product fo
Erlanger Theater in Philade
from the major distributors.

{Mediterranean) managing editor's chair. . . % William Guthrie, head
of the location dept. at Warners studio, and the Missus celebrate their
40th wedding anniversary Thursday. . . • Jules Alberti will handle
radio activities for National Dog Week, Sept. 17-23. . . • Columbia

Picture Exhibitors Association,
letin suggests: Remove fura
from the lobby, protect candy c<
ers, candy and popcorn mac
against uncontrolled enthusiast'
the theater owner take charg
the door so as to keep a sharp
out on all that goes on and bres j
any demonstration in front oi
theater. Take precautions to
aisle parades. Keep the emerg
lighting system in good cone
and see that exit doors are in
class working condition. A s
system with the operator shou
ency.
arranged to be used in case of en

lias granted William Castle a leave to come East to direct "If a Body"
by Jane Hinton which H. Clay Blaney will produce for the Shuberts.
▼
▼
▼
• •
•
CLOSE THEATERS ON V-D AY?
From various points
around the map come suggestions that movie theaters close on V-Day.
In Kansas City the Merchants Association has decided to close stores
and is asking theaters and taverns to do likewise
Discussion of
the subject with New York circuits indicate a difference of opinion
Here, the theater operators feel there is no necessity for closing theaters.
that no good purpose will be served
In fact, closed theaters may even add to anticipated throngs of unrestrained celebrants.
"It is possible that stores may want to close; in their business
they can make up a day's lost sales; but in the theater business a day
lost is gone forever; it can never be made up."
In New York City
there has been no discussion so far about closing theaters
And
New York is the one spot where V-Day will bring its most riotous demonstrations!
▼
▼
T
• •
• MOVIE BOOK SHELF
Nearly 10 years ago, Oscar
A. Doob, Loew's adverising head, started the idea of sending books to
movie critics in cities having Loew theaters
Each book, personally

Des Moines, la. — Madge Ward of
Tri-States home office staff was married to Lawrence Clark in Chicago.

autographed, is the story basis for some important movie to be released Arrival of the book has come to mean that Doob predicts
the picture will be a hit
His average has been high
Among
the books sent out were David Copperfield (1935), Citadel, Our Town,
Lassie Come Home, White Cliffs, See Here Private Hargrove, Random
Harvest, On Borrowed Time, Wizard of Oz, Mrs. Miniver, Human
Comedy, Escape, Dragon
Seed.
Seventh
Cross is the latest to go

Charles McDonald, RKO theater
dept., announced the engagement of
his daughter Edna May to Lt. Robert
Hodgson of the U. S. Army.

out
Some 80 movie editors are building a "movie library" from
Doob's books.
▼
▼
▼
• •
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR

New Haven — Ruth Calechman,
daughter of the part owner of the
Howard, weds William Jacobs, of
Meriden, Sunday.

the Goldman action, the D of J
clared that the issues touched (
this case go beyond the imme
concerns
of the plaintiff, and
"the motion picture industry af
the lives, habits and thoughts o:

Prepare for Capitulatio
Of Nazis, Exhibs. War
(Continued from Page 1)

Robert Frazer Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM D
Hollywood — Robert Frazer
veteran film actor, died here al
week-end after a long illness.

=

STORK REP0R1
:
It's a seven-pound girl for
Sammy Timbergs, born at the (I
am Hospital. Timberg is music?
rector for Famous Studios.
Timberg is the former Rose J
Sinnott.
Seattle — It's a new son for
and Virga Lyon of the Show Bi
Ed Hinchey, head of War
playdate department, is now a gi
father, with compliments of da
•
ter, Helen.
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;. Distribs. Mark
12 on South Africa
(Continued from Page 1)
r Parliament, and, until a naproduction
policy is formuneither U. S. or British coms or affiliates consider it politic
nounce intentions. A hopeful
;hat co-operation will be forthig at the proper time by major
:sts in America and England
it, coincident with the commitsurvey, a number of these coms made careful checkups of the
African market.
i of the committee's chief recndations is that the proposed
nal Films Board not produce at
nd that this suggested sevenjroup act as link between prodistributors and exhibitors,
a State grant of close to $250,year to assure making of at
25 short films or approximately
H00 a year at least 52 short films
vh quality a year. Production,
eld, should be by private enterrepresented by four indepen?roups, — African Film ProducUnion Film Productions, Alexl Alpha) Films, and Vobi. Gov*rit enterprise is represented by
J.D.F. Film Unit, which is
ated with the films division of
ational Bureau of Educational
Social Research, and the films
n of the Bureau of Information,
erican companies may well fit
he general production scheme,
iertainly in local and overseas
mtion and exhibition. Para: recently had Delbert Goodman
vT South African film business,
rarnerhasBros,
Richard toSpierwho
now hadreturned
New
do a similar job. UA and 20th[ represented by Al Lowe and
!omba, have made
exhaustive
s of the extant position of the
here generally. These two latin organizations have about 60
;iise outlets.
committee
declared that its
showed that, apart from newsvirtually 100 per cent of South
n film programs came from
eas.

ago Exhibs. Appeal
OP A For More Freon
(Continued from Page 1)
teing business without their air
'aoning plants in operation.

N NEW POSTS
SCH, booking dept.,
"ago.

Universal exchange,

D BROMLEY, manager, Majestic, Detroit.
M D. FULTZ, office manager, Universal,
'iroit.
V TEEL, manager, Harper, Detroit.
IRONS, manager, Mack-Uptown.
Detroit.
GRECER,
assistant
manager,
Mack-Upn, Detroit.
T CREMEL,
to it.

assistant

manager,

Harper,

reviews of neuj
turns
"The Merry
'Kismet"

with
Ronald Colman, Marlene
Dietrich
M-G-M
100 Mins.
TECHNICOLOR
SPECTACLE SHOULD
MAKE ITSELF FELT AT B. O.; DIETRICH
STUNNING.
Edward Knoblock's play "Kismet" makes
its third trip to the screen in a Technicolor splendor that will make the eyes bulge.
The production is so sumptuous, so heavy
w!th glamor that it cannot miss. Everett
Riskin produced with no restraint. The
direction of William Dieterle is extremely
free-handed.
Possessed

of

a

picture-book

quality,

"Kismet" must be accepted strictly as a
fairy tale. Any other approach will result
in a bit of dullness and make one aware
the casting isn't exactly what it should be,
although the players perform to the hilt.
The action takes place in Bagdad. The
beggar

is played by Ronald

Colman.

The

plot revolves around Colman's efforts to
have his daughter (Joy Ann Page) married
to the scoundrelly grand vizier (Edward
Arnold) against her wishes. What he
doesn't know is that his daughter and the
Caliph (James Craig) are in love. The fact
the Caliph has done his wooing incognito
complicates matters. Cclman almost causes

with

Donald

O'Connor,
Peggy
Oakie,
Ann
Blyth
Universal

Monahans"

Ryan,

Jack

91

Mins.

LATEST O'CONNOR
PICTURE DESTINED FOR GREAT
POPULARITY;
WEALTH Or MUSIC A FACTOR.
Generously endowed with music, comedy,
sentiment and romance, the latest of the
Donald O'Connor starring films should
have no trouble winning the hearts of
young and old. Dealing with show people
in the golden days of vaudeville, the film,
produced spiritedly and on a reasonably
ample scale by Michael Fessier and Ernest
Pagano, revives many of the famous tunes
of another day and tells a familiar story
in a most entertaining manner. The great
popularity in store for the production will
be more
than
justly deserved.
Vivid, colorful and atmospherically right,
the picture relates the fortunes of a theatrical family consisting of O'Connor, Peggy Ryan and Jack Oakie, the last-named
playing pop. Two romances are offered for
the delectation of the fans. One involves
O'Connor and Ann Blyth; the other, Oakie
and
Rosemary
De Camp.

O'Connor adds further to his stock. He,
Oakie, and the Misses Ryan and Blyth
make a swell foursome under the able
direction
of Charles
Lamont.
Marlene Dietrich, as Colman's love, is
CAST: Donald O'Connor, Peggy Ryan, Jack
definitely
something
for the boys.
CAST: Ronald Colman, Marlene Dietrich,
Oakie, Ann Blyth, Rosemary De Camp, John Millames Craig, Edward Aronld, Hugh Herbert,
Muir, Isabel Jewell, Ian Wolfe, Robjan, ertGavin
Homans, Marion
Martin, Lloyd Ingraham.
joy Ann Page, Florence Bates, Harry DavenCREDITS:
Producers, Michael Fessier, Ernest
port, Hobart Cavanaugh.
Pagano; Director, Charles Lamont; Screenplay,
CREDITS: Producer, Everett Riskin; Director,
Michael Fessier, Ernest Pagano; Cameraman,
William Dieterle; Screenplay, John Meehan:
Based on play by Edward Knoblock; Cameraman,
Charles Van Enger; Art Directors, John B. Goodman, Martin Obzina; Sound Director, Bernard
Charles Rosher; Musical Score, Herbert Stothart;
B. Brown- Set Decorators, Russell A. Gausman,
Songs, Harold Arlen, E. Y. Harburg; Recording
Leigh Smith; Film Editor, Charles Maynard;
Director, Douglas Shearer; Art Directors, Cedric
Special Effects, John P. Fulton; Musical Director,
Gibbons, Daniel B, Cathcart; Set Decorators,
Hans J. Salter; Dance Directors, Louis Da Pron,
Edwin B. Willis, Richard Pefferle; Special Effects,
Carlos Romero.
Warren Newcombe;
Film Editor, Ben Lewis.
DIRECTION,
Cood.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Superb.
the murder of the Caliph before
covers the truth.

he dis-

"Range Law"

with Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton
Monogram
57 Mins.
BETTER THAN
AVERAGE WESTERN
WITH
SUSPENSE -LADEN
DIRECTION;
GENERAL AUDIENCE APPEAL.
Lots of good situations, other than fast
riding and wasted shooting, puts "Range
Law" into the better program class. The
direction is well planned to add a measure
of suspense, and capably handled by a good
supporting cast. Johnny Mack Brown, as a
U. S. marshal, adds a nice performance to
his pleasing personality, with Sara Padden
and Raymond Hatton giving a swell account
of themselves.
Padden gets Hatton and Brown, two U.
S. Marshals, to try and clear Steve Clark
of a rustling charge. Brown helps Clark
escape jail on the eve of his hanging, and
then begins to gather evidence which leads
to the arrest of Jack Ingram and his mob.
Ingram had framed the rustling charge on
Clark in an attempt to buy up the ranch
owner's property after secretly discovering
some rich silver deposits there.
CAST: Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton,
Sara Padden, Ellen Hall, Lloyd Ingraham, Marshall Reed, Steve Clark, Jack Ingram, Hugh
Prosser, Stanley Price, Art Fowler, Harry F. Price,
Ben Corbett, Bud Osborne.
CREDITS: Producer, Trem Carr; Director,
Lambert Hillyer; Cameraman, Harry Neumann;
Musical Director, Edward Fay; Sound, Glen
Glenn; Film Editor, John C. Fuller; Screenplay
and Story, Frank
H. Young.
DIRECTION:
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY:
Okay.

"U-Boat Prisoner"

with
Bruce Bennett, Erik
Columbia

Wolf
65

WELL ACTED BY AN ALL-MALE
NOVEL SITUATIONS DIRECTED
THRILLING SUSPENSE.
Based

on

an

authentic

the

Mins.
CAST;
WITH

story by Archie

action fans. An especially effective submarine set is used in the production which adds a credible flavor to

the story. However, much credit is due
Director Lew Landers for his handling of
the tense situations and the building of
suspense via cross-section
of an all-male cast.

character

(Continued from Page 1)
first hand experience with war at
close range that Robinson bases his
statement on the authenticity of the
American war film.
After spending four weeks in England, during which he played the
part of an American civilian air instructor in"Journey Together," RAF
documentary dealing with the selection of a bomber crew, Robinson was
flown to France where he appeared
before American troops occupying
the Normandy beachheads. The
film, which will be completed some
time toward the end of the year,
will be released by the British MOI,
which
arranged
tourtrip,
of
the French
coast. Robinson's
While on this
Robinson said, he saw ravages of
war that far exceeded any portrayal
on the screen. Rather than exaggerate either the horror of the conflict or the courage displayed by the
men of the United Nations, Robinson feels that films are apt to underplay both of the elements. It is
his opinion, and it seems to be held
by the troops who are viewing the
American product there, that the
motion pictures depict the war scene
as faithfully as is possible.
Robinson leaves for Hollywood tomorrow. While his olans are vague
for the time being, he hopes to make
another tour of American fighting
fronts in the near future, probably
in the Pacific theater of war.

Polio Outbreak Growing,
Health Service Warns
(Continued

Gibbs, the treatment given "U-Boat Prisoner" results in a worthy film piece that
should please general audiences as well
as

Finds U. S. War Pix
Realistic, Hot Phony

study

Getting off to a fast start, the film
has Bruce Bennett, the survivor of a
torpedoed American merchant ship, posing
as the Nazi agent whom he killed in order
to get aboard a waiting U-boat. Interesting action follows which results in the
sinking of the sub and the rescue of Bennett and a few German-held
prisoners.
CAST: Bruce Bennett, Erik Wolf, John Abbott, John Wengraf, Robert Williams, Kenneth
MacDonald, Erwin Kaiser, Egon Brecher, Frederick, Ciermann, Arno Frey, Sven-Hugo Borg, Nelson Leigh, Fred Graff, Trevor Bardette, Paul
Conrad,
E'ric Feldary.
CREDITS: Producer, Wallace MacDonald; Director, Lew Landers; Story, Archie Gibbs; Screenplay, Aubrey Wisberg: Assistant Director, Milton
Feldman; Cameraman, Bernard Cuffev; Art Director, Lionel Banks and Perry Smith; Set Decorator, Robert Priestley; Sound Paul Holly.
DIRECTION, Swell.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

from Page 1)

Atlantic and Eastern Central regions.
The service declared a continued
rise is indicated on the basis of the
figures for the first two weeks of
August, when 932 new cases were
reported for the week ending Aug.
5, and 1,015 for the week ending
Aug. 15.
In New York City yesterday, the
Health Department said the number
of reported cases had virtually doubled over the week-end, with 64
listed.

THEATER DEALS
The Greeley Sq. Theater Building
recently purchased by S. A. Seaver
through Adams & Co., will be replaced with a two-story garage.
Des Moines, la. — Two directors of
the Allied-Independent theater owners of Iowa-Nebraska, Jack Kuech of
Charles City and Bruce Pettit of
Winterset, have dropped out after
disposing of their theaters. Kuech
sold his Gem theater in Charles City
to Central States Theater Corp. while
Pettit turned his Grand theater over
to Eben Hays of Memphis, Mo.

P. Production DIst.
28 W. 44th St. 21st floor
New York N. Y.

Raw Slock Formula
Sought For Trade
i Continued from Page 1)
face of sharp quota cuts and a great
part of the manufacturers'
stock
earmarked for Government call.
Yesterday's meeting dealt with
recommendations as to how the "raw
film cake can be cut" so as not to
disrupt industry production and distribution seriously. No specific date
has been set for the next conference
locally, although WPR officials, and
representatives of the armed forces,
were reported yesterday to be anxious, in common with the film manufacturers, to get an all-around,
workable formula as soon as possible. All segments of the raw stock
maze are expected to confer in Washington shortly, but no date for this
confab has been set.
Cokell Liaison Rep.
Walter B. Cokell, Paramount's
treasurer, is understood to be maintaining liaison with official Washington on the raw film drought, while
taking a leading part in the current
confabs to unravel the knotty problem.
Meanwhile, the raw stock shortage
is so acute that a priority, if it can

TO

W

THE

* DECORATED*
VAUGHN

MILLER, formerly shipper with National Screen Service, Detroit, the Silver
Star for bravery in action in France.

LT. J. J. FITZCIBBONS. AUS, son of FFC's prexy,
with
Pacific.the A-my's Bronze Star in the South
LT. COM.

GEORGE W. COMAN. formerly motion picture producer and vice-pres. of the
West Coast Sound Studios, now with the
U. S. Naval Reserve, was awarded the Bronze
Star Medal in the Southwest Pacific.

— • —
*
2ND

PROMOTED

LT. MURRAY

BOEHM,

*
formerly assistant

manager, Schoenstadt's Atlantic, Chicago, to
1st lieutenant in Italy.
LT. DONALD BARUCH, formerly of the Para.
home
office talent dept., to captain.
CORP. IRWIN VAN GILDER, formerly of Film
Delivery. Chicago, to sergeant in the Aleutians.
SERCT. MELVIN D. KAHN. Para, home office
messenger,
to staff sergt.
CORP. ELIHU WINER, formerly of the Universal home office and studio, to staff
sergeant at Camp
Richie.
PFC. DAVID J. PHILLIPS, formerly Paramount
exploiteer,
to corporal.

be obtained for footage, is worth
only the paper it is written on, as
no film is obtainable, it is said,
from either Eastman or DuPont
whose inventories are temporarily
non-existent.
Some alleviation is looked for by
large laboratories processing Ansco

Tuesday, August 22,
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COLORS!

Mayor's Juve Scale
Before Lawyers Tod

PVT.

SALVATORE
RAIA,
formerly
Paramount
'Continued from Page 1)
News,
to private first class.
S 2/C HENRY T. BAHNER,
formerly Paramount
permit
children
up to 16 years ofl
booker,
St. Louis to S 1/c.
ENSIGN
MARTIN
NEWMAN,
formerly
home to attend theaters at children's p
office
manager,
Century
theater
circuit, until schools reopen.
New
York, to lieutenant
j.g.
Theater operators met yeste
2ND
LT.
MEL
RAINEY,
formerly
secretary
to to further discuss the recomme
Dave Wailerstein,
B & K executive, Chica- I
tion, originally considered on
go, to 1st lieut.
A/S
PAUL
L. CHAPMAN,
formerly
Paramount
day, inasmuch as the admission
salesman,
Dallas, to S 2/c.
angle enters the situation. A c
ENSIGN
MARSHALL
HOLLANDER,
son of Will
fication may be obtained today.
Hollander,
B & K advertising
director, to
lieutenant
j.g. in the South
Pacific.
Mayor's proposal is aimed at
RM 2 C GEORGE KELLY, formerly booker, Para.'s
Philadelphia
exchange,
to RM
1/c.
ROBERT
A. PRATCHETT,
formerly
Paramount booker, St. Louis, to captain.
PVT.
]AMES
R. VELDE,
formerly
Paramount
head booker,
Detroit, to corporal.
PVT. WM. E. WOOD, formerly Paramount booker,
Minneapolis,
to sergeant.
LT.

* a"rmy *

SIDNEY

]OHN

CHAPLIN,

FRANCIS,
projectionist,

son

of Charles

*NAVY*
son of Kenneth

Chaplin.

Wilccx.

Keith

Syracuse.

stock, but, in order for them to do
this, small adjustments are necessary, it is said, to lab. equipment to
take care of the different expansion
factor than characterizes certain
other film, — but the final results are
equally desirable. Ansco thus will
be able to render particularly valuable service to the industry and the
armed forces, since both are overdrawn on quota.
Adjustments Recommended
Some of the recommendations made
at yesterday's meeting of industry
representatives, it is understood, had
to do with adjustments of production and releasing schedules, but
only as a final resort. Informing
sources also declare that there is
some backlog of film in Hollywood,
although this is small, but will help
in some measure to tide the trade
over the present and fourth quarters, along with essential realignment of consuming needs.
No immediate let-up in raw stock
demands by the Government is anticipated, but if military operations
continue to the point where the Nazis
capitulate, official film orders may
drop somewhat. Trade representatives continued yesterday to frown
on raw stock exports.

May Announce Today Film
Allotments for Rest of Quarter
Washington

No. 3
JAMES

J.

CORBETT

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAI Li

Washington — Lincoln V. Burrows,
head of the WPB film section, said
last night that he hopes to announce
today the raw film allotments to the
studios for the remainder of the
current quarter. Burrows is waiting
on
word York
fromat yesterday's
meeting
in New
which film company
executives disscussed the raw stock
situation and compiled figures on
their consumption up to the present.
About the end of new week, Burrows said, he will sit down with representatives of the companies to
work out the allocations for the last
three months of 1944.

ting the youngsters off the sr
and thus curb juve delinquenc
is understood.

Jackson Park Defense
Gets 90-Day Extension
(Continued from Page 1)
ney in the Jackson
Park tb
case.
He also approved $450,0'
defense Bonds for an appeal
higher court.
Defendants' attorneys obtain
90-day extension to file briefs.
Attorney McConr.ell agreed to
hold
demand
for
an
injui*
agains the Chicago clearing sj,
until Federal Court arives a dec
on the appeal.

See Venezuelan Decrei
Without Trade Effect
Film executives yesterday
pressed the view that there i
be little if any direct effect I
American motion picture com!
with Venezuela as result of til
cree issued in the latter col
last week, whereby a national i
mission of supply was creati
take over powers governing fc
trade, as well as domestic price
transport.
More than 80 products, hov
will have prices controlled b;
commission.
Dozier Starts at RKO
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

.

Hollywood — William Dozier.
has been vacationing in Mexii
the past month, reported to
Radio Studios yesterday to a
his new duties as general prod
aide to Charles W. Koerner, i
tive vice-president in charge o
duction.

Grit
Survey Filmgol
Reveal'
Intensive
Small-town
America
which
h
to industry rather than farming,
turns heavily to movies, a surve)
Grit, "Small Town America's Gr
est
Family time,
Weekly,"
reveals,
the first
film attendance
included
the publication's
an
probe
of in communities
aggrega
over 27,000,000
peculation.
A
age Grit household goes to the n
ies 49 times a year.
About 75
cent of these families are in to
of under 2,500.

mate .i^,^<
rn^nraa^ i
pendent in
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OF 27 2QTH-F0X FIX IN TECHNICOLOR
port March of Dimes Total Hits $4,667,520
Audits Show Theater
:tions More Than
ed Those a Year Ago
.944 March of Dimes drive
diarv rolled up total theater
ns of $4,667,520.56, running
better than a million and a half
over the original
forecast of $3,000,000 and more
than doubling the
1943 figure of $2,122,340, Nicholas
M. Schenck, national chairman,
announced yesterday, following
the final audits
by Miller, Donaldson & Co., certified public accountants.
CHENCK
The 1944 campaign set a recne number of theaters partiContinued on Page 6)

ate New WAC
i Press Head
.VAC
Trade
Press
Division
y unanimously elected Jack
! as chairman, with Charles
ek" Lewis as vice-chairman.
, publisher
of The
Flim
■ ucceeds Martin Quigley, reLewis, publisher of ShowContinued on Page 3)

?ago Daily News
Scents Celluloid?
ago— Identity of the
Hollyinterests who have put in an
to the estate of the late Col.
Knox, former Secretary of the
for purchase
of the Chicago
^ews is the $64 question here,
that the newspaper will be
o the Wrigley-Getz
interests
en denied by the management,
offers have also come
from
other directions, it is said.

Cuban Decree Calling for Native Artists
Programs Twice Weekly Voided by Batista
Havana (By Air Mail )— After a three-year-battle, the Union of Exhibitors
has obtained the voiding of the decree which provides that film theaters in
towns of more than 20,000 must at least twice a week offer programs presented entirely by Cuban artists. Pres'dent Batista after a close study of the
situation created by the decree decided on its revocation.
Cuban artists, it is said, do not need to be protected at present, as 60 per
cent of them now have contracts abroad for screen and stage work.

Distributors Answer
Pitts. Case Charges

On the recommendation of a Technical Sound Committee, comprising
E. P. Grenock, Paramount News,
chairman; E. I. Sponable, Fox Movietone's technical director; Hollis
D. Bradbury of RCA, representing
Universal News; Herbert Edelman,
of News of the Day; and Francis
Woolley, of Pathe News, an important change in the sound track level
of various newsreels will be insti' Continued on Page 6)

The practice of checking receipts
and resorting to "blind checking" by
distributor-defendants was necessitated by the conduct and action of
the plaintiffs, according to the answers filed by the defendants in the
case brought by 24 Pennsylvania independent exhibitors in Pittsburgh.
The distributors claimed they had
the right to examine and audit the
books but were denied the right by
(Continued on Page 7)

Mayor's Juvenile Scale
Plan Adopted by Circuits

$17,000,000 Goal for
War Fund Fall Appeal

New York City circuits as a result of a meeting yesterday of their
representatives and legal advisers
with counsel for Mayor LaGuardia
have agreed to admit children from
12 to 16 years of age on the regular
children's ticket, plus the Federal
(Continued on Page 6)

Entertainment division- of the New
York War Fund yesterday pledged
the full co-operation of the amusement world in the 1944 appeal which
gets under way this Fall for a goal
of $17,000,000.
Fred Schwartz, speaking for the
(Continued on Page 6)

day by Tom Convice - presidentnors,
in charge
of
sales.
Connors
also revealed that
short
product,
most organization's
the
of them
in

T0M connors

color, will include
12 Movietone Adventures, six Sports,
(Continued on Page 6)

Labor Trouble Cuts
Mexican Production
While Mexican studios had planned
to produce 80 pictures for the 1944
calendar year, it now appears likely
that only 65 features will be turned
out due to two labor controversies
(Continued on Page 3)

Form Citizens9 Film
Groups in Dominion

Move

Reno, Nev. — Action of Sam

them a record ar- |

organization's annals, it was
announced yester-

Dance Halls as Pix Houses
Release of Raw Stock
Quotas Is Delayed

Led by its two specials, "Wilson"
and ' The Song of Bernadette," 20thFox's 1944-45 lineup will present 27
features,
among
ray ofcolor
10 productions,
Techniby far the largest
number
of such
attractions in the

All Newsreel Sound
To Switch Sept. 5

Indie Producers May Follow Goldwyn

Seven of Nine Musicals
Dipped in Dye Vat; Shorts
Also to Use Color Freely

Gold-

wyn in booking his "Up in Arms"
into Tony's El Pation, local dance
hall, where it opened last night as
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY a Red Cross benefit, is reported the
Washington — Release of the raw initial move by leading indie producers to widen their exhibition outstock quotas for the remainder -of
lets by renting their product to dance
August and for September has been
hall proprietors, American Legion
stymied here temporarily because posts, civic and school auditoriums
the studio spokesmen meeting in and Masonic organizations in spots
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 7)

Toronto — A citizens' film committee has been organized under the
sponsorship of the National Film
Board of Trade of Canada to advance the cause of visual education
and to "exert its influence in the
field of commercial film showings."
The committee aims "to insure the
fullest co-operaticn for visual education and a proper development
and supervision of films." Film centers would be set up in large communities to promote the committee's

goal.
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GPE 25c Divident
Directors of General Precision
Equipmeant Corp. today declared a
dividend of 25 cents per share on the
company's capital stock, payable
Sept. 15, 1944 to stockholders of record Sept. 2. The same amount was
paid on June 15.

SITUATION

WANTED

WOMAN.

FILM
SECRETARY
EXECUTIVE ABILITY, desires position with
reliable
firm.
Thorough
knowledge
of all branches
of the Motion
Picture
Industry. EXCELLENT REFERENCES.
Available Immediately.
THK Box
FILM 20~DAILY
1501 Broadway, N. V. 18

Warners will release three pictures in September, first month of
the new season, it was announced
yesterday by Ben Kalmenson, general sales manager.
It's the first time since November
that Warners have had three pix in
the same month.
In addition to "Janie" on Sept. 2
and "Crime by Night" on Sept. 9,
"Arsenic and Old Lace" has been set
for national distribution Sept. 23.
Kalmenson also announced the
company's fourth 1944-45 release,
"The Last Ride," on Oct. 7.

Trade Conditions Good
Nationally, Says Grainger
James R. Grainger, Republic's
president and general manager of
distribution, declared yesterday that
good trade conditions are continuing
to prevail in all sections of the nation
which he visited on his recent trip,
including the West Coast, Rocky
Mountain area, and the Mid-West.
During his trip, he concluded several impoi'tant pacts for his company's 1944-45 lineup.
He expects to spend the next several weeks at the home office.

Garcia, "U" Cuban Head,
Will be Feted Aug. 31
Havana (By Air Mail) — Ramon
Garcia, manager of Universal Pictures of Cuba will be honored Aug.
31 at the Casablanca Club with a
banquet tendered by Cuba's distributors, exhibitors, the press, and film
associations, in recognition of his
services to the advancement of the
industry in Cuba.

John F. Morrell Killed
In Action in France

"U"-Loew's Win Motion to
Vacate Default Judgment
The Universal Pictures Co. -Loew's
case against Sanfrebob Theater
Corp. and Nathan Steinberg, owner
and manager of the Grande Theater
on East 86th St., was reopened yesterday when the defendants won a
motion in New York Federal Court
to vacate a default judgment entered
against them by the companies for
alleged failure to live up to their
contracts by playing three films more
often than specified. The defendants denied all allegations.
The three films were Universal's
"You're a Sweetheart" and M-G-M's
"Tortilla Flat" and "San Francisco."

Aaron Off Tomorrow
On Visit to Branches
Edwin W. Aaron, circuit sales
head of M-G-M, leaves tomorrow on
a six-week tour of eight exchange
centers to confer with branch manand National
heads
on newagersfilm
deals. Theaters'
Chicago will
be
his first stop and from there he will
go to Kansas City, Denver, Salt Lake
City, Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, and Los Angeles. He will
spend several days in each of the
cities mentioned except Los Angeles,
where he will remain for a week
or two.

Cuban Soviet Distribs.
To Take on U. S. Films
Havana (By Air Mail) — Manolo
Fernandez and Delio Gonzalez, managers of Blue Ribbons Films of
Cuba, distributors of the Soviet
films, have left for New York to
close contracts with American independent producers. Fernandez and
Gonzalez say they have decided to
handle U. S. product because of a
Soviet pic shortage.

Pvt. John F. Morrell, 23, formerly Changes Name of Morale
employed at Metro's home office, has Services of War Dept.
been killed in action in France,
Sffis^ according to information sent Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAII "
Washington — The name of the
fwS by the War Department to
his father, Ernest Morrell, un- Army Morale Services, which produces and distributes informational
til recently head of the transportation department and now in the and educational films to the Army
sales department.
and distributes transcribed radio programs for use overseas, has been
Disney Adds Cuban Feature
changed to the Information and EduWest Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
cation Division, the War Department
Hollywood — Adding a Cuban Tech- announced.
nicolor production, tentatively titled
"Carnival" to his producing schedule, Doushkess Rites Today
Walt Disney expects to leave for
Havana sometime in September.
Milton Doushkess of Metro's Superimposed title department died
Group of artists and writers will
precede. Disney yesterday accepted suddenly Monday. He was with the
an invitation of President Batista to company for two years and prior to
be his guest while in Cuba. Mrs. joining M-G-M wrote English titles
foreign films.
Disney will accompany. Cuban Gov- forFuneral
services are being held at
ernment will co-op with Disney in
11 a.m. today at the Park West Methe production.
morial Chapel, 115 W. 79th St.
Doushkess is survived by his
Four Die in Plane Crash
Luke Field, Ariz. — Four airmen mother and brother.
were killed in the crash of two
planes Monday, during the filming Arbitration Hearing Sept. 26
of an aerial sequence for the picture
Chicago — Colony Theater, Mc"God Is My Co-Pilot," it was an- Henry, 111., arbitration case has been
nounced by Lt. Col. G. M. Bates, set for hearing Sept. 26 by the arbicommanding
officer.
trator, William McSwain.

COmmG and G0I »
EDWARD SCHNITZER, UA home offi
ecutive, leaves tonight for a three-day I
trip to Toronto.
WILLIAM
S. SHARTIN,
New
Haver
manager,
is in town conferring with Carl
ing.
man, UA general sals manager.
J. ). LINGER, UA Western division m
is in Salt Lake City today en route to th
office from the company's
MICHAEL
turned from

Coast sales

TODD, the Broadway
Hollywood yesterday.

produ(

JOHN
LeROY
JOHNSTON,
Internation
tures
publicity
head,
is due
to hie
back to the Coast on Friday.
MONTY BANKS is at the Waldorf
from Hollywood for a two-week stay.
J. HEINEMAN,
sale.'
agerWILLIAM
for Samuel
Coldwyn, general
left yesten
aPittsburgh.
one-week
business
trip to Clevela
HARRY LaVINE, Monogram manage
Haven, and SIDNEY LEVINE, Warners
and family are vacationing at Woodmonl
JOHN
FRANCAVILLA,
head
of Moti
ture Laboratory
Technicians
Union,
Lot .
IATSE,
is expected
back
tomorrow
or
from the Syracuse convention
of the N(
Federation of Labor.
J. ROBERT
RUBIN,
M-C-M
v.-p. aij
head, is taking a well-earned vacation :
toga.
DAVID BERNSTEIN, vice-president an
urer of Loew's, is back from a Maine \
CHARLES K. STERN, assistant trea;
Loew's, has returned from a siesta at !
cott, Mass.
BEN MELNIKER of the M-C-M legal
ment is back on the job after vacatic
Milford, Pa.
HERBERT
LUBIN was in town yesterd.
M. A. LICHTMAN
is in town from Me
SUE ARMAND, secretary to Ben Abnc
M-G-M branch manager, is due back
from a vacation in the Adirondacks.
PAUL
RICHRATH,
home
office assi
J. J. Maloney,
M-C-M
Central
sales
vacationing in New
Hampshire.
HERB
CROOKER,
BILL
ORNSTEIN,
ARDEN,
MILDRED
LEWIS,
MEL
HEYM
CHARLES
COHEN,
all of the M-G-M
department, have returned from vacatior
MIKE
SIMONS,
editor
of The
Dr.
M-G-M
sales publication,
is on a bus
to Detroit,
Milwaukee
and
Minneapol
is due back at the home office Monda
EDWARD K. (TED) O'SHEA, Easte
manager for M-C-M, leaves today fori
for a five-day business trip.
CLARENCE
EISEMAN,
New
manager,
and NORMAN
AYERS,
»er, Warner
Bros., are back in
West
Coast meeting.

York
distric
New Y

PHIL WILLIAMS, director of putli
advertising for M of T, has returnei
desk here from vacation in Nantucket.
ROLAND REED of Roland Reed P,
left for Chicago, to spend a week aft
he will return to New
York.
JOHN C. DROMEY, Great States circ
booker and his wife, have returned
to
from
Atlanta,
where
their
son
Lt.
Dromey,
Jr., USNR,
married
Larue Mil
SAUL FRIFIELD, Paramount Clevelan
vacation
manager, trip.
has gone to the West Co;
GEORGE F. NONAMAKER, editor
member of the Exhibitor, returned to
phia from his annual
vacation.
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n Classics Sets
ore Franchises
in Classics has closed five new
lise deals, bringing its branch
to 26, Prexy George Hirliman
;nced yesterday. At the same
|Hirliman disclosed that .deals
ending for the three territobtill open and that by Sept.
C probably will have full nadistribution coverage,
uded in the deals just closed
film Classics of Minneapolis,
d by Joseph Wolf who has just
ted after five years as Para: sales rep. in the Twin Cities;
Classics of the Northwest, with
hes in Seattle arid Portland,
d by William Forman, Oregonington exhib.; Film Classics of
la, which will be actively op1 by Harvey Gold in associavith William Rosenthal, circuit
ttor; Film
Classics
of Buffalo
physical distribution facilities
;h Buffalo and Albany, headed
anford Gottlieb who just red after 10 V2 years with Metro;
ilm Classics of Dallas, headed
Bin L. Franconi, who at various
lis has been a salesman, branch
er or franchise holder.

ease of Raw Stock
»tas Is Delayed
(Continued from Page 1)

York did not send in their reuntil late yesterday.
coin V. Burrows, head of the
film section, had hoped to rethe figures late yesterday af!©n. However, the announcement
be made within another day or

lEDDinG BELLS
;anor Mensinger, secretary to
i2rsal short subjects sales manE. L. McEvey, was married
t. Howard Shea of the U. S.
;ime Service, in Bristol, Pa.
in Arbor, Mich. — Film actress
■. Knox and Lt. Tom Harmon,
er U. of M. All-American footplayer will be married here in
ilary's student chapel Saturday.

(Continued from Page 1)

9 • • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Gary Cooper, who is extending
his activities with International Pictures to include producing as well as
acting, met the trade press in his new guise yesterday at luncheon al
Toot Shor's
Representing RKO Radio, which will distribute all IP
product, were S. Barret McCormick, Rutgers Nei'.son and Bob Boshnel
On hand lor International were AI Schwalberg, John LeRoy Johnston, Bob Goldstein and Arthur Jeffrey. . . • Russell Birdwell is
profiled by the New
Yorker in the current issue
Which
is to
say the profile gets under way, with three installments to follow. . .
• Gladys
Shelley has
Lady," to Universal via
music business
Miss
McManus. child actress,

sold her first screen story, "No Life for a
the Arthur Lyons Agency
It's a tale of
Shelley is a member of Ascap. . . • Sharon
will be advanced from shorts to features by

Metro, with "Tenth Avenue Angel" her first. . . • First American to
be inducted into the U. S. Army at Batista Field, Havana, was George
B. Wally, New York industry-ite. . . • Bill Goodwin has acquired the
Los Palos, Calif, hog ranch owned by Lou Costel'.o and Don Prindle.
• Minna Gombell quits Hollywood for the Broadway stage in the
Fall; vehicle will be Brock Pemberton's production of "Polite Answer."
• Didja know that James Doolittle has been named to head PRC's
studio still dept.? ... • Sgt. W. R. McCulloch, Jr., formerly managsr of
the Ingersol Theater, Des Moines, is in Russia. . . • M/Sgt. Dave
Golding, FILM DAILY staffer on leave, was received in audience by
the Pope the other day. . . • Music for George Pal's Puppetoon,
"Jasper Goes to Mexico," is being recorded in Mexico City by the
famed Tipica ork of Composer Lerdo De Tejada. . . • Lt. Herb
Schlosberg, USMCE, former'y with Capitol Film Exchange, Chicago,
writes from Saipan of taking aerial pix while bullets whizzed thru
his trousers. . . • Sterling Holloway will do a streamlined version
of Garrick

Gaieties

in Hollywood
T

if the N.
T
T

Y. Theater

Gui'.d concurs.

• • • THIS AND THAT: The N. Y. Theater Guild has moved
its offices to 23 IF. 53rd St. . . • 5. Barret McCormick very, very
enthusiastic about forthcoming RKO pix on his return from the Coast.
9 Prexy Leon Fromkess of PRC predicts a "sleeper" in "I'm from
Arkansas," initial producting effort of E. H. Kleinert and Irv Vershel
It's a Western musical, cast of which has a nostalgic touch thanks
to El Brendel, Flo Bert, Slim Summerville, Al "Fuzzy" St. John and
Cliff Nazarro. . . » Helluva good exploitation stunt, that transcontinental man-hunt which Metro will launch in Frisco on Sept. 5 as
a bally for "The
Seventh
Cross"
"Fugitive"
will be Spencer
Tracy's stand-in who as "George Heisler" ivill visit Denver, Cleveland,
Chicago, Washington, Boston and New
York as well
,|500 War
Bond is offered for his identification in each stop. . . % Independent
Voters Committee of the Arts and Sciences for the re-election of President Roosevelt holds a sponsors' reception at the opening of its Hotel
Astor's headquarters today. . . # Metro will use teasers in 70 papers
in 36 keys beginning the first week in September to plug "Mrs. Parkington"

▼

▼

▼

Chester, N. H. — Staff Sgt.
dler W. Rollins, former usher
ie Scenic, and Edith Williamson
iken, S. C, were married rey at the Parish Court House at
n Rouge, La. The bridegroom
itioned at Camp Van Dorn, Miss.

• •
•WORK
STOPPAGE
That "Kismet!"
sign on the front
of the Astor is playing the devil with work by males in the front ofiices
of the Loew building, across the street from the Astor
That large,

arlotte, N. C. — Harriet Faulkstenographer for the National
ter Supply Co., is the bride of
Walter Wolfe and has gone to
a Walla, Wash., where Sgt.
ie is now stationed.

Incidentally, isn't this Kismet beauty larger than the "Mexican Hayride" pretty gal sign?
Looks like a Battle of the Biggest Beauty
among the sign boys
T
▼
▼
• •
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

luscious painting of Marlene Dierich, relaxing in Technicolor, isn't what
efficiency experts would recommend to have just outside the windows of
offices in which males are supposed to keep their minds on their work

men's Trade Review,
fills the post
Alicoate vacated.
Session was called by Francis S.
Harmon, WAC co-ordinator, who
read the letter of resignation from
Quigley, which, on motion, was accepted with an expression of appreciation recorded for the outgoing
chairman's efforts.
Election the
of Alicoate
and'in Lewis,
maintains
incumbents
office
for the remainder of this year^ and
then will carry over to Dec. 7, 1945.
The Trade Press Division hereafter
will convene the first Thursday of
each month.
On request of the chairman, Harmon outlined important trends in the
industry service in behalf of quick
and complete victory for the United
Nations.
Present yesterday in addition to
those already named were: Jay
Emanuel, Exhibitor; Bill Formby,
Box Office; Jack Harrison, Hollywood
Reporter; Herman Schleier and Russell Baremore, Independent; and
Frank Leyendecker, Film Bulletin.

Labor Trouble Cutting
Production in Mexico
(Continued from Page 1)

that caused the suspension of production, itwas said yesterday by G.
Mohme, head of Clasa-Mohme Films,
distributors of Clasa productions
in the United States. Mohme arrived from Mexico City this week
and is en route to Los Angeles.
Thirty-seven pictures had been
completed in Mexico as of June 30,
of which Clasa had made seven of
its announced program of 14.
Budgets for Mexican pictures have
increased in recent years, Mohme
said, explaining that whereas features formerly were turned out for
175,000 pesos, present budgets range
from 350,000 to 800,000 pesos.
Mexican pictures are getting
greater playing time in the United
States, he said. Approximately 100
more theaters are using Clasa product this year than were showing
them last year. Twenty theaters in
New York City are now showing
Clasa productions. While Mexico
is making rapid stiides in picture
making, Mohme said that the highest number of pictures that could be
turned out there in normal times
would be 120, based on available
personnel and the available markets.

STORK REPORTS
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Wood are
the parents of a baby daughter,
Valeria Joan, eight pounds, born at
the Greenwich Hospital, Greenwich,
Conn. Wood is sales manager of
The March of Time. The Woods have
two other children, Marilyn and
Susanri'e.

Screen Play by Griffin Jay and Charles O'Neal

KEEP SELLING WAR BONDS!
SIDE OF THE TROOPS WHO

FIGHT BY THE
NEVER STOP!

•

Produced

by WALLACE

MacDONALD

•

Directed by

HENRY

LEVIN

BLE BILL
ESS SHEET

BLE BILL
DS

UBLE BILL
IERALD
'.UBLE BIU
RAILER

JUBLE BILL
►NE-SHEET
Original Screen Play by Edward

Dein • Produced

by TED RICHMOND

• Directed by WILL JASON
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4,667,520 Total
For March of Dimes

#*
10 in Color from
20th-Fox

Connors Reveals 1944-45 Lineup of 27 Pix
(Continued

(Continued from Page 1)
cipating and reporting and also in
cost — the remarkable low figure of
2.0864
per cent against
2.649 per
cent in 1943.
A booklet showing collections theater by theater now being prepared to be mailed to theaters.
In announcing the final results,
Chairman Schenck paid this tribute
to the sincere effort put into the drive
by theater owners, managers and
their staffs:
"When
one
considers
that
this vast sum
represents
probably 35,000.000 to
40.000.000
contributions in pennies, nickels
and dimes, it is easy to grasp
the amount of work put into the
drive by theater men.
And I am
sure they must get real satisfaction out of the splendid result.
The knowledge that our industry, through its close contact
with the public, can turn in such
a fine job for so humanitarian
a cause
must
be thrilling
to
everyone who participated."
Schenck pointed out that the money
raised through the motion picture industry drive has already been put
into action.
The National Foundation For Infantile Paralysis has been
called upon to rush assistance to local forces now fighting severe polio
outbreaks
in North
Carolina,
Virginia, Kentucky and Northern New
York.
War

Fund

Show

on Air

"War Town," a new series of radio dramas starring "name" players
of stage and screen, made its bowyesterday on WEAF
under the
auspices of the New York War Fund
and the New York suburban community chests. The feature will be presented thrice weekly.

THEATER DEALS
Miles, O. — Dan Robins,
aters in Warren, has just
a deal whereby he takes
McKinley Theater here
A. G. Constant circuit.

-with thecompleted
over the
from the

f

rom Page 1 >
two Lew Lehr Novelties, 20 Terry- ft Or Leave It" has Byran Foy as producer.
Stoloff. director, and cast includtoons, one two-reel Special, 13 issues I Benjamin
ing Phil Baker. Marjorie Massow. Edward
of March of Time, and 104 Movie- Ryan. Stanley Prag"er and others, and "Swee
and Lowdown" stars Benny Goodman and
tonewTs.
The Technicolor group of features his band, is produced by William LeBaron
is to be made up of "Wilson," Darryl F. Zanuck's production, directed
by Henry King ar.d starring Alexander Knox; "Greenwich Village," produced by William LeBaron, directed
by Walter Lang, with Don Ameche,
Carmen Miranda, William Bendix,
playing top roles; "Irish Eyes Are
Smiling," screen biography of Ernest Ball, produced by Damon Runyon,
directed
Gregory
Ratoff', Dick
and
cast includingbyMonty
Woolley,
Haymes, June Haver; "Something
For the Boys," Irving Starr, producer, Lewis Seiler, director, and
Carmen Miranda, Perry Como, Michael O'Shea among top performers;
"Thunderhead, Son of Flicka," Robert Bassler, producer, Louis King,
director, and cast including Roddy
McDowall, Preston Foster, Rita Johnson, Diana Hale, and others; "Billy
Rose's Diamond Horseshoe," William Perlberg. producer, George Seaton, director, and starring Betty Grable; "Nob Hill," Andre Daven, producer, Henry Hathaway, director,
I and George Raft and Joan Bennett
I the stars; "Where Do We Go From
Here," William Perlberg, producer,
Gregory Ratoff, director, and Fred
MacMurray the star; "Waltz Me
Around Again, Willie," William Perlberg, producer, and starring Monty
Woolley. Grade Fields and Dick
Haymes; and "The Dolly Sisters,"
George Jessel, producer, Irving Cummir.gs, director, and starring Betty
Grable and Alice Faye.
Nine Musicals Listed
Of the nine musicals, seven are Technicolor.— the aforementioned "Something For
:he Boys.'' "Billy Rose's Diamond Horse
hoe. " "Nob Hill. " -Where Do We Go From
Here." 'Irish Eyes Are Smiling." 'The Dolly
Sisters.'' and "Greenwich Village." — whiie
two. -Take It Or Leave It" and "Sweet and
Lowdown. " are in black and white.
"Take

Mayor's Juvenile Scale
Plan Adopted by Circuits
(Continued

from Page

ll

tax on an adult ticket, until Labor
Day.
Plan will become operative as
soon as the mechanics can be set up,
probably tomorrow or Friday.

George Schwartz, recently associated with the Laffmovie organizaMaximum age for children's ticktion, has acquired a long term lease
ets normally is 12 years. The averfor the World Theater on West 49th
age children's admission in the theSt. House will be opened, after alteration and refurbishing, as a firstaters meeting the Mayor's request
lun theater for films of a specialized is 17 cents, plus three cents tax.
nature.
Where the 17-cent price is in effect,
children from 12 to 16 will pay that
Skokie, 111. — M. Berglund has taken
over the operation of the 500-seat sum, plus six cents, making the total price 23 cents instead of the
Skokie theater.
usual 40 cents which they have been
Philadelphia — The Shubert, under paying for adult tickets.
recent lease to Warners, has been
In some quarters, there is a tendreacquired by the Shubert Theater
ency still to look askance at the legCorp. for legit.
ality of the plan.

All Newsreel Soun
To Switch Sept. 5

with Archie Mayo the director.
Other topflight offerings are the drama
"'Wing and a Prayer." produced by William
Bacher and Walter Morosco. directed by Henry
Hathaway. and with a east including Don
Ameche, Dana Andrews, and many others:
"Dangerous Journey." exploration-adventure
story of Denis-Roosevelt Expedition, produced
and filmed by Armand Denis and Leila Roosevelt, and narrated by Conrad Nagel: "In the
Meantime Darling." Army training camp
drama, produced and directed by Otto Prem
inger. with Jeanne Crain. Frank Latimore.
Eugene Pallette, Gale Robbins. and others
in chief roles: Laurel and Hardy comedy.
"The Big Noise." Sol M. Wurtzel. producer.
Mai St. Clair, director: "'Keys of the Kingdom." life of Father Chisholm. produced by
Joseph Mankiewicz and directed by John M.
Stahl. and east including Gregory Peck.
Thomas Mitchell. Vincent Price, etc.: murder mystery.
"Laura."andvehicle
Gene
Tierney.
Dana Andrews
others, for
produced

'Continued from Page 1)
tuted with the issues commtSept. 5, and remain in force t
after, it was announced
vest
It will mean a reduction in the
ent recording levels of the re(
an intensity' equivalent to the
standards used in feature film

Committee
that
inasmuch spokesmen
as newsreelspoin'
ha
the past been recorded at a
higher level than is normally
on features, theater projecti
have been forced to reduce
fader settings by three or four
to make the sound level accei
to their house operating condi
When projectionists went too
as they often did, in reducin;
fader setting, sound presentati
the newsreel suffered.
For
the
new
sound
stanc
and directed by Otto Preminger: Moss Hart's commencing
Sept. 5, projectii
stage hit. "Winged Victory." produced by
Darryl F. Zanuck. directed by George Cukor. are being instructed not to altq
and with a large cast including Mark Dan- fader setting on newsreels, bu.
iels. Don Taylor. Lon McCallister: the romantic "Sunday Dinner for a Soldier." Wal- the newsreel at the so-called
ter Morosco. producer. Lloyd Bacon, director, normal.
At this reduced level i
and cast including Ann Baxter. John Hodiak:
"Czarina. " biography of Catherine the Great.
Ernst Lubitsch. producer, and Otto Preminger. director, and cast headed by Tallulah
Bankhead. William Eythe. Charles Coburn.
Vincent Price: Betty Smith's best-selling novel. "A Tree Grows In Brooklyn." Louis D.
Lighton. producer. Elia Kazan, director, with
Dorothy McGuire. Joan Blondell and other top
roles: "Hangover Street." Patrick Hamilton's
novel of murder, produced by Robert Bassler. directed by John Brahm. and starring
George Sanders and Linda Darnell: "Bon
Voyage." William Bacher. producer. Lee
Strassberg. director, and cast featuring Anne
Baxter. Joan Blondell. Joan Bennett and
Jeanne Crain: ""A Bell for Adano." story of
Army administration of Italy's civilians, pro
duced by Louis D. Lighton and directed by
Henry King: and the comedy-drama "Colonel
Effingham's Raid." set for production by
Lamar Trotti with Charles Coburn. William
Eythe and Mary Anderson in top ro^es.
Cse Color for Shorts
Tom Connors asserts that all of the 20thFox shorts product will be in color, with the
exception of March of Time: the Lew Lehr
novelties: two-reel special. "Three Sisters of
the Moors": two of the six Ed Thorgersen
Sport Reviews: and. of course, the Movie
tone News issues.

$17,000,000 Goal for
War Fund Fall Appeal
'Continued from Page 1)
motion picture industry at a division luncheon in the Hotel Lexington, said that the various branches
of the picture business were aware
of the importance of the 1944 drive
and that they would do everything
possible to exploit it.
Harold F. Lafount spoke for the
radio industry and assured the committee that radio would get behind
the undertaking 100 per cent. Other
speakers included George D. Proctor
who outlined some of the events
that would tie in with the drive;
Sarah Penoyer, of Bonwit Teller,
who sketched Fifth Avenue's participation; Bert Lytell, representing
Equity, and James Sauter.
Richard W. Lawrence, campaign
chairman, explained the work of the
31 agencies that will participate in

be possible for the newsreel t<'
lize the extra volume range o j
film to accentuate important
j
effects where necessary.
"Rem: I
notices will be inserted in the I
ping can, or a special photogi j
notice on the newsreel in the vi
of the start mark, will be use]
several
succeeding
issues to '
home to projectionists the new ;
ards extant.
A great improvement in news
sound quality is looked for b
committee, and added convei
will be an added benefit to the
men.

the fund and pointed out that ;
gle donation
was
spread
ove
various services.
He said the
this year were
greater
than
before and that the war had j
inroads
upon the resources o
vital war service agencies at
Among the agencies serviced t
fund are the USO, United Sea
Service. War Prisoners Aid, ^
ans Service
Center, Care
Mayor's
Ijtee
on Wartime
of Coi
Ch
! and many others.

Underground Booth
for Outdoor Them
Through the efforts of Warr
technicians, WAVES who are
dergoing instruction at the N
Training School in Hunter Coll
will hereafter see films several tii
weekly in a unique 3, 500-seat c
doer theater with projection b:
located underground directly in rr
of the screen to allow a clear v
from the rear.
Theater and all equipment w
designed and installed by Martin
Bennett, head of sound departme
J. E. Schwarz, designer, and D. C
lis, engineer, all of Warner Theaf

'-
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MARTIN BURNETT, city manager, Loew's State
and Orpheum, St. Louis, Mo.

3

J

Continued from Page 1)
they cannot make theater
they regard as equitable,
dwyn made his own arrangewith Tony Pecetti, operator of
uion, after he had refused the
ag terms of T & D, Jr., Enter;, Inc., of San Francisco as
he described "a protest move
st
circuit
D has
the monopoly
five local control."
theaters
one of the major affiliates is
ted a part owner. T & D also
iols, through affiliations, scores
wn and city outlets in Northern

prnia.

eaking through the tightly-held
;rs of this theater
territory
.ges
similar
assaults
against
;lin theater circuits elsewhere in
ountry.
Following Goldwyn's
other producers may join the
,: |ment, it was forecast,
cetti had faced the city council
i for necessary permits.
When
iing code regulations demanded
Pecetti build a fire-proof prom booth, he countered by ob,ng a city permit to place a temry booth
on the sidewalk
and
: the light shaft through a winto a screen inside the building,
n the opposition protested the

HARRY
CREENMAN,
manager, Loew's Penn,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
NEAL ELDRIDGE, assistant manager, LaSalle,
Chicago.

M. L. PLESSNER, advertising and publicity diment Co.rector, Fanchon & Marco St. Louis AmuseLES

KAUFMAN, publicity director, Republic
Studio, Hollywood.

Gan tfou Home tkesn —

Distributors Answer
. Case Charges

HE'Sbersburg,
Erpi's top
Pa. executive,
Graduateda native
from of
TheChamHill
School and subsequently from Princeton University, joining American Locomotive Co. Then
assistant treasurer of Duplex Metals Co. In
1914, he joined Western Electric, soon becoming
sales manager of St. Louis distributing branch.
Returned to New York office and rose to post
of assistant comptroller. Named personnel director in 1927 and comptroller of manufacture the following year. Elected Erpi prexy in
1938. He is a director of many WE subsidiaries
and affiliates.

(Continued from Page 1)
the plaintiffs in order to "prevent
disclosure of their fraudulent and
dishonest conduct." Allegations concerning the creation of a uniform

contract or a "scheme" to demand
access to the plaintiffs' books were
denied in the answers, although the
defendants admitted that a law firm
was retained to investigate amounts
which the plaintiffs allegedly defrauded the distributors on percentage deals.
In the counterclaims entered with
the answers, the distributor defendants asked that the plaintiffs be
restrained from disposing or altering
their books, records and papers pend,'t of the city to issue a permit
ing an audit of their books showing
created a blockage on the side:, Pecetti moved his equipment the amounts allegedly received as
oi'S and
appealed
to Goldwyn box-office receipts and that the defendants be permitted to examine
specially-treated acetate Techni* film, similar to the film used and audit the books to determine the
ome movies and shown overseas true amounts. The distributors also
ihe military forces in hospitals asked that a judgment be entered
for loss and damage suffered by the
; front-line improvised theaters,
defendants through the conduct of
hen
requirements
called
foi- the plaintiffs and that exemplary and
l's to be fastened to the floor, punitive damage be awarded for the
•tti razed an obsolete cow-barn
!his ranch
in the outskirts
of ' wilful, deliberate and gross fraud
hoo county and brought in timMorris Roth, operator of theaters
practiced."
;to
overborrowed
his polished
dancing
ace.lay He
chairs
from in Duquesne and Swissvale, Pa., filed
the action against the distributors
'ous fraternal
organizations
in
in behalf of himself and 23 other ex:h he long has been active,
hibitors. The plaintiffs asked that
oldwyn,
Mrs.
Goldwyn,
Mary
.iford and John C. Flinn are here the defendants be enjoined from continuing alleged monopolies and acta the Coast.
ing in concert to require payment
of higher percentage rates than al,The Associated Press late yeslegedly charged to affiliated theaters.
ay quoted N. D. Thompson, dis- They further asked the court to de,t manager of T & D in Reno, as
clare license agreements unlawful, to
ng he had offered to play "Up hold certain provisions of agreements
jA.rms" at Goldwyn's percentage unenforceable and to issue an inns based on receipts, not on gross
junction preventing the defendants
fits.
from attempting to have the plain,The reason why the picture is not
tiffs disclose confidential business
;wn in the T & D theater," the details.
ociated Press quoted Thompson,
as not the fact that we refused
,buy the picture, but rather be- McNeil, a T & D executive, stated:
ise Goldwyn's sales organization "We have shown Goldwyn pictures
|jsed to sell it for a showing in for years, the last being 'North Star'
:o unless we bought the picture which showed throughout the circuit
including Reno. Regardless of Goldall of our situations").
wyn's statement to the contrary, we
reed to Show Pic at
even agreed to show 'Up in Arms' in
Reno at Mr. Goldwyn's terms. We
will be pleased to continue to exhibit
Idwyn's Terms — McNeil
n a telegram
to the editor of Goldwyn pictures on a live and let
e Flim Daily last night, R. A. live basis tnroughout the circuit."

astuteness
to theRadio
small measure
due in no
lot is
of the RKO'
condition
RUGGED
of the executive vice-president in charge of
production. Here he is. Mastery of both exhibition and distribution, in each of which he
has had intensive experience, give him an
enormously keen insight into the product desires of theatermen and the public. Started as
indie exhibitor in the Northwest. Then associated, with Jensen and Von Herberg, and later
was First National's distribution head in Portland, Ore., and Butte. Mont. Was part owner
and general manager of George Mann chain in
Northern California. After serving as personal
representative for Harold B. Franklin, he was
an inmportant cog in RKO,
general managership.

rising to circuit's

LAST year, this able attorney was elected
MPTOA's general counsel. He is as
thoroughly New Haven as the village green on
which Nathan Hale once demonstrated his
athletic prowess. He was born in the citv, and
quite
selectedAfter
Eli receiving
Yale's famed
school understandably
as his alma mater.
his
B.A. degree from the college, he grabbed his
LL.B. from the Yale Law School. Served in the
legal department of RCA Photophone, and for
a spell embraced journalism. In 1929, he was
admitted to the Connecticut Bar, and in 1939
was named executive secretary of MPTO of
Connecticut. In more than one sense, he's a
"key" man. Witness the Phi Beta Kappa emblem
he wears so deservedly.

They can

easily be identified

by referring to the
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"Sing,
Neighbor, Sing
with Brad Taylor, Ruth Terry
Republic
70 Mins.
KIDS AND RADIO FANS WILL GIVE
THIS MUSICAL
ITS CHIEF SUPPORT.
Once more Republic finds it necessary to
lean on radio personalities to put over a
film. The fact that the talent as well as

"Marriage Is a Private
with Lana Turner, James Craig, John Hoaiak
M-G-M
116 Mins.
JUICY STORY OF LOOSE MARITAL
TIES PROVES FITTING VEHICLE FOR
LANA'S RETURN TO FILMS.
Although the footage may seem heavy

Affair"

the material in "Sing, Neighbor, Sing," is of
the hayseed school earmarks the production at times, Lana's beauty and performance,
for the consumption of the young and adults after an absence of more than a year from
films, does much to overcome this tenwhose
tastes are not too high.
sion.
The line-up of radio performers, perA nice casting job to balance off the
formers who enjoy an enviable popularity, in- two love triangles woven into the story give
cludes Roy Acuff and His Smoky Mountain
Frances Gifford and Hugh Marlowe an opBoys, Lulubelle and Scotty, Harry "Pappy"
portunity for special plaudits.
Cheshire, the Milo Twins and Carolina CotPandro S. Berman has provided Robert
ton. What they dish out is strictly corn, but
with a complementary produccorn that is extremely palatable to such as Z. Leonard
tion to enhance the directional values which
go in for this kind of thing. The radio peoobviously handled with deft underple are very much in evidence, crowding the were
standing.
story into secondary place.
The story has Turner portraying the
Ruth Terry and Brad Taylor, a newcomer
of the daughter of a much-marwho has considerable potentialities, are role ried
socialite whose escapades have in
teamed romantically. Taylor, impersonating
Lana's careless
manner.
a bearded professor who gives advice over fluenced
A series of misunderstandings after a
the air, meets Miss Terry when, on a visit
hasty marriage is finally ironed out and Lana
to the girls' college, whose founder is her realizes that the man she married is her
aunt (Virginia Brissac), he is mistaken for true love.
a famous professor cf psychology who looks
Here's a dramatic effort that pleads the
like him.
feminine rights to the adage "youth must
Frank McDonald directed snappily.
CAST: Brad Taylor, Ruth Terry, Virginia
Brissac, Beverly Lloyd, Charles Irwin, Olin Howlin, Maxine Doyle, Mary Kenyon, Roy Acuff and
His Smoky Mountain Boys, Lulubelle and Scotty,
Harry
Cotton. "Pappy" Cheshire, Milo Twins, Carolina
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Donald H.
Brown; Director, Frank McDonald; Screenplay,
Dorrell and Stuart McCowan; Cameraman, Reggie
Lanning; Film Editor, Ralph Dixon; Sound, Earl
Crain, Sr.; Art Director, Cano Chittenden; Set
Decorator, George Milo; Musical Director, Morton
Scott; Dance
Director, Jerry Jarrette.
DIRECTION,
Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

haveCAST:
its Lana
fling."
Turner, James Craig, John Hodiak,
Frances Gifford, Hugh Marlowe, Natalie Schafer,
Keenan Wynn, Herbert Rudley, Paul Cavanaugh,
Morris Ankrum, Jane Green, Tom Drake.
CREDITS: Producer, Pandro S. Berman; Director, Robert Z. Leonard; Screenplay, David Hertz
and Lenore Coffee; Based on the novel by Judith
Kelly; Cameraman, Ray June; Musical Score,
Bronislau Kaper; Sound, Douglas Shearer; Art
Directors, Cedric Gibbons and Hubert B. Hobson; Set Decorator, Edwin B. Willis; Costumes,
Irene: Makeup, Jack Dawn; Film Editor, Ceorge
White.
DIRECTION,
Fine.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Finkelstein Leaves RKO

"Cry OfWerewolf"
Partnership
with Nina Foch, Stephen Crane, Osa Massen For Schwartz
-olumbia
63 Mins.
CAPABLE CAST AND GOOD DIRECTION INJECTED INTO FANTASTIC MYSTERY YARN.
Combination of a good cast and good
direction overshadows the incredible Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde existence of a werewolf in the guise of a gypsy princess. However, there is enough elemental entertainment to please the mystery and action
fans.
The story deals with the tracking down
of the mysterious killer of Fritz Leiber,
head of a museum, featuring horror, exhibits. Leiber was about to reveal proof
that the founder of this unique museum was
a werewolf, when Nina Foch, a gypsy
princess who inherited this rare qualify
of turning into a werewolf, kills him and
destroys the evidence. Leiber's son Stephen Crane, and Osa Massen who worked
in the museum, work with Barton MacLane,
a special investigator in gathering clues.
Nina is finally shot in her animal form.
CAST: Nina Foch, Stephen Crane, Osa Massen, Blanche Yurka, Barton MacLane, Ivan Triesault. John Abbott, Fred Graff, )ohn Tyrrell,
Robert Williams,
Fritz Lieber, Mi'ton Parsons.
CREDITS: Producer, Wallace MacDonald; Director, Henry Levin; Assistant Director, Milton
Feldman; Screenplay, Griffin )ay, Charles O'Neal;
Cameraman, L. W. C'Connell; Film Editor, Reg
Browne, Art Director, Lionel Banks and George
Brooks; Set Decorator, Robert Priestley; Musical
Director, Mischa Bakaleinikoff ; Sound, Lambert
Day.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY.
Good.

*

SHORTS

*

"Furlough Fishing"
(Grantland
Rice Sportlight)
Paramount
9'/2 mins.
Really Fine
The therapeutic value of fishing in
the treatment of battle fatigue and
rehabilitation of the wounded is
taken up in the latest of the Grantland Rice series. The uniformed
Isaak Waltons are shown in action
in a mountain stream, the Pacific,
the Florida Keys and the Gulf
Stream. The hooking of a giant
marlin lends excitement to the reel.
They'll go for this hook, line and
sinker.

kids will gobble it up. El Brer
and Shemp Howard in an effort
get enough money to pay a $100
obtain jobs as plumbers despite tl
total unfamiliarity with the trs
They solve their problem when t
get a $100 reward for recoverinj
ring lost down a drain pipe.
"Popular Science" 10 mii
Paramount
(J 3-6)
Highly Recommended
The reel is made up of two
quences exclusive of a comedy
with the Wily Wizard of Waukes
The first has to do with the Brazil
laboratory at Butantan where ser
is obtained from the venom of sna
and other poisonous creatures. 1
other shows the training of me
bers of the Transportation Cor
Military Railway Service at Ca
Claibourne, La. The short, in M;
nacolor, is highly recommended.

"Throwing the Bull"
(Vitaphone
Varieties)
Warner
10 mins.
A Bull's-Eye
The bull-fighting business in Mexico has been treated interestingly
Community Sing
and entertainingly in this one-reeler,
which was directed and narrated by
James A. FitzPatrick. The testing
(No. 12— Series 8)
11 mi
of the bulls and the training of the Columbia
Excellent
Matadors have been recorded in exA fine selection of popular tun
cellent photography.
There's plenty
of excitement
in the footage,
which are assembled in this song reel, m 1
should make a first-rate booking for odies that have been featured on i
Hit Parade, to make this one of i j
all types of stands.
outstanding of the series. With Li
White at the organ and vocal I
"Pick a Peck of Plumbers"
Columbia
17 mins. sistance by The Song Spinners, 1 1
Obvious Slapstick
tunes that excite your vocal choij
Here is another load of the most are "San Fernando Valley," "They I
Or Too 01
obvious slapstick and no doubt the Either Too Young
"Take It Easy," "Say A Prayer I

Exhibs. and Exchangemen
Give Reception for Bolte

Exchangemen and exhibitors alike
Jack Finkelstein, New Jersey
booker in the local RKO exchange, paid tribute last night to John C.
also president of Local B51, IATSE, Bolte, pioneer in the exhibition field
tendered his resignation effec- who celebrated his 30th anniversary
tive Sept. 1, to enter partner- in the picture business, at a reception in Mayer's Parkway Restaurant.
ship with D. H. Schwartz, accoun- Among
those who attended were Joe
tants. Finkelstein has been with
Felder, Morris Saunders, Joe Ingber,
RKO for 15 years.
Joe Katch, Ben Knoble, Leo Abrams,
I. Zatkin, Morris Lane and Nat
Policy Changes in Providence
Cohen.
Providence — Playhouse theater
ends its stock season Saturday and
will probably go back to double fea- Yorke's Five for O of E
ture, 2nd-run film policy of last
With the completion of the five
Winter. The Metropolitan lights up films on machine shop practice which
for Fall, opening with week-end vau- the Emerson Yorke Studio is curdeville-and-name-bands, with films,
rently producing for the U. S. Ofstarting Friday. Fays theater, which
fice of Education, the Yorke Studios
dropped its vaudeville for a straight will have delivered six series of these
film policy March 31, brings back essential training films on its war
vaude-films again Friday.
production program for a total of
over 40 reels.
Cite Trendle for Fire Service
Detroit — George W. Trendle, former president of United Detroit The- "In Society" Held in 350
Extended playing time in over 350
aters, was given a special citation
by the Board of Fire Commissioners cities is being given to "In Society"
for continuous service. Trendle has which
now, according to Bill Scully,
"U" pic.
served nineteen and a half years, the is surpassing all previous b.o. records on Abbott and Costello pix and
longest consecutive record for a Fire
Commissioner in the history of De- is equalling the biz of any previous
troit.

The Boys Over There," and "Mo(
light Becomes You."

"Jasper
Goes Hunting"
(Madcap Models)
Paramount
7'/2 mi
Up to Standard
George Pal has delivered anotl
of his creations worthy
of noi
Again Technicolor has been put
stunning use in telling the story
Jasper and the Scarecrow.
T!
time the Scarecrow, to prevent J; j
per
fromthief,
usingtakes
a gun
on him
chicken
it from
him as1'
a
regales the youngster
with a t
story about his adventures
as
hunter of big and ferocious gam

"Spinach Packin' Popeye"

Paramount
A Few Laughs

7'/2 mil

Popeye, lying on a hospital bi
dreams
that his gal friend, Oli'
questions his physical prowess,
dispute her he shows her seer
from his past performances.
SI
however, is adamant, and he seei
on the verge of losing her.
)
awakens
to find that Olive st
thinks he's the mightiest hombre
the world.
The footage possess
a fair amount of laughs.
It's
Technicolor.

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Six
Years
Old

jtimcrter in Character
; emotional in Scope
idependent in Thought
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AYS SINGLE PICTURE SELLING IS ILLEGAL
imerican FiSm Biz Hits New

Separate Session Later an Alternative to Joint Meeting
at Brett on Woods Next Month

lierican film business in more
a dozen foreign countries has
|n all-time high this year, and
Members of the Conference of Intie opinion of major company
Exhibitors who met in
gn department executives, the Chicago lastdependent
Winter are being polled
"war
outlookis for
pro- by national Allied as to whether they
ion abroad
wellHollywood
on the bright
would like to meet with Allied's
board in Bretton Woods, N. H., next
addition to England,
France, month or hold a separate session at
m Africa, Egypt, and other ter- a later date. If the Conference memes which have had a large solbers vote to meet at a later date, the
traffic, countries where picture
(Continued on Page 6)

: ne

Dennis Harrington
ie Projectionist Head

If the five consenting companies,
in retaliation for having to sell under methods prescribed by a modimeeting will be held in the Middle
fied New York consent decree, should
West, possibly in Chicago.
The independent conference, held "wilfully adopt a policy of selling
in Chicago last February, made a only one picture at a time, it would
be illegal and contemptuous," Abram
Myers, Allied general counsel,
thorough study
of the in
distributors'
proposals
for changes
the New F.
York consent decree and ultimately told The Film Daily yesterday.
Myers reiterated in effect a similar
rejected the recommendations as be- statement in his printed analysis of
(Continued on Page 3)
the Government's recommendations
for a modified decree.
In explaining his stand, Myers
said "this
pre-supposes
of
(Continued
on Page concert
3)

Tax Ruling Brings
Up In Arms" Move
Defended by Leaders Cut in Kid Prices
VI

idon (By Cable)— S. W. Smith,
sr president of the KRS and
ified both with British Lion and
3-Canadian Distributors, and
Corfield have purchased the
on Hall Studios at Ingleworth,
ilesex, for a reported price of
160,000 pounds. The studios
(Continued on Page 2)

Myers Sees Concert of
Action in Any Move To
Sell Pix One at a Time

POLL CIE ON PARLEY WITH ALLIED

jior Company Foreign
'j>t. Execs. See Posttr Prospects as Bright
1

iilh and Corfield
pre Worlon Hall

Highs Overseas

Reno, Nev. — Showing of Samuel
Goldwyn's "Up in Arms" at the El
Patio dance hall here, an incident
which has created a distribution-exhibition incident of major importance, is being defended by Mary
Pickford, Walt Disney, Orson Welles,
William and James Cagney and
(Continued on Page 6)

Can* in Calcutta to Open
Indian Studies for Rank

Rank Product May Go
Jointly to Fox, UA

Des Moines, la. — Some Iowa exhibitors have dropped the price of
children admissions from 12 to 10
cents following a ruling from the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue
J. Arthur Rank may split the disthat established admission prices may
tribution ofhis product in the United
be shown on tickets in amounts con- States between 20th Century-Fox
taining a fraction of a cent. In and United Artists, or a deal may
(Continued on Page 6)
be made with one or the other for
the entire lineup, Dr. Alexander
Raw Stock Figures Not In; Galperson, representative of Rank's
(Continued on Page 6)

Allotments Are Delayed
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Nat Holt to RKO Studio;

Calcutta (By Cable)— E. T. Carr,
Washington — Failure of the stu- Realign Theater Division
representing J. Arthur Rank, Britdios to get in all their figures on raw
ish
film
magnate,
has
arrived
here
;anis Harrington
of Saratoga
stock consumption means that WPB
Nat Holt, in charge of the western
- gs was elected president of the for an intensive study of the Indian will not be able to announce allot- division
of RKO Theaters who has
; York State Projectionists As- market, with emphasis upon distriments for the remainder of the cur- acted in a liaison capacity between
(Continued on Page 2)
ion at its Syracuse
meeting
(Continued on Page 6)
the studio(Continued
and theaters,
has severed
Earl Turtle, Binghamton, Melon Page 3)
enny, Syracuse and John Short,
ng, named vice-presidents. Bal(Continued on Page 3)

Dub English Pix in 'American'
Ealing Offers Solution for Heavy Accents

tlas Can't Uphold
World ... Of Rumor!
Reports current along New York's
ti Row to the effect that a deal
being hatched for RKO control
banking groups, with International
Itures figured for melding into
lh a setup, were declared by
irces close to Atlas Corp. to be
ihout foundation, and "imaginary."

"Socker" Coe to Address
NAB Chicago Conclave
Charles Francis Coe, counsel for
the MPPDA, will be one of the principal speakers at the annual convention of the National Association of
Broadcasters in Chicago. Coe will
speak at the afternoon session on
Tuesday and his topic will cover public relations in the broadcasting field.

SAM Staff
BERNS Writer
FILM By
DAILY
A move to perk up the low American market for British films, due to
heavy English accents, is under way,
with Ealing Studios, Ltd., offering
its own solution.
Ealing, largest independent
producing studio in England,
is planning to allow American distributors
to do a certain amount of re-editing
(Continued on Page 3)

WLB Okays Pay Tilt
In Seattle Branches
A 10 per cent increase in salaries
for Seattle exchange back room workers has been approved by the War
Labor Board, home offices were informed yesterday. Approval of the
Seattle wage boost application is
the first of a half-dozen applications now pending in various exchange
centers. The increases are retroactive to December 1942.
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OSCAR A. MORGAN, sales chief of Paramount Shorts and News, left yesterday for Montreal, Canada, for conferences with Gordon
Lightstone,division,
generaland
manager
Canadian
Thomas ofF. Paramount's
Dowbiggin,
Montreal
branch
manager.
LOUIS W. SCHINE, SEYMOUR MORRIS, and
BILL SELMAN, of the Schine Theater circuit,
arrived in Rochester for a visit.

YORK

STOCK
17%
High

Pyle in "C. I. Joe."
MARJORIE CATESON, film actress, arrived
from Hollywood to do stage role in "Yes My
Darling
Daughter."
ROBERT ALTON, dance director, arrived from
the Coast Tuesday to handle the routines for

LEONARD HIRSCH, assistant to E. K. O'Shea,
M-G-M's Eastern sales manager, leaves for a
vacation. O'SHEA left last night for Buffalo
and returns next Tuesday.

Olsen and Johnson's "Laughing Room Only."
RUSSEL CROUSE and HOWARD LINDSAY,
authors of "Life With Father" arrived from
the Coast early this week.

TOM BAIRD, director of the film division of
the British Information Service, arrived from the
Coast yesterday. He is due to leave for England
next week.
MARTIN F, BENNETT, head of the Warner
Theaters sound department, will be in Chicago
today and tomorrow. He returns to New York
on Saturday.
BUCK
attle.

TEDWELL,

Warners

auditor, is in Se-

BELITA leaves the Coast tomorrow on a
10-week tour of the East starting in Boston,
on Aug. 31.
FRED MEYERS, Universale Eastern division
sales manager, will be in Boston today and in
New Haven tomorrow.
CHARLES

K. STERN,

assistant treasurer of

Loew's,
returns
today from
Baltimore.
SAM SCHAEFFER, manager of State, Rochester,
is visiting Syracuse.

Net
Close
Chg.
17% +
%
—

%

+
—
+

%
i/s
1/4

+
—
+

1
i/s
Vs

(Continued from Page 1)
rent quarter until probably the end
of the week, Lincoln V. Burrows,
head of the WPB film unit, said last
night.
"They have not compiled all the
necessary information and turned it
in," said Burrows, "so we will be
held up. The use is continuing from
day to day, and they have not kept
up with it. We prefer not to cut
off all use of raw stock for a day or
two, in the belief that the companies
will get us the proper information
without this."

CY SEYMOUR, speeciat service dept. head,
National Screen Service, returned to the home
office

after two weeks'

vacation.

JOHN
shortis subjects
New
YorkDACEY,
exchange,
back at manager,
his desk RKO's
after
a 17-day vacation.
MARY J. KRELLBERC, treasurer of Goodwill
Pictures
has arrived in New York after two-weeks
of
golfing.
ED CARROLL, New Jersey salesman, local
RKO exchanges, left for the Coast yesterday
to visit his son in the Arfmy.

+

Vs

_
+

l/8
%

"Kismet" Gives N. Y. Astor
Attendance, Gross Marks
Metro yesterday reported a new
all-time opening' day record for the
Astor, set on Tuesday, when "Kismet" had its world premiere. New
mark not only includes gross but
also the number of admissions for
any pic which played the house, twoa-day or popular price continuous
run.
"See Here, Private Hargrove"
previously held the record for M-GM product with a total of 7.932 admissions on the first day. "Kismet"
ends its opening dav with a tally of
8.988.

Capt.
A. S. Cunningham-Reid,
M.
Middleton
and Alan H. Hawe ".

NEW YORK
THEATERS
RADIO CITY MUSIC HAI
Showplace of the Nation-Rockefeller Cei

HELD OVER
6th WEEK
M-G-M's— Production

"Dragon Seed"
KATHARINE HEPBURN
WALTER
HUSTON
AKIM
TAMIROfF

- ALINE
MacMAH
•
TURNAN
I

Spectacular
Stage
Presentation
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-46

LOU KUTTLER, New York booker, 20th-Fox
exchange, has returned from a Peekskill vacation,
vacation.

is

NICKI GOLDHAMMER, Film Classics executive,
in Chicago
for week-end
conferences.

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DARRYL

Hollywood — W. R. Frank has engaged Arthur Fried, London distributor, to handle the sale of rights to
"Enemy of Women," formerly titled
"The Private Life of Paul Joseph
Goebbels," for Great Britain and
Europe. Frank is personally setting
deals for distribution of the production in Latin America. Monogram
controls the domestic rights.

Two WB Dubbed Features
First in Freed France

F. ZANUCFS

WILSON
IN TECHNICOLOR

DAILY

First two American pictures to be
shown in liberated France were
"Sergeant York" and "All This and
Heaven, Too," it was announced yesterday. It was reported that WarWest Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
ner Bros, rushed the dubbing of the
Hollywood — A term player under
two
pictures
in French so that they
suspension must be re-instated following completion of the picture in could be shown as quickly as possible. Both features are being shown
which he had refused to appear
otherwise the contract would be to the armed forces and to the French
breached, according to a decision populace as the armies advance.
handed down by Federal Judge Harry Hollzer in freeing Robert Cum- Lt. Ermolieff Killed
mings from his contract with Uni- In Action in Normandy
versal. Cummings had been suspended by Universal following his re- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
fusal to accept a role in "Fired
Hollywood — Word has been received here that Lt. Nick Ermolieff,
32,
of
101st Airborne Division, forRobert J. Bird Dies
Wife."
1^
merly
head studios,
of foreign
was publickilled
Chicago — Robert J. Bird, pioneer Ksi ity at RKO
"^
in
the
battle
of
Normandy.
Memember of the Chicago operators'
morial
services
will
be
held
today
at
union in charge of Telenews Theater projection, is dead. Burial was the Los Angeles Russian Orthodox
Church.
at Acacia Park Cemetery.

Rules On Re-instatement
Of Suspended Player

(Continued frcm Page 1)
embrace
three stages.
Plant
some time has been requisitione
the Government.
Company's board has comp

LT. COM. GEORGE W. GOMAN, vice-president of West Coast Sound Studios, has returned to the states on leave of absence after
18 months in the South West Pacific.

Raw Stock Figures Not In; Arthur Fried to Handle
Frank Pic in Europe
Allotments Are Delayed

MARKET

Low
Am.
Seat
17'/4
Col. Picts. vtc. <2y2%)
44
44
Columbia Picts. pfd . 44
Con. Fm. Ind
5%
53/8
53/8
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd
East. Kodak
1 65% 165
165
do pfd
8%
213/4
22
Gen. Prec. Eq
22
90%
641/4
64i/4
Loew's, Inc
6414
27
Paramount
27%
271/4
83/4
RKO
83/4 31%
25i/8 9iy2
RKO
$6 pfd
91V4
25V8
20th Century-Fox
. . 25'/4
31%
20th Century-Fox pfd 31%
13
13
Warner Bros
13
NEW
YORK BOND MARKET •1%
1%
99%
99%
Par. B'way 3s55 . . 99'/2
NEW
YORK CURB MARKET
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4%
Monogram Picts
41/)
RKO
cvs
1%
213/4
3
3
Sonotone Corp
3
Technicolor
22
213/8
213/4
4
4
Trans-Lux
4
21%
Universal Pictures 21 '/2

MARGARET TAZEHLAR of M-G-M's publicity
department is due back Monday from a vacation.
ALBERT KENNEDY ROSEWELL, Pittsburgh
radio sports commentator, arrived in Hollywood
yesterday to be tested for the role of Ernie

MAURY GOLDSTEIN, M-C-M branch manager in New Haven, was in town yesterday for
home office conferences.

(Wednesday, Aug. 23)
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ys Single Picture
is Illegal
(Continued

from Page

1)

tn among distributors in thus
icting their sales and such conwould amount to a tacit, if not
Ictual. agreement in restraint of
to." Myers added that such con;;d
actionand"would
be toexhibitors
discredit
decree
prejudice
Inst it and thus be contemptuous
in the general meaning of the
. 1 and probably contempt of court
"in the legal meaning."
commenting on a Film Daily
t on Tuesday to the effect that
•ibutors would sell one picture
time, Myers said that was "cogconcert ofthataction."
.; rsproof
had ofmaintained
there
|mmendations
nothing in that
the would
Government's
require
distributors to sell pictures singiut that if an exhibitor wishes to
ise a particular picture or group
nictures, the distributor can not
e him to take another picture or
.P.

ersyesterday pointed out that
Sty
Inadvertent errors had been made
'he printing of his decree analyk One, on Page 6, mentioned a
— per cent 'cancellation; the line
~ild have read "with a 20 per
tion."
The
r cted
17" tunre
errostri
was canc
madeellain Footnote
i Page 16, in which the date of
consent decree was given as
. 20, 1943, instead of 1940.

t Holt to RKO Studio;
align Theater Division
(Continued

frcm Page

11

:onnections with theaters to join
S RKO Radio studio as associate
lucer and assistant to Jack
I4ks, executive producer.
* ' ne switch of Holt from the the-[■ end of the industry to produc" will bring a general realign** t in the management of the west[(^ division of RKO theaters.
)1 Schwartz, general manager of
out-of-town RKO
theaters, ansn-iced that there will be no reement of Holt.
Under the new
IP Andy Anderson will operate
Cliff
uos Angeles city manager.
sman will continue as manager
T he Golden Gate, San Francisco,
to the
ig directly e.responsible
i York offic The supervision of
iver operation has been transed to Chicago, under Frank
th.

M BIRTHDAY
TO...
August 24
ifl Preston Foster
H. J. Yates, Sr.
Knox
Haddow
„ lorothy Comingore
Victor Halperin
Don Douglas
Tom London
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Dub English Pix in 'American' Poll CIE Group on
Ealing Offers Solution for Heavy Accents

(Continued1 from Page 1)
Villiers
opinion,
Hollywood
could
not
on their product in order to agree inreproduce.
with the American tempo, provided
Viewing Mexican Pix, Too
the basic culture of the film is not
Pertinent to Villier's present mission of
altered. Also, to permit dubbing of surveyingpossible outlets for distribution
its product, where necessary, in or- of Ealing
product
and the films
viewing'
several American
and Mexican
for ofEaling

der to make their films more intelligible to American audiences.
This was disclosed here yesterday
by Sir Edward Villiers of Ealing in
an interview.
"The British Government has become much more film conscious than
ever before and is determined that,
come what may, whether with its
help or without, British films must
find a ranking place in the world
market," Sir Edward said.
When questioned as to the possibility of Government intervention in
the British trade, the visitor, formerly in charge of overseas distribution
for the British Ministry of Information, now managing director of British and overseas sales for Ealing
Studios, Ltd., felt that, wherever possible, commercial difficulties should
be ironed out by the industry itself.

Distributors, Ltd., he remarked that producers would do well to concentrate only
on their best product for export purposes
so that a greater reception would be accorded imported films which would ultimately promote a greater potential audience.
Villiers further expressed the production
head's plans on future films. "Baleon feels
that he owes something to the public besides straight entertainment. He wants to
produce films that will make the people
think." Also, that the doctrine of some
British producers, that only big budget pictures could compete in the world market,
was not necessarily true, and that high negative costs is not the only criterion of a good
film. As
of to
these
"think"
films,
which
are annotexample
intended
preach
or teach,
Ealing's "They Came To A City" was offered, as the story of a mythical city of
?cod citizenship with a cross-section of all
types of people.

Sees BMI in Post-War
When asked about the British Ministry of
Information's post-war plans, Sir Edward
could
forecast for
thatmany
BMI'syears
activities
would not
be only
maintained
after
current hostilities have ceased with an exIn stressing' this point, Villiers opined 'ensive program of Government-produced
that Mirhael Baleon. production head of
in the rehabilitation of liberareas.
Ealing-, is showing" "tremendous courage and films atedutilized
patriotism''
his stand against the danger
of threatened in monopolies.
Villiers will attend the premiere of "San
Demetrio — London" in Toronto on Aug. 31.
Although he admitted Hollywood was This Ealing film is being released in the
ahead of the British industry in technical 'J. S. by 20th Century-Pox. and in Canada
excellence and in the direct way in which it by Esquire Films.
attacked production problems, such as secfur
ingr talent and other personnel, he added
that there's still plenty of room in the world
market for both British and American production, since each country's industry has
an individual contribution to make that cannot be duplicated by the other. Exemplifying- this statement, he cited "Mr. Deeds
Goes To Town," "Pin-Up Girl," and "Cabin
In The Sky," which are essentially native
to America, as "films we cannot touch."
However. "Pygmalion," "Henry VIII," and
"Cavalcade," were pointed out as films which
the British industry could make, and which.

Parley with Allied
(Continued from Page 1)
ing inadequate. Because the conference made its own counter-proposals
to the distributors' proposals, Allied
feels that the conference members
should have a voice in any new recommendations that may be made at
Bretton Woods.
Should the conference meet in
Bretton Woods, the scheduled twoday
now another
set for day.
Sept. 7-8,
may session,
be extended
In addition to Allied members who
met in Chicago, the conference was
attended by Hugh Bruen and Rotus
Harvey, PCCITO; Leo F. Wolcott
and A. C. Myrick, Iowa-Nebraska
ITO; Jesse Stern, Julius Charnow
and Jack Leff, Unaffiliated Independent Exhibitors; Donald Guttman,
North-Central Allied, and William
Crockett, MPTO of Virginia.

Editors, Reels Meet Tomorrow
Resumption of contract negotiations between the Motion Picture
Film Editors, Local 771, IATSE, and
the five newsreels, Paramount, Universal, Pathe, Movietone and News
of the Day, was postponed yesterday
to tomorrow.

Name Dennis Harrington
State Projectionist Head
(Continued from Page 1)
ance of slate chosen embraces
Charles F. Wheeler, Geneva, secretary-treasurer; William Stevens,
Jamestown, Glenn Humphrey, Utica,
Eddie Stewart, New York, Paul Shay,
Elmira and Ralph Hayes, Watertown,
members of the Legislative committee; Richard Hayes, Westchester
County, William Axton, Glen Falls,
Bernard Willoughby, Amsterdam,
Herman Gelber, New York and William Colguhan, Niagara Falls, executive committee; Harry Sherman,
New York, delegate to the New York
State Federation of Labor, and Francis E. Larham, Geneva, seargeant at
arms.

New WAC

Short

To combat production lag, industry's WAC will commence distribution of its new short, "The War
Speeds Up," on Sept. 7, and will
shortly announce the company which
will handle physical distribution.
Reel was made at urgent request of
Chief of Staff Gen. George C. Marshall.

LEO'S NEW
and
GREATEST GROUP

THE
WORD
FOR

IS

EXTRA! OPENING DAY BEAT EVERY M-G-M
PICTURE
IN ASTOR
THEATRE
HISTORY!

52*410 C0LMAIY

WORLD
ASTOR,

PREMIERE
ENGAGEMENT AT
N. Y. IS OFF TO A COLOSSAL START!
Keep Selling Bonds
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Amer. Film Biz Hits
New Highs Overseas
(Continued from Page 1)
attendance has shattered old records
include Brazil, Sweden, Switzerland,
Trinidad, Uruguay, Peru, Free China,
Venezuela, India and Ceylon. Actual
billings in verious countries run from
50 to 125 per cent higher than in
1939.
From the standpoint of popularity abroad, foreign department
spokesmen believe Hollywood pix
will be even stronger after the war
because of the exploitation they are
receiving in following the American
flag into European countries as fast
as they are being liberated.
Chief uncertainty in the situation
is the possibility of the action by
foreign governments to foster native
production. This, however, would
require some years of preparation
and even then it is doubted that those
countries would be any more successful in imitating Hollywood after
the war than they were before.

Bijou Negro Circuit
Signs Deal With Sack
Nashville — Bijou Amusement Co..
Southern Negro circuit, has just
placed film contracts totalling $25,000 with Sack Amusement Enterprises of Dallas covering Negro
product to be released by Sack during its 1944-45 Silver Anniversary
season, just opening.
Deal represents largest single
Negro film 'buy" ever made by the
circuit, according to Alfred Starr,
Bijou head, who closed the deal
with Alfred N. Sack. Bijou was
Sack's first customer when the distribution firm began business 25
years ago.

Mike Barovic Recovers
Puyallup, Wash. — Mike Barovic,
theater owner from Puyallup, has
recovered from his recent operation
and is back at his desk.

TO THE COLORS!
* DECORATED*
LT. COM. GEORGE W. GOMAN. USNR, vicepresident of West Coast Sound Studios, the
Bronze
Star.

* COM MISSION ED*
PAT HALLORAN, former 20th-Fox booker, Omaha, as 2nd lieutenant, Camp Veloir, Va.

*

PROMOTED

*

CAPT. LEON BENSON, formerly Paramount
trailer dept. executive, Hollywood, to major
with U. S. Army intelligence in England.
LT. JOHN W. SCHWALM, son of |. A. Schwalm,
manager of the Northio Rialto, Hamilton,
0., to captain with the Army Engineers in
Burma.
2ND LT. LEONARD ORMANER, formerly with
the Warner
Bros, theater dept., New
York,
DAVE FLEXER, USMS, owner of the Ritz Theater, Memphis, Tenn., to lieutenant.

• NAVY*

ROBERT SPENCER,
Creston, la.

manager, Strand and Uptown,

Move
s" Lead
Defe
In Armby
Up nded
(Continued from Page 1)

Out of the News Grab Bag
• • • THIS AND THAT: Don't be surprised if the N. Y. Times'
next move is ior a television station. . . • Franchot Tone, with his
mother and brother, receives the sizeable estate of his late father. Dr.
Frank Tone, board chairman of Carborundum Co. . . • Ben Hecht,
Herman Mankiewicz and Vzebcu Ormond have sold an original, "Cornered," to RKO for a reported 550,000. . . • And Sol Lesser's story
properties now includes "Spotlight," by Gita Lewis and Silvia Lardner,
which he'll do as a musical. . . • WB's "Mr. Skeffington" goes into
a fourth at the Brooklyn Fox, thereby beating "Old Acquaintance" by
a week. . . • Metro now has 34 directors under contract. . . • Didja
know Lew H. Andrews, former booker, is now Republic's Memphis
branch head? ... • Looks as though Leon Leonidoff will direct
"Sing Out, Sweet Land" for the N. Y. Theater Guild. . . • Irene Dunne
draws the Ruth Gordon
role in Columbia's version of "Over 21.". .
• These are "graduation days" at Warners, with Joyce Reynolds and
Eleanor Parker the latest to get stardom. . . • The Gamble boys —
Charles, Bill and Ron, brothers of Ted — are staging a Seattle reunion.
• Stuart Erwin has been wooed back to Hollywood by Warners for
"Nobody Lives Forever.". . • Chicago Musicians Union now has
2,500 members in uniform. . . • If filmland is dubious about giving
the Navy, at latter's request, a block of 50 old feature films, there is
still an entertainment solution for Mr. Forrestal and the boys
Why
not send them Jack Benny to play the violin, and Al Jolson to sing a
mammy
song? ...
• Warners
New
York sales force is mighty
proud of the recent results in the
finished first in the Eastern division

"Round-Up
Drive"
The office
Harry Decker and Leo Jacoby

figured
second and eighth respectively in the national salesmen's standings.
V
T
▼
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

Ruling Brings
in Kid Prices

Rank Product May Go
Jointly to Fox, UA

others as Goldwyn continues hi
fensive against what he calls
nopolistic
practices"
Reports from
the T in& Dexhibi:
circi.
the effect that Goldwyn had rei
to sell "Up in Arms" for Rene
less the picture was bought foi
entire circuit on a high percer
basis were denied by the Gol<
organization. T & D, it is repc
sought to play the picture on 1 1
rental in San Francisco and i
bigsrer city situations, but Gold
while agreeing to flat rental des
the out-of-town spots, asked for
centage arrangements in the 1;
towns.
Mary Pickford defended Gokh
action in acquiring the dance
for the showing. Speaking ovei
dio Station KOH, Miss Pickford
it wasn't a question of whethe:
or a dozen
Goldwyn
pictures
Reno
but that
the issue
of monp'
was
involved,
and
issue
"vital
advancement of the American t
tion picture
She whre
telegram
fromindustry."
Walt Disney
pressed similar views.

Phil Sterling Quits Artkino
Philip Sterling has resigne
publicity head of Artkino Pic
to become managing director oi
ture News Theaters, newly o;
ized publishers' service which
represent individual photogra'
and prepare packaged picture
ries for the magazine field.
Lt. Knotos Missing in Actio
Chicago — Lt. C. L. Knotos,
bardier of a Flying Fortress,
merly with the Abbott Theater
ply Company, Chicago, is rep
missing in action over Gerr
His mother and brother live hei

Hamilton Succeeds Hodge

Chicago — John Hamilton of
neapolis succeeds Torn Hodg»
Two Cities Films, said here yester- director of British Film Service
day. If the product should be split the Chicago territory. Hodgi
up, an independent
company
may turns Saturday from New Yo:
handle some of the pictures.
help Hamilton get started.
Dr. Galperson, who arrived here
from London Tuesday with Grad
Sears, David Coplan and Barrington
Gain, said there was no basis for
previous reports from London that
Sears and Rank had concluded a deal West Coast Bureau of THE FILM L
the distribution of 10 pictures
Hollywood — The Elite theat<
Can* in Calcutta to Open for
by United Artists. He said that Beverly Hills has been purchase
Indian Studies for Rank
the deal whereby 20th-Fox would Galston and Sutton, operator
handle the physical distribution of Hawaii. The new acquisition
I Continued from Page 1)
some Rank product was still alive
bution, although both production and and that further conferences would maintain a policy of first-runs,
ing day-and-date with Hawaii.
exhibition will not be neglected.
be held with 20th-Fox executives. He
Sutherland, la. — C. L. Shearoi
Carr's trip to India largely paral- indicated that parleys would be held
lels that of John Davis, now in the with other major companies. He and purchased the Sutherland th
United States following several Gain will be here for about two from the Knott estate.
weeks spent in a tour through Can- months.
ada.
Campbell, Neb.— The Villag
The Eagle-Lion setup will remain
status quo until at least after the Campbell has purchased the th
"Wilson" Into St. Louis Fox
war, inasmuch as there is no chance here. It will be operated by six i
bers of the Chamber of Comir
St. Louis — "Wilson" instead of go- for it to set up its own exchanges in charge.
ing into the Ambassador, will open the present market. Dr. Galperson with Secretary Henry Erickso
said.
at the 5,000-seat Fox.
i Continued from Page 1)
Iowa, it is figured at .098 for the established price and .002 Iowa tax
for a 10 cent ticket.
The Tri-State Theater Corp. has
dropped its 12-cent tickets to 10
cents for the children and many of
the other exhibitors have followed,
although some are still charging the
12 cents.

I Continued from Page 1)

THEATER DEAL

„

t
PAULWHITEMAN
and ORCHESTRA

LOUIS ARMSTRONG
and his ORCHESTRA

T^loM 10 BIG SONG HITS
"I Ain't Got Nobody"
"After You've Gone"
"By the Sea"
"Blue* My Naughty Sweetie
Gives to Me"
"Gallagher & Shean"
"Nobody's Sweetheart"
"Ain't Misbehavin'"
"All of Me"
"Darktown Strutters' Ball"
"On a Sunday Afternoon"

-.

S S&

■:.

w

a

REPUBLIC

PICTU

Director - RAY
Original

Story

by

Screenplay by DORIS GILBERT-FRANK

McCAREY

ARTHUR

CAESAR
CARIETON

GILL. JR.-GEORGE

BROWN

M. P. Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 21st floor
New York K. Y.
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ON STAGE EVERYBODY!

55

The Blue Network's Sensational Opportunity
Show now opens even wider the doors
to Fame and Fortune for Radio and Screen

ffBig Names" of tomorrow

through a

GREAT 26-WEEK CONTEST
HERE

EVER since the Blue Network Company
was formed, it has been the opportunity

IS HOW
THE
CONTEST
WILL
OPERATE:

network for radio artists. One important con-

1 . Each week for 26 weeks, "On Stage Every-

tribution has been the program, "On Stage

body!" will present a group of "acts" . . . carefully and impartially auditioned from professional talent.

Everybody!", which during the last 30 weeks
has provided opportunity for countless professional singers, actors, and other artists to
air their talents coast to coast.

Beginning October 7th,"On Stage Everybody!"
proposes to give aspiring talent an even more
profitable opportunity by staging a unique
26-week contest which offers the winners opportunity not only in radio but on the screen as well !

2. The ten most talented acts will be given
contracts to appear in the full-length picture,
"On Stage Everybody!", to be produced by
Universal Pictures, one of Hollywood's top
five studios.
3. All professional talent is eligible. Anyone
desiring to enter this contest should contact
the Blue Network's Program Department for
complete details.

"On Stage Everybody!" emphasizes the Blue Network's policy that
radio must discover and develop talent of its own. W» believe that this
new contest feature of "On Stage Everybody!" is an even bigger step in
the right direction.

"ON

STAGE

EVERYBODY!"

is

for

sale!

The inherent commercial strength of this program, combined with the
possibilities of the contest feature, provide an unusual vehicle for the alert
advertiser, for further information: Blue Program Sales or National
Concert and Artists Corporation.

w
AMERICAN

BROADCASTING

V/

SYSTEM,

INC,

*

y, h Product! Wl21st
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RMOUR TO BE INDUSTRY'S FIRST "ENVOY"
/right
to Discuss Decree at Allied Board Meet
Editorial
t
tov'
. . asking

fiiddle's Aide Accepts Bid
Tendered by New England
Independent Exhibitors

for it

By CHESTER B. BAHN

-

S industry whose development has been
teyed to what variously is described as
American way" and "free enterprise"
credit no small part of that developto the fact that it has not been subd to Government regulation and conpecifically applied, except such as may
resulted from litigation,
ere have been, and still are, neverss, forces, largely outside the industry
which have sought and may be ex;d to continue to seek, to effect Fedregulation and control by legislative
ate. Let them be successful and the
er development of the industry will be
jtrung.
Inevitably, too, the screen will
lie less a medium of entertainment and
a medium
of propaganda,
with its
om of expression confined by bureau: fiat, however masked,
follows, then, that there is a certain
er in any move
which
may be conid as an appeal to the public to take
tid in the settlement
of any industry
Ite. That is true whether the appeal
iced by an exhibitor or by a producer
y a distributor.
It is true, further,
out regard to the merit of the argument
iced in the case at point.

Boston — Robert L. Wright, special
assistant to the Attorney General
and in charge of the motion picture
section of the Department of Justice, has accepted an invitation to
attend Allied's board of directors
meetin'g in Bretton Woods, N. H.,
Sept. 7-8. The bid was made by Independent Exhibitors of New England, Inc.
Wright has agreed to discuss informally the Government's applica(Continued on Page 3)

Reynolds Speaks On
Anti-Defamation Day
Quentin Reynolds, famous war correspondent and author, will be among
the principal speakers at the AntiDefamation Day rally and buffet luncheon to be held on the New Amsterdam Theater Roof at noon on
Sept. 7, under sponsorship of the
(Continued on Page 2)

Goebbels Closes All
Nazi Film Theaters

a trading business such as this is there

Chi. Theaters Will
Shutter on V-Dau
Chicago — Both circuit and independent theater owners will close
their houses on V-Day, to save wear
and tear on both equipment and
staffs.

Reginald Armour has been named
the
first of thetoindustry's
foreign
"ambassadors"
serve under
the
recently formed MPPDA plan to
place industry envoys in foreign capitals. Armour's assignment will be
in Paris where, when conditions permit, he will
representative be
for alltheof industry's
Europe.
Appointment of Armour was made
at a meeting of the MPPDA board
of directors.
Armour formerly was
general manager for RKO
A coast-to-coast survey of the European (Continued
on Page 3)
Canadian theater field as to the receptivity ofBritish pictures revealed
a highly favorable reaction, according to John Davis, representative of
J. Arthur Rank, who has just completed a tour of the Canadian territories. Davis, who returns shortly
to London, is a managing director
of Odeon Theaters and a director in
Newspaper editors have devoted
(Continued on Page 3)
more space of a favorable nature to
motion pictures in recent weeks than
for many years, accord37,000 U. S. Bookings for they ing tohave
a press summary compiled by
U. K. War Documentaries the MPPDA.
The summary advances
the opinion that the motion picture
The five documentary features of industry's(Continued
war jobon probably
Page 2) is rethe British Ministry of Information
released over here since the start
of the war on Sept. 3, 1939, have re- Appeals Board Affirms
ceived in excess of 37,000 bookings,
it was revealed here yesterday by And Modifies 2 Awards
Tom Baird, head of the films section,
Arbitration appeal board yesterwho leaves
next week for a month's
day issued two decisions. The board
visit
to London.
modified the arbitrator's award in
Baird pointed out that "Target
filed by E. M. Loew's Winfor Tonight" had 10,000 bookings the case chester
Theater, reducing the clear(Continued on Page 3)
ance held by theaters in Maiden and
(Continued on Page 3)

Sees Canada As Big
U. K. Film Market

Newspaper Comments
Favorable to Films

'equently are remarks made in the
of dispute which, when the verbal bats over, are fast forgotten by the inted parties. Unfortunately, however,
: are those on the outside with long
ories
and, worse, with special axes to
I.

A new "austerity order" by Propaganda Minister Goebbels, Reich
representative for total mobilization,
will close all German theaters,
shows, cabarets and theatrical and
music schools effective Sept. 1, the
(Continued on Page 3)

>us. at the opportune
time, the in7 may expect
to hear some
Conj'man take the floor to repeat, on the
,3rity of a distinguished
producer,
the

ZOth-Fox Net Is $6,338,433

le that, "Because
of monopolies
exl through the country the boys when
return from war are practically proed from entering
into the exhibition
otion pictures.
Etc., etc., etc."
, should exhibitors in a certain state
3t the suggestion
of their organizaI leader and run the trailer on the
en, the industry might
hear another
pressman cite its subjoined text as proof
Federal control is a crying need:
Ve apologize to our patrons for putting
(Continued on Page 2)

Report Covers 26 Weeks Ended June 24, '44
Draft Answers to Chi.
Consolidated net profit of $6,338,433, after all charges, for the 26
Mobsters' New Trial Plea weeks ended June 24, 1944, was reBoris Kostelanetz, special assistant U. S. attorney general, has
started the preparation of answers
to the plea for a new trial filed with
the Circuit Court of Appeals by
(Continued on Page 2)

MPPDA Appoints Former
RKO Foreign Dept. Exec.
To Serve in Europe

paired yesterday by 20th-Fox and
subsidiaries, including National Theaters Corp. and Roxy Theater, Inc.
After deducting dividends on prior
preferred and convertible preferred,
this amounted to $3.12 a share on
(Continued on Page 2)

Polios in Top Allied
Film Spot in Italy
Steve Pallos, formerly representative here for Alexander Korda, has
been named head of the films division for both the OWI and MOl
in Italy. Pallos, who is headquartering in Rome, organized the division
for the information services of the
United States and England, according to word received here yesterday.
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Cowan Polls Editors
On Switch in Title
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Caught in the middle
in the controversy raging over proposed switch in title of his film version of "Tomorrow

the World"

. . . ashing for it
(Continued

out-

Corporation's consolidated net for
the corresponding span of 1943, not
including National Theaters and the
Roxy, was $3,843,249, equal, after
deducting dividends on convertible
preferred, to $1.81 a share on the
1,742,000 shares of common then outstanding. On July 9, 1943, the corporation bought the outstanding 58
per cent interest in National Theaters and it became a wholly-owned
subsidiary.
For purpose of comparison with
aforementioned net of $6,338,433 for
first 26 weeks of '44, had National
Theaters been wholly-owned from
the beginning of '43, profit for first
26 weeks of that year, including
Roxy Theater, Inc., would have been
$5,535,279. After deducting dividends
on convertible preferred, the only
preferred outstanding at that time,
this was equal to $2.78 per common
share.
For second quarter ended June
24, '44, consolidated net after all
charges was $3,152,131 compared
with $3,186,302 for first quarter of
'44. Profit for second quarter of '43
on comparable basis was $2,862,506.
The 20th-Fox board yesterday declared a quarterly cash dividend of
$1.12 y2 per share on outstanding
prior preferred, payable Sept. 15,
'44, to stockholders of record at
close of business on Sept. 5, '44. A
cash dividend of 37y2c for third quarter of '44 on outstanding convertible
preferred, payable Sept. 30, '44, to
stockholders of record Sept. 15, '44,
and a quarterly cash dividend of 50c
on outstanding common, payable
Sept. 30, '44, to stockholders of record Sept. 15, have been declared.
3A

financial

to

"The Intruder" or alternate, "The
Stranger," Lester Cowan is putting
it up to leading industry press editors
and will be guided by the majority of
replies.

i/2

DAILY

Gov't Control

-Fox 26-Week
Net $6,338,413
(Continued frcm Page 1)
the 1,742,006 shares of common
standing.

Friday Augusr 25,

from Page 1)

the bee' on them for increased admissions,
but we are compelled to do this in accordance with the terms of our contract with
(name of film company), the owner of
(name of picture). The management of
this theater suggests that you write the
local newspaper voicing your objection to
this vicious practice over which we have
absclutely no control."o
I ET it be reiterated

that there

is no

■"" attempt here to pass judgment on a
given issue. Neither merit nor the lack of
it does not change the fact that let this
industry once be brought under strict Government regulation and control and it will
have one helluva time getting rid of the
Federal shackles.

Reynolds Speaks On
Anti-Defamation Day
(Continued from Page 1)
amusement and allied industries, it
was learned yesterday.
Intensive arrangements for this
notable event, which will bring together both the rank and file of the
entertainment industry, are being
made by Barney Balaban, Nate Spingold, Harry Brandt and Max A. Cohen. Employes of all amusement
enterprises, in common with filmland, will be asked to sign cards
tion Day. support of Anti-Defamapledging

TCM
DONALDSON.
M-G-M
manager
ii
ton, arrives Monday and JOHN S. ALLEN
ingron branch
head, is due tomorrow
to
a week
at the home
office visiting the i
departmental
heads.
EDWARD
M. BOOTH,
Metro Cincinnati i
ager, leaves Sunday
night for his headqi
alter
spending
a week
here.
JACK
Cleveland
manager,
and FOSTER
CAUKEI
dianapolis
head, depart
Saturday
for the
fices.
EDWIN W. AARON, M-C-M circuit
head, left yesterday on a tour of nin
cities where he will confer with branch
agers and divisional heads of National
aters.
His first stop is Chicago.
SCOTT
R. DUNLAP,
Monogram
produce
nesday.
GEORGE
B. WEST, franchise holder in St.
and
Cincinnati,
arrived
in
Hollywood
RUSSELL MOSS, president of the Motior
tures Office Employes, Local 23169, Al
back from St. Louis.
MAURY
GOLDSTEIN,
M-G-M
New
manager,
returned
to his headquarters
):
day after two days here.
VAN NOMIKOS, Illinois Allied vice-pre:
is in New York seeking product.
EVE
ETTINCER,
in
story
department here,
tion
tonight.
DAVE
day en

COPLAN
route to

charge
starts

arrived
Ottawa.

in

of the Col j
a two-week
Montreal

y|

Touhy Writ Argument
In Chicago Sept. 18

Chicago — Federal Judge E,
Shaw
will hear the million d
suit filed by attorneys for R
Tuohy,
Statesville
prison
ini
against 20th-Fox
and Balabai
Katz for damages
in showing
"Roger Touhy, Gangster" film v
out Touhy's consent.
Judge £■
hear the plaintiff's demand
Serving on the committee for the awilltemporary
injunction on Sept I
event are Jack Cohn, Si Fabian, A.
Schneider, Charles "Chick" Lewis, Wilson Quits WPB Post
Harry Kalmine, Bob Weitman,
Film industry officials, and
George Dembow, Leopold Friedman,
Max Seligman, Si Seadler, Arthur especially those who are engage
Israel, Jr., Alec Moss, Budd Rogers, the production of equipment for
Louis Frisch, Sam Shain, Sam Tul- trade, expressed surprise and re
pan, Adolph Schimel, Mannie Sacks, yesterday when informed
Harold Mirisch, and David Wolper.
Charles E. Wilson,
execi
vice-chairman,
hasWPB's
resigned

Newspaper Comments Are Draft Answers to Chi.
Favorable to Pictures
Mobsters' New Trial Plea
(Continued from Page 1)
sponsible for much of the current
favorable editorial comment.
Editorial clippings from large and
small newspapers defend and applaud the services of motion pictures. Adverse comment during July
and August was negligible.

COnllnG and GOII

(Continued from Page 1)
counsel for the six Chicago mobsters convicted of extorting more
than $1,000,000 from the industry.
Argument is expected to be heard in
October.
Louis Kaufman, former head of
Newark operators' local 244 of the
IATSE who was the seventh defenWarners and MPOE
dant convicted, has not filed his apResume Negotiations
peal yet.
Chicago — Petitions calling for a
Contract negotiations between pardon for Nick Circella, alias Nick
Warners and Motion Picture Office Dean, who is serving an eight-year
Employes, Local 23169, AFL, have term for extortion from the film inbeen resumed.
dustry, are being circuited by his
A job classification plan agreed friends.
upon by the union and Universal
has gone to the WLB for approval. Ralph S. Hawkins Dead
The plan calls for an eight per cent
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. — Ralph S.
wage increase after salaries have Hawkins, 73, former head of the
been brought up to the minimums in film department of the Metropolitan
the various classifications. Increases Museum of Art in New York, is dead
here.
would be retroactive to July 1.

Skouras Hosts U. K. Execs.
Spyros P. Skouras was host
post.
private dinner on the St. Mv
Roof last night for John Davis,
rington Gain and Dr. Alexander
person, British associates of J.
thur Rank.

SEP BIILTIIDA
GREETINGS TO.
August 25
John R. Bray
Ruby
Keeler
Victor Heerman
Louis Weinberg
John Zanff
James
M. Brenn;
August 26 Jerry
Richard Wallace
Alice White
Herman

Drew
L. Ripp:

August 27 Bert Ennis
Lester Elton
Jack Livingston
Kat York
M. S. Bergerman
R. E. Messer
Frank Heath
Jim Conniff

ay, August 25, 1944

CWTdaily

Discuss Decree
Allied Board Meet
(Continued from Page 1)
for a modification of the New
< consent decree.
Dbert Poole or Hugh Bruen, and
ibly both, will represent the
ITO at Allied's board meeting
retton Woods next month. Jesse
n will represent the Unaffiliated
pendent Exhibitors of New York.

waukee Journal
Its Set for Tele

Appeals Board Affirms
And Modifies 2 Awards

Loew's Seehs Socho
6th War Loan ideas

(Continued from Page 1)

Plans are already under way by
the Loew Theater chain for the Sixth
War Loan, as circuit will again play

Cambridge, Mass., over the Winchester, although the relief was not as
great as was first granted by the
arbitrator. The board also affirmed
the award which dismissed the complaint brought by the Gary Theater,
Gary, Ind., which sought to reduce
the clearance now granted to Chicago theaters. The board agreed
with the arbitrator who found that
the complainant had not presented
sufficient evidence to prove his case.

a leading role in Bond vending. Oscar A. Doob yesterday called up showmen of the chain to supply promotional ideas. Six brand new and
different angles are sought for the
drive.

Sees Canada As Big
U. K. Film Market

(Continued from Page 1)
Manorfield Investment Trust Co., a
private organization
which
repredustry.sents Rank's interests in the film inDavis said here yesterday that he
believed Canada would be a great
potential market for British films,
Ian Steincamp Killed
basing his opinion on a thorough exploration of the present Canadian
!?s Boines, la. — Ted Mendenhall,
iager of the Paramount theater market. While the object of his
has been advised by the War American visit was primarily a theater checkup, Davis said he had disDepartment that his son, Harlan Steincamp, a paratrooper,
cussed British distribution problems
killed in action in France on with representatives of Paramount,
20th Century-Fox and Universal.
l> 20.

ihvaukee — In advancement of its
-war television plans, the Milikee Journal has just appointed
iip Laeser to new post of FM.vision Engineering Supervisor.

TAKE THIS TIP... AND

-

37,000 U. S. Bookings for
U. K. War Documentaries
(Continued from Page 1)
over here; "Next of Kin," 5,000;
"Desert Victory," 10,000; 'Coastal
Command," 4,000, and "Tunisian
Victory," produced jointly by England and the U. S., more than 8,000
to date. In addition to the features,
20 short subjects have been distributed.
Two new features are being prepared, Baird said. One, "Western
Approaches," in Technicolor, is nearly completed, while the other, "Jourwill be ready for
showingney Together,"
in January.

Armour Named Envoy
In Europe for Films
(Continued from Page 1)
and held important foreign and domestic posts with that organization
and with Walt Disney. He recently
took an executive post with the
Schine circuit.

Goebbels Closes All
Nazi Film Theaters
(Continued
AP reported from
Film and radio
be available only
workers. Actors
drafted into the

from Page 1)
London yesterday.
entertainment will
to soldiers and war
and others will be
Army it was said.

Kudos for Allen B. Du Mont
Troy, N. Y. — Honorary degree of
Doctor of Engineering was bestowed
upon Allen B. Du Mont, head of Du
Mont Laboratories, Inc., of Passaic,
N. J., and president of Television
Broadcasters Association, Inc., by
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute at
the 120th commencement exercises.

Francisco Bliss Dead
Portland, Ore. — Francisco Bliss,
47, featured for years on both Orpheum and Pantages circuits, is dead.
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Take a leaf out of the book of our mighty

that tell them what you have to sell now,

air force. They don't send a few little

tomorrow,

w

planes to take a pot shot or two at an ob-

next week, next month?

For a

quarter of a century we have been check-

jective. They send their biggest and best

ing, inspecting, improving our Advertising

— by the thousands. Are you sending out

bombsights, increasing the load of our

your biggest and best Advertising medi-

big Ad carriers, building up the bang in
our Advertising bombs.

ums to blanket your target? Are you fairly

The blanketing

part of the operation is strictly up to you.

plastering them with super block-busters
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Polio Fight
. . . and industry
By CHESTER B. BAHN
ilLLIONS

of American

film fans of

• all ages — one estimate places the
nd total at 40,000,000— have a direct,
sonal stake in the fight currently being
<ged in a dozen or more Eastern and
ithern states against what has developed
o the most severe outbreak of infantile
alysis in more than 25 years.
They have that stake because, at the
aest of the country's theaters, they
ponded to the 1944 March of Dimes,
:ampaign which, under the leadership of
cholas M. Schenck, provided the uncedenfed and surprising and heart-warm: total of $4,667,520.
That sum, which more than doubled the
lections in the preceding year's drive,
^resents 42.8 per cent of all the money
itributed from all sources to the fight
dread polio. There could be no more
iking illustration of the prime imporice of the annual appeal to film patrons,
ough the medium of the film theaters,
m that simple statement.
o
J OR could the need for continued support, both on the part of all within
' industry and the public the industry
ves, be better pointed up than by what
* is being accomplished by the Nanal Foundation for Infantile Paralysis in
i dozen stricken States.
There is a signal spur to further exircr effort in the 1945 March of Dimes
ve, for instance, in the recent pictorial
iort in Life Magazine (July 31 issue)
the dramatic epidemic battle in Hickory,
C. There, the National Foundation,
warked with the theater contributions
s year, has rushed aid so sorely reired. Much the same story could be
)orted from points in other states —
New York, Kentucky, Pennsylvania and
ssippipoi, notably.
It is a matter of experience and record
=h year that the states in which a serious
tbreak occurs increase their March of
mes activities, with the result that
nations sharply move upward. So, as
enomenal as the results of the 1944
ve may seem, there is an excellent
ance that the $5,000,000 figure may be
ained in 1945.

It will if everyone in the industry con(Continued on Page 2)

New Stands in U. S. Will
Number Several Thousand;
50,000 in Other Lands

I, OOO- Acre Studio
Site for Win. Fox?
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Although William Fox
Atlantic City — Vast theater buildhas declined to disclose any details
ing operations will take place on a
of his production plans since his arworld-wide scale in the immediate
rival, it is reported he is desirous
decade following
of acquiring a 1,000 acre site on
the war, it was
which to erect a studio when conpredicted here on
struction is allowed. Fox will be
the
week-end
byhere for a lengthy stay and expects
David
O. Selzto be able to make a production
nick, whose SYannouncement during his sojourn in
WA opens at the
Los Angeles.
local Apollo Theater Sept. 7.
Selznick foresees, he said, that
new exhibition facilities will be
'greatly increased
in the United
DAVID o. selznick States through
construction
of
Formation of Universal International Films, Inc., a wholly owned
several thousand ultra-modern thesubsidiary of Universal Pictures, was
(Continued on Page 8)
announced
F r iday.
Joseph H. Seidelman, vice-president of Universal, has been
elected president
of Universal International. Other
Motion picture theater attendance,
which depends on the extent of famofficers are Alfred E. Daff, viceily incomes for its existence, should
president;
(Continued on Page 8)
Charles A. Kirby,
secretary; RayUniversal Will Center
mond M. Miles,
treasurer, and
Exploitation at H. O.
Pierre Ludwig,
assistant treasUnder a new set-up, Universal's
urer.
exploitation activities will center in
JOSEPH SEIDELMAN
the home office, with no permanent
Universal
International has taken over all the
representatives in the field outside
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)

Seidelman Heads
"U" International

Family Income Still
Gains, Survey Finds

S chine Suit Off to Sept. 26
Answers Gov't on Admission of Facts
Buffalo— In 30 pages, Willard S.
Polio Makes Deep Dents
Schine Circuit counsel, on
McKay,
Tn Springfield Attendance Friday answere
d a recent request
Springfield, Mass. — House manag- by the Government for admission of
ers here report a steady decline in facts on the part of the Schine defendants. The anti-trust trial of
the number of children's attendances Schine Chain Theater
s, Inc., has
at all local theaters, as a wave of
(Continued on Page 14)
(Continued on Page 8)

$8,000,000 Electronics
Park to be Constructed
On Central New York Site
Syracuse — Establishment of this
city as a major post-war television
center was assured with the weekend disclosure by General Electric
of plans for construction of a huge
new plant on a site just East of
suburban Liverpool as soon as the
Government relaxes building restrictions.
To cost approximately $8,000,000,
the new GE development will be a
center of
theandcompany's
tronicsall
activity,
as such elecwill
open a new chapter in the progress
of electronics, it is forecast.
The new development will parallel
(Continued on Page 7)

First FHA-Builf Pix
House Bows in Mich.
Detroit — Opening of the Center
Theater, new 1,300-seat first-run
house, at Willow Run, 30 miles west
of Detroit, gives the Detroit industrial area probably the first nermanent theater
erected
by the
(Continued
on Page
14) Govern-

50% of New PRC Lineup
Ready or in Preparation
Fifty per cent of PRC's 1944-45
program is completed or in preparation, according to Leo J. McCarthy,
(Continued on Page 14)

Noon-Hour TVewsreel
Experiment Clichs
Des Moines, la. — Tri-States has
inaugurated a nocn-hour newsreel
program at the Strand, a second-run
downtown theater, for workers and
shoppers in lieu of full time newsreel theater because it was felt
such a project would be too limited
at the present time.
Theater is showing 42 minutes
of news, combining all available services. Officials report the program
a success.
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i Continued from Page 1)
cerned
with
its success
makes
the
effort. . . and that they will.

ful

INIQUE it may be for any one industry
^
to find itself playing a major role
in a national humanitarian effort. But the
affinity of the film industry for the battle
against polio is understandable. It is to
the motion picture on the nation's screens
that the youth of America look for not only
amusement but growth in knowledge. Appropriate, then, it is that the theater should
interest itself in the children's health and
laughter.

Kinsky in Washington
On War Loan Figures

William R. Ferguson, M-G-M exploitation director, will conduct the
first of a series of district meetings
with field exploiteers and theater
representatives in Chicago for three
days starting Wednesday. Attending the sessions will be John E.
Flynn, Western sales manager; Sam
Shirley, Midwestern district manager; W. E. Banford, Chicago
branch manager; William G. Bishop,
Western division exploitation representative; William Green and Warren Slee, Chicago; Louis Orlove,
Milwaukee; Norman W. Pyle, Minneapolis; Jack Connor, Omaha, and
Austin McGough, Des Moines. Advertising and publicity heads for
major and indie circuits will be invited to attend a luncheon.

Joe Kinsky, Fifth War Loan co- Para. Putting $50,000
ordinator is in Washington today
meeting with Ted Gamble, National In Theater Guild Show
War Finance Director, and TreasParamount is investing approxiury statisticians, in an effort to commately $50,000 for a half interest in
pute the results of the industry's
participation in the campaign. Kin- the Theater Guild show, "Sing Out,
sky will return to New York on Sweet Land," which is scheduled to
Wednesday.
hit Broadway in November.
A study of the reports submitted
by the individual theaters, plus a Connors to Visit Branches
survey prepared by the Treasury
Tom Connors, 20th-Fox distribuDepartment, is expected to yield an
tion boss, expects to visit the comaccurate index of the theaters' Bondselling activities.
pany's branches this Fall or Winter.
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Metro Promotes Sterling
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Washington — Federal admissions
taxes hit $31,343,729 in June, far
above the $26,240,195 figure for the
month previously, and twice the
$15,750,518 of June, 1943, according
to figures released by the Bureau of
Internal Revenue. In the Broadway
sector, the June figures of $4,037,120
were close to twice the $2,711,637
of May and the $2,223,606 of June,
1943.

WAR

P/3/?AMoa/vr

June Federal Admissions
Taxes Up to $31,343,729
Bureau

The People's Theater, operated :\
15 years with Yiddish stock by m
Liftman, will be partially rem|
elled and renamed.

91
31%

Par.

Washington

Detroit — Krim Brothers, now cj
erating the Krim Theater in t;
suburb of Highland Park, but f<
mer operators of a small indie cj
cuit here, are again expanding ir|
a circuit after two years of ow
house operation, with acquisition j
the Davison and Liftman's Peoplt
Theater. Sol Krim will direct tj
enterprise, while his brother, MJ
is with the OWI in Barcelona.
The Davison, used for the \i
few years as a church, will be !
modelled as far as existing restil
tions permit, Sol Krim said, to p !
vide amusement facilities for a ml
Negro housing project being ereci
nearby.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALlI

(Aug. 25)
NEW

Krim Brothers Return
To Detroit Circuit Field
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The first Great Production
from the Great New Producing Company!

INTERNATIONAL

PICTURES, INC., PRESENTS

GARY COOPER
TERESA WRIGHT

anov
in

The Greatest Romantic Comedy Of All Time

Directed by SAM WOOD
A NUNNALLY JOHNSON Production
with

Frank
Morgan
Anita
Louise
PATRICIA COLLINGE • Edmond Breon ■ Jill Esmond
Produced and written for the screen by Nunnally Johnson
From a play by Floyd Dell and Thomas Mitchell
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tf**UM

■ lo Make Tele
ib of Syracuse

COmmC and GOinG
SPYROS SKOURAS, president of 20th-century
Fox, arrived in San Francisco
yesterday.

(Continued from Page 1)

Importance and physical setup of
I Park of GE, scientific and man•turing center of illuminating
bment in suburban Cleveland,
trd Swope, GE president, as well
[)wen D. Young, board chairman,
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice-presiit in charge of the electronics deLment, confirmed that the Liveri plants collectively will be known
"Electronics Park."
jE will establish in the park an
tinistration
building,
research
Schenectady — Expectation that
Charles E. Wilson, GE's president
before joining WPB as vice-chairnan from which post he resigned
pn Thursday, will be re-elected to
his old post as company head was
.oiced here on the week-end by
Gerard
Swope,
incumbent.
board is
scheduled
to meetGE's
in
Veif York next Friday when ac■ion to return Wilson is looked
Vor.
jratories and assembly shops.
;h work as television will have its
latest development there, and Dr.
cer will make it his headquarters.
2 of the factors, it was revealed,
•mpting location of the new projnear here is proximity to Syrale University.
Although no direct confirmation
s available on the week-end, trade
servers promptly expressed the
w that GE would build its key
2 station in connection with Elecnics Park, thus relegating WRGB
less important status, although
: latter has been the experimental
E pin up to this point. It was
o pointed out that the plans for
master tele station, which have
Bi shown repeatedly by GE at
:ss confabs and on other occasions,
il undoubtedly materialize first at
ectronics Park.

itty Hutton Breaks Records
Boston — Personal appearance of
tty Hutton at the RKO Theater
expected to break the house record
the week after shattering Frank
natra's mark on the opening day
.ursday. Lines extended completearound the block. Two detectives
rved as Miss Hutton's bodyguards
protect her from admirers.

New Pix to Start
•st Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Eleven new pictures
into production this week, maktotal of 51 shooting.

SESD BIRTHDAY
MEETINGS TO...
August 28

Harry Michalson
H. Neal East
J. T. McBride
E. M, Booth
0. Manheimer

• •
• WITH THE MOTION PICTURE THEATERS of America taking
such an important part in raising money for the fight on infantile paralysis— the theater collections of $4,667,000 were 42.8 per cent of all the
money raised for the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis! — exhibs. are showing a keen interest in the polio situation now existing
in the country
1944 probably will be the worst infantile paralysis year this country has had in a quarter of a century.
Epidemics
and near-epidemics are or have raged in some 13 states.'
Pete J.
Wood in his bulletin to the Independent Theater Owners of Ohio well
says: ...... "Exhibitors have sometimes
wondered
what disposition is
made of the millions of dollars which have been raised for the National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, and the thousands of local county
chapters
Theater owners
who have participated in this money
raising project can ascertain where some of this money goes by reading
the story on the current epidemic in the July issue of Life. Reading
that story and looking at the pictures should induce all theater owners
to work twice as hard next year when they are asked to participate in
the "March of Dimes campaign"

▼

•

•

•

PORTRAIT

▼

OF A MONT

WILLIAM F. RODCERS goes to the Coast
shortly after Labor Day.
DARRYL F. ZANUCK,
son," plans to fly to Washington, 0. C,
for Sept. 7 premiere of producer of "Wilthe film at Lcew's
Capitol.
BEN KALMENSON, general sales manager for
Warners, and NORMAN H. MORAY, short subject sales manager, returned to New York over
the week-end from the Coast.
JOHN
Canada,

CRIERSON, National Film Board head,
arrived in New
York from London.

SERGT. MARTIN FINKELSTEIN, formerly with
Fox Midwest theaters, Kansas City, is spending
his furlough from Camp Detrick, Md., in New

York.
JOEL LEVY, Loew's out of town
vacationing at Elizaville.

booker, is

MALCOLM KINGSBERC, RKO vice-pres., is
en route to New York from the Coast.
HOWARD
in from the

ESTABROOK,
Coast today.

screen writer, is due

EDDIE BRACKEN, film player, is expected
to arrive in New York from the Coast this week.
MELVILLE Cooper, arrived from Hollywood
at the week-end to begin rehearsals for starring role in Max Cordon's "While The Sun
ROBERT ROSSON, associate director for C. B.
DeMille, arrived in Mexico Sunday to arrange

▼
AN AN GOING

PLACES:

Gary

Cooper is rounding a corner in 1944
Stardom is" not enough for
this lanky Montanan who came up the hard way
From cartoondrawing efforts in his teens, Gary moved to "silent" film hardships
as an extra, on the rim of Wester?! mob scenes. .... .In 1925 an independent producer singled him from the mob, put him in boots and
spurs

Recognition
came in "The
Whining of Barbara
Worth" .
Clara Boiu vehicles next engaged him, then he modulated into
western star
A horseback success in "Arizona Bound"
Roles
iti gangster pictures followed, when
westerns went into a decline
A new Cooper developed after his African hunting trip to gain

health
His stature has grown with "Pride of the Yankees," "For
Whom the Bell Tolls," "The Story of Dr. Wassell." Now after costarring in "Casanova Brown," for International Pictures, he turns
producer for them.
And fittingly, in a Western!
▼
▼
T

locations

for

the

proposed

"The

Flame.

NORMAN ELSON, vice-president of TransShines."
Lux, leaves
New York today for Boston and returns on Wednesday.
ALFRED H. MORTON, head of National Concert Artists Corp. returns to Hollywood shortly.
ANNE:

BAXTER

checks out of Hollywood

for

New York for a several weeks' vacation after
completing "Guest in the House."
; CAPT. MATTY FOX is in Hollywood.
| HENRY GINSBERG, vice-president in charge of
Paramount production accompanied by WILLIAM
MEIKLEJOHN, studio casting director, left for
Hollywood Saturday.
DEL GOODMAN has resumed his pest as
Paramount district manager in Los Angeles, following completion of a special assignment for
Paramount International Films in South Africa.
GRAD SEARS and CARL LESERMAN
back today from Atlantic City.

are due

ED SCHNIT2R

returns today from Toronto.

DAVE

COPLAN

due tomorrow from Ottawa.

PHIL

CERARD of M-C-M's exploitation department returns today from a brief vacation

• • • LT. JAMES H. SHEA, one of E. K. "Ted" O'Shea's two
sons in the service, is due to be honored shortly with the Distinguished
Flying Cross for his part in an operational flight over Munich recently
Lt. James was one of the pilots of the 370th Fighter Squadron,
AAF Station F-133 planes which was attacked by 15 enemy aircraft

HENRY HULL, film actor, is in New York
upstate.
with plans to direct and star in Clare Kummer's play "Many Happy Returns."

while making the mission over Germany
now but any day expects to step up to first

JULES FIELDS, assistant exploitation manager, and JERRY PICKMAN, of 20th-Fox home
office, arrived in Washington for advance cam-

He's a second lieutenant
In a letter to his dad,

Lt. James writes:
"While still two and a half hours in enemy territory we ran into stiff opposition and dove for the protection of the undercast clouds
.The plane was flying at 8,000 feet at the time
we called for fighter support
Since the area was being swept by
P-38's we received no immediate assistance
However,
about 20
minutes later, four green-nosed P-51's swept by us and called asking
if we required assistance
Since our main compass was shot away
and we had no navigator (he was seriously injured) and our gas was
low we asked that the fighter support lead us to the nearest coast
point
As we neared the coast one fighter swept the area preceding us at our altitude spotting flak installations and points of enemy
installations . . ."
In his citation. Commanding Officer Avelin P.
Tacon. Jr., noted, "It has been determined that you were one of the
fighter pilots referred to in the basic communication
It is gratifying to be able to transmit this commendation to you and to add my
own in recognition for a fine example of aggressive spirit and determination to protect fighter formations
It is directed that a copy of this
communication be placed in your 201 File"..,...
▼
T
▼
•
•
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

"Wilson."
JOHNpaign onLeROY
JOHNSTON, International Pictures' director of advertising and publicity,
over the week-end
for the Coast.

left

! LEON J. BAMBERGER will return to his
tion. desk today following a two-week's vaca'RKO
today.
: CONSTANCE BENNETT arrives in New York

"Closed for Vacation"
Detroit — With restaurants, barber
shops, and business establishments
of many kinds closing up entirely
for a few weeks for "vacations"
for the first time in business history, the idea has finally spread to
theaters here as well. John Magocs,
who runs the Alvin Theater, northwestern neighborhood house, has
hung up a sign, 'Closed for a Vacation." with his opening
date.

'Sift*-*
V1!

Family Income Still
Gains, Survey Finds
(Continued from Page 1)
continue on a high scale inasmuch as
family income is still on the upswing,
according to the third annual survey
on wartime economy conducted by
Fawcett Publications' Reader Forum.
Family income, the survey reveals,
has risen x'rom $2,652 in 1943 to $2,935 for 1944, despite the marked increase of husbands in the armed
forces.
Of the married readers' husbands,
more than 25 per cent are now in the
service, compared with 14 per cent in
1943 and 8 per cent in 1942. The
number of girls with incomes of more
than $2,000 a year is twice that of
1943. The Fawcett survey showed
that the median yearly income for
single girls in 1943 was $1,430 and
$1,599 in 1944 — an increase of 12
per cent over last year and 58 per
cent above that of 1942.
All in all, the survey shows that
the average U. S. income of the family and of the single woman is higher
than before.

Princeton Center Appoints Agcy.
The Princeton Film Center has appointed Royal & de Guzman, New
York, as advertising counsel, effective immediately. Magazines, business papers, direct mail and films
will be used. Paul de Guzman will
direct work on the account at the
agency.

Capt. Dick Shaw Wounded

All Allied Units Will Be Represented At
Decree Parley in Bretton Woods Next Week
Boston — In addition to members of the Allied board, the meeting in Bretton Woods, N. H., next week will be attended by representatives of units in
Michigan, Ohio, Eastern and Western Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Wisconsin,
New Jersey, Maryland, Texas, Illinois, Indiana and Connecticut. The New
England unit has invited all independent theater owners in the territory to
attend.

Polio Makes Deep Dents
in Springfield Attendance

(Continued from Page 1)
of Chicago and Boston.
Instead of
permanent field men, home office representatives will visit the territories.
New plan has caused a realignment of Universal's territorial publicity and advertising organization.
John Joseph, national director of the
department, has announced that Ben
Katz will be transferred from the
studio to Chicago where he will assume his former position as publicity and advertising representative
for the Chicago territory.
Harry Keller, Midwest representative, will resume his assignment in
the
home office. Charles Simonelli,
J. H. Seidelman Heads
who handled radio and special events
"U" International Films
in New York, has been named traveling exploitation representative.
(Continued from Page 1)
Resigning from the field staff are
foreign assets and holdings of Uni- Eddie Bonns, Southern representative; Al Selig, Washington; George
versal Pictures and will handle and
Fishman, Philadelphia, and Fred
control all its foreign operations.
Marshall, Pittsburgh.

Famed Adventure Strip
Gives Gift Pix "Break"

Milton Caniff's widely-syndicated
comic strip, "Terry and the Pirates,"
appearing locally in the Daily News,
yesterday devoted a full page to
dramatizing the motion picture industry's gift films for servicemen in
combat areas. The "break" was arranged by WAC's publicity department, which staked a special showing of the War Department's short
on the subject, "Movies at War," for
Caniff at his New City, N. Y., home.
Last box on the page shows the
GI's seeing a movie that is obviously "Going My Way," Paramount feature which had its world premiere in
Harold S. Eskin, operator of the 75 different locations overseas.
Eskin theater circuit, has announced
the engagement of his daughter Lucille Von Urff With CBS
Marsha Cynthia to Arthur J. Katz
Lucille Von Urff has joined CBS
of Port Chester, N. Y.
as an assistant producer in the netChicago — Lt. Marshall Hollander,
work's New York tele station,
son of William Hollander, B & K WCBW. Previously Mrs. Von Urff
publicity director, married Jacque- was picture editor of Look Magazine
line Friedman Saturday. Hol- for a year, and prior to that assolander is here on furlough from the
ciate editor for two and a half years.
South Pacific.
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Universal Will Center
Exploitation at H. O.

(Continued from Page 1)
poliomyelitis put 68 children in the
hospital in the Springfield area. The
total of victims, of which there have
been two fatalities, one in Holyoke
and the other in Athol, mounted to
considerably higher ihan the 46 cases
and no deaths reported throughout
the entire state of Connecticut. Although the health council has recommeded a closing of all theaters
to children, Public Health Commissioner Dr. L. Jackson Smith indicated he would take no such action
here.

Wallace, Ida.— Capt. Richard C.
Shaw, former manager of theaters
in Wallace and in Kellogg, was seriously injured in France. He is now
in a base hospital in England. Captain Shaw took part in the D-Day
invasion of France and recently won
the Purple Heart.

West Coast Bureau of THE

DAILY

Matt Kennedy. Ill, Resigns

Hollywood — Jean Parker has taken
New Haven — Matthew Kennedy,
another plunge into matrimony, this for nine years business manager of
time with Curtis Grotter, local in- local No. 273, operators, has resigned
surance broker.
on account of ill health. Frank Perry is acting business manager for
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
the remainder of his term.
Hollywood — Laverne Andrews, redheaded member of the Andrews Sisters, songstress trio, confirmed here To Reopen Toledo Alan
Toledo, O. — Hauser and Melicki
on the week-end that she will wed
Lou Rogers, member of a film stu- are reopening the Alan Theater on
Sept. 1.
dio's music department.

Monday, August 28, 19';

Vast Post-War Theal.
Building— Selznkk
(Continued from Page 1)

aters, thus sending the current f
ure of some 18,000 houses well o\
the 20,000 mark. These new outle
he
he'generally
smal
in declared,
seating will
capacity,
and will
equipped for television pr esentatio
as
well as incorporate
"enormca
improvements
in sound devices
air conditioning."! These smaller a
splendidly equipped stands, Selzni
added, will make for easier operati
and less overhead
expenses.
In the post-war decade overse
it is entirely probable, the UA <
owner
said, that 50,000
theat<
would be constructed for motion p
ture entertainment.
He pointed '
the medium
fact that
movies
the gre;',
es
known
for are
educating
aj
informing peoples, "and it is u]
versally recognized
that such c |
tural advancement is greatly need
in many lands."
China, Russia, ].
dia and sections of Latin Ameri>
he believes, will be among the t
lets.
nations
in expanding exhibition oi ;
Hollywood production metho
and those of studios throughout 1
world, will be greatly improved i
the first peacetime decade, and, ;
added, films in color will be dor;
nant everywhere, with their cost
dropping sharply from present levej

International Recognizes
SOEG As Bargaining Agt.

Art Knapp Hospitalized
Detroit — Arthur D. Knapp, veterl
city salesman for 20th-Fox, who hi
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY been in poor health, has enter]
Grace Hospital for a general chec!
Hollywood — The Screen Office Em- up.
ployes Guild, Local 1391, AFL, has
been recognized by International Pictures as the bargaining agent for
the company's white collar workers.
IP has agreed to put into effect the
SOEG contract now in force at the
majority of the studios and to meet
the terms of the new contract the
Philadelphia — A new daughter h
union is now negotiating with the been born in the home of Saul Km
man. Papa Krugman, now with t
producers.
Navy in Boston, is also interested
the Film Classics exchange here.
Lyon's Father Dies
Chicago — Morris Lyon, father of
Buffalo — Mr. and Mrs. Warr
Herbert Lyon of the B & K publicity department, died Friday and Rosing announce the birth of a sr
will be buried today in the Rosehill Cemetery. Lyon was formerly Terry Merle. This incidental*
RooseveltGeorge
Theater,Rosing
a grandfather
of Shei'I
engaged in theater operations in makes
Chicago, retiring on account of ill the second time.
health.
Chicago — Mike Godshaw, of Fi
Classics, has received word from 1
NBC Loans Sobol to USO
Edward Sobol, NBC tele director, son Barney Godshaw in Los Angel
has been loaned until Oct. 1 to the that a son has arrived at the Gc
shaw home, making Mike a gran
USO Camp Shows to co-ordinate and father for the first time.
supervise 16 new productions which
are to be sent overseas to entertain
Detroit — Corp. Milton Londc
the armed. forces.
owner of the Midtown Theater, a
nounces theLeslie
"world
16th House for Sterling
daughter,
Ann,premiere"
his first,of
Santa
Fe.,
N.
M.,
where
he is ex.
The Dalles, Ore. — John Danz,
president of Sterling Theaters, Inc., rently stationed at Bruns Hospita
who operates the two theaters here, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAL
will open a new suburban theater
Hollywood — Judy Canova, marri
in the Magnolia-Bluff Carleton district. Thev.new house will be the to Pvt". Chester England,
is t
sixteenth in the Sterling chain.
mother'of an eight-pound girl.
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Family Income Still
Gains, Survey Finds
(Contin

continue on a
family income
according to tj
on wartime e
Fawcett Publi
Family incom
has risen x'ron
935 for 1944,
crease of hu
forces.
Of the man
more than 25 i
service, compa
1943 and 8 p
number of girl
than $2,000 a
1943. The F
that the med:
single girls ir
$1,599 in 194
per cent over
cent above th;
All in all, 1
the average U
ily and of the
than before.

Princeton Ce
The Princeti
pointed Royal
York, as adv«
tive immediat
ness papers,
will be used,
direct work o
agency.

Capt. Dick S
Wallace, Id
Shaw, former
in Wallace anc
ously injured
in a base hosp
tain Shaw toe
invasion of Fr
the Purple He,

UJEDDI
Harold S. E
Eskin theater i
the engageme
Marsha Cynth
of Port Cheste
Chicago — Lt
son of Williai
publicity direc
line Friedrm
lander is here
South Pacific.
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Hollywood —
another plunge
time with Cui
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All Allied Units Will Be Represented At
Decree Parley in Bretton Woods Next Week
Boston — In addition

to members

of the Allied board, the

meeting in Bret-

-
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.v & Reviews of the new fums :< :<
The Pearl of Death"

h

Basil

Rathbcne,
Nigel
Ankers

Bruce,

iiversal
THIS AMONG
BEST OF
;iLMES SERIES, IS REAL
LODRAMA
FANS.
•rom the Sir Arthur

Conan

Evelyn

69 Mins.
SHERLOCK
TREAT

FOR

Doyle story,

rhe Six Napoleans" Bertram Millhauser
, drawn a screenolay that has been
Ined by Producer-Director Roy William
•,li into what is easily one of the finest of
e Sherlock Holmes pictures. In every way
he Pearl of Death"
iima.

is a superior melo-

The pl:t has been worked out with geniiely gripping suspense and with a clarity
tat is most commendable. The exciteSnt is heightened by an air of horror
)t hangs over the story.
This time Basil Rathbone's job as Sher:k is to recover a rare pearl stolen by
les Mander, who in his flight hides
in one of six busts cf Napoleon in a
ffery works. Murder after murder is
mmitted in Mander's effort to regain
e pearl. Assisting him is Evelyn Ankers,
irss villainy doesn't dim her decorativeness
e iota.
Neil has functioned superbly in his dual
pacify. He has elicited fine performances
m every member of the cast, especially,
ithbone and Nigel Bruce.
CAST: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. Evelyn
ikers, Miles Mander, Dennis Hoey, Rondo
itton, Richard Nugent, Ian Wolfe, Charles
ancis. Holmes Herbert, Marv Gordon.
CREDITS: Producer, Roy William Neill; Di:tor, Roy William Neill; Screenplay, Berim Millhauser' Based on story by Sir Arthur
man Doy'e; Cameraman, Virgil Miller; M'jsical
rector, Paul Sawfell; Art Directors, John B.
■odman, Martin Obzina; Sound Director, Berrd B. Brown; Set Decorators, Russell A.
lusman, E. R. Robinson: Film Editor, Ray
:yder.
DIRECTION,
Cood.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"Call ofthe Jungle"
with Ann

Corio, James

Bush

onogram

60 Mins.

MELODRAMATIC
TALE OF TROPICS
i OLD STUFF THAT WILL GO OVER
'ITH KIDS.
Here we have a synthetic jungle
meloama that never rises above the mediocre.
■'s such ancient stuff that only the kids will
p able to work
up
more
than
a mild
iterest in the proceedings.
The producon, turned
out
in slapdash
manner
by
hilip N. Krasne
and
James
S. Burkett,
ust rise or fall on the
ability of Ann
orio to draw the attention of the boys.
et it be said, however, that the stripeuse
veals little more of her physical
charms
ian she does of her talents as an actress.
) The
plot has to do with
the endeavor
f Jscnes
Bush,
guardian
of the
law, to
live the theft of two sacred pearls from
temple en a tropical isle. Miss Corio
| a white gal brought up
'ho falls in love with Bush.

as

a

native

: The acting rarely rises above the quality
f
the story.
ttle.

Phil Rosen's direction helps

CAST: Ann Corio, James Bush, John Davidson,
laudia
Dell,
Edward
Chandler,
Muni
Seroff,
Stanford Jolley, J. Alex Havier, Phil Van
andt, Harry Burns.
CREDITS: Producers, Philip N. Krasne, James
. Burkett; Director, Fhil Rosen: Screenplay,
ieorge Callahan; Cameraman, Arthur Martinelli;
<rt Director, Dave Milton; Musical Director,
'avid Chudnow; Sound, Tom Lambert; Film
ditor, Richard Currier.
DIRECTION,

Poor.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Okay."

"Enemy of Women"

with

Donald

Woods,
Claudia
Drake,
Warner
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)

H.

B.

This offering has splendid exploitation
possibilities. It deals with highlights in
the career of Dr. Paul Joseph Goebbels,
the Nazi minister of propaganda and
public enlightenment and has been given
good production values by W. R. Frank.
Dr. Goebbels, an unsuccessful playwright,
attempts to make love to an actress, Maria
Brandt (Claudia Drake) but is driven from
her house by her father (H. B. Warner).
Years pass, and Grebbels is made head of
propaganda for Hitler's regime. He again
meets Maria, now a bit player in a Hanover theater. Through his efforts, although
unknown to her, she is made a star overnight. However, Maria is interested in
Dr. Hans Trager (Donald Woods) and
turns
aside
Goebbels'
attentions.
Not until Grebbels has Maria's father
executed during a purge, does she realize that her career and her father's death
are the result of his machinations. She
then flees to
Dr. Trager.

Vienna,

where

she

weds

Maria makes a quick trip to Berlin to
try to help her old teacher, under arrest,
but on her arrival she is held at the command of Goebbels. Her husband follows
her and is arrested at orders of the propaganda chief, who then offers Maria the life
of her husband, providing she will become
his mistress. She accepts but finds an
escape from her bargain in death in an
airCAST:
ra:d. Claudia Drake, Paul Andor, Donald
Woods, H. B. Warner, Sigrid Curie, Ralph Morgan, Gloria Stuart, Robert Barrat, Beryl Wallace,
Byron Foulger, Lester Doerr, Craig Whitley,
Charles Halton, Marian Sais.
CREDITS: Producer, W. R. Frank; Associate
Producer, Fred W. Kane; Director, Alfred Zeisler;
Authors, Alfred Zeisler and Herbert 0. Phillips;
Screenplay, same; Cameraman, John Alton; Art
Director, Stanley Fleischer; Editor, Douglas W.
Bagier; Production Manager, Bartlett Carre; Music
composed, orchestrated and conducted by Arthur
Guttman; Additional dialogue, Elizabeth Perdix.
DIRECTION, Cood.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Jim Culligan Wounded
Buffalo — Cpt. James J. Culligan,
assistant manager of Shea's Hippodrome Theater before he was inducted into the service on July 22,
1943, has been wounded in France.
He is now in a hospital somewhere
in England.
Poli Resumes New Season Bally
New Haven — Loew's Poli division
will resume the annual new movie
season campaign this year under a
general circuit-wide ballyhoo of
"Loew's Poli Victory Hit Parade —
1944's New Policy Season," on
Thursday.

Newark Adams

'San Fernando Valley'
with Roy Rogers

Republic

Monogram
86 Mins.
WAR MELODRAMA
WITH NAZI SETTING HAS SPLENDID EXPLOITATION
POSSIBILITIES.

to Reopen

Newark, N. J. — The Adams, which
has been dark all Summer except
for special war-Bond drive shows,
will reopen with a picture and name
band policy, Thursday. The first
stage attraction will be Bob Kenton
and his band, featured on the Bob
Hope radio show.

"Twilight on the

MUSIC - LADEN
ROGERS
WILL PLEASE HIS ADMIRERS
STINT.

74

Mins.

WESTERN
WITHOUT

with

Johnny

Downs,

Vivian
Errol
Universal

Austin,

Leon

62

Mins.

FORMULA WESTERN MUSICAL FASHIONED TO TASTES OF YOUNG FANS.

Everything calculated to spread happiness

Prairie"

among the Roy Rogers' fans has gone into
the making of the star's latest musical
western. The script tones down the vil-

In "Twilight on the Prairie" Warren Wilson has produced a strictly formula western musical devised to catch the favor of the

lainy for the sake of lightness and harmony. The pleasant lilt of the film will engross the grown-ups no less than the

younger element. The story is neglible,
serving as an excuse to unload a flock of
tunes, many of which no doubt will catch

younger crowd. Bidding for the audience's
favor are eight tunes of considerable worth,
the leading number being that bearing the
title of the film. The picture works up
to a grand musical finale built arcund the
Gordon Jenkins composition.

the fancy of the impressionable ones. Supplying many of the accompaniments is
the Jack Teagarden orchestra.
The strry deals with the experiences of
Johnny Downs and his buckaroo band

The

film, good

on

the eye

as well as

the ear, brings Rogers to the ranch

oper-

ated by Dale Evans' grandfather (Andrew
Tombes) in search of romance rather than
trouble. But he sorn tangles with a couple
of villainous cowhands who have rustling
on their brain. They are unwittingly aided
in their plot by Jean Porter, who becomes
jealous of the attention Rogers pays her
big sister, Miss Evans. The way the plot
is resolved will meet with the full approval
of the Rogers fans.
Eddy White produced
English directing capably.
CAST:
Andrew
gan, Dot
Sons of
Trio.

excellently, John

Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, Jean Porter,
Tombes, Charles Smith, Edward GarFarley, LeRoy Mason, Bob Nolan and
Pioneers, Vernon and Draper, Morell

CREDITS: Associate Producer, Eddy White;
Director, John English; Screenplay, Dorrell and
Stuart McGowan; Cameraman, William Bradford; Film Editor, Ralph Dixon; Sound, Earl
Crain, Sr. : Musical Director, Morton Scott;
Director, Gano Chittenden; Set Decorator, Charles
Director, Larry Ceballos
Dance
Thompson;
DIRECTION,
Cood.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

"Sonora Stagecoach"
with

Hoot Gibson,

Bob Steele

Monogram
EXTREMELY STEREOTYPED
CONCENTRATES
ON
ACTION.

61 Mins.
WESTERN

when they get stuck in Texas en route to
the Coast to make a picture. They go
to

work

for Leon

Errol, ranch

foreman

plagued by the manpower shortage. D:wns
and Vivian Austin, owner of the ranch,
fall in love. As his Boy Scout deed Downs
insists that the picture be shot on Miss
Austin's ranch.
The cast performs with spirit. Errol
and Eddie Quillan, the latter playing a
member of the band, are
most of the comedy.

responsible

for

CAST: Johnny Downs, Vivian Austin, Leon
Errol, Connie Haines, Eddie Quillan, Jack Teagarden and orchestra, Milburn Stcne, Jimmie
Dodd, Olin Howlin, Perc Launders, Dennis
Moore, Sage.
Ralph Peters, Foy Willing and Riders of
Purple
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Warren Wilson; Director, Jean Yarbrcugh; Screenplay,
C'yde Bruckman; Based on story by Warren
Wilson; Art Directors, John B. Goodman, Abraham Grossman; Set Decorators, Russell A.
Gausman, E. R. Robinson; Film Editor, Fred
R. Feitshans, Jr.; Cameraman, Jerome Ash;
Sound
Director,
Bernard
B. Brown.
DIRECTION,
Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

"VaUey Of

with

Buster Crabbe, Al St. John

PRC
56 Mins.
STANDARD WESTERN SHOULD PLEASE
THE KIDS PLENTY; AL ST. JOHN STEALS
ATTENTION.

Vengeance"

This is a production-belt western which
concentrates en action to the exclusion of

"Valley of Vengeance" is an average
western that owes some of its most eneverything else. No doubt the path of
tertaining moments to the comedy dished
violence which it follows will win approval
from the kids. The film pays so little at- out by Al St. John. The comic virtually
tention to acting, direction, production fac- takes the play away from Buster Crabbe,
tors and story that it carries no more than the star of the show, his antics being
good for plenty of laughs.
passing interest where adults are concerned.
Hoot Gibson and Bob Steele do a manThe Joseph O'Donnell screenplay has
size job in the latest of the Trail Blazers been directed at a headlong pace by Sam
series of horse operas. The duo do most of Newfield under the supervision of Producer
their talking with their hands to the great Sigmund Neufeld. The film tells its
discomfiture of their enemies. Valiantly as- story with plenty of biff-bang to the complete relish of the kids.
sisting them are Chief Thunder Cloud and
The plot has Crabbe and St. John on
Rocky Cameron.
the
trail
of a villain whose racket is to
The painfully stereotyped story has to
do with the attempt of Gibson, Steele and gyp homesteaders out of their land grants.
Chief Thunder Cloud, U. S. marshals, to Their parents were killed by the villain
clear Cameron of a charge of having stolen and his gang while on their way to the
West with a covered wagon train. How
$40,000.
Rrbert Tansey has supplied whirlwind di- the two catch up with the baddie and put
rection.
him and his boys out of commission creates
CAST: Hoot Gibson, Bob Steele, Chief Thunder Cloud, Rocky Cameron, Betty Miles, Glen
Strange, George Eldridge, Karl Hackett, Henry
Hall, Charles King, Bud Osborne, Charlie Murray, Jr., John Bridges, Al Ferguson, Forrest Taylor.
CREDITS: Producer, Robert Tansey; Director,
Robert Tansey: Screenplay, Frances Kavanaugh;
Based on story by Robert Emmett; Cameraman,
Edward Kull; Musical Director, Frank Sanucci;
Sound, Clen Glenn; Film Editor, John C. Fuller.
DIRECTION,
Fair.
PHOTOGRAFHY.
Okay.

a lot of excitement.
CAST: Buster Crabbe, Al St. John, Evelyn
Finley, Donald Mayo, David Polonsky, Glenn
Strange, Charles King, John Merton, Lynton
Brent, Jack Ingram, Bud Osborne, Nora Bush,
Steve Clark.
CREDITS: Producer, Sigmund Neufeld; Director,
Sam Newfield; Screenplay, Joseph O'Donnell;
Cameraman, Jack Greenhalgh; Sound, Glen ClennFilm Editor, Holbrook N. Todd.
DIRECTION,
Cood.
PHOTOCRAPHY,
Good.
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Gov't's Schine Suit
Deferred to Sept. 26
i Continued from Page 1)
been adjourned here until Sept. 26.
In the filed papers, McKay called
the court's attention to the fact that
all facts admitted in the document
by the defendants are for the purpose of the trial only and that all
are subject to objections later.
That a deal whereby the Schine
Lexington Corp. was to operate the
Margie Grand Theater, Harlan, Ky.,
during the absence of its half -owner,
Leo B. Scott, in the armed forces,
fell through was disclosed in the
answer. McKay reported that Scott
was not inducted into the Navy as
he expected to be and consequently,
the agreement between him and
Schine did not take effect.
Upton and Hight Wounded
Detroit — Two additional managers
of United Detroit Theaters have been
reported wounded in action, though
in neither case is the extent of injury known. Pfc. Frank R. Upton,
USMC, was wounded on Bougainville
Island, and is hospitalized on New
Guinea. He was former manager of
the Michigan Theater.
Pvt. Joe Hight, former manager
of the Regent, was injured in the
campaign in France, and is to be
sent home to convalesce.

If Yon Can Identify U. S. Silent Pix Which
Japs Had On Guam, — Tell ft To The Marines
Town of Piti, Guam (By Air Mail) — On the outskirts of this blasted village,
as the U. S. Marines drove the Japs back from the seacoast road, S Sgt. Gordon
D. Marston, a Marine Corps combat correspondent, and his buddies came upon
several hundred feet of film lying at the roadside. Of silent-days vintage,
but still in circulation among the Japs, the footage was obviously a comedy
thought to be a Mack Sennett or possibly a Hal Roach opus. One strip
of film contained a scene title, "The apartment of Andy McTavish, owner of
the Cafe Zucca." Another swatch showed a comedian wearing a topper and
a striped vest, and waving a piece of paper. Since the Marines are too busy
just now to spend time identifying the strangely-found fcotage, some of our
industry veterans might from the above description.
If more clues are needed, apply in person to FILM DAILY's editor. He has some
of the cuttings from the footage as a souvenir, compliments of Maj. William
A. Haipern, USMC, commanding officer, Photographic and Motion Picture
Section, Third Amphibious Corps

WB Grabs Film Rights
To New Mystery Meller

50% of New PRC Lineup
Ready or in Preparation

Jack L. Warner, production head
of Warner Bros., is understood to
have purchased for the company the
screen
to "Thewill
Visitor,"
Hermanrights
Shumlin
producewhich
for
the Broadway stage. The play, a
mystery meller, will go into rehearsal here on Sept. 11. Its co-authors
are Carl Randau and Lena Zugsmith.

'Continued from Page 1)
general sales manager.
The company's new season program started
Aug. 15 with the release of 'Dixie
Pictures that are completed and
Jamboree/'
to
be ready for release between now
and Dec. 15 include "Swing Hostess,"
"Gangsters of the Frontier," "I Accuse My Parents," "Bluebeard,"
"Wild Horse Phantom," "I'm From
Arkansas," "Texas Rangers," "The
Town Went Wild," "The Great
Mike," "Here We Go Again" and
"Hollywood & Vine."
Scheduled to go into production
during the next month are "Fog
Island," "First Illusion," third of
the "Texas Rangers" series, third of
the Buster Crabbe westerns, "G. I.
Guy7," "War Marriages," "Crime,
Inc.," and "Swamp
Man."
These pictures comprise half of
the 40 announced for the new season. McCarthy leaves Wednesday
for the Coast where he will confer
with Leon Fronkess and studio officials.

Fete Drew in Cleveland
Cleveland — Frank Drew, former
local M-G-M branch manager who
has been a sales rep. for 20th-Fox
for the past several years, stopped
Roberts as Katcher Aide
off for a visit on his way to Seattle,
Appointment of Joseph L. Roberts Washington where he takes over the
to the New York publicity staff of management of the 20th-Fox branch.
Vanguard Films was announced Fri- Local industry friends held a lunday by Hugh Owen, general sales
cheon in his honor at the Statler
manager. Roberts formerly was Hotel. He was accompanied by
press representative for the Center Mrs. Drew.
Theater, Sonja Henie and stage attractions and was associated with WB N. J. Tourney Tomorrow
the Blackstone Agency. He will be
The final social event of the North
the assistant to Leo Katcher, head
Jersey motion picture Summer seaof the publicity office.
son will be the golf tournament of
Warner managers and officials toJim Frisina, Runner-up
morrow at the Crestmont Golf Club,
Chicago — Jim Frisina, Frisina The- West Orange, with all of the imporater Circuit executive, Taylorville,
tant figures of Warner Bros, in the
111., was runner-up with a score of New Jersey-New York metropolitan
70 at the All-American golf tourna- area, scheduled to put in an appearment at Tarn O'Shanter Golf Club. ance.
Fox Movietone news filmed the big
event with players from all parts of Metro Signs Ray English
the country.
Grand Rapids, Mich. — M-G-M has
just awarded a seven-year contract
Charles O'Connor Dead
to Ray English appearing this Summer in musical stock at Ramona
Detroit — Charles F. O'Connor, 51,
is dead here. He was cameraman Park Theater here. English, who
for Jam Handy,
for the past 20 has made several shorts for Warners
years.
reports to M-G-M in November.

FEfllfflE TOUCH
EMILY LUPO, stenographer. National Theatre
Supply Co., Charlotte, N. C.
EILEEN GRABERT, poster department. Columbia.
Omaha.
DORA KOWALLICK,
Omaha.

inspectress, Columbia,

MRS. LOREECE WEBB, secretary to office manager, M-C-M exchange, Memphis, Tenn.
SHIRLEY BRENNAN is the new cashier at
Keith's.

Syracuse,

N.

Y.

OAJLY

Robert C. Menches Feted
Akron, O. — Robert C. Menches,
for more than 20 years owner and
operator of the Liberty, was tendered a testimonial banquet at the
Mayfair Hotel by his fellow Akron
exhibitors upon the occasion of his
retirement. Menches formed the
Akron Exhibitors' Association and
was its president for many years.
Detroit Paradise to Reopen
Detroit — The Paradise is slated
to reopen Sept. 15. with a policy of
first-run pic and all-colored stage
shows. House operates at same
prices as the downtown first-runs.
Lou Cohen, principal owner, and
Oscar Adelman, partner, are in Chicago currently buying talent.

Lesser
West CoastBuys
Bureau"Spotlight"
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Sol Lesser has purchased "Spotlight," an original story
by Gita Lewis and Silvia Lardner
and will ,add this to his schedule as
20th-Fox Buys Spot Time
a top-budget musical.
20th-Fox, for various foiihcoming
Arnstein Joins FC
pix, is sponsoring one-minute announcements adjacent to the midEugene Arnstein, formerly associated with the Warner and Fox cirnight news on WABC from 12:05 to
cuits in Wisconsin, has been ap- 12:06 a.m., EWT, Fridays and Satpointed home office comptroller for
urdays. M. H. Hackett, Inc., placed
the business.
Film Classics.

First FHA-Buill Pix
House Bows in Mkh,
(Continued from Page 1)
ment, through the Federal Housi
Authority, to serve the needs of M
workers. House is of brick and c
der-block construction, and desigr
as a permanent structure.
It is being operated by W. S. Bi
terfield Theaters on a percentage \ I
sis arrangement.
William Hacke
formerly with Butterfield in Gn
Rapids, is house manager.
The Center Theater is a by-prc
uct of surveys made months ago
the OCR and other agencies, ir..
eating the need of recreational ce|
ters for war workers.
Post-war disposition of the theal
is, of course, undetermined at tl
time.
Announcements of layoffs
some 15,000 workers at Willow R
this week, despite a bad psycholc
ical effect, are actually likely
have little net result on the theatj
patronage, since the final result 1
the layoffs is likely to be the i
moval of workers living at a col
siderable distance, while the tens
thousands who are living in the nt
communities
centering around W
low Run will probably remain, ev
after the war, as permanent custoi!
ers, with no other theater with
miles.
Boxer Joins PRC Today
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAI1J

Hollywood — Herman
Boxer joi ■
PRC today in an executive capa
ity as associate producer of Le<
Fromkess,
president in charge
production.
Boxer
left
M-G-M
shorts department about a year aij
a half ago after working there s|
years, and recently was a civili;
writer for a training film proje
of the Army at Dayton, Ohio.
West Coast
of THE FILM
Test
Runs Bureau
for "Intruder"

DAli

Hollywood — Five Eastern ai|
Midwestern cities: Pittsburgh, Was
ington, Milwaukee, Akron and Sou
Bend, have been picked by Lest
Cowan for test runs prior to ge
eral release of "The Intruder."
Foreign Pix at Lake Shore
Chicago— The Lake Shore Theat.
opened
Drosram,Friday with a foreign filn

Bank Night Proves
Lucky Blank \iyht

Des Moines — The name of Lizzie j
Matlage was drawn for a $1,000
prize at Tri-State Theaters' bank
night here. The lady wasn't present
and hadn't signed a matinee card.
Therefore
she didn't
thousand smackers.
It get
was the
a tough
break for her, but lucky for A. H.
Blank, Tri-State prexy, who would
have been roundly embarrassed. She
is a maid in his home and has been
so employed for many years.
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evieuis of new mms
"Adventure in
Bokhara"

i Lev Sverdin, K. Mikhailov,
jiino
IVELY RUSSIAN FILM
ROMANTIC SETTING
llST-ENTERTAINMENT
long
and

84 Mins.
PRODUCED

BIDS FOR
TRADE.

comes
a fairy tale to
progaganda
films that

jaming
in that
will
followers a treat,

E. Heller

give

ES-

offset
the
have
been

the

Russian-

sv Sverdlin, the Robin
Hoodish
charac! whose pranks
and witticisms span
the
ling time, gives a sparkling performance
iidd credibility to the story,
infolded in Arabian
Nights fashion, the
on gets under way when Sverdlin,
robof the rich and
helper
of the poor,
has enraged the rulers of Bagdad, Tibet,
now
the
Emir
of Bokhara
with
his
er

escapes,
man
and

arrives
in time
to save
a
his beautiful
daughter
from

iming slaves of a merchant
lebt they cannot
pay.

whose

claim

j/ith a price on his head and the
"ds on his trail, Sverdlin
poses
ploger.
On
admittance
to the
i Emir
does
his bidding
and
is

Emir's
as an
palace
finally

■;ed into freeing
the poor
people
who
l being persecuted on his behalf.
I\ST: Lev Sverdlin,
M.
Mirzakarimova,
K.
lailov, E. Heller.
1EDITS: Producer, Tashkent Film Studio,
K. S.R.; Director, Y. Protozov; Story, L.
iiev and V. Vitkovitch; Music, N. Caniev
Briunchugin; Cameraman, D. Demutsky;
ish Titles, Charles Clement.
RECTION,
Good.
PHOTOCRAPHY,
Fair.

ish Films,

Inc.

82

James
Mins.

KCITING ENGLISH IMPORT; STORY
COUNTER-ESPIONAGE TOLD IN ENTAINING STYLE.
'ell cast and capably directed, this
French-coast-invasion story gathers mo, turn and suspense to emerge as an
' programmer
for
class
and
action
Uses.
It is not as weighted, as some of
: predecessors, with heavy English acs, which should prove acceptable in
sure to American audiences,
flrilling situations are woven into the
y of three English and one Fighting
ch officer who cross the Channel on
angerous mission to obtain information
leads to a Commando
raid on an im. ant Nazi base.
-n especially cute and thrilling episode
he film, highlighted by an appreciable
Kal background, deals with
the daring
}two of the Englishmen who pose as
nan
champagne
salesmen
in order
to
admittance to Nazi headquarters.
»ST: Hugh Williams, Carla Lehmann, James
n, Roland Culver, Michael Wilding, Nancy
, Percy Walsh, Anita Gombault, David
, Betty Warren, Nicholas Stuart, Brefni
urke, Karel Stepanek, F. R. Wendhausen,
Salew, Herbert Lorn, Yvonne Andre, BeaVarley, Stewart Granger.
tED ITS: Producer, Marcel Hellman; Director,
Id French;
Screenplay,
Anatole
de
Grunand Basil Bartlett;
Cameraman,
Bernard
"les; Film Editor, E. B. Jarvis; Sound, A. W.
<ins; Original
story, Shaun Terence Young;
c, Mischa Spoliansky;
Art Director,
Paul
!ff.
.IRECTION,

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Okay.

*

"His Hotel Sweet"

Columbia
Bitter Sweet

18 mins.

j^\

.

.

"Lucky Lulu"
(Little Lulu)
Amusing

"Mr. Fore
SillyBy Fore"
7 mins.

Here is a black and white cartoon
whose principal actors are a silly
looking golfer who sports a sillier
set of golf clubs and a fiendish bull
whose snorting endeavors are punctuated with comedy antics. The main
theme has the bull trying to teach
the golfer how to hit the ball without spoiling the turf.

"Mopey
DopeyDope"
Columbia

coupled
with his
filmland's people
value
as
an agency
for perspective
reaching theof American
and their pocketbooks to effect mass purchases of
War Bonds, have been of great and memorable service to his country.

7'/2 mins.

Little Lulu's latest adventure is a
very amusing one. This time the little miss gets into a mess of trouble
in search of a horseshoe that she
hopes will bring her a change of
luck. (She's been getting too many
spankings). The horseshoe surely
brings her luck— all bad. At the
end it's a spanking again. Children
and parents will get an equal kick
out of the Technicolor cartoon.

No. 60

W:HEN the Japs turned loose their devastating
sneak attack on Pearl Harbor, they unwittingly turned loose this now-proven nemesis of
theirs and the other Axis criminals from his peaceful moorings in the Pacific Northwest, where he
was widely-known as a theater executive, headquartering in Portland, Ore. Straight to Washington he went upon being named special consultant
in the office of Secretary of the Treasury Henry
Morgenthau, Jr. There, his natural abilities,

The plot stems from Herbert's attempt to help his friend, Jack Norton, into a reconciliation with his
wife, Christine Mclntyre. This results in a misunderstanding between
Herbert and his own wife, Isabel
Withers.

Paramount

■■

Gan you n&Me tkem —

Suffering from obvious direction
of stock comedy situations, this
latest Hugh Herbert effort misses
the boat for being the good adult
comedy it set out to be.

(Phantasy Cartoon)
Columbia

"Secret Mission"
•i Hugh Williams, Carla Lehmann,
Mason

* SHORTS

Outstanding
Industry Personalities

IN

June of 1942, he resigned his position as information director for MPPDA to join the U. S.
Army as a Major. He has since risen to the rank
of IJ.-Colonel, and it's no military secret that he
is press relations officer for Gen. Mark Clark's
Fifth Army in Italy. Our hero was born in Dekalb,
III., and was educated at the University of Illinois.
Became Washington and foreign correspondent
ivith UP. INS, and Universal Service. His great
energy, journalistic skill, diplomacy, and knowledge
of public relations technique, coupled with personality and judgement, made him an outstanding filmland figure. He's ditto in his present job for
Uncle Sam.

EVER since UA came into being, he has been
a member of the organization. Officially, he
is the company's contract manager and sales executive, but his sound counsel and influence are

17 mins.

This might well be classed as a
modern version of silent day slapstick
comedy with the same type of acting
and direction. Although Harry
Langdon, its star, may be the excuse for the production, certainly he
is deserving of a much better break.
The situations which are not only
incredible, but corny and dull, have
Langdon portraying an absent minded husband whose poor memory gets
him into trouble with his neighbor.

"The Case of the Screaming Bishop"
Columbia
7 mins.
Strictly Juvenile
Mild entertainment is purveyed by
this animated cartoon. The action
concerns the efforts of a detective
and his aide to solve the theft of a
dinosaur skeleton from a museum.
The dick and his sidekick are patterned after Sherlock Holmes and
Dr. Watson. Strictly juvenile in
appeal.

apparent in much of the firm's activity. His early
career was spent in the publishing business. In
1916 became Vitagraph's advertising and publicity
manager. Joined UA in 1919 as its ad and publicity director, later swinging over to its sales staff.
His promotional flare burns brightly in his son, who,
before donning khaki, was UA's publicity director

They can easily be identified
by referring to the 1944
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16 mm. Stands Gain
Strength in Canada

IN NEW INDUSTRY
GLENN LAZAR, manager,
Syracuse, N. Y.

RKO-Schine-Empire,

Toronto — So heavily has 16 mm.
exhibition gained in Canada since LEONARD RAATZ, salesman, 20rh-fox, Seattle.
the war that it has become part of SIDNEY HERSH, salesman, PRC exchange. New
the conventional industry structure,
the latest survey of the field dis- GEORGE HANSON, shipping clerk, M-C-M exchange, Memphis, Tenn.
closes. The figures show that in
Ontario alone exist more than 50 WILLIAM SMITH SAMUEL, manager Strand
Theater, a Malco house, Memphis, Tenn.
situations where 16 mm. films are
York."
shipper, Republic, Omaha.
shown as a permanent policy. The FRED ALIANO,
DOYLE, assistant manager, Garrick, Chionly thing preventing still further S. H.cago.
expansion of the 16 mm. field is said
to be the inability of operators to IRWINland.S. KAY, manager. Union Square, Cleveobtain the necessary equipment.
MALCOLM
SIECEL,
manager.
Plaza. Cleveland.
The strength of the 16 mm. field D. M. HANCOCK, assistant manager. Vogue,
is attested by the fact that the
Chicago.
IATSE has ordered all locals to con- ROBERT TOMLINSON,
manager,
Vic, Chicago.
sider the narrow-gauge boys under
their jurisdiction and that film ex- Awarded $15,000 Against
changes have begun to take the dis- Col. for Use of Title
tribution of 16 mm. product seriously.
Operators of 16 mm. situations West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Archie Hall was
are reported to be awaiting the end
of the war to construct 35 mm. the- awarded $15,000 damages against
aters in areas which they have found Columbia Pictures Corp. for the stuto be financially fruitful. It must
dio's use of the title, 'What's Buzbe pointed out in this connection zin\ Cousin" on one of its 1943 pictures. Hall, who had a radio prothat 16 mm. film cannot be shown
within 10 miles of a 35 mm. situagram called "What's Buzzin', Coution.
sin" over KMPC contended the studio had infringed on his title.

Hughes' Detroit House
In WXYZ Co-op Move
Detroit — Opening of "Blind Date"
at the Hughes-Towntown Theater
has resulted in a unique co-operative
arrangement of the theater with Station WXYZ, operated by George W.
Trendle, who formerly was president of United Detroit Theaters, running a string of opposition firstruns to the Downtown.
Station is giving a special interview with the star of the show, Joy
Hodges, plus 20 spots in their regular telephone shows. In return,
the theater gives the station mentions in newspaper ads — probably
the first time in local show history
a station has been so plugged by a
theater — 500 8-sheets, 1,500 special
USO letters, and mentions in the
stage show.

Shutter Two In Ohio
Swanton, O. — Nat Charnas, who
recently acquired the La France Theater has closed it temporarily.
Campbell — The Palace, owned by
Louis Frisch of Ashtabula Harbor,
is closed.

* DECORATED*

CAPT. RICHARD C. SHAW, former Wallace and
Kellogg. Ida., theater manager, with the
Purple Heart.

EDWARD V. MALONEY, salesman. Paramount
exchange,
Boston.
JOHNBoston.
KANE, head booker, Paramount exchange,
JACK
BUD

GOVERNS, sales manager, Paramount
change, Boston.
Para, salesman,
Boston.

ex-

LEWIS,

JACK ISRAELSON. booker, Affiliated theaters,
Boston.
GEORGE
KRASKA, manager, Orpheum, Boston.
HAROLD
MORTON,
manager, State, Boston.
RUTH CARLSON, assistant booker, United
Artists, Boston.
RALPH |. IANNUZZIO, manager, Film Classics,
Charlotte,
N. C.
HARRY WILLIAMS, salesman, United Artists.
Charlotte,
N. C.
JACK

McBRIDE,
ron, O.

manager. Liberty Theater, Ak-

Troops Sit in Monsoon
To See Hollywood Pix

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

UAH

Washington — Once again the WP
order on raw film allotments urn
Sept. 30 has been held up. Linco
V. Burrows, head of the Film Se
tion, said yesterday that he h;
been in constant communication wi"
the industry people in New York ai
that most of the questions had bet
answered and most problems clean
up.
Burrows hopes that today he w
be able to disclose the quota figur*
which had been held up for mo:
than a week until he could get a]
necessary information from the pr
ducing companies.
Grandison Suit Trial in Fall
Buffalo — Trial of a suit brougl
by Attorney Wilbur B. Grandison i
collect $12,287.50 and interest fro
George A. Keller, real estate broke
and the Marine Trust Co. as half <
the commission on the sale of tl
Lafayette Theater & Office Buildin
has been set down for the Fall ten
of Supreme Court here. The buile
ing was sold to Nicholas J. Basil i
July 1943, for $700,000 in notes an
cash. Previous owner was the Mi
mine Trust.

St. Louis — Hollywood pix are the
chief recreation for service men in
the India and Burma area of war,
the Rev. W. F. Mullally, pastor of
St. Mary Magdalen Catholic Church,
who is in St. Louis on service leave
after two years and four months of
service as the supervisory chaplain
of the Tenth Air Force in the Far
East.
"I have seen the Air Corps men
20th-Fox Donates $50,000
sit throughout a downpouring monsoon to see a picture that was being "Evangeline" via Harman
Twentieth Century-Fox has donated $50,000 to the Woodrow Wil- shown on the screen under cover. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
son Birthday Foundation. The gift And I have sat with them myself to
Hollywood — Longfellow's "Evai
was made at the suggestion of Mrs. see the films," said Father Mullally. line,"
is to be brought to the pos
Wilson, who refused to accept any
war screen by Hugh Harman Produi
tions
as
a Technicolor spectacle, buc
"Casanova
Brown"
Sets
Record
money from the company for perWest Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM JDAILY
eeted at approximately $l,000,00i
mitting "Wilson" to be made.
Hollywood — With receipts totaling Harman's patented "animactior
N. C. Indie Exchanges Merge
$5,250. "Casanova Brown" set a new process will be used in the filming
opening day record at the Golden with the title role to be portrayed b
Charlotte, N. C— Affiliated Pro- Gate Theater, San Francisco, on a "name" star.
ducers, Inc., has been consolidated Wednesday.
"Wilson" in London in Oct.
with Film Classics. Otis H. Branon,
Affiliated manager, will return to the
J.
O.
Doop
Hospitalized
management of his theater at Mt.
London (By Cable) — Twentietl
Holly.
Des Moines, la. — J. O. Doop, Adel, Fox's "Wilson" will be given its Ei
exhib., is in the Iowa Lutheran hos- ropean premiere here sometime i
DeFiore Runs for Sheriff
ment. pital here for throat infection treat- October. The place is not expecte
to be announced until the retur
Wilmington, Del. — A. Joseph Defrom America of F. L. Harley, th
Fiore, manager of the Park Theater, "Prayer" In Two Houses
company's managing director i
has received the Republican nominaTwentieth-Fox's "Wing and a Great Britain.
tion for sheriff of New Castle County.
Prayer" will play day and date at
the Globe and Gotham Theaters, be- Howorth Leaves the Kent
ginning Labor Day.
Denier
as Kirsch's Sec'y
Montreal — R. J. Howorth, mar
Chicago — Leonard Denier has been
ager of the Kent theater has re
appointed secretary to Jack Kirsch, Alliance-Roseland Deal
signed to take up other duties. He
succeeding Joe Abramson, resigned.
Chicago — Alliance Theater Circuit worth at one time was personnt
manager
for FPC.
is completing a deal for Roseland
Idaho Theater Burns
Theaters.
Grangeville, Ida. — The Blue Fox
First Miss-out in 24 Years
Theater was totallv destroyed by
Arthur
A.
Phillips
Dead
Springfield, Mass. — For the firs
fire with loss of $60,000. Mayor Al
Wagner is the owner.
Arthur A. Phillips, salesman at- time in 24 years a matinee was can

Crystal Pictures Moves
Crystal Pictures has moved from To Talk Newsreel Pacts
723 Seventh Ave. to Suite 802, PalFurther contract talks between
ace Theater Building, on Broadway.
the Motion Picture Film Editors, Local 771, IATSE, and the five newsreels will be held on Wednesday.

TO THE COLORS!

WPB to Announce Rat
Stock Order Today

POSTS

Named

B & K Ad Manager

Chicago — Mrs. Margaret Ostrom
has been named advertising manager of Bell & Howell. She has
been with the company for 12 years.

tachedchange,
to Paramount's
died last week. Chicago ex-

Legit, in Loew's Lyric
Bridgeport,
Conn.Labor
— The
Lyric
will reopen
DayLoew's
with
legit.
Godshaw

celled scheduled
at the Casino
in Ware
film,
to arrive
from whe
Bos '
ton, was lost in transit.

BACK IN CIVVIES
Honorably Discharged

Joins Film Classics

Chicago — Bruce Godshaw has been
named circuit sales manager of Film
Classics.

JACK DOCKENDORF, from the Army to manage
of the Palace and Strand theaters, Maso
City,

la.

»
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Paramount
HIT IS

First 6 Days of World
Premiere Run Topped First
Full Week of "Wassell" and
<(

Lady In The Dark"! And
First Week Topped Every
Paramount Hit in History
Except "Going My Way"!
Shis the answer to every
doughboy's 3-day pass . .

^
*
£0
So Proudly We Hail . . .

Pai/lette Goddard
Sonni/ Tufts
Mark Sand rich
For Their Second Great Triumph Together . . .

For His Greatest Production Since "So Proudly"... with

Beulah Bondf

And Paramount's Jewel from the Emerald Isle . . .

Barrq Fitzgerald
with Walter Sande

• Mary Treen • Ann Doran • Written by Allan Scott
Directed by

Mark Sandrich
He s the G. I. dream guy
of every lonesome girl.

"This is certainly going to be
a Barry
says
San Fitzgerald
Francisco year,"
News.

How you take
a figure like this
And then you take
figures like these...
Over 49,000.00
0

So
eara
car^er«/ &*■
re,d
li
sfUa
jeOV
,

And then you add
reviews like this...

And before you know it
youVe got crowds like th

For another of those Super-Hits
From

aramount

AND ANY MOMENT... PRESTON STURGES' "GREAT MOMENT!
FR I NTED

IN

U

S. A.

Building
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Equipment
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rVPB SHAKEUP MAY AFFECT RECONVERSION
SAaritimes'
New Post -War Stands May
Total 15
OCR's Plans for Supplyie Retarding Factor Is
Notes
ing Needed Equipment for
heatermen's Fear That
Theaters May Get Setback
emulations Will Shift
Equipment
Halifax, N. S. — Survey of postal- theater building contemplated
t chains and individual exhibitors
scloses that a total of 15 new
rases are on drawing boards or in
ss tangible, but still definite,
ages. This number of houses may
! more, provided conditions remain
.vorable, and there is a possibility
.at they may be less, should exhibion interests find wartime populaons re-shifting to any great extent,
ear that too many workers will
ave communities in the Maritimes
itirely when the war is over, or filr into other locales in the section,
(Continued on Page 22)

lew Ansell Project
o Cost $1,000,000
University City, Mo.— A $1,000,000
otion picture theater and apartent structure is to be erected here
i the site formerly occupied by the
niversal City Hall by the Bond
■ealty Co., a corporation representig interests of Louis A. and Joseph
. Ansell, who operate the Empress,
itz and Varsity Theaters. Site was
archased recently for a reported
rice of $175,000 from the Janette
ealty Co.
Proposed
new
building,
to be
rected when lifting of war restricons on building materials will per(Continued on Page 22)

Du Pont Plant Wins
Star For "E" Flag
Wilmington, Del. — Men

and wo-

men of Du Pont's Photo Products
Department Plant, Parlin, N. J., have
been notified by Robert P. Patterson,
Under-Secretary of War, that they
have been awarded a White Star to
affix to their Army- Navy "E" pennant. Department has been supplying the Government with motion picture film, scientific film, and other
types of photo products.

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

where N. D. Olsen, export manager, is
Washington — The current shakein charge of the safety setup.
up in WPB may possible affect those
* *
*
plans of the Office of Civilian ReErwin G. Frederick, prominent Chicago
quirements covering theaters.
theater architect, has started work on Harry
The organization is suffering an
Upton's Polo Theater, Polo, III. House, acute case of jitters with various
seating 400, will be built of Wisconsin lan- branch and department heads wonnon stone and granite. It will be a single
dering ust where they stand and
* *
*
floor auditorium type, with small mezzanine whether their orders will be subject
for offices. National Theatre Supply has to change in the near future. The
W. H. Kelley, formerly RCA man- been awarded the equipment contract.
result is that many activities, parager in San Francisco, is now general
* *
*
ticularly those concerning reconversales manager of Galvin Mfg. Co.,
sion and the production of goods and
Ace Construction Co. has been
Chicago.
* *
*
given job of taking down the huge out- equipment for civilian use, have
door sign of Chicago's United Artists slowed up to a walk until the situaR. P. Dunn, L. L. Williams, and H. P. Theater,
tion is clarified in the next few days.
one of the largest signs in
Reilly have organized the Kent Co. of Chi- that territory. Owing to its repair
Plans in the working which may
cago, with offices at 5 North Wabash Ave., needs, it is thought best to remove it. be affected are those for theater
to deal in electrical devices for the trade.
(Continued on Page 22)
B & K is expected to replace the sign
after the war with a modernistic marquee and sign combination.
Several representatives of the The* *
*
ater Equipment Section of RCA are
planning to attend the annual meeting
Pvt. John L. Phillips, 23, former employe
VA/EAR and tear on equipment in Chi* " cago theaters was brought out forcefully this week when two stands shut down
their air conditioning plants because their
motors failed. Much extant equipment of
this and other nature needs overhauling,
and theater owners are scurrying around
looking for replacements.

of the Theater Equipment Dealers "Protective Association at Chicago's Hotel
Bismark, Oct. 20-22. Among company
delegates will be Homer B. Snook, section's sales manager; Jack O'Brien, assistant sales manager; and Ed Auger,
home office special representative.

at RCA

Victor division, Indianapolis, is reported missing in action over France, according to the War Department. Pfc. Cecil
F. Yates, Marine Corps, who was previously
reported wounded Dec. 31, 1943, on Tarawa, Gilbert Islands, has been reported
wounded a second time, the Navy Department asserts. Before entering the Navy
he was employed at the Indianapolis plant
of RCA Victor.

Tele Is Top Topic
At NYSPA Meeting

Syracuse — With New York City
and State as focal points currently,
and promising to be progressively
* *
*
so, in the development and application of television, the IA and the
Altec is installing new projection and
New York State Projectionists Assound equipment in the Carver Theater,
* *
*
sociation body within the IA made
Detroit, for Saul Korman, who recently purthe video science a banner topic of
Frank E. Tighe, formerly of Spring- discussion at meetings here.
chased the house. It was formerly known
as the Catherine.
field, Mass., now superintendent of
Neither the IA nor the NYSPA
* *
*
Westinghouse's Lansdowne, Md., plant, has any intention of sitting idly by,
Capitol City Supply Co., Inc., Mem- has just been awarded the company's and watching the tele parade march
phis, a theater equipment and supply Order of Merit for outstanding work past them.
The lesson has been well
organization, has secured a charter of in designing and manufacturing Radar.
(Continued on Page 22)
He has been in his present post since
incorporation from Tennessee's State Oct., 1942.
Dept. The new firm is authorized to
* *
#
issue 100 shares of stock at $100 per
Reverse English Is
share.

*

*

*

Fire has damaged the Electric Theater,
Blockton, la., forcing the house to shutter
for several weeks for necessary repairs.
Damage ran into several thousand dollars.
Cause of the blaze has not been determined.

DeVry Corp. is pushing safety among
employes of its factories. Committees
have been appointed for various departments, including general
offices,

Employes of Ampro Corp., Chicago, now
in the armed services will receive an extra

$10 as a cash gift from the Labor-Management Committee of the company. President Axel Monson has added another $5 to
the gift, so each will get a total of $15.

*

*

*

Remodeling of the front of the
Westown Theater, Detroit neighborhood house operated by Wisper &
Wetsman Circuit, is being started. FlexGlass mirror trim will be used through'
out.

Used In Remodeling

Frequent reports which issue from
the trade to the effect that old civic
and other buildings are being remodeled for motion picture use now
present an instance in reverse. An
old and long unused theater building
in Palmetto, Fla., has been purchased
for $1,000 by the municipality, and
is to be converted into a modern
city hall.
sab.

22 • EQUIPMENT
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NEWS

A Section of THE FILM DAILY comprehensively covering the equipment field, published every second week by Wid'» Films and
Film Folks, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New Ycrk
City. John W. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald
M. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B.
Bahn, Editor; George H. Morris, Equipment
Editor; West Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood
Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal., Ralph Wilk,
Bureau Chief.

New Ansell Project
To Cost $1,000,000
(Continued from Page 21)
mit, is to contain a 2,000-seat theater on the first floor, and a number
of apartments on the upper floors.
A spacious garage is to be provided
under the theater to provide parking space for patrons. A theater
ticket office will also be included in
the basement for convenience of patrons using their automobiles. Another feature will be recreation
space and facilities for children.
The property purchased fronts 350
feet on the south side of Delmar
Blvd. in the 6600 block. The present
Varsity Theater is located at 6610
Delmar Blvd.

"E" Goes To Motiograph
At Colorful Ceremonies
Chicago — At formal presentation
here of the Army-Navy "E" to Motiograph, manufacturers of Motiograph projectors and MotiographMirrorphonic sound, awards of the
coveted flag and employes' pins were
made by Maj. H. C. Robson of the
Army, and Lt. Comdr. W. P. Rock
of the Navy, with Francis E. Matthews and a selected group of employes acting in behalf of the company.
Over 1,000 of the firm's workers
and members of their families attended the ceremonies. All of the
three large Motiograph plants are
now devoted exclusively to turning
out the tools of war.

Tele Is Top Topic
At NYSPA Meeting

Monday, August 28, 194

. . And a B. ©. Up In
A Barrage Balloon?

(Continued from Page 21)
learned form the hectic days of the
late '20's when the field of sound
films opened with comparative suddenness and caught projectionists
more or less flat-footed. This is not
to happen in the case of tele.
Both from the standpoint of the
scientific operation of tele studios and
labor jurisdiction, the IA and its
components are understandably interested, and the topic as a whole
was thoroughly thrashed out here,
with preparedness the keynote.
James Brennan, of New York, International vice-president of the IA,
as well as P. A. McGuire, of IPC,
and Glenn Humphrey, Utica, retiring president, spoke at the business
meeting on subjects of post-war activities and tele. In addition to
Humphrey, delegates to the NYSPA
sessions were William Axton, Glens
Falls; William Stevens, Jamestown;
Paul Shay, Elmira; Fred Boekhout,
Rochester; Charles F. Wheeler, Francis E. Larham, Geneva; Herman Gelber, Harry Sherman, New York;
Earl Tuttle, Binghamton; Albert
Pidgeon, Cortland; John Short, Corning; Melvin Lenny, Andrew J. Seeley, Syracuse; Arthur Martens,
Richard Hayes, Westchester County; Dennis Harrington, Saratoga;
Bernard Willoughby, Amsterdam;
W. H. Colquhoun, Niagara Falls; F.
S. Cummings, Nassau and Suffolk
Counties; Alex Michalski, Oswego;
and Ralph Hayes, Watertown.
Following the meeting, Local 376
Projectionists, Syracuse, tendered a
banquet for visiting delegates of the
10th District, IA, in town to attend
the AF of L conclave. Electrician's
Mate 1/c Phillip Rossomando, Syracuse projectionist who is in charge
of motion picture booths at Sampson
Naval Training Station, was accompanied to Syracuse by 12 of his mates
in uniform and added color and a
remembrance that the nation is at
war.

Elsewhere in today's issue is announcement of plans for a million
dollar film theater and apartment
structure in University City, Mo. Not
only will the entire project be air
conditioned, but the roof designed
to permit landing of autogiro planes
in a space 164 by 350 feet.

Some 15 New Stands
Seen For Maritimes
(Continued from Page 21)
is holding back the plans of some
showmen.
Odeon is set to build an impressive
theater here, and Famous Players
also has its eyes on construction of
a top-flight house. In St. John, N.
B., a trio of new projects are being
planned, one by Famous Players, another by A. I. Garson, and a third bj
unannounced interests. In Moncton,
the FP organization is prepared to
go ahead with a stand which would
have been up by now had the war not
interfered. M. E. Walker of this
city may start his Sackville, N. B.,
project before hostilities cease.
Affiliated Theaters, St. John, and
Gregor <& Guthro, New Waterford,
N. S., are planning new theaters,
respectively, in New Waterford.
Charlottetown, P.E.I., is scheduled to
get a new house, and in New Glasgow, N. S., Affiliated Theaters have
purchased a site with intention to
build. Other theaters are earmarked
for building in Yarmouth, N. S.,
Edmundston, N. B., Glace Bay, N. S.,
and Amherst, N. S.
Houses planned, not including their
equipment, will, it is estimated run
close to $2,500,000.

Boosts B. O. Facilities

Detroit— The RKO Uptown Theater in Highland Park is installing a
new double box-office, with two ticket
windows, one at the front and one at
the side. Double installation is required because of the recent increase
in volume of business, chiefly caused
Iowa Stand Reopens
by the alteration of show hours to
Union Carbide Net Up
Manning, la. — The Crystal Theater accommodate war workers, including
Union Carbide and Carbon Corp. here has reopened after the house 11 a.m. opening, and late shows on
virtually rebuilt following a certain nights till 4:00 a.m. — unique
reports net profit for 1944's second was
quarter of $9,122,837 after taxes but fire last winter.
for a second-run theater in this city.
before renegotiation, equal to 98
cents a share. This compares with
net of $9,009,071, or 97 cents a share
in the first quarter this year.

RENT

^PERMASTONE^
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Permanently

CEMENT

Anchors Loose Chairs
Floors in 10 Minutes.

to Concrete

SOLD EVERYWHERE
BY DEALERS SQUARE

A STUDIO

If you're interested, the facilities of our
large sound studio in New York is nowavailable. Superbly equipped, acoustically
perfeet. with crews and talent at your immediate disposal. Rental fees are nominal.
"Location
shooting" wherever
necessary.
Write

FILMCRAFT

today

give

full

details

PRODUCTIONS

SOUNDIES DISTRIBUTING CORP. OF AMERICA
213 W. Jackson Blvd.
Chicago 6, Illinois
2824
Decatur
Ave., Bronx,
N. Y.
FO. 7-9300

WPB Shakeup May
Affect Reconversion
(Continued from Page 21)
seats, carpet, projection machine
the release of some Freon for th
aters, etc.
Meanwhile, prior to the resign;
tion of Charles E. Wilson it had bee
stated by high officials of WPB th;
"within a matter of hours" follov
ing Germany's military collap:
speedy steps towards reconversic
to peacetime status of manufactu
ing, insofar as arrangements f<
availability of materials are co.
cerned, were assured.
Relaxation and formal clearanct
are
agency's
experts
say, o\1
move ready,
two batches
of WPB
orders
of industry's way for full-scale civi
ian production, namely, the 270 se]
arate "L" orders, limiting the tyj.
of civilian wares which can be turne
out,
the 267materials
"M" orders,
whic
have and
conserved
by restric
ing the amount that couid be used 1 !
fabricate particular products. On!
12 of the 267 "M" orders need tl
kept, it is asserted.
Release of certain major meta
will make it possible for manuf acti
rers catering to the equipment neet
of filmland to break out of the pock<
which, up to the time of Germany
defeat, will have held back their ou
put for civilian consumption over tr
past several years. Aluminum, maj
nesium, copper, steel, zinc, tungste
and tin, are expected to lead in tr
release scheme.
From the standpoint of film equii
ment, perhaps the most welcorc
news in the immediate wake of tr
Nazi downfall will be rapid relax*
tion of materials for the manufa<
ture of electric motors, which ha\
been on the ultra-scarce list sine
the war began. Materials for theattchairs, air conditioning plants, e
well as for projection and soun
units, are also to be forthcoming,
is understood. In some instance
there will be no quotas, but certai
controls and allocations loom as vii
tually certain so that all types c
business, big and small, can get awa
from the barrier to preclude unfai
competition.
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the industry, this building — our Hollywood laboratory— brings to mind the peacetime work carried
on there for the improvement of sound in motion pictures. Behind its doors today, engineers of the Electrical
Research Products Division are working on important
devices for theatres of war.

TO

At present these new developments must be nameless. But out of them should come technical advances
of great value in making post-war sound recording and
reproduction finer than any known to date.

Electrical Research Products Division
OF
Western Electric Company
INCORPORATED

195 BROADWAY,
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Foster Parent (preferably theatre-owner) for this healthy, attractive

and perfectly-formed infant. Has wonderful pair of lungs, and can yell so loud before
your theatre, nobody can miss it. He also has plenty of noise-making toys and gadgetsall tested — and it is guaranteed that if he doesn't get people's attention with one plaything, he will with another. He may be small in size; but as a crowd-raiser, he is a giant.
For further details, just ask for that baby that makes the big noise in front of theatres —
the national scream baby.
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LEVY SEES PRICE INDUCEMENT AN ISSUE
Burrows Allays Rumor of Color Film Shortage
No Change in Technical•r's Rate of Operation,"
1e Tells Film Daily Rep.
By HOWARD

O. HOSMER

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Rochester, N. Y. — Lincoln V. Burows, chief of the photographic secion of the War Production Board,
.ere yesterday to consult with Eastnan Kodak officials on the raw stock
ituation, stated that he wished to
.Hay rumors in the trade that there
s a shortage of Technicolor film.
Burrows said, "There is no change
(Continued on Page 8)

17 Metro Pix Based

Wolcott Sees No Loss in Distributors9
Revenue If Theater Divorcement

Eldora la. — Leo Wolcott, president of the Allied-Independent theater
owners of Iowa-Neb. claims the Government modification of the New York
consent decree will not result in less revenue for distributors.
Wolcott in a bulletin to the members of the Iowa and Nebraska association stated that some of the trade papers were worried lest theater divorcement should result in less revenue and a consequent drop in picture quality.
Disagreeing he asserted "the audiences will still be there and so will the
theaters, playing the best pictures they can get."
"Is anyone so naive as to seriously believe they'll be buying pictures for
less than the non-competitive affiliates are now paying?" Wolcott asked,
offering "phooey" as his answer.

150 Gift Features
For Troops in France

Hart Succeeds May
As CMPE's Director

On "Best Sellers"

Gardner Hart, recently released
from the U. S. Navy in- which he
held the rank of lieutenant, has be&n
Hollywood — M-G-M has a total of appointed director of the Commis17 productions based on best-selling
sion on Motion Pictures in EducaDooks in release, ready for release,
tion. He succeeds Dr. Mark A. May,
aefore the cameras or soon to go in- who currently is in England on a
;o production. List is topped by the Government mission.
Hart will be associated with Yale
:urrent record-breaker, "Dragon
(Continued on Page 3)
Seed," based on the Pearl Buck
novel. Soon to be released are "The
Seventh Cross," by Anna Seghers;
Polio May Delay School
(Continued on Page 3)
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM
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DAILY

While there is no regular pattern
of film distribution to troops in the
liberated areas, Army Special Services personnel manager to deliver
the industry's 16 mm. gift films to
every possible point and movies keep
up with the rapid advance of the
soldiers in France, Lt. Col. Sidney
Lund reported to Col. E. L. Munson,
(Continued on Page 3)

Re-opening in Buffalo

Agreement Reported Near
On Rank U. S. Distribution

Sees Demand

tor Theater Tele

MPTOA Counsel Believes
Distribs. Can Sell Singly
But Deals Pose a Problem
The general counsels of the film
national exhibitors' associations appear to be at opposite poles insofar
as their interpretations of the blockbooking provisions of the Government's proposals for a modified New
York consent decree are concerned.
While Abram F. Myers of Allied
sees any attempt on the part of the
distributors to sell pictures one at
a time as being illegal, Herman M.
(Continued on Page 8)

Depinet Again Heads
Distribs. Division
Ned E. Depinet has agreed to
serve as chairman of the distributors division of the WAC for the
Sixth War Loan, having served in
the same capacity during the fourth
and fifth campaigns. Leon J. Bam(Continued on Page 8)

Jack Goldstein Resigns;
Leaves 20th-Fox Oct. 1

Resignation of Jack Goldstein as
20th-Fox publicity manager, a spot
Geo. Soulat to Manage
An announcement as to whether J. he has filled for the last two years,
Buffalo — Health authorities will
(Continued on Page 8)
New UA Algiers Office
meet today to determine whether Arthur Rank's production will be
distributed
through
United
Artists
school re-openings will be delayed
George Soulat has been appointed because of the infantile paralysis or 20th Century-Fox or both may be
Barrington Gain,
Industry's 16 mm. Gift
manager of United Artists' recently epidemic, and if children will be made tomorrow.
(Continued on Page 8)
opened office in Algiers which will
(Continued on Page 8)
Causes Helmet Fatigue
;over North Africa, Walter Gould,
"Helmet fatigue" a new and
foreign manager, announced yesterday. Gould also announced that Al
strange malady which threatens to
victimize the American servicemen
Lowe, general manager in South
on the French fighting fronts, is
Africa, had arrived in Egypt to sur(Continued on Page 8)
Broadcasters Must be Ready, Warns Craven
reported by Lt. Col. Sidney Lund,

Nicaragua Ticket Tax
For Kid Free Lunches
Managua, Nicaragua (By Cable) —
A 10 per cent tax on motion picture theater tickets has been leviedby Congress with the proceeds to be
used to provide luncheons for poor
children attending public schools.

"Going My Way" Sets New
Records for First-Runs
More than 2,420 theater records
have been set by Paramount's "Going My Way" in the early first-run
phases, the company reported yesterday. Paramount estimates that
before the film has completed its
big theater engagements, it will have
(Continued on Page 8)

Chicago — If television receivers in
the post-war market are too costly
for the average pocketbook, it will
be almost inevitable that television
theaters will become a reality, .T.
A. M. Craven, vice-president of
Iowa Broadcasting System and recently resigned FCC commissioner,
told the National Association of
Broadcasters this morning.
Craven believes that the cost of
(Continued on Page 3)

just returned from an Army Pictorial
Service mission in France. Colonel
Lund notes that the malady was first
reported in a French town several
miles from the front, during the
showing of motion pictures. The
ground was "wet" (about six inches
of mud) and the men had nothing
to sit on. One Gl sat on his helmet. The show ran two hours. The
Gl had helmet fatigue.
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AFRA Approves Merger
With Equity, Guilds

Tie WPB Building Okay
Move to Justice Dept.

Merger of the American Federation of Radio Artists with the Actors Equity Association, the Screen
Actors Guild, the American Guild of
Musical Artists and the American
Guild of Variety Artists was approved at the closing session of the
AFRA convention in Cleveland on
Sunday, it was learned here yesterday.

Washington

Lawrence Tibbett was re-elected
president. Virginia Payne, Ben
Grauer, John B. Hughes and Gunnar Back were named vice-presidents; Alex McKee, recording secretary; George Heller, treasurer.

It's Anybody's Scrap,
So Allied Enters Lists
National Allied yesterday entered
into the Samuel Goldwyn-T & D
controversy over the showing of
Goldwyn's "Up In Arms" in Reno
with a bulletin which indicated that
the stories published thus far told
only one side of the situation.
Allied takes the position that
Goldwyn's renting of a dance hall
when no deal could be made for a
local theater is an old practice and
that the newspaper stories give the
impression that the exhibitors of the
country "were unfairly barring his
pictures from the screen." The bulletin points out that the absence of
Goldwyn's pictures infers that the
asking terms may be out of line.

Religious Education
Council in Pix Seminar
Chicago — International Council of
Religious Education is holding a film
seminar at North Park College here
with displays from DeVry, Eastman,
Ampro, Victor, RCA, Bell & Howell,
Dalite, etc. W. A. Moen of Bell &
Howell heads the projection classes;
W. F. Krause, directs script writing
and visual aids classes. Rev. Will
Rogers, secretary of the Religious
Film Association, New York City
and Dr. A. O. Pinder of Boston, head
the Eastern delegation.

RKO to Tradeshow Five
Productions Sept. 18-22

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — As exclusively predicted more than six weeks ago by
The Film Daily, WPB announced
over the week-end that all applications for new theater construction
must be processed and approved in
Washington rather than in the field.
The policy was instituted to take
effect 10 days ago. It is the result
of conversations between the OCR
Amusement Section and the Department of Justice, with the latter urging it as the most practical means
of providing full information on
projected expansion by large circuits.
Previously, WPB field offices have
been permitted to okay all applications involving expenditure of less
than $100,000. These applications
are still to be filed with the field
offices, where they will be reviewed
and sent to Washington with recommendations either for denial or recommendation. Applications to convert other buildings for cinema use
or to rebuild burnt out theaters must
also be approved in Washington.

Higher '43 Admissions In
All Canadian Provinces
Montreal — Increases in admissions
and receipts were reported by all
Canadian provinces in 1943 when
compared with 1942, it is revealed
by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics report. Percentage increases in
receipts with increases in admissions in brackets are as follows:
Prince Edward Island, 27.1 (27.6);
Alberta, 20.8 (17.8); New Brunswick, 20.5 (19.3); Saskatchewan,
19.4 (18.3); British Columbia, 17.7
(19.4); Nova Scotia, 17.2 (17.9);
Quebec, 14.8 (12.2); Ontario, 9.3
(8.1); Manitoba, 7.7 (7.8).
Percentage increases in box-office
receipts for cities with jumps of 15
per cent or more were reported as
follows: Edmonton, 37.3; Quebec,
21.8; Moncton, 21.4; Saint John, 20.6;
Regina, 18.9; Saskatoon, 17.6; New
Westminster, 17.6; Vancouver. 16.0.

Landis Backs Plastic Co.

Chicago — John Landis, Chicago
financier, has a substantial interest
in the Plastic Company of Hollywood
AKO Radio will tradeshow five which plans a series of three dimension cartoons reportedly for United
Korda, Goetz in Scotland
pictures on its 1944-45 program in Artists release. Edward Sutherland
exchange
centers
Sept.
18-22.
and Will Mori are said to be in line
Glasgow (By Cable) — Sir Alexander Korda has arrived in Scotland
Group includes "None But the to handle production with the initial
to supervise the shooting of addi- Lonely Heart," "The Master Race,"
subject to be "Cross-Eyed Bull."
tional scenes for "Perfect Strang- "Tall in the Saddle," "My Pal, Wolf" Landis is making his headquarters
and
"Goin'
to
Town."
on the Coast.
ers," starring Robert Donat, and his
first pic under his new production
deal with M-G-M. Ben Goetz, pro- Mayer Tossed by Horse
duction executive, accompanied him. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Air Express "War Speeds Up"
Hollywood — Louis B. Mayer, M-GPrints of "The War Speeds Up,"
M studio head, is resting at Cedars Army Pictorial Service two-reeler,
SITUATION WANTED
of Lebanon Hospital from injuries have been air-expressed to ColumAdaptable college graduate, keen on cinema
suffered when his horse bolted and
bia exchanges on the West Coast by
values and all phases of industry, seeks
threw him while he was riding at his the WAC in order to meet the Sept.
opportunity for advancement. Already experienced with independent and major
Hemet, Calif, farm. His condition 7 release date. Film, designed to
producers in sales and control. Draft dewas reported as not critical, but he dispel the "war is over" sentiment,
ferred. Write Box 208. Film Daily, 1501
will be confined to the hospital for was produced at the behest of GenBroadway,
New
York City.
several weeks.
eral Marshall.
13/8

13/8

22
4
21

COfnillG and GOIRG
JAMES R. GRAINGER, and EDWARD WALTON, are in Boston. Grainger returns to Nev.
York
tomorrow,
while Walton
remains
for the
balance of the week.
W. C. MICHEL, executive vice-president
20th-century Fox, is spending a week's vacation at his country home in Connecticut.
E. K. (TED) O'SHEA, M-C-M
manager, returns today from a
to Buffalo.
FRED

Eastern sales
six-day visit

MEYERS of Universal goes to Washington tomorrow with Pittsburgh
to follow.

M. L. SIMONS, editor of The Distributor
M-G-M sales publication, returned yesterday
from a trip to Detroit, Milwaukee, Minneapolis
and Paris, III.
JIM ENGLANDER, of the M-G-M advertising
department,
got back
after a vacation at Sea Bright,
N. yesterday
J.
LOU

SMITH

is in

town

from

the

Coast.

JOE ORNSTEIN of 20th-Fox Washington exchange returned there yesterday after a weekend visit with his family here.
ANN

SANGER, secretary to Bill Ferguson, returned yesterday from a vacation.

WILLIAM R. FERGUSON, M-C-M publicity
Saturday.
director, leaves today for Chicago
and returns
terday.
CHARLES ZACRANS, RKO branch manager,
Philadelphia, paid the home office a visit yesEDDIE BRACKEN, who was scheduled to arrive in New York from Hollywood today for
a vacation, has postponed his trip East indefinitely because of a change in studio production plans.

W'O

(J.G.)

ELLIOT

V.

KRONISH,

formerly

of the
Poli
division
office,
New
Haven,
is
home
on furlough
en route to Langley
Field, t
Va., on his transfer from Bangor.
GERALD KEYSER, Warner's foreign publicity
director, is back in New York after a two-week
vacation.

LuxNORMAN
theaters,

ELSON,
arrived

vice-president
of Trans- '
in Boston
yesterday.

JAMES WHALE, film director, is expected to
arrive in New York from the Coast next week to
begin

work

on

"Hand

In Clove"

for the stage.

CORNEL WILDE, starring in Columbia's forthcoming "A Song To Remember," arrived in
New York over the week-end from Dennis,
Mass.
ED ROSENBAUM, Columbia exploiteer, is
back in Philadelphia after a three-week vacation.
C. C. PIPPIN, M-C-M salesman, Philadephia,
is back from a fishing trip in Virginia.
FRANK N. PHELPS of Warner Theaters left
last night for Chicago and Cleveland.

Demand for Indie Films
On Up-grade in Chicago
Chicago — Market for good independent films is on the upgrade in
this area with circuits as well as indie theater operators turning to the
lower budget films as re-issues begin to lose their punch in some spots.
Operators say that some of the indie
films result in more profit than some
higher priced offerings.

REEVES
SOUND
1600 BROADWAY.

STUDIOS,
N. Y. 19

INC.

Circle 6-6686

Complete
Film and
Disc Recording Facilities
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150 Gift Features
For Troops in France

Sees Demand ior
Theater Television

(Continued from Page 1)
ichief of the Army Pictorial Service,
:ion his recent return from a tour of
'.the invasion coast.
Colonel Lund said that an average
fjof 530 film shows a night are being
presented on the northern French
front alone, in some cases within
ia few miles of the enemy lines. Some
700 projectors are in use, serving
Sfiudiences ranging from 80 to 500,
i with more than 150 different features available, some of which have
not yet been shown in the U. S.
A film exchange has been set up
in a tent south of Cherboui'g to receive weekly shipments of films from
England and to distribute them to
smaller Special Services units
throughout Normandy, and to mobile
distribution units that move forward as the Army drives ahead.
As the mobile units move up, news
of their arrival is flashed by word
of mouth and dispatch and soon men
from throughout the area arrive
asking the whereabouts of the "movies." Often the "theater" is out^cf-doors, or in a tent, old building
or stable, with slit trenches and fox
holes ready for use by the audience
in case of enemy attack.

Hart Succeeds May
As CMPE's Director
(Continued from Page 1)

University's Department of Education where a permanent staff of research consultants will function in
carrying out the purposes of the
MPPDA grant to the Commission.
The Commission's program for the
coming year is now being formulated. Hart is expected to take over
his new duties as head of the project this week.
It is understood that Dr. May,
who for many years was director of
the Institute of Human Relations at
!Yale, accepted the chairmanship of
the motion picture commission on a
temporary basis and until a permanent appointment could be made.

Robert Bird Dead
Chicago — Robert J. Bird, veteran
projectionist and one of the founders of the Chicago Operators Union,
is dead. Survivors include his widow
and two sons.

SEP BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO...
August 29
George Montgomery Mack Liftman
R. A. McGuire
R. M. Savini
Hanah (Caas

All
in the Day's News
• • • CUFF NOTES: First under the wire with the announcement of a pic based on the liberation of Paris is Gregor Rabinovitch
who says he'll make "Latin Quarter" as his next ior UA
Puccini's "La Boheme" score will provide the musical background. . .
• Didja know that the D of I now has 114 anti-trust suits pending?
Yep, misery loves company.
. . • New York Times' Fred
Stanley is authority for the statement it cost Sam Goldwyn $30,000
to put on "Up in Arms" in that Reno dance hall
But, also says
Br'r Stanley, the same pic in the Woods, Chi. indie house, has brought
Goldwyn $175,000 for his share of the house receipts "against the $25,000 to $30,000 he previously got for the Chicago showing of one of
his films.". . • Incidental intelligence: The Better Vision Institute
reports that a study of "Wilson" shows that "spectacles are a very
important part of the make-up of most of the leading characters."
• Speaking of "Wilson," the eminent Emil Ludwig has been moved to
challenge (in the Sunday N. Y. Times) the thesis that Wilson was
right at Versailles and Clemenceau was wrong
Nothing like a

must
be planned."
Craven
expressed the opinion that
the establishment of the new broadcast services of the future would
require a period of at least 10 years
of construction and organization before attaining a sound economic operation on a national scale.

controversy to help the b.o
Not that "Wilson" needs it, of course.
• Well Lester Cowan has ruled (on the advice of exhibs. and critics)

17 Metro Pix Based

that "Tomorrow the World" in pic guise will be released under that
title rather than "The Intruder"
But wait until the critics and the
public find that the stage play has been materially changed in the
screen transition! . . . • Times sure do change
Loew's old
Seventh Ave. Theater, closed for some time, has been taken over by
a Negro congregation

On "Best
Sellers"
(Continued from Page 1)
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Lantz to Enter Commercial Academy Prohibits Extras
Field After the War
From Voting on Awards
West

(Continued from Page 1)
television construction and programming will be relatively high and that
the medium will be slow in achieving profitable operation. He noted
that experience in foreign countries
indicates that the public may become
interested in theater television.
"The broadcaster," he said, "should
be ready to undertake this service.
If not, someone else will. Ways and
means to co-ordinate broadcasting
to the home as well as to the theater

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Walter Lantz, cartoon
producer, will enter the field of commercial pictures after the war. He
has several deals to produce for leading manufacturing companies pending, and plans to go to New York
late next month to conclude these
arrangements.
In entering the commercial field,
Lantz will utilize the experience he
has acquired while producing subjects for the Navy, including the use
of his new transparent-plastics process known as plastograph.

West

Coast

Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Four thousand extras
will be prohibited from voting on
future Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences awards as a result of action taken by the Academy's board
of governors. Henceforth number of
nominations for bust production
awards will be reduced from 10 to
five and all pictures nominated will
be screened by the Academy prior
to the final voting.

"SYWA"

Breaks Record

David O. Selznick's "Since You
Went Away" set records at two other
city openings over the weekChicago — Gertz Distributing Co. key end,
United Artists reported yesterTheater concessionaires was fined apday. Picture did the greatest weekproximately $15,000 in settlement for
end in the history of the United Arprice ceiling violations. OPA waived
tists Theater, San Francisco and the
triple damages, with the approval largest opening day ever recorded
of Federal Judge Michael Igoe.
by the Mayfair, Trenton, N. J.

Gertz Fined on OP A Charge

Kincey Named

Campaign

Head

Charlotte, — H. F Kincey, manager
of Carolina Theaters, Inc., has been
named chairman of the Charlotte
War and Community Chest campaign.

"U" Will Ask New Trial
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Attorneys for Universal plan to make a motion for a new
trial in the Robert Cummings case,
it was revealed at the week-end.
Company points out that Judge HollMort Rosen Hospitalized
zer did not deny Universal's right
Baltimore — Morton Rosen, owner of appeal, and that if the motion for
of the Windsor and Monroe Theaters, a new trial is denied, company will
Baltimore, is a surgical patient at take an appeal to the Circuit Court
Sinai Hospital.
of Appeals.

"Marriage is a Private Affair," by
Judith
Kelly; Louis
Bromfield's
Parkington";
"Thirty
Seconds "Mrs.
Over
Tokyo," by Capt. Ted W. Lawson;
"National Velvet," by Enid Bagnold;
"Meet Me in St. Louis," by Sally
Benson and "The Picture of Dorian
Gray" and "Canterville Ghost," by
Oscar Wilde.
"Gentle Annie," by MacKinlay
Kantor, is before the cameras while
the following are in preparation:
"The Valley of Decision," by Marcia
Davenport; "Our Vines Have Tender
Grapes," by George Victor Martin;
'If Winter Comes," by A. S. M. Hutchinson; "The Sun is My Undoing,"
by Marguerite Steen; "The Last Express," by Baynard Kendrick; "Taps
for Private Tussie," by Jesse Stuart,
"The Green Years," by A. J. Cronin,
"Red Shoes Run Faster," by Henry
Bellamann, the latter two as yet unpublished, and the $175,000 "novel
of the
year," "Green
by
Elizabeth
Goudge.Dolphin Street,"

Pincer Movement Witts
For Exhibs Patrons
Percy, III. — All is once more peace
and light here. Differences between
H. E. Webster and the village fathers
have been settled, so the former has
"undarkened" his Princess Theater. He
squawked at levy of $25 per year
license fee when visiting carnivals,
circuses,
et al,hisgottheater,
off "for
He shuttered
and free."
that
made the townfolks squawk. Now
the itinerant competition must pay
$15 license fee per day.
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MORE RAVES FOR 'JANIE'! "Piles on uproar louder and faster than on the stage!"*
Should pack 'em in!"2 "All the laughs of the play and many more! Manie' is
Piper!'" "The picture to head for!'"
1. N. Y. World

Directed by

MICHAEL

CURTIZ

Screen

Ploy by Agnes Christine Johnston & Charles Hoffman
From
the Play Produced
by Brock
Pembertan

Telegram

Produced

2. N. Y. Mirror

by

ALEX GOTTLIEb

3. N. Y. Sun

4. Kilgollen, N. Y. JcvmoM!Bfiffc«

Jack I. Warner
Executive Pnductr
■M

\

*

%
/:

N. Y,
'Doughgirls' first Extended-Run Engagement starts August 30 at
dway!
Hollywood. From the play that had a 2-year run on Broa
Produced by
virecrea

ey

JAMES V. KERN

wi

with JOHN MDOKY . JOHN ALEXANDER ■ CRAIG STEVENS ■ BARBARA BROWN • ^
or
3nd Sam Hellmon • Additional Dialogue by Wilkie Mahoney
From the Stage Play by

"™™

j.^^

Joseph A. F.elds

%'Z^Z

Produced by M°* ^

MARK

«—-..,«

HELLINGER
»/>MT\ei

KEEP SELLING BONDS!

«k

PARIS SET
BY UNDE
wmm*mm^^*&ms^

PoJWHc.iuiw.jn.

HUM

1U1L1L,

HLDHUJUJU.

Starring

Barbara

Milland • Britton
w,th WALTER

SLEZAK

• LUCILE

WATSON

a Frank Borzage
PRODUCTION

Directed by FRANK

BORZAGE

Screen Play by Lenore Coffee

She Came From A World Without
Men To Join The Heroic F.F.I.
And Save The Life Of A Man
She Had Vowed Never To Love!

f^

a, mi

FRFF
1 llLiLi

i

FIVE

CENTS

EVERYWHERE

ROUND

y.

and x aramount set
TODAY FOR THE TIMELIEST WORLD PREMIERE
OF THIS OR ANY OTHER WAR, AT N. Y. RIVOLI

A Girl of the Maquis and an American
Captain in an Amazing French Underground Adventure
That Helped Make Today's Great Headlines Come True

Mr. Lester Thompson
M. P- Productions Dlst.
21st floor
38 W. 44th St*

Issue Seen by Levy
In Price Inducement
(Continued fr;>m Page 1)
Levy, general counsel of the MPTOA,
takes a different stand. In a special organization bulletin, Levy
writes, in connection -with picture
sales, as follows:
"It should be kept in mind, however, that if distributors wish to,
they may, under this provision, license their product one at a time
or any other way they please just
so long as they do not condition the
licensing of one picture or group of
pictures on another.
"The question of price inducement
to get an exhibitor to take more than
one picture, or to discourage an exhibitor from picking out the most
desirable picture, may become an issue in the ultimate legal interpretation of this provision bv the courts.
If it should be found eventually that
the licensing of one feature is 'conditioned' on the licensing of another
feature if the price is raised on the
one unless the other is licensed; or
what amounts to the same thing,
that an excessive 'asking price' will
only come down if both pictures are
licensed, then the exhibitor may be
faced with an inflexible adherence to
the asking price on every picture under penalty of fine and imprisonment
for the distributor who reduces the
price or terms first quoted on every
picture. This clause should be clarified to prevent such a disastrous result; otherwise an unpredictable interpretation ofthe word 'conditioned' by the courts can force the distributors to maintain under penalty
minimum prices on every picture
and do away entirely with the present negotiation by exhibitors over
prices and terms of licensing."

Herbert Spencer Dead

Las Vegas — Larry Kent, 20th-Fox
executive, was married here to Mrs.
Annette Downs of New York City,
the company's social contact. The
couple plans to leave soon for London.
Chicago — Lt. Marshall J. Hollander, son of William Hollander, B &
K advertising director, was married
to Jacqueline Friedman.

Philadelphia — Jean Smith, UA
stenographer, will marry Radioman
3'c Francis Algreen of the Coast
Guard, next month.
Janet Fox, actress, was married
Saturday to Lt. Henry Goldschmidt
of the Army. The bride is a neice of
Edna Ferber, novelist.

Allays Rumors of
Color Film Shortage

IN NEW INDUSTRY POSTS
WILLIAM
FRIEDMAN,
booker,
Universal,
P+iila
delphia.
ARTHUR
K. HOWARD,
buyer and booker
, Nate
Yamirts
circuit,
Boston.
IRVING
MENDELSOHN,
office manager, United
Artists, Boston.
the Tennessee,
JOHN
McDANEL,
manager,
Johnson City, Tenn.
United Artists,
SIDNEY
SWIRSKY,
salesman,
New Haven.
GRACE
BRUNELLI,
booker,
Columbia,
New
Haven.
RICHARD
A.
MOORE,
manager,
Casino
and
chieftain theaters, Sac City, la.
ARNOLD FEBREY, booker, RKO, Buffalo.
FRANCIS
MAXWELL,
salesman, RKO, Buffalo.
RUSSELL
BRENTLINGER.
RKO
branch
ger, Indianapolis.

3olio May Delay School
He-opening in Buffalo

mana-

(Continued from Page 1)
prohibited from attending theaters
and other places of public assemblage.
Charlotte — Theaters throughout
North Carolina remain closed to
2hildren under 15 because of the
nolio epidemic which now numbers
500 victims in the state, with 37 in
Meckelnberg County, of which Charlotte is the county seat. It is believed that theaters, closed to children since early June, will be opened
co them after Sept. 18, the date set
for a uniform opening of all schools
in the state.

MORRIS LEFKO,
burgh.

RKO

branch

manager, Pitts-

OTTO
EBERT, RKO salesman,
Louisville.
PAUL LEATHERBY, office manager, RKO, Indianapolis.
OTTO BRAUENIG, office manager, RKO Cleveland.
AL PERREZ, manager, Rhodes Theater, Chicago.
FRANK GALUZZO, chief operator, Telenews,
Chicago.
BEN KATZ, Universal publicity representative,
Chicago.
R. i. PETTIS, State Lake Theater,
Chicago.
LOU cago.
GOLDBERG, sales manager, Republic, ChiTED

LEVY,

Film

MIKEcago.
GODSHAW,

Classics salesman,

Oiicago.

Film Classics salesman, Chi-

Ned Depinet Again Heads
Distribs. Loan Division
(Continued from Page 1)
berger, also will serve his third term
as general assistant to Depinet and
as assistant distributor chairman of
the Sixth War Loan.
In a message to Harry Brandt, national chairman for the motion picture industry's participation in the
drive, Depinet sad he was eager to
serve and that there was a growing
assumption on the part of a large
segment of the population that the
defeat of Germany would make a
sixth war loan unnecessary.
"This, of course, is not true,"
Depinet said. "Billions are needed
for the attack on Japan and for the
sustaining of the millions of men
under amis. It is also necessary to
combat inflation so that when these
millions of men are demobilized they
will be able to come back to a sound

Chicago — Polio cases reported in
Chicago area this year are way off
'rom the comparable period last
"■ear. To date 60 cases, resulting
:n one death, have been reported
Lhis year while last year there were economy."
187 cases, with 20 deaths, up to the "Going
same date.
Records

Milwaukee— Some 3,000 children in
St. Louis — Herbert Spencer, 66, Shorewood have been ordered to
composer and music arranger, died stay at home until a check of the
Saturday at his home.
">olio situation has been made.
The Milwaukee suburb reports 11
"ases with two deaths, while Milwaukee, with its half million people, reports only 12 cases and no
deaths.

UJEDDII1G BELLS
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My Way" Sets New
for First-Runs

'Continued from Page 1)
toppled records of some sort in virtually every theater where it has

(Continued from Page 1)
in Technicolor's
rate of operat:
and I think that point should
In regard to the raw stock siti
made Burrows
clear."
tion,
as if we will said:
work "Itourbegins
way to
outlc
the tight situation in the third qu;

Color Raw Stock Shortage
Now Worrying Distributors
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAI j

Washington — Lincoln V. Burrow
WPB motion picture chief, was' «J
backtrip
here
morning
apected
hurried
to this
Rochester
for af'
fij
ther consultation on the raw ste'
situation.
Prime topic of the Roi
ester ter."
discussions
was Technico'
film,
where
the shortage
is inten I
fied by an extreme up-swing in usa
since 1941.
Color footage on t
nation's screens is estimated tod I
at about double that of three ye*
ago.
Burrows
calledreasons,
to RochesSunday
for was
personal
dec
ing to stop over today in an effi
further to clarify the supply site
tion.
Although the distributors are li
lieved to be confident they can wc
out their problems on the black a
white stock supply, they are cons
erably more worried about color fil
As yet, no industry advisory co
mittee meeting has been called, a'
a member of Burrows' staff sf
yesterday he does not expect to s
the footage allocations detailing t
expected 20 per cent cut to be e
nounced prior to that meeting,
had been reported that announ<
ment of the new figures might
released yesterday or today, but tl
now appears unlikely.

Geo. Soulat to Manage
New UA Algiers Office

played.
Picture has set new marks for
'Continued from Page 1)
length of run, opening days and holdovers.
vey the possibilities for the eai
establishment of offices in Palesti
Syria.
Agreement Reported Near andUnited
Artists Corp- of North /
In New York, 63 cases were re- On Rank U. S. Distribution rica was chartered last month
Delaware, capitalized at 2.000 shai
ported to the Health Department
'Continued from Page 1)
of no par value.
-«ver the week-end to bring the year's
tetal to 659. Last week-end. 64 cases Rank's representative, said yester- New Title for Allen Pic
day that negotiations for American
were reported.
distribution were progressing favor- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI
ably and that by tomorrow some
Hollywood— Jack Skirball has i
Tack Goldstein Resigns;
sort of agreement may be ready for
titled "Fickle Fortune" to "It's in t
disclosure.
Leaves 20th-Fox Oct. 1
Bag," which will star Fred Allen f
United Artists release.
Stern a War Prisoner
'Continued from Page 1)
Rochester, N. Y. — 2nd Lt. Milton
was announced "with reeret" yes- W. Stern. AAF, formerly of Bausch
terdav by Hal Home, ad-publicitv-^xnloitation director. Home said & Lomb. is a prisoner of war in GerHe was previously reported
1iat Goldstein's departure "came as missing many.
in action.
a distinct surprise." While several
• DECORATED*
names were mentioned for the vacCOM. FRANK W. WEAD. USN (Retired), pi;
ancv. it was indicated that inasmuch Dies in Plane Crash
wrighf and author, Hollywood, awarded I
Legion of Merit.
as Goldstein will not leave until Oct.
Ke«ne, N. H.— Camille P. ParenWAYNE MORRIS, USN, Warner plav
1, no nuick decision will be made.
teau, 23, former theater usher, died LT. Hollywood,
awarded the Distinguished F
Goldstein said last nieht that his in an airplane crash near the Almoing Cross for destroying six Jap bomb
plans would be disclosed later.
on the ground and another in the air.
cardo. N. M. Army air base.

TO THE COLORS!
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HACKS FILM ARBITRATION AS ILLEGAL
Aap
Sixth Loan "Strategy" at Sept.
Meet
St. Louis12
Amusement
Co.
ne Co-chairmen Called
• Parley to Set Plans
»r Industry's Campaign

.Uhe nine co-chairmen of the inJtry's
in the Sixth
tr Loanparticipation
have been summoned
to
w York for a "grand strategy"
jjeting on Sept. 12 by Harry Brandt,
Jcional chairman. Invited to atid the sessions were William J.
ockett, Hugh Bruen, Jack Kirsch,
in Rugar, Henry Reeve, Al Steffes,
(Continued on Page 6)

jII Quota of Raw
lock Held Likely
ishington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Unless new difficuljs arise, it appears now that the
;iustry will be permitted its full
ota of raw stock for the final
liarter of this year. Extra-quota
liveries will not be permitted, but
(Continued on Page 8)

DO Employes Back
/ith WB After Service
jOut of 3,750 Warners employes
|io have gone into military service
- to this week, 300 have received
scharges and of this number near(Continued on Page 8)

New Bedford Daily
In Hub Tele Move
E. Anthony & Sons, Inc., publisher of the New Bedford, Mass.
Standard-Times has applied to the
FCC for authority to build a commercial television station in Boston,
with equipment reserved for postwar delivery under the DuMonr
equipment reservation plan. Publisher last week applied for permission to build a television station at Providence, R. I. They also
publish the Cape Cod StandardTimes and operate radio stations
WNBH, New Bedford and WOCB,
West Yarmouth,
Mass.

COE HITS TRADE PRACTICE ROWS

"Public Will Not Have These Things" MPPDA
Declares Before NAB's War Conference
Chicago — A blunt warning that the
public "does not want television, radio, motion pictures or any other
medium so vital
to its welfare, retarded by internal
squabbling over
tradesounded
practices"
was
here
yesterday by
Charles Francis
"Socker" Coe,
MPPDA counsel,
speaking on public relations in radio before the
NAB's War Conference.
"I tell you very
earnestly that it
will not have
SOCKER" COE
these things," Coe
emphasized.
Pointing out that European dicta-

Counsel

St. Louis — Charges that the Motion Picture Arbitration System of
the
AAA is unlawful, in violation of
tors were the teachers, Coe said that
motion pictures long ago learned that the Constitution, beyond the authority of the District Court and not
the surest and quickest way to empty
theaters is to put propaganda on authorized by the Sherman Anti-trust
Act, were filed with the local AAA
the screen.
"I think over-commercializing a tribunal by Russell Hardy, former
special assistant to the Attorney
broadcast gives about the same ef- General, as counsel for St. Louis
fect," he continued. "The advertiser
who insists upon more and more Amusement Co. and affiliates.
Charges were included in a mocommercial time, will find that his
tion asking for dismissal of arbitragreed is tuning out a large, and pertion proceedings brought by Adolph
haps the most discerning, portion of
(Continued on Page 6)
the audience he pays for."
Discussing the NAB's broadcasting
code, Coe termed
it "the earnest
effort of thoughtful practical men to
perfect sound
self-regulation."
tinuing, the MPPDA
exec, said: Con"Those
who may
some day
seek to control radio are not
strangers to me.
They have
The New York consent decree, in
sought also to control motion
its present or proposed modified
pictures.
They would seek to
form, has no provisions that would
(Continued on Page 6)
permit an interested party in an arbitration case to file a motion to be
dismissed from a proceeding, such
as was done by the St. Louis Amuse(Continued on Page 8)

No Decree Provision
For St. Louis Motion

Mexican Extras Want McClennen to Direct
Defense for Schine
Fixed Studio Scale
Mexico City (By Air Mail) — Extras employed by studios here are
threatening to toss another monkey
wrench in the creaking machinery of
the Mexican industry if their demands for higher salaries are not
met.
In a public appeal for the support
(Continued on Page 8)

Counsel Raises Issue in
Case of Adolph Rosecan

Buffalo— Edward F. McClennen of
Boston late yesterday afternoon was
introduced in Federal Court here as
senior counsel in charge of Schine
defense, Willard S. McKay, general
counsel, told Judge John Knight that
McClennen will be in charge when
(Continued on Page 2)

WB Sets Up International Co.
New York Corporation Has Million Capital
Albany — Warner Bros. Pictures
Rooney, Inc., to Handle
International Corp., capitalized at
$1,000,000, three shares subscribed,
Mickey's Biz Affairs
has filed incorporation papers with
Philadelphia — Formation
of Roo- the Secretary of State.
ney, Inc., to handle future business
J. Granich, E. Silverman, J. Shapiro, are directors and subscribers.
affairs of Mickey Rooney was an(Continued on Page 6)
(Ccntinued on Page 6)

IATSE "F" Locals Will
Seek Job Classification
Applications calling for the establishment of a job classification
system with minimum and maximum
wage scales are expected to be filed
with the regional War Labor Boards
by next week
by IATSE
(Continued
on Page front-office
6)

Dick Tracy to RKO:
Brenda Starr to Col.
Chicago — RKO Radio has acquired
pic rights to the Dick Tracy cartoon strip through Al Lowenthal of
Famous Artists Syndicate, it was
learned yesterday. In a second
deal. Columbia acquired rights to
the Brenda Starr cartoon and plans
to use it as the basis for a 15-episode
serial, it was said.
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F. J. A. MCCARTHY, Universale Southern
and Canadian sales head, is in New Orleans
this week.
BERT REICHERT, secretary to E. K. (Ted)
O'Shea, Eastern M-G-M sales manager, is due
back Monday from a vacation at Spring Glen,
N. Y.

SHIRLEY TEMPLE arrived in New
terday from the Coast.

York yes-

M. J. WEISFELDT, Columbia sales exec,
goes to Albany today for a stay of several days.
CONRAD
NACEL
returns to New
York next
week from the Coast to resume his radio program after completing work in Jeffrey Bernerd's "They Shall Have Faith." He's turned
down several pix offers.

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
EDDIE CARRIER of M-C-M's exploitation
ind Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New department
leaves for the Coast the end of the
York 18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film week.
MIKE DOLID, Warner Bros, supervisor of
Folk. Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
exchanges, arrived in New York yesterday afPublisher; Donald M. Mersereau, SecretaryDOROTHY DAY of M-C-M's publicity deter a flying trip from Seattle.
Treasurer; Al Steen. Associate Editor. Entered
partment returns to her desk Monday after
ai second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the an illness of several weeks. She had been
AL O. BONDY, independent distributor, arpost-office at New York, N. Y., under the operated on at Roosevelt Hospital and has
rived from Boston
this week.
act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free) been recuperating at home for the past few
United States outside of Greater New York weeks.
WILLIAM ). HEINEMAN, general sales man$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
ager for Samuel Coldwyn, has left for Boston
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
AL HARDING of Actors Equity is back at for a one-week business trip.
remit with order. Address all communications his desk from
a vacation.
CHARLES FRANCIS COE returned from Chito THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway,
cago where he addressed the NAB conferRICHARD F. WALSH, IATSE head, has reNew York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117,
ence.
turned
from
a
three-week
trip.
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable address:
Filmday, New York.
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—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phone
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph
Esler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St., W. I. HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco,
Virtudes 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
Damon. MEXICO CITY— Marco-Aurelio
Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F. SYDNEY—Allan White. SAN JUAN— E. Sanchez Ortiz. MONTREAL — Roy Carmichael.
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McClennen to Direct
Defense for Schine Chain
(Continued

from Page 1)

the

anti-trust trial resumes
September 26.
Purpose of the court session was
to hear arguments on motions advanced by both Schine counsel and
the Justice Department. Judge
Knight acted on one of them and
reserved decision on the others until Sept. 11.
The court quashed a notice of taking depositions previously filed by
M. M. Heuser in behalf of M. K.
Murphy, whose name has remained
prominent throughout trial and pretrial conferences in connection with
sale of theaters in Appalachia, Va.,
and nearby communities. McKay
had protested Heuser's action on
"•rounds neither he nor Murphy were
"parties to the action"
Decision was reserved on a Government motion that Schine be required to furnish the Justice De■nirtment with a more complete and
definite answer and one which
avoided "yes or no answers," and
also on questions of additional theater sales under the court's temporary order of Mav 19, 1942, and
whether the Justice Department will
be required to comnlv with subnoenas duces tecum obtained by Schine.
McKay has sousrht the right to
see certain "evidence" in possession
">f the Government in advance of the
+rial resumption date.

M-G-M's
"Kismet"
completed
first week
at the Astor Thea
Broadway,
a new
all-time
ord for thewith
house,
topping
GW
and "See Here, Private Hargro
Record previously had been held
"Hargrove."
Business on the s
enth day was better than the rec
opening day and the two bigger d ]
immediately
following.
Sevengross was $42,755, or $6,000 at
the first week of "See Here, Pri\|
A

new

admission

record

days
wasat chalked
up byMusic"Dra l\
Hargrove."
Seed"
Radio
City
where 808,788 admissions were
ported.
New records were repoi
for "The Canterville
Ghost"
"The Seventh Cross" in out-of-t(
openings.

"No Action" by UA Board; Shea Leaves Cagney Pc
Another Session Tuesday For Guard Field Service
United Artists' board of directors
met yesterday and recessed to next
Tuesday. A formal statement announced that "no action was reported." It was believed that discussions centered on pending negotiations for the distribution of J.
try.
Arthur Rank pictures in this coun-

Joseph C. Shea, New York put
ity rep. and story editor for Will
Cagney Prods, for the past yi
who has been on leave of abse
for a month, resigned yesterday
leaves today with the 14th Regime
New York Guard, for Camp Smitt
Peekskill. His future industry pi
will be announced upon the com]
tion of his tour of field service.

"Ho

llvwood Canteen" Set
Vincent Trotta, National Screen
Service art director; Artist "Hap" &s WB New Year's Release
Hadley, and Vyvyan Donner, of Fox
Movietone News will represent the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
film industry in the judging of the
Hollywood— "Hollywood Canteen",
Atlantic City Miss America Page- now nearing completion at Warant, Sept. 5-9. Others on the judg- ners, will be the company's first
ing committee are Russell Patter- 1945 release, going into national disson, Harry Conover, and Conrad
tribution New Year's Eve.
Thibault.
"Miss America" Judges

Robert Jeans Dead

William Plack Dies

Ship Botton, N. J.— William Lewis
Robert Jeans, 40, assistant dra- PJack, 90, retired architect and engineer, who designed a number of
matic critic of the Daily News, died
theaters, died Saturday.
Monday at his home.

for
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LEO'S NEW
and
GREATEST GROUP

MANY

HAPPY RETURN
"What nerve!
'Hey Leo, let
me take a
crack at some
of that

These M-G-M

hits are

sensational!"

BIG DOUGH!"

'Well, good
luck! But

"Thanks Leo, I'm off to
my test engagements
in HOUSTON, COLUMBUS,
INDIANAPOLIS, MEMPHIS
and KANSAS
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Beat*
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YOU'VE
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GOT TO BE GOOD

TO BE A LEADER

FOR TWENTY

YEARS!
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in its Jfrst fr

ks at

ipitoKFfreatre, New Y>fk City, has/grossed 15^ MORE
than the^gross recorded in the first five weeks of "fjone With
The Wind" playing four years ago/at the Capitol /Theatre! ****
* * * *

Note this/important factf Included in the first five weeks;

of the "QWTW"

run was the biggest movie week of the year^

from Christmas to New Year's. "Since You Went Away" did
its record-smashing business during the most prolonged heat
wave in the history of New York City!

o
t
s
s
e
io

Davjd

O.

o^lznick

%\n\e "GonexWith

presents

his fkst

The \Mnd"

*
1
y
a
d

producH

and "Kfe^ecca"

"Since Y<W Went Away"
\

starring

CLAUDETTE GOLBERT * JENNIFER JONES * JOSEPH COTTEN
SHIRLEY TEMPLE * MONTY WOOLLEY * LIONEL BARRYMORE
ROBERT

WALKER

* Directed by JOHN CROMWELL * Released thru UNITED ARTISTS

THEY DON'T STOP FIGHTING!
KEEP
SELLING WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY'

Wednesday, August 30, 1
DAILY

Coe Hits at Rows
On Trade Practice

Film Arbitration
Attacked as Illegal
i Continued from Page 1)
Rosecan, operator of the Princess
Theater, against the five signers of
the N. Y. decree and naming several St. Louis Amusement Co. houses
among

the theaters likely to be affected by any finding of the St.
Louis
Tribunal.
Hardy stated that the motion was
filed for the purpose of objecting to
and preventing the proposed arbitration and the entry of any award
therein, insofar as the arbitration
and award may apply to his clients
and their houses. "These non-defendant theaters do not submit to the
arbitration, and do not undertake to
abide by nor to accept an award
therein," motion continued.
Specific objections were that
the arbitration system described
in the Consent Decree
and in
the application for modification
of the Decree "is unlawful and
violative of Article 1, Section 1,
of the Constitution of the United
States in that the action of the
parties to said case and of the
District Court creating this arbitration system constitutes
a
usurpation and exercise of legislative powers, all of which are
vested solely in the Congress of
the United States and not in said
parties or said District Court;
and in that said arbitration system has not been authorized by
an enactment of the Congress."
Motion
also held that the AAA
and the Arbitration Tribunals, and
the arbitration system are unlawful
and violative of Article III, Section
1, of the Constitution "in that the
authority
and
jurisdiction
constitutes part of the judicial power of
the United
States, which
the District Court has no authority to transfer and delegate
to the American
Arbitration
Association
or to any
other person or agency; and in that
the American
Arbitration
Association is not a court which the Congress has ordained and established,
but has unlawfully usurped a part
of the judicial power."
Hardy also objected to the arbitration on the grounds that the system is not authorized by the Sherman Anti-trust Act and that the theaters mentioned were not parties to
the suit between the U. S. and Paramount, et al., but are unaffiliated
with the defendants in that case, and
because the "non-defendant theaters

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO...
August 30
Raymond
Joan

Massey
Blondell

Ed

E. Hinchy

Julie Bishop

• •
•
THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Maj. Mitchell Wolfson. Wometco
circuit head, is now in North Africa and very busy there indeed
Mrs. Lew Mentlik would like her late husband's many industry friends
to know how much she appreciates their messages of sympathy received since the Army reported his death in action in France
Para.
wants J. Carrol Naish to go to London to do one picture
Metro's
"Kismet" going great guns at the N. Y. Astor where its opening day
biz was better than capacity for the aggregate of eight shows
Brother, that's business!
If you can, get a look-see at NBC's
limited edition of "The Fourth Chime"
A promotional job for the
NBC News Room, it's aces in concept and execution and Charlie Hammond can take a bow. . . • Manny Frisch of Randforce justly

(Continued from Page 1)
control the press.
They woul
regulate our food, our drink, on
religion, our politics, our educt
tion.
They would regulate any
thing they can get their hand;
on.
It is their particular fetis
to regulate.
We can be thankf i
that they are such a minority.
"We can rest assured that the
will find no ready ear, so long a
the public is convinced of the ir
tegrity
of our efforts.
Thei
outcries are competently met bj
capable public relations.
Thei
zeal is crumpled by the mer

proud of the fact that the circuit's Stadium registered 640 Red Cross
blood donors in a single week
Credit George
Davis and Sam
Clark of the Stadium for turning the trick
And may their tribe
increase! ... • W. R. Frank, who already is an exhibitor and pro-

they
encounter."
Coe asserted
he greeted tele's
vent "as an imperative demand,
that radio find within itself a mtfj
ure
of self-regulation
which
satisfy the interest of the public
(and) which will allay the tenden
toward too active an external su],

ducer, is seriously considering
an actor's career as well
After
playing a small paTt in his "Enemy of Women," he's to essay an
Army Colonel in "A Boy, a Girl and a Dog.". . • Maj. Gordon
Warner, USMC, Congressional Medal of Honor nominee, wearer of the
Navy Cross and Purple Heart and a Bougainville hero, has been engaged as a Central Casting Corp. casting director. . . • Al Zimbalist

Noting that we live in a work !
movement, and that industry is I
ways benefited by new developme i
vision."
Coe said, "I think I am safe in si
ing that if television is to bit
about a wedding between ceri !

of Harry Mandel's theater dept. at RKO is $1,000 richer
Last week
A4 received a check from the studio for the story and basic idea on a

motion picture and radio functheach can be a proud and ha i

musical titled "Sweet Georgia Brown"
Lena Home from M-G-M to play the lead

•spouse."

▼

•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

▼

Now RKO is trying to get

▼

HARBOR.'

Sixth Loan Chairmen Warner Sets Up
Meet Here Sept. 12 International Co.
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
Leo Wolcott, Fred Wehrenberg and E. K. Hessberg, 321 W. 4th St., is
Nathan Yamins.
attorney for the corporation.
Decision to call the session, at
which plans for the drive will be
Warners is the fourth industry
made, was the result of a special
major company to establish a formeeting held yesterday at WAC
eign subsidiary recently. Others to
headquarters and attended by Brandt,
John Hertz, Jr., Bill Dasheff, S. H. make similar moves were Loew's,
Paramount and Universal.
Fabian and Francis S. Harmon.
are among the many exhibitors who
have been, and now are being, injured and damaged in their business,
property, trade and commerce by
the unlawful conspiracy and monopoly charged in that case."
Motion concludes: "The arbitration system is unlawful and
violative of the Sherman Antitrust Act in that it constitutes a
means for the continuation and
administration of the unlawful
conspiracy, monopoly, acts,
transactions and practices in restraint of trade and commerce
stated in the petitions in United
States v. Paramount Pictures,
et al.; and all persons and corporations participating in the ad' ministration thereof have joined

IATSE "F" Locals Will
Seek Job Classification

and are engaging in the unlawful conspiracy and monopoly.
"The arbitration system is unlawful insofar as it authorizes
or may result in the relief
sought by the complainant, because that relief would deprive
these non-defendant theaters of
their property without due process of law, contrary to Article
V of the Amendments to the Constitution of the United States."
Russell Hardy, while with the Attorney General's office prosecuted
the Government's St. Louis antitrust actions against Paramount,
Warners and RKO. Actions were
settled out of court. He retired from
Government service in 1938.

(Continued from Page 1)

locals in all exchange centers,
cept Albany and Los Angeles, it f.
learned yesterday. The Albany
cal filed recently, being the first
do so. Exchange office workers
Los Angeles are represented by
AFL local not affiliated with the

Rooney, Inc., to Handle
Mickey's Biz Affairs
(Continued

from Page 1)

nounced
yesterday
Sam isSti'r
local
theater
owner. by
Rooney
a private in the U. S. Army. 11
understood that notice already
been served on the William Moi
office and M-G-M. Rooney was
Philadelphia this week in conr
tion with the new suit.

THEATER DEALS
Chipley, Fla.— The Reva Theai
closed a short time ago for alte
tions and repairs, has been reopei
as the Vance Theater under the r
management of Mr. and Mrs. D.
Young of Cairo, Ga., who have p
chased.
Cleveland — Sol Raives has p
chased the Royal Theater from S.
Gerson.
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A new day-anddate record for onereel bookings... with
Radio City Music Hall
heading the list of
216 de luxers playing this new Walt
Disney laugh riot!

arrinj

c^zc
A One
A

WALT
Distributed

GOOFY

Reel Subject in Technicolor
DISNEY.
byRKO

Production
Radio

Pictures,

Inc.

Mr. George Borthwick
M. P. Productions DIst.
28 W. 44th St. 21st floor
New Vn-rV
w. Y.

No Decree Provision
i Continued frcm Page 1)
mem
Co., according to authorities
on the decree.
It was pointed out that neither
the arbitrator nor the American Arbitration Association, to which < the
motion was addressed, had any authority to grant such a motion. Under the terms of the decree, an exhibitor or distributor whose business
or property may be affected by an
award may intervene and thereby
become a party to the proceeding.
However, it was said, it was not likely that an arbitrator would grant a
dismissal when the hearings got under way until all evidence supported
a claim for dismissal. An arbitrator who dismissed a case before it
was heard would surely be reversed
by the appeal board to which the case
unquestionably would be referred,
authorities say.
Whether the consent decree is unconstitutional, as claimed by the St.
Louis Amusement Co., is a question
for the courts to decide, industry
leaders said yesterday. It was asserted by some authorities that the
Department of Justice would not
have been a party to a decree if its
provisions violated the Constitution.

200 Employes Back
With WB After Service
(Continued from Page 1)

ly two-thirds have returned to the
company to date, it is disclosed by
records of the home office military
department.
In the vast majority of cases, the
employes were reinstated in their
former jobs or equivalent duties,
while' in quite a few cases it was possible to give the returned soldiers
better positions than they had before.
New inductions are still continuing at a higher rate than discharges,
the Warner military records show.
Of the 3,705 former employes in service, 735 are from the studio, 251
from exchanges, and most of the remainder from the theater department.
Casualties to date total 31.

Larkin to GOP Com.
for Dcivey Air Spot
Mark Larkin, on loan to the WAC
from the MPPDA has resigned to
join the Duane Jones Co., an advertising agency which is buying radio
time for the National Republican
Committee in the current Presidential campaign. Larkin will be loaned
to the Committee by the agency
as Radio Publicity Director during
the campaign, taking over Sept. 1.
Larkin, under WAC publicity director Ed Schreiber, has concentrated on publicizing the industry's
16 mm. gift film program.

Wife

REVIEWS
with

Of DEW

The
Doughgirls"
Ann
Sheridan,
Alexis
Smith,

Carson, Jane Wyman
Warner

Wednesday, August 30, 1'

Jack

102 Mins.

SCREWY COMEDY IS FAST AND FURIOUS FUN THAT WILL APPEAL UNIVERSALLY.
No mistaking it— there's dough in "The
Doughgirls." The Joseph A. Fields comedy
has been transformed by James V. Kern
and Sam Hellman into screen entertainment of unlimited appeal. The breathless
direction of Kern milks the script for all
its laugh possibilities. This screwy comedy
contains some of the best nonsense of the
season.
Given an excellent production by Mark
Hellinger, the picture profits from the
services of a strong cast that performs
with abandon. Ann Sheridan, Alexis Smith,
Jack Carson, Jane Wyman, Irene Manning
Eve Arden and Charlie Ruggles are but a
few of those who combine to wow the
audience.

f IL HI 5] Mexican Exlras Wan

Fixed Studio Sole

"Till We Meet Again'

with Ray Milland, Barbara Britton
Paramount
88 Mins.
HIGHLY DRAMATIC FILM CARRIES
STRONG
ENCES.

APPEAL

FOR

WOMEN

AUDI-

The prominence given to the work
of the heroic Maquis, the French underground fighters, in the liberation of France
should help a lot in focussing interest on
"Till We Meet Again," a highly dramatic
film. It ought to prove a potent factor
in the exploitation of the film, which was
produced by David Lewis. The picture is
made of the stuff that appeals strongly
to women
audiences.

Compounded of familiar ingredients,
the story tells of a lovely French nun
who joins the Maquis in order to assist
an American aviator escape to England with
information vital to the Allied cause. The efforts of the nun and her charge to keep cut
■ of the hands of the Nazis make for considerable suspense. At the finish the nun
Most of the action takes place in a forfeits her life to enable the aviator to
Washington apartment rented by a couple complete his mission.
of newlyweds (Carson and Miss Wyman). | The aviator is played by Ray Milland
In no time the place is turned into a mad- i well enough. Barbara Britton brings
house as others drift in and make them- tenderness and sensitiveness to her playselves at home. The Washington housing
ing of the nun, showing considerable promshortage has never served the needs of
ise. The support is generally firstrate.
comedy so well. There are more complications, romantic and otherwise, than
Director Frank Borzage has injected much
one can keep count of.
humanity into the film.

CAST:
Ray Milland,
Barbara
Britton, Walter
CAST: Ann Sheridan, Alexis Smith, Jack Carson, Jane Wyman, Irene Manning, Charlie f Slezak,
Lucile
Watson,
Konstantin
Shayne,
Ruggles, Eve Arden, John Ridgely, Alan Mow- ] Vladimir
Sokoloff,
Marguerite
D'Alverez,
Mona
Freeman,
William
Edmunds,
George
Davis,
bray, John Alexander, Craig Stevens, Barbara
Peter Helmers,
John Wengraf,
Mira
McKinney,
Brown, Stephen Richards, Francis Pierlot, Don- Tala
Birell.
ald MacBride, Regis Toomey,
Joe De Rita.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, David Lewis;
CREDITS: Producer, Mark Hellinger; DirecDirector, Frank Borzage Screenplay, Lenore
tor, James V. Kern; Screenplay, James V.
Kern, Sam Hellman; Based on play by Joseph Coffee; Based on play by Alfred Maury; Musical Score, David Buttolph; Cameraman, TheoA. Fields Additional Dialogue, Wilkie Mahoney;
dor Sparkuhl; Art Director, Hans Dreier, Robert
Cameraman, Ernest Haller; Art Director, Hugh Usher; Process Photography, Farciot Edouart;
Rericker; Film Editor, Folmer Blangsted; Sound, Special Effects, Gordon Jennings; Film Editor,
Stanley Jones; Set Decorator, Clarence Steen- Elmo Veron; Sound, Max Hutchinson, John
sen; Special
Effects, William
McCann.
Cope;
Set Decorator,
Ray Moyer.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOCRAPHY,
Good.

Parents Enforcing Own
Springfield Polio Ban

Republic Prods. Fined
$8,000 Over Sound Studio

Springfield, Mass. — With 70 cases
of polio reported irr the Springfield
area, the parental-enforced ban at
motion picture houses in this city
continues, theater managers report.
The public health department
has refused to classify the outbreak
as an epidemic, despite urgings from
the Health Council. Nabes are
hardest hit, with Saturday matinees
virtually unattended.
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Hollywood — Republic Productions
was fined $8,000 by Federal Judge
D. W. Ling on its plea of nolo contendre to charges of violation of
WPB regulations in construction of
a sound stage. Republic had a permit to spend $23,760, but according
to Assistant United States Attorney
Ernst Tolin, it had used more than

$55,000.
Allen Wilson, vice-president of the
company, said Republic did not realUniversal will play host at dinner
ize it was violating regulations, beat Toots Shor's tonight prior to a used. cause no strategic materials were
special preview of "San Diego, I
Love You," at the RKO 81st St. Theater on Broadway. Those who will
Rambach Funeral Today
attend are: W. A. Scully, J. J. O'ConFuneral services will be held at
nor, E. T. Gomersall, S. Machnovitch, E. L. McEvoy, Fred Meyers, 1:30 today in Riverside Chapel for
Maurice Bergman, M. Alin, Adolph Abraham Rambach, father-in-law of
Schimel, Al Daff, A. J. Sharick, Jos. Morris Lane, president of Lane EnGershenson, Bob Wile, Thomas Marterprises. He died yesterday. Surtell, Oscar A. Doob, Harry Mandel,
vivors include his widow, Mrs. Rose
Ernest Emerling, Gene Picker, Rambach; a son, Marvin,- and six
Harold Mirisch, James Brennan, daughters, Mrs. Mae Frank, Mrs.
Sol Schwartz, Bob Sherman, Matty Sadie Oshin, Mrs. Gertrude Zatkin,
Polon, Joe Becker and reps, of the Mrs. Sophia Lane, Mrs. Norma Reiss,
and Mrs. Lynn Pressman.
industry press-.

"TJ" Dinner Before Preview

I Continued from Page 1)

of the Union of Motion Picture WJ
ers, the extras blame their f eati ;
colleagues for precipitating v.,
they say is a crisis in their econc i
situation.
They accuse the stars of insis j
upon such elevated salaries that ;i
ducers are forced to pay other J
ployes reduced wages in order!
continue operating at a profit.
a remedy, the extras are asking '
studios contract their services e]
standard rate.

Full Quota of Raw
Stock Held Likely

(Continued from Page 1)
it now seems probable that distr
tors will be permitted to use 75
cent of their 1941 usage, with
20 per cent cut from quota to ext
only through next month.
At the same time, it was leai
that the color film supply situa
is brighter than was believed
week.
Lincoln V. Burrows,
W
pix chief, was in Rochester Mom
where he learned that processed
is not nearly so tight as had tj
believed here.
(Color film usage1
distributors is charged against fl
black and white quotas).
Burrows still cannot say defini I
when the distributors will be ca
to meet here, but he is hopeful it
be next week. In the meanti
specific allocations for the qua:
will not
announced,
butorder
Connies are be
already
able to
the rate they did for the first par
this year.

Riding Herd on the
Coast News /?«»</<
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAIl}
Hollywood — The studio new
roundup: Para, is elevating Stuar
Gilmore, film cutter, to director wit!
the re-make of "The Virginian
. ...Marcy McGuire and Glenn Ver
non get the leads in RKO's "River
boat Rhythm" which Nat Holt, forme.*
Western district manager, will pro
duce. .. .Re-induction of Allan Ladi
has been deferred to permit him h
make "Salty O'Rourke" for Para...
Single
male role
men's Army"
goesintoMetro's
Robert "Wo
Sull
....Written originally as a screei
play, "Singand
SongMuriel
Girl" by
Edward novH
Griffith
Stewart
looms as a Rudolf Friml operett;
for the stage first. .. .Para, ha
signed Harry Tugend as writer-pro
ducer....And Pine - Thomas havi
similarly signed Maxwell Shane.

M. P. Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 21st floor
New York H. Y.
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ABSENCE OF UNITED TAX FRONT WORRIES
:ompanies in Moves for Speedy Paris Openings
vait Reports on Status
»f Old Offices; Movietone
eturning Lt. De Titta
As the wire services yesterday
knounced that Paris theater goers
?re looking forward to seeing their
st American films since 1940, home
nces were trying to contact their
iris offices in one way or another,
was reported yesterday that newsel men entering Paris had called
oon major company branches, but
formation as to the status and contions of the offices was not yet
>tainable. It was said that sev(Continued on Page 4)

impro Control to
ieneral Precision

Col. John Hay Whitney Reported Captured
By Nazis While Serving With AAF In France
Col. John Hay Whitney, AAF former board chairman of Selznick-lnternational and director of the motion picture division of the Co-ordinator of
Inter-American Affairs, is a Nazi prisoner "somewhere in France," it was reported yesterday, although there had been no War Dept. confirmation up to
a late hour last night.
It was said that Whitney was taken prisoner while riding in a jeep with
four other officers in territory which they believed to have been liberated.
No other details were immediately available.
Col. Whitney, then a captain, arrived in England in 1943 to head the
public relations office of the Eighth U. S. Air Force and later was transferred
to the Italian theater. Report of his capture was the first word that he had
been assigned to France.

(Continued on Page 9)

Sonogram Features
tock Changes in July
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Washington — Turnover
of indus•y stocks during July was combatively quiet, with most activity
(Continued on Page 8)

Schless Heads JVen?
WB Foreign Company
Robert Schless, Warners foreign
chief, has been elected president
of Warner Bros. Pictures International Corp., newly chartered $1,000,000 corporation, whose organization was exclusively reported in
THE FILM DAILY yesterday.
Other officers named include:
vice-presidents, Joseph S. Hummel,
Carl MacDonald and J. J. Glynn; secretary, Morris Ebenstein; treasurer,
J. J. Glynn; assistant secretary, Max
Greenberg;

auditor,

T.

O'Sullivan.

The absence of an organized group
within the industry to put up a
united front against discriminatory
taxation is a source of worry to
both exhibitors and distributors, it
was reported yesterday, in view of
the possibility of an early termination of hostilities in Europe.
While
it appears
unlikely that
there will be an increase in Federal
admission
taxes, the retaining of
the taxes after the war boom has
(Continued on Page 4)

Operating Profit Up Schaefer Talks Break SI. Louis Arbitration
But RK0 Net Declines Hawaii Product Jam
Dispute to Courts!
A net profit, after all charges, of
West

Extension
of General
Precision
:iuipment Corp. activities into the
"> mm. and 8 mm. field is revealed
7 Earle G. Hines, president of GPE
the announcement of the purchase
control of Ampro Corp., of Chi.go, manufacturer
of the small

Retention of Admission
Levies After War Boom
Has Ended Poses Problem

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

$2,588,493 for the 26 weeks ended
July 1, 1944, was reported yesterday by RKO Corp. and subsidiary
companies. While the net earnings
were below those for the corresponding 1943 period, profit from operations was more than $1,000,000 above
that of last year. Taxes for the
(Continued on Page 9)

Hollywood — Releasing arrangement under which Hawaiian service
theaters were restricted to four new
releases per month, resulting in a
product jam under which Army and
Navy theaters were offered pictures
from three to six months after release has been changed as a result
(Continued on Page 9)

Weinland's Trust Suit
Names Griffith, Distribs.

Hollywood
G." Courses NBC Drops Frisco and
For Mexican"P. Technicians
Denver Tele Proposals

St. Louis — Although the St. Louis
Amusement Co. has sent the required
$10 fee as an intervenor in the
Princess Theater arbitration case,
the local tribunal recognizes the payment as only one step in the requirements for intervention and has
returned the check on two occasions.
Until the St. Louis Amusement Co.
(Continued on Page 8)

Tulsa, Okla. — Suit charging violaMexico City (By Air Mail)— Mex- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ican studio technicians will be sent
tion of the Sherman and Clayton
Washington — NBC has withdrawn
anti-trust acts and asking $100,000 to Hollywood for training in their
as triple damages for losses sus- specialties as the result of a plan its television station applications for
tained from alleged combination and designed to better the relations be- San Francisco and Denver, the FCC
(Continued on Page 4)
tween the film industries of the
conspiracy, has been filed in the U.
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)

Jenkins Bowing

Out in Mexico

Extensive Film Holdings Offered for Sale
Polio Defers Detroit
School Opening Date

Mexico City (By Air Mail)— The
Mexican film empire built up by William O. Jenkins is on the auction
block.
Detroit — While no move has been
The American figure, who was remade to close theaters, opening of
cently reported to have gained conall schools has been put off two
trol
of
a large part
of this country's
weeks to Sept. 18 because of Polio film companies,
institutions
of credit,
and attendance of juveniles at neigh- and theaters, is now inexplicably said
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)

Max Cohen to Fill
6th War Loan Post
Max Cohen, cinema circuit operator and long active in WAC projects, has accepted the post of assistant in charge of special events
for the 6th War Loan. Newest adjunct mand"
to theheaded
warbyloan
"high comHarry
Brandt,
Cohen will concern himself with
activities apart from the regular
Bond premieres, free movie days,
etc.

w
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Grubstick is Appointed
S. F. Film Classics Mgr.
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Editor

E. K. (TED) O'SHEA, Eastern M-G-M sales
manager who returned from Buffalo yesterday,
will leave for Washington Sept. 6.

WILLIAM R. BAADER, National Supervisor of
field forces for Ross Federal returns today from
an
extended tour of Southern and Southwestern
branches.

LEO J. MCCARTHY, FRC's general sales manager, left for the Coast studio yesterday, and
will conduct a sales meeting with the San Francisco and Los Angeles
branches.

NORMAN LEV1NSON, formerly of the Bijou,
New Haven, spent his furlough from Camp
Haan, Calif, working at the theater.

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
HENRY LINET, Universale Eastern publicity
ond Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New and advertising assistant to Maurice Bergman,
will return to New York tomorrow from Toledo.
York 18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film
Folk. Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
MAX W^I-FF,
Loew's purchasing
head,
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary- returned
from a vacation
at Roscoe,
N.
Yi has
Treasurer; Al Steen. Associate Editor. Entered
45 second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
MAJ. CLARK CABLE left Chicago yesterday
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the for the Coast, where he will report to the
act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free) M-G-M studios.
United States outside of Greater New York
E. W. AARON, M-C-M circuit sales head, ar$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
rived in Kansas City yesterday and from there
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
remit with order. Address all communications goes to Denver, where he is due tomorrow, en
to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, route to the Coast.
New York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117,
HARRY A. ROSS has returned to the RFS
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable address: home office, after a visit to the New England
Filmday, New York.
branches.
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phone
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph
Esler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St., W. I. HAVANA— Mary Louise Blanco,
Virtudes 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
Damon. MEXICO CITY— Marco-Aurelio
Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F. SYDNEY—Allan White. SAN JUAN— E. Sanchez Ortiz. MONTREAL — Roy Carmichael.
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CCNY Will Again Offer
Film Techniques Courses
Fourth ofsession
of City College's
Institute
Film Techniques
will be
started by the evening session on
Sept. 28. Five courses in documentary film work will be offered, the
curriculum listing fundamentals of
film production, the experimental
studio, advance workshop, motion
picture photography and motion picture editing.
Guest lecturers will include John
Grierson, Robert J. Flaherty, Joris
Ivens, John Ferno, Alice V. Kelliher,
Irving Lerner and others to be announced.

"Bernadette's" 17 Weeks
Sets New Boston Mark

JAMES B. LANSING, vice-president of Altec
Lansing Corp., is in New York from Hollywood.
B. B. BUCHANON of Kroehler Seats leaves
today from Chicago
for the West Coast.
RALPH

AUSTRIAN
tending the Chicago

returned yesterday from atbroadcasting conference.

HARRY SEED, Warner Bros, district manager
in Chicago,
is in Detroit on business.
DON

TURNER, manager of commercial engineering for Altec Service Corp. has returned
to his New York office from a visit to the
West Coast offices of Altec at Hollywood.

To Study Rehabilitation of
Pix Workers in Services
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Plans for the rehabilitation of several thousand motion
picture workers now in the armed
forces will be studied by a Motion
Picture Relief Fund committee consisting of Sol Lesser, Charles Bickford, Lucille Gleason, Ewell D.
Moore and William Pereira. Acting
in ex-officio capacity will be Jean
Hersholt and Ralph Morgan, president and vice-president respectively
of the fund.
After studying its own particular
problems and systems now being
worked out by large American industries, the committee will present
a workable sociological plan to the
Motion Picture Producers Association.

Boston — Twentieth Century-Fox's Kuykendall Goes Home
'Song of Bernadette" has established a new long-run record for a For Several Weeks' Rest
film in Boston. Picture is in its
Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president,
17th week at the Majestic, breaking
the former record held by Walt Dis- has returned to his home in Columbus, Miss., after spending six weeks
ney's "Fantasia," which ran two-a- at Rochester,
Minn., where he was
day, while "Bernadette" is showing given a checkup by the Mayo clinic.
on a continuous policy.
He will rest for a few weeks before
resuming activities.

Whcden Rites Tomorrow

Mrs. Reginald Whalen, daughter
of Thomas Kirby of Pat Casey's
office, died Tuesday, and will be
buried from St. Michael's Church,
Flushing, L. I., tomorrow morning
at 9 a.m.

Bombay (By Cable)— David Goldenberg, who recently managed the
Metro Theater here, died Tuesday John R. Miller Missing
as the result of pneumonia which
Chicago— John R. Miller, AAF,
set in following a minor operation.
Goldenberg at one time was manager formerly of the B & K Granada, is
reported missing in action over Gerof Loew's State in New York City many.
and the New Empire Theater in London.
WANTED: An ambitious young showman
as publicity aide for group of six neighborhood theatres in and near N. Y. C. Excellent opportunities if you want to make
showmanship your career. Write full details
— age, experience, military status, etc.
Box 209, Film Daily, 1501 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.

AL HOROWITZ, Universale Eastern publicity
manager, arrived in Chicago yesterday.
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WFS Moving in Boston
Boston — Wholesale Film Service,
distributors of non-theatrical and
commercial films, will move to larger
quarters at 20 Melrose St. on Sept. 1.
Fred Astaire in London
London (By Cable) — Fred Astaire
arrived yesterday from New York to
entertain troops.

Al Grubstick, former Warner Brc
salesman in San Francisco, has be<
appointed branch manager for Fil
Classics of Northern California wi
headquarters in San Francisco. \
J. "Dutch" Cammer, formerly wi
M-G-M and Monogram, has been a;
pointed office manager for the FH
Classics branch in Dallas.
Albert Dezel, director of Film Cla
sics of Michigan and Albert Dez
Roadshows, has organized Film Cla
sics of Cleveland and is closing
franchise deal in New York.

W. Va. Mgrs. Meet Oct. 17

Charleston — Annual convention c
the West Virginia Managers Ass(
cation will be held at the Danit
Boone Hotel, Oct. 17.

NEW YORK
THEATERS
RADIO CITY MUSIC

HALL

Showplace of the Nation-Rockefeller Center

HELD

OVER
1th WEEK
M-G-M's — Production

"Dragon Seed"
KATHARINE HEPBURN
WALTER
HUSTON
- ALINE
MacMAHON
AKIM
TAMIROFF
TUBMAN
BEY
Spectacular
Stage
Presentation
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600

Paramount Presents Preston Sturges'

"HAIL Starring
THE CONQUERING
EDDIE BRACKEN HERO"
With ET.T.A RAINES
IN PERSON
VAUGHN
MONROE
& His Orchestra
ATR CONDITIONED
BUY
WAR
BONDS
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Moves for Speedy

United Tax Front
Absence Worrying

Openings in Paris

ALONG

(Continued from Page 1)
ended is beginning' to pose a problem. Curtailment, and in some instances the cessation, of war products manufacturing in many localities already is being felt at the boxoffices, especially in smaller situations. As further curtailment develops, exhibitors see a drastic decrease in box-office revenue due
largely to the admission taxes.
A lowering of the Federal tax,
industry authorities pointed out,
may be the signal for State legislatures to go to work on State admission taxes in order to take care of
State soldier bonuses, hospitals and
possibly unemployment problems.
Theater interests are in favor of
such projects, it was said, but they
fear that the motion picture theaters are going to be singled out to
carry the major portion of the necessary finances. It is the discriminatory aspects of any proposed levies that are causing some jitters
in different parts of the country.
Therefore, leaders contend, an industry organization that will seek
the lowering of the Federal admission taxes at the proper time and
protect exhibitors from being singled out for State taxes is an essential enterprise.

NBC Drops Frisco and
Denver Tele Proposals
(Continued from Page 1)

announced. Network still has pending applications for Washington,
New York, Cleveland, Chicago and
Los Angeles.
Commission also revealed that it
will consider the NBC petition
against the former limit of three
television licenses per licensee withdrawn in the light of the Commission's
recent move upping the limit
to five.

Lt. Frederick Striby Killed
Indianapolis — Lt. Frederick
F.
teu
Striby, AUS, former RCA Vicfeg& tor Division employe, is reported killed in action in France
by the War Dept.

Chi. Utility on WBKB
Chicago — B & K's television station WBKB has closed with Commonwealth Edison Co. for a weekly
program.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO...
August 31
Silas E. Seadler
John Carrick
Fredric March
Frances Kann
Hugh Harman
Phil Chang
Joan Barclay
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All In The Day's Work
•

•

•

CINEMATIC

SALMAGUNDI:

Universal is making a short

on Henry Ford's Greenfield Village and Menlo Park at Dearborn, Mich.
• British Ministry of Information pix now in production in England
which will be brought over shortly include 'lourney Together," RAF
training story in which Edward G. Robinson appears, and "Western Approaches," shot in New York and Liverpool harbors in Technicolor. . .
• When the 48th St. Cinema reopens on Saturday, patrons can ask for
either Turkish or Swedish coffee in the lounge, and no charge! . . .
• Didja know that Bureau of Mines educational pix have been viewed
by 7,691,000 persons during the last 12 months? ... • Para.'s FWTB
shortly opens a 10-week run in Rio. . . • And Para.'s "Till We Meet
Again" in its opening day at the Rivoli topped the two-a-day opening
of FWTB by 40 per cent
That ought to further stimulate the debate
over roadshow vs. normal operating policy. . . • Dave Bader postals
Gloucester is very beautiful these late August days. . . • There's
no 20th-Fox money back of the forthcoming Broadway show, "Tucker's
People," although Jed Harris is co-producer. . . • Nor is Warner money
behind "The Visitor," pix rights to which the company has just acquired. . . • Moss Hart's foot will be in a cast for the next seven
weeks, which means he'll do the final cutting of "Winged Victory" at
New Hope, Pa., not Hollywood. . . • Lt Com. Gregg Toland is due
for a Navy discharge in November and then resumes with Sam Goldwyn.
• Henry C. Potter is here from the Coast to direct the stage version of
"A Bell for Adano"
T
▼
▼
•

•

•

IN

FROM

LONDON

has

come

the British

edition

of

"What
To Do With Germany"
by Louis Nizer
The foreword
is by a most distinguished British legalist, Viscount Maugham
The publishing house issuing the Nizer tome over there, and presumably in the possessions and nations of the Commonwealth, is
Hamish Hamilton
In addition to the U. S. and British editions, the Nizer book has been published in French, Russian, Sicedish,
Spanish and Polish editions
T
T
▼
• • • ONE INDUSTRY WORKER has just had his fourth salary
raise in two months — and no WLB
or manpower
commission
can
stop probable further raises
His last boost iook him from $22,000
per
one

week to S24.000 per week
He's the exchange manager for
of the distribution companies,
stationed in Chungking,
China!
Inflation has reached
fabulous heights there and despite his
S24.000 per week salary, the manager
would probably
prefer S100
per week in the good old USA
Movie tickets sell (and sell plenty)
in Chungking around $60 each in Chinese dollars (about $6 in American dollars!)
A new shirt, if he can buy one, will set the movie
man back a couple thousand dollars!
Buy more War Bonds and
curb inflation here!
T
▼
▼
•

•

•

AH, THE

DRAHMA

STILL

i Continued from Page 1)
eral foreign department heads har
applied for passports so that the;,
could leave for Paris
as soon athey were permitted.
Meanwhile, the five newsreels art
said to be selecting personnel foi
the reopening of the continental offices. Fox Movetone is said to be
sending Lt. Anthony De Titta to Paris shortly for the purpose of reestablishing its Paris bureau. Lt.
De Titta will leave his post as assistant picture chief for the Navy
Public Relations to become assistant
European director, the same title he
had while directing newsreel operations for Fox Movietone out of Paris from 1938 to 1940. It is believed
that his will be the first permanent
bureau assignment to Paris by any
of the five newsreels.

Austin Displays Model
Of New Tele Station
Chicago — Austin Company, of
Cleveland, is displaying a working
model of a new television station,
designed for use in large and small
communities, at the NAB convention. A combination one and twostory structure, the model station includes a large studio with 44-foot
movable stages and twro smaller studios, all served by a common set of
controls on a pivoting platform.
Developed with the aid of General
Electric, the' model station features
flexibility to avoid unnecessary duplication of telecasting equipment.
The large studio stage moves to
right or left on a track for speedy
scene changes and the control rooms
serving all three studios are back-toback to centralize cable and wiring
installation. Floor area has been
laid out to facilitate transfer of
cameras and microphones so that a
minimum of standby equipment is
required.
Shirley, Byrne

Coming

Sam Shirley and John P. Byrne,.
M-G-M district managers in Chicago
and Detroit, respectively, will arrive
in New York Sept. 25 when the company resumes its plan to bring two
field executives into the home office
for weekly visits. Plan will be suspendedwhich
during William
F. Sept.
Rodgers'
Coast trip
starts on
7.

LIVES! Every N. Y. critic

mentioned Marlene Dietrich's legs in reviews of "Kismet!" which
currently is the Astor's newest record-breaker
The more dignified critics just used the word "legs" while the others referred to
"gams," "come-ons," "stems" and similar synonyms
for the drama!
▼
▼
T
• • • ANYBODY KNOW whether Thanksgiving Day will be
Nov. 30, as indicated by some calenders, or Nov. 23 as already determined by quite a few States?
T
T
T
• •
•
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

THEATER DEALS
Philadelphia — Fays Theater, formerly operated by the Comerford
Circuit and recently under lease to
Sam Stiefel, with a vaude-film policy, wras reported sold to Morris Wax
for $75,000. Wax, owner and operator of several theaters here, also ran
this house for a short period, many
years ago.

There's a NEW ALL-TIME RECORD
at the Apollo Theatre in Atlantic City.
The reason: World Premiere of M-G-M's
SPENCER TRACY in his new triumph
"THE SEVENTH CROSS!"
Spencer Tracy in "The Seventh Cross" with Signe Hasso • Hume Cronyn • Jessica Tandy • Agnes
Moorehead* Herbert Rudley • Felix Bressart • Screen play by Helen Deutsch • Based Upon the Novel
by Anna Seghers • An M-G-M Picture • Directed by Fred Zinnemann • Produced by Pandro S. Berman

Keep Selling Bonds'.
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America's Showmen
Say You're The Biggest
New Star On The Screen,
In M. P. Herald's Nationwide Exhibitor Poll!

And you get him next in
"BRING ON THE GIRLS"
"HERE COME THE WAVES"
and "MISS SUSIE SLAGLE'S"

arama

THE NEW -STAR POLL 2 YEARS IN 5
BILL BENDIX, IN THE TREMEN:

f"l

ONNY TUFTS, "THE TOP
STAR OF TOMORROW," IS
A TERRIFIC HIT TODAY

Which Outgrossed Every Paramount
"Going My Way"

D

Hit In History Except

In World Premiere Run At 'Frisco Fox!

starring

rauletre

_

c

bonny

Goddard Tufts
A Mark Sandrich production
i

Beulah Bondf
•
Barrq
Rtzgerald
Mark Sandrich
/
with Walter Sande

• Mary Treen

int Wins

• Ann Doran •- Written by Allan Scott

• Directed by

,

1% «?s^

0/F. WATCH FOR LAST YEAR'S WINNER,
if/S "TWO YEARS BEFORE THE MAST."

p0\\ 0*
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SI. Louis Arbitration
Dispute to Courts!

British Engineers See
Transoceanic Tele
London (By Air Mail) — A postwar nation-wide television circuit,
to be extended across the Atlantic
to the American coast, is visualized
by the British Institution of Radio
Engineers in a recent report. Body
also sees television programs in color
for theaters, increased use of shortwave radio broadcasts, more use of

(Continued from Page D
sends in its declaration of intervention and agrees to abide by an arbitrator's award, the American Arbitration Association has nothing before it with respect to the company's motion for a dismissal from
sound films in the home and phonothe case.
graph records to be used in conjunction with cine cameras.
This has caused an ur. usual situation to develop. Interests of Harry
Engineers believe that wireless
C. Arthur contend that having been
telephone calls will replace cables
named defendants in the action, their
in international communication with
theaters already are in the case withcalls made as easily as local calls are
out going through the formalities reat present.
quired by the New York consent decree.
Arthur and the St. Louis AmuseMonogram Features
ment Co. are challenging the constitutionality of the arbitration pro- Stock Changes in July
visions of the consent decree. It is
(Continued from Page 1 )
believed by some here that the controversy may find its way into the
revealed in Monogram certificates,
Federal courts.
according to the SEC tally released
today. Monogram Southern ExHollywood
G." Courses
changes, Inc., added 3,300 shares of
For Mexican"P. Technicians
Monogram dollar par common, now
holding 18,039 shares of the stock
(Continued from Page 1)
neighbor republics.
The project has in Monogram Pictures Corp., while
as its main object the improvement Monogram Pictures, California, added 3,694 shares of the same stock,
of the standards of Mexican production.
to hold 8,917. Monogram Pictures,
Northwest, dropped its entire block
A few of this capital's studios al- of 1,295 shares of the stock.
ready have members of their staffs
Correction of the June report
taking "post-graduate courses" with showed Arthur C. Bromberg picking
American companies and many more
are expected to join the movement up another 50 shares of the stock,
to hold 1,086, and Trem Carr buying
within the next few months.
6.667 shares — all of the stock he
Luisa Maria Alvarez, Mexican au- holds. Also during June, W. Ray
thor, is studying script-writing un- Johnston added 3,416 shares of the
der the tutelage of Fred Niblo of
Monogram common, now holding 19,Twentieth-Fox.
187. Through Monogram Pictures,
Tnc.. he holds another 900 shares.
Herman Rifkin, who holds 10,018
Bess Killed in France
shares in his own name, was shown
Nashville. Tenn.— Pfc. Charles N. to hold another 15.425, picked tip last
Bess, 29, on leave of absence for month through Monogram Pictures,
military service from the manage- Inc.Jo.-enh Bernhard was renorted to have
ment of Woodbine Theater,
1.000 shares of Warner's $5 par
S was killed in action in France dropped
'"■•mmoD. retaining 5.000 while Samuel Cardropped his entire bloc oi 300 shares
on July 26. He had been in We
the same stock.
the Army 18 months. He is survived nf Correction
of the November, 1943. and
by his wife. Patricia Bess, former T»miary. 1944. reports showed R. C. Patcashier at the Woodbine.
tfii'Kon. Jr.. droppine his 589 shares of

Paper Collections Lag:
Mills Forced to Close
Decrease in scrap paper collections
has necessitated the temporary closing down of half dozen Eastern
paper mills during the past 10 days,
it has just been reported. Closings,
ranging from cne to four days, cost
the war effort 5,000,000 pounds of
vitally-needed paper equal to 10,000,000 blood plasma containers,
32,500,000 K-ration containers, 2,500,000 casings for 75 mm. shells
or 73,500,000 boxes for emergency
lifeboat equipment.

So get in the, scrap — save
Salvage all ii fish- jiuppr!

and

RKO dollar par common — 448 in November
"nd the final 141 in January. A correction
'o the June. 1944 report showed Elizabeth
H. Meehan dropping: her 1.880 shares of
Ke'th-Albee-Orpheum seven per cent cumulative preferred.
American ' express was reported to have
0>opped 400 capital shares in General Precision Equipment, retaining 13.000. Reexport Corp. holds 50.719 shares of the
same stock. Both are subsidiaries of the
American
Holding Corp.
A collection to the May report showed
Onsrud. Inc.. adding 200 shares of capital
stock in Associated Motion Picture Industries. Onsrud now holds 21,797 share> in
the new corporation. Another correction
to the May sheet reveals the acquisition of
400 shares of Universal Common Vtc by
John J. O'Connor.
1 '" '^ - Inc.. last month added another
in:, shares oi $25 par common in Loew's
Boston Theaters, now holding 121.213
Shares. Lehman Brothers, on July 10.
boii&hl and sold 6.800 shares of TwentiethFox common, and a week later William P.
Philips added 500 to the 1.000 shares of the
Hue stock In already held. Rohert Lehman
-till holds 2.300 shares.

Weinland's Trust Suit
Names Griffith, Distribs.
Continued from Page 1)
S. Court for the Northern District
of Oklahoma by Mystic Theater,
Inc., of Picher, Okla., of which J. D.
Weinland is the principal stockholder.
Defendants are Griffith Amusement Co., Griffith Southwestern Theaters, Inc., L. C. Griffith, H. J. Griffith, Paramount Pictures Distributing Co., Inc., Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,Inc.,
Loew's,
Inc., RKO
Radio Pictures,
Vitagraph,
Inc.,
Warner Bros. Pictures Distributing
Corp., Twentieth Century-Fox Film
Corp., Universal Film Exchanges,
Inc., Republic Pictures Corp. and
Adams Film Exchanges.
Complaint alleges that Griffith
Southwestern acquired the Plaza and
Roxy Theaters in Picher about
April, 1940 and that the Mystic has
not been able to buy any of the defendant distributors' films since the
1940-41 season, except RKO and
Adams, which are said to have entered the alleged combination with
the 1941-42 season. Also that Griffith each season has had under contract or reservation approximately
140 or more features in excess of
its reasonable requirements in Picher.
Plaintiff claims that its business has
been injured as it was at all times
ready, able and willing to contract
for the defendants' films but was
compelled to exhibit inferior product of other companies.
Complaint was prepared by Blakeney & Blakeney, Oklahoma City;
George S. Ryan, Boston, and Hudson & Hudson, Tulsa. A jury trial
is asked.

Warner Conn. Theaters
To Reopen, Shift Policies
New Haven — Warner theater zone
office announces the Capitol, Danbury, will reopen Sept. 3 after being dark for the Summer. Tremont,
Ansonia, and Globe, Clinton reopening dates have not yet been announced. At the Strand, New Britain, on Sept. 3, opening day has
been changed from Fridav to Wednesday. At the Palace, Torrington,
Sunday through Tuesday will now be
devoted to first-run holdover from
the Warner, instead of full secondrun policy. In New Haven, the
Lincoln will reopen Sept. 15 after
being closed for the Summer, while
the Victory will reopen Sept. 3.

Mystic Strand to Reopen
Mystic, Conn.— The Strand will
reopen shortly after having repaired
the violations which were found by
the Fire Commissioner during a recent checkup prompted by the Hartford circus disaster.

Switch Capital Screening
Due to conditions beyond its control, M-G-M will hold a tradescreening of "Lost In A Harem" in Washington on Sept. 7, at the 20th Century-Fox Exchange. The original
day.
screening was scheduled for Mon-

Jenkins Bowing
Out of Mox. Films
(Continued from Page 1)
to be disposing of all his mot
picture holdings.
"Pressure of other businesses
the explanation publicly given
his action.
Conjectures are rife among m
bers of the Mexican industry, h'
ever, as to the "real reason" for
Jenkins' move. Some affirm tha
his recent purchases he me
seiwed as "front man" for Ameri
investors seeking to buy their '
into the Mexican industry — a ]
cedure strongly opposed by 1<
producers. Others assert that
simply became disgusted because
the labor troubles threatening
close Mexico's studios.

Mexican Scene Interests
U. S. Circuit Operators

Leading American circuit ope
tors in the Southwest have b
manifesting an increasing inteii
in the Mexican scene during the
several months. At the present ti
Karl Hoblitzelle of Interstate is
Mexico City, where he has just b
visited
by R.for
J. "Bob"
flew down
a few O'Donnell
days. Ha
litzelle returns to Dallas about (1
1, it is understood.
Earlier visitors to Mexico inclu
E. V. Richards, Paramount parti
and Ed Rowley of Robb & Row^

Polio Defers Detroit
School Opening Date
(Continued from Page 1)

borhood houses is generally rept
ed seriously off. However, hou
report a steady volume of mati
business. Interpretation is that
youngsters are going to the mov
as
long aswhen
theythey
are are
on under
their sco"
At night,
degree of restriction as to being
companied by adults, under the c
few law, they are discouraged fr
attendance by worried parents. !

Hand To Do Jowett
Story In England
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— David Hand, formerly
supervising director for Walt Disney,
announces he has cleared with British heirs of Benjamin Jowett, English scholar and educator, for complete rights to Jowett's unpublished
story, "The Kiss of Death" written
in 1881. Hand plans to film this
story in England as a feature production before establishing organization to produce animated subtury. jects for the J. Arthur Rank interests. Jowett's story is based on life
of Judas Maccabeus, Jewish warrior
who florished in the Second Cen-
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Spro Control to reviews of iicui turns
eneral Precision
: CJ'VoAHY

"Our Hearts Were

(Continued from Page 1)
1th projectors. Hines said the ac.sition was for cash, that no new
DE stock will be issued and that
present Ampro management will
tinue in charge of operations.
Noting that GPE
activities now
(brace the complete range of moil picture projection equipment,
kes said that other related equip%it such as 16 and 8 mm. cameras
i| be added in the post-war period
Jen such development
programs
ji be undertaken.
Hines' statement announcing the
■.jipro purchase called attention to
; educational, industrial and home
vie fields opened by the acquisi%. He predicted post-war stimu•Jon of all three, noting that war
)erience emphasized the value of
as in instruction of both students
1 workers, and that the amateur
•d was growing rapidly before the
i|rket was frozen by hostilities,
(th the improved equipment to be
side available after the war, he
id, a considerable expansion is anpated.
)ther GPE subsidiaries in the
jition picture field include: NationSimplex-Bludworth, Inc., Nationtheater
"■jply
Theatre
Supplyorganization
Division
selling
with
inches in 29 cities; International
ipjector Corp., 35 mm. projectors,
pnd systems and precision equipmt; CineSimplex Corp., of Syra;e, manufacturer of 35 mm. camis; Motion Picture Engineering
rp., Chicago, projection equipment
• industrial and commercial uses;
irtner Electric Co., Cleveland, elecc motors and motor generator
s; J. E McAuley Manufacturing
L Chicago, reflector arc lamps and
-candescent lamps and Strong
ectric Corp., Toledo, reflector arc
In ps, projector reflectors and rectirs.
[Company also owns 185,600 shares
Twentieth Century-Fox Film
rp. common stock and is believed
have an interest in Scophony Corp.
America which manufactures tele•ion equipment and does electronic
d supersonic research.

mhy Loses First Round
Chicago — Roger Touhy lost the
st round to prevent 20th-Fox and
& K from exhibiting the pic,
^oger Touhy, Gangster" when Fedal Judge Walter Labut denied the
plication for a preliminary writ,
■uhy is suing for $1,000,000 dames. Federal Judge E. R. Shaw
11 hear arguments Sept. 18 in the
at.

TO THE COLORS!

"Lost in a Harem"

Young and Gay"

with Gail Russell, Diana Lynn
Paramount
81 Mins.
INCIDENTS IN LIVES OF TWO YOUNG
GIRLS APPEALING TO WOMEN AUDIENCES.
The film version of the Cornelia Otis

"Lost in a Harem" is harum-scarum entertainment, thanks to Bud Abbott and
Lou Costello. The comics directed by
Skinner-Emily Kimbrough best-seller is a Charles Riesner, are in fine fettle indeed
charming, easy-going affair of considerable in their latest assault on the funny-bone.
appeal to the femmes. The content of the
film is much too mild to interest the men Rating among the best of their efforts,
the production, turned out with considermore
than superficially.
able showmanship by George Haight,
This, the story of two young ladies should have their fans in stitches. The
tasting life in the 1920's, may profit from comedians employ every trick at their
its ability to stir in one a memory of command to draw laughter. They are given
one's own youth. The film, without plot great support by every member of the
structure, is nothing more than a series
of incidents in the lives of the Misses cast, especially Marilyn Maxwell, John
Skinner and Kimbrough directed at an Conte, Douglas Dumbrille and Murray
Leonard, the last-named of whom nearly
unhurried pace by Lewis Allen. These in- steals the show as a maniac with whom
cidents, which occur on a European trip, are
the comics get involved.
Abbott and Costello cavort in a setting
depicted with humor. The girl's romantic
experiences lend a note of sweetness to
of Eastern splendor. Their mad antics
the film.
evolve from their attempt to help Conte,
Sheridan Gibney gave the film a good
production, succeeding especially well in a sheik, to regain his throne from his
villainous uncle (Dumbrille). Assisting them
capturing the atmosphere of the 1920's.
Miss Skinner is played by Gail Russell, is Miss Maxwell, an American entertainer
while Miss Kimbrough is enacted by Diana who has caught the Sheik's fancy.
CAST: Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Marilyn
Lynn. Both actresses are first-rate. Otis Maxwell, John Conte, Douglas Dumbrille, LotSkinner is played by Charlie Ruggles.
tie Harrison, J. Lockard Martin, Murray Leonard, Adia Kuznetzoff, Milton Parsons, Ralph
Dorothy Gish comes back to the screen in
Sanford,
limmy
Dorsey
and orchestra.
the role of Mrs. Skinner.
CREDlVS: Producer, George Haight; Director,

CAST: Gail Russell, Diana Lynn, Charlie Ruggles, Dorothy Cish, Beulah Bondi, James Brown,
Bill Edwards, Jean Heather, Alma Kruger, Helene
Freeman, Joy Harington, Valentine Perkins,
Georges Renavent, Roland Varno, Holmes Herbert, Reginald Sheffield, Edmond Breon, Nina
Koshetz.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Sheridan Gibney Director, Lewis Allen; Screenplay, Sheridan
Gibney; Based on book by Cornelia Otis Skinner, Emily Kimbrough; Cameraman, Theodor
Sparkuhl; Art Directors, Hans Dreier, Earl Hedrick; Special Effects, Gordon Jennings; Process
Photography, Farciot Edouart; Set Decorator,
Ray Moyer; Musical Score, Werner Heymann;
Film Editor, Paul Weatherwax; Sound, Max
Hutchinson,
Joel Moss.
DIRECTION,
Good.
FHOTOCRAPHY,
Good.

with

"Reckless
Age"
Jean, Henry Stephenson,

Gloria

Clark
Universal
ANOTHER TREATMENT OF
STORY,

Judy

63 Mins.
AN OLD

SET WITH GOOD ENTERTAINMENT TO LURE FAMILY TRADE.

"Reckless Age" is hardly an appropriate
title for this one. "Miraculous Age" would
be more in keeping with the situations.
It's the old story of the poor little
rich girl who runs away from home to
make her own place in society without the
aid of her family name. In this case
Gloria takes a job as salesgirl in one of
her grandfather's chain stores. Suspected
of being a "spotter" for the company,
Andrew Tombes and Franklin Pangborn
follow her ideas and suggestions to increase
sales.
Grandpa gets a clue to her whereabouts
and
life. finally permits her to lead her own
Harold Nicholas, one of the famed dancing
brothers, tops all the entertainment with
his vocal and dance arrangement of "Mama

*

PROMOTED

*

D. LT. JAMES H. O'SHEA, son of M-C-M's
Eastern sales manager, promoted to first
lieutenant in the 370th Fighter Squadron,
France.

with Bud Abbott, Lou Costello
M-G-M
89 Mins.
NEW ABBOTT-COSTELLO COMEDY IS
A LAUGH RIOT CERTAIN TO DRAW
HEAVILY.

Eu Supporting
Quiero." Gloria, the Delta Rhythm Boys,
Judy Clark, and Jack Gilford, supply the
other musical bits to fill the bill.
CAST: Goria Jean, Henry Stephenson, Kath-

Charles Riesner; Screenplay, Harry Ruskin, John
Grant, Harry Crane; Musical Director, David
Snell; Cameraman, Lester White; Sound Director, Douglas Shearer; Art Directors, Cedric
Cibbons, Daniel B. Cathcart; Set Decorators,
tdwin B. Willis, Richard Pefferle; Film Editor,
George
Hively.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Schaefer Talks Break
Hawaii Product Jam
(Continued from Page 1)
of the visit of George J. Schaefer,
WAC chairman and Capt. John L.
Reynolds, Naval Personnel director
of welfare to the Island, it was revealed yesterday on their return.
Jam resulted when the Navy took
over Consolidated Amusement Company's new unopened theater leaving
the company only one beach house,
the Waikiki. This house was able to
use only four pictures a month and
because of a releasing agreement,
service theaters were restricted to
the same schedule. Following the
talks Consolidated agreed to waive
all its rights to clearance, permitting immediate showing of all pictures in Army and Navy 35 mm.
theaters.
Schaefer reported that motion pictures are considered the greatest
factor for welfare and recreation in
the Hawaiian Islands and are on a
par with letters from home, in the
opinion of Admiral Chester W. Nimitz, commander of the Pacific Fleet,
and Lt. Gen. Robert C. Richardson,
commanding general of the Pacific
Ocean areas. He also learned that
during the month of July there were
more than 5,000 free showings of the
industry's 16 mm. gift films to memlands. bers of the armed forces on the Is-

Operating Profit Up
But RKO Net Declines

(Continued from Page 1)
1944 26-week period were almost double those of the same period in 1943.
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY Net profit for the 1943 half-year was
Hollywood — Organization of the $3,220,583.
Profit from operations was $7,Motion Picture Society for Americas 595,103, compared with $6,493,438 in
will continue unchanged, with Har- the first half of last year. This
old Hopper remaining as president,
year's taxes amounted to $4,337,000
pending developments of plans for while
the 1943 taxes totalled $2,future operations, General Manager
Merwin Travis announced. Russell 600,000. The company was not subject to an excess profits tax during
Perece, formerly in the Washington the 1943
period, whereas the excess
office of the co-ordinator of Inter- tax for the 1944 period amounted to
American Affairs, is special adviser.
The Society is investigating story $3,258,000.
Dividends on the common and 7
material for use in Latin-American
per
cent preferred stocks of a subpicture subjects, as well as organizsidiary company in the hands of the
ing a comprehensive program of in- public totalled $22,315, compared
formation about Latin America.
with $26,314.
Calif. ITOA Program Okayed

Hopper Remains Prexy of
M. P. Society of Americas

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

IN NEW POSTS

DAILY

Hollywood — At a general meeting yesterday constructive program
of ITOA of Southern California and
Arizona was approved and 20 new
members enrolled in the organization.
leen Howard, Franklin Pangborn, Andrew Tombes,
Marshal Thompson, Jane Darwell, Lloyd Corrigan, Judy Clark, Jack Gilford, Chester Clute,
The Delta Rhythm
Boys, Harold
Nicholas.
CREDITS: Produced and Directed by Felix E.
Feist; Story, Al Martin: Cameraman, Jerome
Ash; Musical Director, Sam Freed; Art Directors, John B. Goodman and Harold H.
MacArthur; Sound, Bernard B. Brown; Set
Decorator, Russel A. Causman; Film Editor,
Ray Curtiss
Gowns,
Vera West.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.

LEONARD RHNEIR, secretary to Jack Kirsch,
Illinois Allied president,
Chicago.
LEONARD

ALLEN, 20th-Fox
tative, Charlotte.

publicity represen-

CUSTAF BERGMAN, stage show
Opera
House,
Chicago.

director. Civic

CARL

KOBERNESS, manager, Riviera, Tonowanda,
N. Y.
ARTHUR BOLDT, manager. Century, Buffalo,
N. Y.
HARVEY

J. KELLY, Warner Bros, field supervisor, film checking service, Seattle and
territories.

Fortland
LUKE

SESSLER,

engineer,

Paramount,

Syracuse.

€il.if il€l Miill w Btii f if W
A^iivGHARLET &RAPEWIN
W
PAUL

WHITEMAN

JERRY COLOIIA

ROBERT B. CASTAINE • ADELE MARA
and Orchestra
LOUIS
and DOROTHY
DANDRIDGE

ARMSTRONG

and his Band

RAY McCAREY - Director Original Story by Arthur Caesar
Screenplay by Doris Gilbert ■ Frank Gill. Jr. • George Carleton Brown

A REPUBLIC
^rW... SPOTLIGHTS

oi

PICTURE

Yesterday's

FOOTLIGHTS

Seauhf mt iheBeaeh
Music in the Air
CALLING MR. & MRS. AMERICA
TO TRAVEL DOWN MEMORY LANE
" AVE*' "
SEA
THEMIS
BY 'T
BEH
'AIN
"AFTER YOU'VE GONE"
"I AIN'T GOT NOBODY"
"NOBODY'S SWEETHEART''

Official U. S. Marine Corps Photo

back of his neck — back where his

seawet.
have
you

You bring the boys "back home"
for a few blessed hours every time

But G. I. Joe jams down his hat,
turns up his collar, and, every time
a movie comes to camp, sits in a

you send them movies. The motion
picture industry has sent and is
sending to combat areas hundreds
of current features on 16-mm. film

GUADALCANAL has two
sons, the rainy and the
During the wet season, you just
rain ... in the rainy season,
have rain and floods.

puddle and dreams he's back in the
good old U. S. A. Back where the
sun's

warm

and

pleasant

on

the

feet are dry, and he's dry all over.

for showings in camp and on ship.
This is just one of many accomplish°neo*°series
o,
ments of the movies at war.
advertisem
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EE OVER-COUNTER BUYING UNDER DECREE
7,806
Feature Prints Given to Armed
Editorial
Be a Team
. . . on the field
=

By CHESTER B. BAHN

=

BVIOUSLY, and of course, admittedly,
as a result of World
War
II more
sands of Americans
than ever before
motion picture-minded.
The magnifiaccomplishments
of the industry in
ilf of the war effort in a large measure
responsible
for that.
Another
imant contributing
factor has been the
rtainment
role played by the screen,
on the home and battle fronts.
Sevmillions have been added
to the aly imposing
national film audience; at
<e, because of increased earning power;
-he war theaters, because
the motion
jre has been the principal source of
sement for the fabled G. I. Joe as well
he armed forces' rank.
follows, then, that the motion
picand the industry which produces, disites and exhibits it must, in the years
id, expect
to find the film-conscious
ic displaying
an extremely
lively inst in "the movies."
If it has been
in the past (and it still is) that every
on has two businesses — his own
and
movies" — consider the assured situatomorrow.
And the day after.
o
CH public interest, being candid about
it, is not exactly an unmixed blessing,
it means, among other things, that at
w a considerable segment will be inied by more than what it sees on
screen and the pseudo "private lives"
ralent. The attention given to such
gs as trade practices and business
ties will be magnified many, many
■s. And so will be the corresponding
and for industry statesmanship in which
ic relations counsel will have a major
onfrcnted with such a condition, there
d be no better advice to all in the
stry — large or small, affiliated or
filiated, than that voiced by Charles
cis Coe of MPPDA before the NAB war
iference
in Chicago
this
week.

Industry Also Has Contributed 22,229 Shorts
Prints Since Feb., 1942
As of Aug. 12, the American motion picture companies have supplied 17,806 16 mm. prints of features to the armed forces overseas,
it was reported yesterday. In addition, the industry has contributed
22,229 short subject prints. Free
distribution to the armed forces
started in February, 1942.
Of the features, 16,359 prints were
in black and white and 599 in Tech(Continued on Page 4)

Nazis Exhibited Few
Confiscated U. S. Pix

Rank Has Eight Kid
Films in Production
London (By Cable) — J. Arthur
Rank's scheme to produce special
films for children has developed to
the point where eight experimental
pictures are now being made, Mary
Field, in charge of the project, reports. She estimated an audience
of 200,000 children weekly at Saturday matinees. Large scale production is contemplated by Rank.

Reels Get Footage
On Paris Uprising
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Forces

Elimination of Salesmen
Possibility if Modified
Decree is Put in Force
Elimination of a majority of
film salesmen and a trend
toward over-the-counter buying

are two possibilities if the Government's proposals for a modified New
York consent decree become effective, according to a consensus of distributors' opinions. Such moves
would be necessitated by a policy of
selling one picture at a time, a policy that appears to be certain under
the Government's recommendations.
Two reasons were advanced for
(Continued on Page 5)

Sign Exchange Pay
Tilt Pleas to WLB

Washington — The most dramatic
story of the war has been released
Unofficial reports from Paris in- to the five newsreels, it was learned
dicate that the Nazis showed very last night, with the turning over of
few of the American films confiscated nearly 10,000 feet of film on the
Seven more applications seeking
by the Germans from the companies' Parisian insurrection and the entry
Paris offices. Some estimates place of Allied troops into the city. About to improve the living standard of
the figure at 15 per cent of the to- 1,400 feet had been released Wed- exchange workers of the nation were
signed yesterday by Joseph Basson
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 8)
of the IATSE and exchange operation heads of the film companies
preparatory to their being filed with
Report Jules Fields May
regional War Labor Boards.
SLRB
Orders
Succeed Jack Goldstein
Election
in 41 Managers'
RKO Houses theInvolved
were six front-office loc(Continued on Page 4)
Although no choice of a successor
The right of managers and assistant managers in 41 RKO houses in Rodgers and Three Sales
to Jack Goldstein, 20th-Fox publicity
manager, has been made yet, Jules the metropolitan area to organize Heads to Meet in Chi.
Fields, the company's assistant ex- has been recognized by the State
ploitation manager, was reported in Labor Relations Board on a petition
trade circles last night as being in filed by the Motion Picture OperatWilliam F. Rodgers, vice-president
line for the post.
(Continued on Page 8)
and general sales manager of Loew's,
will hold a two-day
meeting with
three M-G-M sales managers at the

Earlier Television tor Public
May Cover 46% of Market Sooner— Joyce

Ask 30 Six-Megacycle
Channels for Television

Chicago — Forty-six per cent of
the potential television market may
be covered within 18 months to two
years after the end of the war,
"Socker,"
pointing
three-point resolution, designed rather than in three to four years
lie relations begin at home:out that to A guide
its
representative
on
the
as originally estimated by RCA,
o
Radio Technical Planning Board, Thomas F. Joyce, general manager
ASK you to put on your uniforms in was passed last week in Schenectady
of the RCA radio, phonograph and
the
dressing
room
and
when
you by the Television Broadcasters Astelevision department of RCA Vicsociation board of directors. Reso- playing ball on the diamond,
appear
tor Division, told the NAB war conteam.
One of you may hit 200 and
lution called for the allocation to
ference yesterday.
her 300.
That will ever be so until television of 30 six-megacycle chanBasing
his forecast on the 63 ap(
Continued
on
Page
5)
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 8)

Step Up School Use
Of Pix in Illinois
Chicago — Illinois schools will use
more films for visual education this
coming school year than ever before
in their history, Vernon Nickell, state
superintendent of schools, reports. He
is recemmending greater use of films
for educational purposes, citing the
success of the Army forces in using
films to instruct personnel in record
time.

w
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20th-Fox Notables Grace
"Wilson's" Bow in Frisco

Be a Team

San Francisco — Premiere of 20th(Continued from Page 1)
Fox's 'Wilson" at the Warfield, is human nature changes. One of you may be
considered
possibly the most brilPublisher
JOHN
W.
ALICOATE
liant opening in San Francisco show jealous of the other, or envious, or suspicious. Ihope so, for these are qualities
history.
Market
St. traffic was
DONALD
M. MERSEREAU
: Associate Publisher
blocked from six p.m. until midnight without which you would suddenly be
and General Manager
and surface cars were stopped as Superman, and we would all be manikins in
CHESTER B. BAHN
Editor I huge
crowds gathered while Holly- your hands.
"But on that diamond, during playwood stars broadcast in front of the
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays ■[house.
ing, you are a team. A unit. Do all
Audience was made up of
-nd Holidavs at 1501 Broadway, New
Nob Hill society, leading political the squabbling you want in the dressing
tork 18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film
Folk. Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and figures,
top ranking Army,
Navy, room, it is probably good for your tempers
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary- Marine and Coast Guard officers, and and helpful in keeping everybody on his
Treasurer; Al Steen. Associate Editor. Entered
of Hollywood players and toes. But play ball on the field. The
as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the a group
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the executives.
Period!
act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
In attendance were Spyros P. public expects that."
United States outside of Greater New York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months. Skouras, Charles Skouras, Darryl F.
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should Zanuck, Henry King, George Jessel, See Tele Important Biz
remit with order. Address all communications Gregory Ratoff, Roger Heman, CarIn Canada After War
to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway.
men Miranda, William Bendix, Grade
New York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117,
Fields,
William
Eythe,
Joan
Blon9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable address:
Montreal — Canadian participation
Filmday, New York.
dell, Mary Anderson, Roddy Macdevelopment seems asDowall, Anne Rooney, Grace Mc- in television
sured, according to the Financial
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.
Donald, Reginald Gardiner, Roy Benson and Ina Claire.
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Post, quoting
CBC ofofficials.
Television will be one
the important
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phone
post-war industries in the Dominion,
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph
it was stated, and the development
Esler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone Briar- Link Villiers' Toronto Visit
will come sooner, and more rapidly,
gate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. Fred- To Wider
Ealing Distrib.
than most people realize.
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St., W. I. HAVANA— Mary Louise Blanco,
The big problem for Canada is the
Toronto — Developments are said
Virtudes 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
Damon. MEXICO CITY— Marco-Aurelio to be stirring in connection with the development of broadcasting facilities, the cost of equipment and proGalindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F. SYD- distribution of British films on the
NEY—Allan White. SAN JUAN— E. Sangrams for tele being much heavier
North
American
continent
through
chez Ortiz. MONTREAL — Roy Carmichael
than for sound broadcasting. While
the visit here of Sir Edward Villiers, Canada may lag behind the United
representing Ealing Studios of Eng- States in tele development at the
land. Canadian distribution of Ealidly. it is believed in informed quarting product is now handled by O. R. start,
ers that it will develop fairly rapHanson's Esquire Films, Ltd., but a
wider scope is believed pending.
(Thursday, Aug. 31)
While here, Villiers attended the MPOE to Act Tuesday
NEW YORK STOCK
MARKET
of ' San Demetrio" at the
Net premiere
Eglinton last night before an in- On WB Counter Proposals
High
Low
Close
Chg.
vited
audience.
Am. Seat.
171/4
17'/8
171/4 +
l/4
Counter-proposals said to come
Col. Picts. vtc. (2l/2%;
Columbia
Picts pfd
433g 4338
4338
close to the proposals originally adOPA
Denies
Car
Checkin
g
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd . 23 3 8 231/4
231/4
vanced by the Motion Picture OfCon. Fm. Ind
51/4 51/8
51/s
On Detroit Theater Lots
fice Employes, Local 23169, AFL,
East. Kodak
1663,4 1663-4 1663,4 +
have been presented to Russell Moss,
do pfd.Cen. Prec. Eq
217/8 21 l/2 213/4 —
Detroit — Checkup of the parking head of the union, by Warner Bros.,
Vz
Loews,
Inc
637-s 631/2 631/2
lot at the local race track by the which is in the midst of negotiaParamount
267/8 265'8 26S/8
RKO
led to reports here that the
tions with the white-collar group for
8%
87/8 8% — "i/4 OPA
RKO S6 pfd
91 38 91
91
cars on theater parking lots were to a new contract to replace that which
20th Century-Fox
2553 253'8 251/2
be checked as well, with a slight expired on Aug. 10.
32
32
20th Century-Fox pfd 32
Warner Bros
Approval of the Warner propos131 s 13
13
flurry of scare stay-at-homitis among
NEW
YORK BOND
MARKET
als will be sought at an MPOE memprospective patrons. However, stateMonogram
Picts.
4
37/8 37/8
ment by the local OPA office indibership meeting at the Capitol HoRadio-Keith
cvs.
1%
1%
1%
tel on Tuesday night.
cated that no such checkup was inVs
Sonotone Corp. . . .
2%
2%
27/8 4 — 1 16
Technicolor
...
23V8 231/s 23i'8
tended here — ' at present," reserving
Trans-Lux
374 37/g 37/g
Universal
Pictures
Vs the right to swoop down for a check- Sable's AAF Gunnery Pic
211 a 21
211 0 +
up at any time in the future.
Viewed by WAC Execs.
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Alliance Subsidiary to
Manage 3 Theaters

Chicago — Alliance Theater Corp.
announces the organization of a subsidiary company operating the State,
2,000 seats; the Parkway, 800
seats and the Roseland Theater,
1,000 seats, formerly under the
Rheinheimer management. These
additions make 63 houses in the Alliance Circuit.

Metro Pix in State Bow
First New York engagement of
Metro's "Meet the People" will be
at Loew's State where it opens on
Sept. 7. "Maisie Goes to Reno"
opens at the same house a week

Alan Cummings to Resume
Alan F. Cummings, in charge of
M-G-M exchange operations, returns
Tuesday to his post after an extended absence due to illness. On
his return considerable of the detail in his work will be handled by
Arthur Sterling, former field auditor and now assistant to Cummings.
Rose Klein was recently named to
assist Sterling.

"Aerial Gunnery," AAF pic made
in England by Maj. Clark Gable,
was screened for WAC executives
yesterday. Shot in 16 mm, film now
has a running time of a little more
than an hour. Whether the subject
eventually will reach theaters is uncertain, but there is some talk that
a shorter version may be made available. AAF's primary design, however, was for training use.

Ameche's

Cliff Ross into Marines

West

Coast

Co. Sets Offices

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Command Pictures,
new production company organized
bv Don Ameche, will have temporary
offices at 1626 N. Vine St., it has
been announced by George Frank,
the actor's business manager.

COmiRG and G0IIK

. . . on the field

H. A. Ross, president of Ross Federal Service, yesterday tendered a
luncheon in honor of his son, Clifford, prior to his joining the U. S.
Marines. Luncheon was held at the
Pierre Hotel and among the guests
were George Smith and Neil Agnew.

SPYROS
today. P. SKOURAS
Coast

is expected from

CHARLES FRANCIS COE, MPFDA counsel
turned yesterday from Chicago where he addr
the NAB war conference.

SAM KESTENBAUM, in charge of PRC expl
tion, leaves today for St. Louis to handle
campaign for the opening at Loew's Orpheu
"Delinquent Daughters" and "Minstrel Man.'
LEN LYE. British MOT film director, ha:
rived from London to supervise a special !
of films for the March of Time.
JACK SHEA of the Shea circuit left last i
for Boston on a 10-day visit.
WILLIAM
R. FERCUSON,
head
of M-C
exploitation
department,
returns tomorrow
Chicago and then heads for Ogonquit, Me.
ALBERT DEZEL, Film Classics franchise he
arrived in Detroit yesterday after closing a
in New York for the Cleveland branch.
NORMAN B. RYDCE, chairman of the t
of British Imperial Films, Ltd., is en rout
New York after a visit to Monogram sti
in Hollywood. BIF handles Monogram's Austr
distribution.

SIR EDWARD VILLIERS, Ealing Studios di
bution head, arrived in Toronto yesterday to
tend premiere of "San Demetrio-London.
JULES LAPIDUS, Eastern division sales m
ger for Warners, returns today from Boston.
TOM CONNORS was in Washington yesterc
end.JOHN DAVIS returns to England at the w

DON MERSEREAU, associate publisher
general manager
Washington
today.of FILM DAILY, arrived
LOU POLLOCK, director of UA's publ
and advertising,
leaves today for the Coast
ANN CARTER, child actress goes to Syra
today from New York and leaves from t
or Hollywood
via a Detroit stop-over.
ANNE BAXTER arrived in New York last n
for a three-week stay.
SAM SHIRLEY, M-C-M district managei
Chicago has gone to Los Angeles for a th
vacation.
week

Lee Powell Killed in Action
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DA,

Long Beach, Calif.— Sgt. Lee P(
ell, USMC,
35, who portrayed
ttg^ Lone Ranger
in motion j
Gg| tures, has been killed in
tion,
his
widow,'
Mrs. Nor
Powell, reports.

Hal Freeman Killed in Action
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAi

Hollywood— Harry Rapf of M-G
has received word of the death
og^ his nephew, Corp. Hal M. Fr.
the U.w
pl| was
man> serving
son of Alwith
Freeman,
Army "somewhere in the South 1

SEND BIRTHDAI
GREETINGS TO.
cific."
September 1 Rex Beach
Richard Arlen
Miriam Seegar
Edwin S. Clifford
Betty Blythe
Renee Haal
Maj. Wm. S. Altman
Dave Carson
Ernest Hickson
September 2David Rollins
Larry Weiner
Maj. Wm.

September 3
A. Halpern
Mary Doran
Steve Winston
Pete Smith 4
September

THEY DON'T STOP FIGHTING!
SELLING WAR

CENTURY-FOX

BONDS

KEEP

FOR VICTORY!

:<M
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DAILY

17,806 Prints Sent
To Overseas Forces

Fan Mags. Will Aid
In Sixth War Loan
Co-op. of the fan magazines has
been assured for the Sixth War Loan,
following a WAC meeting of editors
and promotion officials called by
campaign publicity director John
Hertz, Jr.
Hertz outlined the difficulties presented by the anticipation that allied victories would create an apathy
in the Bond-buying public, and requested that the editors submit proposals to combat this apathy. These
proposals are to be submitted at a
meeting to be held shortly. Hertz
also stressed the enormous potential
of the fan magazines in impressing
on readers the fact that "E" Bonds
can be bought in all film theaters.
Those attending from the publications were: Delight Evans, Screenland; Helen Gilmore, Photoplay;
George E. O'Connor, Ideal Publications; and Richard Hoffman, Hillman
periodicals; and Bill Dasheff and
Bill Boley, assistants to Hertz.

Sign Exchange Pay
Tilt Pleas to WLB
(Continued from Page 1)
als and one back-room local. The
front-office locals were Memphis,
Milwaukee, Denver, Atlanta, Buffalo and New Haven. The applications in behalf of exchange office
workers in those cities seek approval of a system of job classification
providing minimum and maximum
wage scales. The exchange service
employes in New Haven are asking
for a 10 per cent increase above the
scale rate.

Petlitz, G. M. of AJB Theaters
Chicago — Albert Petlitz has been
appointed general manager of the
AJB Theaters Circuit.

HJEDDIilG BELLS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Harry Perry, Jr.,
USNR, and Carmen Carr, daughter
of Trem Carr, Monogram production
head, were married Wednesday.
Chicago — Lt. Alvin Hillner, formerly of the Pantheon Theater, and
Betty Hannema were married recently.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Lupe Lucia Puig, actress, and Dr. Raul Bopp, Brazilian
consul in Los Angeles, were married Wednesday.
Philadelphia — Lila Lee, silent film
star, and John E. Murphy, New York
stock broker, were married Wednesday.

(Continued from Page 1)
nicolor.
A total of 850 prints v I
made in London. It is estimated 1
an average of 350 prints are bt
supplied by the contributing coni
nies.

A Reporter's Report
•

• • CUFF NOTES: Ansell N. Sanborn, New Hampshire circuit operator, has been named chairman oi the Republican State
Committee
Ansell was president of the State Senate last year.
• Wendell L. Willkie, one of the industry's farmers, has added 160
more acres in Rush County, Ohio, bringing his total acreage to 1,600
Guess
Phil M. had better stop bragging
about his 105. . .
• Lou Gans, supervising manager of the Rapf & Ruden Circuit in
North Jersey, very proud that son Joe is now a chief warrant officer with
the Army in Iran where, among other things, he's chief editorial writer
for the U. S. Army
Dispatch
Latter recently was cited as the
best soldier-edited paper published by any branch of the armed
forces
Before entering the service, Joe was publicist for the Palisades Amusement Park. . . • In the last two years, Henry Himelstein, owner-manager of the Creston, Grand Rapids, Mich., has sold
$2,000,000 in War Bonds
It's his way of paying a debt to the
U. S., he says
His mother fled from Russia with him and his
younger brother when they were youngsters. . . • Thanks to Manager Sylvan Shavitz, the Crest Theater, Woodcrest, Del., will be
utilized as place of worship on Sundays after Oct. 1 by a new United
Presbyterian Church of the community

•

• • THIS AND THAT: E. J. Sparks, former veteran exhibitor who some time ago sold out his Florida interests to Paramount,
celebrated his birthday by having a number of friends from the industry at his home at Nashville, N. C. . . • Fred Astaire, who recently completed a picture assignment for M-G-M, on Saturday and
Sunday will be heard on "The American Eagle" program between
London and Hollywood. . . • Talking about figures, Leo's quartet on
Broadway last week hit the bell with better than $115,000 for the sixth
week of "Dragon Seed" at the Music Hall, $98,500 for the 33-day run
of "The Canterville Ghost" at the Globe, better than $40,000 for the
first week of "Bathing Beauty" at the State and $12,000 for the first
two days of the second week of "Kismet" at the Astor, for a total of
$55,000 for the first nine days

• • • FROM HOLLYWOOD AND VINE: Pat O'Brien has a
new RKO three-year termer calling for six pix. . . • Metro and
20th-Fox are swapping Gregory
Peck and John Hodiak
for one pic
Peck will be opposite Greer Garson in Metro's "The Valley of
Decision" and Hodiak will play Major Joppolo in 20th-Fox's "A Bell for
Adano.". . • When Ann Sheridan reports at Warners following her
overseas tour, she'll make "When Old New York was Young," musical. . . • Hal B. Wallis has set Bill Seiter to direct "The Affairs oi
Susan.". . • Pamela Harris' "Tomorrow is Here" has been purchased by RKO
It's concerned
with the rehabilitation of the
war's wounded
Watch for a new cycle. . . • Roger Pryor back in
Hollywood for a role in "High Man" after serving as a AAF civilian
instructor. . . • Richard Greene, after 30 months' service with the
British 27th Lancers, has a medical discharge, paving the way for
his return to 20th-Fox. . . • Edward Small has signed George
Sanders for the "Cagliostro" title role. . . • Twentieth Century-Fox
is planning a national buildup for Richard Crane. . . • William
Bowers, whose play "West of Tomorrow" will be produced this Fall
on Broadway by Richard Monter, has been signed to a writing contract by RKO

▼
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

▼
HARBOR!

▼

Meanwhile, both the U. S. Ar
through the Overseas Motion
ture Service, and the WAC are dc
everything possible to prevent
16 mm. prints from falling into
hands of private enterprises. W
some prints have been lost at i
a record of the location of ev
available print is kept on file
the Army has assured the indus
that every precaution will be ta
to bar illegal possession of the
tures after the war.
Damaged and unusable prints
returned
to the industry
and
scrapped.
A number of them h
been sent to Germany for shown i
at prisoners-of-war camps.
The industry is concerned over
possibility of fly-by-night operat
acquiring the 16 mm. prints i
using them commercially. The
fore, a carefully worked out syst
has been created to keep records
every picture made available to 1
armed forces overseas.

4,000 WB Prints Sent
Overseas to War Zones
More than 2,200 prints of 91 ft
tures and approximately 1,800 prh
of 100 short subjects have been cc
tributed by Warner Bros, since Ft
ruary, 1942, to the U. S. Army Ov(
seas Motion Picture Service for fi
showing in combat zones. Wh:
the average number of prints r.
picture was 24, 61 prints each we
supplied for "Shine On, Harve
Moon," "Adventures of Mark Twah
others.
"Destination,
Tokyo" and sevei

Nazis Exhibited Few
Confiscated U. S. Pix*
(Continued from Page 1)

tal pictures on hand at the time
the fall of the city.
Most of the offices are said to 1
intact. It is reported that most <
the prints in the Paramount offii
were scrapped for the usable rnati
rial in making ammunition.

STORK REPORTS
A son was born to Charles I
Moss, managing director of the Cr:
terion. Child will be named afte
his dad.

Frederick, Okla. — Lt. John Fell
formerly with the Warner Circuit i:
Chicago, renorts the arrival of i
baby boy at his home here.

0**\

day, September 1, 1944

iy Decree Forces
rer-Counler Buying
(Continued from Page 1)
h moves.
One was the asserted
•sical impossibility of calling on
exhibitor a sufficient number of
jes to keep him supplied on a sin' picture sale basis. The other
son was the danger with which
situation would be fraught, dislutors said.
"I do not believe," one excutive said, "that thinking disributors would want to be put
n the spot of sending a salesnan out with 12 individual picures and taking the chance of
aving it said that the salesman,
i his conference with the exibitor, had made it clear to him
hat he must buy some pictures
e did not want in order to get
hose he did want. Particularly
fith a decree providing more
pecific penalties, even some disributors who were somewhat
areless about living up to the
pirit and letter of the decree
ould have to be more cautious."
"he problem of buying singly, it
? said, will not be as complex for
first and possibly the seconds because of extended runs. The
icy will be more serious to the
-runs and smaller towns which,
ed on experience, have found it
essary for them to change more
es per week because they exhaust
tr clientele more rapidly than
fee theaters in metropolitan areas,
a-ces said. The result also will
1 a reduction in the number
i pictures and the exercise of
:e care in producing only what
; producers hope will be sure-fire
:ures. With the draining of busies by the first and second-run exded engagements,
there will be
er so-called "mine-run" pictures
the subsequents, it was said,
lost distribution executives see
hing in the proposed
modified
ree that says that they must offer

THEATER DEALS
llliot A. Dietz, president of the
D-Sixth Avenue Corp., who retly acquired the southeast corner
-55th and Sixth Avenue, a plot
| x 100, from the Mutual Life
jrance Co., has filed an altera\ application in the amount of
;D,000 for the erection of a twoNegotiations
Iky brick theater.
now under way with several
ortant exhibitors for the leasing
:he theater when built.
xford, Neb — J. E. Moorhead has
I his Granada theater here to R.
.Dalton, who recently disposed of
theater at Osmond, Neb.
Sutherland, la. — C. L. Shearon is
new owner of the Sutherland
iter here, having purchased
it
n the Nott estate.

TO

THE

DAtlY

• ARMY*

* COMMISSIONED*
EDWARD O'DONNELL, formerly of the Marbro,
Chicago,
commissioned
a lieutenant,
USA.
FRANK KERESTESI, USN, formerly, Palace, South
Bend, Ind., commissioned an ensign.

* PROMOTED

*

2ND. LT. PAT HALLORAN, AUS, former 20thFox booker, Omaha, to first lieutenant.
DICK COPELAND, USA, former assistant manager, Granada, Chicago, to staff sergeant.
ERIC SVENSON USA, formerly, Pantheon, Chicago, to corporal.
WILLIAM HETZNER, USA, formerly Majestic,
Kankakee,
III., to sergeant.
JOHN C. HEINTZ, USA, formerly, Princess,
Alton, III., to staff sergeant.

a group of pictures at a time; their
interpretation appears to be that
they can't make the buying of a desired picture or group contingent on
the exhibitor's buying other pictures
or groups. They contend that it is
a poor rule that does not work both
ways.
As to divorcement, the opinion appears to be that independent operation does not insure
fair trade practices. Because it
is certain that the Government's
divorcement
proposal
will be
fought through to the Supreme
Court, the distributors see the
divestment angle as an effective
barrier to prevent
any trade
practice reforms for the present
generation of independent theater owners.
The reason is,
they point out, that the Government has so completely tied
all of the other decree modifications with it that unless pressure from the exhibitors forces
the Government to change its
mind, none of the other provisions will become effective.
Some
distributors expressed
the
opinion that if divorcement had come
15 or 20 years ago, before the ownership of so many theaters rested in
the hands of a few, the industry
might have maintained free and open
competition.
It may be, they asserted, that divorcement will be beneficial 10 or 15 years from now, but
as a cure-all for the present generation it will gain nothing but a "ringside seat at a helluva battle between the Government and the distributors, with a bonanza
for the
legal
departments."
While
the decree pre-supposes the
re-establishment of competition in
areas where affiliated circuits now
monopolize the situation, the distributors say they can't see where
the net result is going to be particularly beneficial to independent subruns and small towns. They take
the position that it can result only
in intensified competition in that
particular city as, heretofore, controlling the situation, the affiliated
theaters were not getting out of
their theaters as much as possible. Improvements in showmanship
should result, they say, in more business being attracted to those theaters at the sacrifice of the independent sub-runs and nearby small community theaters whose ability to
spend is limited.

Earlier Television
Seen for Public

1OL0RS!
EUGENE O'DONNELL,
Chicago.

DAN

ATKINSON,

(Continued from Page 1)

chief of staff, Marbro,

*NAVY*
Marbro, Chicago.

* WAVES
MADINE SCHRADER,
Bend; Ind.

*

cashier, Granada,

South

* SPARS *
ESTELLE BERNS, daughter of Harry R. Berns,
operator of the New Bijou Theater, Detroit.

Ask 30 Six-Megacycle
Channels for Television

plications for telecasting stations
now on file with the FCC — an increase from seven i0 months ago —
Joyce made his prediction on the
supposition that the FCC would grant
all these licenses and the television
equipment can be manufactured and
installed rapidly enough. Some 50
million people throughout the country may have sight-and-sound broadcasting in the shorter period, he
said.
Joyce states that an RCA survey revealed that present-day television set owners are satisfied with
their equipment. Out of 36 owners
approached
with an
offer
re-purchase at a liberal
price
the tosets
now
owned, only one agreed to sell, the
others claiming to be satisfied with
even the limited programs offered.
As other arguments that the public wants television, Joyce pointed
out a Newsweek Magazine survey
which revealed that 32 per cent will
be in the market for television home
receivers, a McCall's Magazine contest which showed that over twothirds of all contestants were television receiver prospects, and the
experience of the Franklin Square
National Bank, Long Island, where
television receivers head the list of
products for which depositors have
ear-marked accounts.

(Continued from Page 1)
nels as nearly contiguous as possible
starting at approximately 40 megacycles and extending the frequencies
not in excess of 250 megacycles.
Further, the allocation of 30 16
to 20 megacycle channels in the 400
to 2,000 megacycles band, and adequate relay channels as suggested
in the Radio Technical Planning
Board report of April 14.
Allen B. DuMont, of DuMont
Laboratories and a member of the
TBA board will* represent TBA at
the forthcoming Planning Board sessions.
First annual conference of TBA
will be held in the Hotel Commodore, Dec. 11-12, with the annual Harry Lipsie Dead
meeting scheduled for the second
Chicago — Harry Lipsie, formerly
day. Sessions were moved back from with Balaban & Katz, died after a
short
illness.
Dec. 7-8 at the board meeting.

M-G-M TRADE SHOW!
WASHINGTON, D. C.
TERRITORY ONLY

LOST IN A
20th-FOX

SCREEN

ROOM

HAREM"

932 New

Jersey Ave., N. W.

THURSDAY
SEPTEMBER 7 -1P.M.

MRS. JONES HAD A
VERY BRIGHT KID-

Little Josie used to recite for the folks and Mama
raved and raved about her talents. But when Josie
stopped reciting there was an awful lull because
Josie s brothers and sisters were not so hot.

MRS. SMITH TAUGHT ALL
HER KIDS CUTE TRICKSr(/^ If
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The folks in their neighborhood could always depend on the Smith family to keep everybody happy
[continued)

(continued)

all the time. That's how it was when you visited the
Smiths— more fun than at the Joneses.
And that's how it is with M-G-M! Not just one shot
f with a lot of noise but one after another ALL
| THE TIME!
| For instance, take a look at how the M-G-M family is
occupying the entertainment spotlight right now, and
it's an old M-G-M custom:

M-G-M's

"KISMET"

IS COLOSSAL!

It's a phenom of show business that has all Broadway gaping at the boxoffice lines. No record in all Astor history to even compare. Ronald
Colman stars! Technicolor spectacle! Marlene Dietrich's allure!

M-G-M's
From week to

DRAGON

SEED"

TERRIFIC!

week its staggering Music Hall grosses vary only slightly.
7th week, and no let-up. Katharine Hepburn and big cast are grand !

M-G-M's "CANTERVILLE

GHOST"

HIT!

Only prior commitments at Broadway's Globe interrupt it after 5 record
weeks, longest M-G-M run at this house. Margaret O'Brien has again
proved true Star appeal!

M-G-M's "BATHING

BEAUTY"

SOCK!

CROSS"

WOW!

Adding new box:office glory to its Technicolor joy, this Red SkeltonEsther Williams hit after 8 great Astor weeks packs State for hold-over
and plays full week in nabes! Same sweet story nationwide!

M-G-M's

"SEVENTH

Spencer Tracy gives new all-time house record to Apollo Theatre, Atlantic
City. The sensational World Premiere of this great thriller is your tip-off !

YOU'VE

GOT

TO

BE GOOD

TO BE A LEADER FOR
Keep Selling Bonds!

TWENTY

YEARS!

M. P. Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 21st floor
New York
N. Y.
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Believe FBI Probing

reviews of new fums

Goldwyn's Complaint

'Arsenic and Old Lace'

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Although it is generally believed that the Department
of Justice is looking into Samuel
Goldwyn's complaints of discrimination against his product by exhibitors and circuits, the Department
will not confirm reports that it has
ordered an investigation by the FBI.
If it has done so — and the report
is not denied — it is an extremely unusual action. Normal course would
be for a study by the anti-trust department.
Anti-trust investigation is believed under way, although that report will not be confirmed by the
Department at this time.
In the meantime, Russell Hardy,
representing the St. Louis Amusement Co., was in Washington yesterday to confer with Government and
non-Government officials regarding
the dispute between his client and
exhibitor Adolph Rosecrans.
Hardy has announced that his
client intends to ignore an arbitration award in favor of Rosecrans.
He could not be reached for comment upon his immediate plans, although it is believed that he met
yesterday with Robert L. Wright,
pix specialist for the anti-trust division of the Department of Justice.
This could not be confirmed either.

SLRB Orders Managers'
Election in 41 RKO Houses
(Continued from Page 1)
ing Managers, Assistants and Cashiers Guild. The board directed that
an election be held, with a date to
be set later.
On the strength of arguments offered hy the IATSE, which claims
jurisdiction over front-of-the-house
employes outside of New York, the
board ruled that the cashiers must
file a separate petition for recognition as a bargaining unit. The likelihood was seen yesterday that the
IATSE will move to claim control
of cashiers. The MPOMACG is unaffiliated.

Hersholt at Principal Today
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Jean Hersholt checks
into his new spot of chairman of
Principal Productions, Inc. advisory
board today. Other board members are Sol Lesser, Barnett Briskin
and Louis Hyman.

FEflimE TOUCH
MABEL
CONDON,
ciates staff.

Russell

Birdwell

Cr

Asso-

CWEN HESS, assistant manager, Drake, Chicago.
MINNIE BONDI, assistant manager, Will Rogers,
Chicago.

VIRCINIA
OILMAN,
Chicago.
EDNA

BACHMAN.

assistant
cashier,

manager,

Uptown,

Covent, Chicago.

with Cary Grant
Warner
118 Mins.
FILM VERSION OF STAGE HIT IS A
NATURAL
FOR BULGING BOX OFFICE
GROSSES.
Produced and directed by Frank Capra
before he went into the service, the film
version of the Joseph Kesselring stage hit
will have no difficulty winning a rating as
one of the most popular films of the year.
The Capra trademark, the cast potency
and the publicity that has accrued to the
play conspire to assure the success of the
production.
This comedy, full of noise and madness,
raises a storm of laughter as it pursues
a breathless pace from first moment to
last. So raucous are the proceedings that
many persons will leave the theater
bursting heads.

with

Fine as Capra's direction is, it often
lets the players get a little out of hand.
He allows Cary Grant to do everything
but bite the camera.
The hilarity stems from Grant's effort
to keep his aunt's penchant for murder
from becoming known. Priscilla Lane is
the romantic interest. Capra has produced
with distinction.
CAST: Cary Grant, Priscilla Lane, Raymond
Massey, Jack Carson, Edward Everett, Horton,
Peter Lorre, James Gleason, Josephine Hull,
Jean Adair, John Alexander, Grant Mitchell
Edward McNamara, Garry Owen, John Ridgely,
Vaughan Glaser, Chester Clute, Charles Lane,
Edward
McWade.
CREDITS: Producer, Frank Capra; Director,
Frank Capra; Screenplay, Julius J. and Philip
G. Epstein; Based on stage play by Joseph Kesselring; Cameraman, Sol Polito; Film Editor,
Daniel Mandell; Art Director, Max Parker;
Sound, C. A. Riggs; Special Effects, Bvron
Haskin, Robert Burks; Musical Score, Max
Steiner; Musical Director, Leo F. Forbstein.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"The Great Mike"

with Stuart Erwin and Robert Henry
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW
PRC
70 Mins.
HEART-WARMING
LY ENTERTAINING
AND HIS PETS.

AND THOROUGHSTORY OF A BOY

"The Great Mike" is a heart-warming
and thoroughly entertaining picture. Leon
Fromkess wisely chose to produce the film
along simple lines, using the tried and
true formula of a boy and his pets, in this
case, a little dog and a racehorse. Associate Producer Martin Mooney furnished a
good original story, with Raymond L.
Schrock doing the screenplay. Wallace W.
Fox handled his directorial chores aptly.
worthy. A. Feindel's camera
Jockey

work

is praise-

IN NEW POSTS

"Louisiana Hayride"
with

Judy

Canova,

Ross
Lane

Hunter,

Columbia
BLEAK

COMEDY

GEORGE

Richard
67 Mins.

CAPERS

SURROUND

CANOVA'S LATEST EFFORT; MUSICAL
NUMBERS
PROVE
BEST
SUPPORT.
Too much nonsense grips the better part
of this saga of a hick who sets her heart
on a Hollywood career. Judy's money being
the object of Richard Lane's and George
McKay's affection, the two confidence men
attempt to sell Judy on investing in a
phony

producing

company.

This

turns

out to be okay for Judy, but the "con"
get their just desserts.
Canova

men

gives a mild-tempered performance but sells her song style to a bet-

ter advantage. Besides "You Gotta Go
Where The Train Goes" and "Rainbow
Road," two stock tunes, "Put Your Arms
Around
featured

Me" and "Shortenin'
in the film.

Richard

Lane

does

Bread," are

his best

with

the

comedy situations, which he shares with
George McKay, but there is nothing fresh
in the treatment.
CAST: Judy Canova, Ross Hunter, Richard
Lane, Lloyd Bridges, Matt Willis, George McKay,
Minerva Urecal, Hobart Cavanaugh, Eddie Kane,
Nelson Leigh, Arthur Loft, Robert Homans,
Russel Hicks.
CREDITS: Screenplay, Paul Yawitz; Story by
Paul Yawitz and Manny Seff; Director, Charles
Barton; Assistant Director, Rex Bailey; Cameraman, L.' W. O'Connell: Film Editor, Otto
Meyer; Art Directors, Lionel Banks, Walter
Holscher: Set Decorator, John W. Pascoe; Musical Director, M. R. Bakaleinikoff ; Sound, Philip
Faulkner; Songs by Kim Gannon, Walter Kent,
Jerry Seelen, and Saul Chaplin.
DIRECTION,
Fair.
PHOTOGRAPHY.
Fair.

"Kansas City Kitty"
with Joan Davis,
Bob Crosby,
Columbia
FAST

MOVING

Jane Frazee
72 Mins.

COMEDY

PATTERNED

FOR JOAN DAVIS; WILL MORE THAN
SATISFY
ESCAPIST-FILM
SHOPPERS.
Joan Davis holds the spotlight from
beginning to end and is ably supported by
a pleasing cast, good
dialogue.

music,

Fortified with a semblance

and

bright

of endless ver-

satility and a natural flair for comic

de-

livery. Joan's box office value should

rise

sky high with more of these films. There's
plenty of laughs in Monte Brice's dialogue,
and Del Lord's direction adds punch to the
many
situations.
"Pretty Kitty Blue Eyes," "Nothing
Boogie From Nowhere," "Tico Tico No
Fuba," and the title song are spotted
nicely
throughout.

The cast, headed by Stuart Erwin, is
In this one Joan takes over a song
competent, with the boy, Robert Henry,
:onvincing in his role and showing promise.
publishing business and gets involved in
CAST: Stuart Erwin, Robert (Buzzy) Henry, a double romance, — one with a dentist
William Halligan, Carl (Alfalfa) Switzer, Edythe
and the other with a song writer who is
Elliott, Pierre Watkin, Gwen Kenyon, Bob Meredith, Lane Chandler, Marion Martin, Ed Cassidy, suing her for stealing his tune. The punch
Eddie
Rocco,
Charlie
King, Leon
Tyler.
comes in a court room scene where the
CREDITS: Producer, Leon Fromkess; Associate
dentist proves that the tune is an oldie
Producer, Martin Mooney; Director, Wallace
and that it is now public domain.
W. Fox; Author, Martin Mooney; Screenplay,
CAST: Joan Davis, Bob Crosby, Jane Frazee,
Raymond L. Schrock; Cameraman, Jockey A.
Feindel; Art Director, Paul Palmentola; Film Frik Rolf, Tim Ryan, Robert Emmett Keane,
Matt
Willis, John Bond, Charles Wilson, Lee
Editor, Hu=h
Winn;
M'.is;c Score, Lee Zahler.
Gotch,
Charles
Williams,
William
Newell.
DIRECTION,
Cood.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
CREDITS: Producer, Ted Richmond; Screenplay, Manny Seff, Dialogue, Monte Brice; Director, Del Lord; Assistant Director, Rex Bailey;
Chicago — Buford Krinsley, R. Har- Cameraman, Burnett Guffey; Film Editor. Gene
Havlick; Art Director, Lionel Banks; Set Decorakriden and R. B. Moore have organJoseph Kish; Musical Director, Marlin
ibed Downers Amusement Corp. and Skiles; tor,Sound,
Phil Faulkner.
Downers Theater Corp.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Form Two New Firms

F.

MILLER,

salesman,

Syracuse
district.
BRAGDEN,
Universal
cuse territory.

Republic
salesman,Pic

Film

Times.
WILLIAM
"BILL" CAIN, manager,
kegan,
III.
VINCENT
O'LEARY,
manager,
Publix-'
States Houses,
Bloomington,
III.
MARVIN
J. STOCKWELL,
manager,
Publix-^
States Houses, Joliet, III.
RICHARD
L. WRIGHT,
manager,
Orpheum
Plaza, Marion, III.
KEITH WELLS, manager, Cilloiz, Springfield.
HAL BEECROFT, 20th-Fox manager, Chicago.
ROBERT MANGLES, manager, Iris, Chicagc
MEYER SACHS, manager, Luna, Chicago.
FOSTER OWENS, engineer, Paradise, Chicag
N. E. PACKWOOD,
assistant manager, Mary
Chicago.
CHARLES
H. TIPPLE, assistant manager, Adit
Chicago.
HANS
JAHN,
cago.
PAUL Chicago.
GRUNERT,

assistant

manager,

assistant

Crystal,

manager,

ELMER
HORWATH,
assistant manager,
Chicago.
Chicago.
ROBERT
AHERN,
assistant
manager,

LaGra:
C
Norti

Reels Get Footage
On Paris Uprising
(Continued from Page 1)

nesday night, with an additional
000 scheduled to go out last nig
Laboratories were preparing to wc
all night last night in order |
bring the special reel out as soon
possible.
Makeup ordinarily worj
not be until Monday.
This footage had been rushed be
here by special courier, with i\
way greased both by the Army a
newsreel employes. The secur:
section
of the Army's
of Pi
lie
Relations
workedBureau
overtime
clear the film, but it was delay
yesterday afternoon. Release w
reported in late afternoon.
The bulk of the material cai
either from Free French earner
men or representatives of the nev>
reel pool, with the former havii
shot many spectacular scenes duri?
the Maqui uprising prior to obetween
patriots
and fightii"
Naz
entry intoFrench
the city.
Actual
shooting of women by the Nazis ai
incidents during the American p ;
rade through the city are included

Rodgers and Three Sales
Heads to Meet in Chi.
(Continued from Page 1)
Blackstone Hotel, Chicago, startir
Sept. 7. Attending will be E. 1
(Ted) O'Shea, Eastern sales chie
who will leave for the Windy Ci
next Wednesday with Rodgers; Joh
E. Flynn, Western sales manage
manager
and
John J. Maloney, Central sah
O'Shea had previously planned 1
leave for Washington next Wedne
day, but yesterday changed his plan
to be on hand for the Chicago se
sions.

1
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OURTS SAY ARBITRATION CONSTITUTIONAL
argentine Decree May Swell Percentage Selling
S. Distribs. Mull Policy
be Adopted as Result
New Gov't Regulations
he possibility that the decree eslishing film quotas in Argentina
ild have the effect of encouraging
selling of American scx^een prodon a percentage basis in that
ntry was seen in distribution ciri here on Friday. The view was
«d on a careful study of the dee, which was put into force on Aug.
by the Government of Gen. Edelro J. Farrell.
It was held that
i companies in this country would
(Continued on Page 7)
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Studios and Distribs. Revamp Programs in Effort to
Keep Pace With Tempo of Military Gains
It's the soft pedal from now on
for pix with a war theme, as both
studios and distributors revamp
their programs in an effort to keep
pace with the tempo of military developments on the global battle
fronts.
Most studios and producers have
cancelled production schedules of
war properties of the so-called program calibre, while there is an evident move to advance the shooting
dates of a few of the more impor-

Boston — Three intervenors in the
•itration case filed by Richard
bin, operator of the Saugus Ther, Saugus, have appealed the
ard which reduced the clearance
(Continued on Page 6)

Metro to Distribute
Gable's AAF Film?
M-G-M
is reported as the likely
! distributor
for Maj. Clark
Gable's
] recently completed
picture for the
Army, "Aerial Gunnery."
The film
runs 65 minutes and Gable appears
, in a number of the sequences.
It
is understood WAC, which has the
first call to handle
the film, has
suggested
that M-G-M
distribute,
inasmuch as Gable is the company's
; star and it can net the best returns
1 on it. Whether pic will be edited
down for theaters is undecided.

tant stories, recently purchased.
Twentieth-Fox, for instance, will, in
all probability, send "Bell for Anado" before the camera at an earlier date.
Instancing the dropping of specific announced properties, "Homesick Angel," on the Pine-Thomas
schedule for Paramount, has been
eliminated, among others.
On the distribution side, there is
evidence of a quick liquidation strat(Continued on Page 6)

The question of the constitutionality of arbitration is- one that has
been raised several times, but on
every instance it has been upheld by
the courts, a checkup Friday revealed. While Harry C. Arthur,
head of the St. Louis Amusement
Co., in his motion for dismissal from
an arbitration proceeding specifically
attacked arbitration as designed for
operation under the New York consent decree, his motion also held
(Continued on Page 6)

UA-Rank 2-Year Deal
Para. Paris Office
Cuban Entertainment May Be Closed Today
Reported Functioning Tax Repeal Sought
The recessed meeting of United

Hollywood — William F. Rodgers,
G-M vice-president and general
David Rose, Paramount's managing director for Great Britain, was
'ss manager, is due from New
fck, Sept. 11. This is one of his scheduled to leave over the weekend for London. He said on Friday
'iodic trips, and en route from the
(Continued on Page 3)
that he hoped to obtain permission
to go to Paris as quickly as possible
to determine the status and conditervenors Appeal
(Continued on Page 8)

tugus Case Award

Harry Arthur Move Causes
Broad Speculation As To
Whether He Has a Case

CLEARING BOARDS OF WAR FILMS

Metro, Para., RKO Coin
For Three Stage Shows
Film money has been made available to three more Broadway shows.
"Violet," Whitfield Cook's dramatization of his short stories which
(Continued on Page 6)

Artists' board of directors is scheduled for today when some action may
Havana (By Air Mail) — Moves to
revoke the entertainment tax adopt- be taken on the proposed deal
ed as one of the special war im- whereby UA will distribute a maxi(Continued on Page 6)
posts, have come from two sources
recently. Ernesto P. Smith, manager
of the Smith Circuit, has requested
(Continued on Page 6)
Musicians' "Stand-by"

Ends Stage Show Bookings

New Brunswick Lifts
Outside Lighting Ban
St. John, N. B. — After five years,
a ban on exterior lighting, including
electric signs, was lifted so suddenly, New Brunswick theatermen
were caught with their signs not
(Continued on Page 6)

Seek Clearance Injunction ?
St. Louis Amusement
*A11 Loew's Theaters
To Operate on V-Day

May File in N. Y.
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — "We are going to
do everything we can at every place
All Loew theaters will operate on we can do it to prevent any atV-Day, despite announcements from
tempt to disturb our contracts or
different parts of the country that alter the clearance conditions for
theaters will close on the day hostilities end in Europe. Loew ex- which we have signed and paid,"
ecutives believe that theaters should Russell Hardy, attorney representing
stay open as a public service.
(Continued' on Page 8)

Omaha, Neb. — Tri-States Theater
Corp. has pulled out stage shows at
Omaha due to a demand for increased
pay to stand-by musicians, with five
(Continued on Page 6)

New Metro Contract
Cuts Verbiage by 40 %
M-G-M

will definitely have its

streamlined contract ready for circulation for its ninth group, according to company executives. The
abbreviated contract form is about
ready and now at the printers. It
is stated that approximately 40 per
cent of the verbiage of the current
contract has been eliminated.
Leo's sales force will begin selling its ninth block as soon as
tradeshowings are held on three
pictures yet to be screened in the
new block of nine, two of which
are return engagements.
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NSS Holds First of Three
Regionals Here Sept. 8-10

DARRYL

F. ZANUCK

arrived yesterday to

attend "Wilson" openings in Washington, Philadelphia, and Atlanta.
CHARLES EINFELD, Warners' director of advertising and publicity, is expected in New
York the latter part of the month. H. M. WARNER already is here, while JACK L. WARNER also is due about the end of September.
GEORGE ). SCHAEFER arrived in New York
by plane from the Coast at the week-end.
CHARLES D. PRUTZMAN, general counsel for
Universal, is expected to arrive from the
Coast Saturday.

REEVES

1600 BROADWAY.

STUDIOS, INC.
N. Y. 19

Circle 6-6686

Complete
Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

R. FERGUSON, M-G-M
is back from Chicago.

director of

DON CARLE CILLETTE, Warners' industry press
contact,
is vacationing
for a fortnight.
TOM DONALDSON, Boston M-C-M manager,
and JOHN S. ALLEN, Washington head, are
back at their offices after spending a week
at the home office.
EDDIE CARRIER of M-C-M's exploitation
department arrived yesterday on the Coast.
OLIN CLARK, Eastern M-G-M
turns today from a Connecticut
OSCAR

HOMOLKA,

story head, revacation.

screen actor, arrived from

Hollywood to fill a stage role in "Mama's
Universal's
chairman
of ).theCHEEVER
board, isCOWDIN,
due to arrive
from the
Coast
tomorrow.
PAULETTE
GODDARD has made
reservations
to fly to New York Sept. 15 to join her husband,
Capt. Burgess
Meredith, now
stationed
in the
East.
). J. UNGER, Western division manager for
United Artists, returned to the home office over
the week-end after several weeks visiting the
company's
far
Western
exchanges.
RUD LOHRENZ, United Artists' Chicago district manager, is in town conferring with Carl
Leserman,
UA general
sales manager.
BERNIE KAMBER, head of UA's Special Events
department, leaves today for Baltimore and
Washington on David O. Selznick's "Since You
Went
Away."
C. C.
MOSKOWITZ returns today from
Labor Day week-end at Warwick, N. Y.
MIKE ROSEN
vacation.
|AMES
over the

a

of Loew's has returned from a

GRADY, Loew district manager, left
week-end
for a two-week
vacation.

DOROTHY
DAY,
M-C-M
fan contract,
returns to her
desk
after
several
weeks
of illness.

National Screen Service has schedALAN F. CUMMINCS, in charge of M-G-M
uled three regional meetings for its exchange operations, reports back to his office
sales staff as a highlight of the today after an illness.
BETTE DICKS and BETTY SEHLIN of the
George Dembow Tribute and as an
opening for the new season. Initial M-C-M exchange in Minneapolis returned there
week-end after spending their vacasessions will be at the Waldorf-As- over the
tions in town.
toria Hotel, Sept. 8-10 with executive
HAL BURROWS, head of M-G-M's art deand sales personnel of the East and
Southeast exchanges in attendance. Vineyard. partment, is taking a brief siesta at Martha's
Dembow will head the meeting while
Herman Robbins, president, is ex- Pollock to Discuss UA
pected to attend.
Midwest regional will be at the Campaigns on Coast
Blackstone Hotel, Sept. 15-17, with
personnel from the Central, Midwest
Promotional campaigns on forthcoming United Artists pictures will
and Southwest exchanges to participate, while a third meeting will be be discussed by Louis Pollock, director of advertising and publicity,
held at the Ambassador Hotel, Los
Angeles, Sept. 22-24, for sales staffs during his current visit to the Coast.
of the West Coast and Rocky Moun- Pollock left Friday for Hollywood.
tain branches. Robbins also is exDuring his two-week stay, Pollock will view completed product
pected to attend the Chicago session.
and discuss compaigns with producers whose pictures are now in the
Reopen Springfield Broadway
Springfield, Mass. — The New editing stages.
Broadway theater, owned and operated by Western Massachusetts The- Gell Will Represent
aters, Inc., reopened yesterday
after a complete remodernization Jules Levey in London
which included new seats, screen and
work on the marquee.
Jules Levey, UA producer, has appointed William Gell as his representative for Great Britain, headquartering in London.

SOUND

WILLIAM
exploitation,

Chi. Schools Open Despite Polio
Chicago — Doctor Herman Budeson,
health commissioner, says Polio will
not hold up the opening of Chicago
public schools this week. The number of cases is much lower than last
year.

Bank

THOMAS H. MARTELL, special representative
of the U. S. Army Motion Picture Service in
Account."
New York City, leaves today for a two weeks
fishing trip in Canada with MRS. MARTELL.
]AMES CACNEY arrived in Hollywood yesterday from Martha's Vineyard, Mass., via New

York.

WILLIAM CLEICHER of M-C-M's sales department will head for Buffalo today or tomorrow.
MARY PICKFORD is due in New York this
week.
WALTER BARBER, production manager of
Universal's home office advertsing department, returns today from his vacation.
El. Z. WALTERS, comptroller of Altec Service
has arrived on the West Coast to visit the
Los Angeles District office and the Altec Lansing
plant at Hollywood.
BONNIE EDWARDS, film starlet, is at the
stay.
Waldorf-Astoria from the Coast for a month's
ROBERT Z. LEONARD, M-G-M director, and
MRS. LEONARD arrive in New York from
Hollywood within a few days.
ELLINCWOOD KAY, Easern story editor for
Warners, returns today from vacation spent
on the home ground in Darien, Conn.
CHARLES LA TORRE, character actor, has
returned
to Hollywood
from New
York.
A. PAM BLUMENTHAL, Warners roving shorts
producer, returns to New York this week from
the Coast.
E. W. AARON, M-C-M circuit sales head,
arrives in Seattle tomorrow, en route to the
Coast.

Pollock Adds Moneyhun
To UA Advertising Dept.
Frank Moneyhun at one time ad
manager of 20th-Fox, has joined UA
advertising department, Lou Pollock
announced prior to his departure for
the Coast at the week-end. Moneyhun starts at UA today.

Maurice Livingston, formerly ;
sociated with Warner Bros., Pat;
United Artists and RKO in Frar
for more than 17 years, has be
appointed head of Film Classics' ft
eign department. Livingston
credited with organizing Warne
office in France.
The company
announced
Frr
that Sol Cohen, well known
salesman in the Midwest, had join
the sales staff of Film Classics
Michigan.

NEW YORK
THEATERS
RADIO CITY MUSIC

HALL

Showplace of the Nation-Rockefeller Center
M-G-M's Production

"Dragon Seed"
KATHARINE HEPBURN
WALTER
HUSTON
AKIM
TAMIROFF

- ALINE
MacMAHON
TURHAN
BEY

Spectacular
Stage
Presentation
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600

Paramount Presents Preston Sturges'

"HAIL Starring
THE CONQUERING
EDDIE BRACKEN HERO"
VAUGHN

with ELLA RAINES
IN PERSON
MONROE
& His Orchestra
AIR CONDITIONED
BUY
WAR
BONDS

PAKAMOtZ/Vr

Wing And aPrayer
20th

Century-Fox Picture

Brandt's

GLOBE
B'way
46th

Brandt's

* GOTHAM
at

&
St.

B'way &
47th St.

DOORS OPEN 8:30 A.M.

"Kismet" to Run 32 Days
In Three Coast Houses

MIDNIGHT
SHOWS
B'WAY & I

47th St. E
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE
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Los Angeles — M-G-M's "Kismet"
will open simultaneously for a 32day
run at FWC's Ritz, Egyptian
19. Los
and
Angeles Theaters on Sept.

Bonita Granville
Jean Brooks

Kent Smith
Glenn Vernon

'BATHING

YOUTH

RUNS

Mother of F. O. Starz Dies
Dallas — Mrs. Marie Starz, 85,
mother of F. O. Starz advertising
director of the Interstate Circuit,
Inc., died at the home of her son
here. Mrs. Starz had many friends
in the show business both in New
York and Hollywood. Burial services was held Saturday morning at
the Holy Trinity Church here.

ON SCREEN

WILD'
IN PERSON

RUBIN0FF
and MENASHA
HIS VIOLIN

Red SKELTON
EstherWILLIAMS

BEAUTY'

SKULNIK
I
Radio'sEXTRA
'PoppolaCohen'
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rint Delays Stall
lelro Ninth Block

DATE
Today:
United
York.

(Continued from Page 1)
ft he will stop off at Chicago for
tee days for meetings with E. K.
jed)

O'Shea,
Eastern
sales manner; John E. Flynn, Western sales
d; and John J. Maloney, Central
'es chief with
headquarters
in
Ittsburgh.
Edwin W. Aaron, circuit sales
jad, also is due from the East over
:E week-end, after making about
pht stopovers enroute and conferig with M-G-M branch managers
d divisional operators of National
leaters. Aaron will spend a week
I two conferring with Eddie Zabel,
; ief film buyer for the FWC circuit,
the company's new formula,
lich will begin with its ninth
ock.
M-G-M is holding up the sale of
, ninth block until "Kismet," "Mrs.
nkington" and "Naughty Marietr are tradescreened. Although it
d been planned to start selling on
fpt. 1, delay in shipment of prints
i exchanges have held up the tradeowings. "Naughty Marietta," coarring Jeanette MacDonald and
Bison Eddy, is expected to be set
thin the next week. "Kismet" is
' ing held up because Technicolor
boratories cannot supply prints as
aickly as they are needed. "Mrs.
ukington" is finished and now in
e lab. for printing.
While Rodgers is here, he is exacted to look at "Thirty Seconds
ver Tokyo," and "Ziegfeld Follies,"
l»th of which are expected to be
Id as specials in 1945. It is stated
^proximately $4,000,000 has been
•ent on "Ziegfeld Follies."
' Also while in town, Rodgers is
anning to confer with Fred C.
aimby, general manager of shorts,
i the new lineup. It is understood
e company is adding at least 10
ibjects to the new program, which
ill be definitely announced on
odgers' return to the East. Herbert
organ, Eastern shorts representave, has just left on a tour of exlanges on behalf of shorts. He had
j?en here two weeks conferring with
iiimby and Jerome Bressler, head
:' the company's shorts production.

etty Tops Frank by 7,000
Boston — Betty Hutton's
KO Boston shattered
;cord held by Frank
pproximately 7,000 paid
. was reported Friday.

p. a. at the
the house
Sinatra by
admissions,

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO...
September 5
Doris Kenyon
Cleve Adams
Sam Sax
Amos Hiatt
Jerry Safron
Jack Beutel
Maria Palmer

Artists

BOOK
board

meeting,

New

Sept. 8-9 Allied board meeting, Mt. Washington
Hotel, Bretton
Woods,
N. H.
Sapr. 7-9: Biological Photographic Ajioclitlon ■■nual mietlng, Binghamton, N. Y.

•

•

•

CUFF NOTES: Didja know that in some spots exhibs. are

tossing for first chance at "Wilson"?
F'r instance, in Lancaster,
Pa., Al Boyd won the toss from Warners! ... • Speaking of "Wilson,"
991.453 saw it in the Roxy's first month, . . • If you want to know
more about television, read LIFE'S corking article this issue. . . • It's
official — Jules Fields succeeds Jcck Goldstein at 20th-Fox, as forecast
in your favorite daily industry newspaper on Friday
Jack, thanks
to his "Wilson" campaign, bows out Oct. 1 with his star high in the
publicity sky. . . • Gene Krupa's entire organization has signed
up to make further deposits at the Red Cross Blood Bank. . . • Joe
LeBlanc, owner-manager of the Shediac, N. B., Capitol is converting a
properly near his house into a combination playground and sports field
for the town's kids
Helluva good idea, that, and worth adopting
in many a small town. . . • Very helpful to exhibs., that SYWA "promotion kit" prepared by Wilma Freeman of UA and now being distributed. .. • Former associate employes of Joseph J. Lee in 20th-Fox's
New York branch are proud of his recent drive showing which won
a three week's salary bonus for Detroit exchange employes, including
himself
This is the first time in many years that Detroit figured
among the top three winners in a drive. . . • E. K. (Ted) O'Shea,
since his return from a visit to Buffalo, has received 29 lettesr from
friends in the industry congratulating him on his son, James H., heroic
mission which recently appeared in this column
The letters came
from all parts of the country. .....
T
T
T
• •
• PIN POLL: Embassy Neii'sreel Theaters' presidential pin
poll will be conducted on a national basis this election
Fifteen
out-of-town theaters, including the Telenews Theaters, have joined
tlie stunt which was inaugurated during the 1940 Presidential campaign Poll has names of both candidates in theater lobbies with
rows of campaign
buttons under each
Voters select the button
of their choice as houses keep strict hourly tallies of buttons taken.
T
T
T
• •
•
THIS AND THAT: James Cagney may decide to place his
Martha Vineyards home on the market
He's finding it too far from
Hollywood for comfort. . . • Michael Todd has signed Jeanette MacDonald for a stage return via his new production of a Victor Herbert
operetta, come January next. . . • Metro has found another vehicle for
Lassie in "Hold High the Torch"
But this time Lassie will have
Elizabeth Taylor as owner. . . • Pine-Thomas have signed Sam White, erstwhile Columbia producer, to produce-direct the pic version of the air
show, "People Are Funny"
Jack Haley will star. . . • "Big
Sleep," Ray Chandler's murder mystery, will be a Warner pic, but
satirized. . . • Metro has purchased Sam Hoffenstein's "Hippodrome,"
saga of two men and their New
York amusement
enterprises. . .
• Producer-director Edward H. Griffith reported interested in "The
Spread Eagle," by Capt. Clarence White, former N. Y. newspaperman
It's based on the experiences of a discharged,
disabled G. I.
Joe in quest of a job.
▼
T
▼
• •
•
WHAT'S MONEY compared to Vivien Leigh?
Loew's
has just completed five test return-engagements of "Waterloo Bridge"
One of the promotion gags useed was a trailer offering money
back if the patron told the manager that he or she didn't like the
picture
In the five cities not one single patron asked for money
back!
Incidentally, the revival engagement
did above average
business in each situation and held over a second week in Houston
and Memphis, probably only revival hold-over, excepting GWTW and
"Snow
White," in movie history!
Loew's will play "Waterloo
Bridge" on its "A" time throughout the circuit
T
▼
T
• •
•
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR

Sept. 7: Anti-Defamation Day rally and luncheon, New Amsterdam Theater Roof, New
York.
Sept. 8-10: National Screen Service sales meeting, Waldorf-Astoria.
Sept.York.
13: United Artists board meeting, New
Sept. 15: State theater operators meet with
labor department officials on building code.
New York.
Sept. 15-17: National Screen Service sales
meeting, Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.
Sept. 22-24: National
meeting,
Ambassador

Screen Service sales
Hotel, Los Angeles.

Oct. semi-annual
16-18: Society
of MotionHotel
Picture
Engineers'
conference,
Pennsylvania.
Oct.

17: Annual convention, West Virginia
Managers Association, Daniel Boone Hotel,
Charleston.

cation,
Publi
-G-M 15
's-MSept.
LoewOut
Lo, New
M-G-M
publication
fornewemployes,
First issue
of Lo, the
Loew'swill be out Sept. 15. M. L. Simons,
who edits the company's Distributor,
is managing editor of the new publication. There are 30 reporters assigned to various departments for
the bi-monthly. They include Harriet Parker, Bill Ornstein, Phil Gerard, Sybil Smolen, Florence Litt,
Etienne LaFond, Gladys Zucker, Lillian Jeffrey, Gertrude Leron, Pat
Stewart, Minerva Shoppen, Jean Adler, Shirley Bleendes, Alice Govoni,
Mollie Singer, Alice M. Kadish, Harold Goldraben, Helen Lester, Muriel
Leifer, David Meranus, Howard
Cagle (who is also photographer
for the sheet), Leon Tokatyan, Emily
Vitale, Norma Hirshon, Rae Henigsberg, Edith Thalheim, Sherry Stone,
Walter
Dennis, M. D. O'Brien, and
Lillian Gillman.

Mrs. E. J. Brandt Dies
Chicago — Word has just been received here of the death of Mrs. E.
J. Brandt at Watertown, Wis. She
was the widow of the founder of the
Brandt Automatic Theater Money
Changer equipment. Her daughter,
Mrs. E. W. Quick, wife of the company's president, survives. The company is now starting to deliver
changer equipment to theaters as
war work lessens.

STORK REPORTS
Lt. Bob Schulberg, former member
of Mort Blumenstock's publicity department at Warners, is the father
of a boy, born last week to Mrs.
Schulberg at Long Beach (N. Y.)
Hospital. Lt. Schulberg, now in
New York, returns to Camp Mackall,
N. C, the end of this week.

Norfolk, Nc
New Britain, Emb;
Brooklyn, Paramount • Danbury, Emp
Utica, Stanley ■ Elmira, Kee
Providence, Majestic • Chai
Washington, Ambassador • Washing
Appleton, Rio • Steubenville, Capito
Erie, Warner • Olean, Haven ■ Mansfield, Ohio
Salem, Elsinore • Sharon, Columbia • Sharon, 1
Richmond, Tivoli ■ Bethlehem, Palace • Norwich, Palace ■ M
So. Norwalk, Palace • Rome, Capitol • Oneida, Kallet • E\
Aberdeen, Warner ■ Morgantown, Warner • Hagers

with

JOYCE REYNOLDS • ROBERT HUTTON • EDWARD AR
Diiected by

MICHAEL CURTIZ.

Screen Play by Agnes Christine Johnston & Charles Hoffman

• From the P

Cleveland, Hippodrome
Muncie, Strand • St. Louis, Fox • Stamford, Stamford
New Haven, Roger Sherman • Hartford, Strand • Bridgeport, Warner
Bridgeport, Merrit ■ Worcester, Warner • Springfield, Capitol • Lawrence, Palace
Lawrence, Modern ■ Youngstown, Warner ■ Newark, Branford • Dayton, VictoryNew Bedford, State • Hollywood, Warner • Los Angeles, Downtown • Los Angeles, Wiltern
Meridan, Capitol • Philadelphia, Boyd ■ Cincinnati, Palace ■ Jersey City, Stanley • Paterson, Fabian
Passaic, Montauk • Harrisburg, State • Allentown, Rialto • Lancaster, Capitol ■ York, Strand
Pittsburgh, Loew's Penn • Altoona, Strand • Newcastle, Victor • Wheeling, Court • Portland, Broadway
py, Strand • Troy, Troy • Springfield, Regent • Canton, Ohio ■ Evansville, Grand • Louisville, Mary Anderson

10 SPOTS BBFORB YOUR BYES
ginian • Portsmouth, Columbia • Lima, Ohio • Indianapolis, Circle • Johnstown, Cambria • Washington, Earle
iolitan • Memphis, Warner • Milwaukee, Warner • Madison, Capitol ■ Racine, Venetian • Sheboygan, Sheboygan
i.nd, Strand ■ Reading, Warner • Marion, Ohio • Perth Amboy, Ditmas • Baltimore, Stanley • Oil City, Latonia
iVarner ■ Glen Falls, Rialto • Jamestown, Shea's • Sandusky, Ohio • Torrington, Warner ■ Willimantic, Capitol
irksburg, Ritz ■ Green Bay, Bay ■ Oshkosh, Strand • Kenosha, Kenosha • Batavia, Family • Gloversville, Glove
'State

L'and
and

^ f

New London, Garde

~„/

/AWl£R SWA*liASt
n-K«.Vl
r
K.V&\*4
IS&*&MW« f' eiJ AVH *

Lexin*ton- Kentuck^

State College, Cathaum

ANN HARDING ALEX• ROBERT
BENCHLEY
•
ALAN
HALE
GOTTLIEB JACK L WARNER

y BROCK

PEMBERTON

• Produced by

Executive Producer
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Arbitration Legal,
Courts Have Ruled
(Continued from Page 1)
that the American Arbitration Association, the tribunals and the arbitration system were unlawful.
Because of the specialized nature
of arbitration under the decree,
there has been some speculation in
film circles as to whether Arthur has
a case. In 1932, Charles Evans
Hughes, chief justice of the U. S.
Supreme Court, upheld the constitutionality of the U. S. Arbitration
Act in the matter of Marine Transit
Co. vs. Dreyfuss (284-U. S.-263).
The New York arbitration law was
upheld in 1921 by Chief Judge Cardozo, who later became a member
of the U. S. Supreme Court. He
ruled on the legality of arbitration
in the matter of Berkovitz vs. Arbib
& Moulberg
(230-N. Y.-261).
Under the arbitration law of Missouri, the state in which the pending
action will be heard, there is no
provision which makes valid the arbitration of "future disputes." If
Arthur's contemplated test of the
constitutionality of decree arbitration should result in his favor, industry executives see far-reaching
effects on all arbitration. The consensus is, however, that decree arbitration, while confined to certain
limitations, comes within the scope
of arbitration as recognized by the
courts.

Interveners Appeal
Saugus Case Award
(Continued from Page 1)

Clearing Boards of War
Revamp

Programs to Pace War

(Continued from Page 1)
Columbia
egy for war pix in release, with
"U-Boat Prisoner" and "Mr. Winkle Goes
moves as well to push ahead the re- To War" are recent releases, with nothing
lease date of others. RKO, is is un- further of a war theme reported for proderstood, will do the latter with duction.
Warner Bros.
"The Master Race," now in its final
"The Conspirators" is waiting' for a restages of production.
lease date. In production: "God Is My
Survey shows the present status Co-Pilot" and "Objective Burma." Planned
for production: "Major Gus Daymond's Renof war pix by companies:
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
"30 Seconds Over Tokyo" is waiting- for
a release date. In production: "The Clock."
"The Cloud Busters," and "Women In Uniform." In the story stage: "Flat Top,"
story of an aircraft carrier.
United Artists
"Two
Yanks
Abroad,"
released to Army
camps, with a general release expected Oct.
RKO "G.I. Joe."
1. In the story stage:

"The Master Race" is in its final production stage, while "The Bertayal From
the East" and "China Sky" are still before
the cameras.
Paramount
"I Love A Soldier" and "Practically
Yours" have release dates set for November. In the production stagre: "Here Come
The Waves," a musical featuring Bing
Crosby, Betty Hutton.
and Sonny
Tufts.

SYWA has been set for engagements this month in 33 key city ace
Loew theaters, the Selznick pic
breaking in 12 cities on the 14th
with the others to follow, it was
announced at the week-end by
UA's Carl Leserman.

Universal
Nothing ready or planned of a war nadezvous."
ture. Concentrating on escapist films. Will
along.
make a war film if a good story comes
SOth-Foxjust released. Sched"Wing And A Prayer"
uled for production: "Something- For The
Boys," "In The Meantime Darling," "Winged
Victory," "Sunday Dinner For A Soldier,"
"A Bell For Adano," and "Col. Effing-ham's
Republic
war pix: concentrating
on melodramas and musicals of escapist nature.
Monogram
"Army Wives" and "Enemy of Women"
areRaid."
ready for release. Scheduled for production: "G.I. Honeymoon." Concentrating
future plans on escapist films.
No

(Continued from Page 1)
the War Economy Board to sus
the amusement taxes to enable
to pay his employes the higher
aries ordered by the Labor M
try. Smith will pay the $(
month minimum salary fixed
Presidential decree, but he con!
the payment of taxes makes it
possible for him to meet the hi
operating costs of his theaters.
Recently visited
the National
UnioiGl'
Exhibitors
Dr. Ramon
elected president of Cuba, and r;
a plea for revocation of the eii
tainment tax. Dr. Grau promise
study the matter.

Metro, Para., RKO Coin
For Three Stage Shows
(Continued from Page 1)

Al Margolies will produce, wil
backed by M-G-M,
which has
quired the film rights.
Paramt
will have $2,500 worth of "SI
My
Pretty will One,"
Rid
Krakeur
bring which
to Broads
RKO
will have a half interesl
"Mama's Bank Account," John
(Continued from Page 1)
Druten's dramatization of the K
ryn Forbes book which Rodgers
shows cancelled and prospects slim Hammerstein
will produce.
R
for any future bookings.
which already holds the film right
Last year the Orpheum had ap- the book, is acquiring the right;
proximately 40stage shows and orig- the play on payment of $2,500
inally it had been planned to con- week during the life of the show
tinue with the same policy this Fall til a maximum of $150,000 has t
and Winter.
reached.
Harold Black, president of the
Omaha musicians union, reported CVN Reopens Ace
the difficulty was over the rate of
Chicago — CVN
Circuit
has
pay for the stand-by musicians. He opened the Ace after moderniz
explained the men had no contract the house.
and since 1934 had been working on
a weekly basis, with salaries based
on a 52-week bracket which brought
down the rate of pay considerably.
Black said the union had voted to

UA-Rank 2-Year Deal
Musician
ings
Bookd-by'
Stags e 'Stan
May Be Closed Today Ends
(Continued from Page 1)
of 10 pictures from the J. Arthur Rank organization. Present
negotiations call for a straight twoyear distribution arrangement, although there had been earlier reports that Rank was seeking to acquire an interest in UA. Those reports were denied by spokesmen on
Friday. Indications were that the
deal will be finalized today.
mum

New

Brunswick Lifts

held by houses in Maiden and Melrose over the Saugus. The appealing Outside Lighting Ban
iritervenors are New England The(Continued from Page 1)
aters, Inc., Middlesex Amusement
Corp. and Melrose Theater Co., Inc. only down but in disrepair. It will
The arbitrator found that the biggest be weeks before some of the equipcompetitors of the complainant were
ment is ready for replacement on
the Lynn houses and that competi- fronts of the theaters. In most intion to a lesser degree existed with
stances, it is impossible to get reMelrose and Maiden.
placements for parts damaged or
worn out.
Potrykusof Killed in Action
However, many of the theaters
Chicago — Jerome
Potrykusof,
20, have some front lighting on again
^ former Bell & Howell employe, after five years of complete darkis reported killed in action in
ness. Marquee signs are being rethe Italian war zone by the
paired and will be installed as soon
War Dept.
as ready. A stipulation with the unexpected lifting of the embargo on
outside lighting is that somebody
Isabel Irving Dies
Nantucket — Isabel Irving, 73, fam- must be always available for extinguishing the lights in case of a
ous stage actress, died here Friday.
blackout, test or otherwise.

SYWA to Start in 33
Aee Loetv's Theaters

Tempo

Cuban Entertainme
Tax Repeal Sought

THEATER DEALS

place the Omaha houses on a "miscellaneous national rate" which resulted in the Tri-State management
pulling all its stage shows.
Black said the union is not striking and didn't walk out but that TriStates simply was not interested in
paying more for the stand-by music-

Dorothy Stone Sues Pathe News

A $25,250 suit charging Pathe
News with breach of contract was
filed in New York Federal Court
by Dorothy T. Stone, film library owner. The plaintiff alleges
Pathe violated an agreement calling
for her services as associate editor
PRC Starts Three More
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY and use of her library in the production of a series of shorts entitled
Hollywood — PRC this month will
"Flicker Flashbacks." Miss Stone
put three more of its own produc- charges Pathe failed to finish the
tions in work, thus making a total series.
of seven of its own product which
will be available to exhibitors as
the new selling season ends its first Philpott Succeeds Dennis
month. Four PRC pictures already
Wabash, Ind.— L. E. Philpott has
are finished, in addition to four fea- taken over the management of Dennis Film Bureau, succeeding the late
tures from allied production organizations.
Leroy Dennis, veteran distributor.

Harry Brandt announced t
the Brandt Circuit had acqui
the Beacon Theater, 73rd St. I
Broadway. With the addition of
Beacon, the circuit now conti
120 theaters. The Beacon will
completely renovated and be ret,
for operation in 30 days.
East Hartford, Conn.— The N
Astor Theater
Co. has leased
Astor here from Salvatore Ado
as of Oct. 3, 1944, putting Amal
mated Theaters, Inc., booking <
buying service, in charge of ope
tion, and appointing Ted Tuttle
house manager.
New Policy is
second-run and repeat pictures, wit
former operators ran part-week firi
run.
Dish deals will be stated
Wednesday
- Thursday
giveawa
nesday.
Only mid-week matinee will be W
Scribner, Neb. — John McQuist
Bloomfield, Neb., exhibitor, has p
chased the Scribner theater fr
Robert Jess.
Mrs. Paul Todd ■*
remain
as manager.
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iduclion Pace Up
Metro; 10 in Work
! Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

illywood — M-G-M's studios are
» full blast with 10 productions
'fork and eight others in the
pi stages of editing. Before the
'fras are "Anchors Aweigh," in
inicolor, "Autumn Fever," "The
s." "Dr. Red Adams," "Gentle
■|e," "Music for Millions," "Son
\assie" (in Technicolor), "TellHands," "Thrill of a Romance"
"Women's
and
Technicolor,
cently completed shooting and
being edited for printing are
..vt Me in St. Louis," in Techni' "National Velvet" in Techni:; "Nothing But Trouble," "The
ire of Dorian Gray," "The Thin
Goes Home," "Thirty Seconds
Tokyo," "Ziegfeld Follies" in
nicolor, and "Cloud Busters."
England, Alexander Korda is
ning
up Donat
"Perfect
Robert
andStrangers,"
Deborrah
L This will be released internally by M-G-M. There is no
ite word on Korda's second, alieh it was expected to be "Pas," from the novel by Nevil Shute.
story recently appeared in coned form in the Ladies Home
rial. Korda bought the story
i he was in the United States
is last trip. Difficulty in securstudio space is said to be holdjp production of "Pastoral."
■rda, according to reports, is due
ew York in late September or in
ber. At that time, it is stated
eliable sources, his second will
etermined upon. He is known
,ave at least 10 more properties
up for production, but there
p definite indication how soon
[; will be placed into work,
■linent writers have been asid the stories and it may be
Me that one or two of them will
iade at the Culver City studio
ad of England.

h"

Ms Sells Theater Site
ringfield, Mass. — Poli-New EngTheaters, Inc., has sold a large
ltown vacant lot in this city to
?f the leading department stores
5225,000, only $25,000 below the
!?sed valuation. Property was
hased several years ago by Syl»r Z. Poli, local theater man,
$750,000, and was to be used
i site for the Memorial theater,
s erected in memory of his son.

ho its ami Screens to
Play IMBC's Trailer
Chicago — Highlights of NBC's
iird annual Parade of Stars promo:n for 1944-45
next
month
will
ke the form of film trailers to be
rown

in

almost

1,000

theaters,

us a hard-hitting newspaper adsrtising campaign, in station cities.

reviews of new fums
"Rainbow Island"
with

Dorothy

Lamour,
Eddie
Bracken,
Gil
Lamb
Paramount
97 Mins.
HOKY STORY CAMOUFLAGED
WITH
BEAUTIFUL COLOR, GIRLS, MUSIC, AND
BRACKEN-LAMB COMEDY.
The elements of good entertainment have
been injected into an eye-filling production,
which more than compensates for the
h:ked-up
yarn.
In the top comedy spot Eddie Bracken's
sympathetic brand of humor is belly tickling. However, Gil Lamb adds his feather
to your ribs with some versatile
bits.
Dorothy Lamour gets the benefit of some
colorful production numbers to back up her
vocal chores, while Barry Sullivan and Marc
Lawrence vie for her affections.
The story is an experience told by Bracken
to a group of shipmates about the time
Lamb, Sullivan, and he, were forced to
land on an uncharted Pacific island in a
captured Jap plane.
About to be executed by the natives,
Lamcur, who had been shipwrecked on
the island several years previously, saves
them by comparing Bracken's face to the
Island God. This gives them time to fix
their plane and escape with Lamour.
CAST: Dorothy Lamour, Eddie Bracken, Gil
Lamb, Barry Sullivan, Forrest Orr, Anne Revere,
Reed Hadley, Marc Lawrence, Adia Kuznetzoff,
Olga San Juan, Elena Verdugo.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, E. D. Leshin;
Director, Ralph Murphy; Screenplay, Walter DeLeon and Arthur Phillips; Based on a story by
Seena Owen; Cameraman, Karl Struss; Art Directors, Hans Dreier and Haldane Douglas;
Camera Effects, Cordon Jennings; Process
Thotography, Farciot Edouart; Editor, Arthur
Schmidt; Set Decorator, George Sawley: Costumes, Edith Head; Sound, W. C. Smith; Musical
Score, Roy Webb; Songs, Ted Kohler and Burton Lane; Dances, Danny Dare.
DIRECTION: Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Splendid.

"The National Barn
with Jean Heather, Charles Quigley
Paramount
76 Mins.
BARNYARD ENTERTAINMENT
IS BEST
SUITED FOR FAMILY PATRONAGE.
This film is fortunate in that it is

Dance"

able to capitalize on

the great popularity

of

the National Barn Dance radio program emanating from WLS, Chicago. Those
who are not friends of the air show or

who have no taste for barnyard music and
humor more likely than not will be bored
by the whole affair. The film represents
the sort of entertainment that goes over
well with family audiences.
The air program has been transferred to
the screen in capable fashion. There can
be no complaint on the score of liveliness.
The

performers are kept mighty busy dishing out the corn.

The

flimsy story concerns

Charles Quig-

ley's endeavor to find a sponsor for the
National Barn Dance program. Sharing the
romantic moments with him is Jean Heather.
Speed is the keynote of Hugh Bennett's
direction.
CAST: Jean Heather, Charles Quigley,
Robert Benchley, Mabel Paige, Charles Dingle,
Pat Buttram, Joe Kelly, Lulu Belle and Scotty,
Dinning Sisters, Hoosier Hot Shots, Luther W.
Cssenbrink.
CREDITS: Director, Hugh Bennett; Screenplay, Lee Loeb, Hal Fimberg; Musical Director,
Irvin Talbot; Cameraman, Henry Sharp; Art
Directors, Hans Dreier, Walter Tyler; Film Editor,
Everett Douglas; Sound, Ferol Redd, Philip
Wisdom; Set Decorator, Ted von Hemert; Dance
Director, Jack Crosby.
DIRECTION,
Okay.
PHOTOCRAJPHY,
Okay.

"Storm Over Lisbon"

with

Vera

Hruba

Ralston, Richard

Republic
STORY
OF
INTRIGUE
PLEASE THE
MA FANS.

Arlen

86 Mins.
LIKELY TO

OUT-AND-OUT

MELODRA-

For Vera Hruba Ralston's second venture in dramatics Republic has selected
a heavy tale of intrigue pretty familiar
by now. Only those who have a warm
spot in their hearts for melodrama of the
type represented by this production will
react favorably. The sense of confusion
created by the plot development is to be
regretted. Too much happens in the film
that isn't clearly explained.
The action takes place amid

settings

that are a definite asset to the production. Miss Ralston is an Allied operative in
Lisbon who helps Richard Arlen, an American newspaper man, get out of Portugal with
an important bit of information. She has
to pretend she is a pal of the enemy to
accomplish
her
mission.
story.
A lot of production has gone into the
The cast offers some first-rate names.
CAST: Vera Hruba Ralston, Richard Arlen,
Erich von Stroheim, Otto Kruger, Eduardo
Ciannelli, Robert Livington, Mona Barrie, Frank
Orth, Sarah Edwards, Alice Fleming, Leon
Belasco,
Kenne
Duncan,
Aida
Broadbent
Girls.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, George Sherman; Director, George Sherman; Screenplay,
Doris Gilbert; Adaptation, Dane Lussier; Based
on story by Elizabeth Meehan; Cameraman,
John Alton; Musical Director, Morton Scott;
Film Editor, Arthur Roberts; Sound, Dick Tyler;
Art Director, Russell Kimball; Set Decorator,
Otto Siegel; Special Effects, Theodore Lydecker.
DIRECTION, Adequate. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

"San Diego, I Love
with

Jon

Hall,
Louise
Allbritton,
Everett Horton

Universal

Edward
83 Mins.

SWELL
ENTERTAINMENT
NISHED BY FILM COMBINING
AND
ROMANCE.

IS FURCOMEDY

Michael Fessier and Ernest Pagano deserve a bow for turning out a delightful
comedy that will win immediate plaudits
wherever if is shown. The film, directed

You"

by Reginald Le Borg with high competence,
is a succession of laughs, the players landing in one mirth-provoking situation after
another.
The
every

film owes
member

a big debt

of

which

to its cast,

performs

with

spirit, giving of his best. Edward Everett
Horton and Eric Blore are standouts in the
comedy
The

department.
comedy

evolves

from

Louise

All-

britton's determination to put over a collapsible rubber life raft invented by her
father, Horton. Her efforts in pop's behalf result in some pretty funny experiences.
They also result in her finding love, the male
being Jon Hall, a millionaire. The romantic
aspects of the story are worthy of note
in exploiting the film.
The exhibitor will be playing it safe with
this one.
CAST: Jon Hall, Louise Allbritton, Edward
Everett Horton, Eric Blore, Buster Keaton, Irene
Ryan, Rudy Wissler, Gerald Perreau, Charles
Bates, Don Davis, Florence Lake, Chester Clute,
Sarah Selby, Fern Emmett.
CREDITS: Producers, Michael Fessier, Ernest
Pagano- Director, Reginald Le Borg; Screenplay,
Michael Fessier, Ernest Pagano; Based on story
by Ruth McKenney, Richard Bransten; Cameraman, Hal Mohr; Musical Score, H. J. Salter;
Musical
Director,
H. J. Salter; Art Directors,

Argentine Decree May
Swell % Selling
(Continued from Page 1)
find justification for more extensive
merchandising of films on percentage in the fact that the decree makes
it compulsory for the Argentine exhis own basis,
country's
product hibitor
on to play
a percentage
with
a minimum of 40 per cent in many
instances.
The fear was felt that the decree
might be used as a weapon to force
American companies to slash their
rentals in order to get into certain
situations, thus reducing their product to fillers of secondary importance to the Argentine product. One
solution suggested was resort to
double billing to make up for a cut
in playing time for American films
reaching as high as 40 per cent.
It was agreed that the decree
would result in the formation of a
number of new producing companies
in Argentina to supply the market
with home-made product.
The belief was expressed in some
quarters that the shortage of raw
stock might compel the Argentine
government to modify the decree to
some extent until the end of the war.
Under the decree Buenos Aires
first-runs of more than 2,500 seats
must play one Argentine picture
every two months for a minimum of
seven days. Small release houses
and subsequents in the Argentine
capiltal must show one native film
every month for a minimum of seven
days, with all other houses in the
nation compelled to screen two
weeks of domestic product out of
every five.

Argentine Exhibitors See
Economic Ruin in Decree
Buenos Aires — Promulgation of
the Argentine film quota decree
brought a strong protest from the
country's exhibitors. The theater
men demanded of the Minister of
the Interior that the decree be suspended "to avoid the grave and irreparable prejudices its forthwith
application
adding
that it would would
result entail,"
in the economic
ruin of an industry employing 60,000 persons.
The exhibitors asserted that they
would be forced to play repeat engagements ofnative pictures because
of the limited product turned out by
the country's studios. It was pointed out that the Argentine studios
made but 35 pictures in 1943 and
that only 16 films had been released
to date in 1944.

Rehfield Under Knife
Bloomfield, la. — H. E. Rehfield,
owner and operator of the Iowa theater at Bloomfield, underwent an
operation at the St. Joseph's hospital in Ottumwa.
John B. Goodman,
Director, Bernard B.
sell A. Causman,
Charles Maynard;
Fulton.
DIRECTION,
Good.

Alexander Colitzen; Sound
Brown; Set Decorators, RusLeigh Smith; Film Edtor,
Special Effects, John P.
PHOTOGRAPHY.

Good.

M. P. Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 21st floor
New York N. Y.

: CWTEllY

Clearance Injunction
St. L. Amusement Aim
(Continued from Page 1)
the St. Louis Amusement Company,
said Friday.
Hardy said that although no action has yet been instituted, there
is a fair chance that his client will
seek to enjoin either the American
Arbitration Association from rendering any opinion affecting St. Louis
amusement interests, or the distributors from taking any action as a
result of arbitration which will alter their current relationship. One
of these steps, or both, may be taken
—either in St. Louis, New York or
both cities.
Decree Not "Sacred"
The attorney, himself a former
official of the anti-trust division,
said that there seems to be a feeling
in the industry that because the attorney general has signed the consent decree, the decree is therefore
sacred. "I'm one of those skeptics,"
he added, "who believes that nothing
sacred comes
out of Washington."
Although it is generally presumed
that the companies are bound to adhere to arbitration recommendations,
Hardy said there is nothing in the
decree text — nor in that of the new
proposals put before the New York
court last month by Attorney General Biddle — which holds arbitration awards to be inviolable.
"Our contracts," he said, "are legitimate and proper contracts. No
violation of the law by either party
to these contracts has been shown.
Thei*e is no justification for permit ing a private agency (AAA) suddenly to order the abrogation — partial or complete — of these contracts.
And neither will we ever submit to
an order denying us the present
clearance arrangements in future
contracts."
No Record of Award Defiance
There is no recorded instance of
defiance of the arbitration award
under the present decree, Hardy said,
although two circuits are believed to
have refused to show the films which
were subject to disputes leading to
arbitration which went against their
clearance arrangements.
The present flareup is the result
of a clearance dispute in St. Louis,
on which arbitration is shortly to
get under way.
Hardy would not say definitely
that he will seek injunctions, but
that does appear now to be the next
step, he averred.

WHO'S WHO
I

eROY

PRINZ.

Dance

director.

IN HOLLYWOOD

Born in St. Joseph, Mo., on July 14, 1895, the
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Greater Metro Aid
For the Small Town!

™ son of a local dancing master there, he has been, in turn, a foreign legionaire,
American
aviator
in the
World
War — surviving
14 crashes — air mail
pilot,
dance
instructor in South
America, cabaret meastro for

Chicago — Extended aid to the sr
town exhibitor will be stressed m
and more in the future by M-G
confined
his energies
largely
to Hollywood
production.
William R. Ferguson, exploitai
During the past 12 years
he has planned
and directed
director for the company, infon
many notable dance ensembles for pictures of various compress representatives following
panies. Many of his latest creations have been for Warner
two-dayFerguson
meeting met
at the
here.
withBlacks'
his m,
Bros.' pictures such as "Thank
Your
Lucky Stars," "In
western
exploitation
representati
Our Time,"
"Rhapsody
in Blue" and "Shine on Harvest
and during one of the sessions cal
Moon."
Current production "Hollywood
Canteen."
Short
in publicity and advertising he
and heavy set, he is reputedly a scrapper in private life
of local independent and major i
as he was in war time.
He is said to have fought Hollycuits for an interchange of ides
wood's only duel with broadswords some years ago.
His
Ferguson pointed out that in
background
of work with Ziegfeld, Earl Carroll and the
dition to sending out men to h
Shuberts on the New York stage previous to his Hollytheater owners in small towns, ev
wood introduction, makes him filmland's best known and
LeROY PRINZ
pressbook the company gets
celebrated dance director. Stands 5, 5Vz.
Weighs 165. Hair, brown.
Eyes, brown
from now on will have a whole p;
devoted to meeting the requireme
of this type exhibitor. Perio
trips to the field by M-G-M expl
eers will be made, and a stei
contact will be maintained by ]
company with its customers.
The M-G-M exploitation direci
also spoke on post-war plans £
stated the company is prepared
Detroit — Detroit theaters have go ahead with many new ideas,
(Continued from Page 1)
to drop all special induce- the war should end tomorrow. 1
tion of the company's Paris office. agreed ments
for children in an endeavor company, he added, has been givin.
Rose said that he understood that
of thought to post-war thea
to
discourage
juvenile attendance as lot
the Paris office was functioning to
operation and there is no intent:
the
polio
situation
reaches
near
epion part of M-G-M "to let the sm
some degree but that all the Ameridemic proportion here. This applies true.
man down." Rather, the converse
can prints in the vaults had been
destroyed or converted by the Nazis specifically to children's matinees,
well pleased was Ferguson w
special cartoon parties, extra pic- theSoresults
into material for explosives.
of the meetings here,
tures
on
matinees,
special
western
Only those pictures to be proindicated he may hold others in d
duced by Hal Wallis in England are bookings and serials. Houses are ferent parts of the country. The
now on Paramount's British program dropping serials even though playing will be along the same lines, fi:
unless the war's early ending re- them regularly each week. Bookers meeting with field men in a distr:
leases sufficient studio space. Rose
has been in the U. S. for two months, are rearranging schedules to accom- manager's territory, and then ca
ing in exploitation, advertising a
his 20th trip back here since the
modate lost program time with ex- publicity directors of independe
war started in 1939.
changes and booking offices, over- and affiliated circuits.
loaded in handling necessary read"Seventh Cross" Grosses
justments, pulling serials, etc., out Columbia to Honor Wilde
Forge Ahead in Keys
of shipments.
Columbia is hosting a cockt;
Decision has been reached by lead- party tomorrow at the Pierre Ro
M-G-M's "The Seventh Cross"
ing exhibitor representatives in re- for Cornel Wilde, who plays Chop
completed its first record week at
sponse to pleas of the board of
the Apollo, Atlantic City, N. J., on health which warned of the extreme in the company's "A Song to R
Thursdav, leading such pictures as gravity of the local situation.
"The White Cliffs of Dover" and Youngsters are not banned from at5 New Pix to Start
'Bathing
Beauty."
tendance, but discouraged by lack member."
The opening day's business Thurs- of usual special attractions angled West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAll
day at Akron, Syracuse, Canton and to them. Arrangement is expected
Hollywood — Five new pictures
Reading exceeded that of "The to
away.last until the epidemic clears into production
this week, makir
White Cliffs of Dover" and "Dragon
a total of 47 shooting.
Seed," while in Buffalo, Hartford,
Bridgeport, and New Haven, it gros- Television Attracting
sed more than "The White Cliffs of
Dover." In Louisville, Dayton, Nash- Wide Dept. Store Interest
ville, Springfield, Charleston and
Holloway Theater Burns
Williamsport,
"Dragon days
Seed."
Schenectady, N. Y. — National in'
Top businessit beat
on opening
at
terest in television as an advertis* DECORATED *
St. John's Station, Mo. — Henry J. Baltimore, Toledo. Providence, NorSCT.
DAVE
ROSE,
USA
formerly
with
B
&
ing medium is being shown by deHolloway's 700-seat Gem Theater
Chicago,
awarded
the Bronze
Star.
and Wilmington was also
was damaged bv fire with loss esti- chalkedfolkup.
partment stores in their acceptances LT. MORRIS WILLIAMS, AAF, formerly of B
mated at $60,000.
of invitations to attend a program
& Howell, Chicago, awarded the ' Disti
guished Flying Cross, with three Oak La
to be staged in the studios of WRGB>
Clusters, and the DSC.
Ludwig Satz Rites Held
on Sept. 29, General Electric re- L£E J'CENE" McDERMOTT, formerly of H
M-C-M exchange, Atlanta, has be)
Funeral services were held yesterports. Program, arranged in coawarded the Purple Heart in Italy.
day for Ludwig Satz, 53, a leading
operation with the Associated Mer— • —
actor of the Yiddish stage, who died
chandising Corp., will shj^v-jthe p#sr
Thursday. Survivors include his sibilities of an internaf"*Televisfo*
HARVEY
KELLY,
Warner
checking
mpervisor.
Seattle.
• COMMISSIONED*
widow, Mrs. Lillie Satz, and three system in showing a single display OTTO TINZMANN.
JR., AAF, formerly of B
FRANK DREW. 20th-Fox manager, Seattle.
daughters, Mrs. Celia Werner, Mrs. in store windows and sm television
& Howell, Chicago, commissioned a lie
tenant.
screens
throughout
a
store.
JACK
LESLIE,
manager,
Neptune,
Seattle.
Miriam Schiff and Frances Satz.
night clubs reputedly owned by Al Capone and soldier of
fortune for two decades.
More recently, however, he has

Para. Paris Office
Polio Spread Leads to
Reported Functioning Det. Kid Fend-off
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PROPOSE ADMISSIONS TAX BE ABOLISHED
J. A. Editorial
Rank Moving Swiftly into India and Egypt
CED Tax Plan
. . . study it
By CHESTER B. BAHN
THE post-war Federal tax plan for high
" employment, formulated by the able
Research Committee of the forward-lookng Committee for Economic Development,
ind outlined in the news columns today
■nerits intelligent analysis and careful study
oy all identified with the motion picture
ndustry.
It merits such a course for many reasons
;ome general and some specific. The
orosperity of this industry and its still
further expansion and progress are closely
pound to the country's prosperity and its
jwn greater expansion and progress, industrially and economically. You cannot
;have the former without the latter; and the
latter virtually guarantees the former.
Patently, the country in the now fastapproaching post-war years will face serious, even grave employment and tax
problems. It is the CED's thesis that postwar revenues will have to raise between 16
and 18 billions of dollars annually, apart
from funds required for social security and
debt retirement. The Committee believes
the figure can be obtained provided the
■umber of people at work can be lifted
to 55 millions, with the national income
at 140 billions of dollars.
However, should the national annual
gross income hold at 100 or less, with
corresponding shrinkage of the number
employed, it is pointed out that it will
inevitably mean a lower standard of living, millions of jobless and perhaps total
crushing of the national economy by the
sheer weight of the load borne.
CO
^

much for the general aspect. On the

specific side, there is the CED provisions for the abolition of all excise taxes.
The Federal admissions tax is so classed.
Its elimination, of course, would be a boon
to exhibition (and thus as well to production and distribution) inasmuch as it is
a fact that the admissions levies are a
deterrent to attendance. True today, it
will be the more true tomorrow when the
present war boom subsides and movie-going
by the many will be a matter of penny
counting if not penny pinching.
On the specific side, too, is the proposal that discrimination
against
persons
with irregular incomes should be removed
so far as possible, through
equalizing
tax
(Continued on Page 6)

May Invade South African
Theater Field in Opposition to the Schlesingers

KREISLER JOINS
COWAN AS V. P.

London (By Cable) — Moving
swiftly to perfect his projected
world-wide organization before

Former "U" Sales Executive
to be General Manager

Post-War Tax Plan of CED
Provides Benefits for Talent and Film Companies
Admissions taxes would be
eliminated from the tax structure under a postwar tax plan

the war ends, J. Arthur Rank, Brit- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM >DAILY
ish film tycoon, is believed buying
Hollywood — Bernard B. Kreisler,
out British Distributors Films, Ltd.,
former head of the Universal shorts
of India, with E. T. 'Teddy" Carr
now in Calcutta to close the negotia- department, has signed a term contions.
tract as viceAt the same time, it is understood president and
in Wardour Street that Rank is buy- general manager of Lester
ing into leading Indian theater cirI Continued on Page 10)
ductions, Inc.,
Cowan Pro-

released today by the Research Committee of the Committee for Economic Development. Film companies
and individuals would further benefit under the plan which proposes a
lighter corporate tax burden, an end
to most excise taxes, elimination of
double taxation by allowing credits
on dividends taxed before disbursement, and elimination of inequities
(Continued on Page 6)

Cowan
no unc eand .
Kreisler's new
spot, Cowan
said, inaugurates a closeworking polAlbany — Of 131 foreign made films
icy with the
submitted to the State censor board
nation's
exhibifor licensing during the year ended
BERNARD
B. KREISLER
tors, in probMarch 31, 75 wei*e Spanish language
lems concernfrom Mexico and South American
ing stories ,
countries, Irwin Esmond, director of
and release.
the Division of Motion Pictures of titles, production
(Continued on Page 6)
He
(Continued on Page 10)

Court Admits Error
In Schine Subpoena

Spanish-Language Pix
Shown in N. Y. Gain

CBS Tele for St. Louis,
Boston, Chi. and L. A.

UA Board Approves
7-Pix Rank Deal

CBS yesterday filed applications
with FCC for licenses to operate television stations in Boston, Chicago,
Los Angeles and St. Louis, and seeks
Approval of a deal
allocation of 16-megacycle band Rank of England for
comprising frequencies between 460 of seven pictures by
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on

with J. Arthur
the distribution
United Artists
Page 7)

Vital Subjects Before Allied
Decree, Checking, Post-War on Agenda
Polio Closes Theaters
While an analysis of the Government's proposals for a modified New
In Auburn, Cortland
York consent decree is expected to
Syracuse — High prevalence of infantile paralysis in upstate New
York has induced Auburn and Cortland County public health officials to
order the closing of all theaters,
schools, churches and places of pub(Continued on Page 10)

highlight the two-day session of
Allied States leaders and board
members at Bretton Woods, N. H.,
starting tomorrow, a number of other
important subjects are on the
agenda.
Sources of product, the checking
(Continued on Page 10)

Buffalo — Reversing his previous
stand, Federal Judge John Knight declared that subpoenas duces tecum in
favor of Schine Chain Theaters last
week were
"Improvidently
(Continued
on Page 10) and pre-

Fan Mags to Sell
Bonds at Film Houses
A plan to notch all fan magazine
covers during the Sixth War Loan
Drive with a slug suggesting that
readers "buy your Sixth War

Loan

Bondssuggested
at your favorite
movie theater"
was
at a meeting
of fan
mag. editors called by John Hertz, Jr.,
publicity director. Conference aims
at the covers of the December and
January issues, on the stands early
in November and December, the
period of the Sixth Drive.
Plan, as well as others designed
to spur Bond purchases by fan magazine readers, will emphasize the
simplicity of buying at theaters
which are open on a more elastic
schedule than any other Treasury
issuing agent. In addition to Hertz
and Bill Dasheff, assistant publicity
director, Elliott D. Odell, Fawcett
Magazines, and Herbert Donohue,
Modern Screen and Screen Romances,
attended the session.

wKlEh?
Labor Day Week-End Biz
Clothing-for-Russia
Drive in Iowa Test
On Broadway Ahead of '43
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Des Moines, la. — A. H. Blank,
head of the Tri-State Theater Corp.
on behalf of the WAC committee of
which he is chairman, has accepted
the appointment of state chairman
for a drive to collect old clothing for
Russia which will be conducted by
Iowa exhibitors during the week of
Sept. 24 to 30.
Assisting Blank will be Leo Wolcott of Eldora, president of AlliedIndependent Theater Owners of Iowa,
Lou Levy of Universal Pictures and
others active in Iowa film industry.
Each exhibitor will be designated
as chairman of the drive in his own
town and the goal for the state is
two million pounds of old clothing
and shoes which would be the equivalent of 75 carloads.
Plans call for clothing matinees
over the state at which free admittance will be old clothing or
shoes. In some theaters children will
bring the old clothing to school and
obtain free tickets or in other cases
a par with last year's.
special shows will be held.
The campaign is in the nature of
Battle of Paris Reaches
a test drive for the film industry to
determine
whether the exhibitors are
N. Y. Screens Tomorrow
the best medium to put over such a
Newsreels depicting the Battle of campaign in states not so thickly
Paris will be released for local populated as in New York and other
screens tomorow and will be shown large centers. Iowa was selected because of the facilities available for
nationally on Friday. These scenes,
edited from 8,000 feet of film, okayed such a drive.
by Washington for the newsreel
"pool," are a film record of the lib- E. Greenwich, R. I., House
eration of Paris and offer shots of Asks Clearance Reduction
the French Forces of the Interior
driving out the Nazis; the truce
Artcraft Pictures, Inc., operating
broken by the Germans as the battle
Theater, East Greenresumes with the entry of France's the Greenwich
wich, R. I., has filed a demand for
newly formed army; the surrender arbitration
in
the Boston tribunal,
of Nazi garrisons; and the arrival of
General DeGaulle amid scenes of charging unfair clearance to the
Majestic and Albee Theaters in
wild rejoicing.
Gaston Madru, cameraman of the Providence. RKO and Warner Bros.
were named as distributor deM-G-M Paris Bureau who joined the fendants.
French Underground, is one of those
The Greenwich now follows first
credited with having secured several
run Providence by 14 days, but it is
of the important scenes.
A sequel to this special edition is charged that RKO and Warners hold
being planned for Tuesday's release. their pictures two or three weeks beyond the usual bookings at the Majestic and Albee and still insist on
14
days
clearance. Complainant asks
Getschal Copy Chief
that the clearance be reduced to one
day.
Houses in the Broadway area yesterday reported Labor Day week-end
business in excess of last year's.
Playing "Hail the Conquering
Hero," the Paramount did 10 per cent
better than in 1943. The Capitol was
20 per cent above last year with
"Since You Went Away." "Arsenic
and Old Lace" gave the Strand the
biggest holiday week-end in the theater's history. The jump over the
1943 Labor Day holiday was estimated at 27 per cent. The Rivoli,
where the attraction is "Till We Meet
Again," had a 20 per cent increase.
On Labor Day the film cracked the
house's all-time matinee record.
'"Wilson" drew 30 per cent more
business to the Roxy this year than
last. The Hollywood gross was up
11 per cent, the show being the "The
Doughgirls." The Astor, playing
"Kismet,"
rang up a 20 per cent
increase.
Business at the Music Hall was on

For Elaine-Thompson

Budd Getschal has resigned from RCA Names Streuber to
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY Mort Blumenstock's advertising department at Warners to become copy
Washington — Lt. Morton C. Eustis, chief for the Blaine-Thompson Co., Head Theater Equip. Sales
USA, former associate editor Inc., advertising agency.
Camden, N. J. — Karl Streuber, exof the Theater Arts Magazine,
Before joining Warner Bros.,
New York, was killed in action Getschal was associated with Uniport field specialist, has been appointed theater equipment sales
in France, the War Dept. has notified
versal and Paramount and was a
his family.
manager
for
RCA Victor's
Internamembertorial staff.
of The Film Daily's editional Department,
it is announced
by
Jay D.director.
Cook, the department's
managing
Appointment
of Streuber is in line
Wilson" Victoria Bow
with RCA's recently revealed policy
Set for mid-September
to make a complete line of motion
picture equipment available to exThe Victoria Theater has comhibitors outside the U. S. Equipment
pleted arrangements for the show- which will be supplied via RCA distributors will include projectors, arc
ing of "Wilson" the middle of this
month after the 20th-Fox film com- lamps, screens, power supply appapletes its engagement at the Roxy.
ratus, chairs, sound reproducing sysThere will be no price increase actems, and a wide range of theater
accessories.
cording to the management.
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COmiflG and GOMC
ROBERT SAVINI, president of Astor Picture
leaves today for the Coast.
H. M. RICHEY

was in Washington yesterday.

HAROLD
POSTMAN,
assistant
to William
Rodgers,
is vacationing at Westbrook,
Conn.
OSCAR
MORGAN,
Paramount's
short
sul i
jects and news
department sales manager,
r
turns to his home
office desk today
from
brief vacation in the Thousand Islands.
ROBERT Z. LEONARD is at the Waldorf-A
toria from the Coast for conferences on "Weel
end at the Waldorf,"
M-G-M
film.
KURT KREUCER, screen player, is on a N
York vacation.
STANLEY
HAND,
Altec
staff
rep.,
is
Hollywood from New York.
LEO J. MCCARTHY PRC general sales mm
ager, is on the Coast for two weeks of dis
cussions with President Leon Fromkess an
production executives.
H. M. BESSEY, vice-president of Altec Ser
vice, has returned to his New York office fror
alanta.
business trip to Dallas, New Orleans and At
HOWARD J. LONDON, radio director for «i
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
leaves for Hollywood tomorrow to arrange plan
for the 1945 "March of Dimes" campaign. H
will stop off in Chicago for a day, en route.
GEORGE L. BAGNALL, UA vice-pres., is ex
pected in New York today from the Coast.
PVT. HAROLD WINSTON, formerly genera
manager of Cobian Theaters, Puerto Rico, i:
spending his furlough in New York from Havana
FRED PERRY, manager, Schine's Olympic,
Watertown, is vacationing in New York.
JOE CERSHENSON, Universal producer, brought
his family to New York from the Coast.
S/SERGT. VINCENT LACEY, formerly of Universale advertising accessory dept. in New York,
is back in the U. S., after 30 missions over
Europe, with the Distinguished Flying Cross and
a three cluster air medal.
J. EDWARD BROMBERG left the cast of "Jacobowsky and the Colonel" and will arrive
in Hollywood this week to begin filling picture commitments.
SAMUEL GOLDWYN arrived in Hollywood yesterday from Reno ami Lake Tahoe.
JERRY LUST, daughter of the Sidney Lusts,
paid her folks a week-end visit in Washington.
EDDIE SHERMAN, Broadway and Hollywood
agent, celebrated
folks' 49th wedding anniversary in Atlantic hisCity.
SID KULICK, Eastern division manager, PRC,
is back in New York after a three week tour
of his territory.
JAMES B. LANSING, vice-president, Altec
Lansing Corp., arrived in New York from the
Coast.
VINCENT LAWRENCE, author, took time out
from Hollywood to see his play, which William
Harris, Jr., launched in New York.
DAVID BADER of the 20th-Fox publicity
staff returned from a New England vacation
yesterday.
TED LLOYD, head of the 20th-Fox radio
department, went to Washington yesterday for
the opening of "Wilson" there tomorrow.
ALFRED E. DAFF, vice-president of Universal
International Films, Inc., left over the weekend for London. He will remain in Great Britain approximately
one month.
AL STEEN, FILM DAILY associate editor, arrives in Bretton Woods, N. H., today.
ROBERT
WOLFF,
London is in New
ferences.

RXO's
managing
director
York for home office con-

SEP BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO...
September 6Otto Kruger
Rowland V. Lee
Donald Keith
Joseph Ridgely
Vitale
John
Dorothy Gulliver

642 PICTURES HAVE
PLAYED THE RO
NEW YORK, SINCE IT
OPENED 17' YEARS
AGO...AND THE FIRST
PICTURE EVER TO
HELD
6.h WEEK IS
'{P/T&

£*09/i

rsc""'

co]%^

Directed by HENRY
Written by LAMAR

Released by

KING

TROTTI

Century- Fox

t>>'
1HEY DON'T STOP FIGHTING! KEEP SELLING WAR
BONDS

And across the country, it's precedent-breaking in grosses and acclaim!

FOR

VICTORY!

Screen play by Joseph /Hoffman and Al Martin

Produced by SAMUEL

BISCHOFF

Directed by LEIGH JASON

KEEP SELLING WAR BONDS! FIGHT BY THE N
SIDE OF THE TROOPS WHO NEVER STOP!
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Pledge "110%" Co-op
For Sixth War Loan

Would
CED

Plan Would

Kreisler Joining
Cowan as Vice-Prexy

in the present tax system, at the
same time estimated to bring enough
income to balance an anticipated
higher Government budget and provide for substantial debt reduction
when a satisfactory high level of
production and employment has been
reached.
Crux of the plan is a desire to attain, and then to maintain, highWashington Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Halving of the
Federal tax burden and a moderate sales tax ivere proposed yesterday by Rep. Noah M. Mason
(/?., III.). Plan, designed to spread
the tax burden "equitably and in
such a way that it will stimulate
business expansion and thereby
create jobs," proposes repeal of
the excess profits taxi downward
revision of corporate and individual tax rates, elimination of all
surtaxes, a single transfer tax to
cover both estate and gift taxes,
retention of high excise taxes on
luxuries, such as tobacco and
liquor, a ceiling on Federal taxes
and a constitutional amendment
to limit income taxes to 25 per
cent of total income.
level production and employment in
the post-war period through reduction of corporate and individual taxes
with new enterprises and high employment, resulting from lowered individual levies, estimated to more
than make up the difference in revenues.

Rate Provision
While the plan would expect at
least half of the total Federal revenue from personal income taxes,
rate structures providing marked re(Continued from Page 1)
from the present heavy burdens
will divide his time between the home are lief
proposed. Personal exemptions
office and an office to be opened in would be raised by eliminating the
New York.
present three per cent normal tax,
During his six years with Univer- which allows no credit for dependents
sal, Kreisler originated several in- with exemptions of $500 for each
novations inthe fields of production,
and dependent would be redistribution and exhibitor relations. taxpayer tained.
The low bracket rate would
Formerly he had been special Wash- be reduced from 23 per cent to a
ington representative of Paramount, single standard tax of 16 to 20 per
the impartial Government repre- cent, depending on revenue requiresentative for the NRA Hollywood
ments, with higher income rates
grievance board, and assistant to the graduated up to 73 to 75 per cent on
vice-president of Trans-Lux Thea- incomes over $5,000,000.
ters.
Of particular interest to Hollywood players, producers, directors

Horwitz In Trailer
Plug for "Wilson"
Cleveland — A special trailer in
which M. B. Horwitz, general manager of the Washington Circuit,
testifies that "Wilson" is the best
picture he has seen in his 35 years
in the business, will be shown in
the five Washington theaters during
the run of the picture at the RKO
Palace. Trailer was made at the
20th-Fox studios while Horwitz was
in New York for the premiere of
"Wilson."

Adinish Tax

TO THE COLOR*

Aid Talent, Film Companies
(Continued

Representatives of the Sixth War
Loan campaign organization met
yesterday at WAG headquarters at
the instigation of National Chairman Harry Brandt, to discuss drive
plans with members of the Trade
Press Division, Distributors Division
of the campaign, and the East Coast
Division of the Public Information
Committee.
The sense of the meeting was that
whatever had been done before
would fall short of the requirements
necessary to put the Sixth loan over,
due to the rapidly growing conviction that the termination of the
German war is "minutes away."
Ned E. Depinet, for the distributors, Charles E. "Chick" Lewis, vicechairman of the Trade Press Division, Don Mersereau and Chester B.
Bahn, acting for Trade Press Chairman Jack Alicoate, and Hal Home,
PIC Chairman, pledged "110 per
cent" co-op.
John Hertz, Jr., national publicity
director for the campaign, presented
several new promotional ideas "in
embryo" for discussion.
Others atending were: Leon J.
Bamberger, assistant to Depinet, Bill
Dasheff, assistant national publicity
director for the campaign, Francis S.
Harmon, WAC co-ordinator and Joe
Kinsky.

DAILY

Local B-45 Asks Rehearing
Chicago — Sam Lamansky, business
agent, and Daniel Camel, attorney
are filing a joint appeal for Local
B-45 IATSE for a rehearing of the
wage increase agreed to by exchanges ard union. WLB granted
the members $1 weekly increase retroactive to Oct. 1, 1942, instead of
the 10 per cent asked for.

Legion Reclassifies Two
National Legion of Decency has reclassified RKO's "Madamoiselle Fifi"
and "Music in Manhattan" as A-2.

from Page

1)

\ and writers, as well as others with
irregular incomes, including small
businessmen, is a provision which
would allow averaging of income
over a period of time, perhaps five
Another proposal would make capyears.
ital gains fully taxable like other income, and provide full deduction for
capital losses, when the corporate
and personal income rates are reduced as proposed in the plan. Latter would affect the current swing
to the establishment of corporations
by some Coast personalities to take
advantage of the existing law which
permits lower capital gains taxes
than are levied on personal income
provided the equity has been held
for a period of time.

Plan proposes elimination of all excise
taxes except those on liquor, tobacco and
possibly gasoline, and other excise taxes
levied for social and regulatory purposes.
The admissions levy is an excise tax.
Corporate Tax Changes
Present corporate income taxes, would be
reduced to a flat rate, the same as the proposed standard rate of 16 to 20 per cent.
The excess-profits tax. and the declaredvalue capital stock excess-profits tax would
be repealed. Both corporate and non-corporate businesses would be allowed to carry
forward losses from business operations to
apply against subsequent earnings for a
period of six years, and businesses would be
permitted greater latitude in making annual
allowances for depreciation.
Other proposals would maintain the present taxation on personal holding companies
as well as provisions penalizing unreasonable
accumulation of earnings; overhaul present
taxes on estates and gifts to close escape
avenues and re-examining the whole policy
of social security revenues.
Committee believes that customs duties,
now accounting for a little over one per
sent of Federal income could be revised to
provide more income if duties were designed
to raise revenues rather than to prohibit
imports.
Tax structure proposed is estimated to
yield a total of from $17.1 to $19.5 billions
at a net national income of $140 billions,
the amount varying with the tax rate decided
upon; the high national income is considered a distinct possibility by the Committee which bases its belief on reports
from the Department of Commerce and the
Federal Reserve system, as well as surveys
zine.
made by individuals and by Fortune magaFigured on a tax rate of 16 per cent, the
Federal income is estimated as follows at
a national income of $1-10 billions: personal
income tax, $9.9 billion; corporate income
tax, 1.8: estate and gift taxes, .9: excises
on tobacco, liquor and gasoline, 2.9; customs
.8 and miscellaneous receipts, including stock
transfer tax, liquor license fees, miscellaneous fees, and an estimate of $400 millions from the disposal of Government plants,
equipment and supplies. .8. for a total of
$17.1 billion.

Larry Bearg in New Spot
Toronto — Larry Bearg, formerly
with Paramount Theaters in New
England and in recent years district
manager
for Famous
Players'
ters in British
Columbia,
tooktheaup
new duties here yesterday as general
manager of the western division of
the Canadian circuit. Morris Stein,
who recently underwent a serious
operation here, is Eastern division
chief under new setup.

"1812" in Stanley Saturday
The Russian film "1812" opens at
the Stanley on Saturday.

* PROMOTED

*

LT.

ROY BROBECK,
USA, former Arizona
ager for B. F. Shearer,
to captain.
GEORGE
BAUER, USN, formerly of Bell &
ell, Chicago,
to lieutenant
commandi
ROBERT
H. UNSELD,
AAF,
formerly
of B
Howell, Chicago, to major.

*ARMY*
HERMAN
Del.

KOPF, manager Schine's Waller, L

* WAC*
MILDRED

FECC,

Bell

&

Howell,

* WAVES
JEANNE

HURD,

Chicago.

*

Bell & Howell,

Chicago.
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of

some

income

eraging device. The benefits of sut
proposal to the talent side cf the indi
are obvious indeed.
Further — and
cific side there

importantly — on
are the several

the
prop<

for changes in the taxes on businesspecially the abolition of the present cor
ate income taxes and in their place a si.;
tax at a flat rate and the repeal cf the,
cess
profits
tax.
Under
the
CED
pI
taxes
on corporate
earnings would
in
feet
come

be a pay-as-you-go
tax on
of the stockholders,
similar

the
to

j

pay-as-you-go
levy
now
collected
fj
business on wages paid out, and would
at the same rate.
o
I T is the CED's argument that perl
' the most vital way in which taxes
corporate earnings hit the pocketbook
John Q. Public is by smothering expansicr
business and thus reducing the num
of job opportunities.
The Committee conceivably could h
something there. Certainly, you can
provide from 7 to 10 million more
in private productive enterprise than
isted in 1940
business.

by tax-shackling

j

Amerii

Right? Right!

Nordick Missing in Action
Chicago — Lavern F. Nordick, US
formerly manager of the Rio Th«
ter, Chicago Heights, is report
missing in action in Italy.

"Parking" Children
In Theaters Curbed
Little Rock,

Ark. — The

problem

of
with here
children
"parked"
in what
movieto do
houses
while
their
parents pursued other activities has
.become so acute that motion picture theaters of Greater Little Rock
have advertised that in the future no
child under 10 will be admitted after
6 p.m. unless accompanied by a
parent or other adult who will assume
responsibility. Names and addresses
of children found in theaters un
accompanied by an adult will bi
turned over to Juvenile Court au
thorities.
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UA Board Approves
7-Pix Rank Deal
(Continued from Page 1)
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"The War Speeds Up"

Via Columbia
18 Mins.
Vital to Victory — Play It!
It would be a tragedy for the nation's welfare if the thousands of exhibitors,— who up to this point in
the war have aided the cause of Victory so well, — should fail to play
this two-reeler which carries an unprecedentedly vital message to theatergoers. The message is that, notwithstanding the avalanche of victories recently on all fronts, particularly in Europe, our fighting men
are still urgently in need of weapons
and other materiel if we want the
triumph over the enemy to be both
quick and complete, and thus save
countless lives.

'in the Western Hemisphere was announced yesterday by Edward C.
|Raftery, UA head, following a meetboard. The acthe company's
ling ofculminated
.;tion
a deal started by
(Gradwell L. Sears, UA vice-president
in charge of distribution, during his
recent visit to London.
Barrington C. Gain and Dr. Alexander Galperson, representing Rank,
returned from London with Sears and
will remain in New York to work out
details of the arrangement.
i The pictures included in the deal
follow: "Colonel Blimp" in Technicolor; Noel Coward's 'Blithe Spirit"
in
Technicolor;
Coward's
"This
Happy
Breed"
in
Technicolor;
As this review of "The War Speeds
, George Bernard Shaw's "Caesar and
Up" is written, large segments of
I Cleopatra" in Technicolor, produced the
American public are taking the
: and
directed
by
Gabriel
Pascal;
attitude that the war is all over but
•Henry VII," produced, directed by the shouting. But back of screaming
and starring
Laurence
Olivier, in
headlines in the daily press, and the
Technicolor;
"Her
Man Gilbey" by
Terence Rattigan; "Mr. Emmanuel," voluble optimism of news commentators on the radio, there are behindLouis Golding's best-seller.
the-scenes cries of our military leaders, such as Eisenhower, Clark, MacExit Paving Strips Order
Arthur, Eaker, et al, that they must
Hits Smaller Conn. Spots
have more materiel NOW. Exhibitors who play "The War Speeds Up"
New Haven — On the heels of the can get the needed sinews to our
Generals
and their men NOW, by
notification by State Police Commis, sioner Edward J. Hickey that theater preventing a slow-down in war plants
certificates of approval expiring this due to over-confidence and lethargy.
The two-reeler, which is far and
month will not be automatically renewed, Connecticut exhibitors are away the most rugged and thrilling
making required changes in exits, short yet distributed by our indusstorage space and other specificatry's WAC, packs the cream of stark
tions thought in violation.
combat scenes on land and sea, ar.d
One requirement which is keeping in the air. It shows the incredible
1 most of the smaller houses busy calls toll which such fighting has taken of
for the paving of 10-feet-wide strips men, machines, and weapons, and
around all exits. Inspectors have how we must more than double production of guns, bombs, trucks and
ruled gravel unsatisfactory for this
purpose. Motors for booth rewind- tires in the months ahead if we are
ing are taboo and, in many instances, to really smash the Axis Powers.
1 new storage space must be found for The film was produced by Army Pictorial Service, with WAC channeling
cleaning and other equipment. Inspectors have even objected to weeds it to theaters for OWI via Columbia
around foundations of buildings and Pictures. It is inconceivable that
looked unkindly at popcorn ma- there will be a single exhibitor in
chines.
the land who will not play it. All
who do will be making an especially
Hartford — Balcony of the E. M. big contribution to their country
Loew Theater has been closed pend- and its Allies.
ing changes ordered by the State
police. Management reports that the
500-seat section will be re-opened in
Springfield's Broadway
about three weeks.

As WMT

Grierson, Villiers Talk
Canadian Production

Outstanding

No. 61

Industry Personalities
an
tpo

a tta+ne tUesn —
FOR some years this able Secretary of MPPDA,
in the course of his many duties, has looked
after the international welfare of filmland,— and
hence is its nominal Secretary of State. Born in
I'ittsfield, Me., he graduated from Bates, and then
matriculated at Harvard. Forementioned alma
mater, along with Colby and the University of
Maine, gave him honorary degrees for distinguished
contributions to American life. After entering
the lumber business with his father, he rose through
three terms in the State Senate to twice become Governor of Maine. Then became interested in motion
pictures, and today is a cornerstone of this great
entertainment and educational structure.

THERE isn't a facet of the complex job of
films' marketing that this lad doesn't know. For
exactly 25 years he has been engaged in this phase
of the industry. His title is Eastern division sales
manager (or United Artists. Born in Nexe York City,
•where he has headquartered for many years, he
started on his celluloid career out Cleveland way
as a film salesman. During his long and successful tenure with UA, he has held posts of branch
manager, district manager, and his present high
station. Is married and has a daughter. His hobbies are sales and sailing. In pre-war days when
gasoline was available, it u>as his wont to course
oui seaboard waters and waterway in his cruiser.

THIS transplanted native New York thrives in
the trade atmosphere of his adopted Chicago.
Attended grammar school and high school. Looking around for a suitable field for his ambitions,
he established a tie (excuse the pun) with the
haberdashery business, became a successful merchant therein. But that vocation apparently wasn't
knotty enough for his liking, so he cast a determined eye on film exhibition, which he entered in fitly of 1930. His abilities were quickly
manifest to his fellow theatermen, among whom
he became a leader. He is now, and has been for
some time, the president of Allied Theaters of
Illinois, and high in the councils of National Allied.

Moveover House

Springfield, Mass. — Western Massachusetts Theaters, Inc., will reopen the Broadway as a moveover
Ottawa — John Grierson of the Na- house. House, now closed for modernization, was scheduled to become
-' tional Film
Board
has
conferred
• with Sir Edward Villiers of Ealing a stage show and film theater but
Studios, England, discussing a pro- will now screen first-run hits direct
; posal for the production of British from the Paramount, keeping such
• features in Canada which has been shows in the downtown section a second week. Pictures will run at down' urged by Grierson in recent statements. It is rumored Grierson is
town prices with stage show plans
planning to step from the board dropped.
Action is the second such move
after the war for that purpose. Villiers announced Ealing has sent a taken here, the Art Theater having
technical
company
to Australia
to played moveovers from the Capitol
for some time.
, start production there.
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And the
Business is
Hot as the
Headlines!

HOT REVIEWS,
This Is Hit Stuff!
"HAS ALL THAT BIG
PICTURES ARE
MADE

OF," SAYS MIRROR

TOO!

ABSORBING PICTURE Sure-Fire Box Office!
SUSPENSEFUL ACTION! With its French underJournal-American

ground theme, it is more
— Variety
timely at this moment.

French Underground
Fighters
Heroic Maquis should focus interest on this highly
dramatic film.— Film Daily

WE MEET AGAIN
i

Premiere Tops
Wassell by 11%
And first week beats ' WasselP; by
Day drawing biggest matinee gross
Rivoli debut that capitalized on
fighting Maquis who are helping

14% . . .with Labor
in 27 years at N. Y.
timely story of the
to liberate France.

CRITICS HAIL A NEW STAR
"It won't be long before BARBARA BRITTON
is counted among •the • top • stars." — News
"BARBARA BRITTON clicks in her first really
•
•
•
meaty role."
— N.Y. Mirror
"Ushers a new actress to stardom."— World-Tele.
•

•

Another Overnight Sensation

From Phenomenal

aramount

77

10
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Rank Moving Into
India and Egypt
(Continued from Page 1)

cuits, these deals as well being
handled by Carr.
On the completion of his Calcutta
visit, Carr will proceed to Cairo
where, it is believed here, he will
push another deal for a major interest in the Egyptian circuit now controlled by Raissi Brothers.
Wardour Street hears that Rank's
world-wide plans also include the
construction of theaters in South
Africa in opposition to the Schlesinger interests.
Meanwhile, the trade is manifesting- the liveliest interest in the return from the United States and
Canada of John Davis, Rank associate. Thus far, however, Davis has
not been available nor has there been
anv statement released on his behalf.

Polio Closes Theaters
In Auburn, Cortland
(Continued from Page 1)
lie gathering
until further notice.
Four houses are affected in Auburn
and two in Cortland.
Syracuse school openings were ordered postponed late last week and
other centers have deferred their
school openings to await the peak of
the outbreak which may come about
mid-September. Places keeping their
schools closed include: Solvay, Lakeland, Westvale, East Syracuse, Marcellus, Fairmount, North Syi-acuse,
DeWitt, and Liverpool.
Springfield, Mass. — Fall opening of
public schools in Pittsfield has been
deferred because of the polio outbreak. No moves to close theaters
have been made, the public health
commissioner indicating such a move
is not necessary with parents supervising their children's activities.
Edward J. Rinshed Dead
Detroit— Edward J. Rinshed, 77, is
dead at his home here. For 58 years
with the Detroit Free Press, he was
noted as a designer of theatrical
typography and advertising layout
which was widely copied throughout
the country by theatrical press
agents. He is survived by his widow
and two children.

UJEDDinG BELLS
Springfield, Mass. — Theresa J.
Lasorsa, of Western Massachusetts
Theaters, Inc., and Walter S. Yvon
were married Sunday.
Florence Seidelman, daughter of
Joseph H. Seidelman, vice-president,
in charge of Universal's foreign distribution, has become engaged to
Lt. Norman Barnett, Signal Corps.
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Hollywood — Today's news roundup: Walter Wanger has been named a vicepresident of the Americans United for World Organization. ... Robert Russell's
original, "The Night Before," has been acquired by Para, for Ray Milland and
Scnny Tufts. . . Two choice starring vehicles for Barry Fitzgerald — one is
"The Flying Yorkshireman," now to be made by RKO, the other, Samuel
Bronston's production of "Ten Little Indians". .. Gloria Jean gets the lead
in "U's" "Fairy Tale Murder". . Columbia will put Cornell Wilde in "A
Thousand and One Nights'. .. Jean Renoir's pic, "Hold Autumn in Your Hand,"
has been re-dubbed "The Tuckers of Texas" ... Cantinflas is here from
Mexico City for confabs at RKO. .. Walter Pidgeon will play a padre in "The
Church of the Good Thief" for Metro. ... Warners will team Joyce Reynolds and Robert Hutton again in "The Time Between". .. Jeff Bernerd will
star Kay Francis in "Allotment Wives, Inc." and Kay also will function as
co-producer. .. .Shirley Temple, courtesy of David 0. Selznick, will star
in a pic version of "Kiss and Tell" which George Abbott will produce for
Columbia. .. Sol Lesser will follow "Tarzan and the Amazons" with "Civilian
Clothes

Court Admits Error
In Schine Subpoena
(Continued from Page 1)
maturely issued" and in an opinion
granted a Justice Department motion that they be quashed. The subpoenas directed the Justice Department to produce at trial certain documents and papers in its possession
that related to complaints from theaters and theater operators who were
or are competing with Schine. Judge
Knight declared the subpoena sought
production of practically, if not all,
of Justice Department files on the
Schine case and that he would not
tolerate such procedure. 'It is vitally necessary to the administration
of the Justice Department that many
of its files be kept secret," he said.
Judge Knight said when requests
for certain documents are made during trial, he will act on them at that
time and not before. The Government had also sought the imposition
of penalty costs upon Schine in connection with issuance of the now
quashed subpoena, but Judge Knight
hastened to point out he was partly
at fault for issuing the subpoena in
the first place and no such penalties
would be permitted."
"No penalty costs should be imhe said,
for the
no other
son thanposed,"the
fact"ifthat
fault reawas
in part that of the Court in grating
the order for the issuance of the

Spanish Language Pix
Shown in N. Y. Gain
(Continued from Page 1)

Allied Lists Vital
Subjects on Agenda
(Continued from Page 1)

situation and post-war problems ar>
on the docket for serious considera
tion.
Robert L. Wright, head of the mo!
tion picture section of the Depart;'
ment of Justice's anti-trust division]
is scheduled to address the meeting
tomorow morning. This session wil
be open to not only the Allied boarc
and members, but to those of thJ
Conference of Independent Exhibij
tors who will be on hand. Wright ii
slated to hold an open forum on thJ
D of J's recommendations for q
modified decree.
Several proposals for increased]
product will be taken up by the Allied
board. It is understood that twe
propositions, one of which would bt
similar to a franchise plan, will bf
placed before the directors. If the
plan is apDroved, further discussion^
will be held in New York.
A ticket-numbering
formula
foi
checking percentage pictures will bel
presented to the board by a special-l
ly appointed committee.
Post-war problems to be consid-l
ered by the Allied board will deal
principally with the release by the!
Government of 16 mm. equipment!
and pictures. Exhibitor leaders whoj
faced 16 mm. competition before the!
war are concerned with the possibil-l
itv of greater competition when hos-B
tilities end, and it is probable that|
Allied will ask all branches of thel
industry to co-operate in reaching a|
solution to the problem.
Whether a meeting of the Conference of Independent Exhibitors will
be held later this month in Chicago
or some other centrally located city
for the purpose of discussing the
consent decree will depend on the
number of Conference members who
show up at Bretton Woods. All members were invited. If a sufficient
number attend, a subsequent session
will not be held.

the State Education Dept., pointed
out in his annual report. He commended the industry for its part in
cementing friendly relations with
Central and South American countries, pointing out that "This continuous interchange of films is another hopeful promise of complete
reciprocity and understanding between countries of this hemisphere."
Esmond
praised
industry's
effort,
noting
thatthedespite
its war
war
job of making information films for
Government and public, a steady
flow of worthwhile entertainment
pictures has been released.
He also noted a "clearly recognizable" effort to conform to statutory requirements resulting in a reduction of the number of eliminations
made by the Division. During the
fiscal year 1,462 films, including 535
features, were reviewed. Of these
only three were rejected and eliminations were made in 58 subjects.
Of the 402 eliminations, 162 were for
indecency, 60 for inhumanity, nine
for tending to incite to crime, 148
for immoralitv or tending to corrupt
morals and 23 on the grounds that CBS Tele for St. Louis,
Boston, Chi. and L. A.
they were saciilegious.
Fees collected during the year were
(Continued from Page 1)
$295,725; expenses were $72,479.80,
leaving a net revenue to the State
and 476 megacycles. A similar apof $223,245.20.
plication for a tele station to be opsubpoenas."
erated in New York City on same
Union
Cinemas
15
Months
channel was filed with FCC on June
J. J. O'Connor's
Dies
in Action in Nephew
France
29. These five CBS applications are
Net at 153,117 Pounds
maximum number which FCC will
Douglas F. Harris, 20, son of Mr.
presently permit any single tele
London (By Cable) — Union Cine- broadcaster to file.
and Mrs. Maurice
"Bucky"
Harris,
mas yesterday reported gross profits
of Cincinnati, and nephew of John J.
»
O'Connor, Universal vice prexy, for 15 months of £568,143, with a net
^ was killed in action in France of £153,117.
* fighting with a tank division
Lt. Cody D. Stout Missing
in General Patton's Army, according
Charlotte— Mrs. C. D. Stout of
to word received from the War Dept.
by his parents. The latter are guests High Point, and mother of Lt. Cody
D. Stout., who was employed at the
Albany — There's a second daughat the O'Connor Larchmont home.
ter now in the family of M. A. Egan,
Father of slain soldier, who had local M-G-M exchange until he entformer
Film Daily staffer here, who,
ered
the
service,
has
received
word
enlisted when 17, is on RKO's field
exploitation staff. Earlier, the War from the War Department that her in private life is Mrs. Richard J.
Dept. had notified that he had been son is missing in action while en- Connors. Newcomer has been named
seriously wounded while serving as a July. gaged in a mission over Italy last Margaret Egan. Father is in the
tank driver.
Signal Corps at Fort Monmouth.

STORK REPORTS

^SSi-**0"

"
soviet co****
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Somebody once said of contracts: "The big type
gives it to you, but the small type takes it
away." Our answer to that can be best provided by any account on our books. For they
have come to regard the promises of our Advertising contract, and our almost fanatical observance of same, as a sort of Exhibitor's Bill of
Rights or Theatrical Magna Charta. It would be
untrue to say that the war hasn't made any
difference. It has. But it is equally true that all
our wartime handicaps have made

us battle

just that much harder to make good our obligations. We are naturally proud of this scrap
of paper, because the industry has very definitely come to regard its signed commitmentsgood as gold.

12

M. P. Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St- 21st floor
New York
N. Y.
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Detroit Re-issue Field
Looms as New Gold Mine
Detroit — Sound merchandising of
a re-issue at the Hughes-Downtown
Theater, first-run house, indicates the
existence of a real gold mine in this
field here. The house consistently
plays "name" stage shows, with a
picture thrown in,, usually a release
available from one of the minor
companies. All advertising emphasis
is normally upon the stage show.
However, the house booked in
"Dead End," Film Classics' release
last week, with Del Courtney's band
on the stage — not a "name" of the
usual caliber playing this house. Accordingly, manager Geoi'ge McCall
placed exploitation emphasis upon
the film for the first time, giving it
top billing in newspaoer ads, store
and car cards, and eight-sheets. No
mention was made of its being a reissue. Despite this omission, very
few customer squawks were heard.
And result was one of the best weeks
the house has had.

Fortington, Former Para.
Board Member, Expires
Renfrew, Ont. — H. A. Fortington,
54, former member of the Board of
Directors of Paramount Pictures,
prior to the war and finance consultant to that company for some
years, is dead. He had lived in retirement since 1940 because of failing
health, but had wide interests in the
U. S., Canada, Labrador and overseas, although not prominent in the
Dominion. Among survivors is his
widow, the former Mary Crews of
New York.

WLB in Liberal Mood
Chicago— The Sixth District WLB
has approved more liberal vacation
allowance, holiday compensation,
severance pay and other benefits to
400 employes of Encyclopedia Brittannica and Erpi Films, owned by
Chicago University, effective Aug.
10.

Court Square Reopened
Springfield, Mass. — Court Square
Theater has been re-opened after
modernization. Policy is four-a-day
vaudeville and films.

THEATER DEALS

reviews of new
'Dark Mountain"

with Robert Lowery and Ellen Drew
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW!
Paramount
56 Mins.
GRIPPING MELODRAMA AGAINST A
DIFFERENT SETTING HOLDS INTEREST
TO FADEOUT.

Lorain, 0. — Nate Schultz, of Cleveland, has purchased the Lorain Theater from George Shenker. Shenker
will continue to operate the Grove.

LI

flA f Lewis-Griffin to Open
19 House in Las Vegas Oc

"Gildersleeve's
with Harold PearyGhost'
RKO
63 Mins.
LATEST GILDERSLEEVE COMEDY
SHOWS BIG IMPROVEMENT OVER PREDECESSORS.
The latest of the Gildersleeve series of
comedies is better than most of its
predecessors, if not the best of the lot.
Those who are not strictly Harold Peary

This is a gripping offering, which holds
interest to the end. It has good acting
by the principals, Robert Lowery, Ellen
Drew, Regis Toomey, Eddie Quillan and fans will not find sitting through "GilderElisha Cook. Jr., and splendid direction
sleeve's Ghost" too trying an experience.
by William Berke. It has been given good Ft one thing, the mannerisms of Peary
production values by Producers William that have made his films ordeals for persons not listed among radio admirers are
H. Pine and William C. Thomas. Maxwell
Shane fashioned the screenplay, based on an toned down in this film, which was produced by Herman Schlom and directed by
original story by Paul Franklin and Charles
Gordon Douglas satisfactorily.
Royal.
Peary gets involved in a strange and
Lowery, forest ranger, proposes to his
childhood sweetheart, Ellen Drew, only to amusing chain of circumstances in his
learn she has just married Toomey. On her campaign for election as police commissioner of his town. The guy comes near
honeymoon, Ellen learns that Toomey is a
racketeer, specializing in handling stolen landing in the crazy house before it's
all over. The situations are funny though
goods. He causes the murder of a de- at no time believable.
tective and shoots Cook, Jr., his assistant,
when the latter threatens to "sing."
Toomey tells Ellen to hide out on Dark
Mountain and that she can write to him
in New Orleans. She follows his instructions and is befriended by Lowery, who gives
her quarters in a cabin. Instead of
going South, Toomey appears at the cabin
the following day and forces Ellen to hide
him there. After a few days of hiding,
Toomey makes a break for liberty, but is
pursued by Lowery and Quillan and is
killed when his auto crashes into a tree.
CAST: Robert Lowery, Ellen Drew, Regis
Toomey, Eddie Quillan, Elisha Cook, Jr., Ralph
Dunn, Walter Baldwin. Rose Plumber, Virginia
Sale, Byron Foulger, Johnny Fisher, Alex Callam, Eddie Kane, Angelos
Desfis.
CREDITS: Producers, William Pine and William Thomas; Director, William Berke' Authors,
Paul Franklin and Charles Royal; Screenplay,
Maxwell Shane; Cameraman, Fred lackman, Jr.;
Supervising Editor, Howard Smith; Editor, Henry
Adams;
A-t Director,
F. Paul Sylos.
DIRECTION,
Splendid.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

20th-Fox to Release
Niven's "Way Ahead"
The David Niven starring vehicle,
"The Way Ahead," produced by Two
Cities and directed by Carol Reed
will be released by 20th Century-Fox
in U.S.A. and South America. This
announcement was made yesterday
by Barrington C. Gain and Dr. Alexander Galperson,
Arthur
representatives
whoJ. are
now inRank's
New
York City.

WB Lab at Full Blast on 5
Springfield, 111. — Fox Mississippi
Theaters, Inc., has purchased the
Lincoln Theater building. Structure,
built in 1884, has been a YMCA,
nickelodeonintoand,
in the film
20's,house.
was
converted
a modern

A I

Warners Eastern print operation
is reaching an all-time peak. With
release dates on five important oictures set for next three months, labs
have gone on a 24-hour schedule. In
addition enters
to "Arsenic
and release
Old Lace,"
which
national
on

CAST: Harold Peary, Marion Martin, Richard LeCrand, Amelita Ward, Freddie Mercer,
Margie Stewart, Marie Blake, Emory Parnell,
Frank Reicher, Joseph Vitale, Lillian Randolph,
Nicodemus Stewart.
CREDITS: Producer, Herman Schlom; Director, Cordon Douglas; Screenplay, Robert E.
Kent; Cameraman, Jack Mackenzie; Art Directors, Albert D'Agostino, Carroll Clark; Musical Director, C. Bakaleinikoff ; Set Decorators,
Darrell Silvera, William Stevens; Sound, Francis
Farver; Film Editor, Les Millbrook.
DIRECTION,
Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.
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Hollywood — Col. Tom Lewis
Dr. Francis Griffin will open
Huntridge Theater in Las Vegas
Oct. 7. Plans are being made foil
elaborate
opening
ceremony,
which a number of top-ranking
luminaries will trek to the Nev
town.
The new theater, which will
affiliated with Commonwealth Tl
ters of Kansas, has a seating carl
ity of 956. Proceeds of the open]
are to be donated to the Ameri)
Red Cross, it was stated by
Griffin, president of the venture.
In association with Col. Lc
Dr. Griffin takes his initial step i^
the field which is responsible for
fame
Dunne. of his actress wife, Ir'

Nazi Surrender Policy
Mixed in Montgomery
Montgomery, Ala. — Local theat
are divided on the plan they will i
low when announcement comes
cessation of hostilities with G
many. All Wilby-Kincy theaters,
der the local managership of V
Ham
Wolfson,
remain disorderl
open "
less the
crowdswillbecome

Charles Rook, owner-manager
the Charles, will close his doors i
mediately but those inside may I
main to see the picture through'
Goldberg, Cowan Firms
they wish.
Plan Dominion Production
Manager Rogers of the Carver e
State, Negro houses, will close up i
mediately, refund money or g
Hollywood Pictures Corp. and
to those that have not se
Trans-Canada Pictures, Ltd., have passes
the picture through, and send
been formed in New York and Toronto, respectively, to build studios in employes out to "help celebrate or
Canada for the production of features. The former, headed by Jack
Goldberg, with Ira Simmons as C°ast Privy Council May Pass
representative, will handle releases On Que. Juvenile Law
in the United States. The Canadian
company, headed by James Cowan,
home."
Toronto — The Quebec law whi
will handle production and distribu- prohibits children under 16 years
tion in the Dominion.
age from attending motion picti
The first production, Lord Tweeds- theaters may be carried to the Pri
dale's "Sick River Heart," is sched- Council in London. This was
uled to get under way next month.
serted last week by Ben Garson, c
cuit executive, who has fought t
IETS Adds Six Theaters
legality of the measure almost sir
Detroit — Increase in houses serv- its inception in 1927.
iced by Independent Exhibitors
Garson contends that the law
Theater Service, with headquarters unconstitutional, despite rulings
at Grand Rapids, is reported by gen- the Quebec courts. He also is que
eral manager Clive R. Waxman, tioning the powers of Quebec ce
making the IETS one of the five sors and has expressed the opinii
largest booking organizations in the that any ruling which may origina
state, and actually larger than any in the Privy Council would have n
single circuit except Butterfield tional application.
Theaters, in number of houses. Latest added are the half dozen houses
of the Kortes circuit, and the Sun
Theater at Stanton, operated by L.
D. Rederstorf.

Sept. 23, "The Conspirators" is set
for Oct. 21, "The Very Thought of Gene McDermott Decorated
You" for Nov. 11, "The Doughgirls"
Atlanta — Lee (Gene) McDermott,
for Nov. 30 and "Hollywood Canteen" for Dec. 31.
formerly of the local M-G-M exYoungstown, O. — With the sale of
change and recently wounded in acthe Uptown and Mahoning Theaters ICRE Sets '45 Pic Meet
tion in Italy, has been awarded the
to George Manos, Joseph W. Trunk
Chicago — International Council for Purple Heart. He entered the serretires from theater operation to Religious Education voted to hold
vice in January, 1942 and received his
devote all his time to his insurance the second film seminar in Chicago commission at Ft. Benning, Ga., the
business.
following
December.
next year.

IN NEW POSTS

CEORCE
FISHMAN,
UA
out of New York.

exploiteer,

operat

NORMAN
EK, manager,
Shore Theater,
land.
FELDMAN,
manager, Union Square,
land.

MAX

Cte1
Cle

BILL LISSNER,
PRC salesman,
Cleveland.
HARRY
HELMES, manager, Empress, Chicago.
ART KAHN, musical director. Empress, Chics
BEN Chicago.
KATZ,
Universal
publicity
departmel

M. P. Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 21st floor
Nev: York' >tf. Y.
latimate in Character
{international in Scope
Independent in Thought
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TEN CENTS

II. S. PROPOSALS WIDE OPEN FOR CHANCES
Studying Foreign and Editorial
Domestic Tax Structure
Information, Please!

'lace Exhaustive Study on
igenda
of State Dept.'s
elecommunications
Group
'ashington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Conversation looking toward the solution of one of
ne toughest problems facing indusi-y foreign offices have gotten under
ay, it was admitted here yesterday.
Exhaustive study of the entire tax
(Continued on Page 11)

>ost-WarW Held
Useful' by Schaefer
: With the war in Europe rapidly
pproaching a climax, George J.
chaefer, chairman of the WAC,
who returned to
New York this
week from the
Hawaiian
Islands where
he took steps to
break the motion picture
product jam
there, declared
yester day to
The Film
Daily his belief
that WAC
should in some
form be perpetuated as an inGeorge ). Schaefer
dustry organization in the days
f peace ahead. This was the first
(Continued on Page

. . . questions Wright might answer

17)

MofT Will Enter
School, Club Field
The March of Time is entering
the school and club field with a
special adaptation in 16 mm. of
the regular March of Time, to be
dubbed the Forum Edition. Starting
date of the series will be Oct. 1;
running time of issues will range
from 12 to 15 minutes. Basis cf
plan will be rental only. Lois Simpson will be sales supervisor. Offices
will be operated in this city, Chicago and Frisco.

By CHESTER B. BAHN
DOBERT

L. WRIGHT,

special assistant to the Attorney General, and the one-man

'^ motion picture section of the Department of Justice's anti-trust division, today is
scheduled to appear before national A Hied 's board and others at Bretton Woods, N. H.,
to discuss the "modified" New York consent decree demanded by the Government last
month. The discussion, according to the news columns, will take the shape of an
"open forum."
What Wright will have to say will be important. It will be important, moreover,
whether it is constructive or the contrary — and it is only fair to add that there will be
no unanimity of opinion as to what is constructive and what is not constructive. Regardless of that, Wright can, if he will, do much to clarify the proposed decree modifications.
It must be assumed that what the Government has asked the Court to order is
honestly advanced with the sole intent of benefiting the entire industry. It must also
be assumed that if free discussion should disclose certain inequities in the proposals
(Continued on Page 17)

11th 'Night of Stars'
At Garden Nov. 14
Steps toward close-knit organization for the 1.1th Annual "Night of
Stars," which is set for Madison
Sq. Garden, Tuesday evening, Nov.
14, were disclosed yesterday by Syl(Continued on Page 17)

"Flesh" on Up-Grade
In the Chicago Sector
Chicago — Flesh shows are on the
ungrade in Chicago. With the reopening of the former Rialto as the
Downtown, a second film house has
embraced vaudeville, the Empress
(Continued on Page 17)

Reels, Editors
Agree on Contract
Negotiations between the Motion
Picture Film Editors, IATSE, and
the five newsreels came to an end
yesterday as both groups reached
an agreement on the terms of a
contract, the first between them.
Among the concessions granted
(Continued on Page 14)

Pickford's "Venus" Deal
To Be Closed Next Week
Consummation of the deal which
will give Mary Pickford the screen
rights to the current Broadway stage
(Continued on Page 17)

RKO May Expand U. K. Prod'n
Plans Pix for World Market Only

Polio Limits in
Children's
Attendance
Lebanon
Lebanon, N. H. — Children under
16 have been barred by local health
officials from attendance at movies
at the Opera House, as the result
of New Hampshire's infantile par(Continued on Page 17)

That RKO Radio may increase
its production activities in England
was revealed yesterday by Robert
Wolff, rector
thefor Great
company's
managing
diBritain.
Wolff, who
arrived in this country on Sunday
to discuss RKO-Radio's 1944-1945
product and its British production
plans, said that his company was
(Continued on Page 14)

Justice Dept. Maintaining
"Open Minded" Attitude,
Wright Tells FILM DAILY

Associate Editor,
By AL THE
STEENFILM DAILY

Bretton Woods, N. H.— The
Government is maintaining an
"open minded" attitude as to

the future of the New York consent
decree and is ready to amend its
recommendations for a modified decree where amendments are deemed
necessary, Robert L. Wright told
The Film Daily here yesterday.
Wright(Continued
today isonscheduled
Page 14) to ad-

Schlaifer Named as
Aide to Hal Home
Appointment of Charles Schlaifer to the newly created post of assistant director of advertising, publicity and exploitation was announced
yesterday by Hal Home, 20th-Fox
advertising, publicity and exploita(Continued on Page 14)

Will Outline Raw Film
Stock Situation Tomorrow
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Telegrams
have
gone out to industry toppers inviting them to attend a meeting here
(Continued on Page 17)

Plan Special V-Dag
Shows in St. Louis
St. Louis — Special V-Day shows
are contemplated by St. Louis and St.
Louis County motion picture theaters to help celebrate the occasion.
On the other hand, hotels plan
to close their bars, taverns will
be shuttered by the police immediately after the Victory signal is
flashed, and the city's three large
department stores will be closed.
Downtown business places have prepared protection for their plate glass
windows.
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WILL H. HAYS is expected to arrive in New
York Monday from the Coast.

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phone
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph
Eiler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St., W. I. HAVANA— Mary Louise Blanco,
Virtudei 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
Damon. MEXICO CITY— Marco-Aurelio
Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F. SYDNEY—Allan White. SAN JUAN— E. Sanchez Ortiz. MONTREAL— Roy Carmichael.
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Brilliant Tele Future
Seen in South America
Schenectady, N. Y. — A brilliant
future for television in South America was predicted by three young
Latin-American engineers, in this
country on scholarships, while on a
tour of the General Electric plant.
Trio said that two experimental tele
stations were in operation in South
America before the war and more
are planned when hostilities cease.
They noted that the populace is
anxious to know more about the
medium and that advanced television
and electronics courses are taught
in universities.

is expected back

from

Boston

BEN SERKOWICH, Capitol Theater publicity
head, trip.
was back at his desk yesterday after a
Coast
DAVID E. ROSE, Paramount managing director in Great Britain, arrived in London yesterday from New
York.
NATHAN E. GOLDSTEIN, president of Western Massachusetts Theaters, Springfield, Mass.,
affiliated with Paramount, was a New York
visitor yesterday.

GUS S. EYSSELL, managing director of Radio
City Music Hall, leaves New York for the Coast
on Sept. 11 for his annual previewing of
forthcoming
product.

FRANK SINATRA will leave the Coast for
New York on Sept. 24, after completing his

Harvest

Moon

starring

role

in

M-G-M's

"Anchors

Aweigh.

PCC of ITO Sets Trustee
Meeting for Sept. 19-21

Phil Reisman Hosts
Hawkinson Luncheon

West Coast Bureau of THE

A luncheon celebrating his quarter
century of continuous service with
the company will be given for Robert K. Hawkinson of the RKO Radio

FILM

'DAILY

Talk Compromise Today
On WB-Local 23169 Pact
2

BROIDY

Ball

were guests of honor at the
yesterday in the Garden.

Hollywood — PCC of ITO announces
its quarterly trustee meeting will be
held in Seattle, Sept. 19, 20, 21.
Trustees present will be L. O. Lukan,
Leroy Johnson, Seattle; M. W. Mattacheck, William Graepher, Jr.,
Portland; Rotus Harvey, Ben Levin,
San Francisco; Hugh W. Bruen,
George Diamos, Los Angeles, R. H.
- Vi Poole, executive secretary, Los An- Vl
geles; J. M. Hone, secretary of ITO,
-Chg.
NetV* Washington, North Idaho and
-- 1
Va Alaska; O. J. Miller, secretary of
ITO of Oregon, will also attend the
meetings.
Agenda includes the consent decree, territorial zoning, clearance,
inflationary film rentals and theatre
equipment. 'A
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STEVE
today.

SPYROS SKOURAS, TOM CONNORS, W. J.
NAT LEVY, RKO division manager, is due
KUPPER, HAL HORNE, A. W. SMITH, JR., to arrive in Charlotte, N. C, today en route to
L. J. SCHLAIFER, SAM SHAIN and BOB MONTJacksonville.
GOMERY are in the contingent of 20th-Fox home
BELITA, Monogram star, arrives in New
office representatives leaving today for WashYork today on her current personal appearances
ington for the opening of "Wilson" there.
tour accompanied by her mother and also by her
F. RODGERS
leftWILLIAM
for Chicago
yesterday. and E. K. O'SHEA, dancing partner, MAURICE ST. CLAIR.
DIANA LYNN will arrive in New York
WILLIAM C. GEHRINC, Western sales manaTuesday,
instead
of Monday.
ger, 20th-Fox, will arrive in Des Moines toEDITH HEAD, head designer for Paramount
morrow to set opening dates for "Wilson" in
the Midwest, and is expected to return to studio will arrive in New York next Monday
New York on Sept. 14.
from Hollywood.

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New
York 18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film
Folk. Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, SecretaryTreasurer; Al Steen. Associate Editor. Entered
at second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York
SAM LEFKOWITZ, UA's New York district
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, manager, left yesterday for a several-day business trip to Philadelphia.
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
remit with order. Address all communications
CONSTANCE BENNETT is in town conferring
to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, with Grad Sears on her first release through
New York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117, United Artists.
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable address:
SHIRLEY
TEMPLE
and
MONTY
WOOLLEY
Filmday, New York.

NEW

Rites for Abe Brown,
Oldest RKO Employe

COfllMG ADD GOMG

All THE KM
All THI TIME

A compromise will be sought today
on a new agreement between Warner Bros, and Motion Picture Office
Employes, Local 23169, AFL, following submission of the terms of the
contract to the membership at a
meeting at the Hotel Capitol Tuesday night. The company had offered
an increase of six per cent for each
of the two years of the contract, or
10 per cent for one year, with the
union asking for 10 per cent for
each year. The membership voted
to ask for eight per cent for each
year.

Massce-Barnett Office
At La Guardia Field

export department at Toots Shor's
today by Phil Reisman, the company's foreign distribution chief. N.
Peter Rathvon, Ned Depinet, James
A. Mulvey, William Levy and A. W.
Schwalberg will be among the RKO
executives and representatives of independents releasing through the
company who will be on hand.

Lt. Col. Frank E. Cahill
Inactive, Rejoins WB
Lt. Col. Frank E. Cahill, Jr., former executive officer for the Pictorial
Service of the Army Signal Corps,
has been reverted to inactive duty.
He resumed his relationship with
Warners this week as director of
sound for the company's theaters.

Health Director Urges
Ban of "I Love a Soldier"
Oklahoma City — H. Grady Matthews, State Health Director, yesterday urged that church and social
organizations act to get the Paulette
Goddard - Sonny Tufts picture, "I
Love a Soldier," banned on the
ground
that it glorifies
"pick-ups"
and contributes
indirectly
to the
spread of venereal diseases.

Horse Throws Williams;
Back Severely Injured

Little Rock, Ark.— K. Lee WilMassce-Barnett Co., film forwarders, have opened an office at La
liams, president of K. Lee Williams
Guardia Field in a move to expedite Theaters, sustained a serious back
air express shipments and facilitate injury when thrown from a horse
entry
of the company's clients into at his ranch near Dequeen. He is
the country.
in a Dequeen hospital.

Abraham Brown, 75, oldest RK
employe, was buried yesterday ;
Mount Neboh Cemetery after se
vices at the Fairchild Chapel, Brooi
lyn. Brown who had been associate
with RKO Theatres since the da:
of Percy
Williams
andcharge
through
t'i
Keith
regime,
was in
of v<
Brooklyn billposting and other ou
door advertising work, died Saturda
at his home in Shinnecock Hills, 1
I. He is survived by his wife, Bess;
L., and two sisters, Emma an1
Martha.
RKO was represented at the sei;
vices by Sol A. Schwartz, Harr
Mandel, Charles B. McDonald, Joh
A. Cassidy, Miss Blanche F. Living
ston, Miss Elizabeth Laus, Marti
Monroe, William J. Kernan, Williar
F. Sandford, and James Dolan, al
of the home office, and Manager
Laurence F. Greib and Leon Kelmei

NEW YORK
THEATERS
RADIO CITY MUSIC

HALL

Showplace of the Nation-Rockefeller Ctnt«r

HELD

OVER
8th WEEK
M-G-M's — Production

"Dragon Seed"
KATHARINE HEPBURN
WALTER
HUSTON
- ALINE MaeMAHON
AKIM TAMIROFF
TURNAN
BEY
Spectacular
Stage
Presentation
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600
PARAMOUNT presents
Fred MacMURRAY
Barbara STANWYCK
Edward G. ROBINSON

"Double Indemnity"
IN PERSON
THE ANDREWS SISTERS
MITCHELL AYRES AND HIS BAND

PAXAMOMr
DARRYL

F. ZANUCK'S
'WILSON'

IN TECHNICOLOR
PLUS
ON STAGE
FRED
WARING
AND
HIS PENNSYLVANIANS
BUY MORE
BAVV
7th Ave. &
BONDS
■VW/VI
50th St. &
B'WAY

12J.
47th
Bonita Granville
Jean Brooks

YOUTH

St.

Kent Smith
Glenn Vernon

RUNS WILD'

'MEET THE
M-G-M's New Musical

ON

SCREEN

LUCILLE
DICK

BALL

POWELL

PEOPLE'

IN PERSON

SULLIVAN
&ED HARVEST
MOON
DANCE
WINNERS
TOMMY

DIX

lb

LEO'S NEW

GROUP!

PICTURES

WITH

A

UNCH!

Frl'G'Nl presents the
Greatest Group
that has ever been offered
in the industry • . •

THE

N0CK0U1
Q
BLOW-BY-BLOW

DESCRIPTION

THE SEVENTH CROSS . . . POWERFUL DRAMA
BARBARY COAST GENT . . . WESTERN
ACTION

j^
ng .rom
IE ""
GOESsti
TOrri
RENO
. . anc
LIVEe WIRE
bridge
Waterloo MAIS
VE STORY
LO
.
..
IR
EA
AE
E
AT
IV
PR
A
IS
GE
MARRIA
KISMET. . .TECHNICOLOR S
PECTACLE^
^
MRS . PARKINGTON. 7. ABSORBING NOVEL
NAUGHTY MARIETTA . . . GREATEST OPERETTA

^^

COMEDY ~~

,

)

's
acy
^Tr
cer
pen
greatest role in

^Phe Seventh (Oross
Tracy appeal and power at its Greatest!
A beautiful girl held the clue to the
most exciting manhunt ever filmed. Rave
press reviews predict a box-office sock!
FLASH! Atlantic City World Premiere sets
all-time house record for Apollo Theatre!

Inf ALLACE

BEER

BARBARy

Rough! Romantic! Riotous!
Gun-blazing drama and Girls of
the Honky-Tonks. It's another Big
Beery show of the Big-Time calibre of "Salute To The Marines."

jf t fop action adventure

COAST CENT
Wallace Beery in "Barbary Coast
Gent" with Binnie Barnes, John
Carradine, Bruce Kellogg, Frances
Rafferty, Chill Wills, Noah Beery,
Sr., Henry O'Neill, Ray Collins
Screen Play by Wiliiam R.
Lipman, Grant Garrett and Harry
Ruskin • Based on an Original Story
by William R. Lipman and Grant
Garrett • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Picture • Directed by Roy Del
Ruth • Produced by Orville O. Dull

Spencer Tracy in "The Seventh
Cross" with Signe Hasso • Hume
Cronyn • Jessica Tandy • Agnes
Moorehead • Herbert Rudley
Felix Bressart • Screen play by
Helen Deutsch • Based Upon
the Novel by Anna Seghers
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
Directed by Fred Zinnemann
Produced by Pandro S. Berman

WATERLOO
BRIDGE"

ANN

SOTHERN
fit in Top Form

£L
=-

&

q

MAME
GOES TO
RENO

g

//

Z53KSuZ
The reviewers say it's even better than "Swing Shift Maisie."
The popular series takes another
forward step in size, in production bigness and entertainment value.

"Maisie Goes to Reno" starring Ann Sothern
With John Hodiak, Tom Drake, Marta
Linden, Paul Cavanagh, Ava Gardner
Screen Play by Mary C. McCall, Jr.
Original Story by Harry Ruby and James
O'Hanlon • A Metro*- Goldwyn- Mayer
Picture • Directed by Harry Beaumont

MAISlt
GOES TO
RENO

Vivien Leigh
Robert Taylor
in the Immortal Love Story

Waterloo Bridge
Literally the talk of the industry because its test engagements in Houston, Kansas City, Memphis, Indianapolis,
Columbus topped big current M-G-M hits like "See Here,
Private Hargrove," "Broadway Rhythm" and others. And
Held Over at Memphis and Houston.
Vivien Leigh and Robert Taylor in "Waterloo Bridge" with Lucile Watson,
Virginia Field, Maria Ouspenskaya, C. Aubrey Smith • A Mervyn LeRoy
Production • Screen Play by S. N. Behrman, Hans Rameau and George
Froeschel • Based on the Play "Waterloo Bridge" by Robert E. Sherwood
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture • Directed by Mervyn LeRoy • Produced
by Sidney Franklin

URNER
eous in

ARRIA

RIVATEiiOFAIR"
Lana Turner in "Marriage Is a Private Affair"
with James Craig, John Hodiak, Frances Gifford,
Hugh Marlowe, Natalie Schafer, Keenan Wynn,
Herbert Rudley • A Robert Z. Leonard Production
Screen Play by David Hertz and Lenore Coffee
Based on the Novel by Judith Kelly • An M-G-M
Picture • Directed by Robert Z. Leonard • Produced byPandro S. Berman

The Gorgeous Girl they're
waiting to see again! And
they'll see her in a de luxe
romantic drama with TWO
(count 'em) He-men, John
Hodiak and James Craig to
make the sauce saucier! A
movie for the millions!

MARRIAGE
IS A

PRIVATE
AFFAIR"

ABBOTT
COST£LLO
tVv^^OwV

■

1

t vv\jtnn^/v

Ay*v

lostinA^a£€m

Money stars and a money title
that make your marquee a surefire ticket seller. A show that ranks
with the most hilarious these happy
comics have ever delivered.

Bud Abbott and Lou Costello in "Lost
in a Harem" with Marilyn Maxwell,
John Conte, Douglass Dumbrille, Jimmy
Dorsey and his Orchestra • Screen Play
by Harry Ruskin, John Grant and Harry
Crane • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture • Directed by Charles Riesner
Produced by George Haight

GREER

GARSONarad WALTER

PIDGEON

in their greatest yet . . .
0

Greer Garson and Walter Pidgeon
in "Mrs. Parkington" with Edward
Arnold, Agnes Moorehead, Cecil Kellaway, Gladys Cooper, Frances Rafferty,
Tom Drake, Peter Lawford, Dan
Duryea, Hugh Marlowe and the Saint
Luke's Choristers • Screen Play by
Robert Thoeren and Polly James
Based on the Novel by Louis Bromfield
An M-G-M Picture • Directed by Tay
Garnett • Produced by Leon Gordon

What a love story is Louis
Bromfield's famed Cosmopolitan Magazine story
and novel. A big picture
that spans a nation and a
generation as a beautiful
girl of the mining camps is
lifted to the world's glories
by an adventurous millionaire. First Coast Previews
hail the best yet from Mr.
and Mrs. Miniver.

v.

-A

•LJJEANETTEMACDONALD
NELSON EDDY

Jeanette MacDonald
and Nelson Eddy in
Victor
Book
andHerbert's
Lyrics by
"Naughty
Marietta"
Rida Johnson Young

The Greatest of All Operettas comes to your
public with its throbbing love songs, with its
exciting action and robust humor making it an
entertainment for all time. As in the case of
"Waterloo Bridge" here's a show that's right on
a par with the biggest current M-G-M hits!

Music by Victor Herbert •With Frank Morgan, Elsa Lanchester,
Douglass Dumbrille,
Joseph Cawthorne,
Cecilia Parker • A
W. S. Van Dyke Pro•An M-G-M
Picture •ductionProduced
by
Hunt Stromberg

wtk.

"KISMET"
MEW M-G-M
ASTOR
CHAMP!

RONALD COLMAN in Technicolor "KISMET
with MARLENE
DIETRICH - \t's Terrificil
COLOSSAL is the word for "Kismet." Every record in the entire history
- .
c
.
-11
i
•
i
Ot the famed Astor IS broken as Crowds wait on line to see Its romance,

adventure, spectacle in gorgeous eye-filling Technicolor.
and blazing drama will soon enthrall your patrons.

Its bold intrigue
6

Ronald Colman in "Kismet" with Marlene Dietrich,

James Craig, Edward Arnold, Hugh Herbert, Joy Ann

page> Florence Bates, Harry Davenport • Photographed
« Technicolor • Screen Play by John Meehan • Based
Upon the Play by Edward Knoblock* An M-G-M Picture
Directed by William Dieterle • Produced byEverett Riskin

Never a group in history with so many
in so many sure-fire attractions!

stars

(alphabetically listed)

ABBOTT & COSTELLO ■ EDWARD ARNOLD • WALLACE BEERY • RONALD
COLMAN • JAMES CRAIG • MARLENE DIETRICH • NELSON EDDY • GREER
GARSON • JOHN HODIAK • VIVIEN LEIGH • JEANETTE MACDONALD
FRANK MORGAN • WALTER PIDGEON • ANN SOTHERN • ROBERT
TAYLOR • SPENCER TRACY • LANA TURNER and many more.

WJNNAH/

533S3333333^R533^^

and
more
SOCKS
to
come

"AN AMERICAN ROMANCE" in Technicolor starring BRIAN DONLEVY
JUDY GARLAND in "MEET ME IN ST. LOUIS" in Technicolor . "THIRTY
SECONDS
THAXTER

OVER TOKYO"— VAN JOHNSON, ROBERT WALKER, PHYLLIS
and SPENCER TRACY as Lt. General James H. Doolittle

"ZIEGFELD FOLLIES" in Technicolor with the Greatest ALL-STAR Cast
ever assembled . MICKEY ROONEY in "NATIONAL VELVET" in Technicolor
WILLIAM
SPENCER
PICTURE
AWEIGH"
SINATRA,

POWELL, MYRNA LOY in "THE THIN MAN GOES HOME"
TRACY, KATHARINE HEPBURN in "WITHOUT LOVE" . "THE
OF DORIAN GRAY" with GEORGE SANDERS . "ANCHORS
in Technicolor with GENE KELLY, KATHRYN GRAYSON, FRANK
JOSE ITURBI and many more.
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M-G-M

. . . ALWAYS
Keep Selling Bonds

THE MAIN

EVENT!
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Eye Tax Structure,
Foreign and Domestic

Post-War to Bring
Sound Pix via Discs
ington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

(Continued from Page 1 )

DAILY

(Washington — Sound pix on phono
aph discs, selling to the public for
iess than a dollar each, are due for
perfection shortly according to Rep.
i Charles S. Dewey, R, 111. Writing in
the current issue of the American
Magazine, Dewey criticized the Govlernment for failing to permit the
use of materials and manpower
needed to perfect production
s, methods.
"One manufacturer told me recently," Dewey said, "that he and
jlhis associates had discovered that
sound motion pictures could be
printed on phonograph records and
sold at 50 cents to $1 each. The
invention may make it possible for
the average home to build up a library of dramas, travelogues, educational pictures and so on, to be
played by needle, using the lid of
the phonograph as a screen. It
would be a contribution to the culture of the American home. The
difficulty, however, is to put the light
track and sound track in the same
groove. As it is, each must be played
'in a sepai-ate groove, which makes
the record too large.
" 'We did a little work on it,' he
said, 'by bootlegging materials and
coaxing two men to work overtime
in the laboratory. Finally we got
ashamed of ourselves and stopped it
altogether. We tried again to persuade the Government to give us materials— it wouldn't take much — and
release one researchist to continue
the experiments, but we were refused. We said the production of
the records after the war would put
thousands of men to work and help
us reconvert immediately. Nobody
would listen. Now we may be delayed a year after the end of the
war before we can get under way'."

Hochstein Tried Postponed
The trial of Harry Hochstein,
former Chicago morals inspector,
I has been postponed in New Yoi-k
, Federal Court until Sept. 16. Hochstein was indicted by the Federal Grand Jury for allegedly testifying
tortionfalsely
trial. in last year's film ex-

structure as it affects pix both here
and abroad is on the agenda for the

SOFIE — Chapter One
• •
•
WHILE MANY of the industry's execs
too old to take
active part on actual battle fronts
do what they can (and it's a
bang-up
job) on the home
ironts
via service on war-furthering
committees. Bond-selling campaigns, etc. and etc
they look with
justifiable pride on the war records of their sons
Some are known
to filmland
some too young to have made their impressions in
business
Some
active in other fields when
the call to Service
came
All in all, the. fighting roster of the Sons of Film Industry
Executives is long
and the industry, as well as the pops, can
Take Pride
T
T
T
• •
• FOR INSTANCE, Paramount members of the SOFIE in
service include Bert Balaban,
son of Prexy Barney
Balaban
combat
photographer
with
the rank of sergeant in the Marine
Corps
now on active duty in the South Pacific and has been
there since the fall of Tarawa
which he is believed to have photographed. . . • Board Chairman Adolph Zukor's son, Eugene, is a
lieutenant commander in the USNR
has been on duty on the
Pacific coast
and, since last month on new duties in Washington.
• And Zukor's grandson, Eugene John, is a pharmacist's mate in the
Navy
now on active duty in the South Pacific. . . • Y. Frank
"Pete" Freeman, Jr., son of the Coast studio executive, is a lieutenant
commander in the USNR
recently returned from active duty in
the Pacific
he was married
in Atlanta a few weeks ago
and is reported on the West Coast awaiting assignment to new duty.

•
•
•
SOFIE MEMBERS on the 20th-Fox honor roll include the four
sons of Felix A. Jenkins, company secretary
Capt. Daniel R. and
Pvt. Cyrus F. are in the Army
while Ensign Peter D. and Q. M.
3/c Henry E. uphold the Jenkins name in the Navy
Incidentally,
Pvt. Cyrus served as a lieutenant in the American Field Service,
attached to the British Eighth Army in Libya and Tunisia for 20 months
for his services in Tunisia he received the Medaille Coloniale
from the Free French Forces
a nephew.
Warrant
Officer Alger
Jenkins, RAF, is reported missing in action since March, 1942, and is
presumed killed. . . • Pfc. William C. Michel, Jr., son of the executive
vice-president, handles anti-aircraft guns with the Army
while Pfc.
William J. Kupper, Jr., and Pvt. Richard W. Kupper, sons of the general
sales manager, are also in the Army. . . • Other 'juniors" include
S 1/c William C. Gehring, son of the Western sales manager, in the
Navy
Pvt Tom Connors, son of the v.-p. in charge of sales. Army

Mrs. Clyde Houston Dead

and Charles P. Skouras, son of National Theaters' president, a
West Point cadet. . . • Connors' assistant. Jack Sichelman, has three
boys upholding
the Colors
Capt. Jesse and Pvt. Elliott of the
Army, while S 1/c Ira E. is in the Navy

Dallas — Mrs. Clyde C. Houston,
wife of the M-G-M salesman, died
last week.
A son also survives.

•

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO...
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Arthur W.

Kelly

Roscoe Karns

Merna Kennedy
Roy
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State tions
Department's
Department, anTelecommunicaofficial said.
"Taxes — our own and those of
other countries — are one of the very
biggest problems we must face as
we try to work out with the industry a means of opening up the world
picture market. After the war," he
pointed out, "there is real danger
that film distributors may find even
greater difficulty than before because
of increased taxation. We hope that
will not be true, even though many
countries will be desperate for
He is hopeful that reciprocal
agreements
to end double taxation
revenue."
can be worked out even though
"films have always been a more or
less legitimate football to be kicked
around in order to build up national
In the meantime it was established
here that conversations have already
revenues."
been opened
by the The
Bureau
of Internal Revenue.
bureau
is
seriously considering — and is expected to agree to — the industry suggestion that the U. S. agree to forego taxes on foreign films coming into this country wherever the country of origin is similiarly prepared
to waive tax on U. S. films shown
within its borders. It is believed that
the subject has also been broached
to the British Government.

New Rites in Vernon, Ind.
Vernon, Ind. — Burt New, 73, associated with the MPPDA since its
inception in 1922 until his retirement, died in Washington Tuesday
and was brought here, his former
home, for funeral services and burial
yesterday. New, at one time, was
one of the executive directors of the
Democratic National Committee.

UlEDDinG BELLS
Chicago — Engagement of Marshall
Snapp, USA, formerly of Warner
Theaters, and Eileen Klopsck, has
been announced.

are S. 1/c Harvey Day, Jr., USN, son of

New Haven — Corp. Joseph Einhorn, president of Bald Eagle Films
and Jeanne Singer, of New York,
are engaged to be married.

Terry toon's general sales manager
Corp. Sheperd Bloom,
USA,
whose pop is Jack Bloom, assistant to Central Sales Manager L. J.
Schlaifer
Ensign Clarence A. Hill, Jr., USN, son of A. W. Smith,

Memphis — Louise Warren, Malco
Circuit, was married last week to
Sgt. Ray Grening, AAF.

•

•

THEN

THERE

Jr.'s assistant
Sgt. Gerard
Lincer, USA; pop is Irving Lincer,
transportation manager
Pvt. Louis I. Maas, USA special combat
intelligence, son of Irving Maas, assistant director of the international
department
Corp. Spyros Skouras, Jr., USA Sig?ial Corps, whose
dad, of course, is president of 20th-Fox.
. . • Corp. Erward H.
Howe, USMC, son of M. D. "Doc" Howe of the exploitation depart(Continued on Page 14)

Memphis — James E. Pope, Columbia booker, and Geraldine Key were
married at Cardova, Tenn. over the
week-end.
Memphis — Zula Wehrum, RKO assistant booker, was married Saturday to Bill Fitzpatrick.

■ "'';'/i

CHECK UP!
CALL UP YOUR

;'>-■

"CONTACTS!"

Find out about the records "Summer Storm" broke in its
first 11 openings for Loew's in MEMPHIS, SYRACUSE, ATLANTA,
NORFOLK, RICHMOND, HARRISBURG, READING, TOLEDO,
WILMINGTON, for Warner's in PHILADELPHIA
and for the Odeon Circuit in VANCOUVER!

and HARTFORD,
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U.S. Proposals Wide
Open for Changes

RKO May Expand U.K.
Production Activities
(Continued from Page 1)
making all its British films with an
eye to the world market and not
simply to meet the requirements of
the British quota law, with distribution in the United States assured
if the pictures "are found acceptable here."
BKO Radio has two British pictures on the current year's schedule.
They are "Hotel Reserve" with James
Mason and "Great Day," starring
Eric Portman. The one is completed; the other, in production. The
company is committed to make "a
minimum of two" next year.
Wolff asserted that his company
was "ready to step in and do business in all the continental countries
as soon as we are told we can do so."
According to Wolff, business in
England dropped to 35 per cent of
normal when the robot bombs started falling. "Business has now picked
up and is practically back to normal
on top attractions," he added. "In
spite of the bombs people will go
out to see a great picture."
General distribution was reported
good in the whole kingdom, being
"terrific" in the provinces. Wolff
said that business in England had
by no means reached its peak and
he looked forward to "bigger business there after the war."
Wolff said that the shortage of
studio space was hampering independent production in Great Britain.
He brought news that the Elstree
studios had been turned back to the
industry by the British government.
The foreign executive, who was
the company's New York branch
manager before his assignment to
England, will spend five or six weeks
in this country. He leaves for the
Coast within a week.

Two New KC Theater Cos.
Jefferson City, Mo. — C-M-C Corp.,
and C-A-C Corp., both of Kansas
City (Mo.) have been incorporated
by 0. K. Mason, C. A. Schultz and H.
Ralph to operate theaters.

French Campaign Is
Quick; So's Gillham's
Rapid-fire thinking by Bob Gillham, Paramount's ad and publicity
director, keyed the New York world
premiere ad campaign on "Till We
Meet Again" to the spot news that
"Paris Is Free!" Hot on the heels
of the flash confirming liberation
of the French capital, Gillham overhauled the already-prepared newspaper campaign to take box office
advantage of the ousting of the
Nazis. He also quickly revamped
the huge Rivoli front with jumbo
reproductions of newspaper front
pages, and even injected the news
in the "Till We

Meet Again" trailer!

i Continued from Page 1)
dress the Allied board of direct
and the delegation of indeper?
exhibitors who are here for a v
(Continued from Page

11)

ment, is a prisoner of war in the Philippines
while Deon
de
Titta, chief projectionist, has four sons in the services.
▼
▼
T
• • • REPUBLIC CHAPTER reports that Capt. Douglas T. Yates.
USA Signal Corps Photographic Section is stationed at Astoria, L. I.
while Capt. Richard G. Yates, is in the Quartermaster Corps in
Hawaii
both are sons of Board Chairman Herbert J. Yates, Sr. • Capt. Emund Grainger, USA Signal Corps
son of Prexy James
R. Grainger
and a Republic producer in his own right
is in
Los Angeles
while 1st Lt. Oscar A. Goodman, brother of Morris
Goodman, v.-p. in charge of foreign sales has served with the Medical
Corps in New Guinea for a year
T
▼
▼
• • • HONOR ROLL at PRC includes Pvt. Armand S. Cohn,
Jr., USA service troops, the son of the general manager of the San
Francisco franchise. . . % Sam Sobel, 'Frisco franchise owner
has
two sons in service
Corp. Earl, AAF and Pvt. Carlyle, USA. . .
0 S l/c Robert G. Lamb, son of Seattle Franchise Holder Lloyd V.
Lamb, is in the Navy
while Corp. Robert R. Rohrs, of the Air
Corps combat cargo division is the son of Fred Rohrs, division sales
manager. . . # Herb Given's two 'ons (he's the Philadelphia franchise holder) are in the Air Forces
Pvt. H. Woody Given is attached to base operations (flight control) Wendover Field, Utah
and 1st. Lt. Stanley H. resigned as a Paramount booker to join up, has
seen service in China and is now with the 20th Bomber Command,
India. . . # Top PRC pop is William Flemion,
of Detroit, with
three sons in the service
l/c machinist
William, Jr. is with
the Seabees in the Marshall Islands
Sgt. Richard
is with the
ordnance corps in England
while Charles is a Naval aviation
cadet now stationed at Corpus Christi, Tex. . . • Corp. Glen T.
Swartz, AAF gunner, is the brother of Abbott M. Swartz, franchise
holder in Minneapolis
T
T
T
• •
•
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR

Newsreels and Editors
Agree on a Contract

Schlaifer is Named as
Assistant to Hal Home

(Continued from Page 1)
by the reels were a closed shop, a
40-hour week, time and a half for
overtime, paid vacations, an equal
minimum wage scale for all companies and restoration of jobs to returning service men.
The contract is effective as of
Aug. 15 and runs to early 1946. It
is retroactive to Aug. 15.
A. J. Richard represented Paramount News in the negotiations;
Walton C. Ament, Pathe; Thomas
Mead, Universal; Mike Clofine, News
of the Day; Edmund Reek, Movietone. The MPFE was represented
by Morrie Roizman and Jack Bush,
president and vice-president, respectively. Participating for the IATSE
were Louis Krouse, its general secretary-treasurer and Matthew Levy,
the Alliance's legal representative.
The contract is being prepared for
submission to the WLB for approval.
Last night it was submitted to the

(Continued from Page 1)
tion director.
Schlaifer will continue
as advertising manager.
Another promotion is that of Sid
Blumenstock as successor to Jules
Fields, assistant exploitation manager, who last week was advanced
to publicity manager, succeeding
Jack Goldstein, who resigned effective Oct. 1. Blumenstock has been
in charge of pi'omotion and exhibitor service.
Willkie Message to UOPWA
Philadelphia— Wendell L. Willkie,
chairman of the 20th-Fox board,
sent a message to the annual convention of the United Office and Professional Workers of America, CIO,
in session at the Bellevue-Stratford
here.
MPFE membership for ratification
house.
at a meeting in the Fraternal Club-

dayWright
session.said the Department
Justice's proposals represented wJ
the Government thought the decf
should contain but that it was '
open" for changes.
He indicated that the recommenl
tions that the theater owners n|
put forth at the meetings here co
have an important bearing on
final draft of the modified decree.
All factions involved must be g\
en their right to suggest furtl|
changes, he said.
Wright described his conferei]
scheduled for today as an inforn]
question and answer period.
More than 120 exhibitors some
companied by their wives have resa
vations at the Mt. Washington Hoj|
where the meetings are being h<]
indicating one of the largest inc
pendent turnouts in recent yearfl

High Gov't, Foreign
Officials to See "Wilson"!
Washington Bureau of THE FILM
DAIji
Washington — With delegates
the Dumbarton Oaks conferend
ambassadors of the United Natiorj
members of Congress, Governmej
officials and high-ranking milita|
officers, the Capitol's premiere
Darryl F. Zanuck's "Wilson," he:
tonight took on unprecedented i:
ternational
significance.
Nineteen foreign ambassadors ar
14 foreign Ministers will be in tl
distinguished
audience.
Representing 20th Century - Fc
from the home office in New Yoi
will be President Spyros Skoura;
Tom J. Connors, William J. Kuppe
Hal Home, Andrew W. Smith, Ji
Jack Schlaifer, Bob Mohtgomer
and Sam Shain.
Among prominent exhibitors fro:
Maryland, Virginia and Washingtoi
D. C. who will attend the premier
will be Frank Boucher, Frank La
Fake, Sidney Lust, Harry Browr
Ben Caplan, Ed Fountaine, Sam Ga
lanty, George Gill, Arthur Jackob
son, Fred Klein, Gus Lynch, Hard;
Meakin, John O'Leary, John Pay
ette, Wade Pearson, Louis Reb
nitzki, Roland Robbins, Nathan C
Rosen, Ivan Rosenbaum, Danie
Weinberg, Benjamin F. Young, Fre<
Kogod and Joseph Bernheimer.

TO THE COLORS!
* DECORATED*
/SGT. ETHAN ALLEN SHEPLEY, AAF, son ol
A. H. Shepley, St. Louis attorney who ha:
served as arbiter in several film cases,
awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross and
the Air Medal with three Oak Leaf Clusters.

_

Yes, "BIG pictures
Can be
ENTER TJINING

AND ON SEPTEMBER 20th,
AT THE NEW YORK RIVOLI

Paramount

will present the World Premiere
of the best-selling love story by the author
of "Rebecca," filmed with magnificence and
beauty that have not been attained
before, In Technicolor y

(ad

^

Running Time
1 Hour and 50 Minutes

3p

JOAN FONTAINE
ARTURO DE CORDOVA
JL JL tjJtjL \jjLjHAs. CkxJl k9

\^Jl Cs Civ

A MITCHELL LEISEN PRODUCTION
itt

«$>

Basil Ratktone • Nigel Bruce • Cecil Kellaway
Ralpk Fortes • Harali Ramond
IN TECHNICOLOR
B. G. DeSYLVA,

ExecuHve Producer

Screen Play by Talbot Jennings • Prom tbe Novel by Dapbne Ju Maurier
Directed by MITCHELL

LEISEN

n
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osl-War 'WAC' Held
seful'
By Schaefer
(Continued from Page 1)
he-record statement on the subeither Schaefer or any other
Ewbyleader.
L discussing the potentialities of
IlC or its counterpart after hosjkies cease, he stressed the fact
ft he "has no specific knowledge"
ft WAC will be perpetuated, but
ds that "such an organization,
umliated as WAC is, and repretative of industry interests at
ge, would serve a very useful purl;e."
Queried as to his future producp arrangements, Schaefer said
t he has very definite plans along
t line which will be revealed by
i in the near future.

ill Outline Raw Film
:ck Situation Tomorrow
(Continued from Page 1)
norrow to hear WPB pix chief
coin V. Burrows outline the
s stock situation. A cut of beeen 15 and 20 per cent for the reinder of this quarter (through
)tember) is already imposed, Burys expected to estimate the posie allocation for the final quarter
the year.
Dver-quota ordering will be out for
rest of this year as things stand
v, but it is probable that the alloion to be announced will not be
off the 75 per cent of 1941 footwhich has been in force for
a-ly two years.
"That's the way
looks now," Burrows remarked,
it isn't the full 75 per cent, it'll
just a couple of million feet off
r-all."
rull details of Francis S. Harn's plan for raw stock economy
1 be examined at tomorrow's meet, Burrows
said
yesterday.
2 meeting, he said, has been held
for several weeks in order to
mit the gathering of full facts and
jres on film production by Burt's and his staff, and on requirents by the distributors.
3urrows says he anticipates no
iculty in gaining acceptance for
plan, explaining that he could
give any sort of O.K., for it bee it was presented by the industry
'isory committee.
WPB procedcalls for presentation of any such
ustry plans by this committee, and
vides for no official recognition
them until they are so present-

VVfi41LY

Information, Please!
. . . questions Wright might answer
(Continued from Page 1)
the Government will take cognizance of them and act accordingly. The Government,
to be sure, is proceeding on the theory that what it proposes is foolproof and holeproof.
And it may be. But if it is, surely the Government must have the answers to questions
that are being asked in the trade's ranks, exhibition and distribution both, and there
should be no hesitancy in frankly disclosing them.
o

CO, when Wright takes the floor at Bretton Woods today, it is to be hoped that
he
** will, among other things, throw additional light upon the single feature
selling
angle. In the so-called Wendell Berge press release, it was stated "the Department
believes that recent Supreme Court decisions have made it clear that the forcing
of
feature licenses by the tying of one copyright to another is unlawful." Industry
counsel, presumed to know their law, profess ignorance of any case which
holds a
copyright
them singly.proprietor may not vend copyrighted articles together and refuse to sell

If Wright does, he might cite them and indicate their specific application
to the
marketing or pictures.
Bearing upon the single feature selling angle, too, is the interesting contention
of
Abram F. Myers, Allieds astute general counsel, that if the five decree
companies
having accepted the "modified" decree, "wilfully adopt a policy
selling only one
picture at a time, it would be illegal and contemptuous" (Filmof Daily,
Aug 24)
Wright might say, preferably without a "yes, but," whether the Governments viewpoint coincides, bearing in mind the distributor contention that single selling would
be
mandatory so as to avoid the accusation of forcing one picture upon a theater
operator
as a condition of his obtaining another which he considered more desirable.
Indeed, Wright might do the entire industry a service by frankly explaining
why the
Government evidently feels single selling (which certainly few, if any exhibitors
want)
is desirable. The non-decree companies will be as intensely interested in that
as the
so-called "Big Five." And so, of course, willo all theater operators.
I N the wake of the Government proposals there have been numerous other criticisms
voiced of various provisions. It has been contended that should the last two
paragraphs ofSection IV of the present decree be deleted, it would be highly dangerous
for a salesman to even discuss the licensing of more than one feature at a time
because an exhibitor could always claim, if unable to make a satisfactory deal
that
the salesman tried to "force" him to take a feature which he did not
want Thus
every transaction could give rise to a claim of conditioning. What course
of action
would Wright prescribe under such circumstances?
The issue of equity arises obviously in the Government proposals for
Section V
Under them the distr.butors concerned may not condition the licensing
of pictures to
one theater upon the licensing to another, yet there is no similar
prohibition against
an exhibitor. The criticism is made that this makes the process
of bargaining unreal
and, further, that an exhib. having a number of theaters would possess
a buying power
greater than the individual with fewer, and the distributor would not
have the countervailing or counterbalancing power to deal with the owner of a circuit of theaters
In the light of the Government's Schine, Crescent and Griffith suits—
plus its
frowns upon pooling operations and circuit-wide deals— Wright
might care to say
whether this modification" actually is not objectionable from the
Government's own
point of view.
o
^^RIGHT,
too, with profit all the way 'round,
have much
to say about the
proposals in lieu of the present Sections VIII, might
IX and X. For it has been claimed
the new proposals, taken together, would wipe out the entire structure
of clearance
terminate the process of bargaining and turn over exhibition to the fiat
of
arbitrators'
It is contended— bearing on that— that the amendment giving
the arbitrator the
right to eliminate clearance whether or not there is substantia
l competition between
the theaters places in the hands of an arbitrator the power
to destroy the business
not only ef the distributor but of any exhibitor.
Wright might say whether or not there thus is ground for the allegation
that it would
be possible for an arbitrator to take a neighborhood house, presently fourthor fifth-run
and find that the
A ' house is entitled to no clearance.
Catalogue this as a "straw man" if you wish.
But better by far to have the answers
now than when ,t is too late.
And they should come from the Government, for, after
II, it is the Government which, through its proposals, raised the questions

Pickford's "Venus" Deal
To Be Closed Next Week
(Continued from Page 1)

IN NEW POSTS
^ENT ALDEIRT,
assistant manager,
Loew's
State, Syracuse.
(RIS
ALDERMAN,
shipper,
Columbia,
New
Haven.
3LUMENTHAL, JR., Warner salesman, Dallas.
NIE CREER, Warner salesman, Memphis.

hit, "One Touch of Venus," starring
Mary Martin, is scheduled for the
early part of next week, following
the arrival of Miss Pickford in New
York on Monday from the Coast.
Terms of the pact are reported to
involve payment by her of $150,000
in cash, plus 10 per cent of the film's
gross. Release date of the film version is tagged for Jan. 1, 1946.

Polio
Limits Children's
Attendance
in Lebanon
(Continued from Page 1)
alysis epidemic.
Previous to this
order, free Saturday
movies
for
children had been suspended.
An opinion that the peak of the
epidemic had been passed, however,
was expressed by Dr. Edward W.
Colby, epidemiologist of the State
Board of Health, after a visit to this
section.

11thGarden
'Night Nov.
of Stars'
At
14
(Continued from Page 1)
van
chairman
of this year's
event,Gotshal,
with the
announcement
that
Mayor F. H. LaGuardia,
Grover A. Whalen, and Dr. Stephen
S. Wise, will serve as honorary chairmen of a committee, comprised of
civic and theatrical leaders, sponsoring the giant entertainment program for the United Jewish Appeal
for Refugees, Overseas Needs and
Palestine.
Officers announced by Gotshal are
Rudolf G. Sonneborn and Abraham F. Wechsler, co-chairmen; G.
E. Lowenstein, executive chairman;
Abraham Liebovitz, treasurer; and
Leonard Ginsberg, chairman of the
trades council. Samuel Blitz will
continue
director. in the post of executive

Robert
Theater's
again act,
chairman

M. Weitman, Paramount
managing director, will
aswhile
producing committee's
Ed Sullivan and
Louis K. Sidney will be co-chairmen. Heading the women's division
will be Mrs. Leo Spitz, chairman,
and Mrs. Louis Grossman, executive
chairman.
Gotshal declared in his statement
yesterday that "with the allied
armies heroically forging ahead to
new liberations, it is not premature
in presuming that the evening of
Nov. 14 will be a 'Victory Night of

"Flesh" on Up-Grade
In the Chicago Sector
(Continued from Page I)
Stars'."
having started the policy recently.
Plans for celebrating the 18th anniversary ofthe RKO Palace with a
week of old-time vaude are progressing under the direction of
Western District Manager Frank
Smith, while there is talk of reopening the Majestic, dark for many
years, with a vaudeville policy.
Stumbling block in the latter proposal is the question of who is to
modernize the house. Owners put
it up to the prospective tenants
hold that the owners should do who
the

Stage shows continue at the B & K
Chicago and Regal Theaters while
Costello's Oriental will extend its
name band and vaude policy into
the Fall months.
job.Some night clubs that dropped
acts because of higher Federal taxes
are returning to flesh with the new
season.

BACK IN CIVVIES
Honorably Discharged
MAURICE SHACKELFORD, former salesman, Columbia, Omaha.
SGT.

ABE SCHILLER, from
Falk office, Detroit.

the Army,

to Mlk«

0

<?AY£ST,

/mum
\fcfcVEIU£ with Beweri/ Jl

Original Screen Play by
McElbert Moore and Arthur Dreifuss
Directed by ARTHUR DREIFUSS

I

{[Med Board

Studying Proposal to Produce
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(See Columns 2-3 Below)
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RIGHT DEFENDS GOVT DECREE PROPOSALS
o Hear Indie Suggestions
for Decree Changes
Editorial

! men Made Chairman
)f Indie Conference to
ift Recommendations

Bretton Woods, N. H. — Further
^commendations for modification of
tie New York consent decree by inependent exhibitors will be handled
trough the Conference of Independpt Exhibitors which met yesterday
Lith the Allied board of directors
t the Mt. Washington Hotel. Hugh
ruen of the PCC was elected chairlan of the Conference and he will
all a meeting of the members some
me this Fall. The meeting is ex(Continued on Page 7)

leach Compromise
(n WB-MPOE Pact
A compromise was reached yesteray by Warner Bros, and Motion Picire Office Employes, Local 23169,
FL, in negotiations for a new con-

Cites Court Decisions on
Illegality of Tying One
Copyright to Another

More Info., Please!
. . . further questions for Wright
— By CHESTER B. BAHN

—

By AL THE
STEENFILM DAILY
Associate Editor,

I N Bretton Woods, N. H., where he presently is attending Allied's national board
' meeting, Robert L. Wright, special assistant to the Attorney General and, with
Wendell Berge, the man who presumably maps the Department of Justice anti-trust
policy insofar as films are concerned, emphasizes that the Government is maintaining
an "open-minded" attitude as to the future of the New York consent decree.
Further, Wright indicates, the "modifications" to the expired decree filed a month
agoi in Federal Court here, are not the final word after all. Indeed, Wright says
that the Government is ready to amend its recommendations where amendments are
deemed necessary. Thus, it seems that the Government is not averse to giving
consideration to exhibitor and distributor criticism of the "modifications" and. indeed,
might even be in a horse-trading mood insofar as the distributors are concerned.
Which is something more than merely interesting, in view of the distributor claim —
undenied as yet by the Department of Justice — that the rejection of the "Big Five's" own
proposals failed to indicate in the slightest wherein or wherefore they were unacceptable.
Leaving

that

point

aside,

the

Government's
frank admission
(Continued on Page 8)

Infantile Epidemic
Hitting Grosses

that

it is

ready

to

Dom. Talks Changes
In Film Board, WIB

(Continued on Page 7)

Incidence of infantile paralysis has
knocked grosses in several parts of
the country, reports from field correspondents indicate. Milwaukee notes
that
the
epidemic
hit last weeks'
by the St.
(Continued on Page 7)
its attack
embodied
decree is "Wilson's" Roxy Gross

irthur Mulls Strategy
or Arbitration Attack
Strategy to be utilized
ouis Amusement Co. in
i the arbitration system
\ the New York consent

(Continued on Page 10)

Schenck, Roosevelt
Talk Iflof D Drive
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Nicholas M. Schenck,
head of Loew's was closeted with
President Roosevelt yesterday at
the White House for a discussion
of industry plans for the next March
of Dimes campaign. Schenck arrived here mid-afternoon and left
on an early evening plane to return to New York.
The discussion was general in nature with specific plans for the
campaign yet to be announced, although Schenck is believed to have
put several ideas before the President for his approval.

To Hit $1,250,000 Mark

Eight WLB Applications

Allied to Act on Production
Be Made

Official Washington Turns
Out for "Wilson" Opening

tying of one copyright to another
is unlawful, Robert L. Wright, assistant to the Attorney General, said
here yesterday in discussing the
Government's recommendations for
a modified New York consent decree.
(Continued on Page 8)

Rydge Finds Pix Biz
In Aussie Best Ever
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — With Australian exhibitors doing more business than
ever before in their history, the postwar outlook for the continent down
(Continued on Page 10)

Ottawa — With peace looming in Canvass Exhibs. To Set
Europe, Canadian cabinet ministers
are understood to have reached a Sixth Drive Chairmen
decision at a closed session to close
up the Wartime Information Board
A
canvass
of the
exhibitors
(Continued on Page 8)
throughout
the nation is now in
swing, to determine
the men who
will serve as state exhibitor chairCompanies-IATSE Sign

Exchange operations heads of the
Aggregate
gross for 20th-Fox's
"Wilson" at the close of its eight film companies and Joseph Basson of
yesterday signed eight
weeks' run at the Roxy on Broad- the IATSE
way late in the month will approxi- more applications designed to im(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 7)

Films Would

Bretton Woods, N. H.— Two
recent Supreme Court decisions
have made it clear that the

on Franchise Basis

Bretton Woods, N. H. — Allied
States' board of directors today will
act on a proposal submitted by a producer group whereby a program of
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY pictures will be made for Allied
Washington — Official Washington members on a franchise basis. Details of the plan were not revealed,
turned out last night to jam Loew's
Capitol Theater for a picture which but it is understood that the project
is generally considered to be the is similar to the RKO and Tiffany
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 8)

1,000 Filmites Attend
Anti-Def amotion Meet
Nearly 1,000 executives and workers from all branches of the entertainment world packed the New
Amsterdam Roof yesterday in response to the "joint defense appeal" of the American Jewish Committee and Anti-Defamation League
of B'nai B'rith.
Following speeches by Quentin
Reynolds, Richard Gudstadt, national
director of the Anti - Defamation
League, and Barney Balaban, Ed
Sullivan, columnist, accepted pledges,
which were double and in some cases
tjiple the amounts given last year,
for carrying on the program of both
organizations.
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SPYROS SKOURAS, TOM CONNORS and
HAL HORNE, of 20th-Fox, go to the Coast
next week to view new product.
]. CHEEVER COWDIN, chairman of the Universal board, has returned
from the Coast.
LT. JACK BERNHARD, AAF, son of Joseph
Bernhard, has returned to this country on
leave from
the European
war
theater.
PECGY RYAN, young Universal star will
arrive in New York Tuesday and will attend
the New England premiere of "The Merry
Monahans" in Providence Sept. 19.
F. M. SAUNDERS, assistant general sales
manager for M-G-M, and WILLIAM D. KELLY,
in charge of the print department, leave for
Washington today and are due back tomorrow.
CARLOS NIEBLA, Mexico City manager for
M-G-M, is in town on a combined business and
vacation
trip.
LILI MESSINGER of M-G-M's Coast story
department
is due shortly for a brief visit.
LOUIS HYMAN is due from the Coast Sept.
15 and SOL LESSER is expected to arrive about
two weeks
later.
LOU GOLDINC, Fabian circuit head upstate,
was in town from Albany yesterday.
HARRY C. ARTHUR, JR. leaves for Chicago
Sunday and expects to become a grandfather
next week.
HARRY WEINER, Columbia
ager, was in town yesterday.

JACK BARKER, art director of Famous
ers Canadian, Toronto,
is in town.
EDWARD
Hollywood.
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Play-

returned

from

E. V. RICHARDS and N. L. CARTER, president
and general manager of Paramount-Richards,
are in town for conferences with Leonard H.
Goldenson, Paramount v. -p. in charge of theater operations.

Young

WANTED

woman with over ten years diversified experience in Motion Picture
work, including production and sales.
Recently returned from West. Desires
executive secretarial position in Motion
Picture.
Radio
or Television.
Write —
Box 210,
FILM DAILY
1501
BROADWAY.
NEW
YORK
CITY

HAL

BURROWS, M-G-M art head, has returned from a vacation at Martha's Vine-

DOROTHY LAMOUR will arrive in New York
Monday by train from Hollywood for a vacation.
yard.
Her husband, Maj. WILLIAM ROSS HOWARD,
3rd, Army Air Corps, will arrive here Monday
by EDWIN
plane.
W. AARON, M-C-M circuit sales
head, arrives in Portland today and will
be in San Francisco Sunday, Monday and Tuesday. He arrives in Los Angeles, Sept. 13,
fAUL RICHRATH, home office assistant to
John J. Maloney, M-C-M Central division manager, is back from a Connecticut vacation.
J. ROBERT RUBIN is due back Monday
a vacation at Saratoga.

from

BILL McCORMICK of M-C-M's publicity department arrived in Washington yesterday from
the Coast and is due here Monday en route to
Boston. He is handling a special assignment
on "The Seventh Cross."
LEONARD HIRSCH, assistant to E. K. O'SHEA,
Eastern M-C-M sales manager, returns from
his vacation Monday.
BRIAN DONLEVY has returned to Hollywood
after
swing through 10 mid-Western and
Eastern a cities.
CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD is at the WaldorfAstoria from the Coast with MARTIN BROONES,
her husband.

J. MYER SCHINE and his chief buyer
and booker, GEORGE V. LYNCH, were in town
yesterday
from Gloversville.
MYRNA LOY is at the Waldorf-Astoria from
the Coast.

Rodgers Discusses Sales
Policy At Chi. Parley

50th Mission Completed,
Lt. T. G. Arthur Returning

20th-Fox.

is due

from

the

Chicago — William F. Rodgers,
RKO
M-G-M vice-president and general
RKO $6 pfd
sales manager, discussed company
20th Century-Fox . .
sales policy yesterday, the first of a
20th Century-Fox pfd
Warner
Bros
three-day meeting he is holding at
NEW
YORK
the Blackstone Hotel with E. K.
Par. B'way 3s55
(Ted) O'Shea, Eastern sales manNEW
YORK
ager; John E. Flynn, Western sales
Monogram Picts
head; and J. J. Maloney, Central diRKO
cvs
visional chief. Today and tomorrow
Sonotone
Corp.
...
Technicolor
are expected to be devoted to the
Trans-Lux
same general line of discussions.
Rodgers leaves here Saturday for a
brief visit to the Culver City studios,
Loew's to Pay $50c Dividend
Loew's directors yesterday de- while O'Shea will head for New York
clared a dividend of 50 cents per the same day.
share on the company's common
stock, payable Sept. 30 to stockholders of record at the close of business Managers And RKO To Set
Sept. 19.
Date For Bargaining Vote

POSITION

ROY ROBBINS, BEN GRADUS, BENJAMIN
DONIGER, WALTER HARRIS, LOUIS MUCCI,
WALTER SACH, ANTHONY CAMUELLO, and
HUGH DINNEN, all of Overseas Motion Picture Bureau, OWI, to Cummington, Mass., for
filming of documentary film on New England
life.

HERMAN LIVERIGHT, SAM SHAPIRO, GLORIA
SCHWARTZ, BEA LUSTIC, ALICE GOODMAN,
OTTO LANCER, SIDNEY YOUNC and ELLEN
DAVIDSON are at the Philadelphia convention of the United Office and Professional
Workers of America, CIO, as delegates from
the Screen Office and Professional Employes
Guild, Local 109.

LARRY KENT,
Coast Monday.

(Thursday, Sept. 7)
NEW

Philadelphia man-

JACK LAMONT, Monogram foreign rep. in
Mexico, Central America and Panama, has left
New York to launch release of the company's
program
of 25 Spanish-dubbed
films.

Date for a bargaining election for
managers and assistant managers in
41 RKO houses in the metropolitan
area will be set on Sept. 13 at a
meeting of representatives of the circuit and the Motion Picture Theater
Operating Managers, Assistant Managers and Cashiers Guild at the
offices of the State Labor Relations
Board here.

His 50th bombing mission completed, Lt. Thomas G. Arthur, AAF,
son of Harry C. Arthur, Jr., is now
in Italy awaiting transportation orders that will bring him home for a
30-day leave, it was learned yesterday. Navigator on a B-24, Lt. Arthur recently was decorated for his
exploits in the air. His combat missions have taken him over virtually
all Axis and Axis-held countries, as
well as over Russia. In Rome on
leave, following the completion of
his 50th mission, Lt. Arthur was
among a group of American soldiers
received in audience by the Pope with
whom he spoke at the conclusion.

RKO Declares $1.50 Div.
RKO Corp's Board of Directors
at a meeting yesterday, declared a
dividend of $1.50 per share on its 6
per cent preferred stock payable Nov.
1, to holders of record at the close
of business on Oct. 20, such dividend
constituting the regular dividend for
the current quarter which will end
Oct. 31

On Prod'n
Program
(Continued from Page 1)
franchise
plan adopted
by Allie
about 15 years ago.
Representatives of the financial i
terests in the enterprise yesterd*
outlined
their proposition
to f
board. No action was taken butv
discussions will be resumed today.
The New England unit was ho;j
last night at a cocktail party ary
banquet.

Rank May Drop Plans
For American Exchanges]
That J. Arthur Rank of Gred
Britain will drop his plans to set u]
a distribution system in this countr
to handle the product turned out b!
his production companies should h;
consummate a deal with Unite
Artists to act as his permanent did
tributor in the Western Hemisphei
was disclosed yesterday by Dr. Aled
ander Galperson, one of his distribul
country.
tion representatives now in thi[
It will be recalled that earlier thi
week a deal was closed with UA fo
the distribution of seven Rank piq
tures in the Western Hemisphere.

Yamins In $200,000 Gift
For Hospital Laboratory
Boston
—
President
Davis
Ml
Watchmaker, of Beth Israel Hospital
announces the establishing of a funiL
of $200,000, for the erection at Bet«
Israel Hospital of a separate re
search and clinical laboratory unit
a gift of Mr. and Mrs. Nathai
Yamins in celebration of their 25tl
wedding anniversary.

Vogel Entertains on Birthday
Joseph R. Vogel, vice-president o
Loew's, celebrated his birthday yes
terday by working a little hardei
than usual and entertaining visiting
Loew district managers Willian
Finney and Charles Kurtzman, plus
Johnny Murphy, Ben Joel and Harold Goldgraben of his staff at lunch

Alicoate at Allied Meeting
Bretton Woods, N. H.— Jack Alicoate, publisher of The Film Daily,
and Louis Nizer, leading New York
film attorney, are here attending the
meeting
directors. of national Allied's board of

Cecil Vogel Recovering

Cecil Vogel, manager of Loew'sl
Palace, Memphis, is convalescing!
from
recent illnessKy.at his father's^
home his
in Owensboro,

FILM DUBBING
SCRIPT ADAPTATION
GHOST VOICE
SPANISH-PORTUCUESE-FRENCH
Spanish Sound

Studios

41 E. 42nd St., N. Y. 17 • MU 2-5358
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BETTE

DAVIS. CLAUDE
GEORGE

PRISCILLA
EDWARD

LANE. PETER
EVERETT

ANNE

HAZEL

BROWN

MARJORIE

JOYCE
ANN

WARING

RIORDAN

HORTON

LAMARR.

PAUL

PETER

WHITE.

COULOURIS

ABEL. RICHARD

LORRE

HEDY

GEORGE

RAINS. WALTER

SCOTT

HENREID.

LORRE.

SYDNEY

VICTOR

GREENSTREET

FRANCEN

THE PLAY ON Ttt
JANE

WYMAN.IREI

PLAY ON THE SCREEN!

CARY GRANT

IN FRANK

CAPRA'S

THE PLAY ON THE SCREEN! WITH
RAYMOND MASSEY. JACK CARSON

S. ROBERT HUTTON. EDW
ARNOLD
., ROBERT BENCHLEY. ALAN HALE

GARY COOPER. INGRID BERGMAN
FLORA ROBSON
THE STORY OF G£ORGE

:EN!

ROBERT

ANN SHERIDAN. ALEXIS SMITH. JACK CARSON

1NING. CHARLIE RUGGLES. EVE ARDEN. JOHN RIDGELY

PHREY BOGART. WALTER BRENNAN. LAUREN
DOLORES MORAN. HOAGY CARMICHAEL

BACALL

GERSHWIN,

CHARLES

ALDA.

JOAN LESLIE.

COBURN. OSCAR

ALEXIS SMITH

LEVANT. PAUL WHITEMAN

DENNIS
DANE

STARS!

STARS!! STARS!!!

BANDS!

BANDS!!

MORGAN.
CLARK.

ELEANOR
FAYE

C

PARKER,

EMERSON

BANDS!!!

• Warner
Executive Producer
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teach Compromise
•n WB-MPOE Pad
(Continued

from Page I)

ct affecting' more than 600 white
liar workers of the company.
The contract, running from Aug.
, of this year to Feb. 10, 1947, calls
to two wage increases, one of eight
- cent in August, 1945, and anIher similar boost in August, 1946.
farner Bros, had offered an increase
six per cent each year or 10 per
Int for one year, with the union
ilding out for 10 per cent for each
ar. Another important concession
ovides for promotional
increases
at least 10 per cent over the prest scales or up to the minimum of
ch job classification, whichever is
ie greater.
Twelve new job classifications are
t up under the terms of the agreeent. Among other important prosions are a more liberal vacation
licy and time and a half for over[ne.
All gains are retroactive to Aug.
, 1944.
The union agreed to droD its deand for a closed shop, retaining a
.ion shop.
The contract will be signed next
?ek, after which it will go to the
LB for approval.
Representing the MPOE in the
gotiations were Leo Haas, its
esident, and Russell Moss, its busiss manager. Joseph Bernhard and
tm Schneider were the company
okesmen.

LB Okays Para. News
ontract With Local 23169
The Regional War Labor Board
s approved an application filed by
e Motion Picture Office Employes,
»cal 23169, AFL, and Paramount
bws calling for 14 classifications
th rate ranges and a wage increase
troactive to Dec. 1, 1943. The
:rease will be figured at 10 per
nt of the minimum scale in each
ossification or a flat five per cent
salary plus three cents per hour,
lichever is the larger.

Um BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO...
September 8
Howard Dietz
David
William C. Gehring
John
May
McAvoy

Horsley
Farmer

September 9
Ned E. Depinet
Neil Hamilton
Charles
Farrell
Jay A. Gove
Pauline Garon
Vera Vague
September 10
Charles W. Koerner
Matty Kemp
Robert W. Perkins Carlo Vannicola
Edmond O'Brien
Carter Blake
Lily Damita
John
E. Ryder
Al St. John
Nat Rochlin
Beverly Whitney

78% of Broadcasters
Plan to Enter Tele
A vast majority of present
broadcasters plan to go into
vision, itis revealed by a survey
in the Fall issue of Television.
lication, a quarterly, which
that

radio
telemade
Pub-

reported

of

those answering a questionnaire, 78per cent plan to go into
the medium, 18 per cent plan not to
and four per cent are undecided.

Hear Indie Proposals
For Decree Changes
(Continued from Page 1)
pected to be held in Chicago possibly
in early October.
The Conference yesterday adopted
a resolution approving the Department of Justice proposals for a modified decree. The body went on record
expressing its appreciation of what
the Department had done and voiced
the opinion that the Government's
proposals were made in the interest
of independent exhibitors.
Independent associations and Allied units will confer with their leaders who attended the meeting here
and may, if they desire, submit their
proposals for further modifications
co the Conference committee. The
exhibitor proposals will then be considered at the meeting to be called
by Bruen. It is the goal of the Conference to have all associations act
as a unit in submitting their recommendations.

M-G-M Office Managers
To Meet In Kansas City
Second district meeting of M-G-M
office managers will be held at the
Muehlbach Hotel, Kansas City, Sept.
24-25, under direction of Charles K.
Stern, assistant treasurer. William
F. Rodgers, vice-president and general sales manager, will attend the
meet, making the stop-over on his
way back from the Coast.
At the same time, William R. Ferguson, director of exploitation, will
hold a district meeting with a number of field exploitation reps, who
will sit in on one of the office managers' sessions.

Official Washington Turns
Out for "Wilson" Opening
(Continued from Page 1)
most timely production ever screened
in Washington. The occasion was
the opening of Darryl F. Zanuck's
"Wilson," and in the audience were
hundreds of men upon whom a large
share of the responsibility for accomplishing the task which killed
Wilson will fall.
Ambassadors of most of the United
Nations and neutral nations were on
hand, along with Cabinet members
and dozens of figures from the House
and Senate — a bipartisan group.
Especially significant was the attendance of a group of delegates
from this country, Russia and Britain to the three-power world security conference at Dumbarton Oaks.
Several representatives of the Chinese government, who will later hold
discussions with British and Americans were also on hand.
Lobby interviews prior to the
screening included a number of prominent political and Government leaders, high military officials and several important Hollywood figures.
Zanuck himself was at the theater
along with the stars of the picture
and several other Hollywood stars
who were in Washington. Among
those introduced were Alexander
Knox, Dana Andrews, Geraldine
Fitzgerald, Lyn Bari, Trudy Marshall, George Jessel and Roddy MacDowall. Nelson B. Bell, Washington
Post crjtic, emceed the lobby broadcast, which was carried over several
local stations.

Companies-IATSE Sign
Eight WLB Applications
(Continued from Page 1)
prove the living conditions of exchange workers of the country. It
was said the applications would be
filed immediately with the regional
War Labor Boards.
The applicants included seven
front-office locals and one back-room
local. Oklahoma City, Des Moines,
Kansas City (Mo.), Cincinnati, Seattle, Salt Lake City and New Orleans
comprised the front-office group. The
back-room local was Cleveland.
The applications in behalf of the
office workers seek approval of a
system of job classification providing minimum and maximum wage
scales. The service workers want a
10 per cent increase above the scale
rate.

Infantile Epidemic
Hitting Grosses
(Continued

from Page 1)

business hard with theaters reporting for the first time on record that
Tuesday and Wednesday grosses
were below Monday. Bookings of
"Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs"
were postponed by Fox and by several independents but the scare is
affecting
onlyaschildren's
attendance but not
adults
well.
Grosses are adversely affected in
Detroit where a newspaper and radio
campaign cautions the public to stay
out of crowds and to keep children
close to home. Buffalo and Western
New York exhibs report that matinees have been particularly hard hit
with houses that draw an average
300 kids playing to 18 or 20.
No attempt to close theaters to
children has been made in Pittsfield, Mass., where school openings
were postponed. Springfield schools
opened on schedule despite more
than 100 polio cases reported.

New York Polio Epidemic
Is Believed Leveling Off
Albany — Infantile paralysis epidemic in New York State is levelling
off, is the belief of Dr. James Perkins, director of the division of communicable diseases of the health department. He added that only six
upstate counties are free of polio,
the total on record being 2,975 cases.
Cases are most heavily centered,
exclusive
New Steuben,
York City's five
counties, inofErie,
Chemung,
Onondaga, Nassau, Westchester,
Broome, Dutchess and Cattaraugus,
according to current reports.

O'Neill, Syracuse Loew
Manager, Polio Victim
Vaughn O'Neill, manager of
Loew's State, Syracuse, has fallen
victim to infantile paralysis and is
in
has City
been Hospital,
active in Syracuse.
the annual O'Neill
March
of Dimes polio drives. Harold Mortin
is acting manager.

Canadian Censor Board
Moving to School Bldg.

Toronto — The Ontario board of
moving picture censors and theaters
branch of the provincial government
of Toronto is to move to downtown
Al Herman to Produce
school property now occupied by the
Air Force but to be vacated shortly.
Fassio To Make Hitler
And Direct 6 Pix for PRC
The move is in line with the safety
Feature In New York
of the government on
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM 'DAILY regulations
storage of films^
Hollywood — Al Herman has been
B. Fassio, independent producer,
The new location is only a block
expects to put a feature production, signed to produce and direct six pic- away from present film exchanges.
tures
for
PRC.
First
three
pictures
"Hitler At the End of a Rope," before the cameras next week in New assigned to Herman are "Phantom
York. Owing to the present Euro- of 42nd Street," "Forgotten Chilpean situation a few minor changes
dren" from Jim Tully's novel, and
were required to eliminate any "Drums of Death."
Herman's own production firm,
chances of the film becoming "dated"
with a sudden end of the war. An- American Productions, Inc., headed
C. SMITH, booker, Warners, Dallas.
drew W. Sheridan will direct; and by Donald C. McKean, president, will BILL WESLEY, Republic salesman, Dallas.
Fassio plans to "state right" the film continue its activities. It has already 0. BALDASARI, manager, Roseland Theater division, Alliance Theater
Circuit,
Chicago.
on completion.
made three pictures for PRC release.

IN NEW POSTS

g$

Defends Gov't's s
Decree Proposal
(Continued from Page 1)
Wright cited the decisions in explaining why the distributors under
a new decree would be prohibited
from conditioning the sale of one
picture on the sale of another.
One of the decisions concerned the
case of Mercoid vs. MineapolisHoneywell and the other involved
the Morton Salt Co. In the case of
Morton Salt, Wright pointed out
that the company leased the equipment for making salt tablets to manufacturers only on the condition that
they use Morton salt in making the
tablets. That tied one patent to an
unpatented product, but Wright asserted that the sale of a block of pictures requiring exhibitors to take all
of the pictures in the group would be
a parallel instance.
May Sell Pix in Blocks
Wright made it clear at the meeting here of the Allied board of directors and representative independent theater owners that there was
nothing in the decree that would prevent a distributor from offering as
many pictures as he wanted to as
long
of oneasonhethedidn't
sale condition
of another.the sale
Abram F. Myers, Allied general
counsel, in his analysis of the Government's proposals contended that
if the distributors "wilfully adopted
a policy of selling one picture at a
time it would be 'illegal and contemptuous.' "Wright was in accord
wtih Myers only if the distributors
agreed "in concert" to adopt such
a policy so that it showed the existence of a conspiracy.
Asked why the Government apparently felt that single selling was
desirable despite general exhibitor
opposition, Wright said that the
Government believed that a picture
should be sold on its merits and that
a good picture should not have to
carry the bad ones. He could prescribe no course of action that would
keep every buying transaction from
giving rise to a claim that conditioning of one picture on another
had existed.
Clearance Not Wiped Out
When asked if the new proposals
in lieu of Sections VIII, IX and X
did not combine to wipe out the entire structure of clearance, terminate
the process of bargaining and turn
exhibition over to the fiat of arbitrators, Wright answered with a very
definite "No."
Wright reiterated previous opin-

More Into., Please!
. . . further questions for Wright
(Continued from Page 1)
amend its recommendations where amendments are deemed necessary is a healthy
sign, although there will be those who will comment that the Government might have
so said long before this day.
o
THE criticisms of the "modifications" (which the distributors view as a misnomer,
' of course) is by no means confined to those questions which it was suggested
in this space yesterday Wright might answer, or attempt to answer, in his appearances
before Allied 's directorate.
Some attention was given yesterday to the Government's desired substitute for Sections IX and X of the present decree in which, among other things, there appears to
be a command that no distributor shall deal with any exhibitor upon terms which have
the effect of unreasonably restraining competition between two or more theaters.
As to whether these terms have the effect of unreasonably restraining competition,
it is observed that an arbitrator will determine that question every time any disgruntled
exhibitor thinks that his competitor has obtained the pictures on terms which he
thinks unreasonably restrain competition.
There would seem to the innocent columnar bystander that this affords the allegedly
aggrieved exhibitor the means at once at his disposal for prying into the business
negotiations of his competitor with every distributor who is a decree signatory.
Wright might say whether that viewpoint — held by exhibitors — is well grounded, and
if there is a parallel in any other industry? Wright might also care to counter the
contention that, under the new provision, every single transaction between a distributor
and an exhibitor might be made the subject of a complaint by a competitor.
It. may be that critics of the proposals have the wrong slant — and to this, too,
Wright may know the answer — but they contend that no distributor could deal with
any exhibitor without the risk that the deal arrived at would be brought into question
in due course — even the next day — at the instance of a disgruntled competitor, and
who might in bad faith institute the proceeding in order to find out his competitor's
trade secrets. The average theater operator would seem to have quite a stake
there, for it appears that no exhibitor's contract would be free from attack.
o
\A/RIGHT is rated an able legal light. Perhaps he can throw a bit of Governmental
'" legal illumination on this situation, conceived by an equally learned counsel in
the course of a luncheon table chit-chat: If Exhibitor A filed a complaint attacking the transaction between Distributor X and Exhibitor B, and the arbitrator found
against X, such a decision would be bound to affect Exhibitor B and the conduct
found to have violated this section would have to be changed in the following dealings
between Distributor X and Exhibitor B. To avoid another adverse decisicn, perhaps
Distributor X would deal with Exhibitor A instead of B. If this were done, B
would then file a complaint against Distributor X, attacking the deal between Distributor Xand Exhibitor A. And so on.
The specific question posed for Wright might be phrased, Would not the number
of arbitration proceedings under such a section be tremendous and the cost staggering,
and would not nothing but chaos and uncertainty be the inevitable result?
In any event, if the Government's proposals should be accepted by the courts
(which of course is unknown) it looks as though the industry will provide the lawyers
with one long field day.

That would be great for Wright's profession if not for film biz.

'Tarkington" Tradeshows Set

To See Metro Pigskin Short
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Dom. Talks Changes
In Film Board, WIB
(Continued from Page 1)

and revert to the pre-war system c
publicity offices in different goverr
ment departments to boost trade an
commerce.
John Grierson of National Fib:
Board was director of WIB untif
short time ago and the cabinet a.
cussion is said to have covered bot
boards in relation to wartime pre
grams. Proposal is understood mad
for a shakeup in both organization
to meet peace conditions.
Recently Grierson put out feele
for the making of Canadian picture
in Hollywood with implied sugges
tion he was interested in this de
velopment. He has also discusse
the plan with Sir Edward Villiers o
the Ealing Studios in England fo
making British films in the Domin
ion, according to Villiers' statemenl

Canvass Exhibs. To Set
Sixth Drive Chairmen
(Continued from Page 1)
men for the forthcoming Sixth Wa
Loan.
At a WAC meeting yesterday
Harry Brandt, Sixth War Loan head
S. H. Fabian, Theaters Divisioi
chairman, and Francis S. Harmon
WAC co-ordinator, began an ex
amination of the exhibitor rostei
with an eye to making the require<
number of appointments.
Plans were also discussed and ;
tentative agenda outlined for thi
coming
strategy"
conference;
set for "grand
the Hotel
Astor on
Sept. 12
For
this meeting,
nine ex
co
chairmen,
all top Brandt's
independent
hibitors, will come to New York, t(
meet with WAC officials and cam
paign publicity heads John Hertz
Jr. and Bill Dasheff.

"Mrs. Parkington," will be tradeshown on Sept. 18 in New York at
the M-G-M exchange and in Los
Angeles at the Ambassador Hotel
Theatre. In all other key cities, it
will be screened for exhibs on Sept.
25. On Sept. 28, M-G-M will screen
for the trade in all key cities the second of its two "return engagement"
pictures, "Naughty Marietta."

"Football Thrills of 1943," M-G-M
short, will be screened for pigskin See No Let-Up in
officials meeting at the McAlpin Heavy Tire Shortage
Hotel tomorrow under the joint
auspices of the Eastern Intercollegi- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILi
ate Football Association and the New
Washington — No let-up in th(
York chapter of the Eastern Asso- shortage of heavy duty truck tires
ciation
of
Intercollegiate
Football
for film delivery trucks and othei
Officials.
purposes is in prospect for this year
ODT Director Col. J. Monroe JohnName DeVry Distributor
son announced. On the other hand
Irvin Shapiro Resigns
Chicago — N. D. Olsen, export
the
shoi'tage is due to spread tc
Irvin Shapiro, general manager of manager of the DeVry Co., an- smaller
size tires. Fourth quartei
nounces the appointment of Gregory allocations are extremely low, he
Film Classics, Inc., resigned this
week, with future plans to be an- Martinez Caracas, as DeVry dis- said.
nounced.
tributor for Venezuela.

ions that the entire matter of divorcement eventually would go to
court. He indicated that the distributors appeared willing to make
certain decree concessions if the
matter of theater divorcement would
Springfield, Mass. — Shirley F. be dropped and that bargaining between the distributors and the GovTacy, cashier at the Calvin, Norternment revolved around the nonhampton, and Daniel H. Schwarz,
projectionist at the Amherst, Holy- litigation of divestment. Wright
oke, were married recently.
said, however, that the question of

UJEDDinG BELLS
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whether it is legal for the film companies to operate theaters must be
decided by the courts and in the very
near future.
Wright yesterday held an informal
conference with the Allied board and
independent exhibitors and answered
all questions put to him. While the
press was not permitted to attend
the conference, Wright said later
that most of the questions involved
single picture selling.

STORK REPORTS
Chicago — Lt. John Fett, formerly
of Warner Theaters, has a new son,
Frederic John.
Chicago — Arie Fleming, formerly
of Warners, announced the birth of a
daughter, Arie Lyn.

A TIME FOR

COMEDY

to,

hile our new Abbott and Costello comedy, "In Society!'
is breaking records every place, we want to remind our

exhibitor friends about another swell laugh picture that
our company has made.

U

We refer to "San Diego I Love You" which, in our
opinion, is just what audiences are looking for nowadays.
"San Diego I Love You" is that perfect type of laugh
entertainment which, exhibitors tell us, the public wants.
We formed our judgment about this picture, not alone
from the laughs it received in the projection room, but
also from an audience preview. It is one of those pictures
that we used to refer to as a "sleeper."
"San Diego I Love You" is entitled to your most careful consideration and to your most careful handling. In
view of the public's demand for comedy, I think we have
a picture that will please everyone. I earnestly recommend
that you screen it before an audience and judge for yourself its merit as a top comedy.

UNIVERSAL

PICTURES

COMPANY,

Inc.

10

Rydge Finds Pix Biz
in Aussie Best Ever

TO THE

COLORS!

* PROMOTED*
PAUL

(Continued from Page 1)
under is extremely bright, Norman
P. Rydge, chairman of the Greater
Union Circuit there, said yesterday.
Stopping over here on his -way from
Hollywood to New York, Rydge
exuded enthusiasm for the future of
the pix industry in Australia.
Regardless of plans for native
production, Rydge is certain that
Hollywood will continue to supply
the bulk of the releases for the Australian market for a long time to
come. Nearly every American picture of any consequence gets Australian release, and the major American distributors all have their setups in Australia.
Refuses to Discuss Tax
Rydge refused to discuss the tax
situation there, where American pictures are taxed while British product is duty-free. He admitted, however, that he had no knowledge of
any serious intention on the part of
the Australian government to rectify
this discrimination. 'It is a ticklish
subject," he said, "and I'd rather not
talk about it."
He said also that there is no difficulty in his country similar to the
anti-trust suits here. About sixsevenths of Australian theaters are
independently owned, he added, with
the rest held by three circuits of
which his is the largest. The other
two are the Hoyts and Carroll circuits. Rydge was not acquainted with
the details of the deal recently reported whereby Hoyts takes over
the several houses in Melbourne operated by Maurice Sloman. Greater
Union has several outlets in Melbourne, but Rydge said he could not
discuss details of the Hoyts-Sloman
deal because he is not at all certain
of what took place.
3 Circuits Control First-runs
The three circuits, he said, although they own only about oneseventh of the continental theaters,
do control key first-run houses in the
larger Australian cities.
Greater Union itself shows mainly
Paramout, Universal and Columbia
releases, but also handles the product of other Hollywood studios.
Rydge said he is here on business —
to arrange for product and confer
with distributors here. His circuit,
he said, is "independent" and is affiliated with no distributor.
Rydge will leave this morning for
New York. Although invited to attend the Washington premiere of
20th-Fox's "Wilson," Rydge said he
would not be on hand. He saw the
picture in Hollywood, however, and
was tremendously impressed. He
plans to book it into Greater Union
houses in Australia as soon as possible because he feels it is a vitally
important film for citizens of the
United Nations to see.
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). KIEFER,
USA, formerly,
Chicago, to sergeant.

State

Theater,

Arthur Mulls Strategy
For Arbitration Attack
(Continued from Page 1)
still under consideration, it was said
here yesterday by Harry C. Arthur,
Jr., but it was indicated that a Federal court test of the constitutionality of the arbitration setup was in
prospect, although that is only one
possibility.
Commenting upon the constitutional issue which he feels is involved in the St. Louis situation,
Arthur said that while arbitration of
a dispute between two parties had
been upheld by the courts, it was his
contention that arbitration proceedings could not be extended to a third
non-defendant party.
Situation in St. Louis developed
from clearance arbitration proceedings instituted by Adolph Rosecan,
operator of the Princess Theater,
ag-ainst the five signatories to the
New York consent decree and naming several St. Louis Amusement
Co. houses among the theaters likely to be affected by any finding of the
St. Louis tribunal.
Arthur goes to Chicago at the
week-end.

PREVIEW
OF THE
MAGAZINE
THAT
SELLS UP TO

36% FASTER

"Wilson's" Roxy Gross
To Hit $1,250,000 Mark
(Continued from Page 1)
mate $1,250,000, it was forecast yesterday by Irving M. Lesser, managing director.
Both in 20th-Fox and Roxy circles
there's lively speculation as to
whether the picture will get its millionth patron or millionth dollar first,
but chances are believed to favor the
latter which, if it transpires, would
make the average admission above
the dollar level.
"Greenwich Village" is set to follow "Wilson," but stage attraction
to go in after Fred Waring's Pennsylvanians, the attraction with "Wilson," has not been selected as yet,
Lesser said yesterday.

Ky. Houses Appeal
An appeal from the dismissal of
its clearance complaint has been
filed by the Richard Ernest Realty
Co., operating the Liberty, Madison
and Broadway Theaters in Covington, Ky. Complaint had charged
that the clearance granted to the
Family and Shirley Theaters over
the
complainant's houses was unreasonable.

2 Dick Tracy Features a Year
Chicago — Al Lowenthal advises
that RKO will make two full-length
Dick Tracy films each year for six
years with privilege of third film
annually if wanted.

THAN
ANY OTHER
MAGAZINE
IN THE FIELD
The motion picture industry, regardless of war's many
restrictions, has not lowered its standards of quality.
Reflecting the people and product of that industry,
Photoplay will not, for temporary circulation advantage, sacrifice the high quality and quantity of
its editorial content.
Thus, today, Photoplay keeps on giving its readers
more text and more color (and, we believe, more
good ideas — see reverse side of next page) than
does any other magazine in the field.
Established by a recent survey involving 4 consecutive issues covering sales
of more than 20,000 newsstands.
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"Fearless"
Elliot Paul
Marian Quinn
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Are Dangerous"
Sweet and Lively — June Allyson^
It's like This — to be Mrs. Danny Kaye
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AN ELSA MAXWELL PARTY with pix
and stellar anecdotes of the doings at
Evalyn Walsh MacLean's home all
for Photoplay's editorial director,
Fred Sammis.
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PLAN NEW THEATERS NOW, COLE ADVISES
Trade Is In Good Post- War Conversion Position
Check-Up Shows That Most
Firms Have Been Making
Usual Products for Gov't
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Sees Delay As an Opening
for Realtors to Move in
On Trade for Investment

Equipment Field Notes

DAILY

Washington — Easing of materials'
control by WPB, with Army-Navy
accord, together with the release of
all production facilities not needed
to defeat Japan after the fall of
Germany, will provide manufacturers of film theater and studio equipment with a better opportunity to
get back into the civilian market
than many industries will enjoy.
It is pointed out here that projection and sound units, for example,
can be diverted from Government
orders directly into the trade, as can
lenses. Carbons, while sharply conserved during the war, will become
plentiful in a relatively short time,
and electric motors and accessories,
among the scarcest of items since
(Continued on Page 14)

GE to Consolidate
Electronics Plants
Syracuse — In creating its giant
Electronics Park at suburban Liverpool, General Electric will consolidate its present electronics plants at
East Hampton and Lynn, Mass.,
Bridgeport, Conn., Cleveland, 0.,
Buffalo, Schenectady and Utica
there, it is disclosed by Dr. W. G. R.
Baker, vice-president of GE and
head of its electronics department.
Start of construction work on the
(Continued on Page 16)

TWO
new post-war theaters are to be
' built in Bridgeport and West Haven,
Conn., respectively. Albert M. Pinkus,
owner of the Stratford, Bridgeport, has purchased land in the North end of that city
for a Crlonial type film house, and a group
headed by Joe Juliano has acquired a parcel
of land at Nobel St. and Campbell Ave. for
a 1,200-seater.

*

*

*

Signing of renewal sound service
agreements covering more than 300
theaters of the Fox groups has been
announced by RCA Service Co., which
is beginning its ninth consecutive year
of service to these houses. Stands covered by these pacts are located in Wisconsin, the Rocky Mountain region, on
the West Coast, and in the Pacific
Northwest.
Two

floors in the building at 450 West

42nd St., directly oppos'te present location,
have been leased by S.O.S. Cinema Supply
Corp. The firm has been expanding during
the past two years, now occupying two
floors at 449 West 42nd St., and a manufacturing plant at 452 West 46th St., which
is devoted 100 per cent to war production.

next mrnth in Chicago's Hotel Bismark.
fhor Matthews, Motiograph exec, is back
at the factory from a Wisconsin vacation
with his family.

Albany — Division of Research, Stat'stics and Publications of New York
State's Department of Labor reveals that during the first six
months of 1944 only four building
permits for amusement places were

A building permit has been issued
in Springfield, Mass., to Western Massachusetts Theaters, Inc., for alterations
at the Strand, Westfield, at an estimated
cost of $2,400.

they are for immediate or post-war
construction.

*

*

en

the

Coast,

also

#

West Hartford, Conn., is likely to be
the venue of a new post-war theater
if the efforts of Peter Perakos aimed
at effecting a change in the zoning law
there is successful. He now operates
the Eastwood in East Hartford, and
the Palace in New Britain.

*

*

*

Lt. C. J. Kontos, formerly with Abbott
Theater Supply Co., Chicago, and a bombardier in a Flying Fortress, is reported
missing after his second mission over Germany. Harold Abbott is an uncle of the
missing flyer.

*

*

*

New

Dallas — Imminent upsurge of new
theater construction not only on the
part of established exhibitors, but
also on the part
of real estate promoters, brought a
warning to the
theater men by
Col. H. A. Cole,
head of
Allied Texas
and former
head of National
Allied, that if
they delay in the
formulation and
execution of plans
to build new
stands now the
realty promoters
COL. H. A. COLE
are certain
to opportunity.
capitalize
on the

acoustical installations are reported by Celotex in the Terrace, Chicago; Liberty, Graham, Tex.; Palace,
. Cole, just before leaving this city
London, Ont.; Plaza, Hawthorne, Calif.; for the Allied conclave now in prog(Continued on Page 16)
Comfrey, Comfrey, Tex.; and the U. SNaval
Air Station's theater, Ottumwa,
la.

*

*

*

After nearly a year on assignment in
Brazil, Pinckney Reed, field engineer of
RCA Service, is back in the U. S. and assigned to the Naval Research Laboratory,
Washington, D. C.

Delay Expected in
Carpet Reconversion

The many friends of Roy Boomer,
A number of the large carpet
* * *
Motiograph's sales manager, will be
B & H reports wide trade acceptance manufacturers, now supplying huge
pleased to hear that the eye operation of its new film cement which can be quantities of cotton duck and other
he recently underwent has turned out used for all motion picture film, both fabrics for use by the armed forces,
successfully and that he is getting back acetate and nitrate. Two of the indus- hold serious doubts that they will
to his duties at the plant.
get back on any large scale to the
try's top-flight laboratories have already
*
*
+
given satisfactory reports on the prod- making of floor coverings for domestic consumption until quite some
Anent Motiograph, the company plans to
uct.
time after actual hostilities cease,
* * *
preview its new post-war equipment, now
(Continued on Page 17)
in model stage, at the TEDPA conclave
A new brick front has been constructed

Amusement Building
Permits At iVetc Low

issued. Two were f~r Upstate areas
and two for New York City. There
is no information as to whether

from

tative, has just arrived
New York.

*

*

*

*

*

*

H. M. Bessey, Altec Service's vice-prexy,
has returned to New York from Dallas,
New Orleans and Atlanta, and James B.
Lansing, Altec Lansing vice-prexy, is also
back at the Hollywood office from New
York.
Stanley Hand, Altec staff represen-

at the Ashley Theater, Ashley, III., owned
by Frank J. Glenn. The improvement was
made without any interference with shows.

All branches of the trade are showing keen interest in General Precision
Equipment 's securing control of Ampro
Corp., and the decision which keeps
the present Ampro management at the
head of operations under the new owners is held to be a highly advantageous

*

policy.

*

*

Rauland Corp. has bought the photo tube
division of BM Laboratories, Inc., Chicago,
and will move its tube manufacturing
equipment

to

Rauland

plant.

Gets E's n Mi's By
Watchin* P's »tt Q's
Another honor for the RCA "family" has come from the Government.
For "continued outstanding production" employes of Radiomarine Corp.
of America were this week given a
third honor
star for
"E" after
Flag.
This
camecompany's
three weeks
the U. S. Maritime Commission
awarded Radiomarine the third grid
star for its Maritime
nant.

"M"

Pen-
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W*\

NEWS

A Section of THE FILM DAILY comprehensively covering the equipment field, published every second week by Wid's Filmi and
Film Folks, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York
City. John W. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald
M. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B.
Bahn, Editor; George H. Morris, Equipment
Editor; West Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood
Boulevard, Hollywood. Cal., Ralph Wilk,
Bureau Chief.

Building of Theater
Is Stopped by WMC

Trade's Conversion
Status Held Bright
(Continued from Page 13)

Pearl Harbor should, it is pointed
out, emerge in sufficient quantities
so that little if any hardship will
result.
Theater chair manufacturers are
also in a reasonably good position to
supply the trade once more, but the
heavy demand for auditorium reseating will preclude, observers say,
availability of more than a substantial part of the needed chairs. The
large reservoir of certain metals assures virtually all items incorporating such material to return to theaters. Sharp easing is expected in
copper, stock piles of which have
been growing recently both from
domestic and foreign sources. Lumber and carpet will be the slowest
to return to the amusement field, it
is contended.
Most of the firms normally engaged in manufacture of motion picture equipment have been making
identical products for the Government and lend-lease during the war.
Therefore, actual reconversion of
facilities will not be a major barrier,
but largely will depend upon materials' availability.
Acting Chairman J. A. Krug, of
WPB, sees industry generally able
to progressively reconvert in an
"amazingly short time" after Germany falls. WPB proposes to (1)
remove almost all controls then, except those requisite to knock out
Japan, giving all manufacturers the
opportunity to use any plant and
any materials for civilian production; (2) to do anything within
Board's power to encourage civilian
production and maintain employment; and (3) maintain its organization and powers to assure final and
complete victory.

Philadelphia — The War Manpower
Commission, through Frank L. McNamee, regional director, yesterday
ordered construction of a new theater in the Mayfair section stopped on
the grounds that it was "the unnecessary use of manpower when
30,000 workers are needed in local
plants making vital necessities of
war." The stop order was under a
directive of War Mobilization Director James F. Byrnes, in Washington.
The WPB had approved construction
in June. But the WMC had not heard
of the project until late last month,
McNamee said.
Grading and preliminai-y foundation work had proceeded meanwhile.
House was being built by David
Shapiro, once an exhibitor here until he sold his theaters a few years
ago to go into the hotel business in
Florida. McNamee said the labor
would better be used in vital war
plants. The new theater is located in
the northeast section of the city
where there are already a few
houses.
The application of David W.
Chertkof of Baltimore, Md., for a
theater to cost approximately $100,000 in Essex, Md., was disapproved
recently by the service trades divi- Flex. House Improved
sion of the WPB. "In view of the
Chipley, Fla. — The Vance Theater
critical labor situation in this area,
the committee believes it advisable to has added elaborate Neon signs to
alterations and new equipment dedefer
the project at this time," it
signed to make the theater more
was announced.
modern.

Copper Forecast Puzzles
WPB forecast that Federal stockpiles of foreign copper would shrink
to 130,000 tons by June 30, 1945,
was a puzzle to copper interests this
week. This would, it is pointed out,
require consumntion far in excess of
present levels. Currently, U. S.
stand-by hoard is growing rapidly as
shipping improves. Officially reported at 279,000 tons as of June 30,
it will be in excess of 300,000 tons
by end of this month, and a big
spurt in September is expected.

WHITE WAY
ELECTRIC SICN & MAINTENANCE
Thomas F. Flannery, President
315-17 W. Walton St.
Delaware 9111

CO.

Chicago, III.

SEEKING
A DEPENDABLE
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR

DAJLY
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Brisk Equip. Demand
Reported in Cleve.

NTS Names Baldwin
Its Export Manager
Arthur F. Baldwin was on Wednesday of this week named export
manager of Natknal Theatre Supply

Cleveland — L. H. Walters, manager of the local National Theatre
Supply Co. office reports considerable activity in equipment replacement. WPB has released a Simple^
Sound System to be installed at thV
charge of NTS's Government Bids Division. M. V. Higgins was named
Roxy Theater, Caldwell, Ohio, replacing equipment that is obsolete
assistant export manager.
and worn out. Harry Reinhart has
installed new magnarc lamps, also
worn out equipment. KenOwens-Illinois Developed replacing
ton Theater, Kenton, has purchased
Glass Mines With Army
a pair of 65 ampere Tungar tube
type rectifiers. A pair of Simplex
lamps and rectifiers have been
Cincinnati — One of the most close- KW
installed in the State, Marion.
ly guarded secrets of the war, and
Installation of Walker Plastic
one of unusual interest to the thea- molded screens has been particularly lively, Walters reports. Screens
ter building trade, has just been authorized for release by the local have recently been installed at the
Parma Theater, Parma; Beachcliff,
Ordnance District of the Army. It
Strand, Wadsworth; Ritells of the development by the Army Cleveland;
voli, Toledo, and Bedford, Bedford.
The Park Theater, Barberton, has
Ordnance Department and OwensIllinois Glass Co., makers of glass purchased from NTS 450 yards of
block and other products widely used Crestwood carpet and the State, Canton has purchased 350 yards.
for both interior and exterior construction of motion picture houses,
of glass land mines, known as the
type M5. This type of mine cannot Reopens as the Dallas
be located by magnetic finders or
Perry, la. — The Foxy Theater,
set off by electric detonators. They which was damaged by fire several
are being used by U. S. forces in both months ago, has been remodeled and
the European and Pacific war thea- reopened. It has been renamed the
Dallas Theater.
ters with high success.
Export Division of National-SimplexBludworth, Inc. He took over his
new duties as of that day. For 11
years Baldwin has been with NTS.
During the war he has been in
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Lenses Will . . .

1. Definitely improve distribution of
dark
light edges
on the screen ... No more
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COPPER

still critical!
V-rfOPPER is still on the critical shortage list of essential war materials. It was never more necessary that
every last possible ounce of it be saved.
The copper that drops from your Victory and "OroIS

tip" Carbons to the bottom of your lamp housings, and
that which you strip from stubs, quickly finds its way
back into essential products of war when you turn it

I

in to your distributor or local salvage headquarters.
Your cooperation has been most effective. Your Government urges you to keep it up! And for further saving of copper . . . and for efficient use of carbons ... a
bulletin describing completely the operation of Victory
High Intensity Carbons . . ."National," "Suprex," and
"Orotip". . . has been in general distribution. If you
have not received your copy, write today. National Carbon Company, Inc., Cleveland 1, Ohio, Dept. 7-1.

NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY,

INC.

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City,
New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

•k

BUY

UNITED

STATES

WAR

BONOS

*

The registered trade-marks "National," "Suprex," and "Orotip,"
distinguish products of National Carbon Company, Inc.
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Exhibs. Must Plan
Stands Now— Cole

Friday, September 8, IS*

DAILY

Kodah Hand-ln-Glove
With Mr. Efficiency

Rochester — Unusual and unheralded are some aspects of Eastman

(Continued from Page 13)
ress at Bretton Woods, N. H., said
that a backlog of capital from war
loan saving's, plus the accumulation
of other surpluses, makes funds for
investments and promotions readily
accessible and easy to handle, and
consequently the realtors will be
casting- their eyes at the exhibition
field. In several Texas situations
where exhibitors are established,
outside interests are going into the
theater field, he said, and added that
this is likewise the case in many
U. S. communities from coast to
coast.

K. dak's manufacturing. Each year
the company makes some 400,000
pairs of white cotton gloves in five
sizes and 12 "styles." They're worn
throughout the plant wherever hands
touch f.lm or photographic paper.

uE to Consolidate
Electronics Plants

(Continued from Page 13)
park, which will make Syracuse
'Any town of some promise," Cole
said, "is subject to the dangers of GE's television hub, may get under
this type of invasion, and the only way in the Spring, but progress of
way to stop it is for the local exhibi- the war will be the governing factor. The site spans 155 acres. Plant
tor to be ahead of the development.
It is incumbent upon every exhibi- cost- is expected to approximate between $7,000,000 and $8,000,000.
tor, therefore, to plan new houses
and remodelings on a broad scope, When completed, the plant will employ about 5,000, it is understood.
even to the extent of overseating his
town, since it is through adequate
Leaves Eastman
local plants that outsiders may be Prendergast
Rochester — M. V. Prendergast, vetdiscouraged from making these illeran Eastman Kodak employe, has
advised constructions."
He disclosed that in addition to
resigned
after 30 years' service. He
the Cole Bros, main house in Bonham helped perfect
Eastman raw stock,
undergoing remodeling operations, doing much work on film and in the
they will build a fourth house in the installation of tube machines for
processing film.
7,000 population town.

"/Continuous" performance means something different these
V>4 days, when equipment is hard to get and replacement parts
are at a premium. For with the long hours and record audiences
that are coming the way of most theatres, equipment must continue to operate.
So we suggest, Mr. Manager, that you make sure you are
backing your projectionists to the limit in setting up a preventive
maintenance program — a program of equipment care that will
assure you of continuous performances.
Your projectionists are doing a swell job today under difficult
conditions ; do all you can to help them. A good way to start your
preventive maintenance program is to send for the RCA Projectionists' Handbook - — 76 pages of helpful information prepared
by our experts in theatre equipment care. It's free. Just send the
coupon. RCA Service Company, Inc., Box 70-75F. Camden, N. J.

TODAY'S

PRODUCTION...

All America can look forward to products
of superior quality when the war effort is no
longer the major customer of U. S. industry.
For in meeting the exacting specifications of
Army, Navy and Maritime Commission,
men are designing and building better Here at
usAIRco, while taking the daily task in stride,

Blowers • Colls • Cooling Systems • Fans
Exhausters • Heaters • Washers • Wheels

UNITED

STATES

we're planning to serve American Retailers
better by developing greater values in low-cost
comfort cooling. Right now is a good time to
get complete information on Kooler-aire
Evaporative Cooling, and Refrigerated Kooleraire. Data promptly furnished on request.

AIR CONDITIONING

NORTHWESTERN

TERMINAL

• MINNEAPOLIS,

CORPORATION
MINNESOTA

RCA SERVICE COMPANY, INC.
A Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary

This 76-page manual "RCA Photophone
Handbook
Projectionists"
■— chock-full
of goodforpreventive
maintenance suggestions. No obligation.
Name

RCA SERVICE CO., Inc., Box 70-75F Camden, N. J.

Theatre.
Address.
City
.State.

IDE
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lelay Expected in
arpet Reconversion

Northwest Showman Makes His Own Equipment,
and Even Gets a Lift from Mother Nature!
Spokane — Ed Johnson, local resident who owns the Motor Inn Theater half
way between Seattle and Portland, has installed a new speaker system in that
open air movie so that customers can have speakers right in their cars. The

(Continued from Page 13)
urces close to such companies
llared yesterday.
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While some increment of carpet
r_j, production may be boosted by
|e processes of reconversion after
srmany is defeated, there is still
e job of beating Japan, and, to do
lis, an enormous quantity of miliary fabric will be needed, it is
ointed out.
WPB and other wartime agencies
■e fully alert to the problem of
Applying: cotton duck and similar
aterial to the U. S. righting matine, and recently implied that such
jar goods are on a so-called "urgent"
gt, along with big guns, bombs,
ucks and tires. It is estimated that
e needs of the Army, Navy, and
Br Forces between now and Jan. 1,
j»45, will, as far as fabrics are conrned, be approximately 115 per cent
feater than during the first six
onths of 1944. This will, it is asrted, prevent anything like the
ormal peacetime manufacture of
rpet, since mills making the latter
111 have to keep their facilities
rgely harnessed to weaving war
brics.
Between $7,000,000 and $8,000,000
orth of theater carpet is expected
be purchased by the exhibition
aid alone in the year immediately
dlowing the war's end, but it ap;ars that such mass buying will
i delayed for a longer span.

uilding of New Florida
heater to Start at Once
Panama City, Fla.— A fifth Miamiavis theater is to be constructed in
e Panama City area. This will be
cated in the St. Andrew district.
Jxcavation is to be started at once
id it is hoped to have the theater
ady for use before the end of the
?ar.
It will have seating capacity of
100 on its main floor and balcony.
sprinkler and fire protection sys!m will be installed, and RCA sound
luipment will be used. The stage
ill be 20 by 40 feet, with adjoining
•essing rooms, and the screen is
I'M: by 22 feet.

units are supplied by Johnson's own company, the Pacific Electronic Co., here,
and the Seegar Aircraft Specialties. The 480-car-capacity Motor Inn does
such a big business that he has had to line up cars for a mile on many occasions. Johnson also seems blessed by the Weather Gods, for the "house"
has had to shutter for two months in its two years' existence.

Hunt Plans Modernizing
Of Two N. J. Theaters
Wildwood, N. J.— William C. Hunt,
president of Hunt's Enterprises, announced that he will remodel, modernize and enlarge two of his boardwalk theaters, they are half a mile
apart and have always been opened
only in the summer season. Work
will start in the Fall.
The Regent at Garfield Avenue
will be lengthened 50 feet to Ocean
Ave., the stage enlarged for road
shows and television, greater seating capacity is planned, also new
entrances front and back and the exterior beautified. The Strand at
Pine Avenue will be enlarged for
more seats, television booths erected, stage improvements made, two
new entrances, exterior beautified.
The Strand at Pine Avenue will
be enlarged for more seats,
television booths erected, stage
improvements made, two new
entrances, exterior beautified. Both
theaters will be air conditioned
and equipped with the most modern
type of projecting installation of
the same quality as was built in the
new Blakers Theater, now being completed, although opened.

Des Moines — Tri-States Theater
Corp. and Central States Theaters
have formed separate confectionery
companies to be operated as subsidiaries of the circuits. Confections, Inc. has been formed by TriState with A. H. Blank listed as president, Leonard H. Goldenson, vicepresident, Anna R. Blank, secretary,
and Leo M. McKechneay, treasurer.
Central States subsidiary is Dodge
Confection, Inc., with the same officers as Confections. Each has authorized $10,000 in capital stock.

ftgf

Milestone in Womanpower
Rochester, N. Y. — Eastman Kodak
Co. recently hired its 10,000th fulltime woman factory employee.

Pen
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New Type Flashlight
Favored by Exhibs.
Exhibitors have responded enthusiastically to the addition of
Ideal rechargeable flashlight batteries to the theater equipment lines
of RCA, according to a report by
Charles R. Underhill, Jr., in charge
of screens and batteries in RCA's
Theater Equipment Section.
Under the arrangement with the
Ideal Commutator Dresser Co. of
Sycamore, 111., makers of the product, RCA is now handling distribution of these batteries to exhibitors
through its regular theater supply
dealers throughout the country. Gratifying reports have been received
from dealers in many sections,
Underhill said.
According to the manufacturer,
these flashlight-type storage batteries reduce flashlight costs up to
75 per cent, each rechargeable Ideal
battery replacing up to 400 or more
dry cells. It is stated that savings
up to $10 or more annually (dependent upon use) may be realized
on each flashlight in service. Another advantage is brighter, steadier
light, it is stated.

Four New Army Theaters
Set for the Southwest
Dallas — U. S. Army Motion Picture will have four addtiional new
and permanent theaters, according
to W. E. Crist, district manager. Locations are: Harmon General Hospital, Longview; Ashburn General
Hospital, McKinney; and Prisoner of
War Camp, McLean, in Texas, and
the Muskogee Army Air Field,
Muskogee, Okla.
Crist looks for expanded use of all
Army theaters in his district as the
European part of the war ends and
the forces are directed to the West.

LISTEN

.. .

If you're interested, the facilities of our
large sound studio in New York is now
available. Superbly equipped, acoustically
perfect, with crews and talent at your im.
mediate disposal. Rental fees are nominal.
"Location shooting" wherever necessary.
Write today
give full details

FILMCRAFT
Decatur

Ave.,

That's what you'll see if you look into Altec's
record of War against Wear and Tear of Booth
Equipment. Our well-trained service engineers are
up to date in their knowledge of all types of sound
reproducing equipment.
2>0 West 57th Street,
New York 19, N. Y.

PRODUCTIONS
Division
of

SOUNDIES
DISTRIBUTING
CORP. OF
213 W. Jackson Blvd.
Chicago
2824

Two Chains Establish Own
Confection Subsidiaries
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n|^-^\TO Y THE
NATION'S
EXHIBITORS
SINCERE
APPRECIATION
The gratifying response to my appeal for your advice... showmen
representing 5,224 theatres replied
...has been overwhelmingly in'favor
of keeping the original title of the
Broadway success "Tomorrow the
World" for my United Artists
screen version.
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Without your help, it would have
been impossible to determine how
widely the reputation of this prizewinning play has spread to the
much larger moviegoing audience.
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The conclusive evidence which you

<>
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have provided of the nationwide
interest in the play more than offsets our reasons for proposing a
title change. We have dropped any

o
C/l

rn

rn

plans to use "The Intruder."
Consequently our production starng Fredric March and Betty Field,

1= c
Z -n

wi:h Agnes Moorehead, Joan Carroll and Broadway's prizewinning
actor in his original role,
Homeier, will be released
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50th -Fox

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought

■

A series of six special features, to be produced independently over a period of three years
^y Edward L. Alperson, former general manager of RKO Theaters, will be distributed by
20th-Fox, that company announced on Saturday.
First will be "Black Beauty."
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FORMULATING TICKET-NUMBERING METHOD
60,935 World Theaters Open to Hollywood Pix
Theater Seating Increase
During Wold War Period
Revealed by U. S. Survey
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Eagle-Lion To Handle Distribution Pacts Here
for Rank Group of Productions

Washington — Theater seating has
increased through the war period.
jLatest compilation of theaters available for showing American product
|s estimated at 60,985, with 38,064,L04 seats, according to Nathan D.
Golden, Department of Commerce
j)ix chief. Golden's figures — pubished in the current issue of Foreign Commerce Weekly — are based
on information available Jan. 1 of
this year, and do not include any of
;he 4,013 theaters in Italy or those
(Continued on Page 10)

Immediate activities of EagleLion Films, Inc., the recently established American film distributing
organization of J.
Arthur Rank,
British film baron, will be the
supervision of any
distributing contracts made in the
U. S. for the socalled "Rank
Group" of producers, it was
said Friday by
Arthur W. Kelly,
president and
treasurer. Kelly
was elected to
ARTHUR W. KELLY
serve in those
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Meeting for the first dual executive capacities at a meet:ime in more than a year, the Mo:ion Picture Producers and Distributors Industry Advisory Committee
(Continued on Page ID

IAC Offers Raw Stock
Conservation Plan

WB Legal Dept. Takes
Over on Consent Decree

Springfield, Mass. — Smith College
authorities Friday ordered students
to remain aVay from motion pictures
until further notice. Dr. Marion
F. Booth, physician at the Northampton college, issued the order to students at the opening assembly, giving as her reason the current outbreak of poliomyelitis which has attacked more than 100 persons in
this area and caused two deaths to
date.

Bretton Woods, N. H.— A ticketnumbering method which would
ing held at mid-week in the offices protect the Government's revenue
of the company's general counsel, and at the same time prevent blindMaurice Leon, at 44 Wall St.
checking by the distributors is being formulated by Allied.
At the meeting, which was atA committee headed by H. A.
tended by interested principals, including Barrington Gain, Rank exec, Cole and including Sidney Samuelhere from London, U. N. W. Ronalds son and Nathan Yamins is studying
was designated as board chairman, a large number of suggestions submitted by exhibitors for a serial
and Ralph E. Reynolds, secretary.
Elected to serve on the board with numbering plan. Cole presented a
Ronalds were Kelly, Reynolds, and partial report of the progress made
Capt. Harold Auten, who has been
(Continued on Page 10)
serving as British Routing Liaison
Officer, attached to the U. S. N. Port
Director of New York.
Kelly stated that the distribution
deal just consummated with UA calls
for seven features and an option on
three more, or a total of 10 full
length attractions, all of which are
Bretton Woods, N. H. — National
(Cont'nued on Page 11)
Allied hereafter will send a representative to each of the Pacific C^ast
Conferenee meetings on the West
Coast. It has been the custom for
some time for PCC to send one or
more
delegates
to Allied
Allied at
meeting's.
First to
represent
a PCC

Allied, PCC Seen
Headed for Merger

Rodgers to Hold K. (. Allied Board Attacks
Exhibitor Luncheon Prices of Re-issues

Chicago — Before leaving for the
Coast Saturday, on the conclusion of
Warner Bros, legal department is a three-day meeting with divisional
sales heads E. K. (Ted) O'Shea, J. E.
actively taking over the company's Flynn
and J. J. Maloney, at the
representation in the matter of the
New York consent decree, it was Blackstone Hotel, William F. Rodgers, vice-president and general
learned at the week-end. Up to the
sales manager for M-G-M revealed
(Continued on Page 7)
he is planning to hold an exhibitor
(Continued on Page 10)

Smith Gals Barred
From Pix by Polio

Allied Seeks System to
Protect Gov't Revenue,
Prevent Blind-Checking

TO SUPERVISE RANK CONTRACTS

Bretton
Woods, Friday
N. H. —
Allied's
board
of directors
condemned
the alleged efforts of the distributors "in attempting to exact for reissues prices far in excess of those
charged for that class of pictures

(Continued on Page 11)

Son of Floyd B. Odium
Shot Down, Held by Nazis

Lt. Stanley A. Odium, AAF, bombardier, missing since June, is reduring
the
1943-44
season."
ported officially to be a prisoner of
The board asserted that the purpose in re-issuing product was to war after being shot down in aerial
(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued on Page 7)

Disposal of Gov't Film Equip.

Industry Drive Covers
22 Yeshiva
Scholars
•

Allied Com. to Consult With Trade Units

Bretton Woods, N. H. — A commitUOPWA to Press Drive
tee of five Allied members will consult with other branches of the industry on the matter of the disposal of
Among Pix "White Collars"
Philadelphia — Aggressive drive to 16 mm. equipment and films now
complete the organization of white- owned by the Government after the
collar workers in the picture field war, it was decided here Friday at
will result from the United Office and
the closing session of Allied's board
directors' meeting.
Professional Workers of America's of Allied
directors see the situation
convention which closed at the Hotel
(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued on Page 7)

SA

WH

Noting that the industry raised
funds to cover 22 scholarships at
Yeshiva College, Samuel Levy, chairman of the school's board of directors, paid tribute to the filmland
drive in a letter to George J.
Schaefer, chairman of the industry
committee. He paid pers-nal tribute
to Schaefer who has been head of the
scholarship fund-raising group five
times.
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Springfield, Mass. — Theater owners are expected to form the bulk o.
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CAULFIELD,
accompanied
by
her
SPYROS SKOURAS, TOM CONNORS. W. ). JOAN
those in attendance at tomorrow'KUPPER, HAL HORNE. A. W. SMITH. JR.. mother, has arrived in Hollywood from New York public hearing of the legislative reto
report
to
Paramount.
cess committee on safety of persons
JULES FIELDS. EARL WINGART and JERRY
PICKMAN were among 20th-Fox representaHATTIE
ELBORN
of Loew's home
office has |in buildings. Talk will center on fire
tives who returned on Friday after attending returned from a Maine vacation.

i the premieres of "Wilson" in Washington
Editor - Philadelphia.
WILLIAM
F. RODCERS
left Chicago
at
Sundays week-end for Hollywood.

and

E. K. O'SHEA,
M-G-M's
Eastern
ger, returns
today from Chicago.
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Eastern
M-C-M
shorts repPublished daily except Saturdays,
resentative, is back from the Coast.
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New
RUSSELL HOLMAN and RICHARD NEALAND
York 18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film
L. J. SCHLAIFER, 20th-Fox's Central sales
Folk. Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and manager;
his assistant, JACK BLOOM, and leave for Hollywood
Friday.
MARTIN
MOSKOWITZ,
assistant
to
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Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, SecretaryAL STEEN returned over the week-end from
Treasurer; Al Steen. Associate Editor. Entered Sales Manager W. J. Kupper, have gone to Bretton
Woods, N. H.
as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the Boston.
CUS EYSSELL, president and managing dipost-office at New York, N. Y., under the
MARY
PICKFORD
got in town this morning.
rector of the Music Hall, leaves for the
act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York
E. M. SAUNDERS, assistant general sales Coast today on a business trip.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, manager for M-C-M, and WILLiAM D. KELLY,
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should in charge of prints, returned from Washington
JACK GOLDSTEIN, resigned as 20th-Fox's
publicity manager, leaves on a California vacaremit with order. Address all communications at the week-end.
tion tomorrow.
to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway,
JACK MEHLER, M-G-M talent scout, returns
New York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117,
SGT. ALBERT COHEN, formerly of the M-C-M
today
from Atlantic City where he witnessed
arrived
in Atlantic
City
»-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable address: publicity department,
bathing beauty contest.
Filmday, New York.
I over the week-end, reporting to the Army the "Miss America"
replacement
center.
He flew
in from
Casawithin the next few days is exRepresentatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif. 1 blanca and
pecting a 21 -day furlough, which he will
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone spend
in New
York.
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tures in Mexico and a general survey of Latin-American sales conditions1/8as objectives, Morris Goodman,
I; company's
in charge
of foreign vice-president
sales leaves New
York
next Saturday for the Coast to con| fer with Herbert
J. Yates, board
I 2'nairman, and James A. FitzPatrick,
j recently signed to make a series of
1 features in Mexico and South America.

Goodman will then leave Hollywood for Mexico, continuing his
three months' itinerary to include
Panama, Venezuela, Trinidad, Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Peru and Cuba.
He is slated to arrive in Rio on Oct.
24 to arrange campaign to herald
initial showing of firm's forthcoming inter-American musical, "Brazil,"
which will probably have day-anddate premiere there and in Sao
Paulo. First of Republic's features
% to be made by FitzPatrick in Mexico,
Mexico,"
will go before "Song
camerasof Nov.
9.

Bronston and Milestone
Get Steinbeck "Red Pony'
John Steinbeck's "The Red Pony"
has been acquired by Lewis Milestone and Samuel Bronston in a
deal which called for a down payment against percentage.

SITUATION

WANTED

Adaptable college graduate, keen on cinema
values and all phases of industry, seeks
opportunity for advancement. Already experienced with independent and major
producers in sales and control. Draft deferred. Write Box 208, Film Daily. 1501
Broadway,
New
York City.

Metro's New Sales Pact
Ready for Legal Okay
Metro's new one-page streamlined
sales contract is expected to get the
i final legal okay today when J. Robert Rubin, Loew's vice prexy and
general counsel, returns from Sarai toga.
It is expected to go into use
I on Sept. 28 when Metro salesmen
start out with the ninth block.

RKO Signs Odets

Mono. Franchise in
Oklahoma Reacquired

Hollywood — Monogram Pictures
Corp. Friday reacquired its franchise
for the state of Oklahoma from Can*
Scott, according to an announcement by W. Ray Johnston, and will
set up a company-owned branch
there. Sol Francis, Mid-West district manager, has been placed in
charge temporarily.
The corporation now owns its own
offices in New York, Philadelphia,
Washington, Des Moines, Minneapolis, Omaha, Oklahoma City and also
owns a half interest in the Seattle
and Portland offices.
With the new acquisition, Monogram now distributes through company owned branches in about 37%
per cent of the revenue-producing
centers. No additional acquisitions
are contemplated at this time by the
company.

75 to Attend Second
NSS Regional in Chi.
Second
National
Screen
Service
I regional meeting will open in Chi■ cago, Sept. 16 with some 75 members
' of the sales staff in attendance.
Scheduled
as a highlight of the
George Dembow tribute and to spark
the opening of new movie season,
sessions will be attended bv salesmen and branch managers from Chicago, Indianapolis, Milwaukee
and
Oklahoma City. Dembow will head
the three-day meetings.

WANTED:

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— RKO has
ford Odets, playwright,
writer-director contract,
nounced by Charles W.
charge of production.

signed Clifto a term
it was anKoerner in

Equity Council Meets on Merger
The proposed merger of the groups
belonging to the Associated Actors
and Artistes of America will be diseused tomorrow at a meeting of the
council of Actors Equity, a member
of the AAAA family.

NEW YORK
THEATERS

KAY KYSER arrived in New York for a twoweek vacation on Friday accompanied by his
bride, CEORCIA
CARROLL.

Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
LT. COM.
EUGENE
ZUKOR,
now
in charge
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phone
for the Navy,
was
here
LOU
MILLER,
manager of RKO's
Western
di- of all entertainment
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph i vision
sales approval
department,
is on a two- ! Friday
and
Saturday
from
Washington
for a
Esler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone Briar- week vacation at Buck Hills Falls, Pa.
meeting of Army and Navy officers.
gate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St, W. I. HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco,
Virtudee 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
Damon. MEXICO CITY— Marco-Aurelio
Galindo, Apartado 8817, Mexico, D. F. SYDNEY—Allan White. SAN JUAN— E. SanWith production of Republic fea- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
chez Ortiz. MONTREAL — Roy Carmichael.

Rep.'s Goodman to Coast
With Latin-America Next

safety laws which grew out of the
Cocoanut Grove disaster of
December, 1942 and the recent gun
I cus fire in Hartford, Conn.

mana- ( Boston

Experienced booker for large independent
circuit with offices located in New York
City. State experience and salary wanted.
Write Box 211, Film Daily, 1501 Broadway, New York City.

RADIO CITY MUSIC

HALL

Showplace of the Nation-Rockefeller Center
M-G-M's Production

"Dragon Seed"

KATHARINE HEPBURN
WALTER
HUSTON
AKIM
TAMIROfF

- ALINE
MacMAHON
TURHAN
BEY

Spectacular
Stage
Presentation
1st Mezz. Seats Reserved. Circle 6-4600

PARAMOUNT
presents
Fred MacMURRAY
Barbara STANWYCK
Edward G. ROBINSON

"DoubleIN PERSON
Indemnity"
THE ANDREWS SISTERS
MITCHELL AYRES AND HIS BAND

eieg

PA*AMoa#r

s; ;:*.

Bonita Granville
Jean Brooks

YOUTH

RUNS

M-G-M's
New Musical
ON SCREEN

MEET THE
C

LUCILLE BALL
DICK POWELL

WILD'
IN PERSON

ED SULLIVAN

& HARVEST
MOON
DANCE
WINNERS
TOMMY

DIX

B'way &
Wing And
EOPLE'a Prayer
Picture
B'way20th &P Century-Fox
at

Brandt's
Brandt's
GLOBE
GOTHAM
47th St.
46th

DOORS

j

St.

OPEN

8:30 A.M.— Midnight

Shows

being

SENSATIONAL NEW B
now

Ca

24 Smash Openings-1
BUFFALO
COLORADO SPRINGS
SALT LAKE
CINCINNATI „
COLUMBUS
....-„
DENVER
LOS ANGELES

20th Century Theatre New house record.
Chief
New all-time record!
Uptown
„
Biggest week on the books!
Albee
Top for all time!
Palace.,
Nothing else ever touched it!
Orpheum
The biggest of the big!
Pantages
Hits new high! (Hillstreet does same,
with one exception!)

NEW

Orpheum

ORLEANS

KEEP SELLING WAR BONDS. FIGHT BY THE
OF THE TROOPS WHO NEVER STOP!

Highest gross for house!

SIDE

mmr

OX
-O
FF
IC
E
HI
ST
OR
Y
writte
n by

) New House Records!
OMAHA
WASHINGTON
ASBURY PARK
BOISE
BALTIMORE
RICHMOND
CEDAR RAPIDS

Brandeis
Keith
Mayfair
Rialto
Hippodrome
Byrd and State
Iowa Theatre

Smash to the all-time top!
An all time high-and how!
Top business, moves to Paramount.
Way up with the best.
Biggest with one exception.
Biggest ever from RKO.
Only 2 pictures ever beat it.

DAVENPORT

Orpheum

Up with all-time leaders.

DAYTON
DES MOINES
KANSAS CITY
PROVIDENCE
ROCHESTER
SAN FRANCISCO
SIOUX CITY
SYRACUSE

Keith's
Orpheum
Orpheum
.... Albee
Palace
Golden Gate
Orpheum
Keith

House record with one exception.
Top business.
Biggest grosser at regular admission.
Only 1 picture ever beat it.
Two pictures in history bigger.
Second week biggest in history.
Biggest ever with one exception.
Near the top.

WINTERHATIONAL!

GOOD ENTERTAINMENT
TflE*

^^""^"

<** *" *L* *"

VARIETY

More

of

that

LafT-Cash

brought you the dough
Gay slapstick comedy recounts
the hilarious experiences of two
U. S. Marines. Good clean fun
and plenty of hearty laughs as
light escapist entertainment.

from

Edward

Small

with "Up In Mabel's

who

Room"!

WILLIAM BENDIX .:- HELEN WALKER
DENNIS O'KEEFE

iiMiiviu/ioiw;
in

M. P. DAILY

Rapid-fire farce comedy loaded
with laughs for the average fan.
It's the sort of fun that goes
over big.
X

FILM DAILY

with JOHN

LODER

• JANET

LAMBERT

Based on an original story by Fred Guiol
and Tedwell Chapman

• GEORGE

CLEVELAND

• Adaptation by Edward E. Seabrook

• Screenplay by Charles Rogers, Wilkie Mahoney, Ted Sills
Directed by ALLAN
DWAN

°f— ^uM
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Polio Check lo FDR
Closes Dimes Drive
Til

Presentation of a check for
2.219,669.30 to President Roosevelt
it the White House by Nicholas M.
:chenck, industry chairman for the
[044 March of Dimes campaign,
i ought the campaign to a concluion. Check represented about half
f the $4,667,520.56 collected by thea3rs and was an increase of more
jian 120 per cent over 1943.
Schenck reported to the President
pat the drive's success was made
lossible "only through the hard
•ork of thousands of theater ownrs, managers and their staffs" and
oted that to them should go the
lajor credit.
He estimated 55,000,000 contribuons from film house audiences and
minted out that the cost of operatic the drive was only 2.086 per cent,
new low. Schenck is expected to
gain accede to the President's reiuest that he head the 1945 drive but
o announcement was made and the
hairman did not comment.

infantile Paralysis Spread
May Exceed That of 1916

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The current polio
pread may prove to be more widebread
than any since 1916, when
lere were 27,363 cases reported, a
!!ouse group investigating aid to
hysically handicapped was told Friay. Dr. A. L, Stanhorn of the Deiartment of Labor reported that this
wear's outbreak has already exceeded
i number of cases that of last year,
hich was extremely high.
Dr. Stanhorn spoke of the inadeuacy of hospital facilities for the
are of victims, and of the great
tck of convalescent facilities. State
overnments, he said have been reiiss in providing these facilities.
Significally, this testimony came
nly a day after Loew's president,
M. Schenck,
had conferred
t'icholas
the White
House with
President
oosevelt on plans for the pix industry's aid in the next March of
'ime campaign. Millions of dollars
or the aid of polio victims have been
ollected by the pix industry in the
ast.

4ass for Douglas Harris

•

Rochester

•

• PRESIDENTS' DAY
Carter Barron, Loew's blond ambassador to Washington had a busy day last Thursday
He was
up to his ears in Presidents
First, Nicholas M. Schenck, president
oi Loew's, Inc., was in Washington
to see Franklin D.
President of the U. S. A.
Carter had details to handle

Roosevelt,
Second,

Spyros Skouras, president oi 20th Century-Fox was in Washington for
the opening of "Wilson," ex-president, at Loew's Capitol

▼

▼

▼

• •
• IRONICAL
Just before Nicholas
M. Schenck
left
for Washington the other day to hand President Roosevelt the huge
March of Dimes check he received word that Vaughn O'Neil, Loexv
manager in Syracuse, had become an infantile paralysis victim. O'Neil
is recovering

▼

TV

• •
•
"BATTLE
OF WATERLOO":
Loew's
theater
circuit is
staging a "Battle of Waterloo!"
out of it will come Loew's Duke
of Wellington!
Of course, it's an Oscar A. Doob promotion idea for
"Waterloo Bridge" return engagements
So far, every Loew theater playing the revival has done more business than on the original
engagement
The "Battle of Waterloo" will be won by the theater blasting the highest B. O. percentage above the original run
Battle-line so far is: Indianapolis, 182.5 per cent; Houston, 180.4 per
cent; Memphis, 165.5 per cent; Kansas City, 160.7 per cent; Columbus
(O), 121.3 per cent

▼

▼

▼

• •
•
MARCH
GOES ON!
Regardless of who is elected
President in the coming November battle, the March of Dimes will
continue to march, according to unofficial, off-the-record word from
Washington
While no official word has ever come from the
White House, it is reported that prior to the last election, President
Roosevelt secured from his opponent the promise that the infantile paralysis crusade would have the sponsorship of Mr. Willkie, if he were
elected
The polio fight is dear to the heart of FDR
And it is assumed that should Dewey be elected, he will be asked
to continue to make the March of Dimes a Presidential activity
with FDR probably continuing his own personal interest in the cause.

▼

•

•

UOPWA

•

AVENGE

▼

▼

PEARL HARBOR

to Press Drive

Among Pix "White Collars'
(Continued from Page 1)
Bellevue-Stratford
here
on
day.

Satur-

A requiem mass for Pvt. Douglas
'. Harris, son of Maurice "Bucky"
Perfecting of the present organi[arris of RKO Radio and nephew of
zation of the film industry was set
ohn J. O'Connor, Universal viceresident, was said at Holy Name forth as one of the "minimum or'-oman Catholic Church, New Roganizing aims" of the union in a
helle, Saturday morning. Young
[arris died of wounds received in resolution adopted by the convention.
'ranee.
The Screen Office and Professional
Employes Guild, Local 109, and
Screen Publicists of New York, Local
114, are the UOPWA affiliates in the
New York area covering employes
in the film field.
Plans for a national salary policy
conference to be held following the
CIO convention this Fall to take up
September 11
the economic problems of the whiteHerbert Stothart
Ruth Weisberg
collar woi'ker were anounced by
Lewis Merrill, head of the UOPWA.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO...

Eastman's Capstaff
To Get SMPE Medal

WB Legal Dept. Takes
Over on Consent Decree
(Continued from Page 1)
present, Joseph H. Hazen, formerly
associated with Warners, has been
acting for all companies in the conferences with the Department of
Justice. With the decree again in the
courts, it is indicated that company
counsel will handle, with Warners
the first to make the move.

Asks Cut in Clearance
A clearance complaint against
RKO and Warners has been filed
with the Boston tribunal by Artcraft,
Inc., operator of the Greenwich, East
Greenwich, R. I. Operator claims that
the 14-day clearance after Providence first-run is unreasonable and
asks to have it reduced to one day.
Majestic and Albee Theaters, Providence, are named as interested
1 parties.

—

John

G. Capstaff,

Kodak Park research expert, will receive the 1944 Progress Medal of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers
at its convention October 16-18 at
the Pennsylvania Hotel, New York,
Eastman officials announced.
Capstaff was awarded the medal
for his outstanding contributions to
photography, his noteworthy achievements in amateur, professional and
color cinematography and his part
in the development of the 16-mm.
program of the Eastman Company
and in the development of equipment for processing film.
He is credited with conceiving the
idea of applying the reversal process
to motion pictures. Work began on
this plan in 1914, and continued until the process was publicly demonstrated in 1923. Many improvements in the equipment used for exposing, processing, and projecting
the film have been devised by him.
Kodak spokesmen said his suggestions and investigations have resulted in a steady improvement of
duplicating prints from 16-mm. positives until it is now possible to make
prints which are almost indistinguishable from the original.

Allied's Board Attacks
Prices Asked for Re-issues
(Continued

from Page 1)

relieve the product shortage and to
allow the exhibitor to obtain good
pictures at the right prices. The directors contended that the re-issued
pictures had been charged off on the
companies' books and that the only
expense was for new advertising and
in some cases for new prints. However, the prices now being asked are
as much as those asked for new pictures, the board stated.

David Lewis' Full Schedule
With Paramount's "Frenchman's
Creek" booked into the Rivoli on
Sept. 20, producer David Lewis is
set until next Summer. He has three
features scheduled for International
Films. At present he is shooting the
Sonja Henie
a Pleasure." This picture,
will be "It's
followed
by
"Home Is a Sailor" and "Tomorrow
Is Forever," starring Claudette
Colbert.

UIEDDHIG BELLS
Myron Siegel, Century Circuit
advertising - publicity director, and
Mildred Ganek were married yesterday in Brooklyn.
Sheldon Gunsberg of the 20th-Fox
international department was married at the week-end to Lois Wahl
of the Theater Guild.
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BBSTH KE1T0N

FLORENCE 1AKE

IREHE RYAN

Screen Play by Michael Fessier and Ernest Pogano
From a Story by Ruth McKenney & Richord Bransten
Directed by REGINALD LE BORG • Produced
by MICHAEL FESSIER and ERNEST PAGANO
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

CA^1

YOU."
THEY DON'T STOP FIGHTING! KEEP SELLING WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY!
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<?itDespite War
Gain
rs
Theate
Rodgers to Hold K. C.
Exhibitor Luncheon

(Continued from Page 1)
luncheon in Kansas City, on his way
back from the studio. The gathering will take place at the Muehlbach
Hotel most likely on Sept. 25.
Rodgers has been anxious for some
time to personally break bread with
theater owners from the Kansas
City territory and although he has
wanted to hold this meeting earlier
pressure of business in the East has
prevented it. About 100 theater owners are expected to attend when
Rodgers will himself tell exhibitors
the details of M-G-M's new selling
policy in connection with flat rentals,
as he did in New York several weeks
ago. Fred C. Hensler, Kansas City
manager, will be in charge of arrangements.
The exhibitor luncheon, it was
stated, will not interfere with two
other meetings M-G-M will hold at
the Muehlbach Hotel in Kansas City
on Sept. 24 and 25. Rodgers will attend these meetings, one to be conducted by Charles K. Stern, assistant
treasurer, for Midwestern office managers, and the other to be held .by
William R. Ferguson, exploitation
director, with a number of his field
representatives.
In addition to the office managers
at the Stern meeting will be William
G. Brenner, in charge of exchange
maintenance, and his two assistants,
Arthur Sterling and Rose Klein, from
the home office. Office managers to
be on hand will include Mrs. Amy
Sinclair, Kansas City; Harrv Simons,
Chicago; Walter Bennin, Milwaukee;
Fred Arnington, Des Moines; Jay H.
Zimmerman, St. Louis; Mrs. Elizabeth Mitchell, Memphis; Eleanor
King, Denver; and Lila Goodin, San
Francisco.
Ferguson is planning to have eight
or nine exploiteers at his two-day
meeting.
Following the Kansas City exhibitor luncheon, Rodgers plans to visit
St. Louis. He had planned to stop
there on his last trip from the Coast,
but changed his plans the last minute. He has been anxious to visit the
exchange since J. F. Willingham was

Vast Increase In Use
Of Informative Pix
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Spectacular growth
of films as informative medium
since the war's outset was spotli'hted here on the week-end by
Dorothy V. Knibb, of the Department of Commerce, who declared
that, in addition to the military, more
than 5.000 firms are using training
and educational films, whereas number four years ago was insignificant.
Exclusive of showings abroad, Army training pix and film bulletins
were shewn 200,000 times a month,
according to June figures, to 23,000,000 in this country.

Formulating Method
Of Numbering Ticket:

ood's Product
to Hollyw
60,935 Now Open(Continued
from Page 1)
in territories liberated since JanuaryGolden discusses the shifts in seatcounin thein vai-ious
ingtriescapacities
of the world
some detail,
mentioning for instance — that among
neutrals and members of the United
Nations the number of theaters has
been in constant flux for the past
four years. In many instances, he
reports, there are more theaters operating today than four years ago.
Golden's over-all figure does include an estimated 18,000 houses in
the Soviet Union — many of which
are actually public halls and workers' meeting places with screen
facilities.
Four years ago, there were 79,129
pix theaters throughout the world,
including 12,685 in Germany and territory held by Germany at the time
— Austria, Sudetenland, Czechoslovakia, Danzig — and Italy and Japan.
A total of 66,444 theaters were available for showing of American films
at the time, Golden reports. Since
then the Nazis conquered another
9,790 theaters in Europe and Japan,
which had 1,875 houses of its own,
took control of an additional 1,628.
Nazi, Jap Theaters
At the beginning of 1944 Germany
controlled 17,587 theaters and Japan
3,503. Total of these figures, the
tally for Italy and the 60,985 estimated as now open to American production, Golden states that there
appear to be 86,082 theaters in the
world (as of Jan. 1, 1944). This
figure is 6,953 greater than the
total for Jan. 1, 1940.

Available for American films last January.
Golden reports, were 30.066 European theaters seating- 18.619.232. Total number of
European theaters at the time was reported
to be 51.666 of which 17,587 were under
Nazi control and 4.013 were in Italy — some
in German hands and some released by our
armies.
European theaters in 1940 were re-

HI. Fire Prevention Week
Chicago — Chicago theaters will cooperate in the annual State fire prevention week, starting Oct. 8. Of
14.000 Illinois fires in the past year,
only six were in theaters.
appointed manager, succeeding John
X. Quinn.

Rodpers' Delayed Return
Shifts
Managers' Visits
Inasmuch as William F. Rodgers

will not return from his Coast trip
before the first week in October, another change in M-G-M's plans for
bringing district and branch managers to the home office for a week's
visit now has Sam Shirley, Midwestern district manager; H. A.
Friedl, Denver manager, and D. C.
Kennedy, Des Moines manager, due
to arrive here from their respective
headquarters on October 2. On the
following week, the schedule tentatively calls for J. P. Byrne, district
manager with headauarters in Detroit; J. F. Willingham, St. Louis
manager, and C. J. Briant, New
Orleans manager, due to report to
the home office.

11,810 cononly 47,870
ported to
trolled bytotal
Germany
or Italy.with
Seating- capacities of Eurpoean theaters
presently opened to our product is reported
by Golden as follows: U.S.S.R. 9.000.000
(IS. 000 screens). United Kingdom 4.500.000
(5.300 screens). Spain 4.000,000 (3.080
screens), Sweden 529.974 (2.176 screens).
Switzerland 125,000 (330 screens). Portugal
125.000 (285 screens), Eire 120.000 (260
screens) and Turkey 1O0.000 (200 screens).
Gains in Latin America
Latin-American theaters 'have increased
in number by 1.443 during- the past four
years. Golden reports. There were 5.407
screens below the Rio Grande in 1940 he
writes, and in January of this year there
were 6,850, with a seating- capacity of
4.085,571. Brazil has apparently been most
active in construction, with 754 new theaters reported for the past seven years. In
1937 there were 1,396 theaters in Brazil.
Argentina reports 278 new houses, Mexico
138. Venezuela 55, Peru 44 and Chile 24,
all during- the past four years.
Even in the war-torn Far East, where half
of all theaters were closed to our product
by the Japs. Golden reports an increase of
5 75 theaters in the past four years. There
were in 1940. 6,568 theaters in the area
and present indications are that there are
now 7,143. This figure is based on an assumption that the 3.503 theaters in Jap control are still standing; 3,640 houses in the
area are not controlled by the Nips.
Australia is reported to have an over-all
seating- capacity of 1.153.197 with 1,492
screens. India, with only 750,000 seats, is
shown to have more theaters — 1.525. New
Zealand has 548 theaters, with 267.652
seats. Free China is credited with only 30
theaters, seating 25.000.
An increase of 34 screens — from 145 to
179 — was reported for the Near East during the past four years. Palestine, with
11.335 seats in 49 theaters, is most important, with Iraq, Iran and Syria and
^ebanon reporting 30,300, 25.000. and
'4,585 seats each.
Increases in Africa
Africa also is reported to show an in■rease of from 819 to 991 theaters — with a
urrent seating of 559,382. Greatest increase
vas shown in the Union of South Africa,
.-here theaters increased from 340 to 450.
eating- capacity there is now 220.000. Anither 70 theaters are found on the various
'ands in the Atlantic, with an over-all seatig capacity of 34.385.
Golden's figures for the United States show
11.700.789
seats with 17,003
theaters in
1940 and 17.919 today.

Berge Going to Coast
To Visit Anti-Trust Offices
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Assistant Attorney
General Wendell Berge left Washington Friday for a trip to the Pacific Coast, where he will visit antitrust field offices and will speak at
Seattle, Portland, San Francisco and
Los Angeles. Berge's plans do not
include any conferences with industry representatives on the Coast although itis not unlikely that he will
se both exhibitor and producer representatives.

Farewell for Goldstein
His associates at 20th-Fox on Friday gave a farewell buffet luncheon
for Jack Goldstein, who recently resigned as the company's publicity
manager. After a two-week vacation in Beverly Hills, Calif., on
which he will depart tomorrow, Goldstein will announce his new plans.

(Continued from Page D
thus far at the organization's boai
meeting here at the Mt. Washingtc
Hotel on Friday, but the committ*
will await more suggestions befo^
drawing up a definite plan.
One method being considered cal
for a code of some kind on the ticl
ets instead of numbers. The coc
would be known only to the theate
owner and the tax revenue offic
Another suggestion was the pu:
chasing of tickets from the Goveri
ment and paying the tax in advanc
similar to the method now used t
cigarette manufacturers. As to tr
latter proposal, there is some que;
tion as to the legality of such a pre
cedure.
The committee will sift all su£
gestions to formulate a workab

Allied Board Defers
Acting on Production

plan.
Bretton Woods, N. H. — Allied
board of directors on Friday d<
ferred action on the proposal to lir
up with a producing organization 1
obtain product on a franchise basi
A committee headed by Irving Do
linger will explore all the possibil
ties of the enterprise and then mal
a report to the board. The organ
zation is keenly interested in tl
plan but wants to give it furtht
study before committing itself.
The national body through its r>
gional units will sponsor the colle
tion of sports equipment to I
donated to convalescent hospitals fc
returning service men. Presidei
Martin Smith will name a commi
tee to supervise the collections bt
the units will handle the distributic
of the equipment locally.
Speakers at the banquet Thursda
night included Nathan Yamin
Robert Wright, Hugh Bruen, Lou
Nizer, Martin Smith and Abram 1
Myers.

Appeal in Saugus Case

Three intervenors in the clearanc
filed with the Boston tribunal fa
Richard Rubin, operator of the Stat
Saugus, Mass., have filed notices
appeal against the arbitrators dec
sion. Intervenors are Melrose The;
ter Co., Middlesex Amusement C
and New England Theaters.

Two More Strips Will
Feature Industry Gift
Two more syndicated ccmic strips
will carry sequences on the showing
of Hollywood releases to men in the
services overseas, the WAC announced. Ernest L. Lynn, editor
of the NEA comic art department,
has arranged for a two-day sequence
in "Wash Tubbs" and a similar
sequence
"Biff Baker.'"
follow
the ininclusion
of similarMoves
material in recent strips of Milton
Caniff's

"Terry

and

the

Pirates."

O^'VoAiLY
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!( Offers Raw Stock
onservation Plan
(Continued from Page 1)
sterday presented WPB Pix Chief
ncoln Burrows with its plan for
w stock conservation. In return, it
ard Burrows tell of the need for
Hct economy in film usage.
Burrows spoke of the necessity
r a sharp reduction in ordering,
ping the industry toppers at the
ine time that he is hopeful that
e current tight supply situation
jll not last longer than another
onth or two. He said he expects
permit ordering of up to 75 per
fit of the 1941 rate of consumpm beginning next month. This is
e allocation under which the indus\f has operated for nearly two
iars.
Burrows made it plain, however,
!at he will not permit over-orders'. Distributors had actually used
estimated 50,000,000 feet of stock
jer and above that permitted unjr the allocation plan during the
t six months of this year.

o Confer on Disposal
f Gov't Pix Equip.
(Continued

from Page II

an all-industry problem and one
(at must be met by all its branches
ie committee, not yet appointed,
111 seek the co-operation of procer-distributor groups in preventt the wartime equipment and films
jt>m becoming a competitive force.
,The question of whether to keep
Raters
open on V-Day
was regarded
, the directors
as a local
problem
d not one to be decided by the
tional organization.

j'ross" Big in London

.London — M-G-M's "The Seventh
joss,"
which
openedstart
at with
the Empire,
lb off to
a smash
indica-

More Revenue From
Smaller Towns Seen
Small

towns

and

their theaters

may play a larger part in post-war
film receipts possibilities. Department of Commerce notes that' towns
with less than 25,000 population,
plus unincorporated rural areas, make
up 60 per cent of all the people in
the

country while a survey indicates that 23 per cent of all city
dwellers who moved into small towns
to take war jobs plan to live there
permanently.

from Page 1)

meeting will be Martin Smith, Allied
president, who will attend the December PCC session. He will not
go to the meeting scheduled for next
week in Seattle.
At the banquet Thursday night
tendered to Allied board members
and independent exhibitors by the
New England unit, Hugh Bruen the
PCC delegate, announced that PCC
would be host to an Allied convention
in Los Angeles as soon after the war
as possible.
Because of the close co-operation
between PCC and Allied observers
predicted Friday that the time would
come when PCC would affiliate itself with national Allied.
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With Vicki Baum Film
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Hollywood — Wiiliam Wilder, New
York industrialist, makes his debut
as a producer with "The Great
Flamarion," first of a series of three
pictures for major distribution. Eric
Von Stroheim will be starred in the
psychological drama by Vicki Baum.
Production is slated to start week
of Sept. 11 at Charlie Chaplin's
studio.

ins the first week's gross will be
I best since April, 1942, when
ohhny Eager" opened and had the Eastman, Bausch-Lomb
Jiefrt of the Easter holidays. The
fevious all-time high for a normal Execs, on Bank Board
ek at the theater was chalked up
Rochester, N. Y.— Charles K. Flint,
■ "Ninotchka," in February, 1940.
vice-president of Eastman Kodak,
and Carl S. Hallauer, vice-president
of Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., have
been elected directors of LincolnAlliance Bank & Trust Co. They fill
vacancies caused by the deaths of
Albert Sulzer, Kodak vice-president,
and Edward Bausch, B & L board
A
ZALPHE
is the
new
cashier
at
the
chairman.
Monogram exchange in Washington.

FEmme TOUCH

|TY

NAREN
has joined
the Columbia
exchange in Philadelphia as booker's stenogra-

pher.
3EL

HOWLETT,
booker, PRC, Dallas.
EVELYN BREWER,
inspectress,
Paramount,
Memphis.

If. NATALIE
McLEOD, Columbia,
ANOR TEMPERANTE,
Columbia,
GRIFFITHS, secretary to Nick
Film Classics home office.
ERNE
FITZMAURICE,
RKO, St. Louis.

New Haven.
New «aven.
Coldhammer,

booker-stenographer,

Celeste Fox Back
Celeste Fox, secretary to Samuel
Cohen, United Artists foreign pubeign publicity director, has returned
from a leave of absence in Seattle.

N. J. Allied Meets Sept. 20

British Producers

(Continued from Page 1)
combat over Austria, according to a
letter received by his wife, Dorothy
Odium, from the War Department.
He had completed 25 missions over
enemy territory.
Lt. Odium is the son of Floyd B.
Odium, president of Atlas Corp. and
chairman of RKO Corp.'s directorate,
by his former wife, Mrs. Hortense
Odium. Odium's present wife is
Jacqueline Cochran, Director of
Women Pilots, Army Air Forces.

Urge Quota Boost

Special Pic Groups Sold
$1,846,164 in War Bonds

Allied, PCC Seen
Headed for Merger
(Continued

Son of Floyd B. Odium
Shot Down, Held by Nazis

Employes' clubs and groups generally among the major and leading
indie companies in the New York
area sold via a special campaign during the recently conducted Fifth
War Loan drive a total of $1,846,164,
it was announced on the week-end by
John Whitney Richmond, deputy
manager of the War Finance Committee for New York, following final
compilation of figures.
The special campaign's objective
was to sell as many extra bonds as
possible, independent of the local industry's over-all effort, and its success is attested by both a Fifth War
Loan Citation and a Treasury Citation, in addition to a letter of commendation, sent to all the employes'
groups and clubs which participated.
Breakdown of the bond sales by
companies' workers who took part
is as follows: Loew's, Inc., $473,896.75; 20th-Fox, $305,144.75; Columbia, $285,106; Paramount, $254,289;
Warner Bros., $174,673; Universal,
$156,250; RKO, $112,013.75; UA,
$58,249.50; Republic, $17,841.50; and
PRC, $8,700.
Company employes and club
groups each selected a "military objective" for their bond selling efforts,
such as a Flying Fortress, Tank,
Landing Craft, etc., and in virtually
every instance the objective was
reached or exceeded.
Richmond stated that special
groups at large during the Fifth
War Loan campaign vended more
than $125,000,000 in War Bonds.

Philly Testimonial
For Davis, Humphries
Philadelphia — A dual testimonial
dinner will be held tonight by the
Motion Picture Associates in honor
of Al Davis, newly appointed branch
manager here for Monogram Pictures, formerly sales manager for
20th Century-Fox in the local
branch, and William Humphries,
20th-Fox salesman, who was upped
into the sales manager's post.
George Beattie is chairman of the
affair with Al Cohen, Jack McFadden, and Lester Wurtele acting as
aides.

Seven New Pix to Start
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London (By Cable) — An increase
in the renters' quota from 20 to 22 Mi
per cent, to be jumped to 25 per
cent after one year, has been proposed to the Board of Trade by the
British Film Producers Association
for the period starting April 1, 1945.
Group ofalso
quota
five proposes
per cent an
less. exhibitors'
British members of the Kinematograph Renters Society are believed to seek a 25 per cent quota
while U. S. distributors are said to
be holding out for retention of the
present 20 per cent.
Moves follow the circulation, early
in July, of a Board of Trade circular which asked for proposals to
be considered by the BOT before it
recommends any changes in the
Films Act to Parliament. At present, the Act is operating under a
three-year modification which, because of war difficulties reduced
quotas through March 31, 1944. If
Parliament
does not act,
the to
renters'
quota
automatically
jumps
27%
per cent on April 1.

Eagle-Lion Here to
Supervise Contracts
'Continued

from Page 1)

to be made by producers within the
Arthur Rank setup. This deal nominally covers a period of two years,
stretching over the seasons of 194445 and 1945-46 on the premise that
it will, because of wartime conditions
and the usual time factors of production, require an indefinite period
to The
get the
product pact
into UA's
hands.is
Eagle-Lion
with UA
understood to be so geared that both
companies can renegotiate its provisions to permit both a wider and
closer relationship, depending upon
developments during the two-year
contract's life.
Rank's interests in film product
which has come into this country in
the past will also come under the
supervision of Eagle-Lion organization here, it was asserted.

20-Week Run Percentage
Chicago — Essaness Circuit says
Samuel Goldwyn will receive approximately $180,000 as his percentage
on
the
20-week
run of "Up in Arms"
at the Woods Theater.

STORK REPORTS
Chicago — A seven-pound son was
born at Augustana Hospital to Mr.
and Mrs. Moi'ton van Praag.

Allied of New Jersey will hold a
Charles S. Aaronson of the Motion
Hollywood — Seven new pictures go
regional membership meeting in the into production this week, making a Picture Herald editorial staff, has a
Hotel Astor Yacht Room on Sept. 20. total of 47 shooting.
second daughter born late last week.
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Scaling Down of Amusement

Taxes Finds Favor
(See Columns 2-3 Below)
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TEN CENTS

COPYRIGHT CASES NOT APPLICABLE TO FIX
Little
Chance FavorsofWriting
Drop
in Services' Film
Film
Needs
liter European Armistice
Attorneys Disagree
New Decree So That Biz

Surrows Sees Need Yet of

9ix For Our Army's Morale
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Washington — Returning to Washpigton yesterday, WPB
Pix Chief
jincoln V. Burrows explained that
he industry was in the unfortunate
,'osition of reading optimistic news
tories of D-Day and relaxation of
naterials controls.
Unfortunately,
le said, while these do apply to many
ndustries, their application to the
ilm production industry is not great.
Although military needs for map( Continued on Page 4)

Wac Recruiting Aid

Can Carry On Until Divorcement

who wished to remain anonymous, said he would favor the "softening up" of
Section X and the cutting of restrictions on clearance. Section X, which deals
with designated run, has been one that has been a so-called thorn in the side
of all concerned inasmuch as nobody appeared to have a clear conception of
what it means. A re-write of the section, it was said, might give an arbitrator more authority in granting relief to a complainant.

Map Grand Strategy
For 6th Loan Today

Morning and afternoon sessions
will be held in the Hotel Astor today to formulate the "grand stratVashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
egy" for filmland's role in the forthcoming Nov. 11-Dec. 6th War Loan
Washington — Industry aid in the
•ecruiting of women for the Wac campaign. Top indie exhibs. will
with Harry Brandt, national
Aras lauded yesterday by Maj. Gen. huddle
James A. Ulio, Army Adjutant-Gen- chairman; John Hertz, Jr., publicity
(Continued on Page 6)
sral, on the occasion of presentation
:o him of an elaborate set of visual
(Continued on Page 4)
Schine Managers, Bookers

Wins Army's Praise

Mono, to Spend Million
On Post-War Building
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Hollywood — Two new stages are
included in Monogram's
post-war
construction plans which involve an
(Continued on Page 4)

Plumbing Thieves
Raid IV. B. Theaters
St. John, N. B. — Eastern provinces
theatermen are suffering from the
assaults of thieves with wrenches
who have been removing taps, traps,
pipe and valves from theater plumbing and heating equipment in rest
rooms. Operators find many of
the stolen parts impossible to replace. In addition to working on
the rest rooms, thieves go into cellars and storerooms to pick up anything of value. With theaters generally understaffed, managers find
it nearly impossible to apprehend the
wrench operators.

Is Settled

At least one consenting distributor attorney is in favor of going ahead and
writing a new consent decree so that the companies can conduct normal
business while the issue of divorcement awaits clarification. The attorney,

Modernization Boom
Seen for Australia
With theater construction suspended during the war and modernization
and renovation restricted and held
to an absolute minimum, Australia
faces a theater improvement boom
in the early post-war years, it was
said here yesterday by Norman
Rydge, managing director of Great(Continued on Page 6)

With tionBerge's
of Court InterpretaDecisions
Two recent U. S. Supreme
Court decisions which Wendell
Berge, Assistant Attorney General, claimed supported the Government's position that the "forcing of
feature licenses by the tying of one
copyright
to another
unlawful"
have
no connection
withis the
motion
picture situation, according to atwho were contacted for opinions torneys
yesterday.
While Berge, at the time of filing
(Continued on Page 6)

Court Holds Up Sale
Of 4 Schine Theaters
Buffalo— Declaring that sale by
Schine Chain Theaters Inc., of four
theaters to a Niagara Falls, N. Y.
operator requires court approval,
Federal Judge John Knight yesterday postponed decision two weeks to
(Continued on Page 6)

Meet on Post-War Plans

'Buck' Stoner Leaves Metro
For Pitts. Buying Combine

Gloversville, N. Y. — New show season and post-war plans will be discussed at a general meeting of all
zone, district and group managers
and territorial bookers of Schine Circuit to be held at the home office today and tomorrow. Features of the
(Continued on Page 4)

Pittsburgh — On his return from
Chicago yesterday, it was reported Given WLB Approval
B. D. (Buck) Stoner, local M-G-M
branch manager, has resigned to join
The WLB was on record yestera local buying combine. He has been
day as approving dispute
the arbiters'
betweenaward
the
with the company 15 years in Buf- in the contract
(Continued on Page 6)
falo and Cleveland before moving to
(Continued on Page 4)

Arbiters' SPG Award

5% Admissions Levy Favored

Coudert-Mitchell Law
Held Unconstitutional

Congressmen

The Coudert-Mitchell law, under
which a stockholder owning less

Incline to Rate Reduction

V-Day Closing in St. Louis,
But Cleveland Stays Open
St. Louis — In lieu of special VDay shows previously reported as
planned, practically all theaters in
this city and St. Louis County will
close, it is disclosed by Harry C.
Arthur, Jr., WAC chairman. Time
and length of closing will depend on
(Continued on Page 6)
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Washington — Although unwilling
to go flatly on record as opposed to
post-war amusement taxes, many
members of Congress are convinced
that this levy, if not dropped completely, should be scaled down sharply from its present high level. Without discussing figures at all, they
impress as believing that about five
per cent would be quite high enough.
If they feel it will be politically
(Continued on Page 4)

than five per cent of a company's
stock, or less than $50,000 worth,
would be forced to post a Bond
covering
costs unconstitutional
of his stockholder's
suit wastheheld
by
Supreme Court Justice Edward A.
Koch. Constitutionality of the 1944
law was challenged in May but it
was upheld until it reached the
Supreme Court. Justice Koch held
that "no person shall be denied the
equal protection of the laws."

W*Vd!uly
Polio Kid Attendance
Bans Off in Two Spots

George Murphy Slated
For Presidency of SAG
West
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Hollywood — George Murphy was
unopposed for the post of president
of SAG when nominations closed late
last week and will be unanimously
elected to succeed James Cagney for
a one-year term. Ballots for the
election of officers and directors were
mailed to Class A members over the
week-end, along with notice of the
annual meeting, Sept. 17, at the
Beverly Wilshire Hotel. Contest
will be for 11 three-year directorships with 22 actors nominated for
the 11 spots to be filled. Election results will be revealed at the annual
meeting.

Basil Bros. Complaint
Award Upheld on Appeal
The appeal board has affirmed the
award of the arbitrator in the case
brought by Basil Bros., operating the
Apollo Theater in Buffalo. Basil
Bros, had charged that the 14-day
clearance granted to the Elmwood
Theater was unreasonable and that
the Apollo should be able to play
product immediately after the Elmwood. The arbitrator reduced the
clearance to 10 days, but Basil Bros,
appealed. The appeal board ruled
that a further reduction of clearance appeared to be unwarranted.

26th Paramount Week
Hangs Up New Record
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Beecroft Named 20th-Fox
Manager in Milwaukee

Write Box 211, Film Daily, 1501 Broadway, New York City.

JOSEPH H. HAZEN, who arrived in Ho
wood yesterday from New York, will remain
the Coast about a week for conferences v
Hal B. Wallis.
STEVE BROIDY, ED MOREY, and LLOYD Lll
return to New York today from Al Davis-V
liam Humphreys testimonial dinner in Phila^
phia last night.

Charlotte, N. C— Lifting of the
ban on children under 15 from attending theaters resulted in noticeably increased attendance at suburban houses, particularly at the Dilworth, Plaza and Visulite. No new
polio cases have been reported in
the Charlotte area in the past three
weeks and schools will be opened
Sept. 18.

D. for
A. aDORAN,
Columbia
here
10-day stay.

WILLIAM FLEMION, PRC branch manager
Detroit, goes to Hollywood for a product
conference,
Sept. 19-26.
BOB LEONARD, M-G-M film director, lea'
New York on Thursday for the Coast, follow
product confabs here.
ARTURO DE CORDOVA has left Los Ange
for Mexico City.

Ochs Will Build Four
New Drive-In Theaters

RICHARD ALDINGTON, English author, I
arrived on the Coast from Florida to wr

Cleveland — Herb Ochs, operator of
the Dayton Drive-In, has acquired
property for four new Drive-Ins to
be built as soon as materials are
available. One will be in the Cleveland area, another in Toledo and
two are scheduled for Columbus.

screenplay for M-G-M's
"Diamond Rock."
HARRY HUNTER, Paramount managing <
rector for Australia and New Zealand, has ;
rived in New York from Sydney for conferenc
with John W. Hicks, Jr., and George Weltner.
R. J. O'DONNELL, national chairman of t
"Fighting Fifth" War Loan Campaign; R. I
KENNEDY, vice-chairman, and JOHN FRIED
campaign director, have arrived in New York
connection with matters concerning the Fif
War Loan drive.

Pittsburgh — Residents in the vicinity of the South Park Drive-In have
again asked for a court injunction
to restrain operation of the spot on
the grounds that the speaker system
is a nuisance and disturbance to
residents in the neighborhood. House
is operated by Norbert Stern.
Mass.
Agawam,

—

studio executive*'

CARL
SANDBURG
is due on the Coast
Sept. 17 to assist Sidney
Franklin
of M-C
with his book "American Cavalcade."
RICHARD F. WALSH, head of the IAT |
has gone to Rochester.
GLORIA
HOPE, signed by M-G-M
while
was singing at the Stork Club, has arrived
the studio for her first screen assignment.

Chicago — Polio was light in Chicago area this year. Cases reported
totaled 78, with two fatalities, compared with 471 cases and 49 deaths
last year.

M-G-M

NORMAN ELSON, vice-president of Tran
Lux, leaves New York today for Washingto
D. C, and returns
tomorrow.
A. J. O'KEEFE, Universal's Western sal
manager, will leave San Francisco this wei
for Denver and Chicago en route to New Yor

operation to week-ends, Edward «
Carroll revealed. Change is due t
the shutdown of the amusement pari

Riverside
will reduce

TRADE SHOW!

"MRS.

NEW YORK-NEW JERSEY
TERRITORIES ONLY

Pickford Gets "Venus"
Paying $150,000 Down

REEVES

WANTED:
City. State experience and salary wanted.

COminC and come

Louisville, Ky. — Ban on children
attending theaters has been lifted
by city officials. Prohibition resulted from the infantile paralysis
epidemic.

The 26th Annual Paramount Week,
observed Sept. 3-9, produced the
Springfield
largest volume of business in the
U. S. and Canada for any single Park-In, in
week in the history of the company,
Charles M. Reagan, vice-president
in charge of distribution, announced
yesterday.
Business during the seven-day period which ended last Saturday was
63 per cent above Paramount Week
of 1943, which itself established a
new 25-year record for the company,
Reagan said.

Screen rights to "One Touch of
Venus" were acquired by Mary Pickford yesterday from producer Cheryl
Milwaukee — Harold L. Beecroft, Crawford. The deal called for a
former 20th-Fox special home office $150,000 down payment against 10
representative, has heen made branch per cent of the gross. Ginger Rogmanager in this city. He is succesers and Gene Kelly have been reportsor to Jack H. Lorentz, who has
ed as the leads for the film version.
been transferred to the home office
for special assignment.

Experienced booker for large independent
circuit with offices located in New York

Tuesday, September 12, 19'
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you've wondered why so many people are going
around with large, happy smiles and their hearts
going bumpety-BUMP!
They've just seen JANIE! And as a Warner
Bros, picture, she's even more heart-warming
and more hilarious than the play that ran two
solid years on Broadway !
JANIE is the teen-age daughter of an American family, who sets her father, her mother and
the United States Army on their ears. (And as
the picture
the
Marines.)closes, she's about to go to work on
When you've met her, you'll leave the theater
with a great big smile on your lips — a smile
that's going to come back every time you think
of JANIE, for a long, long time to come !
We've made a lot of pictures, here at Warner
Bros., that reflected America's greatness.
But JANIE, as much as "Destination Tokyo"
or "The Adventures of Mark Twain", is a rousing cheer for the things that make America
American . . . and another example of how to combine "good picture-making with good citizenship."

WARNER
JACK

I. WARNER,

BROS*
EXECUTIVE

PRODUCER

I .

Special prints of JANIE have already been delivered
—gratis — to the Army, for showing to men in combat
areas, isolated outposts and Red Cross hospitals.

JOYCE
Otn«r

REYNOLDS

Current

Warner

•

ROBERT

Bros.

HUTTON

Production*

•
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ED-WARD ARNOLD
• ANN HARDING ■ ROBERT BENCHLEY • ALAN HALE • aiex gottieb. Prodocer • Directed by MICHAEl
Screen Ploy by Agnes Christine Johnston & Charles Hoffman • From the Play Produced by Brock Pemberton

CURTlZ

THE ADVENTURES OF MARK TWAIN • MR. SKEFF1NGT0N ■ MASK OF DIMITRIOS • CASABLANCA • BETWEEN TWO WORLDS • PASSAGE TO MARSEILLE • DESTINATION TOKYO • WATCH ON THE RUM

Still another magazine advertisement, 15th of a national series, in which Warner Bros, call

attention to a current attraction and a permanent policy.

pSi
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Levy Favored Wac Recruiting Aid

Armed Services' Need
For Film Not to Drop

Congressmen

(Continued from Page 1 )
ping film, combat film, X-ray and
some other types will drop with a
European armistice, the falling off
in 35 mm. needs will be comparatively slight. He pointed out that
millions of servicemen will be overseas for a long time — and that those
in the European area, where actual

expedient,
they'd
out
the entire
tax. be willing to cut
Difficulty, of course, is that with
Congress believed ready to try to
put major tax burden on individual
incomes there will be constant pressure from citizen groups to retain
excise levy on such things as amusements, liquor, tobacco and others
usually considered
"luxuries."
As

Entertainment needs for members of the armed forces will be
actually in need of expansion after the war, it was declared here
yesterday by Brig. Gen. Joseph
W . Byron, director of the Special
Services Division, Army Service
Forces, and films will be an important adjunct to this over-all
plan. Gen. Byron pointed out
that men in uniform will have
more time for recreation between
the period of Germany's defeat
and their being returned to civilian life, and the same will be
true during the span after Japan's
end and mustering-out.

Incline to RateJReduction
(Continued

Washington Bur., THE
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Washington — Treasury Dept. is
working on new tax recommendations to be presented to Congress
after the surrender of Germany.
Deliberations at present are complicated by a lack of knowledge
of budget demands which cannot
be determined until the surrender.

Sept.
Sylvan Simon
Alice Lake

12
Lindsley Parsons
S. Manhelmer

be cut out so far as possible,
although income requirements
may make it necessary to retain
theAlllevies
on a fewexcises
items."
the present
should
be reviewed and many repealed
after the war, the committee
holds, but nonetheless Post-War
revenue needs "together with the
impossibility of placing too
great reliance upon the personal
income tax, will make it necessary to retain some of these taxes
such as tobacco, liquor and gasoline. These taxes are collected
at the source, are cheap and easy
to administer, and are productive of an important amount of
revenue with highly stable char-

:a^

Wins Army's Praise
(Continued

from Page

1)

records of WAC-inspired promoth
for the recruiting drive. A full stoi
of the Wac's part in the campaig
and of the part played by the nation
exhibitors, was put before Gene;
Ulio by a committee of four
ials
of thewho
industry's
WAC yesterda
thea
division,
came here
for that purpose.
The presentation to General UI
was made by campaign heads, E(
ward L. Alperson and Harry Mai
del, chairman and publicity directc
respectively. Present were: Si Fat
ian, Theaters Division chairmar
George J. Schaefer, WAC chairmar
Hardie Meakin, Washington WA'
rep., and Ed. Schreiber.
In accepting, General Ulio declai
ed that "the fine support given t
Wac recruiting by the motion pic
ture industry through their distribu
tors and thousands of exhibitors i
evidenced in this visual record o
what your industry has done oi
every job on which they have beei
placed in every theater of opera
tions. At every one of the more thai
400 Army posts at which they serve
in this country and in Army hospitals, the Wacs have proved themselves. Your assistance in recruiting
women for priority Army jobs is
truly a contribution to the war ef-

The report contains good news
acteristics."
for the other end of the industry
structure, calling for large-scale
reduction of business levies and
speedy abolition of the excess profits
tax.
On the foreign trade problem, the
committee calls for U. S. recognition
of the importance of buying as well
as selling. Our failure to keep imports at a fairly high level in comparison with our exports threatens
the structure of our foreign exchange, the report declares. This
observation is likely to be applied
frequently to the pix industry, as it
has in the past by foreign pix peo- Mono, to Spend Million
ple. The committee makes the point
that American industry must attempt On Post-War Building
to maintain some sort overall bal(Continued from Page 1)
ance if it intends to find profitable
foreign markets.
expenditure of more than $1,000,000,
fort."
Trem Carr, executive director, re£»chine Managers, Bookers
vealed. Expansion program, now being readied, will be put in motion as
Meet on Post-War Plans
soon as materials are available.
Company has acquired additional
(Continued from Page 1)
on Hoover St. and Commonsessions will be a General Electric property wealth
Ave. with stages four and
television demonstration and an ex- five to front on Hoover. Other construction will allow space for ofecutive banquet at the Hotel Johnsdressing rooms and storerooms,
town to be addressed by Curly Vade- while fices,
plans embrace buildings for
boncoeur, newsman and radio com office and departmental purposes as
mentator from WSYR, Syracuse.
well as for writers, directors and
In attendance will be Lew Hens- producing units. An electrical department and mill will be re-housed
ler, Lexington, Ky.; Harry Stearn,
leaving
space
for an enlarged comMiddlesboro, Ky.; Harold Raives, issary and a new
scene dock.
Cleveland; Harry Long, Ashland, O.;
Plans
to
double
the capacity of
Robert Anthony, Piqua, O.; W. S.
Eckard, Bucyrus, O.; C. C. Young, the present stage three have been
and a row of six cutting
Geneva, N. Y.; Gus DePauw, New- approved
with vault and splicing rooms
ark, N. Y.; Toby Ross, Corning, N. rooms
have been completed and occupied
Y.; G. L. Fowler, Geneva; Lee Insley, Salisbury, Md.; Marsh Gollner, by the editing department.
Salisbury; Reynold Wallach, Cumberland, Md.; William J. Tubbert,
Watertown, N. Y.; Jake Weber, Herkimer, N. Y.; Abe Cohen, Massena,
"The industry has already shown N. Y.; Lou Hart, Gloversville; HarMultnomah, Ire.— Paul Fcrsythe,
it can operate under the terms of
old de Graw, Oneonta, N. Y.; Lou
L-178," he said, "and I told the group Levitch, Lockport, N. Y.; F. K. operator of the Blue Mouse, has
Friday that they would be permitted O'Kelly, Glens Falls, N. Y.; Harry taken over the Multnomah Theater,
their full allocation for the next Unterfort, Syracuse; William Sel- formerly the Capitol. House is beman, Rochester, and Joe Schwartzing remodeled and renovated.
Burrows said he wanted to make walder, Auburn, N. Y.
quarter."
Following the general sessions,
it clear that he was sympathetic to
Tacoma, Wash. — Spencer & Tatthe industry viewpoint, but was not delegates will hold regional meet- man has taken over the Proctor St.
Theater from Fred Girtanner.
able to grant the industry demands.
ings with territorial managers.

yet, the American public has not
come to think of pix as a necessity
— even though they are just that to
more than half the people.
Buttressing the position of Congressmen thinking about chopping
down excise rates is the report of
the Colmer Committee on Post- War
Planning, special House group which
combat is over, will require much issued its special report yesterday.
film for morale purposes. Military Insofar as amusement taxes are conauthorities have extensive programs
cerned, the report points toward the
of rehabilitation films, and educa- answer to potential critics of any
tional films to prepare returning ser- tax program which would lower the
vicemen for changes in civilian life. amusement levy by recognizing the
In addition, shipment of entertain- fact that this tax hits hardest at
ment pix overseas will be maintained those with low incomes.
at a high level, if not increased.
"Excise taxes," the report
Explain Armed
Services' Needs
says, "which are costly to administer, are a source of annoyArmy and Navy spokesmen talked
ance and bear unfairly upon
at length to the committee Friday,
those with low incomes, should
explaining the requirements of their
services and revealing that the program of the military insofar as films 'Buck' Stoner Leaves Metro
is concerned did not "really get roll- For Pitts. Buying Combine
ing until 1944." In addition, the
requirements for the war in the Pa(Continued from Page 1)
cific will be stepped up when we turn Pittsburgh. It is understood he went
our entire military attention to that to Chicago to confer with William
area.
F. Rodgers, vice-president and genMaj. George Muchnic of the Army
eral manager, who is said to have
Pictorial Service, Maj. C. F. Pollack
expressed
regrets at Stoner's
of the Army Air Force, and Comdr. leaving the his
company.
Robert S. Quackenbush; naval pix
Saul Gottlieb, sales manager, sucman, all addressed the meeting at
ceeds Stoner.
length. In addition, Taylor Mills,
assistant to OWI Pix Chief Stanton is set up to do primarily is to assure the War and Navy Departments
Griffis, spoke of the pix needs of the
OWI overseas offices for post-war re- of what they need for the war."
habilitation and information work.
Save 26,000,000 Feet
Burrows said he could readily unBurrows told The Film Daily
derstand the optimism displayed by yesterday, incidentally, that he had
the industry group when he opened battled the Army and Navy during
the meeting. Things look bright gen- the present quarter on their film
erally, he explained, and "we're nat- demands, succeeding in saving 26,urally sorry the film situation has 000,000 feet for the industry. Withto lag behind.
But the job of WPB
out this 26,000,000 feet, he said, the
industry would really have been in
the soup.
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GREETINGS TO...
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THEATER DEALS

fir all

Li**"1 cMiforsi

4&r Vty
HOLLYWOOD

REPORTER

says:

SAN DIEGO, I LOVE YOU

is the

kind of movie that people go
back to see more

than once.

As a matter of simple fact, SAN
DIEGO,

LOUISE"

HAIL 4LLBRITT0N
JON

I LOVE

dangerously
Academy

ItoveYou

YOU

comes

close to being

Award

material, for

it has all of the charm, zany

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON
ERIC BLORE

gayety and greatness that made

BUSTER KEATON FLORENCE LAKE IRENE RYAN

box-office smashes
HAPPENED

ONE

out of IT

NIGHT

and

YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU.
rcAc **■*■*■*■*'
Screen Play by Michael fesster and Ernest Pagarto
Directed by REGINALD

IE BORG

from a Sfory by Ruth McKenney & Richard Bransten

• Produced by MICHAEL
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

FESSIER and ERNEST

PAGANO
THEY DON'T STOP FIGHTING ! KEEP SELLING WAR BONDS

FOR VICTORY !

a

_

Copyright Cases Not
Applicable to Films

Court Holds Up Sale
Of 4 Schine Theaters

3*

(Continued from Page 1)
permit him to consider an offer for
two of the houses by M. K. Murphy
(Continued from Page 1)
of Corbin, Ky.
the recommendations for a modified
Attorney Willard S. McKay conNew York consent decree, cited the
tending that the sale already had
two decisions, he did not identify been made, argued that under a
them. Robert L. Wright, Special court order, now in effect, the Schine
Assistant Attorney General, how- Chain is required to "divest itself of
ever, identified them at his conference last week with the Allied board theaters."
Although he refused to reveal the
at Bretton Woods, N. H., as the case purchase price paid by A. Charles
of Mercoid Corp. vs. Mid-Continental Hayman of the Falls, McKay told
Investment Co. and the case of Mor- the court it would net the Chain
ton Salt Co. vs. G. S. Suppiger Co. "three times Murphy's offer." The
Neither of these, according to at- Kentuckian offered $76,548 for two
Government's of the theaters which have now been
contention torneys,
thatsupport
it the
is unlawful to tie sold to Hayman.
one copyright to another in licensing
Harold L. Schilz, special assistant
feature motion pictures.
attorney general assigned to the anSay Cases Not Applicable
ti-trust division, said the Government wants to make certain there
Lawyers pointed out yesterday
that the cases cited by Wright are was "no connection, either directly
in no way applicable for the reason or indirectly" between the Schine
that in those cases the court held Chain and Hayman.
"After we know all details of this
that it was unlawful for a patentee
of a patented article to extend the sale we may not oppose it," declared
use of the patent so as to embrace Schilz.
McKay agreed to submit the Hayan unpatented article. In both cases
contract to Judge Knight and to
relied on, they said, the patentee at- permitman the
Government to inspect it,
tempted to restrict the use of his
it is not made a part of
patented article in such a manner as provided
to compel the vendee to license an the record.
Meanwhile, with Judge Knight reunpatented article if he wanted to
serving decision on the theater sale
acquire the right to use the patented
article. In other words, it was said, question, it appears that there will be
the patentee attempted to extend his no move on the case in court until
monopoly not only in respect of the Sept. 26 when trial resumes after a
patented article on which the patent lengthy adjournment.
laws had given him a monopoly, but
sought to acquire a monopoly there- V-Day Closings in St. Louis,
by on an article which was unpat- iBut Cleveland Stays Open
ented. The court held that this was
an unlawful extension of the mo(Continued from Page 1)
nopoly granted by the patent and
of Gertherefore was not in the public in- the time that the news
terest.
many's surrender is received.
Attorneys Foresee Dangers
Studios To Close on V-Day
Attorneys yesterday insisted that West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
in the motion picture field there was
Hollywood — Studio work will be
no attempt made to utilize the mo- suspended immediately on V-Day, acnopoly granted by the copyright law
cording to preliminary plans disover a non-copyrighted work. These
by Pat Casey, studio labor
observations dealt only with the contact, cussedand
union leaders.
legal aspects of the patent and copyright laws and did not concern themCleveland — Loew's Warner and
selves with the practical danger al- RKO houses in this area will remain
legedly inherent in the Govern- open on V-Day, it is revealed. Regular house policies will be in force.
ment's position that one copyright
feature motion picture could not be Independent operators have not eslicensed conditionally upon another.
tablished a concerted plan of action
The attorneys foresaw that danger for the day.
as one which would involve every
company, branch manager and sales- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Fox West Coast will
man who could be charged with contempt of court if an exhibitor would close all its theaters in Los Angeles
claim that the licensing of one mo- county on V-Day. Regardless of
tion picture was conditioned upon when the big news breaks, its houses
will close immediately. An advanced
the licensing of another.
trailer may be used to advise patrons
of
closing on V-Day.
Says Producers Get 65% of

All Money Spent on Movies
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — During an address at
Town Hall here, which dealt in part
with various Government anti-trust
prosecutions, Wendell Berge, Assistant United States Attorney General, declared only about 15 per cent
of all motion picture theaters are

owned by producers. "Still," he said,
"they get more than one-half of the
best films and about 65 per cent of
all money spent for moving pictures.
It is impossible under existing conditions for an independent owner of
a theater to get films on equal terms
with houses owned or operated by
producers."

DAILY s

Modernization Boom
Seen in Australia
(Continued from Page 1)

er Union Theaters and one of Australia's leading industrialists. Rydge
was guest of honor at an informal
industry press luncheon at the Astor, hosted by Capt. Harold Auten.
Rydge, through GUT owns, controls or has an interest in approximately 70 theaters. At present, he
said, the total number of Aussie
houses stands at 1,350. While confident that the close of the war
would bring the erection of many
new theaters, Rydge said that he
telt tnat modernization would have
Urst call.
Here for Two Months
The visiting magnate, who will
spend about two months in the U. S.,
disclosed tnat the so-called Greater
Union group, comprising British Empire Jtfiims, a distributing company;
Uinesound Studios and National Tbeatre Supply Co., Ltd., had nit a new
nigh in earnings for tbe fiscal year
just closed, .financial statement will
De released shortly.
Captain Auten, commenting, pointed out that when Rydge took over
in 1938 GUT was some 500,000
pounds in debt, and since that time
not only that has been erased but
that the company had expanded tremendously, its credit keeping pace.
(Jinesound Studios, Rydge said,
was considering post-war feature
production for the home and English market. At present, the studios
are turning out an Aussie newsreel
and Government propaganda sub-

Tuesday, September 12, 19

Map Grand Strategy
For 6th Loan Today

j

(Continued from Page 1 distr
chairman; Ned E. Depinet, )le,
distrn;
chairman; plus Ted R. Gamble,
tional War
Finance
Director,
>r, a<
WAC officials.
The nine drive chairmen, co
ing the so-called "war loan baseb;
team," who will attend are W.
Crockett, MPTO of Virginia prex
Hugh Bruen, treasurer, Pacific Cos
Conference of ITO; Jack Kirsch, J
lied of Illinois prexy; John Rug;
Intermountain Theaters Associatio
Henry Reeves, Texas Theater Ow
ers' prexy; Al Steffes, Northwests
lied; Leo Wolcott, Iowa-Nebras
Allied's prexy; Fred Wehrenber
prexy of MPTO of St. Louis, Eas
ern Missouri and Southern Illinoi
and Nathan Yamins, executive con
mittee chairman of Independent E
hibitors, Inc.
Brandt will preside at the gat
ering which will be addressed b
among others, Si H. Fabian, Th
aters Division chief; Ned E. Dei
net, and Francis S. Harmon. Her
is scheduled to make press book su
gestions, and John C. Flinn, WA
Hollywood Division co-ordinator,
report, after his recent huddles wi
Coast guild representative, on stati
of the film program for the cai
Also attending will be Bill Da
paign.
heff, assistant publicity directo
Leon Bamberger, Depinet's assi
tant; and Walter Brown and I
Schreiber, WAG representatives.

British Empire Films, he said, now
jects.
Arbiters' SPG Award
handles selected Republic and Mono- Given WLB Approval
gram pix as well as English films.
While theater use of British pix
(Continued from Page 1)
varied, Rydge said that there was
an outlet for every one imported in- majors
and the Screen Publicis
to Australia.
Guild of New York, Local 114, CK
Extended Runs in Vogue
The American Arbitration Associi
Aussie experience parallels Amer- tion decision, handed down Aug. 1
ican in the greater length of run okayed a general increase up to tl
during the war years, but Rydge said 15 per cent allowable under the Li
that he felt this would fade out with tie Steel Formula and the establisl
the coming of peace. As here, he ment of a merit increase plan. Tl
observed, a product jam had result- increase is retroactive to May
ed. In reply to an inquiry as to film 1943, and represents a five per eel
tastes, Rydge asserted Aussie au- jump as the union obtained 10 p<
diences definitely demanded escapist cent in 1942.
Merit increases may be grant*
As for the post-war retention of for the 1943-1944 period to incluc
pix.
rental ceilings and admissions ceil- the general five per cent increa;
ings, Rydge said he considered them and not to exceed $10 per week f<
strictly governmental matters linked publicists and associate publicis
to the general policy of price con- and $5 for apprentices, in accor<
ance with an agreement betwee
trol.
the companies and the Guild.
Affected are employes at Pan
Harry Goldstein Heads
mount, Warners, M-G-M, United A
Exploitation for Mono.
tists, Universal, RKO Radio, Colun
bia, 20th-Fox, Marcus Loew Bookin
Harry Goldstein, formerly dis- Agency and RKO Service Corp. Tl
trict manager for M & P Theaters in latter two are exhibition companie
New England, has joined Monogram
as exploitation head. He will head- Mono. Host To Belita
quarter inNew York. Goldstein is a
Monogram will tender a cockta
brother of Jack Goldstein, formerly reception in honor of its star, Beliti
publicity manager of 20th Century- 7:30 p.m.
Fox.
at the St. Regis today from 5 '1

Movie-Made in Lots of Ways...
TRAINING FILMS are doing wonderful
work in all of our Armed Services. The
technical excellence of these educational aids
has much to do with their success. Their
makers learned how from the movies . . .
writing, acting, directing, photography —
every detail of production is "professional."
If you could visit one of the lots, you'd find
scores of movie men on the job.
For Army use, the Signal Corps has made
basic films such as "The Articles of War,"
"Military Courtesy," "Safeguarding Military
Information" . . . how-to-do films, teaching

men how to fire a 90-mm. gun, manage a gas
mask, lay a field artillery battery, dig a fox
hole, repair a Diesel engine. The Signal
Corps also makes film bulletins combining
the best features of the newsreel and the informational short, as well as many historical and documentary films.
All of the other Services depend on films
for similar intensive work in their educational programs ... all with one purpose, the
most effective training of our fighting men
and women. The motion picture industry can
°ne °f o
be proud of its part in this great work.
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OWING

COULD BE FINER

Screen Play by Joseph Hoffman and Al Martin
Produced by SAMUEL BISCHOFF ■ Directed by LEIGH JASON
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J. S. INSISTENT ON DIVORCEMENT— BERGE
>istribs. to Resume European Thea. Operation
=ases Which Were in Efjct at Start of War Beeved to be in Force
American film companies which
dd theater interests in France and
e low countries prior to the outeak of the war are preparing to
sume operation of the houses when
nditions make it possible. It is astmed by the foreign departments
at the leases that were in effect
the outbreak of the war will still
I Continued on Page 9)

onciliation Changes
lefore Quebec ATI
Toronto — Recommendations for
Itering several of the articles in
le proposals for Regional Conciliaon Boards, with an appeal board
1 Toronto, will be placed before the
■uebec Allied Theatrical Industries
(Continued on Page 8)

Jergman, Ney to Coast
7or "U" Adv. Huddles

PLEDGE SIXTH WAR LOAN SUPPORT
Brandt Accepts Challenge to Assure Success of Campaign
At First Meeting of Regional Chairmen

West

Lantz Borrows Help
Under CPA System
West Coast Bui:. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Taking advantage of
the Cartoon Producers' Association
plan for greater intra - industry cooperation, Walt Lantz has borrowed
five employes from competitive studios to work on "Enemy Bacteria,"
feature which Lantz is producing
for the Navy in association with
Universal. Under the plan, members of the CPA will undertake
to employ animators and other cartoon specialized persons on layoff from other studios during slow
periods.

Coast

By RALPH

Bureau

WILK

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Wendell Berge,
the Hotel Astor. Harry Brandt, na- Assistant U. S. Attorney GenThe Sixth War Loan was described
tional chairman, presided.
eral, yesterday declared that
Gamble, in labelling the screens
as "more than a war loan; a trethe Government intends to press a

mendous task vital to the stability
of the country" by Ted R. Gamble,
national War Finance Director, at a
meeting yesterday of the Sixth War
Loan committee, staff of the Fifth
Loan, WAC officials and representatives of industry organizations
at

as "the most important medium in
the nation," called on theatermen
"to create the national patriotic atmosphere necessary to assure the
success of the campaign." Brandt
said that Gamble's challenge was
(Continued on Page 4)

Newsreel Censorship WPB Plans Check
New Cuban Headache On Raw Stock Use
Havana (By Air Mail) — Newsreel Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
censorship, a war measure, is a new
Washington — WPB yesterday anheadache for U. S. distributors. Unnounced that a new allocation proder a decree signed by President
cedure for raw stock is being considBatista, all newsreels coming into
ered, with labs, to be given specific
the country must be delivered to the WPB authorization for all processing of 35 mm. film for commercial
Cuban Film Censorship Board by
custom house and airport adminis- producers. This plan will permit
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 9)

I A series of advertising conferences Pennsylvania Enterprises
pill be held at the Universal studio New Pitts. Booking Group
tarting Monday when Maurice
Jergman, Eastern advertising head,
nd Richard T. Ney of the J. Wal(Continued on Page 4)

Will Press Suit Against
"Big Five"; Exhibs. Must
Abide by Federal Laws

Weitman

Heads Producer

divorcement suit against the "Big
Five," and pointed out that all exhibitors, whether independent chains
or affiliated, will be required to abide
by the Federal laws pertaining to
monopolistic practises and unfair
(Continued on Page 9)

Finds Indies Alert
To Public Relations
The independent exhibitors have
recognized the value of the industry's public relations program in
their own communities as evidenced
by the requests for Charles Francis
Coe to speak in a number of terri(Continued on Page 4)

Lakewood SYWA Action
Settled Out of Court

Group of "Night of Stars"
An action brought by the LakeCorp., owned by
Pittsburgh — The new booking orRobert M. Weitman, managing di- wood Amusement
Dr. Henry Brown, operator of the
ganization formed here
will be
rector of Broadway's
Paramount,
known as Pennsylvania Enterprises, has been appointed chairman of the Lakewood and Strand in Lakewood,
(Continued on Page 81
Inc., and will open offices in the Law producing committee of the Eleventh
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 9)

Broadway Mines Pix Talent
Flow of Hollywood Talent East Steps Up
Warners to Concentrate
Talent Hunt on Coast

Mining Hollywood talent for
Broadway gold appears to be a
looming factor for the legit producers in attracting theatergoers.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Based on reports of several productions for the new season, the
Hollywood — Hereafter Warner
Bros, will concentrate their talent New Yox"k stage will offer an "in
hunting from the Coast with more person" feast during the coming
Fall and Winter. This, according to
screen candidates than ever before
some producers,
"healthy"
of insuringisan a investment,
being brought to the Burbank stu- method
(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 8)

MP A Luncheon Will
Herald Sixth Loan
Motion

Picture Associates will

sponsor the opening of the Sixth War
Loan with a luncheon a few days
before the launching of the drive, it
was decided yesterday at a special
membership meeting at the Hotel
Astor. James J. Walker will be
toastmaster and Harry Brandt guest
of honor.
A plan of the MPA for increasing
the insurance benefits will be returned to the board of directors
for further consideration. Morris
Sanders, president, presided.
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PRC's "100 Days 100%"
Captains to Visit H'wood
Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — The captains in PRC's
"100 Days 100 per cent" sales drive
have been invited to Hollywood to
witness the screening of the first
nine features of the 1944-45 program as well as four westerns comschedule.pleted thus far on the new season's
Following the meeting here, Leo
J. McCarthy, general sales manager,
will leave for a series of meetings
with exchange managers and franchise holders.

Coplan in Toronto With
Rank-UA 7-Pix Contracts
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"The Battle for the Marianas," official U. S. Marine Corps film edited
by Warners for OWI exhibition under auspices of the WAC, will be
given its initial press showing- at
Warner's home office screening- room
at 2:30 p.m. today.
Film, which also will be distributed by Warners, is a two-reel feature taken from more than 220 reels
shot by specially trained Marine
cameramen, six of whom were killed
in action, during- the conquest of
Saipan and Tinian islands and the
recapture of Guam.
The greatest number of prints
ever prepared on a subject of this
kind has been ordered by Warners
to blanket the nation's theaters with
day-and-date showings set.

West

+
+

..

—
+

Vs
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Art Club to Hear De Bra
Arthur H. DeBra, MPPDA director of research, will talk on A New
Challenge to Art at the National
Art Club preview of the M-G-M
short,
conight. "Grandpa Called It Art,"
WANTED:
Experienced booker for large independent
circuit with offices located in New York
City. State experience and salary wanted.
Write Box 211, Film Daily, 1501 Broadway, New York City.

COmmC and Gome

Musta Got Bill On
His March to the Sea!

"Battle for Marianas"

Herb Crooker, M-G-M publicity
manager, received quite unexpectedly
the other day a life membership
card in the Palm Beach Yacht Club
for "Captains Who Hate the Sea,"
of which Frank Morgan is president, William Powell, secretary, and
Pete Smith, vice-prexy. The Coast
sailorsvacation
apparently
heardon about
Herb's
wild
cruise
his 25-foot
sloop in New York Harbor. So
Crooker promptly paid his dues yesterday bysending the club a $10 bill
... .in Confederate money.

West

Coast

Bureau

of
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Rosenfield and Young
Named to UOPWA Board

UA Board Meets

Saal Gottlieb Appointed

Regular September meeting of the
board of directors of United Artists Metro's Pittsburgh Mgr.
was held yesterday. Following the
Saal Gottlieb, sales manager of
meeting it was said that a statement regarding its proceedings would M-G-M's Pittsburgh branch, has
been appointed branch manager,
be issued today.
succeeding B. D. Stoner who reRaftery Hosts UK Visitors
signed over the last week-end. Gotthas been with Metro and Loew's
Edward C. Raftery, UA president, for lieb
more than 20 years, having
was host last night at a reception started as an office boy with the
and private dinner given at "21" in Marcus Loew Booking Agency in
honor of Barrington Gain and Dr. 1920. He served in various departAlexander Galperson.
ments of the company in Buffalo,
Detroit and Cleveland.

Visits Will Rogers Hospital

pinrn

l>■ FILMip STORAGE
ii ii CORPjl
h u
1600 B'WAY, N.Y.C- CIRCLE 6-0081-2-3-4
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terr

LEDA BAUER, Eastern story editor for RK<
left last night for the Coast.
A
S. J. GREGORY, Alliance Theater Circuit 1
rector, has left Chicago for the West Coa
on an inspection
trip.
HENRY STICKELMEIR, Great States execute
is in Chicago on vacation.
ville.
WILLIAM FERCUSON leaves today for Glover!

HERMAN
JIM
town.
day.

is back from the Coast.

RIPPS

returns

ASHCRAFT,

RAY

DAILY

Hollywood — H. J. Yates announced
that Republic has made a special
appropriation of $2,000,000 for postwar construction of sound stages and
administrative offices.
Yates also announced that production schedules will not be laid out
for longer than three-month periods
to meet changing conditions. He
said the trend is against war stories and that for the next three
months' schedules Republic will
make musicals, comedies, light romances and dramas.

Toronto — In a stopover here Dave
Coplan, managing- director of United
Artists Corp. at London, Eng., announced he carried final documents
for the deal with Arthur J. Rank on
the first seven British features to
be distributed on this continent by
United Artists. Other pictures, he
said, would be included in a subsequent contract.
Coplan said he was on way to
Hollywood to present the contracts
to the company chiefs.

Jack Mehler Leaves Metro
Jack Mehler has resigned as a talent scout in Marvin Schenck's New
York talent department for M-G-M.

OSCARplans MORGAN,
Paramount
shorts
chief,
a swing through
the Southern

EDDIE CARRIER

Rep. to Spend $2,000,000
On Post-War Construction

Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., head of the
Screen Publicists Guild of New York,
Local 114, CIO, and Sidney Young,
president of the Screen Office and
Professionkal Employes Guild, Local
109, CIO, were named to the general executive board of the United
Office and Professional Workers of
America at the UOPWA annual convention in Philadelphia. Lewis Merrill was re-elected national president
of the UOPWA, of which Locals 114
and 109 are affiliates.

Jack Alicoate, publisher of The
Film Daily, yesterday visited the
Will Rogers Memorial Hospital at
Saranac, N. Y.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, president, Republ
Pictures, left for Detroit yesterday and will r<
turn to New York on Saturday.
tory.

BRANCH

to Albany

today.

Metro Philly exploiteer,

is

returns to Lansing, Mich., to

MARIA MONTEZ
wood
to New
York.

is en

route from

Holly

HARRY NOVAK, Warners' general manage
in the Argentine, arrived from Buenos Aire
over the week-end for home office conference
with Robert
foreign
manager.Schless, the

company's

genera

LOUIS LIFSKY, Caribbean manager for Co
lumbia Pictures, left Monday aboard the Trini
terday.
dad Clipper for Port of Spain.
SHIRLEY

TEMPLE

returned to the Coast yes

FRED MEYERS, Eastern division manager o
Universal left last night for Pittsburgh, Cleve
land and Buffalo.
the

PEGGY RYAN, Universal star, arrived fron
Coast yesterday.

M. J. WEISFELDT, Columbia sales executive
leaves today on an extended business trip t<
the Middle
West.
LOUIS ASTOR, Columbia circuit sales executive, has left town on a business trip to Chicago, Colorado Springs, Denver and Los Angeles
CHARLES KURTZMAN and W. A. FINNEY
district managers with headquarters in Bostor
and Atlanta, were in Home Office conference
with J. R. Vogel this week.
RAY

MURRAY

has returned to his Columbia

publicity
desk.
SGT. LEO PILLOT is in New
from his Kansas
City post.
KAY
from

York on leave

KYSER, accompanied by GEORGIA CARROLL, the missus, is at the Waldorf-Astoria
the Coast.

JACK GOLDSTEIN, resigned as 20th-Fox publicity manager, has postponed his departure for
Coast
to today.

the

ALFRED E. DAFF, vice-prexy of Universal International Films, will remain in Great Britain for
about a month.

Hospitalize Willkie 2 Weeks
His physician has ordered Wendell
L. Willkie, 20th-Fox board head, to
remain for two weeks in the hospital to which he was sent last week
for a physical checkup.

mm
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says:

Universal has a money

11% i

•

SAN

DIEGO, I LOVE

picture in

YOU.

Michael

Fessier and Ernest Pagan©, both as
producers and writers, drew heavily
upon zany comedy situations to put
it over, and with Reginald Le Borg's

UISE"

LO
JON
HAIL
ALLBRITTON

direction falling into line entire cast
headed by Jon Hall, Louise Allbritton
and
aware

Edward

Everett Horton

fully

of their opportunities, feature

is sock entertainment, calculated to
hit handsome

mark at box-office.

Screen Ploy by Michael Fessier and Ernest Pagano
From a Story by Ruth McKenney & Richard Bransten

Directed by REGINALD LE BORQ • Produced
by MICHAEL FESSIER and ERNEST PAGANO
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

. a

THEY DON'T STOP FIGHTING! KEEP SELLING WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY!

DAILY:

Finds Indies Alert
To Public Relations
(Continued from Page

Pledge Support to
Sixth War Loan
(Continued

II

tories. At least 11 invitations from
exhibitor groups are now under consideration, inaddition to 30 or more
from outside forums.
Coe is scheduled to speak at a luncheon sponsored by the Quebec Allied Theatrical Industries in Montreal on Sept. 20 and it is likely that
no other addresses will be made until after the November elections.
At a press conference yesterday,
Coe said that the public relations
program launched two years ago had
gone beyond expectations in its
achievements of presenting the industry as a unit to the public. Twenty-two cities have been visited by
Coe in the campaign to impress important people with the importance
and steady purposes of the motion
picture business. Coe, who formerly
was vice-president and general counsel of the MPPDA, asked that he be
relieved of those duties in order to
serve as special counsel on call and
to devote his attention to the continuation of the public relations program. His recent address before
the National Association of Broadcasters in Chicago gained wide recognition and resulted in requests for
copies of his speech by theater owner, associations throughout the country.
Coe said that he felt that the
entertainment field realized that
the day had come when its best
interests
would
be served
by
diminishing, bickering.
He said
that the public relations
program should have nothing to do
with trade practices, but that it
should establish a basis for internal self-regulation.
He said
he believed
that the greatest
single value in establishing unity
could be achieved
through
the
preservation of the War Activities Committee, which,
he insisted, could deliver
valuable
post-war services.
It would be
a tragedy, he said, to allow the
WAC to disband when the war
ended as it could be a clearing
house for useful purposes.
The public, Coe pointed out, has
become accustomed to get its news,
learning
and
education
from
the
screen
and that the people
know
that when
quick action
is wanted
on almost anything, the best way is
to tie up the project with motion

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO...
September 13
Jesse L. Lasky
Edwina Booth
Claudette Colbert
Jay H. Zimmerman
Al Adams
Elaine Anderson
Lynn Carver
Mel Torme
Dick Haymes
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accepted in full by the attendinj
group and through it by the entin
PHIL M/s survey of the Honor Rolls of the

Sons of Film Industry Executives we come to the Loew's-M-G-M
Chapter. . . • List is headed by the three sons of David Bernstein,
v.-p. and treasurer
Lieutenants Dan and Arnold Bernstein are in
the Navy
while Pvt. Robert is on Army duty. . . • Lt. Robert
Hitchcock Rubin, USMC, son of J. Robert Rubin, v.-p. and general
counsel, is now
in Washington
after two overseas
missions.
• William F. Rodgers, Jr., son of the v.-p. and general sales manager, is in the Army Signal Corps
while SI 2/c Richard K. Lyons,
stepson of Leopold Friedman, company secretary, is in the Navy. . .
• E. K. ("Ted") O'Shea has two boys in service
Lt. James H„
with the AAF in England has nine German planes to his credit
and Corp. E. K., Jr. is with the Marines in the Pacific. . . • David
Richey, son of H. M. Richey, exhib. relations head, is on aviation
cadet in Texas
Dad, incidently, was a master electrician in the
Army Air Corps in World War I. . . • Pharmacist's Mate Kenneth
C. Deesen, son of Charles F. Deeson, h.o. assistant to J. J. Moloney,
has just finished a pre-med course at Chelsea, Mass., Naval Hospital.
• Paul Richrath, h.o. sales department, was in the Navy in the last
war and Junior is now at Dartmouth studying for a Navy commission.
• A Gold Star appears alongside the name of John F. Morrell, late
son of Ernest Morrell, former transportation head, now in sales
he was killed in action in Normandy on July 23
T
▼
▼
•

• • COLUMBIA CHAPTER'S list is topped by Vice-President Jack Cohn's three sons
Joseph Curtis, Marine private, is
training at Parris Island
Lt. Robert Cohn, a photographergunner with the 13f/z Air Force Bomber Command, is in the Pacific
where he has just been awarded the Air Medal, and Ralph is a Signal
Corps private. . . 9 Joseph A. McConville's son, Donald, is in the Merchant Marine on a training cruise. . . # Circuit Sales Executive Louis
Astor served in the Navy during the last war and has two boys in
this one
Pvt. Burton is with the Quartermaster Corps in India
while Pvt. Gerald is taking specialized training with the Army
at Princeton. . . * Lt. Arthur Weinberg, son of Louis Weinberg,
circuit sales exec, with the Marines in the Pacific
and Lt. Jerome
M. Weisfeldt, son of Sales Executive M. J. Weisfeldt, is with the
Signal Corps Overseas Motion Picture Service. . . % Lt. Stanley
Hode, son of Jack Cohn's executive assistant, Hal Hode, is with
the AAF somewhere in France
T
T
T
• • • SOFIE'S CORRESPONDENT at United Artists reports that
Capt. Theodore
R. Lazarus, son of Paul N. Lazarus, is with the
Coast Artillery in the South Pacific
while Paul N„ Jr., who left
UA in April to join the Army, is on special service on the WAC recruiting drive. . . • A/T Gerald J. Schnitzer, son of Edward Schnitzer,
home office exec, is with the AAF
▼
T
T
• •
•
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR
pictures. Therefore, the public re- Max Steiner's Father Dies
lations plan has, in many cases, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
given new conceptions where misHollywood — Gabor Christian Steiconceptions formerly existed about
ner, 86, father of Max Steiner, Warthe film industry.
ners composer and conductor, and a
Coe's subject in Montreal will be
famed
impressario in his own right,
"Films and the Future."
died here at the home of his son.
Richman Funeral Held
Funeral services will be held today
Funeral services were held here
at the Little Church of the Flowers,
yesterday for Arthur Richman, 58,
in Forest Lawn.
Broadway dramatist.

motion picture industry. "We wil
not let the nation down," Brand
Brandt called for more Bond pre'
said.
mieres,
kiddie shows, free movie day;
and issuing agents.
John Hertz, Jr., chairman of thi
advertising side of the campaign
outlined a national program designed
to focus the attention of theater
goers all over the nation to th^
fact that Bonds can be bought a
theaters night and day every dai
of the week. Campaign enlists th?
co-operation of national magazines!
newspapers and radio.
Regional chairmen who attendee!
the session were W. F. Crockett!
Hugh Bruen, Jack Kirsch, John Ru|
gar, Henry Reeve, Leo Wolcott anol
Nathan Yamins. Fred WehrenberJ
and Al Steffes were unable to atl
tend. Speakers included Si Fabianl
Bob O'Donnell, Hal Home, Chicli
Lewis, Max A. Cohen, Ned Depinel
and Francis S. Harmon.
I
Harmon called for "fresh re-dedil
cation of ourselves to the causes foil
which so many of our finest young
men
have given their lives."
HJ
emphasized that with the collapse oil
Germany, the two months following
would be the most dangerous in thJ
country's history.
A spirited prose-fc
cution of the war loan, he impliedll
would
serve as a constructive influ-jjJ
ence.

Bergman, Ney to Coast
For "U" Adv. Huddles
(Continued from Page 1)
ter Thompson agency arrive in Hollywood. One of the major topics for
discussion will be the campaign on
Deanna Durbin's first Technicolor
feature, "Can't Help Singing," on
which an estimated $300,000 will bej
spent for advertising.

Schoenstadt Hearing Deferred
Chicago — The
Schoenstadt
Theaters' anti-trust hearing before Judge]
Charles McDonald goes over to Sept.]
25 by agreement of counsel.

UIEDDIDG BELLS
Irving Kersch, nephew of Edward*
Small and assistant to Harry Kosi-fl
ner, Small's Eastern representative,!!]
was married last Sunday to the for-U
mer Babette Herzog. The couple are!
now on a two-week honeymoon ato|
Lake Louise.
Indianapolis — Mary Withrow.j
Warner inspectress, and Harold!
Hoffman, were married at White
-*Sulphur Springs, W. Va.

M-G-M's NEWS OF THE DAY
AMERAMAN BRAVED THE BULLETS!
Newsreel history is
made. M-G-M delivers
the greatest subject on
'THE BATTLE OF PARIS!

yy

M-G-M does it again ! Following the
enthusiastic reception of our D-Day
newsreel which was singled out for
highest praise, new honors are heaped
on M-G-M's live-wire newsreel outfit
by press and public for its coverage of
the gripping Battle of Paris. Front
page pictures in New York newspapers, special news articles review- m
ing the amazing footage obtained by
our cameraman Gaston Madru, and
by Jack Lieb and John Bockhorst, all
under fire, were followed by editorials
in the trade press. Never before has
any newsreel won such praise. Again
and again it's M-G-M's News of the
Day for leadership in newsreels!
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In this year of great

are playing
JEAN

IEE
«T
ARTHUR^
cg«H»
COBURST
BOWMAN

nth EDGAR BUCHANAN • CHARLEY GRAPEW1N • JANE OARWELL
Original Screen Play by VIRGINIA
Associate Producer

Produced

and Directed by IRVING

VAN

UPP

CUMMINGS

in its first 2 iveeks o

nctures

Orpheum

SAN

FRANCISCO

Rialto

Lafayette

BUFFALO
DALLAS

ATLANTA

Esquire & Tower

SACRAMENTO

(Day and Date)

Majestic
Warner

FRESNO

Ambassador
OAKLAND

Roxie

PITTSBURGH

Harris

ST. LOUIS

Denver & Esquire

DENVER

(Day and Date)

State

SYRACUSE

Chief

State

LOUISVILLE

Chief

NORFOLK

Palace

AKRON

Orpheum
PHOENIX
Pa/ace
NEWPORT NEWS
HARRISBURG
BALTIMORE

Colonial
Hippodrome
Grandin
Rialto

ROANOKE
ALLENTOWN

RAPIDS

OMAHA
SIOUX

CITY

WATERLOO
LOS

ANGELES

ROCHESTER

Palace

INDIANAPOLIS

Midland

KANSAS
NEW

CITY

HAVEN
EL PASO

Plaza
Worth

FT. WORTH
GALVESTON

Majestic

Orpheum
Strand

NEW

LONDON

Rivoli

TOLEDO

Loew's

HARTFORD

Cecil

LINCOLN

MASON

Tivoli

CITY

RICHMOND

NO.

Rochester

release

Garde

Mohawk

DES MOINES
DAVENPORT

(Day and Date)

Strand

PARKERSBURG

CINCINNATI

Orpheum
Hill St. & Pantages

Senate

Hiehle

ELMIRA

EVANSVILLE

Orpheum

Wichita

Co/on/a/

Grand

CEDAR

Orpheum
Orpheum
Brandeis

Majestic
Waco

PAWTUCKET

ASHEVILLE

ALBUQUERQUE

Sunshine
Iowa

Martini

SPRINGS

Varsity

Imperial
Palace

Palace

COLORADO

LeRoy

Newport, Center, Colley
{Day and Date)

PUEBLO

SAN

Hollywood
SIOUX FALLS
Columbia
RADUCAH
Rialto

LA CROSSE

Tyler

TYLER, TEX.

Lafayette
HAVERHILL, MASS.
State
ITHACA
Palace

HUNTINGTON

Paramount
State

ILL.

PROVIDENCE, R. 1.
DUBUQUE
PORTLAND,

ME.

IND.

Carolina

GREENSBORO

Paramount

STEUBENVILLE

Missouri
Hollywood

Opera House

ST. JOSEPH

LEAVENWORTH

Jayhawk

SPRINGFIELD,

AMARILLO

ANDERSON,

ANTONIO

FALLS

PITTSFIELD

Ho//ywood

Capitol

WICHITA

BOISE

Union Sq.

HOUSTON

WACO

ADAMS

JEFFERSON

NEW

CITY

LAWRENCE
BRUNSWICK

Pa/ace

NORWICH

Pa/ace

DANBURY

Courf

WHEELING

Granada
Bi/ou

SPRINGFIELD,

RENO
MASS.
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WPB Plans Check
On Raw Stock Use

Broadway Mines Pix Talent

(Continued from Page 1)
WPB a constant check on the amount
of film used by the individual companies, enabling the agency to keep
producers strictly to their quota and
prevent any over-ordering.
Present system is for labs, and
service organizations to buy at will
and print on order, with no check to
assure WPB that individual producers and distributors are not using
more film than is permitted them under L-178.
Plans Are Definite
An official news release issued yesterday by WPB made it plain that
the agency has definite plans for
chis change in administration of the
order. It was not clear whether
there will be another meeting of the
Industry Advisory Committee, but
if so it will be mainly for explanation of the new plan rather than for
argument against it.
Stanley B. Adams, head of
the Consumers Durable Goods
Division of WPB, of which Lincoln V. Burrows' pix section is
a part, warned that, "if military >
requirements increase substantially a cut in consumption for
the motion picture and newsreel
producers may become necessary." added that the fall of GerAdams
many is not expected to result in a
greatly increased supply of film for
professional entertainment pictures
and newsreels, since military demands are expected to continue at
a high level. "To assure that war
needs will continue to be met, the
Consumers Durable Goods Division,
WPB, is contemplating retention,
not revocation, of the film order,
L-178, ort X-day," he added.
Allocation for Movies
The supply of 35 mm. film in the
fourth quarter is estimated at 555,000,000 linear feet, of which at least
231,000,000 feet are needed for war
purposes, WPB said. This leaves an
estimated balance of 324,000,000 feet
for the major motion picture and
newsreel producers, approximately
equivalent to the totals shown in order L-178.
The Army and Navy require addi-

and, at the same time, create a
greater potential interest in the
drama itself.
However, not only are the producers eyeing their scripts with possible film "names" for the leads, but
an attempt to get "name" studio
directors and writers is also indicated
There are approximately 27 film
players now filling important roles
in the current Broadway offerings,
with 11 more "names" listed for productions later in the season.
A survey of current and coming
shows provides the following film
"names" in connection with their
casting and production.

Flow of Hollywood Talent East Steps Up
(Continued

TO THE COLORS!
LT.

*

DECORATED

*

THOMAS
G. ARTHUR,
AAF,
son of Harry
C. Arthur, Jr., general manager
of Fanchon
& Marco,
St. Louis, awarded
an Oak
Leaf
Cluster for his Air Medal.
SGT. ROBERT
L. COLLIER,
USA, formerly
manager, Liberty, Libertyville,
III.,
awarded
the Silver Star in the European
war theater.
1ST.
LT.
ROBERT
COHN,
AAF,
son of jack
Cchn, Columbia
vice-prexy,
with the Air Medal
in the Admiralty
Islands.

— • —

* COMMISSIONED
ROBERT
F. BLUMOFE,
Paramount
staff, as lieutenant,
Army.

*
studio

Conciliation Changes
Before Quebec ATI

legal

from

Current
"Anna
Iaieasta" — Author:
Philip
Yordan.
"Chicken Every Sunday" — Cast: Sidney
Blackmer,
Lois Wilson.
"Catherine Was Great" — Cast: Mae West;
Director : Roy
Hargrave.
"Jaeobowsky and the Colonel" — Cast :
Louis
Calhern,
Annabella, J. Edward Bromberg.

Page
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"The Voice of the Turtle" — Cast: Margaret Sullavan, Elliot Nugent, Audrey Christie; Author: John
Van Druten.

Coming

"A Bell For Adano" — Adaptation: Paul
Osborne;
Cast: Fredric March.
"April In Shubert Alley" — Cast: Jack La
"Bloomer Girl" — Writers: Yip Harburg,
Rue.
ney.
Harold Arlen, Fred Saidy, Sig Herzig.
"Calico Wedding" — Author: Sheridan Gib"Embezzled Heaven" — Author: Ladislaus
Bus-Fekete.
"Glad To See You" — Cast : Jane Withers.
Lupe Velez, Kenny Bowers; Director: Busby
Berkeley;
Song Writers: Sammy Calm, Julie
Styne.
"Hand In Glove" — Cast: Pauline Lord,
Rex O'Malley; Director: James Whale.
"He Done Her Wrong" — Author: John
Huston.
"Holiday For Girls" — Cast: Chick Chandler.
"If A Body" — Director:
William
Castle.
"In This Very Room" — Author: Harold
Goldman.
"Mama's Bank Account" — Cast: Oscar
Homolka:
Author:
John
Van Druten.
"Mr.Herczeg.
Strauss Goes To Boston" — Author:
Geza
"Our
Fanny" — Author:
Harry
Segall.
"Sadie Thompson" — Director: Rouben Mamoulian.

"Kiss and Tell" — Author: F. Hugh Herbert.
"Last
Stop" — Cast:
Catherine
Doucet.
"Life With Father" — Cast: Nydia Westman.

"Sophie
Halenczik, American" — Cast : Katina
Paxinou.
"The Bedevilled" — Authors: Ben Hecht.
Fritz Kortner.

"Oklahoma" — Director:
lian.

"The
rinski.

Rouben

Mamou-

"One Touch of Venus" — Cast : Mary Martin, John Boles.
"Pick-i:p
Girl" — Director:
Roy
Hargravc.
"School For Brides" — Cast: Roscoe Karnes;
Authors: Frank (Jill Jr., George Carleton
Brown.
"Song of Norway" — Cast: Walter Kingsford, Sig Arno;
Author: Milton Lazarus.
"Ten Little Indians" — Cast: Michael Whalen, Halliwell
Hobbes,
Beverly
Roberts.
"The Day Will Come" — Cast: Arthur Vinton.
"The Searching Wind" — Cast: Dudley Digires, Dennis King.
"The Two Mrs. Carroils" — Cast: Elisabeth
Bergner,
Onslow
Stevens.

848 "War
SpeedsWay
Up'
Prints
on Their
Columbia has released to the nation's top "A" houses, 648 prints of
■'The War Speeds Up," special War
Department short. It is playing
simultaneously in these theaters this
week. Film is being booked under
the WAC-inspired "locked booking
system."
tional film at all the battle fronts as
a result of the opening of new combat theaters and the consequent
lengthening of military supply lines,
WPB officials said. They emphasized, however, that the armed services are screening their requirements very carefully.
The Armed Services urgently need
more 35 mm. film for use in gunnery
training classes, for combat photography and other important purposes, WPB representatives said.
Also, as the allied armies advance,
they pointed out, increasing quantities of motion picture film are needed by the Army, Navy, and other
Government agencies for rehabilitation, education, propaganda and
entertainment purpose in the liberated areas.

Day

Will Come" — Author:

"The
Magnificent
met Lavery.
"The Perfect
son Raphaelson.

Leo

Yankee" — Author:

Marriage" — Author:

roff,"Village
BradburySmithy"
Foote.— Authors:

Akim

BiEm-

SamTam'-

Jeanette MacDonald, Allan Jones,
Melville Cooper and Victor Jory are
a few more names mentioned by producers for leads in coming shows,
with Jean Arthur being considered
to replace Margaret Sullavan should
she decide to leave "Voice of the

Lakewood SYWA Action
Turtle." Out of Court
Settled
(Continued from Page 1)
N. J., against United Artists, David
O. Selznick Productions, Inc., and
Riverside Operating Co., Inc., operating the Mayfair in Asbury Park,
for refusing to license SYWA for
exhibition at the Strand and without being subject to clearance from
any other theaters, was begun in
Supreme Court, New York County,
on Monday, with the obtaining of an
order to show cause from Justice
Pecora.
This order directed the defendants
to show cause today why the picture
should not be made available to the
Strand on Sept. 17.
The suit was settled yesterday
when UA agreed to make the picture available to the Strand on this
date.
The settlement was effected by
Monroe E. Stein, attorney for the
plaintiff, and Arthur F. Driscoll, of
O'Brien, Driscoll & Raftery, attorneys for UA.
John P. Hynes, Sr., Dead
St. Louis — John P. Hynes, Sr.,
father of the PRC Southern Illinois
salesman, is dead.

(Continued from Page 1)
at its annual meeting in Montrea
on Sept. 20.
The conciliation proposals hav«
been accepted generally by various
associations except on one or tw«
points. One article of the proposali
defined an independent exhibitor M
"one who operates one or more theaters, none of which is affiliatd with
is pointed
out that an exhibitor
anyIt major
circuit."
may operate four theaters, but if
one has a connection with a circuit,
he is not, according to the definition, I
an independent. An exhibitor in such |
a position would therefore be without complete representation on the
board, since circuit delegates represent only those of the independent
owners' theaters which have circuit
connections.
Quebec and Ontario associations,
to overcome this, suggest that the
clause read: "An independent exhibitor is one who operates one or mores!
theaters, any of which is not affiliated with any major circuit."

Weitman Heads Producer

Group (Continued
of "Night
of Stars"
from Page 1)
Annual
second

"Night Of Stars" for the^
successive year, it was announced yesterday by Sylvan Gotshal, chairman of the affair.
Heading the group of honorary
chairmen of the producing committee are Barney Balaban, David Bernstein, Nate J. Blumberg, Jack Cohn,
H. Peter Rathvon, Marvin H.
Schenck, and Albert Warner.
Proceeds from the affair which will
be held at Madison Sq. Garden, Nov.
14, will go to the United Jewish Appeal for Refugees, Overseas Needs,
and Palestine.

Pollack Killed in Action
Omaha — 1st Lt. Bernard Pollack,
USA, former assistant manager of
fta-v the Omaha Theater, is reported
''s cording to the War Dept.
ras| killed in action in France, ac-

Meyers in Buffalo Parley
Buffalo — Universal Eastern district and branch managers will meet
here Friday with Fred Meyers, Eastern division manager.

STORK REPORTS
A seven-pound-two-ounce baby
girl, Barbara Jean, was born to Al
and Mrs. Bondy on Friday night in
the local Le Roy Hospital, 40 East
61st St. New arrival's daddy is film
distributor for General Electric Co.,
and headquarters at 630 Ninth Ave.
Seattle — A 10-pound girl has been
born to the wife of J. W. Brooks,
20th-Fox's head booker here.

>
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I. S. Insistent on

IN NEW INDUSTRY POSTS

Hvorcemenl-Berge
(Continued from Page 1)
mipetition. Berge said he doubts
lat the Government and the "Big
,'ive" can agree on any new consent
ecree and believes that the court
,ill ultimately have to rule on the
rtion.
Berge wall visit San Francisco,
•eattle and Portland before return;ig to Washington, but his trip north
; not concerned with the divorcelent suit.

ewsreel Censorship
•Jew Cuban Headache

MICHAEL

STRANGER,
ater, New Haven.

manager.

<?i{<

College The-

JACK
SIMON,
RKO
exploiteer,
Pittsburgh.
JAY FRANKEL,
booker, 20th-Fox, Detroit.
SOL COHEN, state salesman, Film Classics, Detroit.
JOSEPH O'DONNELL,
Detroit.
FRED

McMILLAN,

salesman, Film Classics,

manager,

Earle,

Washington.

Warners to Concentrate
Talent Hunt on Coast
(Continued from Page 1)
dio for auditions and screen tests.
Warner executives believe there is
less likelihood of losing good material by having likely candidates
brought to Hollywood.

(Continued from Page 1)
rators. Board will check the sub- Andrew J. Seeley Dies
Syracuse — Andrew J. Seeley, 48,
ject matter before foi-warding to
he distribs. who worry whether the business agent of Local 376, IA projectionists atthe RKO-Schine Keith's
;cels' timeliness will be affected by dropped dead
of a heart attack in
ensor delays.
the booth shortly after reporting for
work. He had worked at Keith's 20
Pennsylvania Enterprises years.

'"Tew Pitts. Booking Group

(Continued from Page 1)
.nd Finance Bldg. on Oct. 1. Apiroximately 30 leading independent
xhibitors and circuits are members
>f the new organization.

WE

Sets 50c Dividend

Western Electric's board yesterday
declared a dividend of 50 cents per
share on its common stock, payable
on Sept. 29, to stock of record at
the close of business on Sept. 22.

: -^rr-

aieen
presents

VieMIKl

LESS ABBOTT, Coast general manager, B. F.
Shearer Theater Equipment Co., Portland.
WILLIAM
CAIN, manager, Times, Waukegan,
III.
CAPT.Inc.RICHARD HYMAN, USMC (inactive), director of special events, Cowles Magazines,
TED

TUTTLE, manager, Astor, East Hartford,
Conn.
JACK HYNES, PRC salesman, St. Louis.

Metro, WLW Campaign
For "American Romance'

Prepare to Resume
European Operation
(Continued

from Page

1)

be in force when all the Low Countries are liberated.
Paramount is seeking data as to the
conditions of the Coliseum in Brussels, the only theater owned by Paramount in Belgium. Unofficial information indicates that the theater is in good condition.
Loew's had three theaters under
lease in Belgium at the time the
Germans invaded the country. It
also had two in France, one owned
outright and the other under lease.
A site had been selected for a theater in Holland but the war halted
all construction plans.
Claims have been submitted to the
State Department for all foreign operated theaters that were damaged
during the war.

An extensive campaign to coincide
with the 132-city world premiere of
"An American Romance" on Oct. 12
has been completed by M-G-M and
Radio Station WLW in Cincinnati.
Throughout the campaign, attention will be directed to the simultaneous openings by radio broadcasts, special exploitation, promotional tie-ups, general advertising,
newspapers and billboards. A special preview and dinner for 300 invited guests will be held on the night Rites for Bomb Inventor
of Oct. 11 at the Hotel Netherland
Cleveland — Funeral services were
Plaza in Cincinnati.
held here for Jacob Baker, 58, one
of the first newsreel cameramen in
William Tryon Dies
the area. Just prior to his death
Chicago — William M. Tryon, 67, the Government accepted his design
for
a new type aerial bomb and,
of Warners' Jeffrey Theater died at
St. Bernard Hospital following an during the London blitz, he designed
bomb
shelters.
operation. A son survives.
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TEN CENTS

NO 'FIELD DAY' FOR LAWYERS, SAYS WRIGHT

Doughton Sees No Early Admissions Tax Drop
"Foolish" for Anyone to
Look for It Within Year or

Victory-Europe Day Will Signal Extra
Bond-Selling Effort in Mass. Houses

Two, "Tax-Maker"

Boston — The surrender of Germany will be the signal for the launching
of a state-wide War Bond selling effort on the part of Massachusetts theaters, it is revealed by the state WAC. Program is designed to point out
that the fall of the Hitlerites does not mean the end of all hostilities and
that the war effort, including the purchase of Bonds, must continue until
Tokyo falls and the men in service are brought back home.
Committee suggests that all theaters prepare posters, marquee copy, news-

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

Warns
FILM

DAILY

Washington — Chairman Robert
Doughton of the House Ways and
Means Committee yesterday warned
against over-optimism on the part
of the industry in regard to postwar reduction of admissions taxes.
The venerable old "tax-maker,"
through whose committee all tax
(Continued on Page 6)

$10,000,000 Gross
Forecast for SYWA
A domestic gross of $10,000,000
for David 0. Selznick's SYWA was
predicted yesterday by Neil Agnew,
vice-prexy in charge of distribution
for Selznick, who based his forecast
(Continued on Page 6)

Some Metals Restrictions
Canceled by Can. WPTB
Ottawa — The Wartime Prices and
Trade
Board
announced
cancella| tions of restrictions on the manufacture of a wide number of metal and
(Continued on Page 12)

Sees Theaters I/sing
Closed-Circuit Tele
New Brunswick, N. J. — Extensive
use by theaters of closed-circuit television was envisioned yesterday by
Will Baltin, secretary-treasurer of
the Television Broadcasters Association, Inc., in a luncheon meeting
address to the Lions Club. Baltin
said the medium will be used by retailers, industrialists, schools and colleges, theaters and others as a means
of effective merchandising, mass education and mass entertainment.
Tele, Baltin said, will provide jobs
for thousands of servicemen and its
scope will be so great that it will
serve as a bulwark against future
unemployment.

paper ads and snipes with the word "Rome" and "Berlin" crossed out and
arrows pointing to "Tokyo" and "Home." Exhibs. are urged to prepare the
material now so they will be ready on V-E Day.

WPB Raw Stock Check Yamins, Cole Start
Plan Reaction Mixed Post-War Assignment
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — There is a division
of opinion within the industry on
the merits of the proposed new administrative plan for L-178, explained yesterday in The Film Daily,
Lincoln Burrows, WPB film chief,
remarked yesterday that some industry quarters prefer the safe' Continued

on Page 8)

More Arbitration Without
Lawyers Under Proposed
Decree, Government View
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Contentions in some
industry circles that certain portions
of thetions Government's
for modification recommendaof the New
York consent decree would provide
lawyers
withas "one
long field
day"
are viewed
unfounded
by Robert
L. Wright, special assistant to the
Attorney General.
What
the Government
proposed,
Wright told The Film Daily, would
make for more arbitration without
lawyers.
In his opinion, a chaotic
(Continued on Page 8)

End to UA Inter-Co.
Difficulties Seen

Col. H. A. Cole and Nathan Yamins,
representing
nationalproblems,
Allied's
committee
on post-war
yesterday began their appointed
task of reaching a solution to the
disposal of 16 mm. equipment by
An early settlement of any or all
the Government after the war.
Yamins and Col. Cole will discuss inter-company difficulties vpthin
the matter with sales executives and United Artists will be made shortly,
it was announced yesterday at the
(Continued on Page 6)
conclusion of the company's regular
board of directors meeting. While
MPPDA Board Meets
no elaboration was made of the
(Continued on Page 12)

RKO Managers to Pick
Bargaining Agent Sept. 29 For "Routine"' Session
The State Labor Relations Board
yesterday set Sept. 29 as the date of
the bargaining election for managers and assistant managers in 41
RKO houses in the metropolitan
area. The board acted on a petition
(Continued on Page 6)

The MPPDA's first Fall board of
directors meeting yesterday was described as being "routine" with no
action taken. Attending the session
were Barney Balaban, George Borthwick, Jack Cohn, E. W. Hammons,
(Continued on Page 6)

Contract Sharing Shows Gains
Talent Shortage Reflected in Coast Trend
FPC to Redeem $250,000
In First Mortgage Bonds
Toronto — Through the Montreal
Trust Company, Famous Players
Canadian Corp. has called for the
redemption upwards of $250,000 in
first mortgage bonds on Oct. 19. Payment is to be made at 102 or 12 above
par and accrued interest. Move is
(Continued on Page 12)

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — With a shortage of
important screen acting talent, contract-sharing today is rather popular in Hollywood. Gregory Peck,
imported from the stage by Casey
Robinson, is under contract to Robinson, RKO, 20th-Fox and David O.
Selznick. Cary Grant's services are
shared by Columbia and RKO, while
RKO and M-G-M have the call on
(Continued on Page 12)

PCA to Spend $4,400,000
On Five UA Productions
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Total production budget of $4,400,000 has been approved
by Producers Corporation of America's board for the five scripts near(Continued on Page 12)

Ticket-1% umbering
Formula to B. I. B.
A New plan for numbering tickets
to prevent outsiders from determining the gross of a theater will be
prepared in written form and submitted to the Bureau of Internal
Revenue, it was reported yesterday
by Col. H. A. Cole, chairman of
an Allied committee appointed to
draw up a formula.
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WALLY BROWN and ALAN CARNEY, comedy
team, are scheduled to start a Coast-to-Coast
personal appearance tour on Nov. 11 upon
completion
on
Broadway.of work
JOSEFH COTTEN

in RKO

Radio's "Zombies

TEDater SCHLANGER,
Warners' Philadelphia Thezone manager, and
JOHN TURNER, buyer,
have
returned
to
the
Philadelphia
office, after conferences company's
here.
town.
MAX

FRIEDMAN,

Warners' Albany buyer, is in

Y.

AVAILABLE
Theater manager-assistant manager-publicity director, thoroughly experienced, available Friday nights, all day Saturdays and
Sundays. Background, newspaper publisher,
independent and major circuit management.
Currently reporter-writer leading motion
picture trade paper.
Box 213,
FILM DAILY
1501 BROADWAY,
NEW YORX
18, N. Y.

Singer as Hertz Aide
On Press Book for 6th
Sumer W. Singer, Buchanan &
Co. account executive, has been appointed special assistant to John
Hertz, Jr., publicity-advertising
chairman for the industry Sixth
War Loan Drive. Singer will be in
charge of the press book for which
plans are already in work.

gets into town on Monday.

Gets "Ten Nights" Rights
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Washington — Sam Wheeler of the
Wheeler Film Co. has acquired exclusive distribution in Virginia,
Hub Downtown Theaters
Maryland and the District of Colum"U" Sets Exploitation
bia for "Ten Nights In A Bar Room,"
Remain Open on V-Day
re-issue from Sack Amusement EnCampaign for 'Monahans'
Boston — Downtown theaters are tributors. terprises of Dallas, world-wide disMaurice A. Bergman, Universal
Eastern advertising and publicity planning to remain open on V-Day
in accordance with the plan pre- ]. J. Rubens 111
director, stated prior to leaving for
sented by Mayor Tobin to a group
Chicago
— J. J. Rubens, Great
the studios that the success of the of civic leaders.
States managing director, is ill.
Toledo and Providence test cam-

HERMAN STARR, president of Music Publishers Holding Corp., will leave Monday for
Hollywood, on his semi-annual visit to the
studios.
He will remain about two weeks.

paigns on "The Merry Monahans"
under the "new
home office exploitai
tion setup vindicated
the efficacy of
3
/8
the operation.
3/8
The plan employed in Toledo and
Providence, and now the pattern for
all openings
throughout the country,
3/4
was designed
after conferences be3/8 tween home office and field men, as
well as key city theater managers
and publicity directors.
Hank Linet heads the new operation under Bergman. Both campaigns revolve around a dinner and
gathering for the Monahan clan of
each city.

TRAVIS BANTON, costume
from Hollywood yesterday.

theDIANA
Coast. LYNN,

NEW

'<(

>Local 306's Century
Plea Before SLRB Today
Arguments on the petition of
IATSE Local 306 for certification as
to the bargaining agent for projectionists on the Century Circuit will
be heard by the State Labor Relations Board today. The petition is
an outcome of the merger of Local
306 and the Empire State Motion
Picture Operators Union which resulted in the members of the latter
being admitted to membership in
the former.

Kreisler Seeking Space
Bernard B. Kreisler, recently
named vice-president and general
manager of Lester Cowan Productions, is seeking space in Rockefeller Center for Cowan's Eastern
office. He expects to be settled about
Oct. 1 and to spend the rest of this
year in New York. In the future he
will divide his time between the Eastern and Hollywood offices.

designer, arrived

young film player, is here from

YORK

THEATERS

»»
4LLVRING!

BEWITCHING!

EXCITING!

DARRYL

STORM OVER LISBON

Vera

Hruba
Ralston
Erich Von
with

—
Richard
Stroheim

Arlen

F. ZANUCK'S

'WILSON'

IN TECHNICOLOR
PLUS
ON STAGE
FRED
WARING

Starring

AND
HIS
BONDS
BUY MORE

PENNSYLVANIANS
ROXY

7th
Ave.
50th
St. &
B'WAY

Otto Kruqer — Eduardo Ciannelli
Robert Livingston-Mona Barrie
A

Republic
Air

secretary, editorial, writing experience —
motion picture publicity, radio, finance.
A-l references.
Box 212,
BROADWAY,

E. K. (TED) O'SHEA, M-C-M Eastern sales , |OHN S. FLETCHNER has left Portland for
manager, left for Washington yesterday and I Dutch Harbor, Alaska, to resume operation of
his Cameo Theater, taken over by the Army
will return Friday night.
soon after the bombing of Dutch Harbor.
CHARLES K. STERN, BILL BRENNER, ARTHUR
EDWARD J. CARROLL, owner-manager, RiverSTERLING and ROSE KLEIN of M-G-M's home
side Park-In Theater, Springfield, Mass., has
office leave for Kansas City on Sept. 22.
returned from a tour of drive-in theaters in
the
Middle
West during which time he disHAROLD POSTMAN, assistant to William F.
cussed post-war policies with managers.
Rodgers, returns today from a Connecticut vacation.
D. J. FINN, RCA's new Mid-West regional
manager, has arrived in Chicago from Camden
SAAL COTTLIEB, new Pittsburgh M-C-M
to take up his duties here.
branch manager, has returned to the Smoky
City after a trip to Chicago.
MOE SILVER, Warners' Pittsburgh Theater
zone manager, and HARRY FEINSTEIN,, his
SCT. ALBERT COHEN, formerly with M-C-M's assistant, arrived in New York for home office
publicity department, has arrived in town from conferences.
Guadalcanal and will be
married next week.

Sam Kestenbaum, veteran industry
promotionalist, has resigned his post
at PRC's home office effective tomorrow. For several years he was
company's director of publicity and
advertising, and more recently exploitation head. Kestenbaum wilL1
announce his new affiliation shortly.*
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"THE PERFECT MOVIE . . . endlessly fascinating ... a
landmark in the art of the cinema, in solid entertainment and everything else that can be said of
a motion picture.
* *
* — Cook, World-Telegram
The MOST

TERRIFYING

STUDY

OF CRIME and of

the behavior of criminals, that has ever reached
the screen. ..leaves the *beholder
breathless." — News
*
*
"Superb screen melodrama.
ONE OF THE MOST
VITAL AND ARRESTING FILMS OF THE YEAR . . .

Billy Wilder has made a sensational contribution
to film-making."
* * —* Barnes, Herald Tribune

"A gripping piece of business that will keep you
glued to your seat. THIS IS A MUST for those
seeking hair-lifting escapism."
* *
*

— Mortimer, Mirror

" Most violent, startling and THOROUGHLY ABSORBING MELODRAMA seen hereabouts in a long time."
*

BARBARA

r

ANWYC
OBINSON
ER • Screen Play by BILLY WILDER

and RAYMOND

— Pelswick, Journal- American
*

*

"Here is a PICTURE TO KEEP A SPECTATOR BOLT
UPRIGHT IN HIS CHAIR from opening title to last
— Creelman, Sun
scene. ji
*

*

*

"Exciting, superlatively made movie . . . PUBLIC
CAN'T AFFORD

TO MISS IT."
*

*

*

—Winsten, Post

"TOUGH MELODRAMA. Designed plainly to freeze
the marrow in an audience's
bones."
— Times
* *
*

CHANDLER

mOUnt...THE

"Packs the wallop of General Two-Gun Patton's
Third Army... NEVER BEEN IN RECENT MEMORY
A FILM LIKE THIS. You'll be double indemnified
if yOU take a look at it." — Mishkin, Telegraph

COMPANY THAT'S "GOING YOUR WAY"

"£!{<
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No Early Reduction
In Admissions Taxes
(Continued from Page 1)
measures originate, said that it
would appear to be quite foolish for
anyone to look for tax reductions
of importance within the next year
or two.
"We've got to take care of those
boys coming out of service," he said,
"and that may require a whole lot
of Federal funds." Yesterday saw
the reporting to the House of a bill
providing for a $3,000,000,000 public
roads program.
Federal Expenses Go On
Doughton is also chairman of the
joint Congressional committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation.
He pointed out that elimination
of Germany from the war will permit a curtailment of Federal expenses, but that these expenses will
continue to be extremely high until
the defeat of Japan. Referring to
a speech he prepared for delivery
Tuesday before the National Tax Association, in St. Louis, but was unable to present it in person, Doughton
said: "Most of the published reports
and suggestions of tax groups dealing with post-war problems discuss
a Utopian post-war period, that is,
the period following the complete
transition of our economy from a
war to a peace basis, with full employment and high national income.
But it is the immediate future which
should concern us most at this time.
Doughton Asks Questions
"What will our expenditures be
for 1945, 1946, 1947 and 1948? How
much will our military expenses be
for that period? What will the expenses of running the Government
be? How much should we reduce
our public debt? What will be our
national income, our production of
goods, and our employment situation? All these factors will have
an important bearing on post-war
tax rates."
Aside from his initial warning that
the tax drop might be slow, however, Doughton refused to discuss individual levies affecting the industry.
His warning came after revelation
in this paper two days ago that
many members of Congress are favorably inclined toward readjustment
of the admissions tax rate within a
comparatively short time.

$10,000,000 Gross
Forecast for SYWA
(Continued from Page 1)

WKMjZIM

MM/'*-

SOF1E — Chapter« I Three
•

•

• ROLL OF HONOR at Wamer Chapter, Sons oi Film Industry Execs., is led by Capt. Jack L. Warner, Jr., USA, son of the
vice-president and executive producer, who is in Europe
while
Joseph Bernhard,
general manager,
Warner
Theaters, has four boys
in the services
Lt. Jack Bernhard, AAF, now home on leave, has
been decorated
three times
Corp. Louis and Pvt. Robert are
in the Army
and Lt. Maurice serves with the Navy. . . • Other
theater department dads represented are Harry Goldberg, advertisingpublicity director, whose son Pvt. Paul A. S. Goldberg is in the Army
and Harry Rosenquest,
home
office executive and veteran of
the last war
Sgt. Robert William Rosenquest is in the Army and
Donald in the Navy. . . • Pfc. Max Wilk, USA, is the son of Jacob
Wilk, Eastern production manager, who served with the George Creel
public relations unit in the last war
while Corp. Frank Loeb,
USA, is the son of Jerry Loeb, purchasing agent. . . • Charles Baily,
Jr., son of the assistant short subject sales manager, is an apprentice
seaman in the Navy V-12 class at Holy Cross
and Pfc. Harold J.
Abrahams, Army Medical Corps., 40th General Hospital, is the son
of Phil Abrahams of the print and screenings department and another
World War I vet. . . • Lt. Ralph Clark, Jr., son of the playdate
department head, is with the Navy in Australia where he was stationed
for Warners before the war. . . • Two sons of A. C. Brauninger, nontheatrical department
head, with the Rainbow
Division in the last
war, are in service
Robert S. is a seaman 1st class in the Coast
Guard, while Pvt. Gordon A., of the Army, was wounded in Normandy
and is now hospitalized in England. . . • Joseph Hummel,
son of
Foreign Sales Manager Joseph S. Hummel, is an AAF officer
and
Pfc. Dale MacDonald, son of Karl MacDonald, of the foreign department is also in the AAF
T
T
T
• •
•
OTHERS ON the Warner Roll are 1st Lt. Frank L. Gates,
Jr., Army Signal Corps, son of the insurance department head
Pvt. Eugene Weinberger, USA, son of Arthur Weinberger, N. Y. office
manager. . . % Lt. Marvin Rothenberg, Signal Corps., son of Irving
Rothenberg, N. Y. salesman
Pvt. Lester Jacobi, son of Leo Jacobi,
N. Y. salesman
M/Sgt. Mort Decker, AAF, son of Harry Decker,
N. Y. Salesman
Sgt. Leonard Shapin, son of Sam Shapin, sales
dept. traveling rep
and Corp. Howard I. Kris, AAF, son of Nat
M. Kris sales statistical department and World War I
vet. . . • Seaman
Bobby
Fleischer,
VSN,
is the son
of Mrs.
Dorothy
Fleischer, operator of the cafeteria
and Don
Gillette
of the publicity staff is represented by his nephew, M/Sgt. Robert J.
Rivers, AAF, stationed in the Pacific
T
▼
T

at the Hampshire House today for
Peggy Ryan and Lou Goldberg, latter a radio producer.

• •
• RKO'S SOFIE secretary reports that L. E. Thompson, Jr. is
a West Point Cadet
while Thompson's
other son is Pvt. E. G.
Thompson, USA, at Fort Jackson, S. C. . . • Phil Reisman also has
two boys serving
Lt. William S. Reisman is in action somewhere
in France
while Phil, Jr., is a T/Sgt. with the Marines at Quantico.

UU BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO...

• Women's Auxiliary is represented by Pfc. Eleanor Level, Marines,
daughter of Jack Level. . . • Lt. Stanley Odium, son of Floyd B.
Odium, is a prisoner of war in Germany. . . • Capt. Charles A.
Robinson, son of Mrs. Lucie Robinson, is a surgeon with the Medical Corps
in India. . . • T/Sgt. Ben Grimm, Jr., is an AAF radio operator gunner
who has been awarded the DFC and the Air Medal with three Oak

"U" Hosting Peggy Ryan
Universal is hosting a luncheon

September 14
Phil Rcisman
Robert
Florey
Alfred Santell
William Colby
Clenn Tryon
Don ]ose Mojica
Keith Douglas
Mose
Cumble

Leaf Clusters
on completion
of 30 missions
Mark
Cory's
son
is a major at Camp Roberts, Calif
while Bill McShea's boy, A. S.
John Robert, is a student at Colgate University. . . • Arthur Schmitz,
Milwaukee
manager is represented
by two boys, 1st Lt. Robert, Of(Continued on Page 8)

on the all-time house records the b
has rung up in the five situations
which it has opened thus far.
pointed
out that
"witho
an Agnew
advertising
campaign
so costly
to constitute 'buying' an audienc
SYWA has grossed more at t.
New York Capitol than GWTW whplayed
the same
nc
in itits
eighth
week house."
at the Pic,
Capitis expected to play to its million
patron there this week and is s'taj
ingInon.Frisco, Agnew said, bets a
being made that SYWA will go be
ter than three months at the Unit
Artists theater.
SYWA had its kick-off on the Lo<
circuit last night at Dayton, 0.

Yamins and Cole Start
Post-War Assignment
(Continued from Page 1)
circuit heads who see a dangerc
competitive
force
if the 16 m
films and equipment are allowed
fall into outside hands.
While m<
of those
contacted
agreed
to
operate on the project, many of th
were frank to admit that they
not see how they could even atten
to stop the Government from disp
ing of the equipment and films
any way that it saw fit.

RKO Managers to Pick
Bargaining Agent Sept.
(Continued from Page 1)
filed by the Motion Picture Thea
Operating Managers, Assistant Mi
agers and Cashiers Guild, whose .
tivities are confined to the RKO c
cuit.

MPPDA Board Meets
For "Routine" Session
(Continued from Page 1)
Will H. Hays, N. Peter Rathv
Nicholas M. Schenck, Spyros Sk<
ras, Harry Buckley, J. J. O'Conn
Russell Holman, William Michel a
Carl E. Milliken.

P. S.: Moving Kind
Will Follow Shortly
From a Nazi prison camp yesterday
to the local lair of Leo the Lion
a postcard from a captive American
fighting man

thanking M-G-M

for

still photographs it "so kindly sent."
Card added "I think they are grand,
as do the boys here." The efficient
Nazis had only one extraneous mark
on the form card. It was "par
avion," used in connection with
"Luftpost." Right now, air mail in
France is but a memory to the Hun.

°
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FILM DAILY says:

Michael Fessier and Ernest Pagano
for turning out a

deserve a bow

delightful comedy

that will win

plaudits wherever

immediate

it is

shown. Thefilm, directed by Reginald

JON

LOUISE

fMU ALLBRITTON

Le Borg with high competence, is a
succession of laughs, the players
in one

landing

mirth-provoking

situation after another.
owes
EDWARD EVERETT HORTON
ERIC BUM
USTER KEMON FLORENCE LAKE IRENE RYAN

The film

a big debt to its cast, every
of which

member

performs with

spirit, giving of his best . . . The exhibitor will be playing it safe with
this one."

Screen Play by Michael Fessier and Ernest Pagano
From a Story by Ruth McKenney & Richard Bransren
Directed by REGINALD LE BORG ■ Produced
by MICHAEL FESSIER and ERNEST PAGANO
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

THEY

DON'T

STOP

FIGHTING

! KEEP

SELLING

WAR

BONDS

FOR VICTORY !
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WPB Raw Stock Check
Plan Reaction Mixed

Wright Sees Greater
Use of Arbitration
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
guards provided under the new proposals, while others would prefer
to operate as until now, without constant WPB check.
The new plan would call for issuance of specific authority by WPB
to each studio as the studio ordered
processing from a lab. Heretofore
the labs have had blanket authorization themselves, simply filling studio orders from their raw stock supply. As yet, Burrows said, there is
no decision within WPB regarding
the administrative change. Some
officials feel that the change is imperative to guarantee their fair share
of raw stock to all distributors. No
such guarantee, actually, exists now.
It is theoretically possible, as the
order is now handled, for a studio to
order a good deal of printing early
in the quarter, using more than its
actual raw stock quota. With the
supply and demand situation as delicate as it now is, Burrows said, this
might mean that another studio
would be left out in the cold, unable
to obtain more than a portion of the
stock to which it is entitled under
the order.
Burrows said also that if the supply shifts upward or downward during the quarter, it would be easier
for his office to pro-rate the cut or
increase among the various studios.
He did not express his position
clearly, however, as for or against
the new plan. Neither would he
say that the plan originated specifically in his office.
Action on it might be accomplished later this week, he thought, and
the calling of the Industry Advisory
Committee to Washington for further discussion of the plan is still
a likelihood.

lames Alexander Heads
New Pa. Buying Combine
Pittsburgh — ■ James Alexander,
former co-franchise holder in Republic here, will head the new booking and buying organization to be
known as Pennsylvania Enterprises.
Bryan 0. "Buck" Stoner will be
buyer and George Purcell is to be
head booker.
Stoner resigned as M-G-M branch
manager to join the new organization. Purcell is manager of Penstate Amusement Co. of Uniontown,
Pa. Approximately 30 independent
and circuit operators already have
joined.

STORK REPORTS
Detroit — Noel W. Sanders, operator of the Joy Theater, and former
manager of the East Side Drive-In,
is the proud father of a son, Richard, his first.

(Continued from Page 6)

fice of Strategic Information, Cairo..
and 1st Lt. Raymond,
Fort
Lawton, Wash. . . • Others listed are Lt. Murray L. Devaney, son of
Leo M. Devaney (Canada), with H. M. C. S. Niagara at Halifax
Lt. A. M. Avery, Jr., son of the Memphis branch manager, now overseas Pvt. Douglas Jacques, Army film editor, whose father is
Cincinnati Manager Stanley Jacques
and Corp. Harry McDonald,
AAF in the Pacific, son of Charles McDonald of the theater Department.
T
▼
T
• •
• AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

condition, which had been predicted
would not result from the proposes
substitute for Sections IX and X
which, according to some interpretations,freewouldfrom
make attack.
no exhibitor's contract
Wright said he did not believe
there was any foundation for the
belief held in some industry quarters that no distributor could dea
with an exhibitor without the risl<
that the deal arrived at could bt
brought into question by a disgrunt- 1
led competitor; nor did he see whj
every transaction between a dis
tributor and an exhibitor might be
made the subject of a complaint bj
a competitor.
When asked if the Department of
Justice, in rejecting the distributors
proposals for a modified decree, had
failed to indicate where they were

Cincy Film Classics
Franchise to Al Dezel

Chicago House Seeking
Adjustment in Clearance

Detroit — First local regional sales
meeting was held here by Film Classics, under the direction of L. E.
(Nicky) Goldhammer, general salesmanager. Attending were Al Dezel,
Michigan and Ohio franchise holder,
and Robert Snyder, Cleveland branch
manager.
Dezel's acquisition of the Cincinnati territory franchise was disclosed at the meeting, with plans for
opening a local office there at 1635
Central Parkway.
Dezel is expanding the local sales
force with the addition of Joseph
O'Donnell, former manager for Associated Theaters.

Charging unfair clearance, Nick
DeLuca, operating the Norwal Theater, Chicago, has filed a demand for
arbitration naming the five consenting companies.
DeLuca asserts that under the
Chicago clearance routine, the Norwal should be entitled to play pictures on the same week of release
as the Wallace, Rita, Metropole,
Milda, Ramova and Loomis Theaters.
He points out that his theater
charges 35 cents while the othernamed houses have a lower admission scale.

unacceptable,
Wrightwere
said clearly
that the1
D of J's objections
in ?
evidence by its own recommendations.; i

Coleman as Smith's Aide

Screening Postponed

He said that suggestions
a comparisonand ofthose
the'l i
distributors'
of the Government would show where;!:
the two parties were far apart onif;
the issues involved.

3 in 20th-Fox's 3rd Block
Twentieth
Century-Fox's
thirdblock
for the 1944-45
season consists
of three pictures, "Irish Eyes Are
Smiling," "In the Meantime, Darling," and "The Big Noise."

Lester Coleman, general traveling
auditor for Paramount, has been
National screening of RKO's
"None But the Lonely Heart" has
named assistant to George A. Smith, been
postponed from Monday to
RKO Pathe Names Condon
Western division manager. Arthur
Sept. 29.
Dunne,
who
has
been
assistant
to
The public relations firm of Richard Condon, Inc., has been named to Smith, will serve in the same capacdirect RKO Pathe publicity. Elsa
ity for J. J. Donohue, recently appointed Central division manager.
Moolten, RKO Pathe publicity director for the past year, has moved
over to the Condon organization Rites for Mrs. Clark
where she will concentrate on the
Rochester, N. Y. — Funeral servRKO Pathe account.
ices were conducted privately for
Ralph Cokain
of Showmen's
Tradeof
Mrs. Adele Hathaway Clark, wife of Review
and Jo-Ann
Tarshish
H
Okays CBS Tele Station
George Halford Clark, of Eastman White Plains were married recently.
Washington Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY Kodak and son of Brackett Clark,
Kansas
City — Martin
Maher, J
Washington — The FCC has ap- one of Eastman's first officers.
proved the application of CBS for
Loew's Johnson.
Midland,
was married
to '
Helen
Rites
for
Mrs.
Abe
Engel
a new experimental television station to operate in New York on a
St. Louis — Funeral services were
Cleveland — Herb Ochs, operator of
band 16 megacycles wide, between held for Helene Engel, wife of Abe
the Dayton Drive-In, has announced I
460 and 476 megacycles.
Engel, of National Screen Service.
the marriages of two of his daugh- t
ters.
Patricia,
a transport'
pilot, J,
was married
to Flight
Officer Peter
1
Hill in Fresno, Calif., while Marylinn
was married to Lt. Earl Scherffius at
Tampa, Fla.

WEDDING BELLS

IN NEW INDUSTRY POSTS

JULIAN
LEWIS,
manager,
Kennedy, Washington.
RAY POWELL,
manager, Apollo, Washington.
FLOYD HAINES, second manager, Earle, Washington.
MARTIN STREET, manager, Broadway Theater,
Charlotte.
HIRAM S. HALL, industrial relations director,
Bigelow Sanford Carpet Co., Chicago.
ROBERT E. CARNEY, manager, Lyric, New
Haven.
ALBERT REYNOLDS, Interstate city manager,
San Antonio, Tex.
HECKLER
RIFFE!, manager,
Majestic,
Dallas.
JAMES
las. CAIN, manager, Melba and Tower, Dal-

W. S. (LOU)
WAID, Republic booker, Dallas.
FOREST
NINE,
United
Artists branch
manager,
Dallas.
ED STREETER,
manager,
Tivoli, St. Louis.
WILBUR
manager,
West
End, St.
Louis. CALANOUS,

Pittsburgh — Archie Fineman, circuit operator, has announced the engagement of his daughter, Phyllis
Mae, to Dr. Bernard L. Braverman.

CARL
JOHNSON,
manager, Congress,
St. Louis.
HOWARD
ALBERTSON,
manager,
Lindell,
St.
Louis.

Chicago — Paul Grunnett, of the
LaGrange Theater, will marry Marie
Schendell.

HUGO

DOEPKE,

WILLIAM
Fox,
AL

manager, Rio, St. Louis.

ATTADINO,
New Haven.

LESSQW,
assistant
bury, Conn.

assistant
manager,

booker,
Strand,

20thWater-

Pittsburgh — Pierce Dunkelberg,
Harris Amusement Co. staff artist,
and Mary Louise Stouffer, were married in Waynesburg.
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^GARSON,

PIDGEON

WOMAN'S

nJiJRONG B. 0.

Pidgeon
124 Mins.

HAPPILY

PICTURE

with James Lydon and Barbara Belden
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)

On Again"

TEAMED

CERTAIN

OF

PRC
REHABILITATION THEME

"Mrs. Parkington" again unites Greer
ison and Walter Pidgeon in a film
imped with quality. Leon Gordon has
rorded a superb production to the Robert
loeren-Polly James adaptation of the
i is Bromfield novel, assembling a cast that

pitches the impressiveness
pects of the offering.

HANDLED
MENT.

of the physical

bjrle development of this tale of a social
atriarch whose wealth is the cementing
in a family fallen into decadence.

\ is the strength of Mrs. Parkington's
aracter that is the dominating
force
in
ife

picture,
to which
Tay
Garnett
has
plied a strong directorial hand that helps
make
amends
for some
of the
slow

! ssages.
The story traces the rise of Mrs. Parkingi*n
from
mining camp
to drawing
room,
. ie by side with the man of her heart, a
■ie operator
with
an eye
for feminine
ijauty.
The relationship between husband
d wife
has been
depicted
uncommonly

ith

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Fine.

'The Last Ride'

Richard Travis, Charles
Parker

Lang,

Eleanor

arner
56 Mins.
FORCEFUL LITTLE MELODRAMA
IS
EVISED
FROM
FAMILIAR MATERIAL.
"The Last Ride," dealing with the black
arket in tires, is a concise and hardtting little melodrama much of the value
' which
is destroyed
by its tardiness
in
aching the screen.
Under the direction of D. Ross Lederman
e film covers the course in fast time
id with a generous show of violence,
ifficient excitement and suspense have
me into the telling of the story to
1 stain the interest throughout.
1 Richard
Travis
is a lieutenant
of
ctives who smashes the tire racket.

deThe

Ie employs the old twist of having our
,sro run with the racketeers to get the
>ods on them.
The

acting is acceptable.

Charles

Lang

Travis'
no-good
brother
who
redeems
mself by dying to save our hero from
ie gang's vengeance.
e love interest.
CAST:
Richard
Travis,

Eleanor
Charles

ENTERTAIN-

This tender story of the return home of
shell-shocked marine and how his recovery is effected is an ambitious offering from PRC. It has been given sympathetic direction by William K. Howard and
good production values by Leon Fromkess.
Milton Lazarus wrote the screenplay, based
on an original story by Frank Craven.
The acting is splendid and is highlighted
by the work of James Lydon as the marine.
Barbara Belden makes her screen debut
as the small town girl who becomes Lydon's
bride, and, who on his return from the
South Pacific, aids him to recover his
mind.
Regis Toomey enacts the role of a
Kansas City columnist, who befriends Lydon,
while

Grant

Mitchell

and

Dorothy

Peter-

son play the boy's parents and Warren Mills
his brother. George Cleveland, Harry
Shannon and Joseph Crehan are among the

De Titta Named Paris
Manager for Movietone
West

'

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood— Lt. Arthur De Titta,
who has been given his honorable
discharge from the Navy and who
was West Coast supervisor of Movietone News before entering the
service, has been appointed Paris
manager of Movietone News, with
supervision over Spain, Italy and
Portugal, and will leave today for
New York. Russell Muth, who has
been foreign makeup editor, has been
appointed European manager.

Murphy Breaks Ankle
James J. Murphy, director of the
motion picture arbitration tribunals
for the American Arbitration Association, broke an ankle last week and
will be confined to his home for the
next 10 days. Louise Farrell, his
assistant, will conduct the affairs of
the department during his absence.
Parker, Jack LaRue, Cy Kendall, Wade Boteler,
Mary Cordon, Harry Lewis, Michael Ames,
Virginia Patton, Ross Ford, Jack Mower, Frank
Mayor,
Stuart
Holmes,
Leah
Baird.
CREDITS: Director, D. Ross Lederman; Screenplay, Raymond L. Schrock; Cameraman, James

Tree's;
Editor,Sound,
HaroldFrancis
McLernon;
Art
Director,
Leo Film
E. Kuter;
J. Scheid;
is Van
Set Decorator,, Walter F. Tilford.
Eleanor
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Parker

Lang,

GOOD

principals.
CAST: James Lydon, Regis Toomey, George
Cleveland, Grant Mitchell, Dorothy Peterson,
Harry Shannon, Lucien Littlefield, Luis Alberni, Emmett Lynn, Joseph Crehan, Warren
Mills, Jill Browning, Roberta Carling, Larry
Thompson, James Hope, and introducing Barbara Belden.
CREDITS: Producer, Leon Fromkess; Director,
William K. Howard; Author, Frank Craven;
Screenplay, Milton Lazarus; Cameraman, Ira
Morgan; Art Director, Paul Palmentola; Editor,
Donn Hayes; Musical Score, W. Franke Harling;
Music Supervisor, David Chudnow; Songs by
Eddie Seiler, Sol Marcus, Bennie Benjamin, Alec
Morrison.
DIRECTION, Sympathetic. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Cood.

j| As Mrs. Parkington, Miss Garson negoties the transition from youth to old age
vL fectively. Pidgeon brings a lot of charm
the role of her husband.
CAST: Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon, Edward
;nold, Agnes Moorehead, Cecil Kellaway,
adys Cooper, Frances Rafferty, Tom Drake,
ter Lawford, Dan Duryea, Hugh Marlowe,
lena Royle, Fortunio Bonanova, Lee Patrick,
irry Cording, Celia Travers, Mary Servoss.
CREDITS: Producer, Leon Gordon; Director,
ry Garnett; Screenplay, Robert Thoeren, PolJames; Based on novel by Louis Bromfield;
imeraman, Joseph Ruttenberg; Musical Score,
onislau Kaper; Recording Director, Douglas
earer; Art Directors, Cedric Gibbons, Randall
■ell ; Set Decorators, Edwin B. Willis, Mean Nisbet; Special Effects, A. Arnold Gillespie,
arren Newcombe, Danny Hall; Film Editor,
■orge Boemler.
DIRECTION,

MAKES

74 Mins.
ADMIRABLY

a

iiiJrThe picture directs the full force of
appeal to the femmes, who will revel
the drama
and
emotions
set loose
in

wer

"That's My Baby!"

"When The Lights Go

"Mrs. Parkington"

with Greer Garson, Walter
IG-M

* SHORTS

with Richard Arlen, Ellen Drew
Republic

68 Mins.

*

ROUTINE MUSICAL DEPENDS FOR PATRONAGE ON LAVISH VAUDEVILLE DISPLAY.

Principally bidding for interest in "That's
My Baby!" is a long list of specialties of
the popular sort. There is so much vaudeville crowded into the film that there is
little time for a story of any consequence.
In truth, the flimsy infantile yarn is nothing
more than an excuse to trot out the
specialty

acts.

The story has Richard
artist, and Ellen Drew,

Arlen, a comic
his sweetheart,

trying to cure the melancholia of the latter's father (Minor Watson), the boy
friend's employer. When a vaudeville display fails, they seek for something out
of the past. They succeed, and at the
finale Watson is laughing himself silly.
Comedy has been stressed in the development of the story.
The acting suffices for the purposes
of this film, which was directed snappily
by William Berke under Producer Walter
Colmes.
CAST: Richard Arlen, Ellen Drew, Leonid
Kinskey, Richard Bailey, Minor Watson, Marjorie Manners, Madeline Grey, Alex Callam,
P. J. Kelly, Billy Benedict, Jack Chefe, Mike
Riley and His Musical Maniacs, Freddie Fisher
and His Schnickelfritz Band, Isabel ita and the
Guadalahara Boys, Gene Rodgers, Peppy and
Peanuts, Frank Mitchell and Lyle Latell, Alphonse Berge and Doris Duane, Aida Kuznetzoff,
Chuy Reyes and orchestra, Al Mardo and dog,
Pigmeat Markham.
CREDITS: Producer, Walter Colmes; Associate
Producer, Dave Fleischer; Director, William
Berke; Screenplay, Nicholas Barrows, William
Tunberg; Based on story by Irving Wallace;
Cameraman, Robert Pittack; Film Editor, Robert
Jahns; Sound, Percy Townsend; Art Director,
Frank Dexter; Set Decorator, Glenn Thompson;
Musical
Director, Jay Chernis.
DIRECTION, All Right. PHOTOGRAPHY, All
Right.

"Dead Man's Eyes"
with

Lon Chaney,

Jean

Parker, Paul Kelly,

Acquanetta
Universal

64

MURDER
MYSTERY DIRECTLY
AND ACTED. SHOULD GO WELL
THE WHODUNIT
FANS.

Mins.
TOLD
WITH

Straight-forward melodramatics prevail in
this Inner Sanctum Mystery. Performances
throughout are direct, and so is dialogue,
giving pace

if not

polish to

the

story.

Latter deals with Lon Chaney's loss of
sight through the carelessness of Acquanetta, the model whom he is using for his
latest painting. The girl unintentionally,
as the yarn turns out, switches a bottle of
acid into the place of one usually occupied
by the artist's eye-wash. Made blind,
his preceptor, Edward Fielding, makes arrangements tohave the corneas of his own
eyes, when

he

dies, go

toward

are injected by the murder of Chaney's
pretty model. At the windup, the dual
murderer is unmasked. The attraction
go

well

with

all

Mervyn Leroy Forms
Arrowhead Productions
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Mervyn Leroy has
founded Arrowhead Productions,
Inc., with himself as chairman of
the board and Arnold M. Grant, a
New York attorney, as president.
Primary function of the company will
be to produce
pictures for the international market.
LeroyRoss
will before
direct "The Robe" for
Frank
making any pictures for his own company.

Rites for Abdul Malgan
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Funeral services for
Abdul ("The Terrible Turk") Malgan were held at the Church of the
Recessional, Forest Lawn. For the
past 22 years he was associated with
Warners.
votees.
are okay. Cast, direction

and

photography

restoring

Chaney's sight via an operation, so that
Fielding's daughter and Chaney, who are
engaged, can wed. Fielding, shortly after
making his humane bequest, is found murdered. From this point, virtually all characters paraded before the audience become suspects, and further complications

should

"The
Battle for the Marianas"
OWI-Warner Bros.
21 mins.
Sensational — Play It!
This amazing two-reeler, photoby U. Marine
S. Combat
men withgraphedthe
CorpsCameraduring
its combined operations with the
Army, Navy and Coast Guard in the
successful capture of Saipan and
Tinian, and recapture of Guam, is
easily one of the most sensational
and eye-opening films of the war.
It will provide American audiences
with first sight of new U. S. weapons in operation. It also depicts
first actual scenes of Jap suicides
and Jap snipers at work, and contains initial footage of Jap civilians
under combat conditions. Six Marine cameramen were killed in action while filming the picture, which
has been prepared for public showing by Warner technicians under direction of Gordon Hollingshead and
film editor Rex Steele. It is all stirring, chilling drama, 100 per cent
real, and will prove of vast emotional worth to audiences, and an
ace box-office property to exhibitors.
The D-Day scenes in the Marianas,
together with the employment of
warships, landing craft, tanks,
planes, artillery, infantry, flamethrowing units and mortars, are unsurpassed to date.

"whodunit"

de-

CAST: Lon Chaney, Jean Parker, Paul Kelly,
Thomas Gomez, Jonathan Hale, Edward Fielding, George Meeker, Pierre Watkin, Eddie
Dunn, and Acquanetta.
CREDITS: Associate Producers, Will Cowan;
Drector, Regnald LeBorg; Original Screenplay,
Dwight V. Babcock; Cameraman, Paul Ivano;
Musical Director, Paul Sawtell; Art Directors,
John B. Goodman, Martin Obzina; Sound Director, Bernard B. Brown; Set Decorations
Russell A. Gausman, Leigh Smith; Film Editor,
Milton Carruth; Special Photography, John P.
Fulton.
DIRECTION,
Okay. . PHOTOGRAPHY,
Ditto.

* %

Wed* REPUBLIC THEAT

CONSTANCE MOORE
W BRAD TAYLOR
CHARLEY

GRAPEWIN

• JERRY COLONNA

and ROBERT B. CASTAINE
PAUL WHITEMAN

• ADELE MARA
LOUIS ARMSTRONG

and Orchestra

with BUCK & BUBBLES

and his Band

and DOROTHY

Belle BAKER
Joe FRISCO

DANDRIDGE

the voice that thrilled millions . . .
"K-K-Katy'
gag C's'
'Queenwith'Jitterbug'
oi every
the High
thethe original
who sang
& Al Shean)
'Positively Mr. Gallagher,

N (,ack KennY
R & SHEA
GALL&AG
Absolutely.
Mr. HE
Sheon*
(Gus Van & Charles
VAN
SCHENCK
'Bing' of yesterday.

A detour to the 'Ziegield Follies

firl I
n JJV

Marsh) The 'Sinatra' &
lYlCVs.riri.Ei I ARTHUR CAESAR • ScreenTUIr*r* & T3f V Director • Original Story by
FRANK GILL. Jr. • GEORGE

^

28 W. 44th St. 21st
New York
N. Y.
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End to UA Inter-Co.
Difficulties Seen
(Continued from Page 1)
statement, it was believed by some
that the reference was to the pending legal action brought by Charles
Chaplin.
Attending the meeting were Mary
Pickford, Edward C. Raftery, Charles
Blinn, George Bagnall, Grad Sears,
Rex Dennant, E. Claude Mills, Sydney Chaplin and Neil Agnew.

PCA to Spend $4,400,000
On Five UA Productions
(Continued from Page 1)
ing completion for United Artists
release, Prexy Sig Schlager announced up his return from a board meeting in Phoenix, Ariz.
Company production plans at
present call for the placing of one
production before the cameras approximately every three months,
with "O'Brien's Navy" getting the
first call and set for an Oct. 15 start.

Some Metal Restrictions
Canceled by Can. WPTB
(Continued from Page 1)
other articles some of which are
needed by theaters, such as air conditioning, heating and plumbing
equipment, but warned such items
may not be immediately available
because no priority is granted for
manpower or materials for goods
intended for civilian use.
Restrictions on the sale of articles
and equipment to civilians have been
lifted, however, so that items already processed may be bought without permit.

FPC to Redeem $250,000
In First Mortgage Bonds
(Continued from Page 1)
understood to be taken as preliminary to entering upon a general reconstruction program as soon after
the European war as possible.

TO THE COLORS!
2ND.

*

PROMOTED

*

LT. ROBERT
M. MITCHELL,
son of L. H.
Mitchell of THE FILM DAILY editorial staff,
to
1st.
Lt.,
Signal
Intelligence
Service
overseas.
FRANK P. LIBERMAN, USA, former Warner press
agent, Chicago, to captain,
Camp Crowder,
Mo.
DAVID
C. ARTHUR,
USMC,
former
Fanchon
&
Marco assistant general manager, St. Louis,
to 1st lieutenant.
JAMES
H. ARTHUR,
USMC,
former
Fanchon
&
Marco
attorney,
St.
Louis,
to
1st
lieutenant.
LT. PAUL H. BONNER,
JR., AAF, former Hollywood press agent, to captain.

• ARMY*
RAYMOND BURCH, manager, Kennedy, Washington.
HENRY SLADEWSKI, former manager, Chopin
Theater, Detroit.

REVIEWS

"Thunder Rock"
with Michael

"Leave It to the Irish"

Redgrave, Barbara Mullen

English Films, Inc.

90 Mins.

POWERFUL, TIMELY DRAMATIC-FANTASY FINELY ACTED AND WITH STRONG
APPEAL TO INTELLIGENT
AUDIENCES.
Of decided worth is this highly imaginative, superbly acted and directed feature,
which, though employing fantasy, deals
with

a stark realty of our day, — the responsibility every individaul owes to civili-

zation's improvement. Strongly emotional,
screenplay uses Michael Redgrave, central
character, to symbolize cynics who hold
that war-making mankind is devoluting, and
that past generations were better than the
present.
Redgrave's role is that of a journalist
who saw the Nazis and Fascists forging
war machines while officials and people of
England and other democracies wallowed in
complacency and material contentment. His
warnings of the true situation are scorned
by his journalistic superiors, and his writings from the continent so censored and
warped that he resigns, writes a book
which fails to sell, and fails to draw
audiences in lecturing throughout England.
Bitter over ignorance of masses and their
blind, reactionary leadership, he insulates
himself from the world by taking post as
lighthouse tender on a Lake Michigan reef.
From log of a vessel wrecked there a
century before, he builds into a mental
picture

some of the listed victims, believing them better in character and social
condition than his own contemporaries.
Trials of these ghostly companions are
actually enacted. All have, like Redgrave,
run away from responsibility in foreign
lands. Film ends with his change of
viewpoint, and apparent determination to
end his isolation and shoulder duties to

mankind's present, past and future, — its
civilization and destiny.
CAST: Michael Redgrave, Barbara Mullen,
James Mason, Lilli Palmer, Finlay Currie, Frederick Valk, Sy bills Einder, Frederick Cooper,
Jean Shepeard, Barry Morse, George Carney,
A. E. Matthews.
CREDITS: Producer, John Boulting, for Charter
Films, Ltd.; Director, Roy Boulting; Author,
Robert Ardrey; Screenplay, Jeffrey Dell, Bernard
Miles; Cameraman, Mutz Greenbaum; Settings
May. Design, Duncan Sutherland; Music, Hans
and
DIRECTION,

Aces.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Expert.

"The Singing Sheriff"

with

Bob

Crosby,

Fay
McKenzie,
Knight

Universal

Fuzzy

63 Mins.

BOB CROSBY'S NAME SHOULD
PUT THIS ONE
OVER WITH
YOUNGER
ELEMENT

HELP
THE

"The Singing Sheriff" is a hybrid compounded of music and western melodramatics. The whole thing has been treated
with tongue in cheek even in the most
violent passages. There is little to attract a mature person to this film, which
was produced in commonplace manner by
Bernard W. Burton and directed at a fast
clip by Leslie Goodwins.
Bob Crosby is the top performer. He's
a tenderfoot singer who performs in western get-up. Through odd circumstances
he finds himself as sheriff of a tough
western
himself,

f|LmS|C^idSMng

Of DEW

town terrorized by a bunch of cutthroats. How he becomes a hero despite
cleaning
up
the
town,
is the

with

James

Dunn,

Wanda

McKay

Monogram
61 Mins.
MYSTERY COMEDY
MOVES AT FAST
PACE WITH
EMPHASIS ON
LAUGHS.
Those who have a soft spot in their
hearts for Irish shenanigans will especially
enjoy what goes on in this film. The picture, directed with zip by William Beaudine,
is a mystery comedy that places the emphasis on the comedy. Mad indeed is the
pace at times as James Dunn, a copper who
becomes a private dick, gets into a mixup
with his girl friend (Wanda McKay) and the
Dunn gets himself innocently involved
police.
in a murder. Thereafter he's kept mighty
busy trying to solve the crime, thereby
squaring himself.
Produced by Lindsley Parsons as best as
one could expect for a modest production,
the picture has plenty of spirited acting.
Dunn and Miss McKay are teamed well in
the leading roles.
CAST: James Dunn, Wanda McKay, Dick
Purcell. Jack La Rue, Arthur Loft, Vince Barnett,
Barbara Woodell, Joseph DeVillard, Olaf Hytten,
Ted Stanhope,
Eddie Allen, Dick Scott.
CREDITS: Producer, Lindsley Parsons; Director, William Beaudine; Screenplay, Tim
Ryan, Eddie Davis; Cameraman, Ira Morgan;
Film
Dick Currier; Musical Director,
Edward Editor,
Kay.
DIRECTION,

Okay.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Okay.

Local 52, MPSM, Again
Names Gerrity President
William J. Gerrity has been reelected president of Motion Picture
Studio Mechanics, Local 52, IATSE.
The new vice-president is William
Callahan. Retained in office were
James A. Delaney, general secretary-treasurer; Sal J. Scoppa, business manager; Herbert Mulligan,
sergeant-at-arms. Edward Muller
was elected recording secretary and
Eliha Sukoff chairman of the board
of trustees. Edward Gunn, Harold
Vivian, William Doran and Jack Dalton comprise the new executive board.
Scoppa's re-election marked his
21st year as an officer of the union.

Leiser at Morris Office

Is Showing Gains
(Continued from Page 1)

Frank Sinatra.
M-G-M
and FJ
also share the contract of Geo
Murphy and Laraine Day.
Paramount and 20th-Fox have c
tracts with William Bendix, who
also under contract to Hal Roa
Hunt Stromberg and 20th-Fox sh,
the
services
of Michaelhave
O'Shea,
M-G-M
and 20th-Fox
pacts wlw
Laurel and Hardy.
M-G-M and Paramount h;
agreements with Brian Donle
Universal has the chief call on i
bott and Costello, but the comedi;
also have commitments with M-G
John Wayne is under contract
Republic, but is allowed to m;
outside pictures at RKO.
Charles Coburn is contracted _
Columbia, but can make outside j:
tures if the Gower Street studio d
not pre-empt his services. Unc .
an agreement recently effected, ( :
burn will make "Czarina" and "C
onel Effingham's Raid," followi
completion of "A Woman's Pri
lege" at Columbia.
Paul Henried's services are shai
by RKO and Warner Bros, wl
Rosalind Russell has commitme.
with Columbia, Warner Bros, a,,
RKO. Irene Dunne has pacts w
M-G-M and Columbia.
Samuel
Goldwyn
and
20th-F
have
the call and
on RKO
Dana useAndre-*
while Goldwyn
the t
ents of Virginia Mayo.
M-G-M 1
a contract with Eddie "Rochester.
Anderson, but he is allowed to mall
one picture with Jack Benny, in sr
dition to his radio activities. M-G
and Charles R. Rogers have Jahl
tract.
Powell, the young singer, under cc1'
Monogram

and RKO

have agr<

ments
with Jane
while
and Columbia
are Storm,
dividing
the PIsi "
vices of Dave O'Brien.

THEATER DEALS

Henri Leiser, of the William Morris office,division
is moving
to that
concert
at 113
W. agency's
57th St.
=
Prior to this, Leiser, once a wellHemphis — Malco, Inc., has ex<
known agent in Paris, had been work- cised its option to purchase t
ing under the Morris banner in his
own offices at 101 Park Ave. His Princess Theater and store buildir
activities cover stage and screen.
Cleveland — Harry Lenetska h
taken over the Metropolitan and w
burden of the story. Fay McKenzie is on
operate it as a Negro theater.
hand
for romantic
purposes.
Crosby carries the singing load well.
Fuzzy Knight proves a big help with his
comedy.
CAST: Bob Crosby, Fay McKenzie, Fuzzy
Knight, Iris Adrian, Samuel S. Hinds, Edward
Norris, Andrew Tombes, Joe Sawyer, Walter
Sande, Doodles Weaver, Pat Starling, Louis Da
Pron, Spade
Cooley and orchestra.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Bernard W.
Burton; Director, Leslie Goodwins; Screenplay,
Henry Blanktort, Eugene Conrad; Based on story
by John Grey; Cameraman, Charles Van Enger;
Musical Director, Sam Freed, Jr.; Art Directors,
John B. Goodman, Abraham Grossman; Sound
Director, Bernard B. Brown; Set Decorators,
Russell A. Causman, Leigh Smith; Film Editor,
Edward Curtiss.
DIRECTION, Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.

Sumner, la. — Harry Pace of Poc.
hontas, has purchased the Sumn
Theater
and building from L.
Wells.
Sykesville, Pa. — Mid-State Th
aters has taken over operation
the Ideal.

Roscoe, Pa. — Anthony
Latell
who turned over the Roscoe Theat
to Lerich Theaters, Inc., when it a;
peared he would be called to se !
vice, has taken back the house.
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HURRICANE K. to THEATERBIZ
Studios Preparing Post-War
Dth-Fox Will Spend
everal Millions; Para.
iquires Adjacent Site
f,,2st Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

WASHINGTON

^ Hollywood — Twentieth Century|Kx, which during the past year acJLired a large tract of land adjoing its studio, has post-war plans to
' end several million dollars on new
ages and equipment but details
|nnot be revealed at present.
tM-G-M anticipated its needs by
gilding eight new stages before the
'!lr started and is not pressed for
*ace.
_ Warner Bros., with 22 stages at its
'^rbank plant, and eight at Vita[ aph and Warner Bros. Sunset Stu(Continued on Page 6)

Ijl.1

i/ould Block Adverse
rbitration Award
\yshington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Attendance at All-time Low Along Coast and 50
Miles Inland; Theater Damage Extensive, Casualty
List High; Fair Weather Promised for Late Today

Reeling 'Round--

DAILY

DAILY

H|Washington — An attempt through
iffle courts to block any arbitration
/ard which might adversely affect
*e St. Louis Amusement Co., will
made shortly, it was learned yes-

=

By ANDREW

H. OLDER =

WASHINGTON
I UST about the busiest man in Washing"' ton today is a mild-looking rather pudgy
gent. Industry toppers know him
from the days he worked closely with
Thurman Arnold, and now of course, they're
going to get to know Wendell Berge a
whole lot better. .. .Not only is Berge
cold-steel on anti-trust matters — domestic
and foreign — but, too, he has working with
him a staff which is every bit as energetic as he. In fact, nearly any of them
appear to have quaffed of the same cup as
Berge, Arnold and Judge — better known as
Senator — Homer Bone.... With the European war coming to an end and military
production requirements expected to drop
off, the curbs the Army has put on this
group will be relaxed. Trade papers in all
fields have been watching the Department
of Justice's anti-trust division for some time.
A year from now, Berge and company will
be perhaps the most discussed Federal oftry.
ficials in the business papers of the coun-

•

•

Cleveland — A meeting of the PRC
iijanchise owners' committee will be
Id in Chicago tomorrow and Suny, it was announced yesterday by

/"NNE of those subordinates who takes
^■"^ his job just as seriously as Berge is
Bob Wright, pix specialist. Berge feels
strongly that there must be a decentralization of control in the pix industry — just as
he feels the same thing about many other
industries. Wright is the man with all
the facts and figures on pix — and he feels
as strongly as Berge. .. .Attorney-General
Biddle was pretty much of a pushover for
these two, it is whispered, despite the fact
that Tom Clark was favorable toward a

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 6)

franchise Owners of PRC
\\ Week-end Chicago Meet

Hear "The Outlaw"
May Be I/A Release
United Artists is reported to be
considering the acquisition of Howard Hughes' "The Outlaw" for distribution. Hughes currently is entering into a partnership producing
arrangement with Preston Sturges,
which may result in a UA releasing
deal, for a group of pictures including "The Outlaw," according to
some observers.

Building Programs

Film theater business along the Atlantic Coast from Maryland
to Massachusetts dropped to what was an all-time low as the
shore area and a belt of about 50 miles inland was lashed by a

Metro Tabloid Pad
In Use in 2 Spots

mighty hurricane, with a gale attaining a100-mile velocity. In New
York City, reports received at press
time early this morning indicated
that the storm had taken a huge
property toll and that the casualty
list would be high.
In Atlantic City, which was one
Chicago — M-G-M's new stream- of the spots hardest hit, the famous
lined sales contract, which is under- Steel Pier was reported ripped in
stood to be less than half the size
(Continued on Page 3)
of the one now in use, is reported in
the various exchanges ready for use
when Leo's salesmen begin selling
the company's ninth block.
Although
"Mrs. inParkington"
has
been
tradeshown
New York and
Los Angeles, it will not be screened
for exhibitors in other parts of the
country until Sept. 25. Then there
The Albany Regional War Labor
(Continued on Page 6)
Board has okayed the first of the
applications filed by IATSE frontChas. A. Buckley Dies;
office exchange locals seeking approval of a system of job classifications
Requiem Mass Tomorrow
with minimum and maximum wage
(Continued on Page 6)
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Rosary for Charles A.
Buckley, 53, vice-president and gen- Industry Group To Help
eral counsel of Fox West Coast theDraft State Bldg. Code
aters, and executive aide to President Charles P. Skouras, who died
First of a series of important conWednesday of a heart attack, will
ferences which five members of the
be recited at White and Callahan's
will onhold
Funeral Parlor, Los Angeles, at 8 film industry
(Continued
Pagewith
6) Indusp.m., today; requiem mass at St.
Basil's Church at 9 a.m. tomorrow.
Fox West Coast home office will
(Continued on Page 2)
Whitney Bolted Train

ITOA Favors Equity Suit Trial
Would Clarify the Disputed Issues — Brandt
The ITOA is in favor of the GovHenry Reeve Resigns
ernment's prosecution of the New
6th Loan Drive Post
York equity suit so that a decision,
Henry Reeve, head of Texas
ater Owners, Inc., who had
named to serve as one of the
regional chairmen for the Sixth
Loan, has resigned from the
(Continued on Page 6)

one way or the other, may be rendered on the various issues involved,
Thebeen terday.
Harry Brandt, president, said yesnine
Brandt said that his organization
War
com- "wants no part of" the New York
(Continued on Page 6)

SLRB Okays Pay
Rises in Exchanges

In Escape From Nazis
Reuter's reported yesterday from
Mediterranean Allied Headquarters
that Col. John Hay "Jock" Whitney,
who was captured by the Germans
Aug. 21, has just returned to his
headquarters after escaping from a
moving train. Another American
Colonel escaped with him. Train in
which they were being sent to Germany took 1 1 days to travel 100
miles, four different locomotives being destroyed by Allied airmen in
strafing attacks.
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Deon De Titta Celebrates
Deon De Titta, veteran chief projectionist of20th Century-Fox, celebrates two anniversaries today. The
day marks the 28th year with the
company and his 32nd wedding anniversary. The De Tittas have three
sons in the armed forces.

FILM DUBBING
SCRIPT ADAPTATION
GHOST VOICE
SPANISH-PORTUCUESE-FRENCH
Spanish Sound

Studios

41 E. 42nd St.. N. Y. 17 . MU 2-5358

Universal tendered a luncheon yesterday at Hampshire House for Peggy Ryan, star of "The Merry Monahans" and the forthcoming "On Stage
Everybody," at which the film actress met the trade press and Lou
Goldberg who will be associate producer of the latter picture.
Among those present were Maurice Bergman, Don Rich, Chester B.
Bahn, Al Picoult, Marion Orford,
James Jerauld, Al Horwits, Hank
Linet. Bob Wile, Terry Ramsaye,
Marie Slate, Jerrv Halprin, Charles
Simonelli, Bob Ungerfeld, E. J.
Eustace, Miriam Quirk, Richard
May. Mel Konnecoff, Frank Leyendecker, Mike Wear, Walter Barber,
Sherwin Kane, Mrs. Hazel Ryan,
Charles Moss, Tom Kennedy, Morris
Alin, Andy Sharick and Wanda Ellis.

Briskin, Col. End Pact
By Mutual Consent
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Contract between Columbia and Samuel J. Briskin has
been terminated by mutual consent
effective immediately. Briskin recently retired from the Army and
reported back to Columbia on July
10 to resume a six-year contract as
a producer.
At the time he entered the armed
forces, Briskin was vice-president
and executive producer of Columbia
and with the exception of years 1930
and 1931, when he was executive
producer at the RKO studio, he has
3s
been with
Columbia since 1920. It
has not been determined whether he
will remain to complete production
of the pictures on which he had already begun preparation.

WE's Paris Office
Escaped Nazi Wrath
Cable received by Fred Hotchkiss,
manager of Western Electric Co.
( France 1 at main office here, declares "Paris office in excellent condition ready to resume activity as
soon as new equipments available,"
and adds that little damage to installations, was caused in ousting of
the Nazis. The cable was sent by
Edward C. Buddy, director of the
Newsreel Pool, who is now in Paris,
where

he resided for several year's

prior there.
to the war as Paramount
head

News'

$30,000 Gross Rewards
"Wilson" Atlanta Bow
Atlanta — Southern premiere of
20th-Fox's "Wilson" at the Paramount theater here Wednesday
night rolled up a ?30,000 gross and
gave the city its biggest opening
since the world premiere of GWTW.
There was nary an Annie Oakley for
the bow, the house being scaled at
$5-$10-$15, with the proceeds going
to the Tallulah Falls School for
Mountain Children.
Hollywood contingent here for the
opening included Alexander Knox,
Carmen Miranda, Dana Andrews,
Lynn Bari, Roddy McDowall, Trudy
Marshall, George Jessel and Lamar
Trotti.
Ballyhoo campaign was engineered
by the publicity department of the
Lucas & Jenkins organization, in
which Earl Wingart, Leonard Allen,
James Gillespie and Spence Pierce
of 20th-Fox co-operated, acting for
Hal Home, director of 20th's advertising-exploitation and publicity.

Leserman Loans Berg
For Sixth Loan Drive

COmiM and GOIflG
DARRYL

F. ZANUCK

night.
GRAD
SEARS,
CARL LEStRMAN

left for the Coast

left yesterday
for the
is due to leave today.

Co

LEO CATCHER, publicity director for V
guard Films, left yesterday for Chicago to m
Jennifer Jones and Joseph Cotten and
then depart for Hollywood.
H. A. COLE
leaves tomorrow
las.COL.
W. C. GEHRINC,
Western
sales manager
20th
Century-Fox,
who
left
New
York
weeks
ago for sales conferences
in the
changes
under
his supervision,
returns
to
home office desk this morning.
LOUIS BRAGER, of home office real est1
business
trip. off to Pittsburgh for a 10- i
department,
J. D. TROP,
duce a feature,
weeks. but will
York,

who
is making
plans to f
leaves the Coast today for r- !
return
to Hollywood

HERMA.N
CLUCKMAN,
permanent
volunt
on
the
WAC
executive
staff,
doubling
treasurer and handling
distribution
affairs,
returned
to
New
York
after
a rwo-mo
sojourn in Hollywood.
DOROTHY LAMOUR is at the Waldorf-Ash ,
from the Coast.
BOB O'DONNELL, JOHN FRIEDL, DICK KE
NEDY and RAY BEALL, heads of the Fifth \
Loan
national
committee
who
have been
h '
for conferences with the executive staff of ij
forthcoming Sixth War Loan Drive, leave to.
for home.
A. W. SMITH, JR., Eastern 20th-Fox
manager, was in Washington yesterday.

s;

Chas. A. Buckley Dies;
Requiem Mass Tomorrow
(Continued from Page 1)

be closed today out of respect to ri;
memory.
Body will be sent to Bucl
ley's birthplace, Spring Valley,
Y., for burial.
Buckley was graduated from Ho
Cross College, Worcester, Mass., ar|f,
Fordham College, New York, a:
was a member of the New York 1; \t
firm of Chadbourne, Stanchfield

Levy for eight years before comii
to the Coast in 1926 to join FHerb Berg, veteran industry paper West Coast. He is survived by
sister, Catherine, of New York Cit
reporter and now United Artists in- a son, who is in the Navy and
Mrs. Leo Spitz, arriving in New
dustry press contact, will function
York on Monday from Hollywood, as the news disseminating source for daughter.
Active pallbearers at the funei
has accepted the chairmanship of the the 6th War Loan, working in asso- services
will be George
Toppe
ciation with publicity and advertising George Bowser, O. A. Collins, Irvii
Women's Group for the eleventh
director
John
Hertz,
Jr.
anniversary of the "Night Of Stars,"
Epseen, W. H. Loller and John
it was announced by Sylvan Gotshal,
Berg, loaned by Carl Leserman, Bertero.
this
year's chairman of the huge UA executive, will make his headentertainment.
quarters at WAC shortly.
Honorary chairmen are Mrs. Eddie Cantor, Mrs. H. A. Guinzburg, "Seed" Beats "Harvest"
Mrs. Ted Lewis, Mrs. Louis B.
Mayer, Mrs. Spyros P. Skouras, Mrs. At Hall by $75,000
Roger W. Strauss, Mrs. Joseph
M-G-M's "Dragon Seed" wound up
Stroock, and Sophie Tucker.
an eight-week engagement at the
Music Hall with a total gross apSeptember 15
Kestenbaum to Join
Robert T. Kane
Jean Renoir
proximately $75,000 better than
Tom Conway
Charles Cohen
Columbia on Monday
"Random Harvest," which held the
Alfred N. Coldsmirh
Jack
Sogg
eight-week record for the company.
Louis Cassnier
J. E. Farrow
Pete Lewis
Penny Singleton
Samuel S. Kestenbaum will join Almost 1,250,000 persons saw the
George
Brown
Columbia Pictures exploitation de- film while it played the largest theSeptember
16
ater in the world.
partment under Harry McWilliams
Sir Alexander Korda
Jackie Cooper
on Monday, it was announced today
Harry M. Kalmine
Earl Carroll
LO
In
Maiden
Bow
Today
Neely
Edwards
Wally
Coldwell
by Frank P. Rosenberg, director of
Sam Spewack
E. (Whitey)
Lange
advertising and publicity.
The maiden issue of LO, new pubSeptember 17Al Kingston
Kestenbaum resigned recently as
Lewis
Milestone
lication for employes of Loew's and
Esther Ralston
Helen Vinson
PRC's exploitation manager, and M-G-M, will make its appearance
Ed
Paramore,
Jr.
Edward Ruff
was previously associated with Grand today. It will consist of 20 pages
Monty Schaff
Roddy
McDowall
National, Republic, and Monogram in two colors. Mike L. Simons, ediTwinkle Watts
Dolores
Costello
Barrymore
in advertising, publicity, and promotor of M-G-M's Distributor, is mantional capacities.
aging editor.

Mrs. Leo Spitz Heads
"Night of Stars" Group

SEND BIRTHDA1
GREETINGS TO...
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Reeling 'Round - -

WASHINGTON

ss
ine.'s
The
ricraneBusK.O
Hurate

(Continued from Page 1)
!|i-rher attempt
by the
Government
to
tie with the companies for something far
}'So
)rt of
far divorcement.
since the Government

moved

for

"modified"
New
York consent
decree
'ere
hasn't
been
a whisper
here
ify attempt on the part of either Gov^ient or industry to talk the whole thing
, sr and reach a compromise.
The Depart?nt of Justice says flatly that the next
t te is up to the industry, and industry
fjpers appear to be convinced that they
. ght as well step in and fight the whole
•i ng.
They don't think they can satisfy
rge and Wright without giving them much
[jjire than the industry is convinced it can
■!fely offer . . . Indeed, there is a feeling
re the Government is determined upon a
III licy of divorcement.

•

•

.RANK McNAMEE, who has been serving
as WMC
director in the Philadelphia
;a, is here now as assistant to Paul McJtt. He is expected to be in Washington
(': ly briefly, however,
returning
to Philaylphia in a few weeks.
A former exhii or himself, McNamee has proved himself
* real friend of the industry in his aid
^.ward the solution of the difficult manner problem in the Ph illy area.

—

wo Old N. O. Complaints
yithdrawn From Hearing
Two arbitration complaints filed
February, 1942, by Don George in
Njie New Orleans tribunal were withy-awn this week. They involved the
I on Theater, Alexandria, La., and
lie Glenwood Theater, Shreveport.
iPhe five consenting companies were
J!?fendants.
fll

dedicate

Recreation Center

ti Alfred W. Schwalberg and Albert
'.'. Senft, honorary
president
and
resident
of Cinema
Lodge
B'nai
: 'rith, will speak
tonight
at the
judication of the recreation center
I irnished and sponsored by the organization for the enlisted men and
Seers of the 1240th SCSU Military
police Detachment.
Lt. Col. John A.
x-Nulty,
Provost
Marshal
of the
ity of New York and commanding
|ficer of the 1240th, will accept the
dication plaque for his command.

JJEDDinG BELLS

(Continued from Page 1)
^_

half. Extent of damage
~Zf€t'<

News ©' the Day
•

•

•

t I

THE PERSONAL

TOUCH:

Send Congrats, to James Colli-

gan, Michael Todd's comptroller, now upped to the post of general
manager
Spot has been left vacant, for reasons
of sentiment,
since the death a year ago of Joe Glick
Bill Laffan takes over
the Todd comptrollership. . . • Paul L. Pease, Walt Disney's assistant treasurer and controller, has been elected to membership in
the Controllers Institute of America. . . • Miss America- 1944 will be
guest of honor at a cocktail party and reception at the Waldorf-Astoria
this afternoon, hosted by Lux and Tussy. . . • Didja know that Bessie
Love (remember?) these days is running a small entertainment group
giving shows
in American
service hospitals in Great Britain? . . .
• Charlie Bamet
celebrates his 10th anniversary
as a maestro
on
Oct. 5
Following
his current Strand engagement,
Charlie starts
an extended theater tour which will terminate in Hollywood for more
pix work. . . • Betty McCaffrey, UA office manager of the Philadelphia branch, has just rounded out 25 years of service with United Artists. . . • Pals and associates of Gene McEvoy, booking aide to
Andy W. Smith, Jr., at 20th-Fox, tendered him a bachelor party at the
St. Moritz last night • Helen Mentlik, widow of Capt. Mentlik, has
connected with Station WOV as assistant to Ralph Weil, general manager

T
T
T
• •
• POSTSCRIPTS:
It was bound
to happen
meaning
accidental omissions from those rosters of the SOFIE which Phil M.
has been serializing
F'r instance, from the inimitable Si Seadler
of Metro comes this memo
"Just because I'm such a peaceful
guy don't overlook the fact that Shephen E. Seadler, the heir to all
my adjectives, is fighting the war with the Field Artillery at Fort
Sill, Okla.". . • Then, too, there appears to have been omissions in
that FILM DAILY story the other morn on the flow of Hollyiuood
talent East
▼
T
T
@ • • TELLING ABOUT TELE: CBS has signed Dr. Donald Horton
of Yale
Audience

as

research
Research

Psychologist
And
Dr.

to head
Sigmund

up the
Spaeth

net's Television
has
joined
the

staff of the Television Workshop as musical consultant
"The Boys
from Boise," hailed as tele's first full-length musical comedy, will be
telecast from Station WABD here from 8 to 10 p.m. on the 28th, Esquire Mag. sponsoring
and Charlie W. Storm Co. producing
There'll

be a cast of 50, topped by Dolores Wilson and Don Saxon
Al Hirshfield, New York Times Artist, will sketch Maj. Edward
Bowes, Jessica Dragonette, Allan Jones and Arthur Godfrey as they

perform
tonight

as guests

•

•

in a special

video

T
•

CUFF

NOTES:

program

T

at Columbia's

▼

While George Hirliman, president of

Chicago — Lt. Allan iU. Finke, son
E H. D. Finke of the Ticket Regisir Co., was married recently to
oan Smolka.

Harmon of radio has "picture" money behind it— from another company. . .Sylvia Sidney, off the screen for three of four~years, returns opposite James Cagney in "Blood on the Moon"
Lillian Gish has
been signed to a Paramount termer, calling for 10 pix in five years
Dudley Nichols will make
Cain's novel, "Serenade"

▼

• •
•
"MORE
SCOTCH
the New York Times yesterday
are there before Christmas?
T
d
•
• AVENGE PEARL

another

in

Mexico;

it's James

M.

TV

DUE,

Shipment
Resumed,"
clarioned
Let's see, how many shopping days

T
T
HARBOR!

Instances of power failure were
innumerable on Long Island across
which the hurricane swept to reach
Connecticut. Many towns were without power from 7:30 p.m. on as lines
were blown down and hopelessly
tangled in debris.
Damage to marquees and fronts
was reported extensive and some
managers last night expressed concern over the possibility of speedy
repairs and replacements due to the
wartime pinch.
Anxiety Over Film Deliveries
With bridges washed out and roads
impassable in many parts of the
hurricane belt, there was anxiety
regarding film deliveries for the
week-end Exchange managers, however, found a degree of consolation
in Weather Bureau reports that fair
weather might be expected late today with the week-end expected to
be pleasant.
Home offices in New York sent
their employes home early yesterday, especially commuters, because
of the hurricane warning. By 5:30
the home offices were almost deserted, some closing as early as 4:30.
Governor Leverett Saltonstall of
Massachusetts in a special proclamation last night urged the closing
of all theaters in the state in view
of the approaching hurricane.

STORK REPORTS

WCBW

Film Classics, will produce "I Ain't Talking" on Broadway this
season, it is reported that the show by Jackson Beck and David
Newark, N. J. — Marion L. Roberts,
ssistant personnel director of the
:3rth Jersey office of Warners, will
lisign about the middle of October
p become the bride of Oliver Brant,
lemical engineer, of New York
ity. The couple will make their
ome in Summit, N. J. Catherine E.
/ondracek, of the Warner staff, will
acceed Miss Roberts.

to the Pier

theaters was not immediately available, but it was estimated that the
Atlantic City storm damage would
exceed $4,000,000 with the list of
injured placed at 50.
Many Theaters Closed
Scores of theaters in the wide
hurricane-swept territory closed late
yesterday afternoon and early in
the evening or made no attempt to
open. Others which did operate
found mumthemselves
playing to miniaudiences.

Harry C. Arthur, Jr., president of
F & M and the St. Louis Amusement
Co., became a grandfather Wednesday with the birth of a boy to his
son, Lt. Tom and Nancy Arthur, in
Evanston, 111.
Chicago — Doc Bamford, M-G-M
exchange manager, became a grandfather for the second time with the
birth of a girl to his daughter, Mrs.
Wayne Brown, of Minneapolis.
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — Michele Morgan,
French-born film actress, wife of
William Marshall, film actor, gave
birth to a boy on Tuesday. The baby
will be named Michael William Marshall.
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The biggest figure in musicals

also has "GREENWICH
CENTURY-FOX

VILU *
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DA DARNELL-JACK OAKIE - LYNN BARI
yn • John Campbell • Roy Benson • Dickie Moore
^HIE MAYO
by Richard English

•

Produced by WILLIAM

LE BARON

• Original Story by Richard English and Edward Haldeman

traducing These Hit Songs: "I'm Making Believe" • "Ten Days With Baby" • "Chug, Chug,
hoo-Choo, Chug"- "Hey Bub! Let's Have A Ball" by Mack Gordon and James Monaco
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tfi Vivian Blaine, J WThe Cherry Blonde, in the Technicolor spotlight!
THEY DON'T STOP FIGHTING!
SELLING WAR

BONDS

KEEP

FOR VICTORY!*
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Would Block Adverse
Arbitration Award
(Continued from Page 1)
terday by The Film Daily. Although it is not believed to be an
argument for an injunction, a brief
to accomplish this end is now being
prepared at the ofHce of Russell
Hardy, Washington attorney representing the St. Louis company, for
submission to the court within the
next few days.
Hardy will not discuss the move
in detail, saying merely that he "may
have
something
talkthat
about"
early
next week.
He tosaid
the court
action will probably be in New York
rather than in St. Louis.
St. Louis Amusement Co. has declared its intention to challenge the
legality of arbitration proceedings
under the consent decree, holding
that the decisions of a private tribunal such as the American Arbitration Association have no legal standing and are not binding regardless
of how distributors may have obligated themselves. Exhibitors are
not bound to accept the consequences
of these decisions if it means breaking exhibitor-distributor contracts,
the company holds.

Set Rose can Arbitration
Hearing for Sept. 28
St. Louis — Clearance complaint
filed by Adolph Rosecan, operator of
the Princess Theater, against the
five N. Y. decree signers and naming several Fanchon & Marco houses
as interested parties, will be heard
before Arbiter Harry G. Erbs on
Sept. 28. This is the case in which
several F & M subsidiaries sought
to file a motion to dismiss on the
ground that the entire arbitration
system is unconstitutional in its application to third parties who were
not parties to the original Southern
District of New York District Court
proceedings.
Harry C. Arthur, Jr., F & M general manager, and Russell Hardy,
formerly of the Department of Justice, counsel for the theater companies, have indicated that if necessary proceedings will be instituted
in the U. S. courts to protect their
motion picture contracts and theater
properties from any adverse action
of the AAA tribunal.
Fred Wehrenberg has intervened
on behalf of two of his houses, the
Cinderella and Melba, and Ansell
Bros, has intervened on behalf of
the Ritz and Empress.
Dates of two other clearance disputes have been set. Complaint of
Sol and Irvin Goldfarb, of the Ritz,
East Alton, 111., will be heard Oct.
3 and the proceedings brought by
A. D. Magarian, of the Gaiety, East
St. Louis, will be heard Oct. 4.

REV
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E ill S » U 1 0 THE COLORS!

"Boss of Rawhide"
with Dave O'Brien, Jim Newill, Guy Wilkerson
PRC
57 Mins.
RUN -OF-THE- MINE WESTERN BIDS
PRIMARILY FOR ATTENTION
OF THE
YOUNGSTERS.
Here

is a western

that is right in the

groove — and we don't mean in a jive
sense. Again we have the good old story
of the gang that specializes in seizing
range land after bumping off the owners.
The

film marches along with little imagination but considerable action under the

direction of Elmer Clifton. It is entertainment geared strictly to the tastes of the
young fans. The picture boosts its stock
a notch by the inclusion of a couple of
song numbers.
The gang in "Boss of Rawhide" is broken
up by a trio of Texas Rangers, played by
Dave O'Brien, Jim Newill and Guy Wilkerson with vigor. The tough part of the job
is unmasking the head of the outfit.
Producer Alfred Stern didn't give too
much attention to production details.
CAST: Dave O'Brien, Jim Newill, Guy Wilkerson, Nell O'Day, Edward Cassidy, Jack Ingram,
Billy Bletcher, Charles King, Jr., George Chesebro, Robert Hill, Dan White, Lucille Vance.
CREDITS: Producer, Alfred Stern; Director,
Elmer Clifton; Screenplay, Elmer Clifton; Cameraman, Robert Cline; Set Decorator, Harry
Reif; Sound, Lyle E. Willey; Musical Director,
Lee Zahler;
Film Editor, Charles Henkel, Jr.
DIRECTION,
Fair.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Industry Group To Help
Draft State Bldg. Code
(Continued from Page 1)
trial Commissioner Edward Corsi,
head of the New York State Labor
Dept., to aid the latter in rewriting
the State Standard Building Code for
theaters and other places of public
assembly, which dates back to 1925,
takes place here today in the State
Office Building.
The film industry group will serve
as an advisoi'y committee component. They are Richard S. Hayes,
Yonkers, IA of Theater, State and
Motion Picture Operators; Louis
Lazar, Schine Chain Theaters, Inc.,
Gloversville; Harry Moskowitz,
Loew Circuit, Inc., New York; Henry
Anderson, Paramount Pictures, Inc.,
New York; and Martin J. Tracey,
Century Circuit, Inc., New York.
For many months, a new State
Building Code has been in prospect,
aimed at thorough overhauling of
the present one which is held to be
obsolete. Findings and recommendations of the five-man filmland
group are expected to set a pattern
which will not only advance the
cause of safety, but offer a barometer of post-war theater construction and remodeling.

Henry Reeve Resigns
6th Loan Drive Post

*
ROBERT

DECORATED

*

HEALY, USMC, formerly Woods Theater, Chicago, awarded
the Purple
Heart.

— * —
* COMMISSIONED

*

JOSEPH STANCHER, USA, formerly assistant
manager, Town Theater, Chicago, commissioned a2nd lieutenant.

Post-War Building
Programs of Studios

ITOA in Favor of
Equity(Continued
Suit fromTrial
Page 1)
consent decree as it stands or
would be under the proposed m
cations. Prosecution of the sui
indicated, would clarify the disr
issues and allow the industry/!
along on a charted course.
\\\

SLRB Okays Pay
Rises in Exchanges
(Continued

from Page 1)

scales, it was learned here yeJ
day.
dios, also is not in need of new
The board authorized
estabi
stage space.
ment of minimums and maxim
Samuel Goldwyn studio has made in 18 job classifications for thei
a $500,000 appropriation, which will change office help.
The minim
cover cost of erecting two new sound and maximums run from $23 to
stages, offices and purchasing sound per week for file clerks and ty:
and lighting equipment.
to $65 to $85 a week for head b
Universal has in view important ers in the larger centers and a|
post-war buildings, details of which under that elsewhere.
Those 1
cannot be disclosed at present.
ready getting the minimum spec j
Columbia's plans are understood to or who do not stand to get a full
be contingent on a pending real es- per cent increase in being advaii
tate deal, which will not be announc- to the minimum will be entitled
ed until fully consummated.
a fiat 10 per cent boost.
A1U
1943.
are retroactive to Dec
Paramount is in need of office space creases
and has acquired property adjoining
Involved are employes at the P :
the studio, but studio representatives
state the company has not completed mount, Warner Bros., RKO Re
20th-Fox, Loew's, Columbia, 1
any post-war plans.
versal and United Artists exchans
General Service's Studios' future
plans call for the erection of a sound
stage and a projected television Franchise Owners of PR
stage.
RKO representatives declare the In Week-end Chicago M<
studio has no post-war plans at
(Continued from Page 1)
present.
Nat Lefton, franchise owner H
Eepublic has announced a $2,000,- and chairman of the committee. 1
000 appropriation, which will pro- lowing the meeting, Lefton will
vide for the erection of a string of
to the Coast to confer with L
sound stages and new offices.
Fromkess, president, and Leo J.
Monogram's appropriation of $1,- Carthy, general sales manager.
000,000 calls for construction of two
The Chicago meeting will be
new stages, dressing rooms, a stu- tended by George Gill, Washingt
dio commissary and new scene dock. Henri Elman,
Chicago;
Ike K
PRC will spend $300,000 on a new Atlanta, and William Flemion,
administration
building, a writers' troit. Gill and Flemion will accc
building
and a commissary.
pany Lefton to the Coast.
Lefton said the purpose of
Metro Tabloid Contract
Chicago session was to discuss p
lie trends in entertainment in re
In Use in Two Spots
tion to future product.
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued

from Page 1)

is the return engagement of "NaughI ty Marietta," which is slated for
i tradeshowings
Sept. 28.
However, the contract is reported
to specifically state that exhibitors
are not obliged to buy "Waterloo
Bridge" and "Naughty Marietta,'
which are listed as return engagements.

Hence, the new sales pact is probably now in use in New York and
Los Angeles, and will be put into
effect in other parts of the country
(Continued from Page 1)
on Sept. 25, since the company is
mittee.
A successor will be appoint- not obliged to tradescreen the two
Wilson Print to Quebec
ed by Harry Brandt, national chair- return engagements. The principal
man, within the next few days. It reason for the screenings, it is
A print of 20th-Fox's "Wilson" is
understood to have been sent to Que- is probable that Dan McFarland of stated, is so that exhibitors can see
bec for screening at the Roosevelt- the A. H. Blank organization will be for themselves the potential value
Churchill conference.
named to succeed Reeve.
of the films before booking them.

FEflimE TOUCf
ESTELLE
CALECMAN,
assistant,
Lyric,
Haven.
ROSE FINK, cashier, RKO New Haven.
MARION ROSEMAN, assistant cashier, RKO,
Haven.
MRS.

RUBY
lotte.

MRS. lotte.
SARA

THOMAS,

manager,

Imperial, C

ALDRED,

manager,

Imperial,

C!

MRS.

DOROTHY
RAMSEY,
manager,
Dilwo
Charlotte.
HELEN
CROSSMUN,
manager,
Ideal, Sykesv
Pa.
RUTH
NATEJKA, cashier, Brandeis, Omaha.
DORIS

vision

CURRAN,
office,

secretary,
Omaha.

RKO-Singer

■

I

Thank

YOU

Paramount takes this opportunity
to express its sincere gratitude to each of the
thousands of exhibitors who cooperated
so splendidly to make Paramount Week,
September 3rd to 9th, the greatest week
in all the great history of

Paramount
Chas. M. Reagan
Vice-President in Charge of Distribution

M. P. Production Dist.
38 W. 44th St. 21st floor
New York
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OF BROADWAY!

He's the Mainstay of Every Main Stem!

YOU'VE

GOT TO BE GOOD

TO BE

A LEADER

FOR

TWENTY

YEARS
Keep Selling 1

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Twenty-Six
Years
Old

ntixnate in Character
nternational in Scope
adependent in Thought

21
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TEN CENTS

fHEATERS IN QUICK HURRICANE RECOVERY
Allied May
ouse Checking Acceptnce Seen; Confine Argutents to Amount of P.C.

Drop Theater Checking Protests
LEROY TO WARNERS VIA ARROWHEAD
Long-Term

Deal Calls for Group of Pix Which

LeRoy Will Direct
That Allied may veer toward exbitor acceptance of house-checking
id confine its exhibitor-distributor West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
guments to the amount of perHollywood — Negotiation of a longntage was indicated at the week- term deal between Warners and the
d. While a definite association pol- newly organized Arrowhead Producf on the matter has not been adopttions, Inc., head, it was reported that Allied leaded by Mervin Le- a— a^—
i inimn
s see no alternative for checking Roy as board
ceipts by the distributors or their chairman, was
cencies. Therefore, further pro- announced at the
mts over checking may be discard- week-end by Jack
(Continued on Page 4)
L. Warner, WB
production chief.
Involved in the
deal will be a
group of films to
be directed by
LeRoy. The films
will be shot on
the WB lot and
ashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
released by the
Washington — The WPB clearance company.
mmittee, through which all orders
The WarnerMERVIN
LeROY
id revisions pass before being Arrowhead
deal
?ned by the general counsel was
ported to have approved on Friday renews an association between Mere revision of raw stock order L8 which does away with the "honor
stem" for film usage by producers.
lie new plan calls for issuance by
jPB of specific authorization each
(Continued on Page 6)

ay WPB Okays Raw
lock Checking Plan

Navy Will Use 300
Features This Year

ourt Slashes Counsel
ees in FT Bankruptcy

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Theaters in the East Coast
hurricane route over the weekend were shaking off effects of
vyn LeRoy and Warners after an

on Burbank

"Lot"

absence of six years during which
LeRoy functioned at Metro-GoldwynMayer in the dual capacity of producer and director. Before Arrowhead starts its productions at Warners, LeRoy will complete direction
of "The Robe" for Frank Ross.
In his announcement Warner said:
"I am pleased that the Arrowhead
deal will renew our association with
LeRoy. He had always seen eye to
eye with us on the responsibilities
of the screen since the days when he

hei
Little to Fear
ing."
From Television

DAILY

Havana, Cuba (By Cable) — Ramos
Cobian, well-known exhibitor of
Puerto Rico, has leased the Smith
Circuit of Cuba for five years, Cobian also has leased the Manuel
Ramon Ferenandez Circuit in Camaguey. Peter Calli is to be treasurer
of the combined circuits.

License Rural Projectionists?
Would

Bar Under-Age

the torrential rains, and high velocity
winds of Thursday night's storm and
normal operation was the general
rule early today. Film deliveries
were not badly hit due to effective
efforts on the part of film carrier
personnel.
While property damage generally
was high, theaters were not too
(Continued on Page 6)

Law Study Precedes
Building (ode Draft

directed
'Little Caesar.'
In confirming
the deal" LeRoy asserted: "It is good to feel that I
can have a hand in combining good
Preparatory to the writing of a
citizenship with good picture mak- new building code for New York
State, the Advisory Committee for
The first of the productions will Places of Public Assembly will study
be announced soon.
all laws, bills and proposals dealing
(Continued on Page 7)

Detroit — The motion picture indusWashington — Circulating 21 prints
try has little to fear from the prosof 300 movie programs to play to
pective advent of television is the
three
million
people
scattered
over
view
of David M. Idzal, managing
Federal Judge John C. Knox on
196,950,000 square miles is a bit of director of the Fox Theater, who
-iday awarded Robert Aronstein,
torney for the First National Bank a job. In fact, it's not surprising has made a close study of the subject. Idzal's expression of views,
Atlanta, one of the largest credi- that some of these prints are out as
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 7)
ts in the Fox Theaters Corp. bank(Continued on Page 7)

Cobian Leases Smith,
Ferenandez Circuits

Normal Operation General
Rule Today; House Damage
Not Heavy; Few Miss-outs

Booth Operators

The New York State Department
Urge 'Reasonable' Safety- of Labor may advocate legislation
Legislation for Mass.
that would require projectionists in
rural areas to be licensed in order
Springfield, Mass. — Representa- to keep under-age operators out of
tives of theater interests present at the booths.
It was pointed out at the building
the public hearing of the Legislative Safety Committee, scored con- code meeting yesterday that one the(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 4)

Goodman Appoints Neal
Republic P. R. Manager
Appointment of Jack R. Neal as
manager
of Republic's branch
in
Puerto Rico was disclosed by Morris
Goodman,
the company's
foreign
(Continued on Page 6)

Industry Dimes Drive
Lauded by Roosevelt
Deeply impressed with results of
the industry's 1944 March of Dimes
drive, President Roosevelt, pausing in
his war problems before leaving for
Quebec, wrote Nicholas M. Schenck,
national campaign chairman, that "no
words from me are needed to tell you
that you have done a truly magnificent job" and expressed his "sincere personal congratulations and appreciation for a success beyond all
expectations." (Facsimile of the
White House industry tribute appears
on Page 7 today).
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Polio Epidemic in N. H.
Reported on the Wane
Concord, N. H. — Although new infantile paralysis cases have been reported here and in Claremont, spread
of the disease seems to have abated
in most other New Hampshire communities. Lebanon's ban on children
under 16 attending movies is lifted
as of today when schools also open.
School openings were delayed in
Laconia, where the superintendent
of schools warned that youngsters
should not go to movies or congregate in large groups, as no benefits
would be gained by keeping the
schools closed.
Springfield, Mass. — Despite cooler
weather, there are no indications
that the polio outbreak has begun
to level off. Twelve cases were reported in the past week, eight since
the opening of schools. Area total
stands at 133 cases, with two deaths.

Du Mont's WABD Opens
New Live Talent Studio

(Sept. 15)
NEW

Henry Reeve will serve as regional
chairman for the Sixth War Loan in
Texas but will not operate out of
New York City as had originally
been planned. Report that he had
resigned as one of the nine chairman
was erroneous, according to Harry
Brandt, national chairman. Reeve is
head of Texas Theater Owners, Inc.

Net
Chg.

Du Mont television station WABD
+ Vi yesterday opened its new live talent
studio, marking the first telecasting
+
i/8 station to be equipped for multiplestudio operation. New space makes
it possible for WABD to program
continuous live talent shows and
+
1/4 larger productions without resorting
+
1/8 to film interludes or fill-ins while
+ 1
sets are being cleared and rear+
1/4 ranged.

Grand Central's Diorama
As Para.'s Adv. Scoop

The sentencing of Isadore Ze|
former secretary to George
Browne, convicted ex-head of j
An animated three-dimensional IATSE, was put off on Frida:
York Federal Court to Oct.
diorama in the concourse of Grand New
Zevin pleaded guilty to perjury
Central Terminal has been acquired the eve of the conspiracy tria
by Paramount on an exclusive basis the six Chicago mobsters last y
as an advertising medium. Current-

Measuring seven feet six inches
high and nine feet wide, the display
simulates a theater screen. Title,
credits and a scene from the picture
are presented in continuous animation of 17-second duration. It is estimated that 300,000,000 persons pass
through the concourse in a year,
making the display one of the most
effective ever conceived. R. M. Gillham, advertising and publicity director, predicts that the medium will
start a trend in railway station advertising.

HELD OVER — 2nd WEEK

"STORM OVER LISBON

Starring
Vera

Hruba
Ralston —
Richard
Erich Von Stroheim

ArU^

with Otto Kruger — Eduardo Ciannelli
Robert Livingston-Mona Barrie
A Republic Picture
Air Cooled

Storm Music
Keeps Hall
"Casanova'
From
Record

REPUBLIC
THEATRE
B'way Bet. 51st and
52nd Sts.
Tel.

The hurricane Thursday night prevented International's "Casanova
Brown" from setting a new opening
day record for an RKO picture at
Radio City Music Hall, Robert Mochrie, RKO general sales chief, said
Friday. By 4 p.m., the picture was
running ahead of any previous RKO
picture to play the house, with every
indication that a new mark would
have been chalked up had it not been
for the storm. Even at that, Mochrie said, the day's gross was only
slightly under the record. By noon
on Friday, business had exceeded the
intake for the same period of time
on Thursday, Mochrie said.

RADIO
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CO.

a

5-9647

CITY
MUSIC
HAL!
of the Nation — Rockefeller Cente

GARY

COOPER
- TERESA
WRIGH'
in International Pictures'

"CASANOVA
BROWN"
MORGAN
ANITA
LOUISI
Distributed - through
RKO
Radio Pictures, Inc.
SPECTACULAR
STAGE
PRESENTATIOr
1st Mezz.
Seats
Reserved.
Circle
6-460<
FRANK

IZIEIH
ALAN

MARSHALL

BRIDE

MARSHA

Final NSS Regional
Opens on Coast Friday

Third and final National Screen
Service regional meeting will be
held at the Ambassador Hotel, Los
l/2
Angeles, Friday and Saturday, with
l/g
Gill Team Leads PRC Drive
sales staffs from Denver, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle in
Par. B'way 3s55
PRC's
"100
Days—
100
Per
Cent
attendance. Sessions will be headed
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Contest," inauguarted by Leo J. Mc- by George F. Dembow, vice-president
Monogram
Picts. . . . 3%
37/g 37/8 +
3/8
Carthy, general sales manager, is in charge of sales.
1 1/4 1 V4
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cvs.
...
114
now in its third week. George Gill
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23/4 23/4
Technicolor
21
21 21 4- Va is captain of the leading team with 16 More Pix at Museum
Trans-Lux
Nat Lefton and Sidney Kulick runUniversal Pictures . . . 19%
193/s
19% 4
1/2
Sixteen recently acquired films
Universal Picts. vtc
ning him a close second and third rewill
be shown in the Music of Modspectively. The contest will close the
ern Art Film Library auditorium
week ending Dec. 2, with a total of between
today and Dec. 31. Titles
$7,500
in
war
Bonds
set
aside
for
Aussie Dimouts Due
and years of original release are:
distribution among the winners.
To Fuel Conservation
"Uncle Tom's Cabin," 1903; "Tol'able David," 1921; "Wild Bill HicMills Estate $300,000
kok," 1939; "She Done Him Wrong,"
Dimout regulations in Australia
— Fred Mills, late Sound- 1933; "Lives of a Bengal Lancer,"
are due to fuel conservation meas- iesChicago
prexv, left an estate exceeding 1935; "Mutiny on the Bounty," 1935;
ures and not to military orders,
$300,000. His widow, son and two "The Little Colonel," 1935; "The
Harry Hunter, Paramount's manager
in Australia, said here. Hunter is daughters were named beneficiaries. Life of Emile Zola," 1937; "Captains
Courageous," 1937; "The Good
in for home office conferences. The
Earth," 1937; "Sierra de Teruel,"
dimout has not affected theater Six New Pix to Start
1938; "Love Finds Andy Hardv,"
business which continues to be good, West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY 1938; "Destry Rides Again," 1939;
Hunter said.
Hollywood — Six new productions "Sergeant York," 1941; 'How Green
Ceiling prices on film rentals are go before cameras this week, makWas My Valley," 1941; and "The
still in force as of September, 1942.
ing total of 46 shooting.
Maltese Falcon," 1941.
245/8 25
83/8
8I/2
893/8 90
231/2 233/4
303/4 303/4 4.
113/8 113/4 +
MARKET

NEW YORK
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ly the display advertises "Frenchman's Creek," which has its world
day.
premiere at the Rivoli on Wednes- j
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Allied Veers Toward
Checking Acceptance
(Continued from Page 1)
ed insofar
as Allied is concerned,
with the percentage
terms,
themselves, becoming the principal
issue.
A new method of numbering tickets, now being sought by Allied, will
be designed primarily to prevent
outsiders in smaller communities
from checking a theater's gross, but
not to have the effect of keeping
such information from a distributor,
it was learned. A formula drafted
by Col. H. A. Cole of Dallas may be
submitted shortly to the Bureau of
Internal Revenue for approval.

Urge 'Reasonable' Safety
Legislation for Mass.
(Continued from Page 1)
fusion
in State laws
and lack of
uniformity in requirements, urging
''sound
and reasonable" safety laws
be
enacted.
Chief complaint was that all safety
laws are subject to two interpretations, those of State and local inspectors, with many ambiguities
resulting. Chief point urged was
that state authorities handle legal
requirements, leaving enforcement
to local inspectors. Present setup
is to have inspections by both groups,
with clashing recommendations.
Greatest trouble locally has been
difference of opinion by State and
local offices as to exit requirements
in public buildings. Most theaters
and public places here have withheld making alterations pending
clarification. Committee may recommend stable law at next Legislative session. Present laws were
enacted following Cocoanut Grove
disaster in Boston, November, 1942.

Woli Matthiessen Indicted
Wolf Matthiessen, a film handler
for the March of Time, was among
the 174 persons indicted by the Department of Justice last week for
allegedly having failed to state they
had been affiliated with the Nazi
party when they registered as enemy
aliens in 1940.

Gillian in Chi. Fund Post
Chicago — Tom Gillian, 20th-Fox
exchange manager, was named director for the film row division of
the Community Fund drive, working
under Arthur Schoenstadt, amusement division chairman. The goal
this year is $250,000.
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cominc and come
JACK R. NEAL left on Saturday for Pu
Rico to take over his new post as Repub
manager there.
MORRIS GOODMAN, head of foreign sales
Republic, departed for the Coast on Satur
From there he will embark on a Latin-Amer
tour next week.

Hurricane Echoes
• • • THEATERS: Although the wind and the rain ripped signs
from their hinges, broke glass frames, and caused floods in many Atlantic coast houses, "the show must go on" was generally observed except in areas where the power was shut off. . . • Two of Loew's
Brooklyn screens had blank expressions for a few hours. . . • RKO
reported no serious damage to their house in Providence where the
weather was in its fiercest stage. . . • Many managers were
warned earlier to prepare for the storm by gathering in all loose display material and a lot of the boys stood by until the danger had
passed. . . • The newly renovated World Theater on W. 49th St.
had a grand (?) re-opening night, greeting the hurricane with the premiere of the appropriately-titled, 'Thunder Rock.". . • In Staten Island,
all houses were dark due to power failure. . . • In Atlantic City,
all the boardwalk houses were flooded and closed
The theaters
on Atlantic Avenue
were not too seriously damaged
but
Harry Waxman has already ordered a new front for his Hollywood
All roads leading into the city, however, are clear and film deliveries are able to get through. . . • In Stone Harbor, N. J., Jack
Greenberg, prominent Penna. exhibitor and owner of the Park Theater,
was marooned and could not leave town. . . • Philadelphia had
no damage to speak of. . . • In Waterbury, Conn., the theaters were
water-logged and one marquee was torn away. . . • In Asbury Park,
the Mayfair was damaged
slightly but has re-opened
75 per
cent of the boardwalk there was washed away
All houses along
this point were darkened during the storm
T
▼
▼
9 0 # FILM ROW: The big talk centered on how many suits
were ruined. . . • Bob Ellsworth, Metro salesman, chased a Crawford
suit that floated out of a broken store window down Queens Boulevard
and is waiting to get it pressed. . . • Lou Allerhand, another M-G-M
salesman, found his house so badly flooded he had to move the kids
to his next door neighbor. . . » Big U's Nat Goldberg and Republic's
Tony Ricci find that they have about two weeks work to repair their
gardens and trees. . . • Dotty Travers, Paramount's switchboard expert, says her fence blew down. . . • In New Haven, Bill Sharten of
UA and Harry A. LaVine, Monogram's branch manager, were sharing a
car
but got stuck on the road for a couple of hours
and a
couple of drinks
T
▼
▼

E. T. GOMERSALL left last night for oA
and Detroit.
\\
ROBERT SCHOHAM, M-C-M representativ
San Juan, arrived last week.
RUSSELL HOLMAN and RICHARD MEAL)
left Friday for the Coast.
KETTI FRINGS, film writer, is at the Wald
Astoria from the Coast.
KEITH GOLDSMITH, manager for Universa
Trinidad for the past four years, has arrivei
New
shortly.York for conferences with J. H. Seidelr
president of Universal International Films. G
smith will receive a new post with the comj
D. A. DORAN, Columbia studio executive
is here from the Coast, has gone to Washing *
returning to the city tomorrow.
ROBERT S. WOLFF, RKO's managing dire
for Great Britain, left Friday for the studio:
look at completed product and confer \
Charles Koerner. He will return to New Yorl
about two weeks.
MILDRED
DUNNOCK,
having
completed
role in Warners' "The Corn Is Green," leaves ;
Lt. Keith
USN.today to join her husb;'
Coast
for Urmay,
New York
ABE
LASTFOCEL,
pres. of USO-Camp
Shff
arrived in Hollywood for conferences with Hot
wood
Victory
Committee
and Coast
branch
USO on expanded program planned for hospi
and overseas.
ARNOLD
STANG,
radio and stage corned
left for the Coast yesterday
to screen test j
two studios.
JULES LEVEY left last night for Hollywooc
start preparations for his second UA release.
DAVE COPLAN, UA head in England ]
for Toronto Friday, after several days in towrj1'
NORMAN ELSON, Trans-Lux Theaters' g
eral manager, returned Friday from Washingtorta
ARTHUR GOTTLIEB of Du Art Laboratorie fi
in town from Montreal.
MAURICE BERGMAN, who left for the Cc
Friday, returns about Oct. 9.
JACK SHEA of the Shea circuit is on a t
of circuit's houses in Pennsylvania and Ohio.'.,
MARILYN
MAXWELL,
M-G-M
star was
M
from the Coast by plane over the week-end. M
MYRNA LOY is due from Washington.
JOSEPH NOLAN, RKO studio commitm
chief is in New ork for a two-weeks visit.
ANN RUTHERFORD will arrive today in t
York for a brief vacation and will consi,
an offer to appear in a Broadway show.

UJEDDffiG BELL!

• • • HOME OFFICES: H. M. Richey of Loew's saw a trellis
on his Weschester home blown away. . . • Charles, Joe, and Harry
Moskowitz couldn't get the car out of the garage in Kew Gardens
a huge uprooted tree wouldn't budge out of the driveway. . .
• Barney Balaban's sun porch was smashed but his boat rode it out
okay. . . • Harry Gold, UA's Eastern sales manager, was stranded
at his home in Great Neck. . . • Ned Depinet counted seven uprooted trees on his estate in Mamaroneck. . . • Leon Bamberger,
sales promotion manager at RKO, lost several windows and won a
flooded cellar
T
T
T
• •
•
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!

Metro Premiere at Fronts
The first Hollywood motion picture
to be given a world premiere for
American soldiers, sailors and marines on fighting fronts everywhere
will be M-G-M's "Marriage is a
Private Affair," starring Lana Turner. Ninety-eight 16 mm. prints are
already on their way overseas and
the premiere is set for Sept. 23.

Mono. Buys Out Judd

Detroit— Ben Zimner, RKO salt!
man, has announced his engagemei:
to Madelon
Goldhar,
daughter
Jack Goldhar, United Artists divj
ion manager, with the wedding
for early February.

Hartford — Charles Snyder, ma
ager of Warner Bros. Lenox theatf J
and Nina Aird, manager of the Sta |
ley, Pittsburgh, decided to manaj
each other.
They have just becor
engaged.

Eugene McEvoy, booking assista
to Andrew W. Smith, Jr., 20th-Fo>
Eastern sales manager, will be ma
Hollywood — Monogram has pur- ried today to Elizabeth Mackay
chased the 49 per cent interest of Brooklyn.
Immediately
after tl
Forrest Judd in the Des Moines ceremony, which will be perform<
Xavier
Church
branch and will take over operation in St. Francis
Brooklyn, the couple will leave on
of the office on July 15, operating it Poconos
honeymoon,
returning
as a direct company branch.
the city on Sept. 30.
West
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avy Will Use 300
latures This Year
(Continued from Page 1)
sjag as five years before everyone
;: the U. S. Navy has had a chance
see the program.
And that's one
(son why the Navy has been nego'Jing with
the industry
for revise of another 50 "over-age" pix
t world-wide showing.
^According to an official Navy pubj ation — the September Information
fklletin of the Bureau of Naval Pernnel — "next to a letter from home,
;j;e best morale builder for sailors
itiiDm home is a good movie."
•JThe Navy will release 300 features
"is year — obtained either from the
jivy exchange
in Brooklyn,
from
(hgular
commercial
exchanges
or
]pr overseas stations or ships not
■ nipped with
35 mm.
projectors)
?3m the industry's gift to the armed
rV'ces.
Of the 300, about 250 will
new product and, says the bureau,
other 50 will be reissues.
Naval
Ji's
complain
or who
movies
are toldabout
that occasional
it is nectary to lease 300 programs a year,
mat not all can please everyone.
'*Prior to the war the Navy required
1 (ly three prints for each program.
i) now takes 21, and this number
my rise shortly.
Each program is
ised for four years.
Extreme ef*iency is required for the print to
l.ish its round in less than that
ine — with many prints being stuck
I a single vessel for months either
tficause of inefficiency or because the
lisssel or installation is cut off.
Sample History
A sample history is that of the

^*v!5^
Yep, Times Change
But Not Exhibitors!
Times change, but not exhibitors.
Remember the days of "Admirable Crichton" when exhibs. wrote to
Paramount for their nautical pix?
Well, Metro is now advertising its
new group which the company has
dubbed "The Knockout Nine" and —
you guessed it! — the exhibs. are inquiring for a prize fight picture!

Outstanding

Industry Personalities
Gan tfou ruatKe thesn —

May Ask Licensing of
Rural Projectionists

THIS
veteran's
lirst fling
was in 191-1
when industr)
he assisted
his father
in operation
of
ihe Art Theater, up in the Bronx, and left in
1919 to himself operate the Park Theater,
Newton, N. J. Became president and managing
director of Newton Amusement Co. operating
the Newton Theater there until the house was
sold in 1940. From mid-1937 to Oct. 1, 1941, was

(Continued from Page 1)
ater in a rural area was found to
have an operator only 15 years of
age and that his assistant was only
14. New York City's labor laws
have a provision stating that "no
person shall be eligible to procure a
license unless of full age." A petition may be made to extend the city
law on projectionists so as to have
state-wide application.
A number of states, including
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Connecticut, now have such a provision
in their laws.

seas film exchanges. The Navy
comments that "probably the motion
picture industry little realized what
it was getting into when it offered
to donate these 16 mm. prints to the
armed forces. It started in by furnishing a small number of prints,
but the total has gone up as more
of our armed forces have been moved
overseas. Today the motion picture
industry is giving 79 prints of three
f (iie
"Partnerson intheCrime,"
iich entitled
was
released
USS productions a week to the armed
xas May 9, 1938.
For a year it forces. These 156 productions a
j >ved along pretty well, turning up year run into millions of feet of film
Ine 29, 1940, on the USS Ashe- and probably cost the industry well
jjtle, where it was shown again on over a million dollars annually.
fly 20 and again on October 26,
"From the start of this program
,ter having been shown in August until July 29, 1944, the motion picture industry had donated 17,362
'd September on the Mindanao.
It
j.s shown on Midway
Island De- prints of feature pictures and 21,Jnber 1, 1941, and there was a bit
977 prints of short subjects."
■ trouble there with Japs so that
$7.50 Program Rental
\i print did not reappear until the
Naval
posts booking from comt lowing May, when it was screened
mercial exchanges are charged a
Lassen.
wasn't
until
:;.j
jiythe
of USS
last year
that itItwas
retired
— minimum of $7.50 per program, or
from two to four cents for every
f;er five years in circulation.
^Industry gift prints can be ob- person attending, with the percentage based on the type of picture. In
ned at any of the Army's 19 over- case of double features, the percentage may be figured as low as
25 per cent. Advertising outside
Solon Lauds 'Wilson*
the post is banned, and attendance
is restricted to military personnel,
On Floor of House
their families and civilians residing
Washington Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
on the post. Admission is not to top
Washington — Taking the floor of
10 per cent.
the House last week for a brief adA recent poll of 7,000 sailors in
, dress, Rep. George Outland, D., Calf.,
the Southwest Pacific showed mus, lauded
the Twentieth-Fox
picture
ical comedies far in front as their
"Wilson,"
terming
it a "privilege"
favorite
pix fare. In order came
for Congressmen to have been invited
dramas, sports, comedies, mysteries,
. to the opening in Washington a week
westerns, slapstick, war pix, carearlier. "This picture," said Outland,
toons, with propaganda at the end
"is wonderful entertainment, but it
of the list. It was also apparent
is far mere than that; it is a most
that they did not object to seeing
instructive lesson in history."
pix for a second time and that all
liked Technicolor.

No. 62

Hildinger Circuit's buyer and booker. Organized
MPTO'of
in 1920,hewhich
became from
Allied1930
of
New
JerseyN. ofJ. which
was prexy
to 1935. In '32-'33 was vice-prexy of Allied
Slates, and '34-'35 its prexy. Is now member of
Executive Committee, chairman of Caravan
Committee. National Allied, and General Manager of Allied of Eastern Pennsylvania.

IN

the field of projection and sound equipment
senrice, the name Altec enjoys eminence, and
thai lofty attribute is due in large measure to
this executive who so well serves Altec Service

Corp. He is the firm's vice-president, secretary,
and operating manager, and board member.
He is also secretary-treasurer of Altec Lansing
Corp., subsidiary organization, and, too, is one
of its directors. In 1928 he joined Erpi from
his jwst with the Montclair Trust Co. With the
formation of Altec, he was selected as one of its
top officials. Enjoys the admiration and confidence ofall wings of the equipment field, and
holds that the strength of the industry is in
direct jnoportion to perfection of its mechanics.

THIS
prominent
exhibitor
is Roland
vice-president
and general
manager
of Bayne
Corp.,
Virginia Beach, Va. He was born in Emporia,
Va. Built the Roland Theater in Virginia
Beach in 1925 and the Bayne in 1930. Later
combined his with other interests to form the
Bayne Roland Corp. His constant efforts in
behalf of exhibitor welfare in that section of
the nation won him presidency of MPTO of
Virginia in 1937, and he was re-elected in 1938.
He has been a fixture in the post ever since.
His civic work has been outstanding as both a
member of his community's Town Council and
past-president of the Virginia Beach Rotary
Club.

They

can

easily

be
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by referring to the
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Theaters in Quick
Hurricane Recovery
(Continued from Page 1)
heavy sufferers, their inconveniences
coming mostly from marquee and
sign damage, flooded basements and
power shortages, as well as a temporary business slump the night of
the gale. Storm hit particularly hard
in North Carolina, along the New
Jersey coast, parts of Connecticut
and Massachusetts.
Effect in the Metropolitan area
was slight except for the box-office
slump and power cutoffs in parts of
Brooklyn, Queens and Staten Island,
and large areas of Long Island.
Many houses were somewhat waterlogged but auditoriums were whole
and theaters able to carry on.
New England appeared well prepared for the storm. New Haven
correspondents report that Connecticut theaters were closed and
boarded long before the hurricane
hit and thus escaped other than
slight damage. Sunny skies Friday
enabled most houses to open as usual.
Carriers in Bathing Suits
Metropolitan film earners were
fortunate in that no deliveries are
scheduled for Thursdays and roads
were at least passable by the next
day. Philadelphia truckers were
not so fortunate. New Jersey Messenger Service's film delivery unit
worked all through Thursday night
endeavoring to get through to theaters. Some men donned bathing
suits as others cleared roads of fallen debris to fight the trucks
through.
Few missouts are anticipated by
carriers because of the comparatively
short duration of the hurricane.
While trucks in New Haven area
were not picking up film Friday, operators were in a position to catch
up to schedule by today. Similar
conditions were reported from other
areas.
Damage to Theaters
Specific instances of theater damage included the reported destruction of two-story frame structures
housing the Bethany Beach, Md.
Theater which collapsed when hit by
a gust of wind. Roof of the Dixwell, New Haven, was damaged to
the extent of about $500 while the
water tank atop the Liberty, Staten
Island, folded in the wind, resulting
in some 15,000 gallons of water
flooding backstage and the cellar.
Regent Theater, Wildwood, N. J.,
had its roof blown off and the Paramount, Asbury Park, will be closed
a few days while water is pumped
from the house. Marquee of the
Traco, Toms River, N. J., was blown
away.
Theaters in Boston were not
touched by the hurricane but were
evacuated Thursday night at 8:30 by
Governor Saltonstall's edict but were
open Friday. The south shore was
the hardest hit. Cape Cod and Rhode
Island had no power Friday. In the
Portland district power was gone,
but at the Friday matinee only iso-

REVIEWS Of H€UJ FILMS
"Babes on Swing
with Ann Blyth, Peggy Ryan, Leon Errol
Universal
70 Mins.
YOUNG TALENT HAS FIELD DAY IN
MUSICAL THAT IS KID STUFF.

Street"

Here is another of those modest Universal musicals in which youthful talent is
allowed to romp to its heart's content. The
footage is lavishly stocked with the sort of
material that meets with the favor of the
young folk.
The story follows the pattern to a "t."
It's the old one about a bunch of young
moderns struggling to put on a show, with
an unsympathetic old fuddy-duddy offering
the main obstacle to their ambition.
The film boasts a highly spirited cast. The
burden of the show is carried by Ann Blyth,
Peggy Ryan and Leon Errol, with minor
chores being well handled by Andy Devine,
Anne Gwynne, Kirby Grant, June Preisser,
Billy Dunn, Sidney Miller and Alma Kruger.
CAST: Ann Blyth, Peggy Ryan, Andy Devine,
Leon Errol, Anne Cwynne, Kirby Crant, June
Preisser, Alma Kruger, Billy Dunn, Sidney Miller,
Marion Hutton, Freddie Slack and orchestra,
Rubenettes.
CREDITS: Associate Froducer, Bernard W. Burton; Director, Edward L i I ley ; Screenplay, Howard
Dimsdale, Eugene Conrad; Based on story by
Brenda Weisberg;; Cameraman, Jerome Ash; Art
Directors, John B. Coodman, Abraham Grossman;
Sound Director, Bernard B. Brown; Set Decorators, Russell A. Gausman, E. R. Robinson: Film
Editor, Fred R. Feitshans, Jr.; Special Effects,
John P. Fulton; Musical Director, Sam Freed, Jr.;
Songs, Sidney Miller, Inez James; Dance Director,
Louis Da Pron.
DIRECTION, Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

"1812"

Artkino
95 Mins.
FORCEFUL RUSSIAN FILM GIVES
VIVID PICTURE OF CHAPTER OF HISTORY.
The titanic struggle between the armed
might of France and Russia that led to
the downfall of Napoleon has been related with compelling realism and a high
sense of drama in this production from
the Mosfilm Studios of the Soviet. Aside
from its value as entertainment, the film
is of interest because of the parallel between the events of 1812 and those of
today on the Russian front. Substitute
Hitler for Napoleon and you have it.
The film tells its story with emotional
force. The sweeping battle scenes make
this a spectacular subject that often proceeds ponderously and slowly in its inexorable course.
The roles have been sharply etched and
vividly played.
Directed vividly by Vladimir Petrov, the
pr.duction has English text and narration
that make it easy to follow the developments on the screen.
CAST: A. Dykki, N. Okhlophov, S. Zakariadze,
V. Gotovzev, E. Kaluzhski, E. Brilling, A. Poliakov, A. Sfepanov, N. Timchenko, N. Ruzhov, S.
Blinnikov, B. Chirkov, I. Skuratov, G. Terekhov.
CREDITS: Director, Vladimir Petrov; Screenplay, V. Soloviev; Musical Score, U. Shaporin;
Cameraman, M. Gindin; Sound, A. Korobov.
DIRECTION,
Cood.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.

lated theaters North of Boston were
affected. Palmer and Ware, Mass.,
had no trouble. Winthrop, Lynn and
Revere had minor trouble but all
was clear the next day. There were
very
livery.few minor mishaps in film de-

* SHORTS

*

"Post-War Farms"
(March of Time)
20th-Fox
17 mins.
Down to Earth
In its latest release March of Time
gives an absorbing preview of the
revolution in farming that is expected to follow the war. The film
depicts effectively some of the wonders that are being accomplished in
the application of scientific methods
to the business of agriculture in this
country. This is a most revealing
subject of vital interest to all of
America. Especially is the film helpful to those dreaming of a return to
the soil. A booking of the first
water.
"Junior Jive Bombers"
(Melody Masters)
Warner
10 mins.
Fair Musical
This deals with a group of highschool students who rebel at the
classics and organize themselves into
a jive band. The sweater crowd
should go for it. The tunes are
Liszt's "Second Hungarian Rhapsody," "Blues in the Night," "We're
Working Our Way Through College,"
"Drum Boogie." "Mutiny in the Nur-

Lt. Curran Joins Wilding
Lt. Charles W. Curran, USNR,
serving for the past two years and
sery."
recently released from active service, has joined Wilding Picture Productions as script writer. Curran
will spend about three months in
Chicago after which time he will be
transferred with headquarters in
New York.

Say WPB Okays Raw
Slock Checking Plan
(Continued from Page 1)
tory.
time a print order is given a labora
In the event that the order wa.
cleared by the committee, which
cussed it at length Friday afterno
it will probably become effectiv
Tuesday, since a 72-hour wait i.
mandatory. Although final forma
tion of the approval was lacking
there was little likelihood that th
new plan was not approved.
In either event, another meetin;
of the Industry Advisory Committe
will probably be called early thi
week. Although the propose
change was outlined for the com
mittee when it met 10 days age
fuller
able. discussion is believed advis
WPBsaidFilm
Chiefthat
Lincoln
Bun"
rows
Friday
he is V.
hopefv.
his office will be able to authorize
print
orders
more
liberally tha:;
called for in L-178. Over-quota filr,
usage by distributors may be mad possible in the event military order
do not go higher than anticipatec .
Coating machinery at Eastman is be
ing improved in line with a decisio:
made over a year ago, and it is ex!
pected to increase the coating capac
ity materially.
Likewise, a neyj
plant addition at Ansco, which wa
to have been completed early in th",
Summer, may be in operation by De'j
cember.
changes
designer",
to These
providetwo
capacity
for were
coating
abou n

40,000,000
squarenotfeet
yearmucl
ex'
tra.
This does
meanperthat
more film, however, for as Burrow
pointed out, several types of filn
are coated more than once — X-raj \
four times, for instance.
Big problem continues to be man j
power, Burrows said. Unless thi...
May
Settle
Chi.
Operators'
Suit
Chicago — It is reported that the
$1,000,000 damage case filed by mem- manufacturers succeed in getting."
larger forces, it is doubtful tha ■
bers of the operators' union against they will be able to take full advant •
the distributors, B & K and Warner age of these new facilities.
Theaters will be settled out of court.
Case was
ner's court.filed in Judge Julius Mi- Goodman Appoints Neal

Republic's P. R. Manager

Pathe Industries to Pay $1

(Continued from Page 1)
sales head, before his departure foi
the Coast on Saturday
for studic
conferences on the firm's production
set-up in Mexico.
Neal, who left for his new post on
Saturday, succeeds Carl Ponedel,
Cleary Hospitalized
Montreal — Tom Cleary, publicity who was recently transeferred to Republic's Mexico City office.
manager of Consolidated Theaters,
After a week in Hollywood, Good
Ltd., has entered the Homeopathic man will depart on a three-month
Hospital for an operation. This is tour of Latin America.
Cleary's second trip to hospital since
early Summer.
An initial regular quarterly dividend of $1 has been declared by the
directors of Pathe Industries, Inc.,
on the 4 per cent cumulative preferred stock. Dividend is payable
Oct. 1 to holders of record Sept. 20.

Leo Heads Mitchell Camera
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

TO THE COLORS!

'DAILY

Hollywood — Joe Leo, formerly of
Fox Film Corp., has been named
vice-president of Mitchell Camera
Co., by William Fox whose family
controls Mitchell.

*

PROMOTED

*

LT. HERBERT J. RAPLEY, AAF, formerly of
Essaness Circuit, Chicago, to captain.
/OSEPH D'ANDREA, USA, formerly manager
Essaness, Chicago, to 1st Lieutenant.

Monday, September 18, 1944

ees Little to Fear
om Television
(Continued from Page 1)
iiich are a good summary of the
asensus of views of local exhibiIj-s,is especially significant, coming
'logical sequence to the recent visit
leaders of Co-Operative Theaters
Michigan to New York to investite television, the reported appli;ion of United Detroit Theaters

• a television license to be ready
" post-war eventuality, and the
?paration of a school of television
local projectionists' union leadThere will be few special operans erected to house television specally, according to Idzal. These
!y be opened for special subjects,
:h
a prize
a "World's
ries,as but
their fight
effector on
theater
:ronage should be no greater than
f present loss of fans to the radio
the same events.
dzal decried the fears of exhibis that television would displace
tion pictures. "Remember a few
irs back when many people feared
soundies machines would drive
; the juke boxes, but it didn't hapThere are more juke locations
ay than ever."
dzal envisioned the timing of
Ely television shows at a given
e each night, for a given circuit
theaters, who would all buy the
ne television service. In that way,
h circuit could establish its own
nmentator and special features,
I build these up to national presas the newsreels and radio netrks have done. It would become
duty of each theater manager
n to arrange running schedules
that his theater could plug in at
moment scheduled for the teled show nationally. He suggestthat the show would consist chief of events that happened during
preceding 24 hours, such as an
ing from an important ball game,
a big fire.
Newsreel type of shows, rather
n entertainment features, will be
first thing to come in television,"
al predicted. "Spot news can be
•vised very well. Television will
good for sporting events.
|I do not think television will go
p the big revues and lavish projtions. It will be too costly from
( production and technical standit. However, some smaller skits
V be televised and suitably proed, but I look for the newsreel
e of show as the prime field for
Ivision."

FEfnmE TOUCH
y STEVENS is the newest addition to the
jUA home office press book dept.
YN PASIN, formerly with the UA home
Office is now working for Crace Rosenfeld of the Hal Roach Studios.
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Lauds Film Dimes Drive Law Study Precedes
Building Code Draft
THE

WHITE

MOUSE

WASHINGTON

August 29, 1944

Nicholas M. Schanck, Chairman,
National Motion Picture Committee,
1944 March of Dimes Campaign:
Before me are the figures for the Motion Picture
Industry's 1944 March of Dimes Campaign.
Certainly no words
from me are needed to tell you that you have done a truly
magnifioent Job.
But I do want you to know that I fully understand
what great wholehearted effort such results represent.
In the midst of a year of war and death, you have
paused to save lives and bring hope to the stricken.
And
because the motion picture theatre is so close to the lives
and hearts of Americans, you have sucoeeded in interesting
millions and millions in this crusade.
My sincere personal congratulations and appreciation
for a success beyond all expectation.

(Continued from Page 1)
with the subject during the next two
weeks. The Advisory Committee,
which includes five theater men, met
Friday in the State Office Bldg. to
start work on the drafting of the
code, but it was decided that the
members should be familiar with
present laws and proposals before
mapping out a new program.
The present code was designed to
cover places of public assembly
where 100 or more persons may assemble for amusement or recreation.
The question was raised by the State
Department of Labor as to whether
the definition should be broadened
to include other types of activities.
To do so, new legislation must be
introduced and the Advisory Committee be supplied with copies of bills
for the purpose. The members are
to be prepared to discuss the desirability ofnew legislation and make
recommendations at the next session
which will be held in about two
weeks. The new code, it was said,
will have to be written around such
new legislation that may be adopted.
It appears to be the aim of the committee to formulate a model code.

Court Slashes Counsel
Fees in FT Bankruptcy
I +*2^*-/t 1^-

(Continued from Page 1)
ruptcy, $45,000 for services which
resulted in the return of the Academy of Music on East 14th St. and
other assets to the trustees of Fox.
The court awarded Irving L. Levey,
general counsel for the trustees,
$15,000. Levey functioned under a
New York Supreme Court order.
Garey, Desvernine & Garey, law
firm, was awarded $1,000 and Marks
& Marks, accountants, $1,000.
Aronstein had asked for $605,000
for services rendered by himself,
Jenks & Rogers and Saul E. Rogers,
attorneys forcommittee
the Fox stockholders'
protective
since 1937.

20 Three-Minute Shorts
Ready for Tele Market

DuMont to Sell 225,000
Shares Class A Common

Television Motion Pictures Co., an
affiliate of Hollywood Pictures Corp.,
has announced the completion of
20 shorts, each three minutes in
length for television broadcasts.
Reels feature Lena Home, Ammons
& Johnson, Ted Williams aoid his
Cafe Society Orchestra, Leo Reisman
and his Waldorf Orchestra, and Del
Casino, Latin singer.
Jack Goldberg, Hollywood Pictures Corp. prexy, said that the reels
will be for general television release,
and on a straight rental basis.
He also announced that Ed Hurley,
well known in the film trade, has
been appointed ad and publicity representative of Hollywood Pictures
Corp., Trans-Canada Pictures, Ltd.,
and Television Motion Pictures Co.

Allen B. DuMont Laboratories,
Inc., will sell 225,000 shares of class
A common, according to a report
filed with the SEC. Stock, to be
priced at the market price at the
time of offering, will be sold through
Van Alstyne, Noel & Co.
Funds realized are to be used for
the production and sale of television
transmitters and receivers when
Levey had put in a claim for $536,priorities are removed, construction 280.
and operation of telecasting stations
and development and expansion of
production in the field of electronics.
National Legion of Decency has
Upon completion of this financing Legion Puts "Island" in "B"
funded debt and capitalization of placedland" Paramount's
in its Class B. "Rainbow IsDuMont will consist of $25,225 of
mortgages payable; 1,046,040 shares
Joneses Keeping Up
of class A common and 560,000 shares
of class B. All of the class B is
With Virginia Mayo
owned by Paramount.

1LRB Reserves Decision
On Local 306 Certification
The State Labor Relations Board
has reserved decision after hearing arguments on the petition of
IATSE Local 306 for certification as
the bargaining agent for projectioncuit. ists employed by the Century CirThe petition was an outcome of
the merger of Local 306 and the Empire State Motion Picture Operators
Union which resulted in the admission of members of the latter into
membership in the former.

Triple Second-Run for
'Bernadette" in Chicago
Chicago — Warner Circuit will play
"The Song of Bernadette" at $1.10
admission starting Oct. 6 at the
South Side Capital Theater. Essaness Circuit will play the film at its
North Shore Sheridan Theater and
West Side Byrd Theater opening the
same date. B & K did not book the
film at increased prices for its subsequent-runs after its Loop State Lake
Theater engagement.

Jonesport, Me. — There's much indignation here among the descendants of Benjamin R. Jones, founder
of this community, because Virginia
Mayo,noble
nee Jones,
the
name of Hollywood
Jones, her "shed
true
patronymic, to assume the foreign
name of Mayo." Mrs. C. A. Jones
local resident has petitioned all the
Joneses of America to boycott Virginia's new opus, "The Princess and
the Pirate," unless the actress publicly acknowledges that her true
name is Jones.

P. Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 31st floor
New York N. Y.

WANTED!
16,000 patriots to halt complacency
on the home front. While our boys
Ore dying over there, American
citizens are relaxing their efforts!
Production of war materials is slackening! General Eisenhower and his
Staff have sent frantic messages for
more fighting goods! With every
victory the public grows more and
more indifferent — while the blood
of our soldiers runs faster. The Army
asks you to place on your screen
immediately and to exhibit at every
show the wonderful, stirring appeal
to civilians:

'THE WAR
AVAILABLE

FREE AT COLUMBIA

SPEEDS UP."

PICTURES' EXCHANGES,

Sponsored by War Activities Committee of Motion Picture Industry, 1502 Broadway, N. Y. C.

i.»

The Daily Newepaper
Oi Motion Pictures
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1LES TO INTERVENE IN EQUITY ACTION
ame Set of Rules
for All
Distribs. Gov't Goal
EditorialSt. Louis Amusement Co. Alleges Inadequacies in

bert L. Wright Preparj Himself for a Long
uity Suit Court Battle
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Washington — The same set of
es for all distributors is the
ective of the Government, it
eared yesterday. Although only
Big Five' are parties to the presconsent decree, officials of the
lartment of Justice are figuring
having Columbia, Universal and
ted Artists under the same rections as their larger competi-

;.

he 'Little Three' has never been
(Continued on Page 3)

iange in WPB Raw
uk Plan Delayed
kington Bureau
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DAILY

Tashington — Final decision of
ing the honor system for withwal of raw stock by distributors
; been held up at WPB.
With
| ?e meetings on the change in adistration of order L-178 having
(Continued on Page 8)

Hour V-Day Closing
xnned in Des Moines
es Moines, la. — Theaters would
.-losed for a 24-hour period under
roposed ordinance under consid:ion by the Des Moines City Coun(Continued on Page 8)

50 V. S. Brit. Pix
Ready for Rumania
London ' By Air Mail) — A program of 60 U. S. and British sublets has been prepared for Rumania and a films officer has been
vaiting for some time to go into
hat country as soon as the Nazis
ire pushed out, the Ministry of Inormation reveals. Program, which
ncludes a number of subjects dubbed
n the Rumanian language, was prepared by the Ministry and the U. S.
Office of War Information.

Recommended
. . . Goldstein Idea
By CHESTER B. BAHN

DECOMMENDED

__

for the consideration of

'^ theater operators and managers everywhere is the example set by President Nathan E. Goldstein of Western Massachusetts
Theaters in currently presenting on all of
the circuit's screens a V-Day message to
patrons.
Text of the trailer, which impresses as
striking exactly the right note, follows:
"The trend of events in Europe indicates
that the war against Germany will soon be
over. The end of hostilities may come at
any time.
"The collapse of Germany does not mean
the end of the war for us. It will only be
over and the war with Japan still remains
to be won.
"Let us welcome the news of the European victory when it comes, not with
hilarity and unrestrained festivity but with
solemn thanksgiving to God. We should
at that time offer our fervent prayers to
(Continued on Page 6)

FBI in Peace, War
To be GoldeiTs Next

Decree, That it Has no Rule or Standard of Decision
And That AAA's Authority
Russell Hardy, attorney for
yesterday filed in Federal Court
vene in the New York anti-trust

Expired Last November
the St. Louis Amusement Co.,
in New York a motion to intercase. For his client and for other

exhibitors in St. Louis, Hardy called
for action either to vacate the consent decree proposed by the Department of Justice last month or for inclusion of a clause exempting exhibitor-distributor relationships in St.
Louis from the authority of the decree.
Inadequacies of the present decree
Radio City Music Hall is expected
to wind up the year with nine or 10 are so serious that in one case in St.
(Continued on Page 6)
pictures as the total presentations
for 1944, representing the fewest attractions for a 12-month period in
the history of the house.
The current attraction, "Casanova
Brown," is the seventh new picture
to play
the was
theater
year. feature
'"Madame Curie"
the this
holdover
on Jan. 1, bowing out at the end of
Toronto — The Wartime Prices and
four weeks and thereby making
"Jane Eyre" the first new picture Trade Board announced the terms
(Continued on Page 8)
authorized, for spot booking of "For
Whom the Bell Tolls" never released
in Canada because of the bar against
roadshowing, allow Paramount to
mber'
"Reme
00 forblic
(Continued on Page 8)
$500,0-to-Pu
Direct
Adv.
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Pix,Tota
9 ork 10Hall
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Distribution, advertising and pub- Ruggles Has No Definite
licity plans for the Paul Muni-Merle Production Commitments
Oberon starrer, "A Song to Remember" will be discussed at a two-day
Screen rights to "The FBI in
Wesley
Ruggles
is back in this
Peace and War" have been purchased
of Columbia executives to- country after approximately
eight
by Edward Golden Productions as meeting morrow
and Thursday at the Drake months
in England where he was
that company's next picture, Edward Hotel, Chicago. A half million dol(Continued on Page 6)
Golden announced yesterday. The
lar budget for direct-to-the-public
book was written by Frederick Col- advertising alone has been set for
lins, with a foreword by J. Edgar the film. Plans for other pictures,
(Continued on Page 3)
Toronto Asks Return
(Continued on Page 6)

Films tor Liberated
Federal Handling Through
Wilby-Kincey to Build
Charlotte 2,500-Seater
Charlotte, N. C. — Wilby-Kincey
circuit is planning a 2,500-seat firstrun theater here, to be started as
soon as materials are available. Plans
and specifications have been drawn
(Continued on Page 8)

Areas

OWI

Washington

Of Outdoor Lighting

To Continue

Bureau, of THE
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Washington — Continued Federal
distribution of films in the liberated
area of Italy seems certain so long
as these areas remain under military
control. Regardless of whether OWI
desires to remain in the pix business
]or not — and it is certain that it does
to the extent of continuing produc(Continued on Page 3)

Toronto — In demanding the return of outdoor lighting in Toronto
through the permission of the Federal Power Controller, it was pointed
out by local authorities that large
surplus of electricity are exported
by Ontario hydro plants to United
States cities where no restrictions
are in effect. Later yesterday the
Federal government came out with
an intimation that the curb on commercial exterior lights, including theaters, isexpected to be lifted.
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Committee chairmen for the first
annual conference of the Television
Broadcasters
Association,
Inc., <&re
announced by O. B. Hanson, general
chairman of the meetings.
Committees and chairmen include:
Speakers, Allen B. Du Mont; Displays, James McLean; reception,
Robert L. Gibson; budget, Douglas
Drive-In in Louisville, is closing for
thington Miner and William Morris;
Awards, Paul Raibourn; Panel Meetings, Dorman D. Israel; Publicity,
Will Baltin.
Conference will be open to nonmembers as well as members of TBA,
it was revealed.

Jackson Heights Earle
Seeks Clearance Slash
Raystan Theaters Corp. has filed
a demand for arbitration in the New
York tribunal, charging unfair clearance against its Earle Theater, Jackson Heights, L. I.
Complainant
charges
that
the
seven-day clearance granted to the
Granada Theater in Corona is unreasonable.
Elimination
of
all
clearance between
the theaters is
requested.

Berne, Former Singer
Partner, Plans Drive-In

Son of Harry Goldman
Slain in Air Battle

Boston — Lt. Newton Goldman,
AAF, son of Harry Goldman, manager of PRC's Boston office, is
Columbus, O. — Ronald E. Stonereported killed in action in the
burner, 50, business agent of Local
European area. He was a bom386-IATSE, and projectionist at the
ber navigator.
Majestic, is dead.

Al Selig Joins 20th-Fox
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SAG To Demand Revision
In Producer Contracts
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Al Selig, veteran motion picture
publicist, has been engaged by Hal
Home, director of advertising-publicity-exploitation of 20th-Fox, to
handle special exploitation assignments emanating out of the home office. Selig will function under Rodney Bush, exploitation manager.

Of Operation to WA%
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The national meeting of the Variety Clubs of America, scheduled for
INov. 24-25 at the Statler Hotel,
Washington, will be limited to the
chief barker of each tent and two
national canvassmen, in order to
Ikeep the total attendance to the ab! soute minimum.
Bob O'Donnell, national chief barker, has announced that there will
I
! be no "hi-jinks" or fancy enter!
taining for this important war-time
]meeting, the tone of the sessions to
be serious and cognizant of current
war conditions. During the meeting, the announcement and presentation of the annual Humanitarian
Award will be made and this year
the award will take on an important
significance, O'Donnell
said.
The Washington tent will sponsor the meeting and, pending the
appointment of convention committees, preliminary details are being
handled by Carter Barron, first assistant national chief barker. On
behalf of the national tent, Ray
! Beall of Dallas and Chick Lewis,
jnational director of public relations,
will be the official representatives
and will co-operate with the Washj
ington post on all details.

Hollywood — Among the demands
that will be made on the producers
by the Screen Actors Guild for revision of contract which expires in
1947 are for "clarification of existing conditions whereby a motion picture producer can hire an actor for
[
a nominal
sum and
actor to another
studiothen
at 'rent'
a larger
profit to the producer but with no
increased compensation for the acMetro Money to Back
tor" and "revision of term contracts
so that an actor who signs to make
"Streets Are Guarded'
motion pictures exclusively for one
M-G-M will back John C. Wilson's studio does not necessarily grant
production of the Laurence Stallings blanket rights to his services in radio, television and other fields of
play "The Streets Are Guarded." A
deal to that end is now in negotiaGeorge Murphy was unanimously
tion. The play is expected to open entertainment."
in November. The company was re- meeting.
elected president at SAG's annual
ported yesterday to have acquired
the film rights in advance of production.
Ascap Lowers Cost
A group headed by J. M. Berne,
a partner of the late Mort H. Singer,
has acquired a site in Pittsburgh,
south of the North Park district,
for a Drive-In Theater to be constructed as soon as materials are
available. Group, which operates a
Drive-In in Louisville, is closing for
another location East of Pittsburgh.

Ronald Stoneburner Dead

nouwn

To Restrict Attendance
At Variety Clubs Meet
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H. M. RICHEY

flew to Cincinnati and Cc

yesterday.
CHICK LEWIS goes to Washington to I
confer on plans for the Variety Club c
Won.
ROBERT

MOCHRIE

leaves

today

for T^

MARY PICKFORD is scheduled to lea
the Coast on Friday with JOHN |. WILI
Broadway producer.
LOUIS HYMAN, distribution head f
Lesser Productions, is on his way here fr<
Coast to confer with United Artists sal
advertising executives.
JOSEPH COTTEN arrived from Californ
terday to stay for a few weeks.
TOM
REED arrives in New York toda
Washington,
where
he discussed
the con I
script
forthcoming
"0'_
Navy" ofwiththe Admiral
Russell UA B. release
Waesche,
Coast Guard.
ARTHUR WILLI, RKO's Eastern talent
is en route to Hollywood for studio i
ences,
and will return to New York in
two
weeks.
EARL HINES, president of General Pr
Equipment is a Chicago visitor.

Nomikos Sees No B. O.
Drop When War Ends
Chicago — Holding that people
acquired a taste for better type
program and have laid aside n:
to see them through the trans
from war to civilian work, Van
mikos, Allied vice-president and
of the Van Nomikos Circuit, \
exception to the stand that th
attendance will suffer a sharp
after V-Day.
Nomikos noted that employ
has been at all time high in
territory; peoule have plent:
money; amusements are not ra
ed and most people will contim
patronize theaters, more so in
they are are
temporarily
factories
converted. laid off "
Nomikos warns that theater 01
tors who let their staffs become
less and discourteous will find
are losing good will that will be
bly hard to replace in the post
period.

Ray
TOA Morrow,
President,Former
Is DeacA2
Malvern, Ark. — Ray Morrow
vice-president of the Malvern An
ment Co., and past president o:
Arkansas Theater Owners Ass
tion, is dead.

Hollywood — During the past two
months cost of operation of Ascap
has been reduced to 14% per cent B & K $1.50 Dividend
of the organization's gross revenue,
Chicago — B & K declared a
according to John G. Paine, general
stock dividend of $1.50 pa1
manager. This is lowest in the 30- mon
Oct. 1.
year history of Ascap and was accomplished by introduction of effective economies. At one time Ascap's
cost of operation was as high as 26
per cent, but in 1940 it was reduced
to 22 per cent and in 1943 to 20.05
SOUND STUDIOS, IN<
per cent.
1600 BROADWAY.
N. Y. 19.
At its semi-annual meeting here
tomorrow reports will be made by
Complete
Film and
President Deems Taylor, Jack BregDisc Recording Facilities
man, chairman of the executive committee, and General Manager Paine.
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Same Set of Rules
For Ail Dislribs.

ijjderal Handling of
=x in Freed Areas
(Continued

of educationals
and documen5 for showing in Europe — the
:
jiy is reported to be satisfied with
;v handling: of commercial film exs through its psychological war•: • branch and" to be against any
JJige for the European area for
je time to come.
'i WI Overseas Pix Bureau is trynow to justify its latest staten it of raw stock requirements — re: ted to be about five times as high
earlier statements.
The bureau,
• ded by Robert Riskin, is prepar.: statements which will include the
iting of numerous Hollywood enchainment features — with OWI preing its own dubbed sound.
Army to Resist Any Shift
i »s in North Africa, the Army is
:>ected to resist any shift to rere full authority on films to the
ustry at this time. State Departnts aid is not more likely now
; n it was in North Africa — where,
"hough promised, it never mater.
; zed.
'OWI has not found easy sailing
.its raw stock request from WPB.
is now asking more than half the
nvance for a major
distributor,
: may be forced to rely largely
. 3n footage
it can wangle
from
Army and the Navy.
Negotia;.ns are now for film from the miliy.
In the meantime, a detailed
';)gram showing the use for every
Tit of film requested is being drawn I
1 for WPB.
[mpression here is so long as the |
litary remains
in control,
com- .
rcial distribution
will be out —
ich might mean years in Germany,
ere an army of occupation will be
tailed for a long time to come.

. Louis Hearings to Fix
ze of Theater Crews
tySt. Louis — Hearings to determine
s number
of stage hands
to be
, lployed in each classification of
n theater
in St. Louis
and St.
buis County and the hours to be
orked in each house, will be started
pt. 25 by Jules E. Kohn, Kansas
ty attorney who was named arbiator. Theater owners will be repsented by Russell Hardy with HarI C. Barker probably representing
heal 6-IATSE.

END BIRTHDAY
REETINGS TO...
Ernest
Betty

(Continued from Page 1)
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SEPTEMBER
Truex
Garde

19
Lee Blumberg
Marilyn Johnson

party to the consent decree signed
in 1940, and there is nothing to force
them to sign the new decree. They
are,
defendants in the New
York however,
case.
• • • ODDS AND ENDS: Fredric March will star in "They Rise
to Conquer." dramatic presentation to be given tomorrow night at the
Waldori- Astoria dinner launching the 1944 campaign of the New York
War Fund. ...
• Mary Pickiord's interest in Abe Waxman's musical,
"Sadie Thompson" is figured at S25.000
It's in exchange for her
rights to "Rain". ... • Both Warren William and El Brendel will be
in Dick Himber's "Abracadaba," magic-musical comedy slated to hit the
Main Stem in Ocober or early November. ... • Don't be surprised
if Edward Small's choice for the title role in "The Life of Valentino"
turns out to be Edward Kreisler. Bernie's brother, now in "Jacobowsky
and the Colonel" on Broadway. ... • Sam Ackerman, pioneer Detroit exhib.. has taken son Al into partnership at the East Side theater. . .
• Probably the first Detroit exhib. to ever celebrate a golden wedding,
Jake Wentzel did just that with the Missus last night. . . • William Forest Crouch, executive producer of Filmcraft, will begin production of 30
musical shorts at the Filmcraft Studios in New York this week

•

•

•

HARRY

C. ARTHUR,

JR., of the St. Louis Amusement

Co. leas saying the other day that lie never heard of an arbitrator's
award reducing clearance bringing an increase in rentals for the exhib.
winning the cut or a decrease in rentals for the exhib. whose clearance
was reduced
There being no outcry following Arthur's statement,
Phil M. will entertain a motion for the approval of the minutes of the
meeting as read
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HOLLYWOOD

T

T

& VINE: Walter Wanger has picked

Yvonne De Carlo. 20-year-old Vancouver brunette, to star in Universal's
"Salome, Where She Danced"
Yvonne has appeared only in bits
at RKO Radio. ...
• Now it's "all-star" casts for cartoons, too
Credit the stunt to Walt Lantz who will use an array of his series characters in "Poet and Peasant". ... • Al Herman's first pix as PRC
associate producer will be "Phantom of 42nd Street," novel by Milt
Raison and Jack Harvey. ... • Monogram is putting out a fourpage tabloid newspaper as an exhib. throwaway for "Enemy of Women". ... • Patrick Michael Cunning, West Coast tele production
expert, will preview his new technique for major studios Oct. 2. . . .
• Tex Ritter is organizing an all-western variety show for a Fall and
Winter tour of Southern and Midwest theaters. ... • Hal B. Wallis will
star Jennifer Jones (courtesy of David O. Selznick) in "The Love Letters,"
his first pic for Paramount
Ann Richards
had been previously
mentioned for the role. ... • Ray Elder, just out of the Army after
heroic service with the AAF, goes into "High Among the Stars". . . .
• Barbara Britton will be the School m'am in the new version of "The
Virginian". . . . • William Wellman will direct "G. I. Joe" for Lester
Cowan. . . . • :^And Sidney Lanfield will direct "The Night Before"
at Paramount. .'. .'-. .

V

T

T

« • C SEEING AS HOW it's open season for suggesting new
Oscars, why not bestow one on Kitty Blevins, Knoxville lass who at 22
is credited with seeing at least 5,000 films?
For without Kitty and
those ardent fans like her, there would be no Hollywood, no Academy
and no film biz
T
T
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•

•
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«

PEARL HARBOR!

«
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"They

will face the same complaints as the rest if the matters

goes into litigation," Robert L.
Wright, special assistant to the Attorney General, said yesterday. And
there was little doubt that Wright
expects the matter to go into litigation. He is preparing himself for
a long court battle.

Direct
Adv.
mber'
"Reme
00 forblic
$500,0-to-Pu
(Continued

from Page 1)

including "Together Again," "Tonightattack"
and Every
"Counterand "Over Night,"
21," will
also be
gone over.
In attendance from the home office will be A. Montague, general
sales manager, who will preside;
Rube Jackter, assistant general sales
manager; Lou Weinberg, circuit
sales executive; George Josephs,
sales accounting manager; H. C.
Kaufman, exchange operations manager; Seth Riserl, contract department manager and Vincent Borelli,
of the sales department. Louis Astor, circuit sales executive will interrupt a business trip to join the
group.
District managers scheduled to be
present are Sam Galanty, Eastern;
Jerome Safron, Western; Carl Shalit, Central; B. C. Marcus, Mid-Western; R. J. Ingram, Southeastern and
J. B. Underwood, Southwestern.

Green to Make Tele Shorts
Morris Green, stage producer, has
signed with Television Motion Pictures Co. to make a series of television shorts to be selected from his
Broadway attractions, Jack Goldberg, president, announced. Green
is also preparing scripts of his shows
to be sent to radio stations for local
broadcasting.

Theaters Aid Paper Salvage
Columbus, O.— Total of 332,151
pounds of waste paper was collected
at a recent matinee held by 29 suburban houses at which 23 prizes topped by a $50 War Bond, were offered, in addition to free admittance
to the shows.

UJEDDinG BELLS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Hollywood — Jennifer Beryl, .daughter of Nigel Bruce, was married to
Lt. Jay Gould, III, AAF.
Charlotte — Betty Deal, 20th-Fox
stenographer, was married to Ensign Edward B. Dudley, USN.
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Files to Intervene in Decree
St. Louis Amusement

(Continued from Page 1)
God Almighty that the time be not far off
when the precious lives of our dear ones will
no longer be sacrificed, when our boys and
girls will be coming home, and when there
will begin a return to peaceful pursuits and
to our American way of life."
There will be those, of course — happily a
small minority — who will want to make
whoopee when V-Day comes, and the
rougher element, responsible for the vandalism which has plagued showmen for the
past two years, may be expected to repeat
in theaters unless curbed. Spadework by
exhibitors in advance clearly is indicated,
and the Goldstein trailer, whether devised
with that thought in mind or not, is one
excellent approach.
When the Yanks occupy Tokyo, it will
be time to celebrate, not before.
— o —
A COUPLE of S64 questions: I, Who is

Louis

an

arbitrator

was

FBI in Peace, War

Co. Action Up in N. Y.

(Continued from Page 1)
forced to sented to a dismissal of the action

base his decision on an alleged "stale
odor in one of the theaters," Hardy,
attorney for a group of St. Louis
exhibitors, pointed out in his petition. Argument on the petition is
set for Nov. 3. Petitioners include
St. Louis Amusement Co., St. Louis
Ambassador
Theaters,
Inc., Eden
Theater Co., and Fanchon & Marco
operating 31 St. Louis houses. They
charge the Department
of Justice
with usurping the lawmaking power
of Congress,
and then turning it
over to a private agency with no
legal
— the American
Ai*bitration standing
Association.
They charge

Tuesday, September 19, 19-

defendants."
against
DecreetheContains
No Standard
Further excerpts follow:
"The decree contains no lawful,
definite and certain rule of standard
of decision as to whether any clearance is reasonable or unreasonable.
The so-called factors, some of which
: are to be considered and some of
which are to be disregarded by the
arbitrator, do not constitute any rule
or standard. Those factors have no
factual or legal relevancy to reasonableness of clearance. The decree does not indicate or specify
whether, and in what manner, those
factors shall influence or control the
decision of the arbitrator.

also that AAA's authority ran out
"This court has undertaken to conlast
the deeree^and
end of the |Ifer
upon'the"and
American
Arbitration
trial November
period of with
the first
Association,
the association
and
has not legally been renewed. They its employes and agents have
recommend denial of the Govern- usurped and exercised, jurisdiction
ment's application for modification to change and reduce clearances
And 2, Who are the exhibitors who "in
order to get turn-over, are taking these of the decree "insofar as it pro- which have, in purpose, effect and
vides for the continuation of the ar- otherwise no connection with or remeasures to get in the dough"?
Specifications, please.
vacating of
the vTolatioiTof
law stated
the decree bitration
so system,"
far asthe arbitration
is j[aTion'to
in the petition
and complaint,
and
If true, it's a helluva note, and, for the
concerned,
and
that
defendants
be
to change
and reduce clearances
good of the industry, there should be exenjoined from enforcing arbitration which have not been made in pur
posure.
awards to the detriment of the peti- suance thereof and which have not
But if it isn't true, it's still a helluva note
been in restraint of trade or mothat an anonymous producer should be per- doners.
Striking directly after arbitration nopolistic, or otherwise unlawful or
mitted to express sweeping baseless generalities certain to find their way into the in September the petitioners declared invalid but which
on the contrary
"instead of enjoining the un have been the result of perfectly noi*
lay press, witness Tom Pryor's column in that
lawful
combination,
conspiracy,
and
the New York Sunday Times.
mal and lawful acts, customs and
concerted actions stated in the peti- contracts.
tion and complaint, this court has
Ruggles Has No Definite
"Although the contracts and clearundertaken to confer upon the AmerProduction Commitments
ance of exhibitors who are no partican Arbitration Association and its
ies to the decree are ostensibly exemployes and agents, independent,
empt from its provisions, they are
(Continued from Page 1)
exclusive, full and final jurisdiction
associated briefly with Sir Alexan- of controversies relative to transac- not in fact exempt, and such exhibitors can not escape the adverse efder Korda and later was slated to
tions in trade and commerce in mo
co-ordinate production plans for J.
trade>
uP°nand their
Arthur Rank. Ruggles said yester- tion"prctiiresrinciud'ing controversies £ect.
awards in
of commerce,
property
business
to clearance."
day he had no definite commitments, relating
AAA
Authority
Said
Ended
*t*
*
4.u
-4.
o
-j
-c
j
j
arbitration
cases."
but indicated that a deal for his services would be set shortly.
The petitioner claims also that , Ha£dy said in Washington Satur-to
authoritv of the AAA under its de- da>T that the decree does not apply
Lt. Schultz, Crash Victim
cree ended last November and has St- Louis because bonafide 10-year
Referring to contracts signed there in 1936 still
Erie, Pa.— 2nd Lt. John S. Schultz, never been renewed.
1936, which have }™ years to ™n. . Hardy ?eof
contract
Louis
St.
the
AAF; former manager of the Columanti-trust case ^rred to agreements signed under
an
from
resulted
bia, was killed in a recent air- there, the petition said: "The decree ™e St. Louis consent decree, which
plane crash. His wife and and stipulation provided among other ^i^ff
Paramount
and RKO
in
mother survive.
things, that the defendants
should Warners, t^„_a™1;.^st_f"lt^Amf*
enter into so-called franchise and that city. Hardy, then with the Dewas the Govannual contracts to furnish motion : Partment of Justice, that
case,
m
attorney
eminent
petithese
of
theaters
for
pictures in exchange for which the At that time, he said, Fanchon
&
tioners,
defendants should receive from the . Marco was threatened with a shut-

** the producer who told Pete Harrison
that "exhibitors are deliberately leaving out
one, two and three reels of features" in
order to reduce the running-time of extralong pix?

THEATER DEALS

Watervliet, Mich. — The Ritz here petitioners general releases of causes ' off of product by the three distribuhas been sold by Sol Winokur, to of action against the defendants un- : tors if it purchased several first-run
t laws."
houses which Warners had wanted
Michael Padafore of Fremont, owner derOnthetheanti-trus
part of the plaintiff, it ; to buy. As a result of the suit
of the Berry, at Berrien Springs.
was stipulated that the execution brought against the distributors, 10Clarksville, Pa. — Werner Lund Cir- and delivery of the franchises and year contracts were signed with excuit has purchased the Park, a new contracts for pictures, and the per- hibitors in the St. Louis area — many
house which will be opened Sept. 20. formance thereof would establish a of them called for product pursituation in harmony with the act I chase on yearly contract. This setNiles, O. — Robins Enterprises Co. of July 2, 1890, entitled "An act to ; tlement, Hardy said, was filed and
has purchased the McKinlev The- protect trade and commerce against '•approved in Federal Court in New
ater for a reported $90,000. Build- unlawful
restraints
and
monopol- JYork.
ing has been used by a church as ies," and consistent with the essen- '
o«™ r»„„_
„ +•* +;„ i
,. \
j. ,-, ,
.. mu
i -^
Savs
Decree „ ttUnconstitutional
a recreation center. Company oper- tial purposes of that suit. The plainates two theaters in Niles and two
tiff, for that reason approved
the
He said the ban on franchises
in Warren.
franchises and contracts and con- called for in the proposed new de-

To be(Continued
Golden's
Next
from Page 1)
Hoover.
Robert Golden will pi
duce.
Golden also announced that he h
bought the screen rights to Paul i
Kruif's "Kaiser Wakes the Docto:
which Robert Golden likewise \*
produce. Golden said he would t
to borrow Spencer Tracy for the t
role in "The FBI in Peace and Wa:
which
a history
of the FBI's i
tivities issince
its inception.
Golden predicted yesterday th
his latest picture for RKO relea:
'The Master Race" would exce
the gross of his previous pictu
"Hitler's Children" by at least
per cent.
Children" Gh
grossed
more"Hitler's
than $3,500,000,
den said.
Robert Golden leaves the Cog
today for New York.

Para, in Cosmetic Tieup
On "Frenchman's Creek'
Paramount has effected a tiei
with Dorothy Gray, prominent cc
metic firm, whereby "Frenehmar
Creek" will be given a huge natio
wide promotion campaign throuj
leading department stores and dri
chains,
R. M. Gillham, advertisir
day.
and publicity director, announced t
This promotion which was devt
oped by Alec Moss, Paramount e:
ploitation manager in collaboratk
with Dorothy Gray executives, wj
be carried through during the enti:
life of the picture, wherever it
shown, starting with the metropol
tan centers
filtering through
the
smallestandcommunities.
It wi'
accent the romance and fashion ai
gles of the Mitchell Leisen produ*
tion.
cree should not apply to franchise
made previous to June, 1940.
Hardy declared also that he fee.
the entire proposed decree is uncor
stitutional. He pointed out that on
St. Louis theater is owned by a sb
man partnership, five members c
which are in the armed forces. Com
action against this firm, he sai<
would be stayed until the partnei
are back in civilian life, but thei
business would be greatly affecte
were the decree to be signed. Thu;
although court action inimical t
them would have to wait, he saic
serious changes in their busines
practice could be forced upon then
in their absence.
At the Department of Justice
id
Robert L. Wright, assistant to thj
attorney general specializing in pi
matters, said he could not discus
the Hardy partition until he had
chance to study it in detail
question of which franchises wo
be affected and which not- affected,
said, appears to be academic. Wrigi
strongly feels that the decree its el
will never be signed, and that lit:
gation is inevitable.

ASK THESE FOLKS:
"Can you spare something
for the USO and other
patriotic charities?"

You know the answer I

Mister Exhibitor, these people are not going to be
asked to give in your theatre (no collections)! We
just hope you'll let them know that the NATIONAL
WAR FUND DRIVE is for a good cause. Please run
the Quentin Reynolds short "Memo For Joe" — available from R K O. And during the Drive there will be
just a two-minute trailer available through your local
War Chest Campaign. The Drive is from Sept. 20th
to Nov. 11th. Thanks!
P. S. Every man and woman in film business, home offices, exchange:?,
studios, theatres, should consider it a sacred duty to give liberally to !he
humanitarian National War Fund through their local united campaign*
Sponsored by War Activities Committee of Morion Picture Industry, 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.

»

Para. Can Sell "Bell"
As Special in Canada
(Continued from Page 1)
sell the picture as a special to exhibitors having basic contracts signed
prior to Oct. 12, 1941 with the company but the exchange is not permitted to require the rental of other
new season pictures as a conditional
part of the contract for "For Whom
the Bell Tolls."
The board yesterday interpreted
the basic contract as an agreement
for the rental of not less than six
features for the 1940-41 releasing
period on the contract signed before
the October date in 1941 for six or
more features for the 1941-42 releasing period. Exhibitors with such
basic contracts are entitled to purchase "For Whom the Bell Tolls"
this season whether or not they buy
any other films. The board ruled
Paramount may charge authorized
top terms for specials — this maximum being 50 per cent.
Four features of International
Pictures can also be sold by RKO
under similar terms, but exhibitors
are not compelled to take all four.

Wilby-Kincey Goes Femme
In Charlotte; Two Males
Charlotte — Only one man is left
in the city staff of the Wilby-Kincey
besides the manager, Jack Austin.
Martin Street is manager of the
Broadway. The other 15 positions
in the five theaters of this chain
that formerly were filled by men are
now strictly feminine.
At a luncheon and general conference Austin expressed enthusiasm
for the loyalty, industry, and particularly the good theater-housekeeping of the femmes on his staff.
They are Mrs. Sarah Aldred, manager State; Mrs. Anne Dowling, advertising: representative; Mrs. Dorothy Ramsey. Dilworth manager;
Mrs. Ruby Thomas, Imperial manager; Mrs. Vivian Thomas, assistant
manager at the Carolina; Mrs. Helen
Barbee, Mrs. Dorothy Glenham, Mrs.
Lillian Gamble, Mrs. Marie Beaver.
Mrs. Lucille Rutledge, Lucretia
Wertz. Mrs. Elizabeth Tutterow.
Mrs. Kitty Fowlkes, and Mrs. Mildred Lawing, assistant and student
managers at the various theaters.

IN NEW POSTS
GEORGE
LYNCH.
Monogram
manager, Calgary.
IRVING SOURKES. Monogram manager. Montreal.
VICTOR RACKOW. Monogram manager. Winnipeg.
WALTER GOTTLIEB. M-G-M exchange manager,
Pittsburgh.
WILLIAM L. BERMAN. manager, Rex Theater,
East Rutherford,
N. ).
P. F. CASSADAY. branch manager. Ross Federal,
Des Moines.
WALTER C MOREY.
Federal
Seattle.

branch

manager.

Ross

Tuesday, September 19,
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TO THE COLORS

THE HURRICANE'S LIGHTER SIDE
Springfield, Mass. — The hurricane had its lighter side here, with the laugh emphasis
being placed on theater marquees which had billed some choice films.
The Majestic in West Springfield stopped showing the peaceful White Cliffs of Dover
the day before the storm, and announced the coming attraction, Going My Way.
The Paramount here had already booked the appropriate Step Lively, with Arcade
flashing Bathing Beauty on a marquee which projected over streets awash as a result
of a flash flood.
But the best of all came from the Academy of Music in Northampton which was
showing This Is the Life as the main attraction, with trailers heralding as the next
picture . . . The Rains Came.

Change in WPB Raw 9 or 10 Pix, 1944s
Stock Plan Delayed Musk Hall Total
(Continued from Page 1)
failed to bring about complete
agreement among the members of
the clearance committee. Eventual
approval for the change is still expected, however, with only a light
chance that the new proposal, calling for specific authority from WPB
for each order, will be turned down.
Three and four days of consideration on such matters are not unusual, and there appears to be no
reason to doubt that the new plan
will be accepted. Most members of
the committee are known to be in
accord with it.

*

DECORATED

*

STANLEY
NICHOLSON,
USMC,
formerly
\^
Theater. Chicago, awarded the Purple H
SCT.
DAVID
ROSE,
formerly
B & K. Chi
awarded the Bronze Star.
rVT. JOHN E. KENT, son of William Kent. M
gram Detroit salesman,
awarded
the Pi
Heart.

* COM MISSIONED*

CARL

LEVINE, formerly Essaness, Chicago, c]
missioned a 2nd lieutenant.
DOUGLAS
FELMING,
USN,
formerly
WaJ
Theater
publicity
staff,
Cleveland,
missioned an ensign.

*
JAY

LANE,

PROMOTED
USMC.

formerly

*

State,

Chicago

corporal.

I Continued from Page 1)

MRS.

i of the year. "Mrs. Parkington" is
I the next picture and a maximum of
two more will play the theater during the balance of 1944. "Dragon
Seed'; stayed eight weeks at the Music Hall, the record for the year.
Last year, 11 pictures played the
big theater.

MILDRED
LORIMER,
manager.
Palace.
Akron,

JEAN

COOPER,

JEANNE

assis1

* DeVry,
wavFs
*
Chicago.
*

KAUFMAN,*

S?AARSC"**
W
Universal,
Cleveland.

24-Hour V-Day Closing
Planned in Des Moines
(Continued

Wilby-Kincey to Build
Charlotte 2,500-Seater

formerly
O.

from Page 1)

cil for V-Day.
Theaters
ready agreed to close.

have

comes af""
2 Ifp.m.the thevictory
theaternews box-offices
ik\
be closed at once, an announcenu'will be made in the theaters a i
Charges Algiers Bar
shows will run to completion
ii
On Allied Newsreels
those who are present.
The tl
St. John, N. B. — Plans for several aters will then close down for t i
Charges that several Algiers film new theaters in this territory are remainder of the day and night a n
houses had refused to show Allied being prepared so that construction remain closed the following day. r
films of the liberation of Paris were can start shortly after building ma- the news comes during the night
terials will be available.
before theaters open for the da
voiced over Radio France, Algiers,
they will remain
closed until t
by M. Bosnian, a delegate of the
following day.
Commission for Information, the
FCC reported. Bosnian added that Para., Pep Club Sending
the theaters were the same that, Xmas Cheer to Services
West Springfield, Mass. — Town c
during the occupation of France,
ficials organizing V-Day observanc
Christmas
cheer
in
the
form
of
"did not hesitate to place their halls
notified the manager of the Maje<:<
at the disposal" of Vichy propagan- gift boxes will be sent to some 450 tic it would be required to close. ■■!>
former
Paramount
home
office
and
dists "for their scandalous meeta;
exchange employes now in the services. The boxes, which will contain
Son Safe
about a dozen useful articles, will jRalph
Wolf
AlbanyRipps'
— Lt. Robert
Ripps, son i
ings." Calls Cleveland
be prepared and shipped by the Ser- ; Ralph Ripps, M-G-M salesman, r
Zone Meet Sept. 25-26
vicemen's Committee of the Para- ported missing last April, is now r
mount Pep Club.
ported safe.
Cleveland — Nat Wolf, Warner
Shipments to about 450 Parazone manager, will hold his annual mounteers overseas in all parts of
zone managers' autumn meeting the world will be completed bv Oct.
15. in time to reach them on the
Sept. 25-26.
holiday. Girls at the home office
Polio Hits Ohio Business
will fill, wrap and address the packColumbus, 0. — Theaters are still ages.
Harry Nadel is in charge of this AGNES SCHAD is the new secretary in tl
feeling a slump because of infantile
activity as chairman of the Servicemanager's
office
at Loew's
State,
Syrf
Dai-alysis as the year's total rose to
men's Committee, which also in683 cases last week. This compares
cuse. BRESNAHAN. acting short subject boot
EILEEN
cludes
Joseph
Doughney,
Irving
Sinwith 94 cases in the same 1943 perer, 20th-Fox,
Detroit.
ger. Joseph Wood, Al Sicignano,
iod. Total of 34 deaths from polio
MRS.
ELAINE
FULTZ.
booker.
United
Artis
Pictures, Detroit.
have been reported, compared with William O'Connell and Albert Deane.
SHERINA
EASTMAN,
confirmation
clerk,
I
12 for all of 1943, according to the
versal, Detroit.
State health department.
Making Foreign Versions
IContinued from Page 1)
for what is expected to be the finest
theater in the two Carolinas.

FEflUmE TOUCH

Detroit's Cinema to Reopen

Detroit — The Cinema Theater, operated as a first-run house by Associated Theaters and Telenews Theaters, reopens Friday with Artkino's
"People's Avengers."

SHIRLEY
GILLIS.
secretary
to office manag
Universal
Pictures, Detroit.
VIRGINIA PARKER, file clerk. Universal. Detroil

Of "Holiday" In London
London (By Cable) — French and
Italian versions of UA's "Knickerbocker Holiday" now are being prepared here. Pic has played 1.600
theaters in the U. K.

\l

'11

3-IOA

•q.STa uo13.orvpo.irl

MRS.

ELSA
BIELHARZ,
branch
manager's seen
tary. Universal.
Detroit.
MILDRED
FRATERNICK. assistant contract cl
Universal.
Detroit.
BETTY
PACEL,
PRC
casting
department
head
Hollywood.
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RAPE, OWI CONFER ON FIX FOR EUROPE
layEditorial
File Another Action Against Arbitration
Attorney Hardy Hints
At New Action to be
Started in St. Louis

... gov't plan?
j= By CHESTER B. BAHN

=

1TH Wendell
Berge, Assistant
U. S.
Attorney General, indicating that the
nment
is hell-bent
for theater
di•nent, the recent hint by another Gov:nt official, James Lawrence Fly, chairff)f the FCC, that limitation of the numjof commercial broadcasting stations that

f.

ii )>e in a "single ownership" is receiving
mal discussion" by his Commission bets something more than merely interI said during one of his appearances betthe special House
of Representatives
nittee investigating the FCC
that he
Jdn't be surprised at the placement in
Siear future of a limitation on the single
rship of stations in the AM field come to the present policy of such reions in the opening fields of FM and
Itfjsion."
ile there are, to be sure, marked dif:es between
the motion
picture and
radio-television fields, the thoughts of
Messrs. Fly, Berge et al run sufficiently
e same channel to give color to the behat the Government over-all policy calls
making little ones out of big ones."
to date has not been
exactly the
Vican Way.
I does not appear that either Berge, his
jrior, Attorney General Biddle, or his
-rdinate, Robert L. Wright, have as yet
•d the number of theaters which a cirJmight embrace without running afoul
e Department
le Sherman and
Jstiture, sought
Crescent suits,
/cement.

of Justice's construction
Clayton Anti-trust Acts.
in the Schine, Griffith
impresses as the twin of

id that, if you please, is why what Br'r
;ad to say the other day is so intriguing.
ZCEPTING

industry estimates, some

' 40,000 men and women from the
fes of exhibition, distribution and proion have entered the armed services for
.service. Roughly, that compares to two
w divisions.
Several thousands already
been discharged for various reasons^ —
vilify and over-age,
largely — and many
lese have found their way back to their
or comparable jobs.
Jt what of the thousands of others who
return later?
Will they desire to re(Continued on Page 7)

Washington

Bureau

of THE
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Canadian Film Co-op
Enters Theater Field
DAILY

Washington — Attorney Russell
Hardy, representing; a group of St.
Louis exhibitors in their petition
against application of arbitration
authority to the St. Louis area, was
scheduled to leave here today for
St. Louis, where he will confer with
Harry C. Arthur, head of the St.
Louis Amusement Co., and others.
Although the main purpose of
(Continued on Page 6)

Toronto — Co-operative Film, accessory and equipment venture started
by four Maritimes exhibitors, A. J.
Mason, A. A. Fielding, M. E. Walker
and F. Sobey, has branched out into
theater operation. Organized as Affiliated Theaters, group has taken
over the Star, Sydney, N. S., and is
reported planning theaters for New
Waterford, N. S., Sackville, N. B.,
and Glascow, N. S. and possibly Charlottetown, P. E. I., Amherst, N. S.,
and Fredericton, N. B.

Raw Stock Change OK Ad Chiefs to Map
Is Expected for Today Sixth Drive Plans
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Washington — Announcement of the
adoption of the administrative
change ending the "honor system"
for raw stock withdrawals by the industry is expected from WPB today.
It is believed here that deliberation
upon the proposed amendments of
order L-178 calling for specific WPB
authorization for each and every
(Continued on Page 3)

Famous Studios Enlarges
Its Cartoon Activities

The industry's top advertising,
publicity and exploitation men today
will map out the advertising and promotion phases of the Sixth War
Loan. Conference was called by John
Hertz, Jr., national director of the
promotional aspect of the campaign
which starts in mid-November under
(Continued on Page 3)

Metro Gets Screen Rights
To "Violet" for $100,000

Riskin Assures Distribs.
Handling of Pix Up to
Them When Army is Ready
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Plans for turning
over to the film industry full responsibility and freedom in the export of
films to liberated countries were discussed during a four-hour session in
New York last Friday, it was learned here yesterday. Foreign managers and representatives of the distributors, itis believed, were present at the session along with Robert
Riskin, OWI overseas film chief, and
members of his staff.
The industry group was assured
(Continued on Page 6)

Wall St. Sees Pix
Stocks Priced Low
Belief in some quarters that film
stocks should be selling at 20 per
cent higher than current market
prices was revealed yesterday by the
Journal of Commerce. Paper pointed
out in an article by Winchell A.
Royce that
the industry
(Continued
on Page 3)is one of

Equity Council Approves
Merger of Actor Orgs.

M-G-M yesterday purchased the
screen rights to "Violet," a play to
Actors Equity Council yesterday
An expansion of activities at Fam- be presented here in late October by
ous Studios was indicated yesterday Al Margolies. M-G-M also is back- adopted a resolution approving the
all actor orby Sam Buchwald, general manager,
ing the stage production. Play was proposed planganizationsto and merge
sent back to the
in connection with the program of written by Wid Cook and will have
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)

WB, Fox in Cobian Deal?
May Join in Cuban Circuit Operation
A deal whereby both Warner Bros,
Trunacolor to Market
and 20th Century-Fox will particiHerzka Color Process
pate in the operation of the two

Cuban circuits recently leased by
Trunacolor Film Co., Inc., has been Ramos Cobian, prominent Puerto
chartered in Albany to market a new Rico exhibitor, is in negotiation, it
color process known as Renacolor, was learned yesterday.
the invention of Dr. Wililiam B.
Cobian took over eight Smith cirHerzka, a former associate of Pathe
cuit houses in Havana, four FernFreres in France, it was learned here
andez circuit houses in Camaguey,
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 6)

'Anna Lucasta' Film
Rights for Pickford?
Mary Pickford is understood to
have the inside track in the bidding
for the film rights to the play "Anna
Lucasta," which John J. Wildberg
is presenting on Broadway. The report has Miss Pickford offering
a down payment of $75,000
plus a weekly consideration based
on a percentage of the box - office
receipts until the maximum of $350,000 is reached.
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Barrymore Heads Dewey
Committee in Hollywood
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Maynardville,
— It even
isn't often
that
this town Tenn.
is visited
by a
candidate for State Governor, so when
Wesley Kilgo, Republican aspirant for
the governorship arrived and found
only a handful waiting to hear his
campaign speech the pride of the
community was at stake. However, by
declaring a 30 minutes intermission
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Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. t2i 2 V
Columbia Picts. pfd. .
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . .
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's,
Inc
Paramount
RKO
RKO
S6 pfd
20th Century-Fox . . .
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Warner Bros
NEW
YORK

STOCK
High
16i/i
42%
434
22
1 67

a

631
8i22
2558
901-2
241/4
12'i
BOND
31'
CURB
2%
33/4
l3/
3%

Par. B*wav 3s55
NEW
YORK
Monogram Picts.
RKO cvs
Sonotone Corp
21 34
Technicolor
20%
Trans-Lux
Universal Pictures . . .

MARKET
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42%
434
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2434
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16i/4

Net
Chg.

427/8 434
22.
167
63%
228V2
25%
90%

311/4
241-4
12%

334
3%
21 34

20

Einfeld Conferring
In Northwest Cities
San Francisco — Charles Einfeld,
WB director of advertising and publicity, arrived here yesterday to confer with Branch Manager Al Shmitken and circuit heads on special
opening campaigns for "Arsenic and
Old Lace" and "The Doughgirls" in
this territory. Einfeld also will hold
similar conferences in Portland and
Seattle before returning to Hollywood next week.

— 'HiJ.

1%
MARKET 2%
2%
MARKET
1V4

3%
21%
3%

More than 50 screen personalities
make up the initial roster. They
'
include Don Ameche, Edward Arnold, William Bendix, Leo Carrillo,
Bing and Everett Crosby, Cecil B.
DeMille, Brian Donlevy, Ben Hecht,
Sam Katz, Jeanette McDonald, Fred
MacMurray. Raymond Massey, Leo
McCarey, Adolphe Menjou, Ray Milland, Mary Pickford, Rodney Pantages, Preston Sturges, Hunt Stromberg, King Vidor, Buddy DeSylva
and Loyd Wright.

20

Signs Down for V-Dcry
Chicago — Local houses are taking
down movable signs and other front
and lobby appurtences in anticipation of possible V-Day celebrations.

E. Lawson, Odeon V.-P.,
Attending UNRRA Confab
Ottawa — J. E. Lawson, vice-president of Odeon Theaters and director
of Empire-Universal Films is attending the UNRRA conference at
Montreal as official Canadian delegate in the role of chairman of the
Canadian Voluntary Agencies Council. Latter comprises the Red Cross,
Canadian Jewish Congress, the Salvation Army and others.

Parisian Film Houses
Will Reopen Next Week

COmmG ind GOIFK

Maynardsvllle's Pride

'DAILY

Hollywood — A Hollywood-for-Dewey organization has been formed
here, following a meeting at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. David 0. Selznick. Lionel Barrymore is chairman
of the group; Ginger Rogers, vicechairman, and John C. Flinn, secretary.

10 Cents

:

Coast

Theater Crowd Saves

at the town's only movie theater an
audience of 300 was quickly secured.
After the speech the crowd returned
to the theater and the schedule was
resumed.

Butler and Sistrom
Coast Bureau

of

THE

FILM

ORSON
WELLES
from the Coast.
CHARLES
California.
JED

HARRIS

JOSEPH

at

K. FREEMAN

the

is off again

CALLEIA

Waldorf-As

of M-C-M
to the

is here •

\

Coas

has arrived from

Hollyw

D. A. DORAN, Columbia studio executive
back in town
from Washington.
LOU
POLLOCK,
UA advertising and publi
chief, is expected to arrive in New York
week from the Coast.
JAMES WINN,
UA's Boston district mana^
is off on a two-weeks trip of his territory,
stopping in New York for home office con
ences.

As Ginsberg's Aides
West

HARRY NOVAK, general manager for Wa
in Argentine, now in New York for home 0
conferences, leaves Friday for the Coast to hu
with Jack L. Warner.

'DAILY

AL WHEELER, Vermont salesman for M-C
is taking
a two-week vacation in New Y
and
Washington.

Hollywood
— Reorganization
of
BILL RESNICK, script writer of Emerson Yc
Paramount's production setup by studio, has left New York for Florida wit!
Henry Ginsberg, vice-president and crew to pick up production on the Mosqi
general manager of production and Control film the company is making for the
fice of the Co-ordinator of Inter-American
studio operations, places Frank But- fairs.
ler and Joseph Sistrom as his genBETTY HUTTON has returned to Hollyw.
eral aides.
from Chicago.
Sixteen important features will be
made by Paramount during the coming year, it was announced, in addi- "Roger Touhy" Damage tion to those to be made by B. G. Case Under Advisement
DeSylva, Hal B. Wallis and the PineThomas unit. William Meiklejohn
Chicago — Federal Judge E.
remains as supervisor of talent and
casting and Meta Reis continues tem- Shaw has taken the injunction al?
porarily in charge of the story and damage case against B & K a:
writing department.
20th-Fox for showing the film "Rog i:
Touhy,
under advisemer
and will Gangster,"
render a decision
next Mo -

Hurricane Injury Nets
Ed McEvoy 12 Stitches

A previously unreported victim of
last week's hurricane was Edward
L. McEvoy, short subjects sales manager of Universal, who suffered a
severe eye injury necessitating 12
stitches.
McEvoy was riding with a friend
through the storm when he put his
head outside the car window in order to get a better view of the road
ahead. He was struck by a tree
branch
in the
left eye.only
On an
doctor's
orders he
is spending
hour

a day in the office.
French Brazaville Radio announced that Parisian movie patrons will WB Sales Execs, on Tour
soon be able to see the latest AmerBen Kalmenson, general sales manican films. Broadcast, picked up by
ager for Warners, and Roy Haines,
CBS, noted that most of the the- Western and Southern division sales
aters, closed because of a power manager, are on a midwestern tour.
shortage, will be reopened next week.
Kalmenson goes to Dallas from Minneapolis today. Haines is at present
Dr. Lissauer in Hospital
in Kansas City.
West
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY
Ed Hinchey, head of the Warner
Hollywood — Dr. Herman Lissauer, playdate department, is in New Hahead of the Warner Bros. Studio reven today and will be in Boston tosearch department, enters Cedars of morrow.
Lebanon Hospital today for a minor
operation. He expects to be away Anne Plisco's Husband Dies
from his desk for 10 days.
Funeral services will be held this
afternoon for Abe Rosenbaum, 39,
Singles Preferred in Chi.
husband of Anne Plisco, booker at
Chicago — The Chicago Tribune's the New York Republic exchange, at
film question survey indicates that 2 p.m. Rites will be at the Gutterthe average patron here wants single man Funeral Parlor, 153 E. Broadway. Rosenbaum died yesterday.
features with a shorts program.

day.
Nathan
Blumberg
represent*1:
20th-Fox,
Irving
Roth and
Jose]
Gilbert appeared for Touhy.

H'wood Studios Making
Foreign-Language Trailei
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

n

DAB

Hollywood — Hollywood is makir
trailers in French, Spanish, Hu
garian and several other languag
for distribution in European cou
tries. These trailers are to adve
tise coming pictures, and superir*
posed titles are used.

SEEKING
A DEPENDABLE
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR

THEATRE
TICKETS?
, INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Dependable service . . . Low cost . . .
47 years' experience serving theatres,
stadiums, amusement parks, etc.
We can supply your needs. Roll, ,
machine folded, reserve seats, etc.
Write lor itmplet, prices or other inlormttiofl.
Delivery tree Maine 10 Virginia.

INTERNATIONAL
TICKET
ftgN COMPANY
S2 CRAFT0N AVE. \£y
h £ W A R K. N, i.
Salts Office* in Principal Centers
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! Cr*VSuLY

Ad Chiefs to Map
Sixth Drive Plans

I SI. Sees Pix
ks Priced Low

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

ikr's greatest beneficiaries from
rnings standpoint,
'ing that cash has been utilized
ire bonds and senior securities
Cutting the companies generP a cash basis today, paper
M out that they are currently
j- out only about half of what
earn, and strengthening even
,,their cash reserves,
icipal
post-war
uncertainty
was the setting up of quotas
^eign countries.
Argentina and
have already established quo"id Mexico is going into produc. eavily. Paper notes that while
-icial word has come from Engobservers believe that country
establish stiff quotas. Bright
fin the foreign picture is said
f the setting up of foreign subdes which are exempt from exbrofits taxes if 95 per cent of
earnings come from sources
,je the U. S.
ile the paper sees some droppfi of domestic income with the
'{ the war, it points out that, if
|s profits taxes should be materreduced or abandoned, the coms could show nets equal to to( while experiencing a decline of
,r cent in pretax revenues,
fiction from the threatened an>st action is not anticipated for
jr or two at least, as it will take
long to try the case.

ity Council Approves
ger of Actor Orgs.
(Continued from Page 1)
Merger Committee its resolucvith accompanying recommeniis and proposed revisions and
\'es. Equity is the first organisi to act on the merger.
ier performer organizations are
p on the proposal and get their
ts in by Oct. 1.
The
Joint
=r Committee will then try to
Dnize any conflictions and work
plan that will be acceptable to
e talent associations.
kowski

Killed in Action

cago — Lt. Frank Hanskowski,
:rly of the B & K Southtown
Theater, is reported killed in
action in New Guinea, the War
Dep't has alvised.

ID BIRTHDAY
IEETIKGS TO...
September 20
'in W. Hicks, Jr. Norman Z. McLeod
iniiott Nugent
F. X. Sutton
orence Ryerson Alex I. Hillman
Shug Fisher

the chairmanship
The
• • • CUFF NOTES: Col. A. G. Rudd. vice-prexy of Newsreel
Theaters, Inc., on leave to the Army, is currently filling two spots
He's both director of the Personal Affairs Division and Officer
in Charge of Army Emergency Relief of the Second Service Command.
• Add members of the SOFIE, Paramount Chapter: Bob and Bill Scollard, sons of C. J. "Pat" Scollard, both apprentice seamen in the Navy
Bob, 19- is in the Navy V-12 at Duke University and Bill, 17,
ditto but at Dartmouth. . . • Boston branch manager John Dervin
has just chalked
up 22 years of service with United Artists. . .
• William (Bill) Ewing, with Warner Bros, in Washington, observed his
25th anniversary with the company's publicity department. . . • Madeleine White of Monogram is being swamped with praise for that invitation she sent out last week for the Belita cocktail party
That
glamorous photo of Belita on the invitation's cover is being preserved for
pin-up purposes. . . • Swamped with orders on the newest edition
of "Stubs," a pamphlet containing interesting data and diagrams of
all Broadway theaters. Lenore Tobin, the publisher and purveyor of
previews and theater parties at the Shubert office has had to order a
second printing. . . • Everything has to end some lime
Even
that Woods theater
Danny Kaye starrer,
a long-run mark, but
the-clock basis for 16
•

•

•

HAIL

run of "Up in Arms" in Chi
The Goldwyn
staying 21 weeks, just missed giving the house
probably did set a record by playing on a roundweeks
▼
T
T
AND FAREWELL DEPT.: Hail to our newest es-

teemed—and swell— contemporary, Loew's
for Loew employes by one of the most
the field
Oscar A. Doob, supervising
ing editor; Ernest Emerling, art editor;
and Howard Cagle, staff photog. . .
newsy digest, Teletrends, which fades out

LOl, to be issued bi-monthly
impressive editorial staffs in
editor; Mike Simons, managEddie Dowden, news editor,
• And farewell to B & K
after 27 issues simply because

it "requires more time than television can spare"
▼
T
T
• • • FROM HOLLYWOOD & VINE: Not only will Jennifer
Jones be loaned by David Selznick to Hal B. Wallis for "Love Letters,"
but Joseph Coiten as well to play opposite
Nice goin* for Hal,
what?. . . • Lester Cowan has picked the Missus, professionally Ann Ronell, as musical director for his pix. . . • Joan Woodbury is Columbia's choice to bring Brenda Starr, Reporter, to the screen from the
cartoon strip
There will be at least two features based on the
character. . . • Second femme lead in "Frisco Sal" at Universal
goes to Colette Lyons, otherwise Mrs. Alan Dinehart, Jr. . . • Role
of Countess Demidow in 20th-Fox's "The Czarina" has been filled by
Eva Gabor. . . • Harold Wilson, executive assistant to B. G. DeSylva at Paramount for almost four years, has joined B. G. DeSylva
Productions as associate producer. . . • James Bloodworth, former
Warners' short subject writer, has been elevated to scripting on features.
His first assignment is "Wallflower"
T
T
T
•
•
•
AVENGE PEARL HARBOR!
Tourney

Sept. 29

of Harry

Brandt.

Treasury Department's approach to the drive will be outlined

by Tom Lane, head of the Treasury's War Finance Committee's advertising and publicity.
Scheduled to attend the conference are Mort Blumenstock, Warner
Bros.; Hal Home and Charles
Schlaifer, 20th-Fox; Frank Rosenberg and Laurence Lipskin, Columbia; Barret McCormick and Ben
Grimm, RKO; Si Seadler, M-G-M;
Oscar A. Doob, Loew; Bob Gillham
and Stanley Shuford, Paramount;
Vincent Trotta, National Screen Service; Lou Pollock and Frank Moneyhun, United Artists, and Glenn Allvine, Public Information Committee.
WAC will be represented by Francis
S. Harmon, S. H. Fabian and Ed
Schreiber.

Raw Stock Change Okay
Is Expected for Today
(Continued from Page 1)

print order by the distributors and
producers has been approved by the
WPB clearance committee after three
days
of study, but confirmation was
lacking.
It was
indicated,
however,
that
announcement will be made today.

Monogram Can Borrow
Up to $1,450,000 Under Deal
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — Under terms of a new
loan agreement which is revolving
in form, Monogram will be permitted to borrow directly, or under their
agreement, a peak amount of $1,450,000 from California Bank of Los
Angeles and Security Trust Company
of New York. The credit will be
managed by Security First National
Bank of Los Angeles.

UlEDDinG BELLS
Chicago — Geraldine Gardner, formerly of Essaness Circuit, has received her discharge from the SPARS
and announced her marriage to
George Walker, USMC at Camp LeJeune, N. C.

Local B-45 Asks Rehearing

Canadian

Chicago — An application for rehearing of the union wage demand
which the War Labor Board allowed
only partially in a recent decision
has been filed with the Sixth District board by Sam Lamansky, business agent for Local B 45-IATSE.
It is expected that Chicago distributors will add their plea for a rehearing of the demand.

Toronto — Canadian Film Weekly Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — J. C. Brown, Washwill sponsor its first annual Canadington bureau head for News Of
ian motion picture championship golf
tournament, at Oakdale Golf & Coun- The Day, became engaged to Belle
Fensterstock, known professionally
try Club, Weston, on Sept. 29. Com- as Belle Fenstock, composer and
mittee in charge includes Jack Arthur, chairman; Tob Daley, secretary-treasurer; Ralph Dale, Archie painter.
Philadelphia— Ruth Meyer, M-G-M
Laurie, Martin Bloom, Sam Fine,
Raoul Auerbach, Harry Lester, and exchange employe, has left for Florida to marry PO 3/c Herman Craft.
Jack Hunter.

M-G-M's
ANNIVERSARY
PARADE OF
SHOWMANSHIP
MARCHES ON!
(With 24 -sheets flying!

Below, for instance)

KING VIDORS Production of M-G-M'S MIGHTY TECHNICOLOR DRAMA!

DONLEVY

I RICHARDS
UKIIN

PUT

Bl

HtHUfl

HUM

JOHN QUALEN WALTER ABEL■'■■■ %i- HORACE McNALLY
A M ETR 0 • C 6 I D W Y N ■ M AY E R PICTURE
;:r king vidor

m
Keep Selling Bonds!

This is the scene of the greatest promotion campaign
ever devoted to any picture! Launching to the nation
M-G-M's

mighty film.

World Premiere October 12th!
(The Facts)

WLW,

famed merchandise-able

station of Cincinnati, covering Ohio,

Indiana, West Virginia and Kentucky will spearhead
World Premiere of M-G-M's "An American
2

Spot announcements

the 132-city

Romance."

start 4 weeks in advance, building into larger

and larger radio time, up to and after the openings.
3

Newspaper

ads start 3 weeks

in advance

in newspapers

in the

Premiere territory.
4

Posting of all kinds includes: 24-sheets, street-car cards, American
Express truck posters, taxi tire covers, etc.

5

Intensive exploitation includes: special trailers, appearances

of cast

personalities, premiere parades, lobby displays, etc. Entire promotion starts with Inaugural Banquet and Preview in Cincinnati.

YOU'VE GOT TO BE A GREAT SHOWMAN
TO BE A LEADER FOR TWENTY YEARS!

V*A

Trunacolor to Market
Herzka Color Process

Trade, OWI Confer
On Films for Europe

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
that all handling and booking of
commercial films abroad will become
the responsibility of the industry
the moment the armed forces indicate that they are ready. Pix are
handled by OWI as a part of the
Army's Psychological Warfare
branch.
Although it could not be said definitely when the moment will come
for resumption of normal operations,
Riskin assured the group that they
will be back in the film export business for liberated Europe "just as
soon as it is practical." He made it
plain that he does not look for the
Army to delay this day unnecessarily.
Documentaries Through OWI
At the same time, he is believed to
have outlined OWI plans for continuing production and distribution
abroad of educational and documentary films of a non-commercial nature. This program, it is believed,
will be taken over by the State Department eventually, with production then to be handled commercially rather than by the Federal Government.
Riskin and the industry group took
up each country separately, working
out details for the withdrawal of
OWI and the resumption of industry
operations. Only in the case of Germany is there prospect of a longterm OWI operation, and even here
the Dolicy is not yet settled. Because Germany is to be occupied by
the military for a longer period than
liberated non-Axis lands, it may be
that the industry will be kept out a
good deal longer. Details of the
German situation are not yet available, and there is now little information concerning the condition of German 'theaters.

Rep. In Butterfield Deal
Republic has closed a deal with
Butterfield Theaters for the entire
1944-45 program in 117 theaters in
the Michigan territory, James R.
Grainger, president, revealed. Deal
was closed by Grainger, Sam Seplowin, Central district sales manager
and I. H. Pollard, Detroit branch
manager, with the circuit represented bv E. C. Beatty, president and
J. 0. Brooks.

TO THE COLORS!
—
*

DECORATED

*

M SERCT. ALBERT BLUMBERG, formerly manager
of Warners' Midway Philadelphia, was awarded the Silver Star for gallantry in action.

*

PROMOTED

*

LT. COL. A. G. RUDD, USA, on leave of absence
from Newsreel
Theaters,
Inc., to colonel.

* ARMY *
RAY BURCH. Warner manager,
Washington.
TOMMY
TAIT,
assistant
snipper, Warner
Bros,
exchange. Philadelphia.

yesterday. The manufacturing company is called Renacolor Corp.
The incorporation of Trunacolor
will make the process available to
film producers in this country for
the first time on a commercial basis.
The process was perfected by Dr.
Herzka, an Austrian who has been
in this country six years, after a
long period of experimentation. The
inventor was reported yesterday as
already negotiating with several producers for use of the process.
Dr. Herzka represents the new
process as simpler, speedier and
more economical than any now in
use, only one operation being required, with the cost almost the same
as that of black-and-white photography. The film itself is black and
white and developed and printed like
ordinary black and white, the color
being obtained by immersion in a
chemical bath, according to the inventor.
One of the chief claims made for
the process is the total naturalness
of the colors. Dr. Herzka asserted
that any color can be photographed
via the Renacolor process. He added
that prints can be made as fast as
in black-and-white photography with
never any loss of color value.
Dr. Herzka, who was with Pathe
Freres for 35 years, has also operated his own laboratories in Europe.
He is president of Renacolor, Antoinette Kirsh being secretary. Dr.
Herzka's offices are at 946 Bushwick
Ave., Brooklyn.

Metro Gets Screen Riqhts
To "Violet" for $100,000
(Continued from Page 1)
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"Frenchman's Creek"

with Joan Fontaine, Arturo de Cordova
Paramount
113 Mins.
COSTUME DRAMA RICH IN ROMANCE
AND SWORD PLAY IS ESCAPIST STUFF
WITH B.O. PUNCH.
"Frenchman's Creek," derived from the
Daphne du Maurier best-selling novel of the
same name, is a romantic tale of the days
of Charles II of England that is escapist entertainment ofthe first grade. Produced in
the grand manner and impressive in its
physical aspects, the picture should prove a
solid click at the box office.
Under the watchful eyes of Executive Producer B. G. DeSylva and Associate Producer
David Lewis, the film resolves itself into a
Technicolor spectacle that employs hues
with stunning effect. The story never
loses its interest as it moves from one dramatic incident to another in its course of
high adventure.
While the tale holds the women with its
story of the love of an English noblewoman
for a bold, dashing pirate from the shores of
France, it bids for the attention of the men
with its display of violent action in which
sword play figures prominently.
The chief scene of action is the Cornish
Coast. It is there that Joan Fontaine, as
the lady of high estate seeking an escape
from the stupid and dull life of London society, meets Arturo de Cordova, the pirate
lover. Much of the action has to do with
the efforts of the English gentry to capture
the pirate and string him up. Miss Fontaine
has her brief moment of happiness with de
Cordova,
dutyForbes)
to hercompelling
children her
(she's
married toher
Ralph
to
part from him at the end.
Miss Fontaine and de Cordova enact the
lovers satisfactorily. Basil Rathbone, Nigel
Bruce, Cecil Kellaway are others who stand
out.
Mitchell Leisen directed the Talbot Jennings screenplay with distinction.

tryouts in Boston and New Haven
before being brought to Broadway.
Metro is reported to have paid
$100,000 for the screen rights against
a weekly percentage of the gross.
In addition, Metro is said to have
put up $50,000 for the financing of
the stage production. This is reported to be the highest advance for
an unproduced play produced by an
unestablished producer.
Title role is to be played by Patricia Hitchcock, daughter of Alfred
Hitchcock. Cook, the author, is a
Metro screen writer.
Wilder Options Miss
Metro money is in three other
Broadway-bound nlays, including Hughes for 3 More Pictures
"Bloomer Girl," which reaches the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Shubert on Oct. 5; "Soldier's Wife,"
Hollywood — William Wilder has
which arrives here a day earlier and
taken an option on Mary Beth
"The Streets Are Guarded" which Hughes for three more pictures and
will bow on Broadway in November.
plans to star her in "The Brothers
Karamazov." She is now appearing
WE Promotes Peckman
in his "The Great Flamarion," which
David B. Peckham, comptroller of will be released by Republic. No resales of the Western Electric Co.,
lease has been set for "The Brothers
has been appointed comptroller of
manufacture, it was announced yes- Karamazov."
terday. He will fill the vacancy Revive "New Gulliver"
caused recently by the death of John
The original version of "The New
M. Stahr. Clifford W. Smith will Gulliver," will be revived at the
succeed Peckham as comptroller of Stanley in October, following the
sales.
current showings of "1812."

CAST: ]oan Fontaine, Arturo de Cordova, Basil
Rathbone. Nigel Bruce, Cecil Kellaway, Ralph
Forbes. Harald Ramond, Billy Daniels, Moyna
MacCill, Patricia Barker, David James, Mary
Field, David Clyde, Charles Coleman, Paul Oman,
Arthur Gould Porter, Evan Thomas, Leslie Denison, Denis Creen, George Kirby.
CREDITS: Executive Producer, B. C. DeSylva;
Associate Producer, David Lewis; Director,
Mitchell Leisen; Screenplay, Talbot Jennings;
Based on novel by Daohne du Maurier; Cameraman, George Barnes; Musical Score, Victor Young;
Art Directors, Hans Dreier, Ernst Fegte: Film
Editor, Alma Macrorie; Special Effects, Gordon
lennings' Process Photography, Farciot Edouart;
Sound, Donald McKay, Don Johnson; Set Decorator, Sam Comer.
DIRECTION,
Fine.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Superb.

May File Another
Arbitration Action
(Continued from Page 1)
his trip is to appear in a WLB
dispute regarding stagehands in
St. Louis, Hardy hinted that another document against the ar^-j,
bitration
procedure
might
b( \
filed in that city.
The petition on Monday, filed ir
New York, called for interventior
in the New York anti-trust case n
order to protect his clients from being affected by possible arbitratior
decisions.
It is possible that in St
Louis he will seek an injunctior
against the American
Arbitratior
Association, and (or) against the distributors from ordering or putting
into effect any ruling which might
adversely affect the business of hisj
clients.

Famous Studios Enlarges
Its Cartoon Activities
(Continued from Page 1)
24 Technicolor
cartoons for Paramount's 1944-45 shorts program.
A new director, Latimer Tytla,
and a new story man, Isadore Klein,
have been signed to augment the
staff. Both of these men formerly
were with the Walt Disney organization. They will concentrate on
the development of new characters
and story ideas for the new program.
This applies particularly to the
Noveltoon series, Buehwald said.
Noveltoons are an open series which
permits experimentation, and an effort will be made to build up certain
outstanding characters. Important
in this category is the new character Gabriel Churchkitten. Screen
songs also are being stressed in the
series. One of these is "When Johnny Comes Marching Home Again,"
which will be released as "When
G.I. Johnny Comes Home."
Another old favorite will be "Old
MacDonald Had a Farm," with special lyrics by Mack David, creator
of "Love, Love, Love."

V-DdY Damage
Chicago —
buying V-Day
cies, issued by
Crawford Co.
Day damages

Insurance

Chicago theaters are
physical damage poliLloyds through R. N.
here to cover any Vfrom celebrants.

STORK REPORTS
Clinton, Ind. — Kenneth Maurice,
operator of the Wabash Theater, is
the father of a baby girl born last
week.
Philadelphia— Mel Koff, UA salesman and owner of the Darby theater, became the father of another
daughter recently.
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's a safe bet, however that the responses shouldered by many from the inry during their years in uniform
will
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for far more
important
lucrative)
spots than they formerly
That applies especially to the exhibifield.

Report WB and Fox
In Cobian Circuit

IN NEW INDUSTRY POSTS

. . . gov't plan?
where they left off (thereby preibly displacing persons engaged as warsubstitutes) or will they turn elsewhere

DAILY

GLENN

NELSON,

manager,

Massillon,

Massillon,

PAUL 0. BIEN,
manager,
Harris, Findlay, O.
BERNARD
L. McGRANER,
assistant
manager,
Loew's,
Ohio, Columbus.
CARL GATES, assistant manager, Palace, Akron,
SHIRLEY
BIERMACHER,
O.
Universal
Pictures,
WALTER
LEFTEROFF,
troit.
NOEL W.
troit.
ROBERT

SANDERS,

booker-stenographer,
Detroit.
operator,

operator,

BRYSON,
state
tures, Detroit.

booker,

West

End,

De-

Joy Theater,

De-

Universal

Pic-

DICK MULLINS, manager, Stage and Capitol
Theaters, Plant City, Fla.
FOSTER OWNES,
engineer,
Paradise, Chicago.
HAROLD B. LYON, manager, State, Cedar
RAY

FILM

Rapids, la.
FREEMAN,

booker,

Universal,

Des

Moines.

Polio Cases Rising
In Springfield, Mass.

Academy Acts to Curb
Radio Commercials
West Coast Bureau of THE

BILL BEDARD, assistant booker, Universal Pictures, Detroit.
EUCENE
ASTON,
manager Rainbo,
Detroit.
THOMAS J. SULLIVAN, manager, Crande, Detroit.
FRED ERICKSON, manager, Rouge Theater,
River Rouge,
Mich.
CURTIS
H. MILLER, manager, Florida, St;
Petersburg.

'DAILY

Hollywood — Academy of M. P.
Arts has taken action to curb radio
commercials, which it is contended,
hoenstadt Circuit Grants create the impression that recent
film releases have won Academy
awards. Use of award symbol or
li. Operators' Demands
mention of an individual winner in
jhicago — The Schoenstadt Circuit any advertising must carry the year
signed a new contract with the for which the award was made and
rators' union, meeting the two- special permission must be obtained
;k vacation demand and the salary from the Academy for any other use
•ease.
of the symbol.

Springfield, Mass. — Polio cases
continue to rise in this area, with
118 cases reported in city and surrounding communities. Disease has
resulted in three fatalities.

To Show "Conspirators" Oct. 16
National tradeshowing of WB's "The
Conspirators," has been set for Oct.
16, it is announced by Ben Kalmenson, general sales manager. Picture
31.
goes
into national distribution Oct.

(Continued from Page 1)
Cuba, and one theater now under
construction by Ferenandez. New
theaters in Santa Clara, Santiago
and Havana are planned by Cobian
who also is considering the expansion
of his interests into Latin America.
He now owns 22 theaters in Puerto
Rico.
Cobian arrived here Monday from
Havana.

Laurel-Hardy for Rialto
Laurel and Hardy's "The Big
Noise" made for 20th-Fox, opens at
the Rialto Theater, Friday.

Operators9
StrikeHouse
Shuts Iowa
Waterloo, la. — The Palace Theater at Waterloo was closed yesterday
as a result of a strike by the two
operators who walked out Sunday
noon. Bea Resiner, manager, said
the two-man strike was based on a
demand for wage increases.
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"An entertainment -brimming film of
which any studio could be
proud!
-BOX
OFFICE"
"Packs dramatic wallop from the
superbl
opening gun and builds
y!"
-DAILY
VARIETY

<ntA**r*^

KIM

DEAN

JAGGER

HUNTER

BOB

NEIL

MITCHUM
Produced

HAMILTON

by MAURICE
and
by WILLIAM
Directed

Screen Ploy by PHILIP YORDAN

NOTHER

and DENNIS

J. COOPER

FRANKLIN
CASTLE

KING

• Original Story by GEORGE

MONEY

V. MOSCOV

HIT

FROM

MONOGRAM!

CC

ApprOVCS

L/CCrCC

rrOpOSdIs:

Hollywood — Wendell Berge, Assistant U. S. Attorney General, conferred late
Tuesday with trustees of PCCITO at their quarterly meeting in Seattle and

cussed the action taken by the Department of Justice on the New York consent decree. A short statement from PCC said: "PCCITO approved
it action and is confident independent exhibitors can now feel even more assured that the Department of Justice is wholly aware of the need
a complete correction of abuses practiced in the distribution of motion

pictures and determined to vigorously prosecute its action."

ntimate
In Character
.1 : er national
in Scope
Independent in Thought
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IEW RAW STOCK PLAN EFFECTIVE IN OCT.
VLB Petitions for 10 Front-Office Locals Signed
ings Number to 30; Will
Filed Immediately
ith the Regional Boards
rhe last of the WLB applications
ngned to better the living condibs of the nation's exchange office
rkers were signed here yesterday
exchange operations heads of the
n companies and Joseph Basson
(Continued on Page 9)

uggles to Produce
igle-Lion Features

WESLEY RUGGLES

important pictures as well.
(Continued on Page 2)

With the support of President Edelmiro J. Farrell, Argentina has extended to
motion picture screens its anti-U. S. propaganda campaign, the N. Y. HeraldTribune reported yesterday in a copyright story, wirelessed from Montevideo,
Uruguay. A one-reel film, entitled "Oh, Mr. Hull" attacks the American
Secretary of State as personally responsible for the bad relations between
the U. S. and Argentina.
Hull is depicted as an evil-looking man with a long nose, intended to indicate Jewish features, and is shown alongside a tricky-looking fox, the dispatch
said. Later, he is put alongside Donald Duck, with whom he is made to engage
in a ridiculous debate consisting of an exchange of angry quacks. Cartoon
footage is credited to Ramon Columba. A previous film, also attacking Hull,
showed him milking a cow marked "Latin America."
"All Argentina's films are being produced on raw stock supplied by the U. S.
under quota, which makes Washington look doubly ridiculous in the eyes of
those who see the pictures," the Herald-Tribune story pointed out.

iDeal whereby Wesley Ruggles
11 produce pictures in the United
ates and England for Eagle-Lion
lms, Inc.,
Arthur
nk's Amer,n organition, has
?n completit was anunced o f ially y e s•day. Rug;s not only
11 direct a
oup
of g h-budg- [|
■d pictures
|t will
pro(ce
a series

Argentina's
\nii-l . S. Pix, Attacking llulL
Being Made On Raiv Stock Supplied bg U. S.

His

>I-G- M Sets 100 Mitts.
as Pix Running Time
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Although no official
announcement has been made, it is
understood that M-G-M will place a
maximum of 100 minutes running
time on the studio's future features.
Pictures now before the cameras will
be edited in an effort to reduce
them to the maximum time. There
have been numerous complaints from
exhibitors over the present trend to
increasing the length of pictures. New
move is expected to reduce production costs as well as saving raw
stock.

Free Screen Vital,
(oe Montreal Text

To Huddle Tomorrow
Again on Sixth Loan

Top industry ad, publicity and exMontreal — Declaring that "only a
ploitation men will meet again tofree screen can serve a free people,'
morrow with John Hertz, Jr., publicCharles Francis Coe, MPPDA counity
director
for the Sixth War Loan
sel, last night addressed an exhibitor-sponsored dinner which was at- campaign, to further develop ideas
(Continued on Page 9)
tended by leading personalities of
(Continued on Page 2)

Tele Sets In 9 Months
After Conversion Seen

Appoint New Committees
For New Jersey Allied

WPB

Authorization Required for Each Producer,
And Distributor Order
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Confirming information received over the week-end by
this paper, WPB announced yesterday that the honor system for film
withdrawal by the industry will end
in October. The amendment to L178 was voted last Friday by the
clearance committee, it appears, and
signed a day later by the general
counsel. A 72-hour wait is mandatory before publication of the change.
Blanket authority for laboratories
to order raw stock is continued, but
specific WPB authorization for each
(Continued on Page 2)

Dollinger Steps Out
Of N. J. Associated
Irving Dollinger has resigned from
Associated Theaters of New Jersey,
the booking and buying organization
of which he was a founder and former president. Dollinger would not
comment on his withdrawal except
(Continued on Page 9)

Kent-United Litigation

New committees were named at Back in Appeals Court
Television sets, priced between
yesterday's
of New Jersey
Montreal — Long litigation between
$125 and $1,000 or more, will be Allied. Theymeeting
are: Executive, Harry
moving off production lines within Lowenstein, chairman; Louis Gold, the Kent Theater Co., Ltd., and the
six to nine months after manufactu- Ralph Wilkins, David Mate, David United Amusement Corp., Ltd., rerers receive Government permission Snaper, Edward Lachman and Mauturned to the Court of Appeals yes(Continued on Page 9)
( Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 9)

Allied Opposed

to Checking

Myers Denies Acceptance

of Practice

Monogram Stockholders
Meeting Is Deferred

A report that Allied may veer
toward exhibitor acceptance of house
checking by the distributors and
limit its arguments to the amount of
. Annual meeting of Monogram percentages was denied yesterday by
stockholders, scheduled for Oct. 18, Abram F. Myers, Allied general
has been deferred to a later date to counsel.
The association, Myers said, does
enable company officers to complete not contemplate receding from its
preliminary negotiations for a pro- opposition to the checking of inde(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 2)

f\eu>sreels Get Footage
On Raid on Japan
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Newsreels yesterday
received a sequence showing a raid
qn Japan from the Chinese theater.
Included in the footage were several
scenes shot by the military on the
take off, return and servicing of
B-29's, and a camera record of the
actual raid shot by newsreel man
Wong of News of the Day. Wong
flew on the raid in a B-29.

&&S
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Monogram Stockholders
Meeting Is Deferred
(Continued from Page 1)
posed convertible preferred stock issue.
Stock issue discussions have been
in progress for some time and it is
understood that the underwriters
look favorably on the project in view
of the rapid strides and progress
made by the company in recent years.
Meanwhile, a $1,450,000 loan for
production and studio expansion purposes has been completed through
the Guaranty Trust Co. of New York
and the California Bank and Security First National Bank of Los Angeles.

(Continued

from Page 1)

Quebec's religious, educational, civic
and women's organizations.
"We have learned," Coe said, "that
the quickest and easiest method of
teaching is by visual-oral presentation" and added that the coming of
peace would reveal a new world with
new geographical formation, new
concepts of time and space, new instrumentalities ofliving, new problems of neighborliness and international compatibility. Coe contended
that the composure of that world
would depend in "vast measure" upon
the screen and that "this is a sacred
obligation we cannot evade.
To Fulfill Best Purposes
"To fulfill its best purposes," Coe
asserted, "the screen must attract
multitudes to its theaters. In times
of emergency these multitudes will
eagerly accept documentary pictures, pleas for aid, drives for a common cause. But remove the emergency and with it goes both interest
in and acceptance of these emergency
offerings. We must guard against

Thursday, September 21, 194

Quigley Given Plaque
For WAC Press Service
Martin Quigley, until recently
chairman of the WAC Trade Press
Division, received a specially struck
plaque yesterday as a tribute to his
efforts. Presentation of the award
was made at the regular weekly
WAC staff luncheon by George J.
Schaefer, chairman.
In making the presentation
Schaefer, in addition to lauding the
former trade press head for his personal role in the work of the WAC,
praised the activities of the entire
Division, whose "steadfastness and
inspirational aid was an indispensable factor ino all campaigns."
Jack Alicoate has succeeded Quigley as chairman, with Charles
"Chick" Lewis vice-chairman.

fack Warner to Address SWG
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Hollywood — At a meeting called
for tonight by Screen Writers Guild
in the Roosevelt Hotel to discuss
post-war problems, Jack L. Warner,
executive producer for Warner Bros.,
will deliver the principal address.

NEW

thisBecause
calamity."
the screen was free, Coe
said, it gave incredible service in
the great stress of the early war
effort. Few young people other than
English-speaking have enjoyed the
advantages of a free screen, he continued, adding that "we of the industry must maintain a stalwart devotion to these ideals of service. We
must not permit minor internal problems to enfeeble the strength of our

YORK

New Raw Slock Plan
Effective in October
(Continued from Page 1)
print order from distributors ar,
producers will be required after th
month.
These will be issued on tl
basis of quota allowances of filmat 75 per cent of the 1941 usage. V
the event
is itfilmwill availab'J,
later
in the there
quarter,
be prf
rated among the claimant compai^
This means as much film asVJ
been provided in the order hereti
fore, but less than was used in tl
first half of 1944, when orders wei
an estimated 50,000,000 feet ov<
Lincoln V. Burrows,
WPB
fill
quota. said yesterday he will pro|
chief,
ably discuss the matter with the ij
dustry Advisory Committee early
October.

Schlatter in Chicago
Chicago— L. G. Schlaifer of 20tl
Fox is here for tomorrow's meetin
of Chicago, Detroit nad Milwauk^j
exchanges at the Blackstone Hotel, j

THEATERS

B'WAY &

HE

HELD OVER — Ind WEEK

"STORM OVER LISBON"
Starring
Vera

Hruba
Ralston —
Richard
Erich Von Stroheim

BRIDEMARSHALLBY

ALAN

Arlen

MARSHA

HUNT
EDGAR

•

47th St.

MISTAKE'
LARAINE DAY

• ALLYN
BUCHANAN

JOSLYN

with Otto Kruner — Eduardo Ciannelli
Robert Livingston- Mana Barrio

medium."Protect the Producer
Coe expressed the belief that Government should certainly have the
power to order off the screen objectionable matter, for that protects the
producer of integrity against the
dictator. He added, however, that
government with power to order anything on the screen is "government
already incipiently tyrannous."
In conclusion Coe said:

PARAMOUNT presents
Fred MaeMURRAY
Barbara STANWYCK
Edward G. ROBINSON

A Republic Picture
Air Cooled

REPUBLIC

"DoubleIN PERSON
Indemnity"

THEATRE

THE ANDREWS SISTERS
MITCHELL AYRES AND HIS BAND

B'way Bet. 51st and 52nd Sts.
Tel. CO.

5-9647

!PA&AM&£Mfr.

RADIO
CITY
MUSIC
HALL
HELD OVER SECOND WEEK
Showplace of the Nation — Rockefeller Center
GARY
COOPER
TERESA
WRIGHT

"Only as we of the motion picture
industry fail in self-regulation
should external regulation be invoked. Iurge that we grasp the
dimension of the task ahead. I urge
that we muster our courage, our
vision, our devotion, our high purposes and direct them en masse upon
the fullest accomplishment of that

in International Pictures'
"CASANOVA
BROWN"
Distributed through
RKO
Radio Pictures, Inc.

SPECTACULAR

STAGE

1st

Reserved.

Mezz.

Seats

'DOROTHY LAMOUR
ON SCREEN

'AND THE

FRED MaeMURRAY
BETTY HUTTON
in PARAMOUNT'S

JACKIE KELK

PRESENTATION
Circle

uiPERsbtr

The CHARIOTEERS
HARRISON
& FISHER

6-4600

'HOMER' Brown

Henry Aldrich,

DARRYL

F. ZANUCK'S

'WILSON'
IN TECHNICOLOR

Wesley
Ruggles to Produce
task."
Features for Eagle-Lion

AND
BUYBONDS
MORE

POXY

PARAMOUNT

of Radip'a

Wing And a Prayer

PLUS ON STAGE
FRED
WARING
HIS
PENNSYLVANIANS

(Continued from Page 1)

first picture will be made in London
+r
when studio space is available.
While Rank has a distribution deal
with United Artists for a certain
number of pictures, the distribution
for Ruggles' product has not been
completed. Ruggles goes to Hollywood within the next few days to
discuss story and talent matters.
*

ANGELS SING'
20th

Picture

Brandt's
Brandt's
GLOBE
. GOTHAM

7th Ave. &
50th St.

presents

Century-Fax
at

*

Joan Fontaine
Arturo de Cordova

"Frenchman's Creek"
RIVOU. B'way & 49th St. *

B'way
46th
DOORS

BUY

&
St.

OPEN

B'way &
47th St.

8:30 A.M.— Midnight Shows
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M-G-MATCHLESS!
And Now Look!

His Greatest Role!
ai

Spencer Tracy in "The Seventh Cross" with Signe Hasso » Hume
Jessica Tandy • Agnes Moorehead • Herbert Rudley • Felix Bressart
play by Helen Deutsch • Based Upon the Novel by Anna Seghers * An
Picture • Directed by Fred Zinnemann • Produced by Pandro S.

Cronyn
• Screen
M-G-M
Berman

Keep Selling Bonds/
FILM DAILY

SEPT. 21

y
c

o
3
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II

That's how you'll
spell it too!
First 30 engagements are dynamite!
Another hit to add
to all the others!"

H

wy iiiiua vjcgiicrs » rvn wi-vj-ivi.

Picture • Directed by Fred Zinnemann • Produced by Pandro S. Berman

j

His Greatest Role!

Spencer

my

Spencer Traev In "The Seventh Ceo.." with Slsnc H»«»o • Hume Cronvn
lei.lco I „„.lv • A«,,e. Moorcheod • Hctbcrc Rudley ■ Fcll« Bresnrf Screen
1'li.v by Helen Deullch • Band Upon ihe Novel hy Annn Scuhcr.. An M-G-M
kmre . Dlrccled hy Fred Zlnncmann • Produced hv Pandro S. Herman
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Another BIG

M-G-M

Anniversary Hit that's
bringing theatres more dough
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ign WLB Petitions
r 10 Exch. Locals
(Continued from Page 1)
the IATSE.
The applications will
filed immediately with the regnal War Labor Boards.
The applicants included front-ofe locals in San Francisco, Portnd, Boston, Chicago, Minneapolis,
dianapolis,
Detroit,
Washington,
tiiladelphia and New York.
This
Wigs to 30 the number
of joint
'lications signed by the companies
d the IATSE in behalf of whiteliar workers at the exchanges. The
lly exchange center missing in Los
lgeles, where the exchange office
lp belongs to an AFL union not afiated with the IATSE.
The only white-collar application
far approved by the WLB is that
ed by the Albany local.
The IATSE and the companies yesrday also signed seven more applitions submitted by back-room lo.ls. The cities were San Francisco,
os Angeles, Buffalo, St. Louis, New
rleans, Cincinnati and Denver.
To
ite the Seattle local is the only one
hose application has been okayed
P the WLB.
All applications seek approval of
system of job classifications proding minimum and maximum wage
ales.

lyers Denies Allied
o Accept Checking

Kent-United Litigation
Back in Appeals Court
(Continued

sndent theaters and the auditing
; their books and records.
"The practice is bad enough," he
lid, "when engaged in by non-the:er owning distributors in that it
lables them to learn the most inmate details of their customers'
>erations and thus to price their
ms, not according to worth, but
) as to drain off virtually all of the
jceipts."

Myers said it was "particularly
'cious when employed by distribuItrs who operate theaters in compejtion with the independent theaters
hich they check and audit, and the
,<tension of distributor surveillance
t such circumstances may involve
olation of the anti-trust laws."

UEDDinG BELLS

COmmG and GOinG

Smith Gals Again
Free to See Films

from Page 1)

terday on motions relating to appeals taken against Superior Court
judgments.
In one motion H. M. Swards, attorney for the Kent Theater, asked
for a delay in the hearing of the
appeal against a Superior Court
judgment granting an interim injunction, until the Court of Appeals
could decide a preliminary point as
to whether the Superior Court had
jurisdiction to hear the injunction
case.
The motion was opposed by H. N.
Chauvin, attorney for the United
Amusement Corp., who objected to
any delay in the hearing of the injunction case. He said that the injunction had declared illegal the
method by which United Amusement
makes its yearly contracts for films
and it was important that the question be cleared up without delay to
permit of making contracts for 194445 films.
At present, Chauvin said, the company was deadlocked as regards its
next year's
contracts
lations of the
Wartimebecause
Pricesreguand
Trade Board required that no
changes in method of contracting
for film be inaugurated from those
in effect in the basic period. Since
the interim injunction had declared
the present methods to be illegal, the
company was caught between the
two orders.

Tele Sets In 9 Months
After Conversion Seen
(Continued

(Continued from Page 1)

v%

DAILY

from Page

1)

to convert to civilian products, it is
revealed in a Wall Street Journal
survey of major radio and television
producers. Industry anticipates conversion okay immediately after V-E
Day.
While manufacturers do not expect a national market for tele receivers until about five years after
the war, a substantial demand is expected where the nine telecasting
stations are operating — New York,
Philadelphia, Schenectady, Chicago
and Los Angeles.
Models will range from simple
table television video and audio receivers, priced at $125-$200, to console combinations of television,
standard radio, FH, short wave and
record player, which will cost upwards of $1,000. Pilot models have
been built and tested and production
awaits only the release of men, materials and manufacturing space.
Viewing surfaces, averaging about
eight by 10 inches, will be either direct front-view pictures or images
reflected from a mirror attached to
the cabinet lid. Some companies
schedule projection models which will
screen a picture 18 by 24 inches.

Florence Seidelman, daughter of
jtr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Seidelman,
as wed yesterday to 1st Lt. Norlan Barnett, Signal Corps, AUS,
i the home of the bride's parents.
Theater Robber Gets $1,300
Barnett'sInternational
father is president
fMrs.
Universal
Films.
Marshalltown, la. — Some
t. Barnett is the son of William was taken from the safe of the
tol Theater after the house
arnett, vice-president of Massce
arnett Co., prominent industry film for the night, Harry Darmin,
awarding
organization.
ager, reported.

Springfield, Mass. — Smith College
authorities yesterday lifted ban on
attendance at theaters, enforced 12
days ago at the opening of
result of current polio
Restriction was removed
commissioners in the area

college as
outbreak.
as health
report the

disease definitely on the wane. Theater managers here report increased
children's attendance resulting from
regular school opening, with matinee
attendance almost normal.

To Huddle Tomorrow
Again on Sixth Loan
(Continued from Page 1)

introduced and outlined at an initial
WAC conference yesterday.
Guy Lemmon, of the Advertising
Council, sent to address the group
by Ted R. Gamble, national War
Finance Director, sketched the Treasury's approach to the Sixth Loan,
which is predicated on the possibility
of the German war being terminated
before or during the drive. The emphasis, Lemmon explained, would
then be on a "beat the Jap" basis,
with advertising that would explain
how the shifting of troops to the
Pacific, meant increased war costs.
Hertz explained that the simple
plan of the campaign was to give
the exhibitor — "the infantryman of
the Bond war" — the ammunition with
which to conduct a successful campaign. A special committee of the
press book editors of the various
companies was formed, under Sumer Singer, which will prepare and
presentof this
"ammunition"
form
a campaign
manual. in the
Those present were in addition
to those mentioned: Mort Blumenstock, Gilbert Golden, Barret McCormick, Joe Tisman, Charles Schlaifer, Frank Rosenberg, Laurence Lipskin, Si Seadler, Oscar A. Doob,
Stanley Shuford, Vincent Trotta,
Frank Moneyhun, Herb Berg, Glenn
Allvine, Al Hirsch, George Gomperts, Jonas Arnold, Ernest Emerling,
Bill Dasheff, Ed. Schreiber.

Dollinger Steps Out
of N. J. Associated
(Continued from Page 1)

to say, "I have severed my connection with thestepped
company."
Dollinger
out as president
of Associated in July and he was
succeeded by Joseph Siccardi of
Plainfield. Jack Meltzer is head
booker and buyer.

LaGuardia 'Drafts' Moss
As Aide for City Center

$1,300
License Commissioner Paul Moss
Capiclosed
has been "drafted" by Mayor LaGuardia to serve as assistant to the
manpresident of the City Center of Mu-

E. K. (TED) O'SHEA, M-G-M Eastern sales
manager,
returns from Albany
tomorrow.
H. M. RICHEY, director of M-C-M exhibitor
relations, is due back tomorrow from Cincinnati
and Columbus.
MURRAY SILVERSTONE, 20th-Fox foreign distribution head, is in Mexico City on his way
to the States from a Latin-American
tour.

back

HERMAN STARR, head of the Warners' music
companies, is en route to the Coast for conferences with Jack L. Warner on forthcoming
musical pictures.
LEONARD COLDENSON, president of Paramount Theaters Service Corp., accompanied by
NETTER, M. F. COWTHORPE, and WALTER GROSS left last night for Atlanta conferences with William K. Jenkins, head of the
Lucas
& Jenkins
Circuit.

LEON

EARL WINGART, LOU GERARD, and IRWIN
ZELTNER, 20th-Fox exploiteers, have returned
to the homein office
after completing "Wilson"
assignments
the field.
SID BLUMENSTOCK, assistant exploitation manager of 20th-Fox, left for Boston yesterday to
set
Bostonpremiere
Theater.plans for "Wilson"

at the RKO

LYNN BARI, RODDY McDOWALL, CARMEN
MIRANDA, TRUDY MARSHALL, and DANA ANDREWS, 20th-Fox stars, are in New York to make
personal appearances at Army camps, hospitals,
and canteens in this area.

Appoint New Committees
For New Jersey Allied
(Continued from Page 1)

rice Spewak. Finance, David Snaper, chairman; Edward Lachman,
Mrs. Helen Hildinger, Ralph Wilkins
and Sidney Seligman. Membership,
South Jersey — Si Myers, Roscoe
Faunce, Frances Fineman; North
Jersey, David Mate, Ed Lachman,
Maurice Parks and James Gravany.
Entertainment, Irving Dollinger,
chairman; Dr. Henry Brown, Lewis
Martin, George Gold, Harry Hecht
and Sam Frank. Cheer, Ed Lachman, chairman, and M. Fogelson.
Public Relations, Lee Newbury,
chairman; George Gold, Irving Dollinger,dinger.
Si Myers,
Helen Jack
HilBusiness Mrs.
Relations,
Unger, chairman; S. Hochberg,
Frank Henry and A. Lewis Martin.
Eastern regional directors' committees include David Snaper, finance; Lee Newbury and Ralph Wilkins, business relations; George Gold
and Si Myers, public relations. Mrs.
Helen Hildinger and Si Myers were
named co-chairmen of the South Jersey unit.
A New Jersey Caravan meeting
will be held tomorrow at the Newark Athletic Club.
sic and Drama, Inc. The Mayor is
prexy. Moss will serve without compensation.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO...
September 21
Erich Von Stroheim
John

Shepperd

Carlyle

Livingston

R. Robinson

Joseph Kronman

Robert
Allan

Lane

M. P. Production Dist.
28 W. 44th St. 21st floor
New York
N. Y.

•7%m<t LIE
««* TERRY
<%V WALKER

WILLIAM TERRY and
CHERYL WALKER

SweetbeowU o£

STAGE

DOOR

CANTEEN

JACKIE MORAN • CHARLES ARNT
• FRANK JENKS •

WILLIAM SHIRLEY ^
JOSEPH SANTLEY, Director
/\H"
Original Story by Maurice Clark • Olive Cooper ^- '
Screenplay by Olive Cooper
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/ARNER ASKS PIX SEAT AT PEACE TABLE
ee Joint Control of PixEditorial
Distribution In Germany

vr s

Sherwood Predicts
tig-Time Handling by
S., U. K. and Russia
hington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

West

By CHESTER B. BAHN
f^HARLES FRANCIS COE, MPPDA spokesman in the field of public relations, during
^■^ the course of a press conference the other day, remarked that it would be a
tragedy were the WAC permitted to disband at the close of the war emergency.
That it would.
In the WAC, the motion picture industry has achieved an expression of trade unity
which fully answers those skeptics who are prone to say that production, distribution
and exhibition can find no common ground for a program or for action.
To be sure, the scope of the WAC is confined to the field from which its name
is derived — war activities. Any other course would be improper. Nevertheless, in
'ack ling the many facets of its program the WAC of necessity has been required
to pass on and solve problems of production, of distribution and of exhibition, many

i Continued on Page 3)

icific Red Cross
isl for Griffis

curiously like those encountered in the course cf a day's regular business and supposedly
(Continued on Page 7)

tanton Griffis. chairman of the
amount executive committee, will
;e for Hawaii shortly to take up
his duties as Red
Cross Commissioner for the
Pacific Islands.
Appointment t o
the spot was announced yesterday at the North
Atlantic area office by Basil
O'Connor, chairman
of the American
Red Cross.
Griffis will direct a staff of almost 1,000 Red
0 r o s s (workers
which is expect■ANTON
CRIFFIS
ed to expand rap" as emphasis on the war moves
(Continued on Page 6)

See Tendency to Place
Groups in Hero's Spot
H'rskirmtcn Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Tastes in film heroes
are changing and a number of war
pictures found their heroes in groups
rather than individuals last year, the
Museum of Modern Art staff which
selects pictures for preservation in
the Library of Congress, reported to
l-he Library. Selectors also believe
they have seen a tendency in some
war subjects to turn reformed criminals into heroes on the battlefield.

NATION'S

. . . and it can be done

DA1L1

/ashington — A combination of
American, British and Russian
ernments
will be in control of
disti'ibution in Germany for a
time to come, it was predicted

* THE

A WAC for Post-War Years

OWI Distribution Set Metro Looks For Big
For 32 Dubbed Films Post-War Attendance
Final arrangements for OWI dis- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tribution of 16 U. S. films dubbed
Hollywood — M-G-M expects theater attendance to continue heavy in
in French and 16 in Italian, produced by the eight major companies, the post-war period and has accordingly made ambitious production
have been completed, it was reported yesterday. Each of the majors plans, said William F. Rodgers, gen(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 10)

Extra Trucks Carry Ad
Paper to Detroit Houses

Treaties Must Guarantee
Free. Unobstructed Communications, SWG Told

Booth Changes Required
In 40% of Conn. Houses

Co st Bircau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The screen's expanded
and increasingly important role in
the post-war world makes it mandatory that it be
represented a t
the peace tab.e,
and the coming
peace guarantee
treaties
must
a freeunobstructed
world "free
and
Jack
L. Warner,
communications,"
WB executive
producer, told the
SWG last night
at the Hotel
ing.
Roosevelt meetFor the fullest
achievement
of
the

film's
postwar
goal, writers

)ACK

L. WARNER

of future

(Continued on Page 6)

screen

PCC Trustees Act to
Continue NCIE Co-op

Seattle— PCCITO at its quarterly
trustees meeting here acted to continue full co-operation with the NaNew Haven — Some 40 per cent of
tional Conference of Independent
Detroit — Delivery of advertising Connecticut theaters were required
(Continued on Page 6)
paper to Detroit theaters is being to make changes in projection booths
resumed by local film carriers after before they were eligible for State
over a month's suspension. In the Police certificates of approval. ReWB Donating 40 P. C.
meantime, each individual exhibitor
quirements for certificates include
(Continued on Page 6)
of 'Canteen9 Profits
(Continued on Page 6)

To Study Technical Advances
Neame

Here to Report on Them

Four Exhibitor Units
To Meet In October
Four exhibitor associations and
the board of directors of another will
hold their annual meetings in October.
Kansas-Missouri Theaters Associa(Continued on Page 6)

CRITICS

NAME

1943-44' s TEN

to Brit. Trade

In order to get first hand information on technical developments in
Hollywood during the last five years,
Ronald Neame, director of photography for Noel Coward's Cineguild
Productions, arrived here from London this week. Neame plans to leave
over the week-end for the Coast.
Neame (Continued
explainedon atPagea 3)
press con-

BEST

DIRECTORS

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywcod — Under its deal for
the production of the multi-star musical, "Hollywood Canteen," Warners
will give 40 per cent of its profits
with a minimum guarantee of $250,000 to the Hollywood Canteen, it
was disclosed by Jack L. Warner,
executive producer, in his talk to a
meeting of the SWG last night.
Money is to be used for the Canteen's wartime and post-war rehabilitation work.
"Canteen" will be Warners' special New Year's release.
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Ascap Licensing Music
To 400 Industrial Plants

Trade Awaits Policy
On Surplus War Goods

West

Washington

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Since a plan to license
music to industrial plants was inaugurated nine months ago Ascap
has signed between 300 and 400
plants for the privilege, Deems Taylor, president of Ascap reported to
Coast members of the organization.
Suits against juke-box operators
are scheduled to be heard in Federal
Court in New York within a few
weeks, with Ascap insisting their use
of songs constitutes a public performance while the defendants contend coin operated machines are exempt from licensing.
The new Ahlert classification plan
has been delayed by non-delivery of
12 tabulating machines ordered from
International
Business Machine Co.
The society has admitted 24 new
writer members and 12 new publisher members during the past year
with 18 members having died during
the past 12 months, Taylor said.

Baltimore Nabes Plan
To Shutter on V-Day

Bureau

of
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FILM

DAT

Washington — Manufacturers of
motion picture equipment may learn,
soon after the recently instituted
three-man surplus war property
board begins to function formally
within the Surplus War Property
Administration, just what policy will
be adopted with regard to post-war
disposal of projectors and other
items of film theater equipment.
While no definite word has yet
come from the SWPA as to turning
back of items to their original manufacturers, there is some indication
that this will be done, if the manufacturers so desire. Even stronger
is the advocacy here of return to
their makers of parts.
The entire subject has been the
source of manufacturers' concern
generally, including channels supplying merchandise to the motion picture field. Latter hold that if items
furnished to the Government are
going to be sold off indiscriminately
to any civilian business outfit, much
economic harm will result.

Baltimore — Majority of neighbor- RCA Huddles On Post-War
hood houses plan to close when V-E
Day comes because managers argue 16 mm. Plans Terminate
that almost everybody will be "downCamden, N. J. — Regional sales
town celebrating." Downtown
houses plan to carry on as usual. representatives for RCA 16 mm.
If the word comes during show time, sound and projection equipment have
news will be announced from stages just concluded a series of conferences with home office executives
and ticket sales will be halted until
audiences
adjust
themselves
to
the
here
on
the subject of post-war dis'/4
tribution plans.
good tidings.
The regional men attending were
To Hold Rosecan Hearing H. E. Erickson, Chicago; Max Heidenreich, Atlanta; and R. A. HudDuring Week of Nov. 12
son, New York. Home office participants were Barton Kreuzer, sound
St. Louis — Hearings on the Adolph equipment section manager; 0. V.
Rosecan arbitration complaint, from ! Swisher. 16 mm. commercial departwhich St. Louis Amusement Co.
ment manager; and A. G. Petrasek,
sought dismissal, probably will be ■ commercial engineer on 16 mm.
held during the week of Nov. 12, equipment. Confabs were held over
having been set back from Sept. 28. a span of 10 days.
The other two complaints, filed by
A. D. Margarian and Sol and Irvin
Goldfarb, may be held during the K. C. Area Exhibitors
same week.
Guests of Metro Monday

Report Louis B. Mayer
Making Good Progress

Kansas City — Approximately 300
exhibitors in this teriitory will be
the guests of M-G-M and William F.
Hollywood — Louis B. Mayer, who Rodgers, vice-president and general
Descateaux Killed in Action
suffered a fractured pelvis when sales manager, at a luncheon at the
Manchester, N. H. — Rene Desca- thrown from a horse three weeks Muehlbach Hotel here on Monday.
teaux, USMC, son of Lucien Des- ago, is making good progress follow- A number of home office executives
cateaux, owner of the Rex and
ing a setback when a blood clot also will attend the luncheon and reEmpire Theaters, is reported formed in one lung. His physician,
main for a two-day meeting of ofkilled in action in the South Dr. John Wilson, said the clot would
fice managers and field exploitation
Pacific.
probably be absorbed, but ordered representatives. Charles K. Stern,
that no visitors be admitted for five assistant treasurer, and William
Louis N. Parker Dies
days.
Ferguson, will conduct the latter
London (By Cable) — Louis N.
sessions.
Parker, 91, famous English dramat- C. N. Belden, Veteran
ist, died yesterday at his Devonshire Cleveland Exhib. Dies
Rep. Making Its Own
home.
Radio Transcriptions
Cleveland, O.— C. N. Belden, former active owner of the Thornton
FILM DUBBING
theater at Akron, and father of the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
SCRIPT ADAPTATION
Hollywood — Republic is making
present operator, Park Belden, died
GHOST VOICE
Wednesday after a long illness. Fun- special spot announcements and fiveSPANISH-PORTUCUESE-FRENCH
eral will be held today. Belden, minute radio transcriptions at its
an exhibitor for the past 25 years, own studio and this is believed to
Spanish Sound Studios
would have celebrated his 80th birth- be the first time a film plant has pro41 E. 42nd St.. N. Y. 17 . MU 2-5358
duced its own radio exploitation.
day October 14.
1934
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COminC and GOIIIC
CRADWELL
day en route

L. SEARS
East from

is due in Chicago
Hollywood.

A. J. O'KEEFE, Western division sales mar
i of
has returned from a three-week
of Universal,
his territory.
FIRST LIEUTENANTS
DAVID G. ARTHUR
JAMES
H. ARTHUR,
formerly
of F & I
training.
Louis Amusement Co., have returned to Qua
Va., from
St. Louis, for special Marine
C:
S SCT. LEO PILLOT leaves New York on N i
day for Kansas City, following a furlough s
here.
JOAN
FONTAINE
arrived in Los
morning via TWA from New York.

Angeles

RICHARD "SKEETS" CALLACHER arrivec
New York early this week eyeing the possibil
of a

Broadway

appearance

). J. UNCER.
UA Western
arrived in Chicago
today.

in "Good
division

N

n

HARRY GOLD, UA Western division man
and Sam Lefkowitz, district manager, are
Ladies."
Gloversville
today conferring with executives
the Schine Circuit.
PHIL
DOW,
assistant
to Harry Cold at
leaves for Philadelphia
for the week-end.
IRVING RAPPER, Warners' director who
centlyYork
finished
"Rhapsody
in Blue,"
New
tomorrow
from the
Coast. arrives
JACK SCHOLL returned to the Warners' stu
yesterday from Mexico, where he directed "Mm
cal Mexico." short using native dance talentj
FRANK
N. PHELPS
of Warner
Theaters
rives in Cleveland on Monday for a 10-day ti
of the Ohio territory.
NAT WOLF. Cleveland zone manager for Wf
ner Theaters, arrived in New York yesterday
home office conferences.
RONALD NEAME, associate producer of N
' Coward features in England, has arrived in N
York from London.
CHARLES E. KURTZMAN. Loew's Northea
|ern zone manager, was a recent visitor to Sy
ENSIGN CHARLES OLMSTEAD, formerly ch
cuse.Keith's, Syracuse, is back home again on
!! at
; brief furlough.
LEO SPITZ and WILLIAM GOETZ arrive fr
I the Coast over the coming week-end.
JAMES
COWAN,
president
of Trans-Cana
Films Ltd., is in New
York, from Toronto,
conferences with Jack Goldberg, head of Hollf.
wood
Pictures
Corp., concerning
plans for r>'
studios to be constructed in Canada.
SCT.
DAVID
GOLDEN,
first president of ij
Screen
Office
and
Professional
Employ
Guild, Local 109. CIO, is here on furlough frcfl]
Camp
Livingston,
La.
EDDIE
CARRER,
M-G-M
exploiteer.
who
turned
from
Cincinnati
yesterday,
leaves tod
for St. Louis for a few days.

:

DINAH
SHORE
tour of England
ARCH OBOLER
a short visit.

is back from a six-week Ut
and France.
is in town from the Coast <

ARTHUR JEFFREY, Eastern publicity direct
for International Pictures, is back from Chic.
the

ANN RICHARDS,
Coast.

film actress, has arrived fro

States

Rights and

THE

GREATEST

Foreign Territories for Sale!

TEN
go.

MONEY-MAKER
ALL!

THEM

BAR

OF

NIGHTS
IN

A

ROOM

The Picture That
Will Live Forever!
Featuring
WILLIAM

FARNUM

and TOM

SANTSCHI

Superb RCA Recording! All-Talking! Not a
Dubbed
Version! New Prints! New Accessories!
New
Everything!
SACK
AMUSEMENT
ENTERPRISES
Owners of Negative and World Rights
Film Exchange Building
Dallas, Texas

ri
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CWTdjjiy

Joint Control of Pix

0• Study

Technical
ogress for Brit.

Dislrib'n in Germany
(Continued from Page T)

(Continued from Page 1)

e nee yesterday
that the British
i lustry sought to bring its studios
jto date and in line with those
IVheAmerican producers. Because
^he war, British studios are still
ng cameras and other equipment
it American studios discarded five
Wlrs ago, Neame said. While
: ame came here on behalf of J. Arir Bank's five production units, of
' ich Cineguild is one, he will make
eport of his findings to the entire
r tish industry. He hopes to be
v e to buy some cameras during his
D-month stay in this country.
I !n addition to a study of the latest
hnical improvements, Neame will
y,fk American reactions to recent
i>itish pictures and to determine a
: irse of action, especially as to diafue and dialects, that British pro1 :ers might follow in order to make
itish pictures interesting for
, ierican audiences.
Nfeame is anxious to get AmerWn opinions on Coward's latest picl%e, "This Happy Breed," a print of
ich is now in this country. He
>r'd that the story concerned an orlary London family's life from the
.-ling of the last war until the beming of the present conflict.
In
it picture, he said, everything was
Jjjne to make the story sincere and
fhentic.
Ltt was
explained
that Coward's
[lit, while a Rank unit, is indepennt of Rank insofar as policy and
[ >ry material is concerned. David
'^an, director; Anthony Havelock.lan, associate producer, and Neame
? jointly in charge of production
nth Coward, he said.
JNeame plans to spend about four
!;.:eks in Hollywood.

Days, for
100%"
Captains
n00 Coast
Confabs
st Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood— George Gill, Sid Kui|k, Nat Lefton, Bill Flemion and
opie Goldman, captains of PRC's
ne hundred days — one hundred
r cent" drive have arrived here
t conferences with President Leon
, omkess and Leo J. McCarthy, genal sales manager.

MD BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO...
September
Paul Muni
Victor Seastrom
H. M. Richey
September
Thomas J. Connors
Walter
Pidgeon
Mickey Rooney
September
Winfield R. Sheehan
Julia Faye
A. L. Rockett

22
Gus W. Lampe
Isaac Weinberg
Frank Strayer
23
Albert Lewin
M. R. Clark
Robert Williams
24
Harvey B. Day
Joan Winfield
Ben Blake

here yesterday by Robert E. Sher-

• • • THE PRESS AGENTS, bless 'em (for what would this biz
be without 'em?) come in for the verbal spotlight of Jessyca Russell
in the Ocober issue of Magazine Digest, which happens to have a two
million circulation
It's an illuminating treatise and good reading
to boot
Singled out as a specialist in the film field— others whose efforts rate them among the elite include Steve Hannagan, David Green,
Eddie Jaffie, lack Tirman, Dave Alber, Carl Erbe, Ivan Black, Jean
Dalrymple, Jack Melvin and Al Rackin — is Pen-amount's able Tom Waller
Miss Russell, observing that Tom is an ex-reporter, says that his
"nose for news and a touch just short of undignified"
has enabled
him to get publicity in situations that would stump other p.a.'s
And she cites Tom's exploit in doing a screen test of a Central Park
Zoo chimp, ostensibly for a Dorothy Lamour film, when Dottie suddenly
cancelled a New York trip after Tom had lined up cameramen and reporters for a Lamour
story
Stunt actually won more publicity
for the star than if she'd been around in person!
a dull moment if you're a publicity specialist
•

•

•

THIS AND

THAT:

Yes, sir, never

Malaria caught up with M/Sgt. Dave

Go'lding, FILM DAILY's staffer on leave to the Army, bedding him
down in Rome where he's managing editor of the Stars 8c Stripes'
Mediterranean edition. . . # Phil M. in his time has read seasonal
announcements in brochure and book form galore, but it was left for
W. Ray Johnston of Monogram to send along one in which every
single picture listed is either completed, in production or being prepared So it's both xuith pardonable pride and reason that Ray
remarks, "This is our year!" ... • All Chicago film exchanges
will close at 11 a.m. Monday for a Film Row Community Fund drive
rally at the Blackstone Hotel
Jack Flynn of Metro
and Tom
Gilliam of 20-Fox are co-chairman for the industry. . . • Both
Michael Todd and Harry Delmar reportedly would like to borrow
Joseph Vitale from RKO for Broadway roles. . . • Rose Wipfler,
oldest employe in years of service in the St. Louis office of F & M
was honored this week at a luncheon attended by 100 fellow workers
Gifts included a §500 War Bond. . . • Annabella is definitely
set for a USO overseas tour. . . % Irv Lane, formerly promotion artist with AP, has opened his own advertising art studio at 333 Fourth
Ave. . . • Mrs. Gregor Ziemer and Mrs. Bella Fromm, authorities of
Nazi Germany, will make lecture tours as a prelude to the multi-city
premieres which RKO is setting up for "The Master Race"
RKO
obviously has found the lecture tour technique ace promotion.
. .
• When
the Metro-backed
"The
Streets Are Guarded"
makes
its
bow on Broadway,
it will be played sans intermission
That's
the way Laurence Stallings has written it. . . » Have you noted that
o'
thelate?
technical position of film securities has improved on the market
T
•

T

T

•

• WORD OF MOUTH DEP'T: James Henle, president of Vanguard Press, is a prolific filmgoer and a regular recommender of pictures to the soldiers with whom he corresponds, particularly his son,
Guy
And Guy passes the word along to his pals, one of whom.
Technical Sergeant Bernard A. Zimand, writes from away out in New
Delhi, India, that this "service" is very helpful to the boys who are so
far away
from the usual channels
of film information
So far,
having boosted pictures like "Casablanca," "Going My Way," "This
is the Army," "Mask of Dimitrios," "Shine On, Harvest Moon" and
similar attractions. Dad Henle's batting average is pretty high
T
▼
T
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

wood, chief of the OWI's Overseas
Bureau, who is in Washington briefly to confer with Director Elmer Davis before returning to Europe.
Sherwood

said he expects to see distribution turned over to the industry
in France and the other liberated
countries within a short time.
Sherwood said that British film
representatives have not stolen a
march on our industry in France.
To his knowledge, he .said, "not one
representative of the British film industry has been admitted to France."
He has spent the past seven and onehalf months in France and England.
"The only people in France having anything to do with pictures,"
he said, are "representatives of the
Psychological Warfare Division of
SHAEF. No British industry people
could get in without permission from
General Eisenhower." To his knowlsuch authority.
edge, Eisenhower has "not granted
Davis remarked here that he has
been informed the British have sent
some films into Southwestern France
from the Embassy in Madrid — but
these, he says are official British
films.
Sherwood said that except for
those theaters bombed or shelled,
French theaters were left in good
condition by the Nazis.
May Have Info. Service
Although OWI handling of films
in the liberated countries will cease
shortly in favor of commercial operations, Sherwood speculated that
a "minimum information service"
might be carried on a permanent basis, possibly under the State Department. Congressional approval, of
course, would be required. Maintenance of a "propaganda machine"
would be unwise, he said, but minimum operations might be desirable.
This would probably include Government distribution of educational and
documentary films of a non-theatrical nature.

20th-Fox Staffs Meet In Chi
Chicago — Detroit, Milwaukee, and
local 20th-Fox exchange sales staffs
met here yesterday in the Blackstone
Hotel for discussions on company's
new product. L. J. Schlaifer, central
sales manager, and Herman Beiersdorf, district manager, presided at
the session.

TO THE COLORS!
• ARMY*
FRANK
MURPHY,
State, Syracuse.

formerly

manager,

Loew's,

• NAVY*
FRANK

SHETLER,
formerly
mount, Syracuse.

chief

at

the

Para-

Directed by HENRY

A million
York!

R

KING

OLO
,N TECHNIC

• Written by LAMAR

people have seen

Unprecedented

business

TROTTI

it at the Roxy, New
in

Washington,

elphia, San Francisco and other spots!
acclaim will reach across America
in 100 engagements

soon

IN TECHNICOLOR

ore i

10 *• mo„ey J*:**™*0eYrSt. Louisi"

-huge;«vnsasC/fy

/

'Ah ft^
OjTfjfj) £*

'IRISH El
"IRISH EYES ARE SMILING" IN TECHNICOLOR

• "SWEET AND LOW-

I

^ictusv (^M# scmfUiW
CENTURY-FOX

%£7T7?&>m

r

As sensational in small towns as in
first runs! Best 20th gross doubled
in* Dover, Delaware — tripled
in Saco, Maine — quadrupled inTaunton,
Mass.!

E MEANTIME, DARLING" and "LAURA"!

KEEP SELLING BONDS!

3fe
Warner Asks For Pix
Seat at Peace Table
(Continued from Page 1)
stories will have to think more in
international instead of national
terms, Warner also advised the
scripters, who called the meeting to
discuss post-war problems.
"As soon as the war is over," Warner said, "the American motion picture industry is going to run into
something it never had to face before. It is going to have to compete in a world which, during the
war, has become highly film-conscious.
"The American motion picture has
for years been the most powerful
ambassador of goodwill and the most
effective salesman that this country
has ever had," he continued. "We
have done this great job of international goodwill on pure merit and
without any encouragement or help
from our Government. Neither the
Gvernment nor the public hs ever
had an adequate appreciation of what
American films have done for America.
"But they have a rude awakening ahead of them. I hope that,
while the governments of other
countries are quietly setting
about to subsidize and sponsor
film industries of their own, our
Government will not put into
effect policies which will cause
this country to lose its great motion picture advantage and which
may put us back on a level with
the struggling film industries of
other countries.
"The war has brought about a
great development in picture making in many countries, and this will
expand greatly as soon as the war
ends. England has become very
much more film-conscious. They
want to make British pictures and
to show them here and everywhere
else as well as in Britain, which they
are entitled to do if they can compete on a quality basis with the rest
of the world's motion picture industry. Before the war France was
turning out good pictures and the
Germans kept the French film industry going all through the years of
their occupation. South American
countries, and Argentina in particu-

Bridgeport Dailies
Restrict Pix Space
Bridgeport, Conn. — National advertising space for motion pictures
has been restricted by newspapers
to 1,000 lines on any one picture for
one theater and local theater advertising has been cut by 15 per cent
from the amount of space used in
September, 1943. New regulations
apply for September and until further notice. Ruling will affect 20thFox and other company advertising
which ran upwards from 1,700 lines
per picture, often building up to
2,500 lines.

WARNER LOOKS TO POST-WAR ERA
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PCC Trustees Ad to
Continue NCIE Co-op

Hollywood
Highlights from Jack L. Warners talk on the post-war problems of the film
(Continued from Page 1)
industry before the SW'G here last night:
Exhibitors formed in Chicago h
SCREEN AUTHENTICITY: "The picture will have to ring the bell in the country in February, expressing the necessi
which it is shown, or it just won't get in.
This means that screen writers will have to of combined national effort on t
know their material and their backgrounds
a lot better than
ever before.
It means
consent decree as well as other yll
the same thing for directors and producers."
ters vital to independent exhibh{|
The trustees pledged comple
FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION: "If there is one single thing that we have learned from
this war, it is that a free world must have free and unobstructed communications....
support on the Sixth War Lo;
drive which is being directed by
This is something that must be written into the peace treaty."
dependent exhibitors and urges eve
exhibitor to take an all-out effo
PRODUCTION POLICIES: "Our industry must provide the public with a satisfactory
balance between films dealing seriously with major issues of the day and films which are to exceed all quotas. They al
stressed the necessity for every e
:S
*
*
pure entertainment."
hibitor to fulfill his pledge to co
tinue playing all Government filr
FREEDOM OF THE SCREEN: "What we must defend ourselves against are the at- released by the OWL
tacks of a certain group of people who believe that this is a country of 12,000,000
In accordance with established pc
instead of 130,000,000, and who would like to limit free discussion accordingly."
icy, all trustees will attend the
Pacific Red Cross Post
unit exhibitor meetings in Seatt,
Extra Trucks Carry Ad
and Portland giving full repo
For Stanton Griffis
Paper to Detroit Houses
of PCCITO activities.
(Continued from Page 1)
or manager was assigned the additional duty of coming to National
Screen Service or the other exchanges and picking up his own paper.Solution was reached with the approval of the ODT for Cinema Service, operated by G. E. LeVeque, and
Exhibitors' Service, operated by
Howard Craven, each to place an extra truck on the streets to handle
paper exclusively. Schedules are being worked out to divide the city into
three districts, with delivery to each
theater every second day.
The situation arose over a month
ago when the paper distributors'
union advised that the trucks carrying film in the city should not be
used for carrying paper as well.

Booth Changes Required
In 40% of Conn. Houses
(Continued

from Page 1)

fresh air intakes, new shutters, film
cabinets and fire extinguishers.
lar, have been cultivating their own
film industry. So has Mexico. These
Governments will teach their people
to want their own pictures and they
won't be satisfied with a dubbed version of something that was made
purely for the American market.
"Not only that, but they may
set up all sorts of quota restrictions. They may even try to
keep our pictures out.
Some
countries which make only a few
pictures will buy ours only on
the basis that we take one of
theirs for every one of ours they
buy. You can imagine what that
will mean. The alternative may
be that we will be forced out of
foreign
markets,
and this
if wecountry
don't
export our
pictures
will lose all the benefits that have
come to it from world-wide showing of American films.
This is
something for our State Department to think about."

(Continued from Page 1)
to the Pacific. He has served as Four Exhibitor Units
chairman of the Navy Relief So- To Meet In October
ciety special events committee, traveled in neutral European countries
(Continued from Page 1)
as a representative of Gen. William tion will hold its 26th annual coi
Donovan and recently headed an
vention at the Muehlbach Hotel
economic mission to Sweden.
Kansas City Oct. 3-4, with Ed Ku;
kendall, MPTOA president, and po 1
Nation-Wide Distribution
sibly David Palfreyman of tl
Of Ansco Color Film Set
MPPDA
as speakers.
George Bak<'^
is in charge
of arrangements.
Allied Theater Owners of Mich
Ansco's new Color Sheet Film, introduced formally during the Sum- gan holds its annual meeting in Dun
mer, but made available at that time troit Oct. 9-11. West Virginia Man
agers Association has set its ser>
only to users in the New York met- sion for Oct. 17 in Charleston, win
ropolitan area, is now set for na- Allied MPTO
of Western Pennsy.A
tional distribution to amateur and
professional photographers, it was vania will convene in Pittsburgh Oc
17-18. Board of directors of Theatc
announced yesterday by the com- Owners of North and South Carcip :i
Inc., will meet in Charlotte o
pany.
It is also disclosed by Ansco of- lina,
Oct. 17.
ficials that special developing outfits for individual processing of the
film are being placed on the market. The company will continue supplying the film to the nation's armed
forces, but the current supply permits of widening the market to civilian channels.
ROBERT POULSEN, operator, Keith's, Syracuse.

IN NEW POSTS

JACK KERLY, operator, Regent, Syracuse.
HARRY LEE MORRIS, manager, Memphian, Men

"National Barn Dance"
In Air Premiere Oct. 14
"National Barn Dance," Paramount's musical film based on the
radio show, will be given a "radio
premiere" on the evening of Saturday, Oct. 14, over station WLS in
Chicago and 61 stations of the National Broadcasting Co., at 9 p.m.,
EWT.
Arrangements for the first "radio
premiere" in history were made this
week in Chicago by Bob Gillham.

CONNIE

DREHER,

Warner salesman,

Memphis.

HARRY
COLEMAN,
assistant
manager,
Loew
State, Memphis.
MARTIN
GODWIN,
Columbia salesman,
Dallas
SAMUEL
HORWITZ,
assistant
manager,
Pol
phis.
Springfield, Mass.
HORACE
Rock

SPENCER,
Island, III. manager,

GUS THORNE,
SAUL
BERNIE,
Hollywood.
JOHN
LAURIE,
GEORGE
LYNCH,

Spencer

manager, Lincoln, New Haven.
music
department
head,
PR<
treasurer,
branch

Calgary, Atla.
IRVING
SOURKES,
Montreal,
Que. branch

Civic, Chicago
manager,
Monogran
manager,

Ray McElheny Dies

VICTOR
RACKOW,
Winnipeg, Ma.

Chicago — Ray McElheny, former
Warner Theaters electrician chief
and former electrical union president, died at Grand Junction, Mich.
His widow and two children survive.
Burial was in Mount Carmel Cemetery.

WOLFE
BLANSTEIN,
Empire-Universal
manager, Winnipeg,
Ma.
JOSEPH
POLANSKY,
branch
manager,
Universal,
Calgary, Atla.
HARRY

COULD,

Theate

Monogram

Monogra

branch

manage
I
Empir

salesman, Empire-Universal, Ca

FRANKgary,O'MAHONEY,
Atla.
Regent, Arlington,

manager,
Mass.

Arthur

Viano
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flelro
Looks For Big
,
1 ost-War Attendance
(Continued from Page 1)
al sales manager, at a press conrence yesterday.
He declared some decrease could
K expected from the present abnor[*.lly large attendance, but that box• nce receipts could be expected to
intinue excellent for several years,
odgers said it had been his exe erience that film business was the
st to suffer in a depression and
lie last to recover.
g|Rodgers reported that his company
^d added 428 new regular accounts
ijiince June 28 and practically all of
lese had been sold for the first
pie during M-G-M's
anniversary
jkimpaign.
M-G-M now has more
j, fan 14,000 exhibitor accounts.
) Rodgers stressed the fact that the
jmpany desires to take care of its
d customers and in every instance
here a salesman sells away from
i old account, Rodgers insists on
&ing given all the facts in the case
ifore passing on the proposed agreeent with a new account. He exiessed doubt that any change in
Oles policies would lessen the num?r of salesmen needed in the field.

hi. Granada Employes
mong Battle Missing
i Chicago — Two former Granada
(heater employes are reported missAg in action. Lt. Alvin Yelin, former chief of staff, is missing in
trance, while Sgt. Johny Miller,
j AF, is missing in action over Ger)iany. He was a B-24 tail gunner.
\
\
0 Examine
Licht, Unger
1 The examinations before trial of
[artin Licht and Oliver Unger of
:.stra Corp., are scheduled for today
ad Sept. 28, respectively, according
) stipulation filed in New York Fedral Court yesterday. The examinations are in connection with the
250,000 suit brought by Astra Pic•"jres, Inc., against David O. Selzick, Daniel T. O'Shea, Ernest L.
canlon and Raymond A. Clune for
lleged breach of contract involving
le distribution rights to three pic.ires, "The Adventures of Tom Saw:er," "The Prisoner of Zenda" and
-The Garden of Allah."

yyckoff Fetes Ralph Budd
J Ralph W. Budd, personnel director
pr Warners in New York, was tend|red a testimonial dinner by the
Dwnship government and the defense council of Wyckoff, N. J., Wedesday night in recognition of 18
ears of service to the community,
'here he held the office of Mayor
■nd filled various other posts. . .
Judd is taking up new residence in
lien Rock, N. J.

WUson" for State Lake
Chicago — Negotiations are under
uav to show 20th-Fox's "Wilson" at
I & K's State Lake Theater.

A WAC

for Post-War

Years

. . . and it can be done

«

REVIEWS*
"Underground

(Continued from Page 1)
unsurmountable bars to unity. Inevitably, differences of opinion have arisen on occasion,
but executive vision saw that they were adjusted, reconciled or compromised — make your
own choice of the word.
Incidentally, it seems pertinent to point out that the ironing out process was effected
without a public airing, with resultant bad daily press up and down and across the
country.
o
THERE are other important reasons why the post-war perpetuation of the WAC or' ganization (with a change of name, just as the committee acquired its present
name after Pearl Harbor) is desirable. First, the urgency for industry national service will continue long after the final armistice is signed. We shall have several
million men and women in uniform for an indefinite period in the post-war years, and
their entertainment needs must be met. So, too, those of the tens of thousands who
will be hospitalized following battle injury.
The industry scarcely will let them down.
Regardless of whether the Roosevelt administration continues for another four years
or whether Governor Tom Dewey is inaugurated in Washington next January, the
country will face a myriad of reconversion and kindred early-peace-years puzzles. The
Government having now fully learned the value of the motion picture as a propaganda
medium, its various departments may be counted upon to press for screen time. Here
again there is imperative need for a channeling and protecting agency such as the
WAC.
Similarly, the industry will be called upon for propaganda and other effort by the
American Red Cross, by the March of Dimes, by the National War Fund, the latter
probably with some change of name, and other organizations and causes, including
several as yet unborn. It will not be disposed to turn a deaf ear, indeed, it could
not even if it so desired.
So, leaving aside its worth is a unity organism and its rich public relations rewards,
as an industry clearing house alone the continuance of the WAC will be of inestimable
value.
o
THE time to plan for and assure its perpetuation is today. And it can be done, re•
gardless of those cynics who assure you that because production, distribution and
exhibition in the past have failed to effect a united front on so-called trade practices
WAC longevity is but a pipe dream, however desirable.

Acceptance of the thesis of the impossible is hardly American nor does it
represent the spirit that has brought the American film industry to its present
high estate.

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJECTS
"Proudly We Serve"
(Featurette)
Warners
20 mins.
Excellent Offering
Function of this well-produced
and acted two-reeler, made by Warners in co-operation with the U. S.
Marine Corps, is to interest American girls in joining that branch of
the service. This purpose of the
film should be richly attained, for it
packs all the major psychological
factors which appeal to young women. Written and directed by Crane
Wilbur, "Proudly We Serve" has as
its top players Andrea King and
Warren Douglas. The former is a
Marine Sergeant who instructs at
an aerial gunnery school. Douglas
himself a Marine Sergeant, wants to
become a combat gunner and, returning to the U. S. from, the South Pacific, he finds the comely Miss King
as his instructor. He takes the
girl's skill lightly until he finds that
she and her fellow Lady Marines
are experts. He falls in love with
her and they wed. Drama is injected
by telling all this in retrospect, as
Douglas converses with his buddies
in the Pacific theater. At the finale,
the audience sees him go into aerial
action and shoot down a Jap through
the knowledge which his war-wife
has imparted to him. This is an excellent offering.

with John Clements, Tom Walls, Rachel
Thomas
Columbia
82 Mins.
A SINCERE BUT COLD PORTRAYAL OF
YUGOSLAV GUERILLAS PRODUCED IN
ENGLAND.

Guerillas"

Lacking the vocal fire and emotion symbolic of a guerilla fighting nation at war,
the entire production has the semblance of
a dubbed-in-English version of a Russian
film. However the sincerity of performance
and the episodic plot should find screen
time in the action houses.
With John Clements as the organizer of a
guerilla band, the story gets under way when
his brother, Tom Walls, a surgeon, is called
on to remove a bullet from a Nazi general,
supposed to have been shot by Clements.
Walls attempts to gain the confidence of
the general in an effort to keep his brother
informed of Nazi movements. From here on
Nazi atrocities and guerilla missions are exploited. The film ends when Walls sets a
time bomb on a moving ammunition and
troop train, destroying it as well as himself, thereby allowing his brother to carry
on until victory is won.
CAST: John Clements, Tom Walls, Rachel
Thomas, Stephen Murray, Mary Morris, Godfrey
Tearle, Robert Harris, Michael Wilding, Charles
Victor, Niall MacCinnis, Ivor Bernard.
CREDITS: Produced at Ealing Studios; Producer, Michael Balcon; Director, Sergei Nolbandov; Screenplay, John Dighton and M. Manischewsky; Story, George Slocombe; Cameraman,
W. Cooper; Special Effects, Roy Kellino.
DIRECTION,
Cood.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
fair.

"Goldilocks
and the
Jivin' Bears"
(Merrie
Melody)
Warners
7 mins.
Fair Offering

In reel's purposely scrambled
screenplay, which combines the yarns
"Big Heel-Watha" 8 Mins. of Little Red Riding Hood with GolM-G-M
dilocks and the Three Bears, and the
Funny Stuff
composite story told in comedy NeAn Indian chief offers his daughgro dialect, there's plenty of action
ter in marriage to the brave who and some amusing moments. The
saves the tribe from a meat famine. Big Bad Wolf, when Red Riding
How a dumb warrior goes about win- Hood fails to put in an appearance,
ning the prize in this Technicolor decides on devouring Goldilocks, but
cartoon creates much fun.
is
thwarted
arrival.
Inducted
intoby a the
jiveBears'
session,
the
Wolf's
tongue
is
soon
hanging
out
"Harness Racers"
from over-exertion.
(Sportscope)
RKO
8 1/2 Mins.
"Monumental Utah"
Good Sports Item
(iFtzPatrick Traveltalk)
9 Mins.
The subject of harness racing has M-G-M
been interestingly treated in this
Stirring Travel Short
short. Scenes of champion trotters
Another fine James FitzPatrick
in action carry a measure of ex- short. This contains inspiring views
citement. The film ends in a rush
National Park, Powell Canwith snatches of a Hambeltonian of Zion
yon amd Bryce Canyon. The film, in
classic.
superb Technicolor, has the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir supplying the musical background.
"Jasper's Paradise"
"Brazil Today"
(George Pal Puppetoon)
(This Is America)
Paramount
7'/2 mins. RKO
Stunner
17'/2 Mins.
Aces
In his latest adventure Jasper
Here
is
a
camera
tour
of
Brazil
dreams himself into a paradise com- of the moment that will the
leave one
posed of luscious pastry. When he
partakes of a forbidden cherry at with a better understanding of that
South American ally. Well turned
the Scarecrow's tempting the place
falls asunder and Jasper and the out by Frederic Ullman, jr., the short
Scarecrow flee for their lives. The is a first-rate travelogue that is
Technicolor effects are stunning in- timely as well as entertaining. Latin
American rhythms enrich the film.
deed in this fine little item.
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OWI Distribution Set
For 32 Dubbed Films
(Continued from Page 1)
have been limited to two films for
the respective language territories.
The following is a partial list of
these films, already dubbed or now
in the dubbing process:
FRENCH
Warner Bros.: "All This and Heaven Too," "The Maltese Falcon."
M-G-M: "Random Harvest," "Shop
Around The Corner."
Universal: "It Started With Eve,"
"Flesh And Fantasy."
20th-Fox: "Claudia."
Paramount: "The Major and the
Minor," "Going My Way."
Columbia: "Men In Her Life."
ITALIAN
Warner Bros.: "Sergeant York,"
"Maltese Falcon."
M-G-M: "Random Harvest," "Shop
Around The Corner."
Universal: "Appointment For
Love," "Shadow Of A Doubt."
Paramount: "The Major and the
Minor," "Going My Way."
Columbia: "Men In Her Life."
A German list will be forthcoming,
it was learned.

French Pix to Regain
Quebec Hold — Janin
Montreal — Liberation of France
will restore the French film industry
and Parisian films which were featured in Quebec province by France
Film will again come to the fore,
Alban Janin, president of France
Film Co., told the annual gathering
of the Quebec Allied Theatrical Industries at a dinner in the Mount
Royal.

Miss Sachson Beats Polio
That greatly relieved expression
noted the last few days on the face
of Arthur Sachson, Warners assistant general sales manager, is due to
the complete recovery of his daughter, Janet, who was stricken by polio
about a month ago while at camp in
Maine.

BACK IN CIVVIES
Honorably Discharged

• Reviews of thc new nuns *
"In the Meantime,

"The Master Race"
with George Coulouris
RKO
96 Mins.
TIMELY AND VITAL PRODUCTION IS
RATED AS AN EXPLOITATION NATURAL.
As timely as tomorrow, "The Master
Race" is a burning and earnest indictment
of the Junker spirit in Germany. After
seeing it one understands more clearly why
Germany must be cured of the disease of
militarism. Here indeed is a purposeful film
carrying to the world a message of supreme
importance. To see it might well be considered aduty on the part of all concerned with
the future peace of the world.
Although as a film "The Master Race" is
inferior to "Hitler's Children," it is an exploitation natural that financially should fare
no less handsomely than the earlier Edward
A. Gclden
production.
Despite the fact the story doesn't do justice to the sensational quality of the subject
matter, it is dramatically arresting and effectively and competently produced by Robert Golden.

with Jeanne Crain, Frank Latimore
20th-Fox
72 Mins.
TENDER
FEMMES.
The

STORY ABOUT
ARMY
MANCE HOLDS STRONG
APPEAL

Darling"

trials and

ROTO

tribulations of the army

wife are taken up in fairly interesting fashion in a film fabricated out of familiar, material. Since the picture emphasizes the
romantic aspects of the story, it is likely
to be more acceptable to women than to
men. The chief appeal to the masculine
patronage is engineered via some moments
of G. I. humor.
Specifically the production tells of the
experiences of a couple of newlyweds, a
daughter of wealth and a lieutenant. The
girl's inability to adapt herself to her new
life and failure to comprehend her duties
as an

army

wife make her extremely unpopular. The girl finally comes to her
senses and gains the friendship of the other

The tale deals with an insidious plot to wives and wins back her husband's love
after coming within a hair of losing it.
lay the groundwork for a third world war
The film is tender and human and the
to preserve the fiction of the master race.
direction of Otto Preminger is adequate.
The idea is to sow discord among the Allied
nations and then strike when the moment is
This, Jeanne Crain's first starring vehicle, isn't the best of sendoffs, although the
ripe.
The cast makes up in ability for what it girl performs sympathetically. Frank Latimore isokay as her husband. Stanley Prager
lacks in name strength. George Coulouris
stands out among the others.
runs away with the acting honors as the
CAST: Jeanne Crain, Frank Latimore, Eugene
main plotter.
Pallette, Mary Nash, Stanley Prager, Gale RobCAST: George Coulouris, Stanley Ridges, Osa bins, Jane Randolph, Doris Merrick, Cara WilMassen, Carl Esmond, Nancy Gates, Morris Carliams, Ann Corcoran, Reed Hadley, Heather
novsky, Lloyd Bridges, Eric Feldary, Helen Bever- Angel, Bonnie Bannon, William Colby, Cliff
ly, Gavin Muir, Paul Guilfoyle, Richard Nugent, Clark, Elisabeth Risdon, Marjorie Massow, Lee
Louis Donath, Herbert Rudley, Jason Robards, Bennett, Roger Clark, Carleton Young, Mae
Merrill Roden,
Ghislaine
Porreau.
Marsh. Ruth Clifford, Frank Wilcox, Glenn
CREDITS: Producer, Robert Golden; Director, Langan, Clarence Muse, Blake Edwards, Mary
Herbert J. Biberman; Screenplay, Herbert J. Bib- McCarty, Olin Howlin, Evelyn Mulhall, Geraldine
erman, Anne Froelick, Rowland Leigh; Based on Wall, Don Hayden, Lillian Bronson, Eddie Acuff,
story by Herbert ). Biberman; Cameraman, Rus- Merrill Rodin, Janet Burston, Paul Harvey, Milton Kibbee, Marvin Davis, Charles Hayes, Frank
sell Metty; Art Directors, Albert S. D'Agostino,
Jack Okey; Set Decorators, Darrell Silvera, Al McLure, B. S. Pully.
Fields; Sound, Francis M. Sarver Musical Score,
CREDITS: Producer, Otto Preminger; Director,
Roy Webb; Musical Director, C. Bakaleinikoff ; Otto Preminger; Screenplay, Arthur Kober, MichFilm Editor, Ernie Leadley.
ael Uris; Cameraman, Joe MacDonald; Art DiDIRECTION. Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
rectors, James Basevi, John Ewing; Set Decorators, Thomas Little, Fred J. Rode; Film Editor,
Louis Loeffler; Special Effects, Fred Sersen:
Sound. Bernard Freericks, Harry M. Leonard;
Dance Director, Geneva Sawyer; Musical Score,
with Laurel and Hardy
David Buttolph; Musical Director, Emil Newman.
DIRECTION, Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.
20th-Fox
74 Mins.
POOR MATERIAL HANDICAPS LAUREL

"The Big Noise"

AND
HARDY;
YOUNGSTERS.

STRICTLY

FOR

THE

"The Big Noise" is no more than a
whisper in the realm of comedy. Unfunny
will be the verdict of those who are not
rabid Laurel-Hardy admirers. The picture
is generally ineffectual in its strenuous efforts to extract laughter. The trouble lies
largely in the poverty and age of the material placed at the disposal of the comic
pair. The picture will have to look to the
kids for its salvation, for it contains the

LT. COL. D. G. BELL, from the Army, to chUf
engineer for R & R-United Circuit, Dallas.

kind of stuff that makes
sters.

PAUL KEZIAH. from the Army, to shipper,
Monogram,
Charlotte.
NORMAN LEVIN, from the Army, to Universal
salesman, Cleveland.

The Laurel-Hardy lads work overtime as
a couple of janitors engaged by a detective
agency who hire themselves out as sleuths
to the inventor of a super-explosive on
which enemy agents are trying to get their
hands. How by a fluke they put the gang
to rout comprises the best footage in the
film.

CEORGE BREMEN, from the Navy, to manager,
Wyandotte.
Wyandotte,
Mich.
BEN SCHWARTZ, former Warner manager.
Canton,
0.. from the Army.
WILLIAM WRICHTSMAN. from the Army,
to manager.
Keith's. Indianapolis.
MERVIN CLARK, out of the Army, back at his
former desk in Universal's Boston office.
CHARLES DOLDE. formerly manager of the Family Philadelphia, from the Marine Corps.

"Ever Since Venus'"

a hit with young-

Director Mai St. Clair and W.

Scott Darl-

ing, the scripter, have padded the footage
beyond
all reason.
CAST: Stan Laurel. Oliver Hardy. Doris Merrick, Arthur Space, Veda Ann Borg, Bobby Blake,

"Frenchman's Creek" Tops
Rivoli Opening Day Mark

Paramount's "Frenchman's Creek"
was reported yesterday to have broken all opening day records in the 27; year history of the Rivoli Theater,
Broadway. Opening topped the grosses of two previous Technicolor pic1 tures, "The Story of Dr. Wassell" by
$4,000 and the two-a-day engagement
of "For Whom the Bell Tolls" by
$4,700, according to R. M. Weitman.
j A total of 13,450 paid admissions
, were reported the first day.
Frank Fenton. James Bush. Phil Van Zandt,
Esther Howard, Robert Dudley, Edgar Dearing,
Selmar Jackson. Harry Hayden, Francis Ford.
Jack Norton, Charles Wilson, Ken Christy, Beal
Wong,
Louis Arco.
CREDITS: Producer, Sol. M. Wurtzel; Director,
Mai St. Clair; Screenplay, W. Scott DarlingCameraman, Joe MacDonald; Art Directors, Lyle
Wheeler, John Ewing; Set Decorators, Thomas
Little, Al Orenbach; Film Editor, Norman Colbert; Special Effects, Fred Sersen; Sound, Bernard Frep'icks, Harry M. Leonard; Musical Score.
Cyril J. Mockridge; Musical Director. Emil Newman.
DIRECTION.
So-so.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

with Ina Ray Hutton and Her Band
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Columbia
75 Min
COMEDY
WITH
MUSIC
OFFERS
HV*
MAN STORY PACKED WITH
LAUGH?
Here is a comedy with music that h
human story and is certain to please auo
ences generally. It is packed with laugh:
and Director Arthur Dreifuss has expertl
guided such veteran funmakers as Hug]
Herbert, Billy Gilbert, Alan Mowbray, Glend
Farrell and Fritz Feld. Other principa
include newcomer Ross Hunter and An
Savage, who supply the love interest; Mar
jorie Gateson and Thurston Hall.
Shapely Ina Ray Hutton and her band d
nicely with the musical chores, while D
rector Dreifuss also collaborated on tr
original screenplay with McElbert Moor
To Leonard Picker goes credit for ab
supervision. Bernie Wayne, Ben Raleig
Lester Lee and Harry Harris fashioned tr
songs, while Jack Boyle guided the danc
numbers.
Gilbert, an amateur song writer, An
Savage, Feld and Hunter team up to marks
a new lipstick and land a big order froi
Hall. Just when it seems they will lo:
the business, because their rivals, Mowbr;
and Marjorie Gateson, point out they ha
no manufacturing plant, Herbert comes I
their rescue with the necessary facilities.
CAST: Ina Ray Hutton and band, Hugh Herl :
ert, Ann
Savage,
Billy Gilbert, Glenda
Farre
Ross Hunter,
Alan
Mowbray,
Marjorie
Gateso
Thurston
Hall, Fritz Feld, Dudley
Dickerson.
CREDITS: Director, Arthur Dreifuss; Origin
Screenplay, McElbert Moore, Arthur Dreifus
Cameraman, Benjamin Kline; Dance Director, Ja<
Boyle; Lyrics and Music, Bernie Wayne, Be
Raleigh, Lester Lee, Harry Harris; Editor, Ot
Meyer; Art Directors, Lionel Banks, Cary Odel
DIRECTION,
Expert.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Goo

"Thundering Gun

with
Buster
Crabbe, Al
PRC

"Fuzzy"

St. Mini
Joh.
59

UP - TO - AVERAGE

WESTERN

STOR

Slingers"

WITH
GOOD, FAST-MOVING
ACTIO
TITES.
TO SATISFY ACTION - LOVERS' APPf
Sprinkled throughout with Al St. John
inimitable comedy, a dash here and thei
with Buster Crabbe on his horse Falcon, an
peppered with gun play and saloon fight
the story emerges as an omelet worthy <
the name Western.
Crabbe, hero of this Billy Carson serie
sets out to ruin the mob responsible for th
unwarranted hanging of his uncle. Whi
working on a false rumor that Karl Hacke
is the object of his revenge, he discove
that Charles King is the ring leader of th
cattle-rustlers and ranch-grabbers.
In an effort to acquire Hackett's rand
King has one of his men kill Hackett. Crab
be, suspected of the murder, is thrown int
jail. However, Fuzzy, in the role of a hors
doctor concocts a knockout solution whic
he cons the sheriff into drinking. Th
gives Buster a chance to escape a lynchin
mob andall. capture
reveals

one

of Kirby's men

wh

CAST: Buster Crabbe, Al St. John, Franci
Gladwin. Karl Hackett, Charles King, Jack ir
gram, Kermit Maynard, Budd Buster, Ceorg
Chesbro.
CREDITS: Producer, Sigmund Neufeld; Di
rector, Sam Newfield; Story and Screenplay
Fred Myton; Cameraman, Robert Cline; Souni
Glen Glenn.
DIRECTION,
Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good
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RAULAND-BAIRD TIE SPURS THEAT. TELE
6!

3-Auditorlum Stands Suggested for Post- War
'lan Seen Stemming Barbs
it Industry, and Aiding
Jemocratic Way In U. S.
Fort Worth — In the interests
of
rotecting Hollywood producers and
"ke nation's film exhibitors
against
&e allegations of pressure
groups
.bat movies are a bad influence on
ae country's youth, consideration of
nee-auditorium
theaters'
design
id construction is suggested by Ida
•elle Hicks, motion picture editor of
le local Star-Telegram.
Conceding
that such an idea as
iree auditoriums in a single the;er "might
be
an
architectural
eadache and economically unsound,"
ue prominent
film journalist
as>rts, however, that the step would
j a long way
toward
answering
Continued on Page 12)

ighting for Tele
tudios SMPE Topic

Equipment Field Notes
PRELIMINARY work has started on the
' new Wel!ston Theater here, which will
replace the hruse destroyed by fire recently.
L. 0. Stocker Co. is the general contractor. House will cost in excess of $100,000.
It's a 1,000-seater of the stadium type.

ighting." R. E. Farnham, commeral engineer of the Nela Park
anch of General Electric, will de(Continued on Page 12)

Sound Volume Control
Automatic In Detroit
Detroit — The only remote-control
system for volume setting which
exists in a small theater auditorium
is claimed by the Isis here, operated
by Associated Theaters. "Key" to
the system is preponderance of kids
in the house, who have established
their own custom of chorusing
"l-o-u-d-e-r" when they don't get
enough sound track volume to suit
them. Noise easily pierces projection
booth walls, and the operator has to
turn up the volume pronto, — or else!

Chicago — With patent rights exchange reportedly existing between
the Rauland Corp. here and the television interests headed by J. L. Baird
in Britain, three-dimensional television in color, of the large screen
type, is seen inevitably applicable
to U. S. film theaters, it is asserted
B & K's improvements, costing more than
$100,000, to the Tivoli Theater in Chi, have by local sources conversant with postwar emergence of the video-audio
been completed. New chairs and air con- science.
— so great in fact that post-war plans
of NTS prominently include not only
popcorn and seasonings, but machines
and accessories.

In outfitting its projection room,
ditioning have been installed, and a new
Emerson Yorke Studio here has speci- front completed.
fied the new De Vry Model 1200 35
mm. sound projector and Victor Animatograph AC-DC Model 40-C 16 mm.
After shuttering this summer, New
equipment, with screen by Raven.
Standard SMPE projection ports were Haven's Lincoln has reopened. Booth
installed by Simpson & Rubin, the air repairs have been made, and new projectors and sound have been installed
conditioning system by Reinbach, and
by Modern Theater Equipment Corp.
general sound proofing by Louis Chamof that city. Formerly a foreign films
bron.
house, it is now a subsequent-run outlet.

B & H announces appointment of two
new vice-presidents. They are L. A. McThe new Ford Theater, Sterling, III.,
Nabb, vice-president in charge of elec- has placed an order with NTS for Peerless
tronic design and production, and B. E.
lamps with copper oxide rectifier, and
ticket choppers.
Stechbart, vice-pres dent in charge of me- Newman
chanical engineering and research.

: Pursuing its policy of keeping in
ep fully with all aspects of tele. sion development, SMPE's Atlantic
oast Section will devote its next
eeting, set for the local Hotel PennManager George Freeman, of Loew's
'lvania at 7:30 p.m. on next Wed- Poli Theater, Springfield, Mass., has
esday night, to the topic, "Appraisal begun alterations to the house. ImIlluminants for Television Studio
provements will not interfere with
stand's

regular shows,

he states.

In England recently, Baird demonstrated colored stereoscope tele for
the home, estimated to be some 30
per cent higher in cost than blackand white, and declared that the
same principle prevails for motion
picture theater tele.
The Baird demonstration, which
(Continued on Page 12)

Its Production Pace

Rochester, N. Y. — Following the
defeat of Germany, there will be no
In interests of safety, a prominent letup in production of Eastman Kodak, officials of that company declare.
Chi. theater chain has recently conducted "check-up" tests to see that all They point out that while some Army
drapes in each house are actually fire- contracts may be curtailed. Navy
needs will continue to increase
through the first six months of 1945,
proofed.
George L. Carrington, president of Altec and restrictions of output of material for civilian consumption are exService Corp., has returned to his Hollywood
pected to be lifted by WPB.
cisco.
office from a business trip to San FranBearing out the contention by
(Continued on Page 12)
$
$
$

The B. F. Gcodrich Co. is now offering
to the trade a rechargeable wet flashlight
battery for theater use. This is constructed on principle of auto wet storage
Wall St. channels observe that Heybattery, and is valuable for long continued
wood-W akefield Co., operating with
use of the flashlight. Before adopting the
satisfactory profits since 1939, has been
new line, company spent 18 months in
setting aside substantial contingency
tests. The new type wet cells, used in

reserves and also has succeeded in accumulating acomfortable working capital. A large post-war demand for the
service.
A six months' guarantee goes with
each battery.
organization's regular products is anticipated, with film theater seating
forming an important increment of
Manager Dassow, of Chi. branch of
business. Currently, company's facilities are devoted about 75 per cent to
NTS, says that the first carload of a
new crop of Oklahoma popcorn is on war work.
*
*
*
hand to supply current demand, which
falls considerably short of the supply.
Theater, on New York's 49th
This has been a huge item of sale at St.,ThejustWorld
East of Seventh Ave., has underthe branch throughout the war period,
gone extensive alterations and refurnishing.

company's Akron factories for the past
year and half are still giving satisfactory

Large-Screen Application,
In Three Dimensions And
Color, Looms As Certainty

Dip In Balcony Biz
Has a Silver Lining
Chicago — Quite a number of local
theaters, both circuit and indie, are
not using their balconies for weekday shows. Managements point out
that there is a lack of balcony patronage other than on the week-ends.
But there's a strategic purpose behind
these balcony closings, too. It's that,
by so doing, a lot of damage ordinarily caused by juvenile vandals
is eliminated.
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Theaters With Three
Auditoriums Visioned
A Section of THE FILM DAILY comprehensively covering the equipment field, pub(Continued from Page 11)
lished every second
weekBroadway,
by Wid's New
Filmi York
and
Film Folks,
Inc., 1S01
City. John W. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald the question of social advancement
M. Merscreau, General Manager; Cheater B. in the post-war era, as far as moBahn, Editor; George H. Morris, Equipment
tion pictures in commercially-operEditor; West Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood
ated outlets are concerned, and reBoulerard, Hollywood, Cal„ Ralph Wilk,
Bureau Chief.
lieving the industry at large of criti-

Eastman To Continue
Its Production Pace
(Continued

from Page 11)

Eastman spokesmen, it is known
that the Army recently slashed by
some 10,000,000 feet its raw stock
orders, but almost simultaneously
the Navy jumped up and ordered 12,000,000 additional feet of film, thus
more than compensating for the
Army cancellation. This is expected
to be typical as the European operations come to a successful end,
and concentration on the Pacific is
made in full strength.
In the matter of post-war civilian
advantages, Albert K. Chapman,
Eastman vice-president and general
manager, points out that many new
processes and items of photographic
equipment, developed during the
war, will be adaptable to use by the
general public almost immediately.
Although no opinion has been directly expressed by any Eastman
official, trade channels hold the view
that it is entirely possible that the
company's output of motion picture
raw stock in the various gauges may,
in the years following the war, exceed the output during the conflict,
which is virtually double the prewar figure.

Copper Release Waits
On Downfall of Nazis
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — WPB sources reveal
here that, despite large stockpiles of
copper built up during the past year,
chances are growing- slimmer for redefeat. leases of the metal before Germany's

cism.
The plan offered by Miss Hicks
foresees separate auditoriums for
adult fans, young people over 12
years, and children up to the latter
age.
The unit auditorium for children
should, and for the first time, be furnished with theater chairs made for
persons of their size, and the screen
devoted to films made for audiences
of their mental attainment. Product
would be prepared with the aid of
broadminded educators, and the interests of children determined by
association with them. Parents with
a universal point of view might be
polled to find what they would like
to have their children believe. This
would keep the whole thing democratic. "In this way," she states, "the
ideals that went into the making of
this country could be preserved for
future generations."
The 'teen-age group, she suggests,
"would be given pictures similar to
the ones adults want to see, but the
hokum would be deleted and honesty
and authenticity would take its
place." Biographical films would portray great Americans as real human beings, "not as something out
of a waxworks." Good music, good
taste and down-to-earth realities
would be uppermost at all times.
"We wouldn't try to do much about
what goes on the screen where the
parents relax for two hours; they
are too happv as it is and apparently
getting what the majority of them
want to see," Miss Hicks declares.
She concludes that her plan could
be called expensive and impractical
and might not put enough gold back
into the Hollywood hills.

Lighting for Television
Studios, SMPE Meet Topic
(Continued

from Page 11)

liver, in his role of principal speaker, a paper under the foregoing title.
Characteristics of several elements
■in the light path, namely, (1) spec; tral sensitivity of the Iconoscope,
i (2) requisite illumination levels, and
(3) reflection
characteristics
of teleIJvised
areas, will
be considered,
as
well as heat on the set and electrical
|interference, other general factors
affecting the choice of tele illumij illuminants
nants.
The tocommercially
available
be scrutinized
are
mercury,
tungsten
filament lamps
I and fluorescent lamps.
Farnham will also describe a type
of water-cooled mercury-arc lamp
|now in use in television stations. Re( cently, the Electronics Department
of GE reprinted from Proceedings of
the IRE an article on this subject,
"Mercury Lighting for Television
Studios," by H. A. Breeding.
Because of the keen interest manifested by SMPE membership in tele
topics, the Atlantic Coast session on
Sept. 27 is expected to attract a
large attendance.

Cause of Theater
Tele Gels Boost
(Continued from Page 11)
also included black-and-white, show
ed an astonishing
advance
on thh
pre-war quality of image obtainable.
Increase in the number of lines

licLJ
is reported
have it
reduced
flic'
to
a point atto which
is no longe
a problem.
The image is well up
entertainment standards, it is said'
Under the new Baird system, al
mechanical apparatus such as re
volving screens, is eliminated, anc
color is obtained electronically bj
cathode ray tubes alone. Latter ar<
mounted together so that their emis
sions are received on each side of •<.
screen which is coated with fluores
cent powders, and one side repro
duces the received signal in red, ant
the other in blue-green. Combiner
pictures give a two-color picture a:
in two-color additive cinematogra

The stereoscopic effect was fulls
phy.
reproduced, and this can be exag
gerated or reduced as required
Color was not so well controlled a:'
WPB Okays Avon
in cinema two-color processes, bu
Washington Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY a bright image was obtained witl
Washington — WPB has authorized well-defined color. A three-colo
construction of the 1,000-seat Avon, process, using three superimpose*
latest addition to the K-B chain, it images, has been worked out b:
is announced by F. S. Kogod, presi- Baird in theory. Its demonstrate
is expected to be made shortly.
dent.

WHITE WAY
ELECTRIC
SIGN & MAINTENANCE
Thomas F. Flannery, President
315-17 W. Walton St.
Delaware 9111

LISTEN

CO

SAFE...AND SOUND!

Chicago, III.

That's the kind of security you
want for your home, for your
family — for your business! And
that's where Altec comes in! An
Altec two-way contract gives yearround protection for your sound
and projection equipment. Catches
trouble before it starts— and when
breakdowns occur, an Altec specialist knows how to smooth
troubles away!

.. .

If you're interested, the facilities of our
large sound studio in New York is now
available. Superbly equipped, acoustically
perfect, with crews and talent at your im.
mediate disposal. Rental fees are nominal.
"Location shooting" wherever necessary.
Write loda} give full details
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)UICK GRIFFITH TRIAL START, U. S. PLAN
oreign Market Okay If Propaganda Avoided
reedom from Burdensome
Restrictions Abroad Also
ital. Say Foreign Heads
Br LOU PELEGHINE

FILM DAILY Staff Writer
Provided no burdensome
restricts are placed on American films
foreign governments, the future
the nation's film business abroad
th the return of peace hinges on
",pturn
ability
Hollywood producers
out ofentertainment
pictures
d avoid propaganda.
Such
is
e consensus in informed film cirs here.
As a foreign executive of one of
e major companies summed it up,
(Continued on Page 8)

ne-Sheets, Bulletins
o Herald 6th Loan
A special one-sheet, pre-press book
lletins, in addition to regular cam.ign material, will be features of
€ Sixth War Loan, John Hertz, Jr.,
and publicity chief for the drive,
(Continued on Page 8)

ake Leaving 20th-Fox;
eiersdorf Succeeds
Pittsburgh— C. V. Hake has reined as 20th-Fox branch manager
sre, effective the end of the month,
acceeding him will be Herman
(Continued on Page 8)

London Row Disclaims
Daily Mail Charges
London (By Cable) — Film circles
here disclaim any part in the charges
printed in the Daily Mail last week
that American business men are
entering Europe in Army and Red
Cross uniforms in order to pursue
commercial activities. Daily Mail
article said that some "officers"
were really business men entering
Paris to get a foothold in the commercial field. Charges have been
denied by the American Chamber of
Commerce and the Red Cross in
London.

IEE TOMORROW'S

TEN

Government to Press Suit
On Heels of Schine Trial;
D of J Asks for Co. Data

BEST DIRECTORS
OF 1943-44

Selected bymagazines,
the motionsyndicates
picture critics
of the
nation'sin
newspapers,
and radio
stations
the annual FILM DAILY poll, a special 1944 CRITICS
FORUM feature. Ballots were cast on the basis of a
specific picture designated by the voting critic.
Points
HENRY
KING, "The Song of Bernadette"
(20th-Fox)
LEO McCAREY, "Going My Way"
(Paramount)
SAM WOOD, "For Whom the Bell Tolls" (Paramount)
MERVYN LeROY, "Madame Curie"
(M-G-M)
ALFRED
HITCHCOCK,
"Lifeboat"
(20th-Fox)
PRESTON STURGESS, "The Miracle of Morgan's Creek"
(Paramount)...
CLARENCE
BROWN, "The White Cliffs of Dover"
(M-G-M)
GEORGE
CUKOR,
"Gaslight"
(M-G-M)
VICTOR FLEMING, "A Guy Named Joe" (M-G-M)
HERMAN SCHUMLIN, "Watch on the Rhine" (Warners)

THE

HONOR

ROLL

OF

RUNNERS

UP

2,015
1860
1,488
1,457
1,209
1,209
1,178
899
899
868

CECIL B. DE MILLE, "The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Paramount)
CLARENCE BROWN, "The Human Comedy" (M-G-M)
LLOYD BACON, "The Sullivans" (20th-Fox)
MITCHELL LEISEN, "Lady in the Dark" (Paramount)
LEWIS MILESTONE, "The Purple Heart" (20th-Fox)
WESLEY RUGGLES, "See Here, Private Hargrove" (M-G-M)
MICHAEL CURTIZ, "Casablanca" (Warners)
IRVING RAPPER, "The Adventures of Mark Twain" (Warners)
DELMAR DAVES, "Destination Tokyo" (Warners)
FRED WILCOX, "Lassie Come Home" (M-G-M)
ERNST LUBITSCH, "Heaven Can Wait" (20th-Fox)
MICHAEL CURTIZ, "This is the Army" (Warners)
MARK SANDRICH, "So Proudly We Hail!" (Paramount)
BILLY WILDER, "Double Indemnity" (Paramount)
JOHN STAHL, "Holy Matrimony" (20fh-Fox)
ROBERT STEVENSON, "Jane Eyre" (20th-Fox)
LEWIS ALLEN, "The Uninvited" (Paramount)
ROY ROWLAND, "Lost Angel" (M-G-M)
GEORGE STEVENS, "The More the Merrier" (Columbia)
MERVYN LeROY, "Random Harvest"
(M-G-M)

Strike Halts Mich. Deliveries
Friday Night Week-end

Truce Arranged

Smith, Golden to Attend
Equipment Dealers Parley

Detroit — One-day film carriers'
strike upset deliveries of film and
paper to all Michigan theaters starting Friday morning. First-run DeWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAJ1 '
troit houses already had film for FriWashington— Allen G. Smith, WPB
day's opening in advance and were
theater specialist, and Nathan D.
but several dozen matiGolden, Department of Commerce unaffected,
nee houses were badly hit. In some
pix officer, will attend the Chicago cases, as the Center Theater run by
meeting of the Theater Equipment Associated, exhibitors ran with only
Dealers Protective Association Oct.
a single (Continued
feature. on
Many
exhibiPage local
8)
(Continued on Page 2)

FILM DAILY

FOR THE FIRST SUMMARY

The Government apparently intends to press the Griffith anti-trust
case immediately following the end
of the Schine case trial which gets
under way in Buffalo tomorrow before Federal Judge John Knight after three postponements. Requests
for documents and papers in the
Griffith case have been made by
the Government to defendant companies' attorneys, indicating that
there will be a very short period of
time elapsing between the Griffith
and Schine trials.
A decision in the Crescent case
(Continued on Page 2)

Appeal Board Affirms
And Reverses Awards
The arbitration apneal board on
Friday issued its 98th and 99th decision since arbitration under the
New York consent decree became effective.
The board reversed the award of
an arbitrator in the case of Basil
(Continued on Page 8)

Texas Variety Club Sets
Up Foundation for Ranch
Dallas — Proceeds from the Variety Club of Texas' fifth annual turtle derby, estimated by James O.
Cherry, chief barker, at $85,000, will
be added to proceeds from other
(Continued on Page 8)

Philly Unit Okays
Allied Decree Stand
Philadelphia — Action of the National Allied board in approving the
Government's action on the N. Y.
Consent Decree at Bretton Woods,
was approved Friday by the board of
Allied Independent Theater Owners
of Eastern Pennsylvania. Local participaticn in V-E Day was also under
consideration at the session.

OF REPLIES TO CRITICS FORUM

QUESTIONS
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Quick Griffith Trial
Start, is U. S. Plan
(Continued from Page 1)

Smith, Golden to Attend
Equipment Dealers Parley
(Continued from Page 1)
6-8. Smith will explain the situation
on materials for equipment manufacture, and Golden will tell of the outlook for foreign business as indicated
by information passing over his Commerce Department desk.
Manufacture of projectors, lamphouses and rectifiers has taken a
spurt forward in recent weeks, a
WPB official revealed Friday. Lamphouses and rectifiers are being turned out on schedule or ahead of schedule, with projectors onlv slightly off
and coming along better recently.
The serious shortage of ball bearings has been averted somewhat by
release of a large surplus held by
the
Sperry Gyroscope plant, in
Brooklyn.

was awaited before the Government
went ahead with other trust actions,
but no such waiting period is expected after the close of the Schine
trial.
While the distributors are not
parties to the Schine action, John
Caskey and Frederick Lorenzen, of
the law firm of Dwight, Harris, Koegel and Caskey, will "sit in" at the
hearings on behalf of RKO, 20th
Century-Fox, Warner Bros., M-G-M
and Paramount.
Among the witnesses who are expected to be called for testimony
during the first week of the trial
Production of sound systems conare Richard Morgan, Paramount attorney; William Zimmerman, RKO;
tinues to lag, with components no
Felix Jenkins, 20th-Fox; E. M. less difficult to get than a year ago.
Saunders, M-G-M, and H. M. Doh- The cutback in the Signal Corps
erty, Warner Bros, auditor.
equipment program has not yet materialized to any appreciable exKruse To Preside Over
tent, and is not likely to until after
V-E Day at least.

Film Educational Panel

Springfield, 111. — Illinois Association of School Boards' 30th annual
convention will be held here Oct. 2325, at which William F. Kruse, manager of Bell & Howell's film division
sales department, will preside at a
panel on "Teaching the G.I. Way,"
similar to that recently held at the
University of Chicago under his
chairmanshipAcceptances received thus far on
panel membership include E. C. Waggoner, Elgin Public Schools; Stephen
M. Corey, University of Chicago;
and also William C. Reavis, of University of Chicago's School of Education. Representatives of the armed
forces will also participate.

Stress Small Town Co-op
At Ferguson's K. C. Meet

NEW YORK
THEATERS
HELD OVER
Starring

"STORM OVER LISBON"
Vera

Hrubo
Ralston —
Richard
Erich Von Stroheim

Arlen

with Otto Kruger — Eduardo Ciannelli
Robert Livingston-Mona Barrio
A

Republic

Picture

Air Cooled

REPUBLIC

THEATRE

B'way Bet 51st and 52nd Sts.
Tel. CO. 5-9S47

RADIO
CITY
MUSIC
HALL
Showplace of the Nation — Rockefeller Center
GARY
COOPER
TERESA
WRIGHT

New

in International Pictures'
"CASANOVA
BROWN"
Disney Cartoon — "How To Play Football"
, and ("This
"ROCKEFELLER
Is America" CENTER"
Series)

SPECTACULAR

STAGE

1st

Reserved.

Mezz.

Seats

PRESENTATION
Circle

6-4600

Kansas City — Small town co-opDARRYL
F. ZANUCK'S
eration and post-war promotional ac'WILSON'
tivities by M-G-M highlighted the
IN TECHNICOLOR
opening session yesterday of the
PLUS ON STAGE
FRED
WARING
exploitation meeting being conductAND
HIS PENNSYLVANIANS
ed by William R. Ferguson, exploitation director.
BONDS
50thAveSt. &
BUY MORE
ROXY
7th
New promotion plans were discussed for 'Mrs Parkington," "Meet
Me in St. Louis," ' Ziegf eld Follies,"
"Music for Millions," "Thirty Sec- *
PARAMOUNT presents
«
onds Over Tokyo," "National Velvet,"
Joan Fontaine
"The Picture of Dorian Gray" and
'The Thin Man Goes Home." Plans
Arturo de Cordova
were considered for the world premiere of "Meet Me in St. Louis" in
St. Louis.
Fete Goldman-Greenblatt
Charles K. Stern, assistant treasB'WAY
In Pittsburgh on Oct. 2
St. & +
urer of Loew's, yesterday opened his * RIVOLL B'way & 49th
meeting of office managers, travelPittsburgh — The farewell-testimonial dinner to be given by the crew. ing auditors and "girl commando"
47th St.
William F. Rodgers today will host
local Variety Club for Mark Goldman and Herb Greenblatt will be held 300 exhibitors of this territory at a
Oct. 2. Greenblatt was recently pro- luncheon at the Hotel Muehlbach.
moted from branch manager of the
ALAN
MARSHALLBY
• MISTAKE'
LARAINE DAY
BRIDE
RKO exchange here to midwestern FC of Iowa, Nebraska Files
MARSHA
HUNT
• ALLYN
IOSLYN
district manager, and Mark Goldman,
Extra!
BRAZIL
Today
who had been the head of Monarch
Des Moines — Articles of incorpoPictures seven years previously, was l-ation have been filed by Film Classics of Iowa and Nebraska, Inc.,
appointed district manager for PRC.
with listed officers including Julian
PARAMOUNT
presents
Code Committee Meets Friday
Fred MacMURRAY
Barbara STANWYCK
King, president; Edward L. AlperEdward G. ROBINSON
Second meeting of the advisory son, Jr., vice-president, and Hyman
committee on the proposed New York Becker, secretary. Corporation lists
"Double Indemnity"
IN PERSON
State building code has been set by 100 shares of no par capital stock.
THE ANDREWS SISTERS
Abram H. Goodman, deputy indus- Fete Stiefel Tonight
MITCHELL AYRES AND HIS BAND
trial commissioner, for Friday. Committee includes Henry Anderson,
Philadelphia — Sam Stiefel, veterParamount; Harry Moskowitz,
an exhibitor, will be feted tonight
Loew's; Louis Lazar, Schine and by 150 friends from Philadelphia
Richard S. Hayes, IATSE, with Mar- and New York on the occasion of his
tin J. Tracey, Century Circuit, as going to Hollywood to live and also
IN PERSON
alternate.
ney.handle the affairs of Mickey RooON SCREEN
to
'AND LAMOUR
THE
DOROTHV
The CHARIOTEERS

St. Louis — The Rosecan arbitration complaint, from which Harry
C. Arthur had sought a dismissal,
has been set for hearing on Nov. 13
before Arbitrator Harry G. Erbs.
Hearing dates for two other clearance cases here also have been set.
Complaint filed bv Sol and Irving
Goldfarb for the Ritz Theater, East
Alton, 111., will be heard Nov. 17
with Fred Armstrong as arbitrator. Odeon to Pay 20%
Roy Black Dies
London (By Cable) — Odeon is reA. D. Magarian's complaint on behalf of the Gaty Theater, East St.
ported paying a 20 per cent dividend
Detroit — Roy L. Black, 48, former
Louis, 111., will be heard Nov. 15 this year compared with 15 per cent engineer at the Avalon Theater, is
last year.
dead. His widow survives.
before Wilbur Jones, arbitrator.
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Hints Allocations
Dramatization by CBS
Speculation as to whether CBS
withdrew from Television Broadcasters Association, Inc., in a move
to dramatize Columbia's hopes regarding allocations is contained in
a letter from Allen B. Du Mont, president of TBA, to Worthington Minor
of the network's television department, who wrote the CBS letter of
resignation.
Du Mont denied Minor's claim that
the Association's point of view _ is
colored by "intimate affiliation with
the manufacturing end of the industry," noting that five of TBA's nine
board members and nine of the active member companies are not engaged in television equipment manufacture.
Du

Mont claims that Minor dictated the Association's statement of
allocation policy and that CBS engineers affirmed that view on the
Radio Technical Planning Board,
concluding his argument with, "In
view of this situation, one wonders
if this resignation and the accompanying publicity could be an adroit
publicity move to dramatize the
hopes of the management of CBS
regarding allocations?"
Minor, in the letter of resignation,
held that the TBA membership
''was at no time fully representative
of the broadcaster's point of view,
uncolored by any intimate affiliation
with the manufacturing end of the
industry." He noted that the TBA
members represent the only television broadcasters in the country but
held "there is a wide difference of
perspective between broadcasting
units organized as promotional showwindows for the manufacturer, and
broadcasting units set up for the
simple and sole purpose of broadcasting to the public."

Metzger to Head Sixth
Drive in Southern Calif.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Gus Metzger has been
made chairman of Southern California exhibitors Sixth War Loan drive
committee, with Bill Srere and Sherrill Corwin vice-chairmen. Seymour
Peiser is publicity director. Metzger will make a tour of Southern
California communities to confer
with local representatives of Treasury Department and theater officials.

SE.\D BlimilliU
(■REKTIMS TO...
September 25
Robert Wyler
Albert Kaufman
Fay Wray
Jack Level
Al Cooke
Harry Mayer
Paul Gulick
Hazel A.i^ersen
Arthur James
Barbara
Lynn
Robert Condon

COiTllfiG and GOMG
SPYROS P. SKOURAS, 20th-Fox president, i
due on the Ccast today for conferences wit!
Joseph
M. Schenck.
NATE BLUMBERG, president of Universal, i
en route from the Coast.

• • • SALMAGUNDI: Norman Elson. general manager for TransLux, spent his mornings last week on jury duty. . . • Metro is understood to be partial' y backing "Be Good. Sweet Maid," the Robert Mann
play which Edward Gross will bring to Broadway. . . • 20th-Fox's
Andy Smith. Jr., Eastern division manager, was honored by a Pittsburgh cocktail party tendered by the Bert Stearn-headed Co-operative
Theaters, Inc
Practically the latter's entire membership
as well
as the personnel of the local 20th-Fox exchange and other branch
heads attended. . . • Didja know that Horace Heidt is a six-times
Red Cross blood donor and that the average for his band is four times?
• "Arsenic and Old Lace" will stay until Oct. 19 at the New York
Strand, making it the first pic in 12 years to hold for seven weeks there.
• Columbia has signed those golfing aces, Byron Nelson and "Jug"
McSpadden, to make three golf shorts. . . • When Gary Cooper
turns producer-star, he'll have Loretta Young opposite and William
Demarest in the cast. . . • Frank Ross is due in New York today in
the interest of casting some roles in "The Robe"
Mervyn LeRoy,
who will direct before joining Warners, via his Arrowhead Productions,
comes on next week. . . • Sweetest publicity break of the late
Summer was the American Legion's acclaim of "When the Lights Go
On Again" as "the world anthem for liberated countries all over the
world"
PRC's pic of the same title was, of course, inspired by the
song, and Leon Fromkess and Leo J. McCarthy are vera, vera happy.
• RKO will re-make its 1932 thriller, "The Most Dangerous Game" as
"The Great Adventure," with John Loder starring. . . • Para/s studio
scenario editorship goes to Dick Mealand, heretofore Eastern story
editor
Spot was vacated by Bill Dozier, now an RKO producer.

▼

▼

▼

• • • "WE CAN NOT do without pictures, we must have them
to operate our business— we can't go around
the corner and buy
turkeys to sell to our customers"
So concludes Bulletin No. 90
of the Independent Exhibitors Forum, a committee of the Greater
Cincinnati Independent Exhibitors, Inc
Okay, but why, oh why,
bring up the matter of selling turkeys at the box office?

▼

▼

▼

• • • JOSEPH S. HUMMEL, Warners' foreign sales manager, who
has a son serving as an officer in the AAF, was listening to a radio
broadcast from France the other night, when the commentator brought
a passing G. I. to the mike and introduced him — Harold J. Abrahams of
Ihe Army Medical Department
Harold happens to be the son of
Phil Abrahams, head of the Warner print and screenings department.
T
T
T
• • • NOT ONLY will our lads soon be hanging out their
clothes on the Siegfried Line, but washing 'em in the Saar Basin.

V

•

•

•

AVENGE

T

▼

PEARL HARBOR

RCA Promotion Official
On Tele Speaking Tour

Neall Appointed To WPB
From Carpet Sales Post

Chicago — Dick Hopper, regional
RCA advertising-publicity manager,
leaves this city for Boulder, Col.,
today where he will address University of Colorado students Wednesday
on "Television and Its Progress."
On Thursday, he will present same
topic at the Denver Advertising
Club, supplementing his talk with
slides and maps showing coaxial
cable route and proposed stations.
On Oct. 10, he is scheduled to
make similar addresses at Bradley
Polytechnic Institute, Peoria, 111.

Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co. announces that Robert W. Neall, assistant sales manager, is currently
on leave of absence from the organization and has been appointed Chief
of Floor Covering, Upholstery and
Pile Fabric Unit of the Wool Branch
of WPB's Textile, Clothing and Leather Bureau, Washington, D. C.
Neall has been with Bigelow-Sanford for the past 15 years. Before
becoming assistant sales manager,
he was general contract manager in
charge of company's contract sales.

MAURICE SILVERSTONE, 20th-Fox v.-p. ar,
foreign manager, will arrive at the studio rhi
week from Mexico City.
CRADWELL L. SEARS, vice-president i
charge of United Artists distribution, is du
from Hollywood.
PO 3/c ALFRED BLUMBERG, formerly Net
Yo:k Upstate and Long Island booker for War
ner Bros., is n New York on furlough froi
Key West.
CHARLES K. STERN, assistant treasurer c
Loew's Inc., will return to the home offic
Wadnesday
from City.
a regional office manage
meeting in Kansas
CAOET OLIVER HULL, formerly
M-G-M booking dept., now with
marine,
M-G-M. is visiting his uncle Jack
Yotk and New Jersey district

in the loe;
the merchar
Bowen, Ne'
manager f<

LEO SPITZ and WILLIAM COETZ arriv
from Hollywood today for a week's stay. The
will be accompanied by Joan Bennett.
BOB MOCHRIE
RODDY

returns today from Toronto.

McDOWALL

and DANA

ANDREWS

g

to Boston today for Thursday's opening
20th-Fox's "Wilson" there.
LYNN BARI has returned to the Coast.

c

CAROLE LANDIS arrived in town yesterda
for a tour of service hospitals in Nsw Englam
PETER
COLLI,
WARNERS'
head
in Cuba,
visiting the home office.
CARMrN MIRANDA has started a tour <
service hospitals in the Midwest.
CARL LESERMAN, United Artists' gener.
sales manager, will stay on the Coast f<
another week.
CYRIL LANDAU, RKO legal department, re
turns from a vacation today.
SIDNEY KULICK, PRC's Eastern division mar
ager, will leave Thursday on a four week
tour of exchanges along the Eastern seaboard.
LOUIS HYMAN, distribution head for S
Lesser, is due today for conferences with U
sales and advertising executives on "Three is
STEVE EDWARDS is in Philadelphia on promt
ticn plans in connection with the rodeo p..
of Republic's Roy Rogers.
Family."
W. C. GEHRINC, Western sales manager <
20th-Fox, who returned to the home offi<
over the week-end. from Toronto, will leafor Indianapolis today going from there to S
Louis and Kansas City for meetings. He wi
be accompanied by E. H. COLLINS, his e>
ecutive assistant.
L. J. SCHLAIFER, Central sales manager (
20th Century-Fox, who has been conducting sail
conferences in the exchanges under his supei
vision, returned to his home office desk over rr.
week-end". He was accompanied by JAC
BLOOM,
his assistant.
BEN KALMENSON, general sales manager f(
Warners,
ern
tour. is back from a Midwestern and South
I. F. DOLID, supervisor of exchanges for Wai
ners,toreturned
over the week-end from a quic
trip
Pittsburgh.

Black Market On Duck
Inflames Walt Disney
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Walt Disney was irate
here when apprised of use of his
character, Donald Duck, in films made
and released in Argentina which
shew U. S. Secretary of State Cordell
Hull in quacking debate with Donald.
Disney declared that his studio is
taking immed'ate steps to prevent
any further infringement on his Donald Duck character, and has advised
Hull of this action.

IS AT

THE THINKER
IT AGAIN!
'Another long
run for M-G-M
at Radio City
Music Hall. Eight
weeks for
Dragon Seed!"

'

"That's the third
time M-G-M

topped

all companies —
Miniver 10 weeks
Random Harvest
11 weeks. Takes
BIG pictures
to do it!"

"Millions of

"White Cliffs
ran 7 weeks
and only one
other company's
picture could
equal that

out-of-towners
see Leo on
the screen at
thrg
e eswotrlthe
d'satre.
la
seein M-G-M's
They
l rk
Mr
s.'lPa
gton

run."

next."

"They go back
home and
they go to
the theatre
that plays
the BIGGEST
pictures — M-G-M,
of course."

Keep Selling Bonds

"Anybody who THINKS
will agree that
you've got to make
BIG PICTURES
to be a leader for
Twenty Years!"

!5S?5^

ALLYN JOSLY
EVELYN KEYES
MARGUERITE

CHAPMAN BUCHANAN

NINA FOCH • SHEMP HOWARD
FRANK JENKS • TONIO SELWART
Screen Pla» by Oscar Saul, Eve Greene, Jcromt Odium

Produced by BURT KELLY • Directed by ALFRED E. G
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Foreign Market Okay
If Propaganda Out
(Continued from Page 1)

"if the industry stays in the entertainment field it will be able to take
care of itself abroad after the war
and reconstruct its business there
and probably expand its markets because the whole world has become
an expanded market for motion pictures."Expect Early Difficulties
It was conceded that the American film industry would have some
difficulty at the start but would soon
recapture its markets abroad on the
sheer merit of U. S. product, if for
no other reason.
In countries like Italy where the
Nazis have wrecked the business, appropriating or destroying all studio
equipment, the American industry
is expected to have a wide-open field
for its product. The French market,
it is felt, will not present such an
easy problem because the French
always have had a strongly developed industry whose facilities have
suffered little under the German occupation. As for Russia, no one was
prepared to say with any degree of
certainty on what basis the American industry would be required to
do business there.
It was generally accepted that the
fate of American films abroad is in
the hands of the studios because it
is the international flavor which they
will be able to continue to impart to
American product that will keep
this nation's film business on top in
the foreign field.
Companies Build Stock Piles
The companies are not attempting
to hurry things, it was learned. They
are quietly building stock piles
against the day when they will be
free to re-enter those countries
where the war has played havoc
with their business. Meanwhile they
are holding themselves in readiness
for whatever may happen.
The possibility was seen that the
American industry might not be able
to draw much money from the European market for some time because of the financial straits of the
continent's theater owners. The
chaotic foreign exchange situation
will be one of the gravest problems
facing the industry, it is believed.
Doubt exists whether product will
be rented to exhibitors for nominal
sums until they are back on their
feet.
"Exhibitors will be expected

UJEDDinG BELLS
Memphis — Margaret Douglas,
RKO inspectress, was married to
Pfc. J. L. Powell, who has just returned from 27 months' service in
the Pacific area.
New Haven — Mary DcCapua, of
the United Artists staff, will be married Oct. 12 to Frank Trentini.

School Field Shows
Keener Pix Interest
Evidence of the increasingly favorable attitude of the educational
field toward motion pictures, resultin? from helpful promotional matter
supplied to this field, is reported by
Warners following the first six
months' activity of its new educational bureau set up last Spring by
Mort Blumenstock as part of the
Eastern advertising and publicity department. Charles Steinberg heads
the bureau.
To date, Blumenstock, reveals more
than 27,000 responses have been received from educational leaders,
teachers, librarians, clubwomen,
members of discussion groups, college and university students and
others.

Mich. Carriers Strike
Disrupts Deliveries

Appeal Broad Reverses,
Affirms Two Decisions
(Continued from Page 1)
Bros.' Varsity Theater in Buffalo.
In seeking a reduction in the 10-day
clearance granted to the Granada
over the Varsity, an agreement had
been reached among the parties to
reduce the clearance to four days,
but the stipulation was not signed
by Dipson's Amherst Theater which
would have been affected. The arbitrator ordered a hearing on Dipson's intervention and awarded a
five-day clearance to the Granada
over the Varsity. Basil Bros, appealed and the board reversed the
award and dismissed the complaint.
In the incaseLosof Angeles,
G. L. Smith's
York
Theater
the appeal

WAR

SERVICE

. . . on the Film Front
Des Moines — Some 250 theaters in 117
Iowa
part
test
Iowa
two
state.

cities and towns have pledged to takin the Share Your Clothing with Russi
campaign, Sept. 24-30, A. H. Blank,
WAC chairman, announced. Goal is
pounds of clothing per person in the
o

Toronto — Canadian Paramount News is
offering negative clips of scenes from the
reel in which relatives of Canadian servicemen appear. Relatives are asked to secure the number of the issue from theater
operators and to contact one of the Paramount offices giving the number and a
description of the scene in which the soldier appears. Frames will be forwarded
when reels have completed their runs.

board affirmed the arbitrator's award.
Smith charged that the 63-day clearance granted to Los Angeles firstruns over the York and the sevenday clearance granted to the Park
and/or Franklin Theaters were unreasonable. The arbitrator dismissed
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
the
complaint,
the complainant aptors were able to come down and
pealed and the appeal board upheld
make own deliveries in time for Fri- the arbitrator.
announced
over the week-end, folday nights opening. Several missed
lowing a'meeting Friday with industhe matinee entirely.
try publicity, advertising ,and exUpstate deliveries were missed out Hake Leaving 20th-Fox;
ploitation heads.
in numerous instances as trucks Beiersdorf Succeeds
A committee of the press book editors of all companies was formed,
failed to go on the road. Arrangewith Charles Schlaifer as chairman,
ments were being widely made to ex(Continued from Page 1)
to concentrate on the preparation of
press in prints from Chicago, Cleveland, and other exchange territories Beiersdorf, the companv's Midwest- a thorough worksheet for exhibitors.
ern
district
manager.
Jack
Lorentz,
direct to the theaters. The fact
Schlaifer will work with Sumer Sinwas succeeded as Milthat comparatively few houses ex- who recently
ger, general chief of press book prepwaukee branch manager by Harold aration.
cept top runs open Fridays saved
the situation. Some houses ran with Beecroft, former special representaThe special one-sheet will be
tive, and transferred to the home rushed
to theaters to serve as a
old shows held over, but others had
office for special assignment, be- combination announcement of the
no prints at all.
The situation arose out of a long
comes Beiersdorf's successor.
campaign, a salute to moviegoers
Hake has been with the company for
string of grievances, according to
their support of previous War
for
18
years,
15
of
them
spent
in
the
Frank Fitzsimmons and Julius SniLoanstion ofand
request for a continuaforeign
department.
He
represented
that a support.
derman, spokesmen for the team- the company in Japan for nine years
A telegraphic canvass of leading
sters' union, who declined to be specific. They claimed the carriers re- and was general manager in Aus- theater exploitation men will net
tralia for four years. He was trans- pre-press book bulletin containin
fused to negotiate, but the carriers
ferred to the States following the
claimed they had been negotiating.
their "this is my best" Bond-sellin,
Fitzsimmons said grievances would opening of hostilities between Japan selections.
be stated at a meeting, that wages and this country. Although Hake
Attending Friday's meeting were
has made no announcement of his Frank
were secondary.
Rosenberg, Lawrence Lipskin
future
plans,
he
is
reported
going
The situation was temporarily
Columbia;
Hal Home, George Gomp-I
into business for himself.
erts, Fox; Mort Blumenstock, Gilbert
solved at five o'clock Friday night at
a meeting in the Artkino exchange,
Golden, Joe Tisman,
Warners;
A\
with the carriers taking films out Texas Variety Club Sets
Hirsch, Herb Berg, Frank Moneyon late deliveries that night or Sat- Up Foundation for Ranch
hun, United Artists; Barret McCorurday as usual. The truce is effecmick,
RKO;
Si Seadler,
M-G-M
Stanley Shuford, Jonas Arnold, Par
tive only until today when a further
(Continued from Page 1)
amount;
Glenn Allvine, PIC; Vin
meeting is scheduled. Meanwhile,
most theater and circuit operators sources and put into a Variety Club cent Trotta, National Screen Service;:
were in a madhouse scene at the Foundation to assure the perpetuity Bill Dasheff, Walter T. Brown and!
Ed. Schreiber.
film building dock trying to pick up of Boys' Ranch of Copperas Cove.
Some 1,214 acres of additional land
their own films to avoid the chance
have been purchased by the Club
of a missout on week-end bills.
and others and deeded to the Ranch.
to pay a fair rental because of the Now able to handle 25 boys, the
added cost of marketing films Ranch will be extended to take care
abroad" was the comment of one of 60 youngsters, and in time its
services will extend nationally.
foreign executive.
Success of the annual derby has
The general feeling is that the inBen Drexler, Brandt booker, bedustry will have to meet conditions encouraged other Variety tents to
came the papa of Betty Irva, a six
as it finds them in each market, and borrow Dallas' equipment for local and one-half pound baby girl last
certain trade difficulties will have to stunts. Show was put on in Okla- week.
be smoothed out before the Amerihoma City last year and this year
Chicago — Richard Barry, manager
can companies can hope to re-estab- Minneapolis used it with Dallas
lish themselves solidly on the Eu- barkers showing how the stunt of Warner's Capitol, announced the
works.
birth of a second son, John Edward.
ropean continent.

One-Sheets, Bulletins
To Herald 6th Loan

STORK REPORTS

RKO PATHE NEWS
-TODAY AS ALWAYS!
K C^\ ^J what one prominent reviewer says about
Pathe's version of "THE
LIBERATION OF JVkRIS". . .

"The film packs a featuresized punch. The RKO Pathe
version will be the most
popular, being a shade better
edited, better scored and
having a more revealing
commentary.
//

(Otis

L

Guernsey

in

N. Y. Herald-Tribune)

news-on-the-screen rivals
1 O DAT
the feature as a marquee attraction. And the
better the newsreel, the better your take!

r— 104 A YEAR

Showmen playing RKO Pathe News —
America's No. 1 Newsreel for 35 years —
know they are getting the tops ... in news
treatment and audience value!

w

10

5 New Houses in FPC
Eastern Expansion
St. John, N. B. — Famous Players
Canadian Corp. expansion plans reveal at least five new houses to be
built in the Eastern provinces plus
overhauling of other operations.
Projects will be post-war propositions except when materials and labor priorities can be had earlier.
Site opposite the Capitol, St. John,
which the circuit has owned about
two years, will be improved with a
1,500-seat house to be named the Paramount. Capitol will be given a
thorough overhauling delayed for
some time.
At New Waterford, N. S., FPC
has formed a partnership affiliation
with Fred Gregor, operator of the
Majestic. Hookup calls for a new
900-seat theater to be named the
Capitol and joint operation of the
Majestic.
FPC and John Connor & Son will
build a 900-seat stadium type house
in Glace Bay, N. C, where the Connors operate the 1,000-seat Savoy.
Orpheus at Halifax, N. S., will be
torn down and replaced with a 1,200-seat house of the same name.
Construction will involve demolition
of three buildings beside the theater.
At Moncton, N. B., FPC will build
a 1,000-seat theater on a site in the
center of the city and the Imperial
will be gone over.
There are also possibilities of the
circuit moving into Charlottetown,
Prince Edward Island, New Glasgow,
Amherst, Sydney Mines and Springhill, N. C, either on its own or in
partnership with others.

Patterson's Yugoslavian
Nomination is Approved
Nomination of Richard C. Patterson, Jr., RKO Corp. board vicechairman and member of the RKO
Radio and Pathe News boards, as
U. S. ambassador to the Yugoslavian
Government in exile, in London, has
been approved by the Senate. Date
of his departure for England has
not been set.
A former commissioner of correction in New York, Patterson has
been executive vice-president of
NBC and assistant secretary of Commerce of the U. S. As a major in
World War I, he received the French
Legion of Honor and was decorated
by other countries.

Nick Kuris, Jr., Killed
Muskegon, Mich. — Nick Kuris, Jr.,
.^ son of the owner of the N-K
|ji Theater, is reported killed in
action in France, the War Department has advised.

Emily Dodd Rites
Funeral services were held Saturday for Emily Dodd, retired member
of the late Charles Frohman's Empire Theater stock company. She is
survived by a sister, Jessie Dodd.
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€Vi€UJS Of TH€ H€UJ HLHIS *
"The
Impatient Years"
with Lee Bowman, Jean Arthur, Charles
Coburn
Columbia
91 Mins.
A TIMELY FILM MESSAGE OF SOCIAL
SIGNIFICANCE EXPERTLY HANDLED TO
ADD THOUGHT TO ENTERTAINMENT.

"The Climax"
with

Boris Karloff,

Susanna

Foster, Turhan

*

SHORTS

*

Un

86 Mins.
iv
er
s
MIXTURE OF DRAMA,
MUSIC AND ROal
MANCE RATED AS FINE POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT.

"Bonnie Lassie"
(Musical Parade)
Paramount
Entertaining

19 mins
What appears to be the forerunner of
The Edward Locke play, first made into
film editorials that will be fashioned to cope a film by Universal in 1930, has been re- !
As the first offering in its Musica
with and exploit current and post-war prob- surrected to serve the talents of Boris Karlems should indeed be credited to the proloff, Susanna Foster and Turhan Bey. De- Parade series for 1944-1945 Para
pending no little upcn the melodramatic mount presents a fantasy blendin,
ducers'of "The Impatient Years."
humor and romance with satisfac
Here is an "entertaining" treatment of to attain its dramatic ends, the re-make is
what might appear to be an unusual case. an eye-arresting Technicolor spectacle pro- tory results. The story, set in Scot
Although the similarity of situations that
duced impressively by George Waggner for land, has to do with the efforts o
an emissary of the devil to break u
may arise is unpredictable, however prob- popular consumption.
a tender romance. Gives a fine Tech
The screenplay employs romance
able, it serves as a thought-bearer of problems which will have to be met.
and music lavishly to relieve the heavy dra- nicolor production by Louis Harri.;
matic mood of the story. The romantic the short contains a group of famou
This is the story of a soldier who returns to the girl he married, having met moments are entrusted to Miss Foster and Scottish songs. The lovers are Da
and known her for only four days of a Bey. With an opera house serving as the vid Brooks and Gloria Saunders
whirlwind courtship, and the baby he has main scene of the action, the music fits Joan Woodbury is the disruptiv
A worthy capsule musical.
only seen in photographs. A strained naturally into the story. Musically the force.
strangeness leads them into a divorce court picture owes a lot to the singing of Miss j
"Bluenose Schooner"
which is remedied at the suggestion of Foster.
The plot concerns the efforts of Karloff,
(Sports Paarde) 10 mins
the girl's father, who prevails upon the
Warner
judge to withhold decision until the couple opera house physician, to prevent Miss FosRides the Waves
have tried to relive those four days to
ter from pursuing a singing career because
The life of the Nova Scotia fisher
capture the spark which brought them to- her voice reminds him of a former operatic
star whom he killed in a mad paroxysm of men who go out in "bluenose schoon
gether.
CAST: Jean Arthur, Lee Bowman, Charles passion. He almost destroys Miss Foster ers" is treated excitingly in foot
Coburn, Edgar Buchanan, Chaney Crapewin, bef:re justice catches up with him. The age that has been superbly photo
Phil Brown, Harry Davenport, Jane Darwell,
Grant Mitchell, frank Jenks, Frank Orth, Charles story, which has touches of the macabre, graphed in Technicolor. Picture
are the fishermen's varied activitie
is intended purely as fiction.
Ant, Robert Emmett Keane.
aboard ship. A good subject of it
CREDITS: Produced and Directed by Irving
The acting is worthy of attention, and ;
kind.
Cummings; Original Screenplay and Associate
direction
skillful. Foster, Turhan
rroducer, Virginia Van Upp; Cameraman, Joseph Waggner's
CAST: Boris
Karloff,is Susanna
Waiker; Film Editor, Al Ciaik; Art Director, Bey, Gale Sondergaard, Thomas Gomez, June
"The Bodyguard"
Lionel Banks and Cary Odell; Set Decorator. Vincent, George Dolenz, Ludwig Stossel, Jane M-G-M
8 Mint
Rose Dowd; Assistant Director, Abby Berlin; Farrar, Erno Verebes, Lotte Stein, Scotty Beckett,
Musical Score, Marlin Skiies; Musical Director,
Okay
for
Kids
William Edmunds, Maxwell Hayes, Dorothy LawM. W. Stolotf ; Sound, Ed Bernds.
There are a few laughs for th
rence.
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY. Good.
CREDITS: Producer, George Waggner; Direc- kids in this Technicolor cartoon abou
tor, George Waggner; Screenplay, Curt Siodmak, a mouse who gets a fierce bulldoi
Lynn Starting; Based on play by Edward Locke;
protect him against the machina
Cameramen, Hal Mohr, W. Howard Greene; to
tions of a cat.
Art Directors, John B. Goodman, Alexander
Colitzen; Sound Director, Bernard B. Brown;
with Charles Starrett
Set Decoartors, Russell A. Gausman, Ira S.
"Their Dizzy Day"
Columbia
58 Mins.
Webb; Film Editor, Russell Schoengarth: Musi(Vitaphone
Varieties)
Score, Edward Ward; Musical Director,
Average
STORY ABOUT PONY EXPRESS RATED ward calWard.
Warner
10 mine
AS A STANDARD WESTERN AIDED BY
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY.
Aces.
MUSIC.

"Riding West"

The struggle to get the Pony Express
under way provides the material for the
plot of the latest of the Charles Starrett

"My Pal, Wolf"

with Sharyn Moffett
75 Mins.
westerns. Under William Berke's touch- RKO
YARN ABOUT CHILD AND DOG WILL
and-go direction the film proceeds at a
swift
pace, scattering much violence along STRIKE RESPONSIVE CHORD IN FEMME
the way.
HEARTS.
EdIt is Starrett who supplies the leadership
This story of a lonely and sensitive child
that makes it possible to put the Pony Ex- and her affection for a lost Army dog should
press into operation. He inspires those win the hearts of women patrons, especially
working on the project to carry on despite those who have youngsters of their own.
the obstacles thrown in their way by the The femmes will not be able to resist the
villains, who get a thorough drubbing at
appeal of the child, whose parents are too
the finish.
tied up with their careers to find much time
Starrett gives a good account of himself for the type. They will be moved by the
as the hero. The film's lighter moments little one's craving for sympathy, love and
are contributed by Arthur Huunicutt in understanding.
the role of a "professor." Ernest Tubb
and his cowboy singers and instrumentalists
bolster the entertainment with a number
of western tunes.
CAST: Charles Starrett, Arthur Hunnicutt,
Shirley Patterson, Ernest Tubb, Steve Clark,
Wheeler Oakman, J. P. Whitefield, Clancy Cooper,
Bill Wilkerson.
CREDITS:
Producer, Jack Fier; Director, William Berke' Screenplay, Luci Ward; Cameraman,
Benjamin
Kline;
Art Director,
Lionel
Banks;
Film Editor, Jerome Thorns; Sound, Tom Lambert.
DIRECTION, Okay.
PHOTOCRAPHY,
Cood.

The Lillie Hayward - Leonard Praskins John Paxton script makes much of the conflict between the child and her governess,
a martinet engaged by her parents in the
hope of controlling her rebellious and adventurous spirit. When the dog is recovered by the Army the child is consoled
by the thought the animal is serving a usefill purgpse.
The leading role is played by a charming
and lovely child named Sharyn Moffett, who

The adventures of a group of lioi
cubs have been amusingly handled ii
a short that will appeal especially t'
the
youngsters.
The laughs
animals'
tics should
win a few
for an
th'
film. Average is the verdict.

Richard Marshall Dead
San Francisco — Richard Marshall
48, veteran theatrical man, died las
week as a result of injuries receive!
last
July in an automobile acciden
in Chicago.
tifully.

has taken Alfred Werker's direction beau
CAST: Sharyn Moffett, Jill Esmond, Un
O'Connor, George Cleveland, Charles Arnt, Clair
Carleton, Leona Maricle, Bruce Edwards, Ed
ward Fielding, Olga Fabian. Larry Olsen, Jerr
Michelsen,
Bobby Larson, Marc Cramer, Gre
Shadow
(dog).
I
CREDITS, Producer. Adrian Scott; Director
Alfred Werker; Screenplay, Lillie Hayward
Leonard Praskins, John Paxton; Based on stor
by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan; Cameraman, Jac
Mackenzie; Special Effects, Vernon L. Walker
Art Directors, Albert S. D'Agostino. Carrol
Clark; Set Decorators, Darrell Silvera, Al Fields
Sound, Phillip N. Mitchell; Musical Score
Werner Heymann; Musical Director, C. Bakaleini
koff; Film Editor, Harry Marker.
DIRECTION,
Cood.
PHOTOCRAPHY.
Good

Official U. S. Navy Photograph

SUPPOSE you were a young fighter
in the South Pacific. At your age,

the war seems far
away tonight...

you'd be spending a lot of time with a
girl — if you were back home. But home
is months and miles behind you — and
you're sick to death of men and uniforms wherever you look . . .
And then a "live" show planes in —
with girls — girls who've come all the
way from home to smile at you, to talk
to you, to sing and dance for you . . .
They're grand medicine for homesick

boys, these lovely girls of screen and
radio ... so are the famous comedians,
the vaudevillians, the dramatic actors,
the dance bands, the concert stars . . .
Like all the rest of these entertainment folk, the movie men and women
often give up a good deal to go. They
travel and work themselves ragged.
Many

are often in danger. They are

serving gallantly, and with great satisfaction .. . making one of the important
contributions of the movies at war.
°ne

of a series of

advertisements

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester, N. Y.
J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors
FORT LEE
CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

KODAK

by

testifying to

the achievements of

the

movies

at war
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A Trailer Collects $4,667,520.00
This amount was collected in theatres during the
March of Dimes Week 1944..-. . This shatters
every record ... of every drive ... of every kind . . .
ever heretofore attempted ... By comparison with
other public collection efforts . . . this figure is
simply amazing ... It stands supremely alone.
The principal advertising device used in the theatres to sell this collection . . . was a TRAILER . . .
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer made it . . . and Miss Greer
Garson was its central figure.
Our hat is off to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer . . . their
lovely Miss Garson . . . Frank Whitbeck, whose inspiration and supervision produced so glorious a
result . . . and everybody connected with that wonderful TRAILER.
It did a swell job ... It delivered ... It made people
dig into their pockets . . . and roll up the biggest
pile of money ever collected in any similar attempt.
We are mighty proud of our humble part in that
TRAILER too— for we distributed it!
THAT TRAILER WAS DEVISED TO DIG UP SOME
DIMES . . . AND DUG UP OVER FORTY MILLION
DIMES! QUITE A FEW DIMES, EH!

<2p

PROVING ONCE AGAIN ... THE TERRIFIC SELLING WALLOP . . . PACKED IN A TRAILER!
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Tax Receipts Soar to $34,168,118
(See Columns 2-3 Below)
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OV'T CRESCENT BRIEF ASKS INJUNCTION

rench Theaters Open; Rentals Pegged at 50%
my's
PWB Houses;
Releasing
Civilian
WB Pix
.d "U" Offices Function
Motion picture theaters in the
grated areas of France are
jsrating again under civilian

riagement with rentals pegged at
oer cent of the gross, according
information released to the film
!e in London bv Sidney Bernstein
he MOI and William Patterson of
ert Riskin's OWI staff, the latter
ing just returned to New York
n France.
(he 50 per cent terms, it was said,
(Continued on Page 6)

Dses Soviet Deal
r U. S. Equipment
» Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — P. Mikhail Kalatozov,
iet film industry representative in
'lywood, has closed a deal with
American
company whereby it
I give wide distribution to pic(Continued on Page 6)

ormser Leaves Columbia
t Film Classics Berth
rving Wormser has been named
■tern sales manager of Film Clas, Inc. by L. E. (Nicky) Goldham:, vice-president and general sales
(Continued on Page 6)

Pix in Best Financial
Condition in History
Chicago— A. J. Gock, vice-president of the Bank of America, here
for the American Bankers convention at the Stevens Hotel says the
•film industry is in the best financial
condition in its history, — and that
''the past year was a record breaker
ir, all departments. He looks for few
:ol:ssal films in the future, but the
.average picture costing million and
half dollars will be the standard.
Television and radio he asserted have
great futures.

Would
Restrict
Acquisition
of Circuit's
Theaters
Outside Nashville Limits

1944 CRITICS FORUM

Washington

By ANDREW
Bureau

of

H. OLDER

THE

FILM

DAII Y

Washington — A seven-point
argument covering 45 pages of
a 76-page brief was filed with

Question I
Looking forward to Victory and the post-war period,
what types of stories do you feel Hollywood studios
should produce?

the U. S. Supreme Court yesterday
in preparation for the argument in
the latter part of next month on the
appeal from the Tennessee Federal
Court ruling
in the
anti-trust
case
(Continued
on Page
3)

The Critics Find-

Belter Merchandising
Needed, Says Rodgers

Motion picture critics of the nation's daily press, magazines, syndicates, wire services
and radio stations feel that post-war film fare should be diversified and lighter than
much of the wartime product. Many call for the discarding cf war themes; there were
heavy votes for comedies and musicals, although a not inconsiderable number of the
1944 Forum participants held out for all kinds of motion pictures, so long as they entertain.
On the other hand, not a few of the critics believe that films should become more
socially conscious; should emphasize post-war problems, democracy, religious themes,
American ideals or international matters. There were some boosters for documentary
or instructional subjects.

Stagehands Hearing
Starts in St. Louis

Schine Theater Sale
To Shorten Trial!

Kansas City — The necessity for retaining the new theater patrons who
were added during: the wartime boom
period highlighted William F. Rodg(Continued on Page 6)

Funeral Rites Thursday
For Mrs. Edward Raftery

Funeral rites will be held Thursday for Mrs. Marie
A. Raftery,
C. Raftery, presiBuffalo — Trial of Schine Chain wife of Edward
St. Louis — The special hearing to
(Continued on Page 6)
determine the number of union stage- Theaters on anti-trust charges is
hands to be used in each type of scheduled to resume at 10 a.m. today
motion picture theater in St. Louis in Federal Court here after a sixWorld-Wide Free
and St. Louis County opened before week adjournment.
Jules E. Kohn, Kansas City attorney,
A pre-trial conference between
Press Agreement?
at the Melbourne Hotel here Monday Judge John Knight and attorneys
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
morning and probably will continue for Schine had been scheduled for
Washington — In the State Depart(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)
ment there is conjecture on the
eventual scheduling of a free press

Ticket Taxes Astronomical
Levy on July Receipts Hits $34,168,118
20th-Fox International
Subsidiary is Chartered
Albany — Twentieth Century-Fox
International Corp. has been chartered here as a subsidiary of 20thFox Film Corp. Corporation replaces
the Twentieth Century-Fox Import
(Continued on Page 6)

Washington

Bureau,

of THE

FILM

DAIL'

Washington — The Bureau of Internal Revenue has never released
better news for the film industry
than this morning. Latest compilation of admission tax collections —
those in August on July receipts —
reaches the astronomical figure of
$34,168,118.14. This is nearly three
million dollars better than the pre(Continued on Page 6)

agreement, world-wide in scope. This
would include all forms of news
communication — motion pictures,
radio and the press — and would be
signed by all the United Nations, or
would be a part of the charter of
any world security organization which
might be set up.
For a long time there was a move
within the State Department to put
through such an agreement with Britain and this country, but this has
been shelved in favor of a more inclusive pact.
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B & K Suing Essaness
Chicago — Balaban & Katz, as
stockholders in the Essaness Lake
and Lamar Theaters, Oak Park, have
filed suit in Cook Countv Superior
Court against Essaness and its officers, Eddie Silverman, Emil Stern
and Sidney Spiegel, Jr. Action
charges discriminatory allocation of
film rentals and other arbitrary
acts by the officers of Essaness.
FILM

The Wilmer & Vincent circuit's
offices have consolidated with those
of the Fabian circuit in the Paramount Bldg., following the completion of the deal whereby Fabian acquired a50 per cent interest in the
former organization. The entire
personnel of the W-V home office
was moved to the Paramount Bldg.

No Allied Affiliation,
Oregon ITO Determines

by the company's personnel department, headed by Ralph W. Budd.
Manual, said first of its kind in
film biz. covers situations involving
vacations, leaves of absence, merit
increases, sick leave, overtime,
motions, severance pay. holidays,
ness, absences, marriage leave,
ority rights for returning service
and women, etc.

prolateprimen

49-Capital Premiere
For "American Romance'

William Goetz, president of International Pictures, and Leo Spitz,
chairman of the board, are in town
to discuss a new distribution deal
with RKO. having completed the
four pictures to be delivered under
the company's RKO commitment.

Cinema Codge Inducts
New Members Thursday

W. F. RODGERS
TCM
CONNORS

is in St. Louis today.
was in Chicago yesterday

LT. service
COL.
HAL
ROACH,
active
overseas
for thewho pasthas six been
mc *
with the AAF. has returned to this country
is now in the Walter Reed Hospital in Wj
ton for a check-up.
JOSEPH HAZEN has returned from the
GUS EYSSELL is due from the Coast Frida>
MERVYN
LeROY
arrives this week
from

1

Coast.
HARRY

M. KALMINE,

assistant general ma

ger of War"e'' Theaters, was
yesterday.

in New

Ha

BOB McNEIL, West Coast circuit opera
is in town.
trip.
JOEL LEVY, out-of-town booker for Loe<
returned yesterday from a week's Soutf
EDDIE
CARRIER,
special M-G-M
represer
tive, is in Indianapolis.
studio
execut
D. A.
DORAN.
Columbia
has left for the Coast.
woodCORNEL
today. WILDE leaves New York for H
IRVING RUBINE, executive assistant to Le
Cowan, arrived in New York yesterday f
Hollywood to confer with UA executives.
EDWARD L. WALTON. Republic assi
general sales manager of the company, pla
to Atlanta yesterday on the first lap of a tf
weeks'
trip which
2nd
Oklahoma
City. will take him also to Da
STEVE EDWARDS, Republic's director of p
-icity. returns to New York today from Ph
delphia.
JOAN BENNETT and FRITZ LANG arrived
terday from Hollywood.
day.
FRANK ROSS. RKO producer, and his 1
IEAN ARTHUR, are due in from the Coast
KARL TUNBERG. Paramount writer-produ
has left Hollywood for Mexico
RUDY WEISS, head of the Warner circr
today.
real estate department, will be in New H;
OSCAR F. NEU, president of Neumade Pi
ucts, leaves today on a business trip through
Midwest.
J. KNOX STRACHAN, Warner Theaters publi
director in Cleveland, is spending this weet
town.

SHOWMAN-EXPLOIT THE

The first regular monthly meeting
of the Cinema
No. season
1336. B'na1'
B'rith,
for theLodge
1944-45
will
be held at the Piccadilly Hotel Thursday evening. All new members who
joined the lodge since the last regular meeting in May will be inducted.

Portland, Ore. — The Independent
Theater Owners of Oregon at a spe- Joe Orbitz Dead
cial meeting here at the week-end
Cleveland — Joe Orbitz, former
agreed there will be no affiliation of Madison Theater projectionist, is
their organization with National Al- dead.
lied. The post-war theater tax situation was also canvassed.

FOOTBALL

AVAILABLE NOW!

Berg at WAC

Office

Assistant to man

Herb Berg, on loan-out from
United Artists, checked into WAC
headquarters yesterday to handle
industry paper publicity- for the
forthcoming Sixth War Loan.

SOUND
1600

BROADWAY.

STUDIOS,
N. Y. 19

of affairs, competent

secretary, editorial, writing experience —
motion picture publicity, radio, finance.
A-l references.

1501

Box 212,
BROADWAY,

FILM DAILY
NEW
YORK
18,

N.

Y.

Wanted!
Executive Secretary

REEVES

DAILY

Hollywood — Louis B. Mayer Sunday night definitely passed the crisis
in his illness and is safely on the
road to recovery, according to his
physician, Dr. Jesse Marmorston.

Jin iy

Warners' employes now have their
own "bill of rights" in the form of a
25-page Personnel Manual, compiled

In the wake of the 132-city world
premiere of "An American Romance" in the states of Ohio, Indiana.
Kentuckv and West Virginia on Oct.
12, M-G-M will hold a 49-city Capital
Premiere on or about Oct. 26 and 27,
Lt. Jeff Livingston, who left Met- it is announced by Howard Dietz.
ro's ad-publicity department to earn
premieres will be held in
his wings as a bomber pilot in the theSpecial
48 state capitals, in addition to
AAF, is reported missing in an air Washington, and each opening will
raid over Germany, according to War
Dept. word to his wife, the former be given extensive advance campaigns by 25 field exploiteers. NuBernice Fields of Metro. Lt. Livmerous special events to precede each
ingston had flown upwards of 30 com- opening are now being worked out.
bat missions, and recently had been
awarded the Air Medal. Overseas
for about six months, he had his first Goetz, Spitz Talking
New Deal with RKO
taste of aerial battle on D-Day.

Louis B. Mayer Past Crisis
West Coast Bureau of THE

COmiflG and G0IF1G

"Bill of Rights"
For WB Employes

Lt. Jeff Livingston
Missing Over Germany

W & V's Circuit Offices
Consolidated With Fabian

{Monday, Sept. 25)
NEW

Damien Parer, 33, Paramount
News ace war correspondent, was
killed in action on Sept. 17 at Peleliu, the Navy Department reported to the newsreel. A native of Queensland, Australia,
Parer is said to have done more front
line filming than any other news
cameraman in this war.
He represented the Australian
Government from 1940 to 1942,
filmed the important action in Egypt,
Greece and Syria. As Paramount
News representative in the American newsreel pool, he covered the
Pacific battles in both the Southwest
and Central commands. During his
last leave, in March, he married
Elizabeth Marie Cotter, of the attorney general's office, Canberra.
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INC.

Circle 6-6686

Complete
Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

We 11 versed in distribution — contracts —
contacts. Position in N. Y. C. Good
starting salary. Real opportunity. Give
complete background and references. Write
in confidence to:
1501

Box 213
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Chicago
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Washington Redskins, Detroit Lions
and Others.
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ttov't
Moves to Restrict Expansion of Crescent
ts Supreme Court For
inction in 76-Page
if to Supreme Court
JL

(Continued from Page 1)

\ ft Crescent Amusement Co. and
•ISliated circuits. Full affirmation
;he District Court's decision, with
ition of a call for injunction to
&-ent further theater acquisition
side of Nashville without first
jonstrating to the court that com:tion will not be further restrainwas asked by the Government,
■irst portion of the argument
It with the two appeals entered
inst the District Court ruling,
nting out that if the first was
While the U. S. Chamber of
•Commerce is demanding that representatives oAmerican
f
business
be admitted to liberated areas to
permit the establishment of trade
contacts "as promptly as possible,"
the nations film distributors will
contend themselves with waiting
(until the Allied command flashes
the green light, it is understood.

mature, there is no reason why
Supreme Court cannot act upon
: second.
' The Government feels that the
'rourt would not have been out of
•rder had it ordered dissolution
if the chains as a result of the
:4se of the circuit buying power
Wo maintain unlawful monopoles." Even though this remedy
s not ordered, the brief points
V»ut that there is every reason to
:>an further acquisition of the.aters without court approval. It
Is pointed out that district court
found the defendants had within
.•a six-year period prior to the
'bringing of the case in 1939
'eliminated competition
in 20
towns and potential competition
in two others," and that the defendants were "maintaining an
^unreasonable
Eventual court monopoly."
decision permitting
quisitions
outside
of Nashville
aere the theater is voluntarily ofred for sale and when there is no
ercion or •'predatory practices" is
'adequate and defective, the Govnment holds "because the substance prohibition is far too narrow and
nited and because from a practical,

UEDDinG BELLS
Cleveland — Sanf ord Greenberger,
anager of the Moreland Theater
id son of Henry Greenberger of
ommunity Circuit, is engaged to
ema Leiner.
New Haven — Richard Carroll, Parnount booking manager, with the
.Kchange here for 11 years, was mar' ed to Margaret Ross of Hamden,
jt St. Rita's Church, Hamden.

J

REVIEWS Of SHORT SUBJ6CTS Urges WPB Permit
Making Amber Bulbs

"Bob Wills and His Texas Playboys"
(Melody Masters)
Warners
10 mins.
Diverting

"Buckaroo Bugs"
(Buggs Bunny Special)
Warners
7 mins.
Good Comedy

A biographical thread of Bob
Wills' life, from the time of his
winning prizes as a fiddler in the
West, furnishes interest and substance to this brisk musical reel.
Narration is also used to trace the
development of the prairie lands'
homespun, typical American melodies in which Wills specializes. He
and his musicians, along with a
group of singers, present the program consisting of "Ride On, My
Prairie Pinto," "My Adobe Hacienda," "Mama Don't Allow It," "San
Antonio Rose," and ' Smith's Reel."
It's diverting material.

Leon Schlesinger's madcap character, Bugs Bunny, is branded as an
outlaw for his raids on gardens out
in the Great Open Spaces of the
West, — and a price is put on his
head. To bring the carrot-munching
tough guy to justice, Red Hot Ryder,
a Brooklyn cowboy, rides forth, but
it would have been better if he
hadn't. Bugs gives him a terrific
'going over," landing Ryder and his
horse in the bottom of the Grand
Canyon. Reel, which is in Technicolor, is right up to snuff with predecessors in this laugh series.

procedural standpoint the scales are
weighted, not against those who have
been found to have violated the law,
the Government."
but against
Procedural
Defects
Discussing the procedural defects,
the brief declares that the defendants should be made to show that
further acquisitions are justified,
rather than have the Government obliged to prove that further acquisitions are violative of the rest of the
court's judgment. Such a limitation
fails because "the acquisition of a
competing theater immediately terminates its competition. Punishment for contempt on account of an
improper acquisition (in practical
actuality, a money fine) does not restore the competition eliminated up
to the time of the fine and cannot
make the acquired theater again
competitive."
In addition,

it is pointed out, exhibitors
selling- out are unlikely to complain to the
Government and thereby repudiate the same
they have agreed to.

the general injunctive provisions of the judgment against certain practices will not effectively open up and keep open the door
to fair competitive opportunity in the area
in which the defendant exhibitors operate.
The defendants make the argument that the
required divestiture is not in the public
interest because it would weaken their bargaining power in dealings with distributors.
But it is, and must be assumed to be, in
the public interest to prevent the stifling of
competition and monopolization as to exhibiting motion pictures which the record reveals. Defendants' argument further ignores
the fact that each defendant exhibitor will
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Questioned regarding a move by Mary Pickford and
others to file as friends of the
court in the Crescent anti-trust
case, Attorney Loyd Wright said
he would soon be in a position
to make "an open and frank disclosure." Pressed further, he declared a statement should be available in about 10 days. Wright is
president of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers.

have, notwithstanding divestiture, greater
resources than its competitors, and other
bargaining
advantages
over banning
them."
The court's
statement
franchise contracts by the defendant circuits
err on the side of leniency, rather than
toward severity, the Government claims.
The
defendants
had
argued
that
the
judgment
was that
too hazy,
but the Govern-of
ment insists
the disadvantage
the indefiniteness
in the judgment
reacts against the Government rather than
the defendants.
The court enjoined franchises with Paramount,
Fox and Warner, but did not state specifically which
provisions of these franchises it considers illegal. The Government feels that
court's action was correct in that it
stated its objections in terms of purpose and effect.
This is the important
point, the brief maintains.
this
objective."its argument on the third
Point five is the complaint by the defenSummarizing
dants that the judgment
is in error when
point, the complaint of the defendants against it enjoins combination
of closed towns to
being forced to split ownership of the var- force concessions
from
distributors.
The
states that the ban on use of
ious circuits involved — Crescent, Cumber- Government
land, Lyric. Roekwood and Cherokee — the circuit buying power to restrain competition
Government declares that "the various de- is proper "when one of two exhibitors in a
fendant exhibitors, each operating a the- town
operates
theaters in other towns
in
and threatens
ater chain, are affiliated and under com- which he has no competition
mon control. They have agreed upon a di- not to license a distributor's pictures in his
vision of areas of operation, have obtained closed town unless he is given the first-run
preferences over competitors by combined
competitive
town,
irreuse of circuit buying power, and have preference spective ofinthe the
equal or better terms offered
otherwise acted in unison. As long as the by the competitor, such practices, when sucinducement to combined action, by reason of
cessfully pursued, eliminate competition
becommon
ownership
and control, continues.
tween the two exhibitors, in the licensing
Concluding this portion of the argument, the Government complained that
the possible restriction on the sales
market which might result from what
the Government seeks "is not a valid
objection, and judgment in a Sherman
Act proceeding which curbs a defendant's business activities may incidentally prevent third persons from making
advantageous deals with him. The
propriety is not to be judged solely with
respect to the interests of those engaged in the trade or commerce affected by the judgment. Protection of
the general consuming public against
the evils associated with monopolization of trade, such as high prices and
limitation of product, is a primary objective of the Sherman Act, and the
statute must be applied in the light of

Washington
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Washington — A plea that manufacturers be again permitted to make
amber or flame colored light bulbs
has been forwarded to the WPB Office of Civilian Requirements by A.
Julian Brylawski, president of the
MPTO of the District of Columbia
and Maryland. Brylawski argued
that amber bulbs are an important
safety factor in theater operation,
used where white light would be too
bright, while blue does not give
enough light and red is used for fire
exits. Manufacturers at present are
prohibited by "L" regulations from
making amber or flame bulbs.
if the distributor's
prohibition
of these pictures.
practices isThe
not court's
to be
condemned because the judgment does not in
terms prohibit distributors from using reverse leverage against the defendant exhibiSays Findings Unquestioned
As for the complaint of the defendants
that the Government has failed adequately
to make its case and prove its charges, the
brief holds the findings of the District Court
were not questioned by the defendants. Division of territory among the defendants, eol'ective buying, franchises, and various other
means
tors." of stamping out competition through
circuit buying are adequately established, the
brief argues.
Referring to complaints about the types
oi evidence used, the Government declares
that "A. The receipt in evidence of the
inter-office communications between officers or employes of major distributors
does not constitute ground for reversal,
these communications were supplementary proof of facts found by the court
which were adequately supported by
other evidence. The court's evidential
ruling, if error, was therefore harmless
error. The defendants were not denied
opportunity to cross-examine as to the
truth of the statements in these communications. In addition, the communications were properly received in evidence under the princ'ple that declarations of a co-conspirator are admissible
against his fellow conspirators. The
distributors were charged with being,
and, except for two, were shown to be,
co-conspirators with the defendants who
have appealed.
"B. The action of the district court
in
formulating
many of toitsthat
find'.ngs
in
language
corresponding
in the
Government's brief does not deprive the
findings of the usual presumption of
correctness. The court's consideration of
the case was painstaking and judicious
and the comparatively minor amendments
to the findings requested by the defendants attest their substantial accuracy."

STORK REPORTS
Norwalk, Conn. — Mrs. Robert Rosen, former assistant at the Poli,
New Haven, is the mother of a baby
Burlington, N. C— Edwin Pettett,
manager of the Paramount Theater,
girl.
has a new baby boy.
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Closes Soviet Deal
For D. S. Equipment
(Continued from Page 1)
tures to be made by the Russian
government and in turn Russia will
handle American organization's output in the U.S.S.R. Contracts have
been signed and Kalatozov expects a
public announcement of the agreement to be made shortly. He will
leave for Russia within a week and
plans to return here in January or
February. He expects delivery will
soon be made to Russia by American
firms of cameras, projectors, other
equipment and raw stock to be used
in production of newsreels, morale
and training films for front-line
troops.
The order amounts to several million dollars, but exact figures cannot be disclosed because of military
restrictions.
For 1944 Russian studios will
have made 50 entertainment films.
The studios in Kiev, Leningrad and
Odessa, which were destroyed by the
Germans, have been rebuilt and are
operating, as are government studios in Russia's
provinces.
Two
Moscow
studios 16were
most active
during the period. The Kiev, Leningrad and Odessa plants were out of
commission.
On his return here in January or
February, Kalatozov believes the
Soviet film industry will place another order for studio equipment and
raw stock, which will amount to several million dollars.

Schine Theater Sale
To Shorten Trial!
(Continued from Page 1)
last week, but failed to materialize.
It has been suggested here that the
trial will not continue as long as
first expected because of recent sales
of theaters by Schine. Theaters sold
were those named under the divestiture section of the court's temporary
order of May 19, 1942, which postponed trial from that date to this
year.

Schine's Theaters
to Operate \ -Day
Gloversville, N. Y. — Because Schine
Circuit bel eves it can render a service by supplying the public a place
to celebrate sanely and safely on
V-Day, all the circuit's houses will
remain open when the news comes.
In a special bulletin, all Schine managers have been instructed to rehearse their house staffs on V-Day
procedure and to make arrangements
to safeguard both patrons and the
theaters from any attempts at rowdyism.

Ticket Taxes Astronomical
Levy on July Receipts Hits $34,168,118
(Continued from Page 1)

ceding month and nearly two million
dollars better than double the receipts for admissions during July,
1943, while the old 10 per cent levy
was still in force. Indications are
chat July, 1944, was the busiest
month in industry history.
Collections of a year earlier
amounted to $16,178,305.56, a new
nigh at that time. The new tax does
not mean collections twice as high
on the same admissions receipts, so
it is obvious that even were the tally
announced today only $32,350,000
business this Summer would have
oeen better than last year.
Collection totals since the imposition of the new tax have been $28,617,079, $26,240,195, $31,343,730 and
chis month's record total. The first
cwo of these figures are far better

Stagehands Hearing
Starts in St. Louis
(Continued from Page 1)
through Thursday or Friday and
perhaps into next week. Kohn, who
is a public member of the Regional
War Labor Board at Kansas City,
Mo., was elected by that board to
serve as the neutral member of a
new three-man board suggested by
a special War Labor Board panel
that several weeks ago recommended
that the stagehands be granted a 15
per cent increase over their present
wage of $75 a week and vacations
with pa^" with the proviso, however,
that these provisions should not become effective until the long controversy about the use of such workers
in strictly motion picture theaters
had been finally decided. Both the
union and the theater owners' committee waived their right to each pick
a man to serve on the new board and
Kohn, acting in his individual capacity and not as a member of the regional board, will be called upon to
decide the issues alone and make his
recommendations to the Kansas City
body.

Funeral Rites Thursday
For Mrs. Edward Raftery
(Continued from Page 1)
dent of United Artists. Mrs. Raftery
died yesterday morning after an extended illness.
A solemn requiem mass will be
held Thursday morning at 11 o'clock
at Our Lady Queen of Martyrs, 11006 72nd Road, Forest Hills. Burial
will be at St. John's Cemetery, Middle Village, L. I.
Survivors include three children,
Marie, Ellen and Edward C. Raftery,
Jr.; three sisters and three brothers.
Mrs. Raftery was the daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Silas Wright
Titus of Brooklyn.

than the collections for corresponding months in 1943, while that on
June business is slightly less than
double tnat for June, 1943, when the
tally was $15,7o0,519. Even here
slightly better business than a year
earner was indicated.
Collections from the Third New
York (Broadway) District follow the
national pattern fairly closely. Overall collection for July of this year
was $5,(9^,585.60, of which $5,032,406.87 came from theater admissions.
Theater admissions a year earlier
had accounted for only $1,849,987.
Broadway theater admissions collections under the new tax rate have
been $3,75o,807, $3,711,63?, $4,057,120 and the current total, failing only
in June to double the admissions for
the corresponding months a year
earlier.

French Houses Open;
Rentals Up 50 P. C.
(Continued from Page 1)

were fixed at the insistence of Fren(
officials, although the Psychologic
Warfare Bureau, at first believe
terms were too high. The PW
leases the pictures to the ci
theaters and holds the distributoi
share of the gross in trust.
It was learned that Universal
offices in Marseilles and Lyon we:
operating under the management
former employes. Warner Bro:
offices in liberated areas we:
operating under the same a
rangement, it was learned,
though the home offices have hi
no direct contact. Most of the fihi
on hand were said to be pre-194
although recent pictures shown ha'
included "Action in the North A
lantic," "In Which We Serve," "De
ert Victory" and the modernized ve
sion of 'The Gold Rush." Regul
tions against double bills have bei
invoked.
Theater business was said to
booming in the liberated areas, e
tendance reported at 1,000 per ce
above pre-war levels. Admissi
prices were said to be twice the see
(Continued from Page 1)
of pre-Nazi occupation. The publ
ers' address at the M-G-M exhibitor it was said, is enthusiastic over th(
luncheon
at the Muehlbach
Hotel restored privilege of seeing Ame
yesterday.
can pictures and there is a big c
In line with this, Rodgers said that mand for westerns. All German fib
better merchandising would be neces- have been seized.
sary both for large cities and small
towns. The M-G-M vice-president
and general sales manager said his 20th-Fox International
company would continue its principle Subsidiary is Chartered
of producing better pictures and
(Continued from Page 1)
that all press books would include a
special service section for small town
Corp.
as
a 20th Cent.-Fox subsidia:
exhibitors. Among the pictures he
saw during his recent studio visit
Officers of the new corporati
were "The Thin Man Goes Home," have not as yet been elected, it vi
"Dr. Red Adams," "Thirty Seconds said at 20th-Fox yesterday.
Over Tokyo," "Meet Me in St. Louis,"
"Ziegfeld Follies," "Autumn Fever," To Host Goetz, Spitz
"Anchors Aweigh," "National VelG. S. Eyssell, managing direel
vet," "Music for Millions" and
of Radio City Music Hall, will h<
"Thrill of a Romance."
William Goetz and Leo Spitz wh<
Charles K. Stern, assistant treas- "Casanova Brown" starts its th:
urer, continued his meeting of office week at the Music Hall Thursday,
managers for a third day. William
luncheon in
the theater's
Ferguson wound up his two-day ex- aapartment.
Among
the guestsstuv
ploiteers' meeting yesterday.
be Ned Depinet, Robert Mochi
Robert and Leonard Goldstein, R
Wormser Leaves Columbia sell V. Downing, Fred L. Lynch, R
sell Markert and Leon Leonidoff
For Film Classics Berth

Belter Merchandising
Needed, Says Rodgers

(Continued from Page 1)
manager, it was announced yesterday.
Wormser, formerly assistant sales
manager of Columbia's New York exchange, ends his 17 years affiliation
with the company to begin his new
post on Monday. He is now president of the Film Classics exchange
in New York, having acquired a
stock interest in this branch.
Fourteen exchanges along the
Eastern seaboard will be included in
Wormser's
district.
Friends of Wormser will host a
luncheon for him in the Hotel Astor
on Oct. 4.

THEATER DEALS
McClure,
Pa.— Clair D. Wei;
owner
of the Middleburg,
Midc
burg, Pa., has acquired the S
from Mark Rubinsky, owner of
Rubinsky circuit.
Pierson, la. — Ole Olsen has p
chased
Elmore Chase's interest
the
Lyric.
Pine Bluff, Ark. — Bijou Amu .
ment Co., Nashville, has taken o I
the Vesta Theater.

THE DATE:
OCTOBER

12th

THE PLACE:
OHIO, INDIANA, WEST VIRGINIA, KENTUCKY

THE EVENT:
132-CITY WORLD PREMIERE OF M-G-M's MIGHTY TECHNICOLOR
DRAMA "AN AMERICAN ROMANCE"

"You've got to be a
great showman
to be a leader for
Twenty years!"

Keep Selling Bonds !

THE CAMPAIGN:

Famed Radio Station WLW of Cincinnati spearheads a promotion
that will resound throughout the nation. Spot announcements 4
weeks in advance building up to larger and larger radio time.
Newspaper ads 3 weeks in advance throughout territory. Posting
of all kinds. 24-sheets, car cards, American Express Truck posters.
Intensive exploitation, special trailers, cast appearances, parades,
displays. Inaugural Banquet and Preview in Cincinnati. The works!
KING VIDOR'S Production "AN AMERICAN ROMANCE" Starring BRIAN DONLEVY with Ann Richards, Walter
Abel, John Qualen, Horace McNally • Photographed in Technicolor • Screen Play by Herbert Dalmas
and William Ludwig • Produced and Directed by King Vidor • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture,

M. P.
S8 W.

Production Dist.
44th St. 21stJJ^cq^A

New YOTHdJi.

Y

WILLIAM TERRY and
CHERYL WALKER

SweetkexvJU, of
^J^STAGE

DOOR CANTEEN
together a^aun.

LITTLE
SISTERS
JACKIE MORAN

• CHARLES ARNT • FRANK JENKS

WILLIAM SHIRLEY
JOSEPH SANTLEY, Director
Original Story by Maurice Clark • Olive Cooper
Screenplay by Olive Cooper

A REPUBLIC

PICTURE

Cuba's Highest Honor Goes to Three Warners

(Turn to Page 3)
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26 TRIAL ERRORS CHARGED BY CRESCENT
Distrib. Deals for Next Four IP Pix Wide Open
Production Budget to Run
Between $5,500,000 and
$6,500,000, Say Goetz-Spitz

Appeal
Asks ofReversal and Brief
Dismissal
Suit,
And Relief From All Costs

A production budget of between
15,500,000 and $6,500,000 has been

Washington

Questionterritory,
II-A
Is there, in your immediate
any marked public
interest in television?
The Critics Find —
Only 38 per cent of the 1944 Forum contributors, embracing film critics of the nation's
daily newspapers, magazines, wire services, syndicates and radio stations, could see any
appreciable degree of public interest in television. To m~st critics, excepting those on the
Coasts where programs are being televised, the medium is just something they and their
readers or listeners have read about, but of which they have little first-hand knowledge.

•

•

Question
ll-B is assured, do you
Granting that theatrical
television
regard it as a threat to the motion picture theater as
now constituted?
LEO

WILLIAM

SPITZ

(Continued on Page 4)

The Critics Find —
But a small part — 27 per cent — of critical America sees televison as a threat to the
film theater. Balance believe that the industry will continue much as it is now constituted
when theatrical television becomes a reality.

New Metro Contract,
Schine-Hayman Sale
Decision This Week Cut 40%, Is Ready

Lippert-David Will
Make Color Westerns

Formation of Action Pictures,
M-G-M's new exhibition contract,
Buffalo — While the Schine anti- reduced approximately 40 per cent,
Inc.,
for the purpose of producing
trust trial resumed in Federal Court
now ready for use in the company's moderately budgeted action and
before Judge John Knight yesterday, is
exchanges after being streamlined,
(Continued on Page 14)
simplified and clarified bv M-G-M western pictures in color was anForneys during the last six months.
nounced yesterday by Robert L. LipThe new contract is 8% inches wide pert, who is active in the company
Even To Producers. . .
(Continued on Page 12)
(Continued on Page 12)

Turkey Day is Nov. 23
Official date for Thanksgiving
is Nov. 23, and there'll be no confusion about it this time, although
some calendar makers ev:dently forgot that there are five Thursdays in
November this year and erroneously
listed Nov. 30, the last Thursday, instead of Nov. 23, the fourth one, as
the holiday. Late in 1941 the Senate
and the House res'lved that the
fourth Thursday would be the legal
Thanksgiving and the President added
And so, — that's thatl

* * FINAL

Bureau

of

H. OLDER

THE

FILM

DAILY

Co. and its affiliated circuits have
filed a voluminous brief, urging all
these errors in support of its appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court
against the Tennessee decision.
Argument was predicated on seven
(Continued en Page 13)

Makers of Educational
Pix Form Association

COETZ

set for the next four pictures to be
produced by International Pictures,
it was said yesterday by William

his signature.

By ANDREW

Washington — Claiming 26
errors in the District Court case
against it, Crescent Amusement

1944 RED

ITTC to Develop 16mm. Field
Hirlimcm Out of FC to Join Hymcm

Group

Emanuel, Younastein
On Sixth Loan Staff

George A. Hirliman has resiened
as president of Film Classics, Inc.,
in order to devote his full time to
a new proiect to be known as International Theatrical and Television
Jay Emanuel, Philadelphia exhibitor and publisher, and Max Young- Corp. Hirliman gradually will distein, publicist, have been added to
vest himself of his interests in Film
the WAC Sixth War Loan Drive Classics and his duties will be taken
staff. Emanuel will serve as ad- over by L. E. Goldhammer, vice(Continued on Page 12)
(Continued on Page 3)

CROSS

DRIVE
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3 — FINAL

5TH LOAN

Filing of incorporation papers at
Albany by Educational Film Producers Association, with headquarters
in New York City, was formally an(Continued on Page 14)

WMC "Locallv Needed"
Designation Withdrawn
War Manpower Commission's "locally needed" designation has been
withdrawn for the motion picture in(Continued en Page 13)

Schless, WB Foreign
Sales Chief, Resigns
Resignation of Robert Schless, for
the last five years general foreign
sales manager for Warners, was announced yesterday, with President
Harry M. Warner expressing his regrets. Schless, identified with Warners since 1925, will disclose his
future plans shortly, with his identification with another company in a
trp foreign spot believed likely. Successor at Warners will be set within
the next few days. Both Joseph
Hummel, now foreign sales manager,
and Max Milder, WB British managing director, figure in Film Row
speculation.
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Of Films in Canada
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Publisher

NATE ). BLUMBERC,
in from Hollywood.

Universal president, is

RODDY McDOWALL, CAROLE LANDIS and
DANA ANDREWS left New York yesterday for
Boston.

Publisher
Manager

WILLIAM F. RODCERS, is in Chicago for a
two-day conference with John E. Flynn, Western
sales manager. Rodgers leaves for New York
tonight.

LOUIS NOVY, operator of Austin, Tex., theaters in association with Interstate Theaters,
affiliated with Paramount, is a New York visitor.
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H. ). YATES. Consolidated president, leaves
for the Coast on Oct. 3.
MAURICE A. BERGMAN, Universal Eastern
3dvertising-publicity manager, leaves the Coast
Wednesday for the home office.
DR. ALEXANDER CALPERSON and BARRINGTON C. GAIN, who represent J. Arthur Rank,
will leave for the Coast Friday.

MAJ. WILLIAM HALPERN, USMC. is in New
York on leave from the South Pacific.

MOORE is expected in Detroit today
from New York.

LAWRENCE
Saturday
from

TIBBETT is due
Norfolk,
Va.

in New

York

HARRY TAKIFF, assistant to Jack Conn,
leaves for the West Coast tomorrow for his first
vacation in three years. He will be accompanied
by

MRS. TAKIFF and their son "Rusty."
MARILYN MAXWELL left yesterday for the
Coast. Her husband, JOHN CONTI, who is
master of ceremonies on M-C-M's Screen Test
radio show, will leave for Hollywood and the
M-C-M
studios
on Monday.
BRIAN
Romance"

DONLEVY, star of "An American
is due from the Coast on Oct. 12.

CHILL WILLS. M-C-M contract player, is in
town from the Coast preparatory to leaving with
USO overseas unit.
MRS. FRED ASTAIRE is in town from the
Coast and will be joined by her husband, now
overseas on a USO tour, in two weeks.
LILI MESSENGER, of M-G-M's
department,
is here
looking
over
crop of Broadway
plays.

studio story
the current

HOWARD HERDY, M-C-M exploiteer in Los
Angeles,
leaves for the Coast today.
ROY
George
arrives
MAX

THOMAS,

who

enacted

the

role

of

Heislerat inthe"The
Seventh
Cross" manhunt,
back
studio
tomorrow.
COHEN,

Universal branch manager, is

back
in Washington
in Buffalo.

from

company's

meeting

MOSE GUMBLE, Standard head of Warner Bros,
music department in New York, leaves today for a 10-day trip to Chicago to reexploit "It Had To Be You."
SIDNEY LAX, Columbia office manager, Kansas City, is visiting with his parents in New
Haven.
SIDNEY M. KULICK, Eastern Division manager
of PRC, leaves New York Friday for a tour
of the New England and Mid-western exchanges.

with Cole Porter on the biographical film about
Sorter to be produced by Warners under the
title of "Night
and Day."
KATINA PAXINOU, will arrive in New York
<rom Hollywood today. Miss Paxinou, is accompanied by her husband, ALEX MINOTIS.

)OHN WILDBERG. Broadway producer, has
gone to Hollywood in connection with the film

%
%
%
'%

22%

22% —

%

19%

19%

33/4

GRACE
via plane

LOY travelled American Airlines to
from
New
York
yesterday.

2ND LT. TED WILK, formerly with THE FILM
DAILY on the Coast, is here from Alaska on
leave.

—

33/4

3%
1%

ROY HAINES, Western and Southern division
sales manager for Warners, is back from a midwest tour.

MYRNA
Washington

ARTHUR SCHWARTZ. MICHAEL CURTIZ
%
1/4 CHARLES HOFFMAN and LEO TOWNSEND, have
y4 arrived in New York from the Coast to confer

MARKET
3%
1%

JOHN W. CONSIDINE, M-C-M production
executive, arrives on the Coast tomorrow after
a brief visit in the East.

W. F. CROCKETT, one of the nine co-chairmen
'or the 6th War Loan, reported to WAC New
York headquarters. He will leave for Virginia
•■omorrow and return to New York early next
week.

5
5
2334
23 3,4
167% 167%
8%
23%
64%
253/4

EDWARD K. (TED) O'SHEA is in New Orleans
for meetings with C. J. BRIANT, local M-G-M
manager, and Louis C. Ingram. Memphis manager. From New Orleans, O'Shea will visit
Atlanta and Charlotte before returning to New
York.

MORRIS GOODMAN, Republic foreign sales
-nanager, has left the Coast on a tour of South
America.

MARKET
Low

G. L. CARRINGTON, Altec Service president,
arrived in New York yesterday to confer on interchange of information and electronic research for design and service of film sound
reproducing equipment in U. S. theaters and
those of foreign countries using equipment of
U. S. design.

LEO F. SAMUELS, Walt Disney representative,
'eaves for Cuba next week on a four of RKO
Caribbean offices.

(Tuesday, Sept. 26)
NEW

PHIL REISMAN leaves today for a four-week
tour of South America with Rio de Janeiro his
first stop.

"Wilson" in 90 Houses
lefore Month Fades Out
When "Wilson" moves over to the
Victoria today after its eight
weeks at the Roxy, a total of 69 theaters will he showing the film, it was
announced yesterday hy Tom Connors, vice-president in charge of
sales of 20th Century-Fox. Twentyone additional theaters, making a
•n-and total of 90. are scheduled to
start showing the film before the last
day of September.

rights to the play "Anna Lucasta."
FRANCHOT TONE is at the Waldorf-Astoria
from the Coast. With him is his wife, JEAN
WALLACE.

Install Co-Chairmen of
N. J. Allied Unit Monday

Mrs. Helen Hildinger and S. Myers,
new co-chairmen of the South Jersey unit of Allied Theater Owners of
New Jersey, will be installed at the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
first Fall luncheon-meeting of the
Hollywood — M-G-M representatives declare there is no foundation
unit at the Walt Whitman Hotel.
to a published report that M-G-M
Camden, on Monday. A secretary
plans the construction of a studio
and several committees will be apin India in the post-war period.
pointed. Session will be attended by
Harry H. Lowenstein, president of
Allen C Hoffman Killed
New Jersey Allied, and E. Thornton
elley, business manager.
Grand
Rapids,
Mich. — Allen
C.
Hoffman, AAF, former doorman at
[FILM
STORAGE
CORPjl
the Majestic, is reported killed Robb in Hospital
is %9 11 ■# i. is
Dallas— H. B. Robb, head of the
^ in action over Germany,
the
* War Dept. has advised.
He Robb & Rowley circuit, is in a local
1600 B'WAY, N. Y. C. - CIRCLE 6-0081-2-3-4
earlier had been reported missing in hospital due. reportedly, to a nervous
action.
collapse.

M-G-M Denies It Plans
To Build Studios in India

pniinrn

Montreal — Canadian manpower
shortage in the last year has induced
film exchanges to send films to exhibitors in individual instead of coro"~ ;
bined shipments, a special exhibitf j|
committee
reported at the annuS*
meeting of the Quebec Allied Theatrical Association. Committee, composed of Maurice West, Jack Adelson and William Trow, reported that
the practice resulted in extra expenditures for theaters.
Officers elected include B. E. Norrish, honorary president; J. Arthur
Hirsch, president; George Ganetokos, vice-president; E. N. Tabah,
treasurer and Eugene Beaulac, secretary. Executive committee comprises Hirsch, Ganetakos, Tabah, J.
A. Deseve, B. A. Garson, W. E. Lester, B. C. Salamis, West, T. H.
Trow. Eugene Maynard and Eugene
Beaulac. Elected directors were A.
Adelman, Albert Bey, C. X. Brock,
Leo Choquette, Ovila Cote. Deseve,
Ganetakos, Garson, Ed Gauthier,
Charles A. Magnan, Hirsch, Lester,
Tabah, West, Trow, George Rotsky,
Salamis. Maynard and Beaulac.

WMT Gives Long-Term
Contract to Harry Smith
Springfield, Mass. — Harry Smith,
Westerna Massachusetts Theaters,
Inc., division manager, has been
given a long-term contract as circuit
manager, Nathan E. Goldstein, president, announced. A veteran showman, Smith started in the industry in
1907 as assistant to Samuel and Nathan Goldstein in the operation of
penny arcades in Massachusetts.

Film Execs. Taking Part
In Chicago War Fund
Chicago — Arthur Schoenstadt,
John Balaban, Walter Immerman,
Will Hollander, James Coston and
other Chicago theater executives participated with Bob Hope in the kickoff luncheon at the Sherman Hotel
yesterday for the Chicago Community and War Fund.

SEEKING
A DEPENDABLE
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR

THEATRE
TICKETS?
. INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Dependable service . . . Low cost . . .
47 years' experience serving theatres,
stadiums, amusement parks, etc.
We can supply your needs. Roll,
machine folded, reserve seats, etc
Write lor samples, prices or other information.
Delivery tree Maine to Virginia.

INTERNATIONAL
TICKE
52 GRAFTON

N.J.
TK5) NEWARK,
COMPANY
AYE.

Sales Offices in Principal Centers
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1944 Industry Red Cross Drive Total $6,793,060
Sets New Mark; Campaign
DATE BOOK
WARNERS
Cost Is Lowest; Theater
CUBA DECORATES THREE
Collections at $5,501,450
cM<
industry's 1944 Red Cross colleerTons and contributions reached the
■ ecord-breaking total of $6,793,060.04,
surpassing even7 charitable drive result in filmdom's history, it was announced yesterday by Joseph Bernhard, chairman of
- h e campaign.
Total in 1943 was
84,123,000.
Theater collections this year
were $5,501,450.■J97, compared with
S3,070,000 last
Year, while corporate gifts totaled
8738,848.83 and
Hollywood contributions $552,760.24. Cost of
the campaign was
the lowest in the
history of philan- JOSEPH BERNHARD
thropic drives —
less than one and a half per cent.
In addition to Bernhard, national
executive staff comprised Harry
Goldberg, campaign manager; Ned
E. Depinet, distributor chairman;
Herman Robbins, corporate gifts;
Harry Brandt, field director Charles
A. Smakwitz, publicity director and
Louis R. Brager, campaign secretary.
Collections by exchange areas were
as follows:

Albanv. S67.705.60: Atlanta. $147,086,.
D5: Boston, §212.805,95: Buffalo. $128,-74.25: Charlotte, S106.15S.40: Chicago,
S256 509.01: Cincinnati. S165.725.68: Cleve"und. S181.678.79;
Delaware.
$18,952.83: Dallas.
Denver. $262,736.92;
S66.572.65;
Des Moines. S75.615.98: Detroit, $238,418.48:
Florida, $142,432.74: Indianapolis, $106,555.14: Kansas City, S95.835.63; Los Angeles. $295,014.89: Maryland. $73,379.21;
Memphis. S83.44S.54.
Metropolitan N. Y.. $578,960.34; Milwaukee, $93,396.54: Minneapolis. S142.254.00:
kew Haven. $113,973.75: Xew Orleans. $159,117.56: Northern Xew Jersey. $174,259.27:
Dklahoma City. S76.175.03: Omaha, $48,106.75: Philadelphia. $363,281.37; Pittsourg-h. $166,242.79: Portland, $67,664.41;
Rhode Island. $38,064.14; St. Louis. $149.172.97: Salt Lake City. $60,958.08: San
Francisco, S261.790.84: Seattle. $104,770.00;
Virginia. S82.093.37: Washington. D. C,
695.563.02.
I

Edwin Burke Dead;
Hold Rites Tomorrow
Edwin Burke, 58, writer and stage
and screen director, died yesterday
•at Post-Graduate Hospital. He went
to Hollywood soon after the advent
pf talking pictures and acted in and
ivrote and directed pictures. His
adaptation of "Bad Girl" won a
1931-32 Academy Award.
Funeral services will be held at
10 a.m. tomorrow in St. Malachy's
Church. He is survived by a niece.

Young Heads Phuly Warner Club
Philadelphia — Milt Young, Stanley-Warner publicist, was
elected
president of the local Warner Club.

Oct. 3: Motion Picture Theaters Association of
Ontario meeting, King Edward Hotel, Toron-

Oct. to.
3-4: Kansas-Missouri
Theaters Association,
Kansas
City.
Oct. 9-11: Allied Theater Owners
Detroit.

of Michigan,

Oct. 16-20: Altec Service and Altec Lansing business conference, Hollywood.

Engineers'
Picture
of MotionHotel
16-18: Society
Oct. semi-annual
Pennsylvania.
conference,
Oct. 17: Annual convention, West Virginia
Managers Association, Daniel Boone Hotel,
Charleston.
Oct. 17: SMPE semi-annual banquet, Hotel
Pennsylvania,
New York.

HARRY

M. WARNER

JACK

MAJ. ALBERT

L. WARNER

WARNER

The Order of Carlos Manuel de Cespedes, highest award of the Cuban Government
has been conferred on Harry M., Jack L and Maj. Albert Warner, in recognition of
meritorious and beneficial services rendered to the Island by Warner Bros. Presentations
are the first of the kind made to film executives.
Presentations to Harry and Major Warner were made yesterday at the home office, with
Dr. Pedro Saavedra, secretary of the Cuban Embassy in Washington, Roberto Henandez,
Cuban consul general in New York, Dr. Juan B. Fonseca, president of Ateneo Cubano and
Peter Colli, Warners Cuban and Caribbean manager, officiating on behalf of the Cuban
Government.
Jack Warner will receive his award on the Coast.
The

Order

Carlos Manuel

to reward those Cubans
kind. Itbears the name

de Cespedes

was

and foreigners who
of the man

whom

established

render eminent
the Cubans

by the Cuban

Government

services to Cuba

or to man-

Hirliman Out of FC to Join Hyman

Group

from Page 1)

president and general sales manager,
and Al Crown, vice-president and
foreign sales manager.
Hirliman will be associated with
a group headed by Eliot Hyman,
president of Microstat Corp., in the
development of International Theatrical and Television, which is expected to have a capital basis of
$1,000,000 in common stock and $5,000,000 in preferred stock. The activities of the new company will be
centered around the post-war development and expansion of the 16 mm.
industry. Negotiations are said to
be near completion with General
Aircraft Equipment Co. for the manufacture of 16 mm. projectors and
television equipment. Circle Film
Laboratories will be affiliated with
the new company for the express purpose of handling
the new company's
laboratory
printing.
It was announced yesterday that
it was the goal of International to
develop the 16 mm. field in its widest

potentialities and to augment it by
eventually tying in the practical application of television. The new organization, itwas said, will be able
to manufacture and market, at moderate prices, its own 16 mm. projector and television equipment in four
different models, ranging from home
to auditorium use. Branch sales and
distribution offices will be established within the next few months and
territorial franchises throughout the
world will be available with deals
already pending for the United
States, England and several Latin
American countries.
General Aircraft Equipment Co.
will do the manufacturing and Circle
Film Laboratories will handle the
laboratory printing. The company
claims to be the first manufacturerdistributor organization in the 16
mm. field. Headquarters will be
maintained at 18 W. 48th St., the
present home offices of Microstat
and Film Classics.

Circuit Deals for Frank Pic

Organize Korman Theaters

West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Monogram has closed
four circuit deals on W. R. Frank's
production, "Enemy of Women," with
Interstate, Dallas; Minnesota Amusement Co., Paramount-Des Moines,
and Ralph Snider, Boston. Circuits
are now dating in the picture for prerelease to run prior to its general
release Oct. 21.

^m

Oct. 17-18: vania,
Allied
MPTO
Pittsburgh.

of Western

Pennsyl-

Nov. Garden.
14: 11th "Night of Stars," Madison Squre
Nov. 10: Motion Picture Associates Sixth War
Loan dinner, Hotel Astor.
Dec. 11-12: Television Broadcasters Association
of Conference, Hotel Commodore.
(an. 21-22: Theater Owners Association of North
and South Carolina convention, Charlotte.

Hirsch Defeats Lewis
For SPG Secretaryship

call "father of their country."

ITTC to Develop 16mm. Field
(Continued

Oct. 17: West Virginia Managers Association,
Charleston.
Oct. 17: Board of directors of Theater Owners
of North and South Carolina, Charlotte.

Detroit — Korman Brothers Theaters
Enterprises, formerly operated by
Saul and David Korman as a local
independent circuit, is being reorganized as Korman Theaters, with Saul
Korman as sole owner. Korman
plans to erect the Duke Theater, de
luxe all-colored house, after the war.

J. Albert Hirsch, UA publicist, was
elected secretary of the Screen Publicists Guild of New York (Local
114, UOPWA) at the union's regular
membership meeting this week. He
defeated Roger Lewis of 20th-Fox.
Hirsch succeeds Gertrude Gelbin,
who has left the industry.
The Guild membership also pledged to invest in War Bonds at least
25 per cent of the retroactive pay
they will receive as result of War
Labor Board approval of the arbitration award in the recent contract dis-

Schoenstadt
Hearing Oct. 2
pute.
Chicago — The Schoenstadt theater
case before Judge MacDonald goes
over to Oct. 2 by agreement of
counsel.

Lure of FWTBT In Rio
Is Just "Fan^-tastic!
Rio de Jane:ro
Paramount's "For

(By Air Mail) —
Whom
the Bell

Tolls" is precedent-shattering in its
advance-prices premiere run at the
Pathe Theater here. It's first time
fans have bought tickets many days
in advance,

and

at a hiked

scale.

Furthermore, box office lines are reported by O Jornal, local newspaper,
as "sensational" and something

with-

out precedent. Every mrrn:ng at 10
o'clock, queues stretch clear around
the block to secure tickets for fol-

much

lowing day's performances. Paramount's promotion campaign is given
credit for this.

WBA

DAILY:

FWC Buys Theater,
Ending Upper! Suit
The

for IP's
Deal Open
Distrib.
Next
4 Wide

anti-trust action filed two

years ago by Robert
aters against Fox
alleged inability to
the Grand Theater,

L. Lippert TheWest Coast for
get product for
Richmond, Cal.,

has been settled with FWC purchasing the theater, it was revealed here
yesterday by Robert Lippert. Lippert, who owns 23 theaters in California and is building his 24th, also
owns the Film Classics franchise in
San Francisco.
Lippert said he started his circuit
in November, 1941, with the Grand
and that within five months he had
five theaters in the town. His holdings have expanded up and down the
Pacific Coast since that time. He
pointed out yesterday that his theater managers are on a profit-sharing basis and that they received a
percentage of the net profit each
week. In nine of his theaters, he
operates on a daily change of program basis. His Roundup Theater in
San Francisco shows westerns exclusively and the theater, from
front to back, is of western atmospheric architecture.
Lippert admitted that he had a
great deal of good luck in being able
to get priorities for building his theaters in wartime. He spotted his
houses in rapidly-growing defense
and shipbuilding areas where there
was a need for theaters. Seven of
his theaters operate 22 hours a day
in order to accommodate factory
workers on all shifts.
The end to buying power monopolies by big circuits through Government action was predicted by
Lippert. He said he considered no
town closed to outside competition
and that profit-sharing with theater
managers would be the future policy
for all circuits, declaring that no
peace or harmony could exist without such a system.

Nizer and Kilroe Give
Lectures on Copyright
Edwin Kilroe, attorney for 20th
Century-Fox, and Louis Nizer, well
known industry lawyer, are listed
among the lecturers for a new course
in current problems in copyright law
to be offered by the Practicing Law
Institute starting Oct. 5. Nizer will
give two talks on copyright in relation to motion pictures, while Kilroe
will talk on copyright legislation.
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THE PERSONAL

TOUCH:

Having completed two terms as

chairman of the WAC's Public Relations Division this month, Oscar A.
Doob has tendered his resignation, effective Oct. 1
It's the WAC's
policy to rotate chairmen .... Phil M. awards Oscar his Order of Applause
(with Two Palms) for a job well done. . . • Wendell L. Willkie may rest
up in the hospital for another two weeks. . . • Melvin Morrison, manager of the Cleveland Strand, has been named assistant city chairman for
the Ohio War Chest campaign. ... • Pic rights to Russell Birdwell's
"I Ring Doorbells" have been purchased by PRC's Leon Fromkess, who
has assigned Ray Schrock to script it and Martin Mooney as associate
producer. ...
• Credit Bill Saxton, Loew's Baltimore city manager,
for this honey of an idea
When Joseph Cotten fills a p.a. date in
behalf of SYWA at the Baltimore Century, it will be at the 3 a.m. show
for war workers. ... • Claire Leonard, authors' rep., is now domiciled
at 516 Fifth Ave. ... • Tony Paluso, manager of F & M's St. Louis
Fox, won the golfing title at the first tournament of the newly reorganized
Meadowbrook Country Club there. ... • When John Dacey, local
RKO exchange short subjects manager, said that he celebrated his 28th
year of service with the organization the other day, E. T. Carroll echoed
that he had put in 26 years with the company
Phil Hodes, the
branch manager, bragged of 22 years
Louis Kutjnsky, the Brooklyn
salesman, chimed in with 21 years and Harry Zeitel, New York upstate
salesman, felt like a baby with only 15 years for the company. . . .
• Richard Korbel, 10-year-old American pianist, son of Bert Korbel,
manager of the Tivoli, after a successful debut at Carnegie Hall, begins
a Southern concert tour in Atlanta on Friday
T
T
T
• • • PRESENT EASTERN production activity is slight, with
only M-G-M, Paramount, and Warners sending some crew heads from
the Coast and using men from the International Photographers Local
644 in New York, to film atmosphere shots mainly. ... $ M-G-M is
shooting some additional takes for "The Clock," a Judy Garland-Bob
Walker starrer; while background scenes for "Week-end At The Waldorf," reported to have Ginger Rogers, Walter Pidgeon, and Lana Turner
as a few of the names of an all-star cast, are also being filmed. . . .
% "The Lost Week-end" location and background shots are under way
for Paramount
there is a strong possibility that the cast will head
East for some actual takes, it was said. ... # Springfield, Mass. will be
the locale for shooting of "Springfield Plan," a Warner short on the
practice of religious tolerance
A crew is expected to start rolling
the cameras on this one in about five weeks, the script now being completed
•

•

•

T

▼

T

CUFF NOTES: Although Joseph Calleia has withdrawn as

director of the Broadway-bound "Sophie Helenczik. American," he may
stage another p'.ay and so is staying on East instead of returning immediately to the Coast ...
• Who was it that said "any port in a storm?"
Pursued by autograph hounds, Universal's pert and petite Peggy
Ryan took sanctuary the other day atop a statue of General Sherman
across the street from the Sherry Netherland
but the a.h. were in
full cry and Peggy had to sign those books until police interceded. . . .
• More than 75 five-pound gift packages have been sent to the sons of
members of the Motion Picture Associates now in the armed forces
Cy Seymour of National Screen Service made all arrangements
The Europa theater has changed its policy to run week-ends only from
Thursday to Sunday inclusive, for its foreign fi'.ms
T
T
T
•

•

•

AVENGE

PEARL

HARBOR!

(Continued from Page 1)
Goetz and Leo Spitz, top executives
of the company.
Goetz and Spr
who are in New York for conjLj
ences, said that distribution
deaTsu
for the release of the next four were;
"wide open" and that no negotiations
had started for the continuation of]
their present RKO arrangement.
International has completed its
commited program, consisting of
"Casanova Brown," "The Woman in
the
"Belle ofThethenext
Yukon'
and Window,"
"It's a Pleasure."
f oui
will have two in Technicolor. It was
estimated that the domestic gross oi
"Casanova Brown" would reach $3,500,000.
As to post-war business, Spitz expressed the opinion that there might
be some dip in general business during the reconversion period, but thai
the theater attendance as a whole
would not fall off. He indicated thai
it was possible that a decline in general business might build greater attendance for the neighborhood theater and cause some tapering off oJ
independent production.
Both Spitz and Goetz denied reports that they were seeking to buy
an interest in any major company.

Stars in Hub to Attend
Gala
Bow of "Wilson'
Boston — New England premiere

of
"Wilson" will take place at the RKO
Boston, tonight. Carole Landis, Dana
Andrews, Roddy McDowall and
Trudy Marshall, with George Jessel
acting
attend. as master of ceremonies, will
Leading New England exhibitors
will be among the guests of District
Manager Edward X. Callahan and
Branch Manager M. H. Grassgreen.

Mrs. Eva Igoe Dies
Chicago — Mrs. Eva Igoe of the
attack.
Ogden Theater, died from a heart

Iowa Pix Audiences
Said Strong for FDR
Des Moines, la. — Theater audience
as a yardstick for determining election results has Iowa political observers running around in circles.
Although Wendell Willkie carried
Iowa by a large margin in 1940 and
all present polls give Dewey a 55
to 45 per cent edge over President
Roosevelt, the theater reaction is
definitely for the President.
Checks made both at Des Moines
and Cedar Rapids, strong Republican centers, resulted in a high theater audience vote for Roosevelt.
Political observers are wondering if
their polls are wrong or if the Dewey
pecple don't go to the movies.
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FOR THE
NEXT BIG
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HE DRAMATIC SHOCK OF THE CENTURY!

FIRST GREAT

Texas, Oklahoma and Southwest
area, with World Premiere in
Dallas, October 18.

PREMIERES

New England and New York State
area - Terrific 100-city opening —
October 25.
Illinois area, including Chicago

TO BLANKET
HUNDREDS
OF CITIES!

and Indiana environs, October 25.
Missouri area, including St. Louis
and bordering states and nearby
towns, November 8.
Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and
W. Va. area, including Cincinnati
and Indianapolis, November 16.

. . . with similar regional premieres to be held
in other distribution areas as rapidly as prints
are available and arrangements mn be made!

■
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French Eager to See New American, British Film
Rated as Second Only to
Their Desire to Learn the
True Story of War Events
Next to their eagerness to learn
the true story of war events, Parisians want to see pictures produced
in the United States and Great Britain since 1940, according to Eric
Hawkins in a copyrighted story to
the New York Herald Tribune from
that newspaper's Paris bureau. Hawkins said the people of Paris are
hungry for news about what has
come out of Hollywood since the
Nazi invasion.
Many of the well-known Hollywood stars of today are strangers
to Paris fans, and they have seen
nothing of their old favorites such
as Charles Boyer, Jean Gabin, Edward G. Robinson, Spencer Tracy,
James Cagney and others, Hawkins
wrote.
Lack of electric power is keeping
Paris theaters closed for the time
being, although two houses are showing newsreel shots of the battle of
Paris and nothing else. Lacy Kastner, representing American and British film interests, said that the first
pictures Paris will see will be "Abe
Lincoln in Illinois," "Appointment
for Love," "Desert Victory," "It
Started With Eve," "In Which We
Serve," "Salute to France" and "One
Day of War in the U.S.S.R." A
number of others have been brought
in for eventual showing. Among
the most requested pictures, Hawkins said, were "Gone With the Wind"
and "The Dictator."

SMPE Meet Will Feature
Both Minor and Farnham
Expansion of tonight's SMPE
Atlantic Coast Section meeting
program in the local Hotel Pennsylvania to also include an address by Worthington C. Minor, in
charge of CBS television program
operations, is announced.
Minor will describe illumination
used in CBS tele studios. His paper
will supplement "Appraisal of Uluminants for Television Studio Lighting" which will be the topic presented by R. E. Farnham, commercial engineer of the Nela Park
branch of General Electric.
More than 100 SMPE members
expected to attend the "double feature" tele meeting will be augmented
by other industry officials.

Emanuel, Youngstein
On Sixth Loan Staff
'Continued from Page 1)
ministrative official, it was announced by Harry Brandt, national chairman, while Youngstein has joined
Buchanan & Co. to act as co-ordinator of the agency's activities under
John Hertz, Jr., national publicity
director.

reviews of neui rums

exc
han
JOHNYork
MALECKY,
adsales
manager,
Republic^
ge.
£

'My Buddy'
with

Donald

Barry

Republic

69 Mins.

SHORTS

FIRST PIC ON POST-WAR JOBS FOR
SERVICE MEN LENDS ITSELF TO STRONG
EXPLOITATION.
"My

Buddy"

has

the

initial advantage

of being the industry's first effort to touch
on the question of post-war jobs for our
service men. In drawing attention to a
problem of profound interest to the American people today, Republic will be repaid
well provided the full exploitation value
of the production is realized.
The film makes its case by showing what
happened to one doughboy who came back
to an America that had not made plans for
his return. The story of the young man's
transformation into a gangster as result of
his inability to find honest work is strictly
old stuff routinely presented. The addition
of a prologue and an epilogue in which the
young

man's tragedy is related to a Government post-war planning committee is what
gives the film its timeliness.
Donald Barry plays
doughboy whose life of
Lynne Roberts is the
married. Ruth Terry,
Emma Dunn and John

IN NEW POSTS

acceptably the excrime ends in death.
girl he might have
Alexander Granach,
Litel are others who

do well under the direction of Steve Sekely.
CAST: Donald Barry, Ruth Terry, Lynne Roberts, Alexander Granach, Emma Dunn, John
Litel, Ceorge E. Stone, Jonathan Hale, Ray
Walker, Joe Devlin, Matt McHugh.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Eddy White;
Director, Steve Sekely; Screenplay, Arnold Manoff; Based on story by Prescott Chaplin; Cameraman, Reggie Lanning; Film Editor, Tony Martinellr Sound, Dick Tyler; Art Director, J. Frank
Hotaling; Set Decorator, Earl Woodin; Musical
Director, Morton Scott.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

(ThisMen
Is America)
That
May Live"
RKO
19 mins.
Noteworthy
Here is a tribute to the American
Red Cross that rates special attention. The short gives a clear picture of what that agency is accomulishing overseas and on the home
front. The work of the Red Cross
in administering to our wounded and
in looking after the comfort of our
troops when they are away from the
fighting lines is shown most effectively in footage that has been capitally photographed. Of special interest is a sequence following a
wounded man from his trip to a field
hospital over there to his trip back
to America by air. Produced superlatively well by Frederic Ullman, jr.,
the short demands to be seen by
every American.

Permit Bond Awards to
Theater Employes for Sales
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAI LI

Washington— Bond awards to theater employes for Bond sales will
be permitted during the Sixth War
Loan drive, provided the employer
files either with the Regional War
Labor Board or the regional office
of the Salary Stabilization unit, or
both, as the case may be, a statement
setting forth the amounts and basis
Lippert and David Will
of the awards under the plan, the
Make Westerns in Color
National War Labor Board and the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue
(Continued from Page 1)
announced today.
in its financing and distribution.
The awards may vary on the basis
Lippert owns 23 theaters in Califor- of the amount of number of Bonds
nia. Associated with him is William sold, but such awards must not be
B. David of San Francisco, who is excessive in number, nor may the
general manager of Redwood The- maximum exceed $250 in face value.
aters, Inc., which operates 30 houses Employes whose principal activity is
concerned with the sale of War
in Northern California.
Producer and director of the inti- Bonds, officers and other company officials, may not participate in any
ial program of four pictures is Robert Tansey, a producer of western such awards.
and action films for the last 20 years.
Herbert Silberberg of Hollywood is Lt. Zesser Killed in France
the attorney.
Detroit — 1st Lt. Roy Zesser, 25,
Pictures will be made in Cine- nephew of Alex Zesser, manager of
color. Lippert said in New York yes- the New Home Ther.ter, was killed
terday that Cinecolor, Inc., was associated in the new venture and that Bap^ in action in France, it was anan agreement had been reached with l»s|
nounced byZesser
the was
WarformerDept.
'l Lieutenant
Cinecolor whereby Action Pictures,
ly associated with his uncle in the
Inc., would have the exclusive fea- operation of the Ritz.
ture rights to the process on pictures costing less than $100,000. stallion; Bob Steele, Eddie Deane of
While Cinecolor has been used in the Judy Canova radio show, Sterling
Mexican-made features, no Amer- Holloway, John Miljan and Virginia
ican-produced features have been Maples, on loan from 20th Centurymade with the process.
Fox.
No distribution deal has been set.
First picture, "Wildfire, The Story
of a Horse," is nearing completion Lippert said that if the picture was
at the Monogram ranch. Cast in- not good, no attempt would be made
cludes Wildfire, a golden colored to release it.

TRULY WILDMAN,
United Artists salesmaj
Louis.
JACK KANE, United Artists, Memphis.
B. H. HARALSON,
salesman,
Monogram,
Dal
EARL ELKINS, salesman, Astor, Dallas.
CORDON SCHUMAN, RKO head booker, India
OTTO

EBERT,
RKO Southern
Indiana and K
tucky salesman.
NORMAN WROBEL, manager, RKO Palace, Cle
land.
polis.
ARTHUR BELASCO, manager, Bandbox, Chicag!
JAY

STRONG,
television
Productions.

director,

Basch

Ra

iew Metro Contract,
ut 40%, Is Ready
(Continued from Page 1)
by 12 inches long, compared to t
old form which was 9% inches wi
by 19% inches long.
In the new agreement, the o
tional arbitration clause has be
eliminated due to the fact that t
arbitration clause of the New Yo
consent decree covered the subje
and because of the company poli
to influence exhibitors to discu
controversies with local M-G-M re
resentatives and, if necessary, wi
the sales head. The arbitrati'
clause was used so seldom that
was decided to drop it, although a
bitration will be made available
those who want it.
All contract clauses have been r
moved from the face of the contra
with the exception of the provisi(
covering the use of trailers. Tl;
front side is now confined essential
to terms. The 28 clauses of the fo
mer agreement have been reduced
21. Many of the clauses have bet
reduced in verbiage and some r
main the same.

"Bernadette" in Chi. at $1.10
Chicago — "The Song of Bern.
dette" will be shown in about 20 Ch
cago theaters at $1.10 early in O
tober, according to Tom Gillia
20th-Fox's manager here. Mid-wet
playing time has been selected.

FEflimE TOUCH
:
MRS.

BETTY MADER is a new addition to Wa
ner Bros, contact department in Washingto
MRS.
CATHERINE
PARHAM,
manager,
Lind.
Circle, Memphis.
MRS. O. D. LEWIS, manager, Joy, Memphis.
ARMONTYNE
Memphis.
MARIE

CONLEY,

NORWOOD,

inspectress,
cashier,

Warner

Memphis.
EUGENIA
WEAKLEY,
cashier, Warner
Memphis.
VIRCINIA
M. KELLEY,
manager, Civic
Portland,
Me.

20th-Fo
Theatt
Theate
Theate
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Appeal Brief Charges 26 Trial Errors
rescent
.

dekum Circuit Asks for
^ersal and Suit Dismisjfmd Relief From Costs
(Continued from Page 1)

Its, the first of which was that
District Court "did not find Claude that plaintiff's contentions
hese respects were supported by
evidence," and "that therefore the
•ee of the court should not stand."
b referred particularly
to the
ernment charge that nine exhibihad been forced to sell to the
mdants because they were unable
obtain sufficient product.
Discing each of these cases in detail,
i brief finds no showing — nor any
ing by the court — that these extors were unable to obtain prod-

TO

THE

* DECORATED

*

1ST LT. J. J. FITZCIBBON, formerly assistant
manager of the Metropolitan in Winnipeg,
son of the president of Famous Players
Lasky Corp., was awarded the Bronze Star
Medal for meritorious service in the face
of enemy fire.

* COMMISSIONED*

ROBERT LEVY, U. S. Army, son of Howard Levy,
N. T. salesman in the local M-G-M exchange, was commissioned a second lieutenant.
BILL RAU, U. S. Army, formerly Paramount
booker, Dallas, has been commissioned a
second
lieutenant.

* PROMOTED

*

CAPT. EDWARD C. FITZGERALD, formerly
Paramount booker, New Haven, to major in
the South Pacific.

In two of these cases, the brief
lates, the independents did not
"were almost uniformly situations
fen ask some distribs. for prodwhere the independent was operatCt and failed to run some proding on a shoe-string in a small and
zt contracted for. In two other
inferior
theater."
Further
on the brief states
ises the only complaint was rearding time of run. In a fifth
that "in every case of supposed
discrimination involved at the
.stance, the only complaint was
i price.
In no instance was
bar, we believe the so-called iniroduct unavailable.
dependent would have lost an arbitration proceeding under the
scond point was the finding by
consent
decree,"
and under
outlines
; court "that in several instances
the arbitration
criteria
the
listributor discriminated
against
New
York
consent
decree
(terms,
independent exhibitor in the licng of films . . . that in making
capacity, appearance, location,
;ls with a defendant
exhibitor
competitive conditions, suitabiller than with an independent, the
ity, exhibitor character, operaributor was influenced by its
tional policies and prior relationships.)
re for the business of the deThird phase of the argument is Crescent's
lan't exhibitor in other towns in contention
"that the findings of discrimination should be disregarded in this court as
circuit," and that the discrimientitled to no weight whatever for these
■ on resulted from "coercion" by additional reasons: (1) because they are
[scent and its affiliates.
"Such
almost entirely on incompetent evipimination
by the distributors based dence
consisting of inter-office communicalid not warrant
the conclusion
tions and memoranda from one employe of
a
distributor
to another employe of the same
;; defendant
exhibitors violated distributor, and
appellants had nothing to
do with said communications and were not
i Sherman Act," says Crescent.
parties to them: (2) because the findings
i Says "Control" Inapplicable
copied from plaintiff's brief and hence
are entitled to no greater weight than their
rescent maintains that the word are
source, which was an admittedly partisan
itrol" is inapplicable to the situSn. They did not buy product for document."
The brief then declares that it is the
I shelf, nor did they show more
contention of the appellants that "the
findings of discrimination are contrary
ja their normal business required.
to the weight of the competent evi|he "why
the distributor
name of common
wouldin any
knowJy attempt to foster a monopoly
'exhibition?" Distributor self-inst, said the brief, lies in compe;m among exhibitors. It was adj that the competitive situations
ch the Government brought up

i Wotta Man Kertvin!
St. John, N. B.— Manager H. KerVin, of the Regent, has now covered
;very personnel spot in the house.
Due to help shortages, he has filled
•l as doorman, usher, projectionist
ind heating engineer, in addition
o decorating the whole interior and
loing carpentry repairs. He competed the list recently when he
pent two weeks as cashier when
•is box office girl went on vacation
md no replacement was available.

dence in the record, and that in these
cases of alleged discrimination, the distributor in every instance had a good
and valid reason for preferring to do
business with the defendant exhibitor
rather than the independent, wholly
aside from the desire of the distributor
to get additional revenue by making a
circuit deal."
Here the circuit charges error in findings
of discrimination at Paris, Brownsville, Huntingdon. Morristown, Rogersville, McKenzie
and Union City, Tenn., Earlington and Hopkinsville, Ky., and Gadsden, Ala.
On Sections 8 and 12
The fifth point in the argument — and one
of real concern to all exhibitors — concerns
Sections 8 and 12 of the Tennessee ruling :
(8) "That each of the defendants ... be
. . . enjoined and restrained from combining
its closed towns with its competitive situations, in licensing films for the purpose and

COM.ORS!

UIEDDIRG BELLS

2ND

LT. IRVING COLDBERG, partner to Komer
and Goldberg Theaters, Detroit, to 1st
lieutenant.
WILLIAM L. BAER, USA, former manager, Empress, Pekin, III., to sergeant.

• ARMY*
— •BOB DUNFEE, doorman, Colfax, Chicago.
FRANK
NEWELL,
manager,
Paramount Theater,
Marion,
III.

-• —

• NAVY*
GEORGE

DE WACHTER,

usher, Colfax,

* WAVES

Chicago.

*

VIRGINIA
SEELEY,
Granada
Theater,
Chicago.
CHARLOTTE SNYDER, Varsity Theater, Evanston,
Ind.

with the effect of compelling the major distributors to license films on a non-competitive basis in competitive situations, and to
discriminate
against its independent competitors. . .
"(12) That each exhibitor defendant be
enjoined and restrained from conditioning
the licensing of films in any competitive situation outside Nashville, Tennessee, upon the
licensing of films in any other theater situEffect, of these paragraphs, Crescent
states, "is to permit distributors to exercise 'levegare' on appellants in nego- ,
Mating film deals, in that distributors
ation."
are left free to condition the licensing
of films in competitive situations upon
the agreement of appellants to license
pictures in other situations at film rentals and on terms dictated by the distributors. Appellants are deprived of
the right to insist that film rentals and
terms for competitive situations be
agreed upon at the same time that film
rentals and terms for other situations
are agreed upon. The effect is to aggrandize the distributors at the expense
of
Sixthappellants."
issue in the argument
is a complaint against the court's divestment order,
whereby none of the individual
defendants
may retain interest in more than one of the
defendant
circuits.
This divestment in no
way corrects the "evils or supposed
evils
alleged to exist in the business of exhibiting
motion pictures, and would entail a- substantial financial sacrifice without corresponding
benefit to the public," the brief holds.
On Franchise Agreements
Final argument is that the court was in
error ■ in holding
franchise
agreements
between the defendant circuits and three major
distributors void.
The court had declared
against these deals when entered into "with
the purpose and effect of maintaining their
theater monopolies
and preventing
independent theaters from competing with them."
Franchises with three of eight major
distributors are not illegal, Crescent says,
and declares further that the court has
failed to state an "ascertainable standard ofrectly
conduct"
in its ruling quoted diabove.
It points out also that the three distributors (Fox, Warner and Paramount) all testified that initiative for the making of these
franchise contracts came from the distributors themselves, rather than from the circuits, in order "to assure a continuous outlet for their pictures." There is no evidence
of unlawful conduct or intent in the making
of these franchises. Crescent asserts.
In conclusion. Crescent asks that the ease
be reversed and dismissed, with the defenrelieved of the costs, as levied by the
District dantsCourt.

Roslyn Naber of 20th CenturyFox's Mimeograph Dept. has announced her engagement to Sam
Schneider, businessman of New
York. The marriage is planned for
around Thanksgiving.
Chicago — Peter Pisano of the
Grove Theater, will be married to
June Haffling on Oct. 7.
Chicago — Mary Smith Bannister,
WAVES, and Ensign Jack Rogers,
USN, are married.

WMC
"Locally
Needed"
Designation
Withdrawn
(Continued from Page 1)

dustry in the Philadelphia and Pittsburgh territories, it was announced
yesterday by the WAC. With removal of the designation it will not
be necessary for an employe to secure a statement of availability from
a distributing company before securing a new position but will be guided
by procedure under the WMC PriorJuly. ity Referral Plan established last

WMC to Relax Restrictions
On Hiring of Veterans
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Exhibitors and exchanges are expected to benefit greatly
from
today's
relaxation
the
WMC of all
restrictions
on the by
hiring
of veterans of the present war. The
move was dictated, WMC Chief Paul
V. McNutt said, in order to facilitate the finding of jobs for returning
vets — including men and women from
all the armed forces who have served
since Dec. 7, 1941. Over 100,000 are
being released monthly now. Important departure provided by the relaxation is that the industry can
now compete openly for this manpower, since priority and essentiality as determined by WMC have no
bearing on where vets may be placed,
unless it is a voluntary consideration
by the veteran.

Sltec Shifts Annual
Biz Confab To Coast
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Altec's annual business conference will be held here
this year instead of in the East as in
previous years, it is announced by
G. L. Carrington, president of Altec
Service Corp. and Altec Lansing
Corp.
Dates are Oct. 16-20.
This Hollywood conference is held
necessary step for correlation of exhibition with production in forthcoming technical advar.ces developed
Noel Slain in France
John W. Ennis Dead
in Altec's West Coast Laboratories
Charlotte, N. C— Pvt. James
S.
Chicago — John W. Ennis, brother and elsewhere. The Altec Supervisory Organization will be given new
Noel, formerly with Republic,
of Skinnay Ennis, film orchestra lead- information for. instruction of field
; was reported killed in action in
er, was killed in an aviation accident forces in servicing and operation of
Sunday.
film theater sound equipment.
vised.' France, the War Dep't has ad-
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Trade Press Fifth Loan Contribution "Greatest'
Final Report on Industry
Campaign Sent Treasury by
Chairman Bob O'Donnell
Trade Press Division of the WAC
made "the greatest single contribution to the industry's Fifth War
Loan Campaign,"
according to the
national committee's report received yesterday
by Ted R. Gamble, national director of the
Tresaury W a r
Finance Division
from R. J. O'Donnell, national
chairman. "From
the inception tc
its conclusion,''
report noted, "the
campaign benefited from the advice
and
the R. J. O'DONNELL
splendid all-out co-operation on the
part of every publication."
Industry's campaign resulted in
14,240 Bond-selling events including
5,059 War Bond Premieres, 1,131
Children's Premieres and 8,059 Free
Movie Days. Promotion angles
ranged from the giant Bond-selling
cash register in Times Square to
small town Bond-selling events
staged by local operators.

HOLLYWOOD
—

By RALPH

WLLK

=

—HOLLYWOOD
LJUMPHREY BOGART will star with Bette
'Davis in the screen version of the Owen
Davis-Donald
Warners.

Davis

play "Ethan

Frome"

Jean Yarbrough has been assigned to direct the next Abbott and Costello picture
"Here Comes the Co-Eds" for Universal.

•

at

•

George Brent has been cast in one of the
leading male roles opposite Joan Fontaine
RKO has acquired an original story by
in "The Affairs of Susan," which H. L. Wallis
Borden Chase titled "That Man Alone" will produce for Paramount.
as a starrring vehicle for John Wayne.
•
•

•

•

•

•

Alexis Thurn-Taxis

jr ins Columbia

to

produce a remake of Gene Stratton Porter's
"Girl of the Limberlost," "Suprise in the
Night," a Boston Blackie story, and "Men
of the Deep," a film about a Navy salvage
crew.

•

•

Paramount has purchased "The Lady and
the Landlubber," a new comedy by Paul
Francis and Fred Saidy about a stenographer
who inherits a yacht. E. D. Leshin will

•
•
produce.
Originally set for Spring shooting, David

Harry Carey has exited from the cast of
"San Antonio" because of dissatisfaction
with the development of his role.

0. Selznick has moved up "So Little Time,"
the J. E. Marquand best seller, for a December start.

Educational Film Makers
Form New Association

Managers Testify at St.
Louis Stagehand Hearing

(Continued from Page 1)
nounced yesterday by this new production group in the educational
film field.
Purposes of the Association as
outlined are: "To advance the study,
understanding, and appreciation of
educational, instructional, and informative pictures, and to foster, enIn acknowledging O'Donnell's
report, Gamble complimented the
courage and promote the production
industry on its campaign, notand distribution of such motion picing: "We in the War Finance
tures, as well as provide a clearing
Division of the Treasury Departhouse for information pertaining to
ment have been amazed by the
ability of the Motion Picture Ineducational
Officers offilms."
the Educational Film
dustry in the light of its comProducers
Association are: Fletcher
plete support since the beginSmith, Fletcher Smith Studios, presning of the war to move forward
and to improve its campaigns
ident; Max Lasky, Films of Industry, vice-president; John Flory, of
from one drive to another."
Grant, Flory & Williams, producers,
secretary; Elda Hartley, Hartley
Great States Theaters
Productions, treasurer; and Emerson Yorke, head of Emerson Yorke
Will Operate V-Day
Studio, chairman of the executive
committee.
Chicago — Great States Circuit has
In addition to the foregoing ofadvised all managers its theaters
ficers, charter members include Julien
will operate on V-Day, unless local
authorities order closings. Each Bryan, Julien Bryan Pictures; Herbert Kerkow, Kerkow Producshow will open with the "Star Spantions, Inc.; John McCrory, Knowlgled Banner" and close with "God
edge Builders; Clarence Schmidt,
Bless America." If the theaters
close, all fronts will be draped with Spot Film Productions, Inc.; Ralph
flags, special cards and posters being Schoolman, scenarist; C. 0. Welsh,
Welsh Productions; and Elizabeth
used for V-Day.
Harding, Educational Film Library
Association.

"Bernadette" Stays on in Hub

SPEAKING

St. Louis — Hearing before Special
Arbiter Jules E. Kohn of Kansas City
into the local stagehand situation
continued yesterday with the managers of a dozen neighborhood theaters in the St. Louis amusement
circuit testifying concerning the duties, qualifications and efficiency of
stagehands in the houses they managed.
A number of these theaters do not
use members of Local 6 of the theatrical brotherhood and the testimony revealed that in such houses
some of the incidental work usually
performed by union stagehands is
handled by ushers, doormen, janitors or the manager, all of whom are
paid less than the basic union stagehand scale of $75 a week.
In answer to a question by Russell
Hardy, theater owners' attorney, as
to how many houses a single stagehand working eight hours daily during periods when there are no shows
in progress could properly service,
the managers questioned made estia week mates
tothata ranged
dozen. from
Therefour
will orbe five'
no
sessions today because of Yom Kippur. The owners may conclude their
direct testimony tomorrow.

Critic Crowther to Talk
To Visual War Workers
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

£>.-)''

Washington — Bosley Crowther,
film critic of the New York Times,
Boston — "The Song of Bernadette"
Philadelphia — A shifting of of- will address the Washington visual
has been tentatively scheduled to
ficers of the Film Exchange Em- war workers at a luncheon today
continue at the Majestic until Oct.
ployes Union B-7 resulted in the re17, when "Wilson" may be moved in.
cent election with Tommy Loftus of at the Hotel Washington. The visual war workers include Government
Clark Films, formerly vice-president,
replacing John Wagman, Warners, and industry people concerned with
as president. Wagman becomes busi- 16 mm. production and distribution.
ness manager in place of Bud Bache,
Honorably Discharged
M-G-M, resigned. Jim Keating, UA, Paul H. Fieberg Dead
Chicago — Paul H. Fieberg, 66, vetis the new vice-pres., with Jack Reif,
eran theater program publisher, is
20th-Fox, succeeding him on the exHERB
BENNIN,
from
the
Army,
to M-C-M
ecutive board.
salesman, St. Louis.
dead.

Loftus Heads Local B-7

BACK IN CIVVIES

•q.ST(T uotq.onpoJd[

Schine-Hayman Sale
Decision This Weekfi
(Continued from Page 1)
actual calling of additional Gover.
ment witnesses will not commenuntil next Monday.

Except for a lengthy pre-trial coi
ference attended by Judge Knigr
Robert L. Wright of the Justice D
partment and Willard McKay, Schh f
counsel, yesterday saw only admik
sion into evidence of written agre
ments between Schine and distrib
tors and documents givine gener
descriptions of terms applicable
playing films over the entire Schii
circuit.
It is expected that this will co
tinue throughout the rest of El
week, with tomorrow or Frirlav ha
ine: been set bv Judge Knight for a
nouncement of his decision regardii
the recent sale bv Schine of fo
theaters in Virginia and Kentnckv
A. C. Hayman, Niagara Falls th
ater operator.
Wright made it clear during
the pre-trial conference that the
Justice Department has not been
satisfied with the sale to Havman. He charged that Havman
is "a friend of Mr. Schine's" and
that the deal, as a result, was
made more attractive than the
offer ma^e by M. K. Murphy of
Corbin, Ky., who had sousrht to 'J
purchase two of the four houses I
sold to Hayman.
Documents being marked for ide . ■
tification yesterday were subpoena ■
from both the files of the distrib .
tors and the defendant.

Lt. Kontos Killed in Action
Chicago — Harold Abbott, theat
equipment distributor, has receiv
toRv word from the War Depai
|sg& ment that his nephew, Lt. C.
Kontos, was killed in acti'
over Germany. His mother and *
brother survive.

THEATER DEALS
Bernard Shapiro, owner of t
Clifton, has acquired the Bevei
from Julius Kahan. Brandt will bi
and book for both houses.
The Costello has been taken
Jack Finck. The house was fornu
ly operated
oy Henrv
Freed a:
Henry Siegel. Island Theaters Coi
will buy and book for this one.
Woodcliff, N. J. — Leon Rosenbh
of the Rosenblatt-Welt Circuit h
taken over the long closed Broadw
and has renamed it the Astor. T
house will operate on a last-run pi
' icy.

'd
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TATE DEPT. FAVORS PIX PEACE VOICE
i

uykendall Says Gov't Still Wants30

leclaring that the Administration
" wants
a 30 per Edcent Kuykendall,
tax on theadmissions,
Question III
XOA president, in a current genBritish interests from time to time have contended that
bulletin asserted that "we are
English quality pictures have not found a welcome in
iiably the only big industry in the
the
United States. Would you say that audiences in your
jitry that is not meeting and orcity are not disposed to accept such pictures?
,izing to deal with post-war tax |
^lems."
of adequate
or- I
jzing and Lack
preparation
until the
The Critics Find—
minute almost cost the industry
Forty-five per cent of the critics participating in the 1944 Forum believe that their
(Continued on Page 4)
audiences are not disposed to accept most British pictures. A number qualified their

i Rank Theaters
r South Africa!
jndon (By Air Mail) — Initial
\ter construction plans for South
ca of J. Arthur Rank call for six
;es, according to reports timing in Wardour
Street.
While
e has been some talk that Rank
pit attempt to negotiate with the
• esinger interests for their holdContinued on Page 4)

answers by noting that outstanding British-made films are welcomed in their cities,
but many cited the difference in pace between U. S. and British product, the thick
accents in some English films, or a lack of technical qualities in the general run of
British pictures.

No Immediate Repeat Execs, on Stand In
Dates lor "My Way" Schine Trial Today
Buffalo — Identification and placing

Paramount will withdraw "Going
My Way" from release after it has
completed its original playoff and
will not be available for immediate
repeat runs, Charles Reagan, vicepresident in charge of distribution,
announced yesterday. It will, however, be released again sometime
riety Clubs' Meeting
ins Are Taking Shape
within the next year, Reagan said.
Decision to withdraw the picture
rogram of the national meeting was made, it was said, at the request
rhe Variety Clubs of America in of exhibitors who realized that the
shington Nov. 23-25 is taking picture had vast future earnings potentialities and who did not wish to
(Continued on Page 2)
have the value destroyed by quick
repeat bookings.

laily as Liaison
for 6th Loan Drive
' Industry's liaison with the War
nance Committee during the Sixth
Var Loan Drive will be carried out
y Tom Baily, Harry Brandt, naional chairman, announced yesteray. Baily, who will headquarter
n Washington with Ted R. Gamble,
National War Finance director, plans
o leave for the caoital on Oct. 5.
He has been executive director of
he California Theater Council and
ssociate co-ordinator with John Flinn
if the WAC Hollywood Division.

Ticket Tax
Business Aspects of Foreign Distribution Covered
In World Trade Treaty?

'TOA President Says
lustry Unprepared For
;t-War Tax Problems

of evidence of license agreements
between the theater circuit and film
distributors occupied most of the
time yesterday in the anti-trust trial
of Schine Chain Theaters, Inc., before Federal Judge John Knight.
Also marked for identification were
; various agreements i-elating to
Schine's acquisition of theaters in
New York and Delaware.
!
TodayNew five
from
York distributors'
will take theofficials
stand
to identify documents
which have
been subpoenaed
from their office
(Continued on Page 2)

Says Decree Parleys Useless
MPT OA Doubts Decree Can Be "Patched Up
Travis of MPSA Here
For Talks With Alstock

The MPTOA sees no need for new
conferences on the New York consent decree nor does it see any necessity for new proposals, according to
Merwin Travis, general manager Ed Kuykendall, president, who, in a
of the Motion Picture Society for general bulletin, said that the association seriously doubted that the dethe Americas, has arrived from Hollywood, and before returning to the
cree could be "patched up."
Coast will also visit Washington.
"We seriously doubt," he wrote, "if
He will confer with Nelson Rocke- the decree can be patched up with
feller, Francis Alstock and others on new proposals so that it would be
(Continued on Page 4)
activities of the society.

By ANDREW
Washington

Bureau

of

H. OLDER
THE

FILM

D.lll V

Washington — Films should
definitely have a voice at the
peace table, Francis C. DeWolf ,
State Department telecommunications chief, said yesterday, but it is
unlikely that any pix organization
will be represented physically. "Organizations of that type just don't
participate
in such things," DeWolf
said.
Here in Washington there is grow(Continued on Page 4)

To Continue Using
Freon Substitutes
Washington
Bureau — of Use
THE ofFILM
/>.-(/' "
Washington
substitutes
for Freon, such as methyl chloride,
sulfur dioxide and ammonia must be
continued until the Freon situation
improves, according to an amendment to conservation order M-28 passed by WPB yesterday.
It had been expected that the use
(Continued on Page 2)

Crowther Stresses Need
For Non-Theatrical Pix
Washington
Bureau—
Washington

of THE ofFILM
!).<■"'
Future
non-theatrical films is bound up inevitably with
our entire social development, New
(Continued on Page 4)

Armour Gets OWI
Overseas Pic Post
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Appointment of Reginald Armour, formerly with RKO,
to the staff of the OWI Overseas
Motion Picture Bureau was confirmed yesterday by OWI here. Armour will go to London for the Bureau to handle distribution details.
It is possible also that he will go to
Paris later.
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Para. Broadway Corp.
Doubles Capitalization
Albany — Paramount Broadway
Corp. of New York, has changed its
corporate name to Paramount Pictures Theaters Corp. and authorized
an increase in its capital from 2,000
shares of no par value to 4,000
share.-.
HELP

WANTED

Male. Manager, deluxe midtown motion
picture theater. Splendid opportunity.
Excellent salary. Call after 11 A.M.
Little Carnegie Theater, 146 W. 57 St.
CI-6-1365.

E. S. GREGG, vice-president of Western Electric
Export Corp. left recently for an inspectiontrip of several weeks in the British Isles in conbusiness. nection with the company's war and other

JACK SEGAL, assistant foreign manager for
Columbia,
return from his vacation
Monday.
HELEN WALKER has arrived in New York after
a country-wide tour of hospitals and Army
camps.

RUSSELL
HOLMAN
and RICHARD
MEALAND,
Paiamount executives,
leave the Coast Saturday
for the home
office.

RUBE
manager,
FRANK

To Continue Using
Freon Substitutes

Execs, on Stand In
Schine Trial Today

(Continued from Page 1)
of substitutes in refrigerants and
restrictions on use of Freon would
be discontinued on Sept. 30, but an
unexpected shortage of anhydrous
hydrofluoric acid, a component of
freon, has made this impossible,
WPB officials said. Thus the long
awaited freeing of the refrigerant
for theaters is further delayed.
New Freon facilities had been completed that were capable of producing, together with existing facilities,
a total of approximately five and
one-half million pounds per month.
This would have been sufficient to
meet all known military and civilian
requirements during the fourth quarter of 1944.
Shortage of anhydrous hydrofluoric acid that has developed, however,
makes it necessary to operate the
Freon facilities at less than 70 per
cent capacity and necessitates extending the date on which restrictions can be lifted.

(Continued from Page 1)
files by the Government in connection with the trial. The execs, are
Edward Saunders, assistant general

JACKTER,
Columbia's
goes to New
Haven
SINATRA has arrived

assistant
today
in town

McGrann
on Gov'tin Mission
Frank McGrann,
charge of
dio, stage, screen and televis
placements for Position Securing 1
reau, Inc., has resigned to und
take a secret mission in the 1
East for the U. S. Government. 1
Grann, a captain in the last \*
expects to start his new assignm
in two weeks.

sales

~

THWEATE
Kerr
YORRS
NE
HELD

WEEK

"STOR
M OVER LISBON
Starring
Vera

sales manager of Loew's, Inc.; Richard Morgan, Jr., assistant secretary
of Paramount Pictures; Felix A.
Jenkins, secretary and former general attorney for 20th-Fox; William
Zimmerman, assistant secretary of
RKO-Radio Pictures, and H. M.
Doherty, of Warner Brothers.

Hruba
Ralston —
Richard
Erich Von Stroheim
with

Aril

Otto Kruger — Eduardo Ciannelli
Robert Livingston-Mona Barrie
A Republic Picture
Air Cooled

REPUBLIC

THEATRE

B'way Bet. 51st and 52nd Sts.
Tel.

VarietyAre
Clubs'
Meeting
Plans
Taking
Shape

CO.

5-9647

RADIO
CITY
MUSIC
HAL
Showplace of the Nation — Rockefeller Cent'
GARY
COOPER
TERESA
WRIGH
in International
"CASANOVA

(Continued from Page 1)

shape and a tentative schedule has
been set up.
A dinner and meeting of officers
are slated for the night of Nov. 23.
Business sessions start Friday and
the day will be climaxed by a formal
stag dinner at which the annual Humanitarian Award will be made to
an outstanding citizen. Business sessions will be continued Saturday
Polio Still Holds Down
and will wind up with a banquet at
Ohio Child Attendance
the Willard Hotel. Meetings will be
held at the Statler.
Columbus, O. — Infantile paralysis
National Chief Barker Bob O'Doncontinues to keep down child attend- nell described the meeting as being
the most important in the history of
ance in Ohio theaters.
the organization. Attendance is to
be kept to a minimum.
Henry Ullmctn Safe in Paris
Paris (By Cable) — Henry Ullman,
executive secretary for Paramount in Blumenthal to Make
Paris, Raymond Bernard, film pro- 16 Shorts for Warners
ducer, and his brother Etienne, have
reappeared in Paris after having
At least 16 outdoor shorts will be
hidden from the German occupiers
for Warners this season by A.
of the city. The French film actor, made
Pam Blumenthal in association with
Harry Bauer, is reported to have Andre DeLaVarre and Van Campen
died in 1942 as a result of torture by
the Nazis after he had been arrested Heilner, it is announced by Norman
as a leader of a group resisting the H. Moray, short subject sales manconquerors.
ager, following
return
from the
Coast, Blumenthal's
where he conferred
with Gordon Hollingshead, chief of
Mai. Arthur Loew to OWI
short subject production at the WarMaj. Arthur Loew, USA, former
ner studio.
This is the largest schedudle ever
vice-president of Loew's international department, has been given a two- undertaken by the Blumenthal unit
month terminated leave following in one season. Four subjects alwhich he will revert to inactive staready have been shot and are now
tus. Loew is believed planning a cutting at the studio. Heilner returns this week from Canada, where
two-weeks' leave before returning
to the OWI where he is expected to five subjects have been shot, includremain until he concludes the selecing a Canadian Army sports subject.
tion of films to be shown in liber- DeLa Varre is on a trip through the
ated countries. He has been with West, shooting material for additional subjects.
the Signal Corps, on loan to OWI.

OVER — 3rd

New

Pictures'
BROWN"

Disney Cartoon — "Trombone
Trouble"
and "ROCKEFELLER
CENTER"
("This Is America" Series)

SPECTACULAR

STAGE

1st

Reserved.

Mezz.

Seats
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The showmen of M-G-M are putting on a promotion
that will resound throughout the nation. A worthy salute
to our mighty Technicolor drama. Spearheaded by
powerful WLW's radio campaign, plus posting, newspapers, parades, banquets, excitement! The works!

.MGM;
KING VIDOR'S Production "AN AMERICAN ROMANCE" Starring BRIAN DONLEVY with Ann
Richards, Walter Abel, John Qualen, Horace McNally Photographed in Technicolor- Screen Play by
Herbert Dalmas and William Ludwig • Produced and Directed by King Vidor • An M-G-M Picture
p Selling Bonds :
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Gov't Still Wants
30% Tax-Kuykendall

Gov't Favors Pix Peace

Thursday, September 28, 194-1

Voice

Physical Representation, However, Unlikely
(Continued from Page 1)

MPT0A Doubts Need
For Decree Parleys

ing wonder at whether there will treaty with France ruling out double
(Continued from Page 1)
taxation will be reactivated.
ever be an actual "peace conference."
workable
or of any help in solvin
Third major point — freedom
of film conAlready the United Nations have
tent— would be covered in an over-all free- exhibitor problems because it i
dom of information agreement.
Already Concome together to settle post-war polgress has gone on record in support of such j wrong in principle, and because th
a world agreement,
and it is now thought
icy on food and currency and inter- likely that a pact might be drawn up either |
national conferences on telecommuniseparate signature by each of the United jmain objections of exhibitors to/"'
cations and aviation are in the wind. for
Nations or as a part of any post-war world i decree are ignored in the new 'irserii
| petroieum wm aiso be handled sep The
security organization which mig'ht be set up. fled' decree proposal."
State Department
had been planning
arately, with the U. S.-British treaty some time ago to work out such an agreeObjections to small block-sellin
of this Summer covering the sort of
ment with Britain alone, but has since altered
thing it was earlier expected would its plans to work for a world-wide agree- tradeshows, "legalistic arbitratio
ment. The agreement with the British, it
be handled at a "peace conference." was decided, would be of little more than before outsiders" have been passe
token
significance,
whereas
a world-wide over in the new recommendation
As for pix, the business aspact would be of value.
pects of foreign
distribution
and many important exhibitor proj
Referring directly to the remarks made
might readily be included in the
last Thursday in Hollywood by Harry
posals have been ignored, he saic
projected World Trade Treaty,
M. Warner, who called for full thought
"Why should we waste any morf
on the role of films in shaping post-war
which, if it materializes, will
policy. DeWolf said he is in agreement
time making proposals?" he askec
probably be drawn up apart from
with Warner's objectives and thinks WarCommenting
on MPTOA's
origins ,
ner was correct in his statement of the
proposals,
Kuykendall
said:
any "peace table." Such matters
■The main proposals put forth by MPTO.jj
tremendous power pix can be in mainas quotas, exchange
of equiptaining world peace. He is unable, he
were simple, practical plans to improve an
ment, or talent and similar desaid, to specify at this time just how
protect our business, remove abuses and prijj
tails would be covered in such
the Warner suggestions can be followed
vent injustices, without
injury to any pai
although it is his impression thai the
a treaty.
Taxation
probably
of it. The 20 per cent unconditional optio
would not.
to cancel features in all contracts would n
three major
points
will
be
met
as
described above.
tain the security and price advantage
t.
Taxes and duties would probably
DeWolf said also that his office has no wholesale buying and at the same time pre,
be handled through separate nego- knowledge of British film salesmen getting vide adequate selection of pictures withoi V
right after the troops and ar- overbuying.
The
industry-operated,
not I
tiation. Already the Bureau of In- into Prance
conciliation
plan,
followe i
ranging with French exhibitors for showing legal organized
ternal Revenue is working on con- of British films commercially. "I know by simple arbitration before experienced it |
ferences with important foreign mar- there's been talk of it here," he said, "but dustry arbitrators, could adjust most trail
and grievances
without
a lawsui >
kets to eliminate double taxation of over in England the British are complaining disputes
that we pulled a 'sneak' on them and sent without ill will and without expense. Stani
pix. Discussions are now under way our
business men in before they were able ard zoning schedules
openly negotiated
auj
with British and Mexican represen- to get there. So far as I know, neither published can improve clearance and ruj
been substantiated."
tatives, others are planned with Swe- claim has
systems and speed up the release of pic-tun
State Department, he said, has taken in big cities, limit clearance in accordant ]
(Continued from Page 1)
den. Conversations in progress with no The
official notice of these claims, and DeWolf with actual competition in all situations an j
ings, sources close to the British film Netherlands at the time it fell to knows
of no other government agency which prevent secret deals for excessive clearanq j
tycoon say it is unfounded.
"A simplified standard exhibition contrau
Germany will be reopened.
An old has investigated the matter.
subject to arbitration can eliminate numej
Meanwhile, additional details of
ous unfair competitive practices and let
Crowther
Stresses
Need
exhibitor know his rights under his contract
what is described as Rank's global M. P. Academy Elects
A real drive can get rid of the triple pa:
program are leaking out here. These
New
Board
of
Directors
ment collected for the same music from tl
For
Non-Theatrical
Pix
include a provision for Rank producexhibitor by the Ascap music tax
tion in Australia, where, it is said,
co-ordinated and strengthened defense agaim
excessive admission taxes. Federal, state an
Rank has lined up with
HoytS TheWest Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAI Li
(Continued from Page 1)
city, is probably the most urgent need
aters in which 20th-Fox is a major j Hollywood — Academy of M. P..
exhibitors for the immediate future. C<
York
Times
critic
Bosley
Crowther
factor. There is some speculation-^^ ..nd Sciences newl elected
operative local regulation of unfair noi
told a luncheon meeting of Wash- theatrical
competition will become doubl
here as' to a possible post-War Rank,' ,
, „
.'
ington
workers
in
the
16
mm.
field
important after the war. Likewise sora ,
acof
n deald with Cinesound Stu-*P^d of governors consists
productio
regulation' and curb on reckless, cu
dios, controlle by Norman Rydg.% [.tp,rs Ronald Colman, Jean Hersholt, yesterday. The non-theatrical film, local
rate competition between theaters by doubl
who at the present time is visiting ! George L. Murphy; directors, Mich- he said has the same stake in free and triple features, cut-rate admissions, giv(!$)'
aways. lotteries, etc., seems likely to
the United States.
ael Curtiz,
Mark
Sandrich,
Sam government and general political and become
desperately important in highly con
economic freedom as has the comReports persist, in the wake of Wood;
petitive
areas. These are all positive at
writers,
Charles
Brackett,
mercial entertainment film.
proaches to exhibitor problems, long advt
the return of John Davis, Rank exCrowther warned his audience that cated by MPTOA exhibitor organizations an
-Mary McCall, Jr.;
enter
willand,
Rankfield
throughout the country. We wi
ecutive,
Canadian that
theater
sciences,Hilton,
the James
Hector S. Dods, Farciot "teach and think" films face resist- leaders
in th*"'
continue to press for these reforms unt
ance from television and from some
face of denials from the Dominion ,4,El4uart, Thomas T. Moulton; probetter ones are proposed."
Ielements within the commercial pix Einield Back at Studio
Wardour St. would not be surprised r\ * _ „,>„ .
industry.
In
addition,
he
said,
there
Frank Freeman' Edwal"d
s- deal with ^^3
were Rank to announce
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAIL
Odeon Theaters of Canada one^^^&frfaix, Walter Wanger; Music, Nat is the ever-present threat from those
Hollywood — Charles Einfeld, direc
p^"* | W. Finston; short subjects, Gordon who may disagree with the ideas of tor of advertising and publicity fo
these days. '
Hollingshead; public relations, Harry the producers. In this connection
Brand.
Lt. Bill Drozan Missing
he referred to the recent Hollywood Warner Bros., returns to the studitjj
speech of Jack L. Warner, before today from a 10-day trip to Sai
Detroit— Lt. William Drozan, AAF,
former manager of the Mayfair and
the SWG, in which Warner made the Francisco, Portland and Seattle
Warners
Complete
First
other Cohen Circuit theaters, and
point that screen writers must re- where he conferred with exchange
brother of Danny Drozan, manager Film Dubbed in Spanish
member they are writing for the heads and circuit operators on cam
world rather than for a closed circle paigns for "Arsenic and Old Lace,:,
of the Roxy, is reported missing in
action over Europe.
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
of people who think alike. "Just as "The Conspirators" and 'The Ver;
Hollywood — Warners' first com- the commercial writers," Crowther ■
pletely dubbed film in Spanish, "Mv said, "you people must see both sides Thought of You."
Reputation," ("El Que Diran"), to the questions you're discussing on Pare Lorentz in his documentar;
which stars Barbara Stanwyck and
"The River." Without in any wa1
Makers of documentaries, he said, reflecting upon that film, for whicl
George Brent, will be distributed
throughout Latin America as early are usually at fault when they com- he expressed admiration, Crowthe j
as next January.
plain about public indifference to made the point that producers shoul<
The studio has established a stock their efforts. The fault lies usually not bind themselves to follow th
film."
September 28
company of more than 40 experienced with the producer rather than the same technique and methods indis
Tom Terriss
Elizabeth Mitchell
Latin-American artists, with Luis public, he said, adding that too many criminately. He referred to some o
Ed Sullivan
Claire
Carlston
Bunuel, formerly a producer and di- producers of documentaries today the British and Canadian non-the
Ernest Fegte
Frank Latimore
as exemplar i■ departure
rector in Spain and France, in charge are unwilling to depart from the pat- atricals
tern set down seven years ago by from this type.
of all Warner dubbing in Spanish.

(Continued from Page 1)
a 30 per cent tax last year, he said.
Kuykendall pointed out that the
admission tax situation was a matter of grave concern to every exhibitor and to every theater. Regardless of the unexpected
ease with
which theaters increased prices to
include the added tax due to the war
boom, most theaters will be in serious trouble trying to carry this 20
per cent sales tax as soon as the war
drops, he added.
With 44 state legislatures scheduled to convene next year, Kuykendall pointed out that there were serious prospects of new state and city
taxes on admissions. He predicted
that if the Federal government
should drop all or part of the 20
per cent admission tax, the temptation would be great for each state to
take it over. Cities throughout the
country, he said, were already doing
it.

Six Rank Theaters
For South Africa!
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THEATER TELE FAILS TO GET RTPB OKAY
Not Far Enough Advanced
Hummel, Cohen, MildeTinTop WB Forefcn~Posts
For Commercial Exploita-

World Divided Into Three

Spheres of Activity in Re3 lignment by H. M. Warner

Realignment of Warners foreign
Organization with the world divided
,;nto three spheres of activity was

tion, Says Tele Chairman

Washington

Question IV
In your opinion, will the post-war period bring a recession in film attendance in your area as a result of
such factors as the end of ban on recreational motoring, counter-lure of sports, population shifts, etc.? Which
of these factors would you consider major?
The Critics Find —

JOSEPH

HUMMEL

WOLFE

COHEN

announced
yesterday
by President
Harry M. Warner.
The announcement followed close on the heels of
(Continued on Page 11)

i)om. Green Light
For Paper Production

Half or the nation's critics participating in THE FILM DAlLY's 1944 Forum expect
a recession in film theater attendance with the end of the war. Return to unlimited
gasoline is considered the major factor, with population shifts, including the closing of
the scores of camps used to train personnel for the armed forces, as the next strongest.
Many critics argue that sports have not been curtailed in their localities and only a
few believe that field will add to competition. Payroll reductions as war plants return to normal working hours, other unspecified recreations, and the end of train and
bus travel difficulties are listed as factors threatening theater box offices in the postwar period.
Quality of product is considered a determining factor by one group which holds that
the cost of a theater ticket, or the time required to attend a worthwhile attracion, can always be spared.

Loew-Melro
Navy's Organize
Heads
y
Marke
For Sixth War Loan
Pix Activities Dept.
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAJU

Washington — Complete co-ordination of all Navy Department pix acToronto — The Canadian film trade
tivities— including Marine nad Coastgets another break in an announceguard as well as the Navy — is proment from government quarters that
vided for in the establishment of
the paper industry will be permit- a new Office of Motion Pictures in the
ted to resume fulltime production
Secretary of the Navy Foreand will be able to meet civilian re- office of stall.
Director of the new office
quirements
for
advertising
accessories and other supplies. The move is Capt. Gene Markey, erstwhile Hol(Continued on Page 11)
accompanies the lifting of the ban
on electric^ power restrictions Oct. 1
after a two-year dimout on theater
(Continued on Page 2)

Top Loew-Metro execs., meeting
yesterday, set up an organization
chart for the Sixth War Loan drive
reaching into every Loew circuit
house and every Metro branch, plus
a special committee for home office
activities, under the general chairmanship of Prexy Nicholas M.
Schenck.
Committee heads designated were:
(Continued on Page 11)

See Non-Theatrical Boom

FPC Tries Central
Phone Info. Service
Toronto — Famous Players Canadian
is trying out a central telephone information service for its theaters in
Toronto. Patrons are able to call a
number to ask the program and starting times of any FPC house in the
City.

Post-War

Annual

Gross of $200,000,000

An unprecedented boom in the nontheatrical film field, especially in
the utilization of motion pictures for
sales promotion and personnel training, is predicted by authorities who
the RKO legal
the trend of developassigned to the have watched
ments since Pearl Harbor.
by
Gordon
Francis Lawton, Jr., president of
counsel, due to General Business Films, Inc., pointed
(Continued on Page 11)
Page 11)

Bellfort Named to RKO's
Foreign Dept.; Clark atH.O.
Joseph Bellfort of
department has been
foreign
department
Youngman, general
(Continued on

Bureau

of
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DAILY

Washington — Passing over of theater television as an immediate
claimant for commercial frequencies was recommended to the FCC
yesterday by David Smith, chairman of the television panel of the
Radio Technical Planning Board. He
(Continued on Page 11)

rriirr

U" 39-Week Profit
Set at $2,413,507
Consolidated net earnings of Universal Pictures for the 39 weeks
ended July 29, 1944, were $2,413,507
after all charges including provision
for Federal income and excess
profits taxes. This compares with
$2,771,338 in the corresponding period of last year. Profit before pro(Continued on Page 11)

Rites For Mrs. Raftery;
Industry Execs. Attend
A solemn requiem mass was held
yesterday for Mrs. Marie A. Raftery, wife of Edward C. Raftery,
president of United Artists, who died
Monday at her home in Forest Hills.
(Continued on Page 2)

$14,000,000,000 to be
Goal of Sixth Loan
Sixth War Loan Drive, which opens
Nov. 20 and runs through Dec. 16,
will find the industry completely
mobilized for its important part in
the campaign, Harry Brandt, national
industry chairman, said yesterday.
Goal set by the Treasury Dept. is
$14,000,000,000, some $2,000,000,000 less than the last drive.
Tentative breakdown expects individual sales to account for $5,000,000,000 with banking and corporation
purchases totaling $9,000,000,000.
"E" Bond goal will approximate $2,500,000,000. Credit for the drive
will include Bond sales reported to
the Federal Reserve Bank between
Nov. 20 and Dec. 31.

/afcfc
"Creek" Gives Rivoli
New First Week Peak

Rites For Mrs. Raftery;
Industry Execs. Attend
(Continued from Page 1)
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Services were held at Our Lady
Queen of Martyrs Church in Forest
Hills and burial was at St. John's
Cemetery, Middle Village, L. I.
Executives of the film industry
present were Mary Pickford, Neil
Agnew, John J. O'Connor, Arthur
W. Kelly, John Hertz, Jr., Major
Monroe Greenthal, Budd Rogers, David "Skip" Weshner, Jeanne Cagney, Lowell Calvert, Maybelle 01denhage, Dennis F. O'Brien, Paul
O'Brien, Newman Lawler, Louis
Finske, John Nolan, A. Kearney,
Edward Grainger, Jack Shea and A.
W. Schwalberg. George Borthwick
represented Will H. Hays, who was
out of the city.
The United Artists delegation,
headed by Gradwell L. Sears, included H. D. Buckley, Paul Lazarus,
Charles Steele, Emanuel Silverstone,
Tom Mulrooney, Walter Gould, Walter Liebler, Harry Muller, Harry
Gold, Jack Ellis, Sam Lefkowitz,
Mark Silver, Louis Pollock, James
Dunn, Rex Williams, Frank Moneyhun, Bob Goodfried and Phil Laufer.

Philco Applies for Seven
Experimental Tele Stations
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Applications for
seven experimental television stations from Philco Radio and Television, all to be located in the area between Philadelphia and the District
(Thursday, Sept. 28);
of Columbia, were received yesterNEW YORK STOCK MARKET
day by the FCC. Three of these—
in Havre de Grace and Sappington,
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Net
Am.
Seat
Md., and Honey Brook, Pa. — would
operate on channels 13 and 14. The
Col. Picts. vtc. (2i/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd.
18% +"'Va other four, to operate on channels
18% 18%
Con.
Fm. Ind
23'/2
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . .
231/2
231/2 —
y4 11 and 12, would also be located in
166
1 65
East. Kodak
Havre de Grace, near Washington,
165
— 1
do pfd.
in Sappington and Honey Brook.
25%
Gen. Prec. Eq
8
1/7
22%
2234 —
1/2
25%
238%
The Philco company has obtain25'/8
Loew's,
Inc
Paramount
ed an FCC permit to erect a new
91V4 24%
RKO
experimental tele relay station in
918 'A
91
RKO $6 pfd
243A
12%
31'/4
243A
311/2
New York, to operate with a 15-watt
311/4
20th Century-Fox
12%
12'/?
20th Century-Fox pfd.
output on channels 11 and 12, or
Warner Bros
1%
1%
from 204 to 261 megacycles. The
NEW
YORK BOND MARKET2%
13/8
new station will be used for experi2%
Par. B'way NEW
3s55 YORK
MARKET
ments and programs of WPTZ,
CURB
23/4
Radio-Keith cvs
33/4
Philadelphia, as tele outlet in New
33/4
33/4
Sonotone Corp
22
22
22
Technicolor
York, and will also be employed to
191/2
191/2
Trans-Lux
191/2
link New York and Philadelphia
Universal
Pictures
telecasts.
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Vidor and Stars Off
For "Romance"
West

Coast

Bureau
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Hollywood — King Vidor, producerdirector of Metro's "An American
Romance," today heads a group of
Hollywood celebrities leaving for
the 135-theater debut of the picture
in Ohio, West Virginia, Kentucky
and Indiana. In addition to Vidor,
the party includes Brian Donlevy,
Ann Richards, Walter Abel, Horace
McNally, Nancy Walker, Lina Romay, Jean Porter and Rags Ragland.
The party will visit and entertain
at hospitals, camps and factories on
its 10-dav tour. Picture opens Oct.
12.
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St. Louis Stagehands
Testify at Hearing
St. Louis — Presentation of stagehand testimony, supported by photographs showed various types of
work performed at local theaters,
started before Special Arbiter Jules
E. Kohn yesterday afternoon. It is
probable that Local No. 6 will require
several days to put in the personal
testimony of a number of its members to offset the statements previously made by various theater managers and company officials.
The theater owners' committee
completed its direct testimony in the
morning but it is probable that Rus-

First week of Paramount's
' Frenchman's Creek" set a new record at the Rivoli Theater, Broadway,
with a gross which exceeded the
previous house record by $10,000, it
was announced yesterday by Charles
M. Reagan, vice-president and sales
atchief of Paramount. Theater's the
tendance record was broken by
new high of 80,427 persons who saw
the picture during the initial week
of the world premiere.
Montague Salmon, Rivoli manager,
reported yesterday that the second
week opened to a new record gross,
with Wednesday, first day of the second week, topping the opening day
of the first week by several hundred
dollars. The Rivoli's seating capacity is 2,100. The previous all-time
record is held by a picture which
on a continuous run basis at
playedtop.
$2.20

3 Important Parleys Set
For Next Week in Toronto
Toronto — The coming week in Toronto will see a series of important
trade conferences expected to lead
to mutual adoption of a trade pact
circuits and inby film exchanges,
dependent theater owners for a new
system of conciliation practices
which is intended to demonstrate to
the Dominion government that the
industry is capable of conducting its
own business without government
control,
orders or restrictive legislation.
The Motion Picture Distributors
Association will meet Monday in a
closed session followed by the Motion Picture Theaters Association of
Ontario on Tuesday and officers of
the national council of Independent
Exhibitors of Canada will also gather
for a special session.
Delegates from film exchanges and
theater owners will get together
Wednesday to deal with the final
draft of a new trade code for the
long-term enforcement within the
industry without government help
and to establish business as a free
enterprise.

Canada Okays Fulltime
Paper Manufacturing
(Continued from Page 1)
signs, marquees and outdoor advertising stands in Ontario and Quebec.
Paper plants will also get full power
quota and can proceed with the manufacture of all paper thus ending the
paper shortage and restrictions. Cut
in power costs to consumers also is
promised in November.
sell Hardy, their attorney, will call
several witnesses in rebuttal. When
the case is completed, Kohn will take
the matter under advisement, perhaps for several weeks, before reporting his findings to the Regional
War Labor Board at Kansas City.

COflimG and G0MG
NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK leaves for the Coas
today.
He will be gone about a week.
ANDREW W. SMITH, JR.,
sales manager, is in Dallas,
his next stop.
He is due back
WILLIAM F. RODGERS and
CUSON
returned yesterday from

20th-Fox Easten
with Atlanta a
on Tuesday.
WILLIAM FER
Kansas City. 4

SID BLUMENSTOCK,
assistant
to 20th-Fo'
exploitation manager, Rodney Bush, has return? I
from Boston.
HAL HORNE, 20th-Fox publicity and adver
tising head, accompanied by CHARLES SCHLAIF
ER of his department, leaves for the Coast to
night.
LEO SPITZ and WILLIAM
to Hollywood.

COETZ

return toda J

E. for
M. SAUNDERS,leftassistant
general
sales man
'
ager
for Buffalo
yesterday
an |
will
returnM-G-M,
Monday.
SAM WHEELER, Film Classics franchise holde
in Washington, was in town yesterday.
FHYLLIS THAXTER, who
onds Over Tokyo," arrived
land, Me., where she spent
with her family. She will

appears in "30 Sec
yesterday from Port
the past two week
leave shortly for th

Coast.
"JACKSON" FLEX, RKO-Schine-Keith mana
ger, Syracuse, is back from his vacation.
FRANK SINATRA and HENRY FONDA went vi,
American Airlines to Washington yesterday.
HARRY H. THOMAS, Monogram Eastern divi
sion manager, left yesterday for a six-wee
tour of Midwest branch offices.
JANE

WITHERS

arrived from Hollywood yes

terday to prepare for a Broadway role in "Cla'
KITTY CARLISLE, MILTON and FRANK BERL
To Seeto You."
flew
Syracuse via AA yesterday, at part 0
a USO-Camp Show unit.
CHARLES SCHWARTZ, of Schwartz & froh
lich, prominent industry law firm, is schedule
to arrive on the
Coast Monday from New Yort
AL SACK, of Sack Amusement Enterprises 0
Dallas, and MRS. SACK are at the St. Moritz
E. M. BOOTH, M-C-M manager in Cincinnati
is vacationing here with MRS. BOOTH and the:
daughter,
JANE.
EARL HUDSON

is here from Detroit.

Metro personnel who return today from Kanss
City meetings include CHARLES K. STERN, ALAI
F. CUMMINGS, WILLIAM C. BRENNER, AR
THUR STERLING, ROSE KLEIN, JOEL BEZAHL
ER, CHARLES DEESEN and MARY RYAN.

Wm. A. Johnston Hit by Auto
W est Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILl

Condition
of Willian'
A. Hollywood
Johnston, — who
was publisher
o:
the Motion Picture News, and wh<
was hit by an automobile, is reportei
as improving. He suffered a frac
tured skull.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO..
September 29
Gene Carson
Autry
Greer
Don Castle
William H. Home
Arnold Picker
Virginia
Bruce
Irwin
D. Rathstone
Brenda Marshall
September 30
Herman
Starr
Phillip Dorn
George
Bancroft William
H. Clark
Ralph
Forbes
Herman Golden
October 1
Keva Marcus
Joseph Cotten
G
Alice Joyce
Larry Simms
Jack Mersereau
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THE

rench Pix to Have
low U. S. Comeback
' A slow comeback of French prod[t in the U. S., with at least two
4ars for re-establishment,
is seen
independent distributors of forn films.
Some 40 French pix are
f\v being readied for American distbution, it is indicated.
i|"I don't look for too much prod'jt of success
caliber which
may
\ve been produced during the Gerkn occupation
of France,"
J. H.
I^ffberg, who handles some French
x, pointed out, "since the best techcians and talent either left the
kintry or were thrown out."
If directors like Rene
Clair and
lien Duvivier and those technicians who have been learning the Holiwood style of production are plan3HfC to return to France for a few
ms, this would certainly boost their
Market value, he added.
If" A common belief that French im•rted films are brought here strictfor the French speaking populam and language students is a fal^ey,"
Hoffberg
stated, an"since
no
stributor
could recoup
investjjent on such a restricted audience
|sis."
To prove his point for the
•neral market value of good French
:ms, he gave "Mayerling," "Grand
usion,"
"Pearls
of the Crown,"
id "Baker's
Wife,"
as examples
[nich got major theater circuit play,|g time.
Distribs. of French pix in the U.
s include in addition to Hoffberg,
pminar Films, Inc., Trans-Oceanic
llm Export Co., Inc., and David
rill, all with offices in New York.

arman Plans Animation
lie to be Made in Dijon
est Coast

Bureau
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Hollywood — Hugh Harman has anmnced that his French represenrtive, Marcelle Fabian, is now in
ijon and as soon as conditions warj.nt will make arrangements with
.e proper French authorities for the

U. 5. Pix Edge
Worries British
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HERBERT

J. YATES, SR.. of Republic was saying not so

long ago that the leaders of this industry "should organize and perfect
plans to meet this new competition" — meaning,
if you're in doubt,
television
Phil M. was intrigued and so in due course a note went
to Republic's top executive inviting amplification
The reply:
"It occurs to me that if the motion picture industry feels as I do, now
is the time to start investigating and formulating plans to meet what
I believe to be the most serious competition that the industry has ever
had to face
The next move of the industry in regard to television
should be one of action and not one of words"

T

•

▼

▼

•

• INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS across the country, it develops, are looking askance at the attacks made by Harry C. Arthur,
Jr., on the existing film arbitration system
Their vieivpoint—
right or wrong— is best expressed by these extracts from one of the
letters to reach Phil M.'s desk
"If his purpose is what it purports
to be, namely, to prevent a reduction of the clearance he now enjoys,
then his action is clearly against the interest of the independent exhibitors There can be no question under
the existing decree
of reducing the clearance provided in his franchises
Franchises
entered into prior to 1940 are, by Section XV, expressly excepted from
the operation of the decree
Moreover, under Section VIII awards
in arbitration cases can only fix the maximum clearance 'in licenses
thereafter entered into.' Therefore, the claim that Arthur's contract
rights are in danger seems to be unfounded
// Arthur is trying
to establish the principle that because a first-run theater has once
enjoyed clearance of a specified number of days over a subsequent
run, it thereby acquires a property right in such, clearance which
cannot thereafter be disturbed by the distributors w'hether in conformity to an award or otherwise, he is acting against the interests
of the independent exhibitors and may encounter
their opposition
The independent exhibitors are definitely opposed to freezing
all clearance schedules on the ground that the favored theaters have
a property right in such clearance"
Arthur's side
Signals!

T

T

The

ball now goes

to Br'r

▼

• • • EXCERPTS FROM A London 'etter penned by a bright
young man who used to be identified with film biz in New York before

j-oduction in Dijon of a Harman
mimation" production for worldtde distribution.

the Army called
"RKO has just finished a story titled, 'Great Day,'
based on Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt's visit to the United Kingdom
Eleanor is not portrayed in the film, but the situation is handled ade-

■Harman

opinion

and his general manager,

for
to leave
l".
arrangeme
soon asexpect
arisA. asShafer,
nts can
completed with the State Departpient.

quately Eric Portland and Tlora Robson have the leads"
"My
is that if the politicians will leave J. Arthur Rank alone, he

will do much to bolster the film industry in this country"
"One
of the largest sound stages at Denham is being used to store sugar,
which will give you an idea of the situation"
T
T
T

#I«.v Sinatra Flach
Been in Vancouver?
Vancouver — This city's school board
has postponed until its October meeting discussion on whether Frank Sinatra's singing has a demoralizing effect
j on Athereport
city'sonschool
children. of the
the influence
radio and screen crooner was asked
by Trustee James Blackwood and
will be prepared by the musical sup, ervisor.

• • » I THOUGHT FOR TODAY is supplied by a staunch
booster of the recently organized Cartoon Producers Association who suggests as "constructive and timely" a colyum regarding the Association's
campaign "to make exhibitors understand the absolute necessity of
higher rentals on their subjects"
Writes the booster:
"Cartoon production costs have risen 40 per cent since 1942, Walt Lantz,
who organized the campaign, estimates
And there has been no
increase in rentals over that period
On the other hand, rentals
on features have kept pace with production costs in their field"
For the best argument possible, Phil suggests you refer to Luke, X, 1.

T

•

•

•

AVENGE

T

PEARL HARBOR

T

London (By Air Mail) — British
film circles are concerned with the
domination of U. S.-made films over
British subjects in the setup for distribution of films in North Africa
and other reoccupied territories.
Holding that the situation is partly
a result of U. S. Government support of its film companies and the
pressure put on them to provide
prints in the necessary dialogues,
Wardour Street is worried about
the prestige at stake as well as
financial considerations.
Another reason advanced for the
situation is the grimmer subjects
produced in Britain because of its
nearness to actual warfare as compared with the U. S. producers opportunity to produce lighter subjects
that probably will be more readily
received by countries freed from battles.
Some circles worry about the
credit figure which will one day have
to be liquidated, although funds are
frozen in most reoccupied countries.
In the distribution set-up which
has been achieved the American Office of War Information has a dominating position because of the large
number of pictures which America
has ready for release, and the terms
upon which such films are rented
are building up a large credit figure
which will one day have to be liquidated when an agreement is reached
on currency value and there is no
fear of jeopardizing the franc of the
new French government.
At the moment, however, no private currency creditors are recognized for payment, and the result
rency.
is similar to the freezing of curBritish Commonwealth Film Corp.
off-shoot of the British Film Producers' Association, which was formed to effect the preparation of British films for exhibition in ex-occupied countries to take the place of
Nazis propaganda films with which
the French have been surfeited, has
already prepared more than 1,066
versions of films in French and Italian.

Dutch Produce Film to
Recruit for Jap Fight
A film designed to recruit men for
the Allied offensive against Japan has
been made under the auspices of the
Netherlands Indies Government Information Service and will be used in
Holland as soon as that country is
liberated. Titled "Indie Rcept," subject includes shots of the Netherlands forces opposing the Japs in
1942, culminating in scenes of Dutchmen back in action with the Allied
forces that liberated Netherlands New
Guinea.
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is the biggest hit in
the 27-year history

of the N.Y RIVOLI
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Opening Day beat "Bell" by
81% — beat "WasseH" by 62%
—beat every one of the three
great hits that filled this
famous theatre for more than
fourteen months.
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won "breath-taking" praise
from the N. Y. critics.
"Romantic as a kiss in the dark," says
Walter Winchell. And others say:— "Will
take your breath away". . ."Big, fast, colorful, breath-taking". . ."Beauty dazzles the
eyes" . . . "A breath-taking spectacle" . . .
"Technicolor reaches its acme" . . . "Joan
Fontaine is bewitching". . ."It is true art."

w

PRODUCTION
wt

ith Basil Ratnbone • Nigel Bruce • Cecil Kellaway • Ralpn Fortes
B. G. DeSYLVA, Executive Producer • Screen Play by Talbot Jennings
From tbe Novel by Dapbne au Maurier
• Directed by Mitcbell Leisen
Associate Producer David Lewis

This daring love-story from the famous
best-seller by the author of "Rebecca"
is the biggest ENTERTAINMENT
in this year of big pictures! And it's

Xjours, until joVe

from HRAMOU]yr
for Christmas !
am

7W
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Tall in the Saddle"
with John Wayne,

Ella

Raines

RKO
SUPERIOR
OF

ACTION

"She's a Soldier, Too'

87

Mins.

WESTERN
DUE FOR ENTHUSIASTIC RECEPTION FROM LOVERS
FILMS.

Intelligently and

resoundingly

produced

with Beulah Bondi
Columbia
THIS ONE WILL GO OVER
WOMEN;
BEULAH
ING HONORS.

BONDI

67 Mins.
WITH THE

TAKES

Given

production

values uncommon

to a

"She's a Soldier, Too" is a woman's
dish. Its tale of a sour spinster who is

Beulah Bondi plays the spinster who is
shamed into throwing her stuffy mansion
open to femme war workers unable to find
living quarters in the Philadelphia area.
Miss

Bondi is first-rate, as is Percy Kilbride as the inventive brother. Jess Barker

heir. Wayne is really in his element in this
one. His support is of the best. Ella Raines

and Nina
others.

is fine as the romantic interest. Don Douglas and Ward Bond make first-rate villains.

The film produced by Wallace MacDonald, has tight direction by William

George "Gabby" Hayes and Raymond Hatton
are responsible for some swell moments of
comedy.
CAST: |ohn Wayne. Slla Raines, Ward Bond,

Castle.
CAST: Beulah Bondi. Nina Foch, Jess Barker,
Lloyd Bridges, Percy Kilbride, Ida Moore, Erik
Rolf, Jeanne Bates, Shelley Winter, Marilyn

George "Cabby" Hayes, Audrey Long, Elisabeth
Risdon, Den Douglas. Paul P. Fix, Russell Wade,
Emory Parnell, Raymond Hatton, Harry Woods,
Wheaton Chambers, Frank Puglia, Bob McKenzie.
CREDITS: Producer, Robert Fellows; Associate
Producer, Theron Warth; Director, Edwin L.
Marin; Screenplay, Michael Hogan, Paul P. Fix;
Based on story by Gordon Ray Young; Cameraman, Robert de Grasse; Special Effects, Vernon
L. Walker; Art Directors, Albert S. D'Agostino,
Ralph Berger; Set Decorators, Darrell Silvera,
William Stevens; Sound, John E. Tribby; Musical
Score, Roy Webb; Musical Director, C. Bakaleinikoff: Film Editor, Philip Martin, Jr.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

with Lum

and Abner

69 Mins.

RUBE COMEDY IS STRICTLY
LUM AND ABNER ADMIRERS.
This screen
Lum

FOR

THE

vehicle delivers another

har-

vest of joy — and corn — for the admirers of
(Chester Lauckl and Abner (Norris

Goff). Helping to perk up the interest is
a production number featuring Nils T.
Grantlund (N.T.G.) and a bevy of Hollywood lovelies.
Trouble starts for Lum and Abner when
they talk the people of Pine Ridge into putting their money into an oil company in
the belief there is black gold in the earth.
It all turns out to be a bad dream. Thereafter our crackerbarrel heroes are kept busy
trying to make amends. At the windup
everything is smoothed out.
Leslie Goodwins produced in routine fashion. Direction of Leslie Goodwins is strictly
pedestrian.
CAST: Chester Lauck (Lum), Norris Coff
'Abnerl, Barbara Hale, Florence Lake, Dick Elliott, Grady Sutton, Herbert Rawlinson, Dick
Baldwin, Ernie Adams, Jack Rice, Sam Flint,
Andrew Tombes. George Chandler, Ruth Lee,
Danny Duncan, Marietta Canty, Niles T. Cranlund.
CREDITS: Producer. Frank Melford; Director.
Leslie Goodwins Screenplay, Charles E.; Roberts,
Charles R. Marion; Cameraman, Robert Pittack;
Film Editor, Hanson T. Fritch' Musical Director,
Lud Cluskin; Art Director, Alfred C. Ybarra;
Sound, Percy Townsend Dance Director, Paul
Oscard.
DIRECTION,

So-so.

PHOTOCRAPHY,

are

prominent

among

Cood.

*

"Plane Daffy"
(Looney Tunes)
Warners
7 mins.
Will Get Laughs
Put this one down as amusing
madness, with Daffy Duck volunteering to fly a secret message as result of the failure of his buddy Homer Pigeon to return to base. Homer, it is shown, is lured to the
lair of Hadda Mari, deadly and beautiful Nazi spy. Daffy's heroic offer
promises success, for he is a woman
hater, — but unable to hate this one
who is so magnetic that the sparks
fly. It's zany, but will get laughs.
And it's in Technicolor.

"Musical Movieland"
Warner
20 mhV
Good Entertainment
A good amount of entertainmer
is contained in this Technicolor sho:
directed by LeRoy Prinz. The var
ous musical numbers are presented
in the course of a studio tour. Tl
footage goes in strongly for va:
iety. The words and music ai
credited to M. K. Jerome and Jac

"Monkey Business"
(Speaking of Animals)
Paramount
9 mins.
Loads of Fun
A real treat for adults and kids
alike. The latest of the Jerry
Fairbanks series is an extremely enshoi't produced
co-op-A
erationtertaining
with the
St. Louis inzoo.
bunch of remarkably intelligent
chimps put on a show that audiances will marvel at. Chimply a
howl.

Here's a Leon Schlesinger Techn1
color cartoon that will give the kit
many laughs.
The story is about
smart-alecky
mouse
who makes
chump of a dumb lion.

the

Johnson.
CREDITS: Producer, Wallace MacDonald; Director, William Castle; Screenolay, Melvin
Levy; Based on story by Hal Smith; Cameraman, Benjamin Kline; Art Directors, Lionel
Banks, George Brooks; Set Decorator, Louis
Diage; Film Editor, Aaron Stell.
DIRECTION, Cood.
PHOTOCRAPHY, Good.

"Machine Gun Mama"

with Armida, El Brendel, Wallace Ford
PRC
61 Mins.
LIGHTWEIGHT COMEDY MAY PLEASE
ON DUAL BILLS IN SMALLER PLACES.
"Machine

"Goin' to Town"
RKO

Foch

SHORTS

ACT-

by Robert Fellows, "Tall in the Saddle" is made aware that there's a war on and winds
a western of a superior breed. Plenty of
her bit
cause
hasn'ta
muchdoing
to interest
the for
men, the
except
possibly
suspense and vigorous action have gone into up
the development of the plot of this film,
bit of comedy retailed by the maiden lady's
which has the benefit of topnotch direction brother, who has a mind for inventing odd
by Edwin L. Marin. The footage contains
gadgets.
several fist fights that are lulus, not to menMelvin Levy's screenplay goes heavy on
tion gunplay and riding that rate special the human interest, becoming strongly senattention.
timental from time to time.

western, "Tall in the Saddle," boasting a
well-ccnstruced screenplay by Michael Hogan
and Paul P. Fix, keeps Wayne ever on the
go as he runs down the murderer of the
owner of a ranch to which he has fallen

*

are the various phases of the spoi
The film gives a vivid idea of wh: j
experts can do on skates. There a:
many thrilling moments in this sw«
subject.

Gun Mama" is lightweight entertainment that will succeed in extracting
a few laughs from the less discerning in
the smaller spots. The film is a fast little
item that doesn't give one much time to
pause to consider the weaknesses of the
story rr the unbelievability of many of the
incidents.
Those who like dialect comedy have El
Brendel to keep them entertained. Wallace
Ford and Luis Alberni are others who contribute to the comedy.
The story has Brendel and Ford stranded
in Mexico with an elephant on their hands.
They dispose cf the animal to a carnival
owner, with whose daughter, Armida, Ford
is carrying on a romance. Brendel and Ford
are accused of stealing the animal but
are cleared
after quite a mixup.
The acting is passable. Harold Young
directed at a snappy pace.
CAST: Armida, El Brendel, Wallace Ford, Jack
La Rue, Luis Alberni, Ariel Heath, Julian Rivero,
Eumonio
Blanco, Anthony Warde.
CREDITS: Producer, Jack Schwarz; Director,
Harold Young; Screenplay; Sam Neuman Cameraman, Cus Peterson; Art Director, Frank Sylos;
Set Decorator, Harry Reif; Film Editor, Robert
0. Crandall; Sound, William Lynch; Musical
Directors,
Mort Glickman,
David Chudnow.
DIRECTION,
Snappy. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

"Bear Raid Warden"
M-G-M
7 Min*.
Entertaining
A bear finds his activities as an
air-raid warden badly handicapped
by the tricks of a firefly. The cartoon, filmed in Technicolor, has considerable entertainment value.
(Pete"Sports
Smith Quiz"
Specialty)
M-G-M
11 Mins.
Good
Number eight in the "What's Your
I.Q. ?" series, this is as instructive
and as well done as its predecessors.
Among the sports figures seen are
Carl Hubbell, Lawson Little, Fred
Perry and Harold "Dutch" Smith.
"Birdy and the Beast"
(Merrie Melodies)
Warner
7 mins.
Okay for Kids
Introduced herein is a little bird
named Tweety. The Leon Schlesinger Technicolor cartoon deals with
a cat's efforts to get its paws on
the fledgling, which finally beats the
villain with the help of a ferocious
dog. Ideal for the kids.

New Non-Theatrical Co.
"Rhythm Rice
on Wheels"
(Grandtland
Sportlight)
Des Moines, la. — General Pictures
Producers has been formed by A. A. Paramount
9'/2 mins.
First-Rate
Scbultz, W. K. Niemann, D. H. BoThat popular sport, roller-skating,
nine and William H. Schultz. Company will make educational and in- comes in for attention in a reel that
dustrial subjects.
is considerably
diverting.
Shown

Scholl.
"From Hand to Mouse"
(Looney Tunes)
Warner
7 mini
Good

Writers Mobilization
To Confer Accolades
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIL

Hollywood — Hollywood Writei
Mobilization will give special recog
nition to several films a year whic
are
outstanding
examples
of t'n \
blending
of the best
entertainmer};
elements with an important idea, ih
was announced by Emmett Laver .
chairman.
Group plans special pr«j7
mieres calling attention to the film
they choose.
First
selection,
Lesterwill be
Cowan'Ij
"Tomorrow
the World!"
give]
a premiere late in November, accorc
ing to present plans, with the prcfo
ceeds
lzation.to be turned over to the Mobil

Sherman to Pay for Weigh
Lost by Cattle in Making Pif
West

Coast

B-ireau

of THE

FILM

DAIL

Hollywood — Harry Sherman wi
use Bar BH Ranch in Las Vegas fo -i
his next "Hop-Along Cassidy" pro
duction. The ranch has 5,000 hea>
of cattle and Sherman has agree'
to pay the current market price fo
all
by the cattle durinj:
theirweight
use inlost
picture.

SAG Committee Studies
Actor Union's Merger
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIL)

Hollywood — A. SAG committer
has been studying a proposal whicl
would provide for a merger of al
actor unions, but the organizatioi
is not as yet ready to take action oi
the matter. It is not thought hen
that Oct. 1 is deadline for action oi
the proposal.
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safer Tele Fails
Gel RTPB Okay

See Non-Theatrical Boom

WB Names Three in

Post-War

Top Foreign Posts

(Continued from Page 1)
his panel has not attempted to
engineering standards for theservice because it does not conthe art sufficiently far aded for early commercial exploi-

out yesterday that the extensive use
of motion pictures by war factories
and the armed forces had awakened
a greater number of business executives in all lines of industry to
the value and potentialities of the
non-theatrical film. In 1928, Lawton, in association with Western
Electric, made a survey of the then
existing market and found that the
annual gross volume of the nontheatrical field was approximately
$6,000,000. In 1941, the volume had
gone up to $10,000,000 annually.
By 1942, with the entrance of the
United States into the war, the gross
volume had skyrocketed to between
$50,000,000 and $100,000,000, according to various published estimates.
It was found, Lawton said, that the
personnel of war production factories
and men in the armed forces were
able to grasp elements of training
40 per cent quicker through the use
of instructional films than through
ordinary training methods. It appears certain, Lawton said, that in

the reconversion period, business executives who have seen what the
non-theatrical film has accomplished
will capitalize on the experience.
A $200,000,000 annual gross volume in the post-war period would
not be a "frivolous guess," Lawton
said. In 1941, when the annual gross
was estimated at $10,000,000, fully
50 per cent was spent in Detroit,
where half of the output was in the
automotive industry. That field appears certain to be expanded in the
post-war years and other industries
are expected to follow suit.
Due to inability to obtain film priorities for ordinary industrial films,
a number of producing companies
have folded for the duration or are
marking time until the general market reopens. A greater use of nontheatrical pictures for educational
purposes in schools and colleges also
is in prospect after the war and a
number of organizations are preparing to enter that field when the opportunity isavailable.

"U" 39-Week Profit
Set at $2,413,507

Organize Loew-Metro
For Sixth War Loan

TVS'

Annual

Gross of $200,000,000

(Continued from Page 1)

■velopment of theater tele would
rovided for, however, in a series
?xtremely high 20 megacycle
Is eventually to be opened for
nercial use.
le panel likewise failed to profor immediate commercial exation of color tele, recommendinstead the immediate pushing
[lack and white broadcast after
war.
Color Still Experimental
)lor television, Smith said, is an
t rimental matter. It was sug[ ed that higher frequencies be
I yned for color experiments —
I e frequencies eventually to be
t ised for commercial tele as well.
ne major recommendations of the
| »1 follow:
:>mmercial
monochrome
tele
l .dcasting should be continued in
i megacycle channels and on the
: ent standards with the minor en: )ns outlined in the report.
rovision should be made for the
i ising of relay stations for point
j point service of the following
(Continued from Page 1)
; ;s: (a) Studio to transmitter
viding
for
Federal
taxes for the
s; (b) Portable mobile pickup;
Inter-city links; (d) Intra-city same period was $7,566,507; in the
same 1943 period the profit was $8,445,538.
rhese stations," says the report,
For the 13 weeks ended July 29,
111 primarily
carry the picture
lal but should also be permitted 1944, net profit after all charges and
carry the accompanying sound. taxes was $579,562 compared with
.y should be licensed for the $912,786 in the 1943 period. Earnbefore providing for Federal
ismission of commercial pro- taxes ings
were $2,771,662, compared with
ms within a given system or net- $3,327,731
in the same period last
'k and not for transmission
to
general public."
year.
IRAC Suggests Allocations
he Inter-Departmental Radio Ad- Bellfort Named to RKO's
'>ry Committee suggests that as Foreign Dept.; Clark atH.O.
cations for television nine six(Continued from Page 1)
racycle channels, between 54 and
mc. and three 12 mc. or six mc.
the increasing expansion of the comVnels between 42 and 1,000 megapany's foreign business.
(ies. The latter are suggested priEdmund (Ned) Clark, assistant
rily for tele relay, but possibly
manager of RKO Radio's Argentine
Id be used for tele broadcasting. office,
has been transferred from
In suggesting the foregoing al- Buenos Aires to the home office.
The two changes were announced
itions to television," said IRAC,
e committee gave weight to the by Phil Reisman prior to his deparolute necessity of providing sufture for South America on Wed>nt space between 100 and 400 nesday.
for essential radio communicais for maritime and aviation ser- pire until May 1947, the Guild has
es, including aids to air and sea a committee studying television and
'"igation.
Likewise, the commit- the committeemen feel that when a
was influenced by the fact that film in which actors' work is sold for
!-war television developments had television that the actors should
advanced to the stage where fre- profit additionally. At a meeting
sncies much above 100 mc. were of "A" members of the Guild, vicepresident Walter Abel, who is a
lized in actual practice."
member of the committee, predicted
IG Studying Television
that tele will eventually create a new
kind of acting technique, requiring
om Actors' ofStandpoint
■t Coast Bureau
THE
FILM
DAILY
the actor to give a continuous performance and know all his lines withlollywood — Although the present
.tract between the Screen Actors
out benefit of audience or a script
in
front
of
him.
ild and the producers does not ex-

(Continued from Page 1)

the resignation of Robert Schless as
general foreign sales manager, a
post which has been abolished.
Joseph S. Hummel will be in
charge of Continental Europe, Scandinavia, Africa, Palestine nad Syria.
His present post of foreign sales
manager will be eliminated, it was
learned. Wolfe Cohen, who has been

the company's Canadian general
manager, has been placed in charge
of Mexico, South America, Central
America, Australia, New Zealand
and the Far East. Each will function as general manager for his territory. Max Milder, managing director of Warners interests in Great
Britain, will continue in that capacity. Each of the three men will be
answerable to Warner.
Hummel, who has been with Warners for more than 25 years, was
assigned to the foreign department
in 1933 as assistant to the general
sales manager. Cohen, who began
his industry career with Famous
Players Film Service, Ltd., in 1918,
came to Warner Bros, in 1925 when
the company opened its own exchanges throughout Canada. A successor to him will be named within
(Continued from Page 1)
the next few days, it was said.
New York theaters, C. C. MoskoHummel intends to leave for Euwitz; out-of-town theaters, J. R.
rope as soon as possible to make
Vogel; home office, David Bernstein; arrangements for reopening the WB
Metro Exchanges, Howard Dietz and offices in France and other liberated
immediately conditions perW. F. Rodgers; campaign director, countries
mit.
Oscar A. Doob.
Under Moskowitz, every New
York zone will be led by a district Markey Heads Navy's New
Dept. of Pix Activities
manager, Lawrence Beatus, Maurice
(Continued from Page 1)
Seidlitz, S. H. Meinhold, Eugene
Meyers, Salli Levi, W. A. Downs. lywood producer-writer, Lt. Comdr.
Vogel named the following to cover Bob Montgomery is temporarily attached to the unit.
sectors of the out-of-town circuit:
The Forestall directive for the new
Eastern division, Carter Barron; outfit charges it with responsibility
Northeastern division, Chas. Kurtz- for avoidance of overlapping in serman; Poli circuit, Harry Shaw;
vice pix work, production control,
Southern division, W. A. Finney; schedule adjustment and a good deal
Midwestern division, Allen Sparrow; of industry contact work. At the
Northern Ohio, Charles Raymond; same time, it is specifically provided
that the new unit will not take over
Buffalo sector, Vincent McFaul.
Under David Bernstein the Home the liaison for the Bureau of Public
Office sub-chairmen will be H. J. Relations.
Cleary, payroll deduction; Employe
Captain Markey's office is expected
extra Bonds, Eugene Picker; Bond to attempt to stimulate in Hollyrallies, Max Wolff.
wood an expanded production of theatrical shorts on various phases of
The Metro group under Rodgers
and Dietz include Si Seadler, W. R. the operation of the three naval services. Rumors that it will itself unFerguson, Mike Simons, H. M.
dertake production of features and
Richey, with a nation-wide staff of
exploitation men and branch man- shorts appear to be groundless.
There is nothing in the directive callagers.
ing for such activities.
While the inter-company activities
In addition to Markey and Montwill be complete, the major effort will
gomery— the latter shortly to leave
be the promotion of Bond sales to
the public through Loew theaters. for the Pacific — Lt. Bob Taplinger,
Ernest Emerling will handle the out- former Warner publicity chief and
of-town promotion direction and Ed- associate producer for Columbia, Lt.
ward C. Dowden the New York the- Comdr. Arthur Schmidt, formerly of
aters. A special campaign book for M-G-M, and Lt. Collyer Young are
also with the new unit.
use of Loew houses is in work.
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Hollywood."
Thank you for the support
you have given our magazine
policies, for the faith and cooperation you have shown.
Seven years ago when I planned the policies of the newborn Ideal Magazines, I based these policies on the conviction that we must be an integral part of the industry itself,
that its hopes, its dreams, its accomplishments were ours.
Our magazines must be independent in their thinking, to
be sure, fair and impartial in their coverage of news — observant, modern as the day-after-tomorrow, but yet a
part of the industry itself.

EIGHT-FOLD GROWTH
IN SEVEN YEARS. Our
ABC circulation today reads
ONE MILLION AND A
HALF, of which 99.7% are
voluntary newsstand sales.
More than a million of these
readers are in our Movie Group.
For our steady undeviating growth from 177,341 sales
the first few issues to 1,500,000 today, I give full credit to
all the members of my organization, but always realize
that they could not have accomplished all they did without
the faith and cooperation of Hollywood.
Our attainment of leadership and outstanding reader
loyalty in the motion picture magazine field comes in large
part from your belief in us, and from the cooperation you
have always so willingly given.

Today the Ideal Women's Group Magazines — Movies,
Movie Life, Movie Stars Parade and Personal Romances,
following these policies, have enjoyed more than an

"Thank you, Hollywood." Thank you for your help,
your faith, and for the fine pictures and the outstanding
personalities you have given us to write about.

When a man — a group of men
■— or an industry does something important for me, I want
to be sure and thank them.
And so I say "Thank you,

Sincerely yours,
*£c&v£?n

WILLIAM

J&f
juZcS&x.
M. COTTON

Publisher Ideal Women's Group
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